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Descendants of William Beaman

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM\(^1\) BEAMAN was born WFT Est. 1565-1608 in EMGLAND, and died WFT Est. 1605-1689. He married ISOBEL WELLINGTON WFT Est. 1591-1644. She was born WFT Est. 1572-1611 in ENGLAND, and died WFT Est. 1605-1695.

Child of WILLIAM BEAMAN and ISOBEL WELLINGTON is:


Generation No. 2

2. WILLIAM\(^2\) BEAMONT (WILLIAM\(^1\) BEAMAN) was born Bet. 1607 - 1608 in Carlisle, Cumberland, Sct., and died February 04, 1698/99 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. He married (1) LIDIA SANFORD. She died August 16, 1686. He married (2) LIDIA DANFORTH December 09, 1643 in Saybrook CT, daughter of NICHOLAS DANFORTH and ELIZABETH SYMMAS. She was born May 24, 1625 in Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng., and died August 16, 1686 in , , Ma..

Notes for WILLIAM BEAMONT:
m: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 20  d: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 19

Notes for LIDIA DANFORTH:
d: 9/16/1686, Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of WILLIAM BEAMONT and LIDIA SANFORD are:

i. ELIZABETH\(^3\) BEAMON, b. March 02.
ii. DEBORA BEAMONT, b. November 29; d. June 17, 1683.
iii. LIDA BEAMON, b. April 09, 1644.
iv. MARY BEAMON, b. November 12, 1647.
v. ABEGAIL BEAMON, b. February 20, 1653/54; d. September 29, 1683.
vi. SAMUELL BEAMON, b. February 28, 1655/56.
vii. REBECA BEAMON, b. September 07, 1659.

Child of WILLIAM BEAMONT and LIDIA DANFORTH is:


Generation No. 3

3. DEBORA\(^3\) BEAMONT (WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\) BEAMAN) was born November 29, and died June 17, 1683. She married THOMAS GILBURTT September 27, 1681.

Child of DEBORA BEAMONT and THOMAS GILBURTT is:

i. SON\(^4\) GILBURTT, b. June 07, 1683; d. June 19, 1683.

4. SAMUEL\(^3\) BEAUMONT (WILLIAM\(^2\) BEAMONT, WILLIAM\(^1\) BEAMAN) was born February 28, 1655/56 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. He married HESTER BUCKINGHAM 1687 in , , Connecticut, daughter of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HESTHER HOSMER. She was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709.
Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT:
B: Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and HESTER BUCKINGHAM are:
   i. HESTER BEAMAN, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

   ii. SAMUEL BEAMAN BEAUMONT, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 4

5. SAMUEL BEAMAN (SAMUEL, WILLIAM BEAMONT, WILLIAM BEAMAN) was born 1691 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died Unknown in ?. He married MRS ABIGAIL DENNISON June 27, 1716 in Old Saybury Twp., Middlesex, Connecticut. She was born Abt. 1695 in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and ABIGAIL DENNISON are:
   i. SAMUEL BEAMONT, b. February 23, 1731/32, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. August 09, 1789, ?.
   ii. ABYGAIL BEAUMONT, b. March 27, 1717.

Generation No. 5

6. SAMUEL BEAMONT (SAMUEL BEAMON4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born February 23, 1731/32 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died August 09, 1789 in ?. He married THANKFUL TOWNER February 24, 1757 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of SAMUEL TOWNER and AMY WARD. She was born March 19, 1737/38 in Goshen, Litchfield, Conn., and died April 25, 1824 in ?.

More About THANKFUL TOWNER:
Fact 1: April 25, 1824, Died date supplied by Ches C. Thornburgh, 356 N. Maple Ave. East Orange, N.J.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and THANKFUL TOWNER are:
   i. SAMUEL BEAMONT, J.R., b. February 23, 1758, HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT; d. November 27, 1837, ?.
   ii. JOHN BEAUMONT, b. June 12, 1760, SAYBROOK, CT..

Generation No. 6

7. SAMUEL BEAUMONT, J.R. (SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMON4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born February 23, 1758 in HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT, and died November 27, 1837 in ?. He married SEABRID TOWERS Abt. 1785 in ?. She was born May 25, 1748 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
[Bröderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.2405.17]

Individual: Beaumont, Samuel
Birth date: Feb 23, 1755
Birth place: CT
CD# 100

More About SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
Fact 1: Sgt. in Continental Army
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS is:
   i. VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, b. August 18, 1786, ?; d. May 13, 1825, ?.
8. **Virginia Frances**⁷ Beaumont (*Samuel⁶, Samuel⁵, Samuel Beaman⁴, Samuel³, William² Beamont, William¹ Beaman) was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?. She married William Zebulon Griffin 1800 in ?, son of Lemuel Griffin and Lidia Wiley. He was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?.

Child of Virginia Beaumont and William Griffin is:
9.  
   i. Eliza Seabrid⁶ Griffin, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?  
   Death may have been in Oct.

**Generation No. 8**

9. Eliza Seabrid⁶ Griffin (Virginia Frances⁷ Beaumont, Samuel⁶, Samuel⁵, Samuel Beaman⁴, Samuel³, William² Beamont, William¹ Beaman) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ?  
   Death may have been in Oct.  
   She married Alexander Walker Handley September 23, 1830 in Kanawha Co., VA., son of Samuel Handley and Sarah Harmon. He was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About Eliza Seabrid Griffin:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October 26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for Alexander Walker Handley:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About Alexander Walker Handley:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of Eliza Griffin and Alexander Handley are:
10.  
   i. Charles W⁷ Handley, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. Alexander G⁷ Handley, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. Virginia F⁷ Handley, b. October 29, 1838.
11.  
   vi. Henry C⁷ Handley, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

   More About Beniah F⁷ Handley:
   Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED
   viii. Sarah W⁷ Handley [Sallie], b. April 08, 1846.
12.  
13.  

**Generation No. 9**
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

10. CHARLES W\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{8} GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\textsuperscript{7} BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{5}, SAMUEL BEAMAN\textsuperscript{4}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2} BEAUMONT, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1} BEAMAN) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:
14. i. MARION LOVE\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
15. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
     iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

11. VICTORIA E.\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{8} GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\textsuperscript{7} BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{5}, SAMUEL BEAMAN\textsuperscript{4}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2} BEAUMONT, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1} BEAMAN) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. FREDERICK EARL BOWYER, b. RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

12. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, WILLIAM BEAMONT, WILLIAM BEAMON) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL’S AS WELL AS LIDA’S AND SHELTON’S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.
iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMorest, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.

vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

13. FRED G HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, WILLIAM BEAMONT, WILLIAM BEAMON) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
i. **ERNEST** Handley.

ii. **STELLA** Handley, b. 1875; d. 1934, Huntington, Cabell, WV.

More About Stella Handley:
Burial: Woodmere Cemetery, Huntington

*Generation No. 10*


Children of Marion Love Handley are:

i. SON Handley, b. Unknown.

ii. DAU Handley, b. Unknown.


Notes for Frank Handley:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for Augusta Mae Saunders:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER’S SISTER Em Holley and Lum Garlic after mothers death. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of Frank Handley and Augusta Saunders are:

20. i. **CHARLES MARION** Handley, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.


21. iii. **RICHARD GOODWIN** Handley, b. January 12, 1900.

22. iv. **CLARK WALKER** Handley, b. May 12, 1902.

   v. **NANNY MARY CATHERINE** Handley, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. **CHARLES BAKER**.


Notes for Leonidus B. Handley:
He wouldn’t go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write hi name, but would write Lon’s love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters are:

i. **MARIAN LOVE** Handley, m. W. ALEX.

   Notes for Marian Love Handley:
   Unmarried

ii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.

26. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

17. FRANK C. BOWYER (VICTORIA E. HANDLEY, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in , LOUNDS, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i. FRANK PRAague11 BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

18. GARLAND LOVE10 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA..
He married HELoise ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELoise ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELoise ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCity OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELoise BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELoise BOWYER are:
   27. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY11 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
   28. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

19. EARL SAMUEL10 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and
ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:

   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 11

20. CHARLES MARION11 HANDLEY (FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born May 18, 1896 in, Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE12 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:

30. ii. GORDON12 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
31. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

21. RICHARD GOODWIN11 HANDLEY (FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:

   (THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue Lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.

   He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:

32. i. VIRGINIA12 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
33. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

22. CLARK WALKER11 HANDLEY (FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAITHER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAITHER are:

   i. LEONA MAE12 HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
34. ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
35. iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
36. iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.
23. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE11 HANDLEY (FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRICK8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:
37. i. CHARLES RICHARD12 HANDLEY.
38. ii. MARIAN 'MARNEY' HANDLEY, b. June 25, 1943.

24. RUTH OLIVIA11 KENDRICK (FRANK10 HANDLEY, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRICK8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders.

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
39. i. LINDA12 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
   ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

25. EVERETTE LESTER11 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRICK8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE12 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

26. IRENE11 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRICK8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
   i. FLOYD TWIN12 LOY.
   ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

27. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY11 TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE10 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRICK8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
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1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
40. i. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
41. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
42. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

28. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, WILLIAM BEAMONT, WILLIAM BEAMAN) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handle
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handle ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handle. That was in the late 20's and early 30's

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to
support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March—July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ). From that time on I was a: Hotel desk clerk Oil Co. delivery-man Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor,Fla. Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla. " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla. " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washteria in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were; Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga. S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga. Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga. and finally but not least, Ga. Power Co. at Tallulah Falls, Ga. (1st three weeks), Plant Atkinson, Atlanta, Ga. (16 Mo.), Plant Hammond, Rome, Ga. (10 years), Tugalo Village, Tallulah, Falls, Ga. (20 years), before
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Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER. SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About Martha Alice Williamson:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of William Handley and Martha Williamson are:
43. i. Ruby Heloise Handley b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
44. ii. Sara Lynn Handley b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
45. iii. Julia Annette Handley b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.


Notes for Alice Love Handley:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. ( AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW ( 3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for Walter Leslie Slater:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of Alice Handley and Walter Slater is:

Child of Alice Handley and John Slater is:

Generation No. 12
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was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY13 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

31. DARRELL12 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born May 22, 1922. He married JANE13 HANDLEY. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and JANE13 HANDLEY is:
   46. i. SHARON13 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

32. VIRGINIA12 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   47. i. SANDRA K13 DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
   48. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
   49. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

33. ROLLAND BRUBAKER12 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN 'LYNN' THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
   50. i. CRAIG13 HANDLEY.
      ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
      iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
   51. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

34. LOWELL12 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
   52. i. SON13 HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
      iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

35. DONALD12 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
      ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

36. ROBERT12 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
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54. i. KIMBERLY13 HANDLEY, Adopted child.

37. CHARLES RICHARD12 HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
   i. JOYCE13 HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

38. MARIAN MARNEY12 HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN13 LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

39. LINDA12 HORINE (RUTH OLIVIA11 KENDRICK, FRANK10 HANDLEY, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
55. i. ROBIN13 AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

40. ROBERT ARTHUR12 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY11, GARLAND LOVE10 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
56. i. ROBERT JAY13 TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
   57. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

41. PATRICK WRIGHT12 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY11, GARLAND LOVE10 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.
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42. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT12 (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY11 TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE10 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER13 TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

43. RUBY HELoise12 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER11, GARLAND LOVE10, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

44. SARA LYNN12 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER11, GARLAND LOVE10, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

45. JULIA ANNETTE12 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER11, GARLAND LOVE10, JOHN SAMUEL9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM13 MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 13

46. SHARON13 HANDLEY (DARRELL12, CHARLES MARION11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER14 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

47. SANDRA K13 DAFLER (VIRGINIA12 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN11, FRANK10, CHARLES W9, ELIZA SEABRID8 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES7 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL6, SAMUEL5, SAMUEL BEAMAN4, SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2 BEAMONT, WILLIAM1 BEAMAN) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE14 HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.
Children of Ann Dafler and John Exline are:


Child of Richard Dafler and Christie is:


Children of Craig Handley and Linda ? are:
  i. Son14 Handley.
  ii. Daughter Handley.


Notes for Zane Handley:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of Zane Handley and Charles McLoughlin are:
  i. Zanea Lynette14 Handley-McLoughlin.
  ii. Grant Richard Handley-McLoughlin.


Children of Laura Handley and Richard Randolph are:
  i. Joshua14 Randolph, b. April 21, 1981.


Child of Susan Handley and James Caylor is:
54. **Kimberly** Handley (Robert12, Clark Walker11, Frank10, Charles W9, Eliza Seabrid8 Griffin, Virginia Frances7 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel, Samuel Beam5, Samuel Beam3, William Beam2, William Beam1, William Beam1) She married ?.

Child of Kimberley Handley and ? is:
- i. **Daughter** ?.


Notes for Robin Aukerman:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large cedared-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of Robin Aukerman and Eric Worley are:


Children of Robert Tolbert and Amber Henson are:
- i. **Robert Houston** Tolbert, b. Mobile, AL.
- ii. **Carson Wayne** Tolbert, b. July 17, 1996, Fairhope, Baldwin, AL.


Child of Karen Tolbert and William Powell is:
- i. **Kaley Margaret** Powell, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Johann Adam Beyer

Generation No. 1

1. Johann Adam\(^1\) Beyer was born WFT Est. 1619-1648, and died WFT Est. 1671-1711. He married Anna Maria WFT Est. 1645-1688. She was born WFT Est. 1628-1651, and died WFT Est. 1672-1723.

Child of Johann Beyer and Anna Maria is:
2. \(i\) Samuel\(^2\) Beyer, b. Abt. 1670, Palinate, Germany; d. WFT Est. 1713-1762.

Generation No. 2

2. Samuel\(^2\) Beyer (Johann Adam\(^1\)) was born Abt. 1670 in Palinate, Germany, and died WFT Est. 1713-1762. He married Maria Kirsch Bef. 1700. She was born WFT Est. 1664-1688 in Fussgoenheim, Germany, and died WFT Est. 1713-1759.

Child of Samuel Beyer and Maria Kirsch is:
3. \(i\) Andreas\(^3\) Beyer, b. February 02, 1709/10, Ebstein, Chur-Platz, Germany; d. May 27, 1768, Little Tulpenhoken, Berks, PA.

Generation No. 3

3. Andreas\(^3\) Beyer (Samuel\(^2\), Johann Adam\(^1\)) was born February 02, 1709/10 in Ebstein, Chur-Platz, Germany, and died May 27, 1768 in Little Tulpenhoken, Berks, PA. He married Maria Sibilla Abt. 1730 in Germany. She was born WFT Est. 1690-1716, and died Abt. 1785.

Children of Andreas Beyer and Maria Sibilla are:
4. \(i\) John Jacob\(^4\) Beyer, b. March 02, 1730/31, Alsace, Germany; d. December 28, 1806, Heidelberg Township, Berks, PA- Later Moved to Reading.
   ii. John Adam Beyer, b. WFT Est. 1731-1759.
   iii. Samuel Beyer, b. WFT Est. 1731-1759.

Generation No. 4

4. John Jacob\(^4\) Beyer (Andreas\(^3\), Samuel\(^2\), Johann Adam\(^1\)) was born March 02, 1730/31 in Alsace, Germany, and died December 28, 1806 in Heidelberg Township, Berks, PA- Later Moved to Reading. He married Mary Elizabeth Lesh WFT Est. 1749-1778 in ?. She was born October 02, 1733 in , Berks, PA, and died November 07, 1803 in Reading, Berks, PA.

Notes for John Jacob Beyer:
The ship "Minerva", last from Rotterdam, Holland, brought Jacob Beyer, son of Anthony Beyer (Beier), of Germany, to Philadelphia, PA., 9/17/1771. With him came his wife, his son Peter, and if traditions preserved in the family are correct, two brothers, John and Samuel. The three brothers located in the neighborhood of Reading, PA. According to the same traditions, the father came over late in the 18th century, but returned to Germany, and died there. John and Samuel, remained in Penn., but Jacob and his son Peter, with their family's, moved to Augusta Co. VA., before 1793. Presently, to conform with the Virginian, or English spelling, the name became Bowyer. The historian has not been able to find the descendent's of John and Samuel Boyer. The tax lists of Berks County do not show their presence. This probably means that they located in a neighboring county, and that they will be identified by and by. Jacob Beyer is
PROBABLY BURIED IN CASS CO. IND., AND SO FAR AS WE KNOW, LEFT ONLY ONE SON, PETER LIVED IN HEIDELBERG TOWNSHIP, BERKS CO., PA. UNTIL AFTER HIS MARRIAGE--MOVED TO READING, PA. AND DIED THERE.

Child of JOHN Beyer and MARY LEISH is:

5. i. PETER Beyer, b. October 10, 1760, ALSACE, GERMANY; d. October 10, 1850, CASS, IND..

Generation No. 5

5. PETER Beyer (JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN Adam) was born October 10, 1760 in ALSACE, GERMANY, and died October 10, 1850 in CASS, IND. He married (1) EVA JUNG 1790 in ?. She was born Unknown, and died June 1793. He married (2) CATHARINE SCHELMAN (KATRINA SCHELMAN) August 16, 1793 in AUGUSTA CO., VA., daughter of LUDWIG SCHELMAN and ELIZABETH BERGER. She was born September 29, 1773 in HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND, and died in CASS, IN.

Notes for Peter Beyer:
CAPTAIN JOHN MARSHALL BOWYER, TO WHOM THE HISTORIAN IS LARGELY INDEBTED FOR THE TRADITIONS OF THIS FAMILY, SAYS THAT PETER WAS A MATROSS (ONE OF THE SOLDIERS IN A LINE OF ARTILLERY WHO ASSISTED IN THE LOADING AND SPONGING THE GUNS) ERY IN CAPTAIN TURNBULL'S COMPANY OF THE SECOND PENNSYLVANIA REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY, COMMANDED BY COLONEL PROCTOR. EVEN IF THIS OCCURRED AS LATE AS 1784 PETER WAS HARDLY 18 YEARS OLD, UNLESS HE DIED A VERY OLD MAN. ON THE ROLLS AND PENSION RECORDS HIS NAME IS SPELLED PETER BOWYER. HE WAS MARRIED TWICE, BUT NOTHING EXCEPT THAT HER FIRST NAME WAS EVA IS KNOWN.

BLACKSMITH. HE KEPT HIS BOOKS IN GERMAN, BUT COULD ALSO SPEAK ENGLISH. HE ALSO LIVED FOR A TIME AT BOWYER'S FERRY, ON NEW RIVER, (NOW SEWELL'S STATION, C., AND O. RY.), BUT FINALLY MOVED TO WALTON, CASS CO. INDIANA. THE FAMILY BIBLE RECORDS THE FOLLOWING CHILDREN.

More About Peter Beyer:
Fact 1: MAYS CEMETERY, CASS CO. IND.

More About CATHARINE SCHELMAN (KATRINA SCHELMAN):
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY IN MIAMI COUNTY [ACCESS THRU CASS COUNTY]

Children of Peter Beyer and Eva Jung are:

i. ELIZABETH Beyer, b. October 14, 1791; d. Unknown.
ii. JACOB Beyer, b. April 13, 1793; d. Unknown.

Children of Peter Beyer and Catherine Schelman (Katherine Schelman) are:

7. iv. SALLY BOWYER, b. October 20, 1797; d. 1844, CASS, IN.
v. WILLIAM BOWER, b. November 07, 1797; d. Fayetteville, Fayette, Va.; m. UNK, Unknown; b. Unknown.
vi. PAULINE BOWER, b. October 19, 1799; m. GIDEON FREDRICK; b. Unknown.
7v. FREDRICK BOWYER, b. 1800.
ix. MAGDALENA BOWERY, b. December 26, 1803; d. Unknown.
xi. CATHARINE BOYER, b. March 23, 1807; d. DIED INFANT.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

10. xii. PETER BOYER, b. October 10, 1808, ?; d. WINFIELD, PUTNAM, VA.
   xiii. CATHERINE BOYER, b. July 07, 1811.
   xiv. ADAM BOYER, b. May 18, 1814.
   xv. SUSANNAH BOYER, b. February 08, 1816; d. 1878.
11. xvi. JOHN BOYER, b. April 26, 1794, LEWISBURGH, GREENBRIER, VA.; d. December 28, 1878,
       WINFIELD, PUTNAM, WV --AGE 84YRS., 8MO., 2 DAYS.

Generation No. 6

6. DANIEL6 BOYER (PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born November 23, 1795 in , GREENBRIER, VA, and died Abt. 1885 in PROBABLY BURIED NEAR WALTON, CASS CO. IND.. He married PHOEBE BLAKE Abt. 1830 in , , VA. She was born 1808 in , GREENBRIER, VA, and died 1874 in , CASS, IN.

Children of DANIEL BOYER and PHOEBE BLAKE are:
   i. ROBERT7 BOYER.
   ii. PHOEBE BOYER.
   iii. FRANKLIN BOYER.
   iv. JANE BOYER.

Notes for JANE BOYER:
(1909) address  Mrs. Jane Murphy, Tipton, Indiana

7. SALLY6 BOWYER (PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born October 20, 1797, and died 1844 in , CASS, IN. She married PETER TRITT. He was born Unknown in ?.

Children of SALLY BOWYER and PETER TRITT are:
   i. SAMUEL7 TRITT, b. 1820; d. December 26, 1900, , CASS, IN.
   ii. JENETTA C TRITT, b. April 11, 1822; d. September 21, 1903; m. JAMES A LEWIS, August 01, 1839; b. 1821, , IL.
   iii. ANDREW J TRITT, b. November 02, 1835, , VIGO, IN; d. June 30, 1902, , CASS, IN; m. MARYA P TAYLOR; b. July 10, 1838.

8. LEWIS T.6 BOYER (PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born January 15, 1801 in , Greenbrier, Va., and died January 01, 1855 in , Cass, Ind.. He married MELINDA WILSON, daughter of ANDREW WILSON and LOIS GWINN. She was born May 09, 1806 in , , VA., and died 1883 in , CASS, IN.

Notes for LEWIS T. BOYER:
BURIED IN WILLIAMS CEMETERY. A FARMER.

Children of LEWIS BOYER and MELINDA WILSON are:
   i. CHARLES GRANVILLE7 BOWYER, m. ?, Unknown.
   ii. J. MARION BOWYER.
   iii. VIRGINIA BOWYER.
   iv. ELIZA BOWYER.
12. v. LEWIS F. BOWYER, b. January 25, 1825, GREENBRIER ( OR FAYETTE CO.) VA.; d. September 25, 1855, CHICAGO, IL.
15. viii. SYLVESTER CLAYTON BOWYER, b. 1849, MIAMI Twp., CASS, IND..

9. NANCY ANN6 BOYER (PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born June 10, 1805, and died June 21, 1883. She married JAMES MAYS December 11, 1828 in VA, son of JACOB GISH and MARIAH BOYER. He was born 1805 in ?, and died April 14, 1891 in , CASS, IN.

More About NANCY ANN BOYER:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, CASS, IN
More About JAMES MAYS:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, CASS, IN

Children of NANCY BOYER and JAMES MAYS are:

16. i. JOHN SCHELMAN MAYS, b. November 18, 1830, FAYETTE, VA; d. August 16, 1888, INDIANA.
17. ii. SARAH ANN MAYS, b. 1833, VA; d. October 24, 1910, CASS, IN.
   iii. JAMES H MAYS, b. September 25, 1835, VA; m. PHEBE GHEDWARD, October 17, 1861.
18. iv. MARY JANE MAYS, b. April 11, 1838, VA; d. February 01, 1863.
   v. WILLIAM M MAYS, b. May 30, 1843, IN.
19. vi. MARGARET AMANDA MAYS, b. September 10, 1829, VA; d. November 23, 1908, RANDALL, MORRISON, IN.

10. PETER BOYER (PETER B EYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born October 10, 1808 in ?, and died in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, VA. He married UNK.

Children of PETER BOYER and UNK are:
   i. JOHN L. BOYER.
   ii. MARY BOYER.
   iii. HARVEY BOYER.
   iv. MARTHA BOYER.
   v. ANNA BOYER.
   vi. THOMAS BOYER.
   vii. JAMES BOYER.

11. JOHN BOWYER (PETER B EYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born April 26, 1794 in LEWISBURGH, GREENBRIER, VA., and died December 28, 1878 in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, WV --AGE 84YRS., 8MO., 2 DAYS. He married (1) MRS PERMELIA BROWN 1827 in BLUE SULPHUR SPRINGS, VA., daughter of TALLEYRAND BROWN and ? CANTRELL. She was born December 16, 1806 in ?, and died May 31, 1852. He married (2) ELIZABETH SMITH 1870.

Children of JOHN BOWYER and UNK are:
   i. JOHN L. BOWYER.
   ii. MARY BOWYER.
   iii. HARRIET BOWYER.
   iv. MARTHA BOWYER.
   v. ANNA BOWYER.
   vi. THOMAS BOWYER.
   vii. JAMES BOWYER.

Notes for JOHN BOWYER:
METHODIST. SOLDIER IN THE WAR OF 1812, AND MARSHALL OF THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA FOR SEVERAL YEARS.
HE ENLISTED IN THE WAR OF 1812 AT THE AGE OF 18. SERVED UNDER CAPT. JOHN MC CLUNG'S GREENBRIER COMPANY AS REGIMENTAL ENSIGN.

REPRESENTED THE COUNTY OF PUTNAM IN THE LEGISLATURE, jp; FARMER.

DEATH COULD HAVE BEEN DEC. 18TH, 1878 ACCORDING TO WV HERITAGE ENC. SUPPL. VOL. 1, PAGE 125

OWNED 40,000 ACRES IN PUTNAM COUNTY, WVA, 12,000 ACRES IN FAYETTE CO, WVA, AND A LARGE TRACT IN ? AS PER WV HERITAGE ENCY. SUPPL. VOL. 1 PAGE 125
------ERROR FOUND-----

Notes for MRS PERMELIA BROWN:
Major John Cantrell
Posted by: C. R. S. Clendenen Date: March 07, 2000 at 17:28:17
of 5315
To Susan Manolakos if she is still around or for anyone who can help me!

I found that Major John Cantrell Sr. did not marry Mary Ellen Clendenin AKA Nellie.
Mary Ellen did have a child by him. John Cantrell Jr. and married Mary Clendenin d/o George Clendenin, brother of Mary Ellen Clendenin.
Mary and John Cantrell Jr. had a daughter Eleanor Jemima Cantrell who married Charles Clendenin Miller.
Eleanor and Charles Miller had a son John Miller who married a Maria Bowyer sister of Victoria Bowyer, daughters of John Bowyer and Permelia Brown.
Victoria Bowyer married James Benton Dudding who are my husband's mother's grand parents.

Some of our cousins have been searching for info about John Cantrell Sr. too. They had heard that Permelia Brown was a grand daughter of John Cantrell but I still have not found any proof of this. Also it was said Permelia's parents were Mr. Brown and Miss Cantrell too. If you have any info to help me too please reply.
Cyndy Clendenen

Re: Major John Cantrell in WV
Posted by: Susan Manolakos Date: April 24, 2000 at 19:45:46
In Reply to: Re: Major John Cantrell in WV by C. R. S. Clendenen of 5315

Nelly (Eleanor) Clendinen was hauled into Greenbrier Co. (W) VA court in Oct. 1780 for bastardy. It appears this is only a month after the supposed birthdate of John Cantrell, her son. It appears she also had a child by Andrew Hamilton, and finally married George Stephenson about 1783 by whom she had several children. The story of Nelly has apparently been sanitized by later family who had her married to an unknown Cantrell. No such marriage record exists, however, and it is not at all clear who John Cantrell's father was, or how John acquired the name Cantrell if his mother was not married. It's kind of a mystery which, as far as I know, has not been solved. If anyone has found any information on ANY Cantrells in Virginia in the 1780's, I would love to know about it.

While doing research on another line in Orange Co, NC, where an unidentified William Clendinen was living from about 1760 or so, I found a couple of skimpy references to George and Charles Clendenin being there briefly around 1780. This has caused me to wonder if the Wm. Clendenin of NC might be related to the Virginia branch. And, there WERE Cantrells in Orange Co. NC at this time. I have wondered if Eleanor might have been visiting in NC with her father or brothers at the time she met up with her unknown Cantrell, but had returned to Virginia by the time John Cantrell was born. Joseph Cantrell was in Orange Co. at the time, and I wonder if he, or one of his sons, might have been the father. No proof at all, just speculating in the absence of any information on Virginia Cantrells.

Charles Clendenin Miller and Eleanor Cantrell are also in my direct line, although I have not done much research on them. Their daughter Margaret (actually Margaret Eliza Florence Miller) m. John Dashner in Point Pleasant, Mason Co., WV. They are my ggpparents.

Re: Major John Cantrell
Posted by: Susan Manolakos Date: April 25, 2000 at 15:30:38
In Reply to: Major John Cantrell by C. R. S. Clendenen of 5315

Sorry, I had missed your message earlier. Yes, that is correct. John Cantrell born 1780 (later known as Major John Cantrell) was an illegitimate child of Nellie/Eleanor Clendinen, and she was brought into court in Greenbrier Co, WV in Oct of 1780 to answer charges of bastardy. She apparently also had a child by Andrew Hamilton, and finally married George Stephenson about 1783. I don't know for sure who the father of Major John Cantrell was, although there was a note posted just today to Genforum indicating his father may have been John Cantrell, b 1750 Augusta Co. VA, died 1780, place unknown. This John was a son of Joseph (b1720-25 Pa) who was son of
Zebulon, son of Richard. I have not confirmed this myself, but hope to research it further. See the reply to my note with today's date for more information, although I don't have much more than that. The Clendinens may have been in Augusta Co. around the time this elder John was supposedly born, abt 1750, but by the 1780's they were in Greenbriar, soon to move west into Kanawha and Mason Counties, WV. It is not known who raised John, but he definitely reappeared in adulthood in Point Pleasant and rejoined his Clendinen kin. I am also a descendant of Charles Clendinen Miller mentioned in your note.

Children of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN are:

   i. MARIA7 BOWYER, m. JOHN MILLER.
21. iii. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER, b. August 14, 1832, ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA.; d. 1910, TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..
22. iv. MARIA LOUISA BOWYER, b. April 18, 1835, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..
23. v. VICTORIA BOWYER, b. January 04, 1838.

Notes for JEROME TOLEDO BOWYER:
WAS A STUDENT IN OHIO UNIVERSITY, ATHEN, OHIO, FOR THREE YEARS. THE CIVIL WAR PUT AN END TO HIS COLLEGE COURSE IN 1861. STUDIED LAW UNDER JUDGE JAMES W. HOGE AND CAPT. H.C.PARSONS. ADMITTED TO THE BAR IN 1868. PRACTICED LAW UP TO THE TIME OF HIS DEATH. ELECTED MEMBER OF HOUSE OF DELEGATES IN 1869. APPOINTED PROSECUTING ATTORNEY OF PUTNAM COUNTY, MARCH, 1870. APPOINTED A MEMBER OF THE STAFF OF GOVERNOR A.B. FLEMING IN 1889, WITH THE RANK OF COLONEL. OWNER OF COAL LANDS AND COAL MINES BELOW WINFIELD, W. VA. NATIONAL COUNCILLOR OF O. U. A. M. 1898-99. NO DESCENDENTS.

24. vii. CICERO LEWIS BOWYER, b. October 05, 1843, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. 1928.
25. viii. DIMIDOFF PAMLY BOWYER, b. April 18, 1846.

Notes for LEDRU ROLLIN BOWYER:
A MERCHANT. ACCUMULATED SOME PROPERTY. POSTMASTER OF WINFIELD P.O..

Generation No. 7

12. LEWIS F.7 BOWYER (LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born January 25, 1825 in GREENBRIER ( OR FAYETTE CO.) VA., and died September 25, 1855 in CHICAGO, , ILL. He married NAOMI EMELINE PUGH Unknown. She was born Unknown in , GUILFORD , N.C..

Notes for LEWIS F. BOWYER:
ATTENDED ASBURY UNIVERSITY, GREENCastle, IND. ADMITTED TO THE BAR WHEN A YOUNG MAN, BUT DID NOT PRACTICE LAW, EXCEPT AS JUSTICE OF PEACE. MERCHANT. PROTESTANT.

Notes for NAOMI EMELINE PUGH:
A QUAKER.

Children of LEWIS BOWYER and NAOMI PUGH are:

   i. LEONORA8 BOWYER, m. BASIL W. VEIRS.
ii. AONILLA B. BOWYER, m. HERBERT E. BELL.
iii. LORAIN F. BOWYER.
27. v. CAPTAIN JOHN MARSHALL BOWYER, b. June 19, 1853, , CASS, IND.; d. Abt. 1912.
28. vi. ELBERT GREEN BOWYER, b. Unknown, AT ONWARD, CASS, IND..
29. vii. ELLEN BOWYER, b. Unknown.

13. ALLEN W. BOWYER (LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER B. BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born July 31, 1834 in NEAR LOGANSPORT, CASS, IND. He married ELIZABETH Unknown.

Notes for ALLEN W. BOWYER:
FARMER OF ONWARD, INDIANA.
Children of ALLEN BOWYER and ELIZABETH are:
30. i. ADELBERT C. BOWYER, b. 1866.
31. ii. DR. JOHN EDGER BOWYER, b. September 06, 1876, ?.

14. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER (LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER B. BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born August 07, 1843, and died November 10, 1872.

Children of NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER are:
i. INFANT BOWYER, b. September 21, 1868.
ii. INFANT BOWYER, b. March 10, 1870.
iii. FRITZ JOHN BOWYER, b. March 10, 1870; d. February 12, 1871.

15. SYLVESTER CLAYTON BOWYER (LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER B. BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born 1849 in MIAMI Twp., CASS, IND. He married LUCRETIA ANN SMOOT Unknown. She was born June 28, 1854 in ?.

Notes for SYLVESTER CLAYTON BOWYER:
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. FARMER OF NEW WAVERLY, , IND.
Children of SYLVESTER BOWYER and LUCRETIA SMOOT are:
i. ALBERT ROSCOE BOWYER, b. February 27, 1881.
ii. LAURA C. BOWYER, b. May 28, 1883.
iii. CLARA MYRILL BOWYER, b. January 23, 1886.
iv. ARTHUR RUSSELL BOWYER, b. January 31, 1891.

16. JOHN SCHELMAN MAYS (NANCY ANN BOYER, PETER B. BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born November 18, 1830 in , FAYETTE, VA, and died August 16, 1888 in , , INDIANA. He married (1) JANE REDER February 08, 1855 in 1st MARRAGE, IN CASS CO. IN, daughter of JONATHON REDER and MARGARET ?. She was born May 1835, and died September 13, 1867 in , , INDIANA. He married (2) SARAH ANN CRANE February 16, 1868 in SECOND, , CASS, IN, daughter of WHITTINGTON CRANE and SARAH WAGGAMAN. She was born November 29, 1843 in LINCOLN, IL.

More About SARAH ANN CRANE:
1: MRS
Children of JOHN MAYS and JANE REDER are:
 i. FRANCIS L. MAYS, b. October 27, 1855; d. December 25, 1916; m. ANNA M MACKEY, December 10, 1878.
 ii. EDWARD L. MAYS, b. January 17, 1857; m. FLORENCE STRONG, December 06, 1881.
 iii. ANNIE BELL MAYS, b. July 13, 1860; d. March 26, 1872.

More About ANNIE BELL MAYS:
Burial: March 1872, MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN
Children of John Mays and Sarah Crane are:


More About Carrie E Mays:
Burial: August 1891, MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN

vi. George S Mays, b. March 06, 1873.

17. Sarah Ann7 Mays (Nancy Ann6 Boyer, Peter5 Beyer, John Jacob4, Andreas3, Samuel2, Johann Adam1) was born 1833 in , VA, and died October 24, 1910 in , CASS, IN. She married Andrew J Richeson November 14, 1852. He was born 1826, and died January 24, 1914 in , CASS, IN.

More About Sarah Ann Mays:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN

More About Andrew J Richeson:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN

Children of Sarah Mays and Andrew Richeson are:

ii. Mary Jane Richeson, b. Abt. 1857.
iii. William Harvey Richeson.
iv. John Albert Richeson.
v. Francis M Richardson, b. December 1859.
vi. Ada Richardson, b. 1870.

More About Ada Richardson:
1: 1900, 1900 CENSUS WAS 30 YEARS OLD LIVING AT HOME

18. Mary Jane7 Mays (Nancy Ann6 Boyer, Peter5 Beyer, John Jacob4, Andreas3, Samuel2, Johann Adam1) was born April 11, 1838 in , VA, and died February 01, 1863. She married John W Reder, son of John Reder and Abigail Carrier.

Children of Mary Mays and John Reder are:

i. Lorenzo Dow6 Reder.

19. Margaret Amanda7 Mays (Nancy Ann6 Boyer, Peter5 Beyer, John Jacob4, Andreas3, Samuel2, Johann Adam1) was born September 10, 1829 in , VA, and died November 23, 1908 in RANDALL, MORRISON, IN, MN. She married John William Gish December 02, 1849 in , CASS, IN, son of Jacob Gish and Mariah Bowyer. He was born October 23, 1828 in , Botetourt, VA, and died December 22, 1910 in , Morrison, MN.

More About Margaret Amanda Mays:
1: 1841, Moved to CASS CO. INDIANA
2: 1856, Moved to WATERVILLE, MN
3: 1883, Moved to MORRISON CO. MN.
Burial: RANDALL CEMETERY, MORRISON, MN

Notes for John William Gish:
John was a farmer and he owned a sawmill. He was the postmaster at the Huff P.O. in Parker Twp. Morrison Co. MN. He was also a justice of the peace. He and his wife moved to Morrison Co. in 1883.
More About JOHN WILLIAM GISCH:
1: 1857, Moved to MN
Burial: December 1910, RANDALL CEMETERY, RANDALL, MN

Children of MARGARET MAYS and JOHN GISCH are:
33. i. GEORGE WASHINGTON GISCH, b. June 18, 1851, PERU, CASS, INDIANA; d. April 20, 1926, CUSHING MINNESOTA.
ii. JAMES MADISON GISCH, b. June 03, 1853, PERU, CASS, INDIANA; d. April 17, 1898, , Morrison, MN.

More About JAMES MADISON GISCH:
Burial: April 1898, DEMOSS CEMETERY, PARKER TWP, MORRISON, MN

34. iii. NANCY MARIA GISCH, b. July 13, 1857, , LE SUEUR, MN; d. June 10, 1921, , RANDALL, MN.
iv. MARTHA LOUISA GISCH, b. August 27, 1859, CANNON CITY, , MN; d. January 1933, , TODD, MN; m. WILLIAM WYNN, December 22, 1878, WATERVILLE, MN; b. May 05, 1850, , LINCOLN, IL; d. September 08, 1937, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN.

More About MARTHA LOUISA GISCH:
Burial: January 1933, OAK HILL CEMETERY, RANDALL, MN

Notes for WILLIAM WYNN:
NOTE IN POSSESSION OF BETTY BELLAMY ANDERSON, "ISAC WILLIAM WYNN, m. 12-22-1878, b. MAY 5 1850"

35. v. EMMA JANE GISCH, b. January 05, 1862, , LE SUEUR, MN; d. December 09, 1941, PHILBROOK, TODD, MN.
36. vi. WILLIAM SHERMAN GISCH, b. February 13, 1865, WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN; d. December 30, 1955, , ONAMIA, MN.
37. vii. MARY CATHERINE GISCH, b. June 12, 1867, WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN; d. July 23, 1962, , THAYER, KS.
38. viii. MARGARET AMANDA GISCH, b. July 14, 1869, , MN; d. March 24, 1909, , RANDALL, MN.
39. ix. JOHN MARSHALL GISCH, b. May 23, 1873, , , MN; d. February 14, 1933, INTERNATIONAL FALLS, ,MN.

20. GEORGE CRAWFORD Bowyer, GEN. (JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born March 28, 1829 in SULPHUR SPRINGS, GREENBRIER, VA., and died February 04, 1906 in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married SOPHIA MILLER March 23, 1853 in ?, daughter of CHARLES MILLER and ELEANOR CANTRELL. She was born May 23, 1835, and died June 30, 1882 in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Notes for GEORGE CRAWFORD BOWYER, GEN.: MEMBER OF HOUSE OF DELEGATES FROM PUTNAM CO. UNDER THE RESTORED GOVERNMENT OF VIRGINIA, AT WHEELING. A MEMBER AFTER WEST VIRGINIA WAS ADMITTED INTO THE UNION OF STATES. COMMISSIONED BRIGADIER GENERAL OF MILITIA, BY GOVERNOR A. J. BOREMAN, FIRST GOVERNOR OF W. VA. . PRESENT AT BATTLE OF APPOMATTOX. PRESIDENT OF COUNTY COURT FOR SEVERAL YEARS. HELD OTHER POSITIONS. AT TIME OF DEATH HE OWNED 545 ACRES OF LAND ON KANAWA RIVER, ADJOINING WINFIELD. [Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 27, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.3188.21]

Individual: Bowyer, George C.
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: 46th District
Page #: 297
Year: 1850

Info received from Sherry Quisenberry Via Email Quiry:

West Virginia History, Vol. 2
(VI) General George Crawford Bowyer, son of John Bowyer, was born in Greenbrier county, Virginia, March 18, 1829, and died February 4, 1906. He lived at Winfield, Putnam county, West Virginia, and was a farmer and merchant, and was called General Bowyer, a title received from his services in the Virginia State Militia. He married, March 23, 1853, Mary Sophia, daughter of Charles Clendenin and Eleanor Jemima (Cantrell) Miller; her father, Charles Clendenin Miller, was the son of John Miller, who was born at Woodstock, in the Shenandoah valley, Virginia, in 1781, and Sophia (Clendenin) Miller, daughter of Captain William Clendenin, who was wounded in the battle of Point Pleasant; he was one of the founders of Charleston, Kanawha county, West Virginia, was sheriff of Kanawha county, and in 1803, was elected to represent that county in the Virginia legislature. Charles Clendenin Miller was born February 23, 1811, and died March 13, 1898. He was prominent in Mason county, West Virginia, as a merchant, farmer, and banker. From 1834 to 1846, he was high sheriff of the county, afterward he was state senator from his district. From 1843 to 1879, he was president of the Merchants' National Bank of Point Pleasant, West Virginia, being its first president. In 1879, he removed to "Spring Hill," his country home, about a mile from Point Pleasant, one of the handsomest places on the Kanawha, at that time containing about three thousand acres, an attractive specimen of the old-time Virginia mansion. He married (first) December 1, 1831, Eleanor Jemima, daughter of John Cantrell, who died August 31, 1854. Her father was the son of a sister of Captain William Clendenin; he was a major in the war of 1812, and was for several years a member of the Virginia assembly. He married (second) Virginia, daughter of Jacob and Sarah (Wilson) Middlecoff. Children, first named six by first, others by second, wife: 1. John Cantrell, born October 1, 1832, married (first) Amanda Handley, (second) Maria Bowyer. 2. Mary Sophia, born May 23, 1835, married, March 23, 1853, General George Crawford Bowyer, of whom above. 3. Eleanor Bertha, born April 9, 1838, married (first) Robert Buffington, (second) Frank Dashner. 4. George William, born June 18, 1842, died young. 5. Margaret Eliza Florence, born March 7, 1847, married John Dashner. 6. Charlesanna Rosina Maria, born November 11, 1851, married E. S. Bright. 7. Blanche Cantrell, married Rankin Wiley. 8. Edith Clendenin, married (first) Benjamin Stephens, and (second) Dr. J. H. Wade, of Ashland, Kentucky. Children of General George Crawford and Mary Sophia (Miller) Bowyer; Mary Ella, born August 30, 1854, died July 21, 1892; Charles Clendenin, of whom further; George Cantrell, born May 14, 1858; Blanche B., January 13, 1861, died January 20, 1888, married, September 29, 1880, William J. O'Neill; Jennie C., January 15, 1863, married, at Lakeland, Florida, April 17, 1893, Lawrence A. Christy, and had one child, Paul Bowyer, born May 21, 1900; John C., June 24, 1865, died May 13, 1891; Frederick C., October 1, 1867, died in November, 1873; Grace C., November 11, 1869, married, June 3, 1895, Archibald J. Martin; Demmie C., September 21, 1872, married, June 16, 1896, Stanley J. Lowe, and had children: Virginia Cameron, born April 6, 1897, Edward Bowyer, born August 23, 1899, and Stanley Jerome, born April 10, 1907; Frank C., February 4, 1875, married, January 29, 1899, Clyde M. Ball, and had children: Grace Christine, born November 18, 1899, and George Chancellor, born September 4, 1903.

(VII) Charles Clendenin, son of General George Crawford and Mary Sophia (Miller) Bowyer, was born in Putnam county, Virginia, April 6, 1856. His first school training was received at the public schools. On April 7, 1873, he entered the service of the Merchants' National Bank, at Point Pleasant, Mason county, West Virginia, and he has been with this bank from that time. He is a member of Minturn Lodge, No. 19, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons; Franklin Commandery, No. 17, Knights Templar, and Beni Kedem Temple, Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine of Charleston, West Virginia. He is a Republican. Mr. Bowyer is a member of the Episcopal church. He married, September 17, 1879, Catharine B., daughter of William A. and Elsie (Watkins) Parsons, who was born at Parkersburg, Wood county, West Virginia. Children: Irene Kenton, born November 1, 1880; Neida Chancellor, born September 24, 1884, married September 26, 1906, Charles Russell McCulloch, of Point Pleasant, child, Samuel Bowyer, born at Point Pleasant, May 14, 1909.

More About GEORGE CRAWFORD BOWYER, GEN.:  
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV'

Children of GEORGE BOWYER and SOPHIA MILLER are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

40. i. CHARLES CLENDENE8 BOWYER, b. April 06, 1856.
41. ii. JENNIE CLENDENE BOWYER, b. January 15, 1863.
42. iii. DEMIE CAMERON BOWYER, b. September 21, 1872.
43. iv. FRANK CHANCELLOR BOWYER, b. February 04, 1875.

21. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7 BOWYER (JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAMI) was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL.. He married (1) ANNA BURTON ROBERTS2 August 15, 1853 in COTTAGE INN, PUTNAM, VA, daughter of HENRY ROBERTS and ELIZA LANDCRAFT. She was born October 30, 1833 in , NICHOLAS, VA3, and died July 15, 1860 in , WHARTON, TEXAS. He married (2) VICTORIA E. HANDLEY 1868, daughter of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN. She was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, ALACHUA, Fla..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Notes for ANNA BURTON ROBERTS:
SHE DIED AFTER HAVING TWINS.

Children of NAPOLEON BOWYER and ANNA ROBERTS are:
   i. LILLIE BELL8 BOWYER, b. July 01, 1854; d. September 30, 1855, PUTNAM, WV.
44. ii. IDA HENRIE ANNA BOWYER, b. April 24, 1856, WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. July 30, 1939, LAKELAND, POLK, FL.
iii. JOHN ROBERTS BOWYER, b. March 24, 1857; d. June 17, 1858.
45. iv. EGBERT JEROME BOWYER, b. December 10, 1859, ; d. 1936, Gainsville, ALACHUA, Fla.
46. v. EARNEST NAPOLEON BOWYER, b. December 10, 1859, , WHARTON, TEXAS; d. July 15, 1897, DETROIT, RED RIVER, TEXAS.

Children of NAPOLEON BOWYER and VICTORIA HANDLEY are:
   vi. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
47. vii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

22. MARIA LOUISA7 BOWYER (JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAMI) was born April 18, 1835 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. She married JOHN C.MILLER 1855, son of CHARLES MILLER and UNK.

Children of MARIA BOWYER and JOHN C.MILLER are:
   i. AMANDA VICTORIA8 MILLER, b. May 25, 1859; m. D. F. COE.
48. ii. GEORGIE ANNA MILLER, b. April 04, 1861.
49. iii. DEMIDOFF W. MILLER, b. November 24, 1864.
   iv. CARRIE C. MILLER, b. January 18, 1870.
50. v. CAPT. HARRY N. MILLER, b. January 08, 1873.
23. Victoria Bowyer (John^6, Peter^5 Beyer, John Jacob^4, Andreas^3, Samuel^2, Johann Adam^1) was born January 04, 1838. She married Capt. James Benton Dudding June 14, 1852, son of William Dudding and Nancy Blake. He was born January 31, 1827 in, Kanawah, WV, and died October 28, 1915 in Winfield, Putnam, WV.

Notes for Victoria Bowyer:
WFT--HAS HER BEING MARRIED TO JAMES J. Dudding, BUT MY FAMILY RECORDS HAVE HIM AS JAMES BENTON Dudding. Wm B. Handley

Notes for Capt. James Benton Dudding:
Commanded Steamboats on the Kanawha and Ohio Rivers for years.

Children of Victoria Bowyer and James Dudding are:
  i. John Bowyer^4 Dudding, b. March 05, 1856; d. June 21, 1925.
  iii. George Summers Dudding, b. April 12, 1861, Winfield, Putnam, WV; d. December 13, 1931, Winfield, Putnam, WV; Stepchild.
  vi. Victoria F. Dudding.
  vii. Charles B. C. Dudding.
  viii. Dynn W.C. Dudding.
  ix. Kate C. Dudding.
  x. Bryan C. Dudding.
  xi. Florence D. Dudding.
  xii. Jerome Toledo Dudding, b. February 03, 1870; d. May 06, 1935.
  xiii. Charles Miller or Matthew Dudding, b. August 27, 1863, , Putnam, WV; d. May 1948, ?; m. Ida May Ledford.

24. Cicero Lewis Bowyer (John^6, Peter^5 Beyer, John Jacob^4, Andreas^3, Samuel^2, Johann Adam^1) was born October 05, 1843 in Teays, Putnam, W.V., and died 1928. He married Sarah [Sallie] Walker Handley February 13, 1868, daughter of Alexander Walker Handley. She was born April 08, 1846 in Teays, Putnam, WV, and died 1942.

Notes for Cicero Lewis Bowyer:
Farmer. Member of M. E. Church.

More About Sarah [Sallie] Walker Handley:
Burial: Winfield, Putnam, WV

Children of Cicero Bowyer and Sarah Handley are:
  i. Earl C. Bowyer, b. January 19, 1869.

Notes for Earl C. Bowyer:
Merchant

  iii. Zena Clyde Bowyer, b. March 12, 1874.

25. Dimidoff Pamly^7 Bowyer (John^6, Peter^5 Beyer, John Jacob^4, Andreas^3, Samuel^2, Johann Adam^1) was born April 18, 1846. She married John L. Middleton November 22, 1865 in ?. He died February 1889.

Notes for John L. Middleton:
Left an estate valued at $100,000.00

Children of Dimidoff Bowyer and John Middleton are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. FRANK L. MIDDLETON.

54. ii. ZUA WHEATON MIDDLETON, b. June 04, 1867, ?.

Generation No. 8

26. EMMA ELIZA BOWYER (LEWIS F., LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born July 31, 1851. She married SILAS WILLIAM GRAY. He was born September 1854.

Notes for SILAS WILLIAM GRAY:
FINELY EDUCATED. METHODIST.

Child of EMMA BOWYER and SILAS GRAY is:

55. i. ETA D. GRAY, b. Unknown.

27. CAPTAIN JOHN MARSHALL BOWYER (LEWIS F., LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born June 19, 1853 in , CASS, IND., and died Abt. 1912. He married CORA MCCARTER. She was born January 23, 1858 in ERIE, PENN., and died Unknown.

Notes for CAPTAIN JOHN MARSHALL BOWYER:
APPOINTED TO U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY FROM FIRST DISTRICT OF IOWA IN 1870. GRADUATED IN 1874. PROMOTED FROM ONE POSITION OF TRUST AND HONOR TO ANOTHER. CAPTAIN OF THE U. S. "ILLINOIS", ONE OF THE BIG SHIPS IN THE GREAT FLEET THAT TOURED THE WORLD. HE DIED ABOUT 1912 WHEN SUPERINTENDENT OF THE NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD. METHODIST.

Children of JOHN BOWYER and CORA MCCARTER are:

i. JOSEPH MCCARTER BOWYER, b. August 30, 1883, ERIE, PENN..

Notes for JOSEPH MCCARTER BOWYER:
LAWYER IN PATENT OFFICE.
GRADUATE OF PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (SCIENTIFIC COURSE), 1904.
PRESBYTERIAN.

ii. RUTH BOWYER, b. January 21, 1890, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Notes for RUTH BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF MISS MADEIRA'S SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1908.
PRESBYTERIAN.

28. ELBERT GREEN BOWYER (LEWIS F., LEWIS T. BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born Unknown in AT ONWARD, CASS, IND.. He married NELLIE GRAY Unknown. She was born March 21, 1862.

Notes for ELBERT GREEN BOWYER:
BOOK "AMERICAN BOYERS" HAS BIRTH, SEPTEMBER 10, 1857. THAT WAS AFTER FATHER'S DEATH IN 1855---?.
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER. VERY BRIGHT MAN.
METHODIST.

Children of ELBERT BOWYER and NELLIE GRAY are:

i. MARJORIE BOWYER.
ii. GENEVIEVE BOWYER.
iii. EDITH BOWYER, b. April 09, 1882; m. WALTER C. WHIFFIN, September 06, 1904.

Notes for EDITH BOWYER:
SHE WAS A TEACHER IN CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
iv. AMBROSE A. BOWYER, b. September 16, 1883.

Notes for AMBROSE A. BOWYER:
SALESMAN.

29. ELLEN6 BOWYER (LEWIS F.7, LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 Beyer, JOHN Jacob4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN Adam1) was born Unknown. She married JOHN MARQUETTE Unknown. He was born Unknown.

Child of ELLEN BOWYER and JOHN MARQUETTE is:
   i. 29 MARQUETTE.

30. ADELBERT C.8 BOWYER (ALLEN W.7, LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 Beyer, JOHN Jacob4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN Adam1) was born 1866. He married MARY C. She was born Unknown.

Notes for ADELBERT C. BOWYER:
FARMER

Children of ADELBERT BOWYER and MARY C. are:
   i. CLIFFORD A.9 BOWYER.
   ii. WAYNE BOWYER.

31. DR. JOHN EDGER8 BOWYER (ALLEN W.7, LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 Beyer, JOHN Jacob4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN Adam1) was born September 06, 1876 in ?. He married NELLIE J. Unknown.

Notes for DR. JOHN EDGER BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF CHICAGO COLLEGE OF DENTAL SURGERY.

Child of JOHN BOWYER and NELLIE J. is:
   i. GLEN AARON9 BOWYER, b. September 24, 1901.

32. CHARLES ALLEN8 MAYS (JOHN SCHELMAN7, NANCY ANN6 BOYER, PETER5 Beyer, JOHN Jacob4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN Adam1) was born June 01, 1878, and died 1944. He married JESSIE FRANCES WESTHEFFER, daughter of WILLIAM WESTHEFFER and AMERICA SPECHT. She was born 1873, and died 1953.

More About CHARLES ALLEN MAYS:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN

More About JESSIE FRANCES WESTHEFFER:
Burial: MAYS CEMETERY, MIAMI COUNTY, IN

Children of CHARLES MAYS and JESSIE WESTHEFFER are:
   i. OLIN SCHELMAN9 MAYS, b. August 26, 1898, , CaSS, IN; d. September 16, 1972, ONWARD, CASS, IN.
   ii. DOROTHY MAYS, b. Unknown.

33. GEORGE WASHINGTON8 GISH (MARGARET AMANDA7 MAYS, NANCY ANN6 BOYER, PETER5 Beyer, JOHN Jacob4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN Adam1) was born June 18, 1851 in PERU, CASS, INDIANA, and died April 20, 1926 in CUSHING MINNESOTA. He married (1) MARY FRANCES WYANT November 12, 1871 in UNK, daughter of BENJAMIN WYANT and MARY. She was born Abt. 1854 in , , INDIANA, and died May 31, 1872. He married (2) MINNIE JANE STRONG December 19, 1889 in , , MINNESOTA, daughter of AURELIUS STRONG and LOUISE MILLER. She was born February 25, 1872 in KASOTA, LE SUEUR, MINNESOTA, and died June 12, 1951 in FARGO, CASS, NORTH DAKOTA.

More About GEORGE WASHINGTON GISH:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Burial: April 22, 1926, CUSHING, MN

Notes for MARY FRANCES WYANT:
APPEARENTLY SHE DIED ALONG WITH HER DAUGHTER AT BIRTH???

More About MINNIE JANE STRONG:
Burial: , , NORTH DAKOTA

Child of GEORGE GISH and MARY WYANT is:
  i. EDNA GISH, b. 1872.

Children of GEORGE GISH and MINNIE STRONG are:
57. iii. EDITH GISH, b. April 18, 1892, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. September 23, 1975.
  v. MERTON GISH, b. August 09, 1895, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. December 07, 1977; m. (1) FREDAA STUCK, October 12, 1920; m. (2) JULIA ELOFRON, October 26, 1940.
  vi. ALMA GISH, b. February 11, 1897, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN.
  viii. RAY GISH, b. June 26, 1903, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. January 02, 1841, and died 1924 in , , MN.
  ix. BERNICE GISH, b. May 10, 1901, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. July 06, 1949; m. LEON HOUCHINS, December 22, 1922.
  x. JOHN W. GISH, b. June 07, 1898, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. November 29, 1980; m. KATHERINE HAFER, June 01, 1929.

34. NANCY MARIA GISH (MARGARET AMANDA MAYS, NANCY ANN BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born July 13, 1857 in , LE SUEUR, MN, and died June 10, 1921 in , RANDALL, MN. She married JOHN BROWN February 27, 1876 in WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN, son of WILLIAM BROWN and MARY. He was born January 02, 1841, and died 1924 in , , MN.

More About NANCY MARIA GISH:
Burial: June 12, 1921, RANDALL CEMETARY, MORRISON, MN

More About JOHN BROWN:
1: SERVED IN CIVIL WAR
2: DIED AT 87
Burial: RANDALL CEMETERY, MORRISON, MN

Child of NANCY GISH and JOHN BROWN is:
  i. RALPH AUSTIN BROWN, b. January 02, 1907; d. May 13, 1915; Adopted child.

Notes for RALPH AUSTIN BROWN:
Ralph was the son of Dr. And Mrs. Austin of Randall, when mrs Austin died, Dr. Austin let Nancy and john brown adopt Ralph. Ralph later died of diabetes and is buried in the Randall Cemetery in the Brown plot.

More About RALPH AUSTIN BROWN:
Burial: RANDALL CEMETERY, MORRISON, MN

35. EMMA JANE GISH (MARGARET AMANDA MAYS, NANCY ANN BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born January 05, 1852 in , ROCK, WI, and died December 09, 1941 in PHILBROOK, TODD, MN. She married EUGENE JEROME SHARON March 30, 1882 in WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN, son of DENNIS SHARON and CAROLINE WHITNEY. He was born December 07, 1852 in CLINTON, ROCK, WI, and died November 20, 1927 in LITTLE ELK TWP, TODD, MN.

Notes for EMMA JANE GISH:
DIED AT PHILBROOK, DEC. 9 FOLLOWING AN ILLNESS OF SIX DAYS FROM HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AND A STROKE.
WAS A PIONEER AND HAD RESIDED IN TODD CO. FOR 57 YEARS.
MEMBER OF CHURCH OF CHRIST OF PHILBROOK AND WAS ALWAYS ACTIVE IN LADIES AID WORK, SCHOOL AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS.

More About EMMA JANE GISH:
Burial: DEMOSS CEMETERY, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN

More About EUGENE JEROME SHARON:
Burial: DEMOSS CEMETERY, PARKER TWP, MORRISON, MN

Children of EMMA GISH and EUGENE SHARON are:
  i. ROY WILLIAM SHARON, b. February 20, 1883, , LE SUEUR, MN; d. December 24, 1954, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN.

  Notes for ROY WILLIAM SHARON:
  ROY WENT BLIND AS A YOUNG MAN AS A RESULT OF A RUN AWAY HORSE AND WAGON INCIDENT. HE LIVED WITH HIS BROTHER CARL AND SISTER-IN-LAW PEARL AFTER HIS MOTHER MOVED TO PHILBROOK WITH JOHN AND MARTHA BELLAMY.

More About ROY WILLIAM SHARON:
Burial: ZION CEMETERY, LITTLE ELK TWP, TODD, MN

ii. CLARA ANNETTA SHARON, b. August 01, 1885, , Morrison, MN; d. May 08, 1973, LITTLE FALLS, , MN.

iii. MARY LILLIAN SHARON, b. May 15, 1888, , Morrison, MN; d. January 08, 1952, LITTLE FALLS, , MN.

iv. CARL EUGENE SHARON, b. February 17, 1890, , Morrison, MN; d. October 19, 1984, LONG PRAIRIE, , MN.

v. NELLIE A SHARON, b. February 02, 1892; d. January 15, 1908.

vi. EFFIE ELLEN SHARON, b. January 10, 1894, , TODD, MN; d. March 28, 1984, , MN.

vii. VERANUS SHARON, b. May 07, 1896, , TODD, MN; d. March 04, 1984, DULUTH, ST. LOUIS, MN.

viii. MARTHA CAROLINE SHARON, b. September 13, 1901, , TODD, MN; d. April 09, 1975, LITTLE FALLS, , MN.


36. WILLIAM SHERMAN\textsuperscript{8} GISH (MARGARET AMANDA\textsuperscript{7} MAYS, NANCY ANN\textsuperscript{6} BOYER, PETER\textsuperscript{5} BEYER, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{4}, ANDREAS\textsuperscript{3}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN ADAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 13, 1865 in WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN, and died December 30, 1955 in , ONAMIA, MN. He married SYDNEY LOUISIA OBY, daughter of HENRY OBY and DEBORAH STRAHL. She was born April 04, 1872, and died October 15, 1933 in , MN.

More About WILLIAM SHERMAN GISH:
Burial: , ONAMIA, MN

More About SYDNEY LOUISIA OBY:
Burial: , ONAMIA, MN

Children of WILLIAM GISH and SYDNEY OBY are:
  i. CHARLEY ALEC\textsuperscript{9} GISH, b. October 22, 1891, , Morrison, MN; d. January 10, 1981.
  ii. ARRA ETHEL GISH, b. April 24, 1899, LITTLE FALLS, , MN; d. October 04, 1989, MINNEAPOLIS, , MN.
  iii. LOUIS CLINTON GISH, b. September 20, 1912.

37. MARY CATHERINE\textsuperscript{8} GISH (MARGARET AMANDA\textsuperscript{7} MAYS, NANCY ANN\textsuperscript{6} BOYER, PETER\textsuperscript{5} BEYER, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{4}, ANDREAS\textsuperscript{3}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN ADAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 12, 1867 in WATERVILLE, LE SUEUR, MN, and died July 23, 1962 in , THAYER, KS. She married (1) AARON E BOYCE January 01, 1885 in , MORRISON, MN, son of A R BOYCE. He was born February 05, 1852, and died December 06, 1912 in SEATTLE, KING, WA. She married (2) CHRISTIAN MILLER October 25, 1919 in LITTLE FALLS, , MN. He was born October 06, 1850 in CANELDOVER, , OH, and died April 22, 1944 in WESLEY HOSPITAL, WADENA, , MN.

More About MARY CATHERINE GISH:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Burial: EVERGREEN CEMETERY, STAPLES, , MN
Cause of Death: RUPTURED APPENDIX

More About AARON E BOYCE:
Burial: BURTON, KING, WA
Cause of Death: SUFFERED FROM TB

Children of MARY GISH and AARON BOYCE are:
  i. CORA ELLEN BOYCE, b. January 11, 1891.
  ii. ARTHUR EDMOND BOYCE, b. September 12, 1893.

38. MARGARET AMANDA GISH (MARGARET AMANDA MAY, NANCY ANN BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born July 14, 1869 in , , MN, and died March 24, 1909 in , RANALD, MN. She married WILLIAM FRANK STRAHL July 12, 1893 in , , MN, son of ? and SARAH STRAHL.

More About MARGARET AMANDA GISH:
Burial: RANDALL CEMETERY, MORRISON, MN

More About WILLIAM FRANK STRAHL:
Burial: RANDALL CEMETERY, MORRISON, MN

Children of MARGARET GISH and WILLIAM STRAHL are:
  i. JOHN HENRY STRAHL, b. September 27, 1894, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. November 04, 1908, , Morrison, MN.

More About JOHN HENRY STRAHL:
Burial: CEMETERY, , MORRISON, MN
Cause of Death: DEATH CIRT. SAYS DIED FROM HEART FAILIER
Medical Information: DIED FROM DIPHTHERIA SHOT

  ii. JAMES HOWARD STRAHL, b. March 17, 1896; d. August 12, 1951, , , MN.
  iii. FLORENCE M STRAHL, b. November 08, 1897; d. February 23, 1989, , , MN.
  v. RAYMOND STRAHL, b. July 06, 1902, PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN; d. September 01, 1972, LITTLE FALLS, , MN.

39. JOHN MARSHALL GISH (MARGARET AMANDA MAY, NANCY ANN BOYER, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born May 23, 1873 in , , MN, and died February 14, 1933 in INTERNATIONAL FALLS, , MN. He married (1) FLOSETTA ZELMA LEE March 11, 1892 in , TODD, MN, daughter of GEORGE LEE and IDA TAPLIN. She was born June 07, 1876 in , , WI, and died July 29, 1898. He married (2) ANNA MARTHA BALMER December 12, 1899 in PILLSBURY, TODD, MN, daughter of J. H. BALMER. She was born Abt. 1876 in , , MN, and died August 1957 in INTERNATIONAL FALLS, , MN.

Notes for JOHN MARSHALL GISH:
ANNA AND JOHN LIVED IN PARKER TWP, MORRISON, MN DURING THE WINTER OF 1899

More About FLOSETTA ZELMA LEE:
Burial: VERNDALE, WADENA, MN
Cause of Death: T.B.

Child of JOHN GISH and FLOSETTA LEE is:
  i. VIRGIE ZELMA GISH, b. November 02, 1892, , TODD, MN; d. April 14, 1958, , MT.

Children of JOHN GISH and ANNA BALMER are:
  ii. WILLIAM LLOYD GISH, b. August 31, 1900, PILLSBURY, , MN; d. January 10, 1966, MENDOTA, , IL.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

iii. LOTTIE ARDELL GISH, b. February 27, 1905; d. March 27, 1905, LONG PRAIRIE, , MN.

Notes for LOTTIE ARDELL GISH:

iv. LESTER JOHN GISH, b. June 20, 1907.

v. ROBERT GISH, b. May 22, 1913; d. May 23, 1913, LONG PRAIRIE, , MN.

vi. MARGARET FRANCES GISH, b. November 04, 1914.


40. CHARLES CLENDENEN8 BOWYER (GEORGE CRAWFORD7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born April 06, 1856. He married KITTY PARSONS Unknown.

Notes for CHARLES CLENDENEN BOWYER:
CASHIER MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK, AT MOUNT PLEASANT, W.VA.

Children of CHARLES BOWYER and KITTY PARSONS are:
   i. IRENE K.8 BOWYER.
   ii. NEIDA O. BOWYER.

41. JENNIE CLENDENEN8 BOWYER (GEORGE CRAWFORD7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born January 15, 1863. She married LAWRENCE A. CRISTY Unknown. He was born in MALDEN, KANAWHA, W.VA..

Child of JENNIE BOWYER and LAWRENCE CRISTY is:
   i. PAUL9 CRISTY.

42. DEMIE CAMERON8 BOWYER (GEORGE CRAWFORD7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born September 21, 1872. She married STANLEY J. LOWE June 16, 1896 in CHATANOOGA, , TENN..

Children of DEMIE BOWYER and STANLEY LOWE are:
   i. VIRGINIA CAMERON9 LOWE.
   ii. EDWARD B. LOWE.
   iii. STANLEY JEROME LOWE.

43. FRANK CHANCELLOR8 BOWYER (GEORGE CRAWFORD7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born February 04, 1875. He married MYRTLE CLYDE BALL January 29, 1899 in AT OLD HOME BUILT 1874. She was born July 12, 1874.

Children of FRANK BOWYER and MYRTLE BALL are:
58. i. GRACE CRISTINE BALL9 BOWYER, b. November 18, 1899.
   ii. GEORGE CHANCELLOR BALL BOWYER, b. September 04, 1903.

44. IDA HENRIE ANNA8 BOWYER (NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born April 24, 1856 in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died July 30, 1939 in LAKELAND, POLK, FL. She married ELBERT MELVILLE LUSK May 04, 1882 in , PUTNAM, WV, son of ERASTUS LUSK and ARMISOTRA. He was born 1850 in , Tazewell, VA(wyoming, WV).

Notes for IDA HENRIE ANNA BOWYER:
SHE IS A SUPERIOR WOMAN, FINELY EDUCATED. TEACHER FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS, AND WAS SECRETARY OF THE TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION OF W. VA. PRESBYTERIAN.

MRS. LUSK IS A FINE GENEALOGIST, AND HAS HELPED THE HISTORIAN VERY GREATLY. SHE IS ALSO A MEMBER OF THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN BOYERS
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More About Ida Henrie Anna Bowyer:
Burial: August 02, 1939, Oaklawn Cemetery, Lakeland

Child of Ida Bowyer and Elbert Lusk is:
  i. Egbert Eugene Lusk, b. November 26, 1884, Conway Springs, Kansas; d. 1884, Conway Springs, Sumner, KS.

Notes for Egbert Eugene Lusk:
Student Academy St. Leo Military College, St. Leo, FLA.

45. Egbert Jerome Bowyer (Napoleon Bonaparte, John, Peter, John Jacob, Andreas, Samuel, Johann Adam) was born December 10, 1859 in ?, and died 1936 in Gainsville, Alachua, Fla. He married Margaret Agnes LaFontisee June 1894 in Winfield, Putnam, W.Va., daughter of Louis LaFontisee and Mary Fayet. She was born April 07, 1873 in Norfolk, St. Lawrence, N.Y., and died 1928 in Gainsville, Alachua, Fla.

Notes for Egbert Jerome Bowyer:
Part owner of Penn Steamship Company, Tampa, FLA.

Children of Egbert Bowyer and Margaret LaFontisee are:
60. ii. Egbert Napoleon Bowyer, b. December 05, 1900, Gainsville, Alachua, FL; d. April 1975, Tarpon Springs, FL.

46. Earnest Napoleon Bowyer (Napoleon Bonaparte, John, Peter, John Jacob, Andreas, Samuel, Johann Adam) was born December 10, 1859 in Wharton, Texas, and died July 15, 1897 in Detroit, Red River, Texas. He married Agnes McKee Unknown. She was born Unknown in Of Red River Co., Texas, and died Unknown.

Notes for Earnest Napoleon Bowyer:
Turner or Old Beulah Church Yard

Bowyer, E.N.
b. 10 Dec 1859, d. 15 Jul 1896
Amiable & beloved husband farewell,
Thy years were few but thy Virtues Many,
They are recorded not oer' this perishing stone
but on the book of life & in the hearts
of thy afflicted family

Bowyer, Sidney
b. 22 Jan 18____, d. 30 Jan 1889
(broken, unreadable)

Beulah Cemetery
Falls County, Texas
Lat: 31° 15’ 31”N, Lon: 97° 12’ 11”W

Contributed by Judy Reamy, Feb 25, 2003 [jreamy@msn.com]. Total Records = 37.

To reach cemetery take Co. Rd. 495B off Texas 7 between Marlin and Lott TX. On the right side of the road up in the trees. You can barely see some of the stones from the road and it’s very easy to miss.
Cemetery is old and was overgrown with weeds. The only stones that appear to be cared for are the Magee plot. These are all in good shape with many having been replaced.

No one has been buried here in a while. It's up in a farmers field, fenced off from the pasture. About 75 ft. off the road. Many of the stones are broken and unreadable. The area is overgrown with weeds and ivy and may be impossible to find in the spring or summer.

Stones were read 11/2001, when I walked the cemetery. These are all the readable stones.

- Judy Reamy

Bailey, T. B., b. 31 Mar 1824, d. 11 Nov 1890
Bankston, Sabane, b. 27 Jun 1871, d. 29 Feb 1894
Bentley, J. W., b. 2 Apr 1855(?), d. 8 Jun 1882
Bentley, Nettie, b. 13 Jun 1848, d. 5 Sep 1903 (?), w/o J.W. Bentley
Carter, Wallace Earl, b. 9 Oct 1898, d. 6 Jun 1899, s/o ? H. & L.C.
Harris, Thomas L., b. 29 Sep 1897, d. 10 Aug 1925
Landrum, Elma Lucille, b. 14 Nov 1892, d. 21 Feb 1905, "Sister"
Landrum, Sarah Elizabeth, b. 15 Aug 1858, d. 3 Aug 1933, "Mom"
Logan, Nenoma, b. Dec 1892, d. 11 Dec 1892, d/o D.H. & M.E. Logan
Logan, Viola, b. 23 Dec 1890, d. 29 Dec 1890, d/o D.H. & M.E. Logan
Magee, Calvin, b. 6 Jan 1808, d. 16 Dec 1882
Magee, Carolyn Elizabeth, b. 1851, d. 1926
Magee, Mary Teresa, b. 1829, d. 1914
Magee, Norvel Abner, b. 1846, d. 1914
Magee, Sally, b. 1845, d. 1875
Magee, Samuel Bullock, b. 1860, d. 1906
Moring, Piety, b. 25 Apr 1828, d. 24 Oct 1893
Perry, A. G., no dates, s/w wife
Perry, Wife, no dates, s/w A.G.
Powell, Dempsey, b. ? Jul 188?, d. 28 Jul 1894, s/o J.R. & M.E. Powell
Powell, J. W., b. 10 Jan 1855, d. 17 Feb 1921, sleeps beside Margaret
Powell, Jargaret E., b. 6 Jan 1838, d. 16 Oct 1915, w/o R.Y. Powell
Powell, R. Y., b. 16 ? 1831, d. 1889, sleeps beside Margaret
Rawls, Thomas Jackson, b. 9 Jan 1838, d. 7 Sep 1881, Capt. CO G, CSA, FL Inf.
Sale, Mamie, b. 5 Dec 1894, d. 23 Jan 1895, d/o ? & M.E.
Stallworth, Annie, b. 25 Jul 1867, d. 31 Aug 1886, sleeps beside Robert
Stallworth, Robert, b. ? Apr 1833, d. 22 Oct 1882
Tatum, M. K., b. 2 Oct ???, Smith Co. TN, d. 28 Jan 189?
Tomlinson, ?, b. 1850(?) , d. 12 Dec 1875
Tomlinson, James E., b. 29 Apr 1888 age 45
Watkins, A. M., b. 1887, d. 1903, s/o J.B. & ?
Watkins, Emmett S., b. 23 Sep 1901, d. 26 Mar 1902, s/o ? & ?
Watkins, Jane, d. 22 Aug 1927 age 83 yrs
Watkins, W. L., b. 22 Jan 1875, d. 14 Feb 1902, s/w A.M., s/o J.B. & ?
Wellman, Annie Muchow, b. 1 Jun 1884, d. 14 Aug 1912
Woodall, William, b. 17 Mar 1868, d. 22 Oct 1901, h/o Maud
Young, Amanda, d. 5 Aug 1885 age 89 yrs

Notes for Agnes Mckee:
THE MOTHER IS MRS. DR. R.A.STEWART, LEESBURG, FLA.

Children of Earnest Bowyer and Agnes Mckee are:
  i. Ernest Mckee Bowyer.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for ERNEST McKEE BOWYER:
OF ORIENTA, OKLAHOMA

ii. ANNA JOSEPHINE BOWYER.
iii. PAUL BOWYER.
iv. EARL BOWYER.
v. JOHN CARL BOWYER.
vi. NAPOLEON B. BOWYER.

47. FRANK C.8 BOWYER (NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in LOUNDSD, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
  i. FRANK PRAGUE9 BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, FLA..
  ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
  iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

48. GEORGIE ANNA8 MILLER (MARIA LOUISA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born April 04, 1861. She married BENJAMIN BROWN Unknown. He was born Unknown.

Children of GEORGIE MILLER and BENJAMIN BROWN are:
  i. GERALDINE9 BROWN.
  ii. CHARLES BROWN.

49. DEMIDOFF W.8 MILLER (MARIA LOUISA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born November 24, 1864. She married ISAAC BARNETT Unknown. He was born March 16, 1856 in ?, and died Aft. 1900 in ?.

Children of DEMIDOFF MILLER and ISAAC BARNETT are:
  i. CARRIE VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BARNETT.
  ii. JAMES CANTREL BARNETT.
  iii. DEMIE ENID FRANKLIN BARNETT.
  iv. REBECCA PANSEY LOUISA BARNETT, b. February 12, 1890.
  v. MARTIN LINCOLN KIETH BARNETT, b. August 22, 1900.

50. CAPT. HARRY N.8 MILLER (MARIA LOUISA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born January 08, 1873. He married GERTRUDE MAY STALNECKER July 07, 1894 in ?. She was born Unknown.

Notes for CAPT. HARRY N. MILLER:
COMMANDER OF STEAMBOAT "WINFRED'S", OHIO RIVER.

Children of HARRY MILLER and GERTRUDE STALNECKER are:
  i. LYDIA MAY STALNECKER9 MILLER.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

ii. MILDRED LOUISA MILLER.
iii. CANTREL L. MILLER.
iv. BROWN RUSSELL MILLER.

51. GEORGE SUMMERS8 DUDING (VICTORIA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born April 12, 1861 in Winfield, Putnam, WV, and died December 13, 1931 in Winfield, Putnam, WV. He married KATHERINE HOGE, daughter of JAMES HOGE and SARAH WRIGHT. She was born July 01, 1860, and died December 17, 1930.

Notes for KATHERINE HOGE:
JUDGE HOGE HAD NAME CHANGED FROM DUDING BACK TO HOGE.

Child of GEORGE DUDING and KATHERINE HOGE is:
62. i. JAMES9 HOGE, b. October 03, 1880.

52. ZENA CLYDE8 BOWYER (CICERO LEWIS7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born March 12, 1874. She married J. WILLIAM MORRIS June 10, 1894 in ?. He was born Unknown in OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died Unknown.

Children of ZENA BOWYER and J. MORRIS are:
i. RUTH M.9 MORRIS.
ii. M. MORRIS MORRIS.

53. LOUIS B.8 BOWYER (CICERO LEWIS7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born December 30, 1875 in OF WINCHESTER, , W.VA., and died Unknown. He married CLARA HOWELL March 22, 1899 in ?. She died Unknown.

Child of LOUIS BOWYER and CLARA HOWELL is:
i. RAYMOND L.9 BOWYER, b. October 26, 1902.

54. ZUA WHEATON8 MIDDLETON (DIMIDOFF PAML7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born June 04, 1867 in ?. She married JOSEPH MAYER January 01, 1890. He was born July 25, 1865 in ?, and died Unknown.

Children of ZUA MIDDLETON and JOSEPH MAYER are:
i. MARGUERITE9 MAYER, b. July 20, 1891.
ii. FRANK L. MAYER, b. Unknown, OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 9

55. ETHEA D.9 GRAY (EMMA ELIZA8 BOWYER, LEWIS F.7, LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born Unknown. She married FRANKLIN JOHNSON Unknown. He was born Unknown in OF GRANVILLE, , NORTH DAKOTA, and died Unknown.

Children of ETHEA GRAY and FRANKLIN JOHNSON are:
i. GRAYDON M.10 JOHNSON.
ii. BERYL N. JOHNSON.
iii. CYRIL WILLIAM JOHNSON.
iv. LEWIS VERNE JOHNSON, b. June 20, 1876, OF NORTH DAKOTA.

56. ARTHUR LAWRENCE8 GISH (GEORGE WASHINGTON8, MARGARET AMANDA7 MAYS, NANCY ANN6 BOYER, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born November 13, 1890 in PARKER TWP., MORRISON, MN, and died May 26, 1974. He married MINNIE D. KNAUFF June 19, 1919. She was born June 24, 1899.
Children of Arthur Gish and Minnie Knauff are:
   ii. Russell Arthur Gish, b. August 08, 1921.


Children of Edith Gish and Ed Wralstad are:
   i. 10 Wralstad.
   ii. Evelyn Wralstad.

Children of Edith Gish and Walter Illgren are:
   iii. Lester10 Illgren.
   iv. Audrey Illgren.
   v. Leon Illgren.
   vi. Avis Illgren.

58. Grace Cristine Ball9 Bowyer (Frank Chancellor8, George Crawford7, John6, Peter5 Beyer, John Jacob4, Andreas3, Samuel2, Johann Adam1) was born November 18, 1899. She married Ralph A Ross. He was born in OF Penn.

Children of Grace Bowyer and Ralph Ross are:
   i. Eleanor10 Ross.
   ii. Robert Ross.
   iii. Joseph Ross.
   iv. Donald Ross.
   v. ? Ross.


Notes for Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:

More About Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:
Cause of Death: Kidney Failure
Retirement: 1947, From The University of Florida

More About Garland Love Handley:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Marriage Notes for HELOISE BOWYER and GARLAND HANDLEY:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Notes for BENJAMIN ARTHUR TOLBERT:
(Most of the following details were found in a resume published in, "Who's Who in America,1934-1935").


Organizations: President of the National Association of Dean of Students, 1934-1935; Pi Kappa Alpha; Democrat; Methodist; Scottish Rite Mason (32^); Kiwanian.

IT STANDS AS GOOD REASON THAT DEAN TOLBERT NAMED HIS SON AFTER HIS GR-FATHER.

Children of HELOISE BOWYER and GARLAND HANDLEY are:
65. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY10 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
66. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

60. EGEBERT NAPOLIAN9 BOWYER (EGEBERT JEROME8, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born December 05, 1900 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL4, and died April 1975 in TARПON SPRINGS, FL. He married (1) HAZEL GREEN HEARON Abt. 1925 in ?. She was born Unknown. He married (2) GRETA ? Bet. 1937 - 1940 in ?. She was born Unknown in TARПON SPRINGS, FL, and died December 28, 1988.

Child of EGEBERT BOWYER and HAZEL HEARON is:
   i. EGEBERT NAPOLIAN BOWYER10 JR, b. Abt. 1928.

61. ERNEST JEROME9 BOWYER (EGEBERT JEROME8, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born October 02, 1903 in TAMPA, HILLSBORA, FL, and died Abt. May 17, 1988 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married DOROTHY RYAN Unknown, daughter of JOSEPH BOHNERT and ELIZABETH SPANIEL. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

More About ERNEST JEROME BOWYER:
Burial: May 20, 1988, EVERGREEN CEMETERY

Notes for DOROTHY RYAN:
ADOPTED HER BROTHERS TWO BOYS WHEN THEIR PARENTS WERE KILLED IN A PLANE CRASH.

Children of ERNEST BOWYER and DOROTHY RYAN are:
   i. JERRY10 BOWYER, b. Unknown.
   ii. PAT BOWYER, b. Unknown.
   iii. MIKE BOWYER, b. Unknown; Adopted child.
   iv. PETE BOWYER, b. Unknown; Adopted child.

62. JAMES9 HOGE (GEORGE SUMMERS8 DUDDING, VICTORIA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born October 03, 1880. He married THERESA BOHNERT, daughter of JOSEPH BOHNERT and ELIZABETH SPANIEL. She was born July 25, 1882, and died February 25, 1963.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for JAMES HOGE:
JUDGE HOGE HAD NAME CHANGED FROM DUDDING BACK TO HOGE.

Children of JAMES HOGE and THERESA BOHNERT are:
67. i. KATHERINE CORNELIA10 HOGE, b. February 04, 1905.
68. ii. JULIA ELIZABETH HOGE, b. August 01, 1907; d. 1982.
   iii. EVA CECILIA HOGE, b. November 04, 1910; m. HARRY DONNAN.
   vi. REV. JAMES C. HOGE, b. 1917.
   vi. REV. JAMES C. HOGE, b. 1917.

63. FRANK L.9 MAYER (ZUA WHEATON8 MIDDLETON, DIMIDOFF PAML7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born Unknown in OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA. He married DENNIE A. BALL June 09, 1901 in ?. She was born Unknown.

Notes for FRANK L. MAYER:
BANKER

Children of FRANK MAYER and DENNIE BALL are:
   i. FRANCES NEILSON MIDDLETON10 MAYER.
   ii. JOHN L. MIDDLETON MAYER.
   iii. MAXINE JULIE MAYER, b. July 20, 1902.

Generation No. 10

64. LEWIS VERNE10 JOHNSON (ETHA D.9 GRAY, EMMA ELIZA8 BOWYER, LEWIS F.7, LEWIS T.6 BOYER, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born June 20, 1876 in OF NORTH DACOTA. He married FANNIE BUCK Unknown. She was born Unknown.

More About LEWIS VERNE JOHNSON:
Fact 1: ELECTRICIAN

Children of LEWIS JOHNSON and FANNIE BUCK are:
   i. HARRY MILLSON11 JOHNSON, b. October 04, 1898, OF 303 UNION ST., JOLIET, ILL...

   Notes for HARRY MILLSON JOHNSON:
   GRADUATE OF UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
   METHODIST.

   ii. DOROTHY JOHNSON, b. 1903.

65. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY10 TOLBERT (HELOISE ERNESTINE9 BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME8,
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
74. i. ROBERT ARTHUR11 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
75. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
76. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

66. WILLIAM BOWYER10 HANDLEY (HELOISE ERNESTINE9 BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME8, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.
About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (LaFontissee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip. (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave. This was in March—July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., Lawson General Hospital. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war. (#2). From that time on I was a;

Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.

" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were;
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
and finally but not least, Ga. Power Co.at Tallulah Falls, Ga. (1st three weeks), Plant Atkinson, Atlanta, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKE LAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA , COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT
HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER
CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT
TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN
CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND
RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO
DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
77. i. RUBY HELOISEHANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
78. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
79. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

67. KATHERINE CORNELIA HOGE (JAMES, GEORGE SUMMERS DUDDING, VICTORIA BOWYER, JOHN, PETE BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born February 04, 1905. She married (1) REVERAND WARD. She married (2) PETE KELLUM 1926.

Child of KATHERINE HOGE and PETE KELLUM is:
   i. THERESA KELLUM.

68. JULIA ELIZABETH HOGE (JAMES, GEORGE SUMMERS DUDDING, VICTORIA BOWYER, JOHN, PETE BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born August 01, 1907, and died 1982. She married JAMES RAULERSON 1928.

More About JULIA ELIZABETH HOGE:
Burial: NEAR BARTOW, FL

Children of JULIA HOGE and JAMES RAULERSON are:
   i. GRANT RAULERSON RAULERSON.
      Notes for GRANT RAULERSON RAULERSON:
      OF CLEARWATER, FL.
   ii. JAMES W. RAULERSON.
      Notes for JAMES W. RAULERSON:
      OF NO. MYRTLE BEACH, SC.

69. MARY CAROLINEE HOGE (JAMES, GEORGE SUMMERS DUDDING, VICTORIA BOWYER, JOHN, PETE BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born June 14, 1913, and died January 20, 1998. She married JOHN MYRON JONES, JR.,

More About MARY CAROLINEE HOGE:
Burial: LAKELAND, POLK, FLA

Children of MARY HOGE and JOHN JONES are:
   i. JAMES H. JONES.
      Notes for JAMES H. JONES:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

OF TITUSVILLE, FL.

ii. JOHN MYRON JONES III.

Notes for JOHN MYRON JONES III:
OFDAVEMPORT, FL.

iii. CAROLINE BERRINGER JONES.

Notes for CAROLINE BERRINGER JONES:
OF TALLAHASSEE, FL.

iv. EDWINA CLARK JONES.

Notes for EDWINA CLARK JONES:
OF LIVE OAK, FL.

70. MARGARET VICTORIA10 HOGE (JAMES9, GEORGE SUMMERS8 DUDDING, VICTORIA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born November 28, 1916, and died July 07, 1998. She married ARNOLDDUPREE HAYNES, SR.

More About MARGARET VICTORIA HOGE:
Burial: LAKELAND, FL.

Children of MARGARET HOGE and ARNOLDDUPREE HAYNES are:
   i. ARNOLD DUPREE11 HAYNES, JR..
   ii. BRENDAN HAYNES.

Notes for BRENDAN HAYNES:
OF NAPLES, FL.

71. SARAH LOUISE10 HOGE (JAMES9, GEORGE SUMMERS8 DUDDING, VICTORIA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born July 19, 1920. She married JOHN NOCITI.

Children of SARAH HOGE and JOHN NOCITI are:
   i. ROBERT11 NOCITI.

Notes for ROBERT NOCITI:
OF DEMAREST, NJ
   ii. MARGARET NOCITI, m. ? MUDRAK.

Notes for MARGARET NOCITI:
OF AUGUSTA, GA.
   iii. JAMES NOCITI.

Notes for JAMES NOCITI:
OF TITUSVILLE, FL.
   iv. ELIZABETH NOCITI.

Notes for ELIZABETH NOCITI:
OF BOCA RATON, FL.

72. CHARLOTTE JOSEPHINE10 HOGE (JAMES9, GEORGE SUMMERS8 DUDDING, VICTORIA7 BOWYER, JOHN6, PETER5 BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born July 19, 1920. She married AMOS JACKSON.
Children of CHARLOTTE HOGE and AMOS JACKSON are:

i. JULIA JACKSON, m. ? NICHOLS.
   Notes for JULIA JACKSON:
   OF LAKELAND, FL.

ii. STEPHEN JACKSON.
   Notes for STEPHEN JACKSON:
   OF LAKELAND, FL.

iii. JOSEPH JACKSON.
   Notes for JOSEPH JACKSON:
   OF LAKELAND, FL.

iv. THOMAS JACKSON.
   Notes for THOMAS JACKSON:
   OF LAKELAND, FL.

v. JESSIE JACKSON.
   Notes for JESSIE JACKSON:
   OF LAKELAND, FL.

73. JOHN ARTHUR HOGE (JAMES, GEORGE SUMMERS DUDDING, VICTORIA BOWYER, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born August 13, 1923, and died December 18, 1990. He married MARIE HECL 1952.

More About JOHN ARTHUR HOGE:
Burial: LABELLE, FL.

Children of JOHN HOGE and MARIE HECL are:

i. MICHAEL HOGE.
   Notes for MICHAEL HOGE:
   OF GAINESVILLE, FL.

ii. JOHN HOGE.
   Notes for JOHN HOGE:
   OF SACRAMENTO, CA.

iii. VICTORIA HOGE.
   Notes for VICTORIA HOGE:
   OF GAINESVILLE, FL.

Generation No. 11

74. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL, JOHANN ADAM) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
80. i. ROBERT JAY TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
81. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

75. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY HEOLOISE EREWTEINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL), JOHNNY ADAM) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

76. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY HEOLOISE EREWTEINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL), JOHNNY ADAM) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

77. RUBY HELLOISE HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, HELLOISE EREWTEINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL), JOHNNY ADAM) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

78. SARA LYNN HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, HELLOISE EREWTEINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL), JOHNNY ADAM) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

79. JULIA ANNEXTE HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, HELLOISE EREWTEINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, JOHN, PETER BEYER, JOHN JACOB, ANDREAS, SAMUEL), JOHNNY ADAM) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 12

80. ROBERT JAY12 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR11, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY10, HELoise ERNESTINE9 BOWyer, EGbert JEROME8, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PEREs BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON13 TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

81. KAREN MICHELLE12 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR11, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY10, HELoise ERNESTINE9 BOWyer, EGbert JEROME8, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE7, JOHN6, PEREs BEYER, JOHN JACOB4, ANDREAS3, SAMUEL2, JOHANN ADAM1) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET13 POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.

Endnotes

2. JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW, Date of Import: Aug 20, 1999.
3. JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW.
Descendants of Thomas Buckingham

Generation No. 1

1. THOMAS1 BUCKINGHAM was born 1620 in Hertfordshire, England, and died June 16, 1657 in Boston, MA. He married (1) ANN. He married (2) HANNAH ? Unknown. She was born Abt. 1624 in ?, and died Unknown.

Notes for THOMAS BUCKINGHAM:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.4718.20]

Individual: Buckingham, Thomas
Birth date: Abt. 1610
Birth place: ENG
CD# 100

Family History: 217 Genealogy Books

DARLINGTON, Elise Wills Buckingham (Mrs. Frank Graef), b Duncan Falls, O., Jan. 16, 1858.
8-Thomas Buckingham (d 1657), from Eng. to Boston, 1636, m Hannah -----;
7-Rev. Thomas (1646-1709), m Hester Hosmer;
6-Daniel (1672-1726), m Sarah Lee;
5-Stephen (1703-62), m Elizabeth Sherwood;
4-Ebenezer (1748-1824), soldier Am Rev., m Esther Bradley;
3-Alvah (1791-1867), m Anna Hale (desc. Gov. Thomas Welles, WV).
5-David Wills (d 1800), m Mary Blair;
4-James (1767-1816), m Hannah Jack;
3-Dr. David (1798-1873), m Eliza Peebles (g.dau. William Peebles, officer Am. Rev.).
2-Dau. of James Buckingham (1831-1908), m 1856, Jane Peebles Wills (1832-1910); issue : 1-Elise Wills (above); 2-Mary Humphrey (Mrs. Mary H. B. Spangler); 3-Philo Hale (1861-69); 4-Ellen Wood (1863-90; m William Young); 5-Julia (1867-1920; m Sherwood M. Pinkerton).
More About THOMAS BUCKINGHAM:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HANNAH are:
2. i. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. 1636, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. May 02, 1712, Milford, New Haven, CT.
3. ii. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. June 13, 1640, Old Milford, , CT; d. March 17, 1699/00, Old Milford, , CT.
4. iii. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM, b. 1642, Old Milford, , CT; d. 1684, Milford, New Haven, CT.
5. iv. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. March 27, 1643.
6. v. REV. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM, b. November 08, 1646, Old Milford, , CT; d. April 01, 1709, Saybrook, , CT.

Generation No. 2

2. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS1) was born 1636 in Milford, New Haven, CT, and died May 02, 1712 in Milford, New Haven, CT. He married (1) HANNAH FOWLER November 21, 1661 in New Haven, New Haven. CT, daughter of WILLIAM FOWLER. She died June 24, 1667. He married (2) ALICE NEWTON 1667 in Milford, New Haven, CT.

Children of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM and HANNAH FOWLER are:
7. i. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM.

Children of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM and ALICE NEWTON are:
8. iv. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. August 27, 1668.
10. vi. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. May 13, 1673, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. November 17, 1703.
11. vii. GIDEON BUCKINGHAM, b. October 03, 1675; d. 1719.
12. viii. JOSIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 13, 1676/77.
13. ix. ESTHER BUCKINGHAM.

3. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS1) was born June 13, 1640 in Old Milford, , CT, and died March 17, 1699/00 in Old Milford, , CT. He married SARAH BALDWIN December 14, 1663, daughter of TIMOTHY BALDWIN. She was born August 1645 in Milford, New Haven, CT.

Children of SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM and SARAH BALDWIN are:
11. i. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. November 01, 1668, Old Milford, , CT; d. October 29, 1708, Old Milford, , CT.
12. ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. January 08, 1663/64.
13. iii. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 27, 1671.
15. v. ANNE BUCKINGHAM, b. June 17, 1673.
17. vii. HESTER BUCKINGHAM, b. May 04, 1676.
18. viii. RUTH BUCKINGHAM, b. May 16, 1681.
19. ix. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. October 07, 1677.

4. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS1) was born 1642 in Old Milford, , CT, and died 1684 in Milford, New Haven, CT. She married THOMAS WELCH 1654 in Milford, New Haven, CT.

Children of HANNAH BUCKINGHAM and THOMAS WELCH are:
20. i. MARY WELCH.
21. ii. THOMAS WELCH.
22. iii. SARAH WELCH.
23. iv. ESTHER WELCH.
24. v. LYDIA WELCH.
5. MARY² BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS¹) was born March 27, 1643. She married JOHN PARKER December 24, 1666. He was born in Saybrook, , CT.

Children of MARY BUCKINGHAM and JOHN PARKER are:
   i. JOHN³ PARKER, b. October 31, 1667.
   ii. DEBORAH PARKER, b. August 31, 1671.
   iii. EBENEZER PARKER, b. August 18, 1674.
   iv. SAMUEL PARKER, b. January 24, 1676/77.

6. REV. THOMAS² BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS¹) was born November 08, 1646 in Old Milford, , CT, and died April 01, 1709 in Saybrook, , CT. He married HESTER HOSMER September 20, 1666 in ?, daughter of THOMAS HOSMER and FRANCES BUSHNELL. She was born Bet. 1646 - 1647 in Hartford, H, Ct., and died June 02, 1702 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut.

Child of REV. BUCKINGHAM and HESTER HOSMER is:
   i. TEMPERENCE³ BUCKINGHAM, b. January 06, 1680/81, Old Saybrook, CT; d. July 06, 1713.

Generation No. 3

7. DANIEL³ BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born January 30, 1664/65.

Child of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM is:
16. i. DANIEL⁴ BUCKINGHAM, b. 1695.

8. THOMAS³ BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born March 01, 1669/70 in 11-19-1731. He married ANN FOSTER November 29, 1699 in Hartford, CT, daughter of ISAAC FOSTER.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and ANN FOSTER are:
   i. ISAAC⁴ BUCKINGHAM, b. September 29, 1700.
   ii. JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM, b. August 07, 1703; d. November 29, 1760.

9. JOHN³ BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born May 13, 1673 in Milford, New Haven, CT, and died November 17, 1703. He married SARAH BEARD in Milford, New Haven, CT.

Children of JOHN BUCKINGHAM and SARAH BEARD are:
   i. BENJAMIN⁴ BUCKINGHAM, b. March 05, 1697/98; d. 1723.
   17. ii. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 12, 1700/01.

10. GIDEON³ BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born October 03, 1675, and died 1719. He married SARAH HUNT February 03, 1701/02.

Children of GIDEON BUCKINGHAM and SARAH HUNT are:
   i. GIDEON⁴ BUCKINGHAM, b. December 24, 1704; d. July 06, 1733.
   18. ii. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. August 14, 1707.
   19. iii. CLEMENCE BUCKINGHAM, b. June 03, 1710.
   20. iv. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. October 27, 1712; d. May 23, 1776; m. MARY HARPIN; d. June 07, 1776.
   21. vi. JOSIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. August 12, 1718; d. October 19, 1784.

11. SAMUEL³ BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL², THOMAS¹) was born November 01, 1668 in Old Milford, , CT, and died October 29, 1708 in Old Milford, , CT. He married SARAH ROGERS 1689 in Milford, New Haven, CT.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM and SARAH ROGERS are:

22. i. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. November 21, 1693, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. December 29, 1749, Milford, New Haven, CT.
   ii. ELIZABETH BUCKINGHAM.
   iii. EBENEZER BUCKINGHAM, b. April 04, 1697.

23. iv. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM, b. 1699.
   v. ESTHER BUCKINGHAM, b. February 01, 1700/01.

24. vi. NATHANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. 1702; d. 1780, Milford, New Haven, CT.
   vii. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. 1703.

12. SARAH BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born January 08, 1663/64. She married BARNABUS BALDWIN.

Children of SARAH BUCKINGHAM and BARNABUS BALDWIN are:

i. THOMAS4 BALDWIN.
   ii. BANABUS BALDWIN.

13. THOMAS3 BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born June 21, 1672, and died 1703. He married MARY BRISCOE 1696 in Milford, New Haven, CT.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and MARY BRISCOE are:

i. THOMAS4 BUCKINGHAM, b. 1700.
   ii. NATHANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. 1702.
   iii. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. 1704; m. ABNER GUNN, February 28, 1724/25, Milford, New Haven, CT.

14. MARY3 BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born March 13, 1673/74. She married EPHRAIM STRONG March 10, 1711/12.

Children of MARY BUCKINGHAM and EPHRAIM STRONG are:

i. EPHRAIM4 STRONG, b. March 10, 1713/14.
   ii. JOHN STRONG, b. January 26, 1716/17.

15. HESTER3 BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born May 04, 1676. She married RICHARD PLATT November 07, 1706.

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and RICHARD PLATT are:

i. ESTHER4 PLATT, b. February 14, 1707/08.
   ii. ANN PLATT, b. November 10, 1710.
   iii. MARY PLATT, b. September 04, 1713.
   iv. RICHARD PLATT, b. February 02, 1714/15.
   v. SAMUEL PLATT, b. November 06, 1720.

Generation No. 4

16. DANIEL4 BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL3, DANIEL2, THOMAS1) was born 1695.

Child of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM is:

i. DANIEL3 BUCKINGHAM, b. 1747; d. November 24, 1836; m. (1) SYBIL BULL, January 10, 1773; d. March 04, 1784; m. (2) SOPHRANIA FOWLER, May 15, 1788.

17. HANNAH4 BUCKINGHAM (JOHN3, DANIEL2, THOMAS1) was born March 12, 1700/01. She married JOSEPH TREAT June 09, 1720.

Children of HANNAH BUCKINGHAM and JOSEPH TREAT are:

i. JOSEPH5 TREAT, b. July 09, 1721; d. August 11, 1721.
ii. JOSEPH TREAT, b. November 28, 1722.
iii. JOHN TREAT, b. September 04, 1724.
iv. HANNAH TREAT, b. May 14, 1728.

18. JOHN⁴ BUCKINGHAM (GIDEON³, DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born August 14, 1707. He married KEZIA CLARK March 25, 1731.

Children of JOHN BUCKINGHAM and KEZIA CLARK are:
   i. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. August 13, 1733; m. ELISHA GILLET, December 04, 1753.
   ii. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. November 19, 1739.
   iii. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 27, 1744; d. March 03, 1788; m. SARAH GREEN, 1768.

19. CLEMENCE⁴ BUCKINGHAM (GIDEON³, DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born June 03, 1710. She married JOSEPH TREAT September 26, 1734.

Children of CLEMENCE BUCKINGHAM and JOSEPH TREAT are:
   i. RICHARD TREAT, b. February 02, 1734/35.
   ii. GIDEON TREAT, b. May 01, 1736; d. October 06, 1746.
   iii. JANE TREAT, b. August 27, 1739.
   iv. STEPHEN TREAT, b. June 22, 1741.
   v. CLEMENCE TREAT, b. July 08, 1743.
   vi. SARAH TREAT, b. July 20, 1745.
   vii. GIDEON TREAT, b. October 22, 1747.
   viii. FRANCES TREAT, b. March 06, 1749/50.
   ix. ELIZABETH TREAT, b. November 05, 1752.

20. ALICE⁴ BUCKINGHAM (GIDEON³, DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born November 20, 1715. She married EDMUND TREAT.

Children of ALICE BUCKINGHAM and EDMUND TREAT are:
   i. DONALD⁵ TREAT.
   ii. ANNE TREAT.
   iii. SARAH TREAT.

21. JOSIAH⁴ BUCKINGHAM (GIDEON³, DANIEL², THOMAS¹) was born August 12, 1718, and died October 19, 1784. He married (1) REBECCA BRINSMADE. He married (2) ANN.

Children of JOSIAH BUCKINGHAM and REBECCA BRINSMADE are:
   i. GIDEON⁵ BUCKINGHAM, b. June 22, 1744, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. Bet. 1218 - 1809, Milford, New Haven, CT; m. ? BRIAN.
   ii. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 07, 1746.
   iii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. November 10, 1753; m. WILLIAM BATTELL, 1772; b. August 12, 1748; d. February 29, 1832.
   iv. URANIA BUCKINGHAM, b. June 22, 1757; m. WILLIAM PHILLIPS, November 10, 1785; b. March 27, 1741; d. March 27, 1799.
   v. ISAAC BUCKINGHAM, b. August 22, 1768; m. LUCY BELDEN, May 11, 1794, Wethersfield, CT; b. Wethersfield, CT.

22. SAMUEL⁴ BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL³, SAMUEL², THOMAS¹) was born November 21, 1693 in Milford, New Haven, CT, and died December 29, 1749 in Milford, New Haven, CT. He married SILENCE CLARK May 20, 1714, daughter of GEORGE CLARK and DEBORAH GOULD. She was born June 06, 1697, and died Aft. 1763.

Children of SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM and SILENCE CLARK are:
   i. ENOCH⁵ BUCKINGHAM, b. December 15, 1740, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. May 12, 1814, Huntington, CT; m. MARY CURTIS, 1763; b. September 26, 1743; d. March 18, 1807.
   ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. April 25, 1716; d. March 18, 1807.
iii. DEBORAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 23, 1717/18; m. THOMAS CLARK.
iv. ABIGAIL BUCKINGHAM, b. November 19, 1720; m. DANIEL CLARK.
v. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. March 16, 1721/22; m. ? BAIRD.
vi. SAMUELL BUCKINGHAM, b. September 11, 1725.
vii. EBENEZER BUCKINGHAM, b. December 10, 1727; d. October 06, 1798, Oxford, CT; m. ABIGAIL ANDREWS, April 10, 1755.
viii. ESTHER BUCKINGHAM, b. April 17, 1730.
ix. JARED BUCKINGHAM, b. October 16, 1732; d. 1812, Oxford, CT; m. EUNICE BROOKS, 1764; b. Derby, CT.
x. NATHAN BUCKINGHAM, b. August 20, 1735; m. ESTHER OSBORNE, 1761.
xii. ELIZABETH BUCKINGHAM, b. April 11, 1738.

23. THOMAS4 BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL3, SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born 1699. He married MARY B WOODRUFF January 09, 1722/23. She was born 1699, and died April 18, 1790.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and MARY WOODRUFF are:
   i. MARY5 BUCKINGHAM, b. September 16, 1724; m. GIDEON PLATT, February 28, 1756.
   iii. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM, b. May 19, 1727, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. January 27, 1796, Watertown, CT; m. SARAH TREAT, 1750, Milford, New Haven, CT; b. Milford, New Haven, CT; d. January 11, 1802, Watertown, CT.
   iv. EPINETES BUCKINGHAM, b. January 10, 1729/30.
   v. HANNAH BUCKINGHAM, b. May 13, 1733; m. ABNER GUNN.
   vi. BENJAMIN BUCKINGHAM, b. January 02, 1736/37, Milford, New Haven, CT; d. May 1819, Milford, New Haven, CT; m. ANN BOTSFORD, June 30, 1762; b. October 10, 1744; d. March 29, 1810, New Milford, CT.

24. NATHANIEL4 BUCKINGHAM (SAMUEL3, SAMUEL2, THOMAS1) was born 1702, and died 1780 in Milford, New Haven, CT. He married SARAH SMITH May 30, 1728.

Children of NATHANIEL BUCKINGHAM and SARAH SMITH are:
   i. NATHANIEL5 BUCKINGHAM, b. March 08, 1728/29.
   ii. JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM, b. July 01, 1730.
   iii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. February 28, 1733/34; m. ELISHA GILLETT, December 04, 1753.
   iv. ABIJAH BUCKINGHAM, b. June 22, 1735; m. HANNAH BYINGTON, January 11, 1759.
   v. SIBBELL BUCKINGHAM, b. September 13, 1737; m. NATHAN NETTLETON, November 03, 1757, Milford, New Haven, CT.
   vi. OLLIVER BUCKINGHAM, b. May 27, 1739; m. ELIZABETH TERRELL, May 26, 1772.
   vii. EPRAIM BUCKINGHAM, b. December 06, 1743.
   viii. ABEL BUCKINGHAM, b. May 22, 1746, Milford, New Haven, CT; m. (1) SARAH BARNUM; m. (2) HANNAH BOTSFORD, December 28, 1773, New Milford, CT; d. September 22, 1801, New Milford, CT.
Descendants of Andrew Campbell

Generation No. 1

1. ANDREW1 CAMPBELL. He married ANN HAWKINS.

Child of ANDREW CAMPBELL and ANN HAWKINS is:

2. i. MARY JANE2 CAMPBELL, b. 1833, , MONROE, VA; d. 1881, GREENFIELD, NELSON, IN.

Generation No. 2

2. MARY JANE2 CAMPBELL (ANDREW1) was born 1833 in , MONROE, VA, and died 1881 in GREENFIELD, NELSON, IN. She married NATHANIEL HARDIN ROBERTS WFT Est. 1837-18751,2, son of HENRY ROBERTS and ELIZA LANDCRAFT. He was born September 30, 1818 in GREENFIELD, NELSON, VA., and died 1881 in GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA.

More About MARY JANE CAMPBELL:
Burial: GREENFIELD, IN

More About NATHANIEL HARDIN ROBERTS:
Burial: GREENFIELD, IN

Children of MARY CAMPBELL and NATHANIEL ROBERTS are:

3. i. WALTER CAMPBELL3 ROBERTS, b. 1854; d. 1918, WILLOW BROOK, LOS ANGELES, CA.
   ii. JENNIE E. ROBERTS, b. 1856; d. September 27, 1873.
   iii. FANNIE BURTON ROBERTS, b. June 10, 1858; d. June 10, 1908.
   iv. MARY NORVELL ROBERTS, b. October 08, 1860; d. March 28, 1888.
   v. LUCY HARDIN ROBERTS11,12, b. December 01, 186313,14; d. WFT Est. 1864-195715,16.
   vi. ANNA BROWN ROBERTS, b. December 31, 1865; d. WFT Est. 1883-1959.
   vii. SUSIE GRAY ROBERTS9,10, b. September 11, 186811,12; d. WFT Est. 1896-196213,14.
   viii. HUBERT ROBERTS15,16, b. February 08, 187117,18; d. WFT Est. 1872-196119,20.
   ix. BESSIE RUBY ROBERTS21,22, b. April 12, 187323,24; d. March 18, 187825,26.
   x. GEORGIA NELSON ROBERTS, b. February 17, 1877; d. WFT Est. 1904-1971.
   xi. ANDREW LEE ROBERTS, b. December 08, 1879, GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA; d. March 12, 1936.

Generation No. 3

3. WALTER CAMPBELL3 ROBERTS (MARY JANE2 CAMPBELL, ANDREW1)27,28 was born 185429,30, and died 1918 in WILLOW BROOK, LOS ANGELES, CA29,30. He married (1) LOU HAMMEL. She died 1896 in , , OK. He married (2) IDA MARIE SAMPSON, daughter of IRA SAMPSON and ELIZABETH YOUNG.

Notes for WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS:
WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS CHANGED HIS NAME AFTER 1880 TO WALTER ROBERTS CAMPBELL.
THIS WAS DUE TO HIS DAYS AS A U.S. DEPUTY MARSHAL, OKLAHOMA TERRITORY. TO HIDE HIS IDENTITY FROM HIS CONVICTIONS OF GANGS.

Notes for IDA MARIE SAMPSON:
MARRIED WILLIAM HYNES IN THE EARLY 20'S

Child of WALTER ROBERTS and LOU HAMMEL is:

9. i. FRED HAMMEL4 ROBERTS, b. November 13, 1882, St. JOSEPH, , MO; d. May 09, 1941, GLENDALE, , CA.
Children of WALTER ROBERTS and IDA Sampson are:

    iii. MILDRED CAMPBELL, b. May 20, 1904; d. October 28, 1972, SAN MATEO, CA; m. GUSTAVUS RINOS.

11. iv. VIRGINIA CAMPBELL, b. March 23, 1906, , , CA; d. September 03, 1975, SAN MATEO, CA.
   v. ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL, b. February 16, 1909, ESCONDIDO, CA; d. December 24, 1991, OAKLAND, CA.

4. FANNIE BURTON\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS (MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1})\textsuperscript{33,34} was born June 10, 1858\textsuperscript{35,36}, and died June 10, 1908\textsuperscript{37,38}. She married SCOTT DENTON.

Children of FANNIE ROBERTS and SCOTT DENTON are:
   i. KATHERYNE DENTON, b. March 07, 1881; d. December 1974; m. (1) JOHN WOY; m. (2) WALTER BERG, June 11, 1904.
   ii. ROBERT L DENTON, b. April 12, 1884, , , TN; d. October 26, 1952, , CONTRA COSTA, CA.

5. MARY NORVELL\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS (MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1})\textsuperscript{39,40} was born October 08, 1860\textsuperscript{41,42}, and died March 28, 1888\textsuperscript{43,44}. She married RAYMOND BRAGG.

Child of MARY ROBERTS and RAYMOND BRAGG is:
   i. RUTH ANNE BRAGG, m. ? GIBBS.

6. ANNA BROWN\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS (MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1})\textsuperscript{45,46} was born December 31, 1865\textsuperscript{47,48}, and died WFT Est. 1883-1959\textsuperscript{49,50}. She married FRANK SHANNON.

Children of ANNA ROBERTS and FRANK SHANNON are:
   i. HOWELL SHANNON.
   ii. RUSSEL SHANNON.
   iii. RUTH SHANNON.

7. GEORGIA NELSON\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS (MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1})\textsuperscript{51,52} was born February 17, 1877\textsuperscript{53,54}, and died WFT Est. 1904-1971\textsuperscript{55,56}. She married JAMES KOSOUTH GAMBELE in VILLANOVA, PA.

Children of GEORGIA ROBERTS and JAMES GAMBELE are:
   i. ? GAMBELE.
   ii. ? GAMBELE.
   iii. ? GAMBELE.

8. ANDREW LEE\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS (MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1})\textsuperscript{57} was born December 08, 1879 in GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA\textsuperscript{58}, and died March 12, 1936. He married (1) SEMPLE DAVIDSON. She was born March 28, 1892. He married (2) BESSIE SAM MANN October 23, 1903\textsuperscript{58}. She died March 12, 1912.

Children of ANDREW ROBERTS and SEMPLE DAVIDSON are:
   i. ANDREW LEEII ROBERTS.
   ii. ALICE LEE, m. STROUD.

Children of ANDREW ROBERTS and BESSIE MANN are:
   iii. NATALIE HORTON\textsuperscript{4} ROBERTS\textsuperscript{59}, b. March 21, 1910\textsuperscript{60}; m. (1) WALTER FOSTER; b. 1909; d. ROANOKE, VA; m. (2) ? LEMON.
   iv. MARY BESSIE ROBERTS\textsuperscript{61}, b. March 08, 1912\textsuperscript{62}; m. DON WAYNICK.
9. FRED HAMMEL ROBERTS (WALTER CAMPBELL, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW) was born November 13, 1882 in St. JOSEPH, MO, and died May 09, 1941 in GLendale, CA. He married ESTHER COWAN.

Children of FRED ROBERTS and ESTHER COWAN are:
   ii. CLARA ROBERTS, b. November 11, 1909; m. JACK OFFUTT.
   iii. WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS, b. January 06, 1911.
   iv. HOMER ROBERTS, b. July 21, 1914, CA; d. 1972, MANATEE, FL; m. WILLIAMS.

10. THELMA GOLDA CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW) was born September 23, 1902, and died July 11, 1954. She married (1) JESSIE MURRAY EDWARDS. He was born October 27, 1899 in , TN, and died August 17, 1975 in SAN DIEGO, CA. She married (2) MUTH.

Child of THELMA CAMPBELL and JESSIE EDWARDS is:
   15. i. WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS, b. October 02, 1922, RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA; d. April 26, 1966, HILO, HAWAII, HAWAII.

11. VIRGINIA CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW) was born March 23, 1906 in , CA, and died September 03, 1975 in SAN MATEO, CA. She married CLAY JENNINGS in SAN FRANCISCO, CA. He was born July 08, 1901 in , IN, and died July 27, 1972 in SAN MATEO, CA.

Children of VIRGINIA CAMPBELL and CLAY JENNINGS are:
   ii. RICHARD JENNINGS, m. DIANNA, Abt. 1970, SAN MATEO, CA.

12. ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW) was born February 16, 1909 in ESCONDIDO, CA, and died December 24, 1991 in OAKLAND, CA. He married ANNIE KAARTO February 13, 1934 in BERKELEY, CA, daughter of JOHN KAARTO and MARIA HUTTENEN. She was born December 27, 1913 in FORT BRAGG, CA, and died February 24, 1987 in BERKELEY, CA.

More About ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL:
   Burial: CHAPEL OF THE CHIMES, OAKLAND, CA

More About ANNIE KAARTO:
   Burial: CHAPEL OF THE CHIMES, OAKLAND, CA

Child of ROBERT CAMPBELL and ANNIE KAARTO is:
   17. i. DAVID ROBERT CAMPBELL, b. June 30, 1935, LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.

13. ROBERT L DENTON (FANNIE BURTON ROBERTS, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW) was born April 12, 1884 in , TN, and died October 26, 1952 in , CONTRA COSTA, CA. He married BLANCH . She was born Abt. 1884.

Children of ROBERT DENTON and BLANCH are:
   i. BEAL DENTON, b. Abt. 1902.
   ii. KENNETH DENTON, b. Abt. 1904.

14. GAMBELE (GEORGIA NELSON ROBERTS, MARY JANE CAMPBELL, ANDREW)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of ? GAMBELE are:
  i. ANNE2 GAMBELE.
  ii. JAMES GAMBELE.

Generation No. 5

15. WALTER NEWTON3 EDWARDS (THELMA GOLDA4 CAMPBELL, WALTER CAMPBELL3 ROBERTS, MARY JANE3 CAMPBELL, ANDREW3) was born October 02, 1922 in RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA, and died April 26, 1996 in HILO, HAWAII, HAWAII. He married DORIS ETHEL BLANC July 18, 1943 in SAN BERNARDINO, CA. She was born July 05, 1923 in SHILLONG, ASSAM, INDIA, and died December 15, 1999 in LOMA LINDA, SAN BERNARDINO, CA.

More About WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS:
Burial: HILO NATIONAL CEMETERY II, HILO, HAWAII

More About DORIS ETHEL BLANC:
Burial: HILLSIDE MEMORIAL PARK, REDLANDS, SAN BERNARDINO, CA

Child of WALTER EDWARDS and DORIS BLANC is:
  i. DONALD NEWTON6 EDWARDS, b. September 08, 1944, St JOHNS HOSP. SANTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES, CA; m. SHIRLEY CHARLENE HAMON, October 22, 1966, 12345 CEDER AVE, CHINO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA; b. August 28, 1943, St JOSEPH'S HOSP. ORANGE CO., CA.

16. LOUVE5 JENNINGS (VIRGINIA4 CAMPBELL, WALTER CAMPBELL3 ROBERTS, MARY JANE2 CAMPBELL, ANDREW1) was born August 22, 1925 in RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA, and died Abt. 1999 in PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO, CA. She married WAYNE MC CABE 1944 in , ,L.A., CA. He was born in , , KANSAS, and died Abt. 2000.

Notes for WAYNE MC CABE:
DURING WWII WAYNE ALSO SERVED IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC THEATER. LATER WAYNE AND LOUVE WORKED AT NORTHRUP AIRCRAFT. WAYNE ALSO HAD THREE BROTHERS.

Children of LOUVE JENNINGS and WAYNE MC CABE are:
  i. MARKE WAYNE6 MC CABE, b. October 03, 1945; d. February 28, 1968, QUANG TRI PROV, VIETNAM.

    Notes for MARKE WAYNE MC CABE:
    MARK WAS A SGT. U.S.M.C.,MOS 6212. BEFORE LEAVING FOR VIETNAM WAS A RESIDENT OF MENLO PARK, SAN MATEO, CA.
    ARR. IN VIETNAM WED. JAN. 3, 1968. HE WAS A HELICOPTER CREW MEMBER WHEN THEY WERE SHOT DOWN BY ENEMY FIRE ON FEB. 28, 1968. AN A1 WAR CASUALTY MARC IS LISTED ON PANEL 41E, ROW 070 VIETNAM WAR MEMORIAL IN WASHINGTON D.C.

  ii. MICHAEL MC CABE, b. 1947.

    Notes for MICHAEL MC CABE:
    SERVED IN VIETNAM AS A TANK CREW MEMBER AT CAMP CARROL IN QUANG TRI PROV. MICHAEL SUFFERED WOUNDS WHEN THE TANK WAS BLOWN UP IN COMBAT. AS A RESULT OF THOSE INJURIES HE NOW HAS EAR PROBLEMS, BUT OWENS HIS OWN ELECTRICAL BUSINESS INALVISO, , CA WHICH HE BUILT IN 1981.

17. DAVID ROBERT5 CAMPBELL (ROBERT WALTER4, WALTER CAMPBELL3 ROBERTS, MARY JANE2 CAMPBELL, ANDREW1) was born June 30, 1935 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married LUCILLE LORRAINE ROSE March 14, 1964 in BRUSH PRAIRIE, , WA, daughter of ALBERT ROSE and PATIENCE ABERNATHY. She was born February 21, 1935 in COLVILLE, , WA.

Children of DAVID CAMPBELL and LUCILLE ROSE are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

18. i. BRIAN\textsuperscript{6} CAMPBELL, b. July 22, 1968, LONGVIEW, , WA.
   ii. BARRY CAMPBELL, b. December 01, 1969.

Generation No. 6

18. BRIAN\textsuperscript{6} CAMPBELL (DAVID ROBERT\textsuperscript{5}, ROBERT WALTER\textsuperscript{4}, WALTER CAMPBELL\textsuperscript{3} ROBERTS, MARY JANE\textsuperscript{2} CAMPBELL, ANDREW\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 22, 1968 in LONGVIEW, , WA. He married MALESSA SALLEE January 28, 1989 in BATTLE GROUND, , WA, daughter of RAYMOND SALLEE and SHIRLEY PELLETIER.

Children of BRIAN CAMPBELL and MALESSA SALLEE are:
   i. JESSIE\textsuperscript{7} CAMPBELL, b. May 22, 1986, PORTLAND, , OR.
   ii. KEEGAN CAMPBELL, b. June 03, 1990, PORTLAND, , OR.
   iii. JORDAN CAMPBELL, b. January 10, 1992, PORTLAND, , OR.
   iv. ROGAN CAMPBELL, b. September 11, 1993, PORTLAND, , OR.
   v. RILEY CAMPBELL, b. February 20, 1996, PORTLAND, , OR.
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Descendants of Jacob Chamlee

Generation No. 1

1. JACOB¹ CHAMLEE was born January 25, 1751/52 in France ?, and died WFT Est. 1792-1843.

Children of JACOB CHAMLEE are:
   i. LOTTA² CHAMLEE, b. October 27, 1773; d. WFT Est. 1774-1867.
   ii. OCTAVIA CHAMLEE, b. April 05, 1774; d. WFT Est. 1775-1868.
2. iii. GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE, b. December 18, 1776; d. WFT Est. 1821-1868.
   iv. JOHN CHAMLEE, b. December 18, 1776; d. WFT Est. 1777-1866.
3. v. WILLIAM CHAMLEE, b. October 04, 1788, Pendleton District, SC; d. Bef. 1869, Cherokee County, GA.
   vi. JACOB CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1789; d. WFT Est. 1790-1879.

Generation No. 2

2. GEORGE WASHINGTON² CHAMLEE (JACOB¹) was born December 18, 1776, and died WFT Est. 1821-1868. He married CHRISTIANA ADELINE TANNER WFT Est. 1794-1829. She was born WFT Est. 1774-1798, and died WFT Est. 1821-1869.

Notes for GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1800 Census Anderson County, SC.

Marriage - FAMILY PUZZLERS #784, June 6, 1983.

George is buried on his land, known as Thompson Mill, Hall County, GA.

Info from Mrs. J.B. Tanner, Sr., 1778 S. Lumpkin St., Athens, GA 30606.

THIS 'N THAT, History of Hall County, GA, by Sybil Wood McRay.

Children of GEORGE CHAMLEE and CHRISTIANA TANNER are:
   i. ELIZABETH³ CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1797-1826; d. WFT Est. 1798-1891.
   ii. LOVINIA CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1797-1826; d. WFT Est. 1798-1891.
   iii. CRISSIE CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1797-1826; d. WFT Est. 1798-1891.
   iv. NYSSIE CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1797-1826; d. WFT Est. 1798-1891.
   v. LYDIA CHAMLEE, b. August 02, 1816; d. WFT Est. 1817-1910.
   vi. POLLY CHAMLEE, b. August 25, 1819; d. WFT Est. 1820-1913.

3. WILLIAM² CHAMLEE (JACOB¹) was born October 04, 1788 in Pendleton District, SC, and died Bef. 1869 in Cherokee County, GA. He married DORCAS SEAGO Abt. 1806 in Pendleton District, SC. She was born Abt. 1789 in SC, and died Abt. 1850 in Anderson County, AL.

Notes for WILLIAM CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William was a veteran of the War of 1812.
Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and DORCAS SEAGO are:

4. i. MARTIN3 CHAMLEE, b. 1807, Walhalla, Anderson County, SC; d. Aft. 1883.

5. ii. TILLEMONT CHAMLEE, b. November 22, 1809, Anderson County, SC; d. April 30, 1887, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

6. iii. JARRETT CHAMLEE, b. 1812, GA; d. WFT Est. 1859-1904.
   iv. LUCINDA CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1814, SC; d. WFT Est. 1839-1908; m. WILLIAM WAYNE, July 25, 1833, Hall County, GA; b. WFT Est. 1788-1814; d. WFT Est. 1837-1880.

   Notes for LUCINDA CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

7. v. MARY CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1814; d. WFT Est. 1838-1908.

8. vi. JEANETTE CHAMLEE, b. 1815, Cherokee County, GA; d. 1889, Cherokee County, GA.

9. vii. WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, b. October 22, 1818, GA; d. 1909, Cherokee County, GA.

10. viii. DORCAS M. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1821; d. 1902.

   ix. ROBERT CHAMLEE, b. October 17, 1826, GA; d. WFT Est. 1854-1917; m. MARY E. HALEY, February 10, 1848, Cherokee County, GA; b. WFT Est. 1810-1834; d. WFT Est. 1852-1905.

   Notes for ROBERT CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

   x. Enoch CHAMLEE, b. August 22, 1829, Hall County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1857-1920; m. MARGARET MERRITT, August 14, 1851, Cherokee County, GA; b. WFT Est. 1813-1837; d. WFT Est. 1855-1908.

   Notes for Enoch CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
1883. He married (1) MARY GUTHRIE December 11, 1828 in Hall County, GA. She was born WFT Est. 1796-1817, and died WFT Est. 1851-1891. He married (2) ANNIE E. BAILEY January 16, 1877 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born WFT Est. 1802-1833, and died Aft. 1890.

Notes for MARTIN CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1850 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 489, family 1222.
1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 856.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 257.

Will made in 1883 and filed in 1890, Book C, page 215, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for MARY GUTHRIE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary was called Polly.

Children of MARTIN CHAMLEE and MARY GUTHRIE are:
11. i. WILLIAM L.4 CHAMLEE, b. 1836; d. Bef. 1883.
   ii. DORCAS A. CHAMLEE, b. 1838; d. WFT Est. 1873-1933; m. WILLIAM HENRY RUSK, February 08, 1868; b. WFT Est. 1819-1848; d. WFT Est. 1871-1911.
   iii. ELISHA CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1840; d. Bef. 1883; m. FRANCES DAY, August 26, 1858; b. WFT Est. 1821-1846; d. WFT Est. 1862-1916.
   iv. GEORGE B. CHAMLEE, b. 1840; d. WFT Est. 1841-1930.
12. v. MARTHA JANE CHAMLEE, b. 1841, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1873-1935.
   vi. SAN FRANCISCO CHAMLEE, b. 1849; d. WFT Est. 1881-1943.

Children of MARTIN CHAMLEE and ANNIE BAILEY are:
   viii. NANCY A. CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1828-1857; d. Bef. 1883; m. MITCHELL DAY, WFT Est. 1844-1879; b. WFT Est. 1818-1855; d. WFT Est. 1844-1908.
   ix. JUDGE CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1828-1857; d. WFT Est. 1848-1918; m. (1) RHODA PUCKETT, WFT Est. 1848-1894; b. WFT Est. 1827-1863; d. WFT Est. 1848-1921; m. (2) LOUISE LANDRUM, WFT Est. 1848-1894; b. WFT Est. 1827-1863; d. WFT Est. 1848-1921.
   x. MARY C. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1844, Cherokee County, GA; d. Aft. 1883; m. (1) ?? POOLE, WFT Est. 1858-1879; b. WFT Est. 1827-1847; d. WFT Est. 1859-1918; m. (2) ?? ERVIN, WFT Est. 1858-1879; b. WFT Est. 1827-1847; d. WFT Est. 1859-1918.

Notes for MARY C. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 247, family 53.

5. TILLEMONT3 CHAMLEE (WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born November 22, 1809 in Anderson County, SC, and died April 30, 1887 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA. He married KINDNESS BREEDLOVE LIGHT December 22, 1830 in Hall County, GA. She was born September 20, 1808, and died March 29, 1892 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for TILLEMONT CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
Tillemont was called Tilmon.

Hall County, GA, Marriage Book A, 626.

1840 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 167.
1850 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 431.
1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA page 74.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA page 296.
1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA page 158.

Tilmon was buried at Chamlee Cemetery, Keithsburg, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for Kindness Breedlove Light:

Children of Tillemont Chamlee and Kindness Chamlee are:

15. i. Permelia Anne3 Chamlee, b. November 02, 1831; d. December 05, 1870.
   iii. Mary Caroline Chamlee, b. October 18, 1835; d. August 26, 1882; m. Mark Cantrell, WFT Est. 1849-1874; b. WFT Est. 1818-1838; d. WFT Est. 1850-1909.
17. iv. Samantha Emaline Chamlee, b. December 10, 1837; d. February 08, 1906.
18. v. George Washington Chamlee, b. April 03, 1840, Canton, Cherokee County, GA; d. June 16, 1923, Atlanta, Fulton County, GA.
   vi. Lucinda Jane Chamlee, b. November 14, 1841, GA; d. Abt. 1843, Cherokee County, GA.

   Notes for Lucinda Jane Chamlee:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

   Lucinda is buried at Chamlee Cemetery, Keithsburg, Cherokee County, GA.

20. viii. William Franklin Chamlee, b. April 11, 1847, Cherokee County, GA; d. 1939.
21. x. Kindness Breedlove Chamlee, b. December 08, 1853, Cherokee County, GA; d. March 30, 1892.

6. Jarrett3 Chamlee (William2, Jacob1) was born 1812 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1859-1904. He married Elizabeth C. ??? Abt. 1840. She was born 1817 in AL, and died WFT Est. 1859-1912.

Notes for Jarrett Chamlee:

[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1850 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 448, family 633.

Moved to Columbia County, AR sometime between 1857 and 1860.
Children of JARRETT CHAMLEE and ELIZABETH ?? are:
   i. WILLIAM CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1834-1860, GA; d. WFT Est. 1835-1924.
      Notes for WILLIAM CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
   ii. TELISHA CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1834-1860, GA; d. WFT Est. 1835-1928.
      Notes for TELISHA CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
   iii. N.M. CHAMLEE, b. 1841, GA; d. WFT Est. 1842-1935.
   iv. GEORGE W. CHAMLEE, b. 1846, GA; d. WFT Est. 1873-1937.
   v. REBECCA CHAMLEE, b. 1848, GA; d. WFT Est. 1849-1942.
      Notes for REBECCA CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
   vi. ENOCH J. CHAMLEE, b. 1851, GA; d. WFT Est. 1852-1941.
      Notes for ENOCH J. CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
   vii. JARRETT RUSSELL CHAMLEE, b. 1852, GA; d. 1938, AR.
   viii. DORCAS A. CHAMLEE, b. 1857, GA; d. WFT Est. 1858-1951.
      Notes for DORCAS A. CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

7. MARY CHAMLEE (WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Abt. 1814, and died WFT Est. 1838-1908. She married HENRY H. WHEELER December 25, 1832 in Hall County, GA. He was born WFT Est. 1787-1814, and died WFT Est. 1836-1879.

Children of MARY CHAMLEE and HENRY WHEELER are:
   i. DELANEY A. WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1848-1926; m. ?? HUGHES, WFT Est. 1848-1891; b. WFT Est. 1822-1854; d. WFT Est. 1848-1912.
   ii. R.C. WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1833-1922.
iii. J.W. WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1833-1922.
iv. MARTHA WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1848-1926; m. ??? BATES, WFT Est. 1848-1891; b. WFT Est. 1822-1854; d. WFT Est. 1848-1912.
v. TARCEY WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1848-1926; m. ??? MCCOLLMAN, WFT Est. 1848-1891; b. WFT Est. 1822-1854; d. WFT Est. 1848-1912.
vi. LUCINDA WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1832-1855; d. WFT Est. 1848-1926; m. ??? MERITT, WFT Est. 1848-1891; b. WFT Est. 1822-1854; d. WFT Est. 1848-1912.

8. JEANETTE3 CHAMLEE (WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born 1815 in Cherokee County, GA, and died 1889 in Cherokee County, GA. She married WYATT McMILLAN GARRETT 1834 in GA. He was born 1816 in Anderson County, SC, and died 1890 in Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for JEANETTE CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Bröderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Jeanette was called Jennie.

Jeanette is buried at the Chamlee Cemetery, Keithsburg, Cherokee County, GA.

Info from Nora Lee Taylor, 2118 Wedgewood #40, El Paso, TX.

Child of JEANETTE CHAMLEE and WYATT GARRETT is:
24. i. WILLIAM THOMAS4 GARRETT, b. September 08, 1848, Cherokee County, GA; d. March 04, 1927, Cobb County, GA.

9. WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE (WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born October 22, 1818 in GA, and died 1909 in Cherokee County, GA. He married ELIZABETH ANN PUGH September 29, 1841 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born 1827 in GA, and died 1907 in GA.

Notes for WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Bröderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA page 222, family 488.

William is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for ELIZABETH ANN PUGH:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Bröderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA page 222, family 488.

Elizabeth is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and ELIZABETH PUGH are:
25. i. JOHN THOMAS4 CHAMLEE, b. January 31, 1843, Cherokee County, GA; d. August 28, 1904, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
26. ii. JAMES CHAMLEE, b. January 31, 1843, Cherokee County, GA; d. October 28, 1901, Cherokee County, GA.
iii. NANCY D. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1845, GA; d. WFT Est. 1846-1939.
Notes for NANCY D. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

27. iv. FRANCIS MARION CHAMLEE, b. June 30, 1846, Cherokee County, GA; d. July 31, 1895.
v. DORCAS A. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1849, GA; d. WFT Est. 1850-1943.

Notes for DORCAS A. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.

vi. HENRY MARTIN CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1850, GA; d. WFT Est. 1851-1940.

Notes for HENRY MARTIN CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

vii. LUCY E. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1851, GA; d. WFT Est. 1852-1945.

Notes for LUCY E. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.

28. viii. TILMON T. CHAMLEE, b. August 31, 1852, Cherokee County, GA; d. February 18, 1944, Cherokee County, GA.
ix. HARRIET E. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1855, GA; d. WFT Est. 1856-1949.

Notes for HARRIET E. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

x. SARAH M. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1856, GA; d. WFT Est. 1857-1950.

Notes for SARAH M. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

xi. MARY F. CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1859, GA; d. WFT Est. 1873-1953; m. BOB KIRBO, WFT Est. 1873-1906; b. WFT Est. 1842-1862; d. WFT Est. 1874-1933.

Notes for MARY F. CHAMLEE:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

29.  xii. WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE, b. November 27, 1861, Cherokee County, GA; d. June 01, 1943, Waco, McLennan County, TX.
   xiii. LOUVENIA CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1863, GA; d. WFT Est. 1885-1957; m. (1) ??? JOHNSON, WFT Est. 1877-1910; b. WFT Est. 1846-1866; d. WFT Est. 1878-1937; m. (2) ??? GREEN, 1879; b. WFT Est. 1834-1863; d. WFT Est. 1883-1926.

Notes for LOUVENIA CHAMLEE:
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.

10. DORCAS M. CHAMLEE (WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Abt. 1821, and died 1902. She married SYLVESTER CARR WFT Est. 1835-1860 in GA. He was born WFT Est. 1804-1824, and died 1867.

Notes for DORCAS M. CHAMLEE:
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 741, family 609.

Child of DORCAS CHAMLEE and SYLVESTER CARR is:
30.  i. TOLLIVER M. CARR, b. WFT Est. 1833-1853; d. WFT Est. 1871-1924.

Generation No. 4

11. WILLIAM L. CHAMLEE (MARTIN3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born 1836, and died Bef. 1883. He married MINERVA F. WESTBROOKS February 26, 1854 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born Abt. 1837, and died WFT Est. 1862-1931.

Notes for WILLIAM L. CHAMLEE:
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 245.

Notes for MINERVA F. WESTBROOKS:
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 245.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and MINERVA WESTBROOKS are:
   i. COLUMBUS5 CHAMLEE, b. 1856, GA; d. WFT Est. 1857-1946.

Notes for COLUMBUS CHAMLEE:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

[Jacoby Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 245.

ii. JOHN R. CHAMLEE, b. 1858, GA; d. WFT Est. 1859-1948.

Notes for JOHN R. CHAMLEE:

[Jacoby Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 245.

12. MARTHA JANE⁴ CHAMLEE (Martin³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1841 in Cherokee County, GA, and died WFT Est. 1873-1935. She married F.F. Rusk February 16, 1868. He was born WFT Est. 1820-1848, and died WFT Est. 1871-1912.

Child of MARTHA CHAMLEE and F.F. RUSK is:

i. MARTHA JANE⁵ RUSK, b. WFT Est. 1859-1882; d. WFT Est. 1860-1953.

13. SAN FRANCISCO⁴ CHAMLEE (Martin³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1849, and died WFT Est. 1881-1943. She married HENRY D. WESTBROOKS WFT Est. 1879-1916. He was born May 06, 1866, and died WFT Est. 1880-1956.

Children of SAN CHAMLEE and HENRY WESTBROOKS are:

i. FRANCISCO⁵ WESTBROOKS, b. WFT Est. 1880-1912; d. WFT Est. 1881-1974.
ii. WILLIAM H. WESTBROOKS, b. WFT Est. 1880-1912; d. WFT Est. 1881-1970.

14. PATSY L.⁴ CHAMLEE (Martin³, William², Jacob¹) was born WFT Est. 1822-1839, and died WFT Est. 1854-1916. She married FRANCIS E. PUGH January 03, 1850. He was born WFT Est. 1798-1830, and died WFT Est. 1853-1890.

Child of PATSY CHAMLEE and FRANCIS PUGH is:

i. GATSBY L.⁵ PUGH, b. WFT Est. 1839-1875; d. WFT Est. 1840-1929.

15. PERMELIA ANNE⁴ CHAMLEE (Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born November 02, 1831, and died December 05, 1870. She married JAMES B. WAYNE November 29, 1849 in Cherokee County, GA. He was born WFT Est. 1807-1838, and died WFT Est. 1869-1900.

Children of PERMELIA CHAMLEE and JAMES WAYNE are:

i. EMALINE⁵ WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1847-1866; d. WFT Est. 1883-1942; m. HANSON NEWMAN, 1878, Young County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1826-1858; d. WFT Est. 1881-1918.
ii. FRANCES E. WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1943.
iii. KINDNESS WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1943.
iv. LUVENIA WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1943.
v. ROXIE A. WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1943.
vi. TILMON WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1939.
vi. FRANKLIN WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1869; d. WFT Est. 1850-1939.
vii. VICTORIA CALLIE WAYNE, b. WFT Est. 1849-1870; d. WFT Est. 1891-1944; m. MATTHEW BROGDON, WFT Est. 1889-1925; b. 1877, Young County, TX; d. WFT Est. 1889-1967.
ix. MARY ERNESTINE WAYNE, b. January 30, 1853; d. WFT Est. 1878-1947; m. NOBLE JOHN TIMMONS, October 13, 1872; b. WFT Est. 1827-1853; d. WFT Est. 1876-1919.
x. THOMAS AUGUSTUS WAYNE, b. 1857; d. WFT Est. 1889-1948; m. SUSAN A. EVANS, WFT Est. 1886-1918; b. February 15, 1874, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1886-1968.
Notes for THOMAS AUGUSTUS WAYNE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Cherokee County, GA, Marriage Book E, page 185.

xi. JAMES WAYNE, b. 1865; d. WFT Est. 1866-1955.

xii. WILLIAM WAYNE, b. 1867; d. WFT Est. 1868-1957.

xiii. PERMELIA WAYNE, b. 1869; d. WFT Est. 1870-1963.

16. NANCY LOUVENIA CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born November 07, 1833, and died March 24, 1898. She married MILES NATHANIEL HOLDEN October 04, 1855. He was born WFT Est. 1811-1843, and died WFT Est. 1874-1904.

Notes for NANCY LOUVENIA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Nancy is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of NANCY CHAMLEE and MILES HOLDEN are:

i. JOHN FRAN[3] HOLDEN, b. August 13, 1856; d. WFT Est. 1883-1947, Ensley, AL; m. MISSOURI AMERDINE KEETER, April 22, 1877; b. WFT Est. 1840-1864; d. WFT Est. 1881-1935.

ii. MARY VIDAUGH HOLDEN, b. May 18, 1858; d. July 04, 1858, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for MARY VIDAUGH HOLDEN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

31. iii. KINDNESS LIGHT HOLDEN, b. May 06, 1859; d. WFT Est. 1897-1954.

32. iv. VICTORIA HOLDEN, b. February 21, 1861; d. 1917.

33. v. MILES TILMON HOLDEN, b. August 04, 1863, Cherokee County, GA; d. July 23, 1945, Cherokee County, GA.

34. vi. VIRGINIA LUUVENIA HOLDEN, b. November 30, 1865; d. WFT Est. 1906-1960.

vii. AMOS YOUNG HOLDEN, b. September 18, 1867; d. WFT Est. 1884-1957; m. GERTRUDE EDWARDS, WFT Est. 1884-1917; b. WFT Est. 1863-1883; d. WFT Est. 1884-1957.

Notes for AMOS YOUNG HOLDEN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Amos is buried in Bartow County, GA.

Notes for GERTRUDE EDWARDS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Gertrude is buried in Bartow County, GA.


ix. GEORGE W. HOLDEN, b. April 19, 1872; d. WFT Est. 1902-1963; m. GEORGIA MARY ALEXANDER, November 01, 1896; b. WFT Est. 1858-1881; d. WFT Est. 1900-1953.

Notes for GEORGE W. HOLDEN:
George is buried in Bartow County, GA.


Notes for IDA HOLDEN:

Ida is buried in Ocilla, GA.

17. SAMANTHIA EMALINE CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born December 10, 1837, and died February 08, 1906. She married NEWTON WHEELER WFT Est. 1851-1882. He was born WFT Est. 1820-1840, and died WFT Est. 1855-1911.

Notes for SAMANTHIA EMALINE CHAMLEE:

Samanthia was called Cinthy.

Children of SAMANTHIA CHAMLEE and NEWTON WHEELER are:

i. JOHN WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1856-1945.

ii. VIDAUGH WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1871-1949; m. ?? JONES, WFT Est. 1871-1914; b. WFT Est. 1845-1877; d. WFT Est. 1871-1935.

iii. WALTER WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1856-1945.

iv. CALLIE WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1871-1949; m. ALEX MCAFEE, WFT Est. 1871-1914; b. WFT Est. 1845-1877; d. WFT Est. 1871-1935.

v. KINDNESS WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1856-1949.

vi. MAUD WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1871-1949; m. JACK SPENCE, WFT Est. 1871-1914; b. WFT Est. 1845-1877; d. WFT Est. 1871-1935.

vii. DAISY WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1871-1949; m. ?? HIGHTOWER, WFT Est. 1871-1914; b. WFT Est. 1845-1877; d. WFT Est. 1871-1935.

viii. ALICE WHEELER, b. WFT Est. 1855-1878; d. WFT Est. 1856-1949.

18. GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born April 03, 1840 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA, and died June 16, 1923 in Atlanta, Fulton County, GA. He married MALINDA ROBERTSON March 06, 1862 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born February 11, 1844 in GA, and died June 19, 1927 in Atlanta, Fulton County, GA.

Notes for GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE:

George serve in Phillips Legion during the Civil War.

Fulton County, GA, Death Certificate Number 2507.

George is buried at Westview Cemetery, Atlanta, Fulton County, GA.

Notes for MALINDA ROBERTSON:
Children of GEORGE CHAMLEE and MALINDA ROBERTSON are:

36. i. VICTORIA AUGUSTUS CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1863; d. 1945.

37. ii. JOHN BELL CHAMLEE, b. 1865; d. 1945.

38. iii. TILMON PERKINS CHAMLEE, b. February 05, 1866; d. August 05, 1902.


40. v. AQUILLA CHAMLEE, b. December 03, 1869; d. Abt. 1960, Tennile, Washington County, GA.


Robert is buried at Westview Cemetery, Atlanta, Fulton County, GA.

vii. ROBERT L. CHAMLEE, b. 1873; d. 1914.

Notes for ROBERT L. CHAMLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Robert is buried at Westview Cemetery, Atlanta, Fulton County, GA.

viii. KELLER CHAMLEE, b. 1875; d. 1901.

Notes for KELLER CHAMLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Keller never married.

Keller is buried at Forest Hills Cemetery, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN.

42. ix. ALLEN KEITH CHAMLEE, b. August 10, 1877, Cherokee County, GA; d. October 30, 1948, Sparta, GA.

43. x. ALEXANDER STEPHENS CHAMLEE, b. August 1879, Cherokee County, GA; d. 1942, GA.

44. xi. JERRY WARNER CHAMLEE, b. 1881; d. 1938, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

xii. MALINDA CHAMLEE, b. 1883; d. 1965.

Notes for MALINDA CHAMLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Malinda was called Linda.


Notes for EMORY CHAMLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Buried at Chamlee Cemetery, Canton, Cherokee County, TN.

xiv. MAY CHAMLEE, b. 1888; d. 1939.

19. ANN VIDAOUGH CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born December 19, 1844, and died July 17,
1886. She married SAMUEL C. CANTRELL WFT Est. 1858-1880. He was born WFT Est. 1827-1847, and died WFT Est. 1862-1918.

Notes for ANN VIDAUGH CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Buried at Chamlee Family Cemetery, Canton, Cherokee County, GA,

Children of ANN CHAMLEE and SAMUEL CANTRELL are:
   i. MILLEG3 CANTRELL, b. WFT Est. 1862-1884; d. WFT Est. 1863-1956.
   ii. CHARLIE CANTRELL, b. WFT Est. 1862-1884; d. WFT Est. 1863-1952.

20. WILLIAM FRANKLIN4 CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born April 11, 1847 in Cherokee County, GA, and died 1939. He married MARY BELL WFT Est. 1866-1897. She was born 1853, and died 1939.

Notes for WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William was called Frank.

Frank is buried at Ponder Cemetery, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for MARY BELL:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary is buried at Ponder Cemetery, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and MARY BELL are:
45. i. MALINDA CALIFORNIA5 CHAMLEE, b. 1871; d. 1900.
46. ii. ERNESTINE LUVENIA CHAMLEE, b. 1872; d. 1952.
47. iii. CHARLES MERIDA CHAMLEE, b. November 09, 1873, GA; d. WFT Est. 1907-1964.
48. iv. THOMAS C. CHAMLEE, b. 1874; d. 1962, Dinuba, Tulare County, CA.
49. v. DRUCILLA JANE CHAMLEE, b. 1876, GA; d. 1949, GA.
   vi. WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE, Jr., b. 1878; d. WFT Est. 1895-1968; m. IRENE BUSH, WFT Est. 1895-1928; b. WFT Est. 1874-1894; d. 1953.

Notes for WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE, JR.:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William was called Will.

   vii. GEORGE KELLER CHAMLEE, b. 1880; d. WFT Est. 1881-1970.
50. viii. CARTER TATE CHAMLEE, b. 1883; d. Abt. 1950, OK.
52. x. BYRD ISOM CHAMLEE, b. 1888; d. WFT Est. 1909-1978.
   xi. GUY CHAMLEE, b. 1893; d. 1915, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for GUY CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
Guy is buried at Ponder Cemetery, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

53. xii. ROY ZEBULON CHAMLEE, b. 1897; d. WFT Est. 1937-1988.
54. xiii. EDNA CHAMLEE, b. 1897; d. WFT Est. 1919-1991.

21. KINDNESS BREEDLOVE\(^3\) CHAMLEE (TILLEMONT\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born December 08, 1853 in Cherokee County, GA, and died March 30, 1892. She married THOMAS BELL August 22, 1872. He was born February 14, 1851, and died February 15, 1920.

Children of KINDNESS CHAMLEE and THOMAS BELL are:

i. JAMES L.\(^3\) BELL, b. August 03, 1873; d. WFT Est. 1874-1963.
ii. JOHN K. BELL, b. April 03, 1875; d. WFT Est. 1876-1965.
iii. SWILER BELL, b. November 06, 1876; d. WFT Est. 1877-1970.
iv. ANDREW BARTON BELL, b. November 18, 1878; d. WFT Est. 1879-1968.
v. CHEROKEE D. BELL, b. February 15, 1881; d. WFT Est. 1882-1975.
viii. THOMAS T. BELL, b. April 17, 1887; d. WFT Est. 1888-1977.
ix. FRED BELL, b. January 22, 1890; d. WFT Est. 1891-1980.
x. CLEOPATRY BELL, b. December 28, 1891; d. WFT Est. 1892-1985.

22. GEORGE W.\(^4\) CHAMLEE (JARRETT\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born 1846 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1873-1937. He married SARAH ??? WFT Est. 1865-1895. She was born 1850, and died WFT Est. 1873-1944.

Notes for GEORGE W. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Columbia County, AR, page 6, family 39.
1880 Census, Nevada Copunty, family 330.

Children of GEORGE CHAMLEE and SARAH ?? are:

i. ADELINE\(^5\) CHAMLEE, b. 1867; d. WFT Est. 1868-1961.

Notes for ADELINE CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1880 Census, Nevada County, AR, family 330.

ii. MARY CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1867-1893; d. WFT Est. 1868-1961.

Notes for MARY CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1880 Census, Nevada County, AR, family 330.

iii. WILLIAM J. CHAMLEE, b. 1869; d. WFT Est. 1870-1959.

Notes for WILLIAM J. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1880 Census, Nevada County, AR, page 330.

23. JARRETT RUSSELL CHAMLEE (JARRETT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born 1852 in GA, and died 1938 in AR. He married (1) NANCY JANE WHEAT Abt. 1878 in 1902. She was born WFT Est. 1840-1867, and died WFT Est. 1901-1936. He married (2) MARTHA ANN TOMPKINS Abt. 1909. She was born 1879, and died 1944.

Notes for JARRETT RUSSELL CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1880 Census, Nevada County, AR, family 330.

Notes for MARTHA ANN TOMPKINS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Martha was called Daisy.

Children of JARRETT CHAMLEE and NANCY WHEAT are:
   i. R.J.5 CHAMLEE, b. 1879; d. WFT Est. 1880-1973.

   Notes for R.J. CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

   1880 Census, Nevada County, AR, family 330.

55. ii. WILLIAM ALEXANDER CHAMLEE, b. August 15, 1881, Laneburg, Nevada County, AR; d. December 03, 1967, Waldo, Columbia County, AR.
   iii. BARBARA CHAMLEE, b. 1884; d. WFT Est. 1898-1978; m. WALTER HANNAH, WFT Est. 1898-1931; b. WFT Est. 1867-1887; d. WFT Est. 1899-1958.
   iv. SAMUEL E. CHAMLEE, b. August 19, 1894; d. December 14, 1968, AR.

Children of JARRETT CHAMLEE and MARTHA TOMPKINS are:
   vi. OZELL5 CHAMLEE, b. 1910; d. 1980.
   vii. LEONARD CHAMLEE, b. 1912; d. 1929.

   Notes for LEONARD CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Leonard died of appendicitis.

24. WILLIAM THOMAS GARRETT (JEANETTE3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born September 08, 1848 in Cherokee County, GA, and died March 04, 1927 in Cobb County, GA. He married KATHERINE FRANCES FOSTER 1866. She was born August 04, 1844 in Pinckneyvill, SC, and died March 08, 1928 in Cobb County, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM THOMAS GARRETT:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
William is buried at the Garrett Cemetery, Cobb County, GA.

Notes for Katherine Frances Foster:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Katherine is buried at Garrett Cemetery, Cobb County, GA.

Child of William Garrett and Katherine Foster is:
57. i. Thomas McMillan3 Garrett, b. March 27, 1879, Milton County, GA; d. December 05, 1946, Atlanta, GA.

25. John Thomas4 Chamblee (William F.3 Chamlee, William2, Jacob1) was born January 31, 1843 in Cherokee County, GA, and died August 28, 1904 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married Martha Hesentine Thomas November 04, 1866 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born February 28, 1850 in SC, and died March 05, 1917 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for John Thomas Chamblee:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222.
1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.

John is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for Martha Hesentine Thomas:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222.
1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.

Martha is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Children of John Chamblee and Martha Thomas are:
58. i. Temperance Elizabeth5 Chamblee, b. January 19, 1869, Cherokee County, GA; d. July 10, 1964, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
59. ii. William Wesley Chamblee, b. July 11, 1872, Cherokee County, GA; d. March 02, 1954, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
60. iii. Mary Ellen Chamblee, b. April 15, 1875, Cherokee County, GA; d. July 16, 1963, Cass County, TX.
61. iv. James Ambrose Chamblee, b. December 12, 1879, Cherokee County, GA; d. May 27, 1933, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
63. vi. Walter Francis Chamblee, b. September 26, 1882, Cherokee County, GA; d. December 26, 1964, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
    vii. Henry Warner Chamblee, b. July 04, 1885, Cherokee County, GA; d. July 22, 1898, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for Henry Warner Chamblee:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
Henry is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

64. viii. JESSE JUDSON CHAMBLEE, b. January 25, 1892, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 12, 1924, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

26. JAMES⁴ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM F.³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born January 31, 1843 in Cherokee County, GA, and died October 28, 1901 in Cherokee County, GA. He married SARAH ELIZABETH THOMAS October 17, 1867 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born September 16, 1846 in SC, and died October 08, 1898 in Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for JAMES CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

James was called Jim.

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.
1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 177, family 259.
1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA, Mullins District.

Jim was a private during Civil War from 31 Aug 1861 and served for the duration. He was served in the Georgia Volunteer Infantry, Company G, 23rd Regiment.

Jim is buried in the Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for SARAH ELIZABETH THOMAS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 177, family 259.
1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA.

Sarah is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of JAMES CHAMLEE and SARAH THOMAS are:

i. AMANDA³ CHAMLEE, b. August 05, 1868, GA; d. WFT Est. 1869-1962.

Notes for AMANDA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA, Mullins District.

Amanda is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

66. iii. JOHN WESLEY CHAMLEE, b. March 27, 1875, GA; d. December 26, 1959, GA.
67. iv. WILLIAM JEFFERSON CHAMLEE, b. May 15, 1881, Canton, Cherokee, Georgia; d. November 08, 1923, Canton, Cherokee, Georgia.

27. FRANCIS MARION⁴ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM F.³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born June 30, 1846 in Cherokee County, GA, and died July 31, 1895. He married (1) MARY FREEMAN 1872. She was born WFT Est. 1833-1857 in Atlanta, Fulton County, GA, and died 1877. He married (2) UNKNOWN Abt. 1879. She was born Unknown, and
died Unknown. He married (3) MARY ANN ??? Abt. 1890. She was born September 1860 in GA, and died March 31, 1931 in Dallas County, TX.

Notes for FRANCIS MARION CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1860 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 698, family 288.

Notes for MARY ANN ???:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary is buried at Crawford, TX.

Children of FRANCIS CHAMLEE and MARY FREEMAN are:

68. i. THOMAS NEWT CHAMLEE, b. August 10, 1874, Little Rock, Pulaski County, AR; d. May 20, 1958, Cortez, Montezuma County, CO.
   ii. CORA L. CHAMLEE, b. 1877, Crawford, McLennan County, TX; d. WFT Est. 1878-1971.

Children of FRANCIS CHAMLEE and UNKNOWN are:

   iii. SARIE M. CHAMLEE, b. May 1881, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1910-1975; m. MARION BATES, November 23, 1904, Waco, McLennan County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1858-1884; d. WFT Est. 1908-1950.
   iv. NARCISSIS E. CHAMLEE, b. May 1883, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1884-1977.

Notes for CORA L. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Cora is buried at Crawford, McLennan County, TX.

Notes for NARCISSIS E. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Narcissis was called Nancie.

v. JAMES J. CHAMBLEE, b. January 27, 1885, Cherokee County, GA; d. September 1966, Dallas, Dallas County, TX.

Notes for JAMES J. CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

James was called Jim.


Individual: Chamblee, James
Social Security #: 466-14-7522
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 27 Jan 1885
Death date: Sep 1966
Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75227
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Dallas, Texas

More About JAMES J. CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 466-14-7522
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

vi. WILLIAM ENOCH CHAMLEE, b. September 1887, Cherokee County, GA; d. September 12, 1943; m. OLA MAE MCGREGOR, September 22, 1908, Waco, McLennan County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1871-1895; d. WFT Est. 1912-1966.

Notes for WILLIAM ENOCH CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Rosemound Cemetery, Waco, McLennan, TX.

vii. ROBERT MALTON CHAMLEE, b. September 1888, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1916-1979; m. WOODIE MARTON, March 11, 1910, Waco, McLennan County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1872-1896; d. WFT Est. 1914-1967.

Notes for ROBERT MALTON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Robert is buried at Durango, La Plata County, CO.

Children of FRANCIS CHAMLEE and MARY ?? are:

viii. GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE, b. May 1895, TX; d. WFT Est. 1924-1986; m. ANNIE BROWN, February 06, 1918, Waco, McLennan County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1880-1904; d. WFT Est. 1922-1975.

Notes for GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

George was called Wash.

George is buried at Spring Creek Cemetery, Bosque County, TX.

ix. FRANCIS MARION CHAMLEE, b. March 1896, TX; d. WFT Est. 1897-1990.

28. TILMON T. CHAMLEE (WILLIAM F.3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born August 31, 1852 in Cherokee County, GA, and died February 18, 1944 in Cherokee County, GA. He married MARTHA A. HUMPHRIES Abt. 1870. She was born November 04, 1853 in GA, and died January 08, 1929 in Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for TILMON T. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, page 488.
Tilmon is buried at Union Hill Methodist Church Cemetery, Canton, GA.

Notes for MARTHA A. HUMPHRIES:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Martha was called Mattie.

Mattie is buried at Union Hill Methodist Church Cemetery, Canton, GA.

Children of TILMON CHAMLEE and MARTHA HUMPHRIES are:
   i. WILLIAM FRANKLIN3 CHAMLEE, b. September 19, 1874; d. WFT Est. 1875-1964.
   ii. MARY LUCENDY CHAMLEE, b. November 02, 1878, Cherokee County, GA; d. August 18, 1964, Cherokee County, GA.

      Notes for MARY LUCENDY CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

      Mary is buried at Canton, GA.

   iii. MARGARET ANNIE CHAMLEE, b. May 15, 1884, Cherokee County, GA; d. December 02, 1968, Cherokee County, GA.

      Notes for MARGARET ANNIE CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

      Margaret is buried at Canton, GA.

29. WILLIAM FRANKLIN4 CHAMLEE (WILLIAM F.3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born November 27, 1861 in Cherokee County, GA, and died June 01, 1943 in Waco, McLennan County, TX. He married REBECCA MALINDA GREEN October 26, 1883 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born May 01, 1859, and died October 11, 1933 in Crawford, TX.

      Notes for WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

      1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222, family 488.
      William came to Cass County, TX in 1894 and was in McLennan County, TX in 1910.

      Buried at Crawford, TX.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and REBECCA GREEN are:
   i. ALFRED FRANCE3 CHAMLEE, b. September 1884, Cherokee County, GA; d. March 1887, Crawford, McLennan County, TX.

   69. ii. ROXIE ARDELLA CHAMLEE, b. July 09, 1885, Cherokee County, GA; d. November 12, 1973, Clifton, Bosque County, TX.

   70. iii. ISOM CLINTON CHAMLEE, b. April 29, 1887, Cherokee County, GA; d. March 06, 1962, Waco, McLennan County, TX.

   iv. ROBERT MILTON CHAMLEE, b. January 14, 1889, Cherokee County, GA; d. January 02, 1957, Swisher County, TX; m. OLA MAY MCGREGOR, February 09, 1918; b. WFT Est. 1880-1901; d. WFT Est. 1922-
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1975.

Notes for ROBERT MILTON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Robert was called Bob.

He served in the military during WWI.

Robert is buried at Crawford, McLennan County, TX.

71. v. GEORGIA EVELYN CHAMLEE, b. October 08, 1891, Cherokee County, GA; d. September 20, 1978, McGregor, TX.
72. vi. LODUSKA CHAMLEE, b. April 25, 1893, Cherokee County, GA; d. December 29, 1975, Waco, McLennan County, TX.
73. vii. MARY SYVILLA CHAMLEE, b. June 03, 1897, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 21, 1986, Happy, Swisher County, TX.
   viii. OCTAVIA BEATRICE CHAMLEE, b. January 10, 1900, Cass County, TX; d. November 1903, Cass County, TX.

Notes for OCTAVIA BEATRICE CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Octavia is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

74. ix. ESTO LACENA CHAMLEE, b. June 27, 1905, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. January 22, 1967, Waco, McLennan County, TX.

30. TOLLIVER M.⁴ CARR (DORCAS M.³ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born WFT Est. 1833-1853, and died WFT Est. 1871-1924. He married ISABELLA WORLEY September 09, 1866 in Cherokee County, GA. She was born WFT Est. 1824-1849, and died WFT Est. 1870-1919.

Notes for TOLLIVER M. CARR:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Tolliver was called Dock.

Child of TOLLIVER CARR and ISABELLA WORLEY is:
75. i. ANNA BELL⁵ CARR, b. Abt. 1867; d. WFT Est. 1893-1961.

Generation No. 5

31. KINDNESS LIGHT⁵ HOLDEN (NANCY LOUVENIA⁴ CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born May 06, 1859, and died WFT Est. 1897-1954. She married WILLIAM A. WILEY November 16, 1890. He was born WFT Est. 1841-1871, and died WFT Est. 1895-1933.

Notes for KINDNESS LIGHT HOLDEN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Kindness is buried at Shool Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.
Children of **KINDNESS HOLDEN** and **WILLIAM WILEY** are:


32. **VICTORIA HOLDEN** (*NANCY LOUVENIA Chamlee, Tillemont; WILIAM, JACOB*) was born February 21, 1861, and died 1917. She married **JAMES SMITH JONES** WFT Est. 1874-1904. He was born WFT Est. 1834-1868, and died WFT Est. 1903-1929.

Notes for **VICTORIA HOLDEN**:

[**JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW**]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Victoria is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of **VICTORIA HOLDEN** and **JAMES JONES** are:

78. i. **WILLIAM G. JONES**, b. October 04, 1879; d. October 08, 1959, GA.

79. ii. **MAUD JANE JONES**, b. August 11, 1881; d. August 20, 1958, GA.

iii. **MILES GORDON JONES**, b. 1883, Ball Ground, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1884-1973.


vi. **ONA SAVILLA JONES**, b. 1903; d. 1937.


More About **IDA JONES**:

Fact 1: Private

33. **MILES TILMON HOLDEN** (*NANCY LOUVENIA Chamlee, Tillemont; WILIAM, JACOB*) was born August 04, 1863 in Cherokee County, GA, and died July 23, 1945 in Cherokee County, GA. He married **MONTEREE MALINDA TIMMONS** December 10, 1893. She was born November 03, 1873 in Cherokee County, GA, and died October 23, 1960 in Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for **MILES TILMON HOLDEN**:

[**JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW**]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Miles is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for **MONTEREE MALINDA TIMMONS**:

[**JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW**]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Monteree is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of **MILES HOLDEN** and **MONTEREE TIMMONS** are:

81. i. **OMA MYRTLE HOLDEN**, b. May 03, 1895, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1922-1989.


iii. **Clemmie Eunice HOLDEN**, b. December 03, 1898; d. September 1902, GA.

iv. **ROY TILMON HOLDEN**, b. March 10, 1900; d. February 10, 1962, Cherokee County, GA.

More About HUEY LESTER HOLDEN:
Fact 1: Private

vi. INA MONTEREE HOLDEN, b. Private; m. FRED WILBANKS, Private; b. WFT Est. 1888-1908; d. WFT Est. 1920-1979.

More About INA MONTEREE HOLDEN:
Fact 1: Private

vii. JEWELL HOLDEN, b. Private; m. REMBERT ALLISON, Private; b. WFT Est. 1892-1912; d. WFT Est. 1924-1983.

More About JEWELL HOLDEN:
Fact 1: Private

34. VIRGINIA LOVENIA5 HOLDEN (NANCY LOVENIA4 CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born November 30, 1865, and died WFT Est. 1906-1960. She married JEFFERSON SMITH June 17, 1888. He was born WFT Est. 1843-1875, and died WFT Est. 1904-1936.

Children of VIRGINIA HOLDEN and JEFFERSON SMITH are:
   i. OLA6 SMITH, b. 1889; d. WFT Est. 1890-1983.
   ii. OSCAR SMITH, b. 1892; d. WFT Est. 1893-1982.
   iii. AMOS YOUNG SMITH, b. 1894; d. WFT Est. 1895-1984.
   iv. IRENE SMITH, b. 1896; d. WFT Est. 1910-1990; m. ??? WHITFIELD, WFT Est. 1910-1943; b. WFT Est. 1879-1899; d. WFT Est. 1911-1970.
   v. LLOYD SMITH, b. 1900; d. 1940; m. EDNA COOK, WFT Est. 1917-1937; b. WFT Est. 1896-1915; d. WFT Est. 1917-1990.
   vi. EVA SMITH, b. Private; m. CHARLES THEODORE BROCK, Private; b. WFT Est. 1887-1907; d. WFT Est. 1919-1978.

More About EVA SMITH:
Fact 1: Private

35. MALINDA A.5 HOLDEN (NANCY LOVENIA4 CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born November 29, 1869, and died WFT Est. 1887-1963. She married ELI HOWELL WFT Est. 1883-1916. He was born WFT Est. 1852-1872 in TN, and died WFT Est. 1887-1943.

Child of MALINDA HOLDEN and ELI HOWELL is:
   i. ???6 HOWELL, b. WFT Est. 1881-1904; d. WFT Est. 1882-1975.

36. VICTORIA AUGUSTUS5 CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON4, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Abt. 1863, and died 1945. She married JOHN KEITH WFT Est. 1877-1909. He was born WFT Est. 1846-1866 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1881-1937.

Children of VICTORIA CHAMLEE and JOHN KEITH are:
   i. CANDACE6 KEITH, b. WFT Est. 1881-1904; d. WFT Est. 1882-1975.
   ii. FRANCES KEITH, b. WFT Est. 1881-1904; d. WFT Est. 1882-1975.
   iii. GOLDIE KEITH, b. WFT Est. 1881-1904; d. WFT Est. 1882-1975.

37. JOHN BELL5 CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON4, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born 1865, and died 1945. He married NANCY LENA JONES WFT Est. 1883-1919. She was born WFT Est. 1863-1890 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1912-1958.

Child of JOHN CHAMLEE and NANCY JONES is:
   i. LOUISE6 CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About LOUISE CHAMLEE:
38. TILMON PERKINS CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born February 05, 1866, and died August 05, 1902. He married ALTA FOSTER SHELTON June 05, 1894 in Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN. She was born December 24, 1872 in Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN, and died October 05, 1930 in Eustis, Lake County, FL.

Notes for TILMON PERKINS CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Tilmon died of tuberculosis.
Gravestone shows 11 Aug 1902 as death date.
Tilmon is buried at Forest Hills Cemetery, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN.

Notes for ALTA FOSTER SHELTON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Alta is buried at Forest Hills Cemetery, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN.

Children of TILMON CHAMLEE and ALTA SHELTON are:
82. i. GRACE SHELTON CHAMLEE, b. June 11, 1894, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN; d. August 16, 1976, Eustis, Lake County, FL.
83. ii. GEORGE TILMON CHAMLEE, b. January 30, 1898, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN; d. June 15, 1979, Augusta, Richmond County, GA.

39. NANCY LUVENIA CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Abt. 1867, and died Abt. 1949. She married JOHN HENRY JOHNSTON WFT Est. 1881-1913. He was born WFT Est. 1850-1870, and died WFT Est. 1885-1941.

Child of NANCY CHAMLEE and JOHN JOHNSTON is:
   i. GLENN JOHNSTON, b. WFT Est. 1885-1908; d. WFT Est. 1886-1975.

40. AQUILLA CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born December 03, 1869, and died Abt. 1960 in Tennile, Washington County, GA. He married MAMIE LOUISE BECK September 06, 1898 in Tennile, Washington County, GA. She was born WFT Est. 1857-1881, and died 1948.

Notes for MAMIE LOUISE BECK:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Mamie is buried in Tennile, Washington County, GA.

Child of AQUILLA CHAMLEE and MAMIE BECK is:
   i. MARY CHAMLEE, b. Aft. 1898; d. Abt. 1901.

Notes for MARY CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Mamie is buried in Tennile, Washington County, GA.]

Child of AQUILLA CHAMLEE and MAMIE BECK is:
   i. MARY CHAMLEE, b. Aft. 1898; d. Abt. 1901.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Mary is buried in Tennile, Washington County, GA.

41. GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE, JR. (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born January 30, 1872 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA, and died January 18, 1958. He married SALLIE K. PALMER November 02, 1898. She was born July 26, 1873, and died August 21, 1951 in Knoxville, TN.

Notes for GEORGE WASHINGTON CHAMLEE, JR.:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

George is buried at Forest Hills Cemetery, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN.

Child of GEORGE CHAMLEE and SALLIE PALMER is:
84. i. G. CHAMLEE, JR., b. August 05, 1901; d. May 1978.

42. ALLEN KEITH CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 10, 1877 in Cherokee County, GA, and died October 30, 1948 in Sparta, GA. He married BERTA IVEY WFT Est. 1896-1925. She was born January 12, 1880 in Macon, Bibb County, GA, and died December 30, 1948 in Ft. Valley, GA.

Notes for ALLEN KEITH CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Allen was called Doc.

Allen is buried in Sparta, GA.

Notes for BERTA IVEY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Berta is buried in Sparta, GA.

Children of ALLEN CHAMLEE and BERTA IVEY are:
     i. VENIA CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1898-1924; d. WFT Est. 1899-1992.

43. ALEXANDER STEPHENS CHAMLEE (GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 1879 in Cherokee County, GA, and died 1942 in GA. He married SUE WHARTON WFT Est. 1898-1926. She was born 1884 in GA, and died 1968.

Notes for ALEXANDER STEPHENS CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Alexander was called Beck.

Child of ALEXANDER CHAMLEE and SUE WHARTON is:
86. i. ALEXANDER STEPHENS CHAMLEE, JR., b. Private.
44. JERRY WARNER⁵ CHAMLEE (GEORGE Washington⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1881, and died 1938 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA. He married NELL Colquitt Michael WFT Est. 1900-1925. She was born 1884, and died November 1979 in Cherokee County, GA.

Children of JERRY CHAMLEE and NELL MICHAEL are:
87. i. NELL SHERWOOD⁶ CHAMLEE, b. Private.
88. ii. ALICE MELINDA CHAMLEE, b. Private.
89. iii. JERRY MICHAEL CHAMLEE, b. Private.
90. iv. MOINA ANNE CHAMLEE, b. Private.

45. MALINDA CALIFORNIA⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM Franklin⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1871, and died 1900. She married ANDREW JACKSON Hansel Weaver October 16, 1887 in GA. He was born WFT Est. 1843-1872, and died WFT Est. 1896-1935.

Notes for MALINDA CALIFORNIA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Malinda was called Fornie.

Children of MALINDA CHAMLEE and ANDREW WEAVER are:
91. i. LILLIE⁶ WEAVER, b. WFT Est. 1889-1900; d. WFT Est. 1910-1983.
92. ii. CORDELIA WEAVER, b. WFT Est. 1889-1900; d. WFT Est. 1904-1983; m. ??? THOMPSON, WFT Est. 1904-1942; b. WFT Est. 1877-1900; d. WFT Est. 1904-1967.
93. iii. DAVID ANDREW WEAVER, b. 1895; d. WFT Est. 1916-1985.

46. ERNESTINE LUVENIA⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM Franklin⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1872, and died 1952. She married (1) DAVID BLACKWELL WFT Est. 1886-1918. He was born WFT Est. 1856-1875, and died 1956. She married (2) WILLIAM HUTTON WFT Est. 1886-1918 in OK. He was born WFT Est. 1855-1875, and died WFT Est. 1887-1946.

Children of ERNESTINE CHAMLEE and DAVID BLACKWELL are:
93. i. FLORA⁶ BLACKWELL, b. WFT Est. 1886-1906; d. WFT Est. 1928-1981.
94. ii. IRENE BLACKWELL, b. WFT Est. 1890-1913; d. WFT Est. 1912-1984.

47. CHARLES MERIDA⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM Franklin⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born November 09, 1873 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1907-1964. He married EUNICE DYER WFT Est. 1888-1922. She was born WFT Est. 1862-1884, and died WFT Est. 1906-1957.

Children of CHARLES CHAMLEE and EUNICE DYER are:
95. i. MARY FRANCES⁶ CHAMLEE, b. Private.
96. ii. MAY CLIFF CHAMLEE, b. Private.

48. THOMAS C.⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM Franklin⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1874, and died 1962 in Dinuba, Tulare County, CA. He married LUCY CRAIG WFT Est. 1889-1923. She was born WFT Est. 1863-1885, and died WFT Est. 1905-1958.

Children of THOMAS CHAMLEE and LUCY CRAIG are:
97. i. TILMAN⁶ CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1895-1924; d. WFT Est. 1896-1985.
98. ii. MARJORIE CHAMLEE, b. WFT Est. 1895-1924; d. WFT Est. 1896-1989.

49. DRUCILLA JANE⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born 1876 in GA, and died 1949 in GA. She married WILLIAM VIRGIL MARTIN Abt. 1894. He was born WFT Est. 1850-1882 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1915-1944.

Children of DRUCILLA CHAMLEE and WILLIAM MARTIN are:
   i. MARY LOIS⁶ MARTIN, b. 1895; d. WFT Est. 1996-1989.
   ii. CASSIE AURELIA MARTIN, b. 1897; d. WFT Est. 1898-1991.
   iii. FRANK ALSTON MARTIN, b. 1899; d. WFT Est. 1941-1990.
   98. iv. F RANKLSTON⁶ MARTIN, b. 1899; d. WFT Est. 1941-1990.
   99. v. TILMAN FORD MARTIN, b. 1915; d. 1957.
   100. vi. ALTA MAE MARTIN, b. Private.
   vii. CLYDE VIRGIL MARTIN, b. Private.

   More About CLYDE VIRGIL MARTIN:
   Fact 1: Private

101. vii. CARTER ESMOND MARTIN, b. Private.
102. viii. CHARLES CYRUS MARTIN, b. Private.
   ix. JOHN BYRD MARTIN, b. Private.

   More About JOHN BYRD MARTIN:
   Fact 1: Private

50. CARTER TATE⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born 1883, and died Abt. 1950 in OK. He married FLARA AUTHORHOLT WFT Est. 1896-1930 in OK. She was born WFT Est. 1863-1890, and died WFT Est. 1907-1958.

Children of CARTER CHAMLEE and FLARA AUTHORHOLT are:
   i. MARY⁶ CHAMLEE, b. Private; m. DEWAYNE MARTIN HALE, Private; b. WFT Est. 1887-1907; d. WFT Est. 1919-1978.

   More About MARY CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

103. ii. WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE, b. Private.

51. BERTHA⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born 1886, and died Abt. 1970. She married JAMES ALLEN FAULKNER October 12, 1910. He was born WFT Est. 1863-1891, and died WFT Est. 1916-1955.

Children of BERTHA CHAMLEE and JAMES FAULKNER are:
104. i. MARY LOU⁶ FAULKNER, b. Private.
   ii. GUY FAULKNER, b. Private; m. ANNE LEE THOMAS, Private; b. Private.

   More About GUY FAULKNER:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About ANNE LEE THOMAS:
   Fact 1: Private

52. BYRD ISOM⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born 1888, and died WFT Est. 1909-1978. He married REBA KING WFT Est. 1905-1938. She was born WFT Est. 1884-1904 in Bartow County, GA, and died WFT Est. 1909-1978.

Child of BYRD CHAMLEE and REBA KING is:
105. i. KING⁶ CHAMLEE, b. Private.

53. ROY ZEBULON⁵ CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born 1897, and died
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


Child of ROY CHAMLEE and BEULAH HARRUFF is:
106. i. ROY ZEBULON CHAMLEE, JR., b. Private.

54. EDNA CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born 1897, and died WFT Est. 1919-1991. She married MACK A. KEITH III February 12, 1913. He was born WFT Est. 1864-1896, and died WFT Est. 1916-1956.

Children of EDNA CHAMLEE and MACK KEITH are:
   i. MARGARET KEITH, b. Private; m. ROBERT LAWS, Private; b. WFT Est. 1896-1916; d. WFT Est. 1928-1987.

   More About MARGARET KEITH:
   Fact 1: Private

   107. ii. CATHERINE KEITH, b. Private.

55. WILLIAM ALEXANDER CHAMLEE (JARRETT RUSSELL, JARRETT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 15, 1881 in Laneburg, Nevada County, AR, and died December 03, 1967 in Waldo, Columbia County, AR. He married FANNIE LEOLA HOUSE 1906 in Nevada County, AR. She was born August 27, 1887 in Black Oak, AR, and died WFT Est. 1927-1982.

Notes for WILLIAM ALEXANDER CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William was called Will.

Will is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, AR.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and FANNIE HOUSE are:
108. i. GLADYS MAY CHAMLEE, b. 1909; d. 1951.
   iii. HAMPTON RAY CHAMLEE, b. September 12, 1922; d. November 1986; m. NINS MCDONALD, Private; b. Private.

   Notes for HAMPTON RAY CHAMLEE:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

   [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Hampton served in the U.S. Coast Guard during WWII.


Individual: Chamlee, Hampton
Social Security #: 432-12-8208
SS# issued in: Arkansas

Birth date: 12 Sep 1922
Death date: Nov 1986

ZIP Code of address where death benefit payment was sent: 71770
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Waldo, Arkansas
More About HAMPTON RAY CHAMLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 432-12-8208
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Arkansas

More About NINS MCDONALD:

iv. HERMAN CHAMLEE, b. February 05, 1925; d. Abt. 1926.
v. WILLIAM JEFFERSON CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About WILLIAM JEFFERSON CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

110. vi. VERDIE INEZ CHAMLEE, b. Private.
111. vii. THURMAN CHAMLEE, b. Private.

56. SAMUEL E. CHAMLEE (JARRETT RUSSELL, JARRETT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 19, 1894, and died December 14, 1968 in AR. He married EDNA TUNNELL Abt. 1918. She was born WFT Est. 1879-1905, and died WFT Est. 1931-1974.

Notes for SAMUEL E. CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Samuel is buried at Ebenezer Cemetery, Bluff City, AR.

Children of SAMUEL CHAMLEE and EDNA TUNNELL are:
i. SYBIL CHAMLEE, b. Abt. 1919; d. Abt. 1940.
112. ii. HAZEL CHAMLEE, b. Private.
iii. GLENN WILMER CHAMLEE, b. Private; m. VERA ???, Private; b. Private.

More About GLENN WILMER CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About VERA ???:
Fact 1: Private

iv. JERRY CHAMLEE, b. Private; m. FINCHER KNIGHT, Private; b. Private.

More About JERRY CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About FINCHER KNIGHT:
Fact 1: Private

v. NORMA CHAMLEE, b. Private; m. ELTON INGRAM, Private; b. Private.

More About NORMA CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About ELTON INGRAM:
Fact 1: Private

57. THOMAS MCMILLAN GARRETT (WILLIAM THOMAS, JEANETTE CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born March 27, 1879 in Milton County, GA, and died December 05, 1946 in Atlanta, GA. He married LULA ANNA COLEMAN October 17, 1902. She was born March 17, 1882 in Cobb County, GA, and died April 01, 1953 in
Marietta, GA.

Child of THOMAS GARRETT and LULA COLEMAN is:
  i. CORRINNE FOSTER GARRETT, b. Private; m. L.S. FOWLER, Private; b. WFT Est. 1876-1904; d. WFT Est. 1925-1968.

More About CORRINNE FOSTER GARRETT:
Fact 1: Private

58. TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH6 CHAMBLEE (JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born January 19, 1869 in Cherokee County, GA, and died July 10, 1964 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married WILLIAM GALVESTON MOULDER July 20, 1890 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He was born January 25, 1863 in Milton County, GA, and died April 21, 1937 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Cherokee County, GA, page 222.
1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255, family 232.

Elizabeth is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Notes for WILLIAM GALVESTON MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1870 Census, Milton County, GA, page 480.
1880 Census, Milton County, GA, page 469.
1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Galveston is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of TEMPERANCE CHAMBLEE and WILLIAM MOULDER are:
113.  i. EVA BELLE5 MOULDER, b. June 30, 1891, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. February 03, 1979, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
115.  iii. WINNIE MOULDER, b. August 11, 1895, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. May 03, 1980, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA.
116.  iv. MARTHA ELZIE MOULDER, b. December 23, 1897, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. September 11, 1983, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
117.  v. MADA MOULDER, b. February 20, 1900, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. October 23, 1978, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA.

Notes for BERNICE MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Bernice never married.

Bernice is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.
vii. HENRY GALVESTON MOULDER, b. April 02, 1906, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. October 11, 1993.

Notes for HENRY GALVESTON MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Henry never married.

Henry is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

viii. ERNEST MOULDER, b. July 17, 1908, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 01, 1983, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA.

Notes for ERNEST MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Ernest never married.

Ernest is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

ix. AVIS OLENE MOULDER, b. Private.

More About AVIS OLENE MOULDER:
Fact 1: Private

59. WILLIAM WESLEY5 CHAMBLEE (JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born July 11, 1872 in Cherokee County, GA, and died March 02, 1954 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married LOU BELLE JOHNSON August 11, 1898 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She was born August 26, 1878 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died March 16, 1965 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for WILLIAM WESLEY CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Shady Dale Cemetery, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

Notes for LOU BELLE JOHNSON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Lou is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMBLEE and LOU JOHNSON are:
118. i. RUBY LEE6 CHAMBLEE, b. September 18, 1899, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 23, 1994, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
119. ii. MAYBELLE CHAMBLEE, b. January 17, 1901, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. July 29, 1974, AR.
   iii. JOHNNIE ADDISON CHAMBLEE, b. November 04, 1903, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. January 20, 1904.
   iv. ODESSA ADDISON CHAMBLEE, b. November 02, 1904; d. November 03, 1904.
120. v. AMBROSE DONALDSON CHAMBLEE, b. September 25, 1905, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. January 07, 1993.
121. vi. TOM CAMPBELL CHAMBLEE, b. June 29, 1907, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. September 11, 1986, Cass County, TX.

vii. WESLEY PELLUM CHAMBLEE, b. February 21, 1909, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 15, 1915, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for WESLEY PELLUM CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Wesley is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

122. viii. DICK STARKIE CHAMBLEE, b. November 18, 1910, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 1974, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

ix. MORRIS SHEPPARD CHAMBLEE, b. August 28, 1912, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. April 07, 1995, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; m. LORENE UPHURCH, January 29, 1934, Texarkana, Bowie County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1896-1920; d. WFT Est. 1938-1991.

Notes for MORRIS SHEPPARD CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamblee, Morris
Social Security #: 464-20-6913
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 28 Aug 1912
Death date: 7 Apr 1995

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75572
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Queen City, Texas

Morris is buried at Shady Dale Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX

More About MORRIS SHEPPARD CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 464-20-6913
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

123. x. ODIE FERGUSON CHAMBLEE, b. April 21, 1914, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. April 13, 1940, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

xi. JESSIE PERSHING CHAMBLEE, b. March 28, 1918, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. July 21, 1920, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for JESSIE PERSHING CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Jessie was called Jay.

Jay is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

124. xii. SYBLE GERALDINE CHAMBLEE, b. July 28, 1920, Cass County, TX; d. March 22, 1994, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

xiii. WILLIE LYN CHAMBLEE, b. Private; m. OSCAR HENSLEY, Private; b. WFT Est. 1878-1904; d. WFT Est. 1928-1970.

More About WILLIE LYN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private
60. MARY ELLEN CHAMEELE (JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born April 15, 1875 in Cherokee County, GA, and died July 16, 1963 in Cass County, TX. She married JOSEPH LEONARD WIGGINS May 07, 1893 in Cass County, TX. He was born October 18, 1871 in Crenshaw County, AL, and died March 23, 1955 in Cass County, TX.

Notes for MARY ELLEN CHAMEELE:
[JACOB CHAMEELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

Notes for JOSEPH LEONARD WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMEELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Joseph is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

Children of MARY CHAMEELE and JOSEPH WIGGINS are:

126. i. JULIA MAY WIGGINS, b. March 19, 1894, Cass County, TX; d. May 16, 1983, Cass County, TX.
127. ii. HEZZIE ELIZABETH WIGGINS, b. September 12, 1895, Cass County, TX; d. June 24, 1955, Cass County, TX.
iii. NAOMI WIGGINS, b. December 22, 1896, Cass County, TX; d. WFT Est. 1910-1990; m. JASPER BURGESS, WFT Est. 1910-1943; b. WFT Est. 1879-1899; d. WFT Est. 1911-1970.

Notes for HOWARD J. WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMEELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Howard is buried at Good Exchange Cemetery, McLeod, Cass County, TX.

v. DAISY BELLE WIGGINS, b. May 11, 1904, Cass County, TX; d. January 15, 1990, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for DAISY BELLE WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMEELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

TX [Brøderbund Family Archive #110, Vol. 2 M-Z, Ed. 5, Social Security Death Index: U.S., Date of Import: 22 Nov 1997, Internal Ref. #1.112.5.113571.38]

Individual: Wiggins, Daisy
Social Security #: 461-64-8180
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 11 May 1904
Death date: 15 Jan 1990
Daisy never married.
Daisy is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About DAISY BELLE WIGGINS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 461-64-8180
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

128. vi. WILLIAM HARDY WIGGINS, b. May 13, 1906, Cass County, TX; d. June 14, 1960, Cass County, TX.


Notes for ETHEL B. WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Garner, Ethel
Social Security #: 439-34-2370
SS# issued in: Louisiana

Birth date: 11 Mar 1908
Death date: 19 Nov 1991

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75555
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Bivins, Texas

Ethel is buried at Forest Park Cemetery, Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA.

More About ETHEL B. WIGGINS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 439-34-2370
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Louisiana

viii. BEN FRANKLIN WIGGINS, b. August 05, 1910, Cass County, TX; d. December 04, 1910, Cass County, TX.

Notes for BEN FRANKLIN WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Ben is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

ix. BESSIE ELLEN WIGGINS, b. Private; m. ORESTER THROWER, Private; b. WFT Est. 1872-1900; d. WFT Est. 1921-1964.

More About BESSIE ELLEN WIGGINS:
Fact 1: Private

61. JAMES AMBROSE CHAMBLEE (JOHN THOMAS5, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born December 12, 1879 in Cherokee County, GA, and died May 27, 1933 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married MINNIE LOU WALKER November 01, 1908. She was born January 11, 1894 in AL, and died October 08, 1964.

Notes for JAMES AMBROSE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 332.
Ambrose is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, TX.

Notes for MINNIE LOU WALKER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 332.

Minnie is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Children of JAMES CHAMBLEE and MINNIE WALKER are:
132. i. JOHNNIE LEE6 CHAMBLEE, b. June 14, 1910, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. October 24, 1970, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
   ii. MARY ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, b. January 05, 1913, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. March 06, 1913, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for MARY ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mary is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

133. iii. MINNIE AGNES CHAMBLEE, b. December 11, 1913, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 06, 1953, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
134. iv. BERTHA HELEN CHAMBLEE, b. July 24, 1915, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. May 17, 1989, Queen City, Cass County, TX.
135. v. RUBY MAE CHAMBLEE, b. February 09, 1918, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. September 01, 1993, Lufkin, Angelina County, TX.
136. vi. RUTH LYNN CHAMBLEE, b. August 27, 1919, Cass County, TX; d. May 29, 1996, AR.
   vii. NOLLIE CHAMBLEE, b. September 11, 1924, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. January 10, 1925, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for NOLLIE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Nollie is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

137. ix. WILLIAM ROBERT CHAMBLEE, b. September 28, 1925, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. October 19, 1990, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
138. x. MAXINE CHAMBLEE, b. May 03, 1930, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. June 08, 1989, Texarkana, Bowie County, TX.
139. xi. JAMES WESLEY CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
140. xii. MARTHA JO CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
141. xiii. CHRISTINE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

62. JOHN THOMAS5 CHAMBLEE, JR. (JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born July 28,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1880 in Cherokee County, GA, and died April 19, 1957 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married OZELLA SHERMAN November 05, 1901 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She was born December 10, 1882 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died February 09, 1966 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for JOHN THOMAS CHAMBLEE, JR.: [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Four stillborn children were born to this union and are buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 335.

John is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, TX.

Notes for OZELLA SHERMAN: [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 335.

Child of JOHN CHAMBLEE and OZELLA SHERMAN is:
   i. CLEO ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About CLEO ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

63. WALTER FRANCIS5 CHAMBLEE (JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born September 26, 1882 in Cherokee County, GA, and died December 26, 1964 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married ROXIE BELLE WALKER July 03, 1904. She was born October 02, 1888 in GA, and died November 15, 1926 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for WALTER FRANCIS CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 334.

Walter is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Notes for ROXIE BELLE WALKER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 334.

Roxie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of WALTER CHAMBLEE and ROXIE WALKER are:
142. i. AUSTIN JOHN6 CHAMBLEE, b. June 01, 1905, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. July 27, 1970, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
ii. ARTHUR LEE CHAMBLEE, b. February 04, 1907, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. October 31, 1981, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

iii. ANNIE MAE CHAMBLEE, b. September 05, 1908, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 06, 1972, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

iv. ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, b. April 22, 1910, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 19, 1975, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

v. ATTISON CONWAY CHAMBLEE, b. April 04, 1912, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. May 07, 1982, Linden, Cass County, TX.

vi. ROXIE ADDINE CHAMBLEE, b. November 15, 1926, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. February 19, 1927, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for ROXIE ADDINE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Røderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Roxie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

72. vii. ADDIE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

viii. AZELLE GERTRUDE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About AZELLE GERTRUDE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

ix. ALICE JANIE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About ALICE JANIE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

x. ARLINE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About ARLINE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

xi. ALINE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About ALINE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

xii. WALTER ARLINGTON CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About WALTER ARLINGTON CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

64. JESSE JUDSON5 CHAMBLEE (JOHN THOMAS3, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born January 25, 1892 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died December 12, 1924 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married ELENDER IRENE THOMAS Abt. 1920. She was born September 22, 1895, and died June 02, 1986 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for JESSE JUDSON CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Røderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 309, family 103.

Jesse is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for ELENDER IRENE THOMAS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
Elender is buried at Canton, Cherokee County, GA.

Child of JESSE CHAMBLEE and ELENDER THOMAS is:

148. i. SARAH MARTHA CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

65. NANCY ANN CHAMLEE (JAMES, WILLIAM F, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born July 23, 1871 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1899-1965. She married THOMAS MOSES COKER November 24, 1889 in Cherokee County, GA. He was born November 24, 1869, and died April 29, 1946 in Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for NANCY ANN CHAMLEE:

1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA, Mullins District.

Nancy is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for THOMAS MOSES COKER:

Thomas is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Child of NANCY CHAMLEE and THOMAS COKER is:

i. JAMES ERASTUS COKER, b. February 09, 1895, Cherokee County, GA; d. WFT Est. 1922-1986; m. DORA CAGLE, August 27, 1916; b. WFT Est. 1879-1903; d. WFT Est. 1920-1974.

Notes for JAMES ERASTUS COKER:

1880 Census, Cherokee County, GA, Mullins District.

John is buried at College Park Cemetery, Fulton County, GA.

Notes for MARY LUCINDA MANOUS:


John is buried at College Park Cemetery, Fulton County, GA.
Mary is buried at College Park Cemetery, Fulton County, GA.

Children of JOHN CHAMLEE and MARY MANOUS are:
  i. MARY DRUSILLA CHAMLEE, b. January 05, 1902, GA; d. May 08, 1971.
  ii. ALICE ANNIE LAURA CHAMLEE, b. May 17, 1908, GA; d. November 30, 1995, Hapeville, Fulton County, GA; m. HORACE FORT, April 18, 1931; b. WFT Est. 1885-1911; d. WFT Est. 1935-1977.

Notes for ALICE ANNIE LAURA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Fort, Alice
Social Security #: 259-48-3038
SS# issued in: Georgia
Birth date: 17 May 1908
Death date: 30 Nov 1995
ZIP Code of last known residence: 30354
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Georgia

Alice is buried at College Park Cemetery, Fulton County, GA

More About ALICE ANNIE LAURA CHAMLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 259-48-3038
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

149. iii. FLOY MARIE CHAMLEE, b. August 11, 1913; d. October 03, 1977.
iv. CLARA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About CLARA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

67. WILLIAM JEFFERSON CHAMLEE (JAMES3, WILLIAM F.2, WILLIAM1) was born May 15, 1881 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia, and died November 08, 1923 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia. He married (1) DESSIE LEE LINDRUM September 18, 1910. She died February 22, 1960 in Douglasville, Douglas, Georgia. He married (2) DUSSIE LANDRUM September 18, 1910. She was born WFT Est. 1872-1893, and died WFT Est. 1914-1967.

Notes for WILLIAM JEFFERSON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Pugh Family Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and DESSIE LINDRUM are:
  i. JAMES GIFFURD CHAMLEE, b. May 24, 1911.
  ii. DESSIE LOIS CHAMLEE, b. March 03, 1913.
  iii. ERNEST CHAMLEE, b. August 08, 1918.
  iv. JOHN HENRY CHAMLEE, b. December 10, 1923, Canton, Cherokee, Georgia.
  v. ALMA ELISABETH CHAMLEE, b. Unknown.

68. THOMAS NEWT CHAMLEE (FRANCIS MARION4, WILLIAM F.3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born August 10, 1874 in
Little Rock, Pulaski County, AR, and died May 20, 1958 in Cortez, Montezuma County, CO. He married MOLLIE LEOLA BATES April 29, 1900 in McGregor, McLennan County, TX. She was born July 16, 1883 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died May 24, 1973 in Cortez, Montezuma County, CO.

Notes for THOMAS NEWT CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Thomas is buried at Lewis, Montezuma County, CO.

Notes for MOLLIE LEOLA BATES:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mollie is buried at Lewis, Montezuma County, CO.

Children of THOMAS CHAMLEE and MOLLIE BATES are:

i. WILLLIE MAE CHAMLEE, b. February 18, 1901, McGregor, McLennan County, TX; d. August 08, 1901, McGregor, McLennan County, TX.

Notes for WILLLIE MAE CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Willie is buried at McGregor, McLennan County, TX.

ii. LOUVENIA CHAMLEE, b. June 17, 1902, Crawford, McLennan County, TX; d. March 14, 1930; m. WINSTON OSBURN, September 30, 1920, Quanah, Hardeman County, TX; b. WFT Est. 1875-1902; d. WFT Est. 1924-1967.

Notes for LOUVENIA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Louvenia is buried at Quanah, Hardeman County, TX.

Notes for WINSTON OSBURN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Winston and Louvenia had four boys.

151. iii. JOHN THOMAS CHAMLEE, b. March 11, 1904, Crawford, McLennan County, TX; d. 1973.

iv. JAMES HENRY CHAMBLEE, b. September 15, 1905, Crawford, McLennan County, TX; d. November 1985; m. NATTIE MAE TURNER, January 30, 1935; b. WFT Est. 1896-1918; d. WFT Est. 1939-1991.

Notes for JAMES HENRY CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamblee, James
Social Security #: 523-09-8348
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

SS# issued in: Colorado
Birth date: 15 Sep 1905
Death date: Nov 1985
Residence code: Oregon
ZIP Code of last known residence: 97038
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Molalla, Oregon

More About JAMES HENRY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 523-09-8348
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Colorado

152. v. MARGARET ROZELLA CHAMLEE, b. Private.
vi. EDITH S. CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About EDITH S. CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

vii. ALEX PRICE CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About ALEX PRICE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

viii. ELMA LYDA CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About ELMA LYDA CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

ix. CORNELIA IRENE CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About CORNELIA IRENE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

x. FRANCIS MARION CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About FRANCIS MARION CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

69. ROXIE ARDELLA^{5} CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN^{4}, WILLIAM F^{3}, WILLIAM^{2}, JACOB^{1}) was born July 09, 1885 in Cherokee County, GA, and died November 12, 1973 in Clifton, Bosque County, TX. She married VIRGIL NEWTON SHORT February 01, 1903 in Cass County, TX. He was born November 13, 1883, and died February 28, 1953.

Notes for ROXIE ARDELLA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Roxie is buried at Crawford, TX.

Notes for VIRGIL NEWTON SHORT:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Virgil is buried at Crawford, TX.
Children of Roxie Chamlee and Virgil Short are:

153. i. Willie Marie Short, b. Private.
    ii. Wayne Newton Short, b. Private. 
        More About Wayne Newton Short: 
        Fact 1: Private

iii. James Carmon Short, b. Private. 
        More About James Carmon Short: 
        Fact 1: Private

        More About Aubrey Landon Short: 
        Fact 1: Private

70. Isom Clinton5 Chamlee (William Franklin4, William F.3, William2, Jacob1) was born April 29, 1887 in Cherokee County, GA, and died March 06, 1962 in Waco, McLennan County, TX. He married Mennie Lee Stanley March 24, 1912. She was born November 05, 1893 in Wilson County, TX, and died September 28, 1926 in Coryell County, TX.

Notes for Isom Clinton Chamlee: 
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Buried at Crawford, TX.

Notes for Mennie Lee Stanley: 
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mennie is buried at Coryell County, TX.

Children of Isom Chamlee and Mennie Stanley are:

i. Ruby Ann6 Chamlee, b. Private. 
    More About Ruby Ann Chamlee: 
    Fact 1: Private

ii. Annie Mae Chamlee, b. Private. 
    More About Annie Mae Chamlee: 
    Fact 1: Private

iii. Joe Howard Chamlee, b. Private. 
    More About Joe Howard Chamlee: 
    Fact 1: Private

    More About Nora Lee Chamlee: 
    Fact 1: Private

v. Chester C. Chamlee, b. Private.
More About CHESTER C. CHAMELE
Fact 1: Private

71. GEORGIA EVELYN⁵ CHAMELE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, WILLIAM F.⁴, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born October 08, 1891 in Cherokee County, GA, and died September 20, 1978 in McGregor, TX. She married JAMES EDWARD ANDERSON May 19, 1912. He was born January 01, 1891 in LA, and died September 12, 1950 in McGregor, TX.

Notes for GEORGIA EVELYN CHAMELE:
[JACOB CHAMELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Georgia was called Lina.

Georgia is buried at Crawford, McLennan County, TX.

Notes for JAMES EDWARD ANDERSON:
[JACOB CHAMELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

James is buried at Crawford, McLennan County, TX.

Child of GEORGIA CHAMELE and JAMES ANDERSON is:
   i. J. EDWARD⁶ ANDERSON, b. Private.

More About J. EDWARD ANDERSON:
Fact 1: Private

72. LODUSKA⁵ CHAMELE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, WILLIAM F.⁴, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born April 25, 1893 in Cherokee County, GA, and died December 29, 1975 in Waco, McLennan County, TX. She married CARL HOLMAN December 24, 1913 in McLennan County, TX. He was born September 04, 1891, and died August 02, 1926 in McLennan County, TX.

Notes for LODUSKA CHAMELE:
[JACOB CHAMELE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Loduska is buried at Crawford, TX.

Children of LODUSKA CHAMELE and CARL HOLMAN are:
   i. S.Q.⁶ HOLMAN, b. Private.

More About S.Q. HOLMAN:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. GLADYS L. HOLMAN, b. Private.

More About GLADYS L. HOLMAN:
Fact 1: Private

73. MARY SYVILLA⁵ CHAMELE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, WILLIAM F.⁴, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born June 03, 1897 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died December 21, 1986 in Happy, Swisher County, TX. She married HOMER POSEY BONDS September 24, 1916 in Crawford, McLennan County, TX. He was born September 14, 1895 in
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Bosque County, TX, and died April 21, 1987 in Happy, Swisher County, TX.

Notes for MARY SYVILLA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Bonds, Mary
Social Security #: 455-56-8194
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 3 Jun 1897
Death date: Dec 1986

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 79042
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Happy, Texas

ZIP Code of address where death benefit payment was sent: 79042
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Happy, Texas

More About MARY SYVILLA CHAMLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 455-56-8194
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for HOMER POSEY BONDS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Homer is buried at Memorial Park Cemetery, Plainview, Hale County, TX.

Child of MARY CHAMLEE and HOMER BONDS is:
i. DOROTHIA FARRIE BONDS, b. Private; m. HENRY A. TIDENBERRY, Private; b. WFT Est. 1893-1919; d. WFT Est. 1942-1985.

More About DOROTHIA FARRIE BONDS:
Fact 1: Private

74. ESTO LACENA CHAMLEE (WILLIAM FRANKLIN, WILLIAM F., WILLIAM, JACOB) was born June 27, 1905 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died January 22, 1967 in Waco, McLennan County, TX. She married HENRY AUGUSTA TANKERSLEY March 14, 1921. He was born January 10, 1891 in GA, and died February 21, 1966 in Waco, McLennan County, TX.

Notes for ESTO LACENA CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Esto is buried at Rosemound Cemetery, Waco, McLennan County, TX.
Notes for HENRY AUGUSTA TANKERSLEY:

[Jacob Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Henry is buried at Rosemound Cemetery, Waco, McLennan County, TX.

Children of ESTO CHAMLEE and HENRY TANKERSLEY are:

i. ELOISE⁶ TANKERSLEY, b. Private.
   More About ELOISE TANKERSLEY:
   Fact 1: Private

ii. BILLY CHARLES TANKERSLEY, b. Private.
   More About BILLY CHARLES TANKERSLEY:
   Fact 1: Private

iii. LAVERNE TANKERSLEY, b. Private.
   More About LAVERNE TANKERSLEY:
   Fact 1: Private

iv. GWENDOLYN TANKERSLEY, b. Private.
   More About GWENDOLYN TANKERSLEY:
   Fact 1: Private

v. RICKY TIPTON TANKERSLEY, b. Private.
   More About RICKY TIPTON TANKERSLEY:
   Fact 1: Private

75. ANNA BELL⁵ CARR (TOLLIVER M.⁴, DORCAS M.⁴ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Abt. 1867, and died WFT Est. 1893-1961. She married SAMUEL DOCK ALLISON Abt. 1887 in OK. He was born WFT Est. 1839-1868, and died WFT Est. 1890-1931.

Child of ANNA CARR and SAMUEL ALLISON is:

i. MAUD⁶ ALLISON, b. 1888; d. WFT Est. 1889-1982.

Generation No. 6

76. BUENA VISTA⁶ WILEY (KINDNESS LIGHT⁵ HOLDEN, NANCY LOUVENIA⁴ CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born October 05, 1893, and died May 15, 1989. She married FRANK MITCHELL September 16, 1917. He was born Abt. 1890, and died WFT Est. 1923-1981.

Notes for BUENA VISTA WILEY:

[Jacob Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Mitchell, Buena
Social Security #: 258-08-6122
SS# issued in: Georgia
Birth date: 5 Oct 1893
Death date: 15 May 1989

More About BUENA VISTA WILEY:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 258-08-6122
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

Children of BUENA WILEY and FRANK MITCHELL are:
  i. FRED TILMON MITCHELL, b. June 23, 1918; d. August 01, 1993.
      Notes for FRED TILMON MITCHELL:
      [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
      [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
      Individual: Mitchell, Fred
      Social Security #: 254-26-1789
      SS# issued in: Georgia
      Birth date: 23 Jun 1918
      Death date: 1 Aug 1993
      ZIP Code of last known residence: 30114
      Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Canton, Georgia

      More About FRED TILMON MITCHELL:
      Fact 2: Social Security #: 254-26-1789
      Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

  ii. DONNIE JEAN MITCHELL, b. Private; m. ??? WRIGHT, Private; b. Private.
      More About DONNIE JEAN MITCHELL:
      Fact 1: Private

  iii. MARY ELIZABETH MITCHELL, b. Private.
      More About MARY ELIZABETH MITCHELL:
      Fact 1: Private

77. MILES CARTER WILEY (KINDNESS LIGHT HOLDEN, NANCY LOUENIA CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT, William, Jacob) was born Abt. 1894, and died WFT Est. 1922-1985. He married BLANCHE ?? Abt. 1914. She was born WFT Est. 1875-1900, and died WFT Est. 1920-1970.

Children of MILES WILEY and BLANCHE ?? are:
  i. NINA BLANCHE WILEY, b. Private; m. EDWARD A. GEORGE, Private; b. WFT Est. 1899-1919; d. WFT Est. 1931-1990.
      More About NINA BLANCHE WILEY:
      Fact 1: Private
ii. BOBBIE WILEY, b. Private; m. FRANK TEMPLE, Private; b. WFT Est. 1900-1920; d. WFT Est. 1932-1991.

More About BOBBIE WILEY:
Fact 1: Private

iii. MILES CARTER WILEY, JR., b. Private.

More About MILES CARTER WILEY, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

78. WILLIAM G.6 JONES (VICTORIA5 HOLDEN, NANCY LOUVENIA4 CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born October 04, 1879, and died October 08, 1959 in GA. He married FLORENCE HASTY December 15, 1901. She was born 1879, and died WFT Est. 1907-1973.

Notes for WILLIAM G. JONES:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Children of WILLIAM JONES and FLORENCE HASTY are:
  i. CULVER7 JONES, b. WFT Est. 1898-1926; d. WFT Est. 1918-1988; m. BERTHA HILTON, WFT Est. 1918-1963; b. WFT Est. 1898-1932; d. WFT Est. 1918-1992.
  ii. ALICE JONES, b. WFT Est. 1898-1926; d. WFT Est. 1899-1992.
  iii. RUBY JONES, b. WFT Est. 1898-1926; d. WFT Est. 1914-1992; m. MELVIN RAYBURN, WFT Est. 1914-1959; b. WFT Est. 1888-1924; d. WFT Est. 1914-1978.

79. MAUD JANE6 JONES (VICTORIA5 HOLDEN, NANCY LOUVENIA4 CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born August 11, 1881, and died August 20, 1958 in GA. She married WILLIAM ISAAC HASTY WFT Est. 1894-1925. He was born October 10, 1875, and died January 25, 1959 in GA.

Notes for MAUD JANE JONES:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Maud is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM ISAAC HASTY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Shoal Creek Cemetery, Cherokee County, TX.

Children of MAUD JONES and WILLIAM HASTY are:
  154. i. HENRY GRADY7 HASTY, b. March 09, 1899; d. June 01, 1971, Canton, Cherokee County, GA.
  ii. MONTIE MELINDA HASTY, b. Private.

More About MONTIE MELINDA HASTY:
Fact 1: Private

iii. CLEVA VICTORIA HASTY, b. Private.

More About CLEVA VICTORIA HASTY:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: Private

80. **Luvenia**⁶ Jones (Victoria⁵ Holden, Nancy Louvenia⁴ Chamlee, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born 1887, and died WFT Est. 1905-1981. She married ??? Brady WFT Est. 1901-1934. He was born WFT Est. 1870-1890, and died WFT Est. 1905-1961.

Children of Luvenia Jones and ??? Brady are:
   i. **Ona Belle**⁷ Brady, b. Private; m. ?? Holcombe, Private; b. WFT Est. 1895-1927; d. WFT Est. 1921-1985.

      More About Ona Belle Brady:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. **Hugh Brady**, b. Private.

      More About Hugh Brady:
      Fact 1: Private

81. **Oma Myrtle**⁶ Holden (Miles Tilmont⁵, Nancy Louvenia⁴ Chamlee, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born May 03, 1895 in Cherokee County, GA, and died WFT Est. 1922-1989. She married James Erastus Owens December 26, 1915. He was born December 15, 1892 in Jasper County, GA, and died WFT Est. 1922-1983.

Child of Oma Holden and James Owens is:
   i. **Mildred Willene**⁷ Owens, b. Private; m. Sabin Paul Landry, Jr., Private; b. WFT Est. 1895-1922; d. WFT Est. 1945-1987.

      More About Mildred Willene Owens:
      Fact 1: Private

82. **Grace Shelton**⁶ Chamlee (Tilmont Perkins⁵, George Washington⁴, Tillemont³, William², Jacob¹) was born June 11, 1894 in Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN, and died August 16, 1976 in Eustis, Lake County, FL. She married Albert Owen Kreigsmann WFT Est. 1908-1943. He was born WFT Est. 1872-1905, and died WFT Est. 1933-1965.

Notes for Grace Shelton Chamlee:
[Jacob Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Kreigsmann, Grace
Social Security #: 262-36-4651
SS# issued in: Florida

Birth date: 11 Jun 1894
Death date: Aug 1976

Residence code: Florida
ZIP Code of last known residence: 32726
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Eustis, Florida

Grace is buried at Greenwood Cemetery, Eustis, Lake County, FL.
More About GRACE SHELTON CHAMLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 262-36-4651
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Florida

Notes for ALBERT OWEN KREIGSMAN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Albert is buried at Greenwood Cemetery, Eustis, Lake County, FL.

Children of GRACE CHAMLEE and ALBERT KREIGSMAN are:

i. ALBERT OWEN KREIGSMAN, JR., b. Private.
   
   More About ALBERT OWEN KREIGSMAN, JR.:
   Fact 1: Private

ii. GEORGE CHAMLEE KREIGSMAN, b. Private.

   More About GEORGE CHAMLEE KREIGSMAN:
   Fact 1: Private

iii. KENNETH EUGENE KREIGSMAN, b. Private; m. (1) BETH WALLER, Private; b. Private; m. (2) JEAN RACKMAN, Private; b. Private.

   More About KENNETH EUGENE KREIGSMAN:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About BETH WALLER:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About JEAN RACKMAN:
   Fact 1: Private

iv. JOY ANN KREIGSMAN, b. Private; m. JOHN D. LANE, Private; b. Private.

   More About JOY ANN KREIGSMAN:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About JOHN D. LANE:
   Fact 1: Private

v. KATHERINE GRACE KREIGSMAN, b. Private; m. WILLIAM C. RIDDLE, Private; b. Private.

   More About KATHERINE GRACE KREIGSMAN:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About WILLIAM C. RIDDLE:
   Fact 1: Private

83. GEORGE TILMON CHAMLEE (TILMON PERKINS, GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born January 30, 1898 in Chattanooga, Hamilton County, TN, and died June 15, 1979 in Augusta, Richmond County, GA. He married LILLIE A. ARCHER WFT Est. 1918-1948. She was born July 12, 1905 in Hancock County, GA, and died August 08, 1981 in Athens, Clarke County, GA.

Notes for GEORGE TILMON CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
George is buried at Balerma Baptist Church Cemetery, Hancock County, GA.

Notes for LILLIE A. ARCHER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamlee, Lillie
Social Security #: 260-74-9309
SS# issued in: Georgia
Birth date: 12 Jul 1905
Death date: Aug 1981
Residence code: Georgia
ZIP Code of last known residence: 31087
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Sparta, Georgia

Lillie is buried at Balerma Baptist Church Cemetery, Hancock County, GA.

More About LILLIE A. ARCHER:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 260-74-9309
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

Children of GEORGE CHAMLEE and LILLIE ARCHER are:
   i. GEORGE HARVEY3 CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About GEORGE HARVEY CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. TILMONT PERKINS CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About TILMONT PERKINS CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

   iii. BESSIE HARPER CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About BESSIE HARPER CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

   iv. LILLIE ARCHER CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About LILLIE ARCHER CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

84. G.6 CHAMLEE, JR. (GEORGE WASHINGTON5, GEORGE WASHINGTON4, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born August 05, 1901, and died May 1978. He married MARY ALICE BRUCE June 10, 1931 in Dickson, Dickson County, TN. She was born WFT Est. 1895-1919, and died WFT Est. 1946-1990.

Notes for G. CHAMLEE, JR.:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
George was called G.W. [Broderbund Family Archive #110, Vol. 1 A-L, Ed. 5, Social Security Death Index: U.S., Date of Import: 23 Nov 1997, Internal Ref. #1.111.5.41543.65]

Individual: Chamlee, G., Jr.
Social Security #: 411-64-2919
SS# issued in: Tennessee
Birth date: 5 Aug 1901
Death date: May 1978
Residence code: Tennessee
ZIP Code of last known residence: 37405
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Chattanooga, Tennessee

More About G. Chamlee, Jr.:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 411-64-2919
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Tennessee

Children of G. Chamlee and Mary Bruce are:
   i. Mary E. Bruce7 Chamlee, b. Private; m. John Thomas Doyle, Jr., Private; b. Private.

      More About Mary E. Bruce Chamlee:
      Fact 1: Private

      More About John Thomas Doyle, Jr.:
      Fact 1: Private

   155. ii. Sallie Katherine Chamlee, b. Private.


Notes for Benita Chamlee:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Individual: Taylor, Benita
Social Security #: 256-12-7364
SS# issued in: Georgia
Birth date: 10 Jun 1908
Death date: Aug 1981
Residence code: Georgia
ZIP Code of last known residence: 31030
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Fort Valley, Georgia

ZIP Code of address where death benefit payment was sent: 31030
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Fort Valley, Georgia

More About BENITA CHAMLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 256-12-7364
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

Child of BENITA CHAMLEE and MALCOLM TAYLOR is:
   i. KEITH TAYLOR, b. Private.

   More About KEITH TAYLOR:
   Fact 1: Private

86. ALEXANDER STEPHENS⁶ CHAMLEE, JR. (ALEXANDER STEPHENS⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. He married GAY MCCRARY Private. She was born Private.

More About ALEXANDER STEPHENS CHAMLEE, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

More About GAY MCCRARY:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ALEXANDER CHAMLEE and GAY MCCRARY is:
156. i. ALBERT STEPHENS⁷ CHAMLEE, b. Private.

87. NELL SHERWOOD⁶ CHAMLEE (JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married WILLIAM SCHLEY HOWARD Private. He was born WFT Est. 1894-1923, and died WFT Est. 1947-1986.

More About NELL SHERWOOD CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of NELL CHAMLEE and WILLIAM HOWARD are:
157. i. LUCIA COLOTTT⁷ HOWARD, b. Private.
158. ii. ELINOR DUVINEGE HOWARD, b. Private.

88. ALICE MELINDA⁶ CHAMLEE (JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married WILLIAM GIBSON BOOTH Private. He was born Private.

More About ALICE MELINDA CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About WILLIAM GIBSON BOOTH:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ALICE CHAMLEE and WILLIAM BOOTH is:
159. i. MICHAEL ANNE⁷ BOOTH, b. Private.

89. JERRY MICHAEL⁶ CHAMLEE (JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was
born Private. He married RUBY ANN DOBBS Private. She was born Private.

More About JERRY MICHAEL CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About RUBY ANN DOBBS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of JERRY CHAMLEE and RUBY DOBBS are:
   i. JERRY MICHAEL CHAMLEE, JR., b. Private.
      More About JERRY MICHAEL CHAMLEE, JR.:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. CAROLINE CHAMLEE, b. Private.
      More About CAROLINE CHAMLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

90. MOINA ANNE CHAMLEE (JERRY WARNER, GEORGE WASHINGTON, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married WALTER NIMMA Private. He was born WFT Est. 1894-1923, and died WFT Est. 1945-1986.

More About MOINA ANNE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

Child of MOINA CHAMLEE and WALTER NIMMA is:
   i. SHERWOOD NIMMS, b. Private.
      More About SHERWOOD NIMMS:
      Fact 1: Private

91. LILLIE WEAVER (MALINDA CALIFORNIA CHAMLEE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born WFT Est. 1889-1900, and died WFT Est. 1910-1983. She married ??? GARDNER WFT Est. 1904-1942. He was born WFT Est. 1877-1900, and died WFT Est. 1910-1967.

Child of LILLIE WEAVER and ??? GARDNER is:
   i. THELMA GARDNER, b. Private.
      More About THELMA GARDNER:
      Fact 1: Private

92. DAVID ANDREW WEAVER (MALINDA CALIFORNIA CHAMLEE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born 1895, and died WFT Est. 1891-1911, and died WFT Est. 1916-1985. He married ELSIE JACOBSON WFT Est. 1912-1945. She was born WFT Est. 1891-1911, and died WFT Est. 1916-1985.

Children of DAVID WEAVER and ELSIE JACOBSON are:
   i. DAVID ANDREW WEAVER, JR., b. Private.
      More About DAVID ANDREW WEAVER, JR.:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. WALTER WEAVER, b. Private.
      More About WALTER WEAVER:
      Fact 1: Private
93. FLORA\(^6\) BLACKWELL (Ernestine Luvenia\(^5\) Chamlee, William Franklin\(^4\), Tillemont\(^3\), William\(^2\), Jacob\(^1\)) was born WFT Est. 1886-1906, and died WFT Est. 1928-1981. She married Cecil Baker Abt. 1920. He was born WFT Est. 1872-1902, and died WFT Est. 1927-1964.

Children of FLORA BLACKWELL and Cecil Baker are:
   i. WILLIAM\(^7\) BAKER, b. 1922; d. 1943, Europe.
   ii. BETTY BAKER, b. Private.

   More About BETTY BAKER:
   Fact 1: Private

   iii. CORMACK BAKER, b. Private.

   More About CORMACK BAKER:
   Fact 1: Private

94. IRENE\(^6\) BLACKWELL (Ernestine Luvenia\(^5\) Chamlee, William Franklin\(^4\), Tillemont\(^3\), William\(^2\), Jacob\(^1\)) was born WFT Est. 1890-1913, and died WFT Est. 1912-1984. She married ?? WHEELER WFT Est. 1906-1949. He was born WFT Est. 1880-1912, and died WFT Est. 1912-1970.

Child of IRENE BLACKWELL and ?? WHEELER is:
   i. FLORA\(^2\) WHEELER, b. Private.

   More About FLORA WHEELER:
   Fact 1: Private

95. MARY FRANCES\(^6\) CHAMEE (Charles Merida\(^5\), William Franklin\(^4\), Tillemont\(^3\), William\(^2\), Jacob\(^1\)) was born Private. She married Paul Gilbreath Private. He was born Abt. 1900, and died WFT Est. 1932-1991.

More About MARY FRANCES CHAMEE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARY CHAMEE and PAUL GILBREATH are:
   i. PAUL\(^7\) GILBREATH, JR., b. Private.

   More About PAUL GILBREATH, JR.:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. CHARLES GILBREATH, b. Private.

   More About CHARLES GILBREATH:
   Fact 1: Private

96. MAY CLIFF\(^6\) CHAMEE (Charles Merida\(^5\), William Franklin\(^4\), Tillemont\(^3\), William\(^2\), Jacob\(^1\)) was born Private. She married Gus Boaz Private. He was born WFT Est. 1887-1907 in GA, and died WFT Est. 1922-1978.

More About MAY CLIFF CHAMEE:
Fact 1: Private

Child of MAY CHAMEE and GUS BOAZ is:
   i. ELAINE\(^7\) BOAZ, b. Private.

   More About ELAINE BOAZ:
   Fact 1: Private

97. WILLIAM FRANKLIN\(^6\) CHAMEE (Thomas C\(^5\), William Franklin\(^4\), Tillemont\(^3\), William\(^2\), Jacob\(^1\)) was born
Private. He married Frances ?? Private. She was born WFT Est. 1896-1920, and died WFT Est. 1942-1991.

More About William Franklin Chamlee:
Fact 1: Private

Children of William Chamlee and Frances ?? are:
      More About Thomas C. Chamlee:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. Frances Ray Chamlee, b. Private.
      More About Frances Ray Chamlee:
      Fact 1: Private
   iii. Sara Jane Chamlee, b. Private.
      More About Sara Jane Chamlee:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About William F. Chamlee:
      Fact 1: Private

98. Frank Alston6 Martin (Drucilla Jane5 Chamlee, William Franklin4, Tillemont3, William2, Jacob1) was born 1899, and died WFT Est. 1941-1990. He married Catherine Culpepper Abt. 1930. She was born WFT Est. 1893-1916 in MS, and died WFT Est. 1940-1988.

Children of Frank Martin and Catherine Culpepper are:
   i. Jane Catherine7 Martin, b. Private.
      More About Jane Catherine Martin:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. Frank Culpepper Martin, b. Private.
      More About Frank Culpepper Martin:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About Richard Martin:
      Fact 1: Private

99. Tilman Ford6 Martin (Drucilla Jane5 Chamlee, William Franklin4, Tillemont3, William2, Jacob1) was born 1915, and died 1957. He married Martha Alford Private. She was born Private.

More About Martha Alford:
Fact 1: Private

Children of Tilman Martin and Martha Alford are:
   i. Michael Alford7 Martin, b. Private.
      More About Michael Alford Martin:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. Martha Patricia Martin, b. Private; m. Bob Sumerall, Private; b. Private.
100. ALTA MAE Martin (Drucilla Jane Chamlee, William Franklin, Tillemont, William, Jacob) was born Private. She married John Bruce Humphrey Private. He was born WFT Est. 1882-1914 in Decatur, DeKalb County, GA, and died WFT Est. 1939-1974.

More About ALTA MAE Martin:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ALTA MARTIN and JOHN HUMPHREY are:
   i. JOHN BRUCE HUMPHREY II, b. Private.

More About JOHN BRUCE HUMPHREY II:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. WILLIAM TROWEL HUMPHREY, b. Private.

More About WILLIAM TROWEL HUMPHREY:
Fact 1: Private

   iii. MARY JANE HUMPHREY, b. Private.

More About MARY JANE HUMPHREY:
Fact 1: Private

101. CARTER ESMOND Martin (Drucilla Jane Chamlee, William Franklin, Tillemont, William, Jacob) was born Private. He married ELIZABETH SMYLY SMITH Private. She was born Private.

More About CARTER ESMOND Martin:
Fact 1: Private

More About ELIZABETH SMYLY SMITH:
Fact 1: Private

Child of CARTER MARTIN and ELIZABETH SMITH is:
   i. SMYLY CLAIRE MARTIN, b. Private.

More About SMYLY CLAIRE MARTIN:
Fact 1: Private

102. CHARLES CYRUS Martin (Drucilla Jane Chamlee, William Franklin, Tillemont, William, Jacob) was born Private. He married MARIAN ROBINSON Private. She was born Private.

More About CHARLES CYRUS Martin:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARIAN ROBINSON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CHARLES MARTIN and MARIAN ROBINSON are:
   i. CHARLES WELLINGTON MARTIN, b. Private.

More About CHARLES WELLINGTON MARTIN:
Fact 1: Private

ii. GLENN MARION MARTIN, b. Private.

More About GLENN MARION MARTIN:
Fact 1: Private

103. WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE (CARTER TATE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married SUE SELF Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIAM FRANKLIN CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About SUE SELF:
Fact 1: Private

Child of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and SUE SELF is:
   i. MARY CAROL CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About MARY CAROL CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

104. MARY LOU FAULKNER (BERTHA CHAMLEE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married GLENN EPPERSON Private. He was born WFT Est. 1884-1913, and died WFT Est. 1935-1976.

More About MARY LOU FAULKNER:
Fact 1: Private

Child of MARY FAULKNER and GLENN EPPERSON is:
   i. JANE EPPERSON, b. Private.

More About JANE EPPERSON:
Fact 1: Private

105. KING CHAMLEE (BYRD ISOM, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married ELIZABETH PENN Private. She was born Private.

More About KING CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About ELIZABETH PENN:
Fact 1: Private

Children of KING CHAMLEE and ELIZABETH PENN are:
   i. ANNE CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About ANNE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. CHARLES CHAMLEE, b. Private.

More About CHARLES CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

106. ROY ZEBULON JR. CHAMLEE, (ROY ZEBULON, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was
born Private. He married MARTHA BROOKS Private. She was born Private.

More About ROY ZEBULON CHAMLEE, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARTHA BROOKS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ROY CHAMLEE and MARTHA BROOKS are:
  i. ROY ZEBULON CHAMLEE III, b. Private.
      More About ROY ZEBULON CHAMLEE III:
      Fact 1: Private
  ii. JOSEPH BROOKS CHAMLEE, b. Private.
      More About JOSEPH BROOKS CHAMLEE:
      Fact 1: Private
  iii. CYNTHIA CHALLON CHAMLEE, b. Private.
      More About CYNTHIA CHALLON CHAMLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

107. CATHERINE KEITH (EDNA CHAMLEE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, TILLEMONT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married ROBERT YARBROUGH Private. He was born WFT Est. 1898-1918, and died WFT Est. 1933-1989.

More About CATHERINE KEITH:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CATHERINE KEITH and ROBERT YARBROUGH are:
  i. JOANNE YARBROUGH, b. Private.
      More About JOANNE YARBROUGH:
      Fact 1: Private
  ii. HELENE YARBROUGH, b. Private.
      More About HELENE YARBROUGH:
      Fact 1: Private

108. GLADYS MAY CHAMLEE (WILLIAM ALEXANDER, JARRETT RUSSELL, JARRETT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born 1909, and died 1951. She married OSIA WILLIAMS Abt. 1929. He was born WFT Est. 1881-1910, and died WFT Est. 1932-1973.

Child of GLADYS CHAMLEE and OSIA WILLIAMS is:
  i. JIMMY WILLIAMS, b. Private.
      More About JIMMY WILLIAMS:
      Fact 1: Private

109. ROY HERSCHEL CHAMLEE (WILLIAM ALEXANDER, JARRETT RUSSELL, JARRETT, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born September 06, 1922, and died May 1978. He married (1) ARIETTA WILLEY Private. She was born Private. He married (2) NARINE EDWARDS Private. She was born Private.

More About ARIETTA WILLEY:
Fact 1: Private

More About NARINE EDWARDS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ROY CHAMLEE and ARIETTA WILLEY are:
160. i. WILLIAM FREDERICK\(^7\) CHAMLEE, b. Private.
161. ii. MICHAEL EUGENE CHAMLEE, b. Private.
   iii. PHILIP DEAN CHAMLEE, b. Private; m. WINNA ????, Private; b. Private.

   More About PHILIP DEAN CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About WINNA ????:
   Fact 1: Private

110. VERDIE INEZ\(^6\) CHAMLEE (WILLIAM ALEXANDER\(^5\), JARRETT RUSSELL\(^3\), JARRETT\(^5\), WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. She married SIDNEY SULLIVAN Private. He was born WFT Est. 1882-1911, and died WFT Est. 1935-1974.

More About VERDIE INEZ CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of VERDIE CHAMLEE and SIDNEY SULLIVAN are:
   i. SYLVIA\(^7\) SULLIVAN, b. Private.

      More About SYLVIA SULLIVAN:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. RONALD SULLIVAN, b. Private.

      More About RONALD SULLIVAN:
      Fact 1: Private

111. THURMAN\(^6\) CHAMLEE (WILLIAM ALEXANDER\(^5\), JARRETT RUSSELL\(^3\), JARRETT\(^5\), WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. He married (1) MARIAN STAHTNER Private. She was born WFT Est. 1921-1940, and died 1976. He married (2) BONNIE ??? Private. She was born Private.

More About THURMAN CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About BONNIE ????:
Fact 1: Private

Children of THURMAN CHAMLEE and MARIAN STAHTNER are:
   i. MARILYN\(^7\) CHAMLEE, b. Private.

      More About MARILYN CHAMLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. AVA CHAMLEE, b. Private.

      More About AVA CHAMLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

112. HAZEL\(^5\) CHAMLEE (SAMUEL E\(^5\), JARRETT RUSSELL\(^3\), JARRETT\(^5\), WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. She married (1) ??? STEWART Private. He was born Private. She married (2) BARTELL TOBY YANCEY Private. He
was born April 26, 1921 in Miller County, AR, and died February 19, 1988. She married (3) MARVIN SHELTON Private. He was born Private.

More About HAZEL CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About ??? STEWART:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for BARTELL TOBY YANCEY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Yancey, Bartell
Social Security #: 455-30-9660
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 26 Apr 1921
Death date: 19 Feb 1988

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75563
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Linden, Texas

Toby is buried at Shady Dale Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About BARTELL TOBY YANCEY:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 455-30-9660
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About MARVIN SHELTON:
Fact 1: Private

Child of HAZEL CHAMLEE and BARTELL YANCEY is:
   i. JAMES LEE7 YANCEY, b. Private.

More About JAMES LEE YANCEY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of HAZEL CHAMLEE and MARVIN SHELTON are:
   ii. GARY NEAL7 SHELTON, b. Private.

More About GARY NEAL SHELTON:
Fact 1: Private

   iii. KEITH DOUGLAS SHELTON, b. Private.

More About KEITH DOUGLAS SHELTON:
Fact 1: Private

113. EVA BELLE5 MOULDER (TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born June 30, 1891 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died February 03, 1979 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married WILLIAM EDWARD GLASS November 14, 1913 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He
was born November 10, 1883, and died April 15, 1965.

Notes for EVA BELLE MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255, family 232


Individual: Glass, Eva
Social Security #: 452-17-9922
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 30 Jun 1891
Death date: Feb 1979

ZIP Code of address where death benefit payment was sent: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Eva is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About EVA BELLE MOULDER:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 452-17-9922
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for WILLIAM EDWARD GLASS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Glass, William
Social Security #: 464-22-0406
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 10 Nov 1883
Death date: Apr 1965

Residence code: Texas

Will is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About WILLIAM EDWARD GLASS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 464-22-0406
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of EVA MOULDER and WILLIAM GLASS are:

i. NORRIS C.7 GLASS, b. April 07, 1915, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. November 23, 1978, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for NORRIS C. GLASS:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Norris never married.

Norris is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

162. ii. LOIS GLASS, b. Private.
163. iii. EDWARD GLASS, b. Private.
164. iv. EVA RUTH GLASS, b. Private.
165. v. HELEN GLASS, b. Private.

114. JOHN HUBERT\textsuperscript{6} MOULDER (TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM F.\textsuperscript{3} CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, JACOB\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 23, 1893 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died December 22, 1976. He married EMMA LUNDY August 14, 1920. She was born WFT Est. 1882-1908, and died WFT Est. 1933-1977.

Notes for JOHN HUBERT MOULDER:

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Hugh is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of JOHN MOULDER and EMMA LUNDY are:

i. ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{7} MOULDER, b. Private; m. L.M. STEGER, Private; b. Private.

More About ELIZABETH MOULDER:
Fact 1: Private

More About L.M. STEGER:
Fact 1: Private

ii. HULENE MOULDER, b. Private.

More About HULENE MOULDER:
Fact 1: Private

iii. AARON GALVESTON MOULDER, b. Private.

More About AARON GALVESTON MOULDER:
Fact 1: Private

iv. JAMES HENRY MOULDER, b. Private.

More About JAMES HENRY MOULDER:
Fact 1: Private

115. WINNIE\textsuperscript{6} MOULDER (TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM F.\textsuperscript{3} CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, JACOB\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 11, 1895 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died May 03, 1980 in Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA. She married CLAUDE ELMER JACKSON November 29, 1914 in Miller County, AR. He was born July 28, 1894 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died October 17, 1989 in Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA.

Notes for WINNIE MOULDER:

127
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Winnie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Notes for CLAUDE ELMER JACKSON:

Elzie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About CLAUDE ELMER JACKSON:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-03-1560
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of WINNIE MOULDER and CLAUDE JACKSON are:
166. i. ELMER WAYNE7 JACKSON, b. November 01, 1926, Bradley, Lafayette County, AR; d. July 28, 1989, Austin, Travis County, TX.
167. ii. MARLIN ELBERT JACKSON, b. Private.
168. iii. HARCIA LORETTA JACKSON, b. Private.
169. iv. DOROTHY FAYE JACKSON, b. Private.
170. v. CLAUDE MONARD JACKSON, b. Private.
171. vi. NEVA FRANCES JACKSON, b. Private.

116. MARTHA ELZIE5 MOULDER (TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born December 23, 1897 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died September 11, 1983 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married ALLIN COLBY SMITH September 03, 1916 in Miller County, AR. He was born July 27, 1897 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died July 10, 1979 in Texarkana, Miller County, AR.

Notes for MARTHA ELZIE MOULDER:

Elzie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Notes for ALLIN COLBY SMITH:

128
Miller County, AR, Marriage Book V, page 632.

Allin is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of MARTHA MOULDER and ALLIN SMITH are:
   i. CAMILLA SMITH, b. Private; m. CECIL HENRY ENDSLEY, Private; b. Private.
      More About CAMILLA SMITH:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About CECIL HENRY ENDSLEY:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. JOHN MARION SMITH, b. Private.
      More About JOHN MARION SMITH:
      Fact 1: Private
   iii. ROBERT GALVESTON SMITH, b. Private; m. MARTHA LYNN DRAPER, Private; b. Private.
      More About ROBERT GALVESTON SMITH:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About MARTHA LYNN DRAPER:
      Fact 1: Private

172. iv. WALTER ALLIN SMITH, b. Private.

117. MADA MOULDER (TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born February 20, 1900 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died October 23, 1978 in Shreveport, Caddo Parish, LA. She married NOAH WESLEY BURTON January 18, 1920 in Miller County, AR. He was born January 10, 1895, and died February 23, 1965 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for MADA MOULDER:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

1900 Census, Cass County, TX, page 313.
1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 255.

Mada is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Notes for NOAH WESLEY BURTON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Miller County, AR, Marriage Book Y, page 418.

Noah is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of MADA MOULDER and NOAH BURTON are:
   174. ii. RAYMOND H. BURTON, b. October 20, 1925, Bradley, Lafayette County, AR; d. November 27, 1986, Texarkana, Miller County, AR.

Notes for MILDRED BURTON:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mildred is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.


118. **RUBY LEE** CHAMBLEE (*WILLIAM WESLEY*, *JOHN THOMAS*, *WILLIAM F.*, *CHAMEE*, *WILLIAM*, *JACOB*) was born September 18, 1899 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died December 23, 1994 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married JAMIE CASH November 11, 1917 in Ravanna, Miller County, AR. He was born September 27, 1897 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died WFT Est. 1924-1988.

Notes for RUBY LEE CHAMBLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Ruby is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for JAMIE CASH:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Jamie is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Children of RUBY CHAMBLEE and JAMIE CASH are:

i. **REUBEN HAROLD** CASH, b. December 22, 1920, Bloomburg, Cass County, TX; d. February 12, 1941.

ii. **JAMES WOODROW** CASH, b. Private.

More About JAMES WOODROW CASH:

Fact 1: Private

119. **MAYBELLE** CHAMBLEE (*WILLIAM WESLEY*, *JOHN THOMAS*, *WILLIAM F.*, *CHAMEE*, *WILLIAM*, *JACOB*) was born January 17, 1901 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died July 29, 1974 in AR. She married GEORGE D. WHITWORTH August 20, 1918. He was born January 21, 1900 in OK, and died February 25, 1990.

Notes for MAYBELLE CHAMBLEE:

[BRÖDERBUND WFT VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Whitworth, Maybell
Social Security #: 430-44-8861
SS# issued in: Arkansas

Birth date: 17 Jan 1901
Death date: Jul 1974
Residence code: Arkansas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 71834
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Doddridge, Arkansas

More About MAYBELLE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 430-44-8861
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Arkansas

Notes for GEORGE D. WHITWORTH:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Individual: Whitworth, George
Social Security #: 457-07-0216
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 21 Jan 1900
Death date: 25 Feb 1990
ZIP Code of last known residence: 71834
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Doddridge, Arkansas

More About GEORGE D. WHITWORTH:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-07-0216
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of MAYBELLE CHAMBLEE and GEORGE WHITWORTH are:
   ii. WILBURN JERALD WHITWORTH, b. Private.

      More About WILBURN JERALD WHITWORTH:
      Fact 1: Private

   iii. WILLIAM LEWIS WHITWORTH, b. Private.

      More About WILLIAM LEWIS WHITWORTH:
      Fact 1: Private

   iv. DEWEY EDWARD WHITWORTH, b. Private.

      More About DEWEY EDWARD WHITWORTH:
      Fact 1: Private

177. v. THELMA FAYE WHITWORTH, b. Private.
178. vi. ROBERT EARL WHITWORTH, b. Private.
179. vii. DELTA MAE WHITWORTH, b. Private.

120. AMBROSE DONALDSON6 CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2,
Jacob was born September 25, 1905 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died January 07, 1993. He married Retter Lee Hanson Private. She was born Private.

Notes for Ambrose Donaldson Chamblee:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamblee, Ambrose
Social Security #: 457-18-0560
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 25 Sep 1905
Death date: 7 Jan 1993

ZIP Code of last known residence: 00000
As of April 1995, this ZIP Code was not in use by the U.S. Postal Service. This ZIP Code may have been use at one time, but it is also possible that the Social Security Administration had the wrong ZIP Code listed for this person.

Ambrose is buried at Shady Dale Cemetery, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

More About Ambrose Donaldson Chamblee:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-18-0560
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About Retter Lee Hanson:
Fact 1: Private

Children of Ambrose Chamblee and Retter Hanson are:

  Notes for Jimmy Ray Chamblee:
  [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

  [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

  Jimmy was called Sam.

  Jimmy is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.


  Notes for Dickey Chamblee:
  [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

  [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

  Dickey served in the U.S. Army.

  More About Martha Ann Griffin:
  Fact 1: Private

  iii. William Benjamin Chamblee, b. Private; m. (1) Vada Lynn, Private; b. Private; m. (2) Mary ???, Private; b. Private; m. (3) Dovie Ratley, Private; b. Private; m. (4) Winifred Hall, Private; b. Private; m. (5) Dorothy Cook, Private; b. Private.
More About WILLIAM BENJAMIN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About VADA LYNN:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARY ???:
Fact 1: Private

More About DOVIE RATLEY:
Fact 1: Private

More About WINIFRED HALL:
Fact 1: Private

More About DOROTHY COOK:
Fact 1: Private

iv. AMBROSE DONALDSON CHAMBLEE, JR., b. Private.

More About AMBROSE DONALDSON CHAMBLEE, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

v. LILLIAN MARIE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About LILLIAN MARIE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

vi. DORIS VIRGINIA CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About DORIS VIRGINIA CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

vii. MARGRETTE SUE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About MARGRETTE SUE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

121. TOM CAMPBELL CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born June 29, 1907 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died September 11, 1986 in Cass County, TX. He married AVIS EARLINE WHELCHEL Private. She was born Private.

Notes for TOM CAMPBELL CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamblee, Tom
Social Security #: 455-26-9488
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 29 Jun 1907
Death date: Sep 1986

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75572
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Queen City, Texas

Tom is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.

More About TOM CAMPBELL CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 455-26-9488
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About AVIS EARLINE WHELCHEL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of TOM CHAMBLEE and AVIS WHELCHEL are:
180. i. CHARLES AUGUSTUS CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
181. ii. WESSLEY CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
iii. BOBBIE J. CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About BOBBIE J. CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

122. DICK STARKEY CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F., WILLIAM, JACOB) was born November 18, 1910 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died November 1974 in Queen City, Cass County, TX. He married VERTIE MAE YANCEY Private. She was born Private.

Notes for DICK STARKEY CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Chamblee, Dick
Social Security #: 457-18-7741
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 18 Nov 1910
Death date: Nov 1974

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75572
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Queen City, Texas

Dick is buried at Shadydale Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

More About DICK STARKEY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-18-7741
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About VERTIE MAE YANCEY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of DICK CHAMBLEE and VERTIE YANCEY are:
  i. MANDY LOU CHAMBLEE, b. September 14, 1937, Queen City, Cass County, TX; d. September 14, 1937, Queen City, Cass County, TX.
Notes for MANDY LOU CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Mandy is buried at Shadydale Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

ii. RUTH STARKEY CHAMBLEE, b. May 12, 1939, Queen City, Cass County, TX; d. July 11, 1940, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

Notes for RUTH STARKEY CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Ruth is buried at Shadydale Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

iii. EDNA GAIL CHAMBLEE, b. May 31, 1940, Queen City, Cass County, TX; d. May 04, 1958, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

Notes for EDNA GAIL CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Edna is buried at Shadydale Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

iv. BARBARA JEAN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About BARBARA JEAN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

v. SHIRLEY LYNN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About SHIRLEY LYNN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

vi. TROY STARK CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About TROY STARK CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

vii. LINDA MAE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About LINDA MAE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

viii. MACK CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About MACK CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

ix. CAROLYN JUNE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About CAROLYN JUNE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

x. RONNIE BARTELL CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About RONNIE BARTELL CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

xi. ROBIN ANNETTE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About ROBIN ANNETTE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

123. ODIE FERGUSON CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born April 21, 1914 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died April 13, 1940 in Queen City, Cass County, TX. He married ERLINE HOWELL Private. She was born Private.

Notes for ODIE FERGUSON CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Odie is buried at Shadydale Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

More About ERLINE HOWELL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ODIE CHAMBLEE and ERLINE HOWELL are:
  i. FRANCES ERLINE7 CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
     More About FRANCES ERLINE CHAMBLEE:
     Fact 1: Private
  ii. EDGAR ERVIN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
     More About EDGAR ERVIN CHAMBLEE:
     Fact 1: Private
  iii. WILLODEAN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
     More About WILLODEAN CHAMBLEE:
     Fact 1: Private

124. SYBLE GERALDINE6 CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born July 28, 1920 in Cass County, TX, and died March 22, 1994 in Queen City, Cass County, TX. She married FLOYD WASHINGTON KINNEY Private. He was born Private.

Notes for SYBLE GERALDINE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Syble was called Jean.

Syble is buried at Queen City Cemetery, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

More About FLOYD WASHINGTON KINNEY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of SYBLE CHAMBLEE and FLOYD KINNEY are:
  i. MARION DEAN7 KINNEY, b. Abt. 1935, Cass County, TX; d. Abt. 1936, Cass County, TX.
     Notes for MARION DEAN KINNEY:
     [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
     [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
     Marion is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.
ii. OUIDA MAY KINNEY, b. July 02, 1936, Queen City, Cass County, TX; d. July 02, 1936, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

Notes for OUIDA MAY KINNEY:

[Jacobs Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Ouida is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.

iii. MEDA FAYE KINNEY, b. Private.

More About MEDA FAYE KINNEY:

Fact 1: Private

iv. FLOYD WAYBURN KINNEY, b. Private.

More About FLOYD WAYBURN KINNEY:

Fact 1: Private

v. DAVID IRWIN KINNEY, b. Private.

More About DAVID IRWIN KINNEY:

Fact 1: Private

vi. NELDA ROSE KINNEY, b. Private.

More About NELDA ROSE KINNEY:

Fact 1: Private

125. ALLIE MARIE CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married LEONARD LEROY DUPREE Private. He was born October 13, 1913 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died January 23, 1984 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About ALLIE MARIE CHAMBLEE:

Fact 1: Private

Notes for LEONARD LEROY DUPREE:

[Jacobs Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Dupree, Leonard
Social Security #: 441-10-1504
SS# issued in: Oklahoma

Birth date: 13 Oct 1913
Death date: Jan 1984

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75572
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Queen City, Texas

Leonard is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.
More About LEONARD LEROY DUPREE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 441-10-1504
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Oklahoma

Children of ALLIE CHAMBLEE and LEONARD DUPREE are:
  i. MARY HELEN DUPREE, b. Private.
      More About MARY HELEN DUPREE:
        Fact 1: Private
  ii. BILLY WAYNE DUPREE, b. Private.
      More About BILLY WAYNE DUPREE:
        Fact 1: Private
  iii. JERRY NEIL DUPREE, b. Private.
      More About JERRY NEIL DUPREE:
        Fact 1: Private
  iv. ROY CALVIN DUPREE, b. Private.
      More About ROY CALVIN DUPREE:
        Fact 1: Private
  v. KENNETH RAY DUPREE, b. Private.
      More About KENNETH RAY DUPREE:
        Fact 1: Private

126. JULIA MAY WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born March 19, 1894 in Cass County, TX, and died May 16, 1983 in Cass County, TX. She married WILL A. HARPER April 07, 1912 in Cass County, TX. He was born WFT Est. 1865-1895, and died WFT Est. 1920-1957.

Notes for JULIA MAY WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Harper, Julia
Social Security #: 458-50-8996
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 19 Mar 1894
Death date: May 1983
Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Atlanta, Texas
Julia is buried at Laws Chapel Cemetery, Laws Chapel, Cass County, TX.

More About JULIA MAY WIGGINS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 458-50-8996
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of JULIA WIGGINS and WILL HARPER are:

    Notes for OTIS GUY HARPER:
    [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

    [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

    Otis served in the U.S. Air Force during WWII.
    Otis is buried at Laws Chapel Cemetery, Laws Chapel, Cass County, TX.

  ii. NOLAN HARPER, b. Private.

    More About NOLAN HARPER:
    Fact 1: Private

  iii. JOE HARPER, b. Private.

    More About JOE HARPER:
    Fact 1: Private

  iv. CYRUS HARPER, b. Private.

    More About CYRUS HARPER:
    Fact 1: Private

127. HEZZIE ELIZABETH WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F, CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born September 12, 1895 in Cass County, TX, and died June 24, 1955 in Cass County, TX. She married TOM ALEXANDER WALL Abt. 1920. He was born August 14, 1886 in Covington County, AL, and died October 17, 1959 in Cass County, TX.

    Notes for HEZZIE ELIZABETH WIGGINS:
    [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

    [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

    Hezzie was called Tiny.

    Hezzie is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

    Notes for TOM ALEXANDER WALL:
    [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

    [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

    Tom is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

Children of HEZZIE WIGGINS and TOM WALL are:
  i. TROY WALL, b. 1928; d. 1930.
  ii. JOSEPH LOYD WALL, b. Private.

    More About JOSEPH LOYD WALL:
    Fact 1: Private

  iii. ELLEN WALL, b. Private.

    More About ELLEN WALL:
Fact 1: Private

iv. ETTA WALL, b. Private.

More About ETTA WALL:
Fact 1: Private

v. EVELYN WALL, b. Private.

More About EVELYN WALL:
Fact 1: Private

128. WILLIAM HARDY6 WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN6 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born May 13, 1906 in Cass County, TX, and died June 14, 1960 in Cass County, TX. He married NORMA D. WALL Abt. 1931. She was born April 02, 1911 in Cass County, TX, and died June 19, 1987.

Notes for WILLIAM HARDY WIGGINS:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Wiggins, William
Social Security #: 456-07-6797
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 13 May 1906
Death date: Jun 1960

William is buried at Huffines Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

More About WILLIAM HARDY WIGGINS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 456-07-6797
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for NORMA D. WALL:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Wiggins, Norma
Social Security #: 465-78-1317
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 2 Apr 1911
Death date: Jun 1987

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75647
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Gladewater, Texas
Norma is buried at Huffines Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

More About NORMA D. WALL:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 465-78-1317
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of WILLIAM WIGGINS and NORMA WALL are:
   i. MARELL WIGGINS, b. Private; m. ??? GUNNER, Private; b. Private.

   More About MARELL WIGGINS:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About ??? GUNNER:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. ANNETTE WIGGINS, b. Private; m. ??? PENNEY, Private; b. Private.

   More About ANNETTE WIGGINS:
   Fact 1: Private

   More About ??? PENNEY:
   Fact 1: Private

   iii. JOE WIGGINS, b. Private.

   More About JOE WIGGINS:
   Fact 1: Private

   iv. JIMMY D. WIGGINS, b. Private.

   More About JIMMY D. WIGGINS:
   Fact 1: Private

129. ETTIE LILLIAN WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married (1) PHINEAS YATES Private. He was born WFT Est. 1896-1916, and died WFT Est. 1931-1987. She married (2) ??? ECHOLS Private. He was born WFT Est. 1896-1916, and died WFT Est. 1928-1987.

More About ETTIE LILLIAN WIGGINS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ETTIE WIGGINS and PHINEAS YATES are:
   i. TERESA7 YATES, b. Private.

   More About TERESA YATES:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. DEWAYNE YATES, b. Private.

   More About DEWAYNE YATES:
   Fact 1: Private

   iii. DONVEN RAY YATES, b. Private.

   More About DONVEN RAY YATES:
   Fact 1: Private

130. RUTH6 WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married LORIS LEE WALL Private. He was born WFT Est. 1888-1920, and died WFT Est.

More About RUTH WIGGINS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of RUTH WIGGINS and LORIS WALL are:
   i. PATSY RUTH WALL, b. Private.
       More About PATSY RUTH WALL:
       Fact 1: Private
   ii. FRANCES LORIS WALL, b. Private.
       More About FRANCES LORIS WALL:
       Fact 1: Private
   iii. SUMIE BOYD WALL, b. Private.
       More About SUMIE BOYD WALL:
       Fact 1: Private
   iv. MARY ELIZABETH WALL, b. Private; m. ??? GRISHAM, Private; b. Private.
       More About MARY ELIZABETH WALL:
       Fact 1: Private
       More About ??? GRISHAM:
       Fact 1: Private
   v. LEE ROY WALL, b. Private.
       More About LEE ROY WALL:
       Fact 1: Private
   vi. JEROLD TIMOTHY WALL, b. Private.
       More About JEROLD TIMOTHY WALL:
       Fact 1: Private

131. JOHNNY WIGGINS (MARY ELLEN CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married OPAL MAURINE HALL Private. She was born May 01, 1924 in Cass County, TX, and died March 17, 1992 in Cass County, TX.

More About JOHNNY WIGGINS:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for OPAL MAURINE HALL:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Wiggins, Opal
Social Security #: 459-32-4884
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 1 May 1924
Death date: 17 Mar 1992
Opal is buried at Pleasant Hope Cemetery, Huffines, Cass County, TX.

More About Opal Maurine Hall:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 459-32-4884
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of Johnny Wiggins and Opal Hall are:
  i. Larry Wiggins, b. Private; m. Stephanie ???, Private; b. Private.

More About Larry Wiggins:
Fact 1: Private

More About Stephanie ???:
Fact 1: Private


More About Ben Wiggins:
Fact 1: Private

iii. Charlotte Wiggins, b. Private; m. ?? Ramsey, Private; b. Private.

More About Charlotte Wiggins:
Fact 1: Private

More About ?? Ramsey:
Fact 1: Private

132. Johnnie Lee Chamblee (James Ambrose, John Thomas, William F., William, Jacob) was born June 14, 1910 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died October 24, 1970 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married Vestal Lee Barlow Private. She was born Private.

Notes for Johnnie Lee Chamblee:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Johnnie is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About Vestal Lee Barlow:
Fact 1: Private

Children of Johnnie Chamblee and Vestal Barlow are:
  i. Betty Jo Chamblee, b. Private.

More About Betty Jo Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private

182. ii. Bonnie Sue Chamblee, b. Private.
183. iii. Jo Ann Chamblee, b. Private.
   iv. Larry Dean Chamblee, b. Private.

More About Larry Dean Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private

133. Minnie Agnes Chamblee (James Ambrose, John Thomas, William F., William, Jacob) was born December 11, 1913 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died November 06, 1953 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married (1) Jesse David Durmon Private. He was born Private. She married (2) Thomas Edward
RUSSELL Private. He was born Private.

Notes for MINNIE AGNES CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Minnie is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About JESSE DAVID DURMON:
Fact 1: Private

More About THOMAS EDWARD RUSSELL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MINNIE CHAMBLEE and JESSE DURMON are:
  i. JESSE DAVID DURMON, JR., b. Private.
      More About JESSE DAVID DURMON, JR.:
      Fact 1: Private
  ii. WILLIAM HAROLD DURMON, b. Private.
      More About WILLIAM HAROLD DURMON:
      Fact 1: Private

Child of MINNIE CHAMBLEE and THOMAS RUSSELL is:
  iii. MARTHA LOUISE RUSSELL, b. Private.
      More About MARTHA LOUISE RUSSELL:
      Fact 1: Private

134. BERTHA HELEN CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born July 24, 1915 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died May 17, 1989 in Queen City, Cass County, TX. She married COLON COLQUITT GRIFFIN August 23, 1933. He was born August 19, 1911, and died June 25, 1962 in Cass County, TX.

Notes for BERTHA HELEN CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Griffin, Bertha
Social Security #: 458-16-5411
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 24 Jul 1915
Death date: 17 May 1989

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Atlanta, Texas

Bertha is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX
More About BERTHA HELEN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 458-16-5411
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for COLON COLQUITT GRIFFIN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Colon is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.

Children of BERTHA CHAMBLEE and COLON GRIFFIN are:
  i. CHARLES RAY7 GRIFFIN, b. Private.
     More About CHARLES RAY GRIFFIN:
     Fact 1: Private
  ii. RUA FAYE GRIFFIN, b. Private.
     More About RUA FAYE GRIFFIN:
     Fact 1: Private
  iii. EDDIE GENE GRIFFIN, b. Private.
     More About EDDIE GENE GRIFFIN:
     Fact 1: Private

135. RUBY MAE6 CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born February 09, 1918 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died September 01, 1993 in Lufkin, Angelina County, TX. She married HERMAN HENRY WALL Private. He was born Private.

Notes for RUBY MAE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Wall, Ruby
Social Security #: 453-32-8555
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 9 Feb 1918
Death date: 1 Sep 1993

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75862
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Trinity, Trinity County, Texas

More About RUBY MAE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 453-32-8555
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About HERMAN HENRY WALL:
Children of RUBY CHAMBLEE and HERMAN WALL are:
  i. WILLIE MAE NELL WALL, b. Private.
     More About WILLIE MAE NELL WALL:
     Fact 1: Private
  ii. IRVING MARY WALL, b. Private.
     More About IRVING MARY WALL:
     Fact 1: Private

136. RUTH LYNN CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 27, 1919 in Cass County, TX, and died May 29, 1996 in AR. She married ROBERT BILL PORTERFIELD December 21, 1938. He was born January 18, 1917 in Cass County, TX, and died May 03, 1988.

Notes for RUTH LYNN CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Porterfield, Ruth
Social Security #: 457-18-6483
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 27 Aug 1919
Death date: May 1996

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

ZIP Code of address where death benefit payment was sent: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Ruth is buried at Salem Cemetery, Bloomburg, Cass County, TX.

More About RUTH LYNN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-18-6483
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for ROBERT BILL PORTERFIELD:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Robert is buried at Salem Cemetery, Bloomburg, Cass County, TX.

Children of RUTH CHAMBLEE and ROBERT PORTERFIELD are:
  i. ROBERT NEAL PORTERFIELD, b. Private.
     More About ROBERT NEAL PORTERFIELD:
     Fact 1: Private
ii. JAMES WASHINGTON PORTERFIELD, b. Private.

More About JAMES WASHINGTON PORTERFIELD:
Fact 1: Private

iii. BILLIE RUTH PORTERFIELD, b. Private.

More About BILLIE RUTH PORTERFIELD:
Fact 1: Private

iv. BOBBIE LYNN PORTERFIELD, b. Private.

More About BOBBIE LYNN PORTERFIELD:
Fact 1: Private

v. WILLIAM RAY PORTERFIELD, b. Private.

More About WILLIAM RAY PORTERFIELD:
Fact 1: Private

vi. RICHARD BRUCE PORTERFIELD, b. Private.

More About RICHARD BRUCE PORTERFIELD:
Fact 1: Private

137. WILLIAM ROBERT Chamblee (JAMES AMBROSE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. Chamlee, WILLIAM JACOB) was born September 28, 1925 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died October 19, 1990 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married DORIS EVELYN SMITH Private. She was born Private.

Notes for WILLIAM ROBERT CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William Robert was called Billy Bob.


Individual: Chamblee, William
Social Security #: 465-20-4288
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 28 Sep 1925
Death date: 19 Oct 1990

William is buried at Queen City Cemetery, Queen City, Cass County, TX.

More About WILLIAM ROBERT CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 465-20-4288
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About DORIS EVELYN SMITH:
Fact 1: Private

Children of WILLIAM CHAMBLEE and DORIS SMITH are:
184. i. WILLIAM MICHAEL Chamblee, b. Private.
   ii. JOSEPH ROBERT CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
More About JOSEPH ROBERT CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

138. MAXINE CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born May 03, 1930 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died June 08, 1989 in Texarkana, Bowie County, TX. She married CHARLES TAYLOR BLIZZARD Private. He was born Private.

Notes for MAXINE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Blizzard, Maxine
Social Security #: 454-40-9948
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 3 May 1930
Death date: 8 Jun 1989

ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Maxine is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About MAXINE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 454-40-9948
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About CHARLES TAYLOR BLIZZARD:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MAXINE CHAMBLEE and CHARLES BLIZZARD are:
  i. GARY WAYNE BLIZZARD, b. June 08, 1954, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. September 06, 1970, Cass County, TX.

Notes for GARY WAYNE BLIZZARD:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Gary is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

  ii. JAMES TAYLOR BLIZZARD, b. Private.

More About JAMES TAYLOR BLIZZARD:
Fact 1: Private

139. JAMES WESLEY CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married LULA MAE HAGOOD Private. She was born Private.

More About JAMES WESLEY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private
More About LULA MAE HAGOOD:
Fact 1: Private

Children of JAMES CHAMBLEE and LULA HAGOOD are:
  i. WESLEY DARRELL CHAMBLEE, b. November 01, 1949, Cass County, TX; d. November 01, 1949, Cass County, TX.

  Notes for WESLEY DARRELL CHAMBLEE:
  [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

  [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

  Wesley is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

  ii. BETTY LOU CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

  More About BETTY LOU CHAMBLEE:
  Fact 1: Private

140. MARTHA JO6 CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married (1) CHARLES DAVID RUSSELL Private. He was born Private. She married (2) OTHER MELVIN DAY Private. He was born Private.

More About MARTHA JO CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About CHARLES DAVID RUSSELL:
Fact 1: Private

More About OTHER MELVIN DAY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARTHA CHAMBLEE and CHARLES RUSSELL are:
  i. CHARLES LANE7 RUSSELL, b. December 19, 1946, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 19, 1946, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

  Notes for CHARLES LANE RUSSELL:
  [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

  [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

  Charles is buried at Beach Creek Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

  ii. LINDA JOYCE RUSSELL, b. Private.

  More About LINDA JOYCE RUSSELL:
  Fact 1: Private

  iii. CHARLES EDWIN RUSSELL, b. Private.

  More About CHARLES EDWIN RUSSELL:
  Fact 1: Private

  iv. KATHY LU RUSSELL, b. Private.

  More About KATHY LU RUSSELL:
  Fact 1: Private
141. CHRISTINE⁵ CHAMBLEE (JAMES AMBROSE⁵, JOHN THOMAS⁴, WILLIAM F.³ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married JAMES CLELL ROBERTS Private. He was born Private.

More About CHRISTINE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About JAMES CLELL ROBERTS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CHRISTINE CHAMBLEE and JAMES ROBERTS are:
185. i. JIMMY DEWAYNE⁷ ROBERTS, b. Private.
ii. DENNIS LANE ROBERTS, b. Private.

More About DENNIS LANE ROBERTS:
Fact 1: Private

iii. DARRELL KEITH ROBERTS, b. Private.

More About DARRELL KEITH ROBERTS:
Fact 1: Private

iv. JUDY DARNELL ROBERTS, b. Private.

More About JUDY DARNELL ROBERTS:
Fact 1: Private

142. AUSTIN JOHN⁶ CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS⁵, JOHN THOMAS⁴, WILLIAM F.³ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born June 01, 1905 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died July 27, 1970 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married LIZZIE MAE BROWN August 07, 1923 in Miller County, AR. She was born September 21, 1905 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died November 23, 1984 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for AUSTIN JOHN CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 234.


Individual: Chamblee, Austin
Social Security #: 457-18-7790
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 1 Jun 1905
Death date: Jul 1970

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Atlanta, Texas

Austin is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About AUSTIN JOHN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-18-7790
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas
Notes for LIZZIE MAE BROWN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

[Broderbund Family Archive #110, Vol. 1 A-L, Ed. 5, Social Security Death Index: U.S., Date of Import: 7 Nov 1997, Internal Ref. #1.111.5.41528.27]

 Individual: Chamblee, Lizzie
 Social Security #: 463-48-9374
 SS# issued in: Texas
 Birth date: 21 Sep 1905
 Death date: Nov 1984

 Residence code: Texas
 ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
 Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
 Atlanta, Texas

 Lizzie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

 More About LIZZIE MAE BROWN:
 Fact 2: Social Security #: 463-48-9374
 Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

 Children of AUSTIN CHAMBLEE and LIZZIE BROWN are:
 186. i. PASCAL JEFFERSON CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
 187. ii. LERA LOUISE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
 188. iii. MARTHA MELBIDINE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
    iv. JERRY REAGAN CHAMBLEE, b. Private; m. DOROTHY ELIZABETH FALKNER, Private; b. Private.

 More About JERRY REAGAN CHAMBLEE:
 Fact 1: Private

 More About DOROTHY ELIZABETH FALKNER:
 Fact 1: Private

 143. ARTHUR LEE CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born February 04, 1907 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died October 31, 1981 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. He married MONNIE MAE GRIFFIN Private. She was born Private.

 Notes for ARTHUR LEE CHAMBLEE:
 [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

 [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

 1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 334.


 Individual: Chamblee, Arthur
 Social Security #: 452-12-0640
 SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 4 Feb 1907
Death date: Oct 1981

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Arthur is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About ARTHUR LEE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 452-12-0640
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About MONNIE MAE GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ARTHUR CHAMBLEE and MONNIE GRIFFIN are:
   i. PEGGY LAJUAN CHAMBLEE, b. Private; m. BOBBY L. TAYLOR, Private; b. Private.
      More About PEGGY LAJUAN CHAMBLEE:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About BOBBY L. TAYLOR:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. GEORGE KENNETH CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
      More About GEORGE KENNETH CHAMBLEE:
      Fact 1: Private
   iii. JOHNNY DARRELL CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
      More About JOHNNY DARRELL CHAMBLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

144. ANNIE MAE CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born September 05, 1908 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died November 06, 1972 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married WILLIAM ALBERT BROWN January 11, 1934. He was born July 19, 1912, and died August 08, 1953.

Notes for ANNIE MAE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]
[1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 334.]

Individual: Brown, Annie
Social Security #: 461-64-7969
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 5 Sep 1908
Death date: Nov 1972
Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Annie is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About ANNIE MAE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 461-64-7969
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for WILLIAM ALBERT BROWN:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

William is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

Children of ANNIE CHAMBLEE and WILLIAM BROWN are:
   i. DOROTHY JEAN\(^2\) BROWN, b. Private; m. MILES G. TOLLESON, Private; b. Private.
      More About DOROTHY JEAN BROWN:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About MILES G. TOLLESON:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. SUE ANN BROWN, b. Private; m. DONALD RICHARD WILSON, Private; b. Private.
      More About SUE ANN BROWN:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About DONALD RICHARD WILSON:
      Fact 1: Private
   iii. WANDA NELL BROWN, b. Private.
      More About WANDA NELL BROWN:
      Fact 1: Private

145. ADA HESENTINE\(^6\) CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS\(^5\), JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born April 22, 1910 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died December 19, 1975 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX. She married HOUSTON TAYLOR August 27, 1927. He was born December 31, 1904 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died November 11, 1976 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

Notes for ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1910 Census, Cass County, TX, page 262, family 334.


Individual: Taylor, Ada
Social Security #: 461-34-6314
SS# issued in: Texas
Ada is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About ADA HESSENTINE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 461-34-6314
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Notes for HOUSTON TAYLOR:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Taylor, Houston
Social Security #: 466-12-9391
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 31 Dec 1904
Death date: Nov 1976

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75551
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:
Atlanta, Texas

Houston is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About HOUSTON TAYLOR:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 466-12-9391
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Children of ADA CHAMBLEE and HOUSTON TAYLOR are:
190. ii. BOBBIE JEAN TAYLOR, b. Private.
191. iii. LAURA TAYLOR, b. Private.
192. iv. LILLIE MARIE TAYLOR, b. Private.

146. ATTISON CONWAY CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born April 04, 1912 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died May 07, 1982 in Linden, Cass County, TX. He married ELOUISE WATKINS Private. She was born Private.

Notes for ATTISON CONWAY CHAMBLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1997, Internal Ref. #1.111.5.41526.123]

Individual: Chamblee, Attison
Social Security #: 465-20-4765
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 4 Apr 1912
Death date: May 1982

Residence code: Texas
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75563
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Linden, Texas

Attison is buried at Linden, Cass County, TX.

More About ATTISON CONWAY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 465-20-4765
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

More About ELOUISE WATKINS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ATTISON CHAMBLEE and ELOUISE WATKINS are:
193. i. PHILLIP DALE7 CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
194. ii. BREnda CAROL CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

147. ADDIE⁶ CHAMBLEE (WALTER FRANCIS⁵, JOHN THOMAS⁴, WILLIAM F.³ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married LEWIS LUTTRELL Private. He was born Private.

More About ADDIE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About LEWIS LUTTRELL:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ADDIE CHAMBLEE and LEWIS LUTTRELL is:
i. BSARBARA ONELLE⁷ LUTTRELL, b. Private.

More About BSARBARA ONELLE LUTTRELL:
Fact 1: Private

148. SARAH MARTHA⁶ CHAMBLEE (JESSE JUDSON⁵, JOHN THOMAS⁴, WILLIAM F.³ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married MATHIE RAY ROLAN Private. He was born Private.

More About SARAH MARTHA CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About MATHIE RAY ROLAN:
Fact 1: Private

Children of SARAH CHAMBLEE and MATHIE ROLAN are:
i. JESSICA ELLEN⁷ ROLAN, b. Private.

More About JESSICA ELLEN ROLAN:
Fact 1: Private
ii. MELANIE LEE ROLAN, b. Private.

More About MELANIE LEE ROLAN:
Fact 1: Private

iii. CHRISTOPHER RAY ROLAN, b. Private.

More About CHRISTOPHER RAY ROLAN:
Fact 1: Private

149. FLOY MARIE CHAMLEE (JOHN WESLEY, JAMES, WILLIAM F, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born August 11, 1913, and died October 03, 1977. She married CHARLES SCRUGGS WFT Est. 1927-1959. He was born WFT Est. 1895-1922, and died WFT Est. 1946-1987.

Notes for FLOY MARIE CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Floy is buried at College Park Cemetery, Fulton County, GA.

Children of FLOY CHAMLEE and CHARLES SCRUGGS are:
   i. ROSEMARY SCRUGGS, b. Private.

More About ROSEMARY SCRUGGS:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. RICHARD SCRUGGS, b. Private; m. HAZEL CARVER, Private; b. Private.

More About RICHARD SCRUGGS:
Fact 1: Private

More About HAZEL CARVER:
Fact 1: Private

150. JOHN HENRY CHAMLEE (WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born December 10, 1923 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia. He married RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON May 25, 1946 in Jonesboro, Clayton, GEORGIA, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born July 29, 1926 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.

Children of JOHN CHAMLEE and RUBY WILLIAMSON are:
  195. i. ROBERT WILLIAM CHAMLEE, b. April 28, 1947, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

  196. ii. SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, b. January 03, 1949, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

  iii. SUSAN ETHLEEN CHAMLEE, b. September 19, 1955, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia; m. PHILLIP MARSHALL SLIGH, April 18, 1981, Forest Park, Clayton, Georgia; b. May 17, 1939, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

151. JOHN THOMAS CHAMLEE (THOMAS NEWT, FRANCIS MARION, WILLIAM F, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born March 11, 1904 in Crawford, McLennan County, TX, and died 1973. He married (1) MARY DEE SADDLER November 15, 1924. She was born WFT Est. 1885-1910, and died WFT Est. 1928-1980. He married (2) GERTRUDE EWING June 16, 1929. She was born WFT Est. 1891-1913, and died WFT Est. 1933-1986.

Notes for JOHN THOMAS CHAMLEE:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

John is buried at Lewis, Montezuma County, CO.
Child of John Chamlee and Mary Sadder is:

   Notes for Francis Eugene Chamlee:
   [Jacob Chamlee Vol. 18-384.FTW]

   [Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


   Individual: Chamlee, Francis
   Social Security #: 523-28-9595
   SS# issued in: Colorado

   Birth date: 25 Jan 1926
   Death date: Dec 1969

   More About Francis Eugene Chamlee:
   Fact 2: Social Security #: 523-28-9595
   Fact 3: SS# issued in: Colorado

Children of John Chamlee and Gertrude Ewing are:
   ii. Thomas Franklin7 Chamlee, b. Private.

   More About Thomas Franklin Chamlee:
   Fact 1: Private

   iii. Charles Edgar Chamlee, b. Private.

   More About Charles Edgar Chamlee:
   Fact 1: Private


   More About Walter Lee Chamlee:
   Fact 1: Private


   More About Robert Allen Chamlee:
   Fact 1: Private

152. Margaret Rozella6 Chamlee (Thomas Newt5, Francis Marion4, William F.3, William2, Jacob1) was born Private. She married Hirschel Turner Private. He was born WFT Est. 1879-1907, and died WFT Est. 1928-1971.

   More About Margaret Rozella Chamlee:
   Fact 1: Private

Children of Margaret Chamlee and Hirschel Turner are:
   i. Herman Hershell7 Turner, b. Private.

   More About Herman Hershell Turner:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. William Alvin Turner, b. Private.
More About WILLIAM ALVIN TURNER:
Fact 1: Private

153. WILLIE MARIE⁶ SHORT (ROXIE ARDELLA⁵ CHAMLEE, WILLIAM FRANKLIN⁴, WILLIAM F.³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married TOMMY MANN Private. He was born December 10, 1894 in GA, and died February 21, 1977 in Bosque County, TX.

More About WILLIE MARIE SHORT:
Fact 1: Private

Child of WILLIE SHORT and TOMMY MANN is:
   i. TOMMY⁷ MANN, JR., b. Private.

   More About TOMMY MANN, JR.:
   Fact 1: Private

Generation No. 7

154. HENRY GRADY⁷ HASTY (MAUD JANE⁶ JONES, VICTORIA⁵ HOLDEN, NANCY LOUVENIA⁴ CHAMLEE, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born March 09, 1899, and died June 01, 1971 in Canton, Cherokee County, GA. He married MONTAREE HENDERSON August 17, 1919. She was born April 25, 1897, and died October 29, 1989.

Notes for HENRY GRADY HASTY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Hasty, Henry
Social Security #: 252-34-6231
SS# issued in: Georgia

Birth date: 9 Mar 1899
Death date: Jun 1971

Residence code: Georgia
ZIP Code of last known residence: 30114
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Canton, Georgia

Henry is buried at Hopewell Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

More About HENRY GRADY HASTY:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 252-34-6231
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

Notes for MONTAREE HENDERSON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

1997, Internal Ref. #1.111.5.102396.20]

Individual: Hasty, Montaree
Social Security #: 258-19-3262
SS# issued in: Georgia

Birth date: 25 Apr 1897
Death date: 29 Oct 1989

More About MONTAREE HENDERSON:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 258-19-3262
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Georgia

Children of HENRY HASTY and MONTAREE HENDERSON are:

i. FAYE MAUD HASTY, b. November 02, 1934; d. June 01, 1937, Cherokee County, GA.

Notes for FAYE MAUD HASTY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Faye is buried at Hopewell Cemetery, Cherokee County, GA.

ii. RAYMOND ALEX HASTY, b. Private.

More About RAYMOND ALEX HASTY:
Fact 1: Private

iii. WILLIAM G. HASTY, b. Private.

More About WILLIAM G. HASTY:
Fact 1: Private

iv. VALMON HASTY, b. Private.

More About VALMON HASTY:
Fact 1: Private

v. ARNOLD HASTY, b. Private.

More About ARNOLD HASTY:
Fact 1: Private

155. SALLIE KATHERINE CHAMLEE (G.6, GEORGE WASHINGTON5, GEORGE WASHINGTON4, TILLEMONT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married LEROY E. GIBBS, JR. Private. He was born Private.

More About SALLIE KATHERINE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About LEROY E. GIBBS, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

Child of SALLIE CHAMLEE and LEROY GIBBS is:

i. BRUCE CHAMLEE GIBBS, b. Private.

More About BRUCE CHAMLEE GIBBS:
Fact 1: Private
156. ALBERT STEPHENS⁷ CHAMLEE (ALEXANDER STEPHENS⁶, ALEXANDER STEPHENS⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. He married PAULA MADELYN CREITZ Private. She was born Private.

More About ALBERT STEPHENS CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About PAULA MADELYN CREITZ:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ALBERT CHAMLEE and PAULA CREITZ is:
   i. WENDY DAWN⁶ CHAMLEE, b. Private.

157. LUCIA COLQUITT⁷ HOWARD (NELL SHERWOOD⁶ CHAMLEE, JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married THOMAS AUSTIN SIZEMORE Private. He was born Private.

More About LUCIA COLQUITT HOWARD:
Fact 1: Private

More About THOMAS AUSTIN SIZEMORE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of LUCIA HOWARD and THOMAS SIZEMORE are:
   i. JULIA SHERWOOD⁶ SIZEMORE, b. Private.

158. ELINOR DU VINEGE⁷ HOWARD (NELL SHERWOOD⁶ CHAMLEE, JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married LESLIE WARREN COOK Private. He was born Private.

More About ELINOR DU VINEGE HOWARD:
Fact 1: Private

More About LESLIE WARREN COOK:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ELINOR HOWARD and LESLIE COOK is:
   i. WILLIAM ALEXANDER⁸ COOK, b. Private.

159. MICHAEL ANNE⁷ BOOTH (ALICE MELINDA⁶ CHAMLEE, JERRY WARNER⁵, GEORGE WASHINGTON⁴, TILLEMONT³, WILLIAM², JACOB¹) was born Private. She married THOMAS SHACKLEFORD Private. He was born Private.
More About MICHAEL ANNE BOOTH:
Fact 1: Private

More About THOMAS SHACKLEFORD:
Fact 1: Private

Child of MICHAEL BOOTH and THOMAS SHACKLEFORD is:
   i. THOMAS V. SHACKLEFORD, b. Private.

   More About THOMAS V. SHACKLEFORD:
   Fact 1: Private

160. WILLIAM FREDERICK CHAMLEE (ROY HERSHEL5, WILLIAM ALEXANDER5, JARRETT RUSSELL4, JARRETT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married ORA FAYE ??? Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIAM FREDERICK CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About ORA FAYE ???:
Fact 1: Private

Children of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and ORA ??? are:
   i. CARL CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About CARL CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. KIM CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About KIM CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

161. MICHAEL EUGENE CHAMLEE (ROY HERSHEL5, WILLIAM ALEXANDER5, JARRETT RUSSELL4, JARRETT3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married LINDA ??? Private. She was born Private.

More About MICHAEL EUGENE CHAMLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About LINDA ???:
Fact 1: Private

Child of MICHAEL CHAMLEE and LINDA ??? is:
   i. MICHELE CHAMLEE, b. Private.

   More About MICHELE CHAMLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

162. LOIS GLASS (EVA BELLE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married HORACE HAYNES Private. He was born October 24, 1904 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died June 02, 1988.

More About LOIS GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for HORACE HAYNES:
Individual: Haynes, Horace
Social Security #: 457-10-0400
SS# issued in: Texas
Birth date: 24 Oct 1904
Death date: 2 Jun 1988
ZIP Code of last known residence: 75556
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code: Bloomburg, Texas

Horace is buried at Smyrna Cemetery, Smyrna, Cass County, TX.

More About HORACE HAYNES:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 457-10-0400
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Child of LOIS GLASS and HORACE HAYNES is:

197. i. EILEEN HAYNES, b. Private.

163. EDWARD GLASS (EVA BELLE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married GENIECE ENDSLEY Private. She was born Private.

More About EDWARD GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

More About GENIECE ENDSLEY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of EDWARD GLASS and GENIECE ENDSLEY are:

198. i. DUDLEY CRAIG GLASS, b. Private.
199. ii. JOEY EDWARD GLASS, b. Private.

164. EVA RUTH GLASS (EVA BELLE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married ELMER FRANK WOODS Private. He was born December 02, 1916 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died September 11, 1957.

More About EVA RUTH GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for ELMER FRANK WOODS:
Individual: Woods, Elmer
Social Security #: 462-10-0095
SS# issued in: Texas

Birth date: 2 Dec 1916
Death date: Sep 1957

Elmer is buried at Pinecrest Cemetery, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.

More About ELMER FRANK WOODS:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 462-10-0095
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Texas

Child of EVA GLASS and ELMER WOODS is:
200. i. WILLIAM FRANKLIN WOODS, b. Private.

165. HELEN GLASS (EVA BELLE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married E.B. WOODS Private. He was born Private.

More About HELEN GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

More About E.B. WOODS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of HELEN GLASS and E.B. WOODS are:
201. i. EDDIE WOODS, b. Private.
202. ii. MARK WOODS, b. Private.

166. ELMER WAYNE JACKSON (WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born November 01, 1926 in Bradley, Lafayette County, AR, and died July 28, 1989 in Austin, Travis County, TX. He married MARIE ROSE COURVILLE Private. She was born Private.

Notes for ELMER WAYNE JACKSON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Wayne is buried at Memorial Oaks Cemetery, Houston, Harris County, TX.

More About MARIE ROSE COURVILLE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of ELMER JACKSON and MARIE COURVILLE are:
203. i. DARYL WAYNE JACKSON, b. Private.
204. ii. CAROL MARIE JACKSON, b. Private.

167. MARLIN ELBERT JACKSON (WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married MARY RUTH CAREY Private. She was born Private.

More About MARLIN ELBERT JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private
More About MARY RUTH CAREY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARLIN JACKSON and MARY CAREY are:
205. i. JAMES DWIGHT JACKSON, b. Private.
206. ii. ELBERT DWAYNE JACKSON, b. Private.

168. HARCIA LORETTA JACKSON (WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married HOMER LESTER PRUITT Private. He was born November 16, 1914 in Stilwell, Adair County, OK, and died February 27, 1975 in Dallas. Dallas County, TX.

More About HARCIA LORETTA JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for HOMER LESTER PRUITT:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Individual: Pruitt, Homer
Social Security #: 445-10-2157
SS# issued in: Oklahoma

Birth date: 16 Nov 1914
Death date: Feb 1975

Homer is buried at Kilgore Cemetery, Kilgore, Gregg County, TX.

More About HOMER LESTER PRUITT:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 445-10-2157
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Oklahoma

Children of HARCIA JACKSON and HOMER PRUITT are:
207. i. REBA CLAUDINE PRUITT, b. Private.
   ii. BARBARA ELAINE PRUITT, b. Private; m. DAVID BENTON HICKMAN, Private; b. Private.

More About BARBARA ELAINE PRUITT:
Fact 1: Private

More About DAVID BENTON HICKMAN:
Fact 1: Private

208. iii. JO ANN PRUITT, b. Private.
   iv. HOMER LASTER PRUITT, JR., b. Private.

More About HOMER LASTER PRUITT, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

169. DOROTHY FAYE JACKSON (WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married DERWARD GEORGE MCDANIEL Private. He was born October 09, 1919 in Navarro County, TX, and died September 24, 1962 in Corsicana, Navarro County, TX.
More About DOROTHY FAYE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for DERWARD GEORGE McDaniel:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Broderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Derward is buried in Richland, Navarro County, TX.

Child of DOROTHY JACKSON and DERWARD McDaniel is:
209.   i. GEORGIA FAYE MCDANIEL, b. Private.

170. CLAUDE MONARD7 JACKSON (WINNIE6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married (1) BONNICE EDITH HAMILTON Private. She was born September 05, 1924 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died April 11, 1964 in Orchard, Fort Bend County, TX. He married (2) DORIS ETHEL HUSKEY Private. She was born Private.

More About CLAUDE MONARD JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About DORIS ETHEL HUSKEY:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CLAUDE JACKSON and BONNICE HAMILTON are:
210.   i. DENISE8 JACKSON, b. Private.
      ii. SAMUEL RAY JACKSON, b. Private.

More About SAMUEL RAY JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

211.   iii. TIMOTHY EDGAR JACKSON, b. Private.

171. NEVA FRANCES7 JACKSON (WINNIE6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married SOLON WOOD DICKERSON, JR. Private. He was born Private.

More About NEVA FRANCES JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About SOLON WOOD DICKERSON, JR.:
Fact 1: Private

Children of NEVA JACKSON and SOLON DICKERSON are:
   i. BRYAN WAYNE8 DICKERSON, b. Private; m. KIM ???, Private; b. Private.

More About BRYAN WAYNE DICKERSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About KIM ???:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. BLAIR WEYLAND DICKERSON, b. Private.

More About BLAIR WEYLAND DICKERSON:
Fact 1: Private
172. WALTER ALLIN7 SMITH (MARTHA ELZIE6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married EVELYN LEE JOHNSON Private. She was born Private.

More About WALTER ALLIN SMITH:
Fact 1: Private

More About EVELYN LEE JOHNSON:
Fact 1: Private

Child of WALTER SMITH and EVELYN JOHNSON is:
212. i. LEE ANN8 SMITH, b. Private.

173. GROVER CLEVELAND7 BURTON (MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born September 29, 1920 in Atlanta, Cass County, TX, and died June 14, 1988. He married FRANCES MORENE BARRINGTON Private. She was born Private.

More About FRANCES MORENE BARRINGTON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of GROVER BURTON and FRANCES BARRINGTON are:
213. i. MICHAEL WAYNE8 BURTON, b. Private.
214. ii. GARY CLEVELAND BURTON, b. Private.
   iii. RICKEY EUGENE BURTON, b. Private; m. GWEN VIRGINIA CLARK, b. Private.

More About RICKEY EUGENE BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About GWEN VIRGINIA CLARK:
Fact 1: Private

174. RAYMOND H.7 BURTON (MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born October 20, 1925 in Bradley, Lafayette County, AR, and died November 27, 1986 in Texarkana, Miller County, AR. He married GERTRUDE ANN MITCHELL Private. She was born Private.

Notes for RAYMOND H. BURTON:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Raymond was called Hooks.

Raymond is buried at Walnut Hill Cemetery, Bradley, Lafayette County, AR.

More About GERTRUDE ANN MITCHELL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of RAYMOND BURTON and GERTRUDE MITCHELL are:
215. i. RODNEY RAY8 BURTON, b. Private.
216. ii. JANET LOU BURTON, b. Private.
217. iii. DENNIS EDWARD BURTON, b. Private.
218. iv. BONITA ANN BURTON, b. Private.

175. MARIE7 BURTON (MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married HOWARD O’NEAL HARRIST Private. He was born
July 01, 1918 in Bradley, Lafayette County, AR, and died August 01, 1944.

More About MARIE BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARIE BURTON and HOWARD HARRIST are:
   i. NOEL O'NEAL HARRIST, b. December 29, 1940; d. June 15, 1958, Bloomburg, Cass County, TX.

   Notes for NOEL O'NEAL HARRIST:
   [JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

   Noel is buried at Salem Cemetery, Cass County, TX.

219. ii. MARY ELLEN HARRIST, b. Private.
220. iii. WILLIE HOWARD HARRIST, b. Private.

176. GENEVA BURTON (MADALE MOLDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married HOUSTON THOMAS Private. He was born WFT Est. 1895-1923, and died WFT Est. 1944-1987.

More About GENEVA BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of GENEVA BURTON and HOUSTON THOMAS are:
   i. BETTY JEAN THOMAS, b. Private.

   More About BETTY JEAN THOMAS:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. BOBBY RAY THOMAS, b. Private.

   More About BOBBY RAY THOMAS:
   Fact 1: Private

177. THELMA FAYE WHITWORTH (MAYBELLE CHAMLEE, WILLIAM WESLEY, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married GEORGE W. WARWICK Private. He was born WFT Est. 1896-1925, and died WFT Est. 1947-1988.

More About THELMA FAYE WHITWORTH:
Fact 1: Private

Child of THELMA WHITWORTH and GEORGE WARWICK is:
   i. ROBERT WILLIAM WARWICK, b. April 27, 1945; d. May 10, 1969.

178. ROBERT EARL WHITWORTH (MAYBELLE CHAMLEE, WILLIAM WESLEY, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married ERNESTINE WARD Private. She was born Private.

More About ROBERT EARL WHITWORTH:
Fact 1: Private

More About ERNESTINE WARD:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ROBERT WHITWORTH and ERNESTINE WARD is:
   i. LAFONDA VIRGINIA WHITWORTH, b. Private.
More About LAFONDA VIRGINIA WHITWORTH:
Fact 1: Private

179. DELTA MAE7 WHITWORTH (MAYBELLE6 CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married ROBERT MARION STUCKEY Private. He was born Private.

More About DELTA MAE WHITWORTH:
Fact 1: Private

More About ROBERT MARION STUCKEY:
Fact 1: Private

Child of DELTA WHITWORTH and ROBERT STUCKEY is:
   i. KATHRYN MARIAN6 STUCKEY, b. Private.

More About KATHRYN MARIAN STUCKEY:
Fact 1: Private

180. CHARLES AUGUSTUS7 CHAMBLEE (TOM CAMPBELL6, WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married AUDIE BEATRICE SIKES Private. She was born Private.

More About CHARLES AUGUSTUS CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About AUDIE BEATRICE SIKES:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CHARLES CHAMBLEE and AUDIE SIKES are:
221. i. CHARLES TERRY8 CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
    ii. MICHAEL GENE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About MICHAEL GENE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

   iii. DANIEL GLENN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About DANIEL GLENN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

   iv. SUSAN STACY CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

More About SUSAN STACY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

181. WESSLEY7 CHAMBLEE (TOM CAMPBELL6, WILLIAM WESLEY5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married (1) CHARLOTTE M. WILHELM Private. She was born February 01, 1936 in Maui, Hawaii, and died January 08, 1983 in Bridge City, Orange County, TX. He married (2) CHRISTINE MAYFIELD RUSSELL Private. She was born Private.

More About WESSLEY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for CHARLOTTE M. WILHELM:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]
Charlotte is buried at Courtland Cemetery, Courtland, Cass County, TX.

More About CHRISTINE MAYFIELD RUSSELL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of WESSLEY CHAMBLEE and CHARLOTTE WILHELM are:
  i. LINDA LEILANI CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
    
    More About LINDA LEILANI CHAMBLEE:
    Fact 1: Private
  
  ii. JAY CARROLL CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
   
   More About JAY CARROLL CHAMBLEE:
   Fact 1: Private
  
  iii. TOMMY V. CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
   
   More About TOMMY V. CHAMBLEE:
   Fact 1: Private

182. BONNIE SUE7 CHAMBLEE (JOHNNIE LEE6, JAMES AMBROSE5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married JOHN PRESTON GREENE Private. He was born Private.

More About BONNIE SUE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About JOHN PRESTON GREENE:
Fact 1: Private

Child of BONNIE CHAMBLEE and JOHN GREENE is:
  i. FRANCES ELAINE8 GREENE, b. Private.
   
   More About FRANCES ELAINE GREENE:
   Fact 1: Private

183. JO ANN7 CHAMBLEE (JOHNNIE LEE6, JAMES AMBROSE5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married JIMMY KEITH TAYLOR Private. He was born Private.

More About JO ANN CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About JIMMY KEITH TAYLOR:
Fact 1: Private

Child of JO CHAMBLEE and JIMMY TAYLOR is:
  i. MELANIE ANN8 TAYLOR, b. Private.
   
   More About MELANIE ANN TAYLOR:
   Fact 1: Private

184. WILLIAM MICHAEL7 CHAMBLEE (WILLIAM ROBERT6, JAMES AMBROSE5, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married IRIS VICTORIA JORDAN Private. She was born Private.
More About William Michael Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private

More About Iris Victoria Jordan:
Fact 1: Private

Children of William Chamblee and Iris Jordan are:
i. Christine Cordie8 Chamblee, b. Private.

More About Christine Cordie Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private

ii. William Michael Chamblee, Jr., b. Private.

More About William Michael Chamblee, Jr.:
Fact 1: Private

185. Jimmy DeWayne7 Roberts (Christine6 Chamblee, James Ambrose5, John Thomas4, William F.3 Chamlee, William2, Jacob1) was born Private. He married (1) Vickie Sue Mitchell Private. She was born Private. He married (2) Colette Burns Private. She was born Private.

More About Jimmy DeWayne Roberts:
Fact 1: Private

More About Vickie Sue Mitchell:
Fact 1: Private

More About Colette Burns:
Fact 1: Private

Child of Jimmy Roberts and Vickie Mitchell is:
i. James Clint8 Roberts, b. Private.

More About James Clint Roberts:
Fact 1: Private

Child of Jimmy Roberts and Colette Burns is:

More About Cole Hayden Roberts:
Fact 1: Private

186. Pascal Jefferson7 Chamblee (Austin John6, Walter Francis5, John Thomas4, William F.3 Chamlee, William2, Jacob1) was born Private. He married Mary Elouise Perry Private. She was born Private.

More About Pascal Jefferson Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private

More About Mary Elouise Perry:
Fact 1: Private

Children of Pascal Chamblee and Mary Perry are:
i. Linda Kay Chamblee8 Chamblee, b. Private; m. Norbu Chen, Private; b. Private.

More About Linda Kay Chamblee Chamblee:
Fact 1: Private
More About Norbu Chen:
Fact 1: Private
ii. Trina Ann Chamlee, b. Private; m. Donald Richard Thomas, Private; b. Private.

More About Trina Ann Chamlee:
Fact 1: Private

More About Donald Richard Thomas:
Fact 1: Private

187. Lera Louise7 Chamlee (Austin John6, Walter Francis5, John Thomas4, William F.3 Chamlee, William2, Jacob1) was born Private. She married (1) Roy Leonard Simmons, Jr. Private. He was born November 25, 1915 in Portsmouth, Portsmouth County, VA, and died April 08, 1981 in Amarillo, Potter County, TX. She married (2) R.B. Graves Private. He was born Private.

More About Lera Louise Chamlee:
Fact 1: Private

More About R.B. Graves:
Fact 1: Private

Child of Lera Chamlee and Roy Simmons is:
  i. Brenda Ann8 Simmons, b. Private; m. Ronny Loyd Jones, Private; b. Private.

More About Brenda Ann Simmons:
Fact 1: Private

More About Ronny Loyd Jones:
Fact 1: Private

188. Martha Melbedine7 Chamlee (Austin John6, Walter Francis5, John Thomas4, William F.3 Chamlee, William2, Jacob1) was born Private. She married Lester Kennedy, Jr. Private. He was born August 25, 1924 in Bloomburg, Cass County, TX, and died July 16, 1996.

More About Martha Melbedine Chamlee:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for Lester Kennedy, Jr.:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]


Individual: Kennedy, Lester
Social Security #: 436-22-9289
SS# issued in: Louisiana

Birth date: 25 Aug 1924
Death date: 16 Jul 1996

More About Lester Kennedy, Jr.:
Fact 2: Social Security #: 436-22-9289
Fact 3: SS# issued in: Louisiana

Children of MARTHA CHAMBLEE and LESTER KENNEDY are:
i. JAMES ROLAND KENNEDY, b. Private; m. SANDRA JEAN HOLMES, Private; b. Private.
   More About JAMES ROLAND KENNEDY:
   Fact 1: Private
   More About SANDRA JEAN HOLMES:
   Fact 1: Private

ii. SANDRA DARLENE KENNEDY, b. Private; m. DAVID WAYNE STUCKEY, Private; b. Private.
   More About SANDRA DARLENE KENNEDY:
   Fact 1: Private
   More About DAVID WAYNE STUCKEY:
   Fact 1: Private

189. FRED HOWARD TAYLOR (ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F, CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born June 16, 1926, and died October 19, 1972. He married RUDY HODGES Private. She was born Private.

More About RUDY HODGES:
Fact 1: Private

Child of FRED TAYLOR and RUDY HODGES is:
i. JOHN WILLIAM TAYLOR, b. Private.
   More About JOHN WILLIAM TAYLOR:
   Fact 1: Private

190. BOBBIE JEAN TAYLOR (ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F, CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married TROY E. DUPREE Private. He was born Private.

More About BOBBIE JEAN TAYLOR:
Fact 1: Private

More About TROY E. DUPREE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of BOBBIE TAYLOR and TROY DUPREE are:
i. ROGER ALLEN DUPREE, b. Private.
   More About ROGER ALLEN DUPREE:
   Fact 1: Private

222. ii. MARTHA ELEANE DUPREE, b. Private.
   iii. TROY ANDREW DUPREE, b. Private.
   More About TROY ANDREW DUPREE:
   Fact 1: Private

191. LAURA TAYLOR (ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F, CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married CONLEY NEAL ALDRIDGE Private. He was born Private.

More About LAURA TAYLOR:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: Private

More About CONLEY NEAL ALDRIDGE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of LAURA TAYLOR and CONLEY ALDRIDGE are:
   i. STEPHEN RAY ALDRIDGE, b. December 12, 1957, Atlanta, Cass County, TX; d. December 12, 1957, Atlanta, Cass County, TX.
   223. ii. DORIS GAIL ALDRIDGE, b. Private.
   iii. JIMMY NEAL ALDRIDGE, b. Private.

More About JIMMY NEAL ALDRIDGE:
Fact 1: Private

224. iv. LINDY ALDRIDGE, b. Private.

192. LILLIE MARIE TAYLOR (ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married DONALD BRYANT HARTSELL Private. He was born Private.

More About LILLIE MARIE TAYLOR:
Fact 1: Private

More About DONALD BRYANT HARTSELL:
Fact 1: Private

Children of LILLIE TAYLOR and DONALD HARTSELL are:
225. i. KENNETH GARY HARTSELL, b. Private.
226. ii. LINDA MARIE HARTSELL, b. Private.

193. PHILLIP DALE CHAMBLEE (ATTISON CONWAY, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married MARITA ELIZABETH NELSON Private. She was born Private.

More About PHILLIP DALE CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARITA ELIZABETH NELSON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of PHILLIP CHAMBLEE and MARITA NELSON are:
   i. RODNEY ALLEN CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
       More About RODNEY ALLEN CHAMBLEE:
       Fact 1: Private
   ii. ERIC DAVID CHAMBLEE, b. Private.
       More About ERIC DAVID CHAMBLEE:
       Fact 1: Private

194. BRENDA CAROL CHAMBLEE (ATTISON CONWAY, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married ROY MARSHALL STONE Private. He was born Private.

More About BRENDA CAROL CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About ROY MARSHALL STONE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of BRENDA CHAMBLEE and ROY STONE are:
  i. LEE JAYNE STONE, b. Private.
      More About LEE JAYNE STONE:
      Fact 1: Private
  ii. HEATH JARED STONE, b. Private.
      More About HEATH JARED STONE:
      Fact 1: Private

195. ROBERT WILLIAM CHAMLEE (JOHN HENRY, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F., WILLIAM, JACOB) was born April 28, 1947 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) SHEILA LYNN BROWN July 31, 1971 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She was born March 15, 1949 in Blue Ridge, Georgia. He married (2) AUDREY WRIGHT June 07, 1997 in Mobile, Alabama. She was born Unknown in ?.

Children of ROBERT CHAMLEE and SHEILA BROWN are:
227. i. DAWN MICHELLE CHAMLEE, b. October 04, 1973, Mobile, Alabama.

196. SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE (JOHN HENRY, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F., WILLIAM, JACOB) was born January 03, 1949 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She married (1) RONALD CHRIS KINNAS May 27, 1967 in Morrow, Clayton, Georgia. He was born January 03, 1946. She married (2) RICHARD JOSEPH BROCKMANN October 11, 1997 in Macon, Bibb, Ga.. He was born July 12, 1940 in MANAGUA, NICARAGUA.

Children of SANDRA CHAMLEE and RONALD KINNAS are:
228. i. RONALD CHRIS KINNAS, JR, b. June 24, 1968, Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia.

Generation No. 8

197. EILEEN HAYNES (LOIS GLASS, EVA BELLE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married JERRY NEAL COLLINS Private. He was born Private.

More About EILEEN HAYNES:
Fact 1: Private

More About JERRY NEAL COLLINS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of EILEEN HAYNES and JERRY COLLINS are:
  i. JEFFREY NEAL COLLINS, b. Private; m. ANN MUIR GIBBON, Private; b. Private.
      More About JEFFREY NEAL COLLINS:
      Fact 1: Private
      More About ANN MUIR GIBBON:
      Fact 1: Private
  ii. MITCHELL DWIGHT COLLINS, b. Private.
      More About MITCHELL DWIGHT COLLINS:
      Fact 1: Private
iii. ROBIN MICHELLE COLLINS, b. Private.

More About ROBIN MICHELLE COLLINS:
Fact 1: Private

198. DUDLEY CRAIG\textsuperscript{3} GLASS (\textit{Edward}\textsuperscript{7}, \textit{Eva Belle}\textsuperscript{6} MOULDER, \textit{Temperance Elizabeth}\textsuperscript{5} CHAMBLEE, \textit{John Thomas}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William F.}\textsuperscript{3} CHAMLEE, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{Jacob}\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. He married MARY ELIZABETH CENTENIO Private. She was born Private.

More About DUDLEY CRAIG GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARY ELIZABETH CENTENIO:
Fact 1: Private

Children of DUDLEY GLASS and MARY CENTENIO are:

i. JONATHAN EDWARD\textsuperscript{6} GLASS, b. Private.

More About JONATHAN EDWARD GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

ii. KELLY ELIZABETH GLASS, b. Private.

More About KELLY ELIZABETH GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

199. JOEY EDWARD\textsuperscript{8} GLASS (\textit{Edward}\textsuperscript{7}, \textit{Eva Belle}\textsuperscript{6} MOULDER, \textit{Temperance Elizabeth}\textsuperscript{5} CHAMBLEE, \textit{John Thomas}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William F.}\textsuperscript{3} CHAMLEE, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{Jacob}\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. He married GLORIA L. OWENS Private. She was born Private.

More About JOEY EDWARD GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

More About GLORIA L. OWENS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of JOEY GLASS and GLORIA OWENS are:

i. AMANDA MAGEN\textsuperscript{9} GLASS, b. Private.

More About AMANDA MAGEN GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

ii. MICHELLE ELISE GLASS, b. Private.

More About MICHELLE ELISE GLASS:
Fact 1: Private

200. WILLIAM FRANKLIN\textsuperscript{8} WOODS (\textit{Eva Ruth}\textsuperscript{7} GLASS, \textit{Eva Belle}\textsuperscript{6} MOULDER, \textit{Temperance Elizabeth}\textsuperscript{5} CHAMBLEE, \textit{John Thomas}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William F.}\textsuperscript{3} CHAMLEE, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{Jacob}\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. He married MARY CATHERINE FULLS Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIAM FRANKLIN WOODS:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARY CATHERINE FULLS:
Fact 1: Private
Children of William Woods and Mary Fulls are:
   More About Kayryn Suzanne Woods: Fact 1: Private

   More About Wesley William Woods: Fact 1: Private

201. Eddie Woods (Helen Glass, Eva Belle Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamlee, John Thomas, William F. Chamlee, William, Jacob) was born Private. He married Cindy Private. She was born Private.

More About Eddie Woods: Fact 1: Private

More About Cindy Private: Fact 1: Private

Children of Eddie Woods and Cindy are:
i. Ben Woods, b. Private.
   More About Ben Woods: Fact 1: Private

   More About James Woods: Fact 1: Private

202. Mark Woods (Helen Glass, Eva Belle Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamlee, John Thomas, William F. Chamlee, William, Jacob) was born Private. He married Wanda Private. She was born Private.

More About Mark Woods: Fact 1: Private

More About Wanda Private: Fact 1: Private

Children of Mark Woods and Wanda are:
i. Dustin Woods, b. Private.
   More About Dustin Woods: Fact 1: Private

   More About Ryan Woods: Fact 1: Private

203. Daryl Wayne Jackson (Elmer Wayne, Winnie Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamlee, John Thomas, William F. Chamlee, William, Jacob) was born Private. He married Sharon Ann Sellers Private. She was born Private.
More About DARYL WAYNE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About SHARON ANN SELLERS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of DARYL JACKSON and SHARON SELLERS are:
   i. KRISTEN ANN JACKSON, b. Private.
      More About KRISTEN ANN JACKSON:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. CHAD COURTNEY JACKSON, b. Private.
      More About CHAD COURTNEY JACKSON:
      Fact 1: Private

204. CAROL MARIE JACKSON (ELMER WAYNE, WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married DAVID GRAHAME BRESLAUER Private. He was born Private.

More About CAROL MARIE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About DAVID GRAHAME BRESLAUER:
Fact 1: Private

Child of CAROL JACKSON and DAVID BRESLAUER is:
   i. ZACHARY GRAHAME BRESLAUER, b. Private.
      More About ZACHARY GRAHAME BRESLAUER:
      Fact 1: Private

205. JAMES DWIGHT JACKSON (MARLIN ELBERT, WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married BETTY ANN DEASON Private. She was born Private.

More About JAMES DWIGHT JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About BETTY ANN DEASON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of JAMES JACKSON and BETTY DEASON are:
   i. THERESA JEANETTE JACKSON, b. Private.
      More About THERESA JEANETTE JACKSON:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. PHILIP MICHAEL JACKSON, b. Private.
      More About PHILIP MICHAEL JACKSON:
      Fact 1: Private

206. ELBERT DWAYNE JACKSON (MARLIN ELBERT, WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married PAULA MARIE BOSTON
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Private. She was born Private.

More About ELBERT DWAYNE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About PAULA MARIE BOSTON:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ELBERT JACKSON and PAULA BOSTON is:
   i. STEPHANIE MARIE\(^9\) JACKSON, b. Private.

More About STEPHANIE MARIE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

207. REBA CLAUDINE\(^5\) PRUITT (HARCIA LORETTA\(^7\) JACKSON, WINNIE\(^6\) MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\(^5\) CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. She married (1) DONALD RAY GOOCH Private. He was born Private. She married (2) ROBERT FRANKLIN KINCY Private. He was born Abt. 1936, and died July 13, 1984 in Denton, Denton County, TX. She married (3) JAMES RAY GARNER Private. He was born Private.

More About REBA CLAUDINE PRUITT:
Fact 1: Private

More About DONALD RAY GOOCH:
Fact 1: Private

Notes for ROBERT FRANKLIN KINCY:
[JACOB CHAMLEE VOL. 18-384.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 18, Ed. 1, Tree #0384, Date of Import: Dec 27, 2001]

Robert is buried at Dixie Cemetery, Whitesboro, Grayson County, TX.

More About JAMES RAY GARNER:
Fact 1: Private

Children of REBA PRUITT and ROBERT KINCY are:
230.   i. BARBARA GRACE\(^9\) KINCY, b. Private.
231.   ii. RANDALL DWAYNE KINCY, b. Private.

Child of REBA PRUITT and JAMES GARNER is:
232.   iii. NATURE KAY\(^9\) GARNER, b. Private.

208. JO ANN\(^8\) PRUITT (HARCIA LORETTA\(^7\) JACKSON, WINNIE\(^6\) MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\(^5\) CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. She married CHARLES RICHARD FORD Private. He was born Private.

More About JO ANN PRUITT:
Fact 1: Private

More About CHARLES RICHARD FORD:
Fact 1: Private

Child of JO PRUITT and CHARLES FORD is:
   i. ANNA CHRISTINE\(^9\) FORD, b. Private.
More About ANNA CHRISTINE FORD:
Fact 1: Private

209. GEORGIA FAYE McDANIEL (DOROTHY FAYE7 JACkSON, WINNIE6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHamblee, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHamblee, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married (1) THOMAS DWAIN COTHran Private. He was born Private. She married (2) VICTOR GEORGE ADEN Private. He was born Private.

More About GEORGIA FAYE McDANIEL:
Fact 1: Private

More About THOMAS DWAIN COTHran:
Fact 1: Private

More About VICTOR GEORGE ADEN:
Fact 1: Private

Children of GEORGIA MC DANIEL and VICTOR ADEN are:
   i. JERALD LANE5 ADEN, b. Private.

   More About JERALD LANE ADEN:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. DEBORAH LYNN ADEN, b. Private.

   More About DEBORAH LYNN ADEN:
   Fact 1: Private

233. iii. SANDRA ELAINE ADEN, b. Private.
234. iv. NEDA KAY ADEN, b. Private.
   v. APRIL DAWN ADEN, b. Private.

   More About APRIL DAWN ADEN:
   Fact 1: Private

   vi. MISTY AMBER ADEN, b. Private.

   More About MISTY AMBER ADEN:
   Fact 1: Private

210. DENISE5 JACKSON (CLAude MONARD7, WINNIE6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHamblee, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHamblee, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married AUGUST PAUL PETERS Private. He was born Private.

More About DENISE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About AUGUST PAUL PETERS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of DENISE JACKSON and AUGUST PETERS are:
   i. ROBERT NEAL5 PETERS, b. Private.

   More About ROBERT NEAL PETERS:
   Fact 1: Private

   ii. JENNIFER KAY PETERS, b. Private.
More About JENNIFER KAY PETERS:
Fact 1: Private

iii. SCOTT PETERS, b. Private.

More About SCOTT PETERS:
Fact 1: Private

211. TIMOTHY EDGAR\(^8\) JACKSON (CLAUDE MONARD\(^7\), WINNIE\(^6\) MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\(^5\) CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. He married TERRY LOUISE BRADLEY Private. She was born Private.

More About TIMOTHY EDGAR JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

More About TERRY LOUISE BRADLEY:
Fact 1: Private

Child of TIMOTHY JACKSON and TERRY BRADLEY is:
   i. BRITTANY MARIE\(^9\) JACKSON, b. Private.

More About BRITTANY MARIE JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

212. LEE ANN\(^8\) SMITH (WALTER ALLIN\(^7\), MARTHA ELZIE\(^6\) MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\(^5\) CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. She married WAYNE HOLCOMB Private. He was born Private.

More About LEE ANN SMITH:
Fact 1: Private

More About WAYNE HOLCOMB:
Fact 1: Private

Children of LEE SMITH and WAYNE HOLCOMB are:
   i. DAVID WAYNE\(^9\) HOLCOMB, b. Private.

More About DAVID WAYNE HOLCOMB:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. JOSHUA ALLEN HOLCOMB, b. Private.

More About JOSHUA ALLEN HOLCOMB:
Fact 1: Private

213. MICHAEL WAYNE\(^8\) BURTON (GROVER CLEVELAND\(^7\), ADA\(^6\) MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH\(^5\) CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS\(^4\), WILLIAM F.\(^3\) CHAMLEE, WILLIAM\(^2\), JACOB\(^1\)) was born Private. He married MARY FRANCES JACKSON Private. She was born Private.

More About MICHAEL WAYNE BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARY FRANCES JACKSON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MICHAEL BURTON and MARY JACKSON are:
   i. DEBORAH GWEN\(^9\) BURTON, b. Private.
More About DEBORAH GWEN BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

ii. DORETHA LYNN BURTON, b. Private.

More About DORETHA LYNN BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

iii. DONNA MACHELLE BURTON, b. Private; m. DAVID ALLARD, Private; b. Private.

More About DONNA MACHELLE BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About DAVID ALLARD:
Fact 1: Private

214. GARY CLEVELAND BURTON (GROVER CLEVELAND, MADA MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married JANET KAY ADKINSON Private. She was born Private.

More About GARY CLEVELAND BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About JANET KAY ADKINSON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of GARY BURTON and JANET ADKINSON are:
   i. STEPHEN JEFFREY BURTON, b. Private.

More About STEPHEN JEFFREY BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

   ii. GREGORY CLEVE BURTON, b. Private.

More About GREGORY CLEVE BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

215. RODNEY RAY BURTON (RAYMOND H., MADA MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married REBECCA LYNN CRAIG Private. She was born Private.

More About RODNEY RAY BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About REBECCA LYNN CRAIG:
Fact 1: Private

Child of RODNEY BURTON and REBECCA CRAIG is:
   i. NICOLE DEANN BURTON, b. Private.

More About NICOLE DEANN BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

216. JANET LOU BURTON (RAYMOND H., MADA MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMBLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married RONALD JAMES JOHNSON Private. He was born Private.
More About JANET LOU BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About RONALD JAMES JOHNSON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of JANET BURTON and RONALD JOHNSON are:
   i. JENNIFER DENISE9 JOHNSON, b. Private.
      More About JENNIFER DENISE JOHNSON:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. JAMES CASEY JOHNSON, b. Private.
      More About JAMES CASEY JOHNSON:
      Fact 1: Private

217. DENNIS EDWARD8 BURTON (RAYMOND H7, MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. He married RHONDA ROCHELL ENDSLEY Private. She was born Private.

More About DENNIS EDWARD BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About RHONDA ROCHELL ENDSLEY:
Fact 1: Private

Child of DENNIS BURTON and RHONDA ENDSLEY is:
   i. MATHEW BLAKE9 BURTON, b. Private.
      More About MATHEW BLAKE BURTON:
      Fact 1: Private

218. BONITA ANN8 BURTON (RAYMOND H7, MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married DONALD GRAHAM ALLEN Private. He was born Private.

More About BONITA ANN BURTON:
Fact 1: Private

More About DONALD GRAHAM ALLEN:
Fact 1: Private

Child of BONITA BURTON and DONALD ALLEN is:
   i. SHELLY ANN9 ALLEN, b. Private.
      More About SHELLY ANN ALLEN:
      Fact 1: Private

219. MARY ELLEN8 HARRIST (MARIE7 BURTON, MADA6 MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH5 CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS4, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born Private. She married SAMMY TILDON CRABTREE Private. He was born Private.

More About MARY ELLEN HARRIST:
Fact 1: Private
More About SAMMY TILDON CRABTREE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARY HARRIST and SAMMY CRABTREE are:
   i. BARRY O'NEAL CRABTREE, b. Private.

      More About BARRY O'NEAL CRABTREE:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. KAREN MICHELLE CRABTREE, b. Private.

      More About KAREN MICHELLE CRABTREE:
      Fact 1: Private

220. WILLIE HOWARD HARRIST (MARRIET BURTON, MADA MOULTER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMBLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married MARGARET JANICE JONES Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIE HOWARD HARRIST:
Fact 1: Private

More About MARGARET JANICE JONES:
Fact 1: Private

Children of WILLIE HARRIST and MARGARET JONES are:
   i. KIMBERLY KAY HARRIST, b. Private.

      More About KIMBERLY KAY HARRIST:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. MELISSA MARIE HARRIST, b. Private.

      More About MELISSA MARIE HARRIST:
      Fact 1: Private

221. CHARLES TERRY CHAMBLEE (CHARLES AUGUSTUS, TOM CAMPBELL, WILLIAM WESLEY, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married DEBRA ANN BUMGARDNER Private. She was born Private.

More About CHARLES TERRY CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

More About DEBRA ANN BUMGARDNER:
Fact 1: Private

Children of CHARLES CHAMBLEE and DEBRA BUMGARDNER are:
   i. JONATHAN TERRY CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

      More About JONATHAN TERRY CHAMBLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

   ii. JENIFER MICHELLE CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

      More About JENIFER MICHELLE CHAMBLEE:
      Fact 1: Private

   iii. CHRISTOPHER MARK CHAMBLEE, b. Private.

      More About CHRISTOPHER MARK CHAMBLEE:
Fact 1: Private

222. MARTHA ELEANE\textsuperscript{8} DUPREE (Bobbie Jean\textsuperscript{7} Taylor, Ada Hesentine\textsuperscript{6} Chamblee, Walter Francis\textsuperscript{5}, John Thomas\textsuperscript{4}, William F.\textsuperscript{3} Chamlee, William\textsuperscript{2}, Jacob\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. She married FRED ROACH Private. He was born Private.

More About MARTHA ELEANE DUPREE:
Fact 1: Private

More About FRED ROACH:
Fact 1: Private

Children of MARTHA DUPREE and FRED ROACH are:
   i. JOHN ROACH, b. Private.
      More About JOHN ROACH:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. DANIEL ROACH, b. Private.
      More About DANIEL ROACH:
      Fact 1: Private

223. DORIS GAIL\textsuperscript{8} ALDRIDGE (Laura\textsuperscript{7} Taylor, Ada Hesentine\textsuperscript{6} Chamblee, Walter Francis\textsuperscript{5}, John Thomas\textsuperscript{4}, William F.\textsuperscript{3} Chamlee, William\textsuperscript{2}, Jacob\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. She married JIM LEMON Private. He was born Private.

More About DORIS GAIL ALDRIDGE:
Fact 1: Private

More About JIM LEMON:
Fact 1: Private

Children of DORIS ALDRIDGE and JIM LEMON are:
   i. CARRIE DEAN\textsuperscript{9} LEMON, b. Private.
      More About CARRIE DEAN LEMON:
      Fact 1: Private
   ii. JAMES LEMON, b. Private.
      More About JAMES LEMON:
      Fact 1: Private

224. LA CINDY\textsuperscript{8} ALDRIDGE (Laura\textsuperscript{7} Taylor, Ada Hesentine\textsuperscript{6} Chamblee, Walter Francis\textsuperscript{5}, John Thomas\textsuperscript{4}, William F.\textsuperscript{3} Chamlee, William\textsuperscript{2}, Jacob\textsuperscript{1}) was born Private. She married JAMES MICHAEL DONAHE Private. He was born Private.

More About LA CINDY ALDRIDGE:
Fact 1: Private

More About JAMES MICHAEL DONAHE:
Fact 1: Private

Children of LA ALDRIDGE and JAMES DONAHE are:
   i. LEANNA MARIE\textsuperscript{9} DONAHE, b. Private.
More About LEANNA MARIE DONAHE:
Fact 1: Private

ii. MICHAEL JAMES DONAHE, b. Private.

More About MICHAEL JAMES DONAHE:
Fact 1: Private

225. KENNETH GARY HARTSELL (LILLIE MARIE TAYLOR, ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. He married JANNET DAVIS Private. She was born Private.

More About KENNETH GARY HARTSELL:
Fact 1: Private

More About JANNET DAVIS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of KENNETH HARTSELL and JANNET DAVIS are:
   i. KENNETH GARY HARTSELL II, b. Private.

More About KENNETH GARY HARTSELL II:
Fact 1: Private

ii. ROY DANIEL HARTSELL, b. Private.

More About ROY DANIEL HARTSELL:
Fact 1: Private

226. LINDA MARIE HARTSELL (LILLIE MARIE TAYLOR, ADA HESENTINE CHAMBLEE, WALTER FRANCIS, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born Private. She married JAMES DUNBAR Private. He was born Private.

More About LINDA MARIE HARTSELL:
Fact 1: Private

More About JAMES DUNBAR:
Fact 1: Private

Child of LINDA HARTSELL and JAMES DUNBAR is:
   i. MELODIE GEORGEANNE DUNBAR, b. Private.

More About MELODIE GEORGEANNE DUNBAR:
Fact 1: Private

227. DAWN MICHELLE CHAMLEE (ROBERT WILLIAM, JOHN HENRY, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F. CHAMLEE, WILLIAM, JACOB) was born October 04, 1973 in Mobile, Alabama. She married JAMES HUGHES February 25, 1995 in Riverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born August 20, 1971.

Children of DAWN CHAMLEE and JAMES HUGHES are:
   ii. ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES, b. December 03, 2003.

More About ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES:
1: 8 pounds, 1 ounce
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

228. RONALD CHRIS KINNAS, JR (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN HENRY, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F.3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born June 24, 1968 in Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia. He married MARY JANE BROWN June 29, 1991 in Perry, Houston, Georgia. She was born May 24, 1967 in Macon, Bibb, Ga.

Children of RONALD KINNAS and MARY BROWN are:
   iii. ROBERT ALLEN KINNAS, b. April 12, 2001.

229. JENNIFER KINNAS (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN HENRY, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, JAMES, WILLIAM F.3, WILLIAM2, JACOB1) was born June 25, 1971. She married (1) ROBBIE SKINNER January 1990 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born unknown. She married (2) ANTHONY WELCH October 09, 1994 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born January 04, 1969 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ROBBIE SKINNER is:
   i. EMILY ELIZABETH SKINNER, b. June 24, 1990.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ANTHONY WELCH is:

Generation No. 9

230. BARBARA GRACE KINCY (REBA CLAUDINE PRUITT, HARCIA LORETTA JACKSON, WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB) was born Private. She married TOMMY JOE WEST Private. He was born Private.

More About BARBARA GRACE KINCY:
   Fact 1: Private

More About TOMMY JOE WEST:
   Fact 1: Private

Children of BARBARA KINCY and TOMMY WEST are:
   i. MARTI LYNN WEST, b. Private.
   ii. MELISSA LEA WEST, b. Private.
   iii. MINDY JO WEST, b. Private.

More About MARTI LYNN WEST:
   Fact 1: Private

More About MELISSA LEA WEST:
   Fact 1: Private

More About MINDY JO WEST:
   Fact 1: Private

231. RANDALL DWAYNE KINCY (REBA CLAUDINE PRUITT, HARCIA LORETTA JACKSON, WINNIE MOULDER, TEMPERANCE ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, JOHN THOMAS, WILLIAM F.3 CHAMLEE, WILLIAM2, JACOB) was born Private. He married (1) LISA DAWN EUBANKS Private. She was born Private. He married (2) VICKIE LYNN KAEELING Private. She was born Private.

More About RANDALL DWAYNE KINCY:
   Fact 1: Private
More About Lisa Dawn Eubanks:
Fact 1: Private

More About Vickie Lynn Kaeling:
Fact 1: Private

Child of Randall Kinsey and Lisa Eubanks is:

More About Johnny Kinsey:
Fact 1: Private

232. Nature Kay Garner (Reba Claudine Pruitt, Harcia Loretta Jackson, Winnie Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamblee, John Thomas, William F. Chamblee, William, Jacob) was born Private. She married James Dean McLane Private. He was born Private.

More About Nature Kay Garner:
Fact 1: Private

More About James Dean McLane:
Fact 1: Private

Child of Nature Garner and James McLane is:
  i. Natasha Kay McLane, b. Private.

More About Natasha Kay McLane:
Fact 1: Private

233. Sandra Elaine Aden (Georgia Fay, McDaniell, Dorothy Fay, Jackson, Winnie Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamblee, John Thomas, William F. Chamblee, William, Jacob) was born Private. She married Maurice Austin Private. He was born Private.

More About Sandra Elaine Aden:
Fact 1: Private

More About Maurice Austin:
Fact 1: Private

Children of Sandra Aden and Maurice Austin are:
  i. Ashley Denise Austin, b. Private.

More About Ashley Denise Austin:
Fact 1: Private

ii. Angela Darlene Austin, b. Private.

More About Angela Darlene Austin:
Fact 1: Private

234. Neda Kay Aden (Georgia Fay, McDaniell, Dorothy Fay, Jackson, Winnie Moulder, Temperance Elizabeth Chamblee, John Thomas, William F. Chamblee, William, Jacob) was born Private. She married ??? Austin Private. He was born Private.

More About Neda Kay Aden:
Fact 1: Private
More About ??? AUSTIN:
Fact 1: Private

Child of NEDA ADEN and ??? AUSTIN is:
   i. DENA RACHELLE\textsuperscript{10} AUSTIN, b. Private.

More About DENA RACHELLE AUSTIN:
Fact 1: Private
Descendants of William I Clenenin

Generation No. 1

1. William I Clenenin

Notes for William I Clenenin:
his is the William of Castle. There is a baptism record for his son William (1680-1764) that records that William of Castle was the father of This William, II

Child of William I Clenenin is:
2.  i. William II Clendenin, b. May 16, 1680, Staplegorton Par, Dangholm, Dumfries, Scotland; d. November 1764, Quarterland, Killinchey Parish, County Down, Ireland.

Generation No. 2

2. William II Clendenin (William I Clenenin) was born May 16, 1680 in Staplegorton Par, Dangholm, Dumfries, Scotland, and died November 1764 in Quarterland, Killinchey Parish, County Down, Ireland. He married Roseanne/Ann Kirkpatrick Bet. 1710 - 1712 in Scotland. She was born 1692 in Glenkiln, and died Abt. 1762.

Notes for William II Clendenin:
This is the last ancestor of Lillie Mae Clendenin, that we have researched. Lillie Mae Clendenin was born March 15, 1892. We have enjoyed following her tracks through History. We traced her ancestor William Glendenning in Scotland, and then when her family fled to Ireland, and then Lillie Mae's direct ancestor fled Ireland with his brothers for America. We followed Lillies ancestors through the Indian Wars, Revolutionary War, the journey to the Western Frontier of Virginia, the Civil War and the establishment and settlement of Charleston, Kanawha County West Virginia. Charleston, Kanawha County, West Virginia was named Charles Town after Lillie Mae's ancestor and later named Charleston. A monument now stands in front of the Charleston, Kanawha County Court House, honoring her family. We have enjoyed this journey through history. The only sadness we have is that this was not accomplished before Lillie Mae Clendenin's death February 14, 1972.

For this great and interesting family, we go to a rather ambitious compilation of Glendenning information. G. T. Clendenning of Adelaide AUS, began compiling information for a series of 12 books of "The House Of Glendoywyn, in which he traced Glendennings from Dublin Ireland back to the main continent of Europe. Facts that we know for sure a William Glendenning died in November 1764, in Killinchey Parish, County Down, Ireland. He left a will in which he named several Children. Jean who married a Hanna. Andrew married Elizabeth ----had a daughter Rose. William living in 1764. Charles was living in 1764 and Roas (Rose) was living in 1764. Alexander, lived in Killyleah, Do. Down (This is G. T. Clendenning's line) Elizabeth married John Morrow, who inherited two-thirds of Quarterland. John Morrow and John Stuart in Quarterland were Clendenning's sole executors. The will was apparently signed April 07, 1764 and was proved before Bernard Ward on November 16, 1764. William actually had thirteen children in all, Throughout the list of children in Part V, Clindenning contends that three brothers left Scotland and arrived in America in 1746. The brothers, born in Dumfriesshire, Scotland, left Scotland after the wreck of the Jacobite cause in 1746. They were on the wrong side of a Jacobite rebellion. they left Scotland, for Ireland whence accompanied by their brothers, Thomas, John and Archibald Clendinen, they sailed for America, reaching Baltimore in 1746. They were probably fugitives from Culloden Field. Of James Clendenin's life in America nothing appears to be definitely known. He seems to have returned to Ireland before 1786 and settled at Ballyministra, Co. Down, not far from his father's home, dying in 1788. By his wife, Jane Reid, who survived him. James left the children: William, John who are the ancestors of the Canadian family of Clendenenn: Jane, and Anne.

CHARLES, B- abt 1700, B- Scotland, left Scotland for Ireland and then on to America in abt. 1746. This Charles
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is our very own Patriarch, to whom we owe all that we are...we are descended down through his son Adam, through Adam's son Robert, through Robert's son Archibald S. through Archibald S. Son, John Buran, through John Buran's son John Van Buren (Bu), through his daughter Lillie Mae. Born in Dumfriesshire, Scotland, Charles Clendinen settled in West Virginia in 1746, and was the father of at least twelve children. For those females in the family who wish to get their DAR status: William was a Revolutionary officer in 1776-1783 and noted opponent of the Indians in the pioneer wars.

Colonel William Clendinen founded the Virginian and Illinois line of the Name, and George, a Revolutionary officer in 1776-83 member of the Constitutional Convention of Virginia in 1783.

Commandant of the Frontier in Western Virginia and the founder of Charleston, the Capital of West Virginia.

The author of the book states that William of Quarterland was engaged in many military activities (actually documented) but he was out of the military service by 1716. When the cry of th "the auld Stuarts back again" was raised in 1715 (a Jacobite rebellion) it is reported that William of Castle was at Castletown of Braemar along with a great number of his kinsmen, both near and far. The army was defeated at Prestonpans and forty of Williams Gentlemen Friends were put to death. William remained in Ireland, and before 1736 had established himself at Quarterland in the parish of Killincheay, Do. Down.

By 1736 William Glendenning is supposed to have settled in Co. Down at Quarterland. He was living in Killincheay Parish, Co. Down when he died and his will was probated there.

fMany questions need to be answered. William GLendinning was baptized at Langholm in May 1680 and we believe died in Ireland in 1764. We can not find a marriage record nor baptismal records for his children. We do know that in May 1680 William (son of William) was baptised, Langholm Parish, Dumfriesshire, Scotland. We think he married Roseanne/Anne Kirpatrick, but where? We know he was on the losing side of a Jacobite situation. We know he established himself at Quarterland, Co. Down, in Ireland. We know that he dies at at Quarterland in Ireland in 1764.

Other questions arises...When and where did he marry Anne Kirpatrick? Even if they had their first child the same year they married (we will call it 1700) they probably would have had a maximum of 7 children by the time he left to fight against the Crown in 1715. "The House of Glendonwyn” says there were 13 children. Now, where was Anne during the time he was fighting and wandering before going to Ireland? A Scottish researcher states that if they had property and apparently he still held the title to Barntalloch Castle at Langholm, Roseanne Kirkpatrick would have stayed there to hold the property in his name. There is a 20 year span of time between 1715 and 1735 when he is supposed to have become established in Co. Down. Where was he and what was he doing? None of his children - the oldest presumably no more than 15 yrs old in 1715 - would have been old enough to marry. We have not come up with an explanation as to why baptismal records do not surface for these children.

Children of WILLIAM CLENDENIN and ROSEANNE/ANN KIRKPATRICK are:

i. WILLIAM III CLENDENIN, b. Bet. 1680 - 1764, Dumfriesshire, Scotland; d. Abt. 1764, Quarterland, Killincheay.

3. ii. JAMES CLENDENIN, d. 1788, Ballymininistra, Co. Down, Ireland.

4. iii. ANDREW CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1710; d. Scotland.

4. iv. JEAN CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1710.

5. v. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. 1710; d. Pine Hill, Cumberland,

Notes for JOHN CLENDENIN:

John, described as brother of James and Charles Clendinen and traditionally as a Scots Laird, "who lost his head in some of the wars between Scotland and England" Obviously a reference to the Jacobite disaster of 1746. He had made his home in Pennsylvania, and he was the father of at least five sons, all in the Revolutionary army in 1776-2783. The sons- John founded a line in Pennsylvania, William in Pennsylvania, James in Pennsylvania, Samuel, in New Jersey, and Isaac, in New Jersey, founder of the Rhode Island line.

vi. ELIZABETH CLENDENIN.

vii. ROSE GLENDENIN.

5. viii. CHARLES CLENDENIN, b. Bet. 1712 - 1715, Dumfreish, Scotland; d. 1790, Charleston, Kanawha County,
Generation No. 3

3. JAMES CLENDENIN (WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENENIN) died 1788 in Ballymininistra, Co. Down, Ireland. He married JANE REID.

Child of JAMES CLENDENIN and JANE REID is:
   i. WILLIAM JOHN GLENDINING.

4. ANDREW CLENDENIN (WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENENIN) was born Abt. 1710, and died in Scotland. He married ELIZABETH UNKNOWN.

Child of ANDREW CLENDENIN and ELIZABETH UNKNOWN is:
   i. ROSE GLENDINING.

5. CHARLES CLENDENIN (WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENENIN) was born Bet. 1712 - 1715 in Dumfreishire, Scotland, and died 1790 in Charleston, Kanawha County, West Virgini. He married MARY ANN PATTERSON 1735 in Lancaster, Pa. She was born Abt. 1714 in Lancaster, ? Pennsylvania, and died 1788 in Spring Creek, Greenbrier, WV.

Children of CHARLES CLENDENIN and MARY PATTERSON are:
    7. i. JAMES CLENDENIN, b. April 03, 1737, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.; d. 1810, Rockcastle County, Kentucky.
       ii. ELIZABETH CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1738.
    8. iii. ADAM CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1740, Augusta County, Now Highland County, Virginia; d. 1809, Barren County, Kentucky.
    9. v. GEORGE CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1746; d. 1797, Marietta, Ohio.
   10. vi. ROBERT C. CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1744, Augusta County, Virginia/West Virginia; d. May 16, 1808, Fairfiel County, Ohio.
       vii. THOMAS CLENDENIN, b. June 07, 1748, Augusta County, Virginia./.

Notes for THOMAS CLENDENIN:
Theresa Hodges list b as 7 June 1748.

   11. viii. MARY ELLEN CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1751, Agusta County, Virginia; d. 1830, Mason County, Virginia.
   12. ix. CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLENDENIN, b. May 23, 1753, Augusta Co, VA; d. February 16, 1828, Mason County, Virginia (Mt. PleasantCem.).
   13. x. ALEXANDER CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1754; d. September 04, 1830, Lewisburg, Mason County, Virginia.
      xi. ANN CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1756, Augusta Co, VA; d. March 06, 1801, Clark Co, KY.

6. ARCHIBALD CLENDENIN (WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENENIN) was born Abt. 1716, and died 1749 in Cowpasture, Augusta, Virginia. He married NANCY EWING. She was born Abt. 1716, and died Bef. 1743 in Augusta County, Virginia.

Notes for ARCHIBALD CLENDENIN:
Lived at Big Levels near Lewisburg, Greenbrier, VA.

Child of ARCHIBALD CLENDENIN and NANCY EWING is:
   i. ARCHIBALD JR. CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1730, Cumberland County, Pa.; d. June 27, 1763, Levels, augusta County, Virginia.
7. JAMES 4 CLendenin (CHARLES 3, WILLIAM II 2, WILLIAM I 1 Clendenin) was born April 03, 1737 in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and died 1810 in Rockcastle County, Kentucky. He married MARGARET ANDERSON August 07, 1758 in Augusta County, Virginia. She was born April 10, 1743 in Augusta County, Now Highland County, Virginia, and died Abt. 1805 in Garrard County, Ky./.

Notes for JAMES CLendenin:
James owned land in Washington Co, Va on 21 March 1780. James served in the French and Indian War in 1759 as one of Capt Wm Preston's Rangers. He received 3 pounds 5 shillings pay in full for March 1759 and 50 acres in Washington Co, VA, for his services. On 19 April 1783, he assigned Spencer Cooper 1000 acres at a place known as Mountain Lick on the waters of Auley near Little Sewells. James had received this land from Abraham Auton. James and his family moved to Garrard Co, KY about 1790, and moved to Green Co, KY after 1800.

Children prob b. in Augusta Co, VA

Some info on children from Allyn Campbell <acampbell@midco.net>.

Notes for MARGARET ANDERSON:
Baptized at Old Stone Presbyterian Church by Rev. John Craig

Children of JAMES CLendenin and MARGARET ANDERSON are:
   i. JOHN 5 CLendenin, b. January 15, 1758, Eddisen, Augusta, Virginia; d. 1836, Chester, Randolph, Ill.
   ii. HANNAH ANDERSON CLendenin, b. Abt. 1759, Augusta, Virginia.
   iii. MARY CLendenin, b. Abt. 1761, Augusta, Virginia; d. Abt. 1853, Reedy,; Toane County, West Virginia.
   iv. REBECCA CLendenin, b. Bet. 1762 - 1769, Augusta, Virginia; d. April 26, 1836, Green, Kentucky.

8. ADAM 4 CLendenin (CHARLES 3, WILLIAM II 2, WILLIAM I 1 CLendenin) was born Abt. 1740 in Augusta County, Now Highland County, Virginia, and died 1809 in Barren County, Kentucky. He married WINIFRED (UNKNOWN) CLendenin. She was born Abt. 1740 in Augusta County, Now Highland Coun, and died Abt. 1810 in Barren County, Kentucky.

Children of ADAM CLendenin and WINIFRED CLendenin are:
   i. ISAAC 5 CLendenin, b. Augusta County, Now Highland County, Virginia.
   ii. ROBERT CLendenin, b. (of Giles, Va.)Augusta Co; d. Aft. 1828, Logan Couty, Virginia.
   iii. JULET CLendenin.
   iv. MARY CLendenin, b. nty, Nw Highland County, Virginia; d. Abt. 1811, Barren County, Kentucky.
   v. DORCAS CLendenin.
   vi. ALICE CLendenin, b. nty, Nw Highland County, Virginia; d. Jackson, Tennessee.

9. GEORGE 4 CLendenin (CHARLES 3, WILLIAM II 2, WILLIAM I 1 CLendenin) was born Abt. 1746, and died 1797 in Marietta, Ohio. He married JEMIMA MCNeAL February 02, 1779 in Rockingham or Greenbrier Co, VA. She was born Abt. 1746 in Greenbrier Co, VA, and died 1815 in Point Pleasant, West Virginia.

Notes for GEORGE CLendenin:
Col. George Clendenin became a noted Indian fighter and also in the revolution on the American side. He was a member of the Constitutional convention of Virginia in 1783 and for several years tems, a member of the State Legislature. While in Richmond, Va. he bought from his commanding officer, Colonel Bullitt, 800 acres. in what is now, Charleston, West Virginia. On this he built a large house, bullet and arrow proof, called for years Clendenin's Fort. Here he founded Charleston, West Virginia, and named the area Charles Town, after his father,
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Charles.
The Virginia State papers contain many letters from Col. George Clendenin to the Governor on the defense of the frontier, of which Clendenin was commandant.

Children of GEORGE CLENDENIN and JEMIMA MCNEAL are:
  i. MARY “POLLY” CLENDENIN, b. 1786, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. May 09, 1837, Mason Co, VA, Cantrell-Miller Cemetery.
  ii. PARTHENIA CLENDENIN, b. 1779; d. August 09, 1839, Mason Co, VA.
  iii. CYNTHIA CLENDENIN, b. Aft. 1786, Nashville, TN.

10. ROBERT C.4 CLENDENIN (CHARLES3, WILLIAM IF, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born Abt. 1744 in Augusta County, Virginia/West Virginia, and died May 16, 1808 in Fairfield County, Ohio. He married MARGARET FLETCHER Abt. 1770 in Augusta County, Virginia/West Virginia.

Notes for ROBERT C. CLENDENIN:
Administrator appointed 16 May 1808, so death may have been prior to this date.
While serving with the VA Militia at the age of 16, he was seriously wounded in the right wrist and forearm, crippling him for life. He was awarded a VA pension by the House of Burgesses. It is likely that his action was in pursuit of Chief Cornstalk, whose party had shortly before had massacred Archibald Clendenin and most of his family. In spite of his disability, he served with the VA Militia during the Revolutionary War at the Battle of Point Pleasant, 10 Oct 1774.

In 1791 he was appointed Justice of Kanawha Co, and in 1796, was appointed Justice of Bourbon Co, KY by KY Gov. Gerrard.

Children of ROBERT CLENDENIN and MARGARET FLETCHER are:
14. i. THOMAS JEFFERSON5 CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1771, Augusta Co, VA; d. Bef. August 1833, Bourbon County, Kentucky.
   ii. ANN CLENDENIN.
   iii. JANE CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1773, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. April 14, 1848, Rolling Prairie, LaPorte County, In.; m. JAMES REYNOLDS, December 21, 1799, Bourbon Co, KYb.
   iv. JOHN CLENDENIN.
   v. ROBERT CLENDENIN, JR., b. 1777, Augusta County, Virginia/West Virginia; d. August 02, 1844, New Tarleton, Pickaway County, Ohio; m. MARTHA FRIEND, January 05, 1809, Fairfield Co, OH.
   vi. GEORGE WASHINGTON CLENDENIN, b. 1779, Greenbrier County, Virginia/West Virginia; d. Abt. 1841, Greene County, IL; (or 1821), buried Elred, Green Co; m. MARY “POLLY” FLEMING REYNOLDS, August 22, 1808, Bourbon Co, KY.
   vii. ELIZABETH CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1780; m. (1) THOMAS H. YOUNG, WFT Est. 1794-1827; m. (2) STUART L. REYNOLDS, October 01, 1825, OH.
   viii. MARY CLENDENIN, b. September 16, 1799, Augusta Co, VA; m. DAVID MYERS, July 08, 1830.

11. MARY ELLEN4 CLENDENIN (CHARLES3, WILLIAM IF, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born Abt. 1751 in Agusta County, Virginia, and died 1830 in Mason County, Virginia. She married (1) JOHN CANTRELL, son of NELLE/ELEANOR CLENDENIN. She married (2) GEORGE STEPHENSON December 20, 1782 in Greenbrier, Virginia/West Virginia, son of JAMES STEPHENSON and ANN GARNER. He was born Abt. 1751 in , SC, and died 1830 in , Mason, VA.

Notes for MARY ELLEN CLENDENIN:
Brought to court twice to pay fines for having "bastard" children. John Cantrell was one and probably Andrew Hamilton was the other. It is known Mary Ellen was the mother of Andrew Hamilton because his father named her in his will " . . . got on the body of Nellie Clendenen, now wife of George Stephenson . . . "

Problems: Some children listed are very questionable. Clendinen Stephenson b. at age 50, Eleanor Jemima Cantrell b. at age 63, Jane Wilson born at age 90. Remember, anything in this Genealogy without documentation is to be considered tentative.
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Notes for JOHN CANTRELL:
He may be Capt. George Stephenson and is listed on the Pt. Pleasant battle monument.

Child of MARY CLENDENIN and JOHN CANTRELL is:
15. i. JOHN III CANTRELL, JR.

Children of MARY CLENDENIN and GEORGE STEPHENSON are:
ii. ANDREW HAMILTON II STEPHENSON, b. Abt. 1778.
iii. JOHN CANTRELL STEPHENSON, b. September 17, 1780; d. June 17, 1863, Mason County, Virginia.
iv. ROBERT STEPHENSON, b. Abt. 1781; d. Bef. 1830, Mason County, Virginia.
v. CHARLES STEPHENSON, b. Abt. 1783, Greenbrier County, Virginia; d. Bet. 1827 - 1829, Clark County, Kentucky; m. MARGARET JANE BODDS, Clark, Kentucky.
vi. WILLIAM STEPHENSON, b. July 09, 1788, Greenbrier County, Virginia; d. January 1853, Mason County, Virginia.

Children of MARY CLENDENIN and WILLIAM I CLENDENIN (CHARLES II, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) were born May 23, 1753 in Augusta Co, VA, and died February 16, 1828 in Mason County, Virginia (Mt. Pleasant Cem.). He married MARGARET HANLEY 1783. She was born May 10, 1762, and died March 1835.

Notes for CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLENDENIN:

Children of CAPTAIN CLENDENIN and MARGARET HANLEY are:
16. i. ROBERT III CLENDENIN.
ii. ELIZABETH CLENDENIN, b. August 28, 1785.
iii. SOPHIA CLENDENIN, b. March 27, 1787, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. April 17, 1823, Teay's Valley, Putnam, IN.
v. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. November 18, 1790, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. July 24, 1793, Greenbrier Co, VA.
vi. ANDREW CLENDENIN, b. August 30, 1796; d. November 20, 1803.

Children of ALEXANDER CLENDENIN (CHARLES III, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) were born Abt. 1754, and died September 04, 1830 in Lewisburg, Mason County, Virginia. He married CATHERINE SPENCER.

Notes for ALEXANDER CLENDENIN:
Served in Revolutionary Army. see "West Virginians in the Revolution". He fought in the Battle of Point Pleasant on 10 Oct 1774 as Pvt in Capt William Cledenin's Company from Greenbrier Co in 1778.

Children of ALEXANDER CLENDENIN and CATHERINE SPENCER are:
17. i. LUCINDA IV CLENDENIN, m. WILLIAM LEWIS, March 08, 1808.
ii. GEORGE CLENDENIN.
iii. CHARLES CLENDENIN.
iv. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. Kanawha, VA; d. December 23, 1864, Mason, VA.

12. CAPTAIN WILLIAM IV CLENDENIN (CHARLES III, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born May 23, 1753 in Augusta Co, VA, and died February 16, 1828 in Mason County, Virginia (Mt. Pleasant Cem.). He married MARGARET HANDLEY 1783. She was born May 10, 1762, and died March 1835.

Notes for CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLENDENIN:

Children of CAPTAIN CLENDENIN and MARGARET HANLEY are:
16. i. ROBERT III CLENDENIN.
ii. ELIZABETH CLENDENIN, b. August 28, 1785.
iii. SOPHIA CLENDENIN, b. March 27, 1787, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. April 17, 1823, Teay's Valley, Putnam, IN.
v. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. November 18, 1790, Greenbrier Co, VA; d. July 24, 1793, Greenbrier Co, VA.
vi. ANDREW CLENDENIN, b. August 30, 1796; d. November 20, 1803.

Children of ALEXANDER CLENDENIN (CHARLES III, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) were born Abt. 1754, and died September 04, 1830 in Lewisburg, Mason County, Virginia. He married CATHERINE SPENCER.

Notes for ALEXANDER CLENDENIN:
Served in Revolutionary Army. see "West Virginians in the Revolution". He fought in the Battle of Point Pleasant on 10 Oct 1774 as Pvt in Capt William Cledenin's Company from Greenbrier Co in 1778.

Children of ALEXANDER CLENDENIN and CATHERINE SPENCER are:
17. i. LUCINDA IV CLENDENIN, m. WILLIAM LEWIS, March 08, 1808.
ii. GEORGE CLENDENIN.
iii. CHARLES CLENDENIN.
iv. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. Kanawha, VA; d. December 23, 1864, Mason, VA.

13. ALEXANDER IV CLENDENIN (CHARLES III, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born Abt. 1754, and died September 04, 1830 in Lewisburg, Mason County, Virginia. He married CATHERINE SPENCER.

Notes for ALEXANDER CLENDENIN:
Served in Revolutionary Army. see "West Virginians in the Revolution". He fought in the Battle of Point Pleasant on 10 Oct 1774 as Pvt in Capt William Cledenin's Company from Greenbrier Co in 1778.

Children of ALEXANDER CLENDENIN and CATHERINE SPENCER are:
17. i. LUCINDA IV CLENDENIN, m. WILLIAM LEWIS, March 08, 1808.
ii. GEORGE CLENDENIN.
iii. CHARLES CLENDENIN.
iv. JOHN CLENDENIN, b. Kanawha, VA; d. December 23, 1864, Mason, VA.

18. v. ANDREW CLENDENIN, b. Mason, VA.
vi. JULIA CLENDENIN, m. ? LEMASTERS.
vii. NARCISSUS CLENDENIN.
14. THOMAS JEFFERSON⁵ CLENDENIN (ROBERT C.⁴, CHARLES³, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born Abt. 1771 in Augusta Co, VA, and died bef. August 1833 in Bourbon County, Kentucky. He married SUSANNAH REYNOLDS June 06, 1799 in Clark Co, KY. She was born September 07, 1774 in Fredrick Co, VA, and died bef. May 1866 in Bourbon Co, KY.

Children of THOMAS CLENDENIN and SUSANNAH REYNOLDS are:
   i. WILLIAM⁶ CLENDENIN.
   ii. WILLIAM CLENDENIN.
   iii. MARGARET CLENDENIN, b. May 13, 1804, Bourbon Co, KY; d. March 03, 1865, North Middleton, Bourbon Co, KY.
   iv. FLEMMING CLENDENIN, b. March 17, 1805, Middleton, Bourbon, KY; d. February 19, 1878, Middleton, Bourbon, KY; m. (1) MAHALA PALMER, November 06, 1828, Middleton, Bourbon, KY; m. (2) MELVINA HEDGES, Abt. 1850, Bourbon Co, KY; b. 1813; d. 1891, Bourbon Co, KY.
   v. CYNTHIA CLENDENIN, b. Abt. 1805, Bourbon Co, KY; d. November 23, 1852, Bourbon Co, KY.
   vi. MARY F. CLENDENIN, b. Bef. 1810; m. WILLIAM A. POPE, October 27, 1855.
   vii. SOPHIA CLENDENIN, b. Bef. 1810.

15. JOHN⁵ CANTRELL, JR (MARY ELLEN⁴ CLENDENIN, CHARLES³, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) He married MARY C CLENDENIN, daughter of GEORGE CLENDENIN.

Child of JOHN CANTRELL and MARY CLENDENIN is:
   18. i. ELEANOR JEMIMA⁶ CANTRELL, b. 1814; d. August 31, 1854, Mason Co, VA, Cantrell-Miller Cemetery.

16. CHARLES⁵ CLENDENIN (CAPTAIN WILLIAM⁴, CHARLES³, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born July 18, 1789 in Greenbrier Co, VA, and died June 20, 1862 in Mason Co, VA, buried Gallipolis Ferry. He married SOPHIA NEAL December 11, 1807.

Child of CHARLES CLENDENIN and SOPHIA NEAL is:
   i. JAMES E⁶ CLENDENIN, b. September 18, 1835, Clendenin Dist., Mason, VA; m. AGNES A STERRETT, October 30, 1862, Mason, VA.

17. ANDREW⁵ CLENDENIN (ALEXANDER⁴, CHARLES³, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born in, Mason, VA. He married REBECCA EDWARDS December 11, 1818.

Children of ANDREW CLENDENIN and REBECCA EDWARDS are:
   i. TAYLOR W⁶ CLENDENIN, b. August 01, 1848, Mason, VA; m. SARAH KINCAIDE, November 1882, Mason, WV.
   ii. JAMES EDWARD CLENDENIN, b. April 12, 1845, Mason, VA; m. ELLA FOWLER, December 30, 1875, Mason, WV.

Generation No. 6

18. ELEANOR JEMIMA⁶ CANTRELL (JOHN⁵, MARY ELLEN⁴ CLENDENIN, CHARLES³, WILLIAM II, WILLIAM I CLENDENIN) was born 1814, and died August 31, 1854 in Mason Co, VA, Cantrell-Miller Cemetery. She married CHARLES C. MILLER.

Child of ELEANOR CANTRELL and CHARLES MILLER is:
   i. GEORGE W.⁷ MILLER, b. 1843, Mason Co, VA?; d. June 11, 1855, Mason Co, VA, Cantrell-Miller Cemetery.
Descendants of David Cumming

Generation No. 1

1. David\textsuperscript{1} Cumming was born Bet. 1674 - 1703 in SCOTLAND, and died Bet. 1722 - 1788.

Notes for David Cumming:
FOUND ON WFT VOL. 39, TREE # 464

Child of David Cumming is:
2. i. William\textsuperscript{2} Cumming, b. 1725, Inverness, Highland, Ireland; d. 1793, Linganore Hills, fred., Md.

Generation No. 2

2. William\textsuperscript{2} Cumming (David\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1725 in Inverness, Highland, Ireland, and died 1793 in Linganore Hills, fred., Md. He married Sarah Coppage 1750. She was born 1737 in EASTERN SHORE, A.A.CO., MD, and died 1765.

Notes for William Cumming:
WILLIAM CUMMING WAS BORN NEAR INVERNESS IRELAND Abt. 1725.
HE WAS WOUNDED IN THE BATTLE OF COLLADON (?) APRIL 16, 1746.
REACHED MARYLAND IN 1747.
SARAH COPPAGE WAS OF AN OLD EASTERN SHORE FAMILY.
HE BECAME A LARGE LAND PROPRIETOR IN FREDRICK COUNTY, MD.

More About Sarah Coppage:
SoURCE: WFT VOL. 7, TREE # 192

Children of William Cumming and Sarah Coppage are:

i. Anna\textsuperscript{3} Cumming, b. 1751, , WASHINGTON CO., KY; d. 1813; m. John Campbell Jr; b. 1747.
ii. Elizabeth Cumming, b. 1752, , WASHINGTON CO., KY; d. 1836; m. Nicholas Hobbs.
iii. Sarah Cumming, b. 1754, , WASHINGTONCO., KY.
iv. Robert Cumming, b. 1754, , WASHINGTON CO., KY; d. 1825; m. Mary Allen Coates.
v. Jane Cumming, b. 1756, , WASHINGTON CO., KY.
vi. Catherine Cumming, b. 1758, , WASHINGTON CO., KY.
vii. Thomas Cumming, b. 1765, , WASHINGTON CO., KY; d. 1834; m. Ann Clay.

Generation No. 3

3. Sarah\textsuperscript{3} Cumming (William\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1754 in , WASHINGTONCO., KY. She married Edward Dorsey 1777. He was born 1750 in , WASHINGTON CO., KY, and died 1825 in , WASHINGTON, KY.

Children of Sarah Cumming and Edward Dorsey are:

i. William Cumming\textsuperscript{4} Dorsey, b. 1776, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1830, , SOMERSET, PA.
ii. Deborah Dorsey, b. Bet. 1777 - 1778, , ANNE ARUNDEL, KY; m. (1) ?? WELCH; m. (2) ?? McElroy; m. (3) ?? Larue.
iii. Robert Dorsey, b. 1780, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1848; m. Phebe Myers; b. 1784.
iv. Thomas Dorsey, b. 1782, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1839.
v. Richard Dorsey, b. 1784, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; m. Lucy Jeffries; b. 1788.
vi. Johnsey Dorsey, b. 1786, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD.
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vii. ANN DORSEY, b. August 01, 1793, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. July 18, 1860, , HARDIN, KY.

Generation No. 4

4. WILLIAM CUMMING4 DORSEY (SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) was born 1776 in , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD, and died 1830 in , SOMERSET, PA. He married MARY BLACK Bet. 1796 - 1799 in , , MD. She was born 1779 in , ADAMS, PA, and died August 31, 1840 in , SOMERSET, PA.

Children of WILLIAM DORSEY and MARY BLACK are:
   i. JAMES BLACK5 DORSEY, b. 1798, , SOMERSET, PA.
   ii. DAVID DORSEY, b. 1800, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1880, , HANCOCK, OH.
   iii. EDWARD DORSEY, b. 1803, , SOMERSET, PA; d. May 19, 1872.
   iv. WILLIAM DORSEY JR, b. 1804, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1886, , HANCOCK, OH.
   v. JANE DORSEY, b. 1808, , SOMERSET, PA; d. October 27, 1878, , HANCOCK, OH.

More About JANE DORSEY:
   Burial: vAN BUREN CEM., HANCOCK, OH

vi. LOYD DORSEY, b. 1810, , PA; d. June 03, 1873.
   vii. HENRY DORSEY, b. 1812, , PA.
   viii. CORDELIA DORSEY, b. 1814, , SOMERSET, PA.
   ix. LOUIS DORSEY, b. 1816, , SOMERSET, PA.

5. THOMAS4 DORSEY (SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) was born 1782 in , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD, and died 1839. He married AMELIA GLOVER. She was born 1786.

Children of THOMAS DORSEY and AMELIA GLOVER are:
   i. WILLIAM CUMMING5 DORSEY, m. SUSAN PARKS.
   ii. JOSHUA DORSEY.
   iii. RACHEL DORSEY.
   iv. MARY ELIZABETH DORSEY.
   v. JOHN CUMMING DORSEY.
   vi. SARAH DORSEY, b. 1814, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1845, , HANCOCK, OH.

Generation No. 5

6. RACHEL5 DORSEY (THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) She married JAMES DEWITT.

Children of RACHEL DORSEY and JAMES DEWITT are:
   i. ADA6 DEWITT.
   ii. ANNIE DEWITT.
   iii. MATILDA DEWITT.
   iv. SISY DEWITT.
   v. NANCY DEWITT.

7. JOHN CUMMING5 DORSEY (THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) He married LAURA SMITH.

Children of JOHN DORSEY and LAURA SMITH are:
   i. WILLIAM SHERIDAN6 DORSEY.
   ii. ANNIE AMELIA DORSEY.
   iii. ROBERTA MAY DORSEY, m. SPINSTER.
   iv. THOMAS SIDNEY DORSEY, m. MAMIE POLLY.
   v. CHARLES EDWIN DORSEY, m. ANNA LEORA REDMAN.
   vi. BYRON CLARENCE DORSEY, b. 1876; d. August 13, 1950, FRANKLIN, MACON, NC.

8. SARAH5 DORSEY (THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) was born 1814 in , SOMERSET, PA, and
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died 1845 in, HANCOCK, OH. She married OLMSTEAD BAKER.

Children of SARAH DORSEY and OLMSTEAD BAKER are:
15. i. CYRUS H. BAKER.
   ii. AMELIA BAKER, m. CHARLES SMITH.

Generation No. 6

9. ADA6 DEWITT (RACHEL5 DORSEY, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) She married CYRUS H. BAKER, son of OLMSTEAD BAKER and SARAH DORSEY.

Children of ADA DEWITT and CYRUS BAKER are:
   i. MABEL ADA7 BAKER.
   ii. HORACE HENDRICK BAKER, m. (1) BESS DORSEY BARNES; m. (2) ANNIE DEWITT BARNES.

10. MATILDA6 DEWITT (RACHEL5 DORSEY, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) She married MOSES D MILLER.

Children of MATILDA DEWITT and MOSES MILLER are:
   16. i. JOHN7 MILLER.
   17. ii. LULA MILLER.
   18. iii. GERTRUDE MILLER.
   19. iv. MOSES DEWITT MILLER.
      v. MARY PRICE MILLER, m. ROY J SMITH.

11. NANCY6 DEWITT (RACHEL5 DORSEY, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) She married GEORGE FARLEIGH BARNES.

Children of NANCY DEWITT and GEORGE BARNES are:
   i. ANNIE DEWITT7 BARNES, m. HORACE HENDRICK BAKER.
   ii. BESS DORSEY BARNES, m. HORACE HENDRICK BAKER.
   20. iii. MARY NELL BARNES.

12. WILLIAM SHERIDAN6 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING5, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) He married SARAH EMILY ROBB.

Children of WILLIAM DORSEY and SARAH ROBB are:
   i. ANNIE ELIZABETH7 DORSEY, m. (1) OLEN MONROE DAVIS; m. (2) RENOLD A. CHAMPAGNE.
   21. ii. LAURA LUCRETIA DORSEY.
   22. iii. WILLIAM SIDNEY DORSEY.
   23. iv. EMILY ALICE DORSEY.
   24. v. ROBERTA LEE DORSEY.
   25. vi. MARGARET CUMMING DORSEY.

13. ANNIE AMELIA6 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING5, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) She married JOHN WELLER BROWNFIELD.

Child of ANNIE DORSEY and JOHN BROWNFIELD is:
   26. i. LAURA ELLEN7 BROWNFIELD.

14. BYRON CLARENCE6 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING5, THOMAS4, SARAH3 CUMMING, WILLIAM2, DAVID1) was born 1876, and died August 13, 1950 in FRANKLIN, MACON, NC. He married GEORGEANA LAFONTISEE September 25, 1901 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., daughter of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and MARY FAYET. She was born 1878, and died 1962.
Children of Byron Dorsey and Georgeana LaFontisee are:
   i. Mary Elizabeth7 Dorsey, b. 1902; d. 1928, Ashville, NC.
   ii. Laura Louise Dorsey, b. May 03, 1907.


Child of Cyrus Baker and Minerva Payne is:
29. i. Minerva Agnes7 Baker.

Children are listed above under (9) Ada Dewitt.

Generation No. 7


Child of John Miller and Linnie Barnes is:
   i. Margaret8 Miller, m. ??? Spinster.

17. Lula7 Miller (Matilda6 Dewitt, Rachel5 Dorsey, Thomas4, Sarah3 Cumming, William2, David1) She married William Carson Officer.

Children of Lula Miller and William Officer are:
30. i. Elise Miller8 Officer.
31. ii. Sara Matilda Officer.
32. iii. Mary Katherine Officer.

18. Gertrude7 Miller (Matilda6 Dewitt, Rachel5 Dorsey, Thomas4, Sarah3 Cumming, William2, David1) She married William Alpheus Bussell.

Child of Gertrude Miller and William Bussell is:
33. i. William Alpheus8 Bussell jr.

19. Moses Dewitt7 Miller (Matilda6 Dewitt, Rachel5 Dorsey, Thomas4, Sarah3 Cumming, William2, David1) He married Dorothy Crawford.

Child of Moses Miller and Dorothy Crawford is:
34. i. Moses Dewitt8 Miller jr.

20. Mary Nell7 Barnes (Nancy6 Dewitt, Rachel5 Dorsey, Thomas4, Sarah3 Cumming, William2, David1) She married Harold Debow Williams.

Child of Mary Barnes and Harold Williams is:
35. i. Daniel Marshall8 Williams.


Children of Laura Dorsey and Hugh Thomson are:
   i. Hugh Allen Blair8 Thomson jr.
22. William Sidney\(^7\) Dorsey (William Sheridan\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) He married Mary Ousley Davis.

Child of William Dorsey and Mary Davis is:
37. i. Mary Ann Dorsey\(^8\) Dorsey.

23. Emily Alice\(^7\) Dorsey (William Sheridan\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) She married Harry John Brinkley.

Children of Emily Dorsey and Harry Brinkley are:
38. i. Harriet Emily\(^8\) Brinkley.
   ii. Marcia Lucretia Brinkley, m. Richard Firth.
   iii. John Spencer Brinkley.

24. Roberta Lee\(^7\) Dorsey (William Sheridan\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) She married Harry Floyd Collar.

Child of Roberta Dorsey and Harry Collar is:
39. i. Courtney Dorsey\(^8\) Collar.

25. Margaret Cumming\(^7\) Dorsey (William Sheridan\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) She married Thomas Kemp Topsen.

Children of Margaret Dorsey and Thomas Topsen are:
40. i. Anorgus\(^8\) Topsen.
   ii. William Lorens Topsen.

26. Laura Ellen\(^7\) Brownfield (Annie Amelia\(^6\) Dorsey, John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) She married Fransis McIntosh Womack Sr.

Children of Laura Brownfield and Fransis Womack are:
41. i. Dorsey Ann\(^8\) Womack.
42. ii. Fransis McIntosh Womack Jr.

27. Laura Louise\(^7\) Dorsey (Byron Clarence\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) was born May 03, 1907. She married William Overton Billiter. He was born September 04, 1901 in Williamstown, KY.

Children of Laura Dorsey and William Billiter are:
43. i. William Overton\(^9\) Billiter Jr.
   ii. Frances Edith Billiter.
   iii. Susanne Speaks Billiter.

28. John Cumming\(^7\) Dorsey (Byron Clarence\(^6\), John Cumming\(^5\), Thomas\(^4\), Sarah\(^3\) Cumming, William\(^2\), David\(^1\)) was born Unknown. He married (1) Jean?. He married (2) Kerry Jean Mitchell.

Child of John Dorsey and Jean? is:
44. i. Kerry\(^8\) Dorsey.

Child of John Dorsey and Kerry Mitchell is:
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ii. KERRY\textsuperscript{8} DORSEY.

29. MINERVA AGNES\textsuperscript{7} BAKER (CYRUS H\textsuperscript{5}, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) She married SAMUEL WHEELOCK HURLBURT.

Children of MINERVA BAKER and SAMUEL HURLBURT are:
45. i. GEORGE WHEELOCK\textsuperscript{8} HURLBURT.
    ii. GEORGE SAMUEL HURLBURT.

Generation No. 8

30. ELISE MILLER\textsuperscript{8} OFFICER (LULA\textsuperscript{7} MILLER, MATILDA\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) She married LEWIS HAYMAN KRAMER.

Child of ELISE OFFICER and LEWIS KRAMER is:
    i. LEWIS HAYMAN KRAMER\textsuperscript{9} JR.

31. SARA MATILDA\textsuperscript{8} OFFICER (LULA\textsuperscript{7} MILLER, MATILDA\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) She married ROBERT MATHEW ADAMS.

Children of SARA OFFICER and ROBERT ADAMS are:
    i. DIANESUSAN\textsuperscript{9} ADAMS.
    ii. CHARLES MATHEW ADAMS.

32. MARY KATHERINE\textsuperscript{8} OFFICER (LULA\textsuperscript{7} MILLER, MATILDA\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) She married FRANK KENNETH WEY.

Children of MARY OFFICER and FRANK WEY are:
46. i. MARY HELEN\textsuperscript{9} WEY.
    ii. KATHERINE LU WEY, m. LARRY EDWARD ABBOTT.
47. iii. FRANCES KENNY WEY.
    iv. EMILY ELISE WEY.

33. WILLIAM ALPHEUS BUSSELL JR (GERTRUDE\textsuperscript{7} MILLER, MATILDA\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) He married ELMA LEE BOHANNON.

Child of WILLIAM BUSSELL and ELMA BOHANNON is:
48. i. MATILDA LORA\textsuperscript{9} BUSSELL.

34. MOSES DEWITT\textsuperscript{8} MILLER JR (MOSES DEWITT\textsuperscript{7}, MATILDA\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) He married BETTY SUE CONE.

Child of MOSES MILLER and BETTY CONE is:
    i. MOSES DEWITT\textsuperscript{9} MILLER III.

35. DANIEL MARSHALL\textsuperscript{8} WILLIAMS (MARY NELL\textsuperscript{7} BARNES, NANCY\textsuperscript{6} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{4}, SARAH\textsuperscript{3} CUMMING, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) He married DORALEE FOGEL.

Child of DANIEL WILLIAMS and DORALEE FOGEL is:
    i. MICHAEL JOSEPH WILLIAMS.

36. MARGARET LUCRETIA\textsuperscript{8} THOMSON (LAURA LUCRETIA\textsuperscript{7} DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{6}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{5},}
Children of MARGARET THOMSON and HERMON SHONBRUN are:
  i. SARAH MIA BLAIR<sup>5</sup> SHONBRUN, m. KENNETH WALKER.
  ii. SUSAN HOWARD SHONBRUN.
  iii. VICTORIA ROSS SHONBRUN.
  iv. ANNE THOMAS SHONBRUN.
  v. ROBERT SHONBRUN.

37. MARY ANN DORSEY<sup>5</sup> DORSEY (WILLIAM SIDNEY<sup>6</sup>, WILLIAM SHERIDAN<sup>6</sup>, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) She married WILLIAM HENRY BARBER.

Children of MARY DORSEY and WILLIAM BARBER are:
  i. WILLIAM HENRY<sup>6</sup> BARBER,JR.
  ii. LESLIE ANN BARBER.
  iii. AMANDA BARBER.

38. HARRIET EMILY<sup>6</sup> BRINKLEY (EMILY ALICE<sup>5</sup> DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN<sup>6</sup>, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) She married JOHN RALPH WIEDEMAN.

Child of HARRIET BRINKLEY and JOHN WIEDEMAN is:
  i. ROBERT HUGH<sup>6</sup> WIEDEMAN.

39. COURTNEY DORSEY<sup>6</sup> COLLAR (ROBERTA LEE<sup>5</sup> DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN<sup>6</sup>, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) He married MARY VIRGINIA NEWSOM.

Children of COURTNEY COLLAR and MARY NEWSOM are:
  i. MARY VIRGINIA<sup>7</sup> COLLAR.
  ii. COURTNEY HAMILTON COLLAR.

40. ANORGUS<sup>5</sup> TOPSEN (MARGARET CUMMING<sup>7</sup> DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN<sup>6</sup>, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) He married (1) RIKIE?. He married (2) SHARON ?.

Children of ANORGUS TOPSEN and SHARON ? are:
  i. JOHN PATRICK<sup>9</sup> TOPSEN.
  ii. PETER KILLUINO TOPSEN.

41. DORSEY ANN<sup>8</sup> WOMACK (LAURA ELLEN<sup>7</sup> BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA<sup>6</sup> DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) She married GARLAND BRENnan.

Children of DORSEY WOMACK and GARLAND BRENnan are:
49. i. DORSEY ANN<sup>9</sup> BRENnan.
50. ii. MELINDA BRENnan.

42. FRANIS McINTOSH<sup>8</sup> WOMACK,Jr (LAURA ELLEN<sup>7</sup> BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA<sup>6</sup> DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING<sup>5</sup>, THOMAS<sup>4</sup>, SARAH<sup>3</sup> CUMMING, WILLIAM<sup>2</sup>, DAVID<sup>1</sup>) He married JAQUELINE HEWTIT.

Children of FRANIS WOMACK and JAQUELINE HEWTIT are:
  i. MC INTOSH<sup>9</sup> WOMACK.
  ii. JOHN WOMACK.
  iii. MARY GLENN WOMACK.
  iv. TIMOTHY WOMACK.
43. WILLIAM OVERTON^8 BILLITER Jr (LAURA LOUISE^7 DORSEY, BYRON CLARENCE^6, JOHN CUMMING^5, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) He married MAURINE FLANNAGAN.

Children of WILLIAM BILLITER and MAURINE FLANNAGAN are:
   i. STEPHEN T^9 BILLITER.
   ii. SUZANNE MAURINE BILLITER.

44. KERRY^8 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING^7, BYRON CLARENCE^6, JOHN CUMMING^5, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) She married CHARLES BRYANT MC MURRAY.

Child of KERRY DORSEY and CHARLES MC MURRAY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER BRYANT^9 MC MURRAY.

45. GEORGE WHEELOCK^8 HURBURT (MINERVA AGNES^7 BAKER, CYRUS H^6, SARAH^5 DORSEY, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) He married NETTIE KATHERINE HAMLEY.

Child of GEORGE HURBURT and NETTIE HAMLEY is:
   51. i. GEORGE RICHARD^9 HURBURT.

Generation No. 9

46. MARY HELEN^9 WEY (MARY KATHERINE^8 OFFICER, LULA^7 MILLER, MATILDA^6 DEWITT, RACHEL^5 DORSEY, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) She married DONALD WEYNE THACKER.

Child of MARY WEY and DONALD THACKER is:
   i. DONALD WEY^10 THACKER.

47. FRANCES KENNY^9 WEY (MARY KATHERINE^8 OFFICER, LULA^7 MILLER, MATILDA^6 DEWITT, RACHEL^5 DORSEY, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) She married (1) GUY WALTON WISENANT. She married (2) CLIFFORD HAREJR.

Child of FRANCES WEY and GUY WISENANT is:
   i. GUY WALTON^10 WISENANTJR.

Child of FRANCES WEY and CLIFFORD HARE is:
   ii. JENNIFER LOUISE^10 HARE.

48. MATILDA LORA^9 BUSSELL (WILLIAM ALPHEUS^8, GERTRUDE^7 MILLER, MATILDA^6 DEWITT, RACHEL^5 DORSEY, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) She married WILLIAM MORGAN SPECK.

Child of MATILDA BUSSELL and WILLIAM SPECK is:
   i. ANITA LEE^10 SPECK.

49. DORSEY ANN^9 BRENNAN (DORSEY ANN^8 WOMACK, LAURA ELLEN^7 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA^6 DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING^5, THOMAS^4, SARAH^3 CUMMING, WILLIAM^2, DAVID^1) She married JOHN RANDLE DAY.

Children of DORSEY BRENNAN and JOHN DAY are:
   i. SHELLY ANN^10 DAY.
   ii. JOHN RANDALL DAY ?.

50. MELINDA^9 BRENNAN (DORSEY ANN^8 WOMACK, LAURA ELLEN^7 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA^6 DORSEY, JOHN
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*Cumming*, Thomas⁴, Sarah⁵ Cumming, William², David¹ She married Lewis Milton Clyburn.

Children of Melinda Brennan and Lewis Clyburn are:
  i. Jonathan Scott¹⁰ Clyburn.
  ii. William Andrew Clyburn.


Children of George Hurlburt and Ruth Sherrard are:
  i. Randall Lee¹⁰ Hurlburt, m. Sue Reynolds.
  ii. Russell Thomas Hurlburt, m. Roberta Jean Rochkar.
  iii. Patricia Ruth Hurlburt, m. Chester Fredrick Crone.
  iv. Skye Hurlburt, m. R. Douglas Burchesky.
Descendants of William Danforth

Generation No. 1


More About William Danforth:
Burial: 1512, Framlingham, Suffolk, England

More About Isabet:
Burial: WFT Est. 1486-1556, Framlingham, Suffolk, England

Child of William Danforth and Isabet is:

Generation No. 2


Notes for Paul Danforth:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.7976.4]

Individual: Danforth, Paul
Birth date: Abt. 1482
Birth place: ENG
CD# 100

More About Paul Danforth:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of Paul Danforth and Katheryne is:

Generation No. 3


Notes for Nicholas Danforth:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.7976.1]

Individual: Danforth, Nicholas
Birth date: Abt. 1530
Birth place: ENG
CD# 100

More About NICHOLAS DANFORTH:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of NICHOLAS DANFORTH and ALICE is:

Generation No. 4


Child of THOMAS DANFORTH and JANE SUDBURY is:
5. i. NICHOLAS$^5$ DANFORTH, b. March 01, 1588/89, Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng.; d. April 08, 1638, Cambridge, Middlesex, Ma..

Generation No. 5

5. NICHOLAS$^5$ DANFORTH (THOMAS$^4$, NICHOLAS$^3$, PAUL$^2$, WILLIAM$^1$) was born March 01, 1588/89 in FRamlingham, Suffolk, Eng., and died April 08, 1638 in Cambridge, Middlesex, Ma.. He married ELIZABETH SYMMAS February 11, 1616/17 in FRAMLINGHAM, Suffolk, Eng.. She was born Abt. 1595 in , , , England, and died February 22, 1627/28 in FRamlingham, Plumsgate, S, England.

Child of NICHOLAS DANFORTH and ELIZABETH SYMMAS is:
6. i. LIDIA$^6$ DANFORTH, b. May 24, 1625, Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng.; d. August 16, 1686, , , Ma..

Generation No. 6

6. LIDIA$^6$ DANFORTH (NICHOLAS$^5$, THOMAS$^4$, NICHOLAS$^3$, PAUL$^2$, WILLIAM$^1$) was born May 24, 1625 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. He married HESTER BUCKINGHAM 1687 in , , , Connecticut, daughter of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HESTHER HOSMER. She was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709.

Notes for LIDIA DANFORTH:
d: 9/16/1686, Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Notes for WILLIAM BEAMONT:
m: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 20  d: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 19

Child of LIDIA DANFORTH and WILLIAM BEAMONT is:

Generation No. 7

7. SAMUEL$^7$ BEAMONT (LIDIA$^6$ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS$^5$, THOMAS$^4$, NICHOLAS$^3$, PAUL$^2$, WILLIAM$^1$) was born February 28, 1655/56 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. He married HESTER BUCKINGHAM 1687 in , , Connecticut, daughter of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HESTHER HOSMER. She was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709.
Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT:
B: Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and HESTER BUCKINGHAM are:
   i. HESTER BEAMAN
   ii. SAMUEL BEAMAN BEAUMONT, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 8

8. SAMUEL BEAMAN BEAUMONT (SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born 1691 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died Unknown in ?. He married MRS. ABIGAIL DENNISON June 27, 1716 in Old Saybury Twp., Middlesex, Connecticut. She was born Abt. 1695 in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and ABIGAIL DENNISON are:
   i. SAMUEL9 BEAUMONT, b. February 23, 1731/32, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. August 09, 1789, ?.
   ii. ABYGAIL BEAUMONT, b. March 27, 1717.

Generation No. 9

9. SAMUEL9 BEAUMONT (SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born February 23, 1731/32 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died August 09, 1789 in ?. He married THANKFUL TOWNER February 24, 1757 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of SAMUEL TOWNER and AMY WARD. She was born March 19, 1737/38 in Goshen, Litchfield, Conn., and died April 25, 1824 in ?.

More About THANKFUL TOWNER:
Fact 1: April 25, 1824, Died date supplied by Ches C. Thornburgh, 356 N. Maple Ave. East Orange, N.J.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and THANKFUL TOWNER are:
   i. SAMUEL10 BEAUMONT, JR., b. February 23, 1758, HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT; d. November 27, 1837, ?.
   ii. JOHN BEAUMONT, b. June 12, 1760, SAYBROOK, CT.

Generation No. 10

10. SAMUEL10 BEAUMONT, JR. (SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born February 23, 1758 in HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT, and died November 27, 1837 in ?. He married SEABRID TOWERS Abt. 1785 in ?. She was born May 25, 1748 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.2405.17]

Individual: Beaumont, Samuel
Birth date: Feb 23, 1755
Birth place: CT
CD# 100

More About SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
Fact 1: Sgt. in Continental Army
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS is:
   i. VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, b. August 18, 1786, ?; d. May 13, 1825, ?.
11. VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT (SAML10, SAML9, SAML BEAMAN8, SAML7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?. She married WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN 1800 in ?, son of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and LIDIA WILEY. He was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?.

Child of VIRGINIA BEAUMONT and WILLIAM GRIFFIN is:
12. i. ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?

More About ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October 26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:
13. i. CHARLES W13 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
iii. ALEXANDER G ? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
iv. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:
Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.
15. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..
16.  

Fred G Handley, b. June 13, 1849; d. 1935, Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (Area).

Generation No. 13

13. Charles W13 Handley (Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beaman8, Samuel7, Lida6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) Mary Sayer Unknown. He married (2) Elizabeth Susab Frances Love Unknown, daughter of Daniel Love and Cynthia Chadwick. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for Elizabeth Susab Frances Love:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About Elizabeth Susab Frances Love:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of Charles Handley and Elizabeth Love are:
17. i. Marion Love14 Handley, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
18. ii. Frank Handley, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.

Notes for Joseph Switzer:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. Willia Handley.


Notes for Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
The Reunion Committee of the Association of American Boyers Placed the Colonel's Photograph on the 1911 Reunion Button;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park...where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:

i. FREDERICK EARL14 BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.

20. ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.

iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

15. JOHN SAMUEL13 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABR12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE14 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.


iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


22. v. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. January 11, 1892; d. April 15, 1885.

vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

16. FRED G13 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABR12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON
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More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
  i.  ERNEST Handley.
  ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 14

17. MARION LOVE Handley (CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRID Griffin, VIRGINIA FRANCES Beaumont, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL Beam, SAMUEL, LIDIA Danforth, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, , OH.

Notes for MARION LOVE HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
  24. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
  25. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
    v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904., Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
  27. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

19. LEONIDUS B Handley (CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRID Griffin, VIRGINIA FRANCES Beaumont, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL Beam, SAMUEL, LIDIA Danforth, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write hi name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton
Children of Leondus Handley and Clara Peters are:
  i. Marian Love Handley, m. W. Alex.

Notes for Marian Love Handley:
  Unmarried

  iii. Vinca Handley, m. (1) ? Brown; m. (2) ? Hufford.
29.  iv. Irene Handley.

20. Frank C. Bowyer (Victoria E. Handley, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, Virginia Frances Beaumont, Samuel, Samuel, Samuel Beaman, Samuel, Lidia Danforth, Nicholas, Thomas, Nicholas, Paul, William) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in , Lounds, Ala..

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
  Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

  He organized the F. C. Bowyer Company, Steamship Agents and Ship Brokers, Dealers in Phosphate Rock and Lumber. He was President of the Tampa Terminal Company, President of the Florida Investment Company, President of the Tampa Board of Trade, and was the Mayor of Tampa during the Spanish American War (1898-1899).

Children of Frank Bowyer and Lula Baldrick are:
  i. Frank Prague Bowyer, b. June 05, 1893, Lakeland, , Fla..
  ii. Russell Baldrick Bowyer, b. August 23, 1897.
  iii. Fred. Louis Bowyer, b. March 12, 1900.


More About Garland Love Handley:
  Cause of Death: Heart Attack

Notes for Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:

More About Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:
  Cause of Death: Kidney Failure

Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for Garland Handley and Heloise Bowyer:

Children of Garland Handley and Heloise Bowyer are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

31. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

22. EARL SAMUEL14 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
32. i. ALICE LOVE15 HANDLEY, b. November 10, 1920.
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 15

23. CHARLES MARION15 HANDLEY (FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE16 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
33. ii. GORDON16 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
34. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

24. RICHARD GOODWIN15 HANDLEY (FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
(The following accounts related to PATRICIA BOWER, when visiting in 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy. Dick would tie a rope onto a plow and pull it while grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
35. i. VIRGINIA16 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
36. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

25. CLARK WALKER15 HANDLEY (FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born May 12, 1902. He married Edna Oldfather. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of Clark Handley and Edna Oldfather are:
   i. Leona Mae16 Handley, b. May 30, 1926.
   ii. Lowell Handley, b. January 03, 1928.
   iii. Donald Handley, b. November 28, 1929.

26. James Columbus Blaine15 Handley (Frank14, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beaman8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born January 12, 1908 in Ona, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married Marion Pellow. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of James Handley and Marion Pellow are:
40. i. Charles Richard16 Handley.

27. Ruth Olivia15 Kendrick (Frank14 Handley, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beaman8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born April 16, 1919. She married Ralph Horine. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for Ruth Olivia Kendrick:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of Ruth Kendrick and Ralph Horine are:
42. i. Linda16 Horine, b. November 22, 1941.


Notes for Everette Lester Handley:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of Everette Handley and Mabel A. are:
   i. Genevieve16 Handley, m. ? Dailey.
   ii. Charlotte Handley, m. ? Webb.


Children of Irene Handley and ? Loy are:
   i. Floyd Twin16 Loy.
   ii. Charles Twin Loy.

30. R L Handley To Robert Handley15 Tolbert (Garland Love14 Handley, John Samuel13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beaman8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born January 21, 1919. He married Luna Margaret Everage October 09, 1943 in Falmouth, , Mass. She was born September 19, 1923 in Glenwood, Crenshaw, Al.
Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
43. i. ROBERT ARTHUR16 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL.; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
44. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
45. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
   iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

31. WILLIAM BOWYER15 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE14, JOHN SAMUEL13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and
died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (#2). From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
  "       " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
  "       " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.
While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.


Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER
WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERE SOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
46. i. RUBY HELOISE16 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
47. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
48. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

32. ALICE LOVE15 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL14, JOHN SAMUEL13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON
JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.
9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.
AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.
BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MELISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977
MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.
LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE16 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 16

33. GORDON16 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

34. DARRELL16 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
49. i. SHARON17 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

35. VIRGINIA16 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
50. i. SANDRA K17 DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
51. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
52. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

36. ROLLAND BRUBAKER16 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN 'LYNN THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
53. i. CRAIG17 HANDLEY.
   ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
   iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
54. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

37. LOWELL16 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
55. i. SON17 HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
56. iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.
38. Donald16 Handle (Clark Walker15, Frank14, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
   ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

39. Robert16 Handle (Clark Walker15, Frank14, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
   57. i. KIMBERLY17 HANDLEY, Adopted child.

40. Charles Richard16 Handle (James Columbus Blaine15, Frank14, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
   i. JOYCE17 HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

41. Marian Marney16 Handle (James Columbus Blaine15, Frank14, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN17 LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

42. Linda16 Horine (Ruth Oliva15 Kendrick, Frank14 Handle, Charles W13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
   58. i. ROBIN17 AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

43. Robert Arthur16 Tolbert (R L Handle To Robert Handle15, Garland Love14 Handle, John Samuel13, Eliza Seabrid12 Griffin, Virginia Frances11 Beaumont, Samuel10, Samuel9, Samuel Beam8, Samuel7, Lidia6 Danforth, Nicholas5, Thomas4, Nicholas3, Paul2, William1) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHA, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.
Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
59. i. ROBERT JAY TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
60. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

44. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

45. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

46. RUBY HOLOISE HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER GARLAND LOVE JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

47. SARA LYNN HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER GARLAND LOVE JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born January 12, 1959 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

48. JULIA MANETTE HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER GARLAND LOVE JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, THOMAS, NICHOLAS, PAUL, WILLIAM) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM McENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY McENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 17

49. SHARON17 HANDLEY (DARRELL16, CHARLES MARION15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER18 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

50. SANDRA K17 DAFLER (VIRGINIA16 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODE18 HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

51. ANN KATHRYN17 DAFLER (VIRGINIA16 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM18 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

52. RICHARD17 DAFLER (VIRGINIA16 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY18 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

53. CRAIG17 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER16, RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON18 HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

54. ZANE17 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER16, RICHARD GOODWIN15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRID12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) She married CHARLES McLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.
Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES MCLoughlin are:
   i. ZANEALYNNE HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.

55. LAURA K17 HANDLEY (LOWELL16, CLARK WALKER15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRIDGE12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA18 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

56. SUSAN17 HANDLEY (LOWELL16, CLARK WALKER15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRIDGE12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH18 CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

57. KIMBERLY17 HANDLEY (ROBERT16, CLARK WALKER15, FRANK14, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRIDGE12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER18 ?.

58. ROBIN17 AUKERMAN (LINDA16 HORN, RUTH OLIVIA15 KENDRICK, FRANK14 HANDLEY, CHARLES W13, ELIZA SEABRIDGE12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUKERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large cedar-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUKERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA18 WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

59. ROBERT JAY17 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR16, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY15, GARLAND LOVE14 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL13, ELIZA SEABRIDGE12 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES11 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL10, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL BEAMAN8, SAMUEL7, LIDIA6 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS5, THOMAS4, NICHOLAS3, PAUL2, WILLIAM1) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON18 TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

Child of Karen Tolbert and William Powell is:
   i. Kailey Margaret18 Powell, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Descendants of John De Selkeden

Generation No. 1

1. JOHN¹ DE SELKEDEN was born Abt. 1210 in ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Child of JOHN DE SELKEDEN is:
2. i. WILLIAM² DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1235; d. Bef. 1308.

Generation No. 2

2. WILLIAM² DE SELKEDEN (JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1235, and died Bef. 1308. He married AGATHA. She was born Abt. 1239, and died 1339.

Child of WILLIAM DE SELKEDEN and AGATHA is:
3. i. RICHARD³ DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1260, ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Generation No. 3

3. RICHARD³ DE SELKEDEN (WILLIAM², JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1260 in ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Child of RICHARD DE SELKEDEN is:
4. i. WILLIAM⁴ DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1290, ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Generation No. 4

4. WILLIAM⁴ DE SELKEDEN (RICHARD³, WILLIAM², JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1290 in ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Child of WILLIAM DE SELKEDEN is:
5. i. ROBERT⁵ DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1320, ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Generation No. 5

5. ROBERT⁵ DE SELKEDEN (WILLIAM⁴, RICHARD³, WILLIAM², JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1320 in ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Child of ROBERT DE SELKEDEN is:
6. i. JOHN⁶ DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1350, ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Generation No. 6

6. JOHN⁶ DE SELKEDEN (ROBERT⁵, WILLIAM⁴, RICHARD³, WILLIAM², JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1350 in ECCLESDEN, ENG..

Child of JOHN DE SELKEDEN is:
7. i. RICHARD⁷ DE SELKEDEN, b. Abt. 1380.

Generation No. 7

7. RICHARD⁷ DE SELKEDEN (JOHN⁶, ROBERT⁵, WILLIAM⁴, RICHARD³, WILLIAM², JOHN¹) was born Abt. 1380.
Child of Richard De Selkeden is:
8.  i.  ?? Selkeden.

Generation No. 8

8.  ?? Selkeden (Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1)

Child of ?? Selkeden is:
9.  i.  Thomas9 Selkeden.

Generation No. 9

9.  Thomas9 Selkeden (??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born in Tarring, Eng., and died 1504. He married ?.

Child of Thomas Selkeden and ? is:
10.  i.  William10 Selkeden, b. Abt. 1455, Of Tarring, Sussex, Eng..

Generation No. 10

10.  William10 Selkeden (Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born Abt. 1455 in Of Tarring, Sussex, Eng.. He married Agnes. She was born Abt. 1455.

Child of William Selkeden and Agnes is:

Generation No. 11


Child of William Selkeden and Alice is:

Generation No. 12


Child of William Selden and Marian is:

Generation No. 13

RELATIVELY SPEAKING

SUSSEX, ENG. She was born 1552 in England, and died October 29, 1617 in ?.

Child of WILLIAM SELDEN and MARY APPES is:

Generation No. 14


Child of DOROTHY SELLINE and STEPHEN HOSMER is:
15. i. THOMAS15 HOSMER, b. February 02, 1602/03, England; d. April 12, 1687, Northampton.

Generation No. 15

15. THOMAS15 HOSMER (DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN) was born February 02, 1602/03 in England, and died April 12, 1687 in Northampton. He married FRANCES BUSHNELL April 06, 1635 in Hankhurst, Kent, England, daughter of DEACON FRANCIS BUSHNELL. She was born 1602 in England, and died February 15, 1674/75 in Hartford, Hartford, Ct..

Child of THOMAS HOSMER and FRANCES BUSHNELL is:

Generation No. 16

16. HESTHER16 HOSMER (THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN) was born Bet. 1646 - 1647 in Hartford, H, Ct.; and died June 02, 1702 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. She married (1) THOMAS BUCKINGHAM. He was born November 08, 1646 in Old Milford, , CT, and died April 01, 1709 in Saybrook, , CT. She married (2) REV. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM September 20, 1666 in ?, son of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HANNAH ?. He was born November 08, 1646 in Old Milford, , CT, and died April 01, 1709 in Saybrook, , CT.

Children of HESTHER HOSMER and THOMAS BUCKINGHAM are:
17. i. DANIEL17 BUCKINGHAM, b. October 03, 1672, Saybrook, , CT; d. March 25, 1725, Lebanon, CT.
18. ii. HESTER BUCKINGHAM, b. January 10, 1667/68, Old Saybrook, CT; d. 1709.
19. iii. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM, b. September 29, 1670, Old Saybrook, CT; d. September 12, 1739, Lebanon, CT.
   iv. STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 04, 1675; m. SARAH HOOKER.
   v. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. May 26, 1678; d. June 20, 1678.
   vi. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. July 24, 1679; d. January 25, 1683/84.
20. vii. HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. June 21, 1682, Saybrook, , CT; d. April 20, 1752, Saybrook, , CT.
22. ix. ANNE BUCKINGHAM, b. August 02, 1687, Saybrook, , CT; d. December 16, 1745, Saybrook, , CT.

Child of HESTHER HOSMER and REV. BUCKINGHAM is:
   x. TEMPERENCE17 BUCKINGHAM, b. January 06, 1680/81, Old Saybrook, CT; d. July 06, 1713.

Generation No. 17
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17. DANIEL 17 BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER 16 HOSMER, THOMAS 15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR 14 SELLINE, WILLIAM 13 SELDEN, WILLIAM 12, WILLIAM 11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM 10, THOMAS 9, ?? 8, RICHARD 7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN 6, ROBERT 5, WILLIAM 4, RICHARD 3, WILLIAM 2, JOHN 1) was born October 03, 1672 in Saybrook, , CT, and died March 25, 1725 in Lebanon, CT. He married SARAH LEE May 24, 1693 in SAYBROOK, CT, daughter of THOMAS LEE and MARY DEWOLFE. She was born in Lyme, CT.

Children of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM and SARAH LEE are:

23. i. DANIEL 18 BUCKINGHAM, b. April 09, 1698, Lebanon, CT.
   ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. September 21, 1695; m. NATHANIEL PARKER.
24. iii. HESTER BUCKINGHAM, b. April 16, 1701, Lebanon, CT.
25. iv. STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM, b. August 04, 1703, Lebanon, CT; d. Chesterfield, , New Jersey.
   v. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. October 11, 1705; d. 1724.
26. vi. TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM, b. 1708, Lebanon, CT.

18. HESTER 17 BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER 16 HOSMER, THOMAS 15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR 14 SELLINE, WILLIAM 13 SELDEN, WILLIAM 12, WILLIAM 11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM 10, THOMAS 9, ?? 8, RICHARD 7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN 6, ROBERT 5, WILLIAM 4, RICHARD 3, WILLIAM 2, JOHN 1) was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709. She married (1) SAMUEL BEAUMONT 1687 in , , Connecticut, son of WILLIAM BEAMONT and Lidia Danforth. He was born February 28, 1655/56 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. She married (2) SAMUEL BEAUMOND BEAMAN 1687 in Old Saybrook, CT.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT:
B: Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and SAMUEL BEAUMONT are:

27. i. HESTER BEAUMAN 18 BEAUMONT.
   ii. SAMUEL BEAMON BEAUMONT, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and SAMUEL BEAMAN are:

28. ii. HESTER 18 BEAMAN.
29. iv. SAMUEL BEAMAN.

19. THOMAS 17 BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER 16 HOSMER, THOMAS 15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR 14 SELLINE, WILLIAM 13 SELDEN, WILLIAM 12, WILLIAM 11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM 10, THOMAS 9, ?? 8, RICHARD 7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN 6, ROBERT 5, WILLIAM 4, RICHARD 3, WILLIAM 2, JOHN 1) was born September 29, 1670 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died September 12, 1739 in Lebanon, CT. He married MARGARET GRISWOLD December 16, 1691 in Old Saybrook, CT, daughter of FRANCIS GRISWOLD and MARY TRACY. She was born October 1668 in Norwich, CT, and died February 25, 1750/51.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and MARGARET GRISWOLD are:

30. i. THOMAS 18 BUCKINGHAM, b. January 24, 1692/93; d. December 03, 1760.
   ii. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. September 26, 1694.
31. iii. JED BUCKINGHAM, b. February 1695/96; d. March 28, 1720, Norwalk, CT.
   iv. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM, b. August 14, 1699; m. JOHN JOHNSON.
   v. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. February 10, 1701/02.
32. vi. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. June 05, 1705; d. September 17, 1778.
33. vii. JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM, b. June 20, 1707.
   viii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. January 03, 1708/09.

20. HEZEKIAH 17 BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER 16 HOSMER, THOMAS 15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR 14 SELLINE, WILLIAM 13 SELDEN, WILLIAM 12, WILLIAM 11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM 10, THOMAS 9, ?? 8, RICHARD 7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN 6, ROBERT 5, WILLIAM 4, RICHARD 3, WILLIAM 2, JOHN 1) was born June 21, 1682 in Saybrook, , CT, and died April 20, 1752 in Saybrook, , CT. He married SARAH LAY December 15, 1703 in SAYBROOK, CT.

Children of HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM and SARAH LAY are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

21. TEMPERENCE\(^{17}\) BUCKINGHAM (Hester\(^{16}\) HOSMER, Thomas\(^{15}\), Dorothy Selden Or\(^{14}\) Selline, William\(^{13}\) Selden, William\(^{12}\), William\(^{11}\) Selkeden, William\(^{10}\), Thomas\(^{9}\), ??\(^{8}\), Richard\(^{7}\) De Selkeden, John\(^{6}\), Robert\(^{5}\), William\(^{4}\), Richard\(^{3}\), William\(^{2}\), John\(^{1}\)) was born January 06, 1683/84 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died July 06, 1713. She married John Kirtland March 03, 1701/02.

Children of Temperence Buckingham and John Kirtland are:

38. i. HESTER\(^{18}\) KIRTLAND, b. March 19, 1702/03, Saybrook, CT.
   ii. JOHN KIRTLAND, b. July 15, 1708; d. 1787.
   iii. TEMPERENCE KIRTLAND, b. November 10, 1710.

22. ANNE\(^{17}\) BUCKINGHAM (Hester\(^{16}\) HOSMER, Thomas\(^{15}\), Dorothy Selden Or\(^{14}\) Selline, William\(^{13}\) Selden, William\(^{12}\), William\(^{11}\) Selkeden, William\(^{10}\), Thomas\(^{9}\), ??\(^{8}\), Richard\(^{7}\) De Selkeden, John\(^{6}\), Robert\(^{5}\), William\(^{4}\), Richard\(^{3}\), William\(^{2}\), John\(^{1}\)) was born August 02, 1687 in Saybrook, CT, and died December 16, 1745 in Saybrook, CT. She married SAMUEL DOTY December 03, 1706 in SAYBROOK, CT. He died January 26, 1749/50.

Children of Anne Buckingham and Samuel Doty are:

   i. SARAH\(^{18}\) DOTY.
   ii. SAMUEL DOTY.

Generation No. 18

23. DANIEL\(^{18}\) BUCKINGHAM (Daniel\(^{17}\), Hester\(^{16}\) HOSMER, Thomas\(^{15}\), Dorothy Selden Or\(^{14}\) Selline, William\(^{13}\) Selden, William\(^{12}\), William\(^{11}\) Selkeden, William\(^{10}\), Thomas\(^{9}\), ??\(^{8}\), Richard\(^{7}\) De Selkeden, John\(^{6}\), Robert\(^{5}\), William\(^{4}\), Richard\(^{3}\), William\(^{2}\), John\(^{1}\)) was born April 09, 1698 in Lebanon, CT. He married LYDIA LORD March 04, 1724/25 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of Daniel Buckingham and Lydia Lord are:

   i. SAMUEL\(^{19}\) BUCKINGHAM, b. May 04, 1740; d. June 30, 1815; m. LYDIA WATROUS; d. June 12, 1833.
   ii. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 11, 1728, Lebanon, CT; m. JOHN TUCKER, 1756, SAYBROOK, CT.
   iii. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. June 30, 1730.
   iv. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. December 28, 1731, Lebanon, CT; m. TEMPERENCE BLAQUE, January 03, 1784, SAYBROOK, CT.
   v. ADONIJA BUCKINGHAM, b. February 11, 1732/33, Lebanon, CT; d. December 03, 1794, Saybrook, CT; m. ANN, Abt. 1755.
   vi. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 02, 1735, Lebanon, CT; d. November 02, 1802; m. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, November 18, 1762, Lebanon, CT.
   vii. LYDIA BUCKINGHAM, b. April 27, 1738.
   viii. GILES BUCKINGHAM, b. February 02, 1741/42.
   ix. ANDREW BUCKINGHAM, b. March 31, 1744; d. Sandgate, VT; m. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM.
   x. PEGGY BUCKINGHAM, b. June 13, 1746; d. June 13, 1746.

24. HESTER\(^{18}\) BUCKINGHAM (Daniel\(^{17}\), Hester\(^{16}\) HOSMER, Thomas\(^{15}\), Dorothy Selden Or\(^{14}\) Selline, William\(^{13}\) Selden, William\(^{12}\), William\(^{11}\) Selkeden, William\(^{10}\), Thomas\(^{9}\), ??\(^{8}\), Richard\(^{7}\) De Selkeden, John\(^{6}\), Robert\(^{5}\), William\(^{4}\), Richard\(^{3}\), William\(^{2}\), John\(^{1}\)) was born April 16, 1701 in Lebanon, CT. She married ANDREW LORD 1720 in SAYBROOK, CT.

Children of Hester Buckingham and Andrew Lord are:

   i. ANDREW\(^{19}\) LORD.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

ii. CHRISTOPHER LORD.
iii. MARTIN LORD.
iv. HESTER LORD.
v. ELIJAH LORD.
vi. ANDREW LORD.

25. STEPHEN18 BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL17, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born August 04, 1703 in Lebanon, CT, and died in Chesterfield, New Jersey. He married ELIZABETH SHERWOOD February 24, 1724/25 in Norwalk, CT. She was born 1708 in Fairfield, CT, and died 1792.

Children of STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM and ELIZABETH SHERWOOD are:
  i. SOLOMON19 BUCKINGHAM, b. February 01, 1730/31.
  ii. TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM, b. January 14, 1732/33.
  iii. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. August 21, 1735.
  iv. AN BUCKINGHAM, b. July 03, 1737; m. ALBERT SHERWOOD, 1755.

26. TEMPERENCE18 BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL17, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born 1708 in Lebanon, CT. She married JONATHON BUTLER December 08, 1726 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM and JONATHON BUTLER are:
  i. ELENATHON19 BUTLER.
  ii. JONATHON BUTLER.
  iii. SEPHEN BUTLER.
  iv. EZEAEL BUTLER.
  v. TEMPERENCE BUTLER.

27. SAMUEL BEAUMONT18 BEAUMONT (HESTESTH17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born 1691 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died Unknown in ?. He married MRS ABIGAIL DENNISON June 27, 1716 in Old Saybury Twp., Middlesex, Connecticut. She was born Abt. 1695 in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and ABIGAIL DENNISON are:
40.  i. SAMUEL19 BEAUMONT, b. February 23, 1731/32, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. August 09, 1789, ?.
    ii. ABIGAIL BEAUMONT, b. March 27, 1717.

28. HESTER18 BEAMEN (HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) She married BENJAMIN DOTY October 02, 716.

Children of HESTER BEAMEN and BENJAMIN DOTY are:
  i. HESTER19 DOTY.
  ii. ANN DOTY.
  iii. WILLIAM DOTY.

29. SAMUEL18 BEAMEN (HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) He married ABIGAIL DENNISON June 27, 1716.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of SAMUEL BEAMAN and ABIGAIL DENNISON is:
   i. ABIGAIL BEAMAN19 BEAMONT.

30. THOMAS18 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden Or14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 24, 1692/93, and died December 03, 1760. He married MARY PARKER April 05, 1722. She died 1771 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and MARY PARKER are:
   i. JEDISH19 BUCKINGHAM, b. January 20, 1726/27, Saybrook, CT; d. July 09, 1809, Columbia, CT; m. MARTHA CLARK; b. Lebanon, CT; d. May 20, 1821, Columbia, CT.
   ii. STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 20, 1729.
   iii. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. July 27, 1732.
   iv. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. 1734; d. May 23, 1742.

31. JED18 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden Or14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born February 1695/96, and died March 28, 1720 in Norwalk, CT. He married MARY HAYNES.

Child of JED BUCKINGHAM and MARY HAYNES is:
   i. WILLIAM19 BUCKINGHAM, b. October 14, 1719, Newark, NJ; d. January 28, 1821, Goshen, MA.

32. MARY18 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden Or14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born June 05, 1705, and died September 17, 1778. She married SOLOMON HUNTINGTON October 31, 1727. He was born in Windham, CT.

Children of MARY BUCKINGHAM and SOLOMON HUNTINGTON are:
   i. SOLOMON19 HUNTINGTON.
   ii. MARGARET HUNTINGTON.
   iii. ZERVIAH HUNTINGTON.
   iv. REBECCAH HUNTINGTON.
   v. TEMPERENCE HUNTINGTON.
   vi. MARY HUNTINGTON.
   vii. LYDIA HUNTINGTON.

33. JOSEPH18 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden Or14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born June 20, 1707. He married SARAH TULLY September 24, 1741. She was born in Saybrook, CT.

Children of JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM and SARAH TULLY are:
   i. SARAH19 BUCKINGHAM, b. March 15, 1742/43; m. JOHN BUCKINGHAM.
   ii. ESTHER BUCKINGHAM, b. March 08, 1744/45; m. WILLIAM HART; b. Saybrook, CT.
   iii. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM, b. May 28, 1747; m. ANDREW BUCKINGHAM.
   iv. LOUISE BUCKINGHAM, b. April 05, 1749; m. NATHANIEL JONES, December 27, 1768.
   v. ABIGAIL BUCKINGHAM, b. April 29, 1751; m. JOHN ROCKWELL.
   vi. ANN BUCKINGHAM, m. JAMES MURDOCK; d. Sandgate, VT.

34. GIDEON18 BUCKINGHAM (HEZEKIAH17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden Or14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born February 22, 1707/08 in Saybrook, CT. He married JEMINA PELTON January 1732/33.
Children of Gideons Buckingham and Jemina Pelton are:

i. Jemina16 Buckingham, b. January 10, 1734/35.
ii. Gideon Buckingham, b. April 19, 1737.
iii. Samuel Buckingham, b. July 28, 1740, Saybrook, CT; d. Saybrook, CT; m. (1) ElizabETH Harvey, 1773; m. (2) Philena Williams, 1782.
iv. Sarah Buckingham, b. March 16, 1741/42.
v. Jared Buckingham, b. March 09, 1742/43; m. Lucy Mather; b. 1751; d. May 26, 1831.
vi. Ruben Buckingham, b. August 29, 1745; d. February 04, 1848, Ostelic, NY; m. (1) Mabel Ball, New Haven, New Haven, CT; m. (2) Philena Chapin, 1809.
vii. KeturaH Buckingham, b. April 08, 1747.


Children of Sarah Buckingham and Ebenezer Brockway are:

i. Ebenezer19 Brockway.
ii. Lebbeus Brockway.
iii. Elijah Brockway.

36. Nathan18 Buckingham (Hezekiah17, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 SELLINE, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selden, William10, Thomas9, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born May 07, 1714, and died February 29, 1796 in Saybrook, CT. He married Constant Tiffany March 27, 1745. She died February 13, 1813.

Children of Nathan Buckingham and Constant Tiffany are:

i. Hester19 Buckingham, b. February 10, 1745/46; m. Samuel Butler, 1771.
ii. Sarah Buckingham, b. 1747; m. ? Harrison, Hadlyme, CT.
iii. Nathan Buckingham, b. April 19, 1749.
v. Nathan Buckingham, b. March 13, 1753; d. Essex CT; m. Rhoda Tucker; d. Essex CT.
vi. Jedidiah Buckingham, b. March 24, 1755.

37. Hezekiah18 Buckingham (Hezekiah17, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 SELLINE, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selden, William10, Thomas9, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born March 02, 1726. He married Elizabeth Chatfield April 22, 1756. She was born May 08, 1733.

Children of Hezekiah Buckingham and Elizabeth Chatfield are:

i. Hezekiah19 Buckingham, b. July 03, 1757.
ii. Jedidiah Buckingham, b. October 06, 1758.
iii. Gideon Buckingham, b. October 22, 1760; m. Triphena Ware.
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38. HESTER18 KIRTLAND (TEMPERENCE17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born March 19, 1737/38 in Saybrook, , CT; d. September 13, 1812, Hudson River, NY; m. SARAH HAVENS, July 18, 1802; b. New Windsor, NY.

Children of HESTER KIRTLAND and JEDIDIAH CHAPMAN are:
   i. HESTER19 CHAPMAN.
   ii. JEDIDIAH CHAPMAN.
   iii. TEMPERENCE CHAPMAN.
   iv. ANN CHAPMAN.
   v. RUBEN CHAPMAN.
   vi. CHARITY CHAPMAN.

39. JOHN18 KIRTLAND (TEMPERENCE17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, John1) was born July 15, 1708, and died 1787. He married LYDIA GILBERT in SAYBROOK, CT.

Child of JOHN KIRTLAND and LYDIA GILBERT is:
   i. ASA19 KIRTLAND, b. December 07, 1746, Saybrook, , CT; d. April 27, 1825, Saybrook, , CT; m. CATHERINE BUSHNELL.

Generation No. 19

40. SAMUEL19 BEAUMONT (SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTHER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born February 23, 1731/32 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died August 09, 1789 in ?. He married THANKFUL TOWNER February 24, 1757 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of SAMUEL TOWNER and AMY WARD. She was born March 19, 1737/38 in Goshen, Litchfield, Conn., and died April 25, 1824 in ?.

More About THANKFUL TOWNER:
Fact 1: April 25, 1824, Died date supplied by Ches C. Thornburgh, 356 N. Maple Ave. East Orange, N.J.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and THANKFUL TOWNER are:
42.  i. SAMUEL20 BEAUMONT, JR., b. February 23, 1758, HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT; d. November 27, 1837, ?.
   ii. JOHN BEAUMONT, b. June 12, 1760, SAYBROOK, CT..

41. STEPHEN19 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS18, THOMAS17, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born September 20, 1729. He married ELIZABETH WHITTLSEY WFT Est. 1750-1780. She was born December 17, 1737.

Children of STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM and ELIZABETH WHITTLSEY are:
   i. STEPHEN20 BUCKINGHAM.
   ii. AMBROSE W BUCKINGHAM, b. 1772.
   iii. CORNELIUS BUCKINGHAM.
   iv. EUNICE BUCKINGHAM.
   v. ELISABETH BUCKINGHAM.

Generation No. 20
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42. Samuel20 Beaumont, Jr. (Samuel19, Samuel Beaman18, Hester17 Buckingham, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 Selline, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selkeden, William10, Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born February 23, 1758 in Haddam, Middlesex, CT, and died November 27, 1837 in ?. He married Seabrid Towers abt. 1785 in ?. She was born May 25, 1748 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Notes for Samuel Beaumont, Jr.:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.2405.17]

Individual: Beaumont, Samuel
Birth date: Feb 23, 1755
Birth place: CT
CD# 100

More About Samuel Beaumont, Jr.:
Fact 1: Sgt. in Continental Army
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of Samuel Beaumont and Seabrid Towers is:
43. i. Virginia Frances21 Beaumont, b. August 18, 1786, ?; d. May 13, 1825, ?.

Generation No. 21

43. Virginia Frances21 Beaumont (Samuel20, Samuel19, Samuel Beaman18, Hester17 Buckingham, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 Selline, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selkeden, William10, Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?. She married William Zebulon Griffin 1800 in ?, son of Lemuel Griffin and Lidia Wiley. He was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?.

Child of Virginia Beaumont and William Griffin is:
44. i. Eliza Seabrid22 Griffin, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?

Death may have been in Oct.

Generation No. 22

44. Eliza Seabrid22 Griffin (Virginia Frances21 Beaumont, Samuel20, Samuel19, Samuel Beaman18, Hester17 Buckingham, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 Selline, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selkeden, William10, Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born May 25, 1810 in Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ?. Death may have been in Oct. She married Alexander Walker Handley September 23, 1830 in Kanawaha Co. VA., son of Samuel Handley and Sarah Harmon. He was born April 01, 1803 in Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About Eliza Seabrid Griffin:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for Alexander Walker Handley:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
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More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:

45. i. CHARLES W23 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G ? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:
Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.
47. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 23

45. CHARLES W23 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDGE22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:

49. i. MARION LOVE24 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
50. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859., Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
51. iii. LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; d. August 23, 1929.
iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

46. VICTORIA E. HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, DOROTHY SELDEN OR SELLINE, WILLIAM SELDEN, WILLIAM, WILLIAM SELKEDEN, WILLIAM, THOMAS, RICHARD DE SELKEDEN, JOHN, ROBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, WILLIAM, JOHN) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL’S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park...where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
  i. FREDERICK EARL BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
  ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
  iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

47. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, DOROTHY SELDEN OR SELLINE, WILLIAM SELDEN, WILLIAM, WILLIAM SELKEDEN, WILLIAM, THOMAS, RICHARD DE SELKEDEN, JOHN, ROBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, WILLIAM, JOHN) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL’S AS WELL AS LIDA’S AND SHELTON’S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unse Abl Phentron---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE24 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.
iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA, ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


vi. SHELTON SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

48. FRED G23 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:

i. ERNEST24 HANDLEY.
ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

---

Generation No. 24

49. MARION LOVE24 HANDLEY (CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:

i. SON25 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

---

50. FRANK24 HANDLEY (CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14
Selline, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selkeden, William10, Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married Augusta Mae Saunders August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in Gallipolis, Gallia, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in Dayton, , OH.

Notes for Frank Handley:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for Augusta Mae Saunders:
Was reared by her mother's sister Em Holley and Lum Garlic after mother's death. They had a daughter and treated Gustie as Thier own. She was living with her brother in Huntington, WV when she met F. W. Handley.

Children of Frank Handley and Augusta Saunders are:
57.  iii.  Richard Goodwin Handley, b. January 12, 1900.
58.  iv.  Clark Walker Handley, b. May 12, 1902.
60.  vii.  Ruth Olivia Kendrick, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.


Notes for Leonidus B. Handley:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters are:
   i.  Marian Love23 Handley, m. W. Alex.
   iii.  Vinca Handley, m. (1) ? Brown; m. (2) ? Hufford.
61.  iv.  Irene Handley.

52.  Frank C.24 Bowyer (Victoria E.23 Handley, Eliza Seabrid22 Griffin, Virginia Frances21 Beaumont, Samuel20, Samuel19, Samuel Beam18, Hester17 Buckingham, Hester16 Hosmer, Thomas15, Dorothy Selden Or14 Selline, William13 Selden, William12, William11 Selkeden, William10, Thomas9, ??8, Richard7 De Selkeden, John6, Robert5, William4, Richard3, William2, John1) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W. Va., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in , Lounds, Ala..

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

He organized the F. C. Bowyer Company, Steamship Agents and Ship Brokers,
DEALERS IN PHOSPHATE ROCK AND LUMBER. HE was PRESIDENT OF THE TAMPA TERMINAL COMPANY, PRESIDENT OF THE FLORIDA INVESTMENT COMPANY, PRESIDENT OF THE TAMPA BOARD OF TRADE, AND WAS THE MAYOR OF TAMPA DURING THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR (1898-1899).

Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i. FRANK PRAGUE BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, FLA.
   ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

53. GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRIG, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS DOROTHY SELDEN OR SELLINE, WILLIAM SELDEN, WILLIAM SELKEDEN, WILLIAM, THOMAS, RICHARD DE SELKEDEN, JOHN, ROBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, WILLIAM, JOHN) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, WV, and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA. He married MAE BOYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for MAE BOYER:
Mae Boyer, born May 09, 1895 in Winter Park, Orange Co., FL; died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, NC. She married

More About MAE BOYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and MAE BOYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and MAE BOYER are:
62. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, b. January 21, 1919.
63. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

54. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRIG, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS DOROTHY SELDEN OR SELLINE, WILLIAM SELDEN, WILLIAM SELKEDEN, WILLIAM, THOMAS, RICHARD DE SELKEDEN, JOHN, ROBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, WILLIAM, JOHN) was born January 11, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAE EARLES are:
64. i. ALICE LOVE HANDLEY, b. November 10, 1920.
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.
55. CHARLES MARION25 HANDLEY (FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRIDE22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ???8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born May 18, 1896 in Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE26 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
65. ii. GORDON26 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
66. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

56. RICHARD GOODWIN25 HANDLEY (FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRIDE22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ???8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
   (THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.
   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got well on with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.
   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.
   He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
67. i. VIRGINIA26 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
68. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

57. CLARK WALKER25 HANDLEY (FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRIDE22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ???8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAHETER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAHETER are:
   i. LEONA MAE26 HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
69. ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
70. iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
71. iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

58. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE25 HANDLEY (FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRIDE22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 12, 1908 in Ona, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:

72. i. CHARLES RICHARD26 HANDLEY.

73. ii. MARIAN 'MARNEY' HANDLEY, b. June 25, 1943.

59. RUTH OLIVIA25 KENDRICK (FRANK24 HANDLEY, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:

74. i. LINDA26 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.

ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

60. EVERETTE LESTER25 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A..

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:

i. GENEVIEVE26 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.

ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

61. IRENE25 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:

i. FLOYD TWIN26 LOY.

ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

62. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY25 TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE24 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch
Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding,
Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.
Served a temporary extended tour of duty at Ft. Jackson, SC from November 7, 1946
until June 9, 1947.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:

75. i. ROBERT ARTHUR26 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
76. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
77. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

63. WILLIAM BOWYER25 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE24, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (#2). From that time on I was a;

Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.

" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).
Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows:

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST
CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTARY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED. SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.


SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
78. i. RUBY HELOISE26 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
79. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
80. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

64. ALICE LOVE25 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL24, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. ( AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW ( 3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:
Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE26 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 26

65. GORDON26 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY27 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

66. DARRELL26 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
   81. i. SHARON27 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

67. VIRGINIA28 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   82. i. SANDRA K27 DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
   83. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
   84. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

68. ROLLAND BRUBAKER26 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN LYNN THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
   85. i. CRAIG27 HANDLEY.
   ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
   iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
   86. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

69. LOWELL26 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY Selden OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
   i. SON27 HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
   88. iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

70. DONALD26 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
   ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

71. ROBERT26 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
89. i. KIMBERLY27 HANDLEY, Adopted child.

72. CHARLES RICHARD26 HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
   i. JOYCE27 HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

73. MARIAN MARNEY26 HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN27 LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

74. LINDA26 HORINE (RUTH OLIVIA25 KENDRICK, FRANK24 HANDLEY, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
75. ROBERT ARTHUR26 TOLBERT (R L HANDEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY25, GARLAND LOVE24 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, Al.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
91. i. ROBERT JAY27 TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
92. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

76. PATRICK WRIGHT26 TOLBERT (R L HANDEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY25, GARLAND LOVE24 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
  ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

77. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT26 (R L HANDEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY25 TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE24 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
  i. KYLE ALEXANDER27 TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

78. RUBY HELoise26 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER25, GARLAND LOVE24, JOHN SAMUEL23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 Selden, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKEDEN, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKEDEN, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:
79. [Sara Lynn Handley](#) (William Bowyer)  
[Garland Love]  
[John Samuel]  
[Eliza Seabride]  
Child of Sara Handley and Bruce Taylor is:  

80. Julia Annette Handley (William Bowyer)  
[Garland Love]  
[John Samuel]  
[Eliza Seabride]  
Children of Julia Handley and William McIntire are:  
i. Tyler William McIntire, b. March 04, 1991, Toccoa, Stephens, GA.  
ii. Seth Handley McIntire, b. March 25, 1993, Northeast Georgia Medical Center, Gainesville, GA.  

Generation No. 27  
81. Sharon Handley (Darrell)  
[Charles Marion]  
[Frank]  
[Charles W]  
[Eliza Seabride]  
Child of Sharon Handley and Chuck Petty is:  

82. Sandra K Handley (Virginia)  
[Handley]  
[Richard Goodwin]  
[Frank]  
[Charles W]  
[Eliza Seabride]  
Children of Sandra Handley and William Hilderbolt are:  
i. Bodie Hilderbolt, b. May 01, 1960.  

83. Ann Kathryn Handley (Virginia)  
[Handley]  
[Richard Goodwin]  
[Frank]  
[Charles W]  
[Eliza Seabride]  
Children of Ann Handley and John Exline are:  
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


84. RICHARD27 DAFLER (VIRGINIA26 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKENED, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKENED, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:

85. CRAIG27 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER26, RICHARD GOODWIN25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKENED, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKENED, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
  i. SON28 HANDLEY.
  ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

86. ZANE27 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER26, RICHARD GOODWIN25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKENED, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKENED, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) She married CHARLES McLOUGHLIN.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLOUGHLIN are:
  i. ZANIE LYNETTE28 HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.
  ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.

87. LAURA K27 HANDLEY (LOWELL26, CLARK WALKER25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKENED, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKENED, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
  i. JOSHUA28 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

88. SUSAN27 HANDLEY (LOWELL26, CLARK WALKER25, FRANK24, CHARLES W23, ELIZA SEABRID22 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES21 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL20, SAMUEL19, SAMUEL BEAMAN18, HESTER17 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER16 HOSMER, THOMAS15, DOROTHY SELDEN OR14 SELLINE, WILLIAM13 SELDEN, WILLIAM12, WILLIAM11 SELKENED, WILLIAM10, THOMAS9, ??8, RICHARD7 DE SELKENED, JOHN6, ROBERT5, WILLIAM4, RICHARD3, WILLIAM2, JOHN1) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
  i. RALPH28 CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

Child of Kimberly Handley and Frank Walker is:
   i. DAUGHTER28 ??.


Notes for Robin Aukerman:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large cedar-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of Robin Aukerman and Eric Worley are:
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.


Children of Robert Tolbert and Amber Henson are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON28 Tolbert, b. Mobile, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, Fairhope, Baldwin, AL.


Child of Karen Tolbert and William Powell is:
   i. KALEY MARGARET28 Powell, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Edward Dorsey

Generation No. 1

1. EDWARD¹ DORSEY was born 1750 in , WASHINGTON CO., KY, and died 1825 in , WASHINGTON, KY. He married SARAH CUMMING 1777, daughter of WILLIAM CUMMING and SARAH COPPAGE. She was born 1754 in , WASHINGTONCO., KY.

Children of EDWARD DORSEY and SARAH CUMMING are:
2. i. WILLIAM CUMMING² DORSEY, b. 1776, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1830, , SOMERSET, PA.
   ii. DEBORAH DORSEY, b. Bet. 1777 - 1778, , ANNE ARUNDEL, KY; m. (1) ??? WELCH; m. (2) ??? MC ELROY; m. (3) ??? LARUE.
   iii. ROBERT DORSEY, b. 1780, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1848; m. PHEBE MYERS; b. 1784.
3. iv. THOMAS DORSEY, b. 1782, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. 1839.
   v. RICHARD DORSEY, b. 1784, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; m. LUCY JEFFRIES; b. 1788.
   vi. JOHNSEY DORSEY, b. 1786, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD.
   vii. ANN DORSEY, b. August 01, 1793, , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD; d. July 18, 1860, , HARDIN, KY.

Generation No. 2

2. WILLIAM CUMMING² DORSEY (EDWARD¹) was born 1776 in , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD, and died 1830 in , SOMERSET, PA. He married MARY BLACK Bet. 1796 - 1799 in , , MD. She was born 1779 in , ADAMS, PA, and died August 31, 1840 in , SOMERSET, PA.

Children of WILLIAM DORSEY and MARY BLACK are:
   i. JAMES BLACK³ DORSEY, b. 1798, , SOMERSET, PA.
   ii. DAVID DORSEY, b. 1800, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1880, , HANCOCK, OH.
   iii. EDWARD DORSEY, b. 1803, , SOMERSET, PA; d. May 19, 1872.
   iv. WILLIAM DORSEY JR, b. 1804, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1886, , HANCOCK, OH.
   v. JANE DORSEY, b. 1808, , SOMERSET, PA; d. October 27, 1878, , HANCOCK, OH.

More About JANE DORSEY:
Burial: vAN BUREN CEM., HANCOCK, OH

   vi. LOYD DORSEY, b. 1810, , PA; d. June 03, 1873.
   vii. HENRY DORSEY, b. 1812, , PA.
   viii. CORDELIA DORSEY, b. 1814, , SOMERSET, PA.
   ix. LOUIS DORSEY, b. 1816, , SOMERSET, PA.

3. THOMAS² DORSEY (EDWARD¹) was born 1782 in , ANNE ARUNDEL, MD, and died 1839. He married AMELIA GLOVER. She was born 1786.

Children of THOMAS DORSEY and AMELIA GLOVER are:
   i. WILLIAM CUMMING³ DORSEY, m. SUSAN PARKS.
   ii. JOSHUA DORSEY.
   iii. RACHEL DORSEY.
   iv. MARY ELIZABETH DORSEY.
   v. JOHN CUMMING DORSEY.
   vi. SARAH DORSEY, b. 1814, , SOMERSET, PA; d. 1845, , HANCOCK, OH.

Generation No. 3

4. RACHEL³ DORSEY (THOMAS², EDWARD¹) She married JAMES DEWITT.
Children of RACHEL DORSEY and JAMES DEWITT are:
7. i. ADA DEWITT.
   ii. ANNIE DEWITT.
8. iii. MATILDA DEWITT.
   iv. SISSY DEWITT.
9. v. NANCY DEWITT.

5. JOHN CUMMING
   DORSEY (THOMAS, EDWARD) He married LAURA SMITH.

Children of JOHN DORSEY and LAURA SMITH are:
10. i. WILLIAM SHERIDAN
     DORSEY.
11. ii. ANNIE AMELIA DORSEY.
     iii. ROBERTA MAY DORSEY, m. SPINSTER.
     iv. THOMAS SIDNEY DORSEY, m. MAMIE POLLY.
     v. CHARLES EDWIN DORSEY, m. ANNA LEORA REDMAN.
12. vi. BYRON CLARENCE DORSEY, b. 1876; d. August 13, 1950, FRANKLIN, MACON, NC.

6. SARAH
   DORSEY (THOMAS, EDWARD) was born 1814 in SOMERSET, PA, and died 1845 in HANCOCK, OH. She married OLMSTEAD BAKER.

Children of SARAH DORSEY and OLMSTEAD BAKER are:
13. i. CYRUS H.
     ii. AMELIA BAKER, m. CHARLES SMITH.

Generation No. 4

7. ADA
   DEWITT (RACHEL
   DORSEY, THOMAS, EDWARD) She married CYRUS H. BAKER, son of OLMSTEAD BAKER and SARAH DORSEY.

Children of ADA DEWITT and CYRUS BAKER are:
   i. MABEL ADA
   BAKER.
   ii. HORACE HENDRICK BAKER, m. (1) BESS DORSEY BARNES; m. (2) ANNIE DEWITT BARNES.

8. MATILDA
   DEWITT (RACHEL
   DORSEY, THOMAS, EDWARD) She married MOSES D MILLER.

Children of MATILDA DEWITT and MOSES MILLER are:
14. i. JOHN
     ii. LULA MILLER.
15. iii. GERTRUDE MILLER.
16. iv. MOSES DEWITT MILLER.
     v. MARY PRICE MILLER, m. ROY J SMITH.

9. NANCY
   DEWITT (RACHEL
   DORSEY, THOMAS, EDWARD) She married GEORGE FARLEIGH BARNES.

Children of NANCY DEWITT and GEORGE BARNES are:
   i. ANNIE DEWITT
     ii. BESS DORSEY BARNES, m. HORACE HENDRICK BAKER.
     iii. MARY NELL BARNES.
18. iii. MARY NELL BARNES.

10. WILLIAM SHERIDAN
    DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING, THOMAS, EDWARD) He married SARAH EMILY ROBB.

Children of WILLIAM DORSEY and SARAH ROBB are:
   i. ANNIE ELIZABETH
     ii. LAURA LUcretia DORSEY.
   iii. WILLIAM SIDNEY DORSEY.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

21. iv. EMILY ALICE DORSEY.
22. v. ROBERTA LEE DORSEY.
23. vi. MARGARET CUMMING DORSEY.

11. ANNIE AMELIA4 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married JOHN WELLER BROWNFIELD.

Child of ANNIE DORSEY and JOHN BROWNFIELD is:
24. i. LAURA ELLEN5 BROWNFIELD.

12. BYRON CLARENCE4 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) was born 1876, and died August 13, 1950 in FRANKLIN, MACON, NC. He married GEORGEANA LAFONTSEE September 25, 1901 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., daughter of LOUIS LAFONTSEE and MARY FAYET. She was born 1878, and died 1962.

Children of BYRON DORSEY and GEORGEANA LAFONTSEE are:
   i. MARY ELIZABETH5 DORSEY, b. 1902; d. 1928, ASHVILLE, NC.
25. ii. LAURA LOUISE DORSEY, b. May 03, 1907.
26. iii. JOHN CUMMING DORSEY, b. Unknown.

13. CYRUS H.4 BAKER (SARAH3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married (1) MINERVA PAYNE. He married (2) ADA DE Witt, daughter of JAMES DE Witt and RACHEL DORSEY.

Child of CYRUS BAKER and MINERVA PAYNE is:
27. i. MINERVA AGNES5 BAKER.

Children are listed above under (7) Ada Dewitt.

Generation No. 5

14. JOHN5 MILLER (MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married LINNIE BARNES.

Child of JOHN MILLER and LINNIE BARNES is:
   i. MARGARET6 MILLER, m. ??? SPINSTER.

15. LULA5 MILLER (MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married WILLIAM CARSON OFFICER.

Children of LULA MILLER and WILLIAM OFFICER are:
28. i. ELISE MILLER6 OFFICER.
29. ii. SARA MATILDA OFFICER.
30. iii. MARY KATHERINE OFFICER.

16. GERTRUDE5 MILLER (MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married WILLIAM ALPHEUS BUSSELL.

Child of GERTRUDE MILLER and WILLIAM BUSSELL is:
31. i. WILLIAM ALPHEUS6 BUSSELL,JR.

17. MOSES DEWITT5 MILLER (MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married DOROTHY CRAWFORD.

Child of MOSES MILLER and DOROTHY CRAWFORD is:
32. i. MOSES DEWITT6 MILLER,JR.
18. MARY NELL\textsuperscript{5} BARNES (NANCY\textsuperscript{4} DEWITT, RACHEL\textsuperscript{3} DORSEY, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married HAROLD DEBOW WILLIAMS.

Child of MARY BARNES and HAROLD WILLIAMS is:
33. i. DANIEL MARSHALL\textsuperscript{6} WILLIAMS.

19. LAURA LUCRETIA\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married HUGH ALLEN BLAIR THOMSON.

Children of LAURA DORSEY and HUGH THOMSON are:
34. i. HUGH ALLEN BLAIR\textsuperscript{6} THOMSON, JR.

20. WILLIAM SIDNEY\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) He married MARY OUSLEY DAVIS.

Child of WILLIAM DORSEY and MARY DAVIS is:
35. i. MARY ANN DORSEY\textsuperscript{6} DORSEY.

21. EMILY ALICE\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married HARRY JOHN BRINKLEY.

Children of EMILY DORSEY and HARRY BRINKLEY are:
36. i. HARRIET EMILY\textsuperscript{6} BRINKLEY.
   ii. MARCIA LUCRETIA BRINKLEY, m. RICHARD FIRTH.
   iii. JOHN SPENCER BRINKLEY.

22. ROBERTA LEE\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married HARRY FLOYD COLLAR.

Child of ROBERTA DORSEY and HARRY COLLAR is:
37. i. COURTNEY DORSEY\textsuperscript{6} COLLAR.

23. MARGARET CUMMING\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (WILLIAM SHERIDAN\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married THOMAS KEMP TOPSEN.

Children of MARGARET DORSEY and THOMAS TOPSEN are:
38. i. ANORGUS\textsuperscript{6} TOPSEN.
   ii. WILLIAM LORENS TOPSEN.

24. LAURA ELLEN\textsuperscript{5} BROWNFIELD (ANNIE AMELIA\textsuperscript{4} DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) She married FRANSIS MC INTOSH WOMACK, SR.

Children of LAURA BROWNFIELD and FRANSIS WOMACK are:
39. i. DORSEY ANN\textsuperscript{6} WOMACK.
40. ii. FRANSIS MC INTOSH WOMACK, JR.

25. LAURA LOUISE\textsuperscript{5} DORSEY (BYRON CLARENCE\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN CUMMING\textsuperscript{3}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{2}, EDWARD\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 03, 1907. She married WILLIAM OVERTON BILLITER. He was born September 04, 1901 in WILLIAMSTOWN, KY.
Children of Laura Dorsey and William Billiter are:
41. i. William Overton Billiter, Jr.
    ii. Frances Edith Billiter.
    iii. Susanne Speaks Billiter.

26. John Cumming Dorsey (Byron Clarence, John Cumming, Thomas, Edward) was born Unknown. He married (1) Jean ??. He married (2) Kerry Jean Mitchell.

Child of John Dorsey and Jean ? is:
42. i. Kerry Dorsey.

Child of John Dorsey and Kerry Mitchell is:
    ii. Kerry Dorsey.

27. Minerva Agnes Baker (Cyrus, Sarah Dorsey, Thomas, Edward) She married Samuel WheeLock Hurlburt.

Children of Minerva Baker and Samuel Hurlburt are:
43. i. George WheeLock Hurlburt.
    ii. George Samuel Hurlburt.

Generation No. 6

28. Elise Miller Officer (Lula Miller, Matilda Dewitt, Rachel Dorsey, Thomas, Edward) She married Lewis Hayman Kramer.

Child of Elise Officer and Lewis Kramer is:
    i. Lewis Hayman Kramer Jr.

29. Sara Matilda Officer (Lula Miller, Matilda Dewitt, Rachel Dorsey, Thomas, Edward) She married Robert Mathew Adams.

Children of Sara Officer and Robert Adams are:
    i. Dianesusan Adams.
    ii. Charles Mathew Adams.

30. Mary Katherine Officer (Lula Miller, Matilda Dewitt, Rachel Dorsey, Thomas, Edward) She married Frank Kenneth Wey.

Children of Mary Officer and Frank Wey are:
44. i. Mary Helen Wey.
    ii. Katherine Lu Wey, m. Larry Edward Abbott.
45. iii. Frances Kenny Wey.
    iv. Emily Elise Wey.


Child of William Bussell and Elma Bohannon is:
46. i. Matilda Lora' Bussell.

32. Moses Dewitt Miller Jr (Moses Dewitt, Matilda Dewitt, Rachel Dorsey, Thomas, Edward) He
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

married BETTY SUE CONE.

Child of MOSES MILLER and BETTY CONE is:
   i. MOSES DEWITT MILLER III.

33. DANIEL MARSHALL 6 WILLIAMS (MARY NELL 5 BARNES, NANCY 4 DEWITT, RACHEL 3 DORSEY, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) He married DORALEE FOGEL.

Child of DANIEL WILLIAMS and DORALEE FOGEL is:
   i. MICHAEL JOSEPH 7 WILLIAMS.

34. MARGARET LUCRETIA 6 THOMSON (LAURA LUCRETIA 5 DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN 4, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) She married HERMON SHONBRUN.

Children of MARGARET THOMSON and HERMON SHONBRUN are:
   i. SARAH MIA BLAIR 5 SHONBRUN, m. KENNETH WALKER.
   ii. SUSAN HOWARD SHONBRUN.
   iii. VICTORIA ROSS SHONBRUN.
   iv. ANNE THOMAS SHONBRUN.
   v. ROBERT SHONBRUN.

35. MARY ANN DORSEY 6 DORSEY (WILLIAM SIDNEY 5, WILLIAM SHERIDAN 4, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) She married WILLIAM HENRY BARBER.

Children of MARY DORSEY and WILLIAM BARBER are:
   i. WILLIAM HENRY 7 BARBERJR.
   ii. LESLIE ANN BARBER.
   iii. AMANDA BARBER.

36. HARRIET EMILY 6 BRINKLEY (EMILY ALICE 5 DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN 4, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) She married JOHN RALPH WIEDEMAN.

Child of HARRIET BRINKLEY and JOHN WIEDEMAN is:
   i. ROBERT HUGH 7 WIEDEMAN.

37. COURTNEY DORSEY 6 COLLAR (ROBERTA LEE 5 DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN 4, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) He married MARY VIRGINIA NEWSOM.

Children of COURTNEY COLLAR and MARY NEWSOM are:
   i. MARY VIRGINIA 7 COLLAR.
   ii. COURTNEY HAMILTON COLLAR.

38. ANORGUS 6 TOPSEN (MARGARET CUMMING 5 DORSEY, WILLIAM SHERIDAN 4, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) He married (1) RIKIE?. He married (2) SHARON ?.

Children of ANORGUS TOPSEN and SHARON ? are:
   i. JOHN PATRICK 7 TOPSEN.
   ii. PETER KILLUINO TOPSEN.

39. DORSEY ANN 6 WOMACK (LAURA ELLEN 5 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA 4 DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING 3, THOMAS 2, EDWARD 1) She married GARLAND BRENNAN.

Children of DORSEY WOMACK and GARLAND BRENNAN are:
47. i. DORSEY ANN7 BRENNAN.
48. ii. MELINDA BRENNAN.

40. FRANSIS Mc INTOSH8 WOMACK, JR (LAURA ELLEN5 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA4 DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married JAQUELINE HEWITT.

Children of FRANSIS WOMACK and JAQUELINE HEWITT are:
   i. MC INTOSH7 WOMACK.
   ii. JOHN WOMACK.
   iii. MARY GLENN WOMACK.
   iv. TIMOTHY WOMACK.

41. WILLIAM OVERTON6 BILLITER, JR (LAURA LOUISE5 DORSEY, BYRON CLARENCE4, JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married MAURINE FLANNAGAN.

Children of WILLIAM BILLITER and MAURINE FLANNAGAN are:
   i. STEPHEN T.7 BILLITER.
   ii. SUZANNE MAURINE BILLITER.

42. KERRY6 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING5, BYRON CLARENCE4, JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married CHARLES BRYANT MC MURRAY.

Child of KERRY DORSEY and CHARLES MC MURRAY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER BRYANT7 MC MURRAY.

43. GEORGE WHEELOCK6 HURLBURT (MINERVA AGNES5 BAKER, CYRUS H.4, SARAH3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married NETTIE KATHERINE HAMLEY.

Child of GEORGE HURLBURT and NETTIE HAMLEY is:
49. i. GEORGE RICHARD7 HURLBURT.

Generation No. 7

44. MARY HELEN7 WEY (MARY KATHERINE6 OFFICER, LULA5 MILLER, MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married DONALD WEYNE THACKER.

Child of MARY WEY and DONALD THACKER is:
   i. DONALD WEY8 THACKER.

45. FRANCES KENNY7 WEY (MARY KATHERINE6 OFFICER, LULA5 MILLER, MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married (1) GUY WALTON WISENANT. She married (2) CLIFFORD HARE, JR.

Child of FRANCES WEY and GUY WISENANT is:
   i. GUY WALTON8 WISENANT, JR.

Child of FRANCES WEY and CLIFFORD HARE is:
   ii. JENNIFER LOUISE8 HARE.

46. MATILDA LORA7 BUSSELL (WILLIAM ALPHEUS6, GERTRUDE5 MILLER, MATILDA4 DEWITT, RACHEL3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married WILLIAM MORGAN SPECK.

Child of MATILDA BUSSELL and WILLIAM SPECK is:

262
i. ANITA LEE Speck.

47. DORSEY ANN7 BRENNAN (DORSEY ANN6 WOMACK, LAURA ELLEN5 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA4 DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married JOHN RANDLE DAY.

Children of DORSEY BRENNAN and JOHN DAY are:
   i. SHELLEY ANN6 DAY.
   ii. JOHN RANDALL DAY ?.

48. MELINDA7 BRENNAN (DORSEY ANN6 WOMACK, LAURA ELLEN5 BROWNFIELD, ANNIE AMELIA4 DORSEY, JOHN CUMMING3, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) She married LEWIS MILTON CLYBURN.

Children of MELINDA BRENNAN and LEWIS CLYBURN are:
   i. JONATHAN SCOTT6 CLYBURN.
   ii. WILLIAM ANDREW CLYBURN.

49. GEORGE RICHARD7 HURLBURT (GEORGE WHEELOCK6, MINERVA AGNES5 BAKER, CYRUS H.4, SARAH3 DORSEY, THOMAS2, EDWARD1) He married RUTH DOYLE SHERRARD.

Children of GEORGE HURLBURT and RUTH SHERRARD are:
   i. RANDALL LEE6 HURLBURT, m. SUE REYNOLDS.
   ii. RUSSELL THOMAS HURLBURT, m. ROBERTA JEAN ROCHKAR.
   iii. PATRICIA RUTH HURLBURT, m. CHESTER FREDICK CRONE.
   iv. SKYE HURLBURT, m. R. DOUGLAS BURCHESKY.
Descendants of Gamaliel Earls

Generation No. 1

1. Gamaliel1 Earls was born Abt. 1715, and died Abt. 1775 in Fishing Creek Dist., Granville City, NC.

More About Gamaliel Earls:
1: May 15, 1761, Bought 493 Acres in Granville Cnty, NC
2: February 23, 1762, Sold 493 Acres in Granville Cnty, NC
3: Bet. 1769 - 1771, Paid Taxes in Granville Cnty, NC
4: Occupation: Farmer

Children of Gamaliel Earls are:
   i. William2 Earles, b. Abt. 1741, Fishing Creek Dist., Granville City, NC.
   ii. Elizabeth Earles, b. September 10, 1749, Fishing Creek Dist., Granville City, NC.
   iii. Charles Earles, b. December 1769, Granville Cnty, Ohio; d. March 28, 1848, Lee City, , VA.
   iv. Obediah Earles, b. Abt. 1775, Fishing Creek Dist., Granville City, NC.

Generation No. 2

2. Charles2 Earles (Gamaliel1 Earls) was born December 1769 in Granville Cnty, Ohio, and died March 28, 1848 in Lee City, , VA. He married Mary Martin 1800, daughter of John Martin and Mary ??? . She was born Unknown in Lee City, , VA.

More About Charles Earles:
1: Bet. 1770 - 1790, Raised in Granville Co. NC
2: Bet. 1790 - 1814, Farmed in Lee Co. VA
3: 1815, Moved With Wife And Kids To Ohio
9: 1816, Arrived In Jackson Cnty Ohio Neer Oak Hill
10: 1817, Moved To Windsor Township, Lawrence Cnty, Ohio
11: September 17, 1821, Purchased 145 Acres On Symmes Creek From Us
12: April 07, 1826, Sold 145 Acres To Third Son Bennett
13: Occupation: Farmer
14: Religion: Symmes Creek Baptist

Children of Charles Earles and Mary Martin are:
   i. Martin E.3 Earles, b. November 19, 1800, , Lee Cnty, VA; d. Union Township Lawrence, Ohio.
   ii. Bennett Earles, b. November 05, 1804, , Lee Cnty, VA; d. Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio.
   iii. Elizabeth Earles, b. Abt. 1806, , Lee Cnty, VA; d. WFT Est. 1828-1900; m. Whitrock Martin, August 04, 1822, Windsor Township, Lawrence, OH.
   viii. Andrew Earles, b. 1815, , Jackson, Ohio; d. Abt. 1890, Maquoketa Township, Jackson, IA.
   ix. Elisha Earles, b. Abt. 1818, Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio; d. Abt. 1825, Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio.
   x. Lucinda Earles, b. 1821, Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio; d. 1897, Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio.
   xi. Frances Earles, b. December 11, 1822, Windsor Township, Lawrence, Ohio; d. September 01,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1898, UNION TOWNSHIP LAWRENCE, OHIO.

Generation No. 3

3. CHARLES JR.³ EARLES (CHARLES², GAMALIEL¹ EARLS) was born June 05, 1808 in LEE CITY, VA, and died June 15, 1848 in WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, LAWRENCE, OHIO. He married ELIZABETH LANGDON February 17, 1825 in WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, OHIO.

Children of CHARLES EARLES and ELIZABETH LANGDON are:

i. SAMUEL⁴ EARLES, b. 1825, WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, LAWRENCE, OHIO; d. WFT Est. 1856-1916.
ii. MARY EARLES, b. October 23, 1828, WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, LAWRENCE, OHIO; d. August 15, 1861, UNION TOWNSHIP LAWRENCE, OHIO.
iii. JEREMIAH EARLES, b. April 25, 1830, WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, LAWRENCE, OHIO; d. May 09, 1919, UNION TOWNSHIP LAWRENCE, OHIO.
iv. CHARLES S. EARLES, b. Abt. 1832, WINDSOR TOWNSHIP, LAWRENCE, OHIO; d. WFT Est. 1833-1922.

Generation No. 4

4. ANDREW J.⁴ EARLES (CHARLES JR.³, CHARLES², GAMALIEL¹ EARLS) was born Abt. 1835 in Windsor Twnship (Lawrence Cnty), OH, and died WFT Est. 1861-1926. He married MANDA MARKIN February 07, 1855 in Windsor Twnship (Lawrence Cnty), OH. She was born WFT Est. 1818-1842, and died WFT Est. 1860-1931.

Child of ANDREW EARLES and MANDA MARKIN is:

5. i. JOSEPH VINTON⁵ EARLES, b. February 21, 1864.

Generation No. 5

5. JOSEPH VINTON⁵ EARLES (ANDREW J.⁴, CHARLES JR.³, CHARLES², GAMALIEL¹ EARLS) was born February 21, 1864. He married ALICE MAE ROOD. She was born April 24, 1867 in CLIPPER MILL, OHIO, and died 1915.

Children of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD are:

6. i. MAE⁶ EARLES, b. January 14, 1889.
7. ii. MAUDE EARLES, b. February 07, 1892; d. August 01, 1998.
8. iii. GOLDIE EARLES, b. January 29, 1894.
iv. NELLIE EARLES, b. 1896.
9.  v. WILLIAM EARLES, b. February 14, 1898.
10. vi. CHARLES EARLES, b. March 14, 1901.
11. vii. CLYDE EARLES, b. 1904.
  viii. VIOLET EARLES, b. 1906; d. AT AGE 11 OF DIPHTHERIA.
  x. LYLE EARLES, b. Unknown.

Generation No. 6

6. MAE⁶ EARLES (JOSEPH VINTON⁵, ANDREW J.⁴, CHARLES JR.³, CHARLES², GAMALIEL¹ EARLS) was born January 14, 1889. She married IRVIN SCHULTZ.

Children of MAE EARLES and IRVIN SCHULTZ are:

i. KATHLEEN⁷ SCHULTZ, b. November 1914.
ii. JOSEPH SCHULTZ, b. 1920.
iii. RICHARD SCHULTZ, b. 1929.

Children of Maude Earles and Earl Handley are:

   ii. Earl Samuel Handley, b. August 06, 1929.

8. Nellie^6 Earles (*Joseph Vinton^5, Andrew J^4, Charles Jr^3, Charles^2, Gamaliel^1 Earls*) was born 1896. She married Charles Ferral.

Children of Nellie Earles and Charles Ferral are:

   i. Ferral^7.
   ii. 2 Ferral.
   iii. 3 Ferral.
   iv. 4 Ferral.
   v. 5 Ferral.

9. William^6 Earles (*Joseph Vinton^5, Andrew J^4, Charles Jr^3, Charles^2, Gamaliel^1 Earls*) was born February 14, 1898.

Children of William Earles are:

   i. Marion^7 Earles, d. World War II.
   ii. ? Earles.

   Notes for ? Earles:
   He lived in Huntington, WV

10. Charles^6 Earles (*Joseph Vinton^5, Andrew J^4, Charles Jr^3, Charles^2, Gamaliel^1 Earls*) was born March 14, 1901.

Child of Charles Earles is:

   i. 17 Earles, d. Unknown.

11. Morris^6 Earles (*Joseph Vinton^5, Andrew J^4, Charles Jr^3, Charles^2, Gamaliel^1 Earls*) was born Abt. 1910. He married ?. She was born in Germany.

Notes for ?:
She divorced him and moved back to Germany with the children.

Children of Morris Earles and ? are:

   i. Twin 1? Earles.
   ii. Twin 2 Earles.

Generation No. 7


Notes for Alice Love Handley:
Worked at Du Pont Neoprene Plant in laboratory until marriage to John Slaton
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952
THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKewood, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN
LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN 1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED
FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.
LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE® SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.
Descendants of Pierre Fayet-Lesperance

Generation No. 1

1. Pierre1 Fayet-Lesperance He married Francoise Ladoceur.

Child of Pierre Fayet-Lesperance and Francoise Ladoceur is:
2. i. Jean Baptiste2 Fayet.

Generation No. 2


Child of Jean Fayet and Marguerite Lacroix is:
3. i. Frank3 Fayet, b. WFT Est. 1810-1839; d. WFT Est. 1864-1924.

Generation No. 3

3. Frank3 Fayet (Jean Baptiste2, Pierre1 Fayet-Lesperance) was born WFT Est. 1810-1839, and died WFT Est. 1864-1924. He married Catherine Chatel October 18, 1842 in St. Anicet, Que., daughter of Joachim Chatel and Marguerite Dupuis. She was born WFT Est. 1819-1842, and died WFT Est. 1864-1930.

Children of Frank Fayet and Catherine Chatel are:
  i. John Thomas4 Fayet.
4. ii. Mary Salome Fayet, b. April 09, 1848; d. April 21, 1941, Gainesville, Alachua, Fla..

Generation No. 4

4. Mary Salome4 Fayet (Frank3, Jean Baptiste2, Pierre1 Fayet-Lesperance) was born April 09, 1848, and died April 21, 1941 in Gainesville, Alachua, Fla.. She married Louis Napoleon Lafontisee August 22, 1866 in Hogansburg, Franklin, New York, son of Louis Lafontaisie and Rosalie Plandom. He was born November 19, 1842 in Massena, St Lawrence, New York, and died September 30, 1910 in Gainesville, Alachua, Fla..

Notes for Mary Salome Fayet:
The source of the parents of Mary Fayet and her ancestors came through the help of Ms. Pauline Deschaies, 66 Ames St, Massena, NY 13662
She has been very helpful, as she has been working on genealogy for 35 years and is very knowledgeable.

The following notes are from the research of Elizabeth Pope
Census: 1880 census for Norfolk, St Lawrence, NY Directory: Saint Lawrence County, New York Directory 1890 Name Location City State Year 1890: Louis Lafontisee Louisville St. Lawrence New York City Directory Biography: See 1886 letter from Rutledge FL on his trip to find a place to settle in FL 1889 moved to Gainesville to be near jobs. Aunt Carrie's letter: reason to leave NY: "There were financial difficulties resulting from a near failure of a dairy farm; besides dissatisfied conviction of life in rural New York. Ill He desired a happier setting for his large family and I believe he found it. See letter for account of early days of the move. Contact: Bill Handley.
CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Olivier Houle and Euphrosine Duhaut. MILITARY: Louis N Lafontisee
Enlisted as a PrivateEnlisted in Company A, 92nd Infantry Regiment New York
Transferred in Company D, 96th
Infantry Regiment New York on 01 December 1864
Transferred on 01 December 1864
Mustered out on 18 June 1865 in Manchester, VA
Sources: New York: Report of the Adjutant-General. (NYRoster) Published in 1894-
1906
LaFontisee, Louis, collector. Letter describing trip across Florida, 1886 November 12. 7 leaves. Louis N. LaFontisee, writing to his
daughter Ella, describes his journey from New York to Florida, and his plans to settle in Rutledge, after crossing
the peninsula to Cedar Key. Includes details of travel conditions by train and boat, but most information is about
Rutledge, where he contracts for purchase of land and goes to work for the sawmill. Gift of Louis L. LaFontisee, 1989. MS Box 44
Copy of original letter also in the possession of Louis LaFontisee of Miami, FL.

More About MARY SALOME FAYET:
Burial: EVERGREEN CEMETERY, GAINESVILLE, FL.

Notes for LOUIS NAPOLION. LAFONTISEE:
THE SOURCE OF THE PARENTS OF L.N.LAF. AND HIS ANCESTORS

THROUGH THE HELP OF MS. PAULINE DESHAIES, 66 AMES ST., MASSENA, NY 13662

SHE HAS BEEN VERY HELPFUL, AS SHE HAS BEEN WORKING ON GENEALOGY FOR 35 YEARS
AND IS VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE.

THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE FROM THE RESEARCH OF ELIZABETH POPE;
CENSUS: 1880 census for Norfolk, St Lawrence, NY Directory: Saint Lawrence County, New York Directory
1890 Name Location City State Year 1890: Louis Lafontisee Louisville St. Lawrence New York City
Directory.

BIOGRAPHY: See 1886 letter from Rutledge FL on his trip to find a place to settle in FL 1889 moved to
Gainesville to be near jobs. Aunt Carrie's letter: reason to leave NY: "There were financial difficulties resulting
from a near failure of a dairy farm; besides dissatisfied conviction of life in rural New York. Ill He desired a
happier setting for his large family and I believe he found it. See letter for account of early days of the move.
Contact: Bill Handley.

CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Olivier Houle and Euphrosine Duhaut.

MILITARY: Louis N Lafontisee Enlisted as a PrivateEnlisted in Company A, 92nd Infantry Regiment New
York Transferred in Company D, 96th Infantry Regiment New York on 01 December 1864
Transferred on 01 December 1864
Mustered out on 18 June 1865 in Manchester, VA
Sources: New York: Report of the Adjutant-General. (NYRoster) Published in 1894-1906

LaFontisee, Louis, collector. Letter describing trip across Florida, 1886 November 12. 7 leaves. Louis N. LaFontisee, writing to his
daughter Ella, describes his journey from New York to Florida, and his plans to settle in Rutledge, after crossing
the peninsula to Cedar Key. Includes details of travel conditions by train and boat, but most information is about
Rutledge, where he contracts for purchase of land and goes to work for the sawmill. Gift of Louis L. LaFontisee, 1989. MS Box 44
Copy of original letter also in the possession of Louis LaFontisee of Miami, FL.

Louis married Mary Salome FAYETTE, daughter of Name Unknown FAYETTE and Catherine CHATELLE, on
22 Apr 1866 in Hogansburg NY. Mary was born 1848. She died 21 Apr 1941.
Sah Lo Mee is pronunciation not biblical Salome pronunciation

Florida Death Index 1877-1998Name:
Mary Salome Lafontisee
Place: Alachua
Gender: F
Race: W
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Volume: 941
Certificate: 7650 Death Date: 1941


See Aunt Carrie's letter for more information.

BAPTISMS AND MARRIAGES FROM ST PATRICK'S CHURCH IN HOGANSBURG, NY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>RECORD</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>PARENTS</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAFANTISIE, M1</td>
<td>9-13-1852</td>
<td>HOGANS</td>
<td>JOHN BOISLIEU APPEARS AS BOILEU BURG IN ORIGINAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGELINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFANTISIE ROSE PLUMONDON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH B1</td>
<td>10-29-1844</td>
<td>MASSENA</td>
<td>LOUIS LAFANTISIE born 10-5-11844 FATHER NAME APPEARS FANTASY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFANTISIE B1</td>
<td>5-19-1851</td>
<td>BURG</td>
<td>ROSALIE PLUMONDON LIVED IN MASSENA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCISSE B1</td>
<td>12-18-1846</td>
<td>HOGANS</td>
<td>LOUIS LAFANTISIE born11-3-1846 PROB. LIVED IN MASSENA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE B1</td>
<td>2-21-1849</td>
<td>HOGANS</td>
<td>LOUIS LAFANTISIE born 2-9-1849 PROB LIVED IN MASSENA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More About LOUIS NAPOLION. LAFONTISIE:
Burial: EVERGREEN CEMETERY, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.

Marriage Notes for MARY FAYET and LOUIS LAFONTISIE:
MARRIED: THE PRIEST THERE HAD BROKEN HIS FAST, BECAUSE HE HAD MISUNDERSTOOD THE TIME, SO THE PRIEST FROM ST. REGIS, FATHER MOSSEAU, CELEBRATED THE MASS AND PERFORMED THE CEREMONY.

Children of MARY FAYET and LOUIS LAFONTISIE are:
5. i. ELEANOR MARY LAFONTISE, b. July 06, 1867, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y.; d. 1940.
6. ii. LOUIS FRANCIS LAFONTISE, b. Abt. 1869, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. July 11, 1924.
7. iii. ALMINA ELIZABETH LAFONTISE, b. May 14, 1870, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK "MOUTH OF PLUM BROOK"; d. 1959, ?.
   iv. JOHN OLIVER LAFONTISE, b. July 24, 1871, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y.; m. CATHERINE MAC KEEN, Unknown; b. Unknown, ?: d. Unknown, BALTIMORE, TOWSON, MD.

More About JOHN OLIVER LAFONTISE:
Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1stCOMMUNION FACT2: JOHN AND EUGENIA WERE TWINS

More About CATHERINE MAC KEEN:
FACT1: Unknown, UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES

8. v. EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISE, b. July 24, 1871, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
9. vi. MARGARET AGNES LAFONTISE, b. April 07, 1873, NORFOLK, ST. LAWRENCE, N.Y.; d. 1928, GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.
   vii. KATHERINE ROSALIE LAFONTISE, b. November 01, 1874, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y.; d. April
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

16, 1945, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; m. A.C.BARRON, Unknown.


10. ix. GEORGEANA LAFONTSEE, b. 1878; d. 1962.

11. x. LUCY MATILDA LAFONTSEE, b. July 21, 1880, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. 1932, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

11. x. LUCY MATILDA LAFONTSEE, b. July 21, 1880, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. 1932, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

xii. JULIA CAROLINE LAFONTSEE, b. April 15, 1884, LOUISVILLE, ST LAWRENCE, NY.; d. April 28, 1978, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; m. (1) JAY HOLLY PALMER; b. March 11, 1877, ?; d. February 1965, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; m. (2) JAMES WESLEY MCCOLLUM, April, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; b. 1871; d. 1945, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

More About JULIA CAROLINE LAFONTSEE:
Fact 1: JUST OUTSIDE MASSENA, N.Y.

Generation No. 5

5. ELEANOR MARY5 LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born July 06, 1867 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y., and died 1940. She married (1) ? HAMILTON 1894. She married (2) B.B. BARCO February 1914. He was born 1855, and died August 1935 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

Child of ELEANOR LAFONTSEE and ? HAMILTON is:
   i. SALOME FAYETTE6 HAMILTON.

6. LOUIS FRANCIS5 LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born Abt. 1869 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died July 11, 1924. He married JULIA CHEVES July 1899 in FERNANDINA, , FL. She was born Unknown in ?.

Child of LOUIS LAFONTSEE and JULIA CHEVES is:
12. i. LOUIS6 LAFONTSEE, b. 1902, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; d. 1945, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

7. ALMINA ELIZABETH5 LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born May 14, 1870 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK "MOUTH OF PLUM BROOK", and died 1959 in ?. She married THEODORE HUDGINS Bet. 1892 - 1893 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He was born Unknown in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of ALMINA LAFONTSEE and THEODORE HUDGINS are:
13. i. RUTH MINA6 HUDGINS, b. October 03, 1892, OLD OSBORNE HOUSE GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL; d. April 1977, TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL. 

8. EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born July 24, 1871 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1922 in NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL. She married THOMAS MOORE KINCAID June 25, 1908 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., son of JAMES KINCAID and SARAH MOORE. He was born January 24, 1866 in ?, and died 1944 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

Notes for EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTSEE:
EUGENIE AND JOHN WERE TWINS

More About EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTSEE:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1stCOMMUNION
Fact 2: TWIN OF JOHN

Children of EUGENIE LAFONTSEE and THOMAS KINCAID are:
   i. THOMAS MOORE KINCAID\(^6\) JR, b. 1903, GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA FL.; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
   15. ii. MARY ELIZABETH KINCAID, b. August 29, 1904, NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
   16. iv. EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, b. August 28, 1907.
   17. v. KATHERINE KINCAID, b. August 25, 1912, GAINESVILLE, FL.

9. MARGARET AGNES\(^5\) LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born April 07, 1873 in NORFOLK, ST. LAWRENCE, N.Y., and died 1928 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. She married EGbert JEROME BOWYER June 1894 in Winfield, Putnam, W.VA., son of NAPOLEON BOWYER and ANNA ROBERTS. He was born December 10, 1859 in ?, and died 1936 in Gainsville, ALACHUA, Fla.

Notes for EGBERT JEROME BOWYER:
PART OWNER OF PENN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, TAMPA, FLA.

Children of MARGARET LAFONTSEE and EGbert BOWYER are:
   18. i. HELoise ERNESTINE\(^6\) BOWYER, b. May 09, 1895, WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL.; d. April 14, 1953, Franklin, North Carolina.
   19. ii. EGbert NAPOLIAN BOWYER, b. December 05, 1900, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; d. April 1975, TARPON SPRINGS, FL.
   20. iii. ERnest JEROME BOWYER, b. October 02, 1903, TAMPA, HILLSBORA, FL.; d. Abt. May 17, 1988, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

10. GEORGEANA\(^5\) LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1878, and died 1962. She married BYRON CLARENCE DORSEY September 25, 1901 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., son of JOHN DORSEY and LAURA SMITH. He was born 1876, and died August 13, 1950 in FRANKLIN, MACON, NC.

Children of GEORGEANA LAFONTSEE and BYRON DORSEY are:
   i. MARY ELIZABETH\(^6\) DORSEY, b. 1902; d. 1928, ASHVILLE, NC.
   21. ii. LAURA LOUISE DORSEY, b. May 03, 1907.
   22. iii. JOHN CUMMING DORSEY, b. Unknown.

11. LUCY MATILDA\(^5\) LAFONTSEE (MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born July 21, 1880 in NORFOLK, ST LAURENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1932 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. She married LEVI JAMES KNIGHT September 23, 1903 in AT HOME-GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. He was born 1875 in ?, and died 1941 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Children of LUCY LAFONTSEE and LEVI KNIGHT are:
   i. JAMES\(^6\) KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
   ii. LOUIS KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
   iii. HAROLD KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
   iv. WILLIAM HENRY KNIGHT, b. Unknown.

Generation No. 6

12. LOUIS\(^6\) LAFONTSEE (LOUIS FRANCIS\(^5\), MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1902 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., and died 1945 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. He married EDITH PARKER Unknown. She was born Unknown in ?, and died Unknown.

More About LOUIS LAFONTSEE:
Children of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and EDITH PARKER are:

23. i. JEANE EDITH7 LAFONTISEE, b. January 06, 1927.
24. ii. MARJORIE ANN LAFONTISEE, b. March 22, 1930, GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA FL.
25. iii. LOUIS LEROY LAFONTISEEJR, b. September 26, 1932.

13. RUTH MINA6 HUDGINS (ALMINA ELIZABETH5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 03, 1892 in OLD OSBORNE HOUSE GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, and died April 1977 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL. "?" 33611. She married SANKIE ROSELLE PEARSON Unknown in ?. He was born January 23, 1890 in I BELIEVE IN CLAY COUNTY, AL., and died March 1976 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL. 33611, 3112 VILLA ROSA AVE..

Notes for RUTH MINA HUDGINS:

Individual: Pearson, Ruth
Birth date: Oct 3, 1892
Death date: Apr 1977
Social Security #: 261-43-2276
Last residence: FL 33611
State of issue: FL

Notes for SANKIE ROSELLE PEARSON:

Individual: Pearson, Sankie
Birth date: Jan 23, 1890
Death date: Mar 1976
Social Security #: 263-48-8891
Last residence: FL 33611
State of issue: FL

Children of RUTH HUDGINS and SANKIE PEARSON are:

26. i. JANE CATHERINE7 PEARSON, b. Bet. October 03, 1915 - 1917, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.
ii. ROBERT LAFAYETTE PEARSON, b. May 20, 1921, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

More About ROBERT LAFAYETTE PEARSON:
Fact 1: Unknown
Fact 3: Unknown
Fact 6: BOB PEARSON JOINED TRAPPIST MONKS
Fact 7: IN CONYERS, GA. [DATE ?] ORDANED AS
Fact 8: FATHER BERNADINE. AS OF 1996 HAS
Fact 9: REGAINED HIS NAME. NOW IS FATHER
Fact 10: BOB PEARSON.

14. CATHERINE ELIZABETH6 HUDGINS (ALMINA ELIZABETH5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born November 20, 1894 in ?, and died December 1984 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL. She married EARLE CAREY HULETT Unknown in ?. He was born May 02, 1889 in ?, and died March 1964 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

Notes for EARLE CAREY HULETT:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Individual: Hulett, Earle
Birth date: May 2, 1889
Death date: Mar 1964
Social Security #: 261-07-1094
Last residence: GA
State of issue: FL

Child of CATHERINE HUDGINS and EARLE HULETT is:

27. i. MARGARET CAREY6 HULETT, b. Unknown, ?. 

15. MARY ELIZABETH6 KINCAID (EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born August 29, 1904 in NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL. She married THOMAS FULLER February 08, 1933 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, son of PAUL FULLER and SALLY STEWART. He was born September 16, 1906 in ANDERSON, ANDERSON, S.C., and died December 21, 1982 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, son of PIERRE KINCAID and TOLBERT LOVE HANDLEY. 

Child of MARY KINCAID and THOMAS FULLER is:

28. i. MARY CAROLINE7 HULLER, b. July 01, 1937, FAYETTEVILLE, CUMBERLAND, N.C.

16. EUGENIA OLIVE6 KINCAID (EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born August 28, 1907. She married JOHN CAREY MCCRAW 1934 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He was born October 01, 1906 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, and died June 29, 1985 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

Children of EUGENIA KINCAID and JOHN MCCRAW are:

29. i. JR JOHN CAREY MCCRAW7 JR, b. June 1936.
   ii. THOMAS KINCAID MCCRAW, b. Unknown.

17. KATHERINE6 KINCAID (EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born August 25, 1912 in GAINESVILLE, FL. She married JAMES GEORGE FEIBER 1937 in GAINESVILLE, FL. He was born July 22, 1910 in ?, and died July 15, 1954 in ?.

Children of KATHERINE KINCAID and JAMES FEIBER are:

   i. THOMAS MURRY7 FEIBER, b. Unknown.
   ii. JAMES GEORGE FEIBER JR, b. Unknown.
   iii. JOHN KINCAID FEIBER, b. Unknown.

18. HELOISE ERNESTINE6 BOWYER (MARGARET AGNES5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL, and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina. She married (1) GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, son of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE. He was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA. She married (2) BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT December 21, 1935 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, Fla., son of ELIAS TALBERT and AGNES ROSS. He was born February 22, 1882 in GREENWOOD, S.C., and died August 1937 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
More About Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

More About Garland Love Handley:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Marriage Notes for Heloise Bowyer and Garland Handley:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Notes for Benjamman Arthur Tolbert:
(Most of the following details were found in a resume published in, "Who's Who in America,1934-1935").


Organizations: President of the National Association of Dean of Students, 1934-1935; Pi Kappa Alpha; Democrat; Methodist; Scottish Rite Mason (32^); Kiwanian.

IT STANDS AS GOOD REASON THAT DEAN TOLBERT NAMED HIS SON AFTER HIS GR-FATHER.

Children of Heloise Bowyer and Garland Handley are:
31. ii. William Bowyer Handley, b. May 16, 1922, Huntington, Cabell, WV.


Child of Egbert Bowyer and Hazel Hearon is:


More About Ernest Jerome Bowyer:
Burial: May 20, 1988, Evergreen Cemetery

Notes for Dorothy Ryan:
ADOPTED HER BROTHERS TWO BOYS WHEN THEIR PARENTS WERE KILLED IN A PLANE CRASH.

Children of Ernest Bowyer and Dorothy Ryan are:
   ii. Pat Bowyer, b. Unknown.
   iii. Mike Bowyer, b. Unknown; Adopted child.
   iv. Pete Bowyer, b. Unknown; Adopted child.
21. LAURA LOUISE\(^6\) DORSEY (GEORGEANA\(^5\) LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born May 03, 1907. She married WILLIAM OVERTON BILLITER. He was born September 04, 1901 in WILLIAMSTOWN, , KY.

Children of LAURA DORSEY and WILLIAM BILLITER are:
32. i. WILLIAM OVERTON\(^7\) BILLITER,JR.
   ii. FRANCES EDITH BILLITER.
   iii. SUSANNE SPEAKS BILLITER.

22. JOHN CUMMING\(^5\) DORSEY (GEORGEANA\(^5\) LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born Unknown. He married (1) JEAN ? ?. He married (2) KERRY JEAN MITCHELL.

Child of JOHN DORSEY and JEAN ? is:
33. i. KERRY\(^7\) DORSEY.

Child of JOHN DORSEY and KERRY MITCHELL is:
   ii. KERRY\(^7\) DORSEY.

Generation No. 7

23. JEANE EDITH\(^7\) LAFONTISEE (LOUIS\(^6\), LOUIS FRANCIS\(^5\), MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born January 06, 1927. She married MANER ERWIN SIBLEY 1948 in ?, son of MARION SIBLEY and MILDRED MCCARROLL. He was born 1923, and died Unknown.

Children of JEANE LAFONTISEE and MANER SIBLEY are:
34. i. LOUISE McCARROLL\(^8\) SIBLEY, b. 1949.
35. ii. DAVID MARION SIBLEY, b. 1951.
   iii. DANIEL ERWIN SUBLEY, b. 1956.
   iv. ALAN LONGSTREET SUBLEY, b. 1961; m. PATTY.

24. MARJORIE ANN\(^7\) LAFONTISEE (LOUIS\(^6\), LOUIS FRANCIS\(^5\), MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born March 22, 1930 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA FL.. She married LOUIS SERRANO October 03, 1953 in MIAMI, DADE, FL. He was born April 10, 1931 in NEW YORK, , NY.

Children of MARJORIE LAFONTISEE and LOUIS SERRANO are:
36. i. PATRICIA KATHERLEEN\(^8\) SERRANO, b. February 11, 1962, LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.
   ii. LOUISJOSEPH SERRANO, b. September 24, 1963, OAK RIDGE, ANDERSON, TN; m. MARY ANN.
   iii. JIM MCKINNON SERRANO, b. September 16, 1966, OAK RIDGE, ANDERSON, TN; m. KRISTEN.

25. LOUIS LEROY\(^7\) LAFONTISEE,JR (LOUIS\(^6\), LOUIS FRANCIS\(^5\), MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born September 26, 1932. He married ? Unknown. She was born Unknown.

Child of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and ? is:
   i. LOUIS\(^8\) LAFONTISEE, b. Unknown.

26. JANE CATHERINE\(^7\) PEARSON (RUTH MIA\(^6\) HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH\(^5\) LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME\(^4\) FAYET, FRANK\(^3\), JEAN BAPTISTE\(^2\), PIERRE\(^1\) FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born Bet. October 03, 1915 - 1917 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.. She married WILLIAM A. SETZER Unknown in ?. He was born Unknown in , , IL, and died Unknown in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for JANE CATHERINE PEARSON:
Children of JANE PEARSON and WILLIAM SETZER are:
37. i. CAROLINE CATHERINE
38. ii. CATHERINE ELIZABETH SETZER, b. 1949.
   iii. WILLIAM A. SETZER II, b. 1951.

27. MARGARET CAREY HULETT (CATHERINE ELIZABETH HUGDINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRAk3, JEAN BAPTISTE, PIERRE FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born Unknown in ?. She married A.C. ATKINS Unknown in ?.

Children of MARGARET HULETT and A.C. ATKINS are:
   i. ERIN LINDA ATKINS, b. Unknown.
   ii. KINBERLEY ANN ATKINS, b. Unknown.
   iii. JULIE ATKINS, b. Unknown.
   iv. <UNNAMED>, b. Unknown; d. Unknown, ?.

More About <UNNAMED>:
   Cause of Death: ?
   Fact 6: DIED AN INFANT

28. MARY CAROLINE FULLER (MARY ELIZABETH KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRAk3, JEAN BAPTISTE, PIERRE FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born July 01, 1937 in FAYETTEVILLE, CUMBERLAND, N.C.. She married (1) JOHN WEST. He was born in , , AUSTRALIA. She married (2) DAVID STRYKER REED June 15, 1957 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, son of HAROLD REED and ALICE STRYKER. He was born June 07, 1932 in MUKDEN, CHINA.

Children of MARY FULLER and DAVID REED are:
39. i. MICHAEL DAVID REED, b. March 22, 1958, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.
   ii. THOMAS HAROLD REED, b. May 19, 1962, ENCINO, LOS ANGELES , CA.
40. iii. EUGENIE ELIZABETH REED, b. October 14, 1963, ENCINO, LOS ANGELES , CA.

29. JR JOHN CAREY MCCRAW Jr (EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRAk3, JEAN BAPTISTE, PIERRE FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born June 1936. He married LAURANNE CASH August 1961 in ORLANDO, ORANGE, FL.

Children of JOHN JR and LAURANNE CASH are:
41. i. MARY ELLEN MCCRAW.
   ii. EUGENIE OLIVE MCCRAW, m. BILL HOOPER.
42. iii. LAURANNE MCCRAW, b. July 02, 1962.

30. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT (HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRAk3, JEAN BAPTISTE, PIERRE FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
   1941-1946 U.S. Army
   1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
   1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
   1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTB, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
43. i. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
44. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
45. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

31. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY (HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRANK, JEAN BAPTISTE, PIERRE FAYET-LESPEANCE) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fl., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fl., My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

(Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (#2). From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washerias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were;
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows:

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.
THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.
WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.
SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.
MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED. SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERE SOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
46. i. RUBY HELOISE HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
47. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
48. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

32. WILLIAM OVERTON BILLITER JR (LAURA LOUISE DORSEY, GEORGEANA LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) He married MAURINE FLANNAGAN.

Children of WILLIAM BILLITER and MAURINE FLANNAGAN are:
   i. STEPHEN T. BILLITER.
   ii. SUZANNE MAURINE BILLITER.

33. KERRY DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING6, GEORGEANA5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) She married CHARLES BRYANT MC MURRAY.

Child of KERRY DORSEY and CHARLES MC MURRAY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER BRYANT8 MC MURRAY.

Generation No. 8

34. LOUISE MCCARROLL SIBLEY (JEANE EDITH7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS6, LOUIS FRANCIS5, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1949. She married (1) JOSEPH W. YATES III. She married (2) TIM CLANCY.

Notes for JOSEPH W. YATES III:
DIV.

Child of LOUISE SIBLEY and JOSEPH YATES is:
   i. MARION YATES9 YATES.

35. DAVID MARION SIBLEY (JEANE EDITH7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS6, LOUIS FRANCIS5, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1951. He married MILDRED LOUISE PITTMAN. She was born 1951.

Children of DAVID SIBLEY and MILDRED PITTMAN are:
   i. STEVEN ERWIN SIBLEY, b. 1981.
   ii. DAVID PITTMAN SIBLEY, b. 1984.
   iii. MARGARET LOUISE SIBLEY, b. 1985.

36. PATRICIA KATHLEEN SERRANO (MARJORIE ANN7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS6, LOUIS FRANCIS5, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born February 11, 1962 in LOS ANGELES,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

LOS ANGELES, CA. She married WILLIAM LOUIS MARTIN, son of LOUIS MARTIN and KATHLEEN LUKASSEN. He was born March 20, 1952 in DAVID CITY, , NE.

Children of PATRICIA SERRANO and WILLIAM MARTIN are:
   i. HANNAH LOUISE MARTIN9 MARTIN, b. January 16, 1994, WINSTON SALEM, FORSYTH, NC.
   ii. WILLIAM JARED MARTIN, b. December 17, 1996, WINSTON SALEM, FORSYTH, NC.

37. CAROLINE CATHERINE8 SETZER (JANE CATHERINE7 PEARSON, RUTH MINA6 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1946. She married DOUGLAS RAINS.

Children of CAROLINE SETZER and DOUGLAS RAINS are:
   i. AUSTIN9 RAINS, b. Unknown.
   ii. BETH RAINS, b. Unknown.
   iii. WILL RAINS, b. Unknown.

38. CATHERINE ELIZABETH8 SETZER (JANE CATHERINE7 PEARSON, RUTH MINA6 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born 1949. She married RAYMOND ROYCE.

Child of CATHERINE SETZER and RAYMOND ROYCE is:
   i. RYAN9 ROYCE, b. Unknown.

39. MICHAEL DAVID8 REED (MARY CATHERINE7 FULLER, MARY ELIZABETH6 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born March 22, 1958 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married MARY SULLIVAN June 23, 1990 in LANCASTER, , CA. She was born June 22, 1960.

Children of MICHAEL REED and MARY SULLIVAN are:
   i. BEN9 REED.
   ii. EMMA MARY REED, b. March 30, 1991, LANCASTER, , CA.

40. EUGENIE ELIZABETH8 REED (MARY CATHERINE7 FULLER, MARY ELIZABETH6 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 14, 1963 in ENCINO, LOS ANGELES, CA. She married DANIEL SCOTT CORMODE February 07, 1987 in SHERMAN OAKS, , CA. He was born May 06, 1963 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.

Children of EUGENIE REED and DANIEL CORMODE are:
   i. ELIZABETH EUGENIE9 CORMODE, b. May 22, 1993, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.
   ii. DONLEY SUSAN CORMODE, b. March 17, 1996, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.

41. MARY ELLEN8 MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW7 JR, EUGENIA OLIVE6 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) She married DAN O'KEEFE.

Child of MARY MCCRAW and DAN O'KEEFE is:
   i. JOHN9 O'KEEFE, b. July 03, 1998.

42. LAURANNE8 MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW7 JR, EUGENIA OLIVE6 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE5 LAFONTISEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born July 02, 1962. She married TRIP STEVENS.

Children of LAURANNE MCCRAW and TRIP STEVENS are:
   i. LAURANNE9 STEVENS.
   ii. JOHN STEVENS.
43. ROBERT ARTHUR® TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY®, HELOISE ERNESTINE® BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES® LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME® FAYET, FRANK®, JEAN BAPTISTE®, PIERRE® FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, Al.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
49. i. ROBERT JAY® TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
50. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

44. PATRICK WRIGHT® TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY®, HELOISE ERNESTINE® BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES® LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME® FAYET, FRANK®, JEAN BAPTISTE®, PIERRE® FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

45. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT® (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY® TOLBERT, HELOISE ERNESTINE® BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES® LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME® FAYET, FRANK®, JEAN BAPTISTE®, PIERRE® FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER® TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

46. RUBY HELOISE® HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER®, HELOISE ERNESTINE® BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES® LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME® FAYET, FRANK®, JEAN BAPTISTE®, PIERRE® FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

47. SARA LYNN® HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER®, HELOISE ERNESTINE® BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES® LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME® FAYET, FRANK®, JEAN BAPTISTE®, PIERRE® FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN , OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

48. JULIA ANNETTE8 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER7, HELOISE ERNESTINE6 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES5 LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McEntire March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McEntire and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McEntire are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM9 McEntire, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY McEntire, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 9

49. ROBERT JAY9 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR8, R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY7, HELOISE ERNESTINE6 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES5 LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON10 TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

50. KAREN MICHELLE9 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR8, R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY7, HELOISE ERNESTINE6 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES5 LAFONTSEE, MARY SALOME4 FAYET, FRANK3, JEAN BAPTISTE2, PIERRE1 FAYET-LESPERANCE) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, , FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET10 POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Hyacinthe Or George Goyer

Generation No. 1

1. HYACINTHE OR GEORGE [1] GOYER was born Abt. 1810, and died Bef. 1870. He married URSULE "SUSAN" VERIET. She was born Abt. 1812, and died Aft. 1880 in LAST KNOWN ADDRESS ANOKA, , MN.

Notes for HYACINTHE OR GEORGE GOYER:
George and wife Susan are the earliest known Guyer ancestors in our Guyer line. Census records for 1850 and 1860 and a baptism of their daughter Julienne are the only records thus far for George.

CENSUS/TIMELINE:
1825: A Hyacinthe Goyer is living in Cote St. Antoine, Montreal with some indication that he is an immigrant. Married age 25-39, wife 14-44 & one person age 6-13. There is no proof of a connection.

Modified Register for George GUYER/GOYER/GOUIA

First Generation

1. George GUYER/GOYER/GOUIA was born[1] about 1810. He died[2] before 1870. George and wife Susan are the earliest known Guyer ancestors in our Guyer line. Census records for 1850 and 1860 and a baptism of their daughter Julienne are the only records thus far for George. Susan also appears in the 1870 and 1880 census records.

CENSUS/TIMELINE:
1825: A Hyacinthe Goyer is living in Cote St. Antoine, Montreal with some indication that he is an immigrant. Married age 25-39, wife 14-44 & one person age 6-13. There is no proof of a connection.
1829: George's son Joseph (possibly the oldest child) was born in NY or Canada.
1837: Baptism record for Julienne Goyer, St. Regis. indicates parents are Hyacinthe Goyer and Urseule Viriet.
1840: If children born in NY or Canada, there should be a census record. Not found thus far.
1860: Bombay, Franklin NY. George Guyer, 49, farmer, $250, born Canada. Susan, 45, house keeper, born NY; William 25 boatman NY, Peter 18 do NY, James 11 NY, Fanny 5 NY, Henry 4 NY, Joseph Guyer 31 lumberman NY. Note: son Levi is married & living in his own household. Age gap between James & Fanny: It is believed that Fanny & Henry are children of Joseph. There is also a less likely possibility that they are the children of a deceased child of George and Susan named Jean or John.
1880: (Source Information: Census Place Fridley, Anoka, Minnesota Family History Library Film 1254615 NA Film Number T9-0615 Page Number 43B) Household: William BROWN Self M Male W 35 PA Overseer PA PA; Susan GUIA Other W Female W 70 CAN Pauper CAN CAN; Joseph CHASE Other W Male W 69 ME Pauper ME ME; Harry FRIDLEY Other W Male W 72 PA Pauper PA PA.

Notes for URSULE "SUSAN" VERIET:
George and wife Susan are the earliest known Guyer ancestors in our Guyer line. Census records for 1850 and 1860 and a baptism of their daughter Julienne are the only records thus far for George.

Susan also appears in the 1870 and 1880 census records.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of Hyacinthe Goyer and Ursule Veriet are:

ii. Jean (Guyer) Guyer, b. 1831.

2. v. William H. Guyer, b. Bet. 1835 - 1839, , , NY; d. October 26, 1887, Bessemer, Gogebic, MI.

Notes for Julienne Guyer:

Christening:


vii. Margaret or Mearyum Guyer, b. 1839, , , Canada.
viii. Peter Guyer, b. March 21, 1843; d. Aft. 1890.

Generation No. 2

2. William H.2 Guyer (Hyacinthe Or George1 Guyer) was born Bet. 1835 - 1839 in , , NY, and died October 26, 1887 in Bessemer, Gogebic, MI. He married Philomene Maurice Lafontisee December 24, 1860 in Hogansburg, Franklin, NY, daughter of Louis Lafontaisie and Rosalie Plamondom. She was born January 26, 1841 in Messea, St Lawrence, NY, and died 1918 in Bessemer, Gogebic, MI.

Notes for William H. Guyer:

1880 Census (Greenland, Ontonagon (Gogebic), MI lists both parents born in Canada

Birth: Gravestone gives dob of 1835. Census records show age as 32 in 1870 & 41 in 1880


References:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------


2 Gravestone, Hillcrest Cemetery, Gogebic, MI.

5 Family Bible of Fannie LaCrista Guyer. Bible printed 1849 and owned by Fanny LaCrista (Epithany Christina) Guyer Brockbank who died in 1923. It was in the possession of her daughter Gladys Anderson.

4 Death Certificate, Gogebic Co Records.

6 WFT Vol 1 tree 5545, . Source Media Type: Book.

7 Social Security Death Index.

8 Death Certificate.

9 Obituary.

10 Death Certificate, Minneapolis MN.

11 Birth Certificate.

12 Gravestone.

13 Obituary, Ironwood.

14 Marriage Certificate.

15 Newspaper Clipping.

16 Obituary, Brunswick News, Brunswick GA 2/20/1996.

17 William J. Guyer, Jr. records, May, 2003

Notes for PHILOMENE MAURICE LAFONTISEE:
CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Joseph Jesman and Julia Plomandon. Listed in St. Regis parish records as Baptism for Philomene Maurin 27 Jan 1841 child of Luis Marin and Rose Plamondon, born Jan 26. Found in translation by Dunc McDonald.

Marriage: Parish records found by Pauline Deshaies. Witnesses were William Birault (Bero), (who according to the 1860 census may be a neighbor in Bombay, Franklin Co) and Rosalie Lafontaisie (older sister of Philomene).

Census: 1850, 1860: in her parents home

Census: after marriage--1870, 1880, 1900 & 1910 census


BURIAL: Gravestone lists dob as 1842 and dod as 1918 for Philena.

RESIDENCE: William H. & Philena moved to St Paul when their son William L. was 18 months old (i.e. April 1864), residing there until 1874 when a residence was established at Rockland (Ontonagon Co, MI). Source: son William L. Guyer's obituary.


1880: census MI William Guyer 41 NY (parents born Canada), Filena 36 (she & her parents born NY), William
19 NY, Salome 8 MN, Edward 4 MI, Lewis 2 MI, Infant 11 mo May MI.

DEATH CERTIFICATE: Information received from Gogebic County Clerk: William Guyer age 53 died 10-26-1887. Parents unknown. Lived in Bessmer Twp. Occupation hotel keeper. Cause of death: typhoid fever. Place of birth listed as Ohio. (Note: TYPHOID fever was an acute infectious disease acquired by drinking infected milk or water. Symptoms included high lingering fever and intestinal discomfort, chills, diarrhea, and prostration. At the end of the first week rosy spots appeared on the chest and abdomen. During the Spanish-American War in 1898 one-fifth of American troops developed typhoid fever. Ancestry Daily News 4/30/2002 - Archive of Childhood Diseases in the Victorian Age, Part II: The Victims - Karen Frisch) Did daughter Salome died of typhoid fever at the same time??

BURIAL: Hillcrest Cemetery, Bessemer, MI. Information provided by Bill Guyer. Gravestone lists date of death as 1887.

Children of WILLIAM GUYER and PHILOMENE LAFONTISEE are:
  i. UNKNOWN GUYER, d. YOUNG.
  ii. WILLIAM L GUYER, b. October 03, 1862, MASSENA SPRINGS, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. August 02, 1931, BESSEMER., MI; m. MARY CATHERINE VOMASTEK, July 10, 1916, VIENNA , AUSTRIA-HUNGARY; b. August 11, 1879, VIENNA, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY; d. May 16, 1981, BESSEMER, GOGEBIC , MI.

Notes for WILLIAM L GUYER:
AGE ACCORDING TO1900 CENSUS
BIO: "Born October 3, 1862 in Massena Springs, NY. His family moved to St. Paul, MN when he was 18 months old (i.e. April of 1864) and resided there until 1874 when a residence was established at Rockland. At age 24 moved to Bessemer City from Ironwood area (1886). He was employed by Bond and Clancy, general merchants during the first 12 years in Bessemer. In 1903 he was elected city clerk holding the office continuously for 22 years." This information provided in his obituary.

CENSUS:
1920 census record. Lived on Longyear St (38, 51) William Guyer, owned home, free of mortgage, age 57, born NY, his father born NY, his mother born NY, occupation, clerk for city. Wife Mary C, age 39 was born in Bohemia as well as both parents. The household included 3 boarders whose occupation was listed as teacher.


AS HIS FATHER WAS MAYOR OF BESSEMER

RAN A RETAIL BUSINESS

More About WILLIAM L GUYER:
Burial: HILLCREST CEMETERY

Notes for MARY CATHERINE VOMASTEK:
1947: Bessemer city directory lists Mary as widow/teacher living at 104 E Gold.

Occupation: school teacher, Principal of school in Bessemer. The Stevens Point Journal, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, June 27, 1908 shows Catherine Vomastek as a summer student at the normal (teachers) school.

DEATH: SSDI record for MARY GUYER
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


BURIAL:

Bill Guyer's notes from Hillcrest Cemetery: Mary C. Guyer - wife of William L. (1879-1981) and 3 Vomasicks, I think Mary's parents and brother Joseph Vomasick (1845 - 1906), Anna Vomasick (1854-1931), and Charles Vomasick (1894-1933). "The records at the Peninsula Granite and Marble Company in Ironwood show that Mary purchased the headstone for Anna and Joseph and also for William L. The date of the purchase was 1951 but that may not be correct in the case of her husband's stone as he had died 20 years earlier. The records show an address for Mary at 7417 28th Ave in Kenosha, WI and also what was apparently a summer time address at 202 W 2nd Ave in Bessemer."

iii. JEREMIAH GUYER, b. February 02, 1863, , NY; d. YOUNG.
iv. RUSAN GUYER, b. Bef. 1865; d. Bef. 1880.
  v. GEORGE L GUYER, b. Abt. 1867; d. Bef. 1880.
vi. NELSON GUYER, b. 1869; d. Bef. 1880.
  vii. SALOME GUYER, b. 1871; d. 1887, , GOGEBIC, MI.

Notes for SALOME GUYER:
DIED YOUNG WAS IN 1880 CENSUS WAS 8

GRAVESTONE:

Salome's gravestone inscription in the Guyer section of Hillcrest Cemetery: "Salome (1871-1887)"

More About SALOME GUYER:
Burial: HILLCREST CEMETERY

3. viii. EDWARD SAMSON GUYER, b. March 06, 1876, BESSEMER, , MI; d. January 07, 1951, MILWAUKEE, , MI.

4. ix. LOUIS GUYER, b. 1878; d. September 05, 1940.
  x. ADOLPHUS (DOLPH) GUYER, b. May 24, 1880, GREENLAND, ONTONAGON, MI; d. February 01, 1953, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI; m. NELL SHINDLER; b. Abt. 1880, , WI; d. October 09, 1944, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI.

Notes for ADOLPHUS (DOLPH) GUYER:

BIRTH:

Ontonagon County Birth Index 1868-1920 LAST NAME Guyer FIRST NAME Adolphus TOWNSHIP Greenland RECORD# 1094 YEAR 1881.

FAMILY: Adolph & Nell married between 1900-1920 and did not have children. His niece Marjorie (Guyer) Barnes remembers the home on Walnut Street having a wonderful golden oak winding staircase that she believes Uncle Dolph built himself.

OCCUPATION: According to his niece, Marjorie Barnes her Uncle Dolph built mine locations/houses near the mine. Bessemer was an iron mining town. Census and death records list his occupation as a carpenter by trade in the building business.

CENSUS:
1920 census for Gogebic Co Bessemer Michigan ED90 lists Adolph Guyer, wife Nellie, & a lodger (school teacher). Nellie is 40 years old, Adolph age is unreadable but probably 39. His parents were born in NY, Adolph in Michigan.

1930: 602 S. Walnut St. Appleton Outagamie WI ED #6 image 5. Adolph Guyer age 49, owns his home worth 9,000 & has a radio; wife Nellie age 50 married to each other for 34 years. Also in the household are Mary Schindler age 53, sister in law; boarders Hilda Gluckstein age 42 & Mary Stark age 50. Adolph born MI, his parents born NY. Nellie born WI her parents born Hungary & NY. Adolph's occupation is listed as a carpenter in the building business.

1952: Elizabeth lived in Adolph's rented house with him for a year and a half before her death. She apparently knew she was dying, as she was cared for by a Dr. Walter S. Gifffen for over a year prior to her death, as was Adolph, albeit a bit shorter time.

DEATH: From Larry Lafontsee: 'Here's what I have from the Register of Deeds, Outagamie County, Appleton, WI on both Adolph, and sister Elizabeth. I personally found this search exciting, because the rented house they lived in is just blocks from where I live in the downtown area, and literally across the street from the Courthouse, where I found the records! I found all of the following information in the death records at the Register of Deeds office.


Newspaper Articles Mentioning Adolph Guyer
Appleton Post Cresent (Appleton, WI)
1924 Mrs. Adolph Guyer is mentioned.
1926 Mar. 16, Adolph is on bowling team competing in state Knights of Columbus bowling tournament.
1926 Dec. 10, attending the convention of carpenters that is meeting in milwaukee this week.
1927 Jan. 19 on Knights of Columbus committees for dancing party in Elk hall and also for public lecture to be given by Dr. Geo. Derry.
1927Jan. 20 Adolph officer of Carpenters Union.
1927 Apr 20 on comittee arranging Knights of Columbus dinner.
1927 May 13 Labor Representative to Appleton Board of Health.
1927 May 24 Appleton Civic Council.
1927 May 27 on Trades Council.
1927 June 1 Knights of Columbus Party comittee.
1927 > June > 23 Alternate delegate to state trades union
1927 > June > 28 Recreation Committee
1927 > August > 17 Knights of Columbus basket picnic committee
1928 > March > 28 Member of debate team from labor college
1928 > April > 19 Re-elected to board of health
1928 > April > 20 elected to board of health
1930 > April > 22 President of Civic Council
1931 > March > 5 St. Mary literary program committee member
1931 > March > 10 member of playground committee
1931 > March > 17 Knights of Columbus bowling team captain for St. Thomas
1931 > March > 24 Adolph rolled 188 to lead St. Thomas to victory over another team.
1931 > April > 1 Adolph labor hearing speaker
1931 > April > 22 Knights of Columbus dinner speaker
1931 > April > 28 Samuel Sigman elected as new President of Civic Council succeeding Adolph Guyer
1932 > April > 16 Adolph appointed to vocational board.
1937 > June > 1 4th degree Knights of Columbus honor guard
1937 > August > 18 County WPA Sanitary supervisor
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1937 > August > 26 Adolph building booths for St. Mary church bazaar

xi. ELIZABETH I (BEA) GUYER, b. October 11, 1884, BESSEMER, GOGEBIC, MI; d. January 19, 1952, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI.

Notes for ELIZABETH I (BEA) GUYER:
NEVER MARRIED, LIVED IN MILWAUKEE

BIRTH: Date obtained from death records.

OCCUPATION: Graduated from the local Bessmer high school in 1904 and from the nurse's training school at St Joseph's hospital, Ashland. She served as instructor there for a time and completed post graduate work in nursing science in Philadelphia. For the past 20 years, she had been employed in nursing in Milwaukee. She made her home in Appleton with her brother Adolph from 1950 on. This information was found in her obituary.

CENSUS:

1920: There is an Elizabeth Guyer working as a nursing assistant at Holy Family Hospital in La Porte Indiana. Age is listed as 27.


DEATH: From Larry Lafontsee: "Here's what I have from the Register of Deeds, Outagamie County, Appleton, WI on both Adolph, and sister Elizabeth.

Elizabeth lived in Adolph's rented house with him for a year and a half before her death. She apparently knew she was dying, as she was cared for by a Dr. Walter S. Gifffen for over a year prior to her death, as was Adolph, albeit a bit shorter time. The following information is from the death records at the Register of Deeds office."

ELIZABETH I. GUYER no social sec # found BORN: OCTOBER 11, 1884 FATHER: WILLIAM H GUYER MOTHER: PHELENA FONTISEE DIED: JAN 19, 1952 LIVED AT SAME ADDRESS AS ADOLPH FOR YEAR AND A HALF BEFORE DEATH DIED OF: ARTERIO SCHLEROSIS-HYPERTENSION DOCTOR: WILLIAM S. GIFFIN BURIED: HILLCREST CEMETERY, BESSMER, MI

BURIAL: Gravestone in Guyer section at Hillcrest Cemetery: Elizabeth (1884 - 1952) Information provided by Bill Guyer.

Generation No. 3

3. EDWARD SAMSON\(^3\) GUYER (WILLIAM H\(^2\), HYACINTHE OR GEORGE\(^1\) GOYER) was born March 06, 1876 in BESSEMER, , MI, and died January 07, 1951 in MILWAUKEE, , MI. He married (1) SADIE HASTY Abt. 1910 in PROB, ST. CLOUD OR MINNEAPOLIS, STEARNS, MN, daughter of WARREN HASTY and LAURA SUTHERLAND. She was born July 1884 in ST CLOUD, STEARNS, MN, and died April 03, 1914 in ST PAUL OR MINNEAPOLIS, , MN. He married (2) PRUDENCE MEADOWS Bef. 1920. She was born June 17, 1880 in OSKALOOSA, , IOWA, and died February 16, 1976 in JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL,
Notes for EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:
CENSUS:

1900: Edward Samson Guyer is listed with his mother and siblings in Bessemer MI.

1910: Not found in indexing for 1910 US Census under Edward Guyer.


1930: OH, Ashtabula, Strong St., ED 11, image 39. Household: Edward Guyor age 50, wife Prudence age 40 & daughter Marjorie Lou, age 4. Couple were married at ages 35 & 24 respectively. They were renting with a property value of $32.50. Mr. Guyor's occupation is listed as salesman for a finance company; Mrs. Guyor's occupation is listed as none. Birth places are wildly incorrect: Edward is listed as being born in Florida and his parents in France. Prudence as born in Iowa and both parents born in Illinois. Marjorie Lou is listed as being born in Iowa.

MILITARY: Edward served in the Spanish American War with the 34th Michigan Volunteer Infantry Co. H. according to the VA cemetery records. He contracted malaria while serving with Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders in Cuba, according to information provided by Marjorie Barnes.

RELIGION: Protestant, probably Christian Scientist.

DEATH: Died in VA hospital in Milwaukee WI on January 7, 1951. He was buried in the Va National Home Cemetery in Wood, Wisconsin on January 9, 1951. He died of cardiac insufficiency due to arteriosclerotic heart disease and also had encephalomalacia. He was 74 years old. Death certificate in file.

More About EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:

Education: COLLEGE
Occupation: ENGINEER

Notes for SADIE HASTY:

MISC: Mother (Marjorie Guyer Barnes) remembers hearing from her father that Sadie had red hair and was a Christian Scientist. Also that he was extremely effected by the loss of his young wife.

OBITUARY:

THE ST CLOUD TIMES Saturday, 4/4/1914: Plague Claims Another Victim-- Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty, dies in Minneapolis-- "Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty of St. Cloud, died at her home in Minneapolis yesterday after a prolonged illness. Her death was due to tuberculosis. She was about 26 years of age and up to four years ago had been a resident of St. Cloud.

She was born in St. Cloud and after receiving her education here she was married four years ago to Edward Geyer. They took up their new residence in Minneapolis and it was some time afterward that the ravages of the
disease began to tell on the young woman. She is survived by her father, Warren Hasty, five sisters and one brother, Mrs. James Haden of Louisiana; Mrs. E. A. Roy of Massachusetts; Mrs. E. T. Timme of Chicago; Mrs. McCracken of Wisconsin; Miss Agnes Hasty of Minneapolis, and James Hasty of Minneapolis.

The body arrived here this afternoon and was taken to the home of Mrs. Edward Raymond, 28 Seventh Avenue South. The funeral will be held from that place tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with services by Rev. Campbell. Burial will be in Sauk Rapids. The pallbearers selected are: Charles Barden, Joseph Ilbe, Albert May, Edward Bensen, Forrst Ball and O. Wire."

THE BESSEMER HERALD April 11, 1914: Died in St Paul "Word was received here last Friday of the death of Mrs. Ed. S. Guyer in St. Paul and the funeral was held in St. Cloud, Minn last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Guyer left Bessemer last fall for St. Paul where they have been living since that time."

They had the following children:

13 M i. Warren E. GUYER10 was born10 13 Nov 1912 in MI. He died10 12 May 1913 in 2643 1st Ave, Minneapolis, MN and was buried10 15 May 1913 in Faymans?, Minneapolis, MN.

More About EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:
Education: COLLEGE
Occupation: ENGINEER

Notes for SADIE HASTY:
MISC: Mother (Marjorie Guyer Barnes) remembers hearing from her father that Sadie had red hair and was a Christian Scientist. Also that he was extremely effected by the loss of his young wife.

OBITUARY:

THE ST CLOUD TIMES Saturday, 4/4/1914: Plague Claims Another Victim-- Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty, dies in Minneapolis-- "Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty of St. Cloud, died at her home in Minneapolis yesterday after a prolonged illness. Her death was due to tuberculosis. She was about 26 years of age and up to four years ago had been a resident of St. Cloud.

She was born in St. Cloud and after receiving her education here she was married four years ago to Edward Geyer. They took up their new residence in Minneapolis and it was some time afterward that the ravages of the disease began to tell on the young woman. She is survived by her father, Warren Hasty, five sisters and one brother, Mrs. James Haden of Louisiana; Mrs. E. A. Roy of Massachusetts; Mrs. E. T. Timme of Chicago; Mrs. McCracken of Wisconsin; Miss Agnes Hasty of Minneapolis, and James Hasty of Minneapolis.

The body arrived here this afternoon and was taken to the home of Mrs. Edward Raymond, 28 Seventh Avenue South. The funeral will be held from that place tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with services by Rev. Campbell. Burial will be in Sauk Rapids. The pallbearers selected are: Charles Barden, Joseph Ilbe, Albert May, Edward Bensen, Forrst Ball and O. Wire."

THE BESSEMER HERALD April 11, 1914: Died in St Paul "Word was received here last Friday of the death of Mrs. Ed. S. Guyer in St. Paul and the funeral was held in St. Cloud, Minn last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Guyer left Bessemer last fall for St. Paul where they have been living since that time."

They had the following children:

13 M i. Warren E. GUYER10 was born10 13 Nov 1912 in MI. He died10 12 May 1913 in 2643 1st Ave, Minneapolis, MN and was buried10 15 May 1913 in Faymans?, Minneapolis, MN.
More About SADIE HASTY:
Burial: SAUK RAPIDS, M, MN

Notes for PRUDENCE MEADOWS:
LIVED IN PAINESVILLE, OH ON RAILROAD ST THEN STATE ST.

Child of EDWARD GUYER and SADIE HASTY is:
  i. WARREN E \textsuperscript{4} GUYER, b. November 13, 1912; d. May 12, 1913, 2643 1st AVE., MINNEAPOLIS, M, MN.

More About WARREN E GUYER:
Burial: May 15, 1913, FAYMANS?, M, MN

Child of EDWARD GUYER and PRUDENCE MEADOWS is:
  5. ii. MARJORIE LU\textsuperscript{4} GUYER, b. June 17, 1925, DES MOINES, POLK, IOWA.

4. LOUIS\textsuperscript{3} GUYER (WILLIAM H\textsuperscript{2}, HYACINTHE OR GEORGE\textsuperscript{1} GUYER) was born 1878, and died September 05, 1940. He married EMMA STANFIELD, daughter of JAMES STANFIELD and NANCY COCHRAN. She was born September 1879 in POSSIBLY SHIOCTON, W, WI, and died Aft. 1947.

Notes for LOUIS GUYER:
1912 & 1921 IRONWOOD CITY DIRECTORY: PICTURE OPP, RESIDENCE 232 AURORA.

1938 DIRECTORY: LOUIS (EMMA) 210 EVANS, RETIRED & WILLIAM, STUDENT LAWRENCE COLLEGE 1947 DIRECTORY: NAST GUYER, EMMA (WIDOW) 210 EVANS

DISABLED WITH HEART CONDITION AND HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, DIDN'T WORK

BIOGRAPHY: Mother said that her Uncle Louie was disabled with heart condition and high blood pressure, that he was nicknamed Dutch and was blond and blue-eyed.

CENSUS:


DEATH: Mom says he died of a heart attack while mountain climbing in Hawaii.
BURIAL: Bill Guyer’s notes: Louis (1878-1940) buried in Ironwood Riverside Cemetery.

Child of LOUIS GUYER and EMMA STANFIELD is:

Generation No. 4

5. MARJORIE LU4 GUYER (EDWARD SAMSON3, WILLIAM H2, HYACINTHA OR GEORGE1 GOYER) was born June 17, 1925 in DES MOINES, POLK, IOWA. She married (1) ARCHIE D. BARNES. He was born May 15, 1925, and died September 08, 1991 in ATLANTIC BEACH, DUVAL, FL. She married (2) PORTER FOSKETT CRAWFORD July 08, 1944. He was born July 23, 1922 in CLEVELAND, CUYAHOGA, OH. She married (3) WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR July 22, 1949. He was born May 17, 1926 in , , NJ, and died February 15, 1996 in ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GLYNN, GA.

Notes for MARJORIE LU GUYER:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
RESIDENCE:
Marjorie Lou lived from age 8-12 with her father in Michigan. During that time she lived with Uncle Louie & Aunt Emma because her father was traveling. He worked for an engineering firm going to towns to sell town officials on putting in sewage disposal plants. During this time, her mother Prudence was living in Ashtabula where she was the head of a store. Mother at age 12 moved to Painesville OH to be with her mother who had married Dan Davis. (They lived on Railroad St then State Street).

Early years of marriage: Marjorie Lou & Porter Crawford married in the summer but didn’t tell their family until the fall. They lived in Cleveland, also Nova Scotia, when Elizabeth was a baby. They also lived in Charlotte, NC, New Orleans, & Columbia, SC during the time of his internship, etc.

After their divorce, Marjorie Lou studied at the University of Florida in Gainesville. She married William Henry Hazen in 1949 & they moved to Jacksonville in June of 1950. That fall Mother brought Elizabeth to live with them. Mary was born in July, 1950.

EDUCATION: Junior High School: Champion Junior High, Painesville, OH. (Clipping on file from school trip to Washington, DC.) High School: Graduated from Harvey High School, Painesville, OH June 3, 1943. College: 1. took a few courses at Lake Erie College for Women while in high school, chemistry, etc. 2. One semester at University of Ohio in Athens, paid her own way with money saved working in a research lab. 3. Flora Stone Mather college (Western Reserve) took a few courses. Later attended University of Florida, graduated from Jacksonville University with a degree in psychology.

Sources
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
3. <I>Newspaper Clipping</I>.

Notes for PORTER FOSKETT CRAWFORD:
OCCUPATION: "Dr. Porter F. Crawford, a specialist in dermatology, has been on the Mease Clinic medical staff since 1972. Prior to that, he maintained a practice in Clearwater for over a decade. A graduate of Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio, he received a medical degree at Western Reserve University in Ohio. He completed his internship at Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, NC and served residencies at Cleveland Clinic and Duke University. A former captain in the US Army Medical Corps, Dr. Crawford is ... a member of the Florida Medical Association and the American Academy of Dermatology.”

Notes for WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR:
OBITUARY:
The Brunswick News, Brunswick GA 2/20/1996: "The Milford, NJ (Hunterdon Co, Holland Twp) native was a resident of St. Simons for 25 years. He served in the US Army during the occupation in Japan. He received a bachelor of science degree in business from the Univ of Florida and was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. He worked in accounting for Maxwell House and Celenese Corp. He retired in 1994 from Rhone-Poulenc as Comptroller."

DEATH:


Georgia Death Index: Name: William H Hazen Death Date: 19 Feb 1996 County of Death: Glynn Certificate: 008760 Filing Date: 05 Mar 1996 Age: 69 years County of Residence: Glynn.

Wedding photos & Newspaper clipping in file. The couple were married at "Trinity Lutheran Church in Jacksonville, July 22, 1949 by the Rev. W. E. Pugh. The maid of honor was Miss Helen Lucas, Jacksonville school friend of the bride and best man was Carey Pafford of Melbourne. Guests were from Gainesville, Jacksonville, Zephyrhills and Melbourne."

More About WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR:
Burial: OGLETHORP CEMETERY

Child of MARJORIE GUYER and PORTER CRAWFORD is:
  i. ELIZABETH TELFER CRAWFORD, b. April 27, 1946; m. C. H. POPE, September 09, 1967; b. February 28, 1946, MAGNOLIA, DUPLIN, NC.

Notes for ELIZABETH TELFER CRAWFORD:
BIRTH: Lakeside Hospital (Note: father Porter Foskett Crawford was born in the Lakeside Hospital system also.)

Elizabeth graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill with an undergraduate degree in psychology, masters degree in social work, and a law degree. She also studied dance and drama at East Carolina University. She worked in arts administration from 1984-2000. Her current hobbies include horseback riding and genealogy.

Elizabeth married 14 C. H. POPE on 9 Sep 1967 in Chapel Of The Cross, (Episcopal) Chapel Hill, Orange Co., NC. C. H. POPE was born 28 Feb 1946 in Magnolia, Duplin Co., NC.

C.H. has a B.S. in Business Administration & law degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. He is an attorney in New Bern, NC. In his free time he enjoys farming and gardening.

Notes for C. H. POPE:
C.H. has a B.S. in Business Administration & law degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. He is an attorney in New Bern, NC. In his free time he enjoys farming and gardening.

Child of MARJORIE GUYER and WILLIAM HAZEN is:
  7. ii. MARY GUYER HAZEN HAZEN, b. July 28, 1950, JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL, FL.

6. WILLIAM J (BILL) GUYER, SR. (LOUIS, WILLIAM H.2, HYACINTHE OR GEORGE3 GOYER) was born November 29, 1916 in IRONWOOD, GOGEBIC, MI, and died June 1974. He married VIRGINIA DALE JOHNSON August 09, 1941 in DULUTH, , MN, daughter of GEORGE HENRY and MALINDA BOLTOWSER. She was born in , , PA, and died October 02, 2003 in ARLINGTON, , TEX.

Notes for WILLIAM J (BILL) GUYER, SR.:
ATTENDED LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC IN APPLETON WHICH IS NOW PART OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.

DEATH: SSN366-16-0203 See wonderful obit for addit civic & prof activities! Residence at death was 53094 Watertown, Jefferson, WI.

MILITARY: WWII Armed Forces in the Pacific 1943-1946

BIOGRAPHY: "I remember Bill well. They operated Guyer's music score and back when I was a kid that was the place to buy the latest records." Tom Schultz, Managing Editor, Watertown newspaper.

Notes for VIRGINIA DALE JOHNSON:
ATTENDED LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC IN APPLETON WHICH IS NOW PART OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.

BIOGRAPHY: Graduate of Lawrence School of Music in Appleton Wisconsin. Musician. Church member. Now living near her children Bill & Joan in Arlington Texas.

Children of WILLIAM GUYER and VIRGINIA JOHNSON are:
   i. INFANT SON# GUYER.

8. ii. WILLIAM J. GUYER Jr., b. February 20, 1945, DULUTH, , MN.
9. iii. JOAN MARIE GUYER ‘JONI’, b. April 14, 1949, WATERTOWN, , WI.

Generation No. 5

7. MARY GUYER HAZEN (MARJORIE LU# GUYER, EDWARD SAMSON#, WILLIAM H.#, HYACINTHE OR GEORGE^ Goyer) was born July 28, 1950 in JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL, FL. She married KURT AKERSTROM November 15, 1980, son of MAIDEN NAME NIGRAN (?SPELLING). He was born September 19, 1953 in DULUTH, , MN.

Notes for KURT AKERSTROM:
Kurt's grandparents came from Sweden. His mother's maiden name was Nigran (?spelling).

Child of MARY HAZEN and KURT AKERSTROM is:
   i. MEGAN® AKERSTROM, b. August 06, 1984, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

8. WILLIAM J. GUYER® Jr. (WILLIAM J (BILL)^ GUYER, SR, LOUIS$, WILLIAM H.; HYACINTHE OR GEORGE^ Goyer) was born February 20, 1945 in DULUTH, , MN. He married ANN LOUISE NIMZ August 05, 1967 in ST. PETER'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, RIPON, , WI.

Notes for WILLIAM J. GUYER Jr.:

Children of WILLIAM JR. and ANN NIMZ are:
   i. STEVEN BRETT® GUYER, b. September 21, 1969, PENSACOLA, ESCAMBIA, FL.
10. ii. KIMBERLY ELLEN GUYER, b. July 02, 1970, FLINT, , MI.
9. Joan Marie Guyer3 "Joni" (William J (Bill)4 Guyer, Sr., Louis3, William H2, Hyacinthe or George1 Goyer) was born April 14, 1949 in Watertown, WI. She married (1) Scott LaVern Gregory February 05, 1972 in At Home, Watertown, WI. She married (2) Thomas Michael McMahen October 19, 2002 in Private Ceremony, Arlington, TX..

Notes for Joan Marie Guyer "Joni":
2002 lives in Arlington TX.

Children of Joan "Joni" and Scott Gregory are:
   i. Scott Ryan6 Gregory, b. September 14, 1974, Mesa, AZ.

Generation No. 6

10. Kimberly Ellen6 Guyer (William J. Guyer5 Jr., William J (Bill)4 Guyer, Sr., Louis3, William H2, Hyacinthe or George1 Goyer) was born July 02, 1970 in Flint, MI. She married Anthony Brent Koeppe.

Children of Kimberly Guyer and Anthony Koeppe are:
   i. Mariissa Emberly7 Koeppe, b. February 13, 1997, Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN.
Descendants of Lemuel Griffin

Generation No. 1

1. LEMUEL1 GRIFFIN was born Unknown in ?, and died Unknown in ?. He married ?.

Child of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and ? is:
2. i. LEMUEL2 GRIFFIN, JR., b. 1738, ?; d. July 09, 1810.

Generation No. 2

2. LEMUEL2 GRIFFIN, JR. (LEMU1) was born 1738 in ?, and died July 09, 1810. He married LIDIA WILEY 1774 in ?, daughter of ALLEN WILEY and EVE HOLTZCLAU. She was born June 03, 1755 in ?, and died April 22, 1831 in ?.

Child of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and LIDIA WILEY is:
3. i. WILLIAM ZEBULON3 GRIFFIN, b. May 14, 1778, ?; d. May 19, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 3

3. WILLIAM ZEBULON3 GRIFFIN (LEMU2, LEMUEL1) was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?. He married VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT 1800 in ?, daughter of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS. She was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Child of WILLIAM GRIFFIN and VIRGINIA BEAUMONT is:
4. i. ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, b. May 25, 1810, , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?

Death may have been in Oct..

Generation No. 4

4. ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN (WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct.. She married ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., son of SAMUEL HANDLEY and SARAH HARMON. He was born April 01, 1803 in . Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]
More About Alexander Walker Handley:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and Alexander Handley are:
5. i. CHARLES W5 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

   More About BENIAH F? HANDLEY:
   Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED
   viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.
7. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 5

5. CHARLES W5 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:
9. i. MARION LOVE6 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
10. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
   iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

   Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
   Killed very young in hunting accident.

   v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

6. VICTORIA E.5 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born October
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:

THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:

Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:

i. FREDERICK EARL6 BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.

12. ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.

iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

7. JOHN SAMUEL5 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDGE6 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON5, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:

JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:

Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:

unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE6 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.


iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habershams Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:

LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:

Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

8. FRED G HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LEMUEL, LEMUEL) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARA RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
   i. ERNEST HANDLEY.
   ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 6

9. MARION LOVE HANDLEY (CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LEMUEL, LEMUEL) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:
   i. SON HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
   ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

10. FRANK HANDLEY (CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LEMUEL, LEMUEL) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, , OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THEIR OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
15. i. CHARLES MARION HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
16. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
17. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
   v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Freble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
19. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.
11. LEONIDUS B.6 HANDLEY (CHARLES W.5, ELIZA SEABRIDE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
   i. MARIAN LOVE7 HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

       Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
       Unmarried


         iii. VINCIA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.

21.       iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

12. FRANK C.6 BOWYER (VICTORIA E.5 HANDLEY, ELIZA SEABRIDE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in LOUNDS, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i. FRANK PRAUGE7 BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, FLA..

         ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.

         iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

13. GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRIDE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
22. i. R.L.HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY7 TOBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
23. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

14. EARL SAMUEL6 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
25. ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 7

15. CHARLES MARION7 HANDLEY (FRANK6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born May 18, 1896 in Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE8 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
25. ii. GORDON HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
26. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

16. RICHARD GOODWIN7 HANDLEY (FRANK6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
   (THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona's, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.
   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa's face. Grandpa gave Dick a "tongue Lashing". Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.
   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.
   He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.
Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
27. i. VIRGINIA8 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.

17. CLARK WALKER7 HANDLEY (FRANK6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAKER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAKER are:
   i. LEONA MAE8 HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
   ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
   iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
   iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

18. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE7 HANDLEY (FRANK6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:
32. i. CHARLES RICHARD8 HANDLEY.
33. ii. MARIAN MARNEY8 HANDLEY, b. June 25, 1943.

19. RUTH OLIVIA7 KENDRICK (FRANK6 HANDLEY, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
34. i. LINDA8 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
    ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

20. EVERETTE LESTER7 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A..

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE8 HANDLEY, m. ? DALEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

21. IRENE7 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B6, CHARLES W5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
   i. FLOYD TWIN8 LOY.
   ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

22. R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY7 TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, . MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.
Notes for R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDELEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding,
Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.
Served a temporary extended tour of duty at Ft. Jackson, SC from November 7, 1946
until June 9, 1947.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R Tolbert and Luna Everage are:
35. i. ROBERT ARTHUR4 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE,
Crenshaw, AL.
36. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
37. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

23. WILLIAM BOWYER7 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE6, JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRID4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM
ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married
MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT
WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and
died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..
Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chambree, Ga., LAWSO GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ).

From that time on I was a;
- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.

" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washerias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two
beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows:

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, Ga. She was a member of the Clanton Baptist Church, when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, Ga. in 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugalo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.
WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH. SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED. SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO. AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER. SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
38. i. RUBY HELoise8 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
39. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
40. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

24. ALICE LOVE7 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL5, JOHN SAMUEL4 ELIZA SEABRIDGE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY: WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. ( AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER: HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is: 
   i. LINDA LOVE8 SLATER, b. June 06, 1941; d. November 25, 1982.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 8

25. GORDON\(^8\) HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY\(^9\) HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

26. DARRELL\(^8\) HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
   41. i. SHARON\(^9\) HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

27. VIRGINIA\(^8\) HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   42. i. SANDRA K\(^9\) DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
   43. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
   44. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

28. ROLLAND BRUBAKER\(^8\) HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN 'LYNN' THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
   45. i. CRAIG\(^9\) HANDLEY.
   ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
   iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
   46. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

29. LOWELL\(^8\) HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
   i. SON\(^9\) HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
   47. ii. LAURA K HANDLEY, b. January 04, 1952.
   48. iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

30. DONALD\(^8\) HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\) LEMUEL\(^2,\) LEMUEL\(^1)) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
   ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

31. ROBERT\(^8\) HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\(^7,\) FRANK\(^6,\) CHARLES W\(^5,\) ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^4\) GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^3,\)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

_Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) was born October 16, 1933. He married June ?.

Child of Robert Handley and June ? is:

49. i. Kimberley Handley, Adopted child.

32. Charles Richard_8 Handley (James Columbus Blaine_7, Frank_6, Charles W_5, Eliza Seabrid_4 Griffin, William Zebulon_3, Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) He married June ?.

Children of Charles Handley and June ? are:

i. Joyce Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. Steven Nagy.
ii. Grace Irene Handley.

33. Marian Marney_8 Handley (James Columbus Blaine_7, Frank_6, Charles W_5, Eliza Seabrid_4 Griffin, William Zebulon_3, Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) was born June 25, 1943. She married Nelson Lumm.

Children of Marian Handley and Nelson Lumm are:


34. Linda_8 Horine (Ruth Olivia_7 Kendrick, Frank_6 Handley, Charles W_5, Eliza Seabrid_4 Griffin, William Zebulon_3, Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) was born November 22, 1941. She married Arlen Aukerman. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of Linda Horine and Arlen Aukerman are:


35. Robert Arthur_8 Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley_7, Garland Love_6 Handley, John Samuel_5, Eliza Seabrid_4 Griffin, William Zebulon_3, Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) was born October 27, 1944 in Troy, Pike, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in Luverne, Crenshaw, AL. He married Martha Gail Pruitt July 25, 1962 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , Etowah, AL.

More About Robert Arthur Tolbert:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of Robert Tolbert and Martha Pruitt are:

52. ii. Karen Michelle Tolbert, b. October 19, 1970, Troy, Pike, AL.

36. Patrick Wright_8 Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley_7, Garland Love_6 Handley, John Samuel_5, Eliza Seabrid_4 Griffin, William Zebulon_3, Lemuel_2, Lemuel_1) was born October 25, 1945 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Linda Carole Proctor June 26, 1971 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in Talladega, AL.

Children of Patrick Tolbert and Linda Proctor are:

ii. Seth Manning Tolbert, b. April 26, 1984.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

37. Thomas William Tolbert® (R L Handley To Robert Handley® Tolbert, Garland Love® Handley, John Samuel®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married Karol Ann Pate February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of Irving Pate and Doris Turnquist. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of Thomas and Karol Pate is:

38. Ruby Heloise® Handley (William Bowyer®, Garland Love®, John Samuel®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married Charles Andrew Wilson December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of Ruby Handley and Charles Wilson is:

39. Sara Lynn® Handley (William Bowyer®, Garland Love®, John Samuel®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married Bruce William Taylor November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of Gordon Taylor and Virginia Skivers. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of Sara Handley and Bruce Taylor is:

40. Julia Annette® Handley (William Bowyer®, Garland Love®, John Samuel®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married William Curtis McEntire March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of Charles McEntire and Barbara. He was born March 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of Julia Handley and William McEntire are:
   i. Tyler William® McEntire, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. Seth Handley McEntire, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 9

41. Sharon® Handley (Darrell®, Charles Marion®, Frank®, Charles W®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born December 14, 1949. She married Chuck Petty. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of Sharon Handley and Chuck Petty is:

42. Sandra K® Dafler (Virginia® Handley, Richard Goodwin®, Frank®, Charles W®, Eliza Seabrid® Griffin, William Zebulon³, Lemuel², Lemuel¹) was born December 03, 1945. She married William Hilderbolt.

Children of Sandra Dafler and William Hilderbolt are:
   i. Bodie® Hilderbolt, b. May 01, 1960.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM\textsuperscript{10} EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

44. RICHARD\textsuperscript{9} DAFLER (VIRGINIA\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY\textsuperscript{10} DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

45. CRAIG\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER\textsuperscript{8}, RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

46. ZANE\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER\textsuperscript{8}, RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) She married CHARLES McLOUGHLIN.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLOUGHLIN are:
   i. ZANEA LYNETTE\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.

47. LAURA K\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (LOWELL\textsuperscript{8}, CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA\textsuperscript{10} RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

48. SUSAN\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (LOWELL\textsuperscript{8}, CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH\textsuperscript{10} CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

49. KIMBERLY\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (ROBERT\textsuperscript{8}, CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{7}, FRANK\textsuperscript{6}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER\textsuperscript{10} ?.

50. ROBIN\textsuperscript{9} AUKERMAN (LINDA\textsuperscript{8} HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA\textsuperscript{7} KENDRICK, FRANK\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{5}, ELIZA SEABRIDE\textsuperscript{4} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{3}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{2}, LEMUEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC
WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i.  KIRA10 WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

51. ROBERT JAY9 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR8, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY7, GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRIDGE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in GWINETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON10 TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

52. KAREN MICHELLE9 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR8, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY7, GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL5, ELIZA SEABRIDGE4 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON3, LEMUEL2, LEMUEL1) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET10 POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Mike T. Grist

Generation No. 1

1. Mike T.\textsuperscript{1} Grist was born December 18, 1826, and died April 20, 1907. He married Julia A. Cook. She was born November 27, 1825, and died December 09, 1902.

Children of Mike Grist and Julia Cook are:
   i. Susan Elizabeth\textsuperscript{2} Grist.
   ii. Elizabeth Grist.
   iii. Walter Grist, b. 1857; d. 1901.

2. Davis Beauregard Grist, b. June 20, 1861, Marietta, Cobb, Georgia; d. February 18, 1938, Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia.
   vi. Martha Belle Grist, b. April 28, 1870, Marietta, Cobb, GA.; d. May 14, 1956, Jacksonville, FL.

Generation No. 2

2. Davis Beauregard\textsuperscript{2} Grist (Mike T.\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 20, 1861 in Marietta, Cobb, Georgia, and died February 18, 1938 in Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia. He married Lillie Johns Casey, daughter of John Casey and Susan Johns. She was born May 17, 1867 in Fulton Co, GA, and died January 27, 1922 in Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia.

Children of Davis Grist and Lillie Casey are:
   i. Charlie Mason\textsuperscript{3} Grist, b. March 1889, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.
   vii. Ruby Killie Grist, b. July 03, 1895, Atlanta, Fulton, GA.; d. October 10, 1957, Mountain City, Rabun, GA.

Notes for Charlie Mason Grist:
   : Uncle Bill,
   : I found Uncle Charlie!!! I found where he registered for military service during WW1 between 1917-1918. He was born 24 November 1889 and his name is Charles Mayson Grist, according to the registration card. My employer's wife has a subscription to Ancestry.com and she logged on for me and let me view the record and BAM there he was. I was floored, but I am very sure it is him. It lists him as married, but doesn't give a name to his wife. He would have been about 28 or 29. I know that there is more out there, it is just finding it. Just passing along the information I have found. Pass it along to the others if you would like. I had not looked on the internet for anything on him until now. Maybe there is more out there.
   : Love,
   : Janet

Generation No. 3

3. Ruby Killie\textsuperscript{3} Grist (Davis Beauregard\textsuperscript{2}, Mike T.\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 03, 1895 in Atlanta, Fulton, GA., and died October 10, 1957 in Mountain City, Rabun, GA. She married Robert Edwin Williamson June 02, 1917 in Atlanta, Fulton, GA., son of Woodson Sr. and Flora Hardman. He was born July 31, 1892 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died August 03, 1988 in Toccoa, Stephens, Georgia.

More About Ruby Killie Grist:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Cause of Death: ARTHRITIS + OTHER COMPLICATIONS
Medical Information: BED RIDEN FOR 17 YEARS

Notes for ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
: Uncle Bill,
: I found Uncle Charlie!!! I found where he registered for military service
during WW1 between 1917-1918. He was born 24 November 1889 and his name is
Charles Mayson Grist, according to the registration card. My employer's wife
has a subscription to Ancestry.com and she logged on for me and let me view
the record and BAM there he was. I was floored, but I am very sure it is
him. It lists him as married, but doesn't give a name to his wife. He would
have been about 28 or 29. I know that there is more out there, it is just
finding it. Just passing along the information I have found. Pass it along
to the others if you would like. I had not looked on the internet for
anything on him until now. Maybe there is more out there.
: Love,
: Janet

Children of RUBY GRIST and ROBERT WILLIAMSON are:
4. i. CHARLIE EDWIN4 WILLIAMSON, b. July 05, 1919, ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA.
5. ii. JAMES ROBERT WILLIAMSON, b. October 27, 1922, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA; d. March
6. iii. ALBERT FRANK WILLIAMSON, b. July 26, 1924, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.
7. iv. RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, b. July 29, 1926, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.
8. v. MARY EMILY WILLIAMSON, b. August 21, 1928, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA; d. August 10,
   1997, FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C..
   vii. LILLIE ETHLEEN WILLIAMSON, b. October 29, 1929, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.
9. vii. MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON, b. April 28, 1932, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA; d. January 27,
   2000, RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Generation No. 4

4. CHARLIE EDWIN4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD2, MIKE T.1) was born July 05, 1919
   in ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA. He married (1) RACHEL VERLINE TAYLOR June 14, 1947 in MACON,
   BIBB, GA.. She was born April 10, 1922 in , RABUN, GA., and died January 03, 1994 in CARROLLTON,
   CARROLL, GA.. He married (2) ANNA LOU VOLIVA August 19, 1995 in CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA..
   She was born May 18, 1930 in , TYRRELL, N.C..

Notes for CHARLIE EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
RETIRED FROM GA.POWER CO.

Children of CHARLIE WILLIAMSON and RACHEL TAYLOR are:
   i. ANTHONY CHARLES4 WILLIAMSON, b. September 21, 1950, CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA; d. March
      31, 1991, CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA.

      Notes for ANTHONY CHARLES WILLIAMSON:
      WORKED FOR GA. POWER CO.-----DIED IN AUTO ACCIDENT ON WAY TO WORK.

      More About ANTHONY CHARLES WILLIAMSON:
      Burial: BLUE HEIGHTS CEM. MT. CITY, GA

10. ii. TERRY EDWIN WILLIAMSON, b. April 16, 1953; d. December 09, 2000, , RABUN, GA.

5. JAMES ROBERT4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD2, MIKE T.1) was born October 27,
   1922 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died March 01, 1986 in Charlotte, Meclenburg,
   N.C.3/9/1958. He married MRS. INEZ HOYLE PILGER March 09, 1958 in YORK , YORK, S.C.. She was born
   August 30, 1923 in CHERRYVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, and died December 13, 1988 in Charlotte,
Meclenburg, N.C.

Child of JAMES WILLIAMSON and INEZ PILGER is:
   i. DEBOA JANE WILLIAMSON, b. May 03, 1959.

6. ALBERT FRANK^4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE^3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD^2, MIKE T.^1) was born July 26, 1924 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. He married FRANKIE MAE PHYLYAW October 11, 1947 in, RABUN, GEORGIA. She was born September 10, 1924 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

Children of ALBERT WILLIAMSON and FRANKIE PHILYAW are:
   i. STEVEN BUDD WILLIAMSON, b. January 29, 1950, ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA.
7. RUBY ADELE^4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE^3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD^2, MIKE T.^1) was born July 29, 1926 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. She married JOHN HENRY CHAMLEE May 25, 1946 in Jonesboro, Clayton, GEORGIA, son of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and DESSIE LINDRUM. He was born December 10, 1923 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia.

Children of RUBY WILLIAMSON and JOHN CHAMLEE are:
   12. i. MARSA WILLIAM, b. September 19, 1953, AUGUSTA, RICHMAN, GEORGIA.
   13. ii. SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, b. January 03, 1949, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.
   iii. SUSAN ETHELEEN CHAMLEE, b. September 19, 1955, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia; m. PHILLIP MARSHALL SLIGH, April 18, 1981, Forest Park, Clayton, Georgia; b. May 17, 1939, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.
8. MARY EMILY^4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE^3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD^2, MIKE T.^1) was born August 21, 1928 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died August 10, 1997 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C.. She married GUS RUDY ALEXANDER January 12, 1952 in WALHALLA, OCONEE, SOUTH CAROLINA, son of WILLIAM ALEXANDER and MARGIE SEAY. He was born August 25, 1926 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died February 08, 1992 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA.

More About MARY EMILY WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: August 10, 1997, d. ANGEL HOSPITAL, FRANKLIN, N. C.
Fact 2: BURIED IN BLUE HEIGHTS CEMETERY IN
Fact 3: MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GA.

Notes for GUS RUDY ALEXANDER:

Individual: Alexander, Gus
Birth date: Aug 25, 1926
Death date: Feb 8, 1992
Social Security #: 254-36-2032
State of issue: GA

More About GUS RUDY ALEXANDER:
Fact 1: Social Security #: 254-36-2032
Fact 3: State of issue: GA

Children of MARY WILLIAMSON and GUS ALEXANDER are:
   i. MARSAL ALEXANDER, b. September 19, 1953, AUGUSTA, RICHMAN, GEORGIA.

9. MARTHA ALICE^4 WILLIAMSON (RUBY KILLIE^3 GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD^2, MIKE T.^1) was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.. She
married WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga.  In Home, son of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER. He was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.
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After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ). From that time on I was a;

- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
  - Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.
  - Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
- S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
- Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
- Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
  Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
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Children of MARTHA WILLIAMSON and WILLIAM HANDLEY are:
15. i. RUBY HELOISE\(^{3}\) HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..
16. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
17. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

Generation No. 5

10. TERRY EDWIN\(^{5}\) WILLIAMSON (CHARLIE EDWIN\(^{4}\), RUBY KILLIE\(^{3}\) GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD\(^{2}\), MIKE T.\(^{1}\)) was born April 16, 1953, and died December 09, 2000 in , RABUN, GA. He married KATHERYNE ELLANE LATRELL Unknown. She was born Unknown in , , AL.

More About TERRY EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
Burial: BLUE HEIGHTS CEM. MT. CITY, GA

Child of TERRY WILLIAMSON and KATHERYNE LATRELL is:
   i. CHARLES EDWIN\(^{6}\) WILLIAMSON, b. October 30, 1973; d. March 03, 1990, CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA..

Notes for CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
ABANDONED BY MOTHER IN EARLY CHILDHOOD-----RAISED BY GRANDPARENTS (CHARLIE & VERLEEN).

More About CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
Cause of Death: ACCIDENTAL GUN SHOT WITH PISTOL

11. LINDA JAN\(^{5}\) WILLIAMSON (ALBERT FRANK\(^{4}\), RUBY KILLIE\(^{3}\) GRIST, DAVIS BEAUREGARD\(^{2}\), MIKE T.\(^{1}\)) was born April 02, 1954 in Clayton, Rabun, Ga. She married PAUL KENNETH VONK, son of PAUL VONK and IDALEE WOLF. He was born May 06, 1953.

Child of LINDA WILLIAMSON and PAUL VONK is:
   i. MEGAN LEE\(^{6}\) VONK, b. March 17, 1988.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

12. ROBERT WILLIAM 4 CHAMEE (RUBY ADELE 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born April 28, 1947 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) SHEILA LYNN BROWN July 31, 1971 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She was born March 15, 1949 in Blue Ridge, Georgia. He married (2) AUDREY WRIGHT June 07, 1997 in Mobile, , Alabama. She was born Unknown in ?. Children of ROBERT CHAMEE and SHEILA BROWN are:

18. i. DAWN MICHELLE 6 CHAMEE, b. October 04, 1973, Mobile, , Alabama.

13. SANDRA ELIZABETH 5 CHAMEE (RUBY ADELE 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born January 03, 1949 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She married (1) RONALD CHRIS KINNAS May 27, 1967 in Morrow, Clayton, Georgia. He was born January 03, 1946. She married (2) RICHARD JOSEPH BROCKMANN October 11, 1997 in Macon, Bibb, Ga.. He was born July 12, 1940 in MANAGUA, NICARAGUA.

Children of SANDRA CHAMEE and RONALD KINNAS are:


14. JANET GAIL 5 ALEXANDER (MARY EMILY 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born August 07, 1951 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C.. She married JAMES WADE BURCH July 01, 1980 in KENSINGTON, MONTGOMERY, MARYLAND. He was born February 07, 1951 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C..

Children of JANET ALEXANDER and JAMES BURCH are:

i. CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER 6 BURCH, b. July 11, 1981, FRANKLIN, MACON, NORTH CAROLINA.
   ii. JONATHAN ERIC BURCH, b. May 26, 1985, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

15. RUBY HELOISE 5 HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:


16. SARA LYNN 5 HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA. son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN , OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:


17. JULIA ANNETTE 5 HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE 4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE 3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD 2, MIKE T. 1) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:

i. TYLER WILLIAM 6 MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 6

18. DAWN MICHELLE6 CHAMLEE (ROBERT WILLIAM5, RUBY ADELE4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD2, MIKE T.1) was born October 04, 1973 in Mobile, , Alabama. She married JAMES HUGHES February 25, 1995 in Riverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born August 20, 1971.

Children of DAWN CHAMLEE and JAMES HUGHES are:
   i. COLE ASHLEY7 HUGHES, b. December 04, 2001.
   ii. ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES, b. December 03, 2003.

   More About ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES:
   1: 8 pounds, 1 ounce

19. RONALD CHRIS6 KINNAS, JR (SANDRA ELIZABETH5 CHAMLEE, RUBY ADELE4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD2, MIKE T.1) was born June 24, 1968 in Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia. He married MARY BROWN June 29, 1991 in Perry, Houston, Georgia. She was born May 24, 1967 in Macon, Bibb, Ga..

Children of RONALD KINNAS and MARY BROWN are:
   iii. ROBERT ALLEN KINNAS, b. April 12, 2001.

20. JENNIFER6 KINNAS (SANDRA ELIZABETH5 CHAMLEE, RUBY ADELE4 WILLIAMSON, RUBY KILLIE3 Grist, DAVIS BEAUREGARD2, MIKE T.1) was born June 25, 1971. She married (1) ROBBIE SKINNER January 1990 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born Unknown. She married (2) ANTHONY WELCH October 09, 1994 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born January 04, 1969 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ROBBIE SKINNER is:
   i. EMILY ELIZABETH7 SKINNER, b. June 24, 1990.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ANTHONY WELCH is:
   ii. BRETT HENRY7 WELCH, b. May 14, 1999.
Descendants of William Handley

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM^2 HANDLEY (*BELIEVED TO BE JAMES^3*) was born Abt. 1720 in , NO. IRELAND, and died 1756 in , AUGUSTA, VA. He married MARGARET CHRISTY Unknown in ?. She was born 1724 in , IRELAND, and died 1800 in , , VA.

Notes for WILLIAM HANDLEY:
THE TEXT THAT FOLLOWS IS COPIED FROM AN EMAIL THAT I RECEIVED FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY OF TEXAS.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- ---------------------
Descendants of William Handley

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM^1 HANDLEY died 1756. He married MARGARET ???.

Notes for WILLIAM HANDLEY:
The following account of the Handley Family was provided to Lowell McKinster, by Miss Bertha Clark, Peterstown, WVA, in 1953. She apparently wrote this about 1939. Miss Bertha lived across the street from Lowell.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
THE HANDLEY FAMILY

Handley, an old English name, is found given to parishes and hamlets in Cheshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, and Worcestershire under various spellings: Hanley, Handly, Handley; and where before the 15th Century, the family bore arms in the County of Nottingham. In Ireland as bearer of arms between the 11th and 15th Century, the name appears in Connaught and Roscommon, with the Celtic prefix of 0'as: O'Hanly, O'Handley. The record books of Pennsylvania and Maryland show the name equally as popular in early America under the old English spelling - Hanley, Handly, Handley.

The founders of the Handley families in Greenbrier and Monroe Counties were John and William Handley, who came in with the Scotch-Irish emigration to Augusta County, Virginia, "late from Ireland" between 1740 - 1750. John settled on the Cowpasture; and his sons, John, Jr., and William became residents of Greenbrier County in 1790.

Our ancestor, William (the pioneer) settled in what is now Botetourt County on Staunton River (now Roanoke River) in 1746, and his sons became residents of Botetourt and what is now Monroe County, where their names appear prior to 1772. William died in 1756, according to family records. His wife's name was probably Margaret, but the date of her death is not known. Their son, Samuel Handley stated (Draper MSS.) that there were four children: John, Margaret, Nancy, and Samuel (himself); however, the family tradition is that there were four older sons, these being Archibald, William, Jr., James and Alexander.

William Handley came from Ireland, Cumberland Parish, Lunenberg Co. He was a weaver by trade. This information is found in the Vestry Book 1751, of Greenbrier Co. WV.

Notes for MARGARET ???:
Possible maiden name: Christie

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARGARET ??? are:
i. WILLIAM JR2 HANDLEY, b. Bef. 1756; d. Aft. 1785.

Notes for WILLIAM JR HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

William Handley, Jr. - Many records appear in Botetourt and Montgomery Counties, VA until 1785 and later; he served in the Revolution. No record of marriage found.

ii. JAMES HANDLEY, b. Bef. 1756; d. Aft. 1799.

Notes for JAMES HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

James Handley, Sr. (called here James, Sr., as there were later James's.) Botatourt and Monroe (under Greenbrier records) show his close association with Archibald and John. (See Archibald's sketch); became also a prominent man of Monroe, processed lands in his district with Jno. Handley and John Byrnside in 1795; was Justice of Monroe, and helped in the formation of Monroe from Greenbrier, 1799. No record of marriage found.

2. iii. ALEXANDER HANDLEY, b. Bef. 1756; d. Bet. 1780 - 1781.
   iv. NANCY HANDLEY, b. Bef. 1756.

Notes for NANCY HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Nancy - she was a victim of the Indians - was an Indian captive for five years (Draper MSS.), and was never normal after returning from captivity, as the result of Indian ill-treament (Family record).

3. v. ARCHIBALD HANDLEY, b. Bef. 1756; d. 1796.
   4. vi. JOHN HANDLEY, b. 1746, Virginia; d. January 03, 1811.
   vii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. Bet. 1748 - 1750; m. SUSAN COWAN.
   5. viii. MARGARET HANDLEY, b. February 28, 1753; d. May 03, 1842.

SOME BELIEVE THAT WILLIAMS FATHER WAS JAMES BUT I HAVE NOT FOUND ANY EVIDENCE OFTHAT. WBH

HANDLEY HISTORY
ACCORDING TO RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, THE FAMILY TRADITION TRACES THE HANDLEYS BACK TO IRELAND, WHEREIN THREE O'HANDLEIGH BROTHERS

Notes for MARGARET CHRISTY:
According to Judy Oldiges of Bellefontaine, Ohio Margaret's last name was Christie. She is descended from William's (1720) Archiebald.

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARGARET CHRISTY are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. JAMES3 HANDLEY.
ii. WILLIAM HANDLEY.

2. iii. ALEXANDER HANDLEY.

3. iv. ARCHIBALD HANDLEY, b. 1730; d. 1796, Lewisburg, Greenbrier, VA.

4. v. JOHN HANDLEY, b. 1746, , AUGUSTA, VA; d. January 13, 1811, UNION, MONROE, VA.

vi. NANCY HANDLEY, b. 1748, , AUGUSTA, VA.

5. vii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. September 17, 1751, , PA; d. August 04, 1840, BELVIDERE, FRANKLIN, TN.


Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER3 HANDLEY (WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------

Generation No. 2

2. ALEXANDER2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born Bef. 1756, and died Bet. 1780 - 1781. He married MARY EWING.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:

Notes FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------------------------------
Clark - all of Monroe. Will recorded at Lewisburg, West Virginia.

Children of ARCHIBALD HANDLEY and JEAN ??? are:
1. SARAH3 HANDLEY.

Notes for SARAH HANDLEY:
Married Wm Shanks in 1780.

  ii. GRISELDA HANDLEY.
  iii. ANN HANDLEY.
  iv. MARY HANDLEY.

Notes for MARY HANDLEY:
Married John Miller in 1803

5. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1760.

Notes for JAMES HANDLEY:
Married Isabel.

Children of ARCHIBALD HANDLEY and JEAN HENDERSON are:
1. SARAH4 HANDLEY, b. 1759; d. 1845; m. WILLIAM SHANKS, 1780.

7. ii. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1760, , , VA; d. 1836, , BUTLER, OH.
  iii. JEAN HANDLEY.
  iv. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1765, , BOTETOURT, VA; d. 1836, , BUTLER, OH; m. ISABELLA.
  v. MARY HANDLEY, b. 1767; m. (1) JOHN MILLER; b. 1803; m. (2) BAKER.
  vi. JANE HANDLEY, b. 1770; d. 1860.
  vii. ANN HANDLEY, d. 1825.
  viii. GRISELDA HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1777; d. 1857.

4. JOHN3 HANDLEY (WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1746 in , AUGUSTA, VA, and died January 13, 1811 in UNION, MONROE, VA. He married MARY HARRISON November 10, 1768 in ?. She was born 1745, and died December 04, 1829 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WVA.

Notes for JOHN HANDLEY:
4. JOHN2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born 1746 in Virginia, and died January 03, 1811. He married MARY HARRISON 1768. She was born 1745, and died December 04, 1829 in near Huntington, WVA.

Notes for JOHN HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

John Handley (b. 1746; d. Jan. 3, 1811) - Many records in Botetourt concerning him; became resident of Monroe, 1774; also owned land in Jefferson County.

John Handley, son of William the pioneer, became a prominent citizen of Monroe. His name frequently appears on record books of Botetourt and Monroe, associated with Archibald, James, and Alexander Handley. Surveys of Botetourt show he purchased land on Indian Creek, now Monroe County, with his brother, Archibald Handley in 1774. (Statement by the late Turner McDowell, long clerk of Botetourt County.) John always always owned land in Jefferson County.

His home in Monroe County was Handley's Fort. This was not a Government fort, but a forfifed house, where his family lived, and neighbors gathered for a place of safety during Indian alarms. It is not known exactly when the fort was built, but the date was prior to 1779, for records show that the Pauley party set out on their ill-fated trip to Kentucky from the fort in the fall of 1779. The fort stood less than a hundred yards from where the County
Infirmary of Monroe is now. To this day (1939) some of the old logs are still there and a great clump of rose bushes run to the wild.

John Handley served under General George Roger Clark, as Lieutenant, in his Illinois Campaign. No doubt, he rendered further service during the Revolution, but this is impossible to tell definitely, for he had a cousin in Greenbrier of the same name and near the same age, and as both were of Greenbrier/Botetourt section at this time, it is well nigh impossible to distinguish them apart. It is known, however, that John of Monroe served under Clark.

John's wife was Mary Harrison (b. 1745, d. Dec 4, 1829), and buried in the Guyandotte Cemetery near Huntington, WVA - where she had gone to make her home with her son, Isaac, after her husband's death. John was born 1746 and died Jan 3, 1811, and is buried in Green Hill Cemetery at Union. They were married 1768.

Will of John Handley, Sr., of Monroe County

In the name of God, amen - Dec 27th, in the year of our Lord, 1810, I, John Handley, of Monroe County, state of Virginia, being weak in body but of perfect memory, and calling to mind the mortality of the body and that it is appointed for all men once to die, do make this my last will and testament in the manner and form following, this is to say,

I recommend my soul to God who gave it, and my body to the earth to be buried in a decent and Christian-like manner. As for the worldly goods and estate which God far above my deserving has bestowed upon me, I dispose of as followeth, (summary follow):
1. I allow all my lawful debts to be paid;
2. I allow my son William one dollar,
3. I allow my son John one dollar.
4. To my daughters Margaret Clark and Sarah Keys, the price of a negro woman, Feeb, and child - the woman to choose her own master.
5. To daughter Nancy Aken, a negro girl, Libby.
8. To son James, a negro boy, Peter.
7. To son Alexander, a negro boy, Jake.
8. To daughter Betsey Walker, a negro girl, Eamy.
9. To son Archibald, 100 A. of land between Patterson's and me.
10. To son Samuel, a piece of land where Isaac now lives between me and my son John and adjacent Samuel Clark and Ewing's lands, and $100, to be paid by my son Isaac when he comes in possession of the homeplace.
11. To son Isaac, balance of home plantation bounded by the line of Archibald & Samuel's lands, except his mother to have living out of place her life time.
12. To gr. son John Maston, when of age, I horse, saddle & $50.
13. To my well-beloved wife, Mary, homeplace her life-time, a negro girl, Tilde, choice of mares, work-horses, a year old filly, also 3 cows and calves and one steer, with her saddle and bridle, all farming tools, household and kitchen furniture, personal belongings, all the sheep, hogs, poultry and grain with all other provisions laid up for consumption. If any of aforesd. remains at her death, except the negro girl, to be sold and divided amongst my legatees.
14. I allow my son John and my son-in-law Samuel Clark the Peters Mountain place, joining surveys made of Beckly (Beasly?), George Hutchison and Wm. Brown, jointly with my sons William, Archibald & Isaac - to be equally divided between them.
15. I allow my executors to sell a negro man, Dave; and all the horses, cattle and every other article or piece of property not otherwise disposed of in this my will, and if there should be any money left after paying my debts and the legal expenses of executing this will they are to pay my widow 10 pounds and divide remainder amoungst my legatees. I appoint my wife and sons John and Archibald the executors of this my will and testament, given under my hand and seal the day next preceeding after the first day and date above written.

John Handley (seal)

Witnesses:
Handley
James Christy
Joseph Ewing, Jr.

At Monroe Feb. Court 1811. The last will and testimony of John Handley, Sr., deceased was presented in court by
John Handley, Jr., and Archibald Handley, two of the executors therein named and proven by the oaths of James
Handley, Sr., James Christy and Joseph Ewing subscribing witnesses thereto and is ordered to be recorded (Mary
Handley the executrix named in the said will refused to take upon herself the execution thereof), and the
executors having made oath and given bond with Thomas Johnson, Conrad Keller, Wm. Graham, James Ralston
and Isaac Hutchinson, their securities in the penalty of six hundred dollars and granted them for obtaining probate
thereof due form (pl. 185).

A copy teste: Isaac Hutchison, C.M.C.

Same W. Bk. 1, pp. 189/191: Appraision of estate of John Handley, Sr., deceased, (Negroes, household
furniture, livestock, etc., on Feb 10, 1811 by R. Shanklin, John Byrnsie & Nimrod Tackett -
$2133.47-1/2

W. Bk 1 pp. 345/346: John Handley, Sr's sale - At a court held for the county of Monroe, the 18th June, 1811.
This list of sale of the estate of John Handley, Sr., deceased was returned into court and ordered to be recorded.
A copy teste: Isaac Hutchison, C.M.C.

In account current, Cr. To amount of sales - $1094.35
Sale of live-stock, household furniture, farming tools, etc. (The amount of each article sold and the names of
buyers at the sale are herein recorded).

We the undersigned have examined the foregoing statement and find it supported by suitable vouchers agreeable
to an order of the court.
(Signed): R. Shanklin
Alex. Dunlap
Wm. Vaps

At a court held for the County of Monroe, the 17th of Sept. 1816.
This settlement of the estate of John Handley, Sr., deceased, was presented in court and ordered to be recorded.
A copy teste: Isaac Hutchison, C.M.C.

(The name by the clerk is spelled sometimes Hanly, Handley; but family always wrote name Handley. B. L.
Clark, typist of Will).

A post in the Handley Archives on the internet by Ellie Handley (2 Sept 1999), says John was born 24 Sept 1746,
St. Paul's Parrish, Stafford Co. VA. It aso says John is buried at Green Hill Cemetery, Union, WVA.

Notes for MARY HARRISON:
She was killed by a team of runaway oxen which she tried to stop and drive
into the barnyard gate. She is buried in the Guyandotte Cemetery near Huntington, where she had gone to make
her home with her son Isaac, after her husband's death.

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and MARY HARRISON are:
6. i. WILLIAM3 HANDLEY, b. 1769, Monroe Co Virginia; d. 1840, Monroe Co., Virginia.
   ii. MARGARET HANDLEY, b. 1770, Monroe Co Virginia; d. Aft. 1811; m. SAMUEL CLARK, March 28, 1786, Monroe Co Virginia; b. April 18, 1764, Augusta Co, Virginia; d. 1857.

Notes for MARGARET HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West
Virginia in 1953:

Mentioned in her father's will. Some researchers say she died 1857, the same year as her husband. They had
settled near Union, Monroe Co. VA in 1783. Her husband served in the Revolutionary War and carried a
somewhat prominent part in the public affairs of Monroe County.

Margaret and Samuel Clark's children: James H. Clark (1792-1864), William, Alexander, John and Cynthia.

  iii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. 1771, Monroe Co Virginia; d. 1851; m. SARAH W. HARMAN, April 10, 1797, filed at Lewisburg, WVA; b. 1778, Botetourt Co., Virginia; d. 1854, Teay's Valley, Putnam Co., Virginia.

Notes for SAMUEL HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Samuel Handley (b. 1748/50; d. 1840) - served as ensign and captain at King's Mountain, under Christian and Campbell. - See Draper MSS. in reference to him; - married Susan Cowan. Samuel's family settled in Kanawha County, WVA.

Samuel and Sarah were the ancestors of Mrs. Victoria Thornburg Vickers of Huntington.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Samuel's birthdate has been given as 26 June 1771 by some researchers; his marriage date has been given as 15 April 1797; his burial in Handley Cemetery, Teay's Valley, WVA.

12 children are listed in my paper files.

Notes for SARAH W. HARMAN:
Sarah's birthdate has been given as 1 Apr 1778, Botetourt Co., VA; death date as 14 Oct 1854 Teay's Valley, Putnam Co (W)VA; parents: Thomas and Nancy Harmon. Sarah was age 76y 6m 13d on date of death - 14 Oct 1854.

THESE NOTES WERE SUBMITTED BY MS. ELLI HANDLEY FROM HER FILES.

The following messages came my way through the ONEALL-L group. It contains a list of various URL's of interest to people investigating things Irish. Here they are FYI.
Happy surfing

Ed

==============================================================
THIS FROM Doug Boyer IN REPLY FOR DATA FROM "A History of Monroe County, West Virginia."

I am not related to the Va/WV Boyers, although I do reside in WV now. the Monroe County book does not list Peter Bowyer (Boyer). There are several mentions of a John Handley and a Mary Handley (but not Harrison). I found the following:

page 81, under "Surveys under Botetourt in 1774" it says "Handley, John - 284 - Indian - L - Mar. 29" the explanation of the survey records is "In this chapter we give the few known surveys under Augusta which fall within the Monroe limits. The Indian wars and the opposition to the pretensions of the Loyal and Greenbrier companies explain why no surveys are on record during a period of about 20 years. Next is given a list of the surveys under Botetourt in 1774. These cover more than 16,000 acres of the best land, or the equivalent of a tract more than five miles square. Finally, we present a list of the patents under Greenbrier between 1780 and 1795. The name of the surveyee or patentee is followed in regular order by the number of acres, an abbreviated description of the locality, the company under which the survey was taken, and the date of the survey. The details
respecting patents are given in like order. The spelling of the proper
names that are well known is according to the usage of the present day.
L stands for Loyal Company, G for Greenbrier Company, n for near, adj. For
adjoining, hd for head of."

Page 84 under "Patents Under Greenbrier" it says
"Handley, John 150 Turkey, adj. John Cantley 1787
Handley, John 366 Indian 1787
Handley, John 300 Indian - 1787"

On pages 92 and 94 under "Early Land Conveyances" it says:
"Clark, Samuel of John (Mary) Handley Sr. 35 5s Fork Survey Run of
Indian - 1796
Handley, John, Jr. of John (Mary) Handley Sr. 150 5s Turkey, adj. John
Cantley - 1796" The explanation for those records is "In this chapter are
lists of some of the earlier land conveyances that concern Old Monroe. It
is not to be understood that in every instance the tract is actually inside
the limits of the old county. The descriptions are sometimes too vague to
determine this point without special knowledge.
In describing each conveyance, there are given first the name of the
grantee and next the name of the grantor. If either party is known to be of
another state, or of another county of the Virginias, such fact is
mentioned. The Christian name of a wife is given in brackets.
Next, provided the particulars are known, there are given, (1) the number
of acres; (2) the price; (3) the locality where the land lies; (4) date of
survey and for whom surveyed; (5) date of patent and for whom patented; (6)
date of deed. A c following a date means the approximate year.
In many instances only a nominal consideration is named in the deed. This
is usually five shillings, - written 5s, - the value of which is 83 cents.
When the consideration is expressed in pounds, the letter p is written
after the number of pounds. To reduce Virginia pounds to dollars, annex one
cipher and divide by three. For instance, the sum of 3 pounds is equal to $10.
We sometimes hear of a parcel of land being traded for a pair of boots or a
pair of buckskin breeches. But ready money was not always at command, and
the article was a consideration to hold the deed. It is not to be supposed
that the buckskin breeches would actually pay for the land.
An index of grantor names is given at the end of the chapter. Grantee names
are given in alphabetical order in the list of deeds.
P means patent."

The handley family section on page 350 says:
"HANDLEY
This family was once very prominent but is now extinct in Monroe.
John (Mary) (d. 1811) (estate ($2765.38). C: William (1769-1840) John
(Pensie) Margaret (Samuel Clark) Sarah (Humphrey Keyes, 1803) Nancy
(Thomas Akins, 1804) James (1767-1844) Alexander Elizabeth Walker,
Archibald, Samuel, Isaac.
C. of William (Margaret Henderson): Zenas (Emeline R. Karnes,
1841) Lucinda Rebecca Polly (John Gill) Ruth (Jacob
Barger) John Samuel (Isabel Barger) Lucinda (1796-1866) (William T.
Arnott) Logan Lindy (-- weikel) Louise (s) - --- (Jean
Arnott) Henderson Constantine Jabez (-- Charlotte).
Archibald (d. 1796) (Jean) was neighbor to James Alexander. His personalty
was $593.10. C: Sarah (-- Shands), Griselda, Ann, Jean, Mercy, James (Mary,
b. 1767, d. 1884). The last named, a nephew to another James, had half the
homestead."
At 08:58 PM 9/3/2004 -0600, you wrote:
> Please look for these names and dates: John Handley, Peter Bowyer
> (Boyer), Mary (Harrison) Handley
> 
> Look in this book or resource: "A History of Monroe County, West
> Virginia."
> 
> Other helpful information: My 3rd Gr Grandfather John Handley (1746) was
> a settler of the area as well as 3rd Gr Grandfather Peter Boyer (1760)
> (Boyers Ferry on New River).
> John married Mary Harrison and am interested in what line of Harrisons
> she descended from? i know for a fact it is not the Benjamin Harrison IV
> as some have reported. I would like to have any info on these lines that
> may be in this book.
> I would be happy to reimburse for any expense.
> I will also be happy to share my genealogy book if you feel related to
> the Boyers (Bowyers) of that area.

More About John Handley:
Burial: GREEN HILL CEMETERY, UNION, WV
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Notes for Mary Harrison:
I CAN'T FINE A THING THAT TIES MARY HARRISON TO THE HARRISONS OF BERKLEY
PLANTATION OF VIRGINIA. I STRONGLY SUSPECT THAT THERE WAS A MIS-INTERPRETATION
BETWEEN BECKLEY AND BERKLEY WHICH IS NOT VERY FAR FROM MONROE COUNTY.
I THINK IT IS THE WISHFUL THINKING OF SOME PEOPLE TO WANT TIES WITH THE HARRISONS
OF BERKLEY PLANTATION,
THERE WAS NO SPOUSELESS RELATIONSHIP. WBH

FOUND 6-27-04

Colonial Virginia Source Records, 1600s-1700s
Gleanings of Virginia History, Genealogy of The Harrison Family

HARRISON FAMILY OF AUGUSTA AND ROCKINGHAM COUNTIES, VA.

Thomas Harrison, the founder of this family, on March 15, 1744

More About Mary Harrison:
Burial: GUYANDOTTE CEMETERY NEAR HUNTINGTON, WVA

Children of John Handley and Mary Harrison are:

8.  i. WILLIAM Handley, b. 1769, , Monroe, VA; d. October 13, 1840, , Monroe, VA.
    ii. JOHN Handley Jr, b. 1773, , Monroe, VA; m. (1) PREASSIE ELDER, May 13, 1794, Recorded at
        Lewisburg, VA/WV; m. (2) ELIZABETH SHANKLIN, April 06, 1812.

Notes for John Handley Jr:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-----------------------------------
iv. JOHN JR HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1773; d. Bet. 1821 - 1829; m. PREASSIE/PENSIE ELDER, May 13,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1794, Recorded at Lewisburg, WVA.

Notes for JOHN JR HANDLEY:
John Handley, Jr. settled his family in Kanawha County, WVA.

Notes for PREASSIE/PENSIE ELDER:
Preassie/Pensie Elder might have been a widow; Elder might not have been her maiden name.

9. iii. MARGARET HANDLEY, b. 1772, MONROE, VA; d. 1857, MONROE, VA.

iv. ARCHIBALD HARRISON HANDLEY, b. 1775; DATE COULD BE 1780, PROBABLY MONROE, VA; d. 1859; m. SUSAN KINCAID, October 15, 1801; b. 1780; d. 1864.

Notes for ARCHIBALD HARRISON HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-----------------------------

  v. ARCHIBALD HANDLEY, b. 1775; d. 1859; m. SUSAN KINCAID, October 14, 1801, Monroe Co, Virginia; b. 1780; d. 1864.

Notes for ARCHIBALD HANDLEY: West Virginia in 1953:
Archibald (b. 1775, d. 1859) - married Susan Kincaid (b. 1780, d. 1864), Oct 14, 1801 - date is run together in writing of original file, but believed to be 1801. (Recorded in Monroe). They are the ancestors of Mrs. Fred'k Shaffer of Sedalia, MO - see also, with Mrs. Vickers, D.A.R. Lineage Books, at Washington, DC.

Archibald's middle name has been given as Harrison; his birthdate as 1775; his death date as 24 Feb 1859; 3 children: Archibald H. (b 1819), Elizabeth and Thomas.

More About ARCHIBALD HARRISON HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1780, B. PLACE: MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: February 20, 1859, D., MONROE, VA.
Fact 3: October 15, 1802, SPOUSE: SUSAN KINCAID MAR.
Fact 4: IN: MONROE, VA.

v. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1778; d. October 29, 1840, UNION, MONROE, VA; m. POLLY MARY BURKE, December 12, 1812; b. 1787; d. 1844.

Notes for JAMES HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-----------------------------

  vi. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1778; d. July 29, 1840; m. POLLY BURKE, December 01, 1812, Monroe Co Virginia; b. 1767; d. 1844.

Notes for JAMES HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

James (b. 1778, d. July or Oct. 29, 1840) - he was aged 62 years. Married Polly (Mary) Burke, a widow, on Dec 12, 1812 (recorded at Union). Both are buried in Handley's plot, rear of Green Hill Cemetery, Union. She was b. 1767 and d. 1844. James's family probably lived near Union since he and his wife are buried there.

James death date has been given as 29 Oct 1870, Monroe Co VA; buried Green Hill Cemetery, Union, WVA (by some researchers).

Notes for POLLY BURKE:
Polly "Mary" Burke was a widow; maiden name is unknown. Her death date has been given as 24 Jan 1844 by some researchers.

More About JAMES HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1778, MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: October 29, 1840, DIED:

vi. SARAH HANDLEY, b. 1780, Monroe, VA; d. May 29, 1846. At the Blue River crossing, near Alcove Spring above MANHATTAN, KANSAS.
vii. NANCY HANDLEY, b. 1782; m. THOMAS AKINS, April 05, 1805, MONROE, VA.

Notes for NANCY HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-------------------------------------

viii. NANCY HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1782; m. THOMAS AKINS, April 05, 1804, Monroe Co Virginia.

More About NANCY HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1782, B. , MONROE, VA.

11. viii. ALEXANDER HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1784, , MONROE, VA.; d. 1848, ?.

ix. ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. 1786; d. November 15, 1861; m. ANDREW WOODS WALKER, January 10, 1804.

Notes for ELIZABETH HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-------------------------------------
x. ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1786; m. ANDREW WALKER, January 10, 1804, recorded at Union, WVA.

Notes for ANDREW WALKER:
Andrew and "Betsey" bought the home place on Peters Mountain from Isaac Handley.

More About ELIZABETH HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1786, B. , MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: November 15, 1877, D. , MONROE, W.VA.

12. x. ISAAC HANDLEY, b. November 04, 1788; d. April 11, 1877, , KANAWHA, WV.

13. xi. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. June 26, 1771, , Botetourt, VA.; d. October 14, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA..

5. SAMUEL3 HANDLEY (WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born September 17, 1751 in , , PA, and died August 04, 1840 in BELVIDERE, FRANKLIN, TN. He married SUSANNAH COWAN, daughter of ROBERT COWAN and SUSANNAH WOODS. She was born 1761, and died December 1836 in , , TN.

More About SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODS CEMETERY, MINGO SWAMP, BELVEDERE, TN
Child of SAMUEL HANDLEY and SUSANNAH COWAN is:
14. i. SARAH4 HANDLEY, b. 1783; d. Aft. 1860, SHANNON, , MS.

6. MARGARET3 HANDLEY (WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born February 28, 1753, and died January 03, 1842. She married (1) MICHAEL ERSKIME, son of HENRY ERSKIME and JEAN THOMPSON. He was born 1752, and died 1812. She married (2) JAMES PAULEY. She married (3) JOHN PAULEE October 21, 1777. He died 1779.

Notes for MARGARET HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-------------------------------------
5. MARGARET2 HANDLEY (WILLIAM1) was born February 28, 1753, and died May 03, 1842. She married (1) JOHN PAULEY October 21, 1777. He died 1779. She married (2) MICHAEL ERSKINE 1785 in Union, Monroe Co VA. He was born 1752, and died 1812.

Notes for MARGARET HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:
Margaret Handley (b. Feb 26, 1753; d. May or June 3, 1842); m. (1st) John Pauley, Oct 21, 1777. (He was killed by Indians in the fall of 1779 - see later); m. (2nd) Michael Erskine of Union, 1785. (He was b. 1752; d. 1812 - age 60); Michael and Margaret both buried at Union. Children by 1st marriage; child (b. 1778, d. 1779), killed by Indians; (2) John Pauley, (b. soon after mother became an Indian captive, 1779). Grew to manhood and went to Tenn., where he became Secretary to Missouri Fur Company and where he died. Children by 2nd marriage; Jane
Erskine (m. Hugh Caperton); Henry Erskine (m. Margaret Benson); Alexander Erskine (m. Cath. Russell); Michael Erskine, Jr., (m. Agnes Haynes).

Margaret Handley, who first became Mrs. John Pauley and afterwards the wife of Michael Erskine was an Indian captive for upwards of three years. Many sketches have been written on her life. Probably the most accurate are those by Kercheval, ("History of Va.", although he calls her Sarah whereas her name was Margaret); Judge David E. Johnston's ("History of the Middle New River Settlement"); and the one published in "The West Virginia News", at Ronceverte, for the Greenbrier Centennial.

The Pauley party, consisting of John Pauley, Margaret and child; Capt. James Pauley, wife and child; Mr. Wallace, and Brice Miller, left Handley's Fort near Union in the fall of 1779 to go to Kentucky. They followed the trail down by Wood's Fort, near what is now Peterstown, and on through the vast wilderness to New River; crossed the river near the mouth of Rich Creek and were overtaken by the Indians about five miles from the mouth of East River.

Capt. James Pauley was killed (Kercheval's records), Wallace, and the two children were killed. Margaret was dragged from her horse and knocked senseless by an Indian club, and John Pauley was mortally wounded. Believing that his wife and child were murdered, John Pauley, although mortally wounded, made his way back to Wood's Fort where he died the next day of his wounds.

Margaret was taken to the Indian towns on the Miami, where she was an Indian captive for upwards of three years. She was finally released, and returned to her people at Union, where she married Michael Erskine in 1785. The sketch in the "West Virginia News" states that she was a Greenbrier woman. To be sure, this is true, for Monroe was part of Greenbrier when she was captured, and until long after she returned from captivity. Monroe, however, has some claim on her too.

Handley's Fort, the home of her brother, Lieut. John Handley, the place from which the Pauley party set out on their journey to Kentucky was always on Monroe soil - it was where the County Infirmary of Monroe is now located, near Union. And as the wife of Michael Erskine, Margaret was a resident of Union. After Michael, her husband's death, in 1812, she made her home with her son, Henry, at Lewisburg. It was here she was interviewed by Kercheval in 1835. However, tradition says she frequently visited her children and relatives in Monroe.

The late Lewis F. Clark of Peterstown always insisted that he remembered having seen her at the home of his grandfather, Maj. Samuel Clark. I have no doubt his memory of her was correct, for he was born on Feb. 9, 1833 and she did not die until the spring of 1842, when he was a boy of nine years old. One can easily imagine the impression she would have made on a nine year old boy, who had often heard tales about her captivity. Besides, her niece, daughter of Lieut. John Handley, also called Margaret, was the wife of Maj. Samuel Clark.

Margaret's son, William, was the only son to remain in Monroe County. As a member of the firm of Erskine and Caruthers, he was owner and proprietor, (with his brother-in-law, Isaac Caruthers) of the Saft Sulphur Springs from 1823, onward for many years. Their first hotel, the large stone building on the hill overlooking the lawn, is still called "The Erskine House." Margaret, tradition says, visited her son at this old hostelry many times.

She lies buried in the Union Cemetery, by the side of her husband, Michael Erskine, from which spot "is to be seen one of the most beautiful views that this county affords." Margaret Handley died either May or June 3, 1842.

Another version from the internet:

Paulee Family

On September 23, 1779, John Paulee and his wife, Margaret Hanly Paulee (age 27) were on a journey from Monroe Co. Va (WV) to Kentucky when they were attacked by Shawnee. John Paulee was shot along with their infant female child. Killed in the skirmish were Robert Wallis and his wife, Brice Miller and James Paulee.
James Paulee's wife, Polly, her child, and Margaret were taken prisoner. The capture took place on Rich Creek, east of Peterstown in Monroe County.

John Paulee saw his wife dragged from her horse and believing she was dead, ran into the woods heading for Woods Fort on Rich Creek. Shortly after he reached the fort he died. The party of Shawnee consisted of 5 men and a white man named Morgan, who had married and lived among them.

Margaret and the other prisoners were taken to a Shawnee town located between the Miami and Scioto rivers. She then moved with the tribe to Pickaway and Sandusky Plains. At the time of her capture Margaret was pregnant and in May she gave birth to an infant son named John. She was adopted by a family named Wa-ba-kah-kah-to and remained with them for five years. When Wa-ba-kah-kah-to died she was adopted by his son Wabapusito.

During this time she had her own cabin and sewed. She made four shirts a day and sold them to the British for two shillings each.

Two young white boys taken prisoner, Jacky Calaway, 9 years old and Dicky Hou, 12 years old, were given to Margaret to raise. She talked with another white prisoner named Thomas McGuire. Frequently, Margaret saw Simon Girty and his brothers George and James and their Indian wives.

Five years later a Mr. Higgins ransomed Margaret for the sum of $200.00. Along with eight other ransomed captives, Margaret, Mr. McCormack and Mr. Teays walked back to the Greenbrier settlement arriving May 1784. A year after her return Margaret married Michael Erskine and had five children. Before her death at age 90 in May 1842, she dictated a narrative of her capture to her grandson Allen T. Caperton.

Excerpted from the narrative by Margaret Handly Paulee Erskine, Elizabeth Burns, Burns@asu.edu

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and JOHN PAULEY are:
  i. ???3 PAULEY, b. 1778; d. 1779.
  ii. JOHN PAULEY, b. 1779, in Indian captivity (Virginia?); d. Tennessee.

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and MICHAEL ERSKINE are:
  iii. JANE3 ERSKINE.

Notes for JANE ERSKINE:
Married Hugh Caperton

  iv. HENRY ERSKINE.

Notes for HENRY ERSKINE:
Married Margaret Benson.

  v. ALEXANDER ERSKINE.

Notes for ALEXANDER ERSKINE:
Married Cath. Russell.

  vi. MICHAEL JR ERSKINE.

Notes for MICHAEL JR ERSKINE:
Married Agnes Haynes.

More About MARGARET HANDLEY:
Burial: UNION CEMETERY, , MONROE, VA
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: February 28, 1753, Died

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and MICHAEL ERSKIME are:
   i. JANE4 ERSKIME, m. HUGH CAPERTON.
   ii. HENRY ERSKIME, m. (1) AGATHA ESTILL; m. (2) MARGARET BENSON.
   iii. WILLIAM ERSKIME, m. MARGARET BENSON.
   iv. ALEXANDER ERSKIME, m. CATHERINE RUSSELL.
   v. MICHAEL ERSKIME JR, m. AGNES HAYNES.

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and JOHN PAULEE are:
   vi. CHILD4 PAULEE, b. 1778; d. 1779, KILLED BY INDIANS.
   vii. JOHN PAULEE, b. 1779.

Generation No. 3

7. JAMES4 HANDLEY (ARCHIBALD3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1760 in , , VA, and died 1836 in , BUTLER, OH. He married ISABELLA.

Child of JAMES HANDLEY and ISABELLA is:
15. i. GEORGE5 HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1780, , GREENBRIER, VA; d. Bef. 1840, , HENRY, IN.

8. WILLIAM4 HANDLEY (JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1769 in , MONROE, VA, and died October 13, 1840 in , MONROE, VA. He married MARGARET HENDERSON in , MONROE, VA.

Notes for WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Some label William with as a Junior, which gives the impression that he was the son of John's father William (172), which is wrong. WBH

NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL---------------------------------------
6. WILLIAM3 HANDLEY (JOHN2, WILLIAM1) was born 1769 in Monroe Co Virginia, and died 1840 in Monroe Co., Virginia. He married MARGARET HENDERSON November 10, 1788 in Greenbriar Co Virginia.

Notes for WILLIAM HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

3rd known generation: William Handley, eldest son of John Handley of Monroe, and therefore the grandson of William, pioneer of VA., is the only one of the family to have remained in Monroe any length of time after 1811. The other children of John of Monroe scattered and went to Cabell, and Putnam Cos, WVA, and to the west. So, the fine old family name is now extinct in Monroe.

William (b. 1769, d. 1840, age71), he married Nov 10, 1788, to Margaret Henderson; this marriage is filed at Clerk's office, Lewisburg, WVA, as Monroe was then a part of Greenbrier. His will is recorded at Union clerk's office, W. Bk. 3, p. 444.

His children were as follows, and no doubt the marriage files could supply more information about them than here given:
2. Rebecca Handley, no other records.
3. Polly Handley, m. John Gill.
4. Ruth Handley, m. Jacob Barger.
5. John Handley, no other records known.
6. Samuel Handley, m. Isabel Barger.
7. Lucinda Handley, m. Apr 30,1818 (2nd m.), Wm. T. Arnot. (She was born 1796, d. 1866).
8. Logan Handle, no other records.
9. Lindy Handle, m. _____ Weikel.
10. Louise Handle, never married.
11. son, name not known, m. Jean Arnot.
12. Henderson Handle, no other records.
13. Constantine Handle, no other records.
14. Jabez Handle, m. _____ Charlotte _____.

Note: See Morton's "History of Monroe County, WVIV p. 350. The children here are not named in chronological order, evidently.

6. WILLIAM3 HANDLEY (JOHN2, WILLIAM1) was born 1769 in Monroe Co Virginia, and died 1840 in Monroe Co., Virginia. He married MARGARET HENDERSON November 10, 1788 in Greenbrier Co Virginia.

Notes for WILLIAM HANDLEY:

From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

3rd known generation: William Handle, eldest son of John Handle of Monroe, and therefore the grandson of William, pioneer of VA., is the only one of the family to have remained in Monroe any length of time after 1811. The other children of John of Monroe scattered and went to Cabell, and Putnam Cos, WVA, and to the west. So, the fine old family name is now extinct in Monroe.

William (b. 1769, d. 1840, age71), he married Nov 10, 1788, to Margaret Henderson; this marriage is filed at Clerk's office, Lewisburg, WVA, as Monroe was then a part of Greenbrier. His will is recorded at Union clerk's office, W. Bk. 3, p. 444.

His children were as follows, and no doubt the marriage files could supply more information about them than here given:
2. Rebecca Handle, no other records.
3. Polly Handle, m. John Gill.
4. Ruth Handle, m. Jacob Barger.
5. John Handle, no other records known.
6. Samuel Handle, m. Isabel Barger.
7. Lucinda Handle, m. Apr 30,1818 (2nd m.), Wm. T. Arnot. (She was born 1796, d. 1866).
8. Logan Handle, no other records.
9. Lindy Handle, m. _____ Weikel.
10. Louise Handle, never married.
11. son, name not known, m. Jean Arnot.
12. Henderson Handle, no other records.
13. Constantine Handle, no other records.
14. Jabez Handle, m. _____ Charlotte _____.

Note: See Morton's "History of Monroe County, WVIV p. 350. The children here are not named in chronological order, evidently.

A history of the Arnott family written by Dr. Maggie Ballard tells of one family member Jesse Arnott, of St. Louis, Missouri. It says he married a sister of his step-mother Lucinda Handle Arnott. Jesse's wife was named Mary Elizabeth Handle. This is possibly a child not yet on the list of William Handle's children.

Jesse Arnott was born 1812, and died May 11, 1896 in Monroe County, Virginia. Mary Elizabeth Handle, his wife, might have been born about the same year as Jesse. Jesse was an undertaker in St. Louis; his body was transported to St. Louis after he died in Monroe County while visiting his sister. The Arnott history written by Dr. Maggie Ballard might answer a lot of questions, but it was written for the local relatives; could be impossible to find a copy of it.
William's birthdate has been given as 12 Sept 1769 by some researchers. His death date has been given as 13 Sept 1844.

Notes for MARGARET HENDERSON:
Margaret was born and died in Monroe Co. VA according to some researchers.

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARGARET HENDERSON are:
   i.  LUCINDA4 HANDLEY.
   ii. REBECCA HANDLEY.
   iii. POLLY MARY HANDLEY, m. JOHN GILL.
7. iv.  RUTH (MARGARET) HANDLEY, d. 1879.
   v.  JOHN HANDLEY.

Notes for JOHN WEIKEL:
John's father George died in 1851. In his will he names "my son, John, deceased, his children...share of my estate."
   vii. ZENAS HANDLEY, m. EMELINE R. KARNES, March 15, 1841, Monroe County, Virginia.
   viii. LOUISE HANDLEY.

Notes for LOUISE HANDLEY:
Louise Handley never married.

   ix. ??? HANDLEY, m. JEAN ARNOT.
   x. HENDERSON HANDLEY.
   xi. JABEZ HANDLEY, m. ?? CHARLOTTE.
8. xii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1795, Virginia; d. July 1855, Lawrence Co Ohio.
   xiii. LUCINDA HANDLEY, b. 1796; d. 1866; m. WM T ARNOTT, April 30, 1818; b. September 29, 1789, Sussex Co., New Jersey; d. November 28, 1863.

Notes for WM T ARNOTT:
WILLIAM TRUESDALE Arnott, BORN SEPTEMBER 29, 1789 IN SUSSEX CO., NJ. HE MARRIED (1)MARY GARTEN SOMETIME BETWEEN 1812 AND 1817, (2)LUCINDA HANDLEY. HE DIED NOVEMBER 28, 1863.

   xv. CONSTANTINE HANDLEY, b. 1808, Virginia; d. August 29, 1892.

Will of William Handley, 1840 - Monroe Co. WV

(Submitter note: The following is an accurate transcription of the Will that William Handley wrote or had someone write for him on June 22, 1840, in Monroe County, Virginia (now W.VA). Any misspelled or uncapitalized words are written here as they were originally written on the Will)

In the name of God amane I William Handley of the County of Monroe & State of Virginia Being in perfect Sound mind & disposing Memory for which I thank God Colling to mind the uncertainty of Humane life & being desireous to dispose of all Such wordly Estate as it Hath plesed god to bless me with I Gave & Bequath the Same in the manner following
that is to say ----- 

1st I Will that all my Just Debts be paid by my Exetor & ----- 

2nd I Will my Wife Margarat All the property laid up for Consumption of Every kind for the use of the family Full possesion of my plantation that I now live on during hir Naturel life & be mistress of the family that is at home & that She has one mare Named kate & a hors -named fox & too yong horses & one yong Filley for the youse of the farm & my-son Zenes is to use them on the farm & she is to have four Cows with there Calves if the have any two yearold & one yearlief heffers with their increas for the youse of the family So that She may have a beef when she wants one in the fall of the year all the Sheep all the hogs & polry the youse of the smith tules for the youse of the farm all the farming tools & horsgeres the Waggan & all her fixings for the youse of the farm all to be used by Zenes & all the household & kitchen furniture with the loome & hir harness for the use of the family the grindstone & the wheetfan in the barn all the above named property is to be My wives during hir life & not to be disposed of & if Zenes should Mary after my dath his mother Must gave him a cow of the old Stock or of the increes & Zenes is not to keep twomuch Stock on the place to Eate his mothers Stock out & If it should be that Lewey Should mary She must have the Same divide of Cattle & Sheep that I gave to Ruthy Sindy & Betsepolley When they maried & beding also & if my Son Jabez should mary after My dath his mother must gave him a Cow as She is to Zenes or an aquivelent to a Cow & if at any time my wife should find She has tooomuch Stock on hand She must let the Exetor Sell what she has to Spare & divide the money with Ruthey Sindy Lewey & Betsepolley all the property named or not named must Stay on the place Except Sold by my Exetor as I have described & divided & after my Wifes dath there must be an apreisment of all the property that may be on the place of old Stock & increes Except Such as I may hereafter Will to Zenes & Such apreised must be Evenly divided at the presament Between Ruthy Sindy Lewey & Betsepolley but Betsepolley being So fare off my Exetor must Sell hir part & Cend hir or hir heirs the money & Zenes must pay all the taxes of the land and other property my wife must have no troble with it atale he must provid Salt Steel & Irion for the use of Stok & farm with Such help as his mother Can Resonably afford to him -- 

& 3rd I Will My Daughter Polly Gill a peacible undisturbed Home during hir naturiel life at the fork Lick where She now lives & that my Exetor pay her one dollar Soon after my dath -- & 4th I Will my Soninlaw Jacob Barger part of that tract of land he now lives on to begin nere Where him John Gill & myself Made a Corner on the line of the grant only he must begin in the Middle of the hallow on the line a little more to the East & Run down the hallow & Cross the branch So as to Strike a Cornertree we made Soon after we Crossed the branch & keep the line till the place we struck the Grant line on the opposit Side of the grant to have all the land to the West of that line including all his improvement being 205 acres More or less to be his and his heirs forever ----- 

& 5th I Will my Son John Handley $100.00 one hundred dollars to be paid by my Exetor ------ 

& 6th I Will my Son Samuel Handley all the proceeds of the Sale money of the land that he Sold to his Brother Zenes & he has got it all with any thing Els that I have don for him ----- 

& 7th I Will my Soninlaw William Arnat a tract of land on Wheel Run & Matts branch Waters of Bradshaws Run of 120 acres to be his & his heirs for Ever & I also Will him the said William Arnat a tract of 83 acres of land that I hold on Griffiths Creek on the North Side of Greenbrier River to be his & his heirs for Ever Except I Should Sell one or both of them in my lifetime ----- 

& 8th I Will my Son Logan Handley all the proceeds of the Sale Money of that tract of land that he Sold to Jefferson T Mann & he has got it all & all that I have don for him heretofore ------
& 9th I Will my daughter Lindy Wikle one dollar to be paid by my Exetor & also Will hir all that I have don for hir heretofore ------

& 10th I Will my Daughter Lewey & my soninlaw Jessey Arnat All the Ballence of that tract of land that Jacob Barger & John Gill lives on that is all the land below Jacob Bargers line to be Equy divided between them only I Reserve my daughter Polly Gill A pecible & undisturbed home on Said land at the fork lick where She now lives------

& 11th I Will my son Henderson Handley 166 acres & 70 poles of land that I hold in Fyatt County on the Waters of Bever Creek between Samuel Packs & Henry Hulls lying on Both sides of the great Road to be his and his heirs forever Except I Should Sell it in my lifetime ----- 

& 12th I Will my son Constantine Handley that tract of land that I hold in the State of Ohio Larrance County a Querter Section where he now lives at the Forks of Bofalow Waters of Symms Creek to be his and his heirs forever & all that I have done for him heretofore --

& 13th I Will my son Jabez Handley a $300.00 Bond that his Brother Zenes gave his Brother Samuel Handley when he bought his land from him & when Samuel moved out to the Ohio he wanted the money and I paid him out of the money of the proceeds of the Sale of Gresey Ridge land that Is if he mends his Course if he don't he is not to get it & if my Exetor Can have an opurtunity to lay out that money for land In the West of Conggrass & Jabes will Except of it & take poseshion of it and live on it for 20 years then his title will be good if he Shill pay the taxes of the Same if he dont do So his title wont be good & will Revert back to my other Sons all or if the Exetor finds it to be best that he thinks he will make a good youse of the money he may in that Case Gave him the money & take his Recept if he Cant get Congress land the Money must always be lying Reddy till he Seese a good oppertunity to Lay it out I have don a great dale for Jabes in paying debts for him & have gave him Sevirel other things & I will it all to him & if he Complies all this is to be his & his heirs for Ever ------

& 14th I Will My Son Zenes Handley all the home place that I now live on down to the Land he owns that is all the land that I hold joyning at this time but not to be in full poseshion till his mothers dath provided he pays all the taxes that may become due on the land & all the property that is on the Place & provides well for his mother & Lewey & at his mothers dath he is to have the big plow & one pare of hors gears & all the property laid up for consumption & all the grain in the ground shal be for their Seport & that one half of the grane Raised on the place shal by my Wifes & at hir Controle & if She has any to Spare She can Sell it with all the Spare butter & get hir nesesireys ------

& 15th I Will that the Black gerel Shall Stay at home & help to take Care of my wife and Lewey While the both live & if my wife Should die first the gerel must take Care of Lewey during hir life & after Leweys dath the Black gerel must be divided in price between Ruthy Sindy & Betsepolley & if She Should have any Children they must be taken away by Ruthy Sindy & or Betsepolley at 2 years old & a fair diveson of the gerel with hir increes must be between Ruthy Sindy & Betsepolley & not to be Sold out of the family atale we dont Know whoses hands they might foul into & be parted the Black Boy Mager must Stay at home till my wifes dath and then he must be divided at a fair preisment between Ruthy
Sindy & Betsepolley & he is not to go out of the family but if these 
geirls Shouldnot want to keep the boy they may all agree & Sell him to 
any of their Brothers Say to Henderson Zenes or John I Wont have him to 
go toStrangers ------

& 16th I Will as I have a Set of Silver table Spoons & I want after 
my wifes dath that Ruthy Sindy & Betsepolley Shall have two a Peace of 
those Spoons that they may Remimber ther old father ------

& 17th I Will that a fair Construction be maid of this my last will 
and testiment & that no part of it be Straind-----

& 18th I Will & Constitute & apoint my Soninlaw William Arnot my 
Exetor of this my last Will & testiment & that he Shall do the 
Exetorship without giving Security but Shall give his own Bond & act 
upon oth ------

& 19th I Will my Surveyors Instrements to my Son Jabez Handley that if 
he Reformes & mends his Course if he dont he shant have them & in that 
case I will them to my Son Zenes Handley & I dont Want them to go out of 
the family & they must not be lent out atale if Jabez gets maried & 
Settles himself he had better have the Surveying instrements if any 
Cattle Stock is on hand if it can be Copt till fall Come a yere it would 
be best & the Exetor will Sell it privately & add that money to the 
money on hand to help pay the Cash Wild & get Salt and funriel Expense & 
if Zenes Should sell any more ofithe land he got of Samuel the $300.00 
must be paid in hard money the land is bound for the money & I Bind this 
home place for the Seport of Lewey------

Given under my hand and Seal this 22nd day of June ~1840
William Handley Seal

Test
William Shanklin
Robert D. Shanklin
James M. Shanklin

At Monroe September Court 1840
This last will & Testament of William Handly decd was proven in Court by 
____________ Shanklin & ____________ Shanklin two of the Subscribing 
witnesses thereto and is Ordered to be recorded --
A Copy Teste
Jno. Hutchison Jr. CMC

Submitted by by Beverly Denig Jones

More About WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1769, B.: , MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: September 13, 1840, DIED:

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARGARET HINDERSON are:
   i. ZENAS3 HANDLEY, m. EMELINE R. KARNES, March 15, 1841, , MONROE, VA.
   ii. REBECCA HANDLEY.
   iii. POLLY HANDLEY, m. JOHN GILL.
   iv. RUTH HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1803, , Monroe, VA; d. 1879; m. JOHN JACOB BARGER.
   v. LINDY HANDLEY, m. UNKNOWN WEIKEL.
   vi. LOUISE HANDLEY, m. ? HANDLEY.
9. MARGARET\textsuperscript{4} HANDLEY (JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1772 in MONROE, VA, and died 1857 in MONROE, VA. She married MAJ. SAMUEL CLARK March 20, 1786 in MONROE, VA. He was born April 18, 1764 in AUGUSTA, VA, and died January 27, 1857 in MONROE, VA.

Notes for MARGARET HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------

Notes for MARGARET HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:
Mentioned in her father's will. Some researchers say she died 1857, the same year as her husband. They had settled near Union, Monroe Co. VA in 1783. Her husband served in the Revolutionary War and carried a somewhat prominent part in the public affairs of Monroe County.

Margaret and Samuel Clark's children: James H. Clark (1792-1864), William, Alexander, John and Cynthia.

More About MARGARET HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1770, GREENBRIAR, VA.
Fact 2: Aft. 1811, MONROE, VA.
Fact 3: March 20, 1786, MAR. SAMUEL CLARK
Fact 4: PLACE: AUGUSTA, VA

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and SAMUEL CLARK are:
   i. WILLIAM\textsuperscript{5} CLARK.
   ii. ALEXANDER CLARK.
   iii. CYNTHIA CLARK.
   iv. JOHN CLARK, b. April 01, 1788, GREENBRIAR, VA; d. 1869, MONROE, W VA.
   v. JAMES CLARK, b. 1792; d. July 22, 1864; m. CINDERELLA CLARK; d. June 13, 1881.

10. SARAH\textsuperscript{4} HANDLEY (JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1780 in Monroe, VA, and died May 29, 1846 in At the Blue River crossing, near Alcove Spring above MANHATTAN, KANSAS. She married HUMPHREY KEYES April 21, 1803, son of HUMPHREY KEYES and SARAH HALL. He was born November 13, 1764 in Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA, and died October 11, 1833 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Notes for SARAH HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL,-------------------------------------

Notes for SARAH HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Sarah (b. 1780, d. ) - married Humphreys Keyes, a widower of Botetourt/Jefferson Counties, April 21, 1803 (recorded at Union). They left Monroe.
Sarah's birthdate has been given as 1776 Monroe Co, VA.; it has been said she was the first to die on the "Donner Trip."


Notes for HUMPHREYS KEYES:
Humphreys Keyes was a widower of Botetourt & Jefferson Counties, Virginia.

More About SARAH HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1780, B. IN, MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: May 29, 1846, D.

Notes for HUMPHREY KEYES:
I, W. B. Handley, in checking the files imported from Volume 48 Family Tree Maker Tree # 0463, I find Sarah Keys b. November 11, 1764 and Humphrey b. November 13, 1764. Therefore I believe they were twins. I also note that Humphrey is listed as having a son Isaac b. 1795 but no wife is listed, so that gives one to believe that the mother died at birth or shortly after or there was a divorce and Humphrey went West and met Sarah Handley.

Children of SARAH HANDLEY and HUMPHREY KEYES are:
   i. MARGARET WILSON5 KEYES, b. March 31, 1814.
   18. ii. GERSHAM KEYES, b. February 16, 1804.
   19. iii. JAMES W. KEYES, b. November 01, 1805.

11. ALEXANDER4 HANDLEY (JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born Abt. 1784 in, MONROE, VA., and died 1848 in ?. He married HARRIET BURKE December 02, 1812 in, MONROE, VA.. She was born Bet. 1801 - 1802.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:
AS TAKEN FROM DESCENDANTS CHART-ANCESTORS FILE (TM) - Ver 4.16 24 JUN 1996 OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS.--(C) 1987
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL--------------------------------------
ix. ALEXANDER HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1784; d. Aft. 1811.

Notes for ALEXANDER HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Alexander (b. c1784, d. after 1811, named with a bequeath by his father, John, in will made 1810, proven 1811 - W. Bk 1, p. 183 at Clerk's office, Union, WVA). - No other definite records, as were several Alexander Handleys. He is believed, however, to have settled near relatives in Greenbrier County.

Some researchers say his wife was Elizabeth Walker.

More About ALEXANDER HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1784, B., MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: 1848, D.

Children of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and HARRIET BURKE are:
   i. HARRIET5 HANDLEY, b. 1827.
   ii. JAMES HANDLEY, b. 1833.
   iii. AMANDA HANDLEY, b. 1835.
   iv. JOHN HANDLEY, b. 1841.
12. ISAAC⁴ HANDLEY (JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born November 04, 1788, and died April 11, 1877 in , KANAWHA, WV. He married KATE WYLIE 1809.

Notes for ISAAC HANDLEY:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 27, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13744.53]

Individual: Handley, Isaac
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 274
Year: 1850
--------------------------------------------------------------------------  ------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- ------ NOTEPAGES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL--------------------------------------
i. ISAAC HANDLEY, b. Aft. 1786; m. KATIE WYLIE, 1809, Kanawha County, WVA (now).

Notes for ISAAC HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Isaac Handley, youngest son, was left the homeplace in his father's will, but sold out (to his sister Elizabeth Handley Walker) and went to Kanawha County, his mother going with him and she died there. Isaac married Kate Wylie in Kanawha (consult Mrs. Vickers' records). He is buried at Union Cemetery.

Isaac's birthdate has also been given as 1788.

More About ISAAC HANDLEY:
Fact 1: November 04, 1788, B. , MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: April 11, 1877, D. , , W.VA.

Child of ISAAC HANDLEY and KATE WYLIE is:
20. i. ALEXANDER⁵ HANDLEY, b. 1821.

13. SAMUEL⁴ HANDLEY (JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born June 26, 1771 in , Botetourt, VA., and died October 14, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA.. He married SARAH WALKER HARMON April 15, 1797 in , Greenbrier, VA., daughter of THOMAS SR. and NANCY WALKER. She was born April 02, 1778 in , BOTETOURT, Va., and died October 14, 1845 in ?.

Notes for SAMUEL HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL----------------------------------------
iii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. 1771, Monroe Co Virginia; d. 1851; m. SARAH W. HARMAN, April 10, 1797, filed at Lewisburg, WVA; b. 1778, Botetourt Co., Virginia; d. 1854, Teay's Valley, Putnam Co., Virginia.

Notes for SAMUEL HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Samuel Handley (b. 1748/50; d. 1840) - served as ensign and captain at King's Mountain, under Christian and Campbell. - See Draper MSS. in reference to him; - married Susan Cowan. Samuel's family settled in Kanawha County, WVA.
Samuel and Sarah were the ancestors of Mrs. Victoria Thornburg Vickers of Huntington.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Samuel's birthdate has been given as 26 June 1771 by some researchers; his marriage date has been given as 15 April 1797; his burial in Handley Cemetery, Teay's Valley, WVA.
The family farm is now the Sleepy Hollow Golf Course and Country Club and the cemetery is just above the #1 fairway in the wooded area.

12 children are listed in my paper files.

Notes for SARAH W. HARMAN:
Sarah's birthdate has been given as 1 Apr 1778, Botetourt Co., VA; death date as 14 Oct 1854 Tay's Valley, Putnam Co (W)VA; parents: Thomas and Nancy Harmon. Sarah was age 76y 6m 13d on date of death - 14 Oct 1854.

Notes for SARAH WALKER HARMON:
Source: DAR membership application of Barbara Pettett Doody 14 Jan 1985. The middle name Walker shown on Barbara Doody's application

More About SARAH WALKER HARMON:
Fact 1: October 14, 1845, DIED: TEAYS VALLEY, KANAWHA, VA
Fact 2: April 15, 1797, , BOTECOURT VA.

Children of SAMUEL HANDELEY and SARAH HARMON are:
21. i. MARGARET6 HANDELEY, b. November 15, 1808, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. December 29, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.
22. ii. NELSON HANDELEY, b. April 02, 1798, , Greenbrier, VA; d. January 12, 1879, , PUTNAM, WV.
   iii. ISAAC HANDELEY, b. October 14, 1799; d. May 10, 1876, Buffalo, Putnam, WV; m. ELIZABETH BROWN, October 27, 1829, , KANAWHA, VA; b. Abt. 1811, , KANAWAH, VA.
   iv. SAMPSON HANDELEY, b. July 28, 1801, , KANAWHA, VA; d. March 31, 1888; m. SUSAN WEBSTER BILLUPS, October 02, 1823, , KANAWHA, WV; b. July 27, 1804; d. 1863.
23. v. ALEXANDER WALKER HANDELEY, b. April 01, 1803, , Monroe, VA; d. April 03, 1883, ?.
   vi. LEWIS HANDELEY, b. 1805.
24. vii. HARRISON J. HANDELEY JR, b. November 23, 1816; d. July 14, 1873, , PUTNAM, WV.
25. viii. JOHN HANDELEY, b. July 15, 1811, , Putnam, VA; d. March 21, 1850, , Putnam, VA.
   ix. MARTHA HANDELEY, b. 1819.
   x. ELIZABETH HANDELEY, b. 1821; m. SIMMONS.
26. xi. WILLIAM ALLISON HANDELEY, b. May 26, 1823; d. September 21, 1889, TEays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xii. ALBERT HANDELEY, b. 1828.

14. SARAH4 HANDELEY (SAMUEL3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1783, and died Aft. 1860 in SHANNON, , MS. She married THOMAS ROSS. He was born 1783 in , , VA, and died December 16, 1868 in SHANNON, , MS.

Child of SARAH HANDELEY and THOMAS ROSS is:
   i. CYNTHIA E.5 ROSS, b. July 02, 1812.

Generation No. 4

15. GEORGE5 HANDELEY (JAMES4, ARCHIBALD3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born Abt. 1780 in , GREENBRIER, VA, and died Bef. 1840 in , HENRY, IN. He married MARGARET JONES. She was born Abt. 1788 in , GREENBRIER, VA, and died Abt. 1860 in , BARTHOLOMEW, IN.

Child of GEORGE HANDELEY and MARGARET JONES is:
27. i. EVAN JAMES6 HANDELEY, b. September 10, 1828; d. August 31, 1901.

16. LOGAN5 HANDELEY (WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born March 01, 1800 in , MONROE, VA, and died July 23, 1866 in , , OH. He married LETHA ROACH July 16, 1825 in , MONROE, VA, daughter of JONATHAN ROACH and RUTH MEADOWS. She was born December 19, 1798 in , , VA, and died March 03, 1872 in , LAWRENCE, OH.
Children of LOGAN HANDLEY and LETHA ROACH are:
28. i. EWELL MCKINLEY* HANDLEY, b. April 11, 1830, WATERLOO, LAWRENCE, OH; d. March 10, 1912, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY.
   ii. EMILY HANDLEY, b. August 07, 1832.
   iii. JOSHUA MC HANDLEY, b. 1835.
29. iv. JOHN WESLEY HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1837, SYMMES' TWP, LAWRENCE , OH; d. March 25, 1914, , OH.

17. CONSTANTINE* HANDLEY (WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1808 in , Monroe, VA, and died August 29, 1892. He married MARY ROACH November 23, 1830 in , MONROE, VA, daughter of JONATHAN ROACH and RUTH MEADOWS. She was born August 25, 1802 in , , OH OR PROB. VA, and died April 11, 1882 in , , OH.

Child of CONSTANTINE HANDLEY and MARY ROACH is:
31. i. AUGUSTUS* HANDLEY, b. January 10, 1845; d. May 03, 1914.

18. GERSHAM* KEYES (SARAH4 HANDLEY, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born February 16, 1804. He married (1) AMANDA NICHOLS. She died April 23, 1832. He married (2) MATILDA MATHENY. She died September 18, 1840 in , , IL. He married (3) PRISCILLA E. NORRIS. She was born August 19, 1820.

Child of GERSHAM KEYES and AMANDA NICHOLS is:
   i. ISAAC P* KEYES, b. April 23, 1832.

Children of GERSHAM KEYES and MATILDA MATHENY are:
   ii. DOW* KEYES, b. May 11, 1837; m. ELIZABETH WILSON.
   iii. C. HUMPHREY KEYES, b. February 04, 1840.

Children of GERSHAM KEYES and PRISCILLA NORRIS are:
   iv. ELLA* KEYES.
   v. MAGGIE KEYES.
   vi. NOAH KEYES.
   vii. S. ROBERTA KEYES.
   viii. MARY ANN KEYES, b. 1844.
   ix. JAMES W. KEYES, b. 1846.
   x. ROBERT CADEN KEYES, b. 1848.
   xi. ARNOLD KEYES, b. 1850.

19. JAMES W.3 KEYES (SARAH4 HANDLEY, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born November 01, 1805. He married LYDIA SPICKARD. She was born June 27, 1807 in , Botetourt, VA.

Children of JAMES KEYES and LYDIA SPICKARD are:
   i. JENNIE* KEYES.
   ii. CHARLES AUNSPAUGH KEYES, b. December 04, 1831, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. August 05, 1909, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   iii. MARY C. KEYES, b. August 01, 1833, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   iv. EDWARD L. KEYES, b. August 26, 1835, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   v. HENRIETTA KEYES, b. July 29, 1839, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. 1900, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   vi. THOMAS KEYES, b. July 29, 1839, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   vii. SUSAN F. KEYES, b. November 01, 1841, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

20. ALEXANDER* HANDLEY (ISAAC4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1821. He married ELIZABETH BURNS.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZABETH BURNS is:

39. i. ISAAC E. HANDLEY, b. January 18, 1849, , WAYNE, VA.; d. 1931, ST ALBANS, KANAWAH, WV.

21. MARGARET^3 HANDLEY (SAMUEL^4, JOHN^3, WILLIAM^2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES^1) was born November 15, 1808 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA., and died December 29, 1840 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. She married WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE August 08, 1839 in ?, son of WILLIAM LOVE and SUSANNA BRAME. He was born April 28, 1810 in , , VA., and died May 23, 1885 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA..

Notes for WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:

Individual: Love, William A.
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Page #: 853
Year: 1860

More About WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Fact 3: Page #: 853
Fact 4: Year: 1860

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and WILLIAM LOVE are:

i. SARA M. LOVE, b. December 24, 1840.
ii. SARAH MARGARET LOVE, b. December 24, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. April 08, 1919, , CABELL, VA; m. CHARLES SHOMAKER, October 03, 1860, Chesapeake, , Oh; b. Unknown, ?, d. Unknown, ?.

Notes for CHARLES SHOMAKER:
SERVED IN 8th VA CAV. CO. E. HIS JOB WAS FORGING HORSE SHOES FROM 3-63 TO 4-63 HE WAS WOUNDED AND CAPTURED AT MONOCACY RIVER.
(FREDRICK,MD) HE WAS WOUNDED IN THE LEFT HIP, TRANSFERED NS HOSP. BALTIMORE TO FORT MCHENRY, 8-30-1864. EXCHANGED 9-30-1864. HE AND SAMPSON SIMMONS SURRENDERED AT APPOMATTOX. PAROLLED CHAS. WV,MAY 1865 AGE 28.

22. NELSON^5 HANDLEY (SAMUEL^4, JOHN^3, WILLIAM^2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES^1) was born April 02, 1798 in , Greenbrier, VA, and died January 12, 1879 in , PUTNAM, WV. He married ALETHA BARUM May 11, 1823 in , Mason, VA, daughter of THOMAS BARUM. She was born August 28, 1801 in Frazier's Bottom, Putnam, VA, and died June 16, 1887 in Frazier's, PUTNAM, WV--Methodist Ch. Cem..

Children of NELSON HANDLEY and ALETHA BARUM are:

i. JOHN^6 HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1828.
ii. NANCY HANDLEY.
iii. LEWIS HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1833.
iv. SAMUEL CHASE HANDLEY, b. April 18, 1835, , PUTNAM, WV; d. July 01, 1908, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.

23. ALEXANDER WALKER^5 HANDLEY (SAMUEL^4, JOHN^3, WILLIAM^2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES^1) was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, VA., and died April 03, 1883 in ?. He married (2) ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., daughter of WILLIAM GRIFFIN and VIRGINIA BEAUMONT. She was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct..

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26,
More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE, TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

More About ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October 26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO., VA. IN 1823

Child of ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY is:
42. i. [SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER] HANDLEY, b. April 08, 1846, TEAYS, PUTNAM, WV; d. 1942.

Children of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN are:
iii. AMERICA E[?] HANDLEY, b. January 04, 1833.
iv. ALEXANDER G[?] HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
v. VIRGINIA F[?] HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
44. vi. VICTORIA E. HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. May 30, 1898, LAKELAND, FL.

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and SARAH WEST are:
45. i. ELIZA HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1853.
ii. JOHN W HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1856; m. LOUISA BECK, March 14, 1883.
iii. SARAH E HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1860; m. JOHN ACRES.
iv. JEFFERSON HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1862; m. MARY ELLEN KEATON, December 24, 1885.
v. STONEWALL JACKSON H HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; m. REBECCA M BECKETT.
vi. MARTHA (MATT) HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1867; m. CHARLES HARBOUR.

24. HARRISON J. HANDLEY[5] Jr (SAMUEL[4] HANDLEY, JOHN[3], WILLIAM[2], BELIEVED TO BE JAMES[1]) was born November 23, 1816, and died July 14, 1873 in, PUTNAM, WV. He married SARAH ANN ELIZABETH WEST November 23, 1843 in, KANAWHA, VA, daughter of THOMAS WEST and MARY HENSON.

Children of HARRISON Jr and SARAH WEST are:
   i. ELIZA HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1853.
   ii. JOHN W HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1856; m. LOUISA BECK, March 14, 1883.
   iii. SARAH E HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1860; m. JOHN ACRES.
   iv. JEFFERSON HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1862; m. MARY ELLEN KEATON, December 24, 1885.
   v. STONEWALL JACKSON H HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; m. REBECCA M BECKETT.
   vi. MARTHA (MATT) HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1867; m. CHARLES HARBOUR.
   vii. NANNIE CECIL HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1869; d. April 27, 1947; m. (1) HENRY V CLARK; m. (2) CAL BIAS.
   viii. JOSEPHINE HANDLEY.

25. JOHN[5] HANDLEY (SAMUEL[4], JOHN[3], WILLIAM[2], BELIEVED TO BE JAMES[1]) was born July 15, 1811 in, Putnam, VA, and died March 21, 1850 in, Putnam, VA. He married ELEANOR S. SUMMERS January 16, 1840, daughter of "POSSIBLY" ANDREW SUMMERS.
Notes for Eleanor S. Summers:
This is possible Father of Eleanor

Andrew Summers, Sr was of Dutch descent, his grandfather having immigrated to the Americas. Came from the vicinity of Harrisonburg, VA to Gap Mills in 1816 with his son Andrew Summers, Jr., then age 10. They built what was possibly the first brick house west of the Alleghanies, a two story structure that was torn down in 1888. Between 1832 and 1836 they also built a woolen mill, oil mill, distillery, tanyard, wagon factory and triphammer forge - WOW.

Children of John Handley and Eleanor Summers are:
   i. Lucurgo6 Handley, b. 1843; m. (1) Ollie West; m. (2) Hattie Burge.
   ii. Olga Handley, b. 1846; m. J. Alfred Buckner.
   iii. Samuel L Handley, b. March 27, 1849; m. (1) Mary F. Sheff; m. (2) UNK.

26. William Allison5 Handley (Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born May 26, 1823, and died September 21, 1889 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. He married Adeline F West. She was born May 27, 1832, and died February 17, 1917.

Children of William Handley and Adeline West are:
   i. Mary E6 Handley, b. March 28, 1851, Teays Valley, Putnam, VA.
   ii. Sarah Levena Handley, b. June 27, 1852, Teays Valley, Putnam, VA; d. August 26, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iii. Samuel Thomas Handley, b. October 28, 1854, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iv. Margaret Jane Handley, b. October 30, 1856, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   v. Charles Simmons Handley, b. August 12, 1858, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. December 13, 1944, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vi. Leah Walker Handley, b. June 12, 1860, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. September 02, 1861, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vii. Virginia Adeline Handley, b. June 16, 1862, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. August 18, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   ix. George Nye Handley, b. May 26, 1866, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. August 26, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   x. Fanny Love Handley, b. March 31, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. December 17, 1917.
   xi. Annie Eliza Handley, b. March 06, 1870, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. May 28, 1872, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xii. John Lewis Handley, b. April 11, 1872, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xiii. Frank Davis Handley.

Generation No. 5

27. Evan James6 Handley (George5, James4, Archibald3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born September 10, 1828, and died August 31, 1901. He married Margaret Jane Henry July 05, 1848, daughter of John Henry and Margaret Simpson. She was born December 31, 1831, and died February 28, 1931.

Child of Evan Handley and Margaret Henry is:
   i. William Henry7 Handley, b. January 16, 1851, Butler, OH; d. October 20, 1948, Union, IN.

28. Ewell McKinley6 Handley (Logan5, William4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born April 11, 1830 in Waterloo, Lawrence, OH, and died March 10, 1912 in Ashland, Boyd, KY. He married Mary Elida Hall January 25, 1858 in Lawrence, OH. She was born October 15, 1839 in Waterloo, Symmes Twp, Lawrence, OH, and died 1904 in Ashland, Boyd, KY.
More About EWELL MCKINLEY HANDLEY:
Burial: ASHLAND CEMETERY, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY

More About MARY ELIDA HALL:
Burial: ASHLAND CEMETERY, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY

Children of EWELL HANDLEY and MARY HALL are:
   i. MINNIE7 HANDLEY, b. WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; m. JOHN BILLUPS.
   ii. MARY HANDLEY, b. WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; m. FRANK BARNETT.
   iii. EWELL WILSON HANDLEY, b. February 10, 1859, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; d. July 28, 1924, ASHLAND CEMETERY, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY.
   iv. JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY, b. July 28, 1861, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; d. December 30, 1948, BELLINGHAM, WHATCOM, WA.
   v. EMMA JANE HANDLEY, b. 1862, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; d. 1928; m. JOHN LOCKWOOD.
   vi. OLIVER ARTHUR HANDLEY, b. October 27, 1863, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; d. March 13, 1906; m. MARY ALICE HAY.
   vii. ROSE ELLA HANDLEY, b. 1867, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; m. CABE STANLEY.
   viii. CLARENCE HANDLEY, b. 1870, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; m. ANNIE FLEMMINGS.
   ix. ULESSES HANDLEY, b. Unknown, WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH; m. RYDA KOUNS.

29. JOHN WESLEY6 HANDLEY (LOGAN5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born February 05, 1837 in SYMMES' TWP, LAWRENCE , OH, and died March 25, 1914 in , , OH. He married MARTHA LAURINDA POWERS October 05, 1865 in SYMMES' TWP, LAWRENCE , OH, daughter of JOHN POWERS and MARY WISEMAN. She was born December 19, 1846 in SYMMES' TWP, LAWRENCE , OH, and died June 02, 1892 in , , OH.

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and MARTHA POWERS are:
   i. JENNIE E7 HANDLEY, b. August 11, 1866.
   ii. MARY E HANDLEY, b. July 29, 1868.
   iii. JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY, b. September 22, 1870.
   iv. HENRY L. HANDLEY, b. August 26, 1873.
   v. GEORGE A. HANDLEY, b. January 24, 1876.

30. LOGAN WILSON6 HANDLEY (LOGAN5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born July 17, 1842 in SYMMES' TWP, LAWRENCE , OH, and died January 29, 1919. He married SARAH A. HALL. She was born December 11, 1857, and died July 10, 1925.

More About LOGAN WILSON HANDLEY:
Burial: REHOBETH CEMETERY, LAWRENCE, OH

Children of LOGAN HANDLEY and SARAH HALL are:
   51. i. CECIL WORTH7 HANDLEY, b. , LAWRENCE, OH.
   ii. CASSANDRA HANDLEY, b. 1880.

31. AUGUSTUS6 HANDLEY (CONSTANTINE5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born January 10, 1845, and died May 03, 1914. He married JULIA A. FERGUSON, daughter of THOMAS FERGUSON and PHERABE LYCANS. She was born November 24, 1857 in LOUISA, LAWRENCE, KY, and died 1885.

Child of AUGUSTUS HANDLEY and JULIA A. FERGUSON is:
   52. i. CONSTANTINE7 HANDLEY, b. May 14, 1873; d. May 05, 1943, , WAYNE, WVA.

32. C. HUMPHREY6 KEYES (GERSHAM5, SARAH4 HANDLEY, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born February 04, 1840. He married (1) HATTIE BURT. He married (2) MARY SMITH. She died 1867.
Child of C. Keyes and Hattie Burt is:
   i. Gertie Keyes.

33. James W. Keyes ([Gershaw], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born 1846. He married Nancy Gardner.

Child of James Keyes and Nancy Gardner is:
   i. Ida Keyes, b. October 21, 1863; m. Edward Walden Payne.

34. Charles Aunsbaugh Keyes ([James], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born December 04, 1831 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died August 05, 1909 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married Elizabeth Lanmen 1869 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of Charles Keyes and Elizabeth Lanmen are:
   i. Lillian Keyes.
   ii. Mary E. Keyes.
   iii. Mathew S. Keyes, b. 1875, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. March 22, 1934.

35. Mary C. Keyes ([James], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born August 01, 1833 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married William Van Doren.

Children of Mary Keyes and William Van Doren are:
   i. Virginia Van Doren.
   ii. Susan Van Doren.
   iii. James Van Doren.

36. Edward L. Keyes ([James], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born August 26, 1835 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married Ann Dillard.

Children of Edward Keyes and Ann Dillard are:
   i. Cora Keyes.
   ii. Oscar Keyes.
   iii. Marcus Keyes.
   iv. Annie Keyes.

37. Henrietta Keyes ([James], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born July 29, 1839 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died 1900 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married Henson Robinson 1861, son of John Robinson and Mary Rayburn. He was born March 15, 1839 in Xenia, OH, and died 1900 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of Henrietta Keyes and Henson Robinson are:
   i. Lydia Maria Robinson, b. June 07, 1862.
   ii. Margaret Henrietta Robinson, b. January 05, 1866.

38. Susan F. Keyes ([James], Sarah Handley, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born November 01, 1841 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married Silas Hickox.

Children of Susan Keyes and Silas Hickox are:
   i. Walter Hickox.
   ii. Ella Hickox.
   iii. Clara Hickox.
   iv. Margaret E. Hickox.
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39. ISAAC E\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{5}, ISAAC\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 18, 1849 in, WAYNE, VA., and died 1931 in ST ALBANS, KANAWAH, WV. He married MARY M. WILLIAMS September 26, 1872. She was born April 09, 1849 in, WIRT, VA.

Children of ISAAC HANDLEY and MARY WILLIAMS are:
   i. ALEXANDER C.? HANDLEY, b. July 09, 1873.
   ii. JOHN E. HANDLEY, b. March 20, 1876.
   iii. BESSIE B. HANDLEY, b. October 1878.
   iv. MAUD J. HANDLEY, b. February 1880.

40. SAMUEL CHASE\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (NELSON\textsuperscript{5}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 18, 1835 in, PUTNAM, WV, and died July 01, 1908 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV. He married MARY JANE JORDAN November 17, 1857, daughter of JOHNATHAN JORDON and MARGARET ERWIN. She was born July 31, 1835 in, PUTNAM, WV, and died July 30, 1917 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.

Children of SAMUEL HANDLEY and MARY JORDAN are:
55. i. SARAH MARGARET\textsuperscript{1} HANDLEY, b. January 23, 1858; d. March 09, 1938.
56. ii. NELSON WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. October 09, 1858; d. October 19, 1923.
   iii. JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY, b. October 24, 1861; d. October 19, 1923, COLUMBUS, OH; m. SARAH JANE SMITH, 1880, Frazier's Bottom, Putnam WV; b. November 14, 1860; d. November 29, 1939, COLUMBUS, OH.

More About JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY:
Burial: Evergreen Cemetery

More About SARAH JANE SMITH:
Burial: Evergreen Cemetery

57. iv. LETHA ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. February 04, 1864; d. June 1951.
   v. MILENDA W. HANDLEY, b. July 15, 1866; d. July 05, 1954, Gallipolis, Gallia, OH; m. FRANK ROOD.
   vi. MILISSA AMYLYS HANDLEY, b. April 04, 1869; d. February 17, 1904.
58. vii. JULIUS CEASER HANDLEY, b. July 07, 1871, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV; d. September 04, 1910, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.
   ix. JANE ANN HANDLEY, b. May 02, 1876; d. November 17, 1964; m. JOSEPH P. THOMERSON; b. July 06, 1873, NORFOLK, VA; d. November 09, 1939, COLUMBUS, OH.

41. JANE ANN\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (NELSON\textsuperscript{5}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 04, 1847, and died November 27. She married HILLARY BIRD October 02, 1879, son of ELIJAH BIRD and CELIA GORDAN. He was born October 01, 1821 in, HARTFORD, NC, and died December 28, 1892 in, MASON, WV.

Children of JANE HANDLEY and HILLARY BIRD are:
60. i. IDA C.? BIRD, b. May 01, 1881, MASON, WV.
   ii. KENNEY A. BIRD, b. April 09, 1882.
   iii. MARY ELLEN BIRD, b. March 03, 1891.
   iv. HILLARY ANN BIRD, b. September 04, 1892.

42. SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{5}, SAMUEL\textsuperscript{4}, JOHN\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 08, 1846 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, WV, and died 1942. She married CICERO LEWIS BOWYER February 13, 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born October 05, 1843 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.V.A., and died 1928.

More About SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: WINFIELD, PUTNAM, WV

Notes for CICERO LEWIS BOWYER:
FARMER. MEMBER OF M. E. CHURCH.

Children of (Sarah Handle and Cicero Bowyer are:

i. Earl C. Bowyer, b. January 19, 1869.

Notes for Earl C. Bowyer:
MERCHANT

ii. Leonora B. Bowyer, b. November 27, 1870; m. John W. Miller, July 08, 1891; b. Unknown, Of Winfield, Putnam, W.VA.; d. Unknown.

61. iii. Zena Clyde Bowyer, b. March 12, 1874.


43. Charles W 6 Handle (Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) Mary Sawyer Unknown. He married (2) Elizabeth Susab Frances Love Unknown, daughter of Daniel Love and Cynthia Chadwick. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for Elizabeth Susab Frances Love:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About Elizabeth Susab Frances Love:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV 4
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp 4
Fact 3: Page #: 321 4
Fact 4: Year: 1870 4

Children of Charles Handle and Elizabeth Love are:

63. i. Marion Love7 Handle, b. 1855; d. January 1950.

64. ii. Frank Handle, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.


Notes for Joseph Switzer:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. Willa Handle.

44. Victoria E 6 Handle (Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born October 29, 1838 in , Putnam, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in Lakeland, , FLA.. She married Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer 1868, son of John Bowyer and Permelia Brown. He was born August 14, 1832 in On Sewell Mountain, Fayette Co., VA., and died 1910 in Tampa, Hillsboro, FL..

Notes for Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
The Reunion Committee of the Association of American Boyers Placed the Colonel's Photograph on the 1911 Reunion Button;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was
engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park, where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
   i. FREDERICK EARL Bowyer, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
   ii. FRANK C. Bowyer, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.V.A.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

45. JOHN SAMUEL Handley (ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL Handley:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL Handley:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN Handley and LEAH Love are:
   i. ELIZA LAMORE Handley, b. November 30, 1882.
   iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM Handley:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM Handley:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.
   vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

46. FRED G Handley (ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
   i. ERNEST HANDLEY.
   ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

47. CHARLES SIMMONS HANDLEY (WILLIAM ALLISON, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born August 12, 1858 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV, and died December 13, 1944 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. He married MARTHA ELLEN WOODY March 12, 1879 in Mount Vernon, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. She was born September 06, 1860 in Winfield, Putnam, WV, and died May 15, 1930 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and MARTHA WOODY are:
   69. i. EARL CLAYTON (CLATE) HANDLEY, b. December 25, 1879, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. 1952, Scott District, Putnam, WV.
      ii. OWEN SIMON HANDLEY, b. July 08, 1881, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
      iii. GEORGE WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. April 17, 1883, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
      iv. LEE KENNY HANDLEY, b. July 18, 1884, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
      v. FRANK CHARLES HANDLEY, b. October 22, 1886, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
      vi. HARRY GORDON HANDLEY, b. April 18, 1888, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
      vii. NYDE L HANDLEY, b. November 14, 1889, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
     70. viii. HENRY LEWIS HANDLEY, b. February 19, 1892, Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV; d. Abt. 1919, Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV.
        ix. RUSSELL LEON HANDLEY, b. March 23, 1894, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
        x. GUY MARVIN HANDLEY, b. September 27, 1895, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
     71. xi. HERMAN EVERETTE HANDLEY, b. October 10, 1897, Scott District, Teays, Putnam, WV; d. September 25, 1968, Newell, Hancock, WV.
        xii. HAROLD HERBERT HANDLEY, b. January 08, 1900, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
        xiii. ARNOLD ARCHIE HANDLEY, b. November 02, 1901, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
        xiv. ELIZABETH L HANDLEY, d. June 15, 1979; m. ?? SCHILKE.
        xv. ARLEAN MAYME HANDLEY, d. April 23, 1934.

Generation No. 6

48. WILLIAM HENRY HANDLEY (EVAN JAMES, GEORGE, JAMES, ARCHIBALD, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born January 16, 1851 in , BUTLER, OH, and died October 20, 1948 in , UNION, IN. He married MARY LILLIAN WYLIE January 13, 1876, daughter of FRANCIS WYLIE and LAURA HANEY. She was born March 07, 1859 in , FAYETTE, IN, and died May 07, 1932 in DAYTON, , OH.

Child of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARY WYLIE is:
   72. i. RILEY JOHN HANDLEY, b. November 18, 1878, MUNCIE, , IN; d. October 31, 1941, CINCINNATI, , OH.

49. EWELL WILSON HANDLEY (EWELL MCKINLEY, LOGAN, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born February 10, 1859 in WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH, and died July 28, 1924 in ASHLAND CEMETERY, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY. He married SARAH JANE ROUSE March 05, 1879. She was born May 07, 1856, and died November 26, 1888 in NEAR DURBIN OR NORML, , KY.

Children of EWELL HANDLEY and SARAH ROUSE are:
   i. AMANDA E HANDLEY, b. December 21, 1879; d. December 21, 1879.
ii. EARNEST MCKINLEY HANDLEY, b. January 18, 1881; d. March 01, 1882.
73. iii. JAMES ROBERT HANDLEY, b. November 17, 1882; d. May 10, 1924.
74. iv. EDNA MARY HANDLEY, b. June 26, 1885; d. November 18, 1955, TAMPA, HILLSBOROUGH, FL.

50. JOHN FRANKLIN7 HANDLEY (EWELL MCKINLEY6, LOGAN5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born July 28, 1861 in WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH, and died December 30, 1948 in BELLINGHAM, WHATCOM, WA. He married MINNIE ISABELLE O'NEL September 20, 1882 in , LAWRENCE, OH, daughter of WILLIAM O'NEAL and RACHEL WOODRUFF. She was born March 05, 1861 in WATERLOO, SYMMES TWP, LAWRENCE, OH, and died July 20, 1934 in BELLINGHAM, WHATCOM, WA.

More About JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY:
Burial: BELLINGHAM, WHATCOM, WA

More About MINNIE ISABELLE O'NEL:
Burial: BELLINGHAM, WHATCOM, WA

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and MINNIE O'NEL are:
   i. EVART ARTHUR8 HANDLEY, b. November 05, 1883, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; m. ALICE TELFORD.
   ii. JOE FRANKLIN HANDLEY, b. January 25, 1885, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; d. October 08, 1975; m. MARY FOLSOM.
   iii. ELIZABETH MAY HANDLEY, b. April 28, 1886, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; m. KENDALL MILLIS.
   iv. DELLA GRACE HANDLEY, b. July 08, 1889, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; d. 1930; m. BERT MILLIS.
   v. EDITH ALICE HANDLEY, b. September 11, 1892, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; m. CHRISTIAN CHRISTIANSEN, February 10, 1923.
   vi. ETHEL ANN HANDLEY, b. September 11, 1892, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; m. CHARLES ROBINETTE, September 10, 1912.
   vii. LIDA RACHEL HANDLEY, b. April 06, 1895, DURBIN, BOYD, KY; m. SOREN ENGERMANTHIEL, April 08, 1916.
   viii. CARL EDGER HANDLEY, b. September 19, 1897; m. FRANCES TRUE.
   ix. CLYDE ELLIOTT HANDLEY, b. April 28, 1900; m. RUTH MC CULLAUGH.
   x. LESLEY DELBURT HANDLEY, b. June 03, 1902; m. MARY ROBERTSON.

51. CECIL WORTH7 HANDLEY (LOGAN WILSON6, LOGAN5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born in , LAWRENCE, OH. He married ADA MYRL WILLIAMSON. She was born in OLIVE GREEN, , OH.

Children of CECIL HANDLEY and ADA WILLIAMSON are:
   i. EILEEN8 HANDLEY, m. ? PLOOHER.
   ii. JOHN LOGAN HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES WILSON HANDLEY.

52. CONSTANTINE7 HANDLEY (AUGUSTUS6, CONSTANTINE5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born May 14, 1873, and died May 05, 1943 in , WAYNE, WVA. He married GRACIE CHRISTIAN January 01, 1897. She was born November 01, 1872 in ,,WAYNE, WVA, and died March 18, 1953 in PETERSON, , WVA.

Child of CONSTANTINE HANDLEY and GRACIE CHRISTIAN is:
76. i. ZELMA8 HANDLEY, b. August 29, 1911; d. August 31, 1991.

53. MATHEW S.7 KEYES (CHARLES AUNSPAUGH6, JAMES W.5, SARAH4 HANDLEY, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1875 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died March 22, 1934. He married MABEL CLAIRE MARSHALL, daughter of JAMES MARSHALL and RACHEL PERRY.

Children of MATHEW KEYES and MABEL MARSHALL are:
54. CHARLES HENSON7 ROBINSON (HENRIETTA6 KEYES, JAMES W5, SARAH4 HANDELEY, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BElieved To Be JAMES1) was born January 29, 1869 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died January 31, 1946. He married SARAH ADELINE LANGDON October 16, 1895 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She was born November 05, 1872 in Delhi, , IL, and died November 20, 1951 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of CHARLES ROBINSON and SARAH LANGDON are:

i. HENSON LANGDON8 ROBINSON, b. October 02, 1896; d. January 1981.

ii. HENRIETTA MARIA ROBINSON, b. April 15, 1899, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. November 09, 1989, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

iii. HENSON CHARLES ROBINSON, b. January 19, 1901.

iv. STUART WILLIAM ROBINSON, b. October 01, 1903; d. August 1983.

55. SARAH MARGARET7 HANDELEY (SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BElieved To Be JAMES1) was born January 23, 1858, and died March 09, 1938. She married (1) ALEXANDER HUSTON FAUDREE. She married (2) ? HANDLY 1881.

Child of SARAH HANDLEY and ALEXANDER FAUDREE is:

80. i. MARY E8 FAUDREE, b. April 03, 1886; d. November 01, 1983.

Children of SARAH HANDLEY and ? HANDLY are:

ii. STELLA8 HANDLY, b. 1882.

iii. FLORENCE HANDLY, b. 1886.

iv. DENBER HANDLY, b. 1892.

56. NELSON WILLIAM7 HANDELEY (SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BElieved To Be JAMES1) was born October 09, 1858, and died October 19, 1923. He married (1) ROSETTA CATHERINE SAFREED November 15, 1878 in Buffalo, Putnam, WV, daughter of SAMUEL SAFREED and CAROLINA DURNBURGER. She was born March 11, 1859, and died January 22, 1910. He married (2) ALICE DUFF Aft. 1910. She was born March 04, 1838, and died March 31, 1944.

Children of NELSON HANDLEY and ROSETTA SAFREED are:

i. SARAH ANN8 HANDLEY, b. October 26, 1880.

ii. LETHA MARGARET HANDLEY, b. 1883.

iii. CAROLINE ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. July 08, 1885.

iv. WILL ALBERTA HANDLEY, b. April 03, 1887.

v. MARY MELISSA AMYTHIS HANDLEY, b. August 04, 1889.

vi. FLORENCE HANDLEY, b. September 07, 1891.

vii. ORVILLE NELSON HANDLEY, b. January 30, 1894.

viii. UNKNOWN HANDLEY, b. 1896.

ix. MARCY AVALON HANDLEY, b. July 03, 1898.

x. ALVA CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. Private.

xi. ELMER HANDLEY, b. 1903.

57. LETHA ELIZABETH7 HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BElieved To Be JAMES1) was born February 04, 1864, and died June 1951. She married JAMES C. WRIGHT. He was born June 05, 1864, and died August 21, 1924 in Point Pleasant, Mason, WV.

Child of LETHA HANDLEY and JAMES WRIGHT is:

i. JAMES8 WRIGHT.

58. JULIUS CEASER7 HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BElieved To Be JAMES1)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

was born July 07, 1871 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV, and died September 04, 1910 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV. He married LILLIAN ELSIE ADAMS May 21, 1909 in , Mason, OH, daughter of JAMES ADAMS and ELIZABETH BIRD. She was born January 14, 1883 in , MASON, OH, and died September 28, 1968 in SACRAMENTO, CA.

Notes for JULIUS CEASER HANDLEY:
‘JULE’ HANDLEY WAS SHOT AND KILLED BY LILLY CHAPMAN ON SEPTEMBER 4, 1910. TWO TRIALS WERE HELD, CONVICTED OF INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, SENTENCED TO TWO YEARS AT WOMEN'S PRISON IN MOUNDSVILLE WV.

More About JULIUS CEASER HANDLEY:
Burial: FRAZIERS BOTTOM, PUTNAM, WV
Cause of Death: GUNSHOT

Notes for LILLIAN ELSIE ADAMS:
LILLIAN ADAMS HANDLEY MOVED TO COLUMBUS, OH IN 1913 WHERE SHE OPENED A BOARDING HOUSE (FOR MEN ONLY). I'M NOT SURE IF SHE OWENED THE BUILDING. SHE LIVED CLOSE TO HER SISTER-IN-LAW JENNIE HANDLEY THOMERSON, MY MOTHER iLILEA BIRD HANDLEY PETTETT, REMEMBERED LIVING THERE AND REMEMBERED AUNT JENNIE. MOTHER WAS 8 YEARS OLD WHEN HER MOTHER LLLIAN MARRIED CHESTER DAVIS OF CHESAPEAKE, OH. HE HAD THREE CHILDREN BY A PREVIOUS MARRAGE, ORAL, HAROLD AND VERTA.

More About LILLIAN ELSIE ADAMS:
Cause of Death: OLD AGE
Medical Information: SENILE

Child of JULIUS HANDLEY and LILLIAN ADAMS is:
81. i. VIRGINIA BIRD® HANDLEY, b. March 03, 1910, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV; d. July 20, 1992, PEEBLES, OH.

59. CHARLES AUGUSTA® HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE®, NELSON®, SAMUEL®, JOHN®, WILLIAM®, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES®) was born December 04, 1873, and died November 02, 1945. He married EVIE V. CHAPMAN, daughter of LEE CHAPMAN and HARRIET ?. She was born May 1879, and died November 1906.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and EVIE CHAPMAN are:
82. i. WILLIAM HOBART® HANDLEY, b. August 07, 1898; d. September 17, 1952.
   . ii. JAMES RUSSELL HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1899; d. August 25, 1976; m. INEZ MEADOWS.
   . iii. MARY HANDLEY, m. REV. CLETON MARTIN.

60. IDA C.® BIRD (JANE ANN® HANDLEY, NELSON®, SAMUEL®, JOHN®, WILLIAM®, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES®) was born May 01, 1881 in , MASON, WV. She married HARRY C. DAY March 26, 1910 in , Mason, WV.

Children of Ida Bird and Harry Day are:
   . i. OSBORN® DAY.
   . ii. HANDLEY DAY.
   . iii. HILDA DAY.

61. ZENA CLYDE® BOWYER (SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER® HANDLEY, ALEXANDER WALKER®, SAMUEL®, JOHN®, WILLIAM®, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES®) was born March 12, 1874. She married J. WILLIAM MORRIS June 10, 1894 in ?. He was born Unknown in OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.V.A., and died Unknown.

Children of ZENA BOWYER and J. MORRIS are:
   . i. RUTH M.® MORRIS.
   . ii. M.MORRIS MORRIS.

62. LOUIS B.® BOWYER (SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER® HANDLEY, ALEXANDER WALKER®, SAMUEL®, JOHN®, WILLIAM®, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES®) was born December 30, 1875 in OF WINCHESTER, W.V.A., and died Unknown. He
married CLARA HOWELL March 22, 1899 in ?. She died Unknown.

Child of LOUIS BOWYER and CLARA HOWELL is:
   i. RAYMOND L. BOWYER, b. October 26, 1902.

63. MARION LOVE7 HANDLEY (CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:
   i. SON8 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
   ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

64. FRANK? HANDLEY (CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, , OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
  83. i. CHARLES MARION8 HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
  85. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
  86. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
  87. v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
  88. vi. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1908, ONa, Cabell, WV; d. February 02, 1988.
  89. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

65. LEONIDUS B.7 HANDLEY (CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write hi name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
   i. MARIAN LOVE8 HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

   Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
   Unmarried

  89. iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.
  90. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.
66. Frank C. Bowyer (Victoria E. Handley, Alexander Walker, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W.Va., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in , Lounds, Ala.

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

He organized the F. C. Bowyer Company, Steamship Agents and Ship Brokers, Dealers in Phosphate Rock and Lumber. He was President of the Tampa Terminal Company, President of the Florida Investment Company, President of the Tampa Board of Trade, and was the Mayor of Tampa during the Spanish American War (1898-1899).

Children of Frank Bowyer and Lula Baldrick are:
   i. Frank Prague Bowyer, b. June 05, 1893, Lakeland, , Fla..
   ii. Russell Baldrick Bowyer, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. Fred. Louis Bowyer, b. March 12, 1900.

67. Garland Love Handley (John Samuel, Alexander Walker, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born November 24, 1885 in Teays Valley, Putnam, W.Va., and died November 03, 1980 in Toccoa, Stephens, Ga.. He married Heloise Ernestine Bowyer April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of Egbert Bowyer and Margaret LaFontisee. She was born May 09, 1895 in Winter Park, Orange, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About Garland Love Handley:
Cause of Death: Heart Attack

Notes for Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:

More About Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:
Cause of Death: Kidney Failure
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for Garland Handley and Heloise Bowyer:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of Garland Handley and Heloise Bowyer are:
   90. i. Alice Love Handley, b. January 21, 1919.
   91. ii. William Bowyer Handley, b. May 16, 1922, Huntington, Cabell, WV.

68. Earl Samuel Handley (John Samuel, Alexander Walker, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married Maude Earles December 24, 1919, daughter of Joseph Earles and Alice Rood. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of Earl Handley and Maude Earles are:
   ii. Earl Samuel Handley, b. August 06, 1929.

Children of Earl Handley and Ida Walton are:


93. ii. Mahala M. Handley.

iii. Opal M. Handley, b. December 1909, Scott Dist, Teays, Putnam, WV; d. 1990; m. ?? Daniels.


95. v. Ruth Ellen Handley.

vi. Charles Henry Handley, b. 1916, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. 1991, Proctorville, Lawrence, OH; m. Anna Mae ???.

vii. Burnice M. Handley, b. Abt. 1917, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. May 1989, St Albans, Kanawha, WV.

viii. Anna Doris Handley.

70. Henry Lewis Handley (Charles Simmons, William Allison, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born February 19, 1892 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV, and died Abt. 1919 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV. He married Nellie Mae ???. She was born August 06, 1899 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV, and died January 09, 1989.

Child of Henry Handley and Nellie ?? is:

i. John C. Handley.

71. Herman Everette Handley (Charles Simmons, William Allison, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born October 10, 1897 in Scott District, Teays, Putnam, WV, and died September 25, 1968 in Newell, Hancock, WV. He married Clara L. ?? Abt. 1920 in Scott District, Putnam, WV. She was born 1897 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV, and died 1967.

Child of Herman Handley and Clara ?? is:


Generation No. 7

72. Riley John Handley (William Henry, Evan James, George, James, Archibald, William, Believed To Be James) was born November 18, 1878 in Muncie, IN, and died October 31, 1941 in Cincinnati, OH. He married Josephine Nicholson April 25, 1906, daughter of John Nicholson and Alice Rowe. She was born May 11, 1880 in Rushville, IN, and died October 13, 1929 in Cincinnati, OH.

Child of Riley Handley and Josephine Nicholson is:

96. i. Francis Orville Handley, b. October 21, 1909, Muncie, IN; d. November 29, 1990, Bellefontaine, OH.

73. James Robert Handley (Ewell Wilson, Ewell McKinley, Logan, William, John, William, Believed To Be James) was born November 17, 1882, and died May 10, 1924. He married Stella May Lyons August 05, 1917. She was born May 30, 1890.

Children of James Handley and Stella Lyons are:

i. Marguerite Ruth Handley, b. April 10, 1919.

ii. James Curtis Handley, b. June 09, 1921.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

74. EDNA MARY\(^8\) HANDLEY (Ewell Wilson\(^7\), Ewell McKinley\(^6\), Logan\(^5\), William\(^4\), John\(^3\), William\(^2\), Believed To Be James\(^1\)) was born June 26, 1885, and died November 18, 1955 in TAMPA, HILLSBOROUGH, FL. She married HARRY B STAFFORD, SR. He was born July 18, 1899, and died July 1966 in TAMPA, HILLSBOROUGH, FL.

Children of EDNA HANDLEY and HARRY STAFFORD are:
   i. MARIE\(^9\) STAFFORD.
   ii. HARRY B,JR. STAFFORD.

75. ERA WILSON\(^6\) HANDLEY (Ewell Wilson\(^7\), Ewell McKinley\(^6\), Logan\(^5\), William\(^4\), John\(^3\), William\(^2\), Believed To Be James\(^1\)) was born May 24, 1887, and died December 25, 1961. He married SARAH GENEVA ARNOLD September 14, 1911.

Children of ERA HANDLEY and SARAH ARNOLD are:
   97. i. EDNA MARY\(^8\) HANDLEY, b. July 26, 1912, ASHLAND, BOYD, KY; d. 1986, CHICAGO, DUPAGE, IL.
   ii. ERA ARNOLD HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1914, CATTLETSGBURG, BOYD, KY; d. Abt. 1914, CATTLETSGBURG, BOYD, KY.
   iii. ERA WILSON HANDLEY, b. July 17, 1916; d. March 22, 1994, BIRMINGHAM, JEFFERSON, AL; m. LENA LUCIA.
   iv. EWELL WILSON HANDLEY, b. 1917, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL.
   v. ANNE GENEVA HANDLEY, b. August 19, 1921, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL; d. January 02, 1968, FLINT, MI; m. FOREST CUMMINGS, December 1946.
   vi. EVERETT TRAVIS HANDLEY, b. December 1925, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL; d. 1930, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL.
   vii. DONALD EUGENE HANDLEY, b. February 25, 1928, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL; d. March 13, 1928, GADSDEN, ETOWAH, AL.
   viii. JOSEPH PRESTON HANDLEY, b. June 20, 1931; m. MARY MELLO.
   ix. THELKA SUE HANDLEY, b. July 24, 1936; d. September 1999, BIRMINGHAM, JEFFERSON, AL; m. (1) COLMAN BURKE; m. (2) THOMAS LOVELADY.

76. ZELMA\(^5\) HANDLEY (CONSTANTINE\(^7\), AUGUSTUS\(^6\), CONSTANTINE\(^5\), WILLIAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), Believed To Be James\(^1\)) was born August 29, 1911, and died August 31, 1991. She married FRANKLIN B. MCKINSTER, son of JESSE MCKINSTER and NANNIE BILLUPS. He was born Private.

Child of ZELMA HANDLEY and FRANKLIN MCKINSTER is:
   i. LOWELL\(^6\) MCKINSTER, b. Private.

77. MARSHALL S.\(^8\) KEYES (MATTHEW S.\(^7\), CHARLES AUNSPAUHG\(^6\), JAMES W.\(^5\), SARAH\(^4\) HANDLEY, JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), Believed To Be James\(^1\)) died April 1992 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married VELMA.

Children of MARSHALL KEYES and VELMA are:
   i. RUTH LILLIAN\(^9\) KEYES.
   ii. ROBERT EUGENE KEYES.

78. CHARLES AUNSPAUGH\(^8\) KEYES (MATTHEW S.\(^7\), CHARLES AUNSPAUHG\(^6\), JAMES W.\(^5\), SARAH\(^4\) HANDLEY, JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), Believed To Be James\(^1\)) was born September 30, 1914 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died October 10, 1972 in San Diego, , CA. He married KATHLEEN MARY PATZ May 17, 1940 in Chicago, Cook, IL, daughter of THOMAS PATZ and MYRTLE GALUSHA. She was born February 24, 1917 in Salida, , CO, and died February 15, 1996 in San Diego, , CA.

Children of CHARLES KEYES and KATHLEEN PATZ are:
   i. MARSHA ANN\(^6\) KEYES.
   ii. THOMAS MITCHEAL KEYES.
79. Henrietta Maria8 Robinson (Charles Henson7, Henrietta6 Keyes, James W5, Sarah4 Handley, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born April 15, 1899 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died November 09, 1989 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married Richard Fleetwood Herndon September 12, 1921 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of Henrietta Robinson and Richard Herndon are:
   i. Henrietta9 Herndon, m. (1) Carl Kestner; m. (2) Edwin C. Tweedie.
   ii. Richard Fleetwood Herndon.

80. Mary E.8 Faudree (Sarah Margaret7 Handley, Samuel Chase6, Nelson5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born April 03, 1896, and died November 01, 1983. She married Patrick A. Marrah. He died 1953.

Children of Mary Faudree and Patrick Marrah are:
   i. James H.9 Marrah.
   ii. Marianna Marrah.
   iii. Florence Marrah.
   iv. William F. Marrah.
   v. John A. Marrah.
   vi. Richard I. Marrah.

81. Virginia Bird8 Handley (Julius Caesar7, Samuel Chase6, Nelson5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born March 03, 1910 in Pliny, Putnam, WV, and died July 20, 1992 in Peebles, OH. She married Phillip Wayne Pettett October 22, 1929 in Cincinnati, OH. He was born October 19, 1906 in Copperhill, TN, and died June 28, 1985 in Peebles, OH.

Children of Virginia Handley and Phillip Pettett are:
   i. Janice Elaine9 Pettett.
99. iii. Barbara Virginia Pettett, b. September 18, 1938, Cincinnati, OH.

82. William Hobart8 Handley (Charles Augusta7, Samuel Chase6, Nelson5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born August 07, 1898, and died September 17, 1952. He married Elizabeth Collier. She was born June 15, 1899, and died April 08, 1952.

Children of William Handley and Elizabeth Collier are:
   i. Lee Charles9 Handley, b. December 16, 1917; d. 1983, Pliny, Putnam, WV.
   ii. Violet Louise Handley.
   iii. Naome Pearl Handley.

83. Charles Marion8 Handley (Frank7, Charles W6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born May 18, 1896 in Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) Doll. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) Leota Longnecker June 26, 1918.

Child of Charles Handley and Doll is:
   i. Dianne9 Handley, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of Charles Handley and Leota Longnecker are:
100. ii. Gordon9 Handley, b. March 01, 1919.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

101. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

84. RICHARD GOODWIN8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:

(THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona's, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa's face. Grandpa gave Dick a "tongue Lashing". Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from their home. He called her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:

102. i. VIRGINIA9 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
103. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

85. CLARK WALKER8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFATHER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFATHER are:

104. ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
105. iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
106. iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

86. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:

107. i. CHARLES RICHARD9 HANDLEY.

87. RUTH OLIVIA8 KENDRICK (FRANK7 HANDLEY, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORIZNE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:

She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORIZNE are:

109. i. LINDA9 HORIZNE, b. November 22, 1941.
    ii. DAWN HORIZNE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.
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88.  Everette Lester Handley (Leonidus B.7, Charles W.6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married Mabel A..

Notes for Everette Lester Handley:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of Everette Handley and Mabel A. are:
- i. Genevieve8 Handley, m. ? Dailey.

89.  Irene8 Handley (Leonidus B.7, Charles W.6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) She married ? Loy.

Children of Irene Handley and ? Loy are:
- i. Floyd 'Twin'9 Loy.
- ii. Charles 'Twin' Loy.

90.  R L Handley To Robert Handley8 Tolbert (Garland Love7 Handley, John Samuel6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born January 21, 1919. He married Luna Margaret Everage October 09, 1943 in Falmouth, , Mass. She was born September 19, 1923 in Glenwood, Crenshaw, AL.

Notes for R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.


Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:

Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:

110. i. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.

111. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.

112. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.

iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

91. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:

Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my
trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( #2 ). From that time on I was a;

- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
- " " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
- " " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were;

- S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
- Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
- Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.


Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
- CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
- CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
- MT PLEASANT CEM.
- LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
- CEM. LAKELAND, FL
- CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
- UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
- LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
- WFT LAND RECORDS
- WFT CENSUS RECORDS
- AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker

Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO. AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
113. i. RUBY HELOISE9 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
114. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
115. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

92. ALICE LOVE8 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL7, JOHN SAMUEL6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for Alice Love Handley:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952
THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN
LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN 1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MELISSA GRADUATED
FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for Walter Leslie Slater:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of Alice Handley and Walter Slater is:

Child of Alice Handley and John Slaton is:

93. Mahala M8 Handley (Earl Clayton7 Clare, Charles Simmons6, William Allison5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) She married Harry Hicks. He was born Abt. 1890.

Children of Mahala Handley and Harry Hicks are:
   i. Billy9 Hicks.

94. Layke Morrison8 Handley (Earl Clayton7 Clare, Charles Simmons6, William Allison5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born March 21, 1912 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV, and died August 1965 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV. He married Clara May Long, daughter of Layton Long and Dalvena ?.

Children of Layke Handley and Clara Long are:
   i. Clara Ruth9 Handley, b. 1932, Teays, Putnam, WV; d. 1947, Teays, Putnam, WV.
   ii. Joe Handley.
   iii. Jean Handley.
   iv. Catherine Handley.
   v. Ida Morrison Handley, m. ??? Watson.
   vi. Donna Lou Handley.

95. Ruth Ellen8 Handley (Earl Clayton7 Clare, Charles Simmons6, William Allison5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) She married John Riley.

Children of Ruth Handley and John Riley are:
   i. ??? Riley.
   ii. ??? Riley.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Generation No. 8

96. FRANCIS ORVILLE9 HANDLEY (RILEY JOHN8, WILLIAM HENRY7, EVAN JAMES6, GEORGE5, JAMES4, ARCHIBALD3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born October 21, 1909 in MUNCIE, IN, and died November 29, 1990 in BELLEFONTAINE, OH. He married LAURA M TEACH May 23, 1936, daughter of JOHN TEACH and LULA NORTH.

Child of FRANCIS HANDLEY and LAURA TEACH is:
   i. JUDITH ELAINE10 HANDLEY, b. December 11, 1934, BELLEFONTAINE, OH; m. THOMAS OLDIGES.

97. EDNA MARY9 HANDLEY (ERA WILSON8, EWELL WILSON7, EWELL MCKINLEY6, LOGAN5, WILLIAM4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born July 26, 1912 in ASHLAND, BOYD, KY, and died 1986 in CHICAGO, DUPAGE, IL. She married FREDRICK LESTER JOHNSON June 29, 1931 in ALABAMA.

Children of EDNA HANDLEY and FREDRICK JOHNSON are:
   i. RODNEY KIETH10 JOHNSON, b. April 05, 1933.
   ii. MARCIA GAYLE JOHNSON, b. August 17, 1936, OSHKOSH, WINNEBAGO, WI; m. VERNON PETER JENNETTEN, July 02, 1955, SKOKIE, DUPAGE, IL.
   iii. GARY LYNN JOHNSON, b. July 01, 1944.

98. PHILLIS ANN9 PETTETT (VIRGINIA BIRD8 HANDLEY, JULIUS CEASER7, SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born October 03, 1936 in , HAMILTON, OH, and died June 23, 1996 in LOMPOC, CA. She married GLEN DANIEL PARIS.

Children of PHILLIS PETTETT and GLEN PARIS are:
   i. GLEN DANIEL10 PARIS.
   ii. DOUGLAS WAYNE PARIS.
   iii. DAVID ALLEN PARIS.

116. iv. VIRGINIA ANN PARIS.

99. BARBARA VIRGINIA9 PETTETT (VIRGINIA BIRD8 HANDLEY, JULIUS CEASER7, SAMUEL CHASE6, NELSON5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born September 18, 1938 in Cincinnati, OH. She married (1) DANIEL FREDERICK REASOR, son of WARREN REASOR and MARGARET MOTKO. She married (2) LOUIS CLARANCE DOODY.

Child of BARBARA PETTETT and DANIEL REASOR is:
117. i. DANIEL FREDERICK10 REASOR, JR..

100. GORDON9 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY10 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

101. DARRELL9 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3, WILLIAM2, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
118. i. SHARON10 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

102. VIRGINIA9 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ALEXANDER WALKER5, SAMUEL4, JOHN3,
William², Believed To Be James¹) was born April 26, 1921. She married Joseph Dafler. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of Virginia Handley and Joseph Dafler are:
119. i. Sandra K¹ Dafler, b. December 03, 1945.
120. ii. Ann Kathryn Dafler.
121. iii. Richard Dafler.

103. Rolland Brubaker³ Handley (Richard Goodwin⁶, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) was born January 22, 1926. He married Marilyn ‘Lynn’ Thomson.

Children of Rolland Handley and Marilyn Thomson are:
122. i. Craig¹ Handley.
   ii. Clay Handley.
   iii. Christine Handley.
123. iv. Zane Handley.

104. Lowell³ Handley (Clark Walker⁸, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) was born January 03, 1928. He married Janice. She was born 1931.

Children of Lowell Handley and Janice are:
   i. Son¹ Handley, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.

105. Donald⁰ Handley (Clark Walker⁸, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) was born November 28, 1929. He married Ann . She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of Donald Handley and Ann ? are:

106. Robert⁰ Handley (Clark Walker⁸, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) was born October 16, 1933. He married June ?.

Child of Robert Handley and June ? is:
126. i. Kimberly¹⁰ Handley, Adopted child.

107. Charles Richard⁰ Handley (James Columbus Blaine⁸, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) He married June ?.

Children of Charles Handley and June ? are:
   i. Joyce¹⁰ Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. Steven Nagy.
   ii. Grace Irene Handley.

108. Marian ‘Marney’ Handley (James Columbus Blaine⁸, Frank⁷, Charles W⁶, Alexander Walker⁸, Samuel⁴, John³, William², Believed To Be James¹) was born June 25, 1943. She married Nelson Lumm.

Children of Marian Handley and Nelson Lumm are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


109. LINDA⁹ HIRINE (RUTH OLIVIA⁸ KENDRICK, FRANK² HANDLEY, CHARLES W⁶, ALEXANDER WALKER⁵, SAMUEL⁴, JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HIRINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
127. i. ROBIN¹⁰ AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

110. ROBERT ARTHUR⁹ TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸, GARLAND LOVE⁷ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ALEXANDER WALKER⁵, SAMUEL⁴, JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTA PRUITT are:
128. i. ROBERT JAY¹⁰ TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
129. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

111. PATRICK WRIGHT⁹ TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸, GARLAND LOVE⁷ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ALEXANDER WALKER⁵, SAMUEL⁴, JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

112. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT⁹ (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸ TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE⁷ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ALEXANDER WALKER⁵, SAMUEL⁴, JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of Thomas and Karol Pate is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER¹⁰ TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

113. RUBY HELOISE⁹ HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER⁸, GARLAND LOVE⁷, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ALEXANDER WALKER⁵, SAMUEL⁴, JOHN³, WILLIAM², BELIEVED TO BE JAMES¹) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:
114. Sara Lynn9 Handley (William Bowyer8, Garland Love7, John Samuel5, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born January 12, 1959 in Rome, Floyd, Georgia. She married Bruce William Taylor November 22, 1989 in Atlanta, Fulton, GA, son of Gordon Taylor and Virginia Skivers. He was born May 08, 1949 in Columbus, Franklin, Ohio.

Child of Sara Handley and Bruce Taylor is:


Children of Julia Handley and William McEntire are:
   ii. Seth Handley McEntire, b. March 25, 1993, Northeast Georgia Medical Center, Gainesville, GA.

Generation No. 9


Child of Virginia Paris and Vernon Peyton is:
   i. Jennifer Lynne11 Peyton.

Children of Virginia Paris and Manuel Villalaba are:
   ii. Maria11 Villalaba.
   iii. Melissa Barbara Villalaba.


Children of Daniel Reasor and Melodee Fuentes are:
   i. Jessica Lauren11 Reasor.
   ii. Justine Nicole Reasor.

Child of Daniel Reasor and Adrienne Nugent is:
   iii. Jason Christopher11 Reasor.

118. Sharon10 Handley (Darrell9, Charles Marion8, Frank7, Charles W6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born December 14, 1949. She married Chuck Petty. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of Sharon Handley and Chuck Petty is:

119. Sandra K10 Dafler (Virginia9 Handley, Richard Goodwin8, Frank7, Charles W6, Alexander Walker5, Samuel4, John3, William2, Believed To Be James1) was born December 03, 1945. She married William Hilderbolt.
Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

120. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER (VIRGINIA Handley, Richard Goodwin, Frank, Charles W, Alexander Walker, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

121. RICHARD DAFLER (VIRGINIA Handley, Richard Goodwin, Frank, Charles W, Alexander Walker, Samuel, John, William, Believed To Be James) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

122. CRAIG HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER, RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

123. ZANE HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER, RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) She married CHARLES MCLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES MCLoughlin are:
   i. ZANEA LYNETTE HANDLEY-MCLoughlin.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLoughlin.

124. LAURA KA FE HANDLEY (LOWELL, CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

125. SUSAN HANDLEY (LOWELL, CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL, JOHN, WILLIAM, BELIEVED TO BE JAMES) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

126. KIMBERLY HANDLEY (ROBERT, CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SAMUEL,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\(^1\) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER\(^1\) ?.

127. ROBIN\(^10\) AUKERMAN (LINDA\(^9\) HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA\(^8\) KENDRICK, FRANK\(^7\) HANDLEY, CHARLES W\(^6\), ALEXANDER WALKER\(^5\), SAMUEL\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\(^1\)) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUKERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large cedar-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUKERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA\(^1\) WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

128. ROBERT JAY\(^10\) TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\(^9\), R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\(^8\), GARLAND LOVE\(^7\) HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\(^6\), ALEXANDER WALKER\(^5\), SAMUEL\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\(^1\)) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON\(^1\) TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL...
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

129. KAREN MICHELLE\(^10\) TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\(^9\), R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\(^8\), GARLAND LOVE\(^7\) HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\(^6\), ALEXANDER WALKER\(^5\), SAMUEL\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), BELIEVED TO BE JAMES\(^1\)) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, , FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET\(^1\) POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.

Endnotes

Descendants of John Hardman

Generation No. 1

1. JOHN\(^1\) HARDMAN was born 1735, and died 1790 in BUCKINGHAM, VA.. He married ?.

Child of JOHN HARDMAN and ? is:
2. i. RICHARD\(^2\) HARDMAN, b. 1755, ?, d. 1827, BUCKINGHAM, VA..

Generation No. 2

2. RICHARD\(^2\) HARDMAN (JOHN\(^1\)) was born 1755 in ?, and died 1827 in BUCKINGHAM, VA..

Children of RICHARD HARDMAN are:
   i. URIAH HARDMAN, b. 1772; d. WFT Est. 1773-1862.
   3.    ii. WILLIAM HARDMAN, b. Abt. 1773, BUCKINGHAM, VA.; d. November 1827, OGLETHORPE COUNTY, GA..
          iii. JOHN HARDMAN, b. 1775; d. WFT Est. 1781-1865.
          iv. SAMUEL HARDMAN, b. 1776; d. WFT Est. 1777-1866.
          v. RICHARD SMITH HARDMAN, b. WFT Est. 1776-1805; d. WFT Est. 1782-1884.
          vi. ANN HARDMAN, b. WFT Est. 1776-1805.
          vii. THOMAS HARDMAN, b. 1779; d. WFT Est. 1780-1869.
          viii. LITTLEBURY HARDMAN, b. 1780; d. WFT Est. 1786-1875.
          ix. CHARLES HARDMAN, b. 1785; d. WFT Est. 1786-1875.
          x. GEORGE HARDMAN, b. 1787; d. WFT Est. 1788-1877.
          xi. ELIZ HARDMAN, b. 1790; d. WFT Est. 1816-1884; m. LAWSON G. TYLER, Unknown.

Generation No. 3

3. WILLIAM\(^3\) HARDMAN (RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born Abt. 1773 in BUCKINGHAM, VA., and died November 1827 in OGLETHORPE COUNTY, GA.. He married (1) ?. She was born Unknown. He married (2) ANNE WILLINGHAM 1792 in ?. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

Notes for WILLIAM HARDMAN:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13880.175]

Individual: Hardman, William
County/State: Richmond Co., GA
Location: 73rd Division
Page #: 500
Year: 1850

More About WILLIAM HARDMAN:
Fact 1: County/State: Richmond Co., GA

Child of WILLIAM HARDMAN and ? is:
4.    i. ELBERT\(^4\) HARDMAN, b. November 15, 1793, MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GA.; d. May 04, 1882, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA..

Children of WILLIAM HARDMAN and ANNE WILLINGHAM are:
   ii. JOHN\(^5\) HARDMAN, b. WFT Est. 1793-1819.
   iii. SUSANNAH HARDMAN, b. 1796; m. GEORGE P. SORROW, March 26, 1818, ; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
iv. FRANCES HARDMAN, b. 1800; d. Abt. 1840; m. ELIJAH WALKER, January 15, 1822, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

v. MARY HARDMAN, b. 1804; d. WFT Est. 1830-1898; m. CHARLES SIMMONS, December 03, 1824, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

vi. ANNE HARDMAN, b. 1806; d. WFT Est. 1831-1900; m. GEORGE T TALBOT, December 16, 1825, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

vii. ELIZABETH HARDMAN, b. 1808; d. WFT Est. 1834-1902; m. WILLIAM H. ROBERTSON, February 07, 1828, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

viii. WILLIAM HARDMAN, b. 1810; d. 1834; m. ZILLA BARNETT, October 21, 1830, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

ix. BELZER HARDMAN, b. 1814; m. OLIVE WATKINS, January 23, 1837, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

x. SAMUEL Z. HARDMAN, b. 1816; d. WFT Est. 1843-1907; m. AMANDA S. RAINES, November 01, 1837, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Generation No. 4

4. ELBERT4 HARDMAN (WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born November 15, 1793 in MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GA., and died May 04, 1882 in HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.. He married CHARLOTTE BARNETT January 04, 1818, daughter of BEN BARNETT and MARTHA HARDMAN. She was born August 01, 1801 in MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GA., and died January 09, 1886 in HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA..

Notes for ELBERT HARDMAN:
---Soldier, Ogle, Simmons District, received Lot #88 -4th District of Cowetta Dec. 1834 in Oglethorpe County Land Lottery (1829 Book of Records, Georgia State Capital);

He was muscular with light complexion.

More About ELBERT HARDMAN:
Fact 5: Burried in Hardman cemetery on Ila road within Commerce city limits.

More About CHARLOTTE BARNETT:
Fact 5: Burried in Hardman cemetery on Ila road within Commerce city limits

Children of ELBERT HARDMAN and CHARLOTTE BARNETT are:

5. i. WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARDMAN, b. November 23, 1822, MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GA.; d. August 21, 1904, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA..

ii. LINZA GRIFFIN HARDMAN, b. January 20, 1826, MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GEORGIA; d. September 29, 1846, buried at the Collier place at the old home.

More About LINZA GRIFFIN HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: TYPHOID FEVER
Fact 1: 1928, a monument erected at grave by DR. Lam.

Generation No. 5

5. WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON3 HARDMAN (ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born November 23, 1822 in MILLSTONE CREEK, OGLETHORPE, GA., and died August 21, 1904 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.. He married ELIZABETH SUSAN COLOQUITT January 02, 1851 in Wilkes (Oglethorpe ) County, Ga., daughter of HENRY COLOQUITT and MILDRED PINSON. She was born March 07, 1831 in LEVINGTON, SANDY CROSS, OGLETHORPE, GEORGIA, and died January 25, 1903 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA.

Notes for WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARDMAN:
WILL OF WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARDMAN (1822-1904) WILL BOOK C, PAGES 200-201 JACKSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE, JEFFERSON, GEORGIA.

STATE OF GEORGIA: I, W.B.J HARDMAN BEING OF SOUND MIND DO MAKE THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.
ITEM 1ST: IT IS MY WILL THAT MY ESTATE BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN MY CHILDREN, SHARE AND SHARE ALIKE. IT IS MY DESIRE THAT ONE HALF OF THE PORTION OF MY ESTATE GOING TO MY SON R.L. HARDMAN AND TO MY DAUGHTERS F.E. WILLIAMSON AND L.M. JONES BE INVESTED IN LAND AND THAT SAID LAND BE DEEDED TO THEM AND THEIR CHILDREN BY MY EXECUTOR AND SAID PURCHASES ALSO THEIR PORTION OF HARMONY GROVE COTTON MILL STOCK BE TRANSFERRED TO THEM AND THEIR CHILDREN AT PAR VALUE BY MY EXECUTOR,

ITEM 2ND: IT IS MY WILL THAT ALL OF MY ESTATE NOT ABOVE DISPOSED OF BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN ALL OF MY CHILDREN AFTER MAKING THEM ALL EQUAL IF ANY OF MY CHILDREN SHOULD DIE WITHOUT LEAVING ANY CHILDREN, IN THAT CASE THE PROPERTY RECEIVED BY SAID CHILDREN SHALL GO BACK TO MY FORMER ESTATE FOR EQUAL DIVISION BETWEEN MY LIVING CHILDREN. I HEREBY GIVE TO MY DAUGHTERS F.E. WILLIAMSON AND L.M. JONES ALL OF MY HOUSEHOLD GOODS VALUED BY MY EXECUTOR FOR THEM.

ITEM 3RD: IT IS MY WILL THAT ALL OF THE LAND THAT I HAVE NOT DEEDED HERETOFORE AND ANY OTHER PROPERTY THAT I HAVE NOT DISPOSED OF BE SOLD AT MY RESIDENCE AFTER TWENTY DAYS PUBLIC NOTICE BE GIVEN BY MY EXECUTOR.

ITEM 4TH: I DO HEREBY CONSTITUTE (SPelled AS ON WILL) AND APPOINT MY SON W.B. HARDMAN TO BE MY LAWFUL EXECUTOR TO THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT WITHOUT BOND WITH ALL THE RIGHTS HEREIN NAMED. IN WITNESS HERE OF I SET MY HAND AND AFFIX MY SEAL TO THIS MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.

THIS APRIL 31ST, 1904 W.B.J. HARDMAN (L.S.)

SIGNED, SEALED, ESTABLISHED BY THE ABOVE NAMED W.B.J. HARDMAN AS HIS LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF HIM AND EACH OTHER HAVE AT HIS REQUEST IN THE PRESENCE OF HIM AND EACH OTHER HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED OUR NAMES AS WITNESS HERETO.

W.B.BARNETT (L.S.)
CLAUD MONTGOMERY (L.S.)
H.T. BENTON (L.S.)

FULL NAMES OF CHILDREN LISTED IN WILL:
ROBERT LAMAR HARDMAN
FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN
LOLA MILDRED HARDMAN JONES

GEORGIA, JACKSON COUNTY

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME THIS SEPT. 5TH, 1904. W.B.HARDMAN
J.A.ROSS ORDINARY

GEORGIA, JACKSON COUNTY
I W.B. HARDMAN DO SOLOMNLY SWEAR THAT THIS WRITING CONTAINES THE TRUE LAST WILL OF THE WITHIN NAMED W.B.J.HARDMAN DECEASED, SO FAR AS I KNOW OR BELIEVE AND THAT I WILL WELL AND TRULY EXECUTE THE SAME IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

THIS STATE, SO HELP ME GOD.

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME THIS 5TH DAY OF SEPT. 1904. W.B.HARDMAN
J.A.ROSS ORDINARY
RECORDED SEPTEMBER 5TH, 1904

W.B.J.H. WAS A PHYSICIAN AND LATER BECAME A PREACHER. HE WAS VERY STRICT AS REGARDING TO ALCOHOL. A MAN WHO REALLY LIVED BY THE SCRIPTURE. I MARY (LOU FAULKNER) HAVE IN MY POSESSION 2 OF HIS SERMON NOTE BOOKS.

More About WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: BRIGHTS DISEASE AND OTHER COMPLECATIONS
Fact 1: 1848, GRADUATED MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA
Fact 2: 1850, GRADUATED JEFFERSON MEDICAL COL. OF PHILADELPHIA
Fact 3: RELIGION/ BAPTIST
Fact 5: GREY EYES, DARK HAIR, DARK COMPLECTED, HAIR BECOMING GREY AT ABOUT 60 YEARS
Fact 6: Buried in Hardman cemetery on Ila road within Commerce city limits.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAN COLQUITT:
IN HER GIRLHOOD YEARS ELIZABETH WAS SLENDER AND WILLOWY. SHE HAD FAIR COMPLEXION, BROWN EYES AND KIND OF A GOLDEN STRAWBERRY BLOND HAIR, SHE BECAME FLESHY AND STOUT AROUND 35-40.
A FINE CHRISTIAN WOMAN WHO PRAYED AND STUDIED THE BIBLE AND PUT ITS TEACHINGS INTO PRACTICE. SHE WAS VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE OF THE BIBLE.

THE BRIDE AND HER YOUNGER SISTER, CYNTHIA WERE DRESSED IN WHITE ORGANDY WITH SHORT SLEEVES. THE CEREMONY WAS AT EIGHT OCLOCK P.M. AND WAS FOLLOWED BY A WEDDING SUPPER LAVISHLY PREPARED FOR THE MARRIAGE OF THIS ATTRACTIVE BRIDE TO THE NOTED YOUNG DOCTOR WHO HAD RECENTLY RETURNED FROM PHILADELPHIA.

THIS HOME WAS THE HOME OF HENRY, WHOSE GRANDFATHER JOHN AND FATHER ROBERT HAD SERVED IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN VIRGINIA AND HAD RECEIVED A LAND GRANT IN 1785 ON GROVE CREEK FIVE MILES NORTH OF LEXINGTON, GEORGIA. THEN WILKES COUNTY NOW OGLETHORPE COUNTY.

W.B.J.HARDMAN WAS TWENTY EIGHT AND SUSAN ELIZABETH WAS TWENTY.
W.B.J. AND REV. GOSS DROVE WITH HORSE AND BUGGY A DISTANCE OF THIRTY-TWO MILES IN A SNOW SIX INCHES DEEP. THE TOP MARRIAGE FEE THEN WAS ABOUT $5.00.
THE NEXT DAY WAS A DINNER AFFAIR WITH DR. BEN WILLINGHAM, AN UNCLE OF THE GROOM, WITH WHOM HE READ MEDICINE AND PREPARED TO GO TO COLLEGE.
IN THIS HOUSE THE BODY OF THE GRANIT STONE CHIMNEYS WERE EIGHT FEET WIDE AND IT TOOK REAL LOGS OF WOOD FOUR FEET LONG FOR A COMFORTABLE FIRE.
THE HENRY COLQUITT HOME IS LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF GROVE CREEK A QUARTER OF A MILE EAST OF THE LEXINGTON AND COMER PAVED HIGHWAY AND FIVE MILES FROM LEXINGTON, GA..

Children of WILLIAM HARDMAN and ELIZABETH COLQUITT are:
  i. AMELIA EMALINE HARDMAN, b. May 20, 1852, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 30, 1864, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA..
  ii. HENRY EMERSON HARDMAN, b. April 04, 1854, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. April 26, 1883, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; m. ELLA BROCK, April 26, 1883; d. March 01, 1958.
  iii. LAMARTINE GRIFFIN HARDMAN, b. April 14, 1856, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. February 381
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18, 1937, ATLANTA, FULTON, GA.; m. EMMA WILEY GRIFFIN, March 26, 1907; b. December 10, 1881; d. December 27, 1953.

6. iv. FLORA ETHLEEN HARMAN, b. June 18, 1858, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. May 18, 1942, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA.
   v. ROBERT LAMAR HARMAN, b. September 01, 1860, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 24, 1927, ATLANTA, FULTON, GA; m. VAN FRANCES PAYNE, December 20, 1883; b. Unknown; d. March 07, 1932.
   vi. LOTTIE LANAORA HARMAN, b. July 26, 1863, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. October 09, 1887, ?; m. C.J.HOOD, July 28, 1884.
   vii. WILLIAM BENJAMIN HARMAN, b. March 31, 1865, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 28, 1918.
   viii. WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARMAN, Jr., b. April 30, 1865, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.;

Notes for WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON HARMAN, Jr:
ONE SOURCE HAS HIS BIRTH AS MARCH 31, 1865.

ix. SALLIE ELIZABETH HARMAN, b. October 28, 1867, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. February 07, 1881, ?.

7. x. THOMAS COLQUITT HARMAN, b. February 07, 1870, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 21, 1958, ?.
   xi. JOHN BARNETT HARMAN, b. October 08, 1873, HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA.; d. November 18, 1938, APPLE VALLEY, JACKSON, GA..

Generation No. 6

6. FLORA ETHLEEN HARMAN (WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born June 18, 1858 in HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died May 18, 1942 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA. She married WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr. December 11, 1878 in 6:00 PM AT W.B.J. HARMAN HOME, son of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and ALMEDA JACKSON. He was born November 19, 1857, and died August 30, 1942 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA.

Notes for WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr.:
The children and almost all of the grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Williamson met at their home on Sunday, Nov 11. The occasion also celebrated Mr. and Mrs. Williamson's fifty-sixth wedding anniversary which will occur in Dec.

The spacious home was decorated with chrysanthemums grown by Mrs. C.C. Mathews of Carlton. The house was thrown open throughout and open fires gave a cherry and cozy atmosphere.

After members of the family assembled lunch was served in the living room.

This Reunion was one of a number held by the Williamson family. There are nine children all living.

Of the twenty five grand-children, twenty-one of the grand-children were present. Those absent were: Griffin Williamson of California, Nix Williamson, Inverness, Fla., Miss Frances Williamson, Inverness, Fla., and Miss Dorothy Collier G. S.C.W., Milledgeville, Other members of the family who were absent are: Dr. M.P. Moore, Portsmouth, Ohio, Mrs. Griffin Williamson, of California, Mrs. Nix Williamson and son, Allen, of Inverness, Fla., Allen is the only great grand-child.

Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. W.L. Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Williamson, Commerce, Mr. and Mrs. F.H. Williamson,Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. G.G.Williamson, Malcolm Williamson and Miss Ann Williamson, Inverness, Fla., Mr.and Mrs. R.S. Collier, Sarah and Virginia Collier, Comer; and Mr. and Mrs. Troy Porterfield, Colbert; Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Mathews; Charles Sidney,
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Elizabeth, and W.L. Mathews of Carlton; Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Williamson, Charlie, James, Albert, Adel, Mary, Lilly Ethleen and Martha Alice Williamson of Mountain City; Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Williamson, Jane and Billy Williamson, of Atlanta; Mrs. M. P. Moore, Portsmouth, Ohio; Mr, and Mrs. W. L. Williamson, Jr., Martha and Randall Williamson of Commerce.

Children of FLORA HARDMAN and WOODSON SR. are:
9. i. HENRY COLQUITT WILLIAMSON, b. August 27, 1880, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. May 03, 1959.
10. ii. FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON, b. September 02, 1882, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. October 1970, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.
11. iii. GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, b. January 30, 1885, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 04, 1994, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.
12. iv. WOODIE WILLIAMSON, b. March 06, 1887; d. September 01, 1946.
14. vi. ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, b. July 31, 1892, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. August 03, 1988, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GEORGIA.
15. vii. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON, Sr., b. July 01, 1895.
17. ix. WOODSON LAMARTINE WILLIAMSON, b. September 27, 1902.

THOMAS COLQUITT HARDMAN (WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born February 07, 1870 in HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA., and died August 21, 1958 in ?. He married (1) LEONA WRIGHT NELMS. She was born Private. He married (2) MILDRED CORINNE BARBER February 09, 1893 in METHODIST CHURCH, HARMONY GROVE, GEORGIA, daughter of LITTLETON BARBER and MARY PATMAN.


CAUSE OF DEATH: PROSTATE CANCER


CAUSE OF DEATH: PROSTATE CANCER

Notes for Mildred Corinne Barber:
ALTHOUGH MY GRANDMOTHER DIED LONG BEFORE I WAS BORN , (WRITTEN BY MARY LOU FAULKNER) SHE WAS A LADY OF VERY GRACIOUS NATURE. SHE DIED WHEN MY MOTHER (MARY WOOD) WAS 11 YEARS OLD. MARY TOLD OF PARTIES THAT HER MOTHER GAVE FOR PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY AND F RENDS. THEY WERE LAVISH PARTIES. ONE IN PARTICULAR WHERE SHE STRUNG LIGHTED LANTERNS OVER THE LAWN TO MAKE THE OCCASION THAT MUCH MORE FESTIVE. THERE WAS ALLWAYS MUSIC AND FINE FOOD. HER FAMILY WAS VERY MUSICAL AND INTO THE ARTS. SHE PLAYED THE PIANO AND SANG. I HAVE A GARDEN CATALOG FROM THE 1800'S THAT SHE USED TO ORDER FLOWERS. SHE WAS ACTIVE IN ALL SORTS OF CIVIC AFFAIRS AND THE DAR. SHE TRAVELED OFTEN TO SEE HER SISTER FRANCES IN JACKSONVILLE FLA.. SHE WOULD TAKE MARY WITH HER BEFORE MARY BECAME SCHOOL AGE.
SHE WAS A HOMEMAKER AND A BAPTIST

More About MILDRED CORINNE BARBER:
Cause of Death: ANGINA PECTORIS
Medical Information: HEART DISEASE

Marriage Notes for THOMAS HARDMAN and MILDRED BARBER:
MARRIAGE; IT WAS A DOUBLE CEREMONY IN WHICH THE BRIDES SISTER FRANCES ALSO MARRIED DR. HARRIS.

Children of THOMAS HARDMAN and MILDRED BARBER are:
18. i. MARY MASSENGALE7 HARDMAN, b. COMMERCE, JACKSON, Ga.; d. August 10, 1994, CANTON NURSING CENTER CANTON, GA..
20. iii. MILDRED FRANCINE HARDMAN, b. May 01, 1897, COMMERCE, GA.; d. November 05, 1984, COMMERCE, GA..
   iv. LAWRENCE GRIFFIN HARDMAN, b. June 14, 1899, COMMERCE, GA.; d. August 22, 1917, COMMERCE, GA..

8. LOLA MILDRED6 HARDMAN (WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born July 27, 1876 in HARMONY GROVE, JACKSON, GA., and died September 28, 1963 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.. She married GORDON TAYLOR JONES November 28, 1900.

Child of LOLA HARDMAN and GORDON JONES is:
22. i. HARDMAN JONES7 JONES, b. Private.

Generation No. 7

9. HENRY COLQUITT7 WILLIAMSON (FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born August 27, 1880 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died May 03, 1959. He married (1) FRANCES F. CARSON. She was born September 09, 1910, and died August 17, 1939. He married (2) AVERILLA TURNER February 07, 1941.

Child of HENRY WILLIAMSON and FRANCES CARSON is:
   i. MARTHA FRANCES8 WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown; d. February 1925.

10. FRED HARDMAN7 WILLIAMSON (FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born September 02, 1882 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died October 1970 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.. He married ETHEL MAY TOOLE December 21, 1904 in FULTON COUNTY, GA.. She was born 1874, and died 1963 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA..

Notes for FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON:

FROM ROOTSWEB.COM
ID: 1216279
Name: Fred Hardman WILLIAMSON
Sex: M
Birth: 02 SEP 1882 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia

Father: Woodson Lafayette WILLIAMSON b: 19 NOV 1857 in Jackson Co., Georgia
Mother: Flora Ethleen HARDMAN b: 18 JUN 1858 in Jackson Co., Georgia
Marriage 1 Ethel TOOLE
Married: 21 DEC 1904 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia

Sources:
Author: Charles J Stouffer
Title: Stouffer-Norman-Hooker-Williams
Publication: Rootsweb WorldConnect Project a/o 15 Jun 2002

More About FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: SS# 256-01-0649

Notes for ETHEL MAY TOOLE:
Individual Record 1880 United States Census

Search results | Download Previous Individual Next Individual

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ethel M. TOOLE Household
Female

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Other Information:
Birth Year <1874>
Birthplace GA
Age 6
Occupation
Marital Status S <Single>
Race W <White>
Head of Household William E. GRIFFIN
Relation Other
Father's Birthplace GA
Mother's Birthplace GA

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source Information:
Census Place District 1123, Calhoun, Georgia
Family History Library Film 1254136
NA Film Number T9-0136
Page Number 409A

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FROM ROOTSWEB.COM

ID: I216290
Name: Ethel TOOLE
Sex: F

Marriage 1 Fred Hardman WILLIAMSON b: 02 SEP 1882 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia
Married: 21 DEC 1904 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia

Sources:
Author: Charles J Stouffer
Title: Stouffer-Norman-Hooker-Williams
Publication: Rootsweb WorldConnect Project a/o 15 Jun 2002
Child of Fred Williamson and Ethel Toole is:


11. George Griffin7 Williamson (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born January 30, 1885 in Commerce, Jackson, Ga., and died August 04, 1994 in Inverness, Citrus, Fla.. He married Dora Maude Nix January 16, 1903, daughter of Dilmus Nix and Permelia Mitchell. She was born February 29, 1884, and died September 04, 1971 in Inverness, Citrus, Fla..

Children of George Williamson and Dora Nix are:

24. i. George Griffin Williamson8 Jr, b. December 17, 1908.
   ii. Frances Jane Williamson, b. March 10, 1910; d. October 03, 1971, Inverness, Citrus, Fla..
   
   Notes for Frances Jane Williamson:

   Teacher: Taught School in Moore Haven, Fl.. Taught Earneast "Goof" Bowyer's sons Jerry & Pat.

   v. Anne Williamson, b. December 06, 1922; m. H. Guy Thompson, January 16, 1954; b. October 01, 1909.

12. Woodie7 Williamson (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born March 06, 1887, and died September 01, 1946. She married Ralph S. Collier April 08, 1908. He was born December 05, 1883.

Children of Woodie Williamson and Ralph Collier are:


13. Lollie Elizabeth7 Williamson (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born February 26, 1890 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died Bet. 1974-1975. She married Charles Calvin Mathews Sr. March 25, 1916. He was born October 23, 1887.

Children of Lollie Williamson and Charles Sr. are:

31. i. Charles Calvin Mathews8 Jr, b. February 17, 1918.
   
   Notes for Charles Calvin Mathews Jr:

   Killed in Action USS Jacob Jones, February 28, 1942.

33. iii. Elizabeth Mathews, b. October 29, 1921.

14. Robert Edwin7 Williamson (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born July 31, 1892 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died August 03, 1988 in Toccoa, Stephens, Georgia. He married Ruby Killie Grist June 02, 1917 in Atlanta, Fulton, Ga., daughter of Davis Grist and Lillie Casey. She was born July 03, 1895 in Atlanta, Fulton, Ga., and died October 10, 1957 in Mountain City, Rabun, Ga..
Notes for Robert Edwin Williamson:

: Uncle Bill,
: I found Uncle Charlie!!! I found where he registered for military service during WW1 between 1917-1918. He was born 24 November 1889 and his name is Charles Mayson Grist, according to the registration card. My employer's wife has a subscription to Ancestry.com and she logged on for me and let me view the record and BAM there he was. I was floored, but I am very sure it is him. It lists him as married, but doesn't give a name to his wife. He would have been about 28 or 29. I know that there is more out there, it is just finding it. Just passing along the information I have found. Pass it along to the others if you would like. I had not looked on the internet for anything on him until now. Maybe there is more out there.
: Love,
: Janet

More About Ruby Killie Grist:

Cause of Death: ARTHRITIS + OTHER COMPLICATIONS
Medical Information: BED RIDEN FOR 17 YEARS

Children of Robert Williamson and Ruby Grist are:

34.  i.  Charlie Edwin8 Williamson, b. July 05, 1919, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia


36.  iii.  Albert Frank Williamson, b. July 26, 1924, Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia.


38.  v.  Mary Emily Williamson, b. August 21, 1928, Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia; d. August 10, 1997, Franklin, Macon, N.C.


15.  William Donald7 Williamson, Sr. (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born July 01, 1895. He married Violet Marie Marlow April 12, 1922. She was born July 14, 1901, and died Unknown.

Children of William Williamson and Violet Marlow are:

40.  i.  Jane Ethleen8 Williamson, b. February 04, 1923.

41.  ii.  William Donald Williamson, Jr., b. September 30, 1925.

16.  William Donald Williamson7 Sr. (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born July 01, 1895 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died June 27, 1985. He married Violet Marie Marlow April 12, 1922 in ?. She was born July 14, 1901, and died Unknown.

Child of William Sr. and Violet Marlow is:

42.  i.  William Donald Williamson8 Jr., b. September 30, 1925.

17.  Woodson Lamartine7 Williamson (Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born September 27, 1902. He married Helene Frances Garner October 15, 1926. She was born June 08, 1908.

Notes for Helene Frances Garner:
DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION:
1.  Flora Ethleen Hardman was the daughter of Elizabeth Susan Colquitt, born 3-7-1831; died in 1903. Her husband was William Benjamin Jackson Hardman born 3-23-
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1822; DIED 1904; MARRIED 1-21-1851.
2. ELIZABETH COLQUITT WAS THE DAUGHTER OF HENRY PARKER COLQUITT, BORN 12-1802; DIED 12-1847. HIS WIFE WAS MILDRED PINSON BORN 3-12-1805; MARRIED 4-29-1824.
3. HENRY PARKER WAS THE SON OF ROBERT COLQUITT BORN ABOUT 1757 OR 1758; DIED ABOUT 1835. HIS WIFE WAS SUSAN HUBBARD, BORN 1765-70 MARRIED 1785-90.
4. ROBERT COLQUITT WAS SON OF JOHN COLQUITT, BORN ABOUT 1730; DIED 1800. HIS WIFE WAS ELIZABETH HENDRICH; DIED ABOUT 1800. MARRIED 6-29-1753.


--------HIS TWO SONS, ROBERT AND SAMUEL. WERE ALSO IN THE WAR AND ROBERT COLQUITT WAS ALLOWED "TWO DRAWS" AS A "REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER" IN THE CHEROKEE LOTTERY OF GA. IN 1883 WHILE LIVING IN OGLETHORPE CO. HE DIED A FEW YEARS AFTER, BUT EXACT DATE CANNOT BE GIVEN ON ACCOUNT OF LOSS OF RECORDS.

--------FOR SERVICE OF JOHN COLQUITT SEE VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY REPORT OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS. PAGE 107 AND RECORD FROM WAR DEPARTMENT.ATTACHED TO APPLICATION PAPERS OF MRS J.T. ROBERTSON, MONROE, GA..

--------FOR SERVICE OF ROBERT COLQUITT SEE CHEROKEE LOTTERY OF GA. DISTRICT 25, SECTION 2, LOT 30.

 ***************************************

HOME OF WOODSON L. AND FLORA ETHLEEN WILLIAMSON WAS BUILT ON BERMUDA FARM IN 1883; ENLARGED IN 1898. SUMMER HOME AT MOUNTAIN CITY GA. WAS BUILT IN 1909.

--------50TH ANNIVERSARY OF MARRIAGE OF WOODSON L. & FLORA E. WILLIAMSON WAS CELEBRATED AT HOME OF DONALD WILLIAMSON ON 12-11-1928 , WITH ALL CHILDREN PRESENT EXCEPT LOLLIE FLOREEN AND W. L. .

--------60TH ANNIVERSARY WAS CELEBRATED WITH TEA AT HOME WITH ALL OF THE CHILDREN PRESENT.

Children of WOODSON WILLIAMSON and HELENE GARNER are:
43. i. MARTHA JOAN WILLIAMSON, b. September 11, 1929.
44. ii. RANDALL LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON, b. June 11, 1934.
   iii. DAVID WOODSON WILLIAMSON, b. October 19, 1945; m. SUE LAVERE COOK, December 22, 1966.

18. MARY MASSENGALE HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born in COMMERCE, JACKSON, Ga., and died August 10, 1994 in CANTON NURSING CENTER CANTON, GA.. She married LOUIS MOODY WOOD February 09, 1932 in COMMERCE, GA., son of EMERY WOOD and EDNA MOODY. He was born in COMMERCE, , GA..

More About MARY MASSENGALE HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: PNEUMONIA
Fact 1: HOUSEWIFE
Fact 2: CHURCH, FREINDS, GARDEN CLUB, FAMILY
Fact 3: BAPTIST
Fact 4: LIVED IN ATLANTA, GA.
Medical Information: HIGH BLOOD PRESURE, ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE, SHE HAD A LONG HISTORY OF DEPRESSION. WAS FIRST TREATED ABOUT 1930

388
Notes for Louis Moody Wood:
Louis was a man of medium stature with dark brown hair and dark brown eyes.
Even when he died at 75 he had very little grey hair.
He graduated from Commerce High School and Oglethorpe University in Atlanta GA.
He was a valedictorian of his class with a major in Business and Accounting.
He was a man of many talents.
He was good at woodworking, and at building most anything he wanted to.
He could also work on motors, anything he did with much care and skill.
He was a perfectionist.
He liked to play ball and played baseball on the high school team.
He also as a middle aged man played golf.
To illustrate some of his skills he took jewelry making from a jeweler in Atlanta.
He made the mountings for three rings, two are amethyst and one citrine, also a 14K gold swan pin.

Marriage Notes for Mary Hardman and Louis Wood:
They were married in the bride’s home in Commerce, GA.
They were married by the bride’s father Thomas Colquitt Hardman in the front parlor.
Mary wore a blue wool suit and Louis wore a business suit.
After the ceremony they traveled to Atlanta GA and spent the night at the Henry Grady Hotel.
The next day they left for a honeymoon in New Orleans.

Children of Mary Hardman and Louis Wood are:

45. i. Mary Lou Wood, b. Private.

19. Thomas Colquitt Hardman (Thomas Colquitt6, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born July 29, 1894 in Commerce, GA., and died September 28, 1940 in Commerce, GA.
He married Christine Miller July 01, 1913.

More About Thomas Colquitt Hardman:
Cause of Death: SELF INFECTED
Fact 1: HARDWARE STORE OPERATOR, DOG BREEDER
Medical Information: ALCOHOLISM

Children of Thomas Hardman and Christine Miller are:


47. iii. Thomas Colquitt Hardman III, b. Private.


20. Mildred Francine7 Hardman (Thomas Colquitt6, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born May 01, 1897 in Commerce, GA., and died November 05, 1984 in Commerce, GA.
She married (1) Willis Neal Harden July 19, 1928 in Commerce, GA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for MILDRED FRANCINE HARDMAN:
FRANCINE WAS LOVED BY ALL WHO KNEW HER. SHE WAS LIGHT HEARTED WITH A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOR. A VERY TALENTED MUSICIAN, WAS THE ORGANIST FOR THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF COMMERCE GA. FOR FORTY YEARS. SHE HAD A LOVELY LYRIC SOPRANO VOICE. SHE WAS ACTIVE IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AND WAS A MEMBER OF A BRIDGE CLUB MANY MANY YEARS.

More About MILDRED FRANCINE HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: PANCREATIC CANCER
Fact 1: HOMEMAKER
Fact 2: JOLLY OUTGOING VERY SOCIALABLE
Fact 3: RES. IN COMMERCE GA.
Fact 4: BAPTIST

Children of MILDRED HARDMAN and WILLIS HARDEN are:
49. i. WILLIS NEAL HARDEN, b. Private.
50. ii. CORINNE HARDEN, b. Private.

21. JOSEPH ELBERT HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born December 14, 1901 in COMMERCE, GA., and died July 28, 1953 in COMMERCE, GA.. He met MARY MARTIN Private. She was born Private.

More About MARY MARTIN:
Fact 1: MET.----PRIVATE

Child of JOSEPH HARDMAN and MARY MARTIN is:
51. i. NANCY CAROL HARDMAN, b. Private.

22. HARDMAN JONES (LOLA MILDRED HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born Private. He met JULIA Private. She was born December 01, 1957.

More About HARDMAN JONES JONES:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of HARDMAN JONES and JULIA are:
   i. CAROLYN J. JONES, m. MORAZAN; b. Private.

More About MORAZAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

   ii. CAROLYN JONES, b. Private; m. MORAZAN, Private; b. Private.

More About CAROLYN J JONES:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About MORAZAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

   iii. SUSAN JONES, b. Private; m. WILLIAM ABARE; b. Private.

More About SUSAN JONES:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About WILLIAM ABARE:
Fact 1: PRIVATE
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Generation No. 8

23. Frederic® Williamson (Fred Hardman7, Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born November 20, 1906 in Commerce, Jackson, GA., and died February 10, 1991 in Commerce, Jackson, GA. He married Margarette Davis Unknown in ?. She was born October 26, 1902 in ?, and died February 10, 1988 in Commerce, Jackson, GA.

More About Frederic Williamson:
Fact 1: SS#256-05-5259

More About Margarette Davis:
Fact 1: SS#255-88-0234

Child of Frederic Williamson and Margarette Davis is:
   i. Janet® Williamson, b. 1938.

24. George Griffin Williamson® Jr (George Griffin7 Williamson, Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born December 17, 1906. He married Agnes Caroline Krogman October 16, 1930 in ?. She was born August 21, 1911, and died October 16 in Orlando, FL.

Children of George Jr and Agnes Krogman are:
   52.   i. Dora Kathryn® Williamson, b. March 01, 1946, Los Angeles, CA.

25. Dilmus Nix® Williamson (George Griffin7, Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born October 16, 1911, and died June 28, 1978 in Perry, GA. He married Vanita Melissa Pridgen May 07, 1933. She was born December 02, 1915.

Children of Dilmus Williamson and Vanita Pridgen are:
   55.   ii. Sylvia Elizabeth Williamson, b. April 08, 1936, FL.
   57.   iv. Sara Vanita Williamson, b. February 14, 1953, Macon, Bibb, GA.; m. Emmett Paul Carr, April 28, 1984, Perry, GA.; b. October 28, 1934, Hawkinsville, GA.

26. Malcolm Lafayette® Williamson (George Griffin7, Flora Ethleen6 Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson5, Elbert4, William3, Richard2, John1) was born September 13, 1913 in Apple Valley, Jackson, GA., and died July 29, 1984 in Clayton, Rabun, GA. He married (1) Julia Black Bef. 1945 in ?. She was born in ?. He married (2) Willie Hayne Hunt February 16, 1947 in Valdosta, Lowndes, GA, daughter of Willie Hunt and Carrie Jones. She was born August 13, 1912 in Dawson, Terrell, GA., and died December 15, 2000 in Inverness, Citrus, FL.

More About Malcolm Lafayette Williamson:
Cause of Death: massive heart attack

Notes for Willie Hayne Hunt:
OFFICIAL RECORD ON FILE - U.D.C REFERENCE DEPT.
THIS PETITION OF
BILLIE HUNT---MAIDEN NAME
MRS. MALCOLM L. WILLIAMSON
404 S. APOPKA AVE.
INVERNESS, FLA. 32652
DATE APPL. ACCEPTED BY CHAPTER
10th MARCH 1986
LOU ANNA HENDRY-PERRY, PRESIDENT
PATRISIA EDINGTON ROGERS??---RECORDING SECRETARY
ENTERED ON STATE ROLL BOOK APRIL 15,1986

JAYNE RXISSER--REGISTRAR, FLORIDA DIVISION
REGISTERED APRIL 30, 1986
CORALEE L. WEIMER---REGISTRAR-GENERAL, U.D.C.

ATTESTED IN THE STATE OF FL.A., CITRUS CO. ON THE 10th DAY OF MARCH 1986
BY BILLIE H. WILLIAMSON
N.P. SEAL BY BARBARA A. WHITE
CITIE OF INVERNESS, CITRUS CO.

Children of MALCOLM WILLIAMSON and WILLIE HUNT are:
56. i. JUDITH LEE WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1949, BROOKSVILLE, FL.
57. ii. GEORGE MALCOLM WILLIAMSON, b. October 23, 1951, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

27. DOROTHY ETHELENE6 COLLIERS (WOODIE7 WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELENE6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JHONSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born January 27, 1918. She married FRED ALTON HARDY SR September 26, 1940 in ?. He was born March 25, 1912 in ?.

Children of DOROTHY COLLIERS and FRED SR are:
   i. FRED ALTON HARDY9 JR., b. September 27, 1941.
   ii. SIDNEY COLLIERS HARDY, b. January 26, 1943.
   iii. JAMES EDWARD HARDY, b. December 04, 1946.

28. VIRGINIA8 COLLIERS (WOODIE7 WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELENE6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JHONSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born December 20, 1919. She married GEORGE W. KELLY JR December 20, 1942 in ?. He was born Unknown.

Children of VIRGINIA COLLIERS and GEORGE JR are:
   i. GEORGE WASHINGTON9 KELLY III, b. February 19, 1946.
   ii. RALPH DOZIER KELLY, b. October 16, 1951.

29. SARA8 COLLIERS (WOODIE7 WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELENE6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JHONSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born March 05, 1922. She married POWERS LAWSON. He was born May 15, 1919.

Children of SARA COLLIERS and POWERS LAWSON are:
   i. DAVID9 LAWSON, b. October 25, 1944.
   iii. LYNN LAWSON, b. June 20, 1955.

30. MILDRED8 COLLIERS (WOODIE7 WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELENE6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JHONSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Unknown in , Oglethorpe, Ga, and died June 30, 2003. She married TROY PORTERFIELD, SR.. He was born Unknown.

Children of MILDRED COLLIERS and TROY PORTERFIELD are:
   i. GLORIA9 PORTERFIELD, b. Unknown.
   58. ii. TROY PORTERFIELD JR., b. Unknown.

Children of Sidney Mathews and Virginia Herndon are:

32. Elizabeth Mathews (Lollie Elizabeth Williamson, Flora Ethleen Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson, Elbert, William, Richard, John) was born October 29, 1921. She married Robert Daniel Elder March 25, 1944. He was born October 16, 1904.

Child of Elizabeth Mathews and Robert Elder is:


Children of Woodson Mathews and Gladys Merck are:
   iii.Lane Elizabeth Mathews, b. March 14, 1961.

34. Charlie Edwin Williamson (Robert Edwin, Flora Ethleen Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson, Elbert, William, Richard, John) was born July 05, 1919 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) Rachel Verline Taylor June 14, 1947 in Macon, Bibb, GA. She was born April 10, 1922 in , Rabun, GA., and died January 03, 1994 in Carrollton, Carroll, GA.. He married (2) Anna Lou Voliva August 19, 1995 in Carrollton, Carroll, GA. She was born May 18, 1930 in , Tyrrell, N.C.,

Notes for Charlie Edwin Williamson:
Retired from GA. Power Co.

Children of Charlie Williamson and Rachel Taylor are:

   Notes for Anthony Charles Williamson:
   Worked for GA. Power Co.-----Died in Auto Accident on Way to Work.

   More About Anthony Charles Williamson:
   Burial: Blue Heights Cem. Mt. City, GA

59. ii. Terry Edwin Williamson, b. April 16, 1953; d. December 09, 2000, , Rabun, GA.

RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of JAMES WILLIAMSON and INEZ PILGER is:
   i. DEBORA JANE WILLIAMSON, b. May 03, 1959.

36. ALBERT FRANK6 WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN5, FLORA ETHLEEN5 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born July 26, 1924 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. He married FRANKIE MAE PHILYAW October 11, 1947 in RABUN, GEORGIA. She was born September 10, 1924 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

Children of ALBERT WILLIAMSON and FRANKIE PHILYAW are:
   i. STEVEN BUFF WILLIAMSON, b. January 29, 1950, ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA.

37. RUBY ADELE6 WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN5, FLORA ETHLEEN5 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born July 29, 1926 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. She married JOHN HENRY CHAMELEE May 25, 1946 in Jonesboro, Clayton, GEORGIA, son of WILLIAM CHAMELEE and DESSIE LINDRUM. He was born December 10, 1923 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia.

Children of RUBY WILLIAMSON and JOHN CHAMELEE are:
   61. i. ROBERT WILLIAM CHAMELEE, b. April 28, 1947, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.
   ii. SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMELEE, b. January 03, 1949, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.
   iii. SUSAN ETHLEEN CHAMELEE, b. September 19, 1955, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia; m. PHILLIP MARSHALL.
   SLIGH, April 18, 1981, Forest Park, Clayton, Georgia; b. May 17, 1939, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

38. MARY EMILY6 WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN5, FLORA ETHLEEN5 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born August 21, 1928 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died August 10, 1997 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C.. She married GUS RUDY ALEXANDER January 12, 1952 in WALHALLA, OCONEE, SOUTH CAROLINA, son of WILLIAM ALEXANDER and MARGIE SEAY. He was born August 25, 1926 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died February 08, 1992 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA.

More About MARY EMILY WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: August 10, 1997, d. ANGEL HOSPITAL, FRANKLIN, N. C.
Fact 2: BURIED IN BLUE HEIGHTS CEMETERY IN
Fact 3: MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GA.

Notes for GUS RUDY ALEXANDER:

Individual: Alexander, Gus
Birth date: Aug 25, 1926
Death date: Feb 8, 1992
Social Security #: 254-36-2032
State of issue: GA

More About GUS RUDY ALEXANDER:
Fact 1: Social Security #: 254-36-2032
Fact 3: State of issue: GA

Children of MARY WILLIAMSON and GUS ALEXANDER are:
   i. MARSAL ALEXANDER, b. September 19, 1953, AUGUSTA, RICHMAN, GEORGIA.
   ii. JANET GAIL ALEXANDER, b. August 27, 1959, WASHINGTON D.C..

39. MARTHA ALICE6 WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN5, FLORA ETHLEEN5 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and
died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, son of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER. He was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.


SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.
After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March--July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2 ).

From that time on I was a;

- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
- " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
- " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala..

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were;

- S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
- Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
- Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
- Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
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Children of MARTHA WILLIAMSON and WILLIAM HANDLEY are:

64. i. RUBY HELOISE6 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..
65. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
66. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

40. JANE ETTHLEEN8 WILLIAMSON (WILLIAM DONALD7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born February 04, 1923. She married (1) FRANK ALBERT KLINKHAMMER April 12, 1952. He was born December 14, 1922, and died February 07, 1959. She married (2) EBAN EDWARD ANDERSON, JR. June 22, 1963. He was born August 26, 1924.

Notes for JANE ETTHLEEN WILLIAMSON:
Obituary is in scrapbook.

Child of JANE WILLIAMSON and FRANK KLINKHAMMER is:

i. KIM K6 KLINKHAMMER, m. ? MCDONALD.

Notes for KIM K KLINKHAMMER:
may be child of eban edward anderson, jr

41. WILLIAM DONALD8 WILLIAMSON, JR. (WILLIAM DONALD7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born September 30, 1925. He married SYBIL REBECCA NICHOLS August 22, 1945. She was born October 27, 1925.

Children of WILLIAM WILLIAMSON and SYBIL NICHOLS are:

i. PAUL ANTHONY9 WILLIAMSON, b. August 21, 1946.
ii. TIMOTHY LION WILLIAMSON, b. September 20, 1954.

42. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON8 JR. (WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON7 SR., FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born September 30, 1925. He married
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

SYBIL REBECCA WILLIAMSON August 22, 1945 in ?. She was born October 27, 1925.

Child of WILLIAM JR. and SYBIL WILLIAMSON is:
   i. RICHARD WARREN WILLIAMSON, b. October 14, 1950.

43. MARTHA JOAN WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAMARTINE, FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born September 11, 1929. She married HAROLD GEORGE SANDFORD August 21, 1960 in Uncle Fred Williamson's house. He was born September 25, 1928.

Children of MARTHA WILLIAMSON and HAROLD SANDFORD are:
   i. MARTHA JOAN SANDFORD, b. June 06, 1961; m. JAMES CONWAY SMITH, JR., August 20, 1983; b. Unknown, ?, d. Unknown.
   ii. HELEN GAIL SANDFORD, b. March 01, 1963.

44. RANDALL LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAMARTINE, FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born June 11, 1934. He married KATHRYN September 18, 1959. She was born October 08, 1919.

Children of RANDALL WILLIAMSON and KATHRYN are:
   i. SHARON KAY WILLIAMSON, b. November 22, 1955.
   ii. ANNETTE ELAINE WILLIAMSON, b. September 27, 1960.

45. MARY LOU WOOD (MARY MASSENGALE HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born Private. She married JOHN WALLACE FAULKNER Private, son of TALLY FAULKNER and MARGUERITE CARROLL. He was born Private.

More About MARY LOU WOOD:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About JOHN WALLACE FAULKNER:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of MARY WOOD and JOHN FAULKNER are:
   i. DAVID CARROL FAULKNER, b. December 04, 1964, MACON, BIBB, GA.; d. January 27, 1966, MACON, BIBB, GA.
      More About DAVID CARROL FAULKNER:
      Fact 1: PRIVATE
   67. ii. LAURA EUGENIA FAULKNER, b. Private.
      iii. PHILLIP LOUIS FAULKNER, b. Private; m. JOYCE ANN MCINTIRE; b. Private.
      More About PHILLIP LOUIS FAULKNER:
      Fact 1: PRIVATE
      More About JOYCE ANN MCINTIRE:
      Fact 1: PRIVATE
   68. iv. GREGORY HARDMAN FAULKNER, b. Private.

46. JEAN BARBARA HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT, THOMAS COLQUITT, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born April 12, 1919 in COMMERCE, GA., and died March 14, 1966 in FLORIDA. She married HUBERT MATTHEW BURNS, JR. January 13, 1938 in WALHALLA, OCONIE, S.C.. He was born Private.

More About JEAN BARBARA HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: SUICIDE
Fact 1: HOUSEWIFE
Medical Information: MANIC DEPRESSANT AND ALCOHOLISM

Child of JEAN HARDMAN and HUBERT BURNS is:
69. i. SANDRA JEAN BURNS, b. Private.

47. THOMAS COLQUITT\(^8\) HARDMAN III (THOMAS COLQUITT\(^7\), THOMAS COLQUITT\(^6\), WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born Private. He married NORMA FRIEND Private. She was born Private.

More About THOMAS COLQUITT HARDMAN III:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About NORMA FRIEND:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of THOMAS HARDMAN and NORMA FRIEND are:
70. i. ROBERT LAWRENCE\(^9\) HARDMAN.
    ii. THOMAS COLQUITT HARDMAN IV.
71. iii. THOMAS COLQUITT IV, b. Private.
72. iv. GAIL STUART HARDMAN, b. Private.

48. WILLIAM MILLER\(^8\) HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT\(^7\), THOMAS COLQUITT\(^6\), WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born Private. He met MARY TYE SUDDERTH Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIAM MILLER HARDMAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About MARY TYE SUDDERTH:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Child of WILLIAM HARDMAN and MARY SUDDERTH is:
    i. BILLIE MCKAMIE\(^9\) HARDMAN, b. Private; m. (1) DAVID BARRY COTTER; b. Private; m. (2) BENJAMIN RAY DURDEN, Private; b. Private.

More About BILLIE MCKAMIE HARDMAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About DAVID BARRY COTTER:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About BENJAMIN RAY DURDEN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

49. WILLIS NEAL\(^8\) HARDEN, JR. (MILDRED FRANCINE\(^7\) HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT\(^6\), WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born Private. He met BETTYE CALOWAY Private. She was born Private.

More About WILLIS NEAL HARDEN, JR.:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of WILLIS HARDEN and BETTYE CALOWAY are:
73. i. SUSAN CALLOWAY\(^9\) HARDEN, b. Private.
    ii. WILLIAM PRESTON HARDEN, b. Private.
More About WILLIAM PRESTON HARDEN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

iii. THOMAS COLQUITT HARDEN, b. Private.

More About THOMAS COLQUITT HARDEN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

50. CORINNE HARDEN (MILDRED FRANCINE HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born Private. She married HORACE CAMPBELL Private. He was born Private.

More About CORINNE HARDEN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About HORACE CAMPBELL:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of CORINNE HARDEN and HORACE CAMPBELL are:
74. i. SUSAN LANGLEY CAMPBELL, b. Private.
   ii. FRANCINE CAMPBELL, b. Private.

More About FRANCINE CAMPBELL:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

iii. WILLIS HARDEN CAMPBELL, b. Private.

More About WILLIS HARDEN CAMPBELL:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

iv. JOEPH STEWART CAMPBELL, b. Private.

More About JOEPH STEWART CAMPBELL:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

51. NANCY CAROL HARDMAN (JOSEPH ELBERT, THOMAS COLQUITT, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born Private. She married (1) MIHAEL ARTHUR REVNES. She met (2) MIHAEL ARTHUR REVNES Private. He was born Private.

More About NANCY CAROL HARDMAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About MIHAEL ARTHUR REVNES:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Child of NANCY HARDMAN and MIHAEL REVNES is:
   i. JOSEPH ARTHUR REVNES, b. Private.

More About JOSEPH ARTHUR REVNES:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Generation No. 9

52. DORA KATHRYN WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JR, GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELLE HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born March 01, 1946 in LOS ANGELES, CAL. She married MIHAEL BRUCE DANFORTH October 29, 1965 in ORLANDO, FLA. He was born April 13, 1945 in ORLANDO, FLA.
Children of DORA WILLIAMSON and MICHAEL DANFORTH are:

75. i. MICHAEL BRUCE II\(^6\) DANFORTH, b. December 18, 1967, ORLANDO, , FLA..
    ii. MARC ALLAN DANFORTH, b. April 18, 1972, ORLANDO, , FLA..
    iii. AMANDA LYNN DANFORTH, b. August 28, 1974, ORLANDO, , FLA..

53. JANE FRANCES\(^8\) WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON\(^8\) JR, GEORGE GRIFFIN\(^7\) WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHELEAN\(^6\) HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born February 07, 1950 in Brooksvi, , FLA.. She married GEORGE EDWARD BUTLER July 23, 1970 in Orlando, , FLA.. He was born March 25, 1947 in Scottsbluff, , Neb..

More About JANE FRANCES WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: May 07, 1950, OR COULD BE

Children of JANE WILLIAMSON and GEORGE BUTLER are:

76. i. SHANNON KAY BUTLER, b. July 26, 1974, ORLANDO, , FLA.; m. WALTER JASON GABRIEL, December 02, 1994, CLEVELAND, , TENN.; b. May 19, 1973, MACON, BIBB, GA..
    ii. STEPHEN GEORGE TRUITT BUTLER, b. November 11, 1985, MEDINA, , OHIO.

54. SYLVIA ELIZABETH\(^9\) WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NI\(^8\) WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN\(^7\), FLORA ETHELEAN\(^6\) HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born April 08, 1936 in , , FLA.. She married JAMES MILTON CONNELL August 23, 1959 in PERRY, , GA.. He was born February 12, 1931 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Child of SYLVIA WILLIAMSON and JAMES CONNELL is:
    i. SARA ELIZABETH\(^10\) CONNELL, b. June 12, 1970, ORLANDO, , FLA..

55. GEORGE\(^9\) VAN WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NI\(^8\) WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN\(^7\), FLORA ETHELEAN\(^6\) HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born November 22, 1943 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.. He married MARGARET ANN PARRISH January 17, 1972 in MACON, BIBB, GA.. She was born June 26, 1955 in MACON, BIBB, GA..

Children of GEORGE VAN WILLIAMSON and MARGARET PARRISH are:

    ii. VICTORIA MALISSA WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1980, MARIETTA, COBB, GA..

56. JUDITH LEE\(^9\) WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE\(^8\), GEORGE GRIFFIN\(^7\), FLORA ETHELEAN\(^6\) HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born October 22, 1949 in BROOKSVILLE, , FL. She married EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR. March 22, 1969 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL., son of EDWARD MOTTER and ANNE SANDEBECK. He was born April 19, 1945 in BALTIMORE, , MD.

More About EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR.:
Fact 1: could be 1946 for his birth

Children of JUDITH WILLIAMSON and EDWARD MOTTER are:

    ii. SONJA ANNE MOTTER, b. December 01, 1974, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL..
    iv. GEOFFREY TIMOTHY MOTTER, b. November 01, 1982, HARRIS CITY, WEBSTER, TX..

57. GEORGE MALCOLM\(^9\) WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE\(^8\), GEORGE GRIFFIN\(^7\), FLORA ETHELEAN\(^6\) HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON\(^5\), ELBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), RICHARD\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born October 23, 1951 in BROOKSVILLE, , FL. He married MARGUERITE HATCHER ROBISON February 23, 1989 in WILMINGTON,
RELEVANT SPEAKING

NEW HAVEN, N.C., daughter of WILLIAM ROBISON and MARY ANN OAKLEY. She was born June 17, 1963 in AUGUSTA, RICHMOND, GA.

Children of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and MARGUERITE ROBISON are:
  i.  JUSTIN HUNT10 WILLIAMSON, b. December 13, 1990, WILMINGTON, NEW HAVEN, N.C.
  ii. RYAN MCMILLAN WILLIAMSON, b. February 28, 1992, WILMINGTON, NEW HAVEN, N.C.
  iii. MARY ANNA WILLIAMSON, b. August 27, 1996, WILMINGTON, NEW HAVEN, N.C.

58. TROY PORTERFIELD9 Jr. (MILDRED8 COLLIER, WOODIE7 WILLIAMSON, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Unknown. He married ?.

Children of TROY Jr. and ? are:
  i.  WESLEY10 PORTERFIELD, b. Unknown.
  ii. TROY PORTERFIELD III, b. Unknown.

59. TERRY EDWIN9 WILLIAMSON (CHARLIE EDWIN8, ROBERT EDWIN7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born April 16, 1953, and died December 09, 2000 in , RABUN, GA. He married KATHRYNE ELLANE LATRELL Unknown. She was born Unknown in , AL.

More About TERRY EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
Burial: BLUE HEIGHTS CEM. MT. CITY, GA

Child of TERRY WILLIAMSON and KATHRYNE LATRELL is:
  i.  CHARLES EDWIN10 WILLIAMSON, b. October 30, 1973; d. March 03, 1990, CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA.

Notes for CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
ABANDONED BY MOTHER IN EARLY CHILDHOOD-----RAISED BY GRANDPARENTS (CHARLIE & VERLEEN).

More About CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
Cause of Death: ACCIDENTAL GUN SHOT WITH PISTOL

60. LINDA JAN9 WILLIAMSON (ALBERT FRANK8, ROBERT EDWIN7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born April 02, 1954 in Clayton, Rabun, Ga. She married PAUL KENNETH VONK, son of PAUL VONK and IDALEE WOLF. He was born May 06, 1953.

Child of LINDA WILLIAMSON and PAUL VONK is:
  i.  MEGAN LEE10 VONK, b. March 17, 1988.

61. ROBERT WILLIAM9 CHAMEE (RUBY ADELE8 WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born April 28, 1947 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) SHEILA LYNN BROWN July 31, 1971 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She was born March 15, 1949 in Blue Ridge, Georgia. He married (2) AUDREY WRIGHT June 07, 1997 in Mobile, , Alabama. She was born Unknown in ?.

Children of ROBERT CHAMEE and SHEILA BROWN are:
  77. i.  DAWN MICHELLE10 CHAMEE, b. October 04, 1973, Mobile, , Alabama.

62. SANDRA ELIZABETH9 CHAMEE (RUBY ADELE8 WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN7, FLORA ETHLEEN6 HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born January 03, 1949 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She married (1) RONALD CHRIS KINNAS May 27, 1967 in Morrow, Clayton, Georgia. He was born January 03, 1946. She married (2) RICHARD JOSEPH BROCKMANN October 11, 1997 in Macon, Bibb, Ga.. He was born July 12, 1940 in MANAGUA, NICARAGUA.
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Children of SANDRA CHAMLEE and RONALD KINNAS are:
78.  i. RONALD CHRI$^8$ KINNAS, Jr, b. June 24, 1968, Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia.

63.  JANET GAIL$^9$ ALEXANDER (MARY EMILY$^8$ WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN$^7$, FLORA ETHLEEN$^6$ HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON$^5$, ELBERT$^4$, WILLIAM$^3$, RICHARD$^2$, JOHN$^1$) was born August 27, 1959 in WASHINGTON D.C.. She married JAMES WADE BURCH July 01, 1980 in KENSINGTON, MONTGOMERY, MARYLAND. He was born February 07, 1951 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C..

Children of JANET ALEXANDER and JAMES BURCH are:
   i. CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER$^{10}$ BURCH, b. July 11, 1981, FRANKLIN, MACON, NORTH CAROLINA.
   ii. JONATHAN ERIC BURCH, b. May 26, 1985, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

64.  RUBY HELOISE$^9$ HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE$^8$ WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN$^7$, FLORA ETHLEEN$^6$ HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON$^5$, ELBERT$^4$, WILLIAM$^3$, RICHARD$^2$, JOHN$^1$) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

65.  SARA LYNN$^9$ HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE$^8$ WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN$^7$, FLORA ETHLEEN$^6$ HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON$^5$, ELBERT$^4$, WILLIAM$^3$, RICHARD$^2$, JOHN$^1$) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

66.  JULIA ANNETTE$^9$ HANDLEY (MARTHA ALICE$^8$ WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN$^7$, FLORA ETHLEEN$^6$ HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON$^5$, ELBERT$^4$, WILLIAM$^3$, RICHARD$^2$, JOHN$^1$) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM$^{10}$ MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

67.  LAURA EUGENIA$^9$ FAULKNER (MARY LO$^8$ WOOD, MARY MASSENGALE$^7$ HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT$^6$, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON$^5$, ELBERT$^4$, WILLIAM$^3$, RICHARD$^2$, JOHN$^1$) was born Private. She married (1) TOM RIEGER. He was born Private. She married (2) LENONARD SKIBICKI. He was born Private. She met (3) CHARLES ALAN HIGGINS Private. He was born Private.

More About LAURA EUGENIA FAULKNER:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About TOM RIEGER:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About LENONARD SKIBICKI:
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More About CHARLES ALAN HIGGINS:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Children of LAURA FAULKNER and CHARLES HIGGINS are:
  i. RACHEL ALISON HIGGINS, b. Private.
    More About RACHEL ALISON HIGGINS:
    Fact 1: PRIVATE
  ii. MARY MALISSA HIGGINS, b. Private.
    More About MARY MALISSA HIGGINS:
    Fact 1: PRIVATE
  iii. JULIE ANN HIGGINS, b. Private.
    More About JULIE ANN HIGGINS:
    Fact 1: PRIVATE

68. GREGORY HARDMAN9 FAULKNER (MARY LOU8 WOOD, MARY MASSENGALE7 HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON6, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Private. He met DONNA ANN BRASWELL Private, daughter of DONALDBRASWELL and MARGARET BRYANT. She was born Private.

More About GREGORY HARDMAN FAULKNER:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About DONNA ANN BRASWELL:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

Child of GREGORY FAULKNER and DONNA BRASWELL is:
  i. CAMILLE CLAUDIA10 FAULKNER, b. Private.
    More About CAMILLE CLAUDIA FAULKNER:
    Fact 1: PRIVATE

69. SANDRA JEAN9 BURNS (JEAN BARBARA8 HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT7, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON6, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Private. She met WILLIAM HARRISON BRIGGS Private.

More About SANDRA JEAN BURNS:
Fact 1: Private

More About WILLIAM HARRISON BRIGGS:
Fact 1: Private

Children of SANDRA BURNS and WILLIAM BRIGGS are:
  i. DEREK HARRISON10 BRIGGS, b. Private.
    More About DEREK HARRISON BRIGGS:
    Fact 1: Private
  ii. MONIQUE ELIZABETH BRIGGS, b. Private.
    More About MONIQUE ELIZABETH BRIGGS:
    Fact 1: Private
iii. FOREST COLQUITT BRIGGS, b. Private.

More About FOREST COLQUITT BRIGGS:
Fact 1: Private

70. ROBERT LAWRENCE9 HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT8, THOMAS COLQUITT7, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) He met MARSHA BROOKS Private. She was born Private.

More About ROBERT LAWRENCE HARDMAN:
Cause of Death: MASSIVE HEART ATTACK
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack

More About MARSHA BROOKS:
Fact 1: Private

Child of ROBERT HARDMAN and MARSHA BROOKS is:
   i. BRANDI LYN10 HARDMAN, b. Private.

More About BRANDI LYN HARDMAN:
Fact 1: Private

71. THOMAS9 COLQUITT IV (THOMAS COLQUITT8 HARDMAN III, THOMAS COLQUITT7, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Private. He met MARIA CANELA Private. She was born Private.

More About THOMAS COLQUITT IV:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About MARIA CANELA:
Fact 1: Private

Child of THOMAS COLQUITT and MARIA CANELA is:
   i. SARA MARIA10 HARDMAN, b. Private.

More About SARA MARIA HARDMAN:
Fact 1: Private

72. GAIL STUART9 HARDMAN (THOMAS COLQUITT8, THOMAS COLQUITT7, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON5, ELBERT4, WILLIAM3, RICHARD2, JOHN1) was born Private. She married JOHN EDWARD HECKO Private. He was born Private.

More About GAIL STUART HARDMAN:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About JOHN EDWARD HECKO:
Fact 1: Private

Child of GAIL HARDMAN and JOHN HECKO is:
   i. NANCY GAIL10 HECKO, b. Private.

More About NANCY GAIL HECKO:
Fact 1: Private

73. SUSAN CALLOWAY9 HARDEN (WILLIS NEAL8, MILDRED FRANCINE7 HARDMAN, THOMAS COLQUITT6, WILLIAM
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

**Benjamin Johnson**, **Elbert**, **William**, **Richard**, **John** was born Private. She met **Brian Banister** Private. He was born Private.

More About **Susan Calloway Harden**:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About **Brian Banister**:
Fact 1: Private

Children of **Susan Harden** and **Brian Banister** are:
i. **Brian Jr.** Banister, b. Private.
   More About **Brian Jr. Banister**:
   Fact 1: Private

    ii. **Mary Calloway**, b. Private.
    More About **Mary Calloway**:
    Fact 1: Private

**Susan Langdale** Campbell (Corinne** Harden**, Mildred **Francine** Hardman, Thomas Colquitt, William Benjamin Johnson, **Elbert**, William, Richard, **John**) was born Private. She met **Gary Hudson** Private. He was born Private.

More About **Susan Langdale Campbell**:
Fact 1: PRIVATE

More About **Gary Hudson**:
Fact 1: Private

Children of **Susan Campbell** and **Gary Hudson** are:
i. **Gary Hudson** Jr., b. Private.
   More About **Gary Jr. Hudson**:
   Fact 1: Private


**Generation No. 10**

**Michael Bruce** II Danforth (Dora Kathryn Williamson, George Griffin Williamson Jr, George Griffin Williamson, Flora Ethleen Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson, **Elbert**, William, **Richard**, **John**) was born December 18, 1967 in Orlando, FLA. He married Lisa Mae Daniel June 22, 1991 in Orlando, FLA. She was born October 22, 1970 in Titusville, FLA.

Children of **Michael Danforth** and **Lisa Daniel** are:
i. **Michael Bruce** III, b. December 18, 1991, Orlando, FLA.

**Tracie Kathryn** Butler (Jane Frances Williamson, George Griffin Williamson Jr, George Griffin Williamson, Flora Ethleen Hardman, William Benjamin Johnson, **Elbert**, William, **Richard**, **John**) was born February 24, 1971 in Orlando, FLA. She married Christopher Jay Canter November 06, 1993 in Greenfield, IND. He was born August 25, 1971.

Child of **Tracie Butler** and **Christopher Canter** is:
i. **Elizabeth Kathryn** Cantor, b. December 08, 1995.
77. DAWN MICHELLE CHAMLEE (ROBERT WILLIAM, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born October 04, 1973 in Mobile, , Alabama. She married JAMES HUGHES February 25, 1995 in Riverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born August 20, 1971.

Children of DAWN CHAMLEE and JAMES HUGHES are:
   ii. ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES, b. December 03, 2003.

More About ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES:
   1: 8 pounds, 1 ounce

78. RONALD CHRIS KINNAS, JR (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born June 24, 1968 in Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia. He married MARY JANE BROWN June 29, 1991 in Perry, Houston, Georgia. She was born May 24, 1967 in Macon, Bibb, Ga..

Children of RONALD KINNAS and MARY BROWN are:
   iii. ROBERT ALLEN KINNAS, b. April 12, 2001.

79. JENNIFER KINNAS (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN JOHNSON, ELBERT, WILLIAM, RICHARD, JOHN) was born June 25, 1971. She married (1) ROBBIE SKINNER January 1990 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born Unknown. She married (2) ANTHONY WELCH October 09, 1994 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born January 04, 1969 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ROBBIE SKINNER is:
   i. EMILY ELIZABETH SKINNER, b. June 24, 1990.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ANTHONY WELCH is:
Descendants of Johann Hans Heimbach

Generation No. 1

1. JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1} HEIMBACH was born 1545 in Hot Heimbach, S, Prussia, and died Bet. 1596 - 1599 in Hot Hangsbach, S, Prussia (?). He married ?.

Child of JOHANN HEIMBACH and ? is:
2. i. JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, b. 1580, Seelbach, S, Prussia; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 2

2. JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH (JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1580 in Seelbach, S, Prussia, and died Unknown in ?. He married ANNA SEELBACH Bef. 1605 in Seelbach, S, Prussia. She was born 1585 in Seelbach, S, Prussia, and died Unknown in ?.

Child of JOST HEIMBACH and ANNA SEELBACH is:
3. i. GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, b. Bef. 1605, Seelbach, , Prussia; d. May 11, 1672, Seelbach, S, Prussia.

Generation No. 3

3. GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH (JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born Bef. 1605 in Seelbach, S, Prussia, and died May 11, 1672 in Seelbach, S, Prussia. He married ELIOZABETH NUSS Bef. 1630. She was born 1608 in Seelbach, S, Prussia, and died 1665 in Seelbach, S, Prussia.

Child of GEORG HEINBACH and ELIOZABETH NUSS is:
4. i. PHILIP\textsuperscript{4} HEIMBACH, b. March 23, 1633/34, Seelbach, S, Prussia; d. Bef. 1680, Seelbach, S, Prussia.

Generation No. 4

4. PHILIP\textsuperscript{4} HEIMBACH (GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 23, 1633/34 in Seelbach, S, Prussia, and died Bef. 1680 in Seelbach, S, Prussia. He married MARGRETH JUNG YOUNG June 04, 1678 in Seelbach, , Germany. She was born Abt. 1640 in Of Seigen, W, Prussia, and died Unknown in ?.

Notes for PHILIP HEIMBACH:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.14786.11]

Individual: Heimbach, Philip
Birth date: Mar 23, 1634
Birth place: PRSS
CD# 100

More About PHILIP HEIMBACH:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of PHILIP HEIMBACH and MARGRETH YOUNG is:
5. i. ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, b. 1660, Seelbach, , Germany; d. Bet. 1705 - 1713, Trupbach, , Germany.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

5. ELIZABETH HEIMBACH (PHILIP, GEORG HEIMBACH, JOST HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS) was born 1660 in Seelbach, Germany, and died Bet. 1705 - 1713 in Trupbach, Germany. She married HERMANN OTTERBACH OR UTTERBACH, son of JOHANNES OTTERBACH and ANNA DILTHEY. He was born 1663 in Trupbach, and died in Old Germantown, P, Va.

Child of ELIZABETH HEIMBACH and HERMANN UTTERBACH is:
6. i. ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, b. Bet. 1685 - 1686, Trupach; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 6

6. ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH (ELIZABETH HEIMBACH, PHILIP, GEORG HEIMBACH, JOST HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS) was born Bet. 1685 - 1686 in Trupach, and died Unknown in ?. She married JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU August 07, 1708 in Oberfishbach, son of HANS HOLTZCLAU and GERTRUT. He was born 1683 in Trupach, and died January 1760 in Oberfishbach.

Notes for JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.15759.39]

Individual: Holtzclaw, Hans Jacob
Birth date: 1683
Birth place: PRSS
CD# 100

More About JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Children of ANNA OTTERBACH and JOHN HOLTZCLAU are:
    i. JOHN HENRY HOLTZCLAU, b. November 14, 1711.
7. ii. EVE HOLTZCLAU, b. Bet. 1735 - 1745, Germantown, F, Virginia; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 7

7. EVE HOLTZCLAU (ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH HEIMBACH, PHILIP, GEORG HEIMBACH, JOST HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS) was born Bet. 1735 - 1745 in Germantown, F, Virginia, and died Unknown in ?. She married ALLEN WILEY Unknown, son of DAVID WILEY and JANE. He was born Bet. 1735 - 1740 in ?, and died 1812 in ?.

Children of EVE HOLTZCLAU and ALLEN WILEY are:
    i. ANNA WILEY.
8. ii. LIDIA WILEY, b. June 03, 1755, ?; d. April 22, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 8

8. LIDIA WILEY (EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH HEIMBACH, PHILIP, GEORG HEIMBACH, JOST HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS) was born June 03, 1755 in ?, and died April 22, 1831 in ?. She married LEMUEL GRIFFIN, Jr. 1774 in ?, son of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and ?. He was born 1738 in ?, and died July 09, 1810.

Child of LIDIA WILEY and LEMUEL GRIFFIN is:
9. i. WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN, b. May 14, 1778, ?; d. May 19, 1831, ?.
9. WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^6\) GRINN (LIDIA\(^5\) WILEY, EVE\(^7\) HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\(^6\) OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\(^6\) HEIMBACH, PHILIP\(^4\), GEORG\(^3\) HEINBACH, JOST\(^2\) HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\(^1\)) was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?. He married VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT 1800 in ?, daughter of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRIDE TOWERS. She was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Child of WILLIAM GRINN and VIRGINIA BEAUMONT is:

10. i. ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^10\) GRINN, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?
   Death may have been in Oct..

Generation No. 10

10. ELIZA SEABRIDE\(^10\) GRINN (WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^9\), LIDIA\(^8\) WILEY, EVE\(^7\) HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\(^6\) OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\(^6\) HEIMBACH, PHILIP\(^4\), GEORG\(^3\) HEINBACH, JOST\(^2\) HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\(^1\)) was born May 25, 1810 in Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ?. Death may have been in Oct. She married ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., son of SAMUEL HANDLEY and SARAH HARMON. He was born April 01, 1803 in Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRIDE GRINN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRINN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:

11. i. CHARLES W\(^11\) HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G ? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

   More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:
   Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

   viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.

12. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..
   x. FRED G HANDLEY, b. June 13, 1849; d. 1935, Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA).
11. CHARLES W.\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY (\textit{ELIZA SEABRID}\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEbulon\textsuperscript{9}, Lidia\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, Eve\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, Anna Margaret\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, Elizabeth\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, Philip\textsuperscript{4}, Georg\textsuperscript{3} HEIMBACH, Jost\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, Johann Hans\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:

15. i. MARION LOVE\textsuperscript{12} HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
16. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
17. iii. LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; d. August 23, 1929.
   iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

   Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
   Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

12. VICTORIA E.\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY (\textit{ELIZA SEABRID}\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEbulon\textsuperscript{9}, Lidia\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, Eve\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, Anna Margaret\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, Elizabeth\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, Philip\textsuperscript{4}, Georg\textsuperscript{3} HEIMBACH, Jost\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, Johann Hans\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL’S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.
Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
   i.  FREDERICK EARL12 BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
   18. ii.  FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii.  CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882., RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

13. JOHN SAMUEL11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEINBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEINBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..  He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ?  (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON.  She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETARY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:
   i.  ELIZA LAMORE12 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.
   iii.  BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.].  HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.

   vi.  SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

14. FRED G11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEINBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEINBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA).  He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS.  She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.  He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL.  She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
  i. ERNEST12 HANDLEY.
  ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 12

15. MARION LOVE12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:
  i. SON13 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
  ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

16. FRANK12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born October 15, 1859 in Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
22. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
23. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
   v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
25. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

17. LEONIDUS B.12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. MARIAN LOVE\(^{13}\) HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
Unmarried


iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.

27. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

18. FRANK C.\(^{12}\) BOWYER (VICTORIA E.\(^{11}\) HANDLEY, ELIZA SEABRIDGE\(^{10}\) GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^{9}\), LIDIA\(^{8}\) WILEY, EVE\(^{7}\) HOULTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\(^{6}\) OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\(^{5}\) HEIMBACH, PHILIP\(^{4}\), GEORG\(^{3}\) HEINBACH, JOST\(^{2}\) HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\(^{1}\)) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in , LOUNDS, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:

i. FRANK PRAGUE\(^{13}\) BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..

ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.

iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

19. GARLAND LOVE\(^{12}\) HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL\(^{11}\), ELIZA SEABRIDGE\(^{10}\) GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\(^{9}\), LIDIA\(^{8}\) WILEY, EVE\(^{7}\) HOULTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\(^{6}\) OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\(^{5}\) HEIMBACH, PHILIP\(^{4}\), GEORG\(^{3}\) HEINBACH, JOST\(^{2}\) HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\(^{1}\)) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISSEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Heloise Ernestine7 Bowyer, born May 09, 1895 in Winter Park, Orange Co., FL; died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, NC. She married (1) Garland Love Handley April 23, 1917 in Winfield, Putnam Co., WV; born November 24, 1885 in Teays Valley, Putnam co., WV; died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISSEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:

28. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\(^{13}\) TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.

29. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.
20. EARL SAMUEL12 HANDLEY (JHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRIDI10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 13

21. CHARLES MARION13 HANDLEY (FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRIDI10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE14 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
31. ii. GORDON14 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
32. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

22. RICHARD GOODWIN13 HANDLEY (FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRIDI10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
   (THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona's, or Valentine, another of her beauts. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa's face. Grandpa gave Dick a "tongue Lashing". Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.

   He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
33. i. VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
34. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

23. CLARK WALKER13 HANDLEY (FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRIDI10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLFATHER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLFATHER are:
  i. LEONA MAE¹⁴ HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
  ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
  iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
  iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

24. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE¹³ HANDLEY (FRANK¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEIMBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:
  38. i. CHARLES RICHARD¹⁴ HANDLEY.

25. RUTH OLIVIA¹³ KENDRICK (FRANK¹² HANDLEY, CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEIMBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
  She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
  40. i. LINDA¹⁴ HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
    ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

26. EVERETTE LESTER¹³ HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEIMBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A..

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
  They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
  i. GENEVIEVE¹⁴ HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
    ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

27. IRENE¹³ HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEIMBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
  i. FLOYD TWIN¹⁴ LOY.
    ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

28. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY¹³ TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE¹² HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEIMBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
41. i. ROBERT ARTHUR14 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
42. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
43. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

29. WILLIAM BOWYER13 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLOU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOSEPH2 HEINBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter
of Robert Williamson and Ruby Grist. She was born April 28, 1932 in Mountain City, Rabun, Georgia, and died January 27, 2000 in Rabun Gap, Rabun, GA.

Notes for William Bowyer Handley:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip. (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March—July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., Lawson General Hospital. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war. (#2). From that time on I was a;

Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.

" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R. H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.
While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows:
The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.
THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.


SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
44. i. RUBY HELOISEH14 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
45. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
46. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

30. ALICE LOVE13 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRIDGE10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEIMBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.
BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY.
Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:
   i. LINDA LOVE\textsuperscript{14} SLATER, b. June 06, 1941; d. November 25, 1982.

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE\textsuperscript{14} SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

\textit{Generation No. 14}

31. GORDON\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, PHILIP\textsuperscript{4}, GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

32. DARRELL\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, PHILIP\textsuperscript{4}, GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
47. i. SHARON\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

33. VIRGINIA\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, PHILIP\textsuperscript{4}, GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
48. i. SANDRA K\textsuperscript{15} DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
49. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
50. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

34. ROLLAND BRUBAKER\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, PHILIP\textsuperscript{4}, GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN ‘LYNN’ THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
51. i. CRAIG\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY.
   ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
   iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
52. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

35. LOWELL\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{6} OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} HEIMBACH, PHILIP\textsuperscript{4}, GEORG\textsuperscript{3} HEINBACH, JOST\textsuperscript{2} HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
   i. SON\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
36. DONALD¹⁴ HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER¹³, FRANK¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEINBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
   ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

37. ROBERT¹⁴ HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER¹³, FRANK¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEINBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
   55. i. KIMBERLY¹⁵ HANDLEY, Adopted child.

38. CHARLES RICHARD¹⁴ HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE¹³, FRANK¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
   i. JOYCE¹⁵ HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

39. MARIAN 'MARNEY'¹⁴ HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE¹³, FRANK¹², CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN¹⁵ LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

40. LINDA¹⁴ HORINE (RUTH OLIVA¹¹ KENDRICK, FRANK¹² HANDLEY, CHARLES W¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
   56. i. ROBIN¹⁵ AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

41. ROBERT ARTHUR¹⁴ TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY¹³, GARLAND LOVE¹² HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET⁶ OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH⁵ HEIMBACH, PHILIP⁴, GEORG³ HEINBACH, JOST² HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS¹) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.
More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
57.  i.  ROBERT JAYTOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
58.  ii.  KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

42.  PATRICK WRIGHTTOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL) , Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Elizabeth Heimbach, Philip, Geo Heimbach, Jost Heimbach, Johann Hans) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   i.  BRETT PATRICKTOLBERT, b. May 15, 1979.
   ii.  SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

43.  THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL), Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Elizabeth Heimbach, Philip, Geo Heimbach, Jost Heimbach, Johann Hans) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i.  KYLE ALEXANDERTOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

44.  RUBY HELOISEHANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL), Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Elizabeth Heimbach, Philip, Geo Heimbach, Jost Heimbach, Johann Hans) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

45.  SARA LYNNHANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL), Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Elizabeth Heimbach, Philip, Geo Heimbach, Jost Heimbach, Johann Hans) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

46.  JULIA ANNETTEHANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL), Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Elizabeth Heimbach, Philip, Geo Heimbach, Jost Heimbach, Johann Hans) was born February 05, 1969 in
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER MCENTIRE51, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH MCENTIRE51, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 15

47. SHARON15 HANDLEY (DARRELL14, CHARLES MARION13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER16 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

48. SANDRA K15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE16 HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

49. ANN KATHRYN15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM16 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

50. RICHARD15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY16 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

51. CRAIG15 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER14, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET6 OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH5 HEIMBACH, PHILIP4, GEORG3 HEINBACH, JOST2 HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON16 HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

52. Zane15 Handley (Rolland Brubaker14, Richard Goodwin13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret6 Otterbach, Elizabeth5 Heimbach, Philip4, George3 Heinbach, Jost2 Heimbach, Johann Hans1) She married Charles McLoughlin.

Notes for Zane Handley:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of Zane Handley and Charles McLoughlin are:
  i. Zane Lynette16 Handley-McLoughlin.
  ii. Grant Richard Handley-McLoughlin.

53. Laura K15 Handley (Lowell14, Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret6 Otterbach, Elizabeth5 Heimbach, Philip4, George3 Heinbach, Jost2 Heimbach, Johann Hans1) was born January 04, 1952. She married Richard Randolph. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of Laura Handley and Richard Randolph are:
  i. Joshua16 Randolph, b. April 21, 1981.

54. Susan15 Handley (Lowell14, Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret6 Otterbach, Elizabeth5 Heimbach, Philip4, George3 Heinbach, Jost2 Heimbach, Johann Hans1) was born November 07, 1953. She married James Caylor. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of Susan Handley and James Caylor is:

55. Kimberley15 Handley (Robert14, Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret6 Otterbach, Elizabeth5 Heimbach, Philip4, George3 Heinbach, Jost2 Heimbach, Johann Hans1) She married ?.

Child of Kimberley Handley and ? is:
  i. Daughter16 ?.


Notes for Robin Aukerman:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of Robin Aukerman and Eric Worley are:

57. Robert Jay15 Tolbert (Robert Arthur14, R L Handley To Robert Handley13, Garland Love12 Handley, John Samuel11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret6 Otterbach, Elizabeth5 Heimbach, Philip4, George3 Heinbach, Jost2 Heimbach, Johann Hans1)
was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

58. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR, R L. HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRIDGE, GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, ELIZABETH HEIMBACH, PHILIP, GEORG HEIMBACH, JOHANN HANS) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Johann Michael Hermann

Generation No. 1

1. JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1} HERMANN was born Bet. 1670 - 1676 in MITTELFRANKEN, WURTTEMBURG, GERMANY. He married KUNDIGUNDA Abt. 1698. She was born Abt. 1675 in WURTTEMBURG, GERMANY.

Children of JOHANN HERMANN and KUNDIGUNDA are:

2. i. HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2} HERMANN, b. 1700, MANHIEM, WURTTENBURG, GERMANY; d. January 1767, TOMS CREEK, AUGUSTA, VA.
   ii. JACOB HERMANN, b. Abt. 1702, DANUBE, GERMANY; d. 1741, , GILES, VA.
   iii. VALENTINE HERMANN HERMANN, b. Abt. 1704, , DANUBE, GERMANY; d. 1757, , GILES, VA KILLED BY INDIAN.
   iv. HEINRICH ADAM HERMANN, b. Abt. 1705, , , GERMANY.
   v. MATHIAS HERMANN, b. Abt. 1706, , DANUBE, GERMANY.
   vi. DANIEL HERMANN, b. Abt. 1710, MITTELFRANKEN, WURTEMBURG, RUPPRECHTSTEGEN, GERMANY; d. Unknown, , , PA..
   vii. JOHN JONNES HERMANN, b. Abt. 1712, MITTELFRANKEN, WURTEMBURG, RUPPRECHTSTEGEN, GERMANY.
   viii. GEORGE HARMAN, b. Abt. 1722, , DANUBE, GERMANY.

Generation No. 2

2. HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2} HERMANN (JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1700 in MANHIEM, WURTTENBURG, GERMANY, and died January 1767 in TOMS CREEK, AUGUSTA, VA. He married LOUISA KATRINA MATHIAS October 08, 1723 in GERMANY. She died March 18, 1748/49 in Giles Co., Virginia.

Notes for HEINRICH HENRY HERMANN:
FTM Vol. 20, Tree # 362

Children of HEINRICH HERMANN and LOUISA MATHIAS are:

   i. CHRISTINA\textsuperscript{3} HARMAN.
   ii. CATHERINE HARMAN.
   iii. PHILIPANA HARMAN, d. November 14, 1751.
   iv. VALENTINE HARMAN.
   v. JACOB HARMAN.
   vi. ADAM JR. HARMAN, b. 1724, , Germany.

3. vii. HEINRICH HENRY HERMANN, b. 1726, ISLE OF MAN PROB. ENGLAND; d. July 23, 1822, HOLLYBROOK, GILES, VA [WP TAZEWELL CO. VA].
   viii. GEORGE HARMAN, b. 1727.

Generation No. 3

3. HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN (HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1726 in ISLE OF MAN PROB. ENGLAND, and died July 23, 1822 in HOLLYBROOK, GILES, VA [WP TAZEWELL CO. VA]. He married NANCY WILBURN. She was born Abt. 1725.

Child of HEINRICH HERMANN and NANCY WILBURN is:

4. i. THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., b. 1750, , AUGUSTA, VA; d. 1824, , KANAWHA, VA.

Generation No. 4

4. THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR. (HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was
born 1750 in , AUGUSTA, VA, and died 1824 in , KANAWHA, VA. He married NANCY WALKER 1773 in , BOTETOURT, VA, daughter of WILLIAM WALKER and MARY LEVINIA. She was born Abt. 1754 in , AUGUSTA, VA, and died Bef. 1810 in ?.

Notes for THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON SR.:
Source: Ancestral File (LDS FH Library).

Ancestral File shows Henry born 1777. Enough info from other sources to establish Thomas C. Harmon as part of the family.

Harman-Harmon Genealogy and Biography shows Thomas Harmon, descendant of the Botetoutrate County, VA Harmon married Nancy Walker (believed to be the same person as Nancy Parkins). For a number of years they kept the Inn at Sweet Springs, VA. Per pg 424 of said volume Dr. Thomas Harmon lived near the Peaks of Otter in VA and moved to the Kanawha Valley, 1791-1800.

Copied from pg 122 of "West Virginians in the Revolution" compiled by Ross B. Johnson, published by Genealogical Publishing Co. Inc. Baltimore 1977: "HARMON, THOMAS born Augusta County, Virginia, 1750 and died 1824. Enlisted in Revolutionary forces from Augusta County and later lived in Greenbrier, Monroe and Kanawha counties. He married Nancy, daughter of William and Mary Walker in Botetour County, in 1774. Their children are as follows: Thomas, 1774; Henry,1777; Sarah, 1779; Mary, 1782; Elizabeth,1785; Aggie, Patsy, John, George."

Source of middle name Adam is: Patriot Claim against the Public in Botetourt Co. and Annals of SW VA by L.P. Summers.
"Annals of Southwest Virginia" by L.P. Summers pg 1392 (Also same as Walker - 348,041) refers to subject as Thomas Adam Harmon, Sr.

Death records of Putnam Co., VA by son John Harmon #7 child records Kanawha Co., VA - DAR

More About THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON SR.:
Fact 1: 1824, Soldier in war of 1812
Fact 2: 2ND. SPOUSE:NANCY J. PARKINS
Fact 3: DHILD 5: JOHN KELLY HARMON SR.

Children of THOMAS SR. and NANCY WALKER are:
5. i. THOMAS' HARMON, JR, b. 1774, ,BOTETOURT, VA.; d. 1860, , CABELL, VA.
6. ii. HENRY HARRISON. HARMON, b. May 03, 1777, , BOTETOURT, VA.; d. October 21, 1854, , PUTNAM, VA.
7. iii. MARY A HARMON, b. May 29, 1783, , BOTETOURT, VA; d. November 27, 1866, ?.
9. v. JOHN KELLY SR. HARMON, b. April 17, 1786, , BOTETOURT, VA.; d. March 15, 1860, , PUTNAM, W.VA..
10. vi. GEORGE WASHINGTON HARMON, b. 1787, , BOTETOURT, Va.; d. September 21, 1882, , PUTNAM, W.VA.
    vii. AGNES HARMON, b. 1792, , BOTETOURT, Va.; d. March 1875, ?; m. JOSIAH JOHNSTON, Unknown, ?; b. Unknown, ?; d. Unknown, ?.

More About AGNES HARMON:
Fact 1: Abt. 1792, PLACE: , BOTECOURT, VA.
Fact 2: SPOUSE: JOSIAH JOHNSTON

viii. SUSANNAH HARMON, b. 1795, , BOTETOURT, Va.; d. Unknown, ?; m. JAMES SHELTON, 1809, , KANAWHA, VA; b. Unknown, ?; d. Unknown, ?.

More About SUSANNAH HARMON:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: 1795, B: PLACE: , BOTECOURT, VA.
Fact 2: SPOUSE: JAMES SHELTON
Fact 3: 1809, PLACE: , KANAWHA, VA.

11. ix. SARAH WALKER HARMON, b. April 02, 1778, , BOTETOURT, Va.; d. October 14, 1845, ?.

Generation No. 5

5. THOMAS5 HARMON, JR (THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY5 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1774 in ,BOTETOURT, VA., and died 1860 in , CABELL, VA. He married JANE McALLISTER 1812 in , KANAWHA, VA..

More About THOMAS HARMON, JR:
Fact 1: B. , BOTETOURT, VA.
Fact 2: D. , CABELL, VA.
Fact 3: SPOUSE: JANE MCCALLISTER
Fact 4: 1812, PLACE: , KANAWHA, VA.

Children of THOMAS HARMON and JANE McALLISTER are:
   i. STROTHER W6 HARMON, b. 1813; d. April 16, 1895, Raymond City, Putnam, WV.
   ii. THOMAS III HARMON, b. January 10, 1814, , Kanawha, VA; d. November 29, 1891, , PUTNAM, WV.
   iii. JOHN A HARMON, b. 1824; d. September 03, 1912, , PUTNAM, WV.
   iv. MILTON REECE HARMON, b. 1845; d. November 17, 1918, , PUTNAM, WV.
   v. WILLIAM H HARMON, b. 1845; d. November 17, 1918.

6. HENRY HARRISON5 HARMON (THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY5 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 03, 1777 in , BOTETOURT, VA, and died November 27, 1866 in ?. He married ELIZABETH I PERSINGER April 26, 1800 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1781 in , BOTETOURT, VA, and died January 19, 1863 in , PUTNAM, VA.

More About HENRY HARRISON, HARMON:
Fact 1: May 03, 1777, B., , VA.
Fact 2: October 21, 1854, ?
Fact 3: April 26, 1800, MAR.:ELIZABETH PERSINGER
Fact 4: , CABELL, VA.

Children of HENRY HARMON and ELIZABETH PERSINGER are:
   i. WINSTON6 HARMON, b. July 04, 1800, , KANAWHA, VA; d. Unknown, ?.
   ii. NANCY W HARMON, b. 1803, , Kanawha, VA; d. Aft. 1855, , PUTNAM, WV; m. HENRY C. CARTER, May 17, 1838.
   iii. ELIZABETH HARMON, b. 1806, , VA; m. JOHN HEDRICK, November 21, 1826; b. 1806.
   iv. SARAH (SALLIE) HARMON, b. 1807.
   v. WESLEY HARMON, b. 1811, , KANAWHA, VA.
   vi. ELI FERDINAND HARMON, b. 1815.
   vii. MARTHA PATSEY HARMON, b. 1818, , KANAWHA, VA; m. JAMES H HARMON, April 12, 1859, , PUTNAM, WV; b. 1822, , KANAWHA, VA.
   viii. HENEY M HARMON, b. 1822.
   ix. SYDNEY A HARMON, b. 1825; m. ? PARRISH.
   x. JOHN C HARMON, b. 1827, , KANAWHA, VA.
   xi. MARY ELIZABETH HARMON, b. 1829; m. PHILIP HEDRICK.
   xii. EDWARD HARMON, b. Unknown; m. MARY A. MCLAUGHLIN, October 17, 1834.

7. MARY A5 HARMON (THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY5 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 29, 1783 in , BOTETOURT, VA, and died November 27, 1866 in ?. She married JOSEPH RECE 1808 in , CABELL, VA, son of ALLEN RECE and MARY CLYMER. He was born August 27, 1781 in , BUcks, PA.
More About Mary A Harmon:
Fact 1: February 1861, Died: Place: ?
Fact 2: 1808, Mar. Place: ., Cabell, VA.
Fact 3: Spouse: Abia Rece

Children of Mary Harmon and Joseph Rece are:
  i. Nancy Rece, m. Isaiah Ray.
  ii. Sallie Rece, m. James Snodgrass.
  iii. Mary Polly Rece, m. Melcher Merritt.
   iv. Hrrriet Rece, m. Ben Davis.
   v. Thomas W Rece, b. 1810; m. Martha Ann Defoe.
   vi. Martha Jane Rece, b. May 13, 1813, , Cabell, VA.
   vii. Morris Rece, b. 1821.
   ix. Harmon Rece, b. 1825; d. 1834, , Cabell, VA.

8. Elizabeth (Betsey) Harmon (Thomas Adam (C) Harmon Sr., Heinrich Henry3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry2, Johann Michael1) was born January 09, 1785 in , Botetourt, VA, and died January 19, 1863. She married Abijah Rece December 23, 1808, son of Allen Rece and Mary Clymer.

More About Abijah Rece:
Fact1: 1860, Census: Had 1 slave m 26 blk; 1 sl f 23 bl;1 sl m 20 bl; 1sl f 18 bl; 1 m 13 bl...

Children of Elizabeth Harmon and Abijah Rece are:
  i. Thomas Harmon Rece, b. 1810, Mud River, Cabell, VA; d. 1810, Mud River, Cabell, VA.
  ii. Edmund Clymer Rece, b. November 28, 1810, Mud River, Cabell, VA; d. June 14, 1885; m. Sophia P Love, December 28, 1836, , Cabell, WV.
   iii. James Harvey Rece, b. November 17, 1811, Mud River, Cabell, VA; d. June 06, 1889; m. Rebecca Snodgrass; b. June 29, 1820, 3-31-1880.
   iv. John Milton Rece, b. October 17, 1813, Mud River, Cabell, VA; d. October 11, 1893; m. (1) Lucretia Love; m. (2) Mariam Shelton Wilson.
   vi. John Calvin Rece, b. April 16, 1818; d. March 09, 1879; m. Margaret Ann George, December 05, 1855.
   viii. Warren Putnam Rece, b. May 20, 1822; d. June 16, 1883; m. (1) Martha G Simmons; b. November 21, 1826; d. April 29, 1848; m. (2) Elizabeth J Handley; b. January 06, 1827; d. October 11, 1855; m. (3) Malvina Ellen Bonham.
   ix. Joseph Addison Rece, b. August 03, 1828; d. April 02, 1903.

9. John Kelly Sr.5 Harmon (Thomas Adam (C) Harmon4 Sr., Heinrich Henry3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry2, Johann Michael1) was born April 17, 1786 in , Botetourt, VA, and died March 15, 1860 in , Putnam, W.VA.. He married (1) Mary McCallister Unknown in ?. She was born 1785 in ?, and died Unknown in ?. He married (2) Unknown in ?. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

More About John Kelly Sr. Harmon:
Fact 1: 1786, Place: ., VA.
Fact 2: March 15, 1860, Died: , Putnam, VA.
Fact 3: Spouse: Mary McCallister & 1 Other
Fact 5: Since His Middle Name Is Kelly?

Children of John Harmon and Mary McCallister are:
  20. i. Strother W Harmon, b. 1810, , Kanawha, VA; d. April 16, 1895.
  22. iii. Nancy Walker Harmon, b. 1815.
   iv. Margaret Harmon, b. 1820.
v. MARY ADELINE HARMON, b. January 02, 1820; d. January 03, 1903, WINIFIELD, PUTNAM, WV.
vi. MINERVA HARMON, b. November 13, 1822, , PUTNAM, VA; m. WILLIAM G MARTIN, March 14, 1850, , PUTNAM, WV.
23. vii. JOHN ALBERT HARMON, b. February 1825; d. September 03, 1912, , PUTNAM, WV.
24. viii. MILTON REECE HARMON, b. 1830; d. Dead.
ix. VIRGINIA CATHERINE HARMON, b. 1834; m. JAMES SAMPSON HENSON, August 18, 1853.
x. LINDA HARMON, b. Unknown.

10. GEORGE WASHINGTON HARMON (THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON^4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY^3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY^2, JOHANN MICHAEL^1) was born 1787 in , BOTETOURT, Va., and died September 21, 1882 in , PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married NANCY JANE HEDRICK April 16, 1829 in , CABELL, VA. She was born 1809 in ?, and died June 25, 1885 in , PUTNAM, WV.

More About GEORGE WASHINGTON HARMON:
Fact 1: Abt. 1787, B. , BOTECOURT, W. VA.
Fact 2: August 21, 1882, D. , PUTNAM, W.VA.
Fact 3: SPOUSE: NANCY JANE HEDRICK
Fact 4: October 16, 1829, PLACE: , CABELL, VA..

Children of GEORGE HARMON and NANCY HEDRICK are:
   i. MOZELL^6 HARMON.
   ii. THOMAS C HARMON.
   iii. GEORGE HARMON.
25. iv. ALLEN W HARMON, b. March 31, 1830, , Kanawha, VA.
26. v. ANDERSON BURR HARMON, b. 1835, , PUTNAM, WV; d. April 17, 1922, , PUTNAM, WV.
   vi. SARAH J HARMON, b. 1841.
   vii. ELIHU HARMON, b. 1844, , PUTNAM, WV; m. CINTHIA NORVEL, May 21, 1883, , Putnam, WV.
   viii. MARTHA L HARMON, b. 1853, , PUTNAM, WV; m. AMBROSE JONES, November 18, 1877.

11. SARAH WALKER^5 HARMON (THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON^4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY^3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY^2, JOHANN MICHAEL^1) was born April 02, 1778 in , BOTETOURT, Va., and died October 14, 1845 in ?. She married SAMUEL HANDLEY April 15, 1797 in , Greenbrier, VA., son of JOHN HANDLEY and MARY HARRISON. He was born June 26, 1771 in , Botetourt, VA., and died October 14, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA..

Notes for SARAH WALKER HARMON:
Source: DAR membership application of Barbara Pettett Doody 14 Jan 1985. The middle name Walker shown on Barbara Doody's application

More About SARAH WALKER HARMON:
Fact 1: October 14, 1845, DIED: TEAYS VALLEY, KANAWHA, VA
Fact 2: April 15, 1797, , BOTECOURT VA.

Notes for SAMUEL HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL----------------------------------------
   iii. SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. 1771, Monroe Co Virginia; d. 1851; m. SARAH W. HARMAN, April 10, 1797, filed at Lewisburg, WVA; b. 1778, Botetourt Co., Virginia; d. 1854, Teay's Valley, Putnam Co., Virginia.

Notes for SAMUEL HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:

Samuel Handley (b. 1748/50; d. 1840) - served as ensign and captain at King's Mountain, under Christian and Campbell. - See Draper MSS. in reference to him; - married Susan Cowan. Samuel's family settled in Kanawha County, WVA.
Samuel and Sarah were the ancestors of Mrs. Victoria Thornburg Vickers of Huntington.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Samuel's birthdate has been given as 26 June 1771 by some researchers; his marriage date has been given as 15 April 1797; his burial in Handley Cemetery, Teay's Valley, WVA.

The family farm is now the Sleepy Hollow Golf Course and Country Club and the cemetery is just above the #1 fairway in the wooded area.

12 children are listed in my paper files.

Notes for SARAH W. HARMAN:
Sarah's birthdate has been given as 1 Apr 1778, Botetourt Co., VA; death date as 14 Oct 1854 Teay's Valley, Putnam Co (W)VA; parents: Thomas and Nancy Harmon. Sarah was age 76y 6m 13d on date of death - 14 Oct 1854.

Children of SARAH HARMAN and SAMUEL HANDLEY are:
27. i. MARGARET HANDLEY, b. November 15, 1808, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. December 29, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.
28. ii. NELSON HANDLEY, b. April 02, 1798, , Greenbrier, VA; d. January 12, 1879, , PUTNAM, WV.
29. iii. ISAAC HANDLEY, b. October 14, 1799; d. May 10, 1876, Buffalo, Putnam, WV; m. ELIZABETH BROWN, October 27, 1829, , KANAWHA, VA; b. Aht. 1811, , KANAWHA, VA.
30. iv. SAMPSON HANDLEY, b. July 28, 1801, , KANAWHA, VA; d. March 31, 1888; m. SUSAN WEBSTER BILLUPS, October 02, 1823, , KANAWHA, WV; b. July 27, 1804; d. 1863.
31. v. ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY, b. April 01, 1803, , Monroe, Va.; d. April 03, 1883, ?.
32. vi. LEWIS HANDLEY, b. 1805.
33. vii. HARRISON J. HANDLEY Jr, b. November 23, 1816; d. July 14, 1873, , PUTNAM, WV.
34. viii. JOHN HANDLEY, b. July 15, 1811, , Putnam, VA; d. March 21, 1850, , Putnam, VA.
35. ix. MARTHA HANDLEY, b. 1819.
36. x. ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. 1821; m. SIMMONS.
37. xi. WILLIAM ALLISON HANDLEY, b. May 26, 1823; d. September 21, 1889, TEays Valley, Putnam, WV.
38. xii. ALBERT HANDLEY, b. 1828.

Generation No. 6

12. THOMAS III HARMON (THOMAS5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 10, 1814 in Kanawha, VA; and died November 29, 1891 in Putnam, WV. He married LEGIVES HUTSON COLLINS July 14, 1842. She was born November 08, 1824, and died February 01, 1908.

Children of THOMAS HARMON and LEGIVES COLLINS are:
39. i. VICTORIA HARMON, b. 1844, , PUTNAM, VA; d. September 02, 1877, , PUTNAM, VA.
40. ii. COLUMBUS C HARMON, b. May 07, 1845, , Kanawha, VA; d. August 22, 1923, , PUTNAM, VA.
41. iii. JOSEPH HUTSON HARMON, b. March 1847.
42. iv. JULIANA E HARMON, b. 1848; m. OLIVER HUTTON, September 05, 1866, , Putnam, WV.
43. v. EMMA JANE HARMON, b. 1851, , PUTNAM, VA; m. JAMES HUTTON, November 25, 1869, , Putnam, WV.
44. vi. THOMAS WALKER HARMON, b. 1854, , PUTNAM, VA; m. RACHEL JANNETI BLAKE, March 15, 1884, , Putnam, WV.
45. vii. JOHN H HARMON, b. July 25, 1856, Red House, Putnam WV.
46. viii. SERGIOUS A HARMON, b. November 25, 1858, Red House, Putnam WV; m. WILLIAM PARKINS, September 09, 1877, , Putnam, WV.
47. ix. LAURA ANN HARMON, b. March 23, 1861, Kanawha River, Putnam, WV; m. S D MC CORMICK, February 24, 1878, , Putnam, WV.
48. x. WILLIAM DAVID HARMON, b. 1863, , PUTNAM, VA; d. 1942, , PUTNAM, VA; m. BETTY MAY CARUTHERS, September 15, 1881, , Putnam, WV.
49. xi. ROBERT FARLEY HARMON, b. August 24, 1865, , PUTNAM, VA; d. November 11, 1945, , MAGGIE KENNEDY, November 22, 1888, , Putnam, WV.

13. WILLIAM H HARMON (THOMAS5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1845, and died November 17, 1918. He married LOUISA JOHNSON, daughter of JAMES JOHNSON. She was born 1843, and died September 05, 1923 in Levi, , ?.
Children of William Harmon and Louisa Johnson are:
  i. James Winston Harmon, b. May 01, 1866, Pocatalico, Putnam, WV; d. December 08, 1934.
  iii. Victoria Harmon, b. 1873.
  iv. Melissa Harmon, b. 1874, Putnam, VA; m. Robert Allen Fletcher, December 01, 1887.
  v. Charles Harmon, b. August 18, 1887, Putnam, VA.
  vi. Mary E Harmon, b. April 21, 1879, Putnam, VA.

14. WINSTON\(^6\) Harmon (Henry Harrison\(^5\), Thomas Adam (C) Harmon\(^4\) Sr., Heinrich Henry\(^3\) Hermann, Heinrich Henry\(^2\) Johann Michael\(^1\)) was born July 04, 1800 in Kanawha, VA, and died Unknown in ?. He married (1) Mary Hedrick 1827. She was born in , VA. He married (2) Sarah Neale September 20, 1854 in Putnam, VA, daughter of John Neale and Jane ?. She was born July 29, 1826 in Giles, VA, and died September 15, 1855 in Putnam, VA. He married (3) Elmina King March 20, 1861 in Kanawha, VA. She was born 1837.

Children of Winston Harmon and Mary Hedrick are:
  i. Henry\(^7\) Harmon, b. May 25, 1824, Henry, IN; d. December 11, 1911, Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
  ii. Sarah Margaret Harmon, b. April 22, 1836, Kanawha, VA; d. August 19, 1912.
  iii. Thomas Franklin Harmon, b. 1842, Putnam, VA.
  iv. William H Harmon, b. June 1843, Putnam, VA; d. 1918, Putnam, VA.
  v. Malissa Harmon, m. Robert Albert Fletcher, December 01, 1887, Putnam, WV.

Child of Winston Harmon and Sarah Neale is:
  vi. ?\(^7\) Harmon.

Children of Winston Harmon and Elmina King are:
  vii. Commodore Perry\(^7\) Harmon, b. December 21, 1861, Poca, Putnam, VA.

Notes for Commodore Perry Harmon:
SHOULD BE SPELLED 'COMMODORE' IF HE WAS NAVEL OFFICER

More About Commodore Perry Harmon:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIRTH RECORDS OF PUTNAM CO. WV. 1853 - 1900 FILM # 0567279 BOOK 1 PAGE 45 LINE 33, FIRST TWIN

viii. McClellen Harmon, b. December 21, 1861, Poca, Putnam, WV.

More About McClellen Harmon:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIRTH RECORDS OF PUTNAM CO. WV. 1853 - 1900 FILM # 0567279 BOOK 1 PAGE 45 LINE 34, SECOND TWIN

ix. Elmyra Harmon, b. 1864.
  x. Azro Harmon, b. 1865, Poca, Putnam, VA.
  xi. Victoria Ann Harmon, b. July 02, 1872, Poca, Putnam, VA.

15. Sarah (Sallie)\(^6\) Harmon (Henry Harrison\(^5\), Thomas Adam (C) Harmon\(^4\) Sr., Heinrich Henry\(^3\) Hermann, Heinrich Henry\(^2\) Johann Michael\(^1\)) was born 1807. She married William D or B Triplett Unknown in Malden, WV. He was born 1803.

Children of Sarah Harmon and William Triplett are:
  i. Sarah\(^7\) Triplett, b. 1849.
  ii. Helen T Triplett, b. 1854.

16. Wesley\(^6\) Harmon (Henry Harrison\(^5\), Thomas Adam (C) Harmon\(^4\) Sr., Heinrich Henry\(^3\) Hermann, Heinrich Henry\(^2\) Johann Michael\(^1\)) was born 1811 in Kanawha, VA. He married Sydney J...
PERSINGER February 09, 1837 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1815, and died May 04, 1858 in , KANAWHA, VA.

Children of WESLEY HARMON and SYDNEY PERSINGER are:

i. MICHAEL B HARMON, b. 1839.
ii. MARY E HARMON, b. 1842.
iii. ROXEY A HARMON, b. 1845.
iv. AARON W HARMON, b. 1848, PUTNAM, VA.
v. ANN G HARMON, b. August 21, 1854, KANAWHA, VA; d. August 16, 1855, KANAWHA, VA.

More About ANN G HARMON:
Death source: DEATH RECORDS KANAWHA CO., WV. 1853-1912 FILM # 0460366 BOOK ?? PAGE 9 LINE 33
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIRTH RECORDS OF KANAWHA CO. WV. 1853 - 1902 FILM # 0521730, BOOK 1 PAGE 14 LINE 1

vi. GEORGE HARMON, b. April 13, 1858, KANAWHA, VA; d. June 04, 1858, KANAWHA, VA.

More About GEORGE HARMON:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIRTH RECORDS IN KANAWHA CO. WV 1853-1902 FILM # 0521730, BOOK 1 PAGE 48 LINE 139.

17. ELI FERDINAND6 HARMON (HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM4 C HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1815. He married (1) MARGARITE (PEGGY) BRUMFIELD. He married (2) LUCINDA JANE GRIFFIN.

Children of ELI HARMON and MARGARITE BRUMFIELD are:

37. i. ELIZABETH ANN7 HARMON, b. 1840.
38. ii. WILLIAM HENRY HARMON, b. 1845, Wayne, VA; d. November 17, 1918, Plymouth, Putnam, WV.

Child of ELI HARMON and LUCINDA GRIFFIN is:

iii. ALEXANDER7 HARMON, b. December 1852, Mud River, Cabell, VA; d. September 11, 1853, Mud River, Cabell, VA.

18. JOHN C6 HARMON (HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM4 C HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1827 in , KANAWHA, VA. He married URSULA ELIZABETH PERSINGER May 26, 1859 in , PUTNAM, WV. She was born 1832 in , KANAWHA, VA.

Children of JOHN HARMON and URSULA PERSINGER are:

i. MARY JANE7 HARMON, b. 1854, Hutton, Putnam, VA; d. July 1869, Hutton, Putnam, VA.
ii. WEST HARMON, b. April 19, 1860, PUTNAM, VA.

More About WEST HARMON:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR. REC. OF PUTNAM CO. WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 40 LINE 97.

iii. CELIA ANN HARMON, b. August 05, 1861, PUTNAM, VA.
iv. MARTHA L HARMON, b. October 08, 1863, Big Guanno, Putnam, WV; m. ABRAHAM CHIRICK BOYER, January 24, 1909, Putnam, WV.
v. SARAH HARMON, b. April 28, 1866, Guanno Creek, Putnam, WV; d. Bef. 1874.
vi. ELIZABETH M HARMON, b. May 02, 1867, Guanno, Putnam, WV.
vii. LELIA HARMON, b. July 30, 1868, PUTNAM, VA.
viii. WILLIAM W HARMON, b. January 03, 1869, PUTNAM, VA.
ix. HATTIE B HARMON, b. January 25, 1871, Big Guanno, Putnam, WV; d. Bef. 1879.
x. JAMES HARMON, b. May 01, 1873, Guanno, Putnam, WV.
xi. EDGER F HARMON, b. January 29, 1877, Guanno, Putnam, WV.
xii. MARGARET JANE HARMON, b. November 08, 1878, Guanno, Putnam, WV; d. Bef. 1886.
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19. GEORGE WASHINGTON6 RECE (ELIZABETH (BETSEY)5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERNANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 22, 1816 in 1-28-1902. He married VIRGINIA PERVERNA JORDON January 1841.

Children of GEORGE RECE and VIRGINIA JORDON are:
   i. LOUISIANA7 RECE.
   ii. SOLON RECE.
   iii. HENRY C RECE.
   iv. MAGGIE B RECE.
   v. WILLIAM S RECE, b. July 25, 1854, , PUTNAM, VA; m. JANE E KERR, July 27, 1881.

20. STROTHER W6 HARMON (JOHN KELLY SR.5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERNANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1810 in , KANAWHA, VA, and died April 16, 1895. He married SUSANNA MILLER January 24, 1833 in , Cabell, VA. She was born 1814 in , , VA, and died December 29, 1880.

Children of STROTHER HARMON and SUSANNA MILLER are:
   i. VIRGINIA7 HARMON, b. 1834.
   ii. EDMUND HARMON, b. 1837.
   iii. JAMES HARMON, b. 1840.
   iv. OLEANA HARMON, b. 1841.
   v. JOHN A HARMON, b. 1843.
   vi. MILTON HARMON, b. 1848.
   vii. MARY ELIZABETH HARMON, b. 1850, , PUTNAM, WA; m. THOMAS BOWYER, April 01, 1868, , PUTNAM, WV; b. 1845, , PUTNAM, VA.
   viii. HARRISON MONROE HARMON, b. 1852, Hutton, Putnam, VA; d. March 02, 1923, , PUTNAM, WV; m. (1) VALERIAH ALLEN, October 07, 1874; m. (2) MARY JOANNA HARVEY, February 05, 1891, , Putnam, WV.

21. THOMAS6 HARMON (JOHN KELLY SR.5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERNANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 10, 1814 in , PUTNAM, VA, and died November 29, 1891 in PLYMOUTH, PUTNAM, WV. He married SEGIOUS HUTSON FARLEY July 14, 1842. She was born 1820.

Children of THOMAS HARMON and SEGIOUS FARLEY are:
   i. WILLIAM D7 HARMON.
   ii. LEVINA HARMON, b. November 25, 1858, , PUTNAM, WA.

   More About LEVINA HARMON:
   Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR. REC. OF PUTNAM CO. WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 28 LINE 34.

   iii. LAURA ANN 'LACEY' HARMON, b. March 23, 1861; d. July 25, 1942, ST ALBANS, KANAWHA, WV; m. MARK B HIGGINBOTHAM, May 29, 1889, , PUTNAM, WV; b. March 22, 1863, , PUTNAM, WV.

   More About LAURA ANN 'LACEY' HARMON:
   Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR. REC. OF PUT. CO.WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279 BOOK 1 PAGE 45 LINE 23.

   iv. ROBERT FARLEY HARMON, b. August 20, 1865, , PUTNAM, WV; d. November 01, 1945, , PUTNAM, WV.

   More About ROBERT FARLEY HARMON:
   Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR.REC. OF PUT. CO. WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 55 LINE 1

22. NANCY WALKER6 HARMON (JOHN KELLY SR.5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERNANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1815. She married GEORGE GOOD. He was born
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1817.

More About GEORGE GOOD:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR.REC.OF PUT. CO.WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 52 LINE 34.

Children of NANCY HARMON and GEORGE GOOD are:
  i. MINERVA7 GOOD, b. 1841, , KANAWHA, VA.
  ii. LEVINIA GOOD, b. 1844.
  iii. MARTHA GOOD, b. January 04, 1848, , MASON, VA; d. , PUTNAM, WV.
  iv. WILLIAM H GOOD, b. September 25, 1849; m. MARY H THOMAS, October 20, 1870.
  v. AMANDA J GOOD, b. April 25, 1854; m. JOHN HARRISON, November 25, 1869, , PUTNAM, WV; b. 1846, , MASON, VA.

More About AMANDA J GOOD:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR.REC.PUT.CO.WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 8 LINE172

vi. MYRAM GOOD, b. December 28, 1856, , PUTNAM, VA.

More About MYRAM GOOD:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR. REC. OF PUT. CO. WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 15 LINE 46

vii. INFANT GOOD, b. August 1859.

More About INFANT GOOD:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR. REC. OF PUT. CO. WV. 1852-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 34 LINE 63

viii. GEORGE A GOOD, b. 1864.

More About GEORGE A GOOD:
Sealed to parents (LDS): BIR.REC.OF PUT. CO.WV. 1853-1900 FILM # 0567279, BOOK 1 PAGE 34 LINE 34. THERE WAS NOT MONTH OR DAY LISTED

23. JOHN ALBERT6 HARMON (JOHN KELLY SR.5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born February 1825, and died September 03, 1912 in , PUTNAM, WV. He married SARAH ANN HUBBARD. She was born 1828 in , PUTNAM, VA, and died January 08, 1900 in , PUTNAM, VA.

Children of JOHN HARMON and SARAH HUBBARD are:
  i. FELIX M7 HARMON, b. March 1849, , PUTNAM, VA; d. September 12, 1852, , PUTNAM, VA.
  ii. MARIAH J HARMON, b. 1853, Union, Putnam, WV; m. THOMAS H O CARTER, April 05, 1871, , Putnam, WV.
  40. iii. JOHN W HARMON, b. 1854, , PUTNAM, VA.
  iv. FANNIE E HARMON, b. 1856, , PUTNAM, VA; m. J. J. SAUNDERS, May 17, 1878, , Putnam, WV.
  41. v. STEPHEN LEWIS HARMON, b. January 23, 1858, , PUTNAM, VA; d. Bef. 1928.
  vi. MARY ANN HARMON, b. November 05, 1859, , PUTNAM, VA; d. November 07, 1859, , PUTNAM, VA.
  vii. LEWIS E HARMON, b. May 1860, Kanawha River, Putnam, WV; d. November 06, 1860, , PUTNAM, VA.
  viii. J SARAH HARMON, b. August 19, 1861, , PUTNAM, VA.
  ix. ANNA J HARMON, b. 1862, , PUTNAM, VA; m. ? NOFFINGER.
  x. BETTIE GERTRUDE GARLAND HARMON, b. February 19, 1864, Hutton, Putnam, VA; d. February 11, 1888, , PUTNAM, VA.
  xi. ALBERT FRANKLIN HARMON, b. 1868, , PUTNAM, VA.
  xii. SIMON E HARMON, b. February 10, 1871, , PUTNAM, VA; d. January 06, 1872, , PUTNAM, VA.
  xiii. LYDIA B HARMON, b. February 03, 1872, Hutton, Putnam, VA; m. LUTHER WELLINGTON HONAKER, August 25, 1895.

24. MILTON REECE6 HARMON (JOHN KELLY SR.5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3
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_Hermann, Heinrich Henry_2, Johann Michael_1) was born 1830, and died Dead. He married (1) Mary Catherine Maddox February 25, 1858 in Putnam, WV, daughter of Elias Maddox and Catherine. She was born April 06, 1834 in Kanawha, VA, and died April 09, 1884 in Putnam, VA. He married (2) Martha Bibber October 21, 1885 in Putnam, WV. She was born 1850 in OH.

Children of Milton Harmon and Mary Maddox are:
   i. Regalia Belle_7 Harmon, b. 1862, Union, Putnam, WV; m. Robert Muddings, August 13, 1881, Putnam, WV.
   ii. Elias M Harmon, b. December 03, 1864, Kanawha River, Putnam, WV.
   iii. Willis W Harmon, b. 1868, Putnam, VA; m. Allie Lovejoy, January 29, 1901.
   iv. Howard G Harmon, b. August 24, 1872, Kanawha River, Putnam, WV; d. July 06, 1874, Putnam, VA.
   v. Cephus L Harmon, b. 1876, Kanawha River, Putnam, WV.

Children of Milton Harmon and Martha Bibber are:
   vi. Esther F Harmon, b. October 1886, Union, Putnam, WV.
   vii. Hattie May Harmon, b. September 1889, Union, Putnam, WV; m. Leo Charles Hall, October 24, 1906, Union, Putnam, WV.
   viii. Blanch D Harmon, b. May 1893, Union, Putnam, WV.

25. Allen W_6 Harmon (George Washington_5, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon_4 Sr., Heinrich Henry_3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry_2, Johann Michael_1) was born March 31, 1830 in Kanawha, VA. He married (1) Emma Bingham. He married (2) Elizabeth Jane Parkins March 13, 1855 in Poca, Putnam, WV, daughter of Samuel Parkins and Elizabeth _. She was born 1841 in Gallia, OH, and died August 12, 1870 in Poca, Putnam, VA. He married (3) Mary Jane Dunbar 1871 in Kanawha, WV. She died 1876. He married (4) Augusta V Persinger June 25, 1877 in Putnam, WV. She was born 1853 in Kanawha, VA.

Children of Allen Harmon and Emma Bingham are:
   i. Katherine_1 Harmon, b. August 11, 1887, Putnam, VA.
   ii. Arzilia Angelia Harmon, b. April 24, 1856, 18 Mile Creek, Putnam, WV.
   iii. George A Harmon, b. March 30, 1858, 18 Mile Creek, Putnam, WV; d. August 21, 1858, Putnam, VA.
   iv. ? Harmon, b. December 28, 1858, 18 Mile Creek, Putnam, WV.
   v. John J Harmon, b. 1861, 18 Mile Creek, Putnam, WV.
   vi. Rosa F Harmon, b. 1869, Hutton, Putnam, VA.

Children of Allen Harmon and Mary Dunbar are:
   vii. Elbert_7 Harmon, b. September 01, 1872, Kanawha, VA.
   viii. Franklin Harmon, b. 1873, Poca, Putnam, VA; d. January 09, 1934, Poca, Putnam, VA.
   ix. Walter Harmon, b. 1875, Poca, Putnam, VA.

Child of Allen Harmon and Augusta Persinger is:
   x. David Ed_3 Harmon, b. December 11, 1878, Putnam, VA.

26. Anderson Burr_6 Harmon (George Washington_5, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon_4 Sr., Heinrich Henry_3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry_2, Johann Michael_1) was born 1835 in Putnam, WV, and died April 17, 1922 in Putnam, WV. He married Octavia Hedrick November 17, 1859 in Putnam, WV, daughter of J Hedrick and E ?. She was born 1841 in Putnam, VA.

Children of Anderson Harmon and Octavia Hedrick are:
   i. John R_7 Harmon, b. December 03, 1860, Poca, Putnam, VA.
   ii. Morris R Harmon, b. 1863, Poca, Putnam, VA; d. Bef. 1871.
   iii. Elizabeth F Harmon, b. April 24, 1865, Poca, Putnam, VA; d. Bef. 1873.
   iv. Alford Harmon, b. April 17, 1867, Poca, Putnam, VA; d. September 07, 1869, Poca, Putnam, VA.
   v. Eva A Harmon, b. April 17, 1870, Poca, Putnam, VA; d. October 26, 1873, Poca, Putnam, VA.
   vi. George W Harmon, b. 1873, Poca, Putnam, VA.
vii. FOREST B HARMON, b. June 11, 1876, Poca, PUTNAM, VA.

viii. CARROL M HARMON, b. March 19, 1878, Poca, PUTNAM, VA.

ix. EDNA HARMON, b. May 19, 1883, Poca, PUTNAM, VA.

27. MARGARET⁶ HANDLEY (SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON⁴ SR., HEINRICH HENRY³ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY², JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born November 15, 1808 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA., and died December 29, 1840 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. She married WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE August 08, 1839 in ?, son of WILLIAM LOVE and SUSANNA BRAME. He was born April 28, 1810 in , VA., and died May 23, 1885 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA..

Notes for WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:

Individual: Love, William A.
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Page #: 853
Year: 1860

More About WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Fact 3: Page #: 853
Fact 4: Year: 1860

Children of MARGARET HANDLEY and WILLIAM LOVE are:
i. SARA M.⁷ LOVE, b. December 24, 1840.

ii. SARAH MARGARET LOVE, b. December 24, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. April 08, 1919, , CABELL, VA; m. CHARLES SHOMAKER, October 03, 1860, Chesapeake, , Oh; b. Unknown, ?; d. Unknown, ?.

Notes for CHARLES SHOMAKER:
SERVED IN 8th VA CAV. CO. E. HIS JOB WAS FORGING HORSE SHOES FROM 3-63 TO 4-63 HE WAS WOUNDED AND CAPTURED AT MONOCACY RIVER. (FREDRICK,M D) HE WASWOUNDED IN THE LEFT HIP, TRANSFERED NS HOSP. BALTIMORE TO FORT MCHENRY, 8-30-1864. EXCHANGED 9-30-1864. HE AND SAMPSON SIMMONS SURRENDERED AT APPOMATTOX. PAROLLED CHAS. WV,MAY 1865 AGE 28.

28. NELSON⁶ HANDLEY (SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON⁴ SR., HEINRICH HENRY³ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY², JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born April 02, 1798 in , Greenbrier, VA, and died January 12, 1879 in , PUTNAM, WV. He married ALETHA BARUM May 11, 1823 in , Mason, VA, daughter of THOMAS BARUM. She was born August 28, 1801 in Frazier's Bottom, Putnam, VA, and died June 16, 1887 in Frazier's, PUTNAM, WV--Methodist Ch. Cem..

Children of NELSON HANDLEY and ALETHA BARUM are:
i. JOHN⁷ HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1828.

ii. NANCY HANDLEY.

iii. LEWIS HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1833.

42. iv. SAMUEL CHASE HANDLEY, b. April 18, 1835, , PUTNAM, WV; d. July 01, 1908, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.

43. v. JANE ANN HANDLEY, b. June 04, 1847; d. November 27.

29. ALEXANDER WALKER⁶ HANDLEY (SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON⁴ SR., HEINRICH HENRY³ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY², JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?. He married (2) ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., daughter of WILLIAM GRIFFIN and VIRGINIA BEAUMONT. She was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct..
Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.  
County/State: Putnam Co., VA  
Location: 46th District  
Page #: 303  
Year: 1850

[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETARY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE  TEAYS VALLEY, WVA 
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA  

More About ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN: 
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906  
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO.   VA. IN  1823 

Child of ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY is:
44.  i.  [SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER7 HANDLEY, b. April 08, 1846, TEAYS, PUTNAM, WV; d. 1942.

Children of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN are:
45.  ii. CHARLES W7 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.  
    v. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838. 
46.  vi. VICTORIA E. HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838, , PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. May 30, 1898, LAKELAND, , FLA.. 
    vii. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR. 

    More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:  
    Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED  

    ix. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846. 
47.  x. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. 

30. HARRISON J. HANDLEY6 JR (SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HEINRICH3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HEINRICH2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born November 23, 1816, and died July 14, 1873 in , PUTNAM, WV. He married SARAH ANN ELIZABETH WEST November 23, 1843 in , KANAWHA,VA, daughter of THOMAS WEST and MARY HENSON.

Children of HARRISON JR and SARAH WEST are:
    i. ELIZA7 HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1853. 
    ii. JOHN W HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1856; m. LOUISA BECK, March 14, 1883. 
    iii. SARAH E HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1860; m. JOHN ACRES. 
    iv. JEFFERSON HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1862; m. MARY ELLEN KEATON, December 24, 1885. 
    v. STONEWALL JACKSON H HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; m. REBECCA M BECKETT. 
    vi. MARTHA (MATT) HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1867; m. CHARLES HARBOUR. 
    vii. NANNIE CECIL HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1869; d. April 27, 1947; m. (1) HENRY V CLARK; m. (2) CAL BIAS. 
    viii. JOSEPHINE HANDLEY. 
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31. JOHN\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 15, 1811 in , Putnam, VA, and died March 21, 1850 in , Putnam, VA. He married ELEANOR S. SUMMERS January 16, 1840, daughter of "POSSIBLY" ANDREW SUMMERS.

Notes for ELEANOR S. SUMMERS:
This is possible Father of Eleanor

Andrew Summers, Sr was of Dutch descent, his grandfather having immigrated to the Americas. Came from the vicinity of Harrisonburg, VA to Gap Mills in 1816 with his son Andrew Summers, Jr., then age 10. They built what was possibly the first brick house west of the Alleghanies, a two story structure that was torn down in 1888. Between 1832 and 1836 they also built a woolen mill, oil mill, distillery, tanyard, wagon factory and triphammer forge - WOW.

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and ELEANOR SUMMERS are:
   i. LUCURGUS\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY, b. 1843; m. (1) OLLIE WEST; m. (2) HATTIE BURGE.
   ii. OLGA HANDLEY, b. 1846; m. J. ALFRED BUCKNER.
   iii. SAMUEL L HANDLEY, b. March 27, 1849; m. (1) MARY F. SHEFF; m. (2) UNK.

32. WILLIAM ALLISON\textsuperscript{6} HANDLEY (SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 26, 1823, and died September 21, 1889 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. He married ADELINE F WEST. She was born May 27, 1832, and died February 17, 1917.

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and ADELINE WEST are:
   i. MARY E\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY, b. March 28, 1851, Teays Valley, Putnam, VA.
   ii. SARAH LEVENA HANDLEY, b. June 27, 1852, Teays Valley, Putnam, VA; d. August 26, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iii. SAMUEL THOMAS HANDLEY, b. October 28, 1854, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iv. MARGARET JANE HANDLEY, b. October 30, 1856, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   v. CHARLES SIMMONS HANDLEY, b. August 12, 1858, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. December 13, 1944, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vi. LEAH WALKER HANDLEY, b. June 12, 1860, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. September 02, 1861, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vii. VIRGINIA ADELINE HANDLEY, b. June 16, 1862, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. August 18, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   viii. WILLIAM ALEXANDER HANDLEY, b. March 25, 1864, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. August 27, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   ix. GEORGE NYE HANDLEY, b. May 26, 1866, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. August 26, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   x. FANNY LOVE HANDLEY, b. March 31, 1868, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. December 17, 1917.
   xi. ANNIE ELIZA HANDLEY, b. March 06, 1870, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV; d. May 28, 1872, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xii. JOHN LEWIS HANDLEY, b. April 11, 1872, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xiii. FRANK DAVIS HANDLEY.

Generation No. 7

33. COLUMBUS C\textsuperscript{7} HARMON (THOMAS III\textsuperscript{6}, THOMAS\textsuperscript{5}, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 07, 1845 in , Kanawha, VA, and died August 22, 1923 in , PUTNAM, VA. He married FRANCES A. (FANNIE) RAY September 10, 1868 in , Putnam, WV. She was born 1852 in , PUTNAM, VA.

Child of COLUMBUS HARMON and FRANCES RAY is:
   i. LOTTIE HUTSON\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, b. November 04, 1878, Pocatalico, Putnam, WV.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

34. JOSEPH HUTSON7 HARMON (THOMAS III6, THOMAS5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born March 1847. He married (1) CLARISSA. He married (2) JOSEPHINE ALICE LANTHAM 1901 in , Putnam, WV. She was born 1878.

Children of JOSEPH HARMON and CLARISSA are:
   i. DORA LEE8 HARMON, m. JESSE T NULL, October 03, 1897, , Putnam, WV.
   ii. LULU BELLE HARMON, m. ORVILLE THOMAS LEACH, July 30, 1899, , Putnam, WV.
   iii. EVERT HARMON, b. 1881, , PUTNAM, VA.
   iv. LAURA E HARMON, b. May 1884, , PUTNAM, VA.
   v. JOSEPH C HARMON, b. June 1887, , PUTNAM, VA.
   vi. EFFIE F HARMON, b. May 1888.
   vii. ELLA H HARMON, b. February 1891, , PUTNAM, VA.

Children of JOSEPH HARMON and JOSEPHINE LANTHAM are:
   viii. DELLA B9 HARMON.
   ix. ETHEL P HARMON.
   x. FREDRICK B HARMON.

35. HENRY7 HARMON (WINSTON6, HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 25, 1824 in , Henry, IN, and died December 11, 1911 in CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV. He married MARY ELIZABETH MEDLEY March 19, 1857 in , Putnam, WV, daughter of JOHN MEDLEY and MARY STANLEY. She was born April 06, 1835 in , Kanawha, VA, and died June 10, 1878 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.

Children of HENRY HARMON and MARY MEDLEY are:
   i. JAMES M9 HARMON, b. January 1858, Red House, Putnam WV.
   ii. MARY JANE HARMON, b. February 01, 1859, Red House, Putnam WV; d. May 09, 1951, Charleston, Kanawha, WV; m. JAMES TIMOTHY MORGAN, June 20, 1883, , KANAWHA, WV; b. September 04, 1857.
   iii. SARAH W HARMON, b. 1861; m. ? HOOPER.
   iv. JOHN (JOHNNIE) HARMON, b. October 28, 1862; d. August 21, 1867 , , PUTNAM, VA.
   v. MARTHA ALICE HARMON, b. March 21, 1866, Red House, Putnam WV; m. (1) ALVIN DUDDEING; m. (2) JAMES THOMAS BRYANT, August 02, 1887, Riverside, Putnam, WV; b. 1860.
   vi. EMMA F HARMON, b. November 1867; m. JOSEPH P MALCOLM; b. October 08, 1853; d. November 03, 1928, Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
   vii. CLARA DEAN HARMON, b. June 04, 1869, Red House, Putnam WV; d. February 27, 1934, Charleston, Kanawha, WV; m. THOMAS FLOYD PARRISH, August 02, 1889, , Putnam, WV; b. March 04, 1861, Poca, PUTNAM, VA; d. January 29, 1919, Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
   viii. KATE HARMON, b. June 11, 1871, , PUTNAM, VA; m. ? GRIMSTEAD.
   ix. WILLIE L HARMON, b. 1873; m. DAVID RUST.
   x. LILLIE B HARMON, b. June 29, 1874; m. JAMES DODSON, 1894.
   xi. ? HARMON, b. October 22, 1875.
   xii. ETHEL MAY HARMON, b. May 11, 1877, , PUTNAM, VA; d. October 20, 1958; m. (1) GEORGE JORDAN; m. (2) O. F. KIDD; b. July 01, 1885; d. December 27, 1953, Alum Creek, Kanawha, WV.

36. THOMAS FRANKLIN7 HARMON (WINSTON6, HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1842 in , PUTNAM, VA. He married (1) HARRIET J. She was born 1844, and died January 02, 1892 in , PUTNAM, VA. He married (2) LUCINDA OLDAKER November 10, 1892 in , Putnam, WV. She was born 1870.

Children of THOMAS HARMON and HARRIET J. are:
   i. HARRIET8 HARMON, d. May 18, 1879, , PUTNAM, VA.
   ii. JESSE WINSTON HARMON, b. March 1869, Union, Putnam, WV; m. MARTHE A JOHNSON; b. August 1872.
   iii. WILLIAM W HARMON, b. 1873.
   iv. THOMAS J HARMON, b. 1876.
   v. LIMMIE M HARMON, b. 1880, , PUTNAM, VA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

37. ELIZABETH ANN7 HARMON (ELI FERDINAND6, HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1840. She married (1) JOSEPH WASHINGTON. She married (2) JAMES BURGESS.

Children of ELIZABETH HARMON and JOSEPH WASHINGTON are:
   i. VICTORIA E8 WASHINGTON, m. DR. G. A. SHUMATE.
   ii. ADDIE M WASHINGTON.
   iii. FRANCES C WASHINGTON.
   iv. DR. W. H. WASHINGTON WASHINGTON, m. MARY ELLE BYERS.
   v. DR T. D. WASHINGTON, m. NELLIE JANE BURGESS.

38. WILLIAM HENRY7 HARMON (ELI FERDINAND6, HENRY HARRISON5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1845 in , Wayne, VA, and died November 17, 1918 in Plymouth, Putnam, WV. He married (1) LUCINDA GRIFFITH. He married (2) MARY ANN HOLSTEIN December 23, 1863 in Poca, Putnam, WV, daughter of WILLIAM HOLSTEIN and CYNTHIA ?. She was born 1846 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 10, 1915 in Charleston, Kanawha, WV.

   Children of WILLIAM HARMON and LUCINDA GRIFFITH are:
      i. PERRY8 HARMON, b. Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
      ii. WILBURN HARMON, b. Bet. 1835 - 1839.
      iii. NETTIE HARMON, abt. 1886; m. (1) THOMAS ?, Missouri; m. (2) JOHN W QUINN, October 02, 1904, , Putnam, WV; b. Abt. 1881.

   Children of WILLIAM HARMON and MARY HOLSTEIN are:
      iv. BLANCH9 HARMON, b. 1865, , PUTNAM, VA.
      v. WIST B HARMON, b. August 14, 1867, , Kanawha, VA.
      vi. WALTER G HARMON, b. September 30, 1869, , Kanawha, VA.
      vii. HOLLY C HARMON, b. September 30, 1869, , Kanawha, VA.
      viii. MATILDA (MATTIE) FIELD HARMON, b. 1872, , Kanawha, VA.
      ix. ELIZABETH A HARMON, b. 1876, , Kanawha, VA.

39. EDMUND7 HARMON (STROTHER W6, JOHN KELLY SR5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1837. He married CAROLINE WILSON May 31, 1860 in , Putnam, WV, daughter of NOBLE WILSON and ELIZABETH ?. She was born 1841 in , MASON, WV.

   Children of EDMUND HARMON and CAROLINE WILSON are:
      i. GENEVA8 HARMON, b. January 10, 1867, Buffalo, Putnam, WV.
      ii. JULIUS C HARMON, b. October 11, 1872, Buffalo, Putnam, WV.

40. JOHN W7 HARMON (JOHN ALBERT6, JOHN KELLY SR5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born 1854 in , PUTNAM, VA. He married LIZZIE. She was born December 1865 in , , KY.

   Children of JOHN HARMON and LIZZIE are:
      i. PAUL8 HARMON.
      ii. RUTH HARMON, m. STANLEY HONAKER.
      iii. ? HARMON, m. ELIZABETH MILLER.
      iv. STEPHEN G HARMON, b. August 1882, , WV; d. Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
      v. ANNA B HARMON, b. September 1884; m. MADISON MCCALLISTER.
      vi. ALBERT M HARMON, b. September 1887, , WV.
      vii. JAMES A HARMON, b. October 1890; d. Nitro, Putnam, WV.
      viii. BENTON O HARMON, b. August 1894; d. Roncerverte, Greenbrier, WV.
      ix. SARAH R HARMON, b. December 1896.

41. STEPHEN LEWIS7 HARMON (JOHN ALBERT6, JOHN KELLY SR5, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HARMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 23, 1858 in , PUTNAM, VA, and
Children of STEPHEN HARMON and MAMIE THOMAS are:
   i. MINTA6 HARMON.
   ii. ANNA MAY HARMON.
   iii. STEPHEN HARMON.
   iv. JOHN HARMON.

42. SAMUEL CHASE7 HANDLEY (NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born April 18, 1835 in, PUTNAM, WV, and died July 01, 1908 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV. He married MARY JANE JORDAN November 17, 1857, daughter of JOHNNATHAN JORDAN and MARGARET ERWIN. She was born July 31, 1835 in, PUTNAM, WV, and died July 30, 1917 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.

Children of SAMUEL HANDLEY and MARY JORDAN are:
50. i. SARAH MARGARET8 HANDLEY, b. January 23, 1858; d. March 09, 1938.
51. ii. NELSON WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. October 09, 1858; d. October 19, 1923.
   iii. JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY, b. October 24, 1861; d. October 19, 1923, COLUMBUS, OH; m. SARAH JANE SMITH, 1880, Frazier's Bottom, Putnam WV; b. November 14, 1860; d. November 29, 1939, COLUMBUS, OH.

More About JOHN FRANKLIN HANDLEY:
Burial: Evergreen Cemetery

More About SARAH JANE SMITH:
Burial: Evergreen Cemetery

52. iv. LETHA ELIZABETH HANDLEY, b. February 04, 1864; d. June 1951.
53. v. MILENDA W. HANDLEY, b. July 15, 1866; d. July 05, 1954, Gallipolis, Gallia, OH; m. FRANK ROOD.
   vi. MILISSA AMYTTIS HANDLEY, b. April 04, 1869; d. February 17, 1904.
54. vii. JULIUS CEASER HANDLEY, b. July 07, 1871, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV; d. September 04, 1910, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.
   viii. CHARLES AUGUSTA HANDLEY, b. December 04, 1873; d. November 02, 1945.
   ix. JANE ANN HANDLEY, b. May 02, 1876; d. November 17, 1964; m. JOSEPH P. THOMERSON; b. July 06, 1873, NORFOLK, VA; d. November 09, 1939, COLUMBUS, OH.

43. JANE ANN7 HANDLEY (NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born June 04, 1847, and died November 27. She married HILLARY BIRD October 02, 1879, son of ELIAH BIRD and CELIA GORDAN. He was born October 01, 1821 in, HARTFORD, NC, and died December 28, 1892 in, MASON, WV.

Children of JANE HANDLEY and HILLARY BIRD are:
55. i. IDA C8 BIRD, b. May 01, 1881, MASON, WV.
   ii. KENNEY A. BIRD, b. April 09, 1882.
   iii. MARY ELLEN BIRD, b. March 03, 1891.
   iv. HILLARY ANN BIRD, b. September 04, 1892.

44. [SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER7 HANDLEY (ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born April 08, 1846 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, WV, and died 1942. She married CICERO LEWIS BOWYER February 13, 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born October 05, 1843 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died 1928.

More About [SARAH [SALLIE] WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: WINFIELD, PUTNAM, WV

Notes for CICERO LEWIS BOWYER:
FARMER. MEMBER OF M. E. CHURCH.
Children of SARAH HANDLEY and CICERO BOWYER are:

i. EARL C. BOWYER, b. January 19, 1869.

Notes for EARL C. BOWYER:
MERCHAND

ii. LEONORA B. BOWYER, b. November 27, 1870; m. JOHN W. MILLER, July 08, 1891; b. Unknown, OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. Unknown.

56. iii. ZENA CLYDE BOWYER, b. March 30, 1875, OF WINCHESTER, , W.VA.; d. Unknown.

45. CHARLES W7 HANDLEY (ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMAN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Bröderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:

58. i. MARION LOVE5 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.

59. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.

60. iii. LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; d. August 23, 1929.

iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLA HANDLEY.

46. VICTORIA E.7 HANDLEY (ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMAN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was
engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park, where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of Victoria Handley and Napoleon Bowyer are:
   i. Frederick Earl Bowyer, b. Red River, Texas; d. March 30, 1898.
   ii. Frank C. Bowyer, b. November 06, 1869, Teays, Putnam, W.Va.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii. Carl Griffin Bowyer, b. 1882, Red River, Texas; d. 1911; m. Ida.

47. John Samuel Handley (Alexander Walker, Sarah Walker Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon Sr., Heinrich Henry Hermann, Heinrich Henry, Johann Michael) was born November 26, 1851 in Teays Valley, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in Teays, Putnam, W.Va... He married Leah Phenton Love June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of William Love and Elizabeth Shelton. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for John Samuel Handley:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About John Samuel Handley:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for Leah Phenton Love:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About Leah Phenton Love:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETARY, HUNTINGTON

Children of John Handley and Leah Love are:
   i. Eliza L amore Handley, b. November 30, 1882.
   iii. Beniah William Handley, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for Beniah William Handley:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About Beniah William Handley:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.

   vi. Shelton Griffin Handley, b. May 09, 1897.

48. Fred G Handley (Alexander Walker, Sarah Walker Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon Sr., Heinrich Henry Hermann, Heinrich Henry, Johann Michael) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) Mary R. Morris. She was born 1847, and died
1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
   i. ERNEST HANDLEY.
   ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

49. CHARLES SIMMONS7 HANDLEY (WILLIAM ALLISON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born August 12, 1858 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV, and died December 13, 1944 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. He married MARTHA ELLEN WOODY March 12, 1879 in Mount Vernon, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV. She was born September 06, 1860 in Winfield, Putnam, WV, and died May 15, 1930 in Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and MARTHA WOODY are:
64. i. EARL CLAYTON (CLATE)8 HANDLEY, b. December 25, 1879, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. 1952, Scott District, Putnam, WV.
   ii. OWEN SIMON HANDLEY, b. July 08, 1881, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iii. GEORGE WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. April 17, 1883, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   iv. LEE KENNY HANDLEY, b. July 18, 1884, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   v. FRANK CHARLES HANDLEY, b. October 22, 1886, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vi. HARRY GORDON HANDLEY, b. April 18, 1888, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   vii. NYDE L HANDLEY, b. November 14, 1889, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   ix. RUSSELL LEON HANDLEY, b. March 23, 1894, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   x. GUY MARVIN HANDLEY, b. September 27, 1895, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
66. xi. HERMAN EVERETTE HANDLEY, b. October 10, 1897, Scott District, Teays, Putnam, WV; d. September 25, 1968, Newell, Hancock, WV.
   xii. HAROLD HERBERT HANDLEY, b. January 08, 1900, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xiii. ARNOLD ARCHIE HANDLEY, b. November 02, 1901, Teays Valley, Putnam, WV.
   xiv. ELIZABETH L HANDLEY, d. June 15, 1979; m. ??? SCHILKE.
   xv. ARLEAN MAYME HANDLEY, d. April 23, 1934.

Generation No. 8

50. SARAH MARGARET8 HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE7, NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 23, 1858, and died March 09, 1938. She married (1) ALEXANDER HUSTON FAUDREE. She married (2) ? HANDLY 1881.

Child of SARAH HANDLEY and ALEXANDER FAUDREE is:
67. i. MARY E.? FAUDREE, b. April 03, 1896; d. November 01, 1983.

Children of SARAH HANDLEY and ? HANDLY are:
   ii. STELLA9 HANDLY, b. 1882.
   iii. FLORENCE HANDLY, b. 1886.
   iv. DENBER HANDLY, b. 1892.

51. NELSON WILLIAM8 HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE7, NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Harmon 4 Sr., Heinrich Henry 3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry 2, Johann Michael 1) was born October 09, 1858, and died October 19, 1923. He married (1) Rosetta Catherine Safreed November 15, 1878 in Buffalo, Putnam, WV, daughter of Samuel Safreed and Carolina Durnburger. She was born March 11, 1859, and died January 22, 1910. He married (2) Alice Duff Aft. 1910. She was born March 04, 1838, and died March 31, 1944.

Children of Nelson Handley and Rosetta Safreed are:

i. Sarah Ann 9 Handley, b. October 26, 1880.
ii. Letha Margaret Handley, b. 1883.
iii. Caroline Elizabeth Handley, b. July 08, 1885.
iv. Will Alberta Handley, b. April 03, 1887.
v. Mary Melissa Amythis Handley, b. August 04, 1889.
vi. Florence Handley, b. September 07, 1891.
viii. Unknown Handley, b. 1896.
ix. Marcy Avalon Handley, b. July 03, 1898.
x. Alva Catherine Handley, b. Private.
xi. Elmer Handley, b. 1903.

52. Letha Elizabeth 8 Handley (Samuel Chase 7, Nelson 6, Sarah Walker 5 Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon 4 Sr., Heinrich Henry 3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry 2, Johann Michael 1) was born February 04, 1864, and died June 1951. She married James C. Wright. He was born June 05, 1864, and died August 21, 1924 in Point Pleasant, Mason, WV.

Child of Letha Handley and James Wright is:

i. James 9 Wright.

53. Julius Ceaser 8 Handley (Samuel Chase 7, Nelson 6, Sarah Walker 5 Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon 4 Sr., Heinrich Henry 3 Hermann, Heinrich Henry 2, Johann Michael 1) was born July 07, 1871 in Pliny, Putnam, WV, and died September 04, 1910 in Pliny, Putnam, WV. He married Lillian Elsie Adams May 21, 1909 in , Mason, OH, daughter of James Adams and Elizabeth Bird. She was born January 14, 1883 in , Mason, OH, and died September 28, 1968 in Sacramento, CA.

Notes for Julius Ceaser Handley:
'jule' handley was shot and killed by Lilly Chapman on September 4, 1910. Two trials were held, convicted of involuntary manslaughter, sentenced to two years at women's prison in Moundsville WV.

More About Julius Ceaser Handley:
Burial: Friers Bottom, Putnam, WV
Cause of Death: Gunshot

Notes for Lillian Elsie Adams:
Lillian Adams Handley moved to Columbus, OH in 1913 where she opened a boarding house (for men only). I'm not sure if she owned the building. She lived close to her sister-in-law Jennie Handley Thomerson, my mother Virgibia Bird Handley Pettett, remembered livingthere and remembered aunt Jennie. Mother was 8 years old when her mother Lillian married Chester Davis of Chesapeake, OH. He had three children by a previous marriage, Oral, Harold and Verta.

More About Lillian Elsie Adams:
Cause of Death: Old Age
Medical Information: Senile

Child of Julius Handley and Lillian Adams is:

68. i. Virginia Bird 9 Handley, b. March 03, 1910, Pliny, Putnam, WV; d. July 20, 1992, Peebles, OH.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

54. CHARLES AUGUSTA H. HANDLEY (SAMUEL CHASE, NELSON, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born December 04, 1873, and died November 02, 1945. He married EVIE V. CHAPMAN, daughter of LEE CHAPMAN and HARRIET ?. She was born May 1879, and died November 1906.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and EVIE CHAPMAN are:

i. WILLIAM HOBART HANDLEY, b. August 07, 1898; d. September 17, 1952.
ii. JAMES RUSSELL HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1899; d. August 25, 1976; m. INEZ MEADOWS.
iii. MARY HANDLEY, m. REV. CLETON MARTIN.

55. IDA C. BIR (JANE ANN HANDLEY, NELSON, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born May 01, 1881 in , MASON, WV. She married HARRY C. DAY March 26, 1910 in , Mason, WV.

Children of IDA BIR and HARRY DAY are:

i. OSBORN DAY.
ii. HANDLEY DAY.
iii. HILDA DAY.

56. ZENA CLYDE BOWYER (SARAH (SALLIE) WALKER HANDLEY, ALEXANDER WALKER, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born March 12, 1874. She married J. WILLIAM MORRIS June 10, 1894 in ?. He was born Unknown in OF WINFIELD, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died Unknown.

Children of ZENA BOWYER and J. MORRIS are:

i. RUTH M. MORRIS.
ii. M. MORRIS MORRIS.

57. LOUIS B. BOWYER (SARAH (SALLIE) WALKER HANDLEY, ALEXANDER WALKER, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born December 30, 1875 in OF WINCHESTER, , W.VA., and died Unknown. He married CLARA HOWELL March 22, 1899 in ?. She died Unknown.

Child of LOUIS BOWYER and CLARA HOWELL is:

i. RAYMOND L. BOWYER, b. October 26, 1902.

58. MARION LOVE HANDLEY (CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:

i. SON HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

59. FRANK HANDLEY (CHARLES W, ALEXANDER WALKER, SARAH WALKER HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY HERRMANN, HEINRICH HENRY, JOHANN MICHAEL) was born October 15, 1859 in Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:

70. i. CHARLES MARION9 HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896., Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
72. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
73. vi. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1908, ONa, Cabell, WV; d. February 02, 1988.
74. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

60. LEONIDUS B.8 HANDLEY (CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:

i. MARIAN LOVE9 HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
Unmarried

76. iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.
77. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

61. FRANK C.8 BOWYER (VICTORIA E.7 HANDLEY, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in LOUNDS, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:

i. FRANK PRAGUE9 BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, FLA..
ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

62. GARLAND LOVE8 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFontisee. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Heloise Ernestine7 Bowyer, born May 09, 1895 in Winter Park, Orange Co., FL; died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, NC. She married

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
77. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY9 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
78. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

63. EARL SAMUEL8 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
79. i. ALICE LOVE8 HANDLEY, b. November 10, 1920.
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

64. EARL CLAYTON (CLATE)8 HANDLEY (CHARLES SIMMONS7, WILLIAM ALLISON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born December 25, 1879 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV, and died 1952 in Scott District, Putnam, WV. He married IDA B. WALTON 1899 in Scott District, Putnam, WV, daughter of HENRY WALTON and MAHALA BLACK. She was born 1881 in Teays, Putnam, WV, and died 1964 in Teays, Putnam, WV.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and IDA WALTON are:
   80. ii. MAHALA M. HANDLEY.
   iii. OPAL M. HANDLEY, b. December 1909, Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV; d. 1990; m. ?? DANIELS.
   82. v. RUTH ELLEN HANDLEY.
   vi. CHARLES HENRY HANDLEY, b. 1916, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. 1991, Proctorville, Lawrence, OH; m. ANNA MAE ???.
   vii. BURNICE M. HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1917, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. May 1989, St Albans, Kanawha, WV.
   viii. ANNA DORIS HANDLEY.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

65.  HENRY LEWIS\(^8\) HANDLEY (CHARLES SIMMONS\(^7\), WILLIAM ALLISON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born February 19, 1892 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV, and died Abt. 1919 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV.  He married NELLIE MAE ????.  She was born August 06, 1899 in Scott Dist. Teays, Putnam, WV, and died January 09, 1989.

Child of HENRY HANDLEY and NELLIE ??? is:
   i.  JOHN C.\(^9\) HANDLEY.

66.  HERMAN EVERETTE\(^8\) HANDLEY (CHARLES SIMMONS\(^7\), WILLIAM ALLISON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born October 10, 1897 in Scott District, Teays, Putnam, WV, and died July 20, 1992 in PEEBLES, OH.  She married PATRICK HILLIP.

Child of HERMAN HANDLEY and CLARA ??? is:

Generation No. 9

67.  MARY E.\(^9\) FAUDREE (SARAH MARGARET\(^8\) HANDLEY, SAMUEL CHASE\(^7\), NELSON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born April 03, 1896, and died November 01, 1983.  She married PATRICK A. MARRAH.  He died 1953.

Children of MARY FAUDREE and PATRICK MARRAH are:
   i.  JAMES H.\(^10\) MARRAH.
   ii.  MARIANNA MARRAH.
   iii.  FLORENCE MARRAH.
   iv.  WILLIAM F. MARRAH.
   v.  JOHN A. MARRAH.
   vi.  RICHARD I. MARRAH.
   vii.  ROBERT D. MARRAH.

68.  VIRGINIA BIRD\(^9\) HANDLEY (JULIUS CEASER\(^8\), SAMUEL CHASE\(^7\), NELSON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born March 03, 1910 in Pliny, PUTNAM, WV, and died July 20, 1992 in PEEBLES, OH.  She married PHILLIP WAYNE PETTETT October 22, 1929 in Cincinnati, OH.  He was born October 19, 1906 in COPPERHILL, TN, and died June 28, 1985 in PEEBLES, OH.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and PHILLIP PETTETT are:
   i.  JANICE ELAINE\(^10\) PETTETT.
   ii.  PHILLIS ANN PETTETT, b. October 03, 1936, HAMILTON, OH; d. June 23, 1996, LOMPOC, CA.
   iii.  BARBARA VIRGINIA PETTETT, b. September 18, 1938, Cincinnati, OH.

69.  WILLIAM HOBART\(^9\) HANDLEY (CHARLES AUGUSTA\(^8\), SAMUEL CHASE\(^7\), NELSON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born August 07, 1898, and died September 17, 1952.  He married ELIZABETH COLLIER.  She was born June 15, 1899, and died April 08, 1952.

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and ELIZABETH COLLIER are:
   i.  LEE CHARLES\(^10\) HANDLEY, b. December 16, 1917; d. 1983, Pliny, PUTNAM, WV.
   ii.  VIOLET LOUISE HANDLEY.
   iii.  NAOME PEARL HANDLEY.

70.  CHARLES MARION\(^9\) HANDLEY (FRANK\(^8\), CHARLES W\(^7\), ALEXANDER WALKER\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDELY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE10 HANDELY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDELY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
85. ii. GORDON10 HANDELY, b. March 01, 1919.
86. iii. DARRELL HANDELY, b. May 22, 1922.

71. RICHARD GOOODWIN9 HANDELY (FRANK8, CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOOODWIN HANDELY:
   (THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.
   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa's face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue Lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.
   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from their home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.
   He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDELY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
87. i. VIRGINIA10 HANDELY, b. April 26, 1921.
88. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDELY, b. January 22, 1926.

72. CLARK WALKER9 HANDELY (FRANK8, CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFATHER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDELY and EDNA OLDFATHER are:
   i. LEONA MAE10 HANDELY, b. May 30, 1926.
90. ii. LOWELL HANDELY, b. January 03, 1928.
91. iii. DONALD HANDELY, b. November 28, 1929.
91. iv. ROBERT HANDELY, b. October 16, 1933.

73. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE9 HANDELY (FRANK8, CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDELY and MARION PELLOW are:
92. i. CHARLES RICHARD10 HANDELY.
93. ii. MARIAN 'MARNEY' HANDELY, b. June 25, 1943.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

74. RUTH OLIVIA⁹ KENDRICK (FRANK⁸ HANDLEY, CHARLES W⁷, ALEXANDER WALKER⁶, SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON³ SR., HEINRICH HENRY⁴ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY³, JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
94. i. LINDA¹⁰ HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
     ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

75. EVERETTE LESTER⁹ HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B⁸, CHARLES W⁷, ALEXANDER WALKER⁶, SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON³ SR., HEINRICH HENRY⁴ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY³, JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
THe lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
i. GENEVIEVE¹⁰ HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
     ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

76. IRENE⁹ HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B⁸, CHARLES W⁷, ALEXANDER WALKER⁶, SARAH WALKER⁵ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON³ SR., HEINRICH HENRY⁴ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY³, JOHANN MICHAEL¹) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
i. FLOYD 'TWIN'¹⁰ LOY.
     ii. CHARLES 'TWIN' LOY.

77. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸ TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE⁶ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁵, ALEXANDER WALKER⁴, SARAH WALKER³ HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON¹ SR., HEINRICH HENRY³ HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY², JOHANN MICHAEL¹) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENshaw, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
95. i. ROBERT ARTHUR10 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
96. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
97. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

78. WILLIAM BOWYER5 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE5, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER8 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON8 Sr., HEINRICH HENRY5 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression.. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next
morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty.) They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD, inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (#2). From that time on I was a; Hotel desk clerk Oil Co. delivery-man Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla. Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla. " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla. " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washeterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).


Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.) CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, GA. She was a member of the Claton Baptist Church, when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, GA. In 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugaloo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.

When I retired from GA. Power Co. in 1987 she returned to Clayton Baptist Church.
She served as President of the Coosa School PTA at Coosa, GA. And Woodville Elementary PTA at Hollywood, GA.

She taught Sunday School at Tallulah Falls, Clayton Baptist Churches.

Martha was a big help in the church office assisting when they were short handed. I know of no time that she was asked to do a job that she refused. She was an active member of the women of GA Power Co as well as the GA Power Co. Ambassadors Club as chaplain.

She started to work for the US Postal Service in October, 1967 as clerk at Tallulah Falls. Made Postmaster Theresome time later, served as officer in charge at Dillard, GA. For a short period then transfered to Rabun Gap, GA. and retired October 2, 1992.

She loved her Lord and Maker and studied His word faithfully. There can be no
DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:

98. i. RUBY HELOISE\(^{10}\) HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
99. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
100. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

79. ALICE LOVE\(^9\) HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL\(^8\), JOHN SAMUEL\(^7\), ALEXANDER WALKER\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN 1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:
   i. LINDA LOVE\(^{10}\) SLATER, b. June 06, 1941; d. November 25, 1982.

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE\(^{10}\) SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

80. MAHALA M.\(^9\) HANDLEY (EARL CLAYTON (CLATE)\(^8\), CHARLES SIMMONS\(^7\), WILLIAM ALLISON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born March 21, 1912 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV, and died August 1965 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV. She married HARRY HICKS. He was born Abt. 1890.

Children of MAHALA HANDLEY and HARRY HICKS are:
   i. BILLY\(^{10}\) HICKS.
   ii. PAUL DOUGLAS HICKS, b. April 23, 1924, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV; d. November 21, 1936, Scott Dist., Putnam, WV.

81. LAYKE MORRISON\(^9\) HANDLEY (EARL CLAYTON (CLATE)\(^8\), CHARLES SIMMONS\(^7\), WILLIAM ALLISON\(^6\), SARAH WALKER\(^5\) HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\(^4\) SR., HEINRICH HENRY\(^3\) HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\(^2\), JOHANN MICHAEL\(^1\)) was born March 21, 1912 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV, and died August 1965 in Scott Dist., Putnam, WV. He married CLARA MAY LONG, daughter of LAYTON LONG and DALVENA ?.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of LAYKE HANDLEY and CLARA LONG are:
  i. CLARA RUTH\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY, b. 1932, Teays, Putnam, WV; d. 1947, Teays, Putnam, WV.
  ii. JOE HANDLEY.
  iii. JEAN HANDLEY.
  iv. CATHERINE HANDLEY.
  v. IDA MORRISON HANDLEY, m. ??? WATSON.
  vi. DONNA LOU HANDLEY.

82. RUTH ELLEN\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (EARL CLAYTON (CLATE)\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES SIMMONS\textsuperscript{7}, WILLIAM ALLISON\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 22, 1922. She married JOHN RILEY.

Children of RUTH HANDLEY and JOHN RILEY are:
  i. ??? RILEY.
  ii. ??? RILEY.

Generation No. 10

83. PHILLIS ANN\textsuperscript{10} PETTETT (VIRGINIA BIRD\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY, JULIUS CEASER\textsuperscript{8}, SAMUEL CHASE\textsuperscript{7}, NELSON\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 03, 1936 in , HAMILTON, OH, and died June 23, 1996 in LOMPOC, , CA. She married GLEN DANIEL PARIS.

Children of PHILLIS PETTETT and GLEN PARIS are:
  i. GLEN DANIEL\textsuperscript{11} PARIS.
  ii. DOUGLASS WAYNE PARIS.
  iii. DAVID ALLEN PARIS.
  iv. VIRGINIA ANN PARIS.

101.

84. BARBARA VIRGINIA\textsuperscript{10} PETTETT (VIRGINIA BIRD\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY, JULIUS CEASER\textsuperscript{8}, SAMUEL CHASE\textsuperscript{7}, NELSON\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born September 18, 1938 in Cincinnati, , OH. She married (1) DANIEL FREDERICK REASOR, son of WARREN REASOR and MARGARET MOTKO. She married (2) LOUIS CLARANCE DOODY.

Child of BARBARA PETTETT and DANIEL REASOR is:
102. i. DANIEL FREDERICK\textsuperscript{11} REASOR, JR.

85. GORDON\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
  i. SHIRLEY\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

86. DARRELL\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
103. i. SHARON\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

87. VIRGINIA\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{5}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1})
was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
104. i. SANDRA K\textsuperscript{11} DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
105. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
106. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

88. ROLLAND BRUBAKER\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{8}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN 'LYNN' THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
107. i. CRAIG\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY.
ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
108. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

89. LOWELL\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
109. i. SON\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

90. DONALD\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
110. i. DAVID\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, b. June 26, 1960.
ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

91. ROBERT\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
111. i. KIMBERLY\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, Adopted child.

92. CHARLES RICHARD\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
110. i. JOYCE\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

93. MARIAN MARNEY\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{5} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} SR., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.
Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN11 LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

94. LINDA10 HORINE (RUTH OLIVIA9 KENDRICK, FRANK8 HANDLEY, CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
   112. i. ROBIN11 AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

95. ROBERT ARTHUR10 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY9, GARLAND LOVE8 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, Al.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
   113. i. ROBERT JAY11 TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
   114. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

96. PATRICK WRIGHT10 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY9, GARLAND LOVE8 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

97. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT10 (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY9 TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE8 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER11 TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

98. RUBY HELOISE10 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER9, GARLAND LOVE8, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME,
FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

99. SARA LYNN10 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER9, GARLAND LOVE8, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born January 12, 1959 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA. He married (2) MARY HOMAS, FRANKLIN, OHIO. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

100. JULIA ANNETTE10 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER9, GARLAND LOVE8, JOHN SAMUEL7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WALTER J. SULLIVAN, GAINESVILLE, GA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM11 McCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY McCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 11

101. VIRGINIA ANN11 PARIS (PHILLIS ANN10 PETTETT, VIRGINIA BIRD9 HANDLEY, JULIUS CAESAR8, SAMUEL CHASE7, NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) She married (1) VERNON PEYTON. He died September 1997. She married (2) MANUEL VILLALABA.

Child of VIRGINIA PARIS and VERNON PEYTON is:
   i. JENNIFER LYNNE12 PEYTON.

Children of VIRGINIA PARIS and MANUEL VILLALABA are:
   ii. MARIA12 VILLALABA.
   iii. MELISSA BARBARA VILLALABA.

102. DANIEL FREDERICK11 REASOR, JR. (BARBARA VIRGINIA10 PETTETT, VIRGINIA BIRD9 HANDLEY, JULIUS CAESAR8, SAMUEL CHASE7, NELSON6, SARAH WALKER5 HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON4 SR., HEINRICH HENRY3 HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY2, JOHANN MICHAEL1) He married (1) MELODEE MICHÈLE FUENTES. He married (2) ADRIENNE NUGENT.

Children of DANIEL REASOR and MELODEE FUENTES are:
   i. JESSICA LAUREN12 REASOR.
   ii. JUSTINE NICOLE REASOR.

Child of DANIEL REASOR and ADRIENNE NUGENT is:
   iii. JASON CHRISTOPHER12 REASOR.

103. SHARON11 HANDLEY (DARRELL10, CHARLES MARION9, FRANK8, CHARLES W7, ALEXANDER WALKER6, SARAH
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Walker⁸ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) was born December 14, 1949. She married Chuck Petty. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of Sharon Handley and Chuck Petty is:

104. Sandra K¹¹ Dafler (Virginia¹⁰ Handley, Richard Goodwin⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) was born December 03, 1945. She married William Hilderbolt.

Children of Sandra Dafler and William Hilderbolt are:

105. Ann Kathryn¹¹ Dafler (Virginia¹⁰ Handley, Richard Goodwin⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) She married John Exline.

Children of Ann Dafler and John Exline are:

106. Richard¹¹ Dafler (Virginia¹⁰ Handley, Richard Goodwin⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) He married Christie.

Child of Richard Dafler and Christie is:

107. Craig¹¹ Handley (Rolland Brubaker¹⁰, Richard Goodwin⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) He married Linda ?.

Children of Craig Handley and Linda ? are:
  i. Son¹² Handley.
  ii. Daughter Handley.

108. Zane¹¹ Handley (Rolland Brubaker¹⁰, Richard Goodwin⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) She married Charles McLoughlin.

Notes for Zane Handley:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of Zane Handley and Charles McLoughlin are:
  i. Zanea Lynette¹² Handley-McLoughlin.
  ii. Grant Richard Handley-McLoughlin.

109. Laura K¹¹ Handley (Lowell¹⁰, Clark Walker⁹, Frank⁸, Charles W⁷, Alexander Walker⁶, Sarah Walker⁵ Harmon, Thomas Adam (C) Harmon⁴ Sr., Heinrich Henry³ Hermann, Heinrich Henry², Johann Michael¹) was born January 04, 1952. She married Richard Randolph. He was born October 04, 1947.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA\textsuperscript{12} RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

110. SUSAN\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY (LOWELL\textsuperscript{10}, CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{8}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH\textsuperscript{12} CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

111. KIMBERLY\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY (ROBERT\textsuperscript{10}, CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{9}, FRANK\textsuperscript{8}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER\textsuperscript{12} ?.

112. ROBIN\textsuperscript{11} AUERMAN (LINDA\textsuperscript{10} HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA\textsuperscript{9} KENDRICK, FRANK\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA\textsuperscript{12} WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

113. ROBERT JAY\textsuperscript{11} TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\textsuperscript{10}, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{9}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON\textsuperscript{12} TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

114. KAREN MICHELLE\textsuperscript{11} TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\textsuperscript{10}, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{9}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{7}, ALEXANDER WALKER\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH WALKER\textsuperscript{8} HARMON, THOMAS ADAM (C) HARMON\textsuperscript{4} Sr., HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{3} HERMANN, HEINRICH HENRY\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, , FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KALEY MARGARET\textsuperscript{12} POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
**Descendants of JAMES W. HOGES**

*Generation No. 1*

1. JAMES W.4 HOGES (*PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1*) was born April 09, 1830, and died August 12, 1882. He married SARAH C. WRIGHT May 29, 1857, daughter of JOHN WRIGHT and CATHERINE HOLLOWAY. She was born May 12, 1837, and died December 19, 1914.

Child of JAMES HOGES and SARAH WRIGHT is:

2. i. KATHERINE5 HOGES, b. July 01, 1860; d. December 17, 1930.

*Generation No. 2*

2. KATHERINE5 HOGES (*JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1*) was born July 01, 1860, and died December 17, 1930. She married GEORGE SUMMERS DUDDING, son of JAMES DUDDING and VICTORIA BOWYER. He was born April 12, 1861 in Winfield, Putnam, WV, and died December 13, 1931 in Winfield, Putnam, WV.

Notes for KATHERINE HOGES:
JUDGE HOGES HAD NAME CHANGED FROM DUDDING BACK TO HOGES.

Child of KATHERINE HOGES and GEORGE DUDDING is:

3. i. JAMES6 HOGES, b. October 03, 1880.

*Generation No. 3*

3. JAMES6 HOGES (*KATHERINE5, JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1*) was born October 03, 1880. He married THERESA BOHNERT, daughter of JOSEPH BOHNERT and ELIZABETH SPANIEL. She was born July 25, 1882, and died February 25, 1963.

Notes for JAMES HOGES:
JUDGE HOGES HAD NAME CHANGED FROM DUDDING BACK TO HOGES.

Children of JAMES HOGES and THERESA BOHNERT are:

4. i. KATHERINE CORNELIA7 HOGES, b. February 04, 1905.
5. ii. JULIA ELIZABETH HOGES, b. August 01, 1907; d. 1982.
   iii. EVA CECILIA HOGES, b. November 04, 1910; m. HARRY DONNAN.
   vi. REV. JAMES C. HOGES, b. 1917.

*Generation No. 4*

4. KATHERINE CORNELIA7 HOGES (*JAMES6, KATHERINE5, JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1*) was born February 04, 1905. She married (1) REVERAND WARD. She married (2) PETE KELLUM 1926.

Child of KATHERINE HOGES and PETE KELLUM is:

   i. THERESA8 KELLUM.

5. JULIA ELIZABETH7 HOGES (*JAMES6, KATHERINE5, JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1*) was born
August 01, 1907, and died 1982. She married JAMES RAULERSON 1928.

More About JULIA ELIZABETH HOGE:  
Burial: NEAR BARTOW, , FL

Children of JULIA HOGE and JAMES RAULERSON are:  
i. GRANT RAULERSON RAULERSON.  
Notes for GRANT RAULERSON RAULERSON:  
OF CLEARWATER, FL.

ii. JAMES W. RAULERSON.  
Notes for JAMES W. RAULERSON:  
OF NO. MYRTLE BEACH, SC.

6. MARY CAROLINEE HOGE (JAMES, KATHERINE, JAMES W, PETER C, JAMES, PETER) was born June 14, 1913, and died January 20, 1998. She married JOHN MYRON JONES, JR..  

More About MARY CAROLINEE HOGE:  
Burial: LAKELAND, POLK, FLA

Children of MARY HOGE and JOHN JONES are:  
i. JAMES H. JONES.  
Notes for JAMES H. JONES:  
OF TITUSVILLE, FL.

ii. JOHN MYRON JONES III.  
Notes for JOHN MYRON JONES III:  
OFDAVEMPORT, FL.

iii. CAROLINE BERRINGER JONES.  
Notes for CAROLINE BERRINGER JONES:  
OF TALLAHASSEE, FL.

iv. EDWINA CLARK JONES.  
Notes for EDWINA CLARK JONES:  
OF LIVE OAK, FL.

7. MARGARET VICTORIA HOGE (JAMES, KATHERINE, JAMES W, PETER C, JAMES, PETER) was born November 28, 1916, and died July 07, 1998. She married ARNOLDDUPREE HAYNES, SR..  

More About MARGARET VICTORIA HOGE:  
Burial: LAKELAND, FL.

Children of MARGARET HOGE and ARNOLDDUPREE HAYNES are:  
i. ARNOLD DUPREE JR.  

ii. BRENDAN HAYNES.  
Notes for BRENDAN HAYNES:  
OF NAPLES, FL.

8. SARAH LOUISE HOGE (JAMES, KATHERINE, JAMES W, PETER C, JAMES, PETER) was born July 19, 1920. She married JOHN NOCITI.
Children of SARAH HOGE and JOHN NOCITI are:
   i. ROBERT NOCITI.
      Notes for ROBERT NOCITI:
      OF DEMAREST, NJ
   ii. MARGARET NOCITI, m. ? MUDRAK.
      Notes for MARGARET NOCITI:
      OF AUGUSTA, GA.
   iii. JAMES NOCITI.
      Notes for JAMES NOCITI:
      OF TITUSVILLE, FL.
   iv. ELIZABETH NOCITI.
      Notes for ELIZABETH NOCITI:
      OF BOCA RATON, FL.

9. CHARLOTTE JOSEPHINE7 HOGE (JAMES6, KATHERINE5, JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1) was born July 19, 1920. She married AMOS JACKSON.

Children of CHARLOTTE HOGE and AMOS JACKSON are:
   i. JULIA8 JACKSON, m. ? NICHOLS.
      Notes for JULIA JACKSON:
      OF LAKELAND, FL.
   ii. STEPHEN JACKSON.
      Notes for STEPHEN JACKSON:
      OF LAKELAND, FL.
   iii. JOSEPH JACKSON.
      Notes for JOSEPH JACKSON:
      OF LAKELAND, FL.
   iv. THOMAS JACKSON.
      Notes for THOMAS JACKSON:
      OF LAKELAND, FL.
   v. JESSIE JACKSON.
      Notes for JESSIE JACKSON:
      OF LAKELAND, FL.

10. JOHN ARTHUR7 HOGE (JAMES6, KATHERINE5, JAMES W.4, PETER C.3, JAMES2, PETER1) was born August 13, 1923, and died December 18, 1990. He married MARIE HECL 1952.

More About JOHN ARTHUR HOGE:
Burial: LABELLE, FL.

Children of JOHN HOGE and MARIE HECL are:
   i. MICHAEL8 HOGE.
Notes for MICHAEL HOGE:
OF GAINESVILLE, FL.

ii. JOHN HOGE.

Notes for JOHN HOGE:
OF SACRAMENTO, CA.

iii. VICTORIA HOGE.

Notes for VICTORIA HOGE:
OF GAINESVILLE, FL.
Descendants of Johan Holtzclau

Generation No. 1

1. JOHAN I HOLTZCLAU was born Bet. 1520 - 1525 in Westfalen, Germany, and died 1578 in Westfalen, Germany. He married OHL Abt. 1550 in Westfalen, Germany. She was born Abt. 1528 in Of Klafeld, Westfalen Germany, and died Bef. 1558 in Klafeld, Westfalen Germany.

Child of JOHAN HOLTZCLAU and OHL is:
2. i. FRANQ2 HOLTZCLAW, b. 1550, Weidenau, Nassau Seigen, Germany; d. Abt. 1600, ?.

Generation No. 2

2. FRANQ2 HOLTZCLAW (JOHAN I HOLTZCLAU) was born 1550 in Weidenau, Nassau Seigen, Germany, and died Abt. 1600 in ?. He married (1) ?.

Child of FRANQ HOLTZCLAW and ? is:
3. i. WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, b. Abt. 1574, Weidenau, Nassau Seigen, Germany; d. Unknown, Unknown.

Generation No. 3

3. WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW (FRANQ2, JOHAN I HOLTZCLAU) was born Abt. 1574 in Weidenau, Nassau Seigen, Germany, and died Unknown in Unknown. He married (1) UNKNOWN HOLTZCLAW Unknown. She was born Abt. 1585 in Weidenau Westfalen Prussia, and died Unknown in Unknown. He married (2) (MRS ? Unknown.

Child of WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW and UNKNOWN HOLTZCLAW is:
4. i. JOHANN4 HOLTZCLAW, b. Abt. 1605, Of Weidenau, Westfalen, Prussia; d. Unknown, ?.

Child of WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW and ? is:
5. ii. JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, b. Bet. 1600 - 1610.

Generation No. 4

4. JOHANN4 HOLTZCLAW (WILLIAM3, FRANQ2, JOHAN I HOLTZCLAU) was born Abt. 1605 in Of Weidenau, Westfalen, Prussia, and died Unknown in ?. He married HEBEL OR HABEL Unknown. She was born Abt. 1609 in ?, and died Unknown.

Notes for JOHANN HOLTZCLAW:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.15759.47]

Individual: Holtzclaw, Johann/Johannes
Birth date: Abt. 1605
Birth place: PRUSSIA
CD# 100

More About JOHANN HOLTZCLAW:
Fact 3; CD# 100

Child of JOHANN HOLTZCLAW and HEBEL HABEL is:
   i. HANS HENRICH HOLTZCLAU (JOHN H.4 HOLTZCLAU), b. Bet. 1646 - 1647, Weidenau; d. August 1711,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Oberfishbach; m. GERTRUT, Unknown; b. 1648, Of Trupach, W, Prussia; d. Unknown.

5. JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴ (WILLIAM³ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAU) was born Bet. 1600 - 1610. He married HEBEL OR HABEL Unknown. She was born Abt. 1609 in ?, and died Unknown.

Child of JOHN and HEBEL HABEL is:
6. i. HANS HENRICH⁵ HOLTZCLAU, b. Bet. 1646 - 1647, Weidenau; d. August 1711, Oberfishbach.

Generation No. 5

6. HANS HENRICH⁵ HOLTZCLAU (JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM³ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAU) was born Bet. 1646 - 1647 in Weidenau, and died August 1711 in Oberfishbach. He married GERTRUT Unknown. She was born 1648 in Of Trupach, W, Prussia, and died Unknown.

Child of HANS HOLTZCLAU and GERTRUT is:
7. i. JOHN JACOB⁶ HOLTZCLAU, b. 1683, Trupach; d. January 1760, Oberfishbach.

Generation No. 6

7. JOHN JACOB⁶ HOLTZCLAU (HANS HENRICH⁵, JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM³ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAU) was born 1683 in Trupach, and died January 1760 in Oberfishbach. He married ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH August 07, 1708 in Oberfishbach, daughter of HERMANN UTTERBACH and ELIZABETH HEIMBACH. She was born Bet. 1685 - 1686 in Trupach, and died Unknown in ?.

Notes for JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.15759.39]

Individual: Holtzclaw, Hans Jacob
Birth date: 1683
Birth place: PRSS
CD# 100

More About JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Children of JOHN HOLTZCLAU and ANNA OTTERBACH are:
   i. JOHN HENRY HOLTZCLAU⁷, b. November 14, 1711.
8. ii. EVE HOLTZCLAU, b. Bet. 1735 - 1745, Germantown, F, Virginia; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 7

8. EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU (JOHN JACOB⁶, HANS HENRICH⁵, JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM³ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAU) was born Bet. 1735 - 1745 in Germantown, F, Virginia, and died Unknown in ?. She married ALLEN WILEY Unknown, son of DAVID WILEY and JANE. He was born Bet. 1735 - 1740 in ?, and died 1812 in ?.

Children of EVE HOLTZCLAU and ALLEN WILEY are:
   i. ANNA⁸ WILEY.
9. ii. LIDIA WILEY, b. June 03, 1755, ?; d. April 22, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 8

9. LIDIA⁸ WILEY (EVE⁷ HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB⁶, HANS HENRICH⁵, JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM³ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAU) was born June 03, 1755 in ?, and died April 22, 1831 in ?. She married LEMUEL
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

GRiffin, Jr. 1774 in ?, son of Lemuel Griffin and ?. He was born 1738 in ?, and died July 09, 1810.

Child of Lidia Wiley and Lemuel Griffin is:
10.  i. WILLIAM ZEBULON9 Griffin, b. May 14, 1778, ?; d. May 19, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 9

10. WILLIAM ZEBULON9 Griffin (Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclaw, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, John1 Holtzclau) was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?. He married Virginia Frances Beaumont 1800 in ?, daughter of Samuel Beaumont and Seabrid Towers. She was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Child of William Griffin and Virginia Beaumont is:
11.  i. ELIZA SEABRID10 Griffin, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?
Death may have been in Oct.

Generation No. 10

11. ELIZA SEABRID10 Griffin (William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, John1 Holtzclau) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct. She married Alexander Walker Handley September 23, 1830 in KANAWHA CO. VA., son of Samuel Handley and Sarah Harmon. He was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRID Griffin:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for Alexander Walker Handley:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE, TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of Eliza Griffin and Alexander Handley are:
12.  i. CHARLES W11 Handley, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G ? Handley, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F ? Handley, b. November 20, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C Handley, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

More About BENIAH F ? Handley:
Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

472
viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.

Generation No. 11

12. CHARLES W. HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVA HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHN HOLTZCLAU) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:
16. i. MARION LOVE HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
17. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, , Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

13. VICTORIA E. HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVA HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHN HOLTZCLAU) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early
part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:

i. FREDERICK EARL12 BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.

19. ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.

14. JOHN SAMUEL11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAU4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAU, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE12 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.


21. iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habershham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]; HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.

iv. VIRGINIA LEAH HANDLEY, b. November 23, 1890; d. October 1966, Inverness, Fla.; m. A.B.


vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

15. FRED G11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAU4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAU, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.
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ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About Fred G HANDLEY:

Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of Fred HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:

i. ERNEST12 HANDLEY.

ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:

i. SON13 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

16. MARION LOVE12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:

i. SON13 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

17. FRANK12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, , OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:

Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:

WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER’S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS

DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THEIR OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH
HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:

22. i. CHARLES MARION13 HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.


23. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.

24. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.

v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.


26. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

18. LEONIDUS B.12 HANDLEY (CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY:

He wouldn’t go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would

write Lon’s love letters to Clara for him.
Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
   i. MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.
      Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
         Unmarried
      iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.
   28. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

19. FRANK C. Bowyer (Victoria E. Handley, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon Wiley, Eve Holtzclaw, John Jacob, Hans Henrich, John Holtzclaw, Franq, John Holtzclau) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married LULA BALDRICK. She was born March 13, 1871 in , LOUNDS, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i. FRANK PRAGUE BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

20. GARLAND LOVE Handley (John Samuel, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, John Jacob, Hans Henrich, John Holtzclaw, Franq, John Holtzclau) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND Handley and Heloise Bowyer are:
30.  ii.  William Bowyer Handley, b. May 16, 1922, Huntington, Cabell, WV.

21.  Earl Samuel12 Handley (John Samuel11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, 
Eve7 Holtzclaw, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 
Holtzclau) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married Maude Earles December 24, 
1919, daughter of Joseph Earles and Alice Rood. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of Earl Handley and Maude Earles are:
    ii.  Earl Samuel Handley, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 13

22.  Charles Marion13 Handley (Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 
Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclaw, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, 
Johan1 Holtzclau) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) Doll ?. 
She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) Leota Longnecker June 26, 1918.

Child of Charles Handley and Doll ? is:
    i.  Dianne14 Handley, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of Charles Handley and Leota Longnecker are:
32.  ii.  Gordon14 Handley, b. March 01, 1919.
33.  iii.  Darrell Handley, b. May 22, 1922.

23.  Richard Goodwin13 Handley (Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, 
Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclaw, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, 
Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born January 12, 1900. He married Edith Brubaker. She was born February 
20, 1900.

Notes for Richard Goodwin Handley:
(THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When 
he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of 
Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

Dick would tie a rope onto a plow and pull it while grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. 
He got on well with his grandfather. One day his grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There 
was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and 
gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue Lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved 
his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was 
fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from thier home. He called her his 
second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the 
dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there 
waiting for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 
1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be 
moved so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of Richard Handley and Edith Brubaker are:
34.  i.  Virginia14 Handley, b. April 26, 1921.
35.  ii.  Rolland Brubaker Handley, b. January 22, 1926.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

24. CLARK WALKER Handley (FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN HOLTZCLAU) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFASTER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK Handley and EDNA Oldfaстер are:
   i. LEONA MAE14 HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
   ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
   iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
   iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

25. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE Handley (FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN HOLTZCLAU) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES Handley and Marion Pellow are:
   39. i. CHARLES RICHARD14 HANDLEY.

26. RUTH OLIVIA Kendrick (FRANK12 HANDLEY, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN HOLTZCLAU) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA Kendrick:
   She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH Kendrick and RALPH Horine are:
   41. i. LINDA14 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
   ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

27. EVERETTE LESTER Handley (LEONIDUS B12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN HOLTZCLAU) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER Handley:
   They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE Handley and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE14 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

28. IRENE Handley (LEONIDUS B12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN HOLTZCLAU) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE Handley and ? LOY are:
   i. FLOYD TWIN14 LOY.
   ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

29. R L Handley TO ROBERT Handley (GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM⁵ HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN¹ HOLTZCLAW) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
42. i. ROBERT ARTHUR¹⁴ TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
43. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
44. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

30. WILLIAM BOWYER¹³ HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE¹², JOHN SAMUEL¹¹, ELIZA SEABRID¹⁰ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁹, LIDIA⁸ WILEY, EVE³ HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB⁶, HANS HENRICH⁵, JOHN HOLTZCLAW⁴, WILLIAM³
HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ², JOHAN³ HOLTZCLAU) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (LaFontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March—July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., Lawson General Hospital. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2). From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years
laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN
1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERE SOMETIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
45. i. RUBY HELoise14 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA...
46. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
47. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

31. ALICE LOVE13 HANDLEY (Earl Samuel12, John Samuel11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKewood, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for WALTER LESLIE Slater:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
ii. MELISSA JANE14 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 14

32. Gordon14 Handley (Charles Marion13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born March 01, 1919. He married Ruth ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of Gordon Handley and Ruth ? is:
i. Shirley15 Handley, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) George Lawton; m. (2) William Cook.

33. Darrell14 Handley (Charles Marion13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born May 22, 1922. He married Bobby ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of Darrell Handley and Bobby ? is:

34. Virginia14 Handley (Richard Goodwin13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born April 26, 1921. She married Joseph Dafler. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of Virginia Handley and Joseph Dafler are:
49. i. Sandra K15 Dafler, b. December 03, 1945.
50. ii. Ann Kathryn Dafler.
51. iii. Richard Dafler.

35. Rolland Brubaker14 Handley (Richard Goodwin13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born January 22, 1926. He married Marilyn 'Lynn' Thomson.

Children of Rolland Handley and Marilyn Thomson are:
52. i. Craig15 Handley.
ii. Clay Handley.
iii. Christine Handley.
53. iv. Zane Handley.

36. Lowell14 Handley (Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, William Zebulon9, Lidia8 Wiley, Eve7 Holtzclau, John Jacob6, Hans Henrich5, John Holtzclaw4, William3 Holtzclaw, Franq2, Johan1 Holtzclau) was born January 03, 1928. He married Janice. She was born 1931.

Children of Lowell Handley and Janice are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. SON\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

37. DONALD\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
   i. DAVID\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. June 26, 1960.
   ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

38. ROBERT\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:

56. i. KIMBERLY\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, Adopted child.

39. CHARLES RICHARD\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE ? are:
   i. JOYCE\textsuperscript{15} HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

40. MARIAN MARNEY\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE\textsuperscript{13}, FRANK\textsuperscript{12}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN\textsuperscript{15} LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

41. LINDA\textsuperscript{14} HORINE (RUTH OLIVIA\textsuperscript{13} KENDRICK, FRANK\textsuperscript{12} HANDLEY, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:

57. i. ROBIN\textsuperscript{15} AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

42. ROBERT ARTHUR\textsuperscript{14} TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{13}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{12} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEALBRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAU) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.
More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
58. i. ROBERT JAY TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
59. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

43. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVELYN HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHANN HOLTZCLAU) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

44. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVELYN HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHANN HOLTZCLAU) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

45. RUBY HELoise HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVELYN HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHANN HOLTZCLAU) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

46. SARA LYNN HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVELYN HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHANN HOLTZCLAU) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

47. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER, GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVELYN HOLTZCLAW, JOHN JACOB, HANS HENRICH, JOHN HOLTZCLAW, WILLIAM HOLTZCLAW, FRANK, JOHANN HOLTZCLAU) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM16 MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 15

48. SHARON15 HANDLEY (DARRELL14, CHARLES MARION13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER16 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

49. SANDRA K15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE16 HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

50. ANN KATHRYN15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM16 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

51. RICHARD15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY16 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

52. CRAIG15 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER14, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON16 HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

53. ZANE15 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER14, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRICH5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) She married CHARLES MCLoughlin.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLoughlin are:
  i. ZANEA LYNETTE16 HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.
  ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.

54. LAURA K15 HANDLEY (LOWELL14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRIC5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
  i. JOSHUA16 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

55. SUSAN15 HANDLEY (LOWELL14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRIC5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
  i. RALPH16 CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

56. KIMBERLY15 HANDLEY (ROBERT14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRIC5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) She married ?

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
  i. DAUGHTER16 ?.

57. ROBIN15 AUERMAN (LINDA14 HORE, RUTH OLVIA13 KENDRICK, FRANK12 HANDLEY, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRIC5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
  i. KIRA16 WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
  ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
  iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

58. ROBERT JAY15 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR14, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY13, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON9, LIDIA8 WILEY, EVE7 HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB6, HANS HENRIC5, JOHN HOLTZCLAW4, WILLIAM3 HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ2, JOHAN1 HOLTZCLAU) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in, GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. ROBERT HOUSTON\textsuperscript{16} TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

59. KAREN MICHELLE\textsuperscript{15} TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\textsuperscript{14}, R L. HANDELEY TO ROBERT HANDELEY\textsuperscript{13}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{12} HANDELEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{11}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{10} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{9}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{8} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{7} HOLTZCLAU, JOHN JACOB\textsuperscript{6}, HANS HENRICH\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN HOLTZCLAW\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} HOLTZCLAW, FRANQ\textsuperscript{2}, JOHAN\textsuperscript{1} HOLTZCLAU) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:

i. KAILEY MARGARET\textsuperscript{16} POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of James Hosmer

Generation No. 1


Child of James Hosmer and Agnes is:
2. i. **STEPHEN**<sup>2</sup> **HOSMER**, b. December 26, 1570, Ticehurst, , England; d. Concord, , Ma.

Generation No. 2

2. **STEPHEN**<sup>2</sup> **HOSMER** (**JAMES**<sup>1</sup>) was born December 26, 1570 in Ticehurst, , England, and died in Concord, , Ma. He married **DOROTHY SELLINE** January 25, 1600/01 in Ticehurst, Kent, England, daughter of **WILLIAM SELDEN** and **MARY APPES**. She was born 1582 in Wadhurst, Sussex, England, and died February 05, 1639/40 in Hawkhurst, Kent, England.

Child of Stephen Hosmer and Dorothy Selline is:
3. i. **THOMAS**<sup>3</sup> **HOSMER**, b. February 02, 1602/03, England; d. April 12, 1687, Northhampton.

Generation No. 3

3. **THOMAS**<sup>3</sup> **HOSMER** (**STEPHEN**<sup>2</sup>, **JAMES**<sup>1</sup>) was born February 02, 1602/03 in England, and died April 12, 1687 in Northhampton. He married **FRANCES BUSHNELL** April 06, 1635 in Hanklhurst, Kent, England, daughter of **DEACON FRANCIS BUSHNELL**. She was born 1602 in England, and died February 15, 1674/75 in Hartford, Hartford, Ct.

Child of Thomas Hosmer and Frances Bushnell is:

Generation No. 4

4. **HESTHER**<sup>4</sup> **HOSMER** (**THOMAS**<sup>3</sup>, **STEPHEN**<sup>2</sup>, **JAMES**<sup>1</sup>) was born Bet. 1646 - 1647 in Hartford, H, Ct., and died June 02, 1702 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. She married (1) **THOMAS BUCKINGHAM**. He was born November 08, 1646 in Old Milford, , CT, and died April 01, 1709 in Saybrook, , CT. She married (2) REV. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM September 20, 1666 in ?, son of **THOMAS BUCKINGHAM** and **HANNAH ?**. He was born November 08, 1646 in Old Milford, , CT, and died April 01, 1709 in Saybrook, , CT.

Children of Hesther Hosmer and Thomas Buckingham are:
5. i. **DANIEL**<sup>5</sup> BUCKINGHAM, b. October 03, 1672, Saybrook, , CT; d. March 25, 1725, Lebanon, CT.
7. iii. **THOMAS BUCKINGHAM**, b. September 29, 1670, Old Saybrook, CT; d. September 12, 1739, Lebanon, CT.
   iv. **STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM**, b. September 04, 1675; m. **SARAH HOOKER**.
10. ix. **ANNE BUCKINGHAM**, b. August 02, 1687, Saybrook, , CT; d. December 16, 1745, Saybrook, , CT.

Child of Hesther Hosmer and Rev. Buckingham is:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

x. TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM, b. January 06, 1680/81, Old Saybrook, CT; d. July 06, 1713.

Generation No. 5

5. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born October 03, 1672 in Saybrook, CT, and died March 25, 1725 in Lebanon, CT. He married SARAH LEE May 24, 1693 in SAYBROOK, CT, daughter of THOMAS LEE and MARY DEWOLFE. She was born in Lyme, CT.

Children of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM and SARAH LEE are:
11. i. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. April 09, 1698, Lebanon, CT.
   ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. September 21, 1695; m. NATHANIEL PARKER.
12. iii. HESTER BUCKINGHAM, b. August 04, 1703, Lebanon, CT; d. Chesterfield, , New Jersey.
   v. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. October 11, 1705; d. 1724.
14. vi. TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM, b. 1708, Lebanon, CT.

6. HESTER BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709. She married (1) SAMUEL BEAUMONT 1687 in , , , Connecticut, son of WILLIAM BEAMONT and LIDIA DANFORTH. He was born February 28, 1655/56 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. She married (2) SAMUEL BEAMOND BEAMAN 1687 in Old Saybrook, CT.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT:
B: Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and SAMUEL BEAUMONT are:
15. ii. SAMUEL BEAMAN BEAUMONT, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and SAMUEL BEAMAN are:
16. iii. HESTER BEAMAN.
17. iv. SAMUEL BEAMAN.

7. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born September 29, 1670 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died September 12, 1739 in Lebanon, CT. He married MARGARET GRISWOLD December 16, 1691 in Old Saybrook, CT, daughter of FRANCIS GRISWOLD and MARY TRACY. She was born October 1668 in Norwich, CT, and died February 25, 1750/51.

Children of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and MARGARET GRISWOLD are:
18. i. THOMAS BUCKINGHAM, b. January 24, 1692/93; d. December 03, 1760.
   ii. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. September 26, 1694.
19. iii. JED BUCKINGHAM, b. February 1695/96; d. March 28, 1720, Norwalk, CT.
   iv. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM, b. August 14, 1699; m. ? JOHNSON.
   v. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. February 10, 1701/02.
20. vi. MARY BUCKINGHAM, b. June 05, 1705; d. September 17, 1778.
   viii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. January 03, 1708/09.

8. HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM (HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born June 21, 1682 in Saybrook, CT, and died April 20, 1752 in Saybrook, CT. He married SARAH LAY December 15, 1703 in SAYBROOK, CT.

Children of HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM and SARAH LAY are:
22. i. GIDEON BUCKINGHAM, b. February 22, 1707/08, Saybrook, CT.
23. ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. August 04, 1712.
24. iii. NATHAN BUCKINGHAM, b. May 07, 1714; d. February 29, 1796, Saybrook, CT.
   iv. PHEBE BUCKINGHAM, b. November 08, 1718; m. CALEB BEEBE.
   v. JED BUCKINGHAM, b. April 03, 1725.
25. vi. HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 02, 1726/27.

9. TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM (HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born January 06, 1683/84 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died July 06, 1713. She married JOHN KIRTLAND March 03, 1701/02.

Children of TEMPERENCE BUCKINGHAM and JOHN KIRTLAND are:
26. i. HESTER KIRTLAND, b. March 19, 1702/03, Saybrook, CT.
27. ii. JOHN KIRTLAND, b. July 15, 1708; d. 1787.
   iii. TEMPERENCE KIRTLAND, b. November 10, 1710.

10. ANNE BUCKINGHAM (HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born August 02, 1687 in Saybrook, CT, and died December 16, 1745 in Saybrook, CT. She married SAMUEL DOTY December 03, 1706 in SAYBROOK, CT. He died January 26, 1749/50.

Children of ANNE BUCKINGHAM and SAMUEL DOTY are:
   i. SARAH DOTY.
   ii. SAMUEL DOTY.

Generation No. 6

11. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL, HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born April 09, 1698 in Lebanon, CT. He married LYDIA LORD March 04, 1724/25 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of DANIEL BUCKINGHAM and LYDIA LORD are:
   i. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. May 04, 1740; d. June 30, 1815; m. LYDIA WATROUS; d. June 12, 1833.
   ii. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 11, 1728, Lebanon, CT; m. JOHN TUCKER, 1756, SAYBROOK, CT.
   iii. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. June 30, 1730.
   iv. DANIEL BUCKINGHAM, b. December 28, 1731, Lebanon, CT; m. TEMPERENCE BLAUGE, January 03, 1784, SAYBROOK, CT.
   v. ADONIJAH BUCKINGHAM, b. February 11, 1732/33, Lebanon, CT; d. December 03, 1794, Saybrook, CT; m. ANN, Abt. 1755.
   vi. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. September 02, 1735, Lebanon, CT; d. November 02, 1802; m. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, November 18, 1762, Lebanon, CT.
   vii. LYDIA BUCKINGHAM, b. April 27, 1738.
   viii. GILES BUCKINGHAM, b. February 02, 1741/42.
   ix. ANDREW BUCKINGHAM, b. March 31, 1744; d. Sandgate, VT; m. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM.
   x. PEGGY BUCKINGHAM, b. June 13, 1746; d. June 13, 1746.

12. HESTER BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL, HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born April 16, 1701 in Lebanon, CT. She married ANDREW LORD 1720 in SAYBROOK, CT.

Children of HESTER BUCKINGHAM and ANDREW LORD are:
   i. ANDREW LORD.
   ii. CHRISTOPHER LORD.
   iii. MARTIN LORD.
   iv. HESTER LORD.
   v. ELIJAH LORD.
   vi. ANDREW LORD.

13. STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM (DANIEL, HESTER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born August 04, 1703 in Lebanon, CT, and died in Chesterfield, NJ. He married ELIZABETH SHERWOOD February 24, 1724/25 in Norwalk, CT. She was born 1708 in Fairfield, CT, and died 1792.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of Stephen Buckingham and Elizabeth Sherwood are:
   i. Solomon7 Buckingham, b. February 01, 1730/31.
   ii. Temperence Buckingham, b. January 14, 1732/33.
   iii. Daniel Buckingham, b. August 21, 1735.
   iv. An Buckingham, b. July 03, 1737; m. Albert Sherwood, 1755.

14. Temperence6 Buckingham (Daniel5, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born 1708 in Lebanon, CT. She married Jonathon Butler December 08, 1726 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of Temperence Buckingham and Jonathon Butler are:
   i. Elnathon7 Butler.
   ii. Jonathon Butler.
   iii. Stephen Butler.
   iv. Ezeial Butler.
   v. Temperence Butler.

15. Samuel Beaman6 Beaumont (Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born 1691 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died Unknown in ?. He married Mrs Abigail Dennison June 27, 1716 in Old Saybury Twp., Middlesex, Connecticut. She was born Abt. 1695 in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of Samuel Beaumont and Abigail Dennison are:

16. Hester6 Beaum (Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) She married Benjamin Doty October 02, 1716.

Children of Hester Beaum and Benjamin Doty are:
   i. Hester7 Doty.
   ii. Ann Doty.
   iii. William Doty.

17. Samuel6 Beaum (Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) He married Abigail Dennison June 27, 1716.

Child of Samuel Beaum and Abigail Dennison is:
   i. Abigail Beaum7 Beaumont.

18. Thomas6 Buckingham (Thomas5, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born January 24, 1692/93, and died December 03, 1760. He married Mary Parker April 05, 1722. She died 1771 in Lebanon, CT.

Children of Thomas Buckingham and Mary Parker are:
   i. Jeddish7 Buckingham, b. January 20, 1726/27, Saybrook, , CT; d. July 09, 1809, Columbia, CT; m. Martha Clark; b. Lebanon, CT; d. May 20, 1821, Columbia, CT.
   ii. Stephen Buckingham, b. September 20, 1729.
   iv. Sarah Buckingham, b. 1734; d. May 23, 1742.

19. Jed6 Buckingham (Thomas5, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born February 1695/96, and died March 28, 1720 in Norwalk, CT. He married Mary Haynes.

Child of Jed Buckingham and Mary Haynes is:
20. MARY\textsuperscript{6} BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS\textsuperscript{5}, HESTER\textsuperscript{4} HOSMER, THOMAS\textsuperscript{3}, STEPHEN\textsuperscript{2}, JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 05, 1705, and died September 17, 1778. She married SOLOMON HUNTINGTON October 31, 1727. He was born in Windham, CT.

Children of MARY BUCKINGHAM and SOLOMON HUNTINGTON are:
   i. SOLOMON\textsuperscript{7} HUNTINGTON.
   ii. MARGARET HUNTINGTON.
   iii. ZERVIAH HUNTINGTON.
   iv. REBECCA HUNTINGTON.
   v. TEMPERENCE HUNTINGTON.
   vi. MARY HUNTINGTON.
   vii. LYDIA HUNTINGTON.

21. JOSEPH\textsuperscript{6} BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS\textsuperscript{5}, HESTER\textsuperscript{4} HOSMER, THOMAS\textsuperscript{3}, STEPHEN\textsuperscript{2}, JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 20, 1707. He married SARAH TULLY September 24, 1741. She was born in Saybrook, CT.

Children of JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM and SARAH TULLY are:
   i. SARAH\textsuperscript{7} BUCKINGHAM, b. March 15, 1742/43; m. JOHN BUCKINGHAM.
   ii. ESTHER BUCKINGHAM, b. March 08, 1744/45; m. WILLIAM HART; b. Saybrook, CT.
   iii. MARGARET BUCKINGHAM, b. May 28, 1747; m. ANDREW BUCKINGHAM.
   iv. LOUISE BUCKINGHAM, b. April 05, 1749; m. NATHANIEL JONES, December 27, 1768.
   v. ABIGAIL BUCKINGHAM, b. April 29, 1751; m. JOHN ROCKWELL.
   vi. ANN BUCKINGHAM, m. JAMES MURDOCK; d. Sandgate, VT.

22. GIDEON\textsuperscript{6} BUCKINGHAM (HEZEKIAH\textsuperscript{5}, HESTER\textsuperscript{4} HOSMER, THOMAS\textsuperscript{3}, STEPHEN\textsuperscript{2}, JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 22, 1707/08 in Saybrook, CT. He married JEMINA PELTON January 1732/33.

Children of GIDEON BUCKINGHAM and JEMINA PELTON are:
   i. JEMINA\textsuperscript{7} BUCKINGHAM, b. January 10, 1734/35.
   ii. GIDEON BUCKINGHAM, b. April 19, 1737.
   iii. SAMUEL BUCKINGHAM, b. July 28, 1740; Saybrook, CT; m. (1) ELIZABETH HARVEY, 1773; m. (2) PHILENA WILLIAMS, 1782.
   iv. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 16, 1741/42.
   v. JARED BUCKINGHAM, b. March 09, 1742/43; m. LUCY MATHER; b. 1751; d. May 26, 1831.
   vi. RUBEN BUCKINGHAM, b. August 29, 1745; d. February 04, 1848, Ostelic, NY; m. (1) MABEL BALL, New Haven, New Haven, CT; m. (2) PHILENA CHAPIN, 1809.
   vii. KETURAH BUCKINGHAM, b. April 08, 1747.

23. SARAH\textsuperscript{6} BUCKINGHAM (HEZEKIAH\textsuperscript{5}, HESTER\textsuperscript{4} HOSMER, THOMAS\textsuperscript{3}, STEPHEN\textsuperscript{2}, JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 04, 1712. She married EBENEZER BROCKWAY February 11, 1734/35.

Children of SARAH BUCKINGHAM and EBENEZER BROCKWAY are:
   i. EBENEZER\textsuperscript{7} BROCKWAY.
   ii. LEBBEUS BROCKWAY.
   iii. ELIJAH BROCKWAY.

24. NATHAN\textsuperscript{6} BUCKINGHAM (HEZEKIAH\textsuperscript{5}, HESTER\textsuperscript{4} HOSMER, THOMAS\textsuperscript{3}, STEPHEN\textsuperscript{2}, JAMES\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 07, 1714, and died February 29, 1796 in Saybrook, CT. He married CONSTANT TIFFANY March 27, 1745. She died February 13, 1813.

Children of NATHAN BUCKINGHAM and CONSTANT TIFFANY are:
   i. HESTER\textsuperscript{7} BUCKINGHAM, b. February 10, 1745/46; m. SAMUEL BUTLER, 1771.
   ii. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. 1747; m. ? HARRISON, Hadlyme, CT.
   iii. NATHAN BUCKINGHAM, b. April 19, 1749.
iv. BETHIA BUCKINGHAM, b. June 13, 1751; m. DANIEL GLADWIN, Haddam, CT; b. Higganum, CT; d. December 06, 1817.

v. NATHAN BUCKINGHAM, b. March 13, 1753; d. Essex CT; m. RHODA TUCKER; d. Essex CT.

vi. JEDIDIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. March 24, 1755.

vii. ABIGAIL BUCKINGHAM, b. May 01, 1758; d. November 07, 1798; m. GIDEON PRATT.

viii. HOSMER BUCKINGHAM, b. August 06, 1761; d. Essex CT; m. LILLY SNOW, 1790.

ix. SUSANNAH BUCKINGHAM, b. October 16, 1763; m. GIDEON PRATT.

25. HEZEKIAH⁶ BUCKINGHAM (HEZEKIAH⁵, HESTER⁴ HOSMER, THOMAS³, STEPHEN², JAMES¹) was born March 02, 1726/27. He married ELIZABETH CHATFIELD April 22, 1756. She was born May 08, 1733.

Children of HEZEKIAH BUCKINGHAM and ELIZABETH CHATFIELD are:

i. HEZEKIAH⁷ BUCKINGHAM, b. July 03, 1757.

ii. JEDIDIAH BUCKINGHAM, b. October 06, 1758.

iii. GIDEON BUCKINGHAM, b. October 22, 1760; m. TRIPHENA WARE.

iv. SARAH BUCKINGHAM, b. July 28, 1762; d. Rensellaerville, NY; m. PEABODY PRATT, 1783; d. Rensellaerville, NY.

v. GEORGE BUCKINGHAM, b. November 16, 1764; d. February 26, 1814; m. KTURAH WICKES, April 21, 1790; b. Huntington, LI.

vi. JOSEPH BUCKINGHAM, b. September 28, 1766.

vii. BENJAMIN BUCKINGHAM, b. November 11, 1768; d. March 19, 1855, Brooklyn, NY; m. NANCY HOWELL, October 03, 1791; b. September 17, 1771, Newburgh, NY; d. January 01, 1837, Tully, NY.

viii. WILLIAM M BUCKINGHAM, b. August 08, 1770; d. April 10, 1850; m. LYDIA KIRTLAND, June 11, 1792; b. Ovid, NY; d. 1861.

ix. PHEBE BUCKINGHAM, b. May 13, 1772; m. WILLIAM BARKER, April 1792, Grieve, NY; b. February 03, 1763, Guilford, CT.

x. ANN BUCKINGHAM, b. June 08, 1774; m. GIDEON HICKOCK.

xi. JOHN BUCKINGHAM, b. February 11, 1776, Saybrook, CT; d. September 13, 1812, Hudson River, NY; m. SARAH HAVENS, July 18, 1802; b. New Windsor, NY.

26. HESTER⁶ KIRTLAND (TEMPERENCE⁵ BUCKINGHAM, HESTER⁴ HOSMER, THOMAS³, STEPHEN², JAMES¹) was born March 19, 1702/03 in Saybrook, CT. She married JEDIDIAH CHAPMAN June 06, 1723 in SAYBROOK, CT.

Children of HESTER KIRTLAND and JEDIDIAH CHAPMAN are:

i. HESTER⁷ CHAPMAN.

ii. JEDIDIAH CHAPMAN.

iii. TEMPERENCE CHAPMAN.

iv. ANN CHAPMAN.

v. RUBEN CHAPMAN.

vi. CHARITY CHAPMAN.

27. JOHN⁶ KIRTLAND (TEMPERENCE⁵ BUCKINGHAM, HESTER⁴ HOSMER, THOMAS³, STEPHEN², JAMES¹) was born July 15, 1708, and died 1787. He married LYDIA GILBERT in SAYBROOK, CT.

Child of JOHN KIRTLAND and LYDIA GILBERT is:

i. ASA⁷ KIRTLAND, b. December 07, 1746, Saybrook, CT; d. April 27, 1825, Saybrook, CT; m. CATHERINE BUSHNELL.

Generation No. 7

28. SAMUEL⁷ BEAUMONT (SAMUEL BEAMAN⁶, HESTER⁵ BUCKINGHAM, HESTER⁴ HOSMER, THOMAS³, STEPHEN², JAMES¹) was born February 23, 1731/32 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died August 09, 1789 in ?. He married THANKFUL Townsend February 24, 1757 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of SAMUEL TOWNER and AMY WARD. She was born March 19, 1737/38 in Goshen, Litchfield, Conn., and died April 25, 1824 in ?.
More About THANKFUL TOWNER:
Fact 1: April 25, 1824, Died date supplied by Ches C. Thornburgh, 356 N. Maple Ave. East Orange, N.J.

Children of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and THANKFUL TOWNER are:
30. i. SAMUEL8 BEAUMONT, JR., b. February 23, 1758, HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT; d. November 27, 1837, ?.
   ii. JOHN BEAUMONT, b. June 12, 1760, SAYBROOK, CT.

29. STEPHEN7 BUCKINGHAM (THOMAS6, THOMAS5, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born September 20, 1729. He married ELIZABETH WHITTLSEY Est. 1750-1780. She was born December 17, 1737.

Children of STEPHEN BUCKINGHAM and ELIZABETH WHITTLSEY are:
   i. STEPHEN8 BUCKINGHAM.
   ii. AMBROSE W BUCKINGHAM, b. 1772.
   iii. CORNELIUS BUCKINGHAM.
   iv. EUNICE BUCKINGHAM.
   v. ELISABETH BUCKINGHAM.

Generation No. 8

30. SAMUEL8 BEAUMONT, JR. (SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born February 23, 1758 in HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT, and died November 27, 1837 in ?. He married SEABRID TOWERS Abt. 1785 in ?. She was born May 25, 1748 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.2405.17]

Individual: Beaumont, Samuel
Birth date: Feb 23, 1755
Birth place: CT
CD# 100

More About SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
Fact 1: Sgt. in Continental Army
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS is:
31. i. VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, b. August 18, 1786, ?; d. May 13, 1825, ?.

Generation No. 9

31. VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT (SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?. She married WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN 1800 in ?, son of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and LIDIA WILEY. He was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?.

Child of VIRGINIA BEAUMONT and WILLIAM GRIFFIN is:
32. i. ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, b. May 25, 1810, , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?
   Death may have been in Oct..

Generation No. 10

32. ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN (VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct.. She married ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., son of SAMUEL HANDLEY and SARAH HARMON. He was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRIDE GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA IN 1823

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]
Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:
33. i. CHARLES W11 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   ii. AMERICA E HANDLEY, b. January 04, 1833.
   iii. ALEXANDER G HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
34. v. VICTORIA E HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838, , PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. May 30, 1898, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   vii. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.
   viii. BENAIA F HANDLEY, b. September 08, 1843; d. January 25, 1863.
35. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 11

33. CHARLES W11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDE10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]
Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:
37.  i.  MARION LOVE12 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
38.  ii.  FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
   iv.  ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
     Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
     Killed very young in hunting accident.
   v.  WILLIA HANDLEY.

34.  VICTORIA E.11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born October 29, 1838 in PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..
     Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
     THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;
     He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland.The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.
     More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
     Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
     Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
40.  i.  FREDERICK EARL12 BOWYER, b., RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
   ii.  FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii.  CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

35.  JOHN SAMUEL11 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHENTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.
     Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
     JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.
More About John Samuel Handley:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for Leah Phenton Love:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH]) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton, but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About Leah Phenton Love:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of John Handley and Leah Love are:
   i. Eliza Lamore Handley, b. November 30, 1882.
   iii. Beniah William Handley, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

   Notes for Beniah William Handley:
   LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

   More About Beniah William Handley:
   Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA, ANURISEM OF
   Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


   vi. Shelton Griffin Handley, b. May 09, 1897.

36. Fred G Handley (Eliza Seabridge Griffin, Virginia Frances Beaumont, Samuel, Samuel, Samuel, Hester Buckingham, Hester Hosmer, Thomas, Stephen, James) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) Mary R. Morris. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in Huntington, Cabell, WV. He married (2) Mary Rebecca Morris, daughter of Joseph Morris and Sarah Russell. She was born 1847.

More About Fred G Handley:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About Mary R. Morris:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of Fred Handley and Mary Morris are:
   i. Ernest Handley.
   ii. Stella Handley, b. 1875; d. 1934, Huntington, Cabell, WV.

   More About Stella Handley:
   Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 12

37. Marion Love Handley (Charles, Eliza Seabridge Griffin, Virginia Frances Beaumont, Samuel, Samuel, Samuel, Hester Buckingham, Hester Hosmer, Thomas, Stephen, James) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of Marion Love Handley are:
38. Frank Handley (Charles W1, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married Augusta Mae Saunders August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in Gallipolis, Gallia, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in Dayton, OH.

Notes for Frank Handley:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for Augusta Mae Saunders:
Was reared by her mother's sister Em Holley and Lum Garlic after mothers death. They had a daughter and treated Gustie as their own. She was living with her brother in Huntington, WV when she met F. W. Handley.

Children of Frank Handley and Augusta Saunders are:
43. i. Charles Marion13 Handley, b. May 18, 1896, Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
44. iii. Richard Goodwin Handley, b. January 12, 1900.
   iv. Clark Walker Handley, b. May 12, 1902.

39. Leonidus B.12 Handley (Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married Clara Peters October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for Leonidus B. Handley:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finaly taught him to write hi name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters are:
   i. Marian Love13 Handley, m. W. Alex.

   Notes for Marian Love Handley:
   Unmarried

   iii. Vinca Handley, m. (1) Brown; m. (2) Hufford.
49. iv. Irene Handley.

40. Frank C.12 Bowyer (Victoria E.11 Handley, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W.Va., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in , Lounds, Ala..

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i.  FRANK PRAUGE BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

41. GARLAND LOVE (JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
50.      i.  R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
51.      ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

42. EARL SAMUEL (JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS, STEPHEN, JAMES) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
52.      i.  ALICE LOVE HANDLEY, b. November 10, 1920.
           ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 13

43. CHARLES MARION (FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRID, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, HESTER BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER HOSMER, THOMAS)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

**Stephen**2, *James*1) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) Doll ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) Leota Longnecker June 26, 1918.

Child of Charles Handley and Doll ? is:
   1. DIANNE14 Handley, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of Charles Handley and Leota Longnecker are:
   54. iii. Darrell Handley, b. May 22, 1922.

44. Richard Goodwin13 Handley (Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born January 12, 1900. He married Edith Brubaker. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for Richard Goodwin Handley:
   (The following accounts related to Patricia Bower, when visiting in 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.
   Dick would tie a rope onto a plow and pull it while grandpa Charles William Handley plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.
   Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of Richard Handley and Edith Brubaker are:
   55. i. Virginia14 Handley, b. April 26, 1921.
   56. ii. Rolland Brubaker Handley, b. January 22, 1926.

45. Clark Walker13 Handley (Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born May 12, 1902. He married Edna Oldfather. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of Clark Handley and Edna Oldfather are:
   2. iii. Donald Handley, b. November 28, 1929.

46. James Columbus Blaine13 Handley (Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Seabrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born January 12, 1908 in Ona, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married Marion Pellow. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of James Handley and Marion Pellow are:
   1. i. Charles Richard14 Handley.
47. RUTH OLIVIA13 KENDRICK (FRANK12 HANDLEY, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
62. i. LINDA14 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
   ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

48. EVERETTE LESTER13 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE14 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

49. IRENE13 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
   i. FLOYD TWIN14 LOY.
   ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

50. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY13 TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAWS, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
63. i. ROBERT ARTHUR 14 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LIVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
64. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
65. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
   iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

51. WILLIAM BOWYER 13 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE 12, JOHN SAMUEL 11, ELIZA SEABRIDGE 10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES 9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL 8, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN 6, HESTER 5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER 4 OSMER, THOMAS 3, STEPHEN 2, JAMES 1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold.
The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD, inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2). From that time on I was a;
   Hotel desk clerk
   Oil Co. delivery-man
   Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
   Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
    "      " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
    "      " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob (R.H. Tolbert), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were;
   Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
   S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
   Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
   Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
   Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA. COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.
SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
66. i. RUBY HELOISE14 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA...
67. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
68. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

52. ALICE LOVE13 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRIDGE10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON
JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.
9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKewood, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.
AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.
BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977
MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.
LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE14 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 14

53. GORDON14 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRIDGE10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY15 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

54. DARRELL14 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRIDGE10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born May 22, 1922. He married Bobby ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of Darrell Handley and Bobby ? is:
69. i. Sharon15 Handley, b. December 14, 1949.

55. Virginia14 Handley (Richard Goodwin13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born April 26, 1921. She married Joseph Dafler. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of Virginia Handley and Joseph Dafler are:
70. i. Sandra K15 Dafler, b. December 03, 1945.
71. ii. Ann Kathryn Dafler.
72. iii. Richard Dafler.

56. Rolland Brubaker14 Handley (Richard Goodwin13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born January 22, 1926. He married Marilyn Lynn Thomson.

Children of Rolland Handley and Marilyn Thomson are:
73. i. Craig13 Handley.
    ii. Clay Handley.
    iii. Christine Handley.
    iv. Zane Handley.

57. Lowell14 Handley (Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born January 03, 1928. He married Janice. She was born 1931.

Children of Lowell Handley and Janice are:

58. Donald14 Handley (Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born November 28, 1929. He married Ann ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of Donald Handley and Ann ? are:

59. Robert14 Handley (Clark Walker13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) was born October 16, 1933. He married June ?.

Child of Robert Handley and June ? is:
77. i. Kimberly15 Handley, Adopted child.

60. Charles Richard14 Handley (James Columbus Blaine13, Frank12, Charles W11, Eliza Searbrid10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel5, Samuel7, Samuel Beaman6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas5, Stephen2, James1) He married June ?.
Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and JUNE are:
   i. JOYCE1 HANDLEY, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
   ii. GRACE IRENE HANDLEY.
   iii. JAMES 'JAMIE' HANDLEY, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

L. MARIAN MARNEY14 HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10
GRiffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beamn6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN HANDLEY and NELSON LUMM are:
   i. SARA ANN15 LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

LINDA14 HORINE (RUTH OLIVIA13 KENDRICK, FRANK12 HANDLEY, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN,
VirginiA Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beamn6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
   78. i. ROBIN15 AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

ROBERT ARTHUR14 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY13, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN
SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beamn6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
   79. i. ROBERT JAY15 TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
   80. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

PATRICK WRIGHT14 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY13, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN
SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beamn6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT14 (R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY13 TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY,
JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beamn6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY,
PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER15 TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

66. RUBY HELoise14 HANDley (WILLIAM BOWYER13, GARLAND LOVE12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRId10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

67. SARA LYNN14 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER13, GARLAND LOVE12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRId10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

68. JULIA ANNETTE14 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER13, GARLAND LOVE12, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRId10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM15 McENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY McENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 15

69. SHARON15 HANDLEY (DARRELL14, CHARLES MARION13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRId10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER16 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

70. SANDRA K15 DAFler (VIRGINIA14 HANDley, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRId10 Griffin, Virginia Frances9 Beaumont, Samuel8, Samuel7, Samuel Beam6, Hester5 Buckingham, Hester4 Hosmer, Thomas3, Stephen2, James1) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE16 HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

71. ANN KATHRYN15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM16 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

72. RICHARD15 DAFLER (VIRGINIA14 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY16 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

73. CRAIG15 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER14, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON16 HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

74. ZANE15 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER14, RICHARD GOODWIN13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) She married CHARLES McLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLoughlin are:
   i. ZANEA LYNETTE16 HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.

75. LAURA K15 HANDLEY (LOWELL14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSUA16 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

76. SUSAN15 HANDLEY (LOWELL14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH16 CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.
Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER16 ?.

77. KIMBERLY15 HANDLEY (ROBERT14, CLARK WALKER13, FRANK12, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1). She married WALTER SHELTON 1980.

78. ROBIN15 AUKERMAN (LINDA14 HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA13 KENDRICK, FRANK12 HANDLEY, CHARLES W11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUKERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUKERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA16 WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

79. ROBERT JAY15 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR14, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY13, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON16 TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

80. KAREN MICHELLE15 TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR14, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY13, GARLAND LOVE12 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL11, ELIZA SEABRID10 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES9 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL BEAMAN6, HESTER5 BUCKINGHAM, HESTHER4 HOSMER, THOMAS3, STEPHEN2, JAMES1) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, , FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET16 POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Thomas Hunt

Generation No. 1

1. THOMAS¹ HUNT was born Bef. 1740, and died WFT Est. 1779-1831.

Children of THOMAS HUNT are:
   i. JESSE² HUNT, b. January 29, 1755; d. Abt. 1824, KY or TN.
   ii. URIAH HUNT, b. March 02, 1757; d. 1824, TN.
   iii. ESLI HUNT, b. January 10, 1759, , BEDFORD, VA; d. 1837, SC.
   iv. MARY HUNT, b. February 18, 1761; d. 1838, ST LOUIS, MO.
   v. THOMAS HUNT, b. July 05, 1762; d. 1826, TN.
   vi. WILLIAM HUNT, b. December 12, 1763; d. 1833, AL.
   vii. ASENATH HUNT, b. September 15, 1765; d. WFT Est. 1793-1859.
   viii. JOEL HUNT, b. December 20, 1766; d. 1834, GA.
   ix. PETER HUNT, b. June 15, 1768; d. WFT Est. 1769-1858.
   x. ELIZABETH HUNT, b. November 20, 1769; d. WFT Est. 1797-1863; m. (1) JOHN MORGAN, WFT Est. 1797-1831; b. WFT Est. 1752-1772; d. WFT Est. 1797-1851; m. (2) GEORGE SHERRILL, WFT Est. 1797-1831; b. WFT Est. 1752-1772; d. WFT Est. 1797-1858.
   xi. MOSES HUNT, b. March 29, 1771; d. Aft. 1841, KY.
   xii. JOHN HUNT, b. January 31, 1773; d. Aft. 1850, KY.
   xiii. BENJAMIN HUNT, b. August 29, 1774; d. WFT Est. 1775-1864.
   xiv. PHOEBE HUNT, b. July 12, 1776; d. WFT Est. 1777-1883.

Generation No. 2

2. ESLI² HUNT (THOMAS¹) was born January 10, 1759 in , BEDFORD, VA, and died 1837 in SC. He married NANCY LACEY WFT Est. 1770-1814. She was born Unknown in ?.

Children of ESLI HUNT and NANCY LACEY are:
   3. i. ELVIRA³ HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1763-1795; d. WFT Est. 1819-1855.
   4. ii. MARTIN HUNT, b. October 08, 1795, Pickens County, SC; d. April 26, 1874.
   5. iii. WILLIAM HUNT, b. 1796; d. WFT Est. 1818-1887, Pickens County, SC.

Generation No. 3

3. ESLI³ HUNT, JR. (ESLI², THOMAS¹) was born WFT Est. 1763-1795, and died WFT Est. 1819-1855. He married LOUVISSA BROCK WFT Est. 1788-1833 in ?. She was born WFT Est. 1771-1797 in ?, and died WFT Est. 1820-1866 in ?.

Children of ESLI HUNT and LOUVISSA BROCK are:
   6. i. ELVIRA⁴ HUNT, b. October 17, 1811, SC; d. March 10, 1900, Pickens County, SC.
   7. ii. HARVEY CLEVELAND HUNT, b. August 14, 1818, SC; d. September 22, 1861, Pickens County, SC.

4. MARTIN⁴ HUNT (ESLI³, THOMAS¹) was born October 08, 1795 in Pickens County, SC, and died April 26, 1874. He married MARTHA HALLUM WFT Est. 1814-1844 in ?. She was born November 14, 1799 in , PICKENS, SC, and died August 27, 1873 in , PICKENS, SC.

Children of MARTIN HUNT and MARTHA HALLUM are:
   i. ADLINE⁵ HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1816-1841; d. WFT Est. 1837-1910.
   ii. WARREN HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1816-1842, Greenville County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1837-1906.
   8. iii. WILLIAM H. HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1816-1846, , Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1873-1908.
   iv. ELIZABETH HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1817-1843, Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1846-1911.
   9. v. ELVIRA HUNT, b. June 02, 1824, Pickens County, SC; d. August 21, 1884, Pickens County, SC.
5. William Hunt (*Eslé, Thomas*) was born 1796, and died WFT Est. 1818-1887 in Pickens County, SC. He married Elizabeth Bowen WFT Est. 1816-1846. She was born March 06, 1803 in , Pickens, SC, and died WFT Est. 1818-1897 in ?.

Children of William Hunt and Elizabeth Bowen are:

i. Martha Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1835-1912.

ii. Mary Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1835-1912.

iii. Rebeccca Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1835-1912.

iv. Wadsworth Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1819-1908.

Notes for Wadsworth Hunt:
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 27, Ed. 1, Tree #0318, Date of Import: Sep 17, 1999]
Moved to Texas

v. Harriett Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1835-1912.

vi. Butler Hunt, b. WFT Est. 1818-1845; d. WFT Est. 1838-1908.

Generation No. 4

6. Elvira Hunt (*Eslé, Eslé, Thomas*) was born October 17, 1811 in SC, and died March 10, 1900 in Pickens County, SC. She married John T. Bowen January 08, 1829 in ?. He was born July 31, 1801 in , Pickens County, SC, and died June 04, 1871 in , Pickens County, SC.

Children of Elvira Hunt and John Bowen are:

i. Colonel Robert Eslé Bowen, b. September 08, 1830, George's Creek, Pickens County, SC; d. January 10, 1909, Pickens County, SC.

ii. Tama Ann Malinda Bowen, b. 1833, Pickens County, SC; d. Bef. 1871.

iii. Captain John Hallum Bowen, b. October 08, 1838, Pickens County, SC; d. January 15, 1903, GA.


v. Thomas Jefferson Bowen, b. June 22, 1843, Pickens County, SC; d. September 22, 1919, Pickens County, SC.

vi. Martha Elvira Bowen, b. November 20, 1846, Pickens County, SC; d. June 24, 1914, Greenville County, SC.

vii. Marcus D. Lafayette Bowen, b. 1849, Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1866-1939.

viii. Dorcas Jane Bowen, b. October 25, 1851, Pickens County, SC; d. April 01, 1911, Mile Creek, Pickens County, SC.

ix. William Reese Bowen, b. February 26, 1852, Pickens County, SC; d. May 27, 1914, Warrensburg, MO.

x. Mary Elizabeth Bowen, b. March 04, 1854; d. March 07, 1942, Statesville, Iredell County, NC.

xi. Nancy Texanna Bowen, b. July 02, 1857, Pickens County, SC; d. September 30, 1916, Oconee County, SC.

7. Harvey Cleveland Hunt (*Eslé, Eslé, Thomas*) was born August 14, 1818 in SC, and died September 22, 1861 in Pickens County, SC. He married Sarah Ann Deniza Bowen WFT Est. 1835-1855 in ?. She was born December 27, 1819 in , Pickens County, SC, and died August 29, 1894 in , Pickens County, SC.

Children of Harvey Hunt and Sarah Bowen are:

10. i. Esley Marion Hunt, b. December 18, 1839, Pickens County, SC; d. June 20, 1926, Greenville, Greenville, SC.

ii. John Harleston Hunt, b. 1841, Pickens County, SC; d. 1864, Pickens County, SC.

iii. Reese B. Hunt, b. March 11, 1841, Pickens County, SC; d. May 01, 1855, Pickens County, SC.

iv. Nancy Eglantine Hunt, b. April 26, 1844, Pickens County, SC; d. January 23, 1895, Dacusville, Pickens County, SC; m. William Jefferson Ponder, WFT Est. 1861-1886; b. January 16, 1847, Greenville County, SC; d. May 02, 1920, Pickens County, SC.

v. Harvey Clay Hunt, b. 1845, Pickens County, SC; d. February 22, 1912, Pickens County, SC.

vi. Lawrence Cleveland Hunt, b. 1848, Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1849-1938.

vii. Mary Vandalia Hunt, b. 1850, Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1851-1944.
viii. MARTHA EVALINE HUNT, b. July 18, 1850, Pickens County, SC; d. April 02, 1921, Pickens County, SC.
ix. THOMAS PICKENS HUNT, b. February 05, 1856, Pickens County, SC; d. September 11, 1884, Pickens County, SC.
x. JAMES RYEL HUNT, b. April 26, 1858, Pickens County, SC; d. October 28, 1884, Pickens County, SC.

8. William H.4 Hunt (Martin3, Ellis2, Thomas1) was born WFT Est. 1816-1846 in , Pickens County, SC, and died WFT Est. 1873-1908. He married MARTHA JANE BLYTHE WFT Est. 1840-1884 in ?. She was born WFT Est. 1821-1848 in ?, and died WFT Est. 1874-1916 in ?.

Children of William Hunt and Martha Blythe are:
   i. REESE5 HUNT, b. WFT Est. 1843-1885, Pickens County, SC; d. WFT Est. 1844-1933.
   ii. BENJAMIN FRANK HUNT, b. 1860, Pickens County, SC; d. June 16, 1931, Greenville County, SC.
   iii. ALBERT HUNT, b. 1862; d. August 23, 1926, Greenville County, SC.
   iv. ELIZABETH HUNT, b. June 11, 1866, Dacusville, Pickens County, SC; d. February 05, 1938, Pickens County, SC.
   v. LEIGH HUNT, b. April 30, 1868, Pickens County, SC; d. February 02, 1960, Columbia, SC.
   vi. MARTIN VAN BUREN HUNT, b. February 12, 1872, Pickens County, SC; d. September 07, 1936, Dacusville, Pickens County, SC.

9. Elvira4 Hunt (Martin3, Ellis2, Thomas1) was born June 02, 1824 in Pickens County, SC, and died August 21, 1884 in Pickens County, SC. She married JAMES MATTISON PONDER December 03, 1844. He was born July 30, 1814 in , GREENVILLE CO, SC, and died February 20, 1864 in , Pickens County, SC.

Children of Elvira Hunt and James Ponder are:
   i. JAMES MARTIN5 PONDER, b. 1845, Greenville County, SC; d. 1876, Pickens County, SC.
   ii. WILLIAM JEFFERSON PONDER, b. January 16, 1847, Greenville County, SC; d. May 02, 1920, Pickens County, SC; m. NANCY EGLANTINE HUNT, WFT Est. 1861-1886; b. April 26, 1844, Pickens County, SC; d. January 23, 1895, Dacusville, Pickens County, SC.
   iii. ELISABETH BOWEN PONDER, b. December 01, 1851, Pickens County, SC; d. January 31, 1918, Dacusville, Pickens County, SC.

Generation No. 5

10. Esley Marion5 Hunt (Harvey Cleveland4, Ellis3, Ellis2, Thomas1) was born December 18, 1839 in Pickens County, SC, and died June 20, 1926 in GREENVILLE, GREENVILLE, SC. He married MATTIE M YOUNG January 09, 1872 in DACUSVILLE, GREENVILLE (OR PICKENS CO.), SC, daughter of ARCHYBALD YOUNG and MARGARET SEAWRIGHT. She was born May 14, 1848 in , GREENVILLE, SC, and died December 11, 1918 in GREENVILLE, GREENVILLE, SC.

Notes for Esley Marion Hunt:
WAR RECORD:
# 1 ESLEY M. HUNT, PVT.
1st. CO. K, 6th SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
ENLISTED JULY 9,1861 AT SUMMERVILLE, DORCHESTER, SC
MUSTER ROLL NOV. 1, 1861 “PRESENT”
SOURCE:FAMILY RECORD IN FURMAN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
CONFORMATION OF RECORD N.A. 267/207
WAS A MEMBER OF CAPT. WESTFIELD’S CO.& LIEUT. MIMMS SULLIVAN, HAMPTON CO., NC AND VIRGINIA SERVICE.
# 2 CORPORAL & SARGENT COMPANY K6
REGIMENT SOUTH CAROLINA CONFEDERATE STATES ARMY
ENLISTED 10, 1862, PICKENS CO., SC.
SOURCE: TOMSTONE, HUNT MEMORIAL CHURCH CEMETARY, EASLEY, SC.
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More About E SLEY MARION HUNT:  
Burial: HUNT MEMORIAL CHAPEL, EASLEY, PICKENS CO. SC

More About MATTIE M YOUNG:  
Burial: HUNT MEMORIAL CHAPEL, EASLEY, PICKENS, SC

Children of E SLEY HUNT and MATTIE YOUNG are:  
  i. ESLEY HUNT6, m. ?, Unknown, SHE WAS A RED HEAD.
  ii. EGLANTINE HUNT.
  iii. LUCIA HUNT.
  iv. GRACE HUNT, m. (1) HAROLD OR MARION PERRY; m. (2) CLYDE GAILEY.
  v. FLORANCE HUNT.
  vi. WAVERLY HUNT.
  vii. THOMAS HUNT.
  viii. EULA HUNT, b. October 10, 1872, , PICKENS, SC; d. October 21, 1911; m. DR. REUBEN DECATUR SMITH, April 20, 1895.
  ix. HARVEY CLEVELAND HUNT, b. February 08, 1874, , Pickens County, SC; d. January 12, 1876, , Pickens County, SC.
  x. KATIE HUNT, b. March 20, 1875, , Pickens, SC; d. March 25, 1876, , PICKENS, SC.
  xi. WILLIE YOUNG HUNT, b. March 08, 1885, DACUSVILLE, PICKENS, SC; d. October 19, 1942, VALDOSTA, LOWNDES, GA.

Generation No. 6

11. EGLANTINE6 HUNT (ESLEY MARION5, HARVEY CLEVELAND4, ESLF, ESLF, THOMAS3) She married JOHN G. PERRY.

Children of EGLANTINE HUNT and JOHN PERRY are:  
  i. RUTH7 PERRY.
  ii. MARION M PERRY.
  iii. ? PERRY.

12. LUCIA6 HUNT (ESLEY MARION5, HARVEY CLEVELAND4, ESLF, ESLF, THOMAS3) She married IRA MCDAVID. He was born April 03, 1867.

Children of LUCIA HUNT and IRA MCDAVID are:  
16. i. WILLIAM7 MC DAVID.
    ii. IRA MC DAVID.
    iii. LUCIA MC DAVID.
iv. Nettie McDavid.

13. Florance⁵ Hunt (Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹) She married Mark Parkins.

Children of Florance Hunt and Mark Parkins are:
17. i. Grace⁷ Parkins.
   ii. Cara Parkins.

14. Thomas⁶ Hunt (Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹) He married ?.

Child of Thomas Hunt and ? is:
   i. Christine⁷ Hunt.

15. Willie Young⁶ Hunt (Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹) was born March 08, 1885 in Dacusville, Pickens, SC, and died October 19, 1942 in Valdosta, Lowndes, GA. He married Carrie Thomas Jones February 13, 1910 in Colquitt, Miller, GA. She was born July 20, 1890 in , , GA, and died July 26, 1973 in Atlanta, Fulton, GA..

Children of Willie Hunt and Carrie Jones are:
   ii. Frances Hunt, b. December 21, 1917.
   20. iii. Mary Etta Hunt, b. September 07, 1919.

Generation No. 7

16. William⁷ McDavid (Lucia⁶ Hunt, Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹) He married ?.

Child of William McDavid and ? is:
   i. William⁸ McDavid.

17. Grace⁷ Parkins (Florance⁶ Hunt, Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹)

Child of Grace Parkins is:
   i. Grace⁹ Parkins, m. James Hood.

18. Willie Hayne⁷ Hunt (Willie Young⁶, Esley Marion⁵, Harvey Cleveland⁴, Esli³, Esli², Thomas¹) was born August 13, 1912 in Dawson, Terrell, GA., and died December 15, 2000 in Inverness, Citrus, FL. She married Malcolm Lafayette Williamson February 16, 1947 in Valdosta, Lowndes, GA, son of George Williamson and Dora Nix. He was born September 13, 1913 in Apple Valley, Jackson, GA., and died July 29, 1984 in Clayton, Rabun, GA..

Notes for Willie Hayne Hunt:
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More About MALCOLM LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON:
Cause of Death: MASSIVE HEART ATTACK

Children of WILLIE HUNT and MALCOLM WILLIAMSON are:
23. i. JUDITH LEWIS WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1949, BROOKSVILLE, FL.
24. ii. GEORGE MALCOLM WILLIAMSON, b. October 23, 1951, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

19. FRANCES HUNT (WILLIE YOUNG, ESLEY MARION, HARVEY CLEVELAND, ESLY, ESLY, THOMAS) was born December 21, 1917. She married JOSHUA FRANSIS WILBER May 05, 1945 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA. He was born December 27, 1896, and died December 19, 1947.

Children of FRANCES HUNT and JOSHUA WILBER are:
   i. HELEN HUNT WILNER.
   ii. CAROL ELLEN WILBER, b. June 07, 1946; m. HECTOR RUBEN MARICHAL CALLEJAS, May 24, 1969, ST MATHEWS CATHEDRAL, WASHINGTON, DC.

20. MARY ETTA HUNT (WILLIE YOUNG, ESLEY MARION, HARVEY CLEVELAND, ESLY, ESLY, THOMAS) was born September 07, 1919. She married HARRY WARD MILEY March 16, 1945. He was born June 30, 1906, and died September 04, 1964.

Children of MARY HUNT and HARRY MILEY are:
   i. MARY ANN MILEY, b. July 08, 1946.
   iii. MARTIN HUNT MILEY, b. April 03, 1951.

21. JOHN CARVER HUNT (WILLIE YOUNG, ESLEY MARION, HARVEY CLEVELAND, ESLY, ESLY, THOMAS) was born August 11, 1921. He married CAMILLE GODWIN February 14, 1943 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA. She was born October 07, 1923.

Children of JOHN HUNT and CAMILLE GODWIN are:
   i. CARVER ANTHONY HUNT, b. August 15, 1944.
   ii. CAMILLE LOUISE HUNT, b. August 09, 1948; d. April 03, 1969; m. JOHN CONNER, September 14, 1968.

22. GENEVIEVE ETHEL HUNT (WILLIE YOUNG, ESLEY MARION, HARVEY CLEVELAND, ESLY, ESLY, THOMAS) was born January 29, 1924. She married CECIL C. JERNIGAN May 16, 1943 in VALDOXTA, LONDES, GA. He was born October 16, 1922.

Children of GENEVIEVE HUNT and CECIL JERNIGAN are:
   i. DAVID HUNT JERNIGAN, b. February 12, 1944.


Generation No. 8


More About Edward T. Motter, Jr.:
Fact 1: could be 1946 for his birth

Children of Judith Williamson and Edward Motter are:
  ii.  Sonja Anne Motter, b. December 01, 1974, Jacksonville, Duval, FL.
  iv.  Georgia Emily Motter, b. November 01, 1982, Harris City, Webster, TX.


Children of George Williamson and Marguerite Robison are:
  iii.  Mary Anna Williamson, b. August 27, 1996, Wilmington, New Haven, N.C.
Descendants of Jessie James

Generation No. 1

1. JESSIE1 JAMES was born February 10, 1779, and died 1845. He married MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, daughter of HENRY MORRIS and MARY BIRD. She was born October 10, 1783.

Children of JESSIE JAMES and MARY MORRIS are:
   i. RACHAEL2 JAMES, b. October 10, 1804.
   ii. JESSIE JAMES, b. November 05, 1805; d. December 07, 1878.
   iii. HENRY MORRIS JAMES, b. November 24, 1806; d. October 30, 1879.
   iv. SAMUEL JAMES, b. July 10, 1808; d. 1879.
   v. ELIZABETH M "BETSY" JAMES, b. August 04, 1810; d. November 18, 1882.
   vi. DEBORAH D JAMES, b. 1818.
   vii. JANE HAMILTON JAMES, b. 1821.
   viii. JAMES DAVID JAMES, b. 1824.
   ix. MARY "POLLY" JAMES, b. 1826; m. LEWIS E ANDERSON; b. 1831.
   x. SARAH Y JAMES, b. 1829.

2. JESSIE Jr2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born November 05, 1805, and died December 07, 1878. He married MARY JANE GIVENS. She was born December 10, 1802, and died August 02, 1874.

Children of JESSIE JAMES and MARY GIVENS are:
   i. MELVINA3 JAMES, b. December 18, 1823; d. October 18, 1899; m. URIAH DUFFIELD.
   ii. LUCINDA JAMES, b. July 16, 1829; d. July 26, 1898.
   iii. VIRGINIA JAMES, b. 1830; d. March 08, 1876; m. CORTIS FRAME.
   iv. WILLIAM JAMES, b. May 26, 1832; d. May 10, 1917.
   v. LEWIS JAMES, b. 1845.
   vi. LOUISA JAMES, b. March 17, 1835; d. January 22, 1915.
   vii. ELIZABETH ANN JAMES, b. 1836.
   viii. CATHERINE JAMES.
   ix. ROBERT F JAMES.

3. HENRY MORRIS2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born November 24, 1806, and died October 30, 1879. He married REBECCA YOUNG April 14, 1831 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born February 18, 1810, and died February 10, 1873.

Children of HENRY JAMES and REBECCA YOUNG are:
   i. MARY3 JAMES, b. 1833; m. JOHN ISONHOWER.
   15. ii. WILLIAM Y JAMES, b. 1834.
   16. iii. SAMUEL JAMES, b. June 03, 1836.
   17. iv. MARTHA JAMES, b. 1838.
   18. v. THOMAS H JAMES, b. 1845.
   19. vi. REBECCA JANE JAMES, b. 1847.

4. SAMUEL2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born July 10, 1808, and died 1879. He married KEZIAH YOUNG March 13, 1838 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born December 19, 1810, and died February 10, 1873.

Children of SAMUEL JAMES and KEZIAH YOUNG are:
   i. SAMUEL3 JAMES, b. Abt. 1838.
   ii. STROTHE JAMES, b. 1840; m. MARY ELIZABETH RILEY; b. 1844.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

iii. NANCY JAMES, b. 1843; d. 1891; m. DAVID M KENNEDY; b. 1844.
19. iv. MARY JAMES, b. 1845; d. 1920.
20. v. JESSIE JAMES, b. 1847; d. 1931.
21. vi. SOPHIA JAMES, b. 1851; d. 1915.

5. ELIZABETH M "BETSY" JAMES (JESSIE1) was born August 04, 1810, and died November 18, 1882. She married JOHN DARION YOUNG December 19, 1830 in KANAWHA, VA. He was born February 10, 1799, and died April 02, 1870.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and JOHN YOUNG are:
22. i. LEWIS NORMAN3 YOUNG, b. November 27, 1831; d. 1905.
23. ii. AMERICA YOUNG, b. October 17, 1833; d. 1910.
25. iv. MILTON WOODS YOUNG, b. May 29, 1836; d. September 03, 1892.
   vi. MARTHA B YOUNG, b. April 01, 1841; d. 1873.
   vii. JAMES S YOUNG, b. Abt. 1867.

6. DEBORAH D JAMES (JESSIE1) was born 1818. She married (1) JOHN ASHLEY. He was born 1814. She married (2) THOMAS WILLIAM HODGES.

Children of DEBORAH JAMES and JOHN ASHLEY are:
   i. POLLY3 ASHLEY, b. 1843.
   ii. JESSIE ASHLEY, b. 1847.
   iii. JOHN ASHLEY, b. 1848.

7. JANE HAMILTON2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born 1821. She married (1) JOHN SLACK. She married (2) WILLIAM MARTIN.

Children of JANE JAMES and JOHN SLACK are:
   i. AMERICA VIENNA3 SLACK, b. 1846.
   ii. JOHN SAMUEL SLACK, b. 1850; m. EMMA MATHENY.
27. iii. MARY COMFORT SLACK, b. 1852.
28. iv. SARAH CATHERINE SLACK, b. 1854; d. 1936.
   v. MARGARET SLACK, b. 1857.

Children of JANE JAMES and WILLIAM MARTIN are:
   vi. HARRIET ELIZABETH MARTIN, m. JOSEPH OSBURN.
   vii. BIDDY ANN MARTIN, b. 1860; d. 1925; m. WILLIAM JARRETT.
   viii. ELLA DEBORA MARTIN.
   ix. MARGARET JANE MARTIN, m. CHARLES YOUNG.

8. JAMES DAVID2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born 1824. He married PRICY/DICY PINSON. She was born 1835.

Children of JAMES JAMES and PRICY/DICY PINSON are:
   i. JULIA3 JAMES, b. 1861.
   ii. DAVID H JAMES, b. 1864.
   iii. HARRIETT E JAMES, b. 1866.
   iv. BECCA J JAMES, b. 1869.
   v. NELLIE JAMES, b. 1872.
   vi. GEORGE E JAMES, b. 1874.
   vii. JAMES DAVIS JAMES, b. 1877.

9. MARGARET2 JAMES (JESSIE1) was born June 24, 1814, and died August 10, 1887. She married (1) CHARLES CONRAD YOUNG. He was born February 07, 1807, and died February 14, 1905. She married (2) CHARLES
Children of MARGARET JAMES and CHARLES YOUNG are:
   i. MARIA3 YOUNG, b. February 13, 1833; m. JOSEPH T MORTON.
29. ii. JESSIE JAMES YOUNG, b. November 05, 1834.
30. iii. RACHEL YOUNG, b. January 26, 1839.
31. iv. MARTHA YOUNG, b. 1840; d. 1927.
   v. MARY YOUNG, b. June 03, 1841; m. JOSEPH WOODS.
32. vi. FRANCES "FANNY" YOUNG, b. August 12, 1843; d. 1934.
   vii. SAPHRONA YOUNG, b. February 26, 1844; d. 1853.
   viii. WILLIAM YOUNG, b. March 15, 1848; d. April 25, 1896; m. SARAH LOUISA "SALLIE" MACE.
   ix. HARRIET YOUNG, b. March 30, 1852; m. GEORGE WASHINGTON "DUTC" WINTZ.
33. x. LEWIS W YOUNG, b. July 13, 1854; d. September 24, 1904.
34. xi. CHARLES WILLIAM YOUNG, b. December 26, 1855; d. December 14, 1938.
35. xii. JOHN FLOYD YOUNG, b. December 22, 1862; d. December 14, 1938.
   xiii. ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. May 17, 1870.

Generation No. 3

10. LUCINDA3 JAMES (JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) was born July 16, 1829, and died July 26, 1898. She married HENRY YOUNG. He was born January 20, 1827, and died September 08, 1861.

Children of LUCINDA JAMES and HENRY YOUNG are:
   i. ARMINTA4 YOUNG.
   ii. MELVINA YOUNG.
36. iii. JESSE YOUNG, b. August 06, 1853; d. May 04, 1876.
   iv. MARY AGNES YOUNG, b. 1856, Virginia B; d. 1870; m. JASPER GIVEN.
37. v. SARAH JANE YOUNG, b. October 12, 1859.

11. WILLIAM3 JAMES (JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) was born May 26, 1832, and died May 10, 1917. He married EVOLINE PIERSON. She was born August 15, 1840, and died October 06, 1926.

Children of WILLIAM JAMES and EVOLINE PIERSON are:
38. i. BENJAMIN FRANK4 JAMES, b. July 18, 1857; d. November 18, 1928.
39. ii. MARY ANN JAMES, b. October 14, 1859.
40. iii. THOMAS JACKSON JAMES, b. February 14, 1862; d. 1939.
41. iv. ELIZABETH ANN JAMES, b. April 19, 1865.
42. v. ELLIOT MOLLOHAN JAMES, b. February 27, 1867; d. September 18, 1949.
43. vi. ISABELLE JAMES, b. November 21, 1870; d. August 11, 1942.
44. vii. NEWTON NEWLON JAMES, b. February 27, 1873; d. March 03, 1939.
45. viii. MILLARD SCOTT JAMES, b. February 18, 1875.
46. ix. SUSAN EMMA JAMES, b. July 08, 1877.
47. x. WILLIS HAMPTON JAMES, b. January 28, 1880; d. June 1944.
49. xii. CHARLES E JAMES, b. October 19, 1886; d. September 15, 1942.

12. LEWIS3 JAMES (JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) was born 1845. He married NANCY ROSANN MELTON. She was born 1852.

Children of LEWIS JAMES and NANCY MELTON are:
   i. MARY ELIZABETH "LIZZIE"4 JAMES, m. (1) LEWIS BROOKMAN; m. (2) EDWARD BURDETT.
   ii. CYNTHIA ANNIE JAMES, b. 1873; d. 1903; m. WILLIAM TAYLOR.
   iii. MARGARET "MAGGIE" JAMES, b. 1874; m. WILLIAM GIVEN.
   iv. CHLOE J JAMES, b. 1876; m. EMANUEL TAYLOR.
   v. IDA MAE JAMES, b. 1878; m. J R STUMP.
   vi. DEBRA A JAMES, b. 1880; m. EVERETT H LYNCH.
   vii. JOHN JAMES, b. 1885; m. BERTHA CART.
13. LOUISA^3 JAMES (*JESSIE* JR^2, *JESSIE*^1) was born March 17, 1835, and died January 22, 1915. She married SAMUEL F GIVEN. He was born 1836.

Children of LOUISA JAMES and SAMUEL GIVEN are:
   i. EMMA E^4 GIVEN, b. 1858; m. MILLARD FILMORE GIBSON; b. May 15, 1856.
   ii. WILLIS E GIVEN, b. 1860; m. MARY R JOHNSON; b. 1871.
   50. iii. JESSE LEE GIVEN, b. November 23, 1863; d. February 15, 1946.
   iv. HENRY A GIVEN, b. 1886.
   v. ELIZABETH E GIVEN, b. 1868.
   vi. VIRGINIA B GIVEN, b. 1870.
   vii. EMERY H GIVEN, b. 1872.
   viii. CHARLES E GIVEN, b. 1875; m. ROSA GIVEN; b. 1894.
   ix. OSEOLIE O GIVEN, b. 1879; m. THOMAS E HOUGHTON; b. 1882.

14. ELIZABETH ANN^3 JAMES (*JESSIE* JR^2, *JESSIE*^1) was born 1836. She married SILAS JAMES. He was born 1830.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and SILAS JAMES are:
   i. ROBERT H^4 JAMES, b. 1860.
   ii. LOUISA J JAMES, b. 1863.
   iii. ROENA E JAMES, b. 1870.

15. WILLIAM Y^3 JAMES (*HENRY* MORRIS^2, *JESSIE*^1) was born 1834. He married RACHEL HUFFMAN. She was born 1846.

Children of WILLIAM JAMES and RACHEL HUFFMAN are:
   51. i. JOHN HENRY^4 JAMES, b. 1861.
   ii. MARTHA JAMES, b. 1864.
   iii. MARY JAMES, b. 1866.
   iv. CHARLES W JAMES, b. 1873; m. VIRGINIA M ?.

16. SAMUEL^3 JAMES (*HENRY* MORRIS^2, *JESSIE*^1) was born June 03, 1836. He married SARAH A PRICE, daughter of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1846.

Children of SAMUEL JAMES and SARAH PRICE are:
   i. MARTHA^4 JAMES, b. 1868.
   ii. CHLOE JAMES, b. 1870.
   iii. JOHN EDWARD JAMES, b. 1873.
   iv. MINNIE M JAMES, b. 1875.
   v. HENRY WALTER JAMES, b. 1878.
   vi. REBECCA F JAMES, b. 1881.

17. THOMAS H^3 JAMES (*HENRY* MORRIS^2, *JESSIE*^1) was born 1845. He married (1) HARRIET FRANCES PRICE, daughter of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1844. He married (2) SARAH IKEELING. She was born 1852.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and HARRIET PRICE are:
   i. MABRINA^4 JAMES, b. 1867.
   ii. FANNY JAMES, b. 1869.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and SARAH IKEELING are:
   iii. BENJAMIN^4 JAMES, b. 1874.
   iv. WILLIAM P JAMES, b. 1875.
   v. MARY JAMES, b. 1878.
   vi. ELIZABETH JAMES, b. 1885.
18. REBECCA JANE\(^3\) JAMES (\textit{Henry Morris}\(^2\), \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born 1847. She married DAVID LEWIS YOUNG. He was born Abt. 1849.

Child of REBECCA JAMES and DAVID YOUNG is:

52. i. DORA ELIZABETH\(^4\) YOUNG, b. December 02, 1872; d. Abt. 1950.

19. MARY\(^3\) JAMES (\textit{Samuel}\(^2\), \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born 1845, and died 1920. She married MILTON R SYNDER. He was born 1847.

Children of MARY JAMES and MILTON SYNDER are:

i. CLOA (CHLOE) M\(^4\) SYNDER, b. 1869.

ii. WOODY D SYNDER, b. 1872.

iii. R SYNDER, b. 1875.

20. JESSIE\(^3\) JAMES (\textit{Samuel}\(^2\), \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born 1847, and died 1931. He married NANCY ISABELL JARRETT. She was born 1848.

Children of JESSIE JAMES and NANCY JARRETT are:

i. MINNIE\(^4\) JAMES, b. 1871; m. GEORGE STUMP.

ii. ELDRIDGE JAMES, b. 1872.

iii. MAMIE D JAMES, b. 1874; m. JAMES WILLIAM CART; b. 1872; d. 1925.

iv. WHEDON JAMES, b. 1877.

v. MELLISA JAMES, b. 1879.

vi. MILTON E JAMES, b. 1881.

vii. VERA E JAMES, b. 1883.

viii. ROBERT C JAMES, b. 1890.

ix. SOPHIA C JAMES, b. 1890.

21. SOPHIA\(^3\) JAMES (\textit{Samuel}\(^2\), \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born 1851, and died 1915. She married PHILLIP C RUSSELL. He was born 1849, and died 1919.

Children of SOPHIA JAMES and PHILLIP RUSSELL are:

i. JOHN E KENNA\(^4\) RUSSELL, b. 1877.

ii. VIRGIL RICHARDSON RUSSELL, b. 1880.

22. LEWIS NORMAN\(^3\) YOUNG (\textit{Elizabeth M }\textit{Betsy}\(^2\) JAMES, \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born November 27, 1831, and died 1905. He married (1) MARY ELIZABETH BALLARD. She was born 1846. He married (2) ELIZABETH MANN.

Children of LEWIS YOUNG and ELIZABETH MANN are:

i. DAVID H K\(^4\) YOUNG, b. 1873; d. 1911.

ii. JOHN D YOUNG, b. 1876; m. LILLIAN FULLERTON.

iii. ELIZABETH YOUNG.

23. AMERICA\(^3\) YOUNG (\textit{Elizabeth M }\textit{Betsy}\(^2\) JAMES, \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born October 17, 1833, and died 1910. She married DANIEL H N DIX. He was born 1828, and died 1911.

Children of AMERICA YOUNG and DANIEL DIX are:

i. JOHN M\(^4\) DIX, b. February 15, 1857; d. February 15, 1892.

ii. ELIZABETH QUINDORA DIX.

iii. WILLIAM J DIX.

iv. HATTIE DIX.

v. MILTON LEWIS DIX.

24. JOHN MARK\(^3\) YOUNG (\textit{Elizabeth M }\textit{Betsy}\(^2\) JAMES, \textit{Jessie}\(^1\)) was born August 10, 1835, and died September 30, 1923. He married ALBINA L ONG. She was born 1845, and died 1916.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of JOHN YOUNG and ALBINA ONG are:
   i. FRED 4 YOUNG, b. 1868; d. 1875.
   ii. JOHN MILTON QUINCY YOUNG, b. 1870; d. 1920.
   iii. AUGUSTUS ONG YOUNG, b. 1872; m. JULIA ?.
   iv. ORA D YOUNG, b. January 1877; d. January 1892.
   v. HARRY YOUNG, b. 1882; d. 1883.

25. MILTON WOODS 3 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M 'BETSY' 2 JAMES, JESSIE 1) was born May 29, 1836, and died September 03, 1892. He married SALLY ELIZABETH GARRY. She was born October 12, 1858.

Children of MILTON YOUNG and SALLY GARRY are:
   55. i. ERNA BLY 4 YOUNG, b. February 11, 1881.
   ii. MILTON WOODS YOUNG, JR., b. May 29, 1883; d. March 10, 1914.

26. HARRIET 3 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M 'BETSY' 2 JAMES, JESSIE 1) was born March 30, 1839, and died December 20, 1937. She married JOHN MILLARD SLACK. He was born 1834, and died December 1916.

Children of HARRIET YOUNG and JOHN SLACK are:
   i. NELLIE A 4 SLACK, b. July 24, 1867; d. January 19, 1873.
   ii. NORMAN HEDGEMAN SLACK, b. 1869; d. 1923.
   56. iii. ELIZABETH S SLACK, b. 1872.
   57. iv. JOHN MARK SLACK, b. 1876.
   58. v. CHARLES SLACK, b. 1879.

27. MARY COMFORT 3 SLACK (JANE HAMILTON 2 JAMES, JESSIE 1) was born 1852. She married CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS JARRETT. He was born 1831.

Children of MARY SLACK and CHRISTOPHER JARRETT are:
   i. FANNIE C 4 JARRETT, b. 1869; m. STEPHEN STOFELL.
   ii. JOHN E JARRETT, b. 1872.
   iii. CHLOE JANE JARRETT, b. 1874; m. HENRY COPENHAVER.
   iv. ALICE JARRETT, b. 1876.
   v. LAWRENCE JARRETT, b. 1879.
   vi. ORLAND D JARRETT, b. 1882.

28. SARAH CATHERINE 3 SLACK (JANE HAMILTON 2 JAMES, JESSIE 1) was born 1854, and died 1936. She married WILLIAM HENRY BELCHER. He was born 1850.

Children of SARAH SLACK and WILLIAM BELCHER are:
   i. JOHN E 4 BELCHER, b. 1875.
   ii. SYDNEY W BELCHER, b. 1877.
   iii. ALBERT C BELCHER, b. 1879.

29. JESSIE JAMES 3 YOUNG (MARGARET 2 JAMES, JESSIE 1) was born November 05, 1834. He married HARRIETT DELILAH PRICE, daughter of EDMUND PRICE and ELIZABETH YOUNG. She was born 1838.

Children of JESSIE YOUNG and HARRIETT PRICE are:
   i. CHARLES E 4 YOUNG, b. September 29, 1861; m. MARY SPARKS.
   ii. WILLIAM B YOUNG, b. 1867; m. JULIA YOUNG.
   iii. JAMES A YOUNG, b. 1869; m. ELIZABETH LILLY.
   iv. MARY A E YOUNG, b. 1872; m. WILLIAM S WOODS.
   v. MARIBEL YOUNG, b. 1874; m. WILLIAM L ACRE.
   vi. SARAH CATHERINE YOUNG, b. 1877; m. JAMES L HUNT; b. 1871.
   vii. BENJAMIN STROHER YOUNG, b. 1884.
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30. RACHEL3 YOUNG (MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born January 26, 1839. She married (1) JEREMIAH MEADOWS. He was born 1829. She married (2) JOHN R BUCKNER.

Children of RACHEL YOUNG and JEREMIAH MEADOWS are:
  i. BURRELL4 MEADOWS, b. 1866.
  ii. NANCY D MEADOWS, b. 1868.
  iii. JOHN L MEADOWS, b. 1870.
  iv. HARVEY U MEADOWS, b. 1872.
  v. MARGARET MEADOWS, b. 1874.
  vi. JEREMIAH MEADOWS, b. 1878.

31. MARTHA3 YOUNG (MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born 1840, and died 1927. She married JOHN ROBERT BUCKNER. He was born 1837.

Children of MARTHA YOUNG and JOHN BUCKNER are:
  i. WILLIAM S4 BUCKNER, b. 1866.
  ii. JOHN A BUCKNER, b. 1868.
  iii. SAMUEL BUCKNER, b. 1869.
  iv. DOVEY ANN BUCKNER, b. 1874.
  v. STELLA BUCKNER, b. 1878.

32. FRANCES “FANNY”3 YOUNG (MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born August 12, 1843, and died 1934. She married GEORGE W STANLEY. He was born 1845.

Children of FRANCES YOUNG and GEORGE STANLEY are:
  i. MARDELLA4 STANLEY, b. 1870.
  ii. HARRY STANLEY, b. 1872.
  iii. MAYBELLE STANLEY, b. 1877.
  iv. MAMIE STANLEY, b. 1879.

33. LEWIS W3 YOUNG (MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born July 13, 1854, and died September 24, 1904. He married NANCY JANE SEABOLT. She was born April 16, 1859, and died November 21, 1962.

Children of LEWIS YOUNG and NANCY SEABOLT are:
  i. ALBERT RUFUS4 YOUNG, b. October 24, 1887; d. October 13, 1965.
  ii. WALTER YOUNG, b. January 26, 1889; d. October 30, 1892.
  iv. MARY SUSAN YOUNG, b. March 13, 1894; d. December 21, 1907.
  v. FANNIE JANE YOUNG, b. April 22, 1896.
  59. vi. LEVI LEWIS YOUNG, b. March 16, 1898; d. July 26, 1942.

34. CHARLES WILLIAM3 YOUNG (MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born December 26, 1855, and died December 14, 1938. He married HATTIE BELL WOODY. She was born January 07, 1860.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and HATTIE WOODY are:
  i. UNK4 YOUNG.
  ii. BLANCHE YOUNG, b. May 30, 1882; d. 1909; m. BENTON CARTE.
  iii. IRVIN YOUNG, b. August 30, 1883; d. 1969; m. EMMA HOPKINS; d. 1958.
  iv. JAMES LUTHER YOUNG, b. September 25, 1885; d. Abt. 1996; m. LULA B KEENER; b. 1890.
  v. HOWARD ELBERT YOUNG, b. March 10, 1888; m. VICTORIA ?
  vi. RICHARD ENEY YOUNG, b. April 18, 1890.
  vii. STELLA MAY YOUNG, b. February 20, 1892.
  viii. BESS GIRTRUDE YOUNG, b. September 30, 1894; d. Abt. 1970; m. LUTHER G SMYTHE.
  60. ix. WALTER LEE YOUNG, b. March 30, 1896.
  x. CHARLES HENRY YOUNG, b. December 20, 1898.
  xi. BUCK YOUNG, b. 1899.
35. JOHN FLOYD$^3$ YOUNG (MARGARET$^2$ JAMES, JESSIE$^1$) was born December 22, 1862, and died December 14, 1938. He married NANCY B SEABOLT. She was born December 21, 1872, and died January 17, 1952.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and NANCY SEABOLT are:
  i. CHARLES HENRY$^4$ YOUNG, b. October 20, 1891.
  ii. MARY JANE YOUNG, b. April 28, 1893.
  iii. LOUIS JACOB YOUNG, b. September 11, 1894.
  iv. WILLIAM JOHNSON YOUNG.
  v. RHODA BELLE YOUNG, b. June 30, 1897.
  vi. LEVI JACKSON YOUNG, b. September 25, 1899.
  vii. JESSE YOUNG, b. October 24, 1901.
  viii. NANCY CATHERINE YOUNG.
  ix. MISSOURI YOUNG.
  x. JOHN THOMAS YOUNG.
  xi. ADA YOUNG.

Generation No. 4

36. JESSE$^4$ YOUNG (LUCINDA$^3$ JAMES, JESSIE$^2$ JR, JESSIE$^1$) was born August 06, 1853, and died May 04, 1876. He married SARAH SUSAN CART. She was born January 22, 1853.

Child of JESSE YOUNG and SARAH CART is:
  i. RAIMONE$^5$ YOUNG, b. 1876.

37. SARAH JANE$^4$ YOUNG (LUCINDA$^3$ JAMES, JESSIE$^2$ JR, JESSIE$^1$) was born October 12, 1859. She married HAMILTO BURTON HICKMAN. He was born May 03, 1857.

Children of SARAH YOUNG and HAMILTO HICKMAN are:
  i. BRANTY$^5$ HICKMAN.
  ii. HARLING HICKMAN.
  iii. JIMMIE HICKMAN.
  iv. LAUGHLIN BOLLING HICKMAN.
  v. ROSIE HICKMAN.
  vi. ROXIE HICKMAN.
  vii. RUSSELL HICKMAN.
  viii. VIOLA HICKMAN.
  ix. AMANDA E HICKMAN, b. 1878.
  x. HENRY PRESTON HICKMAN, b. October 08, 1882; d. December 09, 1975.

38. BENJAMIN FRANK$^4$ JAMES (WILLIAM$^3$, JESSIE$^2$ JR, JESSIE$^1$) was born July 18, 1857, and died November 18, 1928. He married MARGARET SUSAN RIFFLE. She was born May 30, 1860, and died December 23, 1951.

Children of BENJAMIN JAMES and MARGARET RIFFLE are:
  i. EMORY$^5$ JAMES.
  ii. JUNIE JAMES.
  iii. CURT JAMES.
  iv. LANTY JAMES.

39. MARY ANN$^4$ JAMES (WILLIAM$^3$, JESSIE$^2$ JR, JESSIE$^1$) was born October 14, 1859. She married ANDREW JACKSON. He was born October 13, 1860, and died January 21, 1916.

Children of MARY JAMES and ANDREW JACKSON are:
  i. LUCY$^5$ JACKSON, b. 1889.
  ii. GRACIE JACKSON.
iii. M.

40. THOMAS JACKSON\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born February 14, 1862, and died 1939. He married BARBARA ELLEN HEFNER. She was born 1865, and died 1940.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and BARBARA HEFNER are:
   i. LIDA\textsuperscript{5} JAMES.
   ii. FLORA JAMES.
   iii. SARAH JAMES.
   iv. RHODA JAMES.

41. ELIZABETH ANN\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born April 19, 1865. She married DAVID SKIDMORE.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and DAVID SKIDMORE are:
   i. ELLA\textsuperscript{5} SKIDMORE.
   ii. WILLIAM SKIDMORE.
   iii. FARLEY SKIDMORE.
   iv. NELLIE SKIDMORE.
   v. SPORGEON SKIDMORE.

42. ELLIOT MOLLOHAN\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born February 27, 1867, and died September 18, 1949. He married JOANNA LAURA BOYD. She was born March 07, 1869, and died September 18, 1949.

Children of ELLIOT JAMES and JOANNA BOYD are:
   i. EDITH BLANCHE\textsuperscript{5} JAMES, b. August 25, 1895.
   ii. ORVIN RANSOM JAMES, b. April 09, 1900.
   iii. ALTON DAVIS JAMES.

43. ISABELLE\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born November 21, 1870, and died August 11, 1942. She married WILLIAM C HEFNER. He was born 1869, and died 1934.

Children of ISABELLE JAMES and WILLIAM HEFNER are:
   i. RAYMOND\textsuperscript{5} HEFNER.
   ii. JOHN HEFNER.
   iii. JESSE HEFNER.
   iv. WILFORD HEFNER.
   v. LELA HEFNER.
   vi. WALTER HEFNER.

44. NEWTON NEWLON\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born February 27, 1873, and died March 03, 1939. He married ELIZABETH SABINA CART. She was born September 23, 1875, and died May 08, 1965.

Children of NEWTON JAMES and ELIZABETH CART are:
63. i. Lester\textsuperscript{5} JAMES, b. December 25, 1902; d. July 31, 1990.
64. ii. IVAN JAMES, b. December 16, 1904; d. July 05, 1996.
65. iii. CLARICE JAMES, b. March 07, 1907; d. September 1985.
   iv. NETTIE OLIVE JAMES.
66. v. HERMAN GOAD JAMES.

45. MILLARD SCOTT\textsuperscript{4} JAMES (\textit{William}, \textit{Jessie Jr}, \textit{Jessie}) was born February 18, 1875. He married CORA HEFNER. She was born May 15, 1880, and died July 1970.

Children of MILLARD JAMES and CORA HEFNER are:
   i. EVA\textsuperscript{5} JAMES.
ii. FREEMAN JAMES.
iii. ERMA JAMES.

46. SUSAN EMMA⁴ JAMES (WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born July 08, 1877. She married NEWTON M ROGERS. He was born 1876.

Children of SUSAN JAMES and NEWTON ROGERS are:
   i. NORVEL⁵ ROGERS.
   ii. OPAL ROGERS.
   iii. HOLLIE ROGERS.

47. WILLIS HAMPTON⁴ JAMES (WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born January 28, 1880, and died June 1944. He married LYDIA A BEAL. She was born 1884, and died 1928.

Children of WILLIS JAMES and LYDIA BEAL are:
   i. CECIL⁵ JAMES.
   ii. MYRTLE JAMES.
   iii. BEATRICE JAMES.
   iv. KATHRYN JAMES.
   v. IRL JAMES.
   vi. ROSALIL JAMES.

48. WILLIAM⁴ JAMES (WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born February 03, 1882, and died March 19, 1961. He married ROSE ETTA HEFNER. She was born 1884, and died 1967.

Children of WILLIAM JAMES and ROSE HEFNER are:
   i. GOLDIE⁵ JAMES.
   ii. OKEY JAMES.
   iii. HOWARD JAMES.

49. CHARLES E⁴ JAMES (WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born October 19, 1886, and died September 15, 1942. He married LEOLA BAIL. She was born February 18, 1896.

Children of CHARLES JAMES and LEOLA BAIL are:
   i. CHESTER⁵ JAMES.
   ii. GRACE JAMES.
   iii. MARIE JAMES.
   iv. ANNIE JAMES.

50. JESSE LEE⁴ GIVEN (LOUISA³ JAMES, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born November 23, 1863, and died February 15, 1946. He married MALISSA J CART. She was born July 27, 1870, and died March 27, 1935.

Children of JESSE GIVEN and MALISSA CART are:
   i. HELEN⁵ GIVEN.
   ii. KESS GIVEN.
   iii. LAURA ELLEN GIVEN.
   iv. ELECTA GIVEN.
   v. L B GIVEN.
   vi. FLEET S GIVEN.
   vii. VESTA GIVEN.
   viii. LETA AR LIS GIVEN.

51. JOHN HENRY⁴ JAMES (WILLIAM Y³, HENRY MORRIS², JESSIE¹) was born 1861. He married ELLA C ?. She was born 1871.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of JOHN JAMES and ELLA are:
   i. OLIVE M JAMES, b. 1888.
   ii. EARL E JAMES, b. 1891.
   iii. RITIE P JAMES, b. 1892.
   iv. HOMER W JAMES.
   v. ELIZABETH F JAMES, b. 1899.

52. DORA ELIZABETH* YOUNG (REBECCA JANE* JAMES, HENRY MORRIS*, JESSIE*) was born December 02, 1872, and died Abt. 1950. She married (1) MENDER. She married (2) ALEXANDER BOSTICK. He was born August 26, 1846, and died June 14, 1924.

Children of DORA YOUNG and ALEXANDER BOSTICK are:
   i. DESSIE VIOLET* BOSTICK.
   ii. RUBY LAVERNE BOSTICK.
   iii. MAHALA AGNES BOSTICK.
   iv. SAMUEL BOSTICK.

53. WILLIAM J* DIX (AMERICA* YOUNG, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) He married ELIZABETH.

Children of WILLIAM DIX and ELIZABETH are:
   i. ROBERT YOUNG* DIX.
   ii. LETHA DIX.
   iii. UNK DIX.

54. JOHN MILTON QUINCY* YOUNG (JOHN MARK*, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) was born 1870, and died 1920. He married NELL F DUMBLE.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and NELL DUMBLE are:
   i. JESSE ORA* YOUNG, b. 1894; m. DON BRONBERG.
   ii. NORA EDNA YOUNG, b. 1897; m. BEN SHUFFER.
   iii. JOHN MARK Q YOUNG, b. 1900; d. 1901.

55. ERNA BLY* YOUNG (MILTON WOODS*, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) was born February 11, 1881. She married WILLIAM SIMPSON JOHNSON.

Children of ERNA YOUNG and WILLIAM JOHNSON are:
   i. WILLIAM CARY* JOHNSON, b. March 06, 1921; d. March 06, 1921.
   ii. VIRGINIA BONDERANT JOHNSON.

56. ELIZABETH S* SLACK (HARRIET* YOUNG, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) was born 1872. She married WILLIAM T WILLIAMSON.

Child of ELIZABETH SLACK and WILLIAM WILLIAMSON is:
   68. i. HARRIET VIOLA* WILLIAMSON, b. November 10, 1898.

57. JOHN MARK* SLACK (HARRIET* YOUNG, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) was born 1876. He married Gennie Gilchrist Bothwell.

Children of JOHN SLACK and Gennie Bothwell are:
   i. JOHN MARK* SLACK, JR.
   ii. ROBERT SLACK.
   iii. WILLIAM GILCHRIST SLACK.

58. CHARLES* SLACK (HARRIET* YOUNG, ELIZABETH M ‘BETSY’* JAMES, JESSIE*) was born 1879. He married
Children of CHARLES SLACK and DORA SAMPLES are:
   i. CHARLES NORMAN\(^5\) SLACK.
   ii. ELIZABETH SLACK.

59. LEVI LEWIS\(^4\) YOUNG (LEWIS W\(^3\), MARGARET\(^2\) JAMES, JESSIE\(^1\)) was born March 16, 1898, and died July 26, 1942. He married MALINDA JANE O'BRIEN.

Children of LEVI YOUNG and MALINDA O'BRIEN are:
   i. HAROLD LEWIS\(^5\) YOUNG.
   ii. INVAAH LEE YOUNG.
   iii. OSCAR GENE YOUNG.
   iv. ROBERT CARROLL YOUNG.
   v. RICHARD HARRISON YOUNG.

60. WALTER LEE\(^4\) YOUNG (CHARLES WILLIAM\(^3\), MARGARET\(^2\) JAMES, JESSIE\(^1\)) was born March 30, 1896. He married JETTA MAE GUTHRIE. She was born 1902, and died 1991.

Children of WALTER YOUNG and JETTA GUTHRIE are:
69. i. WALTER JENNINGS\(^5\) YOUNG, b. 1918; d. 1996.
   70. ii. CHARLES WALTER YOUNG.
       iii. DORMA ELAINE YOUNG, m. (1) HOWARD H BURDETTE; d. 1984; m. (2) CHARLES LEE ERDIN.
   71. iv. SHIRLEY GENE YOUNG, b. 1931; d. 1996.
   72. v. DONNIE YOUNG, b. 1933; d. 1992.
       vi. LOWELL FRANKLIN YOUNG.

61. DEMPSEY\(^4\) YOUNG (CHARLES WILLIAM\(^3\), MARGARET\(^2\) JAMES, JESSIE\(^1\)) was born 1901, and died 1974. He married IRENE MYERS.

Child of DEMPSEY YOUNG and IRENE MYERS is:
73. i. ROBERT KEMP\(^5\) YOUNG.

Generation No. 5

62. HENRY PRESTON\(^5\) HICKMAN (SARAH JANE\(^4\) YOUNG, LUCINDA\(^3\) JAMES, JESSIE JR\(^2\), JESSIE\(^1\)) was born October 08, 1882, and died December 09, 1975. He married NETTIE BELL CART. She was born September 10, 1880, and died February 10, 1967.

Children of HENRY HICKMAN and NETTIE CART are:
   i. LILIAN\(^6\) HICKMAN.
   ii. MEDFORD HICKMAN.
   iii. RAY HICKMAN, b. 1902.
   iv. CARL HICKMAN, b. July 22, 1903.
   v. BRENFORD HICKMAN.
   vi. DELMA RUTH HICKMAN.

63. LESTER\(^5\) JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), JESSIE JR\(^2\), JESSIE\(^1\)) was born December 25, 1902, and died July 31, 1990. He married ICIE JEFFERSON. She was born June 27, 1902, and died June 16, 1975.

Children of LESTER JAMES and ICIE JEFFERSON are:
   i. PHILLIP\(^6\) JAMES, m. BETTY CLARE COLE.
   74. ii. KAREN JAMES.
       iii. KARLA JAMES, m. ROBERT DOUGLAS.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

64. IVAN⁵ JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON⁴, WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born December 16, 1904, and died July 05, 1996. He married MABEL MATHEWS. She was born October 18, 1906, and died February 02, 1997.

Children of IVAN JAMES and MABEL MATHEWS are:
   i. HELEN⁶ JAMES, m. JOHN TATUM; b. March 04, 1931; d. March 04, 1971.
   75. ii. DONALD CARL JAMES.
   76. iii. MARY RUTH JAMES.
   77. iv. LYLE EDWARD JAMES.
   78. v. HUGH ALAN JAMES.

65. CLARICE⁵ JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON⁴, WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) was born March 07, 1907, and died September 1985. She married FRANK TOLLIVER.

Child of CLARICE JAMES and FRANK TOLLIVER is:
   i. MARIAN⁶ TOLLIVER.

66. HERMAN GOAD⁵ JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON⁴, WILLIAM³, JESSIE JR², JESSIE¹) He married ELEANOR BRYANT. She was born April 06, 1918, and died August 1979.

Child of HERMAN JAMES and ELEANOR BRYANT is:
   i. SHERRIE⁶ JAMES.

67. MAHALA AGNES⁵ BOSTICK (DORA ELIZABETH⁴ YOUNG, REBECCA JANE³ JAMES, HENRY MORRIS², JESSIE¹) She married WESTLEY ORTON MORRIS.

Children of MAHALA BOSTICK and WESTLEY MORRIS are:
   79. i. ROBERT WESTLEY⁶ MORRIS.
   ii. SAMUEL BOSTICK MORRIS.
   iii. REBECCA ELIZABETH MORRIS.

68. HARRIET VIOLA⁵ WILLIAMSON (ELIZABETH S⁴ SLACK, HARRIET³ YOUNG, ELIZABETH M “BETSY”² JAMES, JESSIE¹) was born November 10, 1898. She married CLARENCE L BARRETT.

Children of HARRIET WILLIAMSON and CLARENCE BARRETT are:
   i. WILLIAM ROBERT⁶ BARRETT.
   ii. ELIZABETH BARRETT.

69. WALTER JENNINGS⁵ YOUNG (WALTER LEE⁴, CHARLES WILLIAM³, MARGARET² JAMES, JESSIE¹) was born 1918, and died 1996. He married KATHALEEN YOUNG.

Child of WALTER YOUNG and KATHALEEN YOUNG is:
   i. JENNINGS⁶ YOUNG.

70. CHARLES WALTER⁵ YOUNG (WALTER LEE⁴, CHARLES WILLIAM³, MARGARET² JAMES, JESSIE¹) He married LILIAN FAYE. She was born 1923, and died 1996.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and LILIAN FAYE are:
   80. i. DALE DEWAYNE⁶ YOUNG.
   81. ii. KENT YOUNG.
   82. iii. KAREN FAYE YOUNG.
   83. iv. WALTER YOUNG.
   84. v. SUANNE YOUNG, m. ? LINDSEY.
   85. vi. JANIE YOUNG.
   86. vii. STEVEN MICHAEL YOUNG.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

86. viii. GREG YOUNG.
87. ix. RENEE YOUNG.

71. SHIRLEY GENE5 YOUNG (WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born 1931, and died 1996. He married MARY FRANCES THOMPSON.

Children of SHIRLEY YOUNG and MARY THOMPSON are:
   i. TINA MARIE6 YOUNG.
   ii. TERRI LYNN YOUNG.

72. DONNIE5 YOUNG (WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) was born 1933, and died 1992. He married BETTY L GURLEY.

Children of DONNIE YOUNG and BETTY GURLEY are:
   i. LOIS K6 YOUNG.
   ii. JOEL L YOUNG.
   iii. NOEL H YOUNG.

73. ROBERT KEMP5 YOUNG (DEMPSEY4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) He married JO ELLEN HARRISON.

Child of ROBERT YOUNG and JO HARRISON is:
   i. KIMBERLY LYNN6 YOUNG.

Generation No. 6

74. KAREN6 JAMES (LESTER5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) She married PHILEMON R HYRE.

Children of KAREN JAMES and PHILEMON HYRE are:
   i. CYNTHIA7 HYRE.
   ii. SUSAN HYRE.

75. DONALD CARL6 JAMES (IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) He married DELCIE MARIE DAVIS.

Children of DONALD JAMES and DELCIE DAVIS are:
   i. DAVID IVAN7 JAMES.
   ii. DEBORAH IONA JAMES, m. GARY RAY DISHMAN.
   iii. DENISE CAROL JAMES, m. TIMOTHY ALAN HOWARD.
   iv. NOAH MILTON SIMPKINS, m. ANITA ?.
   v. BRETT JOSEPH PLYBON, m. LISA ?.
   vi. ELIZABETH ANN HAMLIN.
   vii. UNK JAMES.

76. MARY RUTH6 JAMES (IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) She married LEONARD H WILLIAMS.

Children of MARY JAMES and LEONARD WILLIAMS are:
   i. BRENT H WILLIAMS.
   ii. BART WILLIAMS.

77. LYLE EDWARD6 JAMES (IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) He married (1) JANICE
MARIE ADKINS. She was born September 18, 1941, and died April 26, 1978. He married (2) BARBARA PELFREY.

Children of LYLE JAMES and JANICE ADKINS are:
91. i. REBECCA DAWN7 JAMES.
92. ii. SHELLY LYNN JAMES.
   iii. JESSICA ANN JAMES.
   iv. MICHELLE LEA JAMES.
93. v. RHONDA GAIL JAMES.

Child of LYLE JAMES and BARBARA PELFREY is:
   vi. MORGAN RENE7 JAMES.

78. HUGH ALAN6 JAMES (IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE JR2, JESSIE1) He married DELORES FAYE CHAPMAN.

Children of HUGH JAMES and DELORES CHAPMAN are:
94. i. BRIDGET DAWN7 JAMES.
   ii. MARK ALAN JAMES.
   iii. TRACY JAMES.
95. iv. MITZI LOU JAMES.

79. ROBERT WESTLEY6 MORRIS (MAHALA AGNES5 BOSTICK, DORA ELIZABETH4 YOUNG, REBECCA JANE3 JAMES, HENRY MORRIS2, JESSIE1) He married MARGARET ANN ELIZABETH HULL.

Children of ROBERT MORRIS and MARGARET HULL are:
   i. BETH7 MORRIS.
   ii. RACHEL ELAINE MORRIS.
   iii. ALAN AUSTIN MORRIS.

80. DALE DEWAYNE6 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER5, WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) He married (1) SUE ?. He married (2) VICKKI ?.

Children of DALE YOUNG and SUE ? are:
   i. RICKY7 YOUNG.
   ii. TAMMY YOUNG.

81. KENT6 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER5, WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) He married (1) ALICE PEREZ. He married (2) FRAN ?.

Child of KENT YOUNG and ALICE PEREZ is:
   i. MICHAEL7 YOUNG.

Children of KENT YOUNG and FRAN ? are:
   ii. SHAUN7 YOUNG.
   iii. COLTON YOUNG.

82. KAREN FAYE6 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER5, WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) She married (1) BOBBY BROWN. She married (2) GARY BURNSED.

Children of KAREN YOUNG and BOBBY BROWN are:
   i. BOBBY7 BROWN, JR.
   96. ii. ROBIN BROWN.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of KAREN YOUNG and GARY BURNSED is:
   iii. SHANE BURNSED.

83. WALTER\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) He married FRANCENE SMITH.

Children of WALTER YOUNG and FRANCENE SMITH are:
   i. CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG.
   ii. MICHELLE CATHERINE YOUNG.

84. JANIE\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) She married (1) RANDY HARLESS. She married (2) MIKE WEAVER.

Child of JANIE YOUNG and RANDY HARLESS is:
97. i. LORI LYNN\textsuperscript{7} HARLESS.

85. STEVEN MICHAEL\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) He married DONNA LYNN GRANT.

Children of STEVEN YOUNG and DONNA GRANT are:
   i. MELISSA ANN\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG.
   ii. PAMELA SUE YOUNG.
   iii. ALESHA LYNN YOUNG.
   iv. JOSHUA STEVEN YOUNG.

86. GREG\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) He married CHARLOTTE JOHNSON.

Children of GREG YOUNG and CHARLOTTE JOHNSON are:
   i. APRIL\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG.
   ii. ALLEN YOUNG.
   iii. AMBER YOUNG.

87. RENEE\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) She married DAVID EDGE.

Children of RENEE YOUNG and DAVID EDGE are:
   i. ANGIE\textsuperscript{7} EDGE.
   ii. SABRINA EDGE.

88. TERRI LYNN\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (SHIRLEY GENE\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) She married KENT WILSON.

Children of TERRI YOUNG and KENT WILSON are:
   i. STEVEN K\textsuperscript{7} WILSON.
   ii. SAMUEL A WILSON.

89. LOIS K\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG (DONNIE\textsuperscript{5}, WALTER LEE\textsuperscript{4}, CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARGARET\textsuperscript{2} JAMES, JESSIE\textsuperscript{1}) She married SCOTT MCCLURE.

Children of LOIS YOUNG and SCOTT MCCLURE are:
   i. HEATHER L\textsuperscript{7} MCCLURE.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

ii. AINEE T McCURIE.

Generation No. 7

90. DAVID IVAN7 JAMES (DONALD CARL6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1) He married MICHELLE MYLAM.

Child of DAVID JAMES and MICHELLE MYLAM is:
   i. JUSTIN TYLER8 JAMES.

91. REBECCA DAWN7 JAMES (LYLE EDWARD6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1) She married JAMES RAY McCOMAS.

Child of REBECCA JAMES and JAMES McCOMAS is:
   i. CALEB CLAY8 McCOMAS.

92. SHELLY LYNN7 JAMES (LYLE EDWARD6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1) She married CLARENCE CALDWELL.

Child of SHELLY JAMES and CLARENCE CALDWELL is:
   i. JANICE8 CALDWELL.

93. RHONDA GAIL7 JAMES (LYLE EDWARD6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1) She married FRED HICKS.

Children of RHONDA JAMES and FRED HICKS are:
   i. KATIE MARIE8 HICKS.
   ii. KARA BROOK HICKS.
   iii. FRED RYAN HICKS.

94. BRIDGET DAWN7 JAMES (HUGH ALAN6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1) She married RODNEY LEE ASHWORTH.

Child of BRIDGET JAMES and RODNEY ASHWORTH is:
   i. MOLLY DAWN8 ASHWORTH.

95. MITZI LOU7 JAMES (HUGH ALAN6, IVAN5, NEWTON NEWLON4, WILLIAM3, JESSIE Jr2, JESSIE1)

Child of MITZI LOU JAMES is:
   i. COURTNEY RENEE8 JAMES.

96. ROBIN7 BROWN (KAREN FAYE6 YOUNG, CHARLES WALTER5, WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2 JAMES, JESSIE1) She married (1) VINCE BENNETT. She married (2) ROBERT HODGES.

Child of ROBIN BROWN and VINCE BENNETT is:
   i. CHASE ALLEN8 BENNETT.

Child of ROBIN BROWN and ROBERT HODGES is:
   ii. BRITTANY8 HODGES.

97. LORI LYNN7 HARLESS (JANIE6 YOUNG, CHARLES WALTER5, WALTER LEE4, CHARLES WILLIAM3, MARGARET2
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

*JAMES, JESSIE* 1) She married *BRIAN BALES.*

Child of *LORI HARLESS* and *BRIAN BALES* is:
   i. *KRISTEN BALES.*


Descendants of Robert Keyes

Generation No. 1

1. ROBERT1 KEYES was born Abt. 1607 in County Kent, England, and died July 16, 1647 in Newbury, Essex, MA. He married (1) ELENA COKE, daughter of WILLIAM COKE and DOROTHY FIZHERBERT. She was born Abt. 1600 in , England. He married (2) SARAH ??? in Watertown, , MA.

Notes for ELENA COKE:
Data from Mrs Paul Wacaser, Atwood, IL

Children of ROBERT KEYES and ELENA COKE are:
2. i. SOLOMON2 KEYES, b. Abt. 1628, Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA; d. March 28, 1702, Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA.
   ii. JOSEPH KEYES, b. Abt. 1629.

Child of ROBERT KEYES and SARAH ??? is:
   iii. ELIAS2 KEYES, b. May 20, 1643, Sudbury, Middlesex Co. MA.

Generation No. 2

2. SOLOMON2 KEYES (ROBERT1) was born Abt. 1628 in Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA, and died March 28, 1702 in Chelmsford, Middlesex, MA. He married FRANCES GRANT.

Notes for SOLOMON KEYES:
[Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]

SOLOMON KEYES

Solomon Keys was born in England. Asa Keys, author of "Robert & Solomon Keyes" in 1880 left it for later generations to prove whose son Solomon was. Across the title page of his book in the Congressional Library is written, "Since the publication of Asa Keys' book it has been established beyond doubt that Solomon Keyes was Robert's son by the finding of a will, recorded in Mass. Hon. Wade Keyes, Tremont Bldg., 73 Tremont St, Boston, a lawyer, can give account." (written before l928.)
This was accepted by the National Society of New England Women when Mrs. Dale of Cincinnati became a member.

However Chas. C. White was unable to find trace of Hon. Wade Keyes. He did however obtain from another Boston lawyer, Henry W. Keyes (son of authoress Frances Parkinson Keyes) the result of his brother, John Parkinson Keyes' research in England.
He found that Solomon Keyes was Baptised on Feb 6, 1623-4 at S.t Thomas The Apostle, London, the son of Ralph and Maria (Wood) Keyes. Ralph Keyes was a haberdasher of London who was married at St. Clave's Hart Street, London on Jul 19, 1612. Died May 28 1659.
This line he traced back, thru two more Ralphs, Edward, Ralph, Gilbert to John Keyes; of Horsley, County Derby, born 1350.
Solomon Keyes settled in Newbury, Mass. and moved 1664-5 to Chelmsford where he served as town clerk and tithing man. He was known as Sergeant Keyes (also written Keies or Keys). The family homestead was reported standing in 1880 in the modern town of West- ford, which set off from old Chelmsford. He died March 28 1702. He married in Newbury Oct. 2 1653, Frances Grant who died 1708. Daughter of Thomas and Jane Grant.
The children of Solomon and Frances (Grant) Keyes were:

Hannah Sep 4, 1654 at Newbury
Sarah Aug 24 1656 at - Newbury
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Mary Sep 26 1658 at Newbury
Jane Oct 5, 1660-at Newbury m. May 17 1680, Samuel Cleaveland
Judith Sep 16 1662-at Newbury
Solomon Jun 24 1665 at Billerica or Chelmsford. m. Mary.
Joseph May 24 1667 at Chelmsford m. 1690, Joanna Cleaveland.
Ruth Apr 1669 at Chelmsford
Moses Mar 21 1671 m. Mehitable abt 1693. d. Jan 14 1746
John Aug 14 1674 at Chelmsford m. Mary Eames, Mar 11 1696

Children of SOLOMON KEYES and FRANCES GRANT are:
3. i. STEPHEN3 KEYES, d. February 06, 1713/14, Chelmsford, , MA.
   ii. HANNAH KEYES, b. September 04, 1654.
   iii. SARAH KEYES, b. August 24, 1656.
   iv. MARY KEYES, b. September 26, 1658.
   v. JANE KEYES, b. October 05, 1660.
   vi. JUDITH KEYES, b. September 16, 1662.
   vii. SOLOMON KEYES, b. June 24, 1665.
   viii. JOSEPH KEYES, b. May 24, 1667.
   ix. RUTH KEYES, b. April 1669.
   x. MOSES KEYES, b. March 21, 1670/71.
4. xi. JOHN KEYES, b. August 14, 1674, Chelmsford, , MA; d. March 31, 1768.

Generation No. 3

3. STEPHEN3 KEYES (SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) died February 06, 1713/14 in Chelmsford, , MA. He married ANNA ROBBINS March 07, 1705/06.

Child of STEPHEN KEYES and ANNA ROBBINS is:
5. i. ANNA4 KEYES, b. 1708, Chelmsford, , MA; d. September 20, 1798, Hollis, , NH.

4. JOHN3 KEYES (SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born August 14, 1674 in Chelmsford, , MA, and died March 31, 1768. He married MARY EARNES. She was born March 1676/77, and died April 11, 1772.

Child of JOHN KEYES and MARY EARNES is:
6. i. GERSHAM4 KEYES, b. March 01, 1697/98, Marlborough, , MA.

Generation No. 4

5. ANNA4 KEYES (STEPHEN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born 1708 in Chelmsford, , MA, and died September 20, 1798 in Hollis, , NH. She married PETER POWERS April 20, 1728 in Hollis, , NH, son of DANIEL POWERS and ELIZABETH WHITCOMB. He was born 1707 in Littleton, , MA, and died August 27, 1757 in Hollis, , MA.

Notes for PETER POWERS:
Buried Congregational Church burial ground, Hollis, New Hampshire
"Captain Peter"

Peter Powers and Anna Keys moved to Dunstable, N.H. in 1728. In September, 1730, he started for the Nissitisset wilderness (now Hollis) with axe and gun in hand and a pack on his back to fix his future residence in the then dense and unbroken forests, having previously purchased about thirty - seven acres of land. He commenced clearing a portion of this land and erected a log hut. In January, 1731, he removed his family here, thus becoming the first permanent settler of Hollis. At this time, Peter was 23 and Anna was 22. They had two infant children, Peter and Stephen! They were secluded from the civilized world, in the bosom of a dense forest, at least ten miles from their nearest neighbor.

Peter Powers became a noted backwoodsman and colonial land surveyor. He was employed much of the time in
laying out farms and townships, receiving his pay mostly in land. At one time, he owned 1500 acres at the north part of Hollis. He was also distinguished as a militia officer in the old French war, having by his personal efforts raised a company in Dunstable and vicinity. He was commissioned Captain of this company by Governor Wentworth.

Peter died of fever, age 50, in 11757. Anna died in 1798 at age 90.

Children of ANNA KEYES and PETER POWERS are:

7. i. LEVI POWERS, b. June 03, 1739, Hollis, , NH; d. 1790, Canaan, , Maine.
   ii. PETER POWERS, b. November 29, 1728, Hollis, , NH; d. May 13, 1800, Deer Isle, , Maine; m. MARTHA HALE, 1756; b. May 25, 1737, Haverhill, , NH; d. January 22, 1802, Newbury, Essex, MA.

   Notes for PETER POWERS:
   Graduated from Harvard 1754
   "Able and faithful minister of the gospel"
   " His dress on the Sabbath was a Kersey-mere coat with breeches and stockings, a three cornered hat,a fleece like wig, a white band and white silk gloves"

iii. STEPHEN POWERS, b. October 28, 1729.
iv. ANNA POWERS, b. March 09, 1731/32.
v. WHITCOMB POWERS, b. October 10, 1733.

   Notes for WHITCOMB POWERS:
   Many stories about his great physical strength. Sereved in the French and Indian Wars and lived in Brookline, N.H.

vi. PHEBE POWERS, b. February 05, 1734/35.
vii. ALICE POWERS, b. December 30, 1736.
viii. NAHUM (SP) POWERS, b. April 11, 1741.
ix. FRANCIS POWERS, b. July 15, 1742.
x. FANNY POWERS, b. April 19, 1744.
xi. PHILLIP POWERS, b. May 20, 1746.

6. GERSHAM4 KEYES (JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born March 01, 1697/98 in Marlborough, , MA. He married SARAH EAGER.

   Notes for GERSHAM KEYES:
   [Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]

   Bought land adjacent to the river one mile above Millville on Shenandoah river from George Washington's brother, Lawrence Washington in 1746. Established a ferry on the site, which was known as Keye's Ferry.

Children of GERSHAM KEYES and SARAH EAGER are:

8. i. HUMPHREY5 KEYES, b. August 20, 1721, , Malborough, MA; d. March 19, 1793, Keys Ferry, , VA.
ii. KEYES.

Generation No. 5

7. LEVI5 POWERS (ANNA4 KEYES, STEPHEN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born June 03, 1739 in Hollis, , NH, and died 1790 in Canaan, , Maine. He married MARY CHASE October 02, 1764 in Hollis, , NH, daughter of ROGER CHASE and ABEGAIL MORRISON. She was born March 20, 1746/47 in Nottingham, , NH, and died Aft. 1810 in Bloomfield, , Maine.

   Notes for LEVI POWERS:
   Another Marriage date: February 5, 1765 - Hallowell, Maine
Served in the French and Indian war - 1790

Children of LEVI POWERS and MARY CHASE are:
9. i. FRANCIS POWERS, b. April 01, 1771, Sidney, , Maine; d. December 13, 1843, Ansom, , Maine.
i. ANNE POWERS, b. April 16, 1766.
iii. LEVI POWERS, b. March 20, 1768.
iv. MARY POWERS, b. March 28, 1770.
v. PHANNIE POWERS, b. June 04, 1772.
vi. PHILLIP POWERS, b. March 12, 1774.
vii. ADAM POWERS, b. August 15, 1780.
viii. SAMSON POWERS, b. 1783.
ix. PHEBE POWERS, b. March 21, 1786.

8. HUMPHREY5 KEYES (GERSHAM3, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born August 20, 1721 in , Malborough, MA, and died March 19, 1793 in Keys Ferry, , VA. He married (1) SARAH HALL. She was born 1745. He married (2) MARCELLA WADE.

Notes for HUMPHREY KEYES:

Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]

HUMPHREY KEYES

Was born in Marlborough, Mass., Aug 29, 1721. He married Marcella Wade. He was a sea captain in early life. On one of his voyages his vessel was wrecked off Turkey and he fell into the hands of the Algerines. After years of captivity he escaped and returned home to find that his wife had given him up as dead and married another with whom she passed the remainder of her life.

Humphrey moved to Virginia, probably with his father, before 1748. At the death of his father in 1766, Humphrey and his mother ran the ferry.

In Virginia, after hearing of his first wife's death, Humphrey married Sarah Hall, daughter of Aquilla and Sophia (White) Hall, born in 1745.

Humphrey Keyes served in Captain John Harding's Foot Company, 1755.

Humphrey bought 793 acres of Fairfax land in Fredrick and Berkely County and 1980 acres in Hampshire County.

Humphrey died Mar 19, 1793 and his will probated in Berkeley County (now West Virginia) gave the ferry and ferry plantation to his wife, Sarah and son Humphrey. "I Tam give and bequeath unto my two oldest daughters Sarah Wight (White) and Lucretia Piles my Lease on the east side of Shanondo River".
Sarah died Dec 31, 1822.

The children of Humphrey and March (Wade) Keyes were:

Francis born at Mystic, near Boston. Lawyer near Baltimore
John b. Sep 22, 1752 near Boston m. Louisa Talbott

The children of Humphrey and Sarah (Hall) Keyes, all born at Keyes Ferry, were:

Gersham m. Susan Wood
Thomas Methodist Minister, Jefferson County, VA m. Margaret ___.
Humphrey Resided in Greenbrier & Sangamon Co. m. ____ Fawcett
Sarah m. Thomas White and moved to Ohio
Lucretia m. ______ Pyle and moved to Kentucky
Elizabeth b. 1773 m. Capt Geo North, Alexandria, VA
Catherine m. David Humphries Aug 7, 1797
Ruth m. Capt. John O'Bannon
Children of HUMPHREY KEYES and SARAH HALL are:

10. i. SARAH\(^6\) KEYES, b. November 11, 1764, Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA; d. 1845, Uniontown, Belmont, OH.
   ii. GERSHAM KEYES.
   iii. THOMAS KEYES.

11. iv. HUMPHREY KEYES, b. November 13, 1764, Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA; d. October 11, 1833, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   v. LUCRETIA KEYES.
   vi. ELIZABETH KEYES, b. November 20, 1774, Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA; d. April 20, 1859, Charlestown, Kanawha, VA; m. GEORGE NORTH, October 30, 1794, Halltown, Berkley, VA; b. Abt. 1751, Philadelphia, PA; d. December 31, 1814, Laurel Hill, Fairfax, VA.
   vii. KATHERINE KEYES.
   viii. RUTH KEYES.

Children of HUMPHREY KEYES and MARCELLA WADE are:

ix. FRANCIS\(^6\) KEYES, b. June 04, 1747, Medford, Middlesex, MA.
  x. JOHN WADE KEYES, b. September 22, 1752, Mystic, MA.

Notes for JOHN WADE KEYES:
[Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]

The History of the John Wade Keyes Chapter NSDAR

The John Wade Keyes Chapter was organized on October 6, 1900, and chartered November 6, 1900. The chapter officially disbanded October 25, 1939, and reorganized February 13, 1947.

The chapter was named for John Wade Keyes who was born in Mystic, Massachusetts, near Boston, on September 25, 1752. He died February 13, 1839, in Athens, Limestone County, Alabama. He was the son of Captain Humphrey Keyes and Marcella Wade Keyes. John’s father, a sea Captain of Boston, after many successful voyages was shipwrecked and taken captive by the Algerians. He was a prisoner for years, but finally made his escape. Upon his return to Boston, he took John, his oldest son, and went to Virginia. An old family record shows that Captain Humphrey Keyes was proprietor of Keyes Ferry on the Shenandoah River in 1775.

John married Louisa Talbott on January 27, 1773. She was born April 20, 1756, and died November 6, 1836, in Athens, Alabama. Louisa was a niece of President James Monroe. The couple had fourteen children.


As a war veteran he chose not to apply for his pension, stating “I fought for patriotism not pensions”. After the war, John Wade Keyes moved from near Alexandria, Virginia, to Sullivan County, Tennessee, then later to Athens, Alabama. He was one of the founders of Athens. His grave was moved by the John Wade Keyes Chapter, DAR, in 1912, from the Keyes farm, east of Athens, to the Athens City Cemetery #2 on East Washington Street.

The above information on the John Wade Keyes family was taken from A Roster of Revolutionary Soldiers and Patriots in Alabama, Alabama Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Louise Julich, pages 339-341.

Generation No. 6

9. FRANCIS\(^6\) POWERS (LEVI, ANNA\(^4\) KEYES, STEPHEN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born April 01, 1771 in Sidney, Maine, and died December 13, 1843 in Anson, Maine. He married JOANNA BROWN 1810 in Brentwood, NH, daughter of JERIMIAH BROWN and JOANA BEEDE. She was born 1789 in , , NH, and died July 26, 1859 in Norridgewock, Maine.

Notes for FRANCIS POWERS:
Died in Anson, Maine; Buried at Norridgewock, Maine
"A prosperous farmer"

Notes for JOANNA BROWN:
Died by suicide July 26, 1859
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of FRANCIS POWERS and JOANNA BROWN are:
12. i. LEVI POWERS, b. January 30, 1811, Brentwood, , NH; d. May 21, 1878, Norridgewock, , Maine.
   ii. JEREMIAH POWERS, b. September 19, 1812; d. 1819.
   iii. FRANCIS POWERS, b. February 26, 1814; d. May 31, 1837.

   Notes for FRANCIS POWERS:
   Drowned. Buried Norridgewock, , Maine

   iv. SAMSON POWERS, b. October 18, 1815.
   v. EMILY POWERS, b. April 16, 1817.
   vi. JOANA POWERS, b. August 06, 1820.
   vii. JEREMIAH POWERS, b. August 26, 1822.
   viii. MARY POWERS, b. June 23, 1824.
   ix. MARTHA POWERS, b. September 07, 1826.
   x. ISAAC POWERS, b. February 16, 1829.

10. SARAH6 KEYES (HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born November 11, 1764 in Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA, and died 1845 in Uniontown, Belmont, OH. She married THOMAS WHITE, son of JOHN WHITE and ISABELLA. He was born March 17, 1754 in , New Castle, DE, and died September 10, 1839 in Leesville, Orange Twp, Carrol, OH.

   Notes for SARAH KEYES:
   [Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]
   Buried Taggert's Quaker Graveyard in Uniontown, OH

   Notes for THOMAS WHITE:
   [Genealogy.com, LLC WFT Vol. 48, Ed. 1, Tree #0463, Date of Import: Mar 16, 2005]

THE DESCENDANTS OF CAPTAIN THOMAS WHITE

Captain Thomas White was born on March 17, 1754 to John and Isabella White in New Castle County, Delaware. It is tradition that Thomas was the first of his family born in the colonies and that the rest of his family came from Ireland.

John and Isabella White and children moved to the growing settlement in the part of Frederick County, Virginia that was later set off as Loudon County. The spot was near Leesburg. Besides Thomas the children were Josiah and Joseph.

On June 5, 1777, at twenty-three years of age, Thomas White enlisted in the 1st Regiment of Virginia Militia in Loudon County, Virginia, and three days later was appointed Ensign of Captain Thomas' Company in Colonel Claphan's Regiment. He fought shortly thereafter in the battle of Brandywine on September 11, 1777, with 13,000 Americans under Washington. December 17, 1777 Thomas White was one of the 11,000 left who encamped at Valley Forge and wintered there.

On a day in March 1778 he was promoted to Captain of his company He served as Captain on various tours between April 4, 1778 and July 1778. On June 23, 1778 he fought at the Battle of Monmouth. He served again as Captain beginning Sept 21, 1780 for 28 days and again Sept 1, 1781, for one month and 28 days. A part of that time in command of a company under Colonel Holmes, after the command had been relinquished by Thomas White's elder brother, Captain Joseph White, because of illness. The company was detailed to guard British prisoners at Winchester Virginia. Thomas White (Captain) received his Honorable Discharge late in October 1781, credited with service as a Captain for fifteen months and thirteen days.

At Keyes Ferry on the Shenandoah River in Berkeley County, Virginia, he met Saran Keyes, eldest daughter of Humphrey Keyes and Sarah (Hall) Keyes. Humphrey Keyes, once a Captain of the Sea, owned Keyes Ferry and its adjacent fine plantation. Sarah Keyes was born at Keyes Ferry on November 11, 1764. On October 13, 1783 at Keyes Ferry, twenty-nine year old Thomas White married nineteen year old Sarah Keyes. Their ten children, whose progeny we shall follow, were all born in Virginia.

About the year 1816 the family moved to Belmont County, Ohio. Left behind was their first born, Elizabeth E., who died in infancy. A later born Elizabeth took her place. The oldest daughter, Sarah, bearing the name of her mother, grandmother and great-grandmother Keyes, was not along for she had earlier married and moved to
Maryland. Their 2nd Elizabeth had moved to Ohio before the rest of her family with her husband early in 1809. In 1830 between April 12th and August 20th Captain Thomas White and family removed to Tuscarawas County, in One Leg Township, to the

THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF CAPTAIN THOMAS WHITE

"The Estate of Thomas White, Deceased."

"Be it remembered that heretofore, towit, at a Court of Common Pleas began and held at the Court House in Carrollton, within and for the County of Carroll, and State of Ohio, on the twenty-eighth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine, before the Hon. George W. Belden, President, Robert George, George Reynolds, and Robert McElderry, Esquires, associate Judge of said court, in and for said County:

The last Will and Testament of Thomas White, deceased, was brought into court, the two subscribing witnesses thereto being qualified, say they saw the Testator sign said will; that they signed said will as witnesses in the presence and at the request of the Testator; that the Testator when he signed said will was of sound mind and memory, of full age and under no restraint. Thereupon the same was approved and ordered to be recorded, with the proof taken. Which said will so proven and approved is in the words and figures following, towit:

"I Thomas White of Carroll County in the State of Ohio do hereby make my last Will and Testament in manner and form following: First, I will that all my just debts as shall be by me owing at my death, together with my funeral expenses and all charges touching the proving of this my last will, shall in the first place be fully paid and satisfied out of my personal estate and effects. Second, I give, devise and bequeath unto my beloved wife, Sarah White all the rest, residue and remainder of my estate both real and personal, to have and to hold the same for and during her natural life. And further my will is that if necessity requires it for the better support and maintenance of my wife, Sarah White, that Lots No. 8 and 5 in the Town of Leesburgh be sold for that purpose. Third, I give and bequeath to my daughter Elizabeth Nichols a certain Bureau mounted with brass mountains now in my possession, to have the same from and after the death of my wife, Sarah White. Fourth, I give and bequeath unto my daughter Ruth McCoy a certain mantel clock now in my possession to have the same from and after the death or my wife Sarah White. Fifth, I will and devise that at the death of my wife Sarah White, that all the property then left both real and personal be valued by heirs or a majority of them, or by five disinterested persons chosen by a majority of my sons then living, and that my son John White, or any other of my sons have the privilege of purchasing the same or any part or parts thereof and that all the moneys arising from the___ or sale thereof, together with any other money that may be left my wife Sarah White be equally divided among my lawful heirs, viz.: John White, Elizabeth Nichols, Humphrey K. White, Thomas White, James A. White and Ruth McCoy. Sixth, and last, I do hereby appoint my beloved wife, Sarah White, Executrix and Thomas White and James A. White Executors of this last will, revoking all other wills by me made.

In testimony whereof I Thomas White have hereunto set my hand and seal this first day of April A.D. one thousand eight hundred and thirty seven.

Thomas White (Seal)

"Signed, sealed published and declared by Thomas White, the above named testator as and for hi last will and testament, in the presence of us, Gaven Lathers -- Thomas S. Smith.

Thereupon Letters Testamentary were issued and recorded in Letter Record Four, page 51 Bond have been given in the sum of $1200.00 Gavin Lathers and Thomas S. Smith were accepted as surety. Executrix and Executors qualified in open court.

Daniel McCook, Clerk
by Geo W. McCook, Deputy.

Children of SARAKEYES and THOMAS WHITE are:
  i. JAMES ALBERT WHITE, b. April 01, 1803, Leesburg, Loudon County, VA.
  ii. JOHN WHITE.
iii. ELIZABETH WHITE, b. December 14, 1808, Leesburg, Loudon County, VA.
iv. HUMPHREY WHITE.
v. THOMAS WHITE.

11. HUMPHREY6 KEYES (HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born November 13, 1764 in Keys Ferry, Berkley, VA, and died October 11, 1833 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married (1) ?. He married (2) SARAH HANDLEY April 21, 1803, daughter of JOHN HANDLEY and MARY HARRISON. She was born 1780 in , Monroe, VA, and died May 29, 1846 in At the Blue River crossing, near Alcove Spring above MANHATTAN, KANSAS.

Notes for HUMPHREY KEYES:
I, W. B. Handley, in checking the files imported from Volume 48 Family Tree Maker Tree # 0463, I find Sarah Keys b. November 11, 1764 and Humphrey b. November 13, 1764. Therefore I believe they were twins. I also note that Humphrey is listed as having a son Isaac b. 1795 but no wife is listed, so that gives one to believe that the mother died at birth or shortly after or there was a divorce and Humphrey went West and met Sarah Handley.

Notes for SARAH HANDLEY:
NOTES FROM MS. ELLIE HANDLEY, VIA EMAIL-------------------------------------

Notes for SARAH HANDLEY:
From the file of Bertha Lewis Clark, as written in 1939 and given to Lowell McKinster of Peterstown, West Virginia in 1953:
Sarah (b. 1780, d. ) - married Humphreys Keyes, a widower of Botetourt/Jefferson Counties, April 21, 1803 (recorded at Union). They left Monroe.
Sarah's birthdate has been given as 1776 Monroe Co, VA.; it has been said she was the first to die on the "Donner Trip."


Notes for HUMPHREYS KEYES:
Humphreys Keyes was a widower of Botetourt & Jefferson Counties, Virginia.

More About SARAH HANDLEY:
Fact 1: 1780, B. IN , MONROE, VA.
Fact 2: May 29, 1846, D.

Child of HUMPHREY KEYES and is:
i. ISAAC7 KEYES, b. 1795.

Children of HUMPHREY KEYES and SARAH HANDLEY are:
   ii. MARGARET WILSON7 KEYES, b. March 31, 1814.
13. iii. GERSHAM KEYES, b. February 16, 1804.
14. iv. JAMES W. KEYES, b. November 01, 1805.

Generation No. 7

12. LEVI7 POWERS (FRANCIS6, LEVI5, ANNA4 KEYES, STEPHEN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born January 30, 1811 in Brentwood, , NH, and died May 21, 1878 in Norridgewock, , Maine. He married (1) MARY ANN WARD. She
was born 1827 in Norridgewock, , Maine, and died January 16, 1887 in Norridgewock, , Maine. He married (2) MEHITABLE H. BOARDMAN January 01, 1837 in Bloomfield, , Maine. She was born April 23, 1811 in Durham, , NH, and died February 03, 1861 in Norridgewock, , Maine.

Notes for LEVI POWERS:
Once High Sheriff of Somerset County. At one time, family lived in the jail. (about 1861)

Notes for MEHITABLE H. BOARDMAN:
Epitaph in Norridgewock cemetery:
She tasted of life's bitter cup - Refused to drink her portion up
She turned her little head aside, disgusted with the taste and died!

Children of LEVI POWERS and MEHITABLE BOARDMAN are:
15. i. HENRY CLAY POWERS, b. April 23, 1845, Norridgewock, , Maine; d. April 13, 1898, Norridgewock, , Maine.
   ii. ANN JUDSON POWERS, b. October 17, 1837, 6-7-1838.
   iii. SON POWERS, b. December 23, 1839; d. December 23, 1839.
   iv. MEHITABLE BOARDMAN POWERS, b. July 26, 1841; m. TILSO SPAULDING; b. 1830.
   v. JOANNA BROWN POWERS, b. September 19, 1843.
   vi. LEVI FRANCIS POWERS, b. October 12, 1851; m. CLARA E GILMAN, July 02, 1876.

13. GERSHAM KEYES (HUMPHREY5, HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born February 16, 1804. He married (1) AMANDA NICHOLS. She died April 23, 1832. He married (2) MATILDA MATHENY. She died September 18, 1840 in , , IL. He married (3) PRISCILLA E. NORRIS. She was born August 19, 1820.

Child of GERSHAM KEYES and AMANDA NICHOLS is:
   i. ISAAC P KEYES, b. April 23, 1832.

Children of GERSHAM KEYES and MATILDA MATHENY are:
   ii. DOW KEYES, b. May 11, 1837; m. ELIZABETH WILSON.
16. iii. C. HUMPHREY KEYES, b. February 04, 1840.

Children of GERSHAM KEYES and PRISCILLA NORRIS are:
   iv. ELLA KEYES.
   v. MAGGIE KEYES.
   vi. NOAH KEYES.
   vii. S. ROBERTA KEYES.
   viii. MARY ANN KEYES, b. 1844.
17. ix. JAMES W. KEYES, b. 1846.
   x. ROBERT CADEN KEYES, b. 1848.
   xi. ARNOLD KEYES, b. 1850.

14. JAMES W.7 KEYES (HUMPHREY6, HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born November 01, 1805. He married LYDIA SPICKARD. She was born June 27, 1807 in , Botetourt, VA.

Children of JAMES KEYES and LYDIA SPICKARD are:
   i. JENNIE KEYES.
18. ii. CHARLES AUNSPAUGH KEYES, b. December 04, 1831, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. August 05, 1909, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   iii. MARY C. KEYES, b. August 01, 1833, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
19. iv. EDWARD L. KEYES, b. August 26, 1835, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
20. v. HENRIETTA KEYES, b. July 29, 1839, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. 1900, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
   vi. THOMAS KEYES, b. July 29, 1839, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
21. vii. SUSAN F. KEYES, b. November 01, 1841, Springfield, Sangamon, IL.
Generation No. 8

15. HENRY CLAY8 POWERS (LEVI7, FRANCIS6, LEVI5, ANNA4 KEYES, STEPHEN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born April 23, 1845 in Norridgewock, Maine, and died April 13, 1898 in Norridgewock, Maine. He married ANNE ELIZABETH WALKER December 07, 1870 in Norridgewock, Maine, daughter of OBID WALKER and JULIA WORKS. She was born July 21, 1852 in Broolin, Maine, and died Bet. 1944 - 1946 in St Petersburg, FL.

Notes for HENRY CLAY POWERS:
Civil War Veteran
-Private. Co F. C. G. Infantry, Maine Volunteers; 27 December, 1864,-7 July, 1865
Occupation Postmaster

Notes for ANNE ELIZABETH WALKER:
Buried in Norridgewock, Maine

Children of HENRY POWERS and ANNE WALKER are:
   i. AGNES JULIA9 POWERS, b. December 07, 1874, Norridgewock, Maine; d. February 21, 1954, St. Petersburg, FL; m. HARVEY HARWOOD BISHOP, July 05, 1900, Livermore, Maine; b. March 01, 1877, Eastport, Maine; d. May 30, 1939, Westbrook, Maine.

   Notes for AGNES JULIA POWERS:
   Attended Colby College, 1896-97
   Attended Moody Bible Institute, 1899-1900
   Buried in Westbrook Cemetery.

   Notes for HARVEY HARWOOD BISHOP:
   Graduated from Westbrook, Maine High School(1894) and from Colby, Maine, College in 1899. He prepared for the ministry at Noody Institute in Chicago and at Newton Theological Institution in Newton, Mass. He was ordained as a Baptist minister and served as Pastor at Hodgdon, Maine; and in Livermore, Maine 4 years; North Tewksbury, Mass; Caribou, Maine 5 years; and Brunswick, Maine 9 years. He was selected as District Secretary of Western Maine for the United Baptist Convention and worked from Westbrook, Maine.
   On one occasion, he gave wise counsel to a young clergyman who was a little hot and breathless about his church work, and perhaps over-eager about doubling the membership of the church he served in one year, "The archer hits the target partly by pulling and partley by letting go. The boatman reaches the shore partly by pulling, partly by letting go"

   ii. MAUD POWERS, b. 1879.
   iii. EDITH LENA POWERS, b. November 22, 1871, Norridgewock, Maine; d. August 10, 1944, Norridgewock, Maine; m. JOSEPH L. TAYLOR; d. 1950, Norridgewock, Maine.

   Notes for JOSEPH L. TAYLOR:
   Dentis. Lived in Augusta, Maine.

   iv. LLOYD POWERS, b. 1876, Stark, Maine; d. 1954, Norridgewock, Maine.
   v. ADDIE D POWERS, b. 1873, Norridgewock, Maine; d. 1874, Norridgewock, Maine.

16. C. HUMPHREY8 KEYES (GERSHAM7, HUMPHREY6, HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born February 04, 1840. He married (1) HATTIE BURT. He married (2) MARY SMITH. She died 1867.

Child of C. KEYES and HATTIE BURT is:
   i. GERTIE9 KEYES.

17. JAMES W8 KEYES (GERSHAM7, HUMPHREY6, HUMPHREY5, GERSHAM4, JOHN3, SOLOMON2, ROBERT1) was born 1846. He married NANCY GARDNER.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of JAMES KEYES and NANCY GARDNER is:
   i. IDA KEYES, b. October 21, 1863; m. EDWARD WALDEN PAYNE.

18. CHARLES AUNSPAUGH\(^8\) KEYES (JAMES W\(^7\), HUMPHREY\(^6\), HUMPHREY\(^5\), GERSHAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born December 04, 1831 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died August 05, 1909 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married ELIZABETH LANMEN 1869 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of CHARLES KEYES and ELIZABETH LANMEN are:
   i. LILLIAN\(^9\) KEYES.
   ii. MARY E. KEYES.
   iii. MATHew S. KEYES, b. 1875, Springfield, Sangamon, IL; d. March 22, 1934; m. MABEL CLAIRE MARSHALL.

19. MARY C.\(^8\) KEYES (JAMES W\(^7\), HUMPHREY\(^6\), HUMPHREY\(^5\), GERSHAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born August 01, 1833 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married WILLIAM VAN DOREN.

Children of MARY KEYES and WILLIAM VAN DOREN are:
   i. VIRGINIA\(^9\) VAN DOREN.
   ii. SUSAN VAN DOREN.
   iii. JAMES VAN DOREN.

20. EDWARD L.\(^8\) KEYES (JAMES W\(^7\), HUMPHREY\(^6\), HUMPHREY\(^5\), GERSHAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born August 26, 1835 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. He married ANN DILLARD.

Children of EDWARD KEYES and ANN DILLARD are:
   i. CORA\(^9\) KEYES.
   ii. OSCAR KEYES.
   iii. MARCUS KEYES.
   iv. ANNIE KEYES.

21. HENRIETTA\(^8\) KEYES (JAMES W\(^7\), HUMPHREY\(^6\), HUMPHREY\(^5\), GERSHAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born July 29, 1839 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL, and died 1900 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married HENSON ROBINSON 1861, son of JOHN ROBINSON and MARY RAYBURN. He was born March 15, 1839 in Xenia, OH, and died 1900 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL.

Children of HENRIETTA KEYES and HENSON ROBINSON are:
   i. LYDIA MARIA\(^9\) ROBINSON, b. June 07, 1862.
   ii. MARGARET HENRIETTA ROBINSON, b. January 05, 1866.

22. SUSAN F.\(^8\) KEYES (JAMES W\(^7\), HUMPHREY\(^6\), HUMPHREY\(^5\), GERSHAM\(^4\), JOHN\(^3\), SOLOMON\(^2\), ROBERT\(^1\)) was born November 01, 1841 in Springfield, Sangamon, IL. She married SILAS HICKOX.

Children of SUSAN KEYES and SILAS HICKOX are:
   i. WALTER\(^9\) HICKOX.
   ii. ELLA HICKOX.
   iii. CLARA HICKOX.
   iv. MARGARET E. HICKOX.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Descendants of John Kincaid

Generation No. 1

1. COL. JOHN$^1$ KINCAID was born 1722, and died 1766. He married (2) REBECCA ARGYLL 1750. She was born 1730, and died 1809.

Children of JOHN KINCAID and REBECCA ARGYLL are:
   i. JOHN$^2$ KINCAID.
   ii. EUGENE KINCAID.
   iii. REBECCA KINCAID.
   iv. JANE KINCAID.
2. v. CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES KINCAID, b. 1753; d. October 20, 1801.
3. vi. ESQUIRE ALEXANDER KINCAID, b. June 23, 1768.

Generation No. 2

2. CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES$^2$ KINCAID (JOHN$^1$) was born 1753, and died October 20, 1801. He married MARY CURRY MCMORRIES, daughter of WILLIAM MCMORRIES and JANE DAWSON. She was born 1759, and died May 16, 1828.

More About CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES KINCAID:
   Cause of Death: MALIGNANT FEVER

More About MARY CURRY MCMORRIES:
   Burial: BRICK CHURCH, FAIRFIELD CO., SC

Children of CAPTAIN KINCAID and MARY MCMORRIES are:
   i. JANE DONOVAN$^3$ KINCAID, b. March 06, 1775; d. August 20, 1801; m. JOHN POPE, April 01, 1800.
   ii. ANNE KINCAID, b. June 18, 1776; d. November 20, 1829; m. COL. ALEXANDER HALL, September 11, 1811.
   iii. MARY KINCAID, b. March 01, 1778; d. November 20, 1829; m. COL. JOHN GLENN, September 11, 1811.
4. iv. MARGARET KINCAID, b. April 11, 1780; d. October 05, 1821.
5. v. WILLIAM KINCAID, b. August 01, 1782; d. November 02, 1854, CHARLESTON, , SC.
7. vii. REBECCA KINCAID, b. January 02, 1787; d. June 09, 1870, AT HOME OF SON-IN-LAW, DR.J.C. FURMAN.

3. ESQUIRE ALEXANDER$^2$ KINCAID (JOHN$^1$) was born June 23, 1768. He married ANNE MCMORRIES. She was born June 24, 1763 in NEAR BELFAST IRELAND, and died September 10, 1822.

Notes for ESQUIRE ALEXANDER KINCAID:
   LANDED IN CHARLESTON, SC, DEC. 30, 1786

Children of ALEXANDER KINCAID and ANNE MCMORRIES are:
   i. MARY$^3$ KINCAID, b. 1790; m. BANISTER WELLS.
      Notes for MARY KINCAID:
      SETTLED NEAR JACKSON, MISS. BECAME QUITE WEALTHY, OWNING THE LANDS ON WHICH THE NEW CAPITAL WAS LATER BUILT.
   ii. JANE KINCAID, b. 1792; d. September 14, 1825.
8. iii. REBECCA KINCAID, b. 1794; d. 1878, STARKVILLE, MISS..
   iv. ANNE KINCAID, b. January 11, 1797; d. February 13, 1876; m. JOHN WATT.
9. v. CHARLES A. KINCAID, b. November 19, 1798; d. March 21, 1875, DIED AT RES. IN SCOTT CO.,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

10. vi. MARGARET KINCAID, b. 1803.

Generation No. 3

4. MARGARET^3 KINCAID (*CAPTAIN JAMES^2, *JOHN^1*) was born April 11, 1780, and died October 05, 1821. She married DANIEL MCMAHAN January 01, 1805. He was born 1764, and died August 03, 1846.

Children of MARGARET KINCAID and DANIEL MCMAHAN are:
   i. JAMES K.4 MCMAHAN.
   ii. DANIEL F. MCMAHAN.
   iii. JOHN J. MCMAHAN.
   iv. MILTON W. MCMAHAN.
   v. NANCY MCMAHAN.
   vi. MARY MCMORRIES MCMAHAN.
   vii. ELIZABETH MCMAHAN.
   viii. MARGARET F. MCMAHAN.

5. WILLIAM^3 KINCAID (*CAPTAIN JAMES^2, *JOHN^1*) was born August 01, 1782, and died November 02, 1854 in CHARLESTON, , SC. He married ELIZABETH N. CALMESE October 01, 1810, daughter of WILLIAM CALMESE. She was born January 04, 1791, and died March 05, 1859.

More About WILLIAM KINCAID:
Burial: CHARLESTON, , SC

More About ELIZABETH N. CALMESE:
Burial: AT THE BRICK CHURCH

Children of WILLIAM KINCAID and ELIZABETH CALMESE are:
11. i. ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG^4 KINCAID, b. August 03, 1811; d. January 12, 1859.
   ii. MARY MCMORRIES KINCAID, b. April 06, 1813; d. January 02, 1865; m. PATRICK HASTINGS.

   Notes for MARY MCMORRIES KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

   iii. ANNE KINCAID, b. December 26, 1814.
   iv. REBECCA DAVIS KINCAID, b. June 05, 1816.

   Notes for REBECCA DAVIS KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

   v. JAMES KINCAID, b. October 05, 1817.

   Notes for JAMES KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

   vi. HARRIET CALMESE KINCAID, b. March 13, 1818.

   Notes for HARRIET CALMESE KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

   vii. WILLIAM A KINCAID, b. May 01, 1820; d. 1857; m. CAROLINE PRATT.
13. ix. DR. DR. JOHN KINCAID, b. September 13, 1824; d. September 05, 1909.
   x. BOLIVER KINCAID, b. May 15, 1827; d. January 15, 1856; m. FRANCIS LEWIS, June 20, 1854.
   xi. CORNELIA LAVINIA KINCAID, b. April 27, 1830; d. December 19, 1830.

6. ELIZA^3 KINCAID (*CAPTAIN JAMES^2, *JOHN^1*) was born March 15, 1784, and died November 29, 1827. She
married (1) COL. JOHN ARMSTRONG September 05, 1810. She married (2) SAMUEL VANCE March 03, 1818, son of NATHANIEL VANCE and MARY (MCTEER). He died July 13, 1868 in NEAR PLACE OF BIRTH, LAURENS CO., SC.

Notes for SAMUEL VANCE: SERVED IN THE WAR OF 1812.

Children of ELIZA KINCAID and JOHN ARMSTRONG are:
  i. NANCY MCLEES\(^4\) ARMSTRONG, m. THOMAS FURMAN.

  Notes for THOMAS FURMAN: BROTHER OF DR. JAMES C. FURMAN (THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF FURMAN UNIVERSITY)
  ii. WILLIAM MCMORRIES ARMSTRONG, b. October 23, 1814; d. April 16, 1863.

Children of ELIZA KINCAID and SAMUEL VANCE are:
  iii. MARY PRUDENCE\(^3\) VANCE.
  14. iv. JAMES KINCAID VANCE, b. December 26, 1818.

7. REBECCA\(^3\) KINCAID (CAPTAIN JAMES\(^2\), John\(^1\)) was born January 02, 1787, and died June 09, 1870 in AT HOME OF SON-IN-LAW, DR.J.C. FURMAN. She married REV. REV. JOHNATHAN DAVIS January 22, 1807.

Children of REBECCA KINCAID and REV. DAVIS are:
  i. JAMES BUNYAN\(^4\) DAVIS, b. December 30, 1807; m. MARY R. SCOTT, November 02, 1830.
  ii. WILLIAM K. DAVIS, b. July 14, 1809; m. SARAH E. ZIMMERMAN, December 12, 1833.
  iii. MARY DAVIS, b. March 06, 1811; d. October 31, 1811.
  iv. BENJAMIN F. DAVIS, b. December 23, 1812; d. June 13, 1858; m. GRACE ADAMS.
  15. v. HARRIET E. DAVIS, b. September 23, 1814.
  vi. JOHNATHAN DAVIS, b. August 05, 1816; m. MARY CARTER.
  vii. REBECCA DAVIS, b. May 05, 1818; d. August 18, 1838.
  viii. NATHAN DAVIS, b. March 29, 1820.
  ix. DAVID D. DAVIS, b. June 22, 1822.
  16. x. MARY GLENN DAVIS, b. June 26, 1824.
  xi. JOHN BUNYAN DAVIS, b. May 10, 1826; m. VIOLET PATTERSON, 1856.

8. REBECCA\(^3\) KINCAID (ALEXANDER\(^2\), John\(^1\)) was born 1794, and died 1878 in STARKVILLE, MISS.. She married WILLIAM MONTGOMERY. He was born June 10, 1793.

Notes for WILLIAM MONTGOMERY: HIS SECOND WIFE

Children of REBECCA KINCAID and WILLIAM MONTGOMERY are:
  i. ALEXANDER\(^4\) MONTGOMERY, b. September 05, 1813; m. ELMIRA MOORE.
  17. ii. SARAH MONTGOMERY, b. March 13, 1816; d. December 01, 1844.
  18. iii. SPENCER W. MONTGOMERY, b. April 12, 1819.
  19. iv. CHARLES W. MONTGOMERY, b. February 02, 1822.
  20. v. REBECCA C. MONTGOMERY, b. March 27, 1825.
  22. vii. ANNE E. MONTGOMERY, b. July 02, 1831; d. DIED YOUNG.
  22. viii. HUGH B. MONTGOMERY, b. February 23, 1833.

9. CHARLES A\(^3\) KINCAID (ALEXANDER\(^2\), John\(^1\)) was born November 19, 1798, and died March 21, 1875 in DIED AT RES. IN SCOTT CO., MISS.. He married THARESA? ROBERTS. She was born December 22, 1815, and died March 14, 1873.

Children of CHARLES KINCAID and THARESA? ROBERTS are:
23. i. HARRIET REBECCA KINCAID, b. May 29, 1835; d. November 12, 1923.
   ii. CHARLES A., JR. KINCAID, b. 1836; d. 1911; m. ELLEN ROBERTS.

   Notes for CHARLES A., JR. KINCAID:
   SEVERELY WOUNDED IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY AND WAS Crippled THE REMAINDER OF HIS LIFE.

   iii. ROBERT BRUCE KINCAID, b. January 30, 1838; d. January 12, 1869.
   iv. ANNIE THARESA KINCAID, b. December 31, 1839; m. O. K. HAWLEY.
   v. JAMES A. KINCAID, b. 1842.

   Notes for JAMES A. KINCAID:
   DIED TYPHOID FEVER IN CONFEDERATE SERVICE.

   vi. MARGARET LOUISE KINCAID, b. March 17, 1844; d. 1897; m. COL. ANGUS MORISON.
   vii. ARISTIDES KINCAID, b. November 26, 1845; d. October 21, 1858.
   viii. WILLIAM KINCAID, b. February 14, 1847; d. October 21, 1858.
   ix. EUGENE D KINCAID, b. October 10, 1849; m. ELIZABETH H. FINLEY.

24. x. DONALD M. KINCAID, b. February 03, 1851; d. May 19, 1911.
 xi. SPENCER M. KINCAID, b. September 30, 1852; d. September 19, 1879.

25. xii. MARY STEWART KINCAID, b. August 29, 1854.

10. MARGARET KINCAID (ALEXANDER, JOHN) was born 1803. She married REV. SPENCER J. MCMORRIES, son of JOHN MCMORRIES. He was born 1797, and died 1874.

   Notes for REV. SPENCER J. MCMORRIES:
   ATTENDED UNIV. OF SC AND GRADUATED 2ND IN HIS CLASS.

MARRIED FIRSTMISS NANNINGTON BY WHOM HE HAD ONE DAUGHTER

Children of MARGARET KINCAID and REV. MCMORRIES are:
   i. FANNIE MCMORRIES.
   26. ii. CHARLES KINCAID MCMORRIES, b. March 05, 1835.

Generation No. 4

11. ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG KINCAID (WILLIAM, CAPTAIN JAMES, JOHN) was born August 03, 1811, and died January 12, 1859. She married EDWARD K ANDERSON February 12, 1842.

Children of ELIZABETH KINCAID and EDWARD ANDERSON are:
   i. WILLIAM ANDERSON.
   ii. DAU ANDERSON.

   Notes for DAU ANDERSON:
   DIED AT 4 YEARS OLD

   iii. EDWARD ANDERSON.

   Notes for EDWARD ANDERSON:
   DIED AT 16 YEARS

   iv. JOHN ANDERSON.

   Notes for JOHN ANDERSON:
   KILLED IN BATTLE NEAR ATLANTA, GA.
   27. v. THOMAS K ANDERSON, b. November 12, 1849; d. May 25, 1903.

12. JAMES KINCAID (WILLIAM, CAPTAIN JAMES, JOHN) was born April 23, 1822, and died June 02,
1896. He married SARAH MOORE June 20, 1859.

Children of JAMES KINCAID and SARAH MOORE are:
  i. ELIZABETH CALMESE KINCAID, b. May 30, 1860; m. JOHN D STRINGFELLOW.
  ii. MARION GLENN KINCAID, b. June 02, 1862; m. FRANK D WARNER.
  iii. SUSIE K KINCAID, b. January 12, 1864; m. ARMSTEAD R HARPER.

28. iv. THOMAS MOORE KINCAID, b. January 24, 1866, ?; d. 1944, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.
   v. WILLIAM E KINCAID, b. March 01, 1868; d. September 18, 1931; m. HELEN TROY, October 10, 1897.
   vi. JOHN K KINCAID, b. June 04, 1872.
   vii. BOLIVER KINCAID, b. April 08, 1874.

13. DR. DR. JOHN4 KINCAID (WILLIAM3, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born September 13, 1824, and died September 05, 1909. He married (1) CORNELIA CONNER November 27, 1855. He married (2) IDA JANE STEPHENS April 26, 1882.

Notes for DR. DR. JOHN KINCAID:
HE WAS A STEWARD AND ASSISTANT SURGEON OF 6th GA. CALVALRY, IN THE CIVIL WAR.

Children of DR. KINCAID and CORNELIA CONNER are:
  i. ARTHU O R KINCAID, b. August 14, 1857; d. May 02, 1929; m. MAUD MORGAN.
  ii. IVAN DAVIS KINCAID, b. October 28, 1859; d. July 10, 1929; m. ZETTIE FOREMAN, March 20, 1887.
  iii. PAUL EDWIN KINCAID, b. September 22, 1861; d. 1890.
  iv. MAY REBECCA KINCAID, b. May 12, 1864; d. April 06, 1930; m. CHARLES HUNT, June 23, 1898.
  v. HENRIETTA C. KINCAID, b. July 31, 1866; d. March 18, 1928; m. J HARRIS CAMPBELL, June 23, 1891.
  vi. WESSIE ADRIANNA KINCAID, b. June 08, 1872; m. JOHN F. BARTLESON, November 08, 1893.
  vii. WILLIE EUGENIA KINCAID, b. June 08, 1872; m. ALVIN D. NORWELL, February 10, 1904.

14. JAMES KINCAID4 VANCE (ELIZA3 KINCAID, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born December 26, 1818. He married LAURENS LOUISA WATSON August 01, 1844, daughter of DR. ELIJAH WATSON.

Children of JAMES VANCE and LAURENS WATSON are:
  29. i. WILLIAM WASHINGTON3 VANCE.
     ii. HEARST VANCE.
     iii. JAMES WISTER VANCE, b. September 16, 1845; m. SUSAN SHELBY.
     iv. SAMUEL VANCE, b. November 06, 1847; m. MARY C. YOUNG.
     v. JOHN HARRISON VANCE, b. June 05, 1851.
     vi. NANCY ELIZA VANCE, b. May 05, 1853; m. JOHN W. GRAY.
     vii. LAURENS LOUISA VANCE, b. March 28, 1855; m. ZACHERY DOBBS.
     viii. NORWOOD K. VANCE, b. September 16, 1858.
     ix. MARY AMELIA VANCE, b. July 1860; m. DAVID M. DORROH.
     x. ELIZABETH F. VANCE, b. October 17, 1861; m. WILLIE S. HOLLINGSWORTH.
     xi. FRANK HAMPTON VANCE, b. May 23, 1863.
     xii. SUSAN LAURENS VANCE, b. October 29, 1864; m. WILLIAM NORWOOD.

Notes for WILLIAM NORWOOD:
OF GREENVILLE, SC

xiii. ALPHIA ANNE VANCE, b. June 16, 1868.

15. HARRIET E.4 DAVIS (REBECCA3 KINCAID, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born September 23, 1814. She married DR. J. C. FURMAN April 03, 1833.

Children of HARRIET DAVIS and DR. FURMAN are:
  i. DORA3 FURMAN, m. DR. HUTTON ALISTER, JR..
  ii. ANNIE JANE FURMAN.
  iii. CHARLES FURMAN, m. FANNIE GARDNER.
16. MARY GLENN⁴ DAVIS (REBECCA³ KINCAID, CAPTAIN JAMES², JOHN¹) was born June 26, 1824. She married DR. J. C. FURMAN June 04, 1856.

Children of MARY DAVIS and DR. FURMAN are:
   i. DAVIS⁵ FURMAN, b. January 03, 1858.
   ii. KINCAID FURMAN, b. November 28, 1859.
   iii. ANNE MCMORRIES FURMAN, b. November 20, 1862.
   iv. HEARST FURMAN, b. April 16, 1864.
30. v. MARY GLENN FURMAN, b. November 25, 1864.

17. SARAH⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born March 13, 1816, and died December 01, 1844. She married WILMOT R. GIBBS. He was born in OF COLUMBIA, SC.

Children of SARAH MONTGOMERY and WILMOT GIBBS are:
   i. INFANT GIBBS.
31. ii. REBECCA GIBBS, b. August 31, 1837; d. February 24, 1919.

18. SPENCER W.⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born April 12, 1819. He married (1) ELIZABETH M. SELLER. He married (2) JENNIE PEEBLES.

Child of SPENCER MONTGOMERY and ELIZABETH SELLER is:
   i. DAU.⁵ MONTGOMERY, m. LIEUT. WILLIAM NOBLE.

19. CHARLES W.⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born February 02, 1822. He married OLIVIA FREE MOORE, daughter of GEN. WILLIAM MOORE.

Children of CHARLES MONTGOMERY and OLIVIA MOORE are:
   i. OLIVIA⁵ MONTGOMERY, m. DR. PERCY BIRDSONG.
32. ii. COL. WILLIAM A. MONTGOMERY, b. October 18, 1844; d. October 12, 1925.

20. REBECCA C.⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born March 27, 1825. She married JOSEPH T. COOPER.

Child of REBECCA MONTGOMERY and JOSEPH COOPER is:
33. i. DAU.⁵ COOPER.

21. WILLIAM F.⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born March 28, 1828. He married KATE DAUSON.

Child of WILLIAM MONTGOMERY and KATE DAUSON is:
   i. THOMAS L.⁵ MONTGOMERY.

22. HUGH B.⁴ MONTGOMERY (REBECCA³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born February 23, 1833. He married MARGARET BRUMBY.

Child of HUGH MONTGOMERY and MARGARET BRUMBY is:
   i. HETTIE⁵ MONTGOMERY, d. 1880; m. REMBERT TREASVANT.

23. HARRIET REBECCA⁴ KINCAID (CHARLES A.³, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born May 29, 1835, and died November 12, 1923. She married COL. CALVIN MOORE. He died April 18, 1893.

Children of HARRIET KINCAID and COL. MOORE are:
   i. GEORGE K.⁵ MOORE.
24. DONALD M.⁴ KINCAID (CHARLES A.³, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born February 03, 1851, and died May 19, 1911. He married JENNIE SMITH. She was born April 07, 1853, and died November 18, 1912.

Children of DONALD KINCAID and JENNIE SMITH are:
35. i. JOHN E.⁵ KINCAID.
36. ii. FRANK C. KINCAID, b. October 16, 1882.

25. MARY STEWART⁴ KINCAID (CHARLES A.³, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born August 29, 1854. She married JOSEPH M. GROSS.

Children of MARY KINCAID and JOSEPH GROSS are:
i. EUGENE M.⁵ GROSS, d. DIED A LIEUTENANT IN WORLD WAR 1; m. RUBY STOLLS.
ii. THERESA GROSS, m. LEO W. HINCKE.

Notes for THERESA GROSS:
SERVED IN NAVY, WW1

26. CHARLES KINCAID⁴ MCMORRIES (MARGARET³ KINCAID, ALEXANDER², JOHN¹) was born March 05, 1835. He married ELIZABETH KAVANAUGH July 26, 1866.

Children of CHARLES MCMORRIES and ELIZABETH KAVANAUGH are:
i. CHARLES GENTRY⁵ MCMORRIES, d. December 06, 1912.

Notes for CHARLES GENTRY MCMORRIES:
SERVED FOUR YEARS IN CONFEDERATE ARMY

ii. NORA LEE MCMORRIES.
iii. BOWLING K MCMORRIES.
iv. MARGARET K. MCMORRIES.

Generation No. 5

27. THOMAS K⁵ ANDERSON (ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG⁴ KINCAID, WILLIAM³, CAPTAIN JAMES², JOHN¹) was born November 12, 1849, and died May 25, 1903. He married (1) CORNELIA WILLIAMS. She was born August 26, 1851, and died November 28, 1882. He married (2) AGNES MCFIE, daughter of CAPTAIN JAMES MCFIE.

Children of THOMAS ANDERSON and CORNELIA WILLIAMS are:
i. CORNELIA E⁶ ANDERSON, m. THOMAS RUFF.
ii. THOMAS LYLIE ANDERSON.
iii. EDWARD ANDERSON, m. MISS LAIRD.
iv. EMMA EUGENIA ANDERSON, m. (1) GEORGE MC MASTER; m. (2) DAVID WILLIAMS.

Children of THOMAS ANDERSON and AGNES MCFIE are:
v. AGNES⁷ ANDERSON.
vi. JANE ANDERSON.
vii. JAMES MCFIE ANDERSON.
viii. THOMAS A ANDERSON.
ix. MAMIE M ANDERSON.
x. GORDON K ANDERSON.

28. THOMAS MOORE⁵ KINCAID (JAMES¹, WILLIAM², CAPTAIN JAMES³, JOHN¹) was born January 24, 1866 in
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

?, and died 1944 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE June 25, 1908 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., daughter of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and MARY FAYET. She was born July 24, 1871 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1922 in NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.

Notes for EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE:
EUGENIE AND JOHN WERE TWINS

More About EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE:
Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1st COMMUNION
Fact 2: TWIN OF JOHN

Children of THOMAS KINCAID and EUGENIE LAFONTISEE are:
   i. THOMAS MOORE KINCAID, b. 1903, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA FL.; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
   38. ii. MARY ELIZABETH KINCAID, b. August 29, 1904, NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
   39. iv. EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, b. August 28, 1907.
   40. v. KATHERINE KINCAID, b. August 25, 1912, GAINESVILLE, FL.

29. WILLIAM WASHINGTON VANCE (JAMES KINCAID, ELIZA KINCAID, CAPTAIN JAMES, John)
He married SIDNEY BALLARD.

More About WILLIAM WASHINGTON VANCE:
Cause of Death: ? DIED YOUNG

Children of WILLIAM VANCE and SIDNEY BALLARD are:
   i. ALICE SHAW VANCE, b. September 22, 1893; m. GREGORY A. BARTON.
   ii. WILLIAM VANCE, b. July 04, 1897.

30. MARY GLENN FURMAN (MARY GLENN DAVIS, REBECCA KINCAID, CAPTAIN JAMES, John)
was born November 25, 1864. She married REV. PETER GOLDSMITH, D. D..

Child of MARY FURMAN and REV. GOLDSMITH is:
   i. ANNIE FURMAN GOLDSMITH, m. HARRY HAINESWORTH.

31. REBECCA GIBBS (SARAH MONTGOMERY, REBECCA KINCAID, ALEXANDER, John)
was born August 31, 1837, and died February 24, 1919. She married DR. GEORGE D. BUNDY.

Children of REBECCA GIBBS and GEORGE BUNDY are:
   i. SALLIE BUNDY, m. ALBERT BARNES.
   41. ii. ELIZABETH BUNDY.
   42. iii. MCDUFFIE BUNDY.
   43. iv. MARGARET BUNDY.
   44. v. GERSHON BENBOW BUNDY.
   45. vi. DR. D.D.S. ROBERT HAINESWORTH BUNDY.

32. COL. WILLIAM A. MONTGOMERY (CHARLES W., REBECCA KINCAID, ALEXANDER, John)
was born October 18, 1844, and died October 12, 1925. He married (2) BETSEY HENRY.

Children of COL. WILLIAM A. MONTGOMERY are:
   i. PATRICK HENRY MONTGOMERY.
   ii. CHARLES W. MONTGOMERY.

Children of COL. MONTGOMERY and BETSEY HENRY are:
   iii. WILLIAM A. MONTGOMERY.
iv. WILKINS H. MONTGOMERY.

33. DAU. COOPER (REBECCA C. MONTGOMERY, REBECCA KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, John1) She married JOSEPH BEVERLY.

Children of DAU. COOPER and JOSEPH BEVERLY are:
   i. LAURENCE8 BEVERLY.
   ii. JOSEPH C. BEVERLY.
   iii. ROY R. BEVERLY.
   iv. WILLIAM P. BEVERLY.
   v. MARY O. BEVERLY.
   vi. MATTIE V. BEVERLY.
   vii. THAYCE R. BEVERLY.
   viii. CARRIE M. BEVERLY.

34. ANNIE LAWSON5 MOORE (HARRIET REBECCA4 KINCAID, CHARLES A.3, ALEXANDER2, John1) She married GEORGE GORDON.

Notes for ANNIE LAWSON MOORE:
RESIDES IN NEW ORLEANS.

Children of ANNIE MOORE and GEORGE GORDON are:
   i. LAURENCE8 GORDON.
   ii. CALVIN MOORE GORDON.
   iii. NORMA K. GORDON.
   iv. ANGUS M. GORDON.
   v. MARGARET GORDON.
   vi. HATTIE GORDON.

35. JOHN E.5 KINCAID (DONALD M.4, CHARLES A.3, ALEXANDER2, John1) He married PEARL ONEAL.

Children of JOHN KINCAID and PEARL ONEAL are:
   i. PAULINE9 KINCAID.
   ii. RUBY KINCAID.
   iii. LAMAR KINCAID.
   iv. DICK KINCAID.
   v. MAMIE KINCAID.

36. FRANK C.5 KINCAID (DONALD M.4, CHARLES A.3, ALEXANDER2, John1) was born October 16, 1882. He married FLOSSIE LEE.

Children of FRANK KINCAID and FLOSSIE LEE are:
   i. HATTIE9 L. KINCAID.
   ii. FRANK C. JR. KINCAID.

37. SPENCER5 J. JR MCMORRIES (CHARLES KINCAID4 MCMORRIES, MARGARET3 KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, John1) was born January 13, 1868. He married ANNIE A. ROBINSON October 24, 1889.

Children of SPENCER J. and ANNIE ROBINSON are:
   i. LIEUT. CHARLES8 H. MCMORRIES.
   ii. SPENCER J. JR. 3RD MCMORRIES.
   iii. LEON G. MCMORRIES.

Generation No. 6
38. MARY ELIZABETH6 KINCAID (THOMAS MOORE5, JAMES4, WILLIAM3, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born August 29, 1904 in NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL. She married THOMAS FULLER February 08, 1933 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, son of PAUL FULLER and SALLY STEWART. He was born September 16, 1906 in ANDERSON, ANDERSON , S.C., and died December 21, 1982 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL...

Child of MARY KINCAID and THOMAS FULLER is:
   i. MARY CAROLINE7 FULLER, b. July 01, 1937, FAYETTEVILLE, CUMBERLAND, N.C.; m. (1) JOHN WEST; b. , , AUSTRALIA; m. (2) DAVID STRYKER REED, June 15, 1957, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL; b. June 07, 1932, MUKDEN, CHINA.

39. EUGENIA OLIVE6 KINCAID (THOMAS MOORE5, JAMES4, WILLIAM3, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born August 28, 1907. She married JOHN CAREY MCCRAW 1934 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA FL.. He was born October 01, 1906 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., and died June 29, 1985 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Children of EUGENIA KINCAID and JOHN MCCRAW are:
   i. JR JOHN CAREY MCCRAW7 JR, b. June 1936; m. LAURANNE CASH, August 1961, ORLANDO, ORANGE, FL.
   ii. THOMAS KINCAID MCCRAW, b. Unknown.

40. KATHERINE6 KINCAID (THOMAS MOORE5, JAMES4, WILLIAM3, CAPTAIN JAMES2, JOHN1) was born August 25, 1912 in GAINESVILLE, FL.. She married JAMES GEORGE FIEBER 1937 in GAINESVILLE, FL.. He was born July 22, 1910 in ?, and died July 15, 1954 in ?.

Children of KATHERINE KINCAID and JAMES FIEBER are:
   i. THOMAS MURRY7 FIEBER, b. Unknown.
   ii. JAMES GEORGE FIEBER JR, b. Unknown.
   iii. JOHN KINCAID FIEBER, b. Unknown.

41. ELIZABETH6 BUNDY (REBECCA5 GIBBS, SARAH4 MONTGOMERY, REBECCA3 KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, JOHN1) She married DR. S. D. MCMULLEN.

Children of ELIZABETH BUNDY and S. MCMULLEN are:
   i. ANNA7 MCMULLEN.
   ii. SYDNEY MCMULLEN, m. PAULINE BUTLER.

42. MCDUFFIE6 BUNDY (REBECCA5 GIBBS, SARAH4 MONTGOMERY, REBECCA3 KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, JOHN1) He married THECOLA MEAGER.

Children of MCDUFFIE BUNDY and THECOLA MEAGER are:
   i. GEORGE7 BUNDY.
   ii. ANNIE BUNDY.

43. MARGARET6 BUNDY (REBECCA5 GIBBS, SARAH4 MONTGOMERY, REBECCA3 KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, JOHN1) She married L. M. ALSTON.

Children of MARGARET BUNDY and L. ALSTON are:
   i. WILLIAM K7 ALSTON.
   ii. NELLIE ALSTON.
   iii. MARGARET ALSTON.

44. DR. D.D.S. ROBERT HAINESWORTH6 BUNDY (REBECCA5 GIBBS, SARAH4 MONTGOMERY, REBECCA3 KINCAID, ALEXANDER2, JOHN1) He married NETTIE FOELER.
Children of ROBERT BUNDY and NETTIE FOELER are:
   i.  WILMOT BUNDY.
   ii. GIBBS BUNDY.
   iii. FRANCIS BUNDY.

Endnotes

Descendants of Jean Maurice Lafantaisie

Generation No. 1

1. Jean Maurice\textsuperscript{1} Lafantaisie was born Unknown, and died Unknown. He married Anne Dodelande in Normandie, France.

Child of Jean Lafantaisie and Anne Dodelande is:
2. i. Claude\textsuperscript{2} Maurice-Lafantaisie, b. 1666; d. April 01, 1728, Montreal, , Que..

Generation No. 2

2. Claude\textsuperscript{2} Maurice-Lafantaisie (Jean Maurice\textsuperscript{1} Lafantaisie) was born 1666, and died April 01, 1728 in Montreal, , Que. He married Madeleine Dumouchel May 18, 1699 in Montreal, Que, Can., daughter of Bernard Dumouchel and Jeanne Juin. She was born Abt. 1677.

Child of Claude Maurice-Lafantaisie and Madeleine Dumouchel is:
3. i. Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3} Lafantaisie, b. February 23, 1704/05, Montreal, , Que..

Generation No. 3

3. Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3} Lafantaisie (Claude\textsuperscript{2} Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice\textsuperscript{1} Lafantaisie) was born February 23, 1704/05 in Montreal, , Que. He married Marie Angelique Chevalier January 15, 1725/26 in Longere (?pointe, daughter of Paul Chevalier and Agathe Campeau.

Child of Joseph Lafantaisie and Marie Chevalier is:
4. i. Jacques\textsuperscript{4} Maurice-Lafantaisie, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Generation No. 4

4. Jacques\textsuperscript{4} Maurice-Lafantaisie (Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3} Lafantaisie, Claude\textsuperscript{2} Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice\textsuperscript{1} Lafantaisie) was born Unknown, and died Unknown. He married Marie Josette Robin-Lapointe January 08, 1759 in Terrebonne, Que, daughter of Pierre Robin-Lapointe and Therese Marie.

Child of Jacques Maurice-Lafantaisie and Marie Robin-Lapointe is:
5. i. Jacques\textsuperscript{5} Maurice-Lafantaisie, b. 1762.

Generation No. 5

5. Jacques\textsuperscript{5} Maurice-Lafantaisie (Jacques\textsuperscript{4}, Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3} Lafantaisie, Claude\textsuperscript{2} Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice\textsuperscript{1} Lafantaisie) was born 1762. He married Marie Therese Lorion February 20, 1786 in Repentigny, Que., daughter of Pierre Lorion and Marie Blais. She was born 1765.

Child of Jacques Maurice-Lafantaisie and Marie Lorion is:
6. i. Louis Maurice\textsuperscript{6} Lafantaisie, b. Bet. 1788 - 1796.

Generation No. 6

6. Louis Maurice\textsuperscript{6} Lafantaisie (Jacques\textsuperscript{5}, Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3}, Jacques\textsuperscript{4}, Joseph Claude Marice\textsuperscript{3}
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE¹ LAFONTAISE) was born Bet. 1788 - 1796. He married MARIE ANNE DUHAUT-JASMIN September 11, 1813 in ST REGIS, QUE. CAN. She was born 1790, and died June 07, 1871 in PROB. NORFOLK, NY.

Children of LOUIS LAFONTAISE and MARIE DUHAUT-JASMIN are:
7. i. MARIE² LAFONTAISE, b. November 01, 1816; d. June 07, 1849, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY.
   iii. ADELAIDE LAFONTAISE, b. October 25, 1821, RACKET RIVER, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. Unknown; m. LEON PLAMONDON PLAMONDON, Unknown.

Generation No. 7

7. MARIE² LAFONTAISE (LOUIS MAURICE⁵ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES³, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE² LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE¹ LAFONTAISE) was born November 01, 1816, and died June 07, 1849 in MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY. She married JEAN BAPTISTE MELOTTE Abt. 1833. He was born Bet. 1817 - 1818.

More About MARIE LAFONTAISE:
Cause of Death: T B

Notes for JEAN BAPTISTE MELOTTE:
IN 1850 JEAN (JOHN) LIVED WITH HIS MOTHER ON LONG SAULT ISLAND. HER CHILDREN LIVED WITH THE LAFONTAISE GRAND PARENTS, EXCEPT FOR LEWIS WHO LIVED WITH HIS AUNT ADELINE PLAMONDON. PETER IS NOT IN THIS CENSUS SO POSSIBLY DIED BEFORE THAT DATE.

Children of MARIE LAFONTAISE and JEAN MELOTTE are:
   i. MARIE³ MELOTTE, b. July 04, 1834, HOGANSBURG, , NY; d. October 12, 1923, BRASHER, , NY; m. DANIEL ROBIDOURF.
   ii. ROSANNA MELOTTE, b. November 11, 1838, HOGANSBURG, , NY; m. SAMUEL LOVE, September 1860, HOGANSBURG, , NY.
   iii. JULIA MELOTTE, b. January 27, 1840; m. ALEXANDER LEUBLASC; b. January 28, 1870.
   iv. JEAN BAPTISTE MELOTTE, b. June 29, 1842, HOGANSBURG, , NY; d. September 16, 1916, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY; m. ELIZABETH MAYSVILLEMAISVILLE, April 16, 1869, ST AGNES, DRE??C, QUE.; b. HOGANSBURG, , NY.
   v. LEWIS MELOTTE, b. 1843.
   vi. PETER MELOTTE, b. March 29, 1845, HOGANSBURG, , NY; d. Abt. 1850.
   vii. JOSEPH MELOTTE, b. June 22, 1848, HOGANSBURG, , NY.

8. LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISE (LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE³ LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE¹ LAFONTAISE) was born January 14, 1820 in ST REGIS, HUNTINGDON, QUE., d. June 07, 1849, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY. He married ROSALIE PLAMONDON October 29, 1838 in ST REGIS, QUE. CAN., daughter of IGNACE PLAMONDON and JOSEPHTHE HOULE. She was born October 25, 1814.

Notes for LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISE:
CENSUS: 1840, Massena, St Lawrence Co, NY.
1850, Massena, St Lawrence Co, NY Louis Fonzee 29, Rosa 10, Philena 8, Louis 7, Joseph 5, Nelson 3 & Oliver 1.
1880: MN, Sherburne, Blue Hill Twp p186, living adjacent to son Moses. In household, Louis Lafonse age 64, wife Victoria age 63 & grandson Louis ?? 17, born in NY, farmer.
1900: searched both MN Sherburne, Blue Hill & Baldwin Twp & also MN, Beltrami, Bemidji Twp page by page & did not find Louis Lafontisee.
MN Land Records 1876 1880 census age 64?? gedcom gives birth 16 Jan 1820 1860 census age 42 dob 1818

LAND: LAFONTISEE, LOUIS  Land Office: TAYLORS FALLS Sequence #: Document Number: 897 Total
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Acres: 161.52   Misc. Doc. Nr.: 1407 Signature: Yes   Canceled Document: No Issue Date: March 2, 1876
Mineral Rights Reserved: No Metes and Bounds: No   Survey Date: Statutory Reference: 12 Stat. 392   Multiple
Warantee Names: No Act or Treaty: May 20, 1862   Multiple Patentee Names: No Entry Classification:
Homestead Entry Original Legal Land Description: # Aliquot Parts Block # Base Line Fractional Section
Township Range Section # 1 NE  4TH PM No 35 N 27 W 6

From Bill Handlely: [Brøderbund Family Archive #118, Ed. 1, Canadian Genealogy Index, 1600s - 1900s, Date of
Import: Jul 12, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.118.1.45125.3]
Individual: Lafontsee, Louis Event: Living Year: 1878 Place: Ernestown Township  Province of record source:
Ontario County of record source: Addington  Source: Illustrated Historical Atlas of Frontenac, Lennox and
Addington Counties, 1878. Publisher: Mika Publishing Company Publication place: Belleville Publication year:
1977 Volume/Page(s): 74
Please note: The province and county are associated with the location of the record source and in some cases
may not be the same as the place where the event occurred. [Brøderbund Family Archive #118, Ed. 1, Canadian
Genealogy Index, 1600s - 1900s, Date of Import: Mar 12, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.118.1.45125.3]

(LaFantasie?), Angeline
m1
Sep. 13, 1852
Hogansburg
John Boislieu
the bride's last name is not listed in the original. The groom's last name appears as Boileu in the original. The
witnesses were Boislieu and LaFantasie, so perhaps her last name was LaFantasie

LaFantasie, Joseph
b1
Oct. 29, 1844
Massena
Louis LaFantasie Rose Plumondon
born Oct. 5, 1844. Father's last name appears as Fantasy in the original. Lived in Massena

LaFantasie, Maurice(?)
b1
May 19, 1851
Hogansburg
Louis LaFantasie Rosalia Plumondon
born Apr. 18, 1851. Probably lived in Massena

LaFantasie, Narcisse
b1
Dec. 18, 1846
Hogansburg
Louis LaFantasie Rosey Plumondon
born Nov. 3, 1846. Probably lived in Massena

LaFantasie, Olive
b1
Feb. 21, 1849
Hogansburg
Louis LaFantasie Rosalia Plumondon
born Feb. 9, 1849. Probably lived in Massena

More About LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISIE:
BAPTISED: January 16, ST REGIS, HUNTINGDON, QUE.

Children of LOUIS LAFONTAISIE and ROSALIE PLAMONDON are:
Notes for ROSALIE LAFONTISEE:

OBITUARY: Princeton newspaper: Princeton, Mille Lacs County, Minnesota "Death of Mrs. Rose Jesmer. Mrs. Rose Jesmer died at the home of her son-in-law, Sidney Jesmer, in this village at 10 o'clock on Tuesday evening, June 27. Death was caused by a complication of ailments super induced by Bright's disease. Mrs Jesmer would have lived to 73 had she lived until August 3 of this year. Funeral services will be held at the Catholic church, Princeton, tomorrow morning and the internment will be in the Greenbush Catholic cemetery. Rev Father Levings will conduct the services. Mrs Jesmer was born in St. Lawrence County, New York, on August 3, 1838, and on February 2, 1863, was married to Joseph Mallotte at Hogansburg N.Y. Shortly after her marriage she and her husband went to Canada. In 1883 the family came to Minnesota and settled on a farm in Greenbush. Her husband died on October 30, 1886, and on April 1, 1891, she married Joseph Jesmer, who died on September 28, 1901. Since his death she made her home with her children and stepchildren. She leaves five children. Mrs. Sidney Jesmer, Princeton, Mrs. Louis Jesmer, Baldwin, Louis Mallotte, Greenbush, Joseph Mallotte, and Mrs. Wm. Paul, Marble Minn. There were no children by the second husband. Ten stepchildren, two brothers, and fourteen grandchildren also survive her. Mrs. Jesmer was one of the kindest of women, loved by all who knew her. She lived her life in accord with the golden rule - doing unto others as she would be done by. Her stepchildren loved her as they did their own mother, for she proved worthy of their affection. Her children, step children, and hosts of friends will greatly miss this true Christian woman." (The obituary obtained from Sue Kirkey by John or Kevin Jesmer.)

OBITUARY: Princeton newspaper: "Princeton, Mille Lacs County, Minnesota. Thursday, October 3, 1901...A Greenbush Pioneer" ...Death of Joseph Jesmer at three score and ten...One of the pioneers of this section ... close of a useful life. Joseph Jesmer, of Greenbush, who suffered an apoplectic stroke last Tuesday, mention of which was made in the Union last week, died at his home last Friday at 2 a.m. He never regained consciousness, the attack affecting the whole system and proving fatal in a short time. The funeral was held on Monday at the Greenbush church at 10:30 a.m., and was attended by a large number of relatives and friends. Rev. Father Levings said mass, and Father George, of Pittsburg, Pa. preached the sermon. The internment was in Greenbush cemetery. Among the relatives from a distance who were present at the funeral were: Joseph Jesmer Jr., of Norway, Michigan. A.D. Jesmer of Park Rapids, Minn., Miss Libbie Grow, of St Paul, Joe Lafontisee, of St. Paul, brother of Mr. Jesmer's widow. And E.G. Waldhoff, of North Branch, son-in-law of Mr. Jesmer. Joseph Jesmer was born in Franklin County, New York, in 1831, when that region was a wilderness, and with the other members of the family assisted his parents in clearing out a habitation in that new country. Young Jesmer left the farm when he became a young man and went to boating on the St. Lawrence river, which occupation he followed until he became the captain of a boat. In 1867 in company with his wife and six children, his brothers A.D. and N.E. Jesmer he started west, landing in St. Paul and coming the fall of the year to this section, and locating on what is now Greenbush. Then the region was a wilderness of dense timber, and they hewed out a cabin of logs for their future home. His two brothers were not married, and the three brothers, after purchasing a sack of flour, had $1.65 between them. A.D. Jesmer remained with Joseph while the other brother, now the prosperous merchant of Princeton, came to the frontier logging camp and worked for Wm. F. Dunham for some time. Joseph and A.D. remained in Greenbush, where Joseph remained until his death. His first wife was Mary Ann Robideaux, whom he married before coming west. She bore him fourteen children, ten of whom are still living. His wife died nine years ago, and seven years ago he married Rosa Mallotte (widow) of St. Lawrence county, New York, who survives him. Besides N.E. Jesmer, of Princeton, there is another brother Moses, who lives in Denver. A few years ago A.D. Jesmer moved to Park Rapids Minn., where he now resides. There are three sisters living. Mrs. Peter Robideaux, Mrs. N.A. Grow, (widow) both of Greenbush, and Mrs. Mina Parsian, residing in Port Huron, Mich. Mr. Jesmer was one of the most enterprising and progressive farmers of Greenbush and during his long residence there always took great interest in the welfare of the town. He never sought public honors, preferring to perform his duty as a common but faithful and loyal citizen. He belonged to a class of good, sturdy pioneers to whose untiring energy the progressive West owes a great deal." (The obituary was received from Sue Kirkey.)

LAND: JESMER, JOSEPH

CENSUS: 1900: Greenbush, Mille Lacs, MN image 41 of 55.
LEVI

Levi (Oliver) LAFONTSEE was born 9 Feb 1849 in Massena, St. Lawrence, NY and was christened 21 Feb 1849 in St. Paul, brother of Mr. Jesmer's widow. And E.G. Waldhoff, of North Branch, son-in-law of Mr. Jesmer. Joseph Jesmer was born in Franklin County, New York, in 1831, when that region was a wilderness, and with the other members of the family assisted his parents in clearing out a habitation in that new country. Young Jesmer left the farm when he became a young man and went to boating on the St. Lawrence river, which occupation he followed until he became the captain of a boat. In 1867 in company with his wife and six children, his brothers A.D. and N.E. Jesmer he started west, landing in St. Paul and coming to this section and locating on what is now Greenbush. Then the region was a wilderness of dense timber, and they hewed out a cabin of logs for their future home. His two brothers were not married, and the three brothers, after purchasing a sack of flour, had $1.65 between them. A.D. Jesmer remained with Joseph while the other brother, now the prosperous merchant of Princeton, came to the frontier logging camp and worked for Wm. F. Dunham for some time. Joseph and A.D. remained in Greenbush, where Joseph remained until his death. His first wife was Mary Ann Robideaux, whom he married before coming west. She bore him fourteen children, ten of whom are still living. His wife died nine years ago, and seven years ago he married Rosa Mallotte (widow) of St. Lawrence county, New York, who survives him. Besides N.E. Jesmer, of Princeton, there is another brother Moses, who lives in Denver. A few years ago A.D. Jesmer moved to Park Rapids Minn., where he now resides. There are three sisters living, Mrs. Peter Robideaux, Mrs. N.A. Grow, (widow) both of Greenbush, and Mrs. Mina Parsian, residing in Port Huron, Mich. Mr. Jesmer was one of the most enterprising and progressive farmers of Greenbush and during his long residence there always took great interest in the welfare of the town. He never sought public honors, preferring to perform his duty as a common but faithful and loyal citizen. He belonged to a class of good, sturdy pioneers to whose untiring energy the progressive West owes a great deal."

The obituary was received from Sue Kirkey.


RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About JOSEPH MALLOTTE:
BAPTISED: June 23, 1848, ST PATRICKS, HOGANSBURG

Notes for JOSEPH A. JESMER:

OBITUARY: Princeton newspaper: "Princeton, Mille Lacs County, Minnesota. Thursday, October 3, 1901...A Greenbush Pioneer...Death of Joseph Jesmer at three score and ten...One of the pioneers of this section...close of a useful life. Joseph Jesmer, of Greenbush, who suffered an apoplectic stroke last Tuesday, mention of which was made in the Union last week, died at his home last Friday at 2 a.m. He never regained consciousness, the attack affecting the whole system and proving fatal in a short time. The funeral was held on Monday at the Greenbush church at 10:30 a.m., and was attended by a large number of relatives and friends. Rev. Father Levings said mass, and Father George, of Pittsburg, Pa, preached the sermon. The interment was in Greenbush cemetery. Among the relatives from a distance who were present at the funeral were: Joseph Jesmer Jr., of Norway, Michigan. A.D. Jesmer of Park Rapids, Minn., Miss Libbie Grow, of St Paul. Joe Lafontisee, of St. Paul, brother of Mr. Jesmer's widow. And E.G. Waldhoff, of North Branch, son-in-law of Mr. Jesmer. Joseph Jesmer was born in Franklin County, New York, in 1831, when that region was a wilderness, and with the other members of the family assisted his parents in clearing out a habitation in that new country. Young Jesmer left the farm when he became a young man and went to boating on the St. Lawrence river, which occupation he followed until he became the captain of a boat. In 1867 in company with his wife and six children, his brothers A.D. and N.E. Jesmer he started west, landing in St. Paul and coming to this section and locating on what is now Greenbush. Then the region was a wilderness of dense timber, and they hewed out a cabin of logs for their future home. His two brothers were not married, and the three brothers, after purchasing a sack of flour, had $1.65 between them. A.D. Jesmer remained with Joseph while the other brother, now the prosperous merchant of Princeton, came to the frontier logging camp and worked for Wm. F. Dunham for some time. Joseph and A.D. remained in Greenbush, where Joseph remained until his death. His first wife was Mary Ann Robideaux, whom he married before coming west. She bore him fourteen children, ten of whom are still living. His wife died nine years ago, and seven years ago he married Rosa Mallotte (widow) of St. Lawrence county, New York, who survives him. Besides N.E. Jesmer, of Princeton, there is another brother Moses, who lives in Denver. A few years ago A.D. Jesmer moved to Park Rapids Minn., where he now resides. There are three sisters living, Mrs. Peter Robideaux, Mrs. N.A. Grow, (widow) both of Greenbush, and Mrs. Mina Parsian, residing in Port Huron, Mich. Mr. Jesmer was one of the most enterprising and progressive farmers of Greenbush and during his long residence there always took great interest in the welfare of the town. He never sought public honors, preferring to perform his duty as a common but faithful and loyal citizen. He belonged to a class of good, sturdy pioneers to whose untiring energy the progressive West owes a great deal."

The obituary was received from Sue Kirkey.

LAND:


More About JOSEPH A. JESMER:

BAPTISED: Unknown, ST REGIS, HUNTINGDON, QUE.
Burial: Unknown, GREENBUSH CATHOLIC CEMETERY

9. ii. PHILOMENE MAURICE LAFONTISEE, b. January 26, 1841, MESSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. 1918, BESSEMER, GOGEBIC, MI.
10. iii. LOUIS NAPOLION LAFONTISEE, b. November 19, 1842, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. September 30, 1910, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA..
11. iv. JOSEPH LAFONTISEE, b. October 05, 1844, MESSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY.
12. v. NELSON (NARCISSE) LAFONTISEE, b. November 03, 1846, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. Bef. 1930, LAST KNOWN RES.ANACONDA, DEER LODGE, MONTANA.
vi. LEVI (OLIVER) LAFONTISEE, b. February 09, 1849, MESSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. Aft. 1930, , , MI; m. (1) ELIZABETH RAYMO; b. Unknown; m. (2) ?MARIE CATHERINE LAVIGNE.

Notes for LEVI (OLIVER) LAFONTISEE:

THIS INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE;

Levi (Oliver) LAFONTSEE was born 9 Feb 1849 in Massena, St. Lawrence, NY and was christened 21 Feb 1849 in St. Patricks, Hogansburg, NY. He died after 1930 in MI.

BIRTH: LaFantasie, Olive bap. Feb. 21, 1849 Hogansburg Louis LaFantasie Rosalia Plumondon born Feb. 9,
1849. Probably lived in Massena Baptisms and Marriages from St. Patrick's Church Hogansburg, NY
Transcribed and submitted by John Austin

CENSUS: 
1880: MI Grand Traverse Co, Traverse Twp, Traverse City: not found
1884 Directory (Michigan Western) Lafantaisie, Levi Town: Traverse City Occupation: teamster. Also Lafantaisie, Levi jr
Image: 819 Township: Pleasant View. Living alone, renting. This may or may not be the same Levi/Oliver
Lafontisee. divorced, laborer, lumbering, NY, Canada, Canada.1910: Not found in Michigan, Emmet,
County: Ingham Township: Lansing Relationship: Father. Need to find him in 1880 to find names of other
children.

Levi married (1) ?Marie Catherine LAVIGNE. Marriage information from Sue Kirkey's notes.

Notes for ELIZABETH (ELIZA BELL) LAFONTISEE:

POLICE: February 21, 1849, ST PATRICKS, HOGANSBURG, NY

13. vii. MOSES (?MAURICE) LAFONTISEE. b. April 18, 1851, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY.

viii. ELIZABETH (ELIZA BELL) LAFONTISEE. b. 1853, MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. 1930, LOS
ANGELES, , CA.

Generation No. 8

9. PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTISEE (LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFANTAISE, JACQUES5
MAURICE-LAFANTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFANTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFANTAISE, JEAN
MAURICE1 LAFANTAISE) was born January 26, 1841 in MESSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY, and died 1918 in
BESSEMER, GOGEBIC, MI. She married WILLIAM H. GUYER December 24, 1860 in HOGANSBURG,
FRANKLIN, NY, son of HYACINTHE GUYER and URSULE VERIET. He was born Bet. 1835 - 1839 in , , NY,
and died October 26, 1887 in BESSEMER, GOGEBIC, MI.

Notes for PHILOMENE MAURICE LAFONTISEE:
CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Joseph Jesman and Julia Plomandon. Listed in St. Regis parish records as
Baptism for Philomene Maurin 27 Jan 1841 child of Luis Marin and Rose Plamondon, born Jan 26. Found in
translation by Dunc McDonald.
Marriage: Parish records found by Pauline Deshaies. Witnesses were William Birault (Bero), (who according to
the 1860 census may be a neighbor in Bombay, Franklin Co) and Rosalie Lafontaisie (older sister of Philomene).
census: 1850, 1860: in her parents home
Census: after marriage--1870, 1880, 1900 & 1910 census
1900 census widowed, renting home, William, Edward, Louis, Adolph & Libby E still living at home. Bessemer,
Gogebic, Michigan ED# 62 Philena had 11 children, 5 surviving to adulthood.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

BURIAL: Gravestone lists dob as 1842 and dod as 1918 for Philena.

RESIDENCE: William H. & Philena moved to St Paul when their son William L. was 18 months old (i.e. April 1864), residing there until 1874 when a residence was established at Rockland (Ontonagon Co, MI). Source: son William L. Guyer's obituary.


1880: census MI William Guyer 41 NY (parents born Canada), Filena 36 (she & her parents born NY), William 19 NY, Salome 8 MN, Edward 4 MI, Lewis 2 MI, Infant 11 mo May MI.

DEATH CERTIFICATE: Information received from Gogebic County Clerk: William Guyer age 53 died 10-26-1887. Parents unknown. Lived in Bessmer Twp. Occupation hotel keeper. Cause of death: typhoid fever. Place of birth listed as Ohio. (Note: TYPHOID fever was an acute infectious disease acquired by drinking infected milk or water. Symptoms included high lingering fever and intestinal discomfort, chills, diarrhea, and prostration. At the end of the first week rosy spots appeared on the chest and abdomen. During the Spanish-American War in 1898 one-fifth of American troops developed typhoid fever. Ancestry Daily News 4/30/2002 - Archive o Childhood Diseases in the Victorian Age, Part II: The Victims - Karen Frisch) Did daughter Salome died of typhoid fever at the same time??

BURIAL: Hillcrest Cemetery, Bessemer, MI. Information provided by Bill Guyer. Gravestone lists date of death as 1887.

Notes for WILLIAM H. GUYER:
1880 CENSUS (GREENLAND, ONTONAGON (GOgebIC), MI LISTS BOTH PARENTS BORN IN CANADA

BIRTH: Gravestone gives dob of 1835. Census records show age as 32 in 1870 & 41 in 1880


REFERENCES:
Children of PHILOMENE LAFONTISEE and WILLIAM GUYER are:

i. UNKNOWN GUYER, d. YOUNG.

ii. WILLIAM L GUYER, b. October 03, 1862, MASSENA SPRINGS, ST LAWRENCE, NY; d. August 02, 1931, BESSEMER, MI; m. MARY CATHERINE VOMASTEK, July 10, 1916, VIENNA, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY; b. August 11, 1879, VIENNA, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY; d. May 16, 1981, BESSEMER, GOGEBIC, MI.

Notes for WILLIAM L GUYER:
AGE ACCORDING TO1900 CENSUS

BIO: "Born October 3, 1862 in Massena Springs, NY. His family moved to St. Paul, MN when he was 18 months old (i.e. April of 1864) and resided there until 1874 when a residence was established at Rockland. At age 24 moved to Bessemer City from Ironwood area (1886). He was employed by Bond and Clancy, general merchants during the first 12 years in Bessemer. In 1903 he was elected city clerk holding the office continuously for 22 years." This information provided in his obituary.

CENSUS:

1920 census record. Lived on Longyear St (38, 51) William Guyer, owned home, free of mortgage, age 57, born NY, his father born NY, his mother born NY, occupation, clerk for city. Wife Mary C, age 39 was born in Bohemia as well as both parents. The household included 3 boarders whose occupation was listed as teacher.

than Guyer.

AS HIS FATHER WAS MAYOR OF BESSEMER RAN A RETAIL BUSINESS

More About WILLIAM L GUYER:
Burial: HILLCREST CEMETERY

Notes for MARY CATHERINE VOMASTEK:
1947: Bessemer city directory lists Mary as widow/teacher living at 104 E Gold.

Occupation: school teacher, Principal of school in Bessemer. The Stevens Point Journal, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, June 27, 1908 shows Catherine Vomastek as a summer student at the normal (teachers) school.

DEATH: SSDI record for MARY GUYER

BURIAL:

Bill Guyer's notes from Hillcrest Cemetery: Mary C. Guyer - wife of William L.(1879-1981) and 3 Vomasicks, I think Mary's parents and brother Joseph Vomasick (1845 - 1906), Anna Vomasick (1854-1931), and Charles Vomasick (1894-1933). "The records at the Peninsula Granite and Marble Company in Ironwood show that Mary purchased the headstone for Anna and Joseph and also for William L. The date of the purchase was 1951 but that may not be correct in the case of her husband's stone as he had died 20 years earlier. The records show an address for Mary at 7417 28th Ave in Kenosha, WI and also what was apparently a summer time address at 202 W 2nd Ave in Bessemer."

iii. JEREMIAH GUYER, b. February 02, 1863, , , NY; d. YOUNG.
iv. RUSAN GUYER, b. Bef. 1865; d. Bef. 1880.
v. GEORGE L GUYER, b. Abt. 1867; d. Bef. 1880.
vi. NELSON GUYER, b. 1869; d. Bef. 1880.
vii. SALOME GUYER, b. 1871; d. 1887, , GOGEBIC, MI.

Notes for SALOME GUYER:
DIED YOUNG WAS IN 1880 CENSUS WAS 8

GRAVESTONE:

Salome's gravestone inscription in the Guyer section of Hillcrest Cemetery: "Salome (1871-1887)"

More About SALOME GUYER:
Burial: HILLCREST CEMETERY

14. viii. EDWARD SAMSON GUYER, b. March 06, 1876, BESSEMER, , MI; d. January 07, 1951, MILWAUKEE, , MI.
15. ix. LOUIS GUYER, b. 1878; d. September 05, 1940.
x. ADOLPHUS (DOLPH) GUYER, b. May 24, 1880, GREENLAND, ONTONAGON, MI; d. February 01, 1953, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI; m. NELL SHINDLER; b. Abt. 1880, , WI; d. October 09, 1944, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI.

Notes for ADOLPHUS (DOLPH) GUYER:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

BIRTH:

Ontonagon County Birth Index 1868-1920 LAST NAME Guyer FIRST NAME Adolphus TOWNSHIP Greenland RECORD# 1094 YEAR 1881.

FAMILY: Adolph & Nell married between 1900-1920 and did not have children. His niece Marjorie (Guyer) Barnes remembers the home on Walnut Street having a wonderful golden oak winding staircase that she believes Uncle Dolph built himself.

OCCUPATION: According to his niece, Marjorie Barnes her Uncle Dolph built mine locations/houses near the mine. Bessemer was an iron mining town. Census and death records list his occupation as a carpenter by trade in the building business.

CENSUS:

1920 census for Gogebic Co Bessemer Michigan ED90 lists Adolph Guyer, wife Nellie, & a lodger (school teacher). Nellie is 40 years old, Adolph age is unreadable but probably 39. His parents were born in NY, Adolph in Michigan.

1930: 602 S. Walnut St. Appleton Outagamie WI ED #6 image 5. Adolph Guyer age 49, owns his home worth 9,000 & has a radio; wife Nellie age 50 married to each other for 34 years. Also in the household are Mary Schindler age 53, sister in law; boarders Hilda Gluckstein age 42 & Mary Stark age 50. Adolph born MI, his parents born NY. Nellie born WI her parents born Hungary & NY. Adolph's occupation is listed as a carpenter in the building business.

1952: Elizabeth lived in Adolph's rented house with him for a year and a half before her death. She apparently knew she was dying, as she was cared for by a Dr. Walter S. Giffen for over a year prior to her death, as was Adolph, albeit a bit shorter time.

DEATH: From Larry Lafontsee: "Here's what I have from the Register of Deeds, Outagamie County, Appleton, WI on both Adolph, and sister Elizabeth. I personally found this search exciting, because the rented house they lived in is just blocks from where I live in the downtown area, and literally across the street from the Courthouse, where I found the records! I found all of the following information in the death records at the Register of Deeds office.


Newspaper Articles Mentioning Adolph Guyer
Appleton Post Crescent (Appleton, WI)
1924 Mrs. Adolph Guyer is mentioned.
1926 Mar. 16, Adolph is on bowling team competing in state Knights of Columbus bowling tournament.
1926 Dec. 10, attending the convention of carpenters that is meeting in milwaukee this week.
1927 Jan. 19 on Knights of Columbus committees for dancing party in Elk hall and also for public lecture to be given by Dr. Geo. Derry.
1927 Jan. 20 Adolph officer of Carpenters Union.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1927 April 20 on committee arranging Knights of Columbus dinner.
1927 May 13 Labor Representative to Appleton Board of Health.
1927 May 24 Appleton Civic Council.
1927 May 27 on Trades Council.
1927 June 1 Knights of Columbus Party committee.
1927 June 23 Alternate delegate to state trades union
1927 June 28 Recreation Committee
1927 August 17 Knights of Columbus basket picnic committee
1928 March 28 Member of debate team from labor college
1928 April 19 Re-elected to board of health
1928 April 20 elected to board of health
1930 April 22 President of Civic Council
1931 March 5 St. Mary literary program committee member
1931 March 10 member of playground committee
1931 March 24 Knights of Columbus bowling team captain for St. Thomas
1931 March 28 Adolph rolled 188 to lead St. Thomas to victory over another team.
1931 April 1 Adolph labor hearing speaker
1931 April 22 Knights of Columbus dinner speaker
1931 April 28 Samuel Sigman elected as new President of Civic Council succeeding Adolph Guyer
1932 April 16 Adolph appointed to vocational board.
1937 June 1 4th degree Knights of Columbus honor guard
1937 August 18 County WPA Sanitary supervisor
1937 August 26 Adolph building booths for St. Mary church bazaar

xi. ELIZABETH I (BEA) GUYER, b. October 11, 1884, BESSEMER, GOGBIC, MI; d. January 19, 1952, APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE, WI.

Notes for ELIZABETH I (BEA) GUYER:
NEVER MARRIED, LIVED IN MILWAUKEE

BIRTH: Date obtained from death records.

OCCUPATION: Graduated from the local Bessmer high school in 1904 and from the nurse's training school at St. Joseph's hospital, Ashland. She served as instructor there for a time and completed post graduate work in nursing science in Philadelphia. For the past 20 years, she had been employed in nursing in Milwaukee. She made her home in Appleton with her brother Adolph from 1950 on. This information was found in her obituary.

CENSUS:

1920: There is an Elizabeth Guyer working as a nursing assistant at Holy Family Hospital in La Porte Indiana. Age is listed as 27.


DEATH: From Larry Lafontsee: "Here's what I have from the Register of Deeds, Outagamie County, Appleton, WI on both Adolph, and sister Elizabeth.

Elizabeth lived in Adolph's rented house with him for a year and a half before her death. She apparently knew she was dying, as she was cared for by a Dr. Walter S. Giffen for over a year prior to her death, as was Adolph, albeit a bit shorter time. The following information is from the death records at the Register of Deeds office."
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

ELIZABETH I. GUYER no social sec # found BORN: OCTOBER 11, 1884 FATHER: WILLIAM H GUYER MOTHER: PHELENA FONTISEE DIED: JAN 19, 1952 LIVED AT SAME ADDRESS AS ADOLPH FOR YEAR AND A HALF BEFORE DEATH DIED OF: ARTERIO SCHLEROSIS-HYPERTENSION DOCTOR: WILLIAM S. GIFFIN BURIED: HILLCREST CEMETERY, BESSMER, MI

BURIAL: Gravestone in Guyer section at Hillcrest Cemetery: Elizabeth (1884 - 1952) Information provided by Bill Guyer.

10. LOUIS NAPOLION. LAFONTISEE (LOUIS MAURICE2 LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE3 LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISIE) was born November 19, 1842 in MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died September 30, 1910 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.. He married MARY SALOME FAYET August 22, 1866 in HOGANSBURG, FRANKLIN, NEW YORK, daughter of FRANK FAYET and CATHERINE CHATEL. She was born April 09, 1848, and died April 21, 1941 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, Fla..

Notes for LOUIS NAPOLION. LAFONTISEE:
THE SOURCE OF THE PARENTS OF L.N.LAF. AND HIS ANCESTORS

THROUGH THE HELP OF MS. PAULINE DESHAIES, 66 AMES ST., MASSENA, NY 13662

SHE HAS BEEN VERY HELPFUL, AS SHE HAS BEEN WORKING ON GENEALOGY FOR 35 YEARS AND IS VERY KNOWLEDGABLE.

THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE FROM THE RESEARCH OF ELIZABETH POPE;

CENSUS: 1880 census for Norfolk, St Lawrence, NY Directory: Saint Lawrence County, New York Directory 1890 Name Location City State Year 1890: Louis Lafontisee Louisville St. Lawrence New York City Directory.

BIOGRAPHY: See 1886 letter from Rutledge FL on his trip to find a place to settle in FL 1889 moved to Gainesville to be near jobs. Aunt Carrie's letter: reason to leave NY: "There were financial difficulties resulting from a near failure of a dairy farm; besides dissatisfied conviction of life in rural New York. He desired a happier setting for his large family and I believe he found it. See letter for account of early days of the move. Contact: Bill Handley.

CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Olivier Houle and Euphrosine Duhaut.


Historical Museum of Southern Florida, Guide to Manuscripts and Visual Materials 331 LaFontisee, Louis, collector. Letter describing trip across Florida, 1886 November 12. 7 leaves. Louis N. LaFontisee, writing to his daughter Ella, describes his journey from New York to Florida, and his plans to settle in Rutledge, after crossing the peninsula to Cedar Key. Includes details of travel conditions by train and boat, but most information is about Rutledge, where he contracts for purchase of land and goes to work for the sawmill. Gift of Louis L. LaFontisee, 1989. MS Box 44 Copy of original letter also in the possession of Louis LaFontisee of Miami, FL.

Louis married Mary Salome FAYETTE, daughter of Name Unknown FAYETTE and Catherine CHATELLE, on 22 Apr 1866 in Hogansburg NY. Mary was born 1848. She died 21 Apr 1941.

Sah Lo Mee is pronunciation not biblical Salome pronunciation
Florida Death Index 1877-1998
Name: Mary Salome Lafontisee
Place: Alachua
Gender: F
Race: W
Volume: 941
Certificate: 7650 Death Date: 1941


See Aunt Carrie's letter for more information.

BAPTISMS AND MARRIAGES FROM ST PATRICK'S CHURCH IN HOGANSBURG, NY
NAME RECORD DATE PLACE PARENTS NOTES
OR SPOUSE GROOMS LAST NAME
LAFANTAISIE, M1 9-13-1852 HOGANS JOHN BOISLIEU APPEARS AS BOILEU ANGELINE BURG IN ORIGINAL

----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

--- ----
JOSEPH B1 10-29-1844 MASSENA LOUIS LAFANTAISIE born 10-5-1844 FATHER LAFANTAISIE ROSE PLUMONDON NAME APPEARS FANTASY

----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

--- ------
MAURICE B1 5-19-1851 BURG ROSALIE PLUMONDON LIVED IN MASSENA

----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

--- ------
NARCISSE B1 12-18-1846 HOGANS LOUIS LAFANTAISIE born11-3-1846 PROB. LAFANTAISIE ROSE PLUMONDON LIVED IN MASSENA

----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

--- ------
OLIVE B1 2-21-1849 HOGANS LOUIS LAFANTAISIE born 2-9-1849 PROB

More About LOUIS NAPOLION. LAFONTISEE:
Burial: EVERGREEN CEMETERY, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.

Notes for MARY SALOME FAYET:
THE SOURCE OF THE PARENTS OF MARY FAYET AND HER ANCESTORS CAME THROUGH THE HELP OF MS. PAULINE DESCHAIES,
66 AMES ST, MASSENA, NY 13662

SHE HAS BEEN VERY HELPFUL, AS SHE HAS BEEN WORKING ON GENEALOGY FOR 35 YEARS AND IS VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE.

THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE FROM THE RESEARCH OF ELIZABETH POPE
CENSUS: 1880 census for Norfolk, St Lawrence, NY Directory: Saint Lawrence County, New York Directory 1890 Name Location City State Year 1890: Louis Lafontisee Louisville St. Lawrence New York City Directory .BIOGRAPHY: See 1886 letter from Rutledge FL on his trip to find a place to settle in FL 1889 moved to Gainesville to be near jobs. Aunt Carrie's letter: reason to leave NY: "There were financial difficulties resulting from a near failure of a dairy farm; besides dissatisfied conviction of life in rural New York. Ill He desired a happier setting for his large family and I believe he found it. See letter for account of early days of the move. Contact: Bill Handley.
CHRISTENING: Sponsors were Olivier Houle and Euphrosine Duhaut. MILITARY: Louis N Lafontisee
Enlisted as a Private in Company A, 92nd Infantry Regiment New York, transferred in Company D, 96th Infantry Regiment New York on 01 December 1864, mustered out on 18 June 1865 in Manchester, VA. Sources: New York: Report of the Adjutant-General. (NYRoster) Published in 1894-1906. Historical Museum of Southern Florida, Guide to Manuscripts and Visual Materials 331. LaFontisee, Louis, collector. Letter describing trip across Florida, 1886 November 12. 7 leaves. Louis N. LaFontisee, writing to his daughter Ella, describes his journey from New York to Florida, and his plans to settle in Rutledge, after crossing the peninsula to Cedar Key. Includes details of travel conditions by train and boat, but most information is about Rutledge, where he contracts for purchase of land and goes to work for the sawmill. Gift of Louis L. LaFontisee, 1989. MS Box 44. Copy of original letter also in the possession of Louis LaFontisee of Miami, FL.

More About Mary Salome Fayet:
Burial: Evergreen Cemetery, Gainesville, FL.

Marriage Notes for Louis LaFontisee and Mary Fayet:
Married: The priest there had broken his fast, because he had misunderstood the time. So the priest from St. Regis, Father Mosseau, celebrated the mass and performed the ceremony.

Children of Louis LaFontisee and Mary Fayet are:
16. i. ELEANOR MARY7 LaFontisee, b. July 06, 1867, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y.; d. 1940.
17. ii. LOUIS FRANCIS LaFontisee, b. Abt. 1869, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. July 11, 1924.
18. iii. ALMINA ELIZABETH LaFontisee, b. May 14, 1870, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; MOUTH OF PLUM BROOK; d. 1959, ?.
iv. JOHN OLIVER LaFontisee, b. July 24, 1871, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y.; m. CATHERINE MAC KEEN, Unknown; b. Unknown, BALTIMORE, TOWSON, MD.

More About John Oliver LaFontisee:
Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1st COMMUNION
Fact 2: JOHN AND EUGENIA WERE TWINS

More About Catherine Mac Keen:
FACT 1: Unknown, UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES

19. v. EUGENIE OLIVE LaFontisee, b. July 24, 1871, NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
20. vi. MARGARET AGNES LaFontisee, b. April 07, 1873, NORFOLK, ST. LAWRENCE, N.Y.; d. 1928, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.

More About Julia Caroline LaFontisee:
Fact 1: JUST OUTSIDE MASSENA, N.Y.

11. JOSEPH8 LaFontisee (LOUIS MAURICE7 LaFontisee, LOUIS MAURICE6 LaFontaise, JACQUES5 MAURICE- LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LaFontaise, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born October 05, 1844 in MESSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY. He married ELLEN SMITH Bef. 1866. She was born 1848 in NY OR CANADA.
Notes for JOSEPH LAFONTISEE:
THIS INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE:
BIRTH: Baptism: LaFantasie, Joseph baptized Oct. 29, 1844 in Massena Parents: Louis LaFantasie Rose Plumondon born Oct. 5, 1844. Father's last name appears as Fantasy in the original. Lived in Massena (Baptisms and Marriages from St. Patrick's Church Hogansburg, NY Transcribed and submitted by John Austin)

Came to MN between 1866 and 1868 as determined from the age of children & place of their birth in 1870 census.1870
Census records for 1870: Anoka, Burns p. 60
1876 MN land records
1880: census, Anoka, Burns Twp, MN p81 ED33

St. Paul, Minnesota City Directories, 1889-91:
Name Business Name Occupation Location 1 Location 2 City State Year
Frank Lafontise H L Collins & Co feeder boards 560 Burr St. Paul MN 1890, 1891
Jennie Lafontise dressmkr boards 560 Burr St. Paul MN 1890, 1891
Joseph Lafontise carpenter boards 560 Burr St. Paul MN 1890, 1891
Joseph Lafontise driver 560 Burr St. Paul MN 1890, 1891
Louis A Lafontise teamster boards 560 Burr St. Paul MN 1890, 1891

1900 census: no Lafontisee in Burns, Anoka Co, MN. Check land sale. Check St Paul, 560 Burr St ??ED-need indexing to find.1901:
Joseph, as brother to Rose lived in St Paul in Sep 1901 when he came to funeral of Rose's husband Joseph Jesmer, as described in obit & article on Joseph Jesmer.

LAND: LAFONTISEE, JOSEPH
Land Office: TAYLORS FALLS Sequence #:
Document Number: 792 Total Acres: 80
Misc. Doc. Nr.: 1345 Signature: Yes
Canceled Document: No Issue Date: January 05, 1876
Mineral Rights Reserved: No Metes and Bounds: No
Survey Date: Statutory Reference: 12 Stat. 392
Multiple Warantee Names: No Act or Treaty: May 20, 1862
Multiple Patentee Names: No Entry Classification: Homestead
Entry Original
Legal Land Description:
# Aliquot Parts Block # Base Line Fractional Section Township
Range Section #
1 S½SE 4TH PM No 33 N 25 W 6

Joseph married Ellen? Helen (?Caulsin) CUSSON. Ellen? was born 1848 in NY Or Canada. She died before 1890 in From City Directory Info.her parents born in NY according to 1880 census but 1870 census states that they are foreign born

LAST KNOWN ADDRESS ST. PAUL, , MN

More About JOSEPH LAFONTISEE:
BAPTISED: October 29, 1844, ST PATRICKS, HOGANSBURG, NY

Children of JOSEPH LAFONTISEE and ELLEN SMITH are:
   i. MARY J (JENNY) LAFONTISEE, b. 1866, , NY.
   ii. LOUIS L LAFONTISE, b. April 27, 1869, , MN; d. January 14, 1940, ST. PAUL, RAMSEY. MN.
   iii. FRANKLIN FRANCIS LAFONTISE, b. September 07, 1871, , MN; d. Aft. 1930, LAST KNOWN GRAND FORKS, ND.
      iv. SOPHIA LAFONTISEE, b. 1874.
12. NELSON (NARCISSE) LaFONTISE (LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE LAFONTAISIE, CLAude MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAISIE) was born November 03, 1846 in MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY, and died Bef. 1930 in LAST KNOWN RES.ANACONDA, DEER LODGE, MONTANA. He married SARAH CECELIA CALPIN Bef. 1871. She was born 1847 in , , IRELAND, and died May 18, 1929 in PROB. BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT.

Notes for NELSON (NARCISSE) LaFONTISE:
THIS INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE:

CENSUS:

FOLLOWING INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE;
BIRTH: LaFantasie, Narcisse Dec. 18, 1846 Hogansburg Louis LaFantasie Rosey Plumondon born Nov. 3, 1846. Probably lived in Massena. Baptisms and Marriages from St. Patrick's Church Hogansburg, NY Transcribed and submitted by John Austin

LAND: MN land records 1876.

CENSUS: 1870: ?? MN ??

1880 census for Town of Greenbush, Millelacs Co Mn ED#86 (image 23/32) lists a Nelson Lafontissee age 38 NY/NY/Canada, wife Sarah 33 Canada/Ireland/Ireland, sons Moses 9, John 7, Lewis 3, dau Rose 1. All children born in MN.

1884: Note Sidney born Minnesota.
1892: Daughter Mary born in MN. Thus moved to Montana between 1892-1896.??
1896: Deer Lodge County, Montana, 1896 Anaconda City Directory LaFontisee, Miss Rose rooms 713 east Seventh; LaFontise, Nelson carpenter residence 713 east Seventh
1900: no listing for Greenbush. Anaconda City, Deer Lodge, MT. Not found at E 7th St. Need index.


1910: No Lafontise at 609 Main St Butte but Mose living nearby on Colorado St.

1920: wife Sarah living with daughter Mary Dent in MT but listed as married not widowed or divorced.

1930 City Directory Lookup
ALL LaFontise are:
Angelos miner r101 S Wyoming (This is a rooming house & he was not living at this address in the 1930 census.)
Cecilia Mrs. aged 82 died May 18 1929
Louis M (Mary Williams & La Fontise) h1907 C
Mose (Rose) miner h623 W Daly (Wkrvle)
I looked up Williams and found:Williams and LaFontise (Richd E Williams, Louis M LaFontise) barbers 1705 Harrison av
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

BUTTE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY NORTH
The Parish Office for the following churches is at
102 S. Washington Butte, MT 59701 Phone (406) 723-5407
Holy Cross Cemetery 4700 Harrison Avenue Butte, MT 59701 (406) 494-3812

Hi I have found the info. you requested I hope this helps,

1. Sidney LaFontife 29 years old born in Minn. 2/21/16.
2. Mrs Celia LaFontife 83 years old born in Ireland died 5/18/29
4. Mrs. Mary Dent 56 years old born in Minn. died 1/9/40.
5. Mose LaFontife 72 years born Minn. died 3/26/47.
6. Mose LaFontife 30 years old born in Butte Mt. died 4/22/36

They are all on the same lot in the cemetery The location is Block 9 Lot 72 Graves 1-6

Have a nice Thanksgiving Pat. Nov/2003

Prior to 1881, Butte was part of Deer Lodge County. For that reason, Butte records before that time are housed in the Powell County Courthouse in Deer Lodge.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BUTTE
The following is from the book "NAMES ON THE FACE OF MONTANA--The Story of Montana's Place Names" by Roberta Carkeek Cheney. Published by Mountain Press Publishing Company Butte - the county seat in Silver Bow County, was first called Butte City. Gold was discovered in Butte in July 1864 by G. O. Humphrey and William Allison. The name had been changed to Butte around 1875. Beneath the city was one of the world's richest mineral deposits. Copper became Butte's fortune, and Silver was bringing in riches too. There are some 250 miles of streets on the surface of Butte Hill, and more than two thousand miles of underground corridors and tunnels. Marcus Daly (1841-1900) became the head of one of the world's most powerful monopolies, the Anaconda Copper Mining Company. A townsite patent was issued for Butte in 1876. The city was incorporated in 1879. By 1885 Butte had a population of 14,000 and the copper boom was on.

http://members.aol.com/MontanaMining/DistrictHistoryPage.htm

Butte, perched high on the crest of the Continental Divide, holds a unique place in the history of not just local and regional mining, but in the history of mining on a global scale. Mine names made famous in Butte are echoed in mining district's all over the world. Indeed, in the late Nineteenth century, the measure of a new district was "It will be a new Butte".

The 1880s represented a pivotal decade in Butte mining history and in the creation of a world-class copper industry. In 1881 the Utah & Northern Railroad arrived at Butte and Marcus Daily purchased the Anaconda claim. In late December the Utah & Northern connected Butte with Ogden, Salt Lake City and all points served by the Union Pacific Railroad. Railroads which could economically ship heavy mining machinery and ore, proved essential to the base metal mining industry. Within a period of about a dozen years the Montana Central, the Montana Union and the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railroads joined the Utah Northern in serving the mining city. With the railroads in place all that Butte lacked to recover the vast quantities of silver and copper beneath its hills was a major infusion of capital for mining and ore processing.

Early Growth of the City of Butte

With its mines and rail connections, by the late 1910s Butte supported a population of nearly one hundred thousand. In the early twentieth century, Butte had more than twice the population of any other city in the five
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

states of the northern Rocky Mountains and Great Plains. The city's thriving commercial district, several dozen churches, public and parochial school systems, and theaters offering shows and stars of national prominence helped make Butte a metropolitan center without close rival. It was the largest city in the region bounded by Spokane, three hundred miles to the west; Salt Lake city, four hundred miles to the south; and Minneapolis-St. Paul, almost one thousand miles to the east . . .(Martin and Shovers 1986).

Today it has a population of about 33,000. It is located in western Montana not far from Helena, Bozeman and Yellowstone. Mining declined/ended 1960-1980??

CEMETERY LOCATION:
Holy Cross Cemetery 4700 Harrison Avenue Butte, MT 59701 (406) 494-3812

More About NELSON (NARCISSE) LAFONTISE:
BAPTISED: December 18, 1846, ST PATRICKS, HOGANSBURG, NY

Notes for SARAH CECELIA CALPIN:
CENSUS:


CITY DIRECTORIES:

1928 City Directory for Butte: LaFontise Cecelia r621 W Daly Walkerville

1930 Cecilia (Mrs.) Lafontise age 82 died May 18, 1929 according to Silver Bow Co 1930 Directory. (i.e. born about 1848.)

DEATH:

Source: Holy Cross Cemetery records. 18 May 1929. Also death listed in 1930 Silver Bow directory.

Sarah Cecelia Calpin's first son Moses born in MN. She was born Ireland.

More About SARAH CECELIA CALPIN:
Burial: HOLY CROSS CEMETERY

Children of NELSON LAFONTISE and SARAH CALPIN are:
   ii. JOHN LAFONTISE, b. May 1873; d. Bef. 1916, SEE MORE ABOVE.

Notes for JOHN LAFONTISE:
DEATH:

Jack died before 1916 according to his brother Sid's obituary. The 1902 Butte city directory lists Nelson
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and all sons except Jack. Thus Jack may have died between 1900 and 1902 but certainly by 1916.

BOXING:

Jack was the heavy weight champion of Montana according to Sid's obituary.

http://www.boxrec.com lists Jack La Fontise Record to Date
Won 1 (KOs 1) | Lost 2 | Drawn 0 | Tot 3

Career Record  Date   Lb Opponent Lb WLD Last 6 Location Result
1899-09-11  Jim Scanlon  2-1-0
Colorado A.A., Denver, CO, USA L TKO 5
1899-05-30  Pat Conrign  0-0-0
Butte, MT, USA L DQ 0
1899-01-26  ? Pendergast  0-0-0
Sacramento, CA, USA W TKO 11

Pendergast suffered a broken jaw and his corner threw in the sponge. Pendergast's first name was not reported.

26. iii. LEWIS LAFONTISE, b. May 17, 1877, , , MI; d. September 01, 1937, LAST KNOWN ADDRESS BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT.
27. iv. ROSE LAFONTISE, b. 1879, MN.
28. v. MARY LAFONTISE, b. November 1882, , , MN; d. January 09, 1940, 27 W. QUARTZ ST., WALKERVILLE, SILVER BOW, MT.
vi. SIDNEY LAFONTISE, b. April 1884, MN.

Notes for SIDNEY LAFONTISE:

OCCUPATION:

Boxer and Miner:
1902: Butte City Directory: Sidney La Fontisee tinsmith Bee Hive Company boards 609 South Main
1905: Boxing Middleweight 1905 Mar 25 Sid LaFontise Butte, Mt KO 24 (Only fight listed).

www.boxrec.com Sid LaFontise

Record to Date  Won 0 (KOs 0) | Lost 3 | Drawn 0 | Tot 3
Career Record  Date   Lb Opponent Lb WLD Last 6 Location Result
1908-07-02  Eddie McGoorty  19-0-5
Billings, MT, USA L KO 8
1905-05-18  Stanley Ketchel  15-2-2
Butte, MT, USA L KO 7
1905-03-25  Stanley Ketchel  14-2-1
Butte, MT, USA L KO 24
CENSUS/TIMELINE

1884: Sidney born Minnesota.


1902: Butte City Directory: Sidney La Fontisee tinsmith Bee Hive Company boards 609 South Main

1905: Boxing Middleweight 1905 Mar 25 Sid LaFontise Butte, Mt KO 24 (Only fight listed).

DEATH:


OBITUARY:


"Sid la Fontise, who was thought to be of championship caliber when he was fighting around Butte and the West in 1905 and later years, died last evening following a sudden attack on the street. He complained to a friend that he had a pain over the heart and remarked that he had never been able to breathe just right since his memorable battle with Stanley Ketchell. He was given assistance, but died a few minutes later, and the body was removed to Sherman and Reed's undertaking rooms. He was 29 years old.

Three in the Ring: Sid was one of three brothers, all good boxers in their day. He was the youngest and he started in the ring game early. As a boy about the streets, he showed his ability and courage in a 'scrap' and soon he took up the game. Charley Norvall, who had Sid in charge later, boxed Sid six rounds to a draw as the preliminary for the Mike (Twin) Sullivan-Jack Doherty mill.

When 19 years old Sid fought Stanley Ketchell 24 rounds at the old Casino. It was a bloody fight and ended when Ketchell butted Sid and broke his nose. The boy claimed foul, but it was not allowed and Sid lost the decision. With Maurice Thomapson, La Fontise, who could make 133 pounds, but who generally fought at 135 pounds, battled to a draw on the flat. Howard Opie went six rounds to a draw and then Sid went about the state clearing the decks of the light weights. He knocked out Jerry Matthews, colored, in two rounds at Billings, and repeated on Kid Erne in four rounds.

On the Road: In 1908, Sid had grown into the welter-weight class, and Eddie McGoorty was brought to Billings to defeat the youngster. Charley Novall trained the Butte Boy for the match, which McGoorty won in eight rounds. McGoorty in the early rounds got in a punch that dazed Sid, but he battled on with no thought of quitting, until his brother, Mose, threw in the sponge. Sid went travelling with Jeffries-Fitzsimmons show and met and defeated some good welter weights.

But the youngster could not stand the popularity of the game, or its prosperity and as one of his friends put it last night, he was too good a fellow. Of later years Sid had worked in the mines and he always showed that he was ready to defend himself. He had fought many of the best ones from light weight to middle weight in his time and he never quit.
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When Sid was a welter weight, Mose was in the welter class and Jack, another brother, who also is now dead was heavy-weight champion on Montana.

'Sid was a great fighter and if he had been in shape he would have gone as high as Ketchell; think some men who followed his career. He was so good that Ketchell could not knock him down. He was game and was one of the best men Butte ever put into the ring.' said Norvall.

Surviving are his parents, two brothers, Mose and Lewis, and two sisters, Mrs. Hugh Williams of Walkerville and Mrs. Frank Dent.

BURIAL:

Holy Cross Cemetery 4700 Harrison Avenue Butte, MT 59701 (406) 494-3812 BUTTE Mr. Tom O'Brien - Cemetery Manager (spoke to Pat) Address: Resurrection Cemetery Association Email: rca@accesswire.net.

Boxing Middleweight 1905 Mar 25 Sid LaFontise Butte, Mt KO 24 (Only fight listed)

vii. UNK LAFONTISE, b. Unknown.

13. MOSES (?MAURICE)8 LAFONTISE (LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAIS, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MAURICE3 LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAIS) was born April 18, 1851 in MASSENA, ST LAWRENCE, NY. He married ROSA ANN BRACKEN Abt. 1877 in PROB. MN. She was born July 1863 in , , WI, and died June 21, 1940 in , BELTRAMI, MN.

Notes for MOSES (?MAURICE) LAFONTISE:

THIS INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE;

BIRTH: LaFantasie, Maurice(?) bap May 19, 1851 Hogansburg Louis LaFantasie, Rosalia Plumondon born Apr. 18, 1851. Probably lived in Massena. Baptisms and Marriages from St. Patrick's Church Hogansburg, NY Transcribed and submitted by John Austin.


DEATH: Note: Mose La Fontesie died 7/10/1942 in Beltrami CO MN. Minnesota Historical Society Archives certID# 1942-MN-000573. Death certificate in file. Lived in Beltrami for 42 years. 619 Minnesota Avenue,
Bemidji. No social security number and not a veteran. born in St. Lawrence Co, NY. Father listed as Louis La Fontisee. born NY. Mother Rose Plemondore born MY. Informant is daughter Lucy M. La Fontisee. Buried at Holy Cross Cem 7/13/42. Date of birth listed as 4/20/1853 which is in conflict with baptism records. Died of general arteriosclerosis and hypertensive cardiovascular disease at age 89. Occupation: contractor and builder in the construction industry.

OBITUARY:

The Sentinel, Bemidji July 17, 1942: Pioneer Resident dies After Illness: "Mose LaFontisee, who had lived it Bemidji since 1900, passed away at his home Friday morning after a several weeks' illness. Mr. LaFontisee was born April 20, 1853. In St. Lawrence county, New York, where he lived until he was 16 years old. He came to Mille Lacs county and resided there until 1900 when he came with his family to Bemidji. He has been employed here in the contracting and building business until his retirement a few years ago. His wife, Rose, died two years ago. He is survived by five daughters, Mrs. Rose Freer, Superior; and Mrs. Jula Morse, Ella, Katherine and Lucy, all of Bemidji; grandchildren, Harold Morse, International Falls; Edward Freer Foreston; Lloyd Freer, Superior; and Mrs. Janet Andrews, Superior; and great-grandchildren, Allen and Alice Freer, Darcey Jean and Kay Lou Freer, Bob, Pam, and Tommie Morse and Timmy Lee Andrews."

BCHS [depot@paulbunyan.net] Dorothy Locken, volunteer, Beltrami County Historical Society


Note: Need to find census for 1900 to find names of possible other children.

More About MOSES (MAURICE) LAFONTISEE:

BAPTISED: May 19, 1851, ST PATRICKS, HOGANSBURG, NY

Notes for ROSA ANN BRACKEN:

BOTH PARENTS BORN IN IRELAND

CENSUS:

See Moses notes: Occupation: owner of hat shop.

Children of MOSES LAFONTISEE and ROSA BRACKEN are:

   iii. ELEANOR LAFONTISEE, b. January 16, 1882, , MN; d. April 22, 1963, , BELTRAMI, MN.

Notes for ELEANOR LAFONTISEE:

DEATH:


MN: LA FONTISEE, ELLA certID# 1963-MN-000689 Mother Maiden Name: BRACKEN 01/15/1882 MINNESOTA Date of Death: 04/22/1963 County of Death: BELTRAMI.

Her obit might contain good family information. The Pioneer, Bemidji, (218) 759-7766.

OBITUARY:
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years, died at the Bemidji hospital sunday following an extended illness.

Miss LaFontisee owned and operated a millinery store, "The LaFontisee Hat Shop," in Bemidji for many years, retiring 12 years ago because of illness. She lived at 423 Minnesota Avenue and entered the hospital last week for special care.

She was born at Princeton on January 15, 1882 of parents Mose and Rose LaFontisee and came to Bemidji with her parents at an early age. She was a member of St. Philip's church and Guild.

Her parents preceded her in death as did four sisters, Mrs. C. L. Freer, Mrs. M. L. Morse, Katherine and Lucy LaFontisee.

Surviving are the following nieces and nephews, Mrs. Robert Andrews of Milwaukee, WI, Edward Freer of Foley, Lloyd Freer, LaCross WI, Mrs. Harry Spaulding nee Ruby Morse, of Edina, Miss Dona Morse of Minneapolis and Harold Morse of International Falls.

Funeral services will be held at St. Philip's Catholic Church, Wednesday at 8 a.m. with the Rev. Joseph Mulvey officiating. Burial will be in Holy Cross cemetery, under the direction of the McKee Funeral Home.

A Rosary service will be held at St. Philip's church Tuesday at 7:30 p.m."

More About ELEANOR LAFONTISEE:
Burial: HOLY CROSS CEMETERY, BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT

iv. KATHERINE E LAFONTISEE, b. January 04, 1884; d. August 15, 1956, , BELTRAMI, MN.

Notes for KATHERINE E LAFONTISEE:
DEATH: LA FONTISEE, KATHERINE E. CertID# 1956-MN-000662 Date of Birth: 01/04/1884 Place of Birth: MINNESOTA Mother Maiden Name: BRACKEN Date of Death: 08/15/1956 County of Death: BELTRAMI

v. LUCY MAE LAFONTISEE, b. June 09, 1888; d. November 16, 1960, , BELTRAMI, MN.

Notes for LUCY MAE LAFONTISEE:
DEATH: LA FONTISEE, LUCY MAE CertID# 1960-MN-000768 06/09/1888 MINNESOTA BRACKEN 11/16/1960 BELTRAMI

OBITUARY:
The Sentinel, November 18, 1960: "Lucy LaFontisee, Former Manager of Hat Store, Dies. Miss Lucy May LaFontisee, long time resident of Bemidji died at her home at 423 Mlnnesota Avenue, Wednesday after a year's illness.

Miss LaFontisee was engaged in millinery work for many years and managed the LaFontisee Hat Shop prevlous to her retirement about four years ago.

She was born at Forston, Minne., June 9, 1888, and had lived in Bemidji for 60 years.

Surviving is one sister, Ella LaFontisee of Bemidji; several nieces and nephews including Dona Morse, Minneapolis, Mrs. Harry Spaulding nee Ruby Morse; and Harold Morse of International Falls. Her parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. Mose LaFontisee, pioneer residents; sisters, Mrs. Mark Morse and Kate LaFontisee of Bemidji preceded her in death.

Funeral services will be held at St. Philip's church, of which she was a member, Saturday at 9 a.m. with the Rev. Joseph Mulvey officiating. Burial will be at Holy Cross cemetery.

A Rosary service will be held at St. Philip's church Friday at 7:30 p.m. and at the McKee Funeral Home at 8 p.m."

More About LUCY MAE LAFONTISEE:
Burial: HOLY CROSS CEMETERY, BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT

Generation No. 9

14. EDWARD SAMSON9 GUYER (PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFANTASIE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFANTASIE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFANTASIE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFANTASIE) was born March 06, 1876 in BESSEMER, , MI, and died January 07, 1951 in MILWAUKEE, , WI. He married (1) SADIE HASTY Abt. 1910 in PROB, ST. CLOUD OR MINNEAPOLIS, STEARNS, MN, daughter of WARREN HASTY and LAURA SUTHERLAND. She was born July 1884 in ST CLOUD, STEARNS, MN, and died April 03, 1914 in ST PAUL OR MINNEAPOLIS, , MN. He married (2) PRUDENCE MEADOWS Bef. 1920. She was born June 17, 1880 in OSKALOOSA, , IOWA, and died February 16, 1976 in JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL, FL.
Notes for EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:

CENSUS:

1900: Edward Samson Guyer is listed with his mother and siblings in Bessemer MI.

1910: Not found in indexing for 1910 US Census under Edward Guyer.


1930: OH, Ashtabula, Strong St., ED 11, image 39. Household: Edward Guyor age 50, wife Prudence age 40 & daughter Marjorie Lou, age 4. Couple were married at ages 35 & 24 respectively. They were renting with a property value of $32.50. Mr. Guyor's occupation is listed as salesman for a finance company; Mrs. Guyor's occupation is listed as none. Birth places are wildly incorrect: Edward is listed as being born in Florida and his parents in France. Prudence as born in Iowa and both parents born in Illinois. Marjorie Lou is listed as being born in Iowa.

MILITARY: Edward served in the Spanish American War with the 34th Michigan Volunteer Infantry Co. H. according to the VA cemetery records. He contracted malaria while serving with Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders in Cuba, according to information provided by Marjorie Barnes.

RELIGION: Protestant, probably Christian Scientist.

DEATH: Died in VA hospital in Milwaukee WI on January 7, 1951. He was buried in the Va National Home Cemetery in Wood, Wisconsin on January 9, 1951. He died of cardiac insufficiency due to arteriosclerotic heart disease and also had encephalomalacia. He was 74 years old. Death certificate in file.

More About EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:

Education: COLLEGE

Occupation: ENGINEER

Notes for SADIE HASTY:

MISC: Mother (Marjorie Guyer Barnes) remembers hearing from her father that Sadie had red hair and was a Christian Scientist. Also that he was extremely effected by the loss of his young wife.

OBITUARY:

THE ST CLOUD TIMES Saturday, 4/4/1914: Plague Claims Another Victim-- Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty, dies in Minneapolis-- "Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty of St. Cloud, died at her home in Minneapolis yesterday after a prolonged illness. Her death was due to tuberculosis. She was about 26 years of age and up to four years ago had been a resident of St. Cloud.

She was born in St. Cloud and after receiving her education here she was married four years ago to Edward Geyer. They took up their new residence in Minneapolis and it was some time afterward that the ravages of the disease began to tell on the young woman. She is survived by her father, Warren Hasty, five sisters and one
brother, Mrs. James Haden of Louisiana; Mrs. E. A. Roy of Massachusetts; Mrs. E. T. Timme of Chicago; Mrs.
McCracken of Wisconsin; Miss Agnes Hasty of Minneapolis, and James Hasty of Minneapolis.

The body arrived here this afternoon and was taken to the home of Mrs. Edward Raymond, 28 Seventh Avenue
South. The funeral will be held from that place tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with services by Rev. Campbell.
Burial will be in Sauk Rapids. The pallbearers selected are: Charles Barden, Joseph Ilbe, Albert May, Edward
Bensen, Forrest Ball and O. Wire."

THE BESSEMER HERALD April 11, 1914: Died in St Paul "Word was received here last Friday of the death of
Mrs. Ed. S. Guyer in St. Paul and the funeral was held in St. Cloud, Minn last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Guyer left
Bessemer last fall for St. Paul where they have been living since that time."

They had the following children:

13 M i. Warren E. GUYER 10 was born 13 Nov 1912 in MI. He died 10 12 May 1913 in 2643 1st Ave,
Minneapolis, MN and was buried 10 15 May 1913 in Faymans?, Minneapolis, MN.

More About EDWARD SAMSON GUYER:
Education: COLLEGE
Occupation: ENGINEER

Notes for SADIE HASTY:
MISC: Mother (Marjorie Guyer Barnes) remembers hearing from her father that Sadie had red hair and was a
Christian Scientist. Also that he was extremely effected by the loss of his young wife.

OBITUARY:

THE ST CLOUD TIMES Saturday, 4/4/1914: Plague Claims Another Victim-- Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly
Miss Sadie Hasty, dies in Minneapolis-- "Mrs. Edward Geyer, formerly Miss Sadie Hasty of St. Cloud, died at her
home in Minneapolis yesterday after a prolonged illness. Her death was due to tuberculosis. She was about 26
years of age and up to four years ago had been a resident of St. Cloud.

She was born in St. Cloud and after receiving her education here she was married four years ago to Edward
Geyer. They took up their new residence in Minneapolis and it was some time afterward that the ravages of the
disease began to tell on the young woman. She is survived by her father, Warren Hasty, five sisters and one
brother, Mrs. James Haden of Louisiana; Mrs. E. A. Roy of Massachusetts; Mrs. E. T. Timme of Chicago; Mrs.
McCracken of Wisconsin; Miss Agnes Hasty of Minneapolis, and James Hasty of Minneapolis.

The body arrived here this afternoon and was taken to the home of Mrs. Edward Raymond, 28 Seventh
Avenue South. The funeral will be held from that place tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 with services by Rev.
Campbell. Burial will be in Sauk Rapids. The pallbearers selected are: Charles Barden, Joseph Ilbe, Albert May,
Edward Bensen, Forrest Ball and O. Wire."

THE BESSEMER HERALD April 11, 1914: Died in St Paul "Word was received here last Friday of the death
of Mrs. Ed. S. Guyer in St. Paul and the funeral was held in St. Cloud, Minn last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Guyer left
Bessemer last fall for St. Paul where they have been living since that time."

They had the following children:

13 M i. Warren E. GUYER 10 was born 13 Nov 1912 in MI. He died 10 12 May 1913 in 2643 1st Ave,
Minneapolis, MN and was buried 10 15 May 1913 in Faymans?, Minneapolis, MN.

More About SADIE HASTY:
Burial: SAUK RAPIDS, MN

Notes for PRUDENCE MEADOWS:
LIVED IN PAINESVILLE, OH ON RAILROAD ST THEN STATE ST.

Child of EDWARD GUYER and SADIE HASTY is:
  i. WARREN E GUYER, b. November 13, 1912; d. May 12, 1913, 2643 1st AVE., NINNEAPOLIS, MN.

    More About WARREN E GUYER:
    Burial: May 15, 1913, FAYMANS, MN

Child of EDWARD GUYER and PRUDENCE MEADOWS is:
  31. ii. MARJORIE LU GUYER, b. June 17, 1925, DES MOINES, POLK, IOWA.

15. LOUIS9 GUYER (PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born 1878, and died September 05, 1940. He married EMMA STANFIELD, daughter of JAMES STANFIELD and NANCY COCHRAN. She was born September 1879 in POSSIBLY SHIOCTON, WI, and died Aft. 1947.

Notes for LOUIS GUYER:
1912 & 1921 IRONWOOD CITY DIRECTORY: PICTURE OPP, RESIDENCE 232 AURORA.

1938 DIRECTORY: LOUIS (EMMA) 210 EVANS, RETIRED & WILLIAM, STUDENT LAWRENCE COLLEGE 1947 DIRECTORY: NAST GUYER, EMMA (WIDOW) 210 EVANS

DISABLED WITH HEART CONDITION AND HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, DIDN'T WORK

BIOGRAPHY: Mother said that her Uncle Louie was disabled with heart condition and high blood pressure, that he was nicknamed Dutch and was blond and blue-eyed.

CENSUS:


DEATH: Mom says he died of a heart attack while mountain climbing in Hawaii.
BURIAL: Bill Guyer's notes: Louis (1878-1940) buried in Ironwood Riverside Cemetery.

Child of LOUIS GUYER and EMMA STANFIELD is:

16.  ELEANOR MARY\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISEE (LOUIS NAPOLON\textsuperscript{8}, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAIS) was born July 06, 1867 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, N.Y., and died 1940. She married (1) HAMILTON 1894. She married (2) B.B. BARCO February 1914. He was born 1855, and died August 1935 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

Child of ELEANOR LAFONTISEE and HAMILTON is:
   i.  SALOME FAYETTE\textsuperscript{10} HAMILTON.

17.  LOUIS FRANCIS\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISEE (LOUIS NAPOLON\textsuperscript{8}, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAIS) was born Abt. 1869 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died July 11, 1924. He married JULIA CHEVES July 1899 in FERNANDINA, FL. She was born Unknown in ?.

Child of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and JULIA CHEVES is:
33.   i.  LOUIS\textsuperscript{10} LAFONTISEE, b. 1902, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; d. 1945, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

18.  ALMINA ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISEE (LOUIS NAPOLON\textsuperscript{8}, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAIS) was born May 14, 1870 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK "MOUTH OF PLUM BROOK", and died 1959 in ?. She married THEAORE HUGDINS Bet. 1892 - 1893 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. He was born Unknown in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of ALMINA LAFONTISEE and THEAORE HUGDINS are:
34.   i.  RUTH MINA\textsuperscript{10} HUGDINS, b. October 03, 1892, OLD OSBORNE HOUSE GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; d. April 1977, TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL. "?" 33611.

19.  EUGENIE OLIVE\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISEE (LOUIS NAPOLON\textsuperscript{8}, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAIS) was born July 24, 1871 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1922 in NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.. She married THOMAS MOORE KINCAID June 25, 1908 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., son of JAMES KINCAID and SARAH MOORE. He was born January 24, 1866 in ?, and died 1944 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

Notes for EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE:
EUGENIE AND JOHN WERE TWINS

More About EUGENIE OLIVE LAFONTISEE:
Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1stCOMMUNION
Fact 2: TWIN OF JOHN

Children of EUGENIE LAFONTISEE and THOMAS KINCAID are:
   i.  THOMAS MOORE KINCAID\textsuperscript{10} JR, b. 1903, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA FL.; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
20. MARGARET AGNES⁹ LAFONTISE (LOUIS NAPOLION,⁸ LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE⁳ LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICEⁱ LAFONTAISE) was born April 07, 1873 in NORFOLK, ST. LAWRENCE, N.Y., and died 1928 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA.. She married EGERT JEROME BOWYER June 1894 in Winfield, Putnam, W.VA., son of NAPOLEON BOWYER and ANNA ROBERTS. He was born December 10, 1859 in ?, and died 1936 in Gainsville, ALACHUA, FLA..

Notes for EGERT JEROME BOWYER:
PART OWNER OF PENN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, TAMPA, FLA.

Children of MARGARET LAFONTISE and EGERT BOWYER are:
39. i. HELOISE ERNESTINE¹⁰ BOWYER, b. May 09, 1895, WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL.; d. April 14, 1953, Franklin, North Carolina.
40. ii. EGERT NAPOLIAN BOWYER, b. December 05, 1900, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.; d. April 1975, TARPON SPRINGS, , FL..
41. iii. ERNEST JEROME BOWYER, b. October 02, 1903, TAMPA, HILLSBORA, FL.; d. Abt. May 17, 1988, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FLA..

21. GEORGEANA⁹ LAFONTISE (LOUIS NAPOLION,⁸ LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE⁳ LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICEⁱ LAFONTAISE) was born 1878, and died 1962. She married BYRON CLARENCE DORSEY September 25, 1901 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., son of JOHN DORSEY and LAURA SMITH. He was born 1876, and died August 13, 1950 in FRANKLIN, MACON, NC.

Children of GEORGEANA LAFONTISE and BYRON DORSEY are:
42. i. MARY ELIZABETH¹⁰ DORSEY, b. 1902; d. 1928, ASHVILLE, , NC.
43. ii. LAURA LOUISE DORSEY, b. May 03, 1907.
44. iii. JOHN CUMMIMG DORSEY, b. Unknown.

22. LUCY MATILDA⁹ LAFONTISE (LOUIS NAPOLION,⁸ LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE⁳ LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICEⁱ LAFONTAISE) was born July 21, 1880 in NORFOLK, ST. LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1936 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. She married LEVI JAMES KNIGHT September 23, 1903 in AT HOME-GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. He was born 1875 in ?, and died 1941 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Children of LUCY LAFONTISE and LEVI KNIGHT are:
45. i. JAMES¹⁰ KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
46. ii. LOUIS KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
47. iii. HAROLD KNIGHT, b. Unknown.
48. iv. WILLIAM HENRY KNIGHT, b. Unknown.

23. LOUIS L⁹ LAFONTISE (JOSEPH⁸ LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE⁳ LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICEⁱ LAFONTAISE) was born April 27, 1869 in , , MN, and died January 14, 1940 in ST. PAUL, RAMSEY, MN. He married ANNE O’GARA Abt, 1899, daughter of ? O’GARA and ? REDICAN. She was born September 03, 1869 in IRELAND, and died May 17, 1958 in , DAKOTA, MN.

Notes for LOUIS L LAFONTISE:
CENSUS:

588
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


DEATH:


BURIAL:

Calvary Cemetery, 753 Front St., St. Paul, MN 55103, was established in 1856. Actually the fourth Catholic Cemetery in St. Paul, the burials from the earlier ones were moved here. More than 100,000 burials have been made in this 100-acre cemetery. Their records are chronological; therefore you will need to provide an approximate date of death when you write. For Catholic burials from the St. Paul area from the late 1960s through the early 1990s, see Resurrection Cemetery (Dakota County).

Park Genealogical Books has published Calvary interment records from the beginning through 1911. See Calvary pages at the Political Graveyard and Find-a-Grave.

Notes for ANNE O’GARA:

CITIZENSHIP 1894
Children of LOUIS LAFONTISE and ANNE O'GARA are:

44. i. LUCILLE KATHERINE\textsuperscript{10} LAFONTISE, b. November 30, 1899, , MN; d. October 05, 1984, ST, PAUL, RAMSEY, MN.

ii. UNKOWN LAFONTISE, b. Bef. 1910.

Notes for UNKOWN LAFONTISE:
b. MN BEFORE 1910-POSSIBLY DIED YOUNG ??CENSUS

24. FRANKLIN FRANCIS\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISE (JOSEPH\textsuperscript{8} LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFANTANISIE, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAISIE) was born September 07, 1871 in , , MN, and died Aft. 1930 in LAST KNOWN GRAND FORKS, ND. He married SUSIE IVERSON Abt. 1905. She was born February 11, 1883 in , , MN, and died April 1963 in , , MND.

Children of FRANKLIN LAFONTISE and SUSIE IVERSON are:

i. MARY\textsuperscript{10} LAFONTISE, d. DIED AN INFANT.

ii. JOSEPH LAFONTISE, d. DIED AN INFANT.

iii. FRANCIS LAFONTISE, b. September 19, 1905, , , ND; d. April 1975, BILLINGS, YELLOWSTONE, MT.

iv. EDWARD LAFONTISE, b. Abt. 1908, , , ND; d. DIED YOUNG POSSIBLY IN ARMED SERVICE.

v. CHARLES ARTHUR LAFONTISE, b. January 26, 1910, , , ND; d. October 03, 1978, LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA.

vi. ALBERT JOHN LAFONTISE, b. August 19, 1912, , , ND; d. October 25, 1977, LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA.

vii. PAUL VERNON LAFONTISE, b. April 08, 1917, , , ND.

25. MOSE\textsuperscript{9} LAFONTISE (NELSON (NARCISSE)\textsuperscript{8}, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{7} LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE\textsuperscript{6} LAFANTANISIE, JACQUES\textsuperscript{5} MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE\textsuperscript{3} LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE\textsuperscript{2} MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE\textsuperscript{1} LAFONTAISIE) was born March 1871 in Princeton, Greenlake Co, MN, and died Aft. 1930 in Butte, MT (WALKERVILLE). He married (1) \ABBIE JUNEAU June 28, 1894 in , DOUGLAS, WI, daughter of ELISHA JUNEAU and SARAH SCHULTZU. She was born in OCONTO, OCONTO, WI. He married (2) \ROSE JANDRO 1902 in , DOUGLAS, WI, daughter of ? JANDRO. She was born 1872.

Notes for MOSE LAFONTISE:
A Mose Lafontise was boxing: 1903-1910:Web pgs: 1903 Jul 10 Mose LaFontise Seattle, Wa KO 10 Also this Mose Lafontise is listed in the August 28, 1904 Washington Post as a boxer. The Washington Post Washington District Of Columbia 30 October 1910: Mose La Fontise, "A french bruiser of some experience." Boxing in Butte, MT. Daily Nevada State Journal Reno Nevada 18 February 1903: "Young Gibbs vs La Fontise" from Butte MT Feb 18: The fight between Young Gibbs, the colored welterweight and Mose La Fantise, which is to take place before a local club tonight, is looked forward to with considerable interest. The two met once before and put up a lively fight, the colored lad getting the decision. La Fontise has trained hard for tonight's go and appears confident of evening up the score." Also a SID LA FONTISE was boxing
MARRIAGE: (first)

M Lafontise 23 Jun 1895 Douglas 02 0031
Mariage date. 28-June-1894 (vol A pg 458) Douglas Co

Mose LaFountise  railroad worker

B: Mn. the town looks like Prinaton

F: Nelson LaFountise

M:Sarah Calpin
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

bride
Abbie Juneau
F: Elisha Juneau
M: Sarah Schultzu
B: Ocuto Wi
Witnesses:
Frank McCarthy
Mrs. Belle McCarthy
G.E. Dietrich Justice of the Peace

Hi Elizabeth, We got lucky on this one..I hope this has helped Nancy Haworth (Douglas Co Lookup)

1894 MARRIED WHILE A RAILROAD WORKER

1902: City Directory: La Fontisee  Mose  pugilist  residence 8 West Platinum

1930: City Directory: miner h623 W Daly (Wkrvle) Walkerville

CENSUS:

1900: Butte MT in fathers house.
1928: City Directory: (see image in file) LaFontise Cecelia r621 W Daly Wkrvle; Louis N (Mary; Williams & LaFontise) h1907 C; Mose (Rose) constable r659 Maryland av; Mose jr miner r659 Maryland av
1937: Mose is still living in Butte according to Louis M.’s obit.

DEATH:

Holy Cross Cemetery Records: Mose LaFontife 72 years born Minn. died 3/26/47. Mose LaFontife 30 years old born in Butte Mt.died 4/22/36. The location is Block 9 Lot 72 Graves 1-6.
Walkerville

Walkerville, an historic suburb of Butte, was originally named after the Walker brothers of Salt Lake City, who operated the Alice Mine. Primarily Walkerville was inhabited by the workers of the mine who came from Cornwall, England. Although the area now is mostly abandoned there remains evidence of the mining community that once thrived here.

Mose married3 (1) Abbie JUNEAU, daughter of Elisha JUNEAU and Sarah SCHULTZU, on 28 Jun 1894 in Douglas Co, WI. Abbie was born3 about 1876 in Ocouto WI

Silver Bow County Vital Records OfficeClerk & Recorder155 West GraniteButte, MT 59701-9256(406) 723-8262 Best source of info--not at state level.

Children of MOSE LAFONTISE and 2 JANDRO are:
  i. LEONA ROSE LAFONTISE, b. May 27, 1904, , , MT; d. May 1981, , SILVER BOW, MT; m. ? HOGAN, Bef. 1937.

Notes for LEONA ROSE LAFONTISE:
1937: Leona Hogan living in New York in 1937 according to obit of Louis M Lafontise.

DEATH:


Montana Death Index: LEONA R HOGAN HOGAN 07 -05 -1981 76 Died: SILVER BOW Residence: MONTANA , SILVER BOW.

ii. MOSE T LAFONTISE, b. Abt. 1907, , , MT; d. April 22, 1936, Butte, SILVER BOW, MT (LAST KNOWN ADDRESS).

Notes for MOSE T LAFONTISE:
SSDI search doesn't bring up anything for a Mose or Moses Lafontise (soundex).

CENSUS:


1928: City Directory: Mose jr miner r659 Maryland av.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

DEATH:

Holy Cross Cemetery Records: Date of death is 22 Apr 1936.

1928 City Directory: LaFontise Cecelia r621 W Daly Wkrvle
Louis N (Mary; Williams & LaFontise) h1907 C
Mose (Rose) constable r659 Maryland av
Mose Jr miner r659 Maryland av

1930 City Directory for Butte: Mose, miner. 623 W Daly Wkrvle

26. LEWIS⁹ LAFONTISE (NELSON (NARCISSE)⁸, LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFANTAISIE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MAURICE³ LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE¹ LAFONTAISIE) was born May 17, 1877 in , , MI, and died September 01, 1937 in LAST KNOWN ADDRESS BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT. He married MARY MAE RANSOM. She was born Abt. 1877 in IL/ENG/ENG.

Notes for LEWIS LAFONTISE:
CENSUS:

1896: Deer Lodge County, Montana, 1896 Anaconda City Directory La Fontise, Louis barber M C Leonard rooms 713 east Seventh La Fontise

1900: In household with father at 609 S. Main st Butte Mt. ED 129 Image 10 of 30.


1910: CO, Denver 3rd ward, p 182 ed 59, image 17. Lewis M. Lafontise age 32, MN/NY/MN. Guest in hotel kept by Charles Auge. Lewis is single with occupation Barber


1928: City Directory LaFontise Louis N (Mary; Williams & LaFontise) h1907 C


RESIDENCE: Louis may have lived in Utah about 1922 from birth place of daughter Arthelo as listed in 1930 census. His wife's family (Ransons were in Utah). He was in Denver in 1910 but back in Butte by 1920.
MILITARY:

1918 WWI draft registration: Lewis Martin Lafontise born 17 May 1877 White Butte, Silver Bow, MT. Living with wife Mary Mae at 205 Colorado. Business: owns own barbershop located at 1600 Harrison. Black hair and grey eyes, height and weight medium.

DEATH:


OBITUARY:

Montana Standard, Butte, Thursday Morning, September 1, 1937. L. M. Lafontise taken by death. Vetern Butte Barber Is Victim of long Illness. "Louis M. LaFontise, 60, native of Michigan and Butte barber 45 years succumbed yesterday to a long illness at his home, 1907 'C' street. He was an ardent sports fan; and he knew all the habitual prize fight followers in Butte. He followed the careers of all the prominent local and national fighters, and in his youth he entered the ring several times.

For several years he had been associated with Dick Williams in a shop on Harrison avenue. Youngsters from all parts of the "flat" enjoyed having Mr. LaFontise cut their hair because he kept them enthralled with thrilling stories of the prize ring.

Friends said he never missed a good boxing card if he could help it and he never failed to enjoy one.

'The used to look forward to some bouts for months.' one acquaintance said, 'and it was uncanny how he could pick a winner so long in advance.'

Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mary LaFontise: a daughter. Arthella LaFontise: a brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs Mose Lafontise: a sister, Mrs. Mary Dent, all, of Butte: a niece, Mrs. Leona Hogan, New York: a brother-in-law and sister Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Williams of Butte, and other relatives in Utah, California and Colorado.

The body is at the Sherman & Reed chapel pending funeral arrangements."

More About LEWIS LAFONTISE:

Burial: September 03, 1937, MT. VIEW CEMETERY

Child of LEWIS LAFONTISE and MARY RANSOM is:

i. ARTHIELO LAFONTISE, b. Abt. 1922, , , UTAH.

27. ROSE LAFONTISE (NELSON (NARCISSE) , LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JACQUES MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born 1879 in MN. She married HUGH WILLIAMS Abt. 1900. He was born 1878 in , , MAINE.

Notes for ROSE LAFONTISE:

1896: Deer Lodge County, Montana, 1896 Anaconda City Directory LaFontise, Miss Rose LaFontise, rooms 713
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

east Seventh; Nelson carpenter residence 713 east Seventh

More About ROSE LAFONTISE:
1: DATE COULD BE QUESTIONABLE UNLESS TWIN OF LEWIS

Notes for HUGH WILLIAMS:
CENSUS:

1920: Williams, Hugh 41 1878 Maine White Walkerville, Silver Bow, Montana owns home/free of mortgage. Born Maine/Wales/Wales working as blacksmith at copper mine. Rose age 38 MN/NY/Ire and son George age 17 MT/ME/MN. Living at 619 W Daly St next door to Frank and Mary Dent and mother in law Sarah Lafontise.

1930: Hugh Williams 51 1878 Maine Head White Walkerville, Silver Bow, MT Owns home and $2200 property and radio, married at age 21 and still working as blacksmith at copper mine. Living next door are Mary Dent and Mose Lafontise. in 619, 621 & 623 W Daly St. Wife Rose age 509 married at age 20.

1937: Louis' obit lists Hugh and Rose as living in Butte.

Child of ROSE LAFONTISE and HUGH WILLIAMS is:

28. MARY° LAFONTISE (NELSON (NARCISSE)°, LOUIS MAURICE² LAFONTAISÉ, LOUIS MAURICE² LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ, JACQUES³ MAURICE-LAFONTAISÉ) was born November 1882 in , , MN, and died January 09, 1940 in 27 W. QUARTZ ST., WALKERVILLE, SILVER BOW, MT. She married FRANK J DENT. He was born Abt. 1882 in , CANADA, and died Bet. 1920 - 1930 in ?.

Notes for MARY LAFONTISE:
THIS INFO SUPPLIED BY ELIZABETH POPE:
CENSUS:

1896: Anaconda City Directory Deer Lodge County, Montana, La Fontise, Louis barber M C Leonard rooms 713 East Seventh La Fontise, Miss Mary rooms 713 east Seventh (with father Nelson).

1920: Dent, Frank 38 1881 Canada White Walkerville, Silver Bow, Montana. Frank owns is home, which is mortgaged. He and his parents born Can. He was naturalized in 1882. Wife Mary age 38 born MN, mother-in-law Sarah Lafontise age ?68, born Ire, naturalized in ?1858. Frank working as blacksmith helper for Jack Moore. All three listed as married.

1930: Mary Dent 47 1882 Minnesota Head White Walkerville, Silver Bow, MT. She is living next door to brother Mose, owns her home, has $2000 worth of property, no radio, was married at age 28 and is now 47, a widow, no occupation. Living at 621 and Mose at 623 West Daly.

DEATH:

Montana Death Index: MARY L DENT F 17da 10-Sep-1920 Gar 50; MRS MARY DENT F 56 9-Jan-
Montana Death Certificate lists Mrs. Mary Dent of 27 W Quartz St dying 1/9/1940 of hypertension, heart disease and cerebral hemorrhage at age 56--born 12/3/1882. Birthplace as Michigan and no records of parents names. Informant was Mrs. Mary McKenna also of 27 W. Quartz St. Burial at Holy Cross Cemetery and Duggan's Merrill Mort. undertaker. Butte, Silver Bow Montana.

BURIAL:
Holy Cross Cemetery family plot.

Notes:
1. Birth given as Nov 1882 in 1900 census. Death certificate lists birth as December 3, 1883
2. Did she have a daughter who died as infant? Were there any other children?
3. Between 1930 and 1940 she has moved from Walkerville into the northern section of Butte. She is living with a Mrs. Mary McKenna who signed the death certificate, but doesn't know anything about Mary Dent's parents.

More About MARY LAFONTISE:
Burial: January 13, 1940, HOLY CROSS CEMETERY, BUTTE, SILVER BOW, MT

Notes for FRANK J DENT:

CENSUS:
1902: City Directory: Frank Dent blacksmith helper Berkley Mine boards 116 West Daly, Walkerville.
1920: Dent, Frank 38 1881 Canada White Walkerville, Silver Bow, Montana. Frank owns is home, which is mortgaged. He and his parents born Can. He was naturalized in 1882. Wife Mary age 38 born MN, mother-in-law Sarah Lafontise age ?68, born Ire, naturalized in ?1858. Frank working as blacksmith helper for Jack Moore. All three listed as married.

Child of MARY LAFONTISE and FRANK DENT is:
   i. MARY L.10 DENT, b. August 1920, , , MT; d. September 10, 1920, , , MT.

29. ROSE8 LAFONTISEE (MOSES 7 MAURICE), LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE5 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES3 JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE2 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born May 15, 1879 in , , MN, and died July 27, 1947. She married CHARLES FREER.

Notes for ROSE LAFONTISEE:
RESIDENCE:
1940: Superior WI according to her mother's obituary.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1942: Superior WI according to her father's obituary.
Rose married Charles L. FREER.

CENSUS:

More About ROSE LAFONTISEE:
Burial: GREENWOOD CEMETERY

Children of ROSE LAFONTISEE and CHARLES FREER are:
   i. ALICE ROSE6 FREER, b. November 26, 1901; d. August 12, 1903.
   ii. EDWARD M. FREER, b. July 08, 1906; d. April 28, 1980, Foley, Benton, MN.
   iii. LLOYD W FREER, b. April 10, 1912; d. October 27, 1994, CALERA, BRYAN, OK.
   iv. JANET E FREER, b. November 06, 1913; d. Bet. 1030 - 1999, FRANKLIN, MILWAUKEE, WI.

30. JULIA AGNES9 LAFONTISEE (MOSES (MAURICE)8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4 JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born Abt. 1881 in , , MN, and died August 14, 1951. She married MARK L. MORSE.

Notes for JULIA AGNES LAFONTISEE:
CENSUS:
1930 U.S. Federal Census > Minnesota > Beltrami > Bemidji > District 3, ?1200 block of Bemindji St? Mark L. Morse, age 63, owns his home, has property of $5000 and has a radio. He was married at 23 and born MN/NY/NY and is working as a bricklayer. Wife Julia A. is 49 married at 22 born MN/NY/WI. Daughters Ruby I. age 26 born MN, public school teacher and Donna I age 17 born MN--both single.

OBITUARY:
The Bemidji Sentinel. Mrs. M. L. Morse "Mrs. M. L. Morse passed away at her home, 506 Minnesota Ave., this morning after an illness of sometime. She was a pioneer resident of Bemidji having come here in the early 1900's.
She is survived by one son,, Harold Morse of International Falls: two daughters, Ruby Spaulding of Edina and Dona of Bemidji; three sisters, Ella, Kate and Lucy LaFontisee of Bemidji and five grandchildren. Mr. Morse died in 1947.
Funeral arrangements are in charge of the McKee Funeral Home and a complete obituary will appear later.
Julia married Mark Louis MORSE. Mark died[3,7] 31 May 1947 in Beltrami Co., MN.

Children of JULIA LOFONTISEE and MARK MORSE are:
   i. HAROLD10 MORSE, b. September 28, 1900; d. April 28, 1963.
   ii. RUBY I. MORSE, b. August 01, 1903; d. September 30, 1984, in Fairview Southdale Hosp, Edina, Hennepin, MN.

Notes for DONNA IONE MORSE:
RESIDENCE:
   1940: Bemidji
   1960: Minneapolis
   1963: Minneapolis

DEATH:
MN Death Index: DONA IONE MORSE March 18, 1911 December 10, 2000 MINNESOTA BEMIDJI

Generation No. 10
31. MARJORIE LU Guyer (EDWARD SAMSON, PHILOMENE MAURICE LaFontisee, LOUIS MAURICE LaFontaise, LOUIS MAURICE LaFontaise, JACQUES MAURICE-LaFontaise, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MAURICE LaFontaise, CLAUDE MAURICE-LaFontaise, JEAN MAURICE LaFontaine) was born June 17, 1925 in DES MOINES, POLK, IOWA. She married (1) ARCHIE D. BARNES. He was born May 15, 1925, and died September 08, 1991 in ATLANTIC BEACH, DUVAL, FL. She married (2) PORTER FOSKETT CRAWFORD July 08, 1944. He was born July 23, 1922 in CLEVELAND, CUYAHOGA, OH. She married (3) WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR July 22, 1949. He was born May 17, 1926 in , , NJ, and died February 15, 1996 in ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GLYNN, GA.

Notes for MARJORIE LU GUYER:

RESIDENCE:
Marjorie Lou lived from age 8-12 with her father in Michigan. During that time she lived with Uncle Louie & Aunt Emma because her father was traveling. He worked for an engineering firm going to towns to sell town officials on putting in sewage disposal plants. During this time, her mother Prudence was living in Ashtabula where she was the head of a store. Mother at age 12 moved to Painesville OH to be with her mother who had married Dan Davis. (They lived on Railroad St then State Street).

Early years of marriage: Marjorie Lou & Porter Crawford married in the summer but didn't tell their family until the fall. They lived in Cleveland, also Nova Scotia, when Elizabeth was a baby. They also lived in Charlotte, NC, New Orleans, & Columbia, SC during the time of his internship, etc.

After their divorce, Marjorie Lou studied at the University of Florida in Gainesville. She married William Henry Hazen in 1949 & they moved to Jacksonville in June of 1950. That fall Mother brought Elizabeth to live with them. Mary was born in July, 1950.

EDUCATION: Junior High School: Champion Junior High, Painesville, OH. (Clipping on file from school trip to Washington, DC.) High School: Graduated from Harvey High School, Painesville, OH June 3, 1943. College: 1. took a few courses at Lake Erie College for Women while in high school, chemistry, etc. 2. One semester at University of Ohio in Athens, paid her own way with money saved working in a research lab. 3. Flora Stone Mather college (Western Reserve) took a few courses. Later attended University of Florida, graduated from Jacksonville University with a degree in psychology.

Sources
3. <i>Newspaper Clipping</i>.

Notes for PORTER FOSKETT CRAWFORD:

OCCUPATION: "Dr. Porter F. Crawford, a specialist in dermatology, has been on the Mease Clinic medical staff since 1972. Prior to that, he maintained a practice in Clearwater for over a decade. A graduate of Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio, he received a medical degree at Western Reserve University in Ohio. He completed his internship at Memorial Hospital, Charlotte, NC and served residencies at Cleveland Clinic and Duke University. A former captain in the US Army Medical Corps, Dr. Crawford is ... a member of the Florida Medical Association and the American Academy of Dermatology."

Notes for WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR:

OBITUARY:

The Brunswick News, Brunswick GA 2/20/1996: "The Milford, NJ (Hunterdon Co, Holland Twp) native was a resident of St. Simons for 25 years. He served in the US Army during the occupation in Japan. He received a bachelor of science degree in business from the Univ of Florida and was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. He worked in accounting for Maxwell House and Celene Corp. He retired in 1994 from Rhone-Poulenc as Comptroller."

DEATH:

Georgia Death Index: Name: William H Hazen Death Date: 19 Feb 1996 County of Death: Glynn Certificate: 008760 Filing Date: 05 Mar 1996 Age: 69 years County of Residence: Glynn.

Wedding photos & Newspaper clipping in file. The couple were married at “Trinity Lutheran Church in Jacksonville, July 22, 1949 by the Rev. W. E. Pugh. The maid of honor was Miss Helen Lucas, Jacksonville school friend of the bride and best man was Carey Pafford of Melbourne. Guests were from Gainesville, Jacksonville, Zephyrhills and Melbourne.”

More About WILLIAM HENRY HAZEN, JR:
Child of MARJORIE GUYER and PORTER CRAWFORD is:
  i. ELIZABETH TELFER CRAWFORD, b. April 27, 1946; m. C. H. POPE, September 09, 1967; b. February 28, 1946, MAGNOLIA, DUPLIN, NC.

Notes for ELIZABETH TELFER CRAWFORD:
BIRTH: Lakeside Hospital (Note: father Porter Foskett Crawford was born in the Lakeside Hospital system also.)

Elizabeth graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill with an undergraduate degree in psychology, masters degree in social work, and a law degree. She also studied dance and drama at East Carolina University. She worked in arts administration from 1984-2000. Her current hobbies include horseback riding and genealogy.

Elizabeth married C. H. POPE on 9 Sep 1967 in Chapel Of The Cross, (Episcopal) Chapel Hill, Orange Co., NC. C. H. POPE was born 28 Feb 1946 in Magnolia, Duplin Co., NC.

C.H. has a B.S. in Business Administration & law degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. He is an attorney in New Bern, NC. In his free time he enjoys farming and gardening.

Notes for C. H. POPE:
C.H. has a B.S. in Business Administration & law degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. He is an attorney in New Bern, NC. In his free time he enjoys farming and gardening.

Child of MARJORIE GUYER and WILLIAM HAZEN is:
  54. ii. MARY GUYER HAZEN, b. July 28, 1950, JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL, FL.

32. WILLIAM J (BILL) GUYER, SR. (LOUIS⁸, PHILOMENE MAURICE⁹ LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE⁷ LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE⁶ LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES⁵ MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES⁴, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE³ LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE² MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE¹ LAFONTAISIE) was born November 29, 1916 in IRONWOOD, GOGEIC, MI, and died June 1974. He married VIRGINIA DALE JOHNSON August 09, 1941 in DULUTH, , MN, daughter of GEORGE HENRY and MALINDA BOLTOWSER. She was born in , , PA, and died October 02, 2003 in ARLINGTON, , TEX.

Notes for WILLIAM J (BILL) GUYER, SR.:
ATTENDED LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC IN APPLETON WHICH IS NOW PART OF THE UNIVERCITY SYSTEM.

DEATH: SSN366-16-0203 See wonderful obit for addit civic & prof activities! Residence at death was 53094 Watertown, Jefferson, WI.
MILITARY: WWII Armed Forces in the Pacific 1943-1946

BIOGRAPHY: "I remember Bill well. They operated Guyer's music score and back when I was a kid that was the place to buy the latest records." Tom Schultz, Managing Editor, Watertown newspaper.

Notes for VIRGINIA DALE JOHNSON:
ATTENDED LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC IN APPLETON WHICH IS NOW PART OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.

BIOGRAPHY: Graduate of Lawrence School of Music in Appleton Wisconsin. Musician. Church member. Now living near her children Bill & Joan in Arlington Texas.

Children of WILLIAM GUYER and VIRGINIA JOHNSON are:

i. INFANT SON[1] GUYER,
55. ii. WILLIAM J. GUYER JR., b. February 20, 1945, DULUTH, MN.
56. iii. JOAN MARIE GUYER ‘JONI’, b. April 14, 1949, WATERTOWN, WI.


More About LOUIS LAFONTISEE:
Fact 3: Accession Number: MN2230__.401

Children of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and EDITH PARKER are:

58. ii. MARJORIE ANN LAFONTISEE, b. March 22, 1930, GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA FL.
59. iii. LOUIS LEROY LAFONTISEE, b. September 26, 1932.


Notes for RUTH MINA HUDGINS:

Individual: Pearson, Ruth
Birth date: Oct 3, 1892
Death date: Apr 1977
Social Security #: 261-43-2276
Last residence: FL 33611
State of issue: FL

600
Notes for Sankie Roselle Pearson:

Individual: Pearson, Sankie
Birth date: Jan 23, 1890
Death date: Mar 1976
Social Security #: 263-48-8891
Last residence: FL 33611
State of issue: FL

Children of Ruth Hudgins and Sankie Pearson are:
ii. ROBERT LAFAYETTE PEARSON, b. May 20, 1921, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

More About Robert Lafayette Pearson:
Fact 1: Unknown
Fact 3: Unknown
Fact 6: Bob Pearson joined Trappist monks
Fact 7: In Conyers, GA. [Date ?] ordained as
Fact 8: Father Bernadine. As of 1996 has
Fact 9: Regained his name. Now is Father
Fact 10: Bob Pearson.


Notes for Earle Carey Hulett:

Individual: Hulett, Earle
Birth date: May 2, 1889
Death date: Mar 1964
Social Security #: 261-07-1094
Last residence: GA
State of issue: FL

Child of Catherine Hudgins and Earle Hulett is:


Child of Mary Kincaid and Thomas Fuller is:

RELATIVELY SPEAKING

LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE3 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE3 LAFAONTAISIE) was born August 28, 1907. She married JOHN CAREY MCCRAW 1934 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA FL.. He was born October 01, 1906 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., and died June 29, 1985 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Children of EUGENIA KINCAID and JOHN MCCRAW are:
63. i. JR JOHN CAREY MCCRAW11 JR, b. June 1936.
   ii. THOMAS KINCAID MCCRAW, b. Unknown.

38. KATHERINE10 KINCAID (EUGENIE OLIVE9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE3 LAFAONTAISIE) was born August 25, 1912 in GAINESVILLE, FL.. She married JAMES GEORGE FEIBER 1937 in GAINESVILLE, FL.. He was born July 22, 1910 in ?, and died July 15, 1954 in ?.

Children of KATHERINE KINCAID and JAMES FEIBER are:
   i. THOMAS MURRY11 FEIBER, b. Unknown.
   ii. JAMES GEORGE FEIBER JR, b. Unknown.
   iii. JOHN KINCAID FEIBER, b. Unknown.

39. HELOISE ERENESTINE10 BOWYER (MARGARET AGNES9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE3 LAFAONTAISIE) was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina. She married (1) GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, son of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE. He was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. She married (2) BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT December 21, 1935 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, Fla., son of ELIAS TALBERT and AGNES ROSS. He was born February 22, 1882 in GREENWOOD, , S.C., and died August 1937 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Notes for HELOISE ERENESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERENESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Marriage Notes for HELOISE BOWYER and GARLAND HANDLEY:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Notes for BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT:
(Most of the following details were found in a resume published in, "Who's Who in America,1934-1935").

Occupation: Teacher of public schools Barnwell Co.,SC, 1901-1904; superintendent of schools Columbia, Miss.,1905-1909; superintendent Lamar County Agricultural High School, Purvis, Miss., 1909-1914; superintendent Wilkinson County Agricultural High School, Woodville, Miss., 1914-1917; Major in Artillery Corps, U.S. Army, 1917-1919; principal Carolina Military Academy, Hendersonville, NC 1919-1921; owned and
operated an orange grove near Lakeland, FL, 1922-1925; professor of education Unv. Florida, 1926-1928. Served as the first Dean of Students at the Unv. of Florida, 1928 until his death in 1937.

Organizations: President of the National Association of Dean of Students, 1934-1935; Pi Kappa Alpha; Democrat; Methodist; Scottish Rite Mason (32°); Kiwanian.

IT STANDS AS GOOD REASON THAT DEAN TOLBERT NAMED HIS SON AFTER HIS GR-FATHER.

Children of HELoise Bowyer and Garland Handley are:
64. i. R.L. Handley to Robert Handley11 Tolbert, b. January 21, 1919.
65. ii. William Bowyer Handley, b. May 16, 1922, Huntington, Cabell, WV.

40. EGBERT NapolIAn10 Bowyer (Margaret Agnes9 LaFontisee, Louis Napolion8, Louis Maurice7 LaFontaisie, Louis Maurice6 Lafantaisie, Jacques5 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jacques4, Joseph Claude Marice3 Lafantaisie, Claude2 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice1 Lafantaisie) was born December 05, 1900 in Gainesville, Alachua, FL, and died April 1975 in Tarpon Springs, FL. He married (1) Hazel Green Hearon Abt. 1925 in ?. She was born Unknown. He married (2) Greta ? Bet. 1937 - 1940 in ?. She was born Unknown in Tarpon Springs, FL, and died December 28, 1988.

Child of Egbert Bowyer and Hazel Hearon is:

41. ERNest JERome10 Bowyer (Margaret Agnes9 LaFontisee, Louis Napolion8, Louis Maurice7 LaFontaisie, Louis Maurice6 Lafantaisie, Jacques5 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jacques4, Joseph Claude Marice3 Lafantaisie, Claude2 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice1 Lafantaisie) was born October 02, 1903 in Tampa, Hillsbora, FL, and died Abt. May 17, 1988 in Gainesville, Alachua, FL. He married Dorothy Ryan Unknown, daughter of Florence. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

More About Ernest Jerome Bowyer:
Burial: May 20, 1988, Evergreen Cemetery

Notes for Dorothy Ryan:
Adopted her brothers two boys when their parents were killed in a plane crash.

Children of Ernest Bowyer and Dorothy Ryan are:
   i. Jerry11 Bowyer, b. Unknown.
   ii. Pat Bowyer, b. Unknown.
   iii. Mike Bowyer, b. Unknown; Adopted child.
   iv. Pete Bowyer, b. Unknown; Adopted child.

42. LAURA Louise10 Dorsey (Georgeana9 LaFontisee, Louis Napolion8, Louis Maurice7 LaFontaisie, Louis Maurice6 Lafantaisie, Jacques5 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jacques4, Joseph Claude Marice3 Lafantaisie, Claude2 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice1 Lafantaisie) was born May 03, 1907. She married William Overton Billiter. He was born September 04, 1901 in Williamstown, KY.

Children of Laura Dorsey and William Billiter are:
   66. i. William Overton11 BilliterJr.
   ii. Frances Edith Billiter.
   iii. Susanne Speaks Billiter.

43. JOHN Cumming10 Dorsey (Georgeana9 LaFontisee, Louis Napolion8, Louis Maurice7 LaFontaisie, Louis Maurice6 Lafantaisie, Jacques5 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jacques4, Joseph Claude Marice3 Lafantaisie, Claude2 Maurice-Lafantaisie, Jean Maurice1 Lafantaisie) was born Unknown. He married (1) Jean ?. He married (2) Kerry Jean Mitchell.
Child of John Dorsey and Jean? is:

67. i. Kerry? Dorsey.

Child of John Dorsey and Kerry Mitchell is:


44. Lucille Katherine LaFontise (Louis I, Joseph LaFontise, Louis Maurice LaFontaisie, Louis Maurice LaFontaisie, Jacques Maurice-LaFontaisie, Jacques Joseph Claude Marice LaFontaisie, Claude Maurice-LaFontaisie, Jean Maurice LaFontaisie) was born November 30, 1899 in MN, and died October 05, 1984 in St. Paul, Ramsey, MN. She married Elmer Schmitt. He was born January 14, 1897 in MN, and died August 05, 1970 in St. Paul, Ramsey, MN.

Notes for Lucille Katherine LaFontise:

CENSUS:


DEATH:


   MN: CertID# 1984-MN-026724 Date of Birth: 11/30/1899 Place of Birth: MINNESOTA Mother Maiden Name: O'GARA Date of Death: 10/05/1984 County of Death: RAMSEY. Died of massive stroke at Midway Hospital in St. Paul. She was residing at 720 Stryker St. Paul, Informant is daughter in law Alice Schmitt, of 737 Bidwell, St. Paul.

BURIAL:

   Oct 9, 1984 Resurrection Cem, Mendota Hts, Dakota, MN. Funeral home is Devlin-Bradshaw-Hauge of 488 Humboldt Ave, St. Paul.

More About Lucille Katherine LaFontise:

Burial: October 09, 1984, RESURRECTION CEMETERY, MENDOTA HEIGHTS, DAKOTA, MN

Notes for Elmer Schmitt:

OCCUPATION:

   From death certificate: stock man in manufacturing business.

DEATH:


   MN: Schmitt, Elmer Henry CertID# 1970-MN-022128 Date of Birth: 01/14/1897 Place of Birth: MINNESOTA Mother Maiden Name: THEDERS Date of Death: 08/05/1970 County of Death: RAMSEY.
Died of heart disease and had diabetes. Died at Midway Hospital. Informant is wife Lucille K. Schmitt. Address is 1209 Lafond Ave, St. Paul. Buried at Resurrection Cemetery.

Child of LUCILLE LAFONTISE and ELMER SCHMITT is:
  i. HOWARD SCHMITT, b. May 24, 1925, , MN; d. June 27, 1975, , RAMSEY, MN; m. ALICE E.  

Notes for HOWARD SCHMITT:
OCCUPATION: Sales correspondent for Smead Mft.

DEATH:

SSDI: HOWARD SCHMITT SSN 477-14-3618 Born 24 May 1925 Died Jun 1975 Issued: MN (Before 1951)

Minnesota Death Certificate: Given Name: HOWARD Middle Name: LOUIS Surname: SCHMITT Death Date: 06/27/1975 00:00:00 Birth Date: 05/24/1925 00:00:00 Mother's Maiden Name: LAFONTISE Death County: RAMSEY State File Number: 018989. Died of septic shock, pulmonary infection, mitral value disease. Died in Miller Hospital in St. Paul. Was living at 737 Bidwell St St Paul MN 55107. His wife Alice E. Schmitt is the informant.

BURIAL:

Ft. Snelling Nat'l Cemetery.

More About HOWARD SCHMITT:
Burial: June 30, 1975, FT. SNELLING NAT'L CEMETERY, HENNEPIN, MN

45. FRANCIS LAFONTISE (FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born September 19, 1905 in , , ND, and died April 1975 in BILLINGS, YELLOWSTONE, MT. He married MARION WALLACE. She was born October 10, 1907, and died August 03, 1995 in BILLINGS, YELLOWSTONE, MT.

Children of FRANCIS LAFONTISE and MARION WALLACE are:
  i. JEAN ELLEN10 LAFONTISE.
  ii. MARY KATHERINE LAFONTISE, b. Abt. 1942.

46. CHARLES ARTHUR LAFONTISE (FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born January 26, 1910 in , , ND, and died October 03, 1978 in LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married DONNA MARIE NUGENT 1945. She was born January 09, 1917 in GEORGETOWN, , MN, and died November 29, 2002.

Child of CHARLES LAFONTISE and DONNA NUGENT is:
  68. i. LARAYNE LUCILE11 LAFONTISE, b. September 11, 1946, FARGO, , ND.

47. ALBERT JOHN LAFONTISE (FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born August 19, 1912 in , , ND, and died October 25, 1977 in LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married DAHLIA ELIZABETH CARY June 06, 1937. She was born May 14, 1911 in McVILLE, NELSON, ND, and died October 14, 1995 in
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

LAS VEGAS, CLARK, NV.

Children of ALBERT LAFONTISE and DAHLIA CARY are:

69. i. DONALD LAFONTISE, b. February 27, 1943; d. November 27, 1995, , , NV.
   ii. DOUGLAS F LAFONTISE, b. March 16, 1948; d. August 15, 1997, , , CA; m. ?.

48. PAUL VERNON LAFONTISE (FRANKLIN FRANCIS, JOSEPH LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISE, MAURICE-LAFANTAISIE, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE MAURICE-LAFANTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAISE) was born April 08, 1917 in , , ND. He married LORRAYNE BURKHARDT February 01, 1939. She was born July 12, 1921.

Children of PAUL LAFONTISE and LORRAYNE BURKHARDT are:

70. i. SUZANNE LAFONTISE, b. October 14, 1940, MINNEAPOLIS, HENNEPIN, MN; d. September 07, 1981, ROCKVILLE, , MD.
   ii. JOHN WALTER LAFONTISE, b. December 14, 1944, WASHINGTON, DC; d. June 29, 1994, LA MIRADA, , CA.
   iii. PAULA K LAFONTISE, b. July 26, 1946, WASHINGTON, DC.

49. EDWARD M. FREER (ROSE LAFONTISEE, MOSES (?MAURICE), LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAISE, MAURICE-LAFANTAISIE, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE MAURICE-LAFANTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAISE) was born July 08, 1906, and died April 28, 1980 in Foley, Benton, MN. He married MARTHA COFFMAN.

Notes for EDWARD M. FREER:
DEATH:

MN Death index certificate in file: Given Name Middle Name Surname Death Date Birth Date Birthplace Birth City Mother's Maiden Name Death City Death County State File Number pID Certificate certificate Year Born in Minnesota Name Suffix Typed or Handwritten Batch Record Sequence

EDWARD M. FREER 04/28/1980 00:00:00 07/08/1906 00:00:00 LAFONTISEE BENTON 011405 011405 1980 Y T NF194DN 2012444

ANCESTRY TREE:
Ancestry.com has a family tree centered around the Coffman family that lists Edward M. Freer and Martha Coffman. The tree was uploaded there by Author: Ron Sisley patrons@cox.net, Date: 28 Jun 2003. He lists as a source: "Note: Salem, Oregon, hunterrd@comcast.net, http://www.ewealthhunter.com/genealogy. From the genealogy collection of Bob Hunter." Her parents are listed as Father: Thomas Ford Hudson Coffman b: 14 Feb 1880 in Dunlap, IA and Mother: Elsie Ray Griffith b: 10 Oct 1885 in IA.
They had the following children:

TREE:
Hunter, Byrd, Savage, McCutcheon, Berry and more


ID: I43306

Name: Edward M. Freer

Given Name: Edward M.

Surname: Freer

Sex: M
Death: 28 Apr 1980

Change Date: 28 Jun 2003 at 13:40

Marriage 1 Living Coffman

Children

Living Freer

Living Freer

Sources:

Abbrev: Ron Sisley
Title: Ron Sisley
Author: Ron Sisley patrons@cox.net
Date: 28 Jun 2003
Title: Bob Hunter

Note: Salem, Oregon, hunterrd@comcast.net, http://www.ewealthhunter.com/genealogy. From the genealogy collection of Bob Hunter. This is a compilation of the work of myself and many individuals from around the world.

More About EDWARD M. FREER:
Burial: Foster Cem, S Harbor Twp, Mille Lacs MN.

Notes for MARTHA COFFMAN:
Hunter, Byrd, Savage, McCutcheon, Berry and more


ID: I43304

Name: Living Coffman
Name: Living Freer

Sex: F

Father: Thomas Ford Hudson Coffman b: 14 Feb 1880 in Dunlap, IA
Mother: Elsie Ray Griffith b: 10 Oct 1885 in IA

Marriage 1 Edward M. Freer

Children
Living Freer

Living Freer

Children of EDWARD FREER and MARTHA COFFMAN are:
  i. ALAN DAVID Freer, b. June 30, 1933, COVE, MILLE LACS, MN; d. October 23, 2003, FOLEY, BENTON, MN.

Notes for ALAN DAVID FREER:
According to his sister Alice Marie Freer Aker: "Alan never Married; he was injured at birth which caused cerebral palsy. He is buried in the Eleanor Foster Cemetery in S. Habor Twp beside our mother and father."

More About ALAN DAVID FREER:
Burial: ELEANOR FOSTER CEMETERY IN S. HABOR TWP

  ii. ALICE MARIE FREER, b. November 04, 1934, COVE, MILLE LACS, MN; m. ? AKER.

50. LLOYD W Freer (Rose9 LaFontisee, MOSES 1 MAURICE8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born April 10, 1912, and died October 27, 1994 in CALERA, BRYAN, OK.

Notes for LLOYD W FREER:
1930: Lloyd N Freer 18 1911 Son Superior, Douglas, WI

RESIDENCE:
1963: LaCrosse WI
1972: Stevens Point Daily Journal committee secretary for ship museum.

DEATH:
SSDI: LLOYD W FREER 10 Apr 1912 27 Oct 1994 Calera, Bryan, OK; WI(Before 1951 ) 391-10-5627

Children of LLOYD W FREER are:
  i. DARCY JEAN Freer, b. Unknown.
  ii. KAY LOU FREER, b. Unknown.

51. JANET E Freer (Rose9 LaFontisee, MOSES 1 MAURICE8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born November 06, 1913, and died Bet. 1030 - 1999 in FRANKLIN, MILWAUKEE, WI. She married ROBERT ANDREWS.

Child of JANET FREER and ROBERT ANDREWS is:
  i. TIMMY LEE ANDREWS.

52. HAROLD Morse (JULIA AGNES9 LaFontisee, MOSES 1 MAURICE8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born September 28, 1900, and died April 28, 1963.

Notes for HAROLD MORSE:
RESIDENCE:
1940: International Falls
1963: International Falls

DEATH:
   MN Death Index: HAROLD MARK MORSE 09/28/1900 00:00:00 04/28/1963 00:00:00

Children of HAROLD MORSE are:
   i. BOB MORSE, b. Unknown.
   ii. PAM MORSE, b. Unknown.
   iii. TOMMIE MORSE, b. Unknown.

53. RUBY I. MORSE (JULIA AGNES LAFONTISEE, MOSES (؟MAURICE) LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISIE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MAURICE3 LAFONTAISIE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISIE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISIE) was born August 01, 1903, and died September 30, 1984 in Fairview Southdale Hosp, Edina, Hennepin, MN. She married HARRY W. SPALDING. He was born August 10, 1908, and died February 03, 1989.

Notes for RUBY I. MORSE:
   CENSUS:
      1930: In her parents home age 26, single, born MN, teaching school.

DEATH:
   MN Dept of Health Certificate in file. Worked as teacher in Edina Public Schools. Survived by husband Harry Spaulding of 7151 York Ave So. #818 MN55435 Edina MN

Cause of death: cerebral vascular accident. Interval between onset and death is three days. For 10 days arterioscerotic hypertension, heart disease, failure. Also bronchitis and parkinson disease.

   SSDI: RUBY SPAULDING 1 Aug 1903 Sep 1984 Minneapolis, Hennepin, MN MN (Before 1951 ) 470-18-2993.

BURIAL:
   Greenwood Cemetery Bemidji, Beltrami, MN. Funeral home Werness Brothers Chapel, 3500 W 50th St, Minneapolis, MN 55410.

Note:
   Check family plot at Greenwood Cemetery for Lafontisees, Morse, Spaulding etc.

DEATH:
   SSDI: HARRY W SPAULDING 10 Aug 1908 Feb 1989 MN (Before 1951 ) 469-07-3209

More About RUBY I. MORSE:
   Burial: GREENWOOD CEMETERY, BEMIDJI

Notes for HARRY W. SPALDING:
   SSDI: HARRY W SPAULDING 10 Aug 1908 Feb 1989 MN (Before 1951 ) 469-07-3209
Child of RUBY MORSE and HARRY SPALDING is:
  i. ?11 SPALDING.

Generation No. 11

54. MARY GUYER HAZEN11 HAZEN (MARJORIE LU10 GUYER, EDWARD SAMSON9, PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAIS, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAIS) was born July 28, 1950 in JACKSONVILLE BEACH, DUVAL, FL. She married KURT AKERSTROM November 15, 1980, son of MAIDEN NAME NIGRAN (?SPELLING). He was born September 19, 1953 in DULUTH, , MN.

Notes for KURT AKERSTROM:
Kurt's grandparents came from Sweden. His mother's maiden name was Nigran (?spelling).

Child of MARY HAZEN and KURT AKERSTROM is:
  i. MEGAN12 AKERSTROM, b. August 06, 1984, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

55. WILLIAM J. GUYER11 JR. (WILLIAM J (BILL)10 GUYER, SR., LOUIS9, PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAIS, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAIS) was born February 20, 1945 in DULUTH, , MN. He married ANN LOUISE NIMZ August 05, 1967 in ST. PETER'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, RIPON, , WI.

Notes for WILLIAM J. GUYER JR.:

Children of WILLIAM JR. and ANN NIMZ are:
  i. STEVEN BRETT12 GUYER, b. September 21, 1969, PENSACOLA, ESCAMBIA, FL.
  ii. KIMBERLY ELLEN GUYER, b. July 02, 1970, FLINT, , MI.

56. JOAN MARIE GUYER11 “JONI” (WILLIAM J (BILL)10 GUYER, SR., LOUIS9, PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAIS, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAIS) was born April 14, 1949 in WATERTOWN, , WI. She married (1) SCOTT LAVERN GREGORY February 05, 1972 in AT HOME, WATERTOWN, , WI. She married (2) THOMAS MICHAEL MCMAHAN October 19, 2002 in Private Ceremony, Arlington, TX.

Notes for JOAN MARIE GUYER “JONI”:
2002 lives in Arlington TX.

Children of JOAN “JONI” and SCOTT GREGORY are:
  i. SCOTT RYAN12 GREGORY, b. September 14, 1974, MESA, , AZ.
  ii. GINGER RENEE GREGORY, b. January 21, 1979, ARLINGTON, , TX.

57. JEANE EDITH11 LAFONTSEE (LOUIS10, LOUIS FRANCIS9, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAIS, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAIS) was born January 06, 1927. She married MANER ERWIN SIBLEY 1948 in ?, son of MARION SIBLEY and MILDRED MCCARROLL. He was
born 1923, and died Unknown.

Children of JEANE LAFONTISEE and MANER SIBLEY are:

74. i. LOUISE MCCARROLL 12 SIBLEY, b. 1949.
    ii. DAVID MARION SIBLEY, b. 1951.
    iii. DANIEL ERWIN SIBLEY, b. 1956.
    iv. ALAN LONGSTREET SIBLEY, b. 1961; m. PATTY.

58. MARJORIE ANN 11 LAFONTISEE (LOUIS 10, LOUIS FRANCIS 9, LOUIS NAPOLION 8, LOUIS MAURICE 7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE 6 LAFONTISEE, JACQUES 5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE 3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE 2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE 1 LAFONTAISE) was born March 22, 1930 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA FL. She married LOUIS SERRANO October 03, 1953 in MIAMI, DADE, FL. He was born April 10, 1931 in NEW YORK, , NY.

Children of MARJORIE LAFONTISEE and LOUIS SERRANO are:

76. i. PATRICIA KATHLEEN 12 SERRANO, b. February 11, 1962, LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.
    ii. LOUISJOSEPH SERRANO, b. September 24, 1963, OAK RIDGE, ANDERSON, TN; m. MARY ANN.
    iii. JIM MCKINNON SERRANO, b. September 16, 1966, OAK RIDGE, ANDERSON, TN; m. KRISTEN.

59. LOUIS LEROY 11 LAFONTISEE JR (LOUIS 10, LOUIS FRANCIS 9, LOUIS NAPOLION 8, LOUIS MAURICE 7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE 6 LAFONTISEE, JACQUES 5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE 3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE 2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE 1 LAFONTAISE) was born September 26, 1932. He married Unknown. She was born Unknown.

Child of LOUIS LAFONTISEE and ? is:
  i. LOUIS 12 LAFONTISEE, b. Unknown.

60. JANE CATHERINE 11 PEARSON (RUTH MINA 10 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH 9 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS NAPOLION 8, LOUIS MAURICE 7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE 6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE 3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE 2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE 1 LAFONTAISE) was born Bet. October 03, 1915 - 1917 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL. She married WILLIAM A. SETZER Unknown in ?. He was born Unknown in , , IL, and died Unknown in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL... Notes for JANE CATHERINE PEARSON:

Children of JANE PEARSON and WILLIAM SETZER are:

77. i. CAROLINE CATHERINE 12 SETZER, b. 1946.
    ii. CATHERINE ELIZABETH SETZER, b. 1949.
    iii. WILLIAM A. SETZER II, b. 1951.

61. MARGARET CAREY 11 HULETT (CATHERINE ELIZABETH 10 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH 9 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS NAPOLION 8, LOUIS MAURICE 7 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE 6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES 4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE 3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE 2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE 1 LAFONTAISE) was born Unknown in ?. She married A.C. ATKINS Unknown in ?.

Children of MARGARET HULETT and A.C. ATKINS are:

  i. ERIN LINN 12 ATKINS, b. Unknown.
  ii. KINBERLEY ANN ATKINS, b. Unknown.
  iii. JULIE ATKINS, b. Unknown.
  iv. <UNNAMED>, b. Unknown; d. Unknown, ?.

  More About <UNNAMED>:
  Cause of Death: ?
  Fact 6: DIED AN INFANT
62. Mary Caroline Fuller (Mary Elizabeth Kincaid, Eugenie Olive LaFontisee, Louis Napoleon, Louis Maurice Lafontaise, Louis Maurice Lafontaise, Jacques Maurice-Lafontaise, Jacques, Joseph Claude Marce Lafontaise, Claude Maurice-Lafontaise, Jean Maurice Lafontaise) was born July 01, 1937 in Fayetteville, Cumberland, N.C. She was married (1) John West. He was born in , , Australia. She married (2) David Stryker Reed June 15, 1957 in Gainesville, Alachua, FL, son of Harold Reed and Alice Stryker. He was born June 07, 1932 in Mukden, China.

Children of Mary Fuller and David Reed are:

79. i. Michael David Reed, b. March 22, 1958, Gainesville, Alachua, FL.
   ii. Thomas Harold Reed, b. May 19, 1962, Encino, Los Angeles, CA.

80. iii. Eugenie Elizabeth Reed, b. October 14, 1963, Encino, Los Angeles, CA.


Children of John Jr and Lauranne Cash are:

81. i. Mary Ellen Mccraw.
   ii. Eugenie Olive Mccraw, m. Bill Hooper.

82. iii. Lauranne Mccraw, b. July 02, 1962.

64. R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert (Heloise Ernestine Bowyer, Margaret Agnes LaFontisee, Louis Napoleon, Louis Maurice Lafontaise, Louis Maurice Lafontaise, Jacques Maurice-Lafontaise, Jacques, Joseph Claude Marce Lafontaise, Claude Maurice-Lafontaise, Jean Maurice Lafontaise) was born January 21, 1919. He married Luna Margaret Everage October 09, 1943 in Falmouth, , Mass. She was born September 19, 1923 in Glenwood, Crenshaw, AL.

Notes for R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, FL, Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.


Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
83. i. ROBERT ARTHUR12 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
84. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
85. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

65. WILLIAM BOWYER11 HANDLEY (HELOISE ERNESTINE10 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES9 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE3 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical
University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't
call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at
Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week
after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ).
They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL
HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the
bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my
trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I
had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel
office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a
Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk
out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2 ).
From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix
washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga.. After several years
laundrying dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with
Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has
provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two
beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
and finally but not least, Ga. Power Co.at Tallulah Falls, Ga. ( 1st three weeks). Plant Atkinson, Atlanta, Ga. ( 16 Mo. ), Plant Hammond, Rome, Ga. (10 years ), Tugalo Village, Tallulah, Falls, Ga. ( 20 years ), before
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot
box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, Ga. She was a member of the Claton Baptist Church, when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, Ga. In 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugaloo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.

When I retired from Ga. Power Co. in 1987 she returned to Clayton Baptist Church.
She served as President of the Coosa School PTA at Coosa, Ga. and Woodville Elementary PTA at Hollywood, Ga.

She taught Sunday School at Tallulah Falls, Clayton Baptist churches.

Martha was a big help in the Church Office assisting when they were short handed. I know of no time that she was asked to do a job that she refused. She was an active member of the Women of Ga Power Co as well as the Ga Power Co. Ambassadors Club as Chaplain.

She started to work for the US Postal Service in October, 1967 as clerk at Tallulah Falls, made Postmaster there some time later, served as officer in charge at Dillard, Ga. for a short period then transferred to Rabun Gap, Ga. and retired October 2, 1992.

She loved her Lord and Maker and studied His word faithfully. There can be no doubt where her soul rests.

More About Martha Alice Williamson:
Burial: February 01, 2000, Yonah (Now Habersham) Memorial Park, Demorest, Hab., Ga

Children of William Handley and Martha Williamson are:
66. WILLIAM OVERTON11 BILLITERJR (LAURA LOUISE10 DORSEY, GEORGEANA9 LAFONTISE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) He married MARIAN FLANNAGAN.

Children of WILLIAM BILLITER and MAURINE FLANNAGAN are:
   i. STEPHEN T.12 BILLITER.
   ii. SUSANNE MAURINE BILLITER.

67. KERRY11 DORSEY (JOHN CUMMING10, GEORGEANA9 LAFONTISE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) She married CHARLES BRYANT MC MURRAY.

Child of KERRY DORSEY and CHARLES MC MURRAY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER BRYANT12 MC MURRAY.

68. LARAYNE LUCILE11 LAFONTISE (CHARLES ARTHUR10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born September 11, 1946 in FARGO, , ND. She married CHARLES WAYNE BLOTSKE. He was born July 02, 1944.

Children of LARAYNE LAFONTISE and CHARLES BLOTSKE are:
   89. i. RICHARD ALLEN12 BLOTSKE, b. October 20, 1973.
   iii. WILLIAM WAYNE BLOTSKE, b. February 08, 1978.

69. DONALD11 LAFONTISE (ALBERT JOHN10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born February 27, 1943, and died November 27, 1995 in , , NV. He married SUSAN ?. She was born October 09, 1945.

Children of DONALD LAFONTISE and SUSAN ? are:
   i. DERRICK KYLE12 LAFONTISE.
   ii. DANIELLE RENEE LAFONTISE, m. ? DECLUE.

70. SUZANNE11 LAFONTISE (PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born October 14, 1940 in MINNEAPOLIS, HENNEPIN, MN, and died September 07, 1981 in ROCKVILLE, , MD. She married HAROLD LOWEL FREMEAU November 14, 1959.

Children of SUZANNE LAFONTISE and HAROLD FREMEAU are:
   90. i. ROBERT L.12 FREMEAU; b. June 06, 1960.
   91. ii. MICHELE R FREMEAU-NEUMEISTER, b. September 27, 1962, KENNSINGTON, , MD.
   92. iii. DENISE S FREMEAU-FULTON, b. July 28, 1964, KENNSINGTON, , MD.

71. JOHN WALTER11 LAFONTISE (PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS
MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born December 14, 1944 in WASHINGTON, DC, and died June 29, 1994 in LA MIRADA, CA. He married ?. 

Children of JOHN LAFONTISE and ? are:
93. i. CHRISTINE12 LAFONTISE-MCDONALD.
94. ii. JOHN P LAFONTISE, b. June 29, 1969, LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA.

72. PAULA K11 LAFONTISE (PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTISEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born July 26, 1946 in WASHINGTON, DC. She married ? LOEWEN.

Children of PAULA LAFONTISE and ? LOEWEN are:
   i. MICHAEL J12 LOEWEN, b. December 06, 1965, LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA.
   ii. KIMBERLY S LOEWEN, b. September 01, 1978, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA.

Generation No. 12

73. KIMBERLY ELLEN12 GUYER (WILLIAM J. GUYER11 Jr., WILLIAM J (BILL)10 GUYER SR., LOUIS9, PHILOMENE MAURICE8 LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born July 02, 1970 in FLINT, MI. She married ANTHONY BRENT KOEPP.

Children of KIMBERLY GUYER and ANTHONY KOEPP are:
   i. MARISSA EMBERLY13 KOEPP, b. February 13, 1997, MINNEAPOLIS, HENNEPIN, MN.
   ii. MADISON EMILY KOEPP, b. January 29, 1999, Shakopee, MN.

74. LOUISE MCCARROLL12 SIBLEY (JEANE EDITH11 LAFONTISE, LOUIS10, LOUIS FRANCIS9, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born 1949. She married (1) JOSEPH W. YATES III. She married (2) TIM CLANCY.

Notes for JOSEPH W. YATES III:
DIV.

Child of LOUISE SIBLEY and JOSEPH YATES is:
   i. MARION YATES13 YATES.

75. DAVID MARION12 SIBLEY (JEANE EDITH11 LAFONTISE, LOUIS10, LOUIS FRANCIS9, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born 1951. He married MILDRED LOUISE PITTMAN. She was born 1951.

Children of DAVID SIBLEY and MILDRED PITTMAN are:
   i. STEVEN ERWIN13 SIBLEY, b. 1981.
   ii. DAVID PITTMAN SIBLEY, b. 1984.
   iii. MARGARET LOUISE SIBLEY, b. 1985.

76. PATRICIA KATHLEEN12 SERRANO (MARJorie ann11 LAFONTISE, LOUIS10, LOUIS FRANCIS9, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIC3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born February 11, 1962 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA. She married WILLIAM LOUIS MARTIN, son of LOUIS MARTIN and KATHLEEN LUKASSEN. He was born March 20, 1952 in DAVID CITY, NE.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of PATRICIA SERRANO and WILLIAM MARTIN are:
   i. HANNAH LOUISE MARTIN13 MARTIN, b. January 16, 1994, WINSTON SALEM, FORSYTH, NC.
   ii. WILLIAM JARED MARTIN, b. December 17, 1996, WINSTON SALEM, FORSYTH, NC.

77. CAROLINE CATHERINE12 SETZER (JANE CATHERINE11 PEARSON, RUTH MINA10 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born 1946. She married DOUGLAS RAINS.

Children of CAROLINE SETZER and DOUGLAS RAINS are:
   i. AUSTIN13 RAINS, b. Unknown.
   ii. BETH RAINS, b. Unknown.
   iii. WILL RAINS, b. Unknown.

78. CATHERINE ELIZABETH12 SETZER (JANE CATHERINE11 PEARSON, RUTH MINA10 HUDGINS, ALMINA ELIZABETH9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born 1949. She married RAYMOND ROYCE.

Child of CATHERINE SETZER and RAYMOND ROYCE is:
   i. RYAN13 ROYCE, b. Unknown.

79. MICHAEL DAVID12 REED (MARY CAROLINE11 FULLER, MARY ELIZABETH10 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born March 22, 1958 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married MARY SULLIVAN June 23, 1990 in LANCASTER, , CA. She was born June 22, 1960.

Children of MICHAEL REED and MARY SULLIVAN are:
   i. BEN13 REED.
   ii. EMMA MARY REED, b. March 30, 1991, LANCASTER, , CA.

80. EUGENIE ELIZABETH12 REED (MARY CAROLINE11 FULLER, MARY ELIZABETH10 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born October 14, 1963 in ENCINO, LOS ANGELES, , CA. She married DANIEL SCOTT CORMODE February 07, 1987 in SHERMAN OAKS, , CA. He was born May 06, 1963 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.

Children of EUGENIE REED and DANIEL CORMODE are:
   i. ELIZABETH EUGENIE13 CORMODE, b. May 22, 1993, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.
   ii. DONLEY SUSAN CORMODE, b. March 17, 1996, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.

81. MARY ELLEN12 MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW11 JR, EUGENIA OLIVE10 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) She married DAN O’KEEFE.

Child of MARY MCCRAW and DAN O’KEEFE is:

82. LAURANNE12 MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW11 JR, EUGENIA OLIVE10 KINCAID, EUGENIE OLIVE9
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

*LaFontise, Louis Napoleon*, *Louis Maurice* *LaFontais*, *Louis Maurice* *LaFontais*, *Jacques* *Maurice-LaFontais*, *Jacques*, *Joseph Claude Marice* *LaFontais*, *Claude* *Maurice-LaFontais*, *Jean Maurice* *LaFontais*) was born July 02, 1962. She married Trip Stevens.

Children of Lauranne Mccraw and Trip Stevens are:

i. Lauranne*13 Stevens.

ii. John Stevens.

83. Robert Arthur*12 Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley*11, Heloise Ernestine*10 Bower, Margaret Agnes*9 LaFontise, Louis Napoleon*8, Louis Maurice*7 LaFontais, Louis Maurice*6 LaFontais, Jacques*5 Maurice-LaFontais, Jacques*4, Joseph Claude Marice*3 LaFontais, Claude*2 Maurice-LaFontais, Jean Maurice*1 LaFontais) was born October 27, 1944 in Troy, Pike, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in Luverne, Crenshaw, AL. He married Martha Gail Pruitt July 25, 1962 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in Etowah, AL.

More About Robert Arthur Tolbert:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: While officiating a basketball game
Fact 3: In Luverne, Al.

Children of Robert Tolbert and Martha Pruitt are:


96. ii. Karen Michelle Tolbert, b. October 19, 1970, Troy, Pike, AL.

84. Patrick Wright*12 Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley*11, Heloise Ernestine*10 Bower, Margaret Agnes*9 LaFontise, Louis Napoleon*8, Louis Maurice*7 LaFontais, Louis Maurice*6 LaFontais, Jacques*5 Maurice-LaFontais, Jacques*4, Joseph Claude Marice*3 LaFontais, Claude*2 Maurice-LaFontais, Jean Maurice*1 LaFontais) was born October 25, 1945 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Linda Carole Proctor June 26, 1971 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in Talladega, AL.

Children of Patrick Tolbert and Linda Proctor are:


ii. Seth Manning Tolbert, b. April 26, 1984.


85. Thomas William Tolbert*12 (R L Handley To Robert Handley*11 Tolbert, Heloise Ernestine*10 Bower, Margaret Agnes*9 LaFontise, Louis Napoleon*8, Louis Maurice*7 LaFontais, Louis Maurice*6 LaFontais, Jacques*5 Maurice-LaFontais, Jacques*4, Joseph Claude Marice*3 LaFontais, Claude*2 Maurice-LaFontais, Jean Maurice*1 LaFontais) was born March 12, 1947 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Karol Ann Pate February 12, 1983 in Jacksonville, Duval, FL, daughter of Irving Pate and Doris Turnquist. She was born January 01, 1955 in Walnut Creek, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of Thomas and Karol Pate is:


86. Ruby Heloise*12 Handley (William Bower*11, Heloise Ernestine*10 Bower, Margaret Agnes*9 LaFontise, Louis Napoleon*8, Louis Maurice*7 LaFontais, Louis Maurice*6 LaFontais, Jacques*5 Maurice-LaFontais, Jacques*4, Joseph Claude Marice*3 LaFontais, Claude*2 Maurice-LaFontais, Jean Maurice*1 LaFontais) was born October 05, 1953 in Clayton, Rabun, GA. She married Charles Andrew Wilson December 19, 1981 in Riverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in Rome, Floyd, Georgia.

Child of Ruby Handley and Charles Wilson is:

RELATIVELY SPEAKING

87. SARA LYNN12 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER11, HELOISE ERNESTINE10 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:

88. JULIA ANNETTE12 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER11, HELOISE ERNESTINE10 BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES9 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS NAPOLION8, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM13 MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

89. RICHARD ALLEN12 BLOTSKE (LARAYNE LUCILE11 LAFONTSEE, CHARLES ARTHUR10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born October 20, 1973. He married TANYA MARIE PATTON. She was born June 29, 1975.

Child of RICHARD BLOTSKE and TANYA PATTON is:

90. ROBERT L12 FREMEAU (SUZANNE11 LAFONTSEE, PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born June 06, 1960. He married ?.

Children of ROBERT FREMEAU and ? are:
   i. CHRISTINA13 FREMEAU, b. 1983, FAIRFAX, VA.
   ii. BROOKE FREMEAU, b. April 21, 1990, FAIRFAX, VA.
   iii. TAYLOR FREMEAU, b. February 15, 1995, FAIRFAX, VA.

91. MICHELE R12 FREMEAU-NEUMEISTER (SUZANNE11 LAFONTSEE, PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JACQUES4, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARICE3 LAFONTAISE, CLAUDE2 MAURICE-LAFONTAISE, JEAN MAURICE1 LAFONTAISE) was born September 27, 1962 in KENNSINGTON, MD. She married ROGER NEUMEISTER 1990.

Child of MICHELE FREMEAU-NEUMEISTER and ROGER NEUMEISTER is:

92. DENISE S12 FREMEAU-FULTON (SUZANNE11 LAFONTSEE, PAUL VERNON10, FRANKLIN FRANCIS9, JOSEPH8 LAFONTSEE, LOUIS MAURICE7 LAFONTAISE, LOUIS MAURICE6 LAFONTAISE, JACQUES5 MAURICE-
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE-LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born July 28, 1964 in KENNSINGTON, MD. She married JOHN FULTON.

Children of DENISE FREMEAU-FULTON and JOHN FULTON are:
   i. ANNE FULTON.
   ii. KATIE FULTON.
   iii. THOMAS FULTON.

93. CHRISTINE LAFONTISE-MCDONALD (JOHN WALTER, PAUL VERNON, FRANKLIN FRANCIS, JOSEPH LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born June 29, 1969 in LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married.

Children of CHRISTINE LAFONTISE-MCDONALD and JOHN MCDONALD are:
   i. RYAN MCDONALD, b. August 10, 1993, CERRITOS, CA.
   ii. KYLE MCDONALD, b. October 24, 1997, LAKE FOREST, CA.

94. JOHN D LAFONTISE (JOHN WALTER, PAUL VERNON, FRANKLIN FRANCIS, JOSEPH LAFONTISE, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born June 29, 1969 in LYNWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married.

Child of JOHN LAFONTISE and is:
   i. SAMANTHA LAFONTISE, b. October 01, 1991, LA MIRADA, CA.

Generation No. 13

95. ROBERT JAY TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES LAFONTISE, LOUIS NAPOLON, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

96. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, MARGARET AGNES LAFONTISE, LOUIS NAPOLON, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, LOUIS MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JACQUES, JOSEPH CLAUDE MARIE LAFONTAIS, CLAUDE MAURICE LAFONTAIS, JEAN MAURICE LAFONTAIS) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Charles Love

Generation No. 1

1. Charles^2 Love (William^1) was born 1753 in , Westmoreland, PA?????, and died March 1824 in , Cabell, VA. He married Susannah Chiles 1774 in Philadelphia, , PA. She was born 1756, and died 1826.

Notes for Charles Love:
Served in the Revolutionary War from May 25, 1776, to March 5, 1778 as a private soldier in Capt. Thomas Perry's [Berry's?] company, 8th Virginia regiment, commanded by Colonel Bowman of the Virginia Line. See "Virginia Payrolls, War Department 166, 1 through 7 in Virginia State Library.
He was in the battles of Brandywine and Germantown, as appears by his application for pension, dated June 15, 1818, which application was allowed. At the time of making this application he was 65 years of age, and resided in Pendleton Co. Ky. See his application for pension made June 15, 1818, Revolution War Proof, Survivor File No. S 36046, Dept. of Interior, Pension Bureau.

In DAR Index Book 142, Page 35.

Believed that father was William and mother was Mary Elizabeth ?.

The Loves were of English descent, Two brothers of whom came to America about 1695 to 1700, landing in Massachusetts; names not known. A son of one of these brother's (Harvey) moved to Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, about 1725:
lived to be 87 years old; date of death not known. His wife's maiden name not known. To them were born four sons; Thomas, Allen, James and Charles.

Thomas, Allen and James removed to South Carolina; no special trace of them since, Charles remained in Virginia; was a soldier in the Revolutionary War; married Susannah Chiles, about 1778 or 1779. To this union were born four sons and four daughters, names as follows: - Charles, William, Allen and Daniel; daughters: Mary, Agnes, Susan and Martha.

Charles, the older brother, married in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia wife's name not known. One daughter, Mary (only child, I think), married a Mr. Flournoy, Of them we know nothing further.

Mary, eldest of the four sisters, married a Mr. Burton, in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, removed South; trace of them lost many years ago.

William Love and Susannah C. Bream were married in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, June 16, 1803.

In 1805 Charles, (son of Harvey) and wife, son William
and wife, Daniel, end three sisters: Agnes, Susan and Martha, removed from Mecklenburg Co, to Kanawha County on the Big Sandy River, in what is now Wayne County, West Virginia, where the father (Charles) and son, William, bought land and remained there till the year 1814, when they bought land on Mud River five and one-half miles east of Barboursville, in what is now Cabell County West Virginia, where Charles and wife, William and two wives (William was twice married, as will be noted later), lived and died, and lie buried on what is known as the Sheff Hill, near the old Mud River homestead.

Charles and wife died near together, about 1814. Between the years 1805 and 1810, the three daughters, Agnes, Susanna and Martha, married, Agnes married Mr. Ingram Rolfe, Susanna, Dr. Anthony Hampton (1805), Martha, a Mr. Shortridge,

This information taken from Biographical Sketches of the Love Family, by Mr. C.A. Rece--- 1920

Notes for SUSANNA C. BRAME:
THERE WERE BRAMES IN MECKLINGBURG AND LUNINGBURG COUNTY'S WHICH LEADS ME TO BELIEVE THAT IS THE CORRECT SPELLING. WBH

More About SUSANNA C. BRAME:
1: December 10, 1792, WARD OF WILLIAM CREATH WHO MARRIED LUCY BRAME OLDEST DAUGHTER OF THOMAS BRAME

Children of WILLIAM LOVE and SUSANNA BRAME are:
  i. MARTHA ALLEN4 LOVE, b. May 24, 1804, ?, d. May 18, 1845, ?, m. LUKE W. BILLUPS, March 19, 1822, ?.
  4. ii. ELIZABETH LOIS LOVE, b. January 02, 1806, , MECKLENBURG, VA; d. 1902.
  5. iii. CHARLES T. LOVE, b. April 26, 1807; d. May 18, 1844, , , IL.
  6. iv. MARY A. LOVE, b. October 18, 1808; d. February 24, 1896.
  7. v. WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE, b. April 28, 1810, , VA.; d. May 23, 1885, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.;
  8. vi. ELEasha LOVE, b. December 22, 1811; d. May 09, 1847.
  9. vii. SOPHIA P. LOVE, b. October 16, 1813; d. March 09, 1895, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.
  10. viii. LEWIS LUNSFORD LOVE, b. July 25, 1815; d. March 08, 1902.
     ix. ALLEN LOVE, b. March 17, 1817; d. June 03, 1849.
  11. x. AMERICA J. LOVE, b. July 13, 1819; d. April 19, 1854.
  12. xi. SUSAN CAROLINE LOVE, b. September 05, 1821, ?, d. December 23, 1906, , MISSOURI.
  13. xii. LUcretIA ADLINE LOVE, b. October 19, 1823, ?, d. April 05, 1847, ?.

Children of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH are:
  15. xiv. DANIEL ALEXANDER LOVE, b. March 30, 1833; d. April 14, 1903.

Generation No. 4

4. ELIZABETH LOIS4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born January 02, 1806 in , MECKLENBURG, VA, and died 1902. She married REV. MATHEW ELLISON November 10, 1825 in ?.

Children of ELIZABETH LOVE and MATHEW ELLISON are:
  i. WILLIAM LOVES ELLISON, b. March 11, 1829; d. November 14, 1903; m. ELIZABETH A. SUMMERFIELD, December 21, 1857.
ii. ELESHEA A. ELLISON, b. April 02, 1831; m. B. SUMMERFIELD, November 15, 1855.
iii. MARY E. ELLISON, b. December 09, 1833; d. August 03, 1840.
iv. JAMES JUDSON ELLISON, b. October 02, 1835; d. March 15, 1868; m. ALICE G. TONEY, November 13, 1855.
v. MATHEW ALLEN ELLISON, b. October 11, 1841; d. June 25, 1905; m. (1) EUNICE SMITH, November 20, 1872; m. (2) MARY J. HARP, June 30, 1890.
vii. ELIZABETH ADLINE ELLISON, b. October 11, 1841; m. JAMES A. KARNES, February 28, 1860.
viii. LUCRETIA C. ELLISON, b. September 02, 1844; d. 1919; m. ISAAC H. KARNES, December 20, 1860.
ix. MARY E. ELLISON, b. October 29, 1848; d. June 27, 1893.
ix. SUSAN CAROLINE ELLISON, b. Unknown; m. REV. MARTIN BIBB, 1847.

5. CHARLES T. 4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born April 26, 1807, and died May 18, 1844 in , , IL. He married LUCRETIA J. CREATH February 25, 1841.

Child of CHARLES LOVE and LUCRETIA CREATH is:
   i. CHILD5 LOVE, b. Unknown; d. Infant.

6. MARY A. 4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 18, 1808, and died February 24, 1896. She married ALBERT EASTHAM March 18, 1828. He was born Unknown, and died 1866.

Children of MARY LOVE and ALBERT EASTHAM are:
   i. JOHN WILLIAM5 EASTHAM.
   ii. ELIZA ANN EASTHAM.
   iii. SUSAN MARGARET EASTHAM, m. J. H. DERR.
   iv. ISAAC FARROW EASTHAM.
   v. NANCY E. SOPHIA EASTHAM, m. DR. UNKNOWN HUNTER.
   vi. CHARLES LEWIS EASTHAM.
   vii. PRESTON E. EASTHAM.
   viii. LUCRETIA JANE EASTHAM.
   ix. ALLEN LOVE EASTHAM.

7. WILLIAM ALBERT4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born April 28, 1810 in , , VA., and died May 23, 1885 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. He married (1) ELIZABETH E. MORRIS May 31, 1832 in , CABELL, VA. She was born May 31, 1800 in , CABELL, VA, and died 1836 in , CABELL, VA. He married (2) MARGARET HANDLEY August 08, 1839 in KANAWAH CO., VA.. She was born November 15, 1808 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA., and died December 29, 1840 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. He married (3) ELIZABETH J. SHELTON December 06, 1842 in ?. She was born Bet. June 10, 1816 - 1818 in ?, and died December 01, 1881 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA..

More About WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:
  Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
  Fact 2: Location: Hurricane Bridge P
  Fact 3: Page #: 853
  Fact 4: Year: 1860

Children of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH MORRIS are:
   i. PETER EVERETTES LOVE, b. June 13, 1833, , CABELL, VA; d. November 28, 1912, , CABELL, VA; m. ANN AMELIA SIMMONS, February 15, 1853, , CABELL, VA; b. Abt. 1833, NEAR MILTON, CABELL, VA; d. December 18, 1910, PORTSMOUTH, , OH.
ii. JOHN W. LOVE, b. September 21, 1835, ?; d. March 1864, ?.

Child of WILLIAM LOVE and MARGARET HANDLEY is:
   iii. SARAH MARGARET5 LOVE, b. December 24, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. April 08, 1919, , CABELL, VA; m. CHARLES SHOMAKER, October 03, 1860, Chesapeake, , Oh; b. Unknown, ?, d. Unknown, ?.

Children of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON are:
   iv. VIRGINIA SUSAN5 LOVE, b. October 02, 1843; d. November 03, 1877; m. SAMUEL L. MOORE, Unknown.
   v. ELIZABETH LUcretia BREAM LOVE, b. September 15, 1845; m. JOHNO. MORRIS, March 14, 1867; b. July 12, 1845; d. July 04, 1913.
   vi. CHARLES MADISON LOVE, b. December 07, 1846; d. June 03, 1851.
   vii. ANN VICKERS LOVE, b. June 07, 1848; d. April 01, 1851.
   viii. NANCY J. LOVE, b. March 24, 1850; m. REV. BALUS CADE, REV.
   ix. AMERICA Frances LOVE, b. May 10, 1851; m. SAMUEL T. MOORE.
   x. MARIETTA WASHINGTON LOVE, b. November 25, 1853; m. REV. POWELL BENTON REYNOLDS, REV. WFT Est. 1867-1900; b. WFT Est. 1836-1856.
16. xi. LEAH PHENTON LOVE, b. May 05, 1857, ?; d. April 19, 1943, Huntington West Virginia.
   xii. ELIZABETH LOVE, b. November 27, 1859; d. February 18, 1860.

8. ELESHEA4 LOVE (WILLIAM3 CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born December 22, 1811, and died May 09, 1847. She married B. W. MAUPIN October 27, 1831.

Children of ELESHEA LOVE and B. MAUPIN are:
   i. MARGARET5 MAUPIN, m. GEORGE SHEFF.
   ii. WILLIAM B. MAUPIN, d. LIVED LONG, NEVER MARRIED.
   iii. MARY A. MAUPIN, b. 1836; d. 1901; m. J. MCDONNIE.
   iv. HENRY B. MAUPIN, b. 1842; d. 1861.

   v. ADLINE MAUPIN, b. January 1844; m. ALEX MCCLEARY.
   vi. JOHN C. MAUPIN, b. 1846; d. Unknown, IN EARLY TEENS.

9. SOPHIA4 P. LOVE (WILLIAM3 LOVE, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 16, 1813, and died March 09, 1895 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. She married EDMOND C. RECE December 22, 1836. He died July 16, 1885.

Children of SOPHIA P and EDMOND RECE are:
   i. T. HEBERS RECE, m. EDNA E. MORRIS.
   ii. CHARLES A. RECE, b. October 27, 1837; m. MARY J. PULLEY, September 07, 1869, KENTUCKY; d. March 05, 1910.
   iii. ALICE L. RECE, b. May 24, 1845; m. JAMES A. RECE.
   iv. EDGER RECE, b. August 06, 1851; d. August 07, 1851.
   v. WILLIAM ALBERT RECE, b. January 06, 1853; d. April 28, 1853.
   vi. JENNIE L. RECE, b. July 09, 1860; d. September 05, 1913; m. W. T. GITT, Unknown.
   vii. EUGENIA H. RECE, b. Unknown; d. 1843.
10. LEWIS LUNSFORD4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born July 25, 1815, and died March 08, 1902. He married EMILY EASTHAM August 09, 1838. She died August 17, 1892.

Children of LEWIS LOVE and EMILY EASTHAM are:
  i. JOHN W. LOVE5 LOVE, b. July 24, 1839.
  ii. SARAH VIRGINIA LOVE, b. November 23, 1840.
  iii. MARY ELIZABETH LOVE, b. February 03, 1843.
  iv. CHARLES BREAM LOVE, b. March 13, 1845.
  v. JUNIUS NEWMAN LOVE, b. June 16, 1847.
  vi. ALVIN BAILEY LOVE, b. November 12, 1849.
  vii. EDWIN BYRD LOVE, b. April 19, 1852.
  viii. MINNIE ADLINE LOVE, b. September 12, 1854.
  x. FRANK ALLEN LOVE, b. July 29, 1861.

11. AMERICA J.4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born July 13, 1819, and died April 19, 1854. She married JOHN THOMAS. He was born December 22, 1816, and died April 23, 1845.

Children of AMERICA LOVE and JOHN THOMAS are:
  i. MARY J.5 THOMAS, b. November 07, 1837.
  ii. SUSAN SOPHIA THOMAS, b. January 07, 1843; d. June 1873; m. LEMUEL WILSON; d. 1915.
  iii. JOHN W. THOMAS, b. Unknown; d. Infant.

12. SUSAN CAROLINE4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born September 05, 1821 in ?, and died December 23, 1906 in , , MISSOURI. She married GEORGE T. KINNAIRD Unknown in ?. He was born February 14, 1820 in ?, and died October 12, 1866 in ?.

Children of SUSAN LOVE and GEORGE KINNAIRD are:
  i. WILLIAM LOVE5 KINNAIRD, b. March 31, 1848, ?; d. February 26, 1899, ?.
  iii. SERVETAS D. KINNAIRD, b. November 14, 1851, ?; d. November 12, 1852, ?.
  iv. ADONIRAM J. KINNAIRD, b. March 09, 1854, ?; d. Unknown; m. (1) ANN E. QUISENBERRY, December 26, 1882; b. Unknown; d. Unknown; m. (2) RODDA C. HANNAN, March 21, 1905, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
  v. GEORGE J. KINNAIRD, b. May 05, 1856, ?; d. Unknown; m. CATHERINE MITCHELL, July 04, 1880, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
  vi. CHARLES L. KINNAIRD, b. June 11, 1858; d. October 26, 1878.
  vii. JOSEPH A. KINNAIRD, b. September 20, 1860, ?; d. June 12, 1878, ?.
  viii. ROBERT C. KINNAIRD, b. July 03, 1864, ?; d. Unknown, ?; m. AGNES E. ROSE; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

13. LUCRETIA ADLINE4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 19, 1823 in ?, and died April 05, 1847 in ?. She married JOHN MILTON RECE October 19, 1842 in ?. He was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

Child of LUCRETIA LOVE and JOHN RECE is:
  i. JOSEPH LOVE5 RECE, b. July 12, 1844; m. ELIZA LAYNE, June 07, 1870.
14. CYNTHIA ANN4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born November 13, 1830. She married GARNETT REED June 04, 1850.

Children of CYNTHIA LOVE and GARNETT REED are:
  i. EMMA LOVE5 REED, m. D. W. CHENAULT, September 10, 1879.
  ii. WILLIAM W. REED, m. JULIA TYLER, October 19, 1896.
  iii. VIRGINIA LEE REED, m. B. F. ROBINSON, October 03, 1883.
  iv. ALICE MAY REED, m. JOE R. TURNER, July 27, 1887.
  v. FANNIE POWERS REED, m. WILLIAM R. THOMPSON, June 05, 1895.
  vi. THOMAS H. REED, b. April 26, 1851.
  vii. SUSAN A. REED, b. September 26, 1859; d. September 05, 1860.
  ix. NANNIE ELIZABETH REED, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

15. DANIEL ALEXANDER4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born March 30, 1833, and died April 14, 1903. He married MRS. DR. J. R. HANDY 1875.

Children of DANIEL LOVE and J. HANDY are:
  i. WILLIAM ALLEN5 LOVE, d. Unknown.
  ii. BIRDIE LOVE LOVE, b. 1876; m. M. P. STURDIVANT.
  iii. GARNET REED LOVE, b. 1880.

Generation No. 5

16. LEAH PHENTON5 LOVE (WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia. She married JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), son of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN. He was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Children of LEAH LOVE and JOHN HANDLEY are:
  i. ELIZA LAMORE6 HANDLEY
  ii. GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY
  iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY
  iv. VIRGINIA LEAH HANDLEY
  v. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY
  vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY

NOYE--================================

THIS COMPILED BY WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY
736 WOLFFORK CHURCH RD
Children of CHARLES LOVE and SUSANNAH CHILES are:

2. i. WILLIAM LOVE, b. December 30, 1781, VA; d. June 20, 1870, WV.

3. ii. DANIEL WILLIAMS LOVE, b. December 19, 1797; d. December 28, 1876, THORNDYKE [NOW ONA], CABELL, WV.
   iii. ALLEN LOVE.
   iv. AGNES LOVE, m. INGRAM ROLFE.
   v. MARY LOVE, m. ? RUCKER.
   vi. SUSANNA LOVE, m. DR. ANTHONY HAMPTON.
   vii. ELIZABETH ANN LOVE, m. ? SHORTRIDGE.

4. viii. DANIEL LOVE, b. December 19, 1797; d. December 1876.

Generation No. 2

2. WILLIAM LOVE (CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born December 30, 1781 in VA, and died June 20, 1870 in WV. He married (1) SUSANNAH BRAME. He married (2) SUSANNA C. BRAME June 16, 1803 in MECHLINGBURG CO. VA., daughter of THOMAS BRAME and ELIZABETH ROFFE. She was born March 02, 1784 in VA, and died 1827 in ?. He married (3) ELIZABETH HAMPTON November 15, 1829 in ?. She was born February 13, 1792 in ?, and died August 03, 1851 in ONA, CABELL, VA.

Notes for WILLIAM LOVE:

At the earnest request of many descendants of the Love family that I produce for them the Love history, which I herewith compile from my own memory, family records and traditions,

The Loves were of English descent, Two brothers of whom came to America about 1695 to 1700, landing in MASSACHUSETTS; names not known. A son of one of these brother's (Harvey) moved to Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, about 1725: lived to be 87 years old; date of death not known, His wife's maiden name not known, To them wore born four sons; Thomas, Allen, James and Charles.

Thomas, ALLEN and James removed to South Carolina; no special trace of them since, Charles remained in Virginia; was a soldier in the Revolutionary War; married Susannah Chiles, about 1778 or 1779. To this union were born four sons and four daughters, names as follows: - Charles, William, Allen and Daniel; daughters: Mary, Agnes, Susan and Martha.

Charles, the older brother, married in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia wife's name not known. One daughter, Mary (only child, I think), married a Mr. Flournoy, Of them we know nothing further.

Mary, eldest of the four sisters, married a Mr. Burton,
in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, removed South; trace of them lost many years ago.

William Love and Susannah C, Bream were married in Mecklenburg Co., Virginia, June 16, 1803.

In 1805 Charles, (son of Harvey) and wife, son William and wife, Daniel, end three sisters: Agnes, Susan and Martha, removed from Mecklenburg Co, to Kanawha County on the Big Sandy River, in what is now Wayne County, West Virginia, where the father (Charles) and son, William, bought land and remained there till the year 1814, when they bought land on Mud River five and one-half miles east of Barboursville, in what is now Cabell County West Virginia, where Charles and wife, William and two wives (William was twice married, as will be noted later), lived and died, and lie buried on what is known as the Sheff Hill, near the old Mud River homestead.

Charles and wife died near together, about 1814. Between the years 1805 end 1810, the three daughters, Agnes, Susanna and Martha, married, Agnes married Mr, Ingram Rolfe, Susanna, Dr, Anthony Hampton (1805), Martha, a Mr. Shortridge,

This information taken from Biographical Sketches of the Love Family, by Mr. C.A.Rece--- 1920

THE LAND OF WILLIAM LOVE NOW HAS THE ONA AIRPORT AND RACETRACK ON IT.
THE CEMETERY STONES HAVE BEEN MOVED TO A SPOT ON THE HILL NEXT TO THE ROAD (PRICHARD RD) ABOVE THE AIR STRIP, JUST BEFOR YOU GO INTO THE SHARP CURVE GOING DOWN THE HILL.

Cabell Slave records show William haveing:
1 F-46 yr MU
1 M-18 Black
1 F-15 B
1 F-7 MU
1 F-5 B

Notes for Susanna C. Brame:
THERE WERE BRAMES IN MECKLINGBURG AND LUNINGBURG COUNTYS WHICH LEADS ME TO BELIEVE THAT IS THE CORRECT SPELLING. WBH

More About Susanna C. Brame:
1: December 10, 1792, WARD OF WILLIAM CREATHE WHO MARRIED LUCY BRAME OLDEST DAUGHTER OF THOMAS BRAME

Child of William Love and Susannah Brame is:
5. i. Eleshea^4 Love, b. December 22, 1811; d. May 09, 1847.

Children of William Love and Susanna Brame are:
ii. MARTHA ALLEN^4 Love, b. May 24, 1804, ?; d. May 18, 1845, ?; m. Luke W. Billups, March 19, 1822, ?.

Notes for Martha Allen Love:
MOVED TO IOWA ABOUT 1830. ALL TRACE OF THEM LOST

Marriage Notes for Martha Love and Luke Billups:
MOVED TO IOWA ABOUT 1830. NO TRACE SINCE.

6. iii. ELIZABETH LOIS LOVE, b. January 02, 1806, MECKLENBURG, VA; d. 1902.
7. iv. CHARLES T. LOVE, b. April 26, 1807; d. May 18, 1844, IL.
8. v. MARY A. LOVE, b. October 18, 1808; d. February 24, 1896.
9. vi. SOPHIA P. LOVE, b. October 16, 1813; d. March 09, 1895, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.
10. vii. LEWIS LUNSFORD LOVE, b. July 25, 1815; d. March 08, 1902.
12. x. SUSAN CAROLINE LOVE, b. September 05, 1821; d. December 23, 1906, MISSOURI.
13. xi. LUCRETIA ADLINE LOVE, b. October 19, 1823; d. April 05, 1847.
14. xii. WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE, b. April 28, 1810; d. May 23, 1885, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.

Children of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH are:
15. xiii. CYNTHIA ANN LOVE, b. November 13, 1830.
16. xiv. DANIEL ALEXANDER LOVE, b. March 30, 1833; d. April 14, 1903.

3. DANIEL WILLIAMS3 LOVE (CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born December 19, 1797, and died December 28, 1876 in THORNDYKE [NOW ONA], CABELL, WV. He married CYNTHIANA A. CHADWICK January 04, 1818 in BY REV. J. A. POAG AT CATLETTSBURG, GREENUPS CO. (NOW BOYD CO.). She was born December 22, 1800, and died February 19, 1891 in ONA, CABELL, WV.

Notes for DANIEL WILLIAMS LOVE:

Individual: Love, Daniel
County/State: Cabell Co., WV
Location: Thorndyke P. O. (NOW ONA, WV)
Page #: 195
Year: 1860

WAS IN THE WAR OF 1812 AT THE AGE OF 17. SERVED UNDER CAPTAIN WILLIAM PARSONS COMPANY VA. MA SERVED FROM SEPT 6, 1814 TO NOV. 3, 1814 IN CAPT. H. TABBS CO. VA. MA FROM NOV. 3, 1814 TO FEB. 22, 1815.

FOR HIS SERVICES IN THE WAR OF 1812 HE WAS GIVEN BOUNTY LAND 1852 (RECORDED IN CABELL CO. COURTHOUSE).

BOTH HE AND CYNTHIANA ARE BURIED IN THE LOVE FARM CEMETERY ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF MUD RIVER. THE CEMETERY IS LOCATED ON HILL BEHIND A TWO STORY HOUSE JUST AFTER YOU PASS UNDER I-64 HIGHWAY. IT HAS A CHAINLINK FENCE AROUND IT.

DANIEL HAD FOUR SONS IN THE CIVIL WAR.
1. JOHN AND LEONIDUS (LON) WERE IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY. LEONIDUS WAS KILLED AT JONESVILLE, VA., 1863.
2. MARION AND HANSON WERE IN THE UNION ARMY. THEY WERE WORKING IN PITTSBURG AT THAT TIME.

DEATH OF DANIEL W. LOVE: CABELL CO. COURTHOUSE, HUNTINGTON, WV, BOOK I, PAGE 22;
DEATH OF CYNTHIANA LOVE, BOOK I-A, PAGE 74.

DANIEL WAS A FARMER, AND AT ONE TIME JUSTICE OF THE PEACE. SAID TO HAVE OWNED 600 ACRES OF LAND.
More About DANIEL WILLIAMS LOVE:
5: WAS IN WAR OF 1812 AT AGE 17
Fact 1: County/State: Cabell Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Thorndyke P. O.
Fact 3: Page #: 195
Fact 4: Year: 1860

Children of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIANA CHADWICK are:
   i. LEAH MARGARETLOVE, b. August 06, 1819; m. S. M. SCOTT.
      Notes for S. M. SCOTT:
      He was from Selma Alabama
   ii. JOHN ALLEN LOVE, b. February 14, 1822; d. September 03, 1824.
   iii. CHARLES HENSON LOVE, b. January 31, 1824.
   iv. SARAH VIRGINIA LOVE, b. March 27, 1829; d. December 26, 1909; m. SAMUEL YOUNG CATER, May 11, 1853.
      More About SAMUEL YOUNG CATER:
      FACT1: FROM ABBEVILLE, SC
   v. LEONIDAS LOUIS LOVE, b. 1843.
      Notes for LEONIDAS LOUIS LOVE:
      Killed at Jonesville, VA, while serving in the Confederate Army. Burried in Conf. Soldiers plot, Spring Hill Cem.
   vi. THEODOCIUS ALPHONSO LOVE, b. April 22, 1846; d. April 01, 1924.

4. DANIEL3 LOVE (CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born December 19, 1797, and died December 1876. He married CYNTHIA CHADWICK January 04, 1818. She was born December 22, 1800, and died 1890.

Notes for DANIEL LOVE:
Daniel Love's Slaves 1860 census:
  1 M 44yr B
  1 F 18   B

Children of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK are:
   i. THOMAS JEFFERSON4 LOVE, b. February 17, 1826.
      Notes for THOMAS JEFFERSON LOVE:
      Lived in Wisconsin
   ii. SALLIE VIRGINIA LOVE.
   iii. FRANCIS MARION LOVE, b. June 12, 1831.
   iv. WASHINGTON LAFAYETTE LOVE, b. Died an infant.
   v. ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE, b. January 05, 1834; d. WFT Est. 1863-1928.
   vi. WILLIAM LIGGON LOVE, b. Died young.
   vii. SHELBY JACKSON LOVE, b. April 30, 1838; d. 1926.
   viii. JOHN ERWIN LOVE, b. March 19, 1840.

Generation No. 3
5. Eleshea\textsuperscript{4} Love (William\textsuperscript{3}, Charles\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 22, 1811, and died May 09, 1847. He married Beverly W Maupin October 27, 1831.

Children of Eleshea Love and Beverly Maupin are:
   i. Mary A\textsuperscript{3} Love, b. 1836; d. 1901; m. J. McDonnie.
   ii. Henry B. Love, b. 1842; d. 1861.

   Notes for Henry B. Love:
   Died in the Confederate Army.

   iii. Adline Love, b. 1844; m. John Mc Cleary.

   More About William B. Love:
   Fact 1: Never married
   Lived: Long

6. Elizabeth Lois\textsuperscript{4} Love (William\textsuperscript{3}, Charles\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 02, 1806 in , Mecklenburg, VA, and died 1902. She married Rev. Mathew Ellison November 10, 1825 in .

Children of Elizabeth Love and Mathew Ellison are:
   i. William Love\textsuperscript{3} Ellison, b. March 11, 1829; d. November 14, 1903; m. Elizabeth A. Summerfield, December 21, 1857.
   ii. Eleshea A. Ellison, b. April 02, 1831; m. B. Summerfield, November 15, 1855.
   iii. Mary E. Ellison, b. December 09, 1833; d. August 03, 1840.
   iv. James Judson Ellison, b. October 02, 1835; d. March 15, 1868; m. Alice G. Toney, November 13, 1855.
   v. Mathew Allen Ellison, b. October 11, 1841; d. June 25, 1905; m. (1) Eunice Smith, November 20, 1872; m. (2) Mary J. Harper, June 30, 1890.
   vii. Lucretia C. Ellison, b. September 02, 1844; d. 1919; m. Isaac H. Karnes, December 20, 1860.

7. Charles T\textsuperscript{4} Love (William\textsuperscript{3}, Charles\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 26, 1807, and died May 18, 1844 in , , IL. He married Lucretia J. Creath February 25, 1841.

Child of Charles Love and Lucretia Creath is:
   i. Child\textsuperscript{3} Love, b. Unknown; d. Infant.

8. Mary A\textsuperscript{4} Love (William\textsuperscript{3}, Charles\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 18, 1808, and died February 24, 1896. She married Albert Eastham March 18, 1828. He was born Unknown, and died 1866.

Children of Mary Love and Albert Eastham are:
   i. John William\textsuperscript{3} Eastham.
   ii. Eliza Ann Eastham.
   iii. Susan Margaret Eastham, m. J. H. Derr.
   iv. Isaac Farrow Eastham.
   v. Nancy E. Sophia Eastham, m. Dr. Unknown Hunter.
   vi. Charles Lewis Eastham.
   vii. Preston E. Eastham.
   viii. Lucretia Jane Eastham.

9. Sophia\textsuperscript{4} P. Love (William\textsuperscript{3} Love, Charles\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 16, 1813, and died March 09, 1895
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. She married EDMOND C. RECE December 22, 1836. He died July 16, 1885.

Children of SOPHIA P and EDMOND RECE are:
  i.  T. HEBER3 RECE, m. EDNA E. MORRIS.
  ii.  CHARLES A. RECE, b. October 27, 1837; m. MARY J. PULLEY, September 07, 1869, KENTUCKY; d. March 05, 1910.
  iii.  ALICE L. RECE, b. May 24, 1845; m. JAMES A. RECE.
  iv.  EDGER RECE, b. August 06, 1851; d. August 07, 1851.
  v.  WILLIAM ALBERT RECE, b. January 06, 1853; d. April 28, 1853.
  vi.  JENNIE L. RECE, b. July 09, 1860; d. September 05, 1913; m. W. T. GITT, Unknown.
  vii.  EUGENIA H. RECE, b. Unknown; d. 1843.

Notes for EUGENIA H. RECE:
DIED AGE 2-1/2 YEARS.

10. LEWIS LUNSFORD4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born July 25, 1815, and died March 08, 1902. He married EMILY EASTHAM August 09, 1838. She died August 17, 1892.

Children of LEWIS LOVE and EMILY EASTHAM are:
  i.  JOHN W. LOVE3 LOVE, b. July 24, 1839.
  ii.  SARAH VIRGINIA LOVE, b. November 23, 1840.
  iii.  MARY ELIZABETH LOVE, b. February 03, 1843.
  iv.  CHARLES BREAM LOVE, b. March 13, 1845.
  v.  JUNIUS NEWMAN LOVE, b. June 16, 1847.

Notes for JUNIUS NEWMAN LOVE:
A JUNIUS LOVE IS RECORDED IN 1860 CENSUS TAYLORSVILLE,P.O. , SPENCER CO., KY.

  vi.  ALVIN BAILEY LOVE, b. November 12, 1849.
  vii.  EDWIN BYRD LOVE, b. April 19, 1852.
  viii.  MINNIE ADLINE LOVE, b. September 12, 1854.
  x.  FRANK ALLEN LOVE, b. July 29, 1861.

11. AMERICA J.4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born July 13, 1819, and died April 19, 1854. She married JOHN THOMAS. He was born December 22, 1816, and died April 23, 1845.

Children of AMERICA LOVE and JOHN THOMAS are:
  i.  MARY J.3 THOMAS, b. November 29, 1837.
  ii.  SUSAN SOPHIA THOMAS, b. January 07, 1843; d. June 1873; m. LEMUEIL WILSON; d. 1915.
  iii.  JOHN W. THOMAS, b. Unknown; d. Infant.

12. SUSAN CAROLINE4 LOVE (WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born September 05, 1821 in ?, and died December 23, 1906 in , , MISSOURI. She married GEORGE T. KINNAIRD Unknown in ?. He was born February 14, 1820 in ?, and died October 12, 1866 in ?.

Children of SUSAN LOVE and GEORGE KINNAIRD are:
  i.  WILLIAM5 KINNAIRD, b. March 31, 1848, ?; d. February 26, 1899, ?.
  iii.  SERPETAS D. KINNAIRD, b. November 14, 1851, ?; d. November 12, 1852, ?.
  iv.  ADONIRAM J.KINNAIRD, b. March 09, 1854, ?; d. Unknown; m. (1) ANN E. QUISENBERY, December 26, 1882; b. Unknown; d. Unknown; m. (2) RODDA C. HANNAH, March 21, 1905, ?, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
  vi.  CHARLES L. KINNAIRD, b. June 11, 1858; d. October 26, 1878.
  vii.  JOSEPH A. KINNAIRD, b. September 20, 1860, ?; d. June 12, 1878, ?.
13. **Lucretia Adline** (William 3, Charles 2, William 1) was born October 19, 1823 in ?, and died April 05, 1847 in ?. She married John Milton Rece October 19, 1842 in ?. He was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

Child of Lucretia Love and John Rece is:
   i. Joseph Love 5 Rece, b. July 12, 1844; m. Eliza Layne, June 07, 1870.

14. William Albert (William 3, Charles 2, William 1) was born April 28, 1810 in , , VA., and died May 23, 1885 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. He married (1) Elizabeth E. Morris May 31, 1832 in , CABELL, VA, daughter of John Morris and Mary Everest. She was born May 31, 1800 in , CABELL, VA, and died 1836 in , CABELL, VA. He married (2) Margaret Handley August 08, 1839 in ?, daughter of Samuel Handley and Sarah Harmon. She was born November 15, 1808 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA., and died December 29, 1840 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.. He married (3) Elizabeth J. Shelton December 06, 1842 in ?. She was born Bet. June 10, 1816 - 1818 in ?, and died December 01, 1881 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA..

Notes for William Albert Love:

Individual: Love, William A.
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Page #: 853
Year: 1860

More About William Albert Love:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Fact 3: Page #: 853
Fact 4: Year: 1860

More About Elizabeth J. Shelton:
Burial: Abt. December 12, 1881, TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, VA., Mc CALISTER- LOVE CEM.
HIGHWAY 34

Children of William Love and Elizabeth Morris are:

Children of William Love and Margaret Handley are:
   iii. Sarah M. 5 Love, b. December 24, 1840.
   iv. Sarah Margaret Love, b. December 24, 1840, SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA.; d. April 08, 1919, , CABELL, VA; m. Charles Shomaker, October 03, 1860, Chesapeake, , OH; b. Unknown, ?, d. Unknown, ?.

Notes for Charles Shomaker:
SERVED IN 8th VA CAV. CO. E. HIS JOB WAS FORGING HORSE SHOES FROM 3-63 TO 4-63 HE WAS WOUNDED AND CAPTURED AT MONOCACY RIVER.
(FREDRICK,MD) HE WAS WOUNDED IN THE LEFT HIP, TRANSFERED NS HOSP. BALTIMORE TO FORT MCHENRY, 8-30-1864. EXCHANGED 9-30-1864. HE AND SAMSPON SIMMONS SURRENDERED AT APPOMATTOX. PAROLLED CHAS. WV,MAY 1865 AGE 28.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of William Love and Elizabeth Shelton are:

v. Virginia Susan6 Love, b. October 02, 1843; d. November 03, 1877; m. Samuel L. Moore, Unknown.


xi. America Frances Love, b. May 10, 1851; m. Samuel T. Moore.


15. Cynthia Ann4 Love (William3, Charles2, William1) was born November 13, 1830. She married Garnett Reed June 04, 1850.

Children of Cynthia Love and Garnett Reed are:

i. Emma Love5 Reed, m. D. W. Chenaught, September 10, 1879.

ii. William W. Reed, m. Julia Tyler, October 19, 1896.

iii. Virginia Lee Reed, m. B. F. Robinson, October 03, 1883.


v. Fannie Powers Reed, m. William R. Thompson, June 05, 1895.

vi. Thomas H. Reed, b. April 26, 1851.

vii. Susan A. Reed, b. September 26, 1859; d. September 05, 1860.


ix. Nannie Elizabeth Reed, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

16. Daniel Alexander4 Love (William3, Charles2, William1) was born March 30, 1833, and died April 14, 1903. He married Mrs. Dr. J. R. Handy 1875.

Children of Daniel Love and J. Handy are:


Notes for William Allen Love:
Died age 2 1/2 years old.


iii. Garnet Reed Love, b. 1880.

Notes for Garnet Reed Love:
Lives in Texas.

17. Charles Henson4 Love (Daniel Williams3, Charles2, William1) was born January 31, 1824. He married Elizabeth A Ekin.

Notes for Charles Henson Love:
Lived in Pittsburg

Children of Charles Love and Elizabeth Ekin are:

i. Llewellyn6 Love.

ii. Jennie Love.

iii. Another Dau. Love.

18. Theodocius Alphonso4 Love (Daniel Williams3, Charles2, William1) was born April 22, 1846, and died April 01, 1924. He married Mary Hester Sweetland. She was born June 30, 1845, and died February 15, 1918.
Children of THEODOCIOUS LOVE and MARY SWEETLAND are:
27. i. CYNTHIA ANNE LOVE.
28. ii. MARY SWEETLAND LOVE.
29. iii. CHARLES MARION LOVE, b. October 16, 1869.

19. SALLIE VIRGINIA LOVE (DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) She married ? CATER.

Children of SALLIE LOVE and ? CATER are:
i. DANIEL CATER.
ii. GEORGE CATER.
iii. HENSON CATER.
iv. MIMA CATER.

20. FRANCIS MARION LOVE (DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born June 12, 1831. He married ELIZABETH WALDROP.

Notes for FRANCIS MARION LOVE:
Lived in Pittsburg, PA

Children of FRANCIS LOVE and ELIZABETH WALDROP are:
i. RICHARD LOVE.
ii. ANNIE LOVE, m. GEORGE CLAPP.
iii. ELIZABETH LOVE, m. DR. HUTCHINSON.

Notes for DR. HUTCHINSON:
Superintendent of Pennsylvania State Asylum for the Insane at Dixmont, PA

21. ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE (DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928. She married CHARLES W HANDLEY Unknown, son of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN. He was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of ELIZABETH LOVE and CHARLES HANDLEY are:
30. i. MARION LOVE HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
31. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
32. iii. LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY, b. Abt. 1865; d. August 23, 1929.
iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWitzer, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

22. SHELBY JACKSON LOVE (DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born April 30, 1838, and died 1926. He married KATHERINE MCCLEARY.

Children of SHELBY LOVE and KATHERINE MCCLEARY are:
33. i. F HENSON LOVE.
   ii. HARRY LOVE.
34. iii. EDWARD S LOVE.
35. iv. SALLIE LOVE.
36. v. MARY LOVE.
   vi. ANNA VIRGINIA LOVE.
   vii. JOHN LOVE, b. Died an Infant.
   viii. ELLA LOVE, b. Died an infant.

23. JOHN ERWIN LOVE (DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born March 19, 1840. He married IRENE KIMBROUGH.

Notes for JOHN ERWIN LOVE:
Lived in St. Louis

Children of JOHN LOVE and IRENE KIMBROUGH are:
   i. EDWARD K LOVE.
   ii. JOHN ERWIN LOVE, JR.
   iii. ROLAND LOVE.

Notes for ROLAND LOVE:
   Killed in a football game at Harvard
   iv. LACY LOVE.
   v. ERWIN LOVE.
   vi. EULS LOVE.
   vii. IRENE LOVE.

Generation No. 4

24. ELIZABETH LUCRETIA BREAM LOVE (WILLIAM ALBERT, WILLIAM, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born September 15, 1845. She married JOHN O. MORRIS March 14, 1867, son of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. He was born July 12, 1845, and died July 04, 1913.

Children of ELIZABETH LOVE and JOHN MORRIS are:
37. i. RUSSELL LOVE MORRIS, b. November 14, 1868.
38. ii. GUY LELAND MORRIS, b. August 29, 1872.
   iii. ANNA MORRIS.
   iv. LENA MORRIS.

25. LEAH PHENTON LOVE (WILLIAM ALBERT, WILLIAM, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia. She married JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), son of ALEXANDER HANDLEY and ELIZA GRIFFIN. He was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
   unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH]) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton, but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
RELATEIVELY SPEAKING

Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Children of LEAH LOVE and JOHN HANDLEY are:
   i. ELIZA LAMORE6 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.
      iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.
   vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

26. BIRDIE LOVE5 LOVE (DANIEL ALEXANDER4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born 1876. She married M. P. STURDIVANT.

Notes for BIRDIE LOVE LOVE:
LIVED IN MEMPHIS, TENN.

Notes for M. P. STURDIVANT:
OF MISSISSIPPI.

More About M. P. STURDIVANT:
FACT1: COULD BE H. P. STURDIVANT

Children of BIRDIE LOVE and M. STURDIVANT are:
41. i. GARNETTE6 STURDIVANT.
   42. ii. STELLA LOVE STURDIVANT, b. WFT Est. 1892-1897; d. 1898.
   iii. BEN W. STURDIVANT, b. Unknown.
43. iv. MARGARET STURDIVANT, b. Unknown.

27. CYNTIA ANNE5 LOVE (THEODOCIUS ALPHONSO4, DANIEL WILLIAMS3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) She married DR. L. L. LOVE.

Child of CYNTIA LOVE and DR. LOVE is:
   i. LEWIS A6 LOVE.

   Notes for LEWIS A LOVE:
   Went to Seattle area, married and raised a family.
28. MARY Sweetland⁵ Love (THEODOCIOUS ALPHONSO⁴, DANIEL WILLIAMS⁵, CHARLES², WILLIAM¹) She married A. S. J. SOUTHWORTH.

Children of MARY Love and A. Southworth are:
   i. A. S. J.⁶ Southworth.
   ii. LOUIS Sweetland Southworth.

29. CHARLES Marion⁵ Love (THEODOCIOUS ALPHONSO⁴, DANIEL WILLIAMS³, CHARLES², WILLIAM¹) was born October 16, 1869. He married MINNIE ELIZABETH MOORE December 30, 1896.

Children of CHARLES Love and Minnie Moore are:
44. i. SAMUEL, A⁶ Love.
45. ii. CHARLES Marion Love, Jr.
46. iii. ANNE Love.
47. iv. JENNIE Love.
48. v. MARY Moore Love.
   vi. MINNIA Love, m. C. M. Hawes.

   Notes for MINNIA Love:
   Lived in Chicago, IL
   vii. DANIEL Love.

30. MARION Love⁵ HANDLEY (ELIZABETH Susab Frances⁴ Love, DANIEL³, CHARLES², WILLIAM¹) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of Marion Love HANDLEY are:
49. i. SON⁶ HANDLEY, b. Unknown.
50. ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

31. FRANK⁵ HANDLEY (ELIZABETH Susab Frances⁴ Love, DANIEL³, CHARLES², WILLIAM¹) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS August 08, 1895 in , Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in GALLIPOLIS, GALLIA, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in DAYTON, , OH.

Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THEIR OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and Augusta Saunders are:
49. i. CHARLES Marion⁶ HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
50. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
51. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
   v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
52. vi. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1908, ONa, Cabell, WV; d. February 02, 1988.
53. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

32. LEONIDUS B.⁵ HANDLEY (ELIZABETH Susab Frances⁴ Love, DANIEL³, CHARLES², WILLIAM¹) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.
Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon’s love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
   i. MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

   Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
   Unmarried

   iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.

   55. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

33. F HENSON5 LOVE (SHELBY JACKSON4, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) He married MYRTLE STEELE.

Child of F LOVE and MYRTLE STEELE is:
   i. F HENSON6 LOVEJR.

34. EDWARD S5 LOVE (SHELBY JACKSON4, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) He married ELLA SKEENS.

Children of EDWARD LOVE and ELLA SKEENS are:
   i. EDWARD S6 LOVEJR.
   ii. HELEN FRANCES LOVE.
   iii. MARIAN LOVE.
   iv. BETTY JANE LOVE.

35. SALLIE5 LOVE (SHELBY JACKSON4, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) She married D. O. HINERMAN.

Children of SALLIE LOVE and D. HINERMAN are:
   i. MARY LOVE6 HINERMAN, m. ALBERT LEE JOHNSON.

   56. ii. HARRY H HINERMAN.

36. MARY5 LOVE (SHELBY JACKSON4, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) She married W. C. PEO.

Child of MARY LOVE and W. PEO is:
   i. SHELBA GLENN6 PEO.

Generation No. 5

37. RUSSELL LOVE6 MORRIS (ELIZABETH LUCRETTIA BREAM5 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born November 14, 1868. He married OLIVE HITE.

Child of RUSSELL MORRIS and OLIVE HITE is:
   i. JOHN7 MORRIS.

38. GUY LELAND6 MORRIS (ELIZABETH LUCRETTIA BREAM5 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born August 29, 1872. He married LETHA RICHARDSON.

Children of GUY MORRIS and LETHA RICHARDSON are:
39. GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY (Leah Phenton Love, William Albert4, William3, Charles2, William1) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTSEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
57. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY7 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
58. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

40. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY (Leah Phenton Love, William Albert4, William3, Charles2, William1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
59. i. ALICE LOVE7 HANDLEY, b. November 10, 1920.
    ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

41. GARNETTE STURDIVANT (Birdie Love5 Love, Daniel Alexander4, William3, Charles2, William1) He married J. C. WILBOURN.

Child of GARNETTE STURDIVANT and J. WILBOURN is:
    i. RICHARD7 STURDIVANT.

42. BEN W STURDIVANT (Birdie Love5 Love, Daniel Alexander4, William3, Charles2, William1) was born Unknown. He married (1) ELIZABETH PEACOCK. He married (2) RUTH BELL TAYLOR.

Children of BEN STURDIVANT and ELIZABETH PEACOCK are:
    i. M. P7 STURDIVANT II.
    ii. ELIZABETH PEACOCK STURDIVANT.
43. MARGARET Sturdivant (Birdie Love, Daniel Alexander, William, Charles, William) was born Unknown. She married W. M. Yandell.

Children of Margaret Sturdivant and W. Yandell are:
   i. William Mcbride Yandell.
   ii. Ben Sturdivant Yandell.

44. Samuel A Love (Charles Marion, Theodocius Alphonso, Daniel Williams, Charles, William) He married Virginia Stuart.

Notes for Samuel A Love:
Lived in New York City, where he was well known writer and columnist.

Child of Samuel Love and Virginia Stuart is:
   i. Stewart Moore Love.

45. Charles Marion Jr. (Charles Marion, Theodocius Alphonso, Daniel Williams, Charles, William) He married Naomi Nale.

Notes for Charles Marion Love, Jr.:
Prominent attorney of Charleston, WV, with the firm of Blue, Dayton and Campbell

Children of Charles Love and Naomi Nale are:
   i. Naomi Love.
   ii. Lucy Temple Love.

46. Anne Love (Charles Marion, Theodocius Alphonso, Daniel Williams, Charles, William) She married Harry Keeler.

Children of Anne Love and Harry Keeler are:
   i. David Keeler.
   ii. Jane Keeler.

47. Jennie Love (Charles Marion, Theodocius Alphonso, Daniel Williams, Charles, William) She married Robert Starcher.

Children of Jennie Love and Robert Starcher are:
   i. Elizabeth Starcher.
   ii. Clare Starcher.

48. Mary Moore Love (Charles Marion, Theodocius Alphonso, Daniel Williams, Charles, William) She married Robert H Daley. He was born in From Chatham, NY.

Child of Mary Love and Robert Daley is:
   i. Robert H Daley Jr.

49. Charles Marion Handley (Frank, Elizabeth Susab Frances Love, Daniel, Charles, William) was born May 18, 1896 in Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) Doll. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) Leota Longnecker June 26, 1918.

Child of Charles Handley and Doll is:
   i. Dianne Handley, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.
Children of Charles Handley and Leota Longnecker are:
60. ii. Gordon Handley, b. March 01, 1919.
61. iii. Darrell Handley, b. May 22, 1922.

50. Richard Goodwin Handley (Frank\(^5\), Elizabeth Susab Frances\(^4\) Love, Daniel\(^3\), Charles\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born January 12, 1900. He married Edith Brubaker. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for Richard Goodwin Handley:
(The following accounts related to Patricia Bower, when visiting in 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

Dick would tie a rope onto a plow and pull it while Grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from their home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of Richard Handley and Edith Brubaker are:
62. i. Virginia Handley, b. April 26, 1921.
63. ii. Rolland Brubaker Handley, b. January 22, 1926.

51. Clark Walker Handley (Frank\(^5\), Elizabeth Susab Frances\(^4\) Love, Daniel\(^3\), Charles\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born May 12, 1902. He married Edna Oldfather. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of Clark Handley and Edna Oldfather are:
64. i. Leona Mae Handley, b. May 30, 1926.
66. iii. Donald Handley, b. November 28, 1929.

52. James Columbus Blaine Handley (Frank\(^5\), Elizabeth Susab Frances\(^4\) Love, Daniel\(^3\), Charles\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married Marion Pellow. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of James Handley and Marion Pellow are:
67. i. Charles Richard Handley.

53. Ruth Olivia Kendrick (Frank\(^5\) Handley, Elizabeth Susab Frances\(^4\) Love, Daniel\(^3\), Charles\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born April 16, 1919. She married Ralph Horine. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for Ruth Olivia Kendrick:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of Ruth Kendrick and Ralph Horine are:
69. i. Linda Horine, b. November 22, 1941.
ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

54. EVERETTE LESTER6 Handley (LEONIDUS B, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE7 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

55. IRENE6 Handley (LEONIDUS B, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) She married ? LOY.

Children of IRENE HANDLEY and ? LOY are:
   i. FLOYD TWIN7 LOY.
   ii. CHARLES TWIN LOY.

56. HARRY H6 HINERMAN (SALLIE5 LOVE, SHELBY JACKSON4, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) He married MARGARET ANN MILLER.

Child of HARRY HINERMAN and MARGARET MILLER is:
   i. JOYCE HELENE7 HINERMAN.

Generation No. 6

57. R L Handley To Robert Handley7 Tolbert (GARLAND LOVE5 HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON4 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT3, WILLIAM2, CHARLES1, WILLIAM1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL, Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital
MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, Fl., February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
70. i. ROBERT ARTHUR7 TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
71. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
72. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

58. WILLIAM BOWYER7 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE5, LEAH PHENTON5 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3,
CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE
WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and
RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27,
2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years
old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland,
Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there
they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along
with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to
support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression.. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise
(Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while
Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them.
They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp
Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo.
When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold.
The next morning they took us to the obstacle course, I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next
morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who
was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he
had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a
horrible way to die.
After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ). From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor,Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fl.
" " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " Hollywood, Fl. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washetarias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;
The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:

Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, GA. She was a member of the Claton Baptist Church, when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, GA. In 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugaloo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.

When I retired from GA. Power Co. in 1987 she returned to Clayton Baptist Church. She served as President of the Coosa School PTA at Coosa, GA. and Woodville Elementary PTA at Hollywood, GA.

She taught Sunday School at Tallulah Falls, Clayton Baptist Churches.

Martha was a big help in the church office assisting when they were short handed. I know of no time that she was asked to do a job that she refused. She was an active member of the women of GA Power Co as well as the GA Power Co, Ambassadors Club as Chaplain.

She started to work for the US Postal Service in October, 1967 as clerk at Tallulah Falls, made postmaster there some time later, served as officer in charge at Dillard, GA. For a short period then transferred to Rabun Gap, GA. And retired October 2, 1992.

She loved her Lord and Maker and studied His Word faithfully. There can be no doubt where her soul rests.

More About Martha Alice Williamson:

Burial: February 01, 2000, Yonah (Now Habersham) Memorial Park, Demorest, Hab., GA
Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:

73. i. RUBY HELOISE Handley, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
74. ii. SARA LYNN Handley, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
75. iii. JULIA ANNETTE Handley, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

59. ALICE LOVE Handley (EAL SAMUEL, LEAH PHENTON Love, WILLIAM ALBERT, WILLIAM, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE Handley:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON

JOHN , LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.

9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKewood, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE Handley and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE Handley and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE Slater, b. July 18, 1953.

60. GORDON Handley (CHARLES MARION, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES Love, DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON Handley and RUTH is:
   i. SHIRLEY Handley, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

61. DARRELL Handley (CHARLES MARION, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES Love, DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL Handley and BOBBY is:
   76. i. SHARON Handley, b. December 14, 1949.

62. VIRGINIA Handley (RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES Love, DANIEL, CHARLES, WILLIAM) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA Handley and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   77. i. SANDRA K DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

78. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
79. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

63. ROLLAND BRUBAKER Handley (RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN LYNN THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
80. i. CRAIG Handley.
ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

64. LOWELL Handley (CLARK Walker6, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
i. SON Handley, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
iii. SUSAN Handley, b. November 07, 1953.

65. DONALD Handley (CLARK Walker6, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN ? are:
ii. KAREN Handley, b. September 05, 1963.

66. ROBERT Handley (CLARK Walker6, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE ?.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE ? is:
84. i. KIMBERLY Handley, Adopted child.

67. CHARLES RICHARD Handley (JAMES COLUMBUS Blaine6, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) He married JUNE ?.

Children of CHARLES Handley and JUNE ? are:
i. JOYCE Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. STEVEN NAGY.
ii. GRACE IRENE Handley.
iii. JAMES ‘JAMIE’ Handley, m. LAURA, December 26, 1998, Hawaii.

68. MARIAN MARNEY Handley (JAMES COLUMBUS Blaine6, FRANK, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born June 25, 1943. She married NELSON LUMM.

Children of MARIAN Handley and NELSON LUMM are:
i. SARA ANN LUMM, b. November 13, 1969; m. ERIC CAUGH.

69. LINDA Horine (RUTH OLIVIA Kendrick, FRANK Handley, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES4 LOVE, DANIEL3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born November 22, 1941. She married ARLEN AUKERMAN. He was born February 08, 1939.
Children of LINDA HORINE and ARLEN AUKERMAN are:
85.  i.  ROBIN AUKERMAN, b. September 25, 1961.

Generation No. 7

70. ROBERT ARTHUR8 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY7 TO ROBERT HANDLEY6, GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON6 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUIT are:
86.  i.  ROBERT JAY7 TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
87.  ii.  KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

71. PATRICK WRIGHT8 TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY7 TO ROBERT HANDLEY6, GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON6 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   i.  BRETT PATRICK7 TOLBERT, b. May 15, 1979.
   ii.  SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

72. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT8 (R L HANDLEY7 TO ROBERT HANDLEY6 TOLEBERT, GARLAND LOVE6 HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON6 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i.  KYLE ALEXANDER7 TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

73. RUBY HELOISE8 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER7, GARLAND LOVE6, LEAH PHENTON5 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

74. SARA LYNN8 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER7, GARLAND LOVE6, LEAH PHENTON5 LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT4, WILLIAM3, CHARLES2, WILLIAM1) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i. LILLY IRENE\(^8\) HANDLEY-TAYLOR, b. October 30, 1991.

75. JULIA ANN\(^8\) HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\(^7\), GARLAND LOVE\(^6\), LEAH PHENTON\(^5\) LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McEntire March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McEntire and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McEntire are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM\(^9\) McEntire, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY McEntire, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

76. SHARON\(^8\) HANDLEY (DARRELL\(^7\), CHARLES MARION\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER\(^9\) PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

77. SANDRA K\(^8\) DAFLER (VIRGINIA\(^7\) HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDERBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDERBOLT are:
   i. BODIE\(^9\) HILDERBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

78. ANN KATHRYN\(^8\) DAFLER (VIRGINIA\(^7\) HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM\(^9\) EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

79. RICHARD\(^8\) DAFLER (VIRGINIA\(^7\) HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY\(^9\) DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

80. CRAIG\(^8\) HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER\(^7\), RICHARD GOODWIN\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON\(^9\) HANDLEY.
   ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

81. ZANE\(^8\) HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER\(^7\), RICHARD GOODWIN\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) She married CHARLES McLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLOUGHLIN are:
   i. ZANEA LYNETTE\(^7\) HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-McLOUGHLIN.

82. LAURA K\(^8\) HANDLEY (LOWELL\(^7\), CLARK WALKER\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

83. SUSAN\(^8\) HANDLEY (LOWELL\(^7\), CLARK WALKER\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

84. KIMBERLY\(^8\) HANDLEY (ROBERT\(^7\), CLARK WALKER\(^6\), FRANK\(^5\), ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER\(^9\) ?.

85. ROBIN\(^8\) AUERMAN (LINDA\(^7\) HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA\(^6\) KENDRICK, FRANK\(^5\) HANDLEY, ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES\(^4\) LOVE, DANIEL\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

Generation No. 8

86. ROBERT JAY\(^6\) TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\(^5\), R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY\(^7\), GARLAND LOVE\(^6\) HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON\(^5\) LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON\(^8\) TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

87. KAREN MICHELLE\(^8\) TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR\(^5\), R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY\(^7\), GARLAND LOVE\(^6\) HANDLEY, LEAH PHENTON\(^5\) LOVE, WILLIAM ALBERT\(^4\), WILLIAM\(^3\), CHARLES\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born
October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of WILLIAM MCMORRIES, SR

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM1 MCMORRIES, SR was born Abt. 1735 in IRELAND, and died September 18, 1801 in 66 YEARS. He married JANE DONOVAN OR DAWSON. She was born Abt. 1737, and died 1811 in 74 YEARS.

Notes for WILLIAM MCMORRIES, SR:
Came to America in 1769.

FIRST SIX CHILDREN BORN IN IRELAND.

BURLIED ON SUPPOSEDLY ON PLANTATION OF ABOUT 450 ACRES. GRAVESTONES MOVED TO BRICK CHURCH.

More About WILLIAM MCMORRIES, SR:
Burial: ABOUT ONE MILE NORTH OF BRICK CHURCH, NOT FAR FROM THE EAST BANK OF LITTLE RIVER

Notes for JANE DONOVAN OR DAWSON:
The weight of evidence seems to favor JANE (STEWART) DONOVAN or perhaps MARY JANE (STEWART) DONOVAN. Tradition has it she was possibly a cousin of REBECCA ARGYLL who married Col. JOHN KINCAID, both being of the house of STEWART.

More About JANE DONOVAN OR DAWSON:
Burial: ABOUT ONE MILE NORTH OF BRICK CHURCH, NOT FAR FROM THE EAST BANK OF LITTLE RIVER

Children of WILLIAM MCMORRIES and JANE DAWSON are:
   i. JAMES2 MCMORRIES, m. DAUGHTER.
   ii. CHARLES MCMORRIES.

2. JR. MCMORRIRIES2 WILLIAM (WILLIAM1 MCMORRIES, SR) was born Abt. 1759. He married ELIZABETH WOODWARD.

Notes for JR. MCMORRIRIES WILLIAM:
WILLIAM, JR.'S REVOLUTION CLAIMS, NO.340 ARE IN BOOK S, PAGE 160.
HE IS BURLIED AT THE MCMORRIES GRAVEYARD, BUT A FEDERAL MARKER TO HIS MEMORY IS BEING PLACED IN THE BRICK CHURCH CEMETERY.

Children of JR. WILLIAM and ELIZABETH WOODWARD are:
   i. WILLIAM3 WILLIAM.
   ii. JOSEPH MAY WILLIAM.
   iii. LOUISA WILLIAM.
   iv. CYNTHIA WILLIAM.
   v. JANE WILLIAM, m. JOSEPH MUSE.
3. MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES (\textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1759, and died May 16, 1828. She married CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES KINCAID, son of JOHN KINCAID and REBECCA ARGYLL. He was born 1753, and died October 20, 1801.

More About MARY CURRY MCMORRIES:
Burial: BRICK CHURCH, FAIRFIELD CO., SC

More About CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES KINCAID:
Cause of Death: MALIGNANT FEVER

Children of MARY MCMORRIES and CAPTAIN KINCAID are:
  i. JANE DONOVAN\textsuperscript{3} KINCAID, b. March 06, 1775; d. August 20, 1801; m. JOHN POPE, April 01, 1800.
  ii. ANNE KINCAID, b. June 18, 1776; d. November 20, 1829; m. COL. ALEXANDER HALL, September 11, 1811.
  iii. MARY KINCAID, b. March 01, 1778; d. November 20, 1829; m. COL. JOHN GLENN, September 11, 1811.
  iv. MARGARET KINCAID, b. April 11, 1780; d. October 05, 1821.
  v. WILLIAM KINCAID, b. August 01, 1782; d. November 02, 1854, CHARLESTON, SC.
  vi. ELIZA KINCAID, b. March 15, 1784; d. November 29, 1827.
  vii. REBECCA KINCAID, b. January 02, 1787; d. June 09, 1870, AT HOME OF SON-IN-LAW, DR. J.C. FURMAN.

4. JOHN\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES (\textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 05, 1769, and died 1822. He married (1) NANCY MORGAN, daughter of MAJOR SPENCER MORGAN.

Notes for JOHN MCMORRIES:
MOVED TO NEWBERRY CO, SC

More About NANCY MORGAN:
Burial: KING'S CREEK ASSOCIATE REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, IN NEWBERRY CO., SC

Children of JOHN MCMORRIES and NANCY MORGAN are:
  i. SPENCER J.\textsuperscript{3} MCMORRIES.
  ii. DANIEL M. MCMORRIES, m. ? YOUNGBLOOD.
  iii. SAMUEL MCMORRIES.
  iv. JOHN MCMORRIES.
  v. EDWARD Y. MCMORRIES, m. ? HOLMES.
  vi. MAXCY MCMORRIES, m. ? NEEL.
  vii. JAMES MCMORRIES.
  viii. DR. W. W. MCMORRIES.
  ix. FRANCES MCMORRIES, m. ? BLACK.
  x. SUSANNA MCMORRIES, m. ? CALMESE.

Child of JOHN MCMORRIES is:
  xi. REV. SPENCER J.\textsuperscript{3} MCMORRIES, b. 1797; d. 1874.

\textit{Generation No. 3}

5. MARGARET\textsuperscript{3} KINCAID (MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 11, 1780, and died October 05, 1821. She married DANIEL MCMAHAN January 01, 1805. He was born 1764, and died August 03, 1846.

Children of MARGARET KINCAID and DANIEL MCMAHAN are:
  i. JAMES K.\textsuperscript{4} MCMAHAN.
  ii. DANIEL F. MCMAHAN.
  iii. JOHN J. MCMAHAN.
iv. MILTON W. MCMAHAN.
v. NANCY MCMAHAN.
vi. MARY MCMORRIES MCMAHAN.
vii. ELIZABETH MCMAHAN.
viii. MARGARET F. MCMAHAN.

6. WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3} KINCAID (MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 01, 1782, and died November 02, 1854 in CHARLESTON, SC. He married ELIZABETH N. CALMESE October 01, 1810, daughter of WILLIAM CALMESE. She was born January 04, 1791, and died March 05, 1859.

More About WILLIAM KINCAID:
Burial: CHARLESTON, SC

More About ELIZABETH N. CALMESE:
Burial: AT THE BRICK CHURCH

Children of WILLIAM KINCAID and ELIZABETH CALMESE are:
12. i. ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG\textsuperscript{4} KINCAID, b. August 03, 1811; d. January 12, 1859.
   ii. MARY MCMORRIES KINCAID, b. April 06, 1813; d. January 02, 1865; m. PATRICK HASTINGS.

   Notes for MARY MCMORRIES KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

iii. ANNE KINCAID, b. December 26, 1814.
iv. REBECCA DAVIS KINCAID, b. June 05, 1816.

   Notes for REBECCA DAVIS KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

v. JAMES KINCAID, b. October 05, 1817.

   Notes for JAMES KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

vi. HARRIET CALMESE KINCAID, b. March 13, 1818.

   Notes for HARRIET CALMESE KINCAID:
   DIED IN INFANCY

vii. WILLIAM A KINCAID, b. May 01, 1820; d. 1857; m. CAROLINE PRATT.
x. BOLIVER KINCAID, b. May 15, 1827; d. January 15, 1856; m. FRANCIS LEWIS, June 20, 1854.
xii. CORNELIA LAVINIA KINCAID, b. April 27, 1830; d. December 19, 1830.

7. ELIZA\textsuperscript{3} KINCAID (MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 15, 1784, and died November 29, 1827. She married (1) COL. JOHN ARMSTRONG September 05, 1810. She married (2) SAMUEL VANCE March 03, 1818, son of NATHANIEL VANCE and MARY (MCTEER). He died July 13, 1868 in NEAR PLACE OF BIRTH, LAURENS CO., SC.

Notes for SAMUEL VANCE:
SERVED IN THE WAR OF 1812.

Children of ELIZA KINCAID and JOHN ARMSTRONG are:
i. NANCY MCLEES\textsuperscript{4} ARMSTRONG, m. THOMAS FURMAN.

   Notes for THOMAS FURMAN:
   BROTHER OF DR. JAMES C. FURMAN (THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF FURMAN UNIVERSITY)
ii. WILLIAM MCMORRIES ARMSTRONG, b. October 23, 1814; d. April 16, 1863.

Children of ELIZA KINCAID and SAMUEL VANCE are:
   iii. MARY PRUDENCE3 VANCE.
15. iv. JAMES KINCAID VANCE, b. December 26, 1818.

8. REBECCA3 KINCAID (MARY CURRY2 MCMORRIES, WILLIAM1) was born January 02, 1787, and died June 09, 1870 in AT HOME OF SON-IN-LAW, DR.J.C. FURMAN. She married REV. REV. JOHNATHAN DAVIS January 22, 1807.

Children of REBECCA KINCAID and REV. DAVIS are:
   i. JAMES BUNYAN4 DAVIS, b. December 30, 1807; m. MARY R. SCOTT, November 02, 1830.
   ii. WILLIAM K. DAVIS, b. July 14, 1809; m. SARAH E. ZIMMERMAN, December 12, 1833.
   iii. MARY DAVIS, b. March 06, 1811; d. October 31, 1811.
   iv. BENJAMIN F. DAVIS, b. December 23, 1812; d. June 13, 1858; m. GRACE ADAMS.
16. v. HARRIET E. DAVIS, b. September 23, 1814.
   vi. JOHNNATHAN DAVIS, b. August 05, 1816; m. MARY CARTER.
   vii. REBECCA DAVIS, b. May 05, 1818; d. August 18, 1838.
   viii. NATHAN DAVIS, b. March 29, 1820.
   ix. DAVID D. DAVIS, b. June 22, 1822.
17. x. MARY GLENN DAVIS, b. June 26, 1824.
   xi. JOHN BUNYAN DAVIS, b. May 10, 1826; m. VIOLET PATTERSON, 1856.

9. JOHN3 MCMORRIES (JOHN2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) PRATT. He married (2) LAW. He married (3) ELIZABETH HAWTHORNE.

Child of JOHN MCMORRIES and ELIZABETH HAWTHORNE is:
   i. REV. REV. W. W.4 MCMORRIES.

10. DR. W. W.3 MCMORRIES (JOHN2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) ZILTHIA MCCRACKEN. He married (2) MARY FOOTE. He married (3) JANE CALDWELL. He married (4) MARY REID.

Child of DR. MCMORRIES and MARY FOOTE is:
   i. HARRIET4 MCMORRIES, m. ? JOHNSON.

Children of DR. MCMORRIES and JANE CALDWELL are:
   ii. CALDWELL4 MCMORRIES, m. ROSANNA RENWICK.
   iii. HANNAH MCMORRIES, m. DRUCY SCURRY.
18. iv. NANCY MCMORRIES.
19. v. ERIN ELIZABETH MCMORRIES.

11. REV. SPENCER J.3 MCMORRIES (JOHN2, WILLIAM1) was born 1797, and died 1874. He married (1) MARGARET KINCAID, daughter of ALEXANDER KINCAID and ANNE MCMORRIES. She was born 1803. He married (2) MISS NANNINGTON. He married (3) MRS EMA THRESHER.

Notes for REV. SPENCER J. MCMORRIES:
ATTENDED UNIV. OF SC AND GRADUATED 2ND IN HIS CLASS.

MARRIED FIRSTMISS NANNINGTON BY WHOM HE HAD ONE DAUGHTER

Children of REV. MCMORRIES and MARGARET KINCAID are:
   i. FANNIE3 MCMORRIES.
20. ii. CHARLES KINCAID MCMORRIES, b. March 05, 1835.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Generation No. 4

12. ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG\textsuperscript{4} KINCAID (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} McMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 03, 1811, and died January 12, 1859. She married EDWARD K ANDERSON February 12, 1842.

Children of ELIZABETH KINCAID and EDWARD ANDERSON are:
   i. WILLIAM\textsuperscript{5} ANDERSON.
   ii. DAU ANDERSON.

   Notes for DAU ANDERSON:
   DIED AT 4 YEARS OLD

   iii. EDWARD ANDERSON.

   Notes for EDWARD ANDERSON:
   DIED AT 16 YEARS

   iv. JOHN ANDERSON.

   Notes for JOHN ANDERSON:
   KILLED IN BATTLE NEAR ATLANTA, GA.


13. JAMES\textsuperscript{4} KINCAID (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} McMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 23, 1822, and died June 02, 1896. He married SARAH MOORE June 20, 1859.

Children of JAMES KINCAID and SARAH MOORE are:
   i. ELIZABETH CALMESIS\textsuperscript{5} KINCAID, b. May 30, 1860; m. JOHN D STRINGFELLOW.
   ii. MARION GLENN KINCAID, b. June 02, 1862; m. FRANK D WARNER.
   iii. SUSIE K KINCAID, b. January 12, 1864; m. ARMSTEAD R HARPER.

22. iv. THOMAS MOORE KINCAID, b. January 24, 1866; ?; d. 1944, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.
   v. WILLIAM E KINCAID, b. March 01, 1868; d. September 18, 1931; m. HELEN TROY, October 10, 1897.
   vi. JOHN K KINCAID, b. June 04, 1872.
   vii. BOLIVER KINCAID, b. April 08, 1874.

14. DR. DR. JOHN\textsuperscript{4} KINCAID (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} McMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born September 13, 1824, and died September 05, 1909. He married (1) CORNELIA CONNER November 27, 1855. He married (2) IDA JANE STEPHENS April 26, 1882.

Notes for DR. DR. JOHN KINCAID:
HE WAS A STEWARD AND ASSISTANT SURGEON OF 6th GA. CALVALRY, IN THE CIVIL WAR.

Children of DR. KINCAID and CORNELIA CONNER are:
   i. ARTHU O.R\textsuperscript{5} KINCAID, b. August 14, 1857; d. May 02, 1929; m. MAUD MORGAN.
   ii. IVAN DAVIS KINCAID, b. October 28, 1859; d. July 10, 1929; m. ZETTIE FOREMAN, March 20, 1887.
   iii. PAUL EDWIN KINCAID, b. September 22, 1861; d. 1890.
   iv. MAY REBECCA KINCAID, b. May 12, 1864; d. April 06, 1930; m. CHARLES HUNT, June 23, 1898.
   v. HENRIETTA C KINCAID, b. July 31, 1866; d. March 18, 1928; m. J. HARRIS CAMPBELL, June 23, 1891.
   vi. WESSIE ADRIANNA KINCAID, b. June 08, 1872; m. JOHN F. BARTLESON, November 08, 1893.
   vii. WILLIE EUGENIA KINCAID, b. June 08, 1872; m. ALVIN D. NORWELL, February 10, 1904.

15. JAMES KINCAID\textsuperscript{4} VANCE (ELIZA\textsuperscript{3} KINCAID, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} McMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 26, 1818. He married LAURENS LOUISA WATSON August 01, 1844, daughter of DR. ELIJAH WATSON.

Children of JAMES VANCE and LAURENS WATSON are:
23. i. WILLIAM WASHINGTON\textsuperscript{2} VANCE.
ii. HEARST VANCE.

iii. JAMES WISTER VANCE, b. September 16, 1845; m. SUSAN SHELBY.

iv. SAMUEL VANCE, b. November 06, 1847; m. MARY C. YOUNG.

v. JOHN HARRISON VANCE, b. June 05, 1851.

vi. NANCY ELIZA VANCE, b. May 05, 1853; m. JOHN W. GRAY.

vii. LAURENS LOUISA VANCE, b. March 28, 1855; m. ZACHERY DOBBS.

viii. NORWOOD K. VANCE, b. September 16, 1858.

ix. MARY AMELIA VANCE, b. July 1860; m. DAVID M. DORROH.

x. ELIZABETH F. VANCE, b. October 17, 1861; m. WILLIE S. HOLLINGSWORTH.

xi. FRANK HAMPTON VANCE, b. May 23, 1863.

xii. NANCY ELIZA VANCE, b. May 05, 1853; m. JOHN W. GRAY.

xiii. ALPHIA ANNE VANCE, b. June 16, 1868.

16. HARRIET E.4 DAVIS (REBECCA3 KINCAID, MARY CURRY2 MCMORRIES, WILLIAM1) was born September 23, 1814. She married DR. J. C. FURMAN April 03, 1833.

Children of HARRIET DAVIS and DR. J. FURMAN are:
   i. DORA4 FURMAN, m. DR. HUTTON ALISTER, JR.
   ii. ANNIE JANE FURMAN.
   iii. CHARLES FURMAN, m. FANNIE GARDNER.

17. MARY GLENN4 DAVIS (REBECCA3 KINCAID, MARY CURRY2 MCMORRIES, WILLIAM1) was born June 26, 1824. She married DR. J. C. FURMAN June 04, 1856.

Children of MARY DAVIS and DR. FURMAN are:
   i. DAVIS5 FURMAN, b. January 03, 1858.
   ii. KINCAID FURMAN, b. November 28, 1859.
   iii. ANNIE MCMORRIES FURMAN, b. November 20, 1862.
   iv. HEARST FURMAN, b. April 16, 1864.


18. NANCY4 MCMORRIES (DR. W. W.3, JOHN2, WILLIAM1) She married REV. REV. W. MOFFATT GRIER, D. D., L. L. D.,

Notes for REV. Rev. W. Moffatt Grier, D. D. L. L. D.
FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS WAS PRESIDENT OF ERSKINE COLLEGE, DUE WEST, SC.

Children of NANCY MCMORRIES and REV. GRIER are:
   i. JENNIE5 GRIER, b. September 02, 1865; m. REV. JAMES STRONG MOFFATT.

Notes for REV. JAMES STRONG MOFFATT:
ALSO PRESIDENT OF ERSKINE COLLEGE

ii. ROBERT LIVINGSTON GRIER, b. September 01, 1867; m. (1) FANNIE GRIST; m. (2) JENNIE MARSHALL.

iii. LAURA GRIER, b. March 17, 1872; m. R. R. MOFFATT.

iv. WILLIAM MOFFATT, JR GRIER, b. August 17, 1874; m. MAUD MCGINNIS.

v. HELEN GRIER, b. December 1876; m. IRVIN H. LINTON.

vi. RALPH GRIER, b. December 08, 1881; m. CHRISTINE STONY.

vii. AGNES HEMPHILL GRIER, b. December 01, 1884; m. PROF. EDGER LONG PH. D.,

Notes for PROF. EDGER LONG PH. D.: PROFESSOR AT ERSKINE COLLEGE
19. ERIN ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{4} MCMORRIES (DR. W. W.\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) She married JOSEPH COFIELD.

Children of ERIN MCMORRIES and JOSEPH COFIELD are:
   i. WILLIAM\textsuperscript{5} COFIELD, m. FANNIE CHANDLER.
   25. ii. ANNE COFIELD.
   iii. CALDWELL COFIELD.
   iv. RUTH COFIELD, m. CHARLES HOWIE.
   v. MARY COFIELD, m. JOHN CALDER.
   vi. ERIN COFIELD, m. WILLIAM MAYBIN.
   vii. GEORGE COFIELD, m. ELLA ROBINSON.

20. CHARLES KINCAID\textsuperscript{4} MCMORRIES (REV. SPENCER J.\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 05, 1835. He married ELIZABETH KAVANAUGH July 26, 1866.

Children of CHARLES MCMORRIES and ELIZABETH KAVANAUGH are:
   i. CHARLES GENTRY\textsuperscript{5} MCMORRIES, d. December 06, 1912.
   Notes for CHARLES GENTRY MCMORRIES:
   SERVED FOUR YEARS IN CONFEDERATE ARMY
   ii. NORA LEE MCMORRIES.
   iii. BOWLING K MCMORRIES.
   iv. MARGARET K MCMORRIES.

Generation No. 5

21. THOMAS K\textsuperscript{5} ANDERSON (ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG\textsuperscript{4} KINCAID, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 12, 1849, and died May 25, 1903. He married (1) CORNELIA WILLIAMS. She was born August 26, 1851, and died November 28, 1882. He married (2) AGNES MCFIE, daughter of CAPTAIN JAMES MCFIE.

Children of THOMAS ANDERSON and CORNELIA WILLIAMS are:
   i. CORNELIA E\textsuperscript{6} ANDERSON, m. THOMAS RUFF.
   ii. THOMAS LYLIE ANDERSON.
   iii. EDWARD ANDERSON, m. MISS LAIRD.
   iv. EMMA EUGENIA ANDERSON, m. (1) GEORGE MC MASTER; m. (2) DAVID WILLIAMS.

Children of THOMAS ANDERSON and AGNES MCFIE are:
   v. AGNES\textsuperscript{6} ANDERSON.
   vi. JANE ANDERSON.
   vii. JAMES MCFIE ANDERSON.
   viii. THOMAS A ANDERSON.
   ix. MAMIE M ANDERSON.
   x. GORDON K ANDERSON.

22. THOMAS MOORE\textsuperscript{5} KINCAID (JAMES\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{3}, MARY CURRY\textsuperscript{2} MCMORRIES, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 24, 1866 in ?, and died 1944 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married EUGENIE OLIVE LaFONTISEE June 25, 1908 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL., daughter of LOUIS LaFONTISEE and MARY FAYET. She was born July 24, 1871 in NORFOLK, ST LAWRENCE, NEW YORK, and died 1922 in NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.

Notes for EUGENIE OLIVE LaFONTISEE:
EUGENIE AND JOHN WERE TWINS

More About EUGENIE OLIVE LaFONTISEE:
Fact 1: July 28, 1880, CONFIRMED AND 1st COMMUNION
Fact 2: TWIN OF JOHN

Children of THOMAS KINCAID and EUGENIE LA FON TISEE are:
   i. THOMAS MOORE KINCAID Jr., b. 1903, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA FL.; d. 1922, NEWBERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
27. ii. MARY ELIZABETH KINCAID, b. August 29, 1904, NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL.
28. iv. EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, b. August 28, 1907.
29. v. KATHERINE KINCAID, b. August 25, 1912, GAINESVILLE, FL.

23. WILLIAM WASHINGTON VANCE (JAMES KINCAID, ELIZA KINCAID, MARY CURRY, MCMORRIES, WILLIAM)
He married SIDNEY BALLARD.

More About WILLIAM WASHINGTON VANCE:
Cause of Death: ? DIED YOUNG

Children of WILLIAM VANCE and SIDNEY BALLARD are:
   i. ALICE SHAW VANCE, b. September 22, 1893; m. GREGORY A. BARTON.
   ii. WILLIAM VANCE, b. July 04, 1897.

24. MARY GLENN FURMAN (MARY GLENN DAVIS, REBECCA KINCAID, MARY CURRY, MCMORRIES, WILLIAM)
She was born November 25, 1864. She married REV. PETER GOLDSMITH, D. D..

Child of MARY FURMAN and REV. GOLDSMITH is:
   i. ANNIE FURMAN GOLDSMITH, m. HARRY HAINESWORTH.

25. ANNE COFIELD (ERIN ELIZABETH MCMORRIES, DR. W. W, JOHN, WILLIAM)
She married S. A. JETER.

Children of ANNE COFIELD and S. JETER are:
   i. COFIELD JETER.
   ii. FRANCIS JETER.
   iii. JOHN JETER.

26. SPENCER JR. MCMORRIES (CHARLES KINCAID, MCMORRIES, REV. SPENCER J, JOHN, WILLIAM)
He was born January 13, 1868. He married ANNIE A. ROBINSON October 24, 1889.

Children of SPENCER J. and ANNIE ROBINSON are:
   i. LIEUT. CHARLES H. MCMORRIES.
   ii. SPENCER J. JR. 3RD MCMORRIES.
   iii. LEON G. MCMORRIES.

Generation No. 6

27. MARY ELIZABETH KINCAID (THOMAS MOORE, JAMES, WILLIAM, MARY CURRY, MCMORRIES, WILLIAM)
She was born August 29, 1904 in NEW BERRY, ALACHUA, FL. She married THOMAS FULLER February 08, 1933 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL; son of PAUL FULLER and SALLY STEWART. He was born September 16, 1906 in ANDERSON, ANDERSON, S.C., and died December 21, 1982 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.

Child of MARY KINCAID and THOMAS FULLER is:
   i. MARY CAROLINE FULLER, b. July 01, 1937, FAYETTEVILLE, CUMBERLAND, N.C.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


Children of Eugenia Kincaid and John McCraw are:
   ii. Thomas Kincaid McCraw, b. Unknown.

29. Katherine6 Kincaid (Thomas Moore5, James4, William3, Mary Curry2 MCMorries, William1) was born August 25, 1912 in GAINESVILLE, FL. She married James George Feiber 1937 in GAINESVILLE, FL.. He was born July 22, 1910 in ?, and died July 15, 1954 in ?.

Children of Katherine Kincaid and James Feiber are:
i. Thomas Murry7 Feiber, b. Unknown.
ii. James George Feiber Jr, b. Unknown.

Generation No. 7

30. Mary Caroline7 Fuller (Mary Elizabeth6 Kincaid, Thomas Moore5, James4, William3, Mary Curry2 MCMorries, William1) was born July 01, 1937 in FAYETTEVILLE, CUMBERLAND, N.C.. She married (1) John West. He was born in , , AUSTRALIA. She married (2) David Stryker Reed June 15, 1957 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, son of Harold Reed and Alice Stryker. He was born June 07, 1932 in MUKDEN, CHINA.

Children of Mary Fuller and David Reed are:
32. i. Michael David8 Reed, b. March 22, 1958, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.
   ii. Thomas Harold Reed, b. May 19, 1962, ENCINO, LOS ANGELES, CA.
33. iii. Eugenie Elizabeth Reed, b. October 14, 1963, ENCINO, LOS ANGELES, CA.


Children of John Jr and Lauranne Cash are:
34. i. Mary Ellen8 McCraw.
   ii. Eugenie Olive McCraw, m. Bill Hooper.

Generation No. 8

32. Michael David8 Reed (Mary Caroline7 Fuller, Mary Elizabeth6 Kincaid, Thomas Moore5, James4, William3, Mary Curry2 MCMorries, William1) was born March 22, 1958 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married Mary Sullivan June 23, 1990 in LANCASTER, , CA. She was born June 22, 1960.

Children of Michael Reed and Mary Sullivan are:
i. Ben9 Reed.
ii. Emma Mary Reed, b. March 30, 1991, LANCASTER, , CA.

33. Eugenie Elizabeth8 Reed (Mary Caroline7 Fuller, Mary Elizabeth6 Kincaid, Thomas Moore5, James4, William3, Mary Curry2 MCMorries, William1) was born October 14, 1963 in ENCINO, LOS
ANGELES, CA. She married DANIEL SCOTT CORMODE February 07, 1987 in SHERMAN OAKS, CA. He was born May 06, 1963 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA.

Children of EUGENIE REED and DANIEL CORMODE are:
   i. ELIZABETH EUGENIE CORMODE, b. May 22, 1993, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.
   ii. DONLEY SUSAN CORMODE, b. March 17, 1996, NEW HAVEN, NEW HAVEN, CT.

34. MARY ELLEN MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW JR, EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, THOMAS MOORE, JAMES, WILLIAM, MARY CURRY MCMORRIES, WILLIAM) She married DAN O’KEEFE.

Child of MARY MCCRAW and DAN O’KEEFE is:

35. LAURANNE MCCRAW (JOHN CAREY MCCRAW JR, EUGENIA OLIVE KINCAID, THOMAS MOORE, JAMES, WILLIAM, MARY CURRY MCMORRIES, WILLIAM) was born July 02, 1962. She married TRIP STEVENS.

Children of LAURANNE MCCRAW and TRIP STEVENS are:
   i. LAURANNE STEVENS.
   ii. JOHN STEVENS.
Descendants of William Morris

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM¹ MORRIS was born Bef. 1660 in England. He married SARAH ?.

Child of WILLIAM MORRIS and SARAH ? is:
2. i. WILLIAM² MORRIS, b. Abt. 1681, England.

Generation No. 2

2. WILLIAM² MORRIS (WILLIAM¹) was born Abt. 1681 in England. He married SARAH WALES.

Child of WILLIAM MORRIS and SARAH WALES is:
3. i. WILLIAM SR.³ MORRIS, b. January 01, 1720/21, Liverpool, England; d. December 01, 1792, Kanawha, VA.

Generation No. 3

3. WILLIAM SR.³ MORRIS (WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born January 01, 1720/21 in Liverpool, England, and died December 01, 1792 in Kanawha, VA. He married ELIZABETH STAPP 1746, daughter of JOSHUA STRAPP and MARTHA COFFEY. She was born 1729 in Orange, VA, and died 1795 in Kanawha, VA.

Notes for WILLIAM SR. MORRIS:
istory of Kanawha County (written in 1876) says this about the Morris family:

"The Morris Family came to Kanawha in 1774, and are now found in every portion of the Valley. They have married and intermarried, until the original Morris blood runs in the veins of thousands of persons who reside in this portion of West Virginia.

William Morris Sr.*, was the first permanent settler of the Kanawha Valley. Walter Kelly was the first to locate on the Kanawha river, but he was murdered by the Indians a few months after his arrival in the valley. Mr. Morris came here soon after Mr. Kelly's death, and purchased the Kelly's creek tract of land from the widow of Mr. Kelly.

There were nine brothers of the original Morris family, viz: William, or "Billy" as he was always called, Henry, Joshua, Leonard, Levi, Edmund, John, Kellis, and Benjamin. There were but two sisters, viz: Betty and Franky. William, as stated, located at the mouth of Kelly's creek, where Mrs. R.E. Tompkins now resides. John settled on the Kanawha, opposite the mouth of Campbell's creek, five miles above Charleston. Edmund and Joshua secured beautiful homesteads in Teay's Valley, and the other brothers settled at different points along the Kanawha river.

There were four "Billy Morrises," and in referring to them, it was often difficult to distinguish them from each other. "Old Billy" had a son called "Major Billy". Carroll, a son of "Major Billy", had a son whom he called "Little Billy", who was a noted salt-well borer; and Edmund had a son who went by the name of "Falls Billy", because he resided at the Falls of Kanawha."

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and ELIZABETH STAPP are:
4. i. WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴ MORRIS, b. December 17, 1746, Orange, VA; d. November 06, 1802, Kanawha, VA.
5. ii. HENRY MORRIS, b. 1748, Culpepper, VA; d. 1824, Peters Creek, Nicholas, VA.
6. iii. LEONARD "LON" MORRIS, b. 1748, Culpepper, VA; d. 1831, Kanawha, VA.
7. iv. JOSHUA MORRIS, b. 1752, Culpepper, VA; d. 1824, Kanawha, VA.
8. v. ELIZABETH MORRIS, b. 1753, Culpepper, VA; d. 1793, Mason, VA.
9. vi. JOHN MORRIS, b. 1755, Culpepper, VA; d. 1818, Cabell, VA.
10. vii. CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL" MORRIS, b. 1760, Culpepper, VA; d. 1831, Henry, IN.
11. viii. FRANCES MORRIS, b. 1760, Culpepper, VA; d. January 03, 1844.
12. ix. LEVI MORRIS, b. 1763, Culpepper, VA; d. 1834, Kanawha, VA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

13.  x.  BENJAMIN MORRIS, b. 1770, Culpepper, VA; d. July 06, 1829.

Generation No. 4

4.  WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY” M. (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 17, 1746 in Orange, VA, and died November 06, 1802 in Kanawha, VA. He married KATHERINE CARROLL May 10, 1768. She was born 1751 in Maryland, and died 1823 in Paint Creek, Kanawha, VA.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and KATHERINE CARROLL are:
14.  i.  JANE3 MORRIS, b. November 03, 1770, VA; d. August 12, 1854.
    ii.  GABRIEL MORRIS, b. 1772.
15.  iii.  WILLIAM MORRIS III, b. December 16, 1775, Kanawha, VA; d. 1840, Pratt (Clifton), Kanawha, VA.
    iv.  KATHERINE MORRIS, b. January 13, 1778, Kanawha, VA.
16.  v.  CARROLL MORRIS, b. November 02, 1779, Kanawha, VA.
    vi.  JOHN MORRIS, b. 1783, Kanawha, VA.
17.  vii.  CYNTHIA MORRIS, b. January 05, 1792, Kanawha, VA;

5.  HENRY M. (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1748 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1824 in Peters Creek, Nicholas, VA. He married MARY BIRD. She was born 1747.

Children of HENRY MORRIS and MARY BIRD are:
19.  i.  SARAH3 MORRIS, b. 1776.
    ii.  MARGARET “PEGGY” MORRIS, b. 1778; d. 1792.
    iii.  ELIZABETH “BETSEY” MORRIS, b. 1780; d. 1792.
20.  iv.  MARY “POLLY” MORRIS, b. October 10, 1783.
    v.  FRANCES “FANNY” MORRIS, b. 1785.
21.  vi.  CATHARINE MORRIS, b. 1787; d. December 1853.
22.  vii.  JOHN MORRIS, b. February 07, 1789; d. July 30, 1865.
23.  viii.  LEAH MORRIS, b. 1792.

6.  LEONARD “LON” M. (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1748 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1831 in Kanawha, VA. He married (1) MARGARET LARKIN/LYKINS. He married (2) MARGARET PRICE 1774 in Kanawha, VA. She was born 1750, and died 1877.

Children of LEONARD MORRIS and MARGARET LARKIN/LYKINS are:
24.  i.  JOHN3 MORRIS.
    ii.  JOSHUA MORRIS.
25.  iii.  CHARLES MORRIS, b. 1790; d. 1861.
26.  iv.  NANCY JANE MORRIS, b. 1792; d. 1835.
27.  v.  PARTHENIA MORRIS, b. 1795; d. 1872.
28.  vi.  PETER MORRIS, b. Aft. 1798; d. 1838.
    vii.  ANDREW MORRIS, b. Aft. 1800; d. 1822; m. NANCY SPURLOCK.
29.  viii.  HIRAM MORRIS, b. 1800; d. 1864.
30.  ix.  CYNTHIA MORRIS, b. 1807.
31.  x.  MADISON MORRIS, b. 1811.
32.  xi.  DICKINSON MORRIS, b. 1812; d. 1859.

Children of LEONARD MORRIS and MARGARET PRICE are:
33.  xii.  JOHN3 MORRIS.
    xiii.  MERIDITH MORRIS, b. 1772.
    xiv.  MARY MORRIS, b. 1774.
34.  xv.  SARAH MORRIS, b. 1775; d. January 23, 1856.
    xvi.  ELIZABETH MORRIS, b. Aft. 1776.
    xvii.  LEONARD JR. MORRIS, b. Aft. 1776.

7.  JOSHUA M. (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1752 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1824 in
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Kanawha, VA. He married (1) ANN CHAPMAN. He married (2) FRANCES SIMMS.

Children of JOSHUA MORRIS and ANN CHAPMAN are:
   i. EDMUND6 MORRIS, m. SARAH REYNOLDS.
   ii. JOHN MORRIS, b. 1794; d. 1862.
   iii. MARY MORRIS, b. 1794.
   iv. NANCY MORRIS.
   v. HENRY MORRIS, d. 1856; m. ANN SUMMERS.

Children of JOSHUA MORRIS and FRANCES SIMMS are:
   vi. THOMAS6 MORRIS, b. 1774; d. 1822.
   vii. LUCY MORRIS, b. April 1782; d. March 1866.
   viii. ELIZABETH MORRIS, b. 1783; d. 1860.
   ix. WILLIAM "FALLS BILLY" MORRIS, b. 1787; d. 1859.
   xi. EDWARD MORRIS, m. SARAH REYNOLDS.
   xii. LUCY MORRIS.

8. ELIZABETH4 MORRIS (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1753 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1793 in Mason, VA. She married (1) THOMAS COBBS. She married (2) JOHN VAN BIBBER. She married (3) MICHAEL SEE.

Children of ELIZABETH MORRIS and MICHAEL SEE are:
   i. ?
   ii. GEORGE SEE, b. 1779; m. MARY WILSON.
   iii. MICHAEL SEE, b. April 01, 1785; d. 1827.
   iv. FREDRICK SEE, b. 1789.
   v. WILLIAM SEE, b. May 17, 1792.

9. JOHN4 MORRIS (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1755 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1818 in Cabell, VA. He married (1) LUCY ?. He married (2) ABEGAIL SCALES. He married (3) MARGARET DROODY 1776 in Greenbrier, VA, daughter of WILLIAM DROODY. She was born Abt. 1759, and died 1818 in Bethesda Church, Cabell, Va.

Children of JOHN MORRIS and MARGARET DROODY are:
   i. ELIZABETH5 MORRIS, b. 1780; d. 1842.
   ii. JOHN JR. MORRIS, b. 1782, Cabell, VA.
   iii. EDMUND MORRIS, b. 1784.
   iv. WILLIAM DROODY MORRIS, b. 1790, Cabell, VA.
   v. MIRIAM MORRIS, b. March 16, 1792, Kanawha, VA.
   vi. THOMAS ASHURY MORRIS, b. April 28, 1794; d. September 1874.
   vii. LEVI MORRIS, b. 1796; d. 1873.
   viii. CALVERY MORRIS, b. January 15, 1798, Kanawha, VA; d. October 13, 1871, Athens, OH.

10. CARLOS ACHILLES "CHARL"4 MORRIS (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1760 in Culpepper, VA, and died 1831 in Henry, IN. He married ELIZABETH JARRETT December 07, 1784 in Greenbrier, VA.

Children of CARLOS MORRIS and ELIZABETH JARRETT are:
   i. WILLIAM5 MORRIS.
   ii. CARLOS ACHILLES JR. MORRIS, b. 1799.
   iii. DAVID MORRIS, b. 1803; d. 1847.
   iv. NANCY MORRIS, b. 1805.

11. FRANCES4 MORRIS (WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1760 in Culpepper, VA, and died January 03, 1844. She married WILLIAM JONES November 17, 1775 in Culpepper, VA.
Children of FRANCES MORRIS and WILLIAM JONES are:
   i. WILLIAM JONES.
   ii. NANCY JONES.
   iii. FRANCES JONES.
   iv. EDMUND JONES.
   v. HILLARY JONES.
   vi. LEVI JONES.
   vii. THOMAS JONES.
   viii. JOHN JONES.
   ix. GABRIEL JONES, m. ? YATES.

55. x. BENJAMIN JONES, b. 1800.
   xi. CYNTHIA JONES.

12. LEVI4 MORRIS (William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1763 in , Culpepper, VA, and died 1834 in , Kanawha, VA. He married (1) MARGARET STARK. He married (2) MARGARET "PEGGY"JARRETT. She was born 1770.

Children of LEVI MORRIS and MARGARET "PEGGY"JARRETT are:
   56. i. CYNTHIA5 MORRIS, b. 1791.
   57.  ii. FRANCES MORRIS, d. 1833.
       iii. MARTHA MORRIS, m. ? BURGESS.
   58.  iv. JAMES MORRIS, b. 1796; d. 1868.
   59.  v. WILLIAM MORRIS, b. 1808; d. 1879.
   60.  vi. BENJAMIN MORRIS, b. December 1808; d. June 05, 1851.
   61.  vii. GEORGE WASHINGTON MORRIS, b. 1815.
       viii. ELIZABETH MORRIS, m. LEVI SPURLOCK.

13. BENJAMIN4 MORRIS (William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1770 in , Culpepper, VA, and died July 06, 1829. He married NANCY JARRETT November 12, 1789 in , Greenbrier, VA. She was born 1771, and died 1832.

Children of BENJAMIN MORRIS and NANCY JARRETT are:
   62. i. CELIA5 MORRIS, b. June 04, 1792; d. January 04, 1836; m. JOHN HARVEY, CAPT., February 16, 1816; b. February 04, 1778; d. April 28, 1849.
   63.  ii. JANE MORRIS, b. February 06, 1799.
       iii. EDEN MORRIS, CAPT., b. September 02, 1790, , Kanawha, VA; d. August 29, 1875, , Christian, KY.
       iv. CATHERINE MORRIS, b. August 04, 1797; m. MILES MANSER.
       v. VIRGINIA MORRIS, b. May 22, 1817; m. J KINKAID, Aft. 1832; b. , , OH.
       vi. LEAH MORRIS, b. April 10, 1794; m. ? PURDY.
   64.  vii. ACHILLES MORRIS, CAPT, b. May 08, 1801, , Kanawha, VA; d. February 15, 1847, Tampico, Mexico.
   65.  viii. FRANCES MORRIS, b. 1803; d. 1853, , Tazwell, IL.

Generation No. 5

14. JANE5 MORRIS (William "MAJOR BILLY"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born November 03, 1770 in , VA, and died August 12, 1854. She married JOHN HANSFORD. He was born 1765, and died 1850.

Children of JANE MORRIS and JOHN HANSFORD are:
   66. i. WILLIAM6 HANSFORD, b. June 06, 1790.
       ii. SARAH MARIA HANSFORD, b. January 19, 1792.
       iii. HERMAN HANSFORD, b. 1788.
       iv. GALVESTON HANSFORD, b. 1793.
   67. v. MORRIS HANSFORD, b. January 18, 1794; d. 1860.
   68. vi. FELIX GILBERT HANSFORD, b. December 12, 1795; d. March 1867.
       vii. CARROLL HANSFORD, b. 1799.
       viii. CHARLES HANSFORD, b. 1800; m. ? MORRIS.
       ix. ALVAH HANSFORD, b. May 07, 1803; d. 1886.
       x. MARSHALL HANSFORD, b. 1807.
   69. xi. ALBERT GALLATIN HANSFORD, b. 1808.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

70.  xii.  MILTON HANSFORD, b. June 22, 1811; d. March 1870.

15.  **WILLIAM**\textsuperscript{3} MORRIS III (*William "Major Billy"\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1})* was born December 16, 1775 in Kanawha, VA, and died 1840 in Pratt (Clifton), Kanawha, VA. He married MARY "POLLY" BARNES Bef. 1799, daughter of JOSEPH BARNES and ? RAMSEY. She was born Bef. 1784, and died 1861.

Children of William Morris and Mary Barns are:

i.  JOSEPH BARNES\textsuperscript{4} MORRIS, m. SALLY HUGHES.

16.  **CARROLL**\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (*William "Major Billy"\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1})* was born November 02, 1779 in Kanawha, VA. He married FRANCES SEE, daughter of MICHAEL SEE and ELIZABETH MORRIS. She was born 1782.

Children of Carroll Morris and Frances See are:

i.  PARTHENIA\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1808; d. 1873.

17.  **JOHN**\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (*William "Major Billy"\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1})* was born 1783 in Kanawha, VA. He married POLLY DUKE.

Child of John Morris and Polly Duke is:

i.  GRANVILLE\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS.

18.  **CYNTHIA**\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (*William "Major Billy"\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1})* was born January 05, 1792 in Kanawha, VA, and died 1872. She married ISAAC NOYES.

Children of Cynthia Morris and Isaac Noyes are:

i.  ROXALENA\textsuperscript{5} NOYES, b. 1809.

19.  **SARAH**\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (*Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1})* was born 1776. She married CHARLES FRANCIS YOUNG March 29, 1793 in KANAWHA, VA.

Children of Sarah Morris and Charles Young are:

i.  ELIZABETH "BETSY"\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, b. June 29, 1796; d. October 03, 1883.

ii.  JOHN BIRD YOUNG, b. 1798; d. 1881.

iii.  JAMES A YOUNG, b. 1799.

iv.  MARGARET YOUNG, b. 1803; m. JOHN JARRETT.

v.  SARAH ANN YOUNG, b. 1804; d. 1890.

vi.  EDMUND YOUNG, m. ELIZABETH S GORDON.
20. MARY "POLLY"^5 MORRIS (HENRY^4, WILLIAM SR.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1) was born October 10, 1783. She married JESSIE JAMES. He was born February 10, 1779, and died 1845.

Children of MARY MORRIS and JESSIE JAMES are:
   i. RACHEL^6 JAMES, b. October 10, 1804.
   ii. JESSE JR JAMES, b. November 05, 1805; d. December 07, 1878.
   iii. HENRY MORRIS JAMES, b. November 24, 1806; d. October 30, 1879.
   iv. SAMUEL JAMES, b. July 10, 1808; d. 1879.
   v. ELIZABETH M "BETSY" JAMES, b. August 04, 1810; d. November 18, 1882.
   vi. DEBORAH D JAMES, b. 1818.
   vii. JANE HAMILTON JAMES, b. 1821.
   viii. JAMES DAVID JAMES, b. 1824.
         ix. MARY "POLLY" JAMES, b. 1826; m. LEWIS E ANDERSON; b. 1831.
         x. SARAH Y JAMES, b. 1829.
   xi. MARGARET JAMES, b. June 24, 1814; d. August 10, 1887.

21. CATHERINE^5 MORRIS (HENRY^4, WILLIAM SR.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1) was born 1787, and died December 1853. She married WILLIAM C BIRD. He was born Abt. 1779, and died 1859.

Children of CATHERINE MORRIS and WILLIAM BIRD are:
   i. HENRY BIRD, b. 1810; d. 1866.
   ii. JOHN CHRISTY BIRD, b. 1814; d. October 19, 1866.
   iii. SARAH CATHERINE BIRD, m. ANDREW J CAMPBELL.
   iv. MARY BIRD, b. 1817; d. 1897.
   vi. TYRUS P BIRD, b. August 19, 1823.
   vii. WILLIAM M BIRD, b. 1825.
   viii. MARY D BIRD, b. 1808; d. 1880.

22. JOHN^5 MORRIS (HENRY^4, WILLIAM SR.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1) was born February 07, 1789, and died July 30, 1865. He married JANE BROWN April 16, 1807 in , KANAWHA, VA.

Children of JOHN MORRIS and JANE BROWN are:
   i. ALFRED^6 MORRIS.
   ii. BENJAMIN MORRIS, m. ELIZABETH SHELTON.
   iii. ERNEST MORRIS.
   iv. HENRY MORRIS, b. 1807.
   v. WILLIAM B "DOCTOR" MORRIS, b. 1809.
   vi. LEONARD MORRIS, b. 1811; d. 1882.
   vii. THOMAS BIRD MORRIS, b. 1813; d. 1878.
   viii. MARY MORRIS, b. 1816; d. 1843; m. THOMAS BROWN.
   ix. EDWARD RYAN MORRIS, b. 1818; d. 1869.
   x. MARTA BROWN MORRIS, b. 1820; d. 1902.
   xi. JOHN D MORRIS, b. 1822.
   xii. JANE COLEMAN MORRIS, b. 1824; d. 1904.
   xiii. MARGARET MORRIS, b. 1826; d. 1900; m. ANDREW NEBERCALL (NEBERGAL).
   xiv. SARAH MORRIS, b. 1828; m. JOSEPH H HIZEY.
   xv. SILAS ZANE MORRIS, b. 1832; d. 1915.

23. LEAH^5 MORRIS (HENRY^4, WILLIAM SR.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1) was born 1792. She married ARCHEBALD PRICE. He was born 1789.

Children of LEAH MORRIS and ARCHEBALD PRICE are:
   i. JOHN^6 PRICE, b. 1816; d. 1854.
ii. CALVIN PRICE, b. 1822.
iii. EDWARD PRICE, b. 1825.

113. iv. SARAH PRICE, b. 1827.
114. v. JULIANN PRICE, b. 1830.
115. vi. MARGARET JANE PRICE, b. 1834.
vii. MARY PRICE, m. BENJAMIN CANDLE.

24. JOSHUA\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (LEONARD “LON”\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) He married NANCY JARRETT. She was born 1808.

Children of JOSHUA MORRIS and NANCY JARRETT are:
i. SARAH\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1830.
i. RICHARD MORRIS, b. 1832.
116. iii. DICKINSON MORRIS, b. 1833; d. 1894.
iv. MORDICA MORRIS, b. 1834.
v. CHARLES MORRIS, b. 1837.
vi. MARY MORRIS, b. 1838.
vii. LEAH MORRIS, b. 1841.
viii. SAMUEL MORRIS, b. 1843.
ix. HIRAM MORRIS, b. 1847.

25. CHARLES\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (LEONARD “LON”\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1790, and died 1861. He married LUCINDA CROCKETT. She was born 1795, and died 1838.

Children of CHARLES MORRIS and LUCINDA CROCKETT are:
i. LEONARD\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1819; m. COURTNEY WALKER.
117. ii. HAMILTON “HAM” MORRIS, b. 1821.
iii. ANDREW MORRIS, b. 1828; d. 1875.
iv. MARGARET MORRIS, b. 1829; m. ISAAC N SAMUELS, January 18, 1852, KANAWHA, VA.
v. FRANCIS MORRIS.
118. vi. PARTHENIA MORRIS, b. 1831.
vi. JOHN MORRIS, b. 1833.
viii. CHARLES JR MORRIS, b. 1834; d. 1875; m. FANNY J FOSTER.

26. NANCY JANE\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (LEONARD “LON”\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1792, and died 1835. She married JOHN DICKINSON SHREWSBURY 1812 in KANAWHA, VA.

Children of NANCY MORRIS and JOHN SHREWSBURY are:
119. i. CHARLES R\textsuperscript{6} SHREWSBURY, b. 1814; d. 1895.
ii. PARTHENIA SHREWSBURY; m. ROBERT FILSON HUDSON.
iii. SAMUEL M SHREWSBURY; m. PRISCILLA WORTH.
iv. ANDREW W SHREWSBURY.
v. LEONARD M SHREWSBURY, b. 1825; d. 1907.
vi. MARGARET F SHREWSBURY, b. 1830; m. DR. E H C BAILEY.

27. PARTHENIA\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (LEONARD “LON”\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1795, and died 1872. She married JOHN BERRISFORD CROCKETT. He was born 1793, and died 1863.

Children of PARTHENIA MORRIS and JOHN CROCKETT are:
i. LEONARD M\textsuperscript{6} CROCKETT, b. 1823.
120. ii. CYNTHIA A CROCKETT, b. 1828.
iii. NANCY S CROCKETT, b. 1831.
iv. LUCINDA CROCKETT, b. 1833.
121. v. JULIA CROCKETT, b. 1834.
vi. JOHN A CROCKETT, b. 1837; d. 1896; m. (1) ELIZABETH HANNAH; b. 1837; d. 1879; m. (2) CAROLINE Q SMITHERS; b. 1847.
28. PETER MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) was born Aft. 1798, and died 1838. He married MARY JARRETT.

Children of PETER MORRIS and MARY JARRETT are:
   i. HIRAM6 MORRIS.
   ii. MARGARET MORRIS, b. 1835.
   iii. MARGARETIRGINIA, b. 1838.

29. HIRAM6 MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) was born 1800, and died 1864. He married MARGARET PRICE.

Children of HIRAM MORRIS and MARGARET PRICE are:
   i. JOSHUA6 MORRIS, b. 1845.
   ii. JANE ANN MORRIS, b. 1847.
   iii. GIRSO MORRIS, b. 1849.
   iv. BENJAMIN MORRIS.

30. CYNTIA5 MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) was born 1807. She married SAMUEL HENSLEY.

Children of CYNTIA MORRIS and SAMUEL HENSLEY are:
   i. BENJAMIN M6 HENSLEY, b. 1829; m. SALENA M GEARY; b. 1839.
   ii. JAMES MADISON HENSLEY, b. 1831.
   iii. MARIA HENSLEY, b. 1835.
   iv. OCTAVIA HENSLEY, b. 1837.
   v. SAMUEL HENSLEY, b. 1840.
   vi. CYNTIA HENSLEY, b. 1842.

31. MADISON5 MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) was born 1811. He married NANCY STERLING. She was born 1813.

Children of MADISON MORRIS and NANCY STERLING are:
   i. DICKERSON6 MORRIS, b. 1839.
   ii. CHARLES MORRIS, b. 1840.
   iii. SEYMORE MORRIS, b. 1843.
   iv. JOSEPHINE MORRIS, b. 1844.
   v. NEWTON MORRIS, b. 1845.
   vi. HAMILTON MORRIS, b. 1848.
   vii. ENNISON MORRIS, b. 1852; d. 1853.

32. DICKINSON5 MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) was born 1812, and died 1859. He married SUSAN MORRIS.

Children of DICKINSON MORRIS and SUSAN MORRIS are:
   i. CHARLES6 MORRIS, b. 1841.
   ii. SALLIE MORRIS, b. 1845.
   iii. JAMES MORRIS, b. 1847.
   iv. SAMUEL MORRIS, b. 1849.
   v. AMANDA MORRIS, b. 1850.

33. JOHN5 MORRIS (LEONARD "LON"IV, WILLIAM Sr. III, WILLIAMII, WILLIAMI) He married MARY CARROLL DECKER.

Child of JOHN MORRIS and MARY DECKER is:
   i. CATHERINE CELESTINE6 MORRIS, b. April 08, 1824; d. May 07, 1898.
34. SARAH5 MORRIS (LEONARD ‘Lon’4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1775, and died January 23, 1856. She married FLEMING COBBS 1795 in, KANAWHA, VA. He was born 1767.

Children of SARAH MORRIS and FLEMING COBBS are:
   i. WADDY6 COBBS, m. MARY BLAIN.
   ii. NANCY COBBS, m. JOSEPH H BULLINGTON.
   iii. THOMAS UPTON COBBS, m. VENTURIA BLAIN.
   iv. REBECCA COBBS, m. PATRICK A BOARD.
   v. SALLIE COBBS, m. ? NEWTON.

125. vi. JUDITH COBBS.
126. vii. HIRAM COBB, b. December 1796.
127. viii. ROSWELL L COBB, b. 1813.
128. ix. FLEMING JR COBB, b. June 05, 1813.
   x. KATHERINE COBBS, b. 1820; m. MEREDITH CORLEY.
   xi. POLLY COBBS, m. JOHN MAUPIN.

35. JOHN5 MORRIS (JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1794, and died 1862. He married (1) MARY ‘PPLY’ EVERETT. She died 1819. He married (2) MARY KINNARD.

Child of JOHN MORRIS and MARY EVERETT is:
129.   i. ELIZABETH E.6 MORRIS, b. May 31, 1800, , CABELL, VA; d. 1836, , CABELL, VA.

Children of JOHN MORRIS and MARY KINNARD are:
130.   ii. CHARLES K6 MORRIS, b. 1819.
131.   iii. ARTHUR ALBERT MORRIS.
132.   iv. JOSEPH W MORRIS, d. 1864.
133.   v. EDNA E MORRIS, m. ADDISON T BUFFINGTON.
134.   vi. JAMES R MORRIS, b. 1830; d. 1910.
135.   vii. MARY SUMMERSVILLE MORRIS, b. 1832; m. (1) IRA H MCCONIHAY; m. (2) JOHN P SEBRELL.

36. MARY5 MORRIS (JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1794. She married CADWALADER CHAPMAN.

Children of MARY MORRIS and CADWALADER CHAPMAN are:
   i. JOSHUA M6 CHAPMAN.
   ii. MALON CHAPMAN.
   iii. FRANCES CHAPMAN.
   iv. MARY CHAPMAN.
   v. NANCY CHAPMAN.

37. NANCY5 MORRIS (JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married JOHN HARRIMAN.

Child of NANCY MORRIS and JOHN HARRIMAN is:
   i. NANCY6 HARRIMAN, b. 1818.

38. THOMAS5 MORRIS (JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1774, and died 1822. He married SARAH KINNARD.

Children of THOMAS MORRIS and SARAH KINNARD are:
133.   i. ARMISTEAD6 MORRIS, b. 1792.
134.   ii. GEORGE K MORRIS.
135.   iii. MALON MORRIS, b. 1805; m. MARY CHAPMAN.
136.   iv. FRANCES MORRIS, m. ? THOMPSON.
137.   v. JENETTE MORRIS.
138.   vi. POLLY MORRIS, b. 1808; m. JERRY MEDDLINGS.
139.   vii. JULIA ANN MORRIS, b. 1812.
39. LUCY^5 MORRIS (*JOSHUA^4, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) was born April 1782, and died March 1866. She married JOSEPH CHAPMAN June 01, 1802 in, KANAWHA, VA.

Children of LUCY MORRIS and JOSEPH CHAPMAN are:
   i. HENRY^6 CHAPMAN, m. (1) MARY SMITH; m. (2) MARY ANN JOICE.
   ii. MINTA CHAPMAN, b. 1804.
   iii. ERASMUS CHAPMAN, b. May 06, 1806.
   iv. JOHN CHAPMAN, b. 1809.
   v. WILLIAM CHAPMAN, b. 1813.
   vi. JOSHUA MORRIS CHAPMAN, b. February 23, 1817.
   vii. LETITIA CHAPMAN.
   viii. JOSEPH E CHAPMAN.
   ix. NANCY CHAPMAN.

40. ELIZABETH^5 MORRIS (*JOSHUA^4, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) was born 1783, and died 1860. She married HENRY CHAPMAN.

Children of ELIZABETH MORRIS and HENRY CHAPMAN are:
   i. ERASMUS^6 CHAPMAN, b. 1828.
   ii. ELIZABETH CHAPMAN, b. 1828.
   iii. CHARLOTTE CHAPMAN, b. 1830.

41. WILLIAM "FALLS BILLY"^5 MORRIS (*JOSHUA^4, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) was born 1787, and died 1859. He married SARAH MARIA HANSFORD, daughter of JOHN HANSFORD and JANE MORRIS. She was born January 19, 1792.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and SARAH HANSFORD are:
   135. i. FENTON MERCER^6 MORRIS, b. 1816; d. 1892.
       ii. JOHN HANSFORD MORRIS.
   136. iii. JOSHUA MORRIS.

42. LUCY^5 MORRIS (*JOSHUA^4, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) She married JOSEPH CHAPMAN.

Children of LUCY MORRIS and JOSEPH CHAPMAN are:
   i. JOSEPH^6 CHAPMAN, b. 1826.
   ii. HENRY CHAPMAN, b. 1829.

43. MICHAEL^5 SEE (*ELIZABETH^4 MORRIS, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) was born April 01, 1785, and died 1827. He married NANCY JANE GREENLEE. She was born 1794, and died 1871.

Children of MICHAEL SEE and NANCY GREENLEE are:
   i. SHULL MICHAEL^6 SEE, b. 1809; m. MARY ELIZA DAY.
   ii. JANE SEE, b. 1811; d. 1880; m. JONATHAN MARTIN SCOTT.
   iii. ELIZABETH SEE, b. 1812; d. 1892; m. RICHARD ELBERT SHELTON.
   iv. MINERVA SEE, b. 1815; m. STOKES PRUIT.
   v. FRANCES SEE, b. 1817; d. 1863; m. ALEXANDER WAUGH.
   vi. JOHN SHULL SEE, b. 1819; d. 1877.
   vii. HENRY W SEE, b. 1822; m. JUDITH OLLAMAN.
   viii. MICHAEL SEE, b. 1824; m. NANCY JANE CORRIGAN.
   ix. FREDRICK SEE, b. 1826; m. VIRGINIA BURNETT.

44. WILLIAM^5 SEE (*ELIZABETH^4 MORRIS, WILLIAM Sr.^3, WILLIAM^2, WILLIAM^1*) was born May 17, 1792. He married SARAH PRUIT.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of William See and Sarah Pruitt are:
   i. Mahalia See, m. John Barnett.
   ii. Mary Melvina See, b. 1815; d. 1908.
   iii. Nancy See, b. 1817; d. 1858; m. James K Rayburn.
   iv. Lucinda See, b. 1826.
   v. Minerva See, b. 1826; m. Icabod V Sayre.
   vi. FREDICK SEE, b. 1827; d. 1850.

139. vii. Elizabeth See, b. 1829; d. 1861.
140. viii. William See, b. 1830.
   ix. Stroder See, b. 1837; m. Sarah Ellen Mollen.
   x. Agnes See, b. 1837; m. William Wallers.

45. Elizabeth Morris (John, William Sr, William, William) was born 1780, and died 1842. She married Joseph Hilyard. He was born 1755, and died 1847.

Children of Elizabeth Morris and Joseph Hilyard are:
141. i. John Morris Hilyard, b. 1799; d. 1872.
   ii. Miriam Hilyard, b. 1800; m. James Cox, Jr.
   iii. Morris George Hilyard, b. 1805; d. 1881; m. (1) Elizabeth Denton; m. (2) Rebecca Reed.
   iv. Almedia Hilyard, b. 1808; m. Peyton Seamand.
   v. Margaret M Hilyard, b. 1812; m. John W Cox.
   vi. Leonard Morris Hilyard, b. 1814; d. 1870; m. Mary E Reed.
   vii. Martha G Hilyard, b. 1816.
   viii. Elizabeth A Hilyard, b. 1819; m. William P Kavanaugh.
   ix. Thomas Joseph Hilyard, b. 1825; m. Margaret Reed.

46. John Jr Morris (John, William Sr, William, William) was born 1782 in Cabell, VA. He married Jane Jordan April 20, 1802 in Kanawha, VA.

Children of John Morris and Jane Jordan are:
142. i. Monticue Morris, b. 1803.
   ii. Calvary J Morris, b. 1806; d. 1886.
   iii. Edmund Thomas Morris, b. 1810.

47. Edmund Morris (John, William Sr, William, William) was born 1784. He married Sally C Estill January 10, 1804 in Kanawha, VA.

Children of Edmund Morris and Sally Estill are:
143. i. Hamilton Roan Morris, b. 1805; d. 1886.
   ii. Mount Etna Morris, b. 1806.

48. William Droddy Morris (John, William Sr, William, William) was born 1790 in Cabell, VA. He married Clarinda ?. She was born 1794.

Children of William Morris and Clarinda ? are:
144. i. Susan Morris, b. 1815; d. 1877.
   ii. John A Morris, b. 1815.
145. iii. Melissa Morris, b. 1818.
146. iv. Milo Morris, b. 1821.
   v. Edward Morris, b. 1828.
147. vi. Leah Morris, b. 1830.
   vii. Martha Morris, b. 1833.
   viii. William Milton Morris.

49. Thomas Ashbury Morris (John, William Sr, William, William) was born April 28, 1794, and died
September 1874. He married ABEGAIL SCALES. She was born 1793, and died 1842.

Children of THOMAS MORRIS and ABEGAIL SCALES are:
  i. JANE\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1815; d. 1842.
  ii. FRANCIS ASHBURY MORRIS, b. 1817; d. 1845.

50. LEVI\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1796, and died 1873. He married FRANCES DABNEY MAUPIN. She was born 1795, and died 1873.

Children of LEVI MORRIS and FRANCES MAUPIN are:
  i. PRESTON\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1818; d. 1893.
  ii. THOMAS MAUPIN MORRIS, b. 1820; d. 1884.
  iii. MARY JANE MORRIS, b. 1822; m. AGRIFFA HAYNES.
  148. iv. ELVIRA REBECCA MORRIS, b. 1824; d. 1887.
  v. HENRY MORRIS, b. 1827; d. 1914.
  vi. ASHBURY MORRIS, b. 1829; d. 1851.
  vii. JOHN EDMOND MORRIS, b. 1830; d. 1914; m. MARY ELIZABETH TURNLEY.
  viii. MARTHA ANN MORRIS, b. 1833; d. 1911; m. JOHN ALLEN DAVIS.
  ix. WILLIAM TURNLEY MORRIS, b. 1834.
  149. x. ABIGAIL MORRIS, b. 1837; d. 1920.

51. CALVERLY\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 15, 1798 in , Kanawha, VA, and died October 13, 1871 in , Athens, OH. He married MARY "POLLY" JEWETT March 05, 1818 in , Athens, OH.

Children of CALVERLY MORRIS and MARY JEWETT are:
  i. JEWETT\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1819; d. 1821.
  ii. EMARINE MORRIS, b. 1821; d. 1827.
  150. iii. CHARLES MORRIS, b. 1823; d. 1919.
  151. iv. MARTHA MORRIS, b. 1833.

52. CARLOS ACHILLES JR.\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL"\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1799. He married MARY WATKINS. She was born 1807, and died 1869.

Children of CARLOS MORRIS and MARY WATKINS are:
  i. FERZINE\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1825; m. (1) LEVI ABERNATHY; m. (2) HARTWELL ROBINSON.
  152. ii. MARTHA MORRIS, b. 1827.
  iii. ELIZABETH A MORRIS, b. 1829; m. CHARLES RENSHAW.
  iv. ARMSTEAD N MORRIS, b. 1831; m. MARY ANN ?.
  153. v. CARLOS ACHILLES MORRIS III, b. 1834.
  vi. THOMAS A MORRIS, b. 1837; m. REBECCA SHAW.
  vii. JULIA ANN MORRIS, b. 1841; m. GEORGE TURNLEY.
  viii. WILLIAM A MORRIS, b. 1842; m. RACHEL BROWN.
  ix. JOHN REA MORRIS, b. 1846.
  x. MARCUS LINSEY MORRIS.
  xi. HATTIE MORRIS.
  xii. DAVID MORRIS, b. 1850; m. EMMA D MCCUNE.

53. DAVID\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS (CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL"\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1803, and died 1847. He married MARY "POLLY" SEE. She was born 1814.

Children of DAVID MORRIS and MARY SEE are:
  i. ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS, b. 1830; m. JAMES MORRISTON.
  ii. NANCY JANE MORRIS, b. 1832; m. GEORGE CLINTON ANDERSON.
  iii. MARY MORRIS, b. 1833; m. SAMUEL BURCH.
  iv. ACHILLES MORRIS, b. 1836; m. ELIZABETH ELLIS.
  v. MARGARET MORRIS, b. 1839.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

54. NANCY\(^5\) MORRIS (CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1805. She married JOHN SEE. He was born 1803, and died 1873.

Children of NANCY MORRIS and JOHN SEE are:
   i. MARY\(^6\) SEE, b. 1827.
   ii. MICHAEL SEE, b. 1828; d. 1893.
   iii. SIDNEY SEE, b. 1830.
   iv. JOHN SEE, b. 1832; d. 1864.
   v. DAVID SEE, b. 1838; m. ANNA M LOWELL.
   vi. GEORGE SEE, b. 1839; d. 1908; m. MARY PRISCILLA FORD; b. 1840.
   vii. NANCY SEE, b. 1842.
   viii. SILAS N SEE, b. 1844; d. 1912.
   ix. WILLIAM E SEE, b. 1846.
   x. CHARLES SEE, b. 1849.

55. BENJAMIN\(^5\) JONES (FRANCES\(^4\) MORRIS, WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1800. He married (1) SARAH HARVEY, daughter of JOHN HARVEY and CELIA MORRIS. She died 1840. He married (2) JANE HUMPHREY.

Children of BENJAMIN JONES and SARAH HARVEY are:
   i. BEUHRING\(^6\) JONES, m. LETITIA SMITHIE.
   ii. SELINA JONES, m. JOHN HULL.
   iii. SEMIRA JONES, m. FELIX BRAGG.
   iv. SARAH PAULINE JONES, m. PHILLIP THURMOND.
   v. WILLIAM JONES, b. 1837.
   vi. JOSEPH WARREN JONES, b. Bef. 1840.

Children of BENJAMIN JONES and JANE HUMPHREY are:
   vii. LETITIA\(^6\) JONES, b. 1845.
   viii. ROBERT E JONES, b. 1847.
   ix. E C JONES, b. 1849.

56. CYNTIA\(^5\) MORRIS (LEVI\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1791. She married LAWRENCE H BRANNON. He was born 1775, and died 1857.

Child of CYNTIA MORRIS and LAWRENCE BRANNON is:
154. i. AMANDA\(^6\) BRANNON, d. 1851.

57. FRANCES\(^5\) MORRIS (LEVI\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) died 1833. She married WILLIAM SPURLOCK.

Children of FRANCES MORRIS and WILLIAM SPURLOCK are:
   i. SARAH ANN\(^6\) SPURLOCK, m. SAM DEAN.
   ii. JULIA SPURLOCK, m. JOHN DEAN.
   iii. EVELYN SPURLOCK, m. SHADRACK HARRIMAN, JR.
   155. iv. MARTHA ANN SPURLOCK, b. 1820; d. 1901.
   v. CAROLINE SPURLOCK, m. WILLIAM G DEWEY.
   vi. WILLIAM SPURLOCK, m. JANE GARRETT.
   156. vii. MARSHALL M SPURLOCK, b. 1826; d. 1897.
   157. viii. CYNTIA SPURLOCK, b. 1811; d. 1874.

58. JAMES\(^5\) MORRIS (LEVI\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1796, and died 1868. He married SARAH SHELTON. She was born 1804.

Children of JAMES MORRIS and SARAH SHELTON are:
i. GEORGE WASHINGTON, b. 1808; d. 1879.
ii. MARGARET M, b. 1812; d. 1847.
iii. JACOB J, b. 1805; d. 1859.
iv. MINDA F, b. 1814; d. 1855.
v. VICTORIA F, b. 1817; d. 1859.
vi. MATHA E, b. 1820; d. 1858.

59. WILLIAM MORRIS (LEVI, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1808, and died 1879. He married SARAH SPURLOCK. She was born 1792.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and SARAH SPURLOCK are:
   i. ERASTUS, b. 1823.
   ii. MARGARET M, b. 1833.
   iii. AME E, b. 1840.

60. BENJAMIN MORRIS (LEVI, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 1808, and died June 05, 1851. He married AMANDA J HAMILTON. She was born 1812, and died 1889.

Children of BENJAMIN MORRIS and AMANDA HAMILTON are:
   162. i. OCTAVIA N, b. 1830.
   ii. HAMILTON M, b. 1832.
   iii. LEVI M, b. 1835; d. 1917.
   iv. SARAH MARGARET M, b. 1838.
   v. MARY J M, b. 1840.
   vi. BENJAMIN F M, b. 1843.
   163. vii. JAMES W M, b. 1848; d. 1921.
   viii. JOHN B M, b. 1851.

61. GEORGE WASHINGTON MORRIS (LEVI, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1815. He married SARAH A HAMILTON. She was born 1814.

Children of GEORGE MORRIS and SARAH HAMILTON are:
   i. ANN E, b. 1835.
   ii. SARAH F M, b. 1837.
   iii. MARY J M, b. 1840.
   iv. MARTHA E M, b. 1842.
   v. JOHN C M, b. 1844.
   vi. MARGARET M, b. 1847.
   vii. MELISA M, b. 1849.
   viii. CHARLEY M, b. 1851.
   ix. EMMA M, b. 1853.

62. JANE MORRIS (BENJAMIN, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born February 06, 1799. She married JACOB JOHNSON Bef. 1823. He was born Bef. 1805 in , Mason, VA.

Children of JANE MORRIS and JACOB JOHNSON are:
   i. MORRIS J.
   ii. CLARK JOHNSON.
   iii. LEWIS JOHNSON.
   iv. ACHILLES JOHNSON.
   v. VIRGINIA JOHNSON.
   vi. MADOA JOHNSON.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

vi. ELIZA JOHNSON.

vii. BELLE JOHNSON.

ix. WILLIAM JOHNSON.

165. x. EVALINE JOHNSON, b. 1823; d. 1909.

63. EDEN⁵ MORRIS, CAPT. (BENJAMIN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born September 02, 1790 in , Kanawha, VA, and died August 29, 1875 in , Christian, KY. He married SALLY EDGAR.

Children of EDEN MORRIS and SALLY EDGAR are:

i. EDGAR⁶ MORRIS, b. 1818; d. 1826.

ii. ALCYONE MORRIS, b. 1823; d. 1846.

iii. UNK MORRIS, b. 1825; d. 1825.

iv. SCOTT MORRIS, b. 1827; d. 1828.

v. GABRIELA MORRIS, b. 1830; d. 1838.

64. ACHILLES⁵ MORRIS, CAPT (BENJAMIN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born May 08, 1801 in , Kanawha, VA, and died February 15, 1847 in Tampico, Mexico. He married LEAH JARRETT May 05, 1822 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born February 20, 1805 in , Kanawha, VA, and died 1871 in Bates County, Missouri.

Children of ACHILLES MORRIS and LEAH JARRETT are:

166. i. AMERICA⁶ MORRIS, b. December 12, 1823, Lewisburg, Greenbrier, VA; d. July 07, 1905, Severy, Greenwood County, Kansas.

ii. JONATHON MORRIS, b. July 21, 1825, , Kanawha, VA; d. November 12, 1871, Waverly.

iii. VIRGINIA MORRIS, b. September 09, 1827, Sangamon County, Illinois.

iv. MARGARET MORRIS, b. April 03, 1830, Sangamon County, Illinois; d. May 28, 1897, Daviess County, Missouri.

v. NANCY MORRIS, b. January 29, 1832, Sangamon County, Illinois.

vi. MONTACUE ALLEN MORRIS, b. June 06, 1834, Sangamon County, Illinois; d. November 13, 1907.

vii. BENJAMIN MORRIS, b. October 29, 1835, Sangamon County, Illinois.


x. ACHILLIS MORRIS, b. October 28, 1843, Sangamon County, Illinois.

xi. LEAH MORRIS, b. March 28, 1845, Sangamon County, Illinois.

65. FRANCES⁵ MORRIS (BENJAMIN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1803, and died 1853 in , Tazwell, IL. She married WILLIAM JOHN SHELTON.

Child of FRANCES MORRIS and WILLIAM SHELTON is:

171. i. ELIZABETH⁶ SHELTON, b. 1834; d. 1884.

Generation No. 6

66. SARAH MARIA⁶ HANSFORD (JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born January 19, 1792. She married WILLIAM "FALLS BILLY" MORRIS, son of JOSHUA MORRIS and FRANCES SIMMS. He was born 1787, and died 1859.

Children are listed above under (41) William "Falls Billy" Morris.

67. MORRIS⁶ HANSFORD (JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born January 18, 1794, and died 1860. He married (1) CATHERINE MORRIS, daughter of WILLIAM MORRIS and MARY BARNES. She was born 1800, and died 1881. He married (2) CATHERINE THOMAS, daughter of NORBORN THOMAS and MARIA MORRIS. She was born Abt. 1800.

Children of MORRIS HANSFORD and CATHERINE MORRIS are:

i. WILLIAM⁷ HANSFORD.

ii. FRANKLIN HANSFORD, b. 1821.
Children of MORRIS HANSFORD and CATHERINE THOMAS are:
  v. WILLIAM HANSFORD.
  vi. EMELINE HANSFORD.

68. FELIX GILBERT HANSFORD (JANE MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"d, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 12, 1795, and died March 1867. He married SARAH KENNON FRAZIER.

Children of FELIX HANSFORD and SARAH FRAZIER are:
173. i. JAMES FRAZIER7 HANSFORD, b. 1822.
174. ii. MARTHA JANE HANSFORD.
175. iii. SALLY HANSFORD, b. 1827.
176. iv. FELIX G HANSFORD, b. 1830.
  v. BETTIE F HANSFORD, b. 1837; m. JAMES E MIDDLETON.
  vi. PHILADELPHIA HANSFORD, b. 1834; m. WILLIAM HOBSON.

69. ALBERT GALLATIN HANSFORD (JANE MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"d, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1808. He married NANCY HARRIMAN, daughter of JOHN HARRIMAN and NANCY MORRIS. She was born 1818.

Children of ALBERT HANSFORD and NANCY HARRIMAN are:
  i. MARY C7 HANSFORD, b. 1840; m. HENRY THOMPSON.
  ii. FLORENCE J HANSFORD, b. 1843.
  iii. FANNY S HANSFORD, b. 1845; m. ALEX D GOODALL; b. 1845.
  iv. SALLY S HANSFORD, b. 1848; d. 1873; m. CHAPMAN MORRIS; b. 1848.
  v. JOHN G HANSFORD, b. 1853.

70. MILTON HANSFORD (JANE MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"d, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born June 22, 1811, and died March 1870. He married (1) MARY PARKS. He married (2) MARGARET MORRIS September 24, 1851 in, KANAWHA, VA, daughter of ? MORRIS and MARGARET ROOKE.

Children of MILTON HANSFORD and MARGARET MORRIS are:
  i. LEVI7 HANSFORD, b. 1852.
  ii. ORA SUSAN HANSFORD, b. 1854.
  iii. DICKERSON HANSFORD, b. 1857.
  iv. JAMES M HANSFORD, b. 1860.

71. CYNTHIA MORRIS (WILLIAM6, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"d, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1810. She married WILLIAM WHITE.

Children of CYNTHIA MORRIS and WILLIAM WHITE are:
177. i. JANETTA7 WHITE, b. 1829; d. 1893.
  ii. MILTON WHITE, b. 1831.
  iii. WILLIAM WHITE, b. 1833.
  iv. HARRISON WHITE, b. 1837.
178. v. MARY WHITE, b. 1839; d. 1904.
179. vi. MORRIS H WHITE, b. 1841.
  vii. KITTY WHITE, b. 1843.
  viii. CHARLES WHITE, b. 1846.
180. ix. ELLEN WHITE, b. 1848.

72. MARIA MORRIS (WILLIAM6, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"d, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married NORBORN THOMAS.
Children of MARIA MORRIS and NORBORN THOMAS are:
  i.  THOMAS² THOMAS.
181.  ii.  CATHERINE THOMAS, b. Abt. 1800.

73.  ROXALANNA⁶ MORRIS (WILLIAM⁵, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1808, and died 1872.  She married JOEL ALEXANDER.  He was born August 28, 1801, and died January 16, 1880.

Children of ROXALANNA MORRIS and JOEL ALEXANDER are:
  i.  JAMES⁷ ALEXANDER, b. 1827.
  ii.  SARAH ALEXANDER, b. 1828; m. FLEMING WOODY; b. 1826.
182.  iii.  CATHERINE ALEXANDER, b. May 02, 1832.
  iv.  CYNTHIA ALEXANDER, b. 1834.
183.  v.  ELLEN E ALEXANDER, b. 1837, Paint Creek, Kanawha, VA; d. October 02, 1905.
  vi.  DRYDEN ALEXANDER, b. 1838.
  vii.  MARY ALEXANDER.
  viii.  WILLIAM ALEXANDER, m. LOREnda C TOWNSEND.

74.  (6) WILLIAM⁶ MORRIS IV (WILLIAM⁵, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) He married JULIA ANN MITCHELL.

Children of (6) MORRIS and JULIA MITCHELL are:
  i.  GRANVILLE⁷ MORRIS, b. 1836.
  ii.  FANNy MORRIS, b. 1842.
  iii.  AMELIA MORRIS, b. 1845.
  iv.  BETTY MORRIS, b. 1847.
  v.  MILDRED MORRIS, b. 1849.

75.  PARTHENA⁶ MORRIS (CARRoLL⁵, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1808, and died 1873.  She married ABSALON WELLS.

Child of PARTHENA MORRIS and ABSALON WELLS is:
184.  i.  MARY ANN⁷ WELLS, b. 1824.

76.  CATHERINE FRANCES “KITTY”⁶ MORRIS (CARRoLL⁵, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1818, and died 1900.  She married WILLIAM BAILEY SUTHERLAND.  He was born 1818, and died 1883.

Children of CATHERINE MORRIS and WILLIAM SUTHERLAND are:
185.  i.  ALLIE⁷ SUTHERLAND, b. 1844.
186.  ii.  JOHN HANSFORD SUTHERLAND, b. 1853.

77.  LETITIA⁶ MORRIS (CARRoLL⁵, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1810.  She married NORRIS S WHITTAKER.  He was born 1807.

Children of LETITIA MORRIS and NORRIS WHITTAKER are:
  i.  CYNTHIA⁷ WHITTAKER, b. 1837.
  ii.  ROXALENA WHITTAKER, b. 1841.
187.  iii.  WILLIAM W WHITTAKER, b. 1842.
188.  iv.  HENRY B WHITTAKER, b. 1845.
189.  v.  BETTY WHITTAKER, b. 1851.

78.  ROXALENA⁶ NOYES (CYNTHIA⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1809.  She married BENJAMIN HARRISON SMITH.  He was born 1797.
Children of ROXALENA NOYES and BENJAMIN SMITH are:
190.  i.  CYNTHIA ELIZABETH SMITH, b. 1827.
191.  ii.  ISAAC NOYES SMITH, b. 1831.
192.  iii.  ROXALANA EMELINE SMITH, b. 1841.

79.  ELLEN NOYES (CYNTHIA MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY" [4], WILLIAM SR. [3], WILLIAM [2], WILLIAM [1]) was born 1820, and died 1903. She married WILLIAM J RAND. He was born 1809.

Children of ELLEN NOYES and WILLIAM RAND are:
193.  i.  ISAAC NOYES RAND, b. 1840.
194.  ii.  ELLEN N RAND, b. 1853.
      iii.  ELIZABETH S "LIZZIE" RAND, b. 1858; m. NOYES S BURLEW; b. 1846.

80.  CYNTHIA NOYES (CYNTHIA MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY" [4], WILLIAM SR. [3], WILLIAM [2], WILLIAM [1]) was born 1825. She married ENOS S ARNOLD. He was born 1820.

Children of CYNTHIA NOYES and ENOS ARNOLD are:
195.  i.  ISAAC NO  ARNOLD, b. 1849.
196. ii.  KATE V ARNOLD, b. 1855.

81.  ELIZABETH "BETSY" YOUNG (SARAH MORRIS, HENRY [4], WILLIAM SR. [3], WILLIAM [2], WILLIAM [1]) was born June 29, 1796, and died October 03, 1883. She married EDMUND W PRICE. He was born 1793.

Children of ELIZABETH YOUNG and EDMUND PRICE are:
197.  i.  SARAH PRICE, b. January 19, 1814; d. February 25, 1907.
198.  ii.  ELIZABETH PRICE, b. Abt. 1817; d. February 25, 1907.
199.  iii.  EDMUND PRICE, b. Abt. 1820.
201.  v.  CATHERINE PRICE, b. February 1824; d. Abt. 1905.
202.  vi.  BURDETTE PRICE, b. August 26, 1826; d. April 09, 1915.
203.  vii.  CAROLINE PRICE, b. 1832.
      viii.  EMMELINE PRICE, b. 1834; m. WILLIAM H CART, April 24, 1851, , KANAWHA, VA.
204.  ix.  JAMES A PRICE, b. September 05, 1835; d. January 06, 1923.
205.  x.  HARRIET DELILAH PRICE, b. 1838.
     xi.  ARCHEBALD PRICE, b. 1816.

82.  JOHN BIRD YOUNG (SARAH MORRIS, HENRY [4], WILLIAM SR. [3], WILLIAM [2], WILLIAM [1]) was born 1798, and died 1881. He married (1) MARGARET YOUNG. She was born January 18, 1794, and died Abt. 1864. He married (2) JANE FLECK January 24, 1864. She was born 1809.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and MARGARET YOUNG are:
206.  i.  LUCINDA YOUNG, b. 1819.
207.  ii.  HARRIET YOUNG, b. 1820.
208.  iii.  JAMES STROther YOUNG, b. August 1822; d. 1866.
209.  iv.  JACOB ARMSTRONG YOUNG, b. 1826.
      v.  JOHN PAYTON YOUNG, b. 1830; m. MARTHA MCBRIDE.
210.  vi.  SARAH ANN YOUNG, b. 1831.
211.  vii.  NANCY W YOUNG, b. 1834.
      viii.  HARVEY HUMPHREYS YOUNG, b. 1834; d. Bet. 1916 - 1917.

83.  JAMES A YOUNG (SARAH MORRIS, HENRY [4], WILLIAM SR. [3], WILLIAM [2], WILLIAM [1]) was born 1799. He married RACHAEL H JAMES, daughter of JESSIE JAMES and MARY MORRIS. She was born October 10, 1804.

Children of JAMES YOUNG and RACHAEL JAMES are:
212.  i.  ELLEN YOUNG, b. 1826.
213.  ii.  CLINTON S YOUNG, b. 1830.
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84. SARAH ANN\(^6\) YOUNG (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, HENRY\(^4\), WILLIAM Sr.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1804, and died 1890. She married WILLIAM BURDETT, Jr January 13, 1824 in , KANAWHA, VA. He was born 1801, and died 1862.

Children of SARAH YOUNG and WILLIAM BURDETT are:

216. i. MILES S\(^7\) BURDETT, b. 1826, , Kanawha, VA.

217. ii. CHARLES BURDETT, b. 1827, , Kanawha, VA.

218. iii. SARAH ELIZABETH BURDETT, b. 1831, , Kanawha, VA; d. November 14, 1858.

219. iv. CAROLINE BURDETT, b. October 05, 1835, , Kanawha, VA; d. February 19, 1919.

220. v. WILLIS BURDETT, b. January 06, 1838, , Kanawha, VA.

221. vi. WILLIAM HARVEY BURDETT, b. Abt. 1841, , Kanawha, VA; d. March 26, 1900.

222. vii. HARRIET BURDETT, b. March 08, 1845, , Kanawha, VA; d. May 09, 1933.

223. viii. JAMES BURDETT, b. Abt. 1847, , Kanawha, VA; m. LUCINDA FISHER, July 30, 1865.

224. ix. LUTHER RICE BURDETT, b. 1848, , Kanawha, VA; d. July 16, 1882.

225. x. LEWIS BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.

226. xi. CATHERINE BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.

227. xii. FELINA BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.

85. CHARLES W\(^6\) YOUNG (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, HENRY\(^4\), WILLIAM Sr.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born September 08, 1809, and died August 1901. He married 1813. She was born in 1887.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and 1813 are:

228. vii. MARRIETTA YOUNG, b. February 05, 1844.

229. viii. HARRIETT ANN YOUNG, b. February 25, 1846.

230. ix. CAROLYN YOUNG, b. April 09, 1848; m. WILLIAM SCRUGGS.

231. x. ALLEN P YOUNG, b. April 25, 1850.

232. xi. EMILY F YOUNG, b. July 06, 1853; d. December 16, 1916; m. GREEN W MEADOWS.

233. xii. ROXALANA S YOUNG, b. December 28, 1855.

234. xiii. CHARLES EDMOND YOUNG, b. November 30, 1858; m. ADELINE BROWN.

86. WILLIAM\(^6\) YOUNG (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, HENRY\(^4\), WILLIAM Sr.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1813, and died 1883. He married NANCY J GORDON. She was born 1814.

Children of WILLIAM YOUNG and NANCY GORDON are:

235. i. LUCINDA "LUCY"\(^7\) YOUNG, b. 1838.

236. ii. GEORGE ALEXANDER YOUNG, b. 1841.

237. iii. SARAH E YOUNG, b. 1837.

87. BENJAMIN STRADER\(^6\) YOUNG (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, HENRY\(^4\), WILLIAM Sr.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born Abt. 1818. He married LUCINDA HUFFMAN. She was born 1819.

Children of BENJAMIN YOUNG and LUCINDA HUFFMAN are:

238. i. MARRIETTA YOUNG, m. ? CHAPMAN.

239. ii. HENRIETTA B YOUNG, b. June 17, 1850.
iii. SARAH JANE YOUNG, b. 1860; m. ? HICKMAN.

88. JESSIE Jr6 JAMES (MARY "Polly"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 05, 1805, and died December 07, 1878. He married MARY JANE GIVENS. She was born December 10, 1802, and died August 02, 1874.

Children of JESSIE JAMES and MARY GIVENS are:
   i. MELVINA7 JAMES, b. December 18, 1823; d. October 18, 1899; m. URIAH DUFFIELD.
   ii. LUCINDA JAMES, b. July 16, 1829; d. July 26, 1898.
   iii. VIRGINIA JAMES, b. 1830; d. March 08, 1876; m. CORTIS FRAME.
   iv. WILLIAM JAMES, b. May 26, 1832; d. May 10, 1917.
   v. LEWIS JAMES, b. 1845.
   vi. LOUISA JAMES, b. March 17, 1835; d. January 22, 1915.
   vii. ELIZABETH ANN JAMES, b. 1836.
   viii. CATHERINE JAMES.
   ix. ROBERT F JAMES.

89. HENRY MORRIS6 JAMES (MARY "Polly"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 24, 1806, and died October 30, 1879. He married REBECCA YOUNG April 14, 1831 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born February 18, 1809, and died 1877.

Children of HENRY JAMES and REBECCA YOUNG are:
   i. MARY7 JAMES, b. 1833; m. JOHN ISONHOWER.
   ii. WILLIAM Y JAMES, b. 1834.
   iii. SAMUEL JAMES, b. June 03, 1836.
   iv. MARTHA JAMES, b. 1838.
   v. THOMAS H JAMES, b. 1845.
   vi. REBECCA JANE JAMES, b. 1847.
   vii. ELIZABETH JAMES, b. 1852.

90. SAMUEL6 JAMES (MARY "Polly"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born July 10, 1808, and died 1879. He married KEZIAH YOUNG March 13, 1838 in , KANAWHA, VA. She was born December 19, 1810, and died February 10, 1873.

Children of SAMUEL JAMES and KEZIAH YOUNG are:
   i. SAMUEL7 JAMES, b. Abt. 1838.
   ii. STROTHER JAMES, b. 1840; m. MARY ELIZABETH RILEY; b. 1844.
   iii. NANCY JAMES, b. 1843; d. 1891; m. DAVID M KENNEDY; b. 1844.
   iv. MARY JAMES, b. 1845; d. 1920.
   v. JESSIE JAMES, b. 1847; d. 1931.
   vi. SOPHIA JAMES, b. 1851; d. 1915.

91. ELIZABETH M "Betsy"6 JAMES (MARY "Polly"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born August 04, 1810, and died November 18, 1882. She married JOHN DARION YOUNG December 19, 1830 in , KANAWHA, VA. He was born February 10, 1799, and died April 02, 1870.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and JOHN YOUNG are:
   i. LEWIS NORMAN7 YOUNG, b. November 27, 1831; d. 1905.
   ii. AMERICA YOUNG, b. October 17, 1833; d. 1910.
   iii. JOHN MARK YOUNG, b. August 10, 1835; d. September 30, 1923.
   iv. MILTON WOODS YOUNG, b. May 29, 1836; d. September 03, 1892.
   v. HARRIET YOUNG, b. March 30, 1839; d. December 20, 1937.
   vi. MARTHA B YOUNG, b. April 01, 1841; d. 1873.
   vii. JAMES S YOUNG, b. Abt. 1867.

92. DEBORAH D6 JAMES (MARY "Polly"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1818.
She married (1) JOHN ASHLEY. He was born 1814. She married (2) THOMAS WILLIAM HODGES.

Children of DEBORAH JAMES and JOHN ASHLEY are:
   i. POLLY7 ASHLEY, b. 1843.
   ii. JESSIE ASHLEY, b. 1847.
   iii. JOHN ASHLEY, b. 1848.

93. JANE HAMILTON6 JAMES (MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1821. She married (1) JOHN SLACK. She married (2) WILLIAM MARTIN.

Children of JANE JAMES and JOHN SLACK are:
   i. AMERICA VIENNA7 SLACK, b. 1846.
   ii. JOHN SAMUEL SLACK, b. 1850; m. EMMA MATHENY.
   iii. MARY COMFORT SLACK, b. 1852.
   iv. SARAH CATHERINE SLACK, b. 1854; d. 1936.
   v. MARGARET SLACK, b. 1857.

Children of JANE JAMES and WILLIAM MARTIN are:
   vi. HARRIET ELIZABETH MARTIN, m. JOSEPH OSBURN.
   vii. BIDDY ANN MARTIN, b. 1860; d. 1925; m. WILLIAM JARRETT.
   viii. ELLA DEBORA MARTIN.
   ix. MARGARET JANE MARTIN, m. CHARLES YOUNG.

94. JAMES DAVID6 JAMES (MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1824. He married PRICY/DICY PINSON. She was born 1835.

Children of JAMES JAMES and PRICY/DICY PINSON are:
   i. JULIA A7 JAMES, b. 1861.
   ii. DAVID H JAMES, b. 1864.
   iii. HARRIETT E JAMES, b. 1866.
   iv. BECCA J JAMES, b. 1869.
   v. NELLIE JAMES, b. 1872.
   vi. GEORGE E JAMES, b. 1874.
   vii. JAMES DAVIS JAMES, b. 1877.

95. MARGARET6 JAMES (MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born June 24, 1814, and died August 10, 1887. She married (1) CHARLES CONRAD YOUNG. He was born February 07, 1807, and died February 14, 1905. She married (2) CHARLES YOUNG.

Children of MARGARET JAMES and CHARLES YOUNG are:
   i. MARIA7 YOUNG, b. February 13, 1833; m. JOSEPH T MORTON.
   ii. JESSIE JAMES YOUNG, b. November 05, 1834.
   iii. RACHEL YOUNG, b. January 26, 1839.
   iv. MARTHA YOUNG, b. 1840; d. 1927.
   v. MARY Y YOUNG, b. June 03, 1841; m. JOSEPH WOODS.
   vi. FRANCES “FANNY” YOUNG, b. August 12, 1843; d. 1934.
   vii. SAPHRONA YOUNG, b. February 26, 1844; d. 1853.
   viii. WILLIAM YOUNG, b. March 15, 1848; d. April 25, 1896; m. SARAH LOUISA “SALLIE” MACE.
   ix. HARRIET YOUNG, b. March 30, 1852; m. GEORGE WASHINGTON “DUTCHE” WINTZ.
   x. LEWIS W YOUNG, b. July 13, 1854; d. September 24, 1904.
   xi. CHARLES WILLIAM YOUNG, b. December 26, 1855; d. December 14, 1938.
   xii. JOHN FLOYD YOUNG, b. December 22, 1862; d. December 14, 1938.
   xiii. ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. May 17, 1870.

96. HENRY MORRIS6 BIRD (CATHERINE5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1810, and died 1866. He married VIRGINIA JONES November 07, 1833 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born Abt. 1818.
Children of Henry Bird and Virginia Jones are:
  i. Eliza J Bird, b. 1839.
  ii. Sarah Frances Bird, b. 1840.
  iii. Levi Bird, b. 1842.
  iv. Matilda Bird, b. 1844.
  viii. Emily Bird, b. 1852.
  x. Leitha Angelina Bird, b. Abt. 1857; m. Harvey Coleman.

97. John Christy Bird (Catherine Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1814, and died October 19, 1866. He married (1) Lucinda Hindman. She was born 1825, and died April 29, 1856. He married (2) Jane Robertson. She was born 1830, and died November 04, 1859. He married (3) Rebecca Cobb. She was born 1830, and died 1900.

Children of John Bird and Lucinda Hindman are:
  i. Frances Marion7 Bird, b. 1844; d. 1861.
  ii. Sarah Catherine Bird, b. 1847.
  iii. Lafayette Bird, b. 1849.
  iv. Marcus Bird, b. 1849; d. 1866.
  v. Martha J Bird, b. 1852.
  vi. Mary E Bird, b. 1854.

Children of John Bird and Jane Robertson are:
  vii. Charity7 Bird, b. 1858; d. 1860.
  viii. John James Bird, b. 1859; d. 1861.

Children of John Bird and Rebecca Cobb are:
  ix. William Harvey7 Bird, b. 1861; m. Nettie Narcissus Steele.
  x. George S Bird, b. 1863; m. Sarah E Keffer.
  xi. Lewis Melvin Bird, b. 1865.
  xii. Crawford Lee Bird, b. 1866; m. Jennie Turpin.

98. Matilda Bird (Catherine Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1817, and died 1897. She married William H Campbell. He was born 1815.

Children of Matilda Bird and William Campbell are:
  i. Mary Elizabeth7 Campbell, b. 1840; m. Carter C Lowe.
  ii. Virginia E Campbell, b. 1846.
  iii. William Hamilton Campbell, b. 1848; m. Adaline Siders.
  iv. Micaiah Morgan Campbell, b. 1853; d. 1926.
  v. James Campbell, b. 1857; m. (1) Julia Parker; m. (2) Sana Cavender.
  vi. Harvey C Campbell, b. 1860; m. (1) Cole Sample; m. (2) Dollie Hill.

99. Rachael Jane Bird (Catherine Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born January 28, 1822, and died March 09, 1893. She married Micaiah Dodson Campbell. He was born 1808, and died 1885.

Children of Rachael Bird and Micaiah Campbell are:
  i. William7 Campbell, b. 1843.
  ii. Mary Catherine Campbell, b. 1845; d. 1894.
  iii. Henry Campbell, b. 1848; d. 1947.
iv. ARIMATHA CAMPBELL, b. 1852.

100. TYRUS P6 BIRD (CATHERINE5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born August 19, 1823. He married MARY *POLLY* TAYLOR. She was born 1830.

Children of TYRUS BIRD and MARY TAYLOR are:
265. i. LYDIA JANE7 BIRD, b. 1845.
   ii. WILLIAM NEWTON BIRD, b. 1847; m. (1) MARGARET BIRD; m. (2) HARRIETT WALKER.
266. iii. HENRY J BIRD, b. 1850.
267. iv. EDMUND BIRD, b. 1856.

101. WILLIAM M6 BIRD (CATHERINE5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1825. He married M RHODA JEFFERY December 31, 1852 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1835.

Children of WILLIAM BIRD and M JEFFERY are:
   i. ANN E7 BIRD, b. 1854.
   ii. BENJAMIN MORDICA BIRD, b. 1856; m. (1) CEALIA ESTEP; m. (2) REBECCA JANE ANDERSON.
   iii. ADDISON A BIRD, b. 1860.
   iv. JAMES MARK BIRD, b. 1863; m. ELIZ SWINEY.
   v. HENRY M BIRD, b. 1866; d. 1866.
   vi. JOHN TRENTON BIRD, b. 1875; m. MARY EDDS.
   vii. MARY LEITITHA BIRD, m. (1) DANIEL MCLAUTHLIN; m. (2) MCINTIS; m. (3) WILLIAM STANLEY.
   viii. TABITHA BIRD.
   ix. EVELYN BIRD, m. WILLIAM EAGAN.
   x. ALICE BIRD.
   xi. EDNA BIRD.
   xii. LUNDA BIRD.

102. MARY D6 BIRD (CATHERINE5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1808, and died 1880. She married HENRY MORRIS, son of JOHN MORRIS and JANE BROWN. He was born 1807.

Children of MARY BIRD and HENRY MORRIS are:
268. i. GEORGE WASHINGTON7 MORRIS, b. 1828.
   ii. CAPERTON MORRIS, b. 1830.
   iii. LEVI MORRIS, b. 1833; m. MARY PENNINGTON.
269. iv. CAROLYN F MORRIS, b. 1837.
   v. JANE C MORRIS, b. 1839.
270. vi. JOHN B MORRIS, b. 1841.
271. vii. WILLIAM HENRY MORRIS, b. 1845; d. 1930.
   viii. MARY C MORRIS, b. 1848; m. JACKSON SPARKS.
   ix. VIRGINIA MORRIS, m. W R SPARKS.

103. HENRY6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1807. He married MARY D BIRD, daughter of WILLIAM BIRD and CATHERINE MORRIS. She was born 1808, and died 1880.

Children are listed above under (102) Mary D Bird.

104. WILLIAM B "DOCTOR"6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1809. He married (1) JEANETTE T GRAY. She was born 1813. He married (2) RHODA DARLINGTON. She was born 1813.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and JEANETTE GRAY are:
272. i. CHARLES MARION7 MORRIS.
   ii. ARCHIEBALD MORRIS.
   iii. JOHN MORRIS.
   iv. CLARK MORRIS, m. ? ?.
273. v. ALEXANDER MORRIS, b. 1837.
   vi. MARY E MORRIS, b. 1840.
vii. SARAH J MORRIS, b. 1856.

Child of WILLIAM MORRIS and RHODA DARLINGTON is:

viii. VELENA V MORRIS, b. 1877.

105. LEONARD6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1811, and died 1882. He married ELIZA ANN JONES. She was born 1816.

Children of LEONARD MORRIS and ELIZA JONES are:
  i. WILLIAM7 MORRIS, b. 1839; m. NANCY J ELSWICK.
  ii. MARY J MORRIS, b. 1838; m. RICE MOORE.
  iii. CYNTILLA MORRIS, b. 1842; m. JACKSON SIMMS.
  274. iv. HILLARY J MORRIS, b. 1845.
     v. JOHN B MORRIS, b. 1850; d. 1925; m. ? WALKER.
     vi. HENRY LEONARD MORRIS, b. 1855; m. ELIZA MATHENY.
     vii. ANN E MORRIS, b. 1856; m. (1) RECE PRITT; m. (2) FRANK HOLCOMB.
     viii. MARTHA MORRIS.

106. THOMAS BIRD6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1813, and died 1878. He married LEAH G ELLIS. She was born 1819, and died 1881.

Children of THOMAS MORRIS and LEAH ELLIS are:
  275. i. MARGARET J MORRIS, b. 1841.
     ii. NANCY E MORRIS, b. 1843; d. 1862.
  276. iii. WILLIAM EDWARD MORRIS, b. 1847; d. 1889.
     iv. LOUISA S MORRIS, b. 1850; m. J W MULLINS.
     v. ALEXANDER COLUMBUS MORRIS, b. 1852; m. (1) REBECCA MORRIS; m. (2) ELIZABETH A CONNALLY.
  277. vi. JASPER NEWTON MORRIS, b. 1854.
     vii. JAMES M MORRIS, b. 1856; d. 1857.
     viii. HARLEN ELLIS MORRIS, b. 1859; d. 1926; m. SARAH T STROUD; d. 1921.

107. EDWARD RYAN6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1818, and died 1869. He married SARAH A JONES. She was born 1820, and died 1891.

Children of EDWARD MORRIS and SARAH JONES are:
  278. i. FRAZIER7 MORRIS, b. 1842.
     ii. EVELINE MORRIS, b. 1844; m. JAMES WALKER.
     iii. MARADA MORRIS, b. 1847.
     iv. MEREDITH MORRIS, b. 1847; m. LYDIA TREON.
     v. VIRGINIA "JENNIE" MORRIS, b. 1852; d. 1869.
     vi. MILTON MORRIS, b. 1856.
     vii. JOHNE MORRIS, b. 1859.

108. MARTA BROWN6 MORRIS (JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1820, and died 1902. She married WILLIAM BELL SUMMERS. He was born 1811, and died 1901.

Children of MARTA MORRIS and WILLIAM SUMMERS are:
  279. i. JOHN MORRIS7 SUMMERS, b. 1837.
     ii. VIGINIA C SUMMERS, b. 1839; m. JAMES WALKER.
     iii. JOANNA D SUMMERS, b. 1841; d. 1880.
  280. iv. ELIZA SUMMERS, b. 1844; d. 1879.
  281. v. WILLIAM HENRY SUMMERS, b. 1846.
     vi. SARAH MARGARET SUMMERS, b. 1848; d. 1891; m. RICHARD BIRD.
     vii. MARTHA SUMMERS, b. 1850; m. JACOB GROSE.
     viii. MARY E SUMMERS, b. 1853; m. G W FITZWATER.
     ix. ALEXANDER S SUMMERS, b. 1856; m. ELIZABETH ELLIOT.
     x. SILAS CLARK SUMMERS, b. 1858; d. 1937; m. (1) I DA SIMS; m. (2) ARIE JANE BACKUS.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

109. JOHN D⁶ MORRIS (JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1822. He married SARAH MORRIS.

Children of JOHN MORRIS and SARAH MORRIS are:
   i. EARNEST⁷ MORRIS, b. 1846.
   ii. BENJAMIN MORRIS, b. 1847.
   iii. MARGARET MORRIS, b. 1849.
   iv. MARGARET E MORRIS, b. 1855.

110. JANE COLEMAN⁶ MORRIS (JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1824, and died 1904. She married ALEXANDER N RIPPETOE. He was born 1823, and died 1886.

Children of JANE MORRIS and ALEXANDER RIPPETOE are:
   i. SILAS M⁷ RIPPETOE, b. 1845; d. 1869.
   ii. WIATT RIPPETOE, b. 1848; d. 1912.
283. iii. LELIA F RIPPETOE, b. 1851; d. 1932.
   iv. BETTIE J RIPPETOE, b. 1857; d. 1900; m. JOSEPH S THURMOND.
   v. HANSFORD PLEASANT RIPPETOE, b. 1859; d. 1922; m. MARGARET FRANCES HEREFORD.
   vi. WILLIAM J RIPPETOE, b. 1861; d. 1884.
   vii. SARAH PAULINA RIPPETOE, b. 1864; m. ARTHUR LOVING VAUGHAN.

111. SILAS ZANE⁶ MORRIS (JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1832, and died 1915. He married SARAH ANN LEGG. She was born 1839, and died 1888.

Children of SILAS MORRIS and SARAH LEGG are:
   i. THEODOSA⁷ MORRIS, b. 1858; m. JOHN KANATZAR.
   ii. JOHN F MORRIS, b. 1860.
   iii. MARGARET D MORRIS, b. 1861.
   iv. VIRGINIA M MORRIS, b. 1863; m. ELMER RICHARDSON.
   v. ROBERT M MORRIS, b. 1866.
   vi. SILAS E MORRIS, b. 1869.
   vii. EVERMOUNT C MORRIS, b. 1871.
   viii. LUVINA C MORRIS, b. 1873; m. WILLIAM EISELE.
   ix. LAONIDUS M MORRIS, b. 1874.
   x. HOMR D MORRIS, b. 1876.
   xi. EUNICE BELL MORRIS, b. 1878; m. CHARLES MILLER.

112. JOHN⁶ PRICE (LEAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1816, and died 1854. He married (1) LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1821, and died 1851. He married (2) LOVINA DRAKE.

Children of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE are:
   i. WILLIAM P⁷ PRICE, b. 1841.
284. ii. HARRIET FRANCES PRICE, b. 1844.
   iii. ARCHIBALD C PRICE, b. 1849.

113. SARAH⁶ PRICE (LEAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1827. She married WILLIAM LEMONS RUCKER. He was born 1825.

Children of SARAH PRICE and WILLIAM RUCKER are:
   i. BEATRICE "BIDDY ANN"⁷ RUCKER, b. 1849; m. JOHN STRICKLAND; b. 1841.
   ii. DRUSILLA RUCKER, b. 1852; m. JOHN CAMPBELL.
114. Juliann⁶ Price (Leah⁵ Morris, Henry⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1830. She married Benjamin F Rucker. He was born 1831.

Children of Juliann Price and Benjamin Rucker are:
285.  
   i.  Sarah Jane⁷ Rucker, b. 1852.
   ii. Elizabethe America Rucker, b. 1854.
   iii. Mary S Rucker, b. 1856; m. Harvey Oxier.
   iv.  Harriet F Rucker, b. 1859.
   v.  Caroline Rucker, b. 1862; m. Sylvester Chandler.
   vi. Savanna Rucker, b. 1864.
   vii. John E Rucker, b. 1868; m. Alice Bowen.
   viii. Felista A Rucker, b. 1873.

115. Margaret Jane⁶ Price (Leah⁵ Morris, Henry⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1834. She married James M Rucker. He was born 1829.

Children of Margaret Price and James Rucker are:
   i.  Archibald John⁷ Rucker, b. 1858.
   ii. Simon Rucker, b. 1860.
   iii. Joel M Rucker, b. 1863.
   iv.  Mary E Rucker, b. 1865.
   v.  James H Rucker, b. 1867.
   vi. Margaret Rucker, b. 1870.
   vii. Frances A Rucker, b. 1874.
   viii. William E Rucker, b. 1878.

116. Dickinson⁶ Morris (Joshua⁵, Leonard “Lon”⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1833, and died 1894. He married ? Brunette. She was born 1842.

Children of Dickinson Morris and ? Brunette are:
   i.  Mira M⁷ Morris, b. 1875.
   ii. Maude Morris, b. 1878.
   iii. Leah Morris, b. 1879.
   iv.  Lillie Morris.
   v.  Della Morris.
   vi.  Marvin Morris.
   vii. Hesakiah Morris.

117. Hamilton “Ham”⁶ Morris (Charles⁵, Leonard “Lon”⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1821. He married Ellen C Donnally. She was born 1833.

Children of Hamilton Morris and Ellen Donnally are:
   i.  Lizzie H⁷ Morris, b. 1862.
   ii. Donnally Morris, b. 1864.
   iii. Charles Morris, b. 1867.
   iv.  Hamilton Morris, b. 1869.

118. Parthenia⁶ Morris (Charles⁵, Leonard “Lon”⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1831. She married Thomas C Swindler.
Children of Parthenia Morris and Thomas Swindler are:
   i. Lena C Swindler, b. 1863.
   ii. Lucy Swindler, b. 1866.
   iii. Lida Swindler, b. 1868.
   iv. Leonard W Swindler, b. 1872.

119. Charles R Shrewsbury (Nancy Jane5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1814, and died 1895. He married (1) Mary Jarrett. She was born 1809, and died 1867. He married (2) Elizabeth A Ralston. She was born 1836, and died 1904.

Children of Charles Shrewsbury and Mary Jarrett are:
   i. Octavia7 Shrewsbury, b. 1843.
   ii. Riley Shrewsbury, b. 1844.
   iii. Roann Shrewsbury, b. 1846.
   iv. Charles W Shrewsbury, b. 1850.
   v. A Shrewsbury, b. 1851.

Children of Charles Shrewsbury and Elizabeth Ralston are:
   vi. Aden Lillie7 Shrewsbury, b. 1875.
   vii. Fannie Belle Shrewsbury, b. 1877.

120. Cynthia A6 Crockett (Parthenia5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1828. She married Blackburn E Barrett.

Child of Cynthia Crockett and Blackburn Barrett is:
   i. Blackburn7 Barrett, b. 1855.

121. Julia6 Crockett (Parthenia5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1834. She married Martin F Degruyter. He was born 1832.

Children of Julia Crockett and Martin Degruyter are:
   i. Josephine7 Degruyter, b. 1851.
   ii. Ferdinand John Degruyter, b. 1860.
   iii. Julius Albert Degruyter, b. 1864.

122. James Madison6 Hensley (Cynthia5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1831. He married Elizabeth Cole.

Children of James Hensley and Elizabeth Cole are:
   i. John7 Hensley, b. 1860.
   ii. Samuel Hensley, b. 1866.

123. Amanda6 Morris (Dickinson5, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1850. She married Julian Edward Dickinson. He was born 1842, and died 1911.

Children of Amanda Morris and Julian Dickinson are:
286.   i. Robert L7 Dickinson, b. 1869; d. 1904.
   ii. Emma Riggs Dickinson, b. 1872; d. 1961; m. Benjamin H Early.

124. Catherine Celestine6 Morris (John5, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born April 08, 1824, and died May 07, 1898. She married (1) John James Donnally. She married (2) Henry Moscrop Onderdonk.
Children of CATHERINE MORRIS and HENRY ONDERDONK are:
   i. KATE WARD\(^7\) ONDERDONK, b. 1852; d. November 10, 1888; m. AUGUSTUN NOBLE WELLER.
   ii. BENJAMIN HENRY ONDERDONK, b. 1853; m. (1) CAROLINE POMEROY; m. (2) ORRA RICHARDSON.
   iii. CAROLINE AUGUSTUN ONDERDONK, b. March 31, 1855.
   iv. LILLY BLANCH ONDERDONK, b. 1857; m. HARVEY WICKES HASEY.
   v. WILLIAM AUGUSTUS ONDERDONK, b. 1859; m. ZILAH WEBB BAILEY.
287. vi. ALONZO MORRIS ONDERDONK, b. January 14, 1862; d. May 23, 1938.
   vii. HOBART EDGAR ONDERDONK, b. January 14, 1862; d. June 08, 1863.

125. JUDITH\(^6\) COBBS (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, LEONARD "LON"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) She married JOHN MEREDITH BURGESS.

Child of JUDITH COBBS and JOHN BURGESS is:
288. i. FLEMING COBB\(^7\) BURGESS, b. 1812; d. 1883.

126. HIRAM\(^6\) COBB (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, LEONARD "LON"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born December 1796. He married PARTHENIA SPENCER. She was born 1813.

Children of HIRAM COBB and PARTHENIA SPENCER are:
   i. THOMAS\(^2\) COBB, b. 1827.
   ii. SARAH COBB, b. 1828.
   iii. PARTHENIA COBB, b. 1834.
289. iv. FLEMING B COBB, b. 1836.
290. v. LEWIS LEONARD COBB, b. 1838.
   vi. MALINDA COBB, b. 1839; m. WILLIAM EASTWOOD.
   vii. MOSES W COBB, b. 1842; m. MANERVIA HEMMING.
   viii. CYNTHIA COBB, b. 1845; m. JOEL G ROBINSON.
   ix. LAVINA E COBB, b. 1849.

127. ROSWELL L\(^6\) COBB (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, LEONARD "LON"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1813. He married SARAH BRYANT. She was born 1809.

Children of ROSWELL COBB and SARAH BRYANT are:
291. i. RICHARD M\(^2\) COBB, b. 1834.
292. ii. LEONARD COBB, b. 1837.
   iii. NANCY JANE COBB, b. 1845; m. CHARLES HEMNRY ROGERS; b. 1830.

128. FLEMING JR\(^6\) COBB (SARAH\(^5\) MORRIS, LEONARD "LON"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born June 05, 1813. He married (1) LUCY WILSON. She was born 1815, and died 1864. He married (2) MARTHA GARDNER. She was born 1843.

Children of FLEMING COBB and MARTHA GARDNER are:
   i. HARRISON\(^7\) COBB, b. 1872.
   ii. LAWRENCE G COBB, b. 1877.

129. ELIZABETH E.\(^6\) MORRIS (JOHN\(^5\), JOSHUA\(^4\), WILLIAM SR.\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born May 31, 1800 in , CABELL, VA, and died 1836 in , CABELL, VA. She married WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE May 31, 1832 in , CABELL, VA, son of WILLIAM LOVE and SUSANNA BRAMIE. He was born April 28, 1810 in , VA., and died May 23, 1885 in SCOTT, PUTNAM, W. VA..

Notes for WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:
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Individual: Love, William A.
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Page #: 853
Year: 1860

More About WILLIAM ALBERT LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Hurricane Bridge P
Fact 3: Page #: 853
Fact 4: Year: 1860

Children of ELIZABETH MORRIS and WILLIAM LOVE are:
   i. PETER E. LOVE, b. June 13, 1833; d. November 28, 1912, CABELL, VA; m. (1) ANN AMELIA SIMMONS, February 15, 1853, CABELL, VA; b. Abt. 1833, NEAR MILTON, CABELL, VA; d. December 18, 1910, PORTSMOUTH, OH; m. (2) ANN SIMMONS, Unknown.
   ii. JOHN W. LOVE, b. September 21, 1835, ?; d. March 1864, ?.

130. CHARLES K6 MORRIS (JOHN5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1819. He married MARTHA A KILGORE. She was born 1820, and died 1896.

Children of CHARLES MORRIS and MARTHA KILGORE are:
   i. MARY7 MORRIS, b. 1839.
   ii. ELLEN MORRIS, b. 1842.
   iii. JOHN A MORRIS, b. 1845; m. EMA GWINN.
   iv. JAMES J MORRIS, b. 1847.
   v. EDNA E MORRIS, b. 1849; m. T HEBER RECE.
   vi. IDA MORRIS.
   vii. CHARLES R MORRIS.

131. JOSEPH W6 MORRIS (JOHN5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) died 1864. He married SARAH A RUSSELL. She was born 1824.

Children of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL are:
   i. MARY REBECCA7 MORRIS, b. 1847; m. FRED G HANDLEY; b. June 13, 1849; d. 1935, Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA).

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON
   ii. JOSEPHINE MORRIS, b. 1849; m. WILLIAM MACCALLISTER.
   iii. JOSEPH MORRIS.
   iv. JAMES MORRIS.

293. v. JOHN O. MORRIS, b. July 12, 1845; d. July 04, 1913.

132. JAMES R6 MORRIS (JOHN5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1830, and died 1910. He married HELEN M RUSSELL. She was born 1829, and died 1895.

Children of JAMES MORRIS and HELEN RUSSELL are:
   i. JOSEPH W7 MORRIS, b. 1849; m. FANNIE MCKINDREE.
   ii. ADDISON FERD MORRIS, b. 1866.

133. ARMISTEAD6 MORRIS (THOMAS5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1792. He married NANCY CHAPMAN. She was born 1807.

Children of ARMISTEAD MORRIS and NANCY CHAPMAN are:
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i. JOSEPH S' MORRIS, b. 1832.
ii. FRANCES M MORRIS, b. 1836.
iii. JOSHUA C MORRIS, b. 1838.
iv. MILDRED A MORRIS, b. 1840.
v. JOHN C MORRIS, b. 1843.
vi. JAMES A MORRIS, b. 1846.

134. JULIA ANN6 MORRIS (THOMAS5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1812. She married ROBERT NAPOLEON B THOMPSON. He was born 1813.

Children of JULIA MORRIS and ROBERT THOMPSON are:
  i. AMAREZETTA7 THOMPSON, b. 1833.
  ii. CAROLINE THOMPSON, b. 1836.
  iii. ELIZA JANE THOMPSON, b. 1838.
  iv. JOSEPH PATTerson THOMPSON, b. 1841.
  v. WILLIAM T THOMPSON, b. 1844.
  vi. JOHN MORRIS THOMPSON, b. 1847.
  vii. JOHN BROCKE THOMPSON, b. 1849.

135. FENTON MERcer6 MORRIS (WILLIAM “FALLS BILLY”5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1816, and died 1892. He married REBECCA LLOYD. She was born 1819.

Children of FENTON MORRIS and REBECCA LLOYD are:
  i. WILLIAM FENTON7 MORRIS, b. 1839; d. 1914.
  ii. JOHN HANSFORD MORRIS, b. 1840; d. 1895.
  iii. VENSBAL MORRIS, b. 1842.
  iv. SARAH “SALLIE” MORRIS, b. 1843.
  v. JOHN DICKINSON MORRIS, b. 1845.
  vi. CHAPMAN MORRIS, b. 1848; m. SALLY S HANSFORD; b. 1848; d. 1873.
  vii. WILSON MORRIS, b. 1849.
  viii. EZRA MORRIS, b. 1850.
  ix. BENJAMIN MORRIS, b. 1852.
  x. MINTER MORRIS, b. 1854.
  xi. ARTHUR MORRIS, b. 1856.
  xii. ELIA MORRIS, b. 1858.
  xiii. CANI MORRIS, b. 1860.
  xiv. JAN MORRIS, b. 1860.

136. JOSHUA6 MORRIS (WILLIAM “FALLS BILLY”5, JOSHUA4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married NANCY ANN SAY. She was born Abt. 1825.

Children of JOSHUA MORRIS and NANCY SAY are:
  i. SARAH F’ MORRIS, b. Abt. 1844.
  ii. JOSHUA MORRIS, Jr, b. Abt. 1847; d. 1932.
  iii. JOHN MORRIS, b. Abt. 1849.
  iv. FENTON MORRIS, b. Abt. 1851.
  v. HENRY MORRIS, b. Abt. 1854.
  vi. AARON S MORRIS, b. Abt. 1855.
  vii. MARY E MORRIS, b. Abt. 1855.
  viii. ANN P MORRIS, b. Abt. 1859.

137. MARY MELVINA6 SEE (WILLIAM5, ELIZABETH4 MORRIS, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1815, and died 1908. She married JAMES SMITH.

Children of MARY SEE and JAMES SMITH are:
  i. ADAM C’ SMITH, b. 1838.
  ii. JOHN W SMITH, b. 1840; m. MARTHA A KEMPE.
  iii. ISAAC N SMITH, b. 1845.
iv. MELISSA J SMITH, b. 1847; m. WILLIAM F HARVEY.

v. JAMES T SMITH, b. 1851.

vi. GEORGE W SMITH, b. 1852.

vii. SAMUEL V SMITH, b. 1855.

viii. OLIVER C SMITH, b. 1858.

ix. MARY F SMITH, b. 1859.

138. LUCINDA⁵ See (WILLIAM⁵, ELIZABETH⁴ MORRIS, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1826. She married JOHN RAYBURN. He was born 1827.

Children of LUCINDA See and JOHN RAYBURN are:
   i. SARAH E² RAYBURN, b. 1849.
   ii. WILLIAM B RAYBURN, b. 1852.
   iii. AGNES RAYBURN, b. 1854.
   iv. PARTHENIA RAYBURN, b. 1856.
   v. COLUMBUS RAYBURN, b. 1859.

139. ELIZABETH⁶ See (WILLIAM⁵, ELIZABETH⁴ MORRIS, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1829, and died 1861. She married JOHN WESLEY STONE.

Child of ELIZABETH See and JOHN STONE is:
   295. i. ELIAS ICABOD "BYRD"⁷ STONE, b. 1858; d. 1931.

140. WILLIAM⁶ See (WILLIAM⁵, ELIZABETH⁴ MORRIS, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1830. He married MARGARET SAYRE. She died 1902.

Children of WILLIAM See and MARGARET SAYRE are:
   i. UNK² SEE, b. 1856.
   ii. ORILLA SEE, b. 1856; d. 1927; m. DALLAS BURDETTE.
   iii. GEORGE SEE, b. 1858; d. 1935; m. MARY BEATTIE.
   iv. STRAUGHTER SEE, b. 1861; m. (1) VINNIE FRY; m. (2) CHRISTINA PICKINS.
   v. SARAH SEE, b. 1862; d. 1944; m. CHARLES WINEBRIMMER.
   vi. RUTH SEE, b. 1864; d. 1945; m. WILLIAM SAYRE.
   vii. EMMA SEE, b. 1866; d. 1948; m. EDGAR OLIVER BUCKALEW.
   viii. MARY SEE, b. 1868; d. 1947; m. WILLIAM NUCKLES.
   ix. WILLIAM SEE, JR, b. 1870; d. 1961.
   x. ROBERT SEE, b. 1872; d. 1961.
   xi. LAURA JUNE SEE, b. 1877; d. 1883.

141. JOHN MORRIS⁶ HILYARD (ELIZABETH⁵ MORRIS, JOHN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1799, and died 1872. He married MARY “POLLY” GRAY. She was born 1801, and died 1874.

Children of JOHN HILYARD and MARY GRAY are:
   i. MOUNT CALVERYS HILYARD, b. 1818; d. 1835.
296. ii. JAMES POWELL HILYARD, b. 1820; d. 1898.
   iii. JOSEPH HILYARD, b. 1821; d. 1895.
297. iv. WILLIAM HILYARD, b. 1823; d. 1907.
   v. JOHN MORRIS HILYARD, JR, b. 1825; d. 1847.
   vi. ELIZABETH MARY HILYARD, b. 1828; d. 1897; m. JAMES M WOOD.
   vii. MATILDA JANE HILYARD, b. 1830; d. 1900; m. LOT BULLMAN.
   viii. LEONARD HILYARD, b. 1832; d. 1910; m. (1) CHARLOTTE BULLMAN; m. (2) ELIZABETH HUME.
   ix. VIRGINIA COX HILYARD, b. 1834; d. 1909; m. (1) WILLIAM SMALLEY; m. (2) HENRY HILT.
   x. SAMUEL HILYARD, b. 1836; d. 1896; m. SUSAN SABRINA REXFORD.
   xi. MORRIS HILYARD, b. 1839; d. 1915; m. RACHAEL TABITHA MEISENHEIMER.
   xii. EDMOND HILYARD, b. 1841; d. 1843.

142. CALVERYS MORRIS (JOHN JR.⁵, JOHN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1806, and died 1886.
He married SARAH “SALLY” SIMS. She was born 1806, and died 1895.

Children of CALVERY MORRIS and SARAH SIMS are:
  i. NANCY7 MORRIS, b. 1831.
  ii. POLLY ANN MORRIS, b. 1832.
  iii. JOHN MORRIS, b. 1834.
  iv. SARAH MORRIS, b. 1835.
  v. LUCINDA MORRIS, b. 1838.
  298. vi. MONTACUE ALLEN MORRIS, b. 1841; d. 1927.

143. HAMILTON ROAN6 MORRIS (EDMUND5, JOHN4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1805, and died 1886. He married MARGARET JARRETT. She was born 1810.

Children of HAMILTON MORRIS and MARGARET JARRETT are:
  i. WILLIAM7 MORRIS, b. 1831.
  ii. EDWIN MORRIS, b. 1833; m. RHODA FROHAWK.
  iii. KELLUS MORRIS, b. 1837.
  299. iv. HAMILTON R MORRIS, b. 1839.
  v. THOMAS MORRIS, b. 1841.
  vi. VIRGINIA MORRIS, b. 1842.
  vii. REBECCA MORRIS, b. 1846.

144. SUSAN6 MORRIS (WILLIAM DRODDY5, JOHN4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1815, and died 1877. She married JONATHAN MEACHAM.

Children of SUSAN MORRIS and JONATHAN MEACHAM are:
  i. MARTHA ANGELINE7 MEACHAM.
  ii. FRANCES VIRGINIA MEACHAM.
  iii. MILTON MORRIS MEACHAM.
  iv. CLARINDA PARTHENIA MEACHAM.
  v. MILO M MEACHAM.
  vi. WILLIAM DRAWDY MEACHAM.
  vii. JAMES TODD H MEACHAM.

145. MELISSA6 MORRIS (WILLIAM DRODDY5, JOHN4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1818. She married WILLIAM HEREDITH.

Children of MELISSA MORRIS and WILLIAM HEREDITH are:
  i. CATALINE7 HEREDITH.
  ii. CAROLINE HEREDITH.
  iii. MARY HEREDITH.
  iv. WILLIAM HEREDITH, JR.

146. MILO6 MORRIS (WILLIAM DRODDY5, JOHN4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1821. He married BARBARA AVIDA ROBINSON. She was born 1827.

Children of MILO MORRIS and BARBARA ROBINSON are:
  i. GEORGE7 MORRIS, b. 1846.
  ii. WILLIAM MORRIS, b. 1848.

147. LEAH6 MORRIS (WILLIAM DRODDY5, JOHN4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1830. She married ASHLEY WALKER.

Child of LEAH MORRIS and ASHLEY WALKER is:
  i. GEORGE7 WALKER, b. 1849.
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148. ELYVIRA REBECCA\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (LEVI\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1824, and died 1887. She married SAMUEL PAUL. He was born 1813, and died 1875.

Children of ELYVIRA MORRIS and SAMUEL PAUL are:
   i. LEVI MORRIS\textsuperscript{7} PAUL, b. 1842; d. 1863.
   ii. MARTHA JANE PAUL, b. 1844; d. 1914; m. ALBERT GILMER.
   iii. PRESTON MAUPIN PAUL, b. 1846; d. 1925.
   iv. GEORGE ALEXANDER PAUL, b. 1848; d. 1865.
   v. JOHN SAMUEL PAUL, b. 1850; d. 1883; m. MARY E BODDIE.
   vi. FANNIE ABIGAIL PAUL, b. 1852; d. 1914; m. W R CARLEY.
   vii. JOSEPH ASBURY PAUL, b. 1854; d. 1926; m. ESTELLE R VALENTINE.
   viii. MARY LOLETTE PAUL, b. 1860; d. 1902; m. MATTHEW THOMAS BRAD.
   ix. WILLIAM HENRY PAUL, b. 1861; d. 1935; m. EMMA D JONES.
   x. CHARLES WESLEY PAUL, b. 1863; d. 1865.
   xi. UNKNOWN PAUL, b. 1866; d. 1866.

149. ABIGAIL\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (LEVI\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1837, and died 1920. She married (1) WILLIAM CHARLES ABER. He was born 1825, and died 1868. She married (2) EDWIN W YANCEY.

Children of ABIGAIL MORRIS and WILLIAM ABER are:
   i. CHARLES WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7} ABER, b. 1854; d. 1856.
   ii. THOMAS ALEXANDER ABER, b. 1856; d. 1924.
   iii. LOUIS ELECTRA ABER, b. 1858; d. 1908; m. URIAH T WHATLEY.
   iv. MARTHA "MINNIE" ABER, b. 1859; d. 1931.
   v. JANET ABER, b. 1861; d. 1923.
   vi. MARY E ABER, b. 1863; d. 1910; m. ERASTUS THOMPSON.
   vii. KATE ANNA ABER, b. 1866; d. 1954; m. LINCOLN THOMPSON.
   viii. FRANCES ABIGAIL ABER, b. 1868.

Children of ABIGAIL MORRIS and EDWIN YANCEY are:
   ix. LILLIE MARSHAL\textsuperscript{7} YANCEY, b. 1874; d. 1934; m. JAMES M WHATLEY.
   x. WALTER YANCEY, b. 1878; d. 1946; m. ANNE PRICE.
   xi. HENRIETTA YANCEY, m. WILL WOMACK.
   xii. SENA YANCEY, m. JOHNNY WOMACK.

150. CHARLES\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (CALVER\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1823, and died 1919. He married (1) LYDIA WATTEN. She was born 1828, and died 1854. He married (2) CELINDA GUDGEON. She was born 1838. He married (3) ELLEN MARTIN. She was born 1842.

Children of CHARLES MORRIS and LYDIA WATTEN are:
   i. LEONIDAS\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS, b. 1847.
   ii. MARY ELIZABETH MORRIS, b. 1848.
   iii. CALVER MORRIS, b. 1851; d. 1912.
   iv. JOSEPH WARREN MORRIS, b. 1854; m. ELIZA MARTIN.

Children of CHARLES MORRIS and CELINDA GUDGEON are:
   v. MATTIE\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS, b. 1859.
   vi. HARRIET MORRIS, b. 1862; m. LOUIS A VANVORHES.

151. MARTHA\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (CALVER\textsuperscript{5}, JOHN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1833. She married WILLIAM H YOUNG. He was born 1833.

Children of MARTHA MORRIS and WILLIAM YOUNG are:
   i. FRANK M\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG, b. 1856.
   ii. ELLA V YOUNG, b. 1857.
iii. LARETTA YOUNG, b. 1859.

152. MARTHA⁶ MORRIS (*CARLOS ACHILLES JR.*, *CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1827. She married THOMAS BRADLEY.

Children of MARTHA MORRIS and THOMAS BRADLEY are:
   i. GEORGE W⁷ BRADLEY, b. 1846.
   ii. MARY A BRADLEY, b. 1848.

153. CARLOS ACHILLES⁶ MORRIS III (*CARLOS ACHILLES JR.*, *CARLOS ACHILLES "CAROLL"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1834. He married MARIA T FRENACH.

Children of CARLOS MORRIS and MARIA FRENACH are:
   i. WILLIAM C⁷ MORRIS, m. ELLA ROMANS.
   ii. THOMAS A MORRIS, m. PEARL EVELBLISS.
   iii. FRANK H MORRIS, m. JESSIE MAY HUDDLESTON.
   iv. CHARLES R MORRIS.
   v. LIZZIE BELL MORRIS, m. CHARLES H SMITH.
   vi. EMMA MAY MORRIS.

154. AMANDA⁶ BRANNON (*CYNTHIA⁵ MORRIS, LEVI¹, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) died 1851. She married JAMES C MONTGOMERY. He was born 1813, and died 1877.

Children of AMANDA BRANNON and JAMES MONTGOMERY are:
   i. LAWRENCE B⁷ MONTGOMERY, b. 1840.
   ii. CYNTHIA MONTGOMERY, b. 1841.
   iii. HENRY S MONTGOMERY, b. 1843; m. MARY E ?.
   iv. JAMES W MONTGOMERY, b. 1846; d. 1920.
   v. JOHN C MONTGOMERY, b. 1848; d. 1918; m. MARGARET J ?.
   vi. SAMUEL E MONTGOMERY, b. 1850; d. 1886; m. MARY BELLE ELISON.

155. MARTHA ANN⁶ SPURLOCK (*FRANCES⁵ MORRIS, LEVI¹, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1820, and died 1901. She married GEORGE ROBERT BURGESS. He was born 1813, and died 1900.

Children of MARTHA SPURLOCK and GEORGE BURGESS are:
   i. OCTAVIA MORRIS⁷ BURGESS, b. 1834; m. WATT ANDREWS.
   ii. STROTHE FRUGGIE BURGESS, b. 1839; d. 1879; m. CAROLINE DOURNEY.
   iii. SARAH FRANCES BURGESS, b. 1841; m. DAVID KINNEE.
   iv. GUILE GREENVILLE BURGESS, b. 1843; d. 1910.

156. MARSHALL M⁶ SPURLOCK (*FRANCES⁵ MORRIS, LEVI¹, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1826, and died 1897. He married MARY ANN ELIZA BATES. She was born 1827, and died 1855.

Children of MARSHALL SPURLOCK and MARY BATES are:
   i. JOHN W⁷ SPURLOCK, b. 1846.
   ii. JAMES H SPURLOCK, b. 1849.
   iii. ONSKY SPURLOCK, b. 1853.
   iv. URMANELLA SPURLOCK, b. 1853.

157. CYNTHIA⁶ SPURLOCK (*FRANCES⁵ MORRIS, LEVI¹, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1811, and died 1874. She married JOHNSON HATTON.

Children of CYNTHIA SPURLOCK and JOHNSON HATTON are:
303. i. ELIZA⁷ HATTON, b. 1827.
304. ii. ALVIN HATTON, b. 1829.
305. iii. FRANCES HATTON, b. 1833.
iv. SAMUEL HATTON, b. 1835; d. 1921; m. FRANCES HATTON.
306. v. EVELYN HATTON, b. 1839; d. 1910.

158. EVALINE H\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (JAMES\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1836. She married Dr. MILES B MANSER. He was born 1831.

Child of EVALINE MORRIS and Dr. MANSER is:
i. EDNA S\textsuperscript{7} MANSER, b. 1859.

159. ELLEN RUTH\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (JAMES\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1837. She married SILAS REYMOLDS CUSTER. He was born 1837.

Child of ELLEN MORRIS and SILAS CUSTER is:
i. EMMA\textsuperscript{7} CUSTER, m. HARRY MINSKER.

160. EMILY G "EMMA"\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (JAMES\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1840, and died 1915. She married DR. ALEXANDER ERLY. He was born 1835, and died 1863.

Child of EMILY MORRIS and Dr. ERLY is:
i. BENJAMIN H\textsuperscript{7} EARLY, b. 1862; d. 1928.

161. SARAH A\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (JAMES\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1844. She married WILLIAM HAMILTON. He was born 1824, and died 1900.

Child of SARAH MORRIS and WILLIAM HAMILTON is:
307. i. JOSETTE\textsuperscript{7} HAMILTON, b. 1859; d. 1896.

162. OCTAVIA N\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (BENJAMIN\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1830. She married ALLEN B PETTY.

Children of OCTAVIA MORRIS and ALLEN PETTY are:
i. PRESLEY PETTY, b. 1846.
ii. ALLEN B PETTY, JR., b. 1849.

163. LEVI\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (BENJAMIN\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1835, and died 1917. He married NANCY CATHERINE GRIMES. She was born 1853, and died 1925.

Children of LEVI MORRIS and NANCY GRIMES are:
i. LULA G\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS, b. 1873.
ii. MINNIE C MORRIS, b. 1875.
iii. GRACIE E MORRIS, b. 1877.
iv. JOSEPH B F MORRIS, b. 1880.
v. JULIA MORRIS, b. 1888; d. 1888.

164. JAMES W\textsuperscript{6} MORRIS (BENJAMIN\textsuperscript{5}, LEVI\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1848, and died 1921. He married CELIA H ?. She was born 1862, and died 1896.

Child of JAMES MORRIS and CELIA ? is:
i. LILLIE MAUDE\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS, b. 1884; d. 1890.

165. EVALINE\textsuperscript{6} JOHNSON (JANE\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, BENJAMIN\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1823, and
died 1909. She married IRA JARRETT. He was born 1809, and died 1853.

Children of EVALINE JOHNSON and IRA JARRETT are:
   i. JOHNSTON JARRETT, b. 1843; d. 1862.
308. ii. LEONARD JARRETT, b. 1846.
   iii. ANDREW JARRETT, b. 1847.
   iv. MARY JARRETT, b. 1848.
   v. CLARK JARRETT, b. 1849.

166. ALCYONE5 MORRIS (EDEN5, BENJAMIN4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1823, and died 1846. He married ANNE JOHNSON.

Child of ALCYONE MORRIS and ANNE JOHNSON is:
309. i. EDGAR FARLEY7 MORRIS, b. 1845.

167. AMERICA6 MORRIS (ACHILLES5, BENJAMIN4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 12, 1823 in Lewisburg, Greenbrier, VA, and died July 07, 1905 in Severy, Greenwood County, Kansas. She married JAMES POWELL HILYARD, son of JOHN HILYARD and MARY GRAY. He was born 1820, and died 1898.

Children of AMERICA MORRIS and JAMES HILYARD are:
   i. JOHN MORRIS7 HILYARD, b. 1843; m. CLARA WEATHERFORD.
   ii. MORRIS HILYARD, b. 1844.
   iii. ACHILLIS HILYARD, b. 1846.
310. iv. WILLIAM HILYARD, b. 1848; d. 1913.
   v. MARGARET HILYARD, b. 1848; m. ELLRAIN JAMES.
   vi. ELSA HILYARD, b. 1850; d. 1851.
   vii. JAMES M HILYARD, b. 1852; d. 1859.
311. viii. EDOM D HILYARD, b. 1854.
   ix. JOSEPH HILYARD, b. 1856.
   x. SYBLE/SIBBLE HILYARD.
   xi. JARRETT HILYARD, b. 1860; m. ELIZABETH WOODLAND.
   xii. JAMES P HILYARD.
   xiii. AMERICA HILYARD, m. JAMES CASEBEER.
   xiv. MANFORD HILYARD.

168. VIRGINIA6 MORRIS (ACHILLES5, BENJAMIN4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born September 09, 1827 in Sangamon County, Illinois. She married JOSEPH HILYARD, son of JOHN HILYARD and MARY GRAY. He was born 1821, and died 1895.

Children of VIRGINIA MORRIS and JOSEPH HILYARD are:
   i. LEAH MORRIS7 HILYARD, b. 1845.
   ii. MARY MORRIS HILYARD, b. 1847.
   iii. MARTHA MORRIS HILYARD, b. 1848.
   iv. MOUNT MORRIS HILYARD, b. 1850.

169. MARGARET6 MORRIS (ACHILLES5, BENJAMIN4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born April 03, 1830 in Sangamon County, Illinois, and died May 28, 1897 in Daviess County, Missouri. She married WILLIAM BAKER. He was born 1829, and died 1910.

Children of MARGARET MORRIS and WILLIAM BAKER are:
312. i. FRANCES7 BAKER, b. 1851; d. 1933.
   ii. ELSIE BAKER, b. 1853; m. RILEY CARTER.
   iii. THOMAS BAKER, b. 1855; m. LOTTIE JANE GERMAN.
   iv. ACHILLIS BAKER, b. 1858; m. CLARA HARRIS.
   v. JOSEPH BAKER, b. 1861; m. CARRIE CARTER.
   vi. MARTHA E BAKER, b. 1864; m. WILLARD E SMITH.
   vii. WILLIAM BAKER, Jr., b. 1866; m. LILLIE LERLEY.
170. MOUNTACUE ALLEN⁶ MORRIS (ACHILLES⁵, BENJAMIN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born June 06, 1834 in Sangamon County, Illinois, and died November 13, 1907. He married ELIZABETH WARD. She was born 1838.

Children of MOUNTACUE MORRIS and ELIZABETH WARD are:
  i. LIVINNA E‘T MORRIS, b. 1867.
  ii. JOHN MORRIS, b. 1869.
  iii. AMERICA MORRIS, b. 1861.
  iv. LUCRETIA MORRIS, b. 1863.
  v. ACHILLIS MORRIS, b. 1864.
  vi. LEAR MORRIS, b. 1867.
  vii. OCIA J MORRIS, b. 1869.

171. ELIZABETH⁶ SHELTON (FRANCES⁵ MORRIS, BENJAMIN⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1834, and died 1884. She married GEORGE LUX. He was born 1835, and died 1916.

Child of ELIZABETH SHELTON and GEORGE LUX is:
  313. i. EUNICE EMMA‘L LUX, b. 1862.

Generation No. 7

172. MONROE⁷ HANSFORD (MORRIS⁶, JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1822. He married MARY A HAYMAKER. She was born 1857.

Child of MONROE HANSFORD and MARY HAYMAKER is:
  i. MANTERVILLE⁸ HANSFORD, b. 1872.

173. JAMES FRAZIER⁷ HANSFORD (FELIX GILBERT⁶, JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1822. He married ANNIE M NOYES. She was born 1835.

Children of JAMES HANSFORD and ANNIE NOYES are:
  i. BRADFORD W⁹ HANSFORD, b. 1857; m. ANNA J WHEELER.
  ii. FRAZIER HANSFORD, b. 1858.
  iii. SALLIE HANSFORD, b. 1860.
  iv. MORRIS HANSFORD, b. 1865.
  v. ODEN HANSFORD, b. 1873.

174. MARTHA JANE⁷ HANSFORD (FELIX GILBERT⁶, JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married JOHN SAMUEL F SMITH.

Child of MARTHA HANSFORD and JOHN SMITH is:
  314. i. MATTIE B⁸ SMITH.

175. SALLY⁷ HANSFORD (FELIX GILBERT⁶, JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1827. She married PHILLIP ALEXANDER DODDRIDGE. He was born 1816.

Children of SALLY HANSFORD and PHILLIP DODDRIDGE are:
  i. PHILLIP⁸ DODDRIDGE, b. 1857.
  ii. BESSIE M DODDRIDGE, b. 1863.

176. FELIX G⁷ HANSFORD (FELIX GILBERT⁶, JANE⁵ MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM²,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

William1) was born 1830. He married Sarah Louella Hamilton. She was born 1836.

Children of Felix Hansford and Sarah Hamilton are:
   i. Lillian M Hansford, b. 1855.
   ii. Mary Golden Hansford, b. 1858.
   iii. Louella Hansford, b. 1860.

177. Janetta7 White (Cynthia6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1829, and died 1893. She married Osman Trimble. He was born 1812.

Children of Janetta White and Osman Trimble are:
   i. Mary E Trimble, b. 1858.
   ii. Lee Trimble, b. 1862.
   iii. Minnie Trimble, b. 1868.

178. Mary7 White (Cynthia6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1839, and died 1904. She married Lee Shannon Branham. He was born 1832, and died 1908.

Children of Mary White and Lee Branham are:
   i. Martin H Branham, b. 1860.
   ii. John Branham, b. 1865.
   iii. Milton Branham, b. 1866; d. 1946.
   iv. Cynthia Branham, b. 1867.
   v. Mary F Branham, b. 1874.
   vi. Andrew Branham, b. 1877.
   vii. Cora E Branham, b. 1879.

179. Morris H7 White (Cynthia6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1841. He married Elizabeth ?. She was born 1848.

Children of Morris White and Elizabeth ? are:
   i. Charles H White, b. 1867.
   ii. Anna Laura White, b. 1869.
   iii. Virginia B White, b. 1871.
   iv. William H White, b. 1874.

180. Ellen7 White (Cynthia6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1848. She married Charles E Haymaker. He was born 1847.

Children of Ellen White and Charles Haymaker are:
   i. Frank4 Haymaker, b. 1873.
   ii. Rend Haymaker, b. 1876.
   iii. George Haymaker, b. 1877.
   iv. ? Haymaker, b. 1880.

181. Catherine7 Thomas (Mary6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born Abt. 1800. She married Morris Hansford, son of John Hansford and Jane Morris. He was born January 18, 1794, and died 1860.

Children are listed above under (67) Morris Hansford.

182. Catherine7 Alexander (Rosalanna6 Morris, William5, William ‘Major Billy’4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born May 02, 1832. She married Thomas Jefferson Gardner July 11, 1850 in Kanawha, VA. He was born 1834.
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Children of Catherine Alexander and Thomas Gardner are:
   i. Charles H^6 Gardner, b. 1851.
   ii. Roxie J Gardner, b. 1852.
   iii. Sarah A Gardner, b. 1854; m. John W Bracken.
   iv. William Henry Gardner, b. 1856.
   v. Mordacai Gardner, b. 1858.
   vii. Mary F Gardner, b. 1861.
   viii. Pinkard P Gardner, b. 1863.
   ix. Lorena F Gardner, b. 1865; m. James L Laurence.
   x. Lida N Gardner, b. 1867; m. John W Todd; b. 1852.
   xi. Florence Gardner, b. 1868.
   xii. Catherine "Kate" Gardner, b. 1870.
   xiii. Thomas J Gardner, b. 1874.

183. Ellen E^7 Alexander (Roxalanna^6 Morris, William^5, William "Major Billy"^4, William Sr.^3, William^2, William^1) was born 1837 in Paint Creek, Kanawha, VA, and died October 02, 1905. She married James S Wood June 01, 1856 in Kanawha, VA, son of Elijah Wood and Rachel^5. He was born 1833 in Fayette, VA, and died 1887.

Children of Ellen Alexander and James Wood are:
316. i. Joseph Alexander^6 Wood, b. 1857.
   iii. Marye Wood, b. 1863; m. Seth Dunn; b. 1856.
   iv. Lewis Dryden Wood, b. 1865; m. Catherine Helms.
   v. William S Wood, b. 1866; m. Ida Rose.
   vi. Sarah A Wood, b. 1771; m. Edward Hope.
   viii. Roxalana Wood, b. 1876.
   ix. Oather E Wood, b. 1879.

184. Mary Ann^7 Wells (Parthenia^6 Morris, Carroll^5, William "Major Billy"^4, William Sr.^3, William^2, William^1) was born 1824. She married Daniel C Sweeney. He was born 1821.

Children of Mary Wells and Daniel Sweeney are:
   i. Laura A^8 Sweeney, b. 1850.
   ii. Eli A Sweeney, b. 1853.
   iii. James N Sweeney, b. 1856.
   iv. Hiram T Sweeney, b. 1858.
   v. John D Sweeney, b. 1860.
   vi. Oliver C Sweeney, b. 1863.
   vii. Amanda Sweeney, b. 1863.

185. Allie^7 Sutherland (Catherine Frances "Kitty"^6 Morris, Carroll^5, William "Major Billy"^4, William Sr.^3, William^2, William^1) was born 1844. She married Frederick Canel.

Children of Allie Sutherland and Frederick Canel are:
   i. Morris^8 Canel, b. 1866.
   ii. Sallie Canel, b. 1868.
   iii. Mary Canel, b. 1872.
   iv. Rosa Canel, b. 1874.
   v. Frank Canel, b. 1876.
   vi. Kate Canel, b. 1879.

186. John Hansford^7 Sutherland (Catherine Frances "Kitty"^6 Morris, Carroll^5, William "Major Billy"^4, William Sr.^3, William^2, William^1) was born 1853. He married Leah See. She was born 1853.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of JOHN SUTHERLAND and LEAH SEE are:
   i. LILIAN ALICE SUTHERLAND, b. 1876.
   ii. KATE SUTHERLAND, b. 1880.

187. WILLIAM W7 WHITTLAKER (LETITIA6 MORRIS, CARROLL5, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1842. He married SARAH A?. She was born 1843.

Child of WILLIAM WHITTLAKER and SARAH ? is:
   i. ADIA8 WHITTLAKER, b. 1869.

188. HENRY B7 WHITTLAKER (LETITIA6 MORRIS, CARROLL5, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845. He married VIRGINIA S?. She was born 1848.

Children of HENRY WHITTLAKER and VIRGINIA ? are:
   i. WILLIAM W8 WHITTLAKER, b. 1862.
   ii. NORRIS S WHITTLAKER, b. 1863.
   iii. BENJAMIN WHITTLAKER, b. 1865.
   iv. JOHN WHITTLAKER, b. 1867.
   v. F F WHITTLAKER, b. 1873.
   vi. BURLEN WHITTLAKER, b. 1875.
   vii. HENRY WHITTLAKER, b. 1878.
   viii. C F WHITTLAKER, b. 1879.

189. BETTY7 WHITTLAKER (LETITIA6 MORRIS, CARROLL5, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1851. She married PHILLIP REECE. He was born 1823.

Children of BETTY WHITTLAKER and PHILLIP REECE are:
   i. BETTY8 REECE, b. 1869.
   ii. RUTH REECE, b. 1878.

190. CYNTHIA ELIZABETH7 SMITH (ROXALENA6 NOYES, CYNNITHA5 MORRIS, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1827. She married FREDRICK F BROOKS.

Child of CYNTHIA SMITH and FREDRICK BROOKS is:
   i. MORRIS O8 BROOKS, b. 1862.

191. ISAAC NOYES7 SMITH (ROXALENA6 NOYES, CYNNITHA5 MORRIS, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1831. He married CAROLINE SHREWSBURY QUARRIER. She was born 1839.

Children of ISAAC SMITH and CAROLINE QUARRIER are:
   i. BENJAMIN H8 SMITH, b. 1862.
   ii. ALEXANDER VQ SMITH, b. 1864.
   iii. HARRISON BROOKS SMITH, b. 1866; m. KATHERINE BOWNE.
   iv. ELSIE Q SMITH, b. 1870.
   v. ISAAC N SMITH, b. 1874; m. DANA ?.
   vi. CHRISTOPHER SMITH, b. 1879.

192. ROXALANA EMELINE7 SMITH (ROXALENA6 NOYES, CYNNITHA5 MORRIS, WILLIAM “MAJOR BILLY”4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1841. She married AMOS B JONES. He was born 1838.

Child of ROXALANA SMITH and AMOS JONES is:
   i. LAURA8 JONES, b. 1865.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

193. ISAAC NOYES\textsuperscript{7} RAND (ELLEN\textsuperscript{6} NOYES, CYNTIA\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, WILLIAM \textit{MAJOR BILLY}\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1840. He married ANN NOWELL. She was born 1845.

Children of ISAAC RAND and ANN NOWELL are:
   i. ELLA\textsuperscript{8} RAND, b. 1864.
   ii. FLORENCE RAND, b. 1866.
   iii. MAUDE RAND, b. 1870.
   iv. WILLIAM J RAND, b. 1872.
   v. NORVEL RAND, b. 1878.

194. ELLEN N\textsuperscript{7} RAND (ELLEN\textsuperscript{6} NOYES, CYNTIA\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, WILLIAM \textit{MAJOR BILLY}\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1853. She married WILLIAM F BURDETT.

Children of ELLEN RAND and WILLIAM BURDETT are:
   i. CLARENCE\textsuperscript{8} BURDETT, b. 1875.
   ii. NOYES R BURDETT, b. 1877.
   iii. WILLIAM BURDETT, b. 1879.

195. KATE V\textsuperscript{7} ARNOLD (CYNTIA\textsuperscript{6} NOYES, CYNTIA\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, WILLIAM \textit{MAJOR BILLY}\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1855. She married FRANK W ABNEY. He was born 1852.

Child of KATE ARNOLD and FRANK ABNEY is:
   i. KATE B\textsuperscript{8} ABNEY, b. 1878.

196. SARAH\textsuperscript{7} PRICE (ELIZABETH \textit{BETSY}\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 19, 1814, and died February 25, 1907. She married SQUIRE W JARRETT. He was born Abt. 1812, and died Abt. 1897.

Children of SARAH PRICE and SQUIRE JARRETT are:
   i. MARK V\textsuperscript{8} JARRETT, b. 1835; m. REBECCA A MANN; b. 1854.
   ii. MATILDA JARRETT, b. August 22, 1836; d. April 10, 1912.
   iii. MINERVA JARRETT, b. November 1839; d. 1915.
   iv. JAMES M JARRETT, b. 1841.
   v. ELIZABETH JARRETT, b. 1844; m. JAMES A JACKSON; b. 1849.
   vi. LEVI JARRETT, b. 1845; d. 1902.
   viii. ELI FRENCH JARRETT, b. 1850; m. ELIZABETH ELLEN ?; b. 1849.
   ix. AMANDA C JARRETT, b. 1854; m. WARNER BERTSCH; b. 1851.

197. ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{7} PRICE (ELIZABETH \textit{BETSY}\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born Abt. 1817, and died November 28, 1974. She married DAVID MATHENY. He was born 1806, and died 1868.

Children of ELIZABETH PRICE and DAVID MATHENY are:
   320. i. SARAH A\textsuperscript{8} MATHENY, b. July 09, 1839; d. August 11, 1893.
   321. ii. CAROLINE MATHENY, b. October 11, 1842; d. Bet. 1880 - 1897.
   322. iii. SAMUEL D MATHENY, b. 1843.
   iv. WILLIAM MATHENY, b. 1846; d. Bet. 1850 - 1860.
   323. v. CATHERINE MATHENY, b. December 24, 1848; d. January 27, 1890.
   vi. MARTHA MATHENY, b. 1850; d. December 10, 1861.
   vii. JOHN D MATHENY, b. August 19, 1852; d. September 07, 1943; m. JULIA ANN HOLCOMB.
   324. viii. SQUIRE MATHENY, b. August 20, 1854; d. August 01, 1933.
   ix. LEWIS MATHENY, b. 1858.

198. EDMUND\textsuperscript{7} PRICE (ELIZABETH \textit{BETSY}\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born Abt. 1820. He married MARY JANE MARTIN. She was born 1830.
Children of EDMUND PRICE and MARY MARTIN is:
  i. ROSATTHA A PRICE, b. 1858.

199. MARGARET J PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY" young, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born January 22, 1822, and died July 07, 1915. She married MICHAEL MATHENY. He was born April 1818, and died December 12, 1906.

Children of MARGARET PRICE and MICHAEL MATHENY are:
  i. JOHN6 MATHENY, b. 1840.
  ii. CHARLES MATHENY, b. 1841.
  iii. EDMOND MATHENY, b. 1844; m. ROXALANA CAVENDER; b. 1845.
  iv. MANERVA MATHENY, b. 1846.
  v. JAMES A MATHENY, b. 1848.
  vi. ALLEN MATHENY, b. 1850.
  vii. FLOYD MATHENY, b. 1852.
  viii. EMELINE MATHENY, b. 1855; d. 1935.
  ix. WILLIAM C MATHENY, b. 1857.
  x. SUSAN M MATHENY, b. 1861; d. 1861.

200. CATHERINE7 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY" young, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born February 1824, and died Abt. 1905. She married JOHN JARRETT. He was born 1816.

Children of CATHERINE PRICE and JOHN JARRETT are:
  325. i. DELILAH8 JARRETT, b. 1841.
  326. ii. WILLIAM BURDETT JARRETT, b. 1843.
  327. iii. MASON STATEN JARRETT, b. 1845.
  328. iv. LEVI JARRETT, b. 1848; d. 1939.
  329. v. ELIZABETH JARRETT, b. 1851.
  330. vi. JOSEPH JARRETT, b. 1853.
  331. vii. JASPER JARRETT, b. 1853; d. 1926.
  332. viii. MARK VINSON JARRETT, b. 1856; d. 1938.
    ix. THOMAS J JARRETT, b. 1858; d. 1934; m. MARY JANE HARDEN, 1860; b. 1863; d. 1897.
    x. SARAH J JARRETT, b. 1860; d. 1953.
    xi. DAVID MONROE JARRETT, b. 1863; m. PARTHENIA BURGESS; b. 1860; d. 1940.
    xii. BUENA VISTA JARRETT, b. 1867; m. WILLIAM GRIFFITH; b. 1855.
  333. xiii. MARY A JARRETT, b. 1868; m. JOHN EVERRETT BURGESS.
     xiv. AMANDA A JARRETT, b. 1870; d. 1913; m. CHARLES B PRICE; b. 1870.

201. BURDETT7 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY" young, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born August 26, 1826, and died April 09, 1915. Burdette married ANN ELIZABETH CAROLINE JARRETT. She was born 1834, and died 1912.

Children of BURDETT PRICE and ANN JARRETT are:
  333. i. MARY F8 PRICE, b. 1853.
    ii. ALICE PRICE, b. 1855.
  334. iii. ELI EDMOND PRICE, b. 1856; d. 1915.
    iv. MARTHA A PRICE, b. 1858.
    v. JAMES A PRICE, b. 1860.

202. CAROLINE7 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY" young, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1832. She married THOMAS HUGES. He was born 1828.

Children of CAROLINE PRICE and THOMAS HUGES are:
  333. i. SARAH JANE8 HUGES, b. 1858.
    ii. NANCY E HUGES, b. 1867.
    iii. ROBERT E HUGES, b. 1873.
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203. JAMES A\textsuperscript{7} PRICE (ELIZABETH \textit{“Betsy”}\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born September 05, 1835, and died January 06, 1923. He married MARY JANE ELSWICK. She was born 1839.

Children of JAMES PRICE and MARY ELSWICK are:
   i. ALPHEUS\textsuperscript{8} PRICE, b. 1858.
   ii. ALATHIA A PRICE, b. 1859.
   iii. MINNIE PRICE, b. 1862.
   iv. ALSON C PRICE, b. 1864.
   v. ALPHONSO PRICE, b. 1868.
   vi. ALBERTUS J PRICE, b. 1870.
   vii. GRACE PRICE, b. 1874.
   viii. BENESS PRICE, b. 1880.

204. HARRIET DELILAH\textsuperscript{7} PRICE (ELIZABETH \textit{“Betsy”}\textsuperscript{6} YOUNG, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1838. She married JESSIE JAMES YOUNG, son of CHARLES YOUNG and MARGARET JAMES. He was born November 05, 1834.

Children of HARRIET PRICE and JESSIE YOUNG are:
   i. CHARLES E\textsuperscript{1} YOUNG, b. September 29, 1861; m. MARY SPARKS.
   ii. WILLIAM B YOUNG, b. 1867; m. JULIA YOUNG.
   iii. JAMES A YOUNG, b. 1869; m. ELIZABETH LILLY.
   iv. MARY A E YOUNG, b. 1872; m. WILLIAM S WOODS.
   v. MARIBEL YOUNG, b. 1874; m. WILLIAM L ACRE.
   vi. SARAH CATHERINE YOUNG, b. 1877; m. JAMES L HUNT; b. 1871.
   vii. BENJAMIN STROTHER YOUNG, b. 1884.

205. LUCINDA\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG (JOHN BIRD\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1819. She married ARCHEBALD PRICE. He was born 1816.

Children of LUCINDA YOUNG and ARCHEBALD PRICE are:
   i. HARRIET\textsuperscript{8} PRICE, b. 1838.
334. ii. SARAH A PRICE, b. 1840.
335. iii. JOHN B PRICE, b. 1843.
336. iv. EDMOND PRICE, b. 1848.
337. v. MARGARET E PRICE, b. 1851.
   vi. MARY F PRICE, b. 1853.

206. HARRIET\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG (JOHN BIRD\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1820. She married (1) SAMUEL MATHENY. She married (2) MILTON WOODS.

Children of HARRIET YOUNG and MILTON WOODS are:
   i. WILSON M\textsuperscript{8} WOODS, b. 1851.
   ii. MARGARET WOODS, b. 1853.
   iii. SOPHIA WOODS, b. 1856.
   iv. MARTHA WOODS, b. 1858.
   v. HENRY WOODS, b. 1862.

207. JAMES STROTHER\textsuperscript{7} YOUNG (JOHN BIRD\textsuperscript{6}, SARAH\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR.\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 1822, and died 1866. He married MARY ELIZABETH GRIFFITH. She was born November 17, 1831, and died 1909.

Children of JAMES YOUNG and MARY GRIFFITH are:
338. i. JASPER\textsuperscript{8} YOUNG, b. November 14, 1851.
339. ii. MINNIE YOUNG, b. November 1535.
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340. iii. LAURA YOUNG, b. November 1855.
   iv. CORA W YOUNG, b. 1857; m. JOHN R SNYDER.
   v. PORUS J YOUNG, b. May 26, 1860; m. MARY BOYD; b. 1867; d. 1900.
341. vi. BRUCE GRIFFITH YOUNG, b. 1863.
342. vii. PERRY S YOUNG, b. 1866.
   viii. MARY YOUNG, m. JOHN R SNYDER.

208. JACOB ARMSTRONG7 YOUNG (JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1826. He married JULIA MARY GEARY. She was born 1831.

Children of JACOB YOUNG and JULIA GEARY are:
343. i. FLOYD JACOB5 YOUNG, b. February 07, 1852; d. November 01, 1927.
   ii. JOSEPHINE YOUNG, b. February 04, 1855; m. G THOMAS CUMMINGS.
   iii. MARY A YOUNG, b. 1856.
   iv. LILLIA W YOUNG, b. 1858.
344. v. ALBERT C YOUNG, b. 1860; d. 1930.
   vi. ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. February 27, 1863; m. ALONZO JENKINS.
345. vii. JOHN MILTON YOUNG, b. May 07, 1866.
   viii. JOANNA YOUNG, b. 1868.
   ix. NORA B YOUNG, b. 1870; m. DAVID TAYLOR.
   x. AMY C YOUNG, b. 1872; m. WILLIAM HUDKINS.

209. SARAH ANN7 YOUNG (JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1831. She married FRANKLIN BAXTER.

Child of SARAH YOUNG and FRANKLIN BAXTER is:
   i. ELIAS FENTON5 BAXTER, b. 1862; d. April 1943; m. AMANDER CATHERINE CAVENDER.

210. NANCY W7 YOUNG (JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1834. She married WILLIAM RANSOM.

Child of NANCY YOUNG and WILLIAM RANSOM is:
   i. MARGARET5 RANSOM, b. 1869.

211. HARVEY HUMPHREYS7 YOUNG (JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1834, and died Bet. 1916 - 1917. He married (1) MARY BOYD. He married (2) ANNA E FERRELL. She was born 1853. He married (3) ANNIE FERGUSON.

Children of HARVEY YOUNG and ANNA FERRELL are:
   i. STANTON W8 YOUNG, b. 1872; m. LILLIE COPEN.
   ii. CORA A YOUNG, b. August 07, 1872; m. WALTER WALTON.
   iii. ROY ORTON YOUNG, m. FLORENCE ULMAN; b. July 29, 1872.
346. iv. HARVEY HUTSON YOUNG, b. 1883.
   v. JAMES CORBETT YOUNG, b. February 20, 1886.
   vi. HOY O YOUNG, b. 1877.
   vii. PHIL CHILTON YOUNG.
   viii. ESTHER YOUNG.

212. ELLEN7 YOUNG (JAMES A6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1826. She married (1) ROSWELL ELSWICK. She married (2) WALKER.

Child of ELLEN YOUNG and ROSWELL ELSWICK is:
   i. CAROLINE8 ELSWICK, b. February 10, 1855; m. WALKER.

213. CLINTON S7 YOUNG (JAMES A6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born
1830. He married (1) CAROLINE LUCAS. She was born 1829, and died March 01, 1865. He married (2) MARY JANE SPRADLING. She was born 1840.

Children of CLINTON YOUNG and MARY SPRADLING are:
   i. HENRY8 YOUNG, b. 1867.
   ii. M.
   iii. WILLIAM J YOUNG, b. 1871.
   iv. MARY JANE YOUNG, b. 1873.
   v. LUCY YOUNG, b. 1878.

214. CLARK7 YOUNG (JAMES A6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1832. He married SARAH E YOUNG, daughter of WILLIAM YOUNG and NANCY GORDON. She was born 1837.

Children of CLARK YOUNG and SARAH YOUNG are:
   i. T C8 YOUNG.
   ii. VINCENT YOUNG, b. 1855.
   iii. HENRIETTA YOUNG, b. 1858.
   iv. HAMILTON YOUNG, b. 1859.
   v. CHARLES A YOUNG, b. 1862.
   vi. ROSDELL E YOUNG, b. 1866.
   vii. HIRAM S YOUNG, b. 1868.
   viii. JULIA YOUNG.
   ix. ALLEN A YOUNG, b. 1872.
   x. GEORGE B YOUNG, b. 1875.

215. EDMOND P7 YOUNG (JAMES A6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1838. He married MARY CATHERINE JOHNSON. She was born 1846.

Children of EDMOND YOUNG and MARY JOHNSON are:
   i. DELILA8 YOUNG, b. 1865.
   ii. JOHNSON YOUNG, b. 1866.
   iii. JAMES YOUNG, b. 1869.

216. MILES S7 BURDETT (SARAH ANN6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1826 in, Kanawha, VA. He married (1) ELIZABETH CARR November 26, 1855 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1825. He married (2) MILDRED J JONES November 22, 1866 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1845.

Children of MILES BURDETT and ELIZABETH CARR are:
   i. JAMES S8 BURDETT, b. 1845, , Kanawha, VA; m. NANCY CREWS, January 23, 1873, , KANAWHA, VA; b. 1845, , Monroe, VA.
   ii. SARAH A BURDETT, b. 1847.
   iii. MARIETTA BURDETT, b. 1849.

217. CHARLES7 BURDETT (SARAH ANN6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1827 in, Kanawha, VA. He married DELILAH BURDETT November 08, 1849. She was born 1829.

Children of CHARLES BURDETT and DELILAH BURDETT are:
   i. HENRIETTA8 BURDETT, b. 1851.
   ii. SARAH I BURDETT, b. 1853.
   iii. ALICE BURDETT, b. 1855.
   iv. MALE BURDETT, b. 1858; d. 1858.
   v. JOHN W BURDETT, b. 1859.
   vi. CHARLES BURDETT, b. 1862.
   vii. ELIZABETH BURDETT, b. 1865.
   viii. PRESTON BURDETT, b. 1866.
   ix. EDMON BURDETT, b. 1869.
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x. Louis Burdette, b. 1874.

218. Sarah Elizabeth Burdette (Sarah Ann Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born 1831 in Kanawha, VA, and died November 14, 1858. She married Harvey Burdette November 09, 1849 in Kanawha, VA. He was born 1825.

Children of Sarah Burdette and Harvey Burdette are:
   i. Catherine Burdette, b. 1850.
   ii. Farlena Burdette, b. 1852.
   iii. William Burdette, b. 1855.
   iv. Sarah Burdette, b. 1858.

219. Caroline Burdett (Sarah Ann Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born October 05, 1835 in Kanawha, VA, and died February 19, 1919. She married Wilson Cavender, son of Andrew Cavender and Nancy Caldwell. He was born 1833.

Children of Caroline Burdett and Wilson Cavender are:
347. i. William Silas Cavender, b. 1854; d. 1911.
   ii. Squire S Cavender, b. 1856; d. 1918.
   iii. Sarah Ann Cavender, b. 1859.
   iv. Nancy Jane Cavender, b. 1861.
   v. Martha E Cavender, b. 1863.
   vi. Mary E Cavender, b. 1866.
   vii. Lewis W Cavender, b. 1871.
   viii. Samuel W Cavender, b. 1876.

220. Willis Burdett (Sarah Ann Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born January 06, 1838 in Kanawha, VA. He married Malinda Jones. She was born 1841.

Children of Willis Burdett and Malinda Jones are:
   i. William M Burdett, b. 1860.
   ii. Mary Amanda Burdett, b. 1861.
   iii. Albert Burdett, b. 1864.
   iv. Sarah Angeline Burdett, b. 1866.
   v. Thomas J Burdett, b. 1868.
   vi. James S Burdett, b. 1872.
   vii. Henry C Burdett, b. 1875.
   viii. Harvey M Burdett, b. 1877.
   ix. Willis F Burdett, b. 1879.

221. William Harvey Burdett (Sarah Ann Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born Abt. 1841 in Kanawha, VA, and died March 26, 1900. He married Mildred Jane Copenhaver December 14, 1865, daughter of Jacob Copenhaver and Virginia Newcomer. She was born 1848.

Children of William Burdett and Mildred Copenhaver are:
   i. Sarah Burdett, b. 1867.
   ii. Emeretta Burdett, b. 1868.
   iii. Willis Burdett, b. 1869.
   iv. Virginia F Burdett, b. 1872.
   v. Aldia M Burdett, b. 1874.
   vi. Ida B Burdett, b. 1876.
   vii. Thomas H "Son" Burdett, b. 1878.

222. Harriet Burdett (Sarah Ann Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born March 08, 1845 in Kanawha, VA, and died May 09, 1933. She married (1) Aaron V Facemyer. She
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married (2) JOHN WESLEY CAVENDER April 03, 1864 in , KANAWHA, VA, son of JOHN CAVENDER and NANCY BAXTER. He was born 1844 in, Kanawha, VA.

Children of HARRIET BURDETT and JOHN CAVENDER are:
  i. ALMIRA CAVENDER, b. 1869.
  ii. FRANCIS E CAVENDER, b. 1866.
  iii. SARAH CAVENDER, b. 1869.

223. LUTHER RICE7 BURDETT (SARAH ANN6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1848 in, Kanawha, VA, and died July 16, 1882. He married MARGARET ELIZABETH CREWS January 23, 1873, daughter of SEDLEY CREWS and EVELINE SMITH. She was born 1849.

Children of LUTHER BURDETT and MARGARET CREWS are:
  i. SEDLEY6 BURDETT, b. 1869.
  ii. SARAH E BURDETT, b. 1874.
  iii. ROBERT E BURDETT, b. 1877.

224. SARAH ELIZABETH7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 04, 1835. She married JAMES MADISON BUCKNER. He was born 1833.

Children of SARAH YOUNG and JAMES BUCKNER are:
  i. GEORGE B5 BUCKNER, b. 1856.
  ii. CHARLES W BUCKNER, b. 1858.
  iii. MAHALA J BUCKNER, b. 1860.
  iv. SAMUEL A BUCKNER, b. 1861.
  v. MARY E BUCKNER, b. 1864.
  vi. JOHN W BUCKNER, b. 1868.
  vii. JAMES M BUCKNER, b. 1870.
  viii. ROBERT LEE BUCKNER, b. 1872.
  ix. EMELINE BUCKNER, b. 1876.
  x. BENJAMIN S BUCKNER, b. 1879.

225. MATILDA JANE7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 01, 1837. She married NATHAN HANNAH. He was born 1835.

Children of MATILDA YOUNG and NATHAN HANNAH are:
  i. CHARLES W5 HANNAH, b. 1858.
  ii. ELIZABETH C HANNAH, b. 1859.
  iii. JEMIMA HANNAH, b. 1861.
  iv. GEORGE S HANNAH, b. 1865.
  v. BRATTEN HANNAH, b. 1869.
  vi. ALCINDA HANNAH, b. 1871.
  vii. SAMUEL HANNAH, b. 1875.

226. SAMUEL M7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 22, 1839, and died 1926. He married MARY MAGARET ROY. She was born 1846.

Children of SAMUEL YOUNG and MARY ROY are:
  i. IDA M6 YOUNG, b. 1867.
  ii. MAY B YOUNG, b. 1869.
  iii. EVELINE YOUNG, b. 1871.
  iv. NATHAN L YOUNG, b. 1874.
  v. FLORA J YOUNG, b. 1876.
  vi. CHARLOTTE YOUNG, b. 1877.

227. ARCHEBALD P7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was
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born January 02, 1842, and died September 28, 1914. He married BETTIE ANN LUCAS. She was born 1849.

Children of ARCHEBALD YOUNG and BETTIE LUCAS are:
  i. HIRAM S7 YOUNG, b. 1868.
  ii. CHARLES FREDERICK YOUNG, b. 1869.
  iii. MARY E YOUNG, b. 1871.
  iv. MELVIN G YOUNG, b. 1872.
  v. MELBURN B YOUNG, b. 1874.
  vi. CLORA A YOUNG, b. 1876.

228. MARRIETTA7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born February 05, 1844. She married CHARLES PAGE. He was born 1844.

Children of MARRIETTA YOUNG and CHARLES PAGE are:
  i. MARY E7 PAGE, b. 1868.
  ii. MARGARET J PAGE, b. 1870.
  iii. VIRGINIA B PAGE, b. 1876.
  iv. RUTHY A PAGE, b. 1878.
  v. ENOCH G PAGE, b. 1879.

229. ALLEN P7 YOUNG (CHARLES W6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born April 25, 1850. He married HENRIETTA MILLER. She was born 1849.

Children of ALLEN YOUNG and HENRIETTA MILLER are:
  i. L O7 YOUNG, b. 1875.
  ii. S E YOUNG, b. 1877.

230. LUCINDA "LUCY"7 YOUNG (WILLIAM6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1838. She married JOHN WESLEY ELSWICK. He was born 1835.

Children of LUCINDA YOUNG and JOHN ELSWICK are:
  i. JULIA ANNA P7 ELSWICK, b. 1860.
  ii. WILLIAM ELSWICK, b. 1864.
  iii. JENNINGS E ELSWICK, b. 1866.
  iv. JOHN W ELSWICK, b. 1869.
  v. JAMES W ELSWICK, b. 1872.
  vi. PERRY L ELSWICK, b. 1876.
  vii. GEORGE H ELSWICK, b. 1879.

231. GEORGE ALEXANDER7 YOUNG (WILLIAM6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1841. He married MARY JANE VICKERS. She was born 1846.

Children of GEORGE YOUNG and MARY VICKERS are:
  i. ROSE E7 YOUNG, b. 1865.
  ii. WILLIAM YOUNG, b. 1867.
  iii. FLORENCE YOUNG, b. 1868.
  iv. JAMES M YOUNG, b. 1869.
  v. CARRIE YOUNG, b. 1871.
  vi. SARA C YOUNG, b. 1873.
  vii. GEORGE B YOUNG, b. 1876.
  viii. MARY ANN YOUNG, b. 1877.
  ix. NANCY ANN YOUNG, b. 1877.

232. SARAH E7 YOUNG (WILLIAM6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1837. She married CLARK YOUNG, son of JAMES YOUNG and RACHAEL JAMES. He was born 1832.
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Children are listed above under (214) Clark Young.

233. HENRIETTA B7 YOUNG (BENJAMIN STRADER6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born June 17, 1850. She married SILVANUS G CHAPMAN. He was born February 29, 1844.

Children of HENRIETTA YOUNG and SILVANUS CHAPMAN are:
   i. MARY A8 CHAPMAN, b. February 09, 1868.
   ii. MARTHA J CHAPMAN, b. June 12, 1869.
   iii. BENJAMIN F CHAPMAN, b. October 28, 1870.
   iv. FRANCES "FANNIE" E CHAPMAN, b. April 17, 1872.
   v. CARRIE B CHAPMAN, b. March 25, 1874.
   vi. WILLIAM S CHAPMAN, b. February 28, 1875.
   vii. LUCY D CHAPMAN, b. September 30, 1876.
   viii. LOTTIE V CHAPMAN, b. April 21, 1878.
   ix. HENRY N CHAPMAN, b. August 29, 1879.
   x. JOHN G CHAPMAN, b. June 21, 1881.
   xi. HENRIETTA D CHAPMAN, b. December 29, 1882.

234. LUCINDA7 JAMES (JESSIE JR6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born July 16, 1829, and died July 26, 1898. She married HENRY YOUNG. He was born January 20, 1827, and died September 08, 1861.

Children of LUCINDA JAMES and HENRY YOUNG are:
   i. ARMINTA8 YOUNG.
   ii. MELVINA YOUNG.
   iii. JESSE YOUNG, b. August 06, 1853; d. May 04, 1876.
   iv. MARY AGNES YOUNG, b. 1856, Virginia B; d. 1870; m. JASPER GIVEN.
   v. SARAH JANE YOUNG, b. October 12, 1859.

235. WILLIAM7 JAMES (JESSIE JR6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born May 26, 1832, and died May 10, 1917. He married EVOLINE PIERSO. She was born August 15, 1840, and died October 06, 1926.

Children of WILLIAM JAMES and EVOLINE PIERSO are:
   350. i. BENJAMIN FRANK8 JAMES, b. July 18, 1857; d. November 18, 1928.
   351. ii. MARY ANN JAMES, b. October 14, 1859.
   352. iii. THOMAS JACKSON JAMES, b. February 14, 1862; d. 1939.
   353. iv. ELIZABETH ANN JAMES, b. April 19, 1865.
   354. v. ELLIOT MOLLOHAN JAMES, b. February 27, 1867; d. September 18, 1949.
   355. vi. ISABELLE JAMES, b. November 21, 1870; d. August 11, 1942.
   356. vii. NEWTON NEWLON JAMES, b. February 27, 1873; d. March 03, 1939.
   357. viii. MILLARD SCOTT JAMES, b. February 18, 1875.
   358. ix. SUSAN EMMA JAMES, b. July 08, 1877.
   359. x. WILLIS HAMPTON JAMES, b. January 28, 1880; d. June 1944.
   361. xii. CHARLES E JAMES, b. October 19, 1886; d. September 15, 1942.

236. LEWIS7 JAMES (JESSIE JR6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845. He married NANCY ROSANN MELTON. She was born 1852.

Children of LEWIS JAMES and NANCY MELTON are:
   i. MARY ELIZABETH "LIZZIE"8 JAMES, m. (1) LEWIS BROOKMAN; m. (2) EDWARD BURDERT.
   ii. CYNTHIA ANNIE JAMES, b. 1873; d. 1903; m. WILLIAM TAYLOR.
   iii. MARGARET "MAGGIE" JAMES, b. 1874; m. WILLIAM GIVEN.
   iv. CHLOE J JAMES, b. 1876; m. EMANUEL TAYLOR.
   v. IDA MAE JAMES, b. 1878; m. J R STUMP.
   vi. DEBRA J JAMES, b. 1880; m. EVERETT H LYNCH.
   vii. JOHN JAMES, b. 1885; m. BERTHA CART.
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237. LOUISA James (JESSIE Jr., MARY "Polly" Morris, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born March 17, 1835, and died January 22, 1915. She married SAMUEL F. GIVEN. He was born 1836.

Children of LOUISA James and SAMUEL GIVEN are:
   i. EMMA E. GIVEN, b. 1858; m. MILLARD FILMORE GIBSON; b. May 15, 1856.
   ii. WILLIS E. GIVEN, b. 1860; m. MARY R. JOHNSON; b. 1871.
   iv. HENRY A. GIVEN, b. 1886.
   v. ELIZABETH E. GIVEN, b. 1868.
   vi. VIRGINIA B. GIVEN, b. 1870.
   vii. EMERY H. GIVEN, b. 1872.
   viii. CHARLES E. GIVEN, b. 1875; m. ROSA GIVEN; b. 1894.
   ix. OSEOLIE O. GIVEN, b. 1879; m. THOMAS E. HOUGHTON; b. 1882.

238. ELIZABETH ANN James (JESSIE Jr., MARY "Polly" Morris, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1836. She married SILAS JAMES. He was born 1830.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and SILAS JAMES are:
   i. ROBERT H. JAMES, b. 1860.
   ii. LOUISA JAMES, b. 1863.
   iii. ROENA E. JAMES, b. 1870.

239. WILLIAM Y. James (HENRY Morris, MARY "Polly" Morris, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1834. He married RACHEL HUFFMAN. She was born 1833.

Children of WILLIAM JAMES and RACHEL HUFFMAN are:
   363. i. JOHN HENRY JAMES, b. 1861.
   ii. MARTHA JAMES, b. 1864.
   iii. MARY JAMES, b. 1866.
   iv. CHARLES W. JAMES, b. 1873; m. VIRGINIA M. ?.

240. SAMUEL James (HENRY Morris, MARY "Polly" Morris, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born June 03, 1836. He married SARAH A. PRICE, daughter of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1846.

Children of SAMUEL JAMES and SARAH PRICE are:
   i. MARTHA J. JAMES, b. 1868.
   ii. CHLOE JAMES, b. 1870.
   iii. JOHN EDWARD JAMES, b. 1873.
   iv. MINNIE M. JAMES, b. 1875.
   v. HENRY WALTER JAMES, b. 1878.
   vi. REBECCA F. JAMES, b. 1881.

241. THOMAS H. James (HENRY Morris, MARY "Polly" Morris, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845. He married (1) HARRIET FRANCES PRICE, daughter of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1844. He married (2) SARAH IKEELING. She was born 1852.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and HARRIET PRICE are:
   i. MABRINA JAMES, b. 1867.
   ii. FANNY JAMES, b. 1869.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and SARAH IKEELING are:
   iii. BENJAMIN JAMES, b. 1874.
   iv. WILLIAM P. JAMES, b. 1875.
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v. MARY JAMES, b. 1878.
vi. ELIZABETH JAMES, b. 1885.

242. REBECCA JANE7 JAMES (HENRY MORRIS6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1847. She married DAVID LEWIS YOUNG. He was born Abt. 1849.

Child of REBECCA JAMES and DAVID YOUNG is:
364. i. DORA ELIZABETH8 YOUNG, b. December 02, 1872; d. Abt. 1950.

243. MARY7 JAMES (SAMUEL6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845, and died 1920. She married MILTON R SNYDER. He was born 1847.

Children of MARY JAMES and MILTON SNYDER are:
i. CLOA (CHLOE) M8 SNYDER, b. 1869.
ii. WOODY D SNYDER, b. 1872.
iii. R SNYDER, b. 1875.

244. JESSIE7 JAMES (SAMUEL6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1847, and died 1931. He married NANCY ISABEL JARRETT. She was born 1848.

Children of JESSIE JAMES and NANCY JARRETT are:
i. MINNIE8 JAMES, b. 1871; m. GEORGE STUMP.
ii. ELDREDGE JAMES, b. 1872.
iii. MAMIE D JAMES, b. 1874; m. JAMES WILLIAM CART; b. 1872; d. 1925.
iv. WHEDON JAMES, b. 1877.
v. MELISSA JAMES, b. 1879.
vi. MILTON E JAMES, b. 1881.
vii. VERA E JAMES, b. 1883.
viii. ROBERT C JAMES, b. 1890.
ix. SOPHIA C JAMES, b. 1890.

245. SOPHIA7 JAMES (SAMUEL6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1851, and died 1915. She married PHILLIP C RUSSELL. He was born 1849, and died 1919.

Children of SOPHIA JAMES and PHILLIP RUSSELL are:
i. JOHN E KENNA8 RUSSELL, b. 1877.
ii. VIRGIL RICHARDSON RUSSELL, b. 1880.

246. LEWIS NORMAN7 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M "BETSY"6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 27, 1831, and died 1905. He married (1) MARY ELIZABETH BALLARD. She was born 1846. He married (2) ELIZABETH MANN.

Children of LEWIS YOUNG and ELIZABETH MANN are:
i. DAVID H K8 YOUNG, b. 1873; d. 1911.
ii. JOHN D YOUNG, b. 1876; m. LILLIAN FULLERTON.
iii. ELIZABETH YOUNG.

247. AMERICA7 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M "BETSY"6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born October 17, 1833, and died 1910. She married DANIEL H N DIX. He was born 1828, and died 1911.

Children of AMERICA YOUNG and DANIEL DIX are:
i. JOHN M9 DIX, b. February 15, 1857; d. February 15, 1892.
ii. ELIZABETH QUINDORA DIX.
365. iii. WILLIAM J DIX.
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iv. HATTIE DIX.
v. MILTON LEWIS DIX.

248. JOHN MARK7 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M “BETSY”6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born August 10, 1835, and died September 30, 1923. He married ALBINA L ONG. She was born 1845, and died 1916.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and ALBINA ONG are:
   i. FRED8 YOUNG, b. 1868; d. 1875.
   ii. JOHN MILTON QUINCY YOUNG, b. 1870; d. 1920.
   iii. AUGUSTUS ONG YOUNG, b. 1872; m. JULIA ?.
   iv. ORA D YOUNG, b. January 1877; d. January 1892.
   v. HARRY YOUNG, b. 1882; d. 1883.

249. MILTON WOODS7 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M “BETSY”6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born May 29, 1836, and died September 03, 1892. He married SALLY ELIZABETH GARRY. She was born October 12, 1858.

Children of MILTON YOUNG and SALLY GARRY are:
   367. i. ERNA BLY8 YOUNG, b. February 11, 1881.
   ii. MILTON WOODS YOUNG, JR., b. May 29, 1883; d. March 10, 1914.

250. HARRIET7 YOUNG (ELIZABETH M “BETSY”6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born March 30, 1839, and died December 20, 1937. She married JOHN MILLARD SLACK. He was born 1834, and died December 1916.

Children of HARRIET YOUNG and JOHN SLACK are:
   i. NELLIE A8 SLACK, b. July 24, 1867; d. January 19, 1873.
   ii. NORMAN HEDGEMAN SLACK, b. 1869; d. 1923.
   368. iii. ELIZABETH S SLACK, b. 1872.
   369. iv. JOHN MARK SLACK, b. 1876.
   370. v. CHARLES SLACK, b. 1879.

251. MARY COMFORT7 SLACK (JANE HAMILTON6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1852. She married CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS JARRETT. He was born 1831.

Children of MARY SLACK and CHRISTOPHER JARRETT are:
   i. FANNIE C8 JARRETT, b. 1869; m. STEPHEN STOFELL.
   ii. JOHN E JARRETT, b. 1872.
   iii. CHLOE JANE JARRETT, b. 1874; m. HENRY COPENHAVER.
   iv. ALICE JARRETT, b. 1876.
   v. LAWRENCE JARRETT, b. 1879.
   vi. ORLAND D JARRETT, b. 1882.

252. SARAH CATHERINE7 SLACK (JANE HAMILTON6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1854, and died 1936. She married WILLIAM HENRY BELLCHER. He was born 1850.

Children of SARAH SLACK and WILLIAM BELLCHER are:
   i. JOHN E8 BELLCHER, b. 1875.
   ii. SYDNEY W BELLCHER, b. 1877.
   iii. ALBERT C BELLCHER, b. 1879.

253. JESSIE JAMES7 YOUNG (MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 05, 1834. He married HARRIET DELILAH PRICE, daughter of EDMUND PRICE and ELIZABETH YOUNG. She was born 1838.
Children are listed above under (204) Harriet Delilah Price.

254. Rachel7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born January 26, 1839. She married (1) Jeremiah Meadows. He was born 1829. She married (2) John R Buckner.

Children of Rachel Young and Jeremiah Meadows are:
   i. Burrell3 Meadows, b. 1866.
   ii. Nancy D Meadows, b. 1868.
   iii. John L Meadows, b. 1870.
   iv. Harvey U Meadows, b. 1872.
   v. Margaret Meadows, b. 1874.
   vi. Jeremiah Meadows, b. 1878.

255. Martha7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1840, and died 1927. She married John Robert Buckner. He was born 1837.

Children of Martha Young and John Buckner are:
   i. William S. Buckner, b. 1866.
   ii. John A Buckner, b. 1868.
   iii. Samuel Buckner, b. 1869.
   iv. Dovey Ann Buckner, b. 1874.
   v. Stella Buckner, b. 1878.

256. Frances “Fanny”7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born August 12, 1843, and died 1934. She married George W Stanley. He was born 1845.

Children of Frances Young and George Stanley are:
   i. Mardella4 Stanley, b. 1870.
   ii. Harry Stanley, b. 1872.
   iii. Maybelle Stanley, b. 1877.
   iv. Mamie Stanley, b. 1879.

257. Lewis W7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born July 13, 1854, and died September 24, 1904. He married Nancy Jane Seabolt. She was born April 16, 1859, and died November 21, 1962.

Children of Lewis Young and Nancy Seabolt are:
   i. Albert Rufus8 Young, b. October 24, 1887; d. October 13, 1965.
   ii. Walter Young, b. January 26, 1889; d. October 30, 1892.
   iv. Mary Susan Young, b. March 13, 1894; d. December 21, 1907.
   v. Fannie Jane Young, b. April 22, 1896.

258. Charles William7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born December 26, 1855, and died December 14, 1938. He married Hattie Bell Woody. She was born January 07, 1860.

Children of Charles Young and Hattie Woody are:
   i. Unk5 Young.
   ii. Blanche Young, b. May 30, 1882; d. 1909; m. Benton Carte.
   iii. Irvin Young, b. August 30, 1883; d. 1969; m. Emma Hopkins; d. 1958.
   iv. James Luther Young, b. September 25, 1885; d. Abt. 1996; m. Lula B Keener; b. 1890.
   v. Howard Elbert Young, b. March 10, 1888; m. Victoria ?.
   vi. Richard Enen Young, b. April 18, 1890.
Children of M was born 1846. She married W.

Children of L was born 1865. He married A.

Children of S was born December 21, 1872, and died January 17, 1952. W.

373. xii. D was born 1853, and died 1926. He married (1) E. ii. A was born 1847. She married A.

259. John Floyd7 Young (Margaret6 James, Mary “Polly”5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born December 22, 1862, and died December 14, 1938. He married Nancy B Seabolt. She was born December 21, 1872, and died January 17, 1952.

Children of John Young and Nancy Seabolt are:
  i. Charles Henry Young, b. October 20, 1891.
  ii. Mary Jane Young, b. April 28, 1893.
  iii. Louis Jacob Young, b. September 11, 1894.
  iv. William Johnson Young.
  v. Rhoda Belle Young, b. June 30, 1897.
  vi. Levi Jackson Young, b. September 25, 1899.
  vii. Jesse Young, b. October 24, 1901.
  viii. Nancy Catherine Young.
  ix. Missouri Young.
  x. John Thomas Young.
  xi. Ada Young.

260. Sarah Catherine7 Bird (John Christy6, Catherine5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1847. She married Andrew J Campbell. He was born 1838.

Children of Sarah Bird and Andrew Campbell are:
  i. William P. Campbell, b. 1865.
  ii. Joel B Campbell, b. 1867.
  iii. John D Campbell, b. 1870.

261. Lewis Melvin7 Bird (John Christy6, Catherine5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1865. He married Alice A Turpin. She was born 1869.

Children of Lewis Bird and Alice Turpin are:
  i. Vitilis8 Bird, b. 1889.
  ii. Lemria Bird, b. 1892.
  iii. Stephen L Bird, b. 1895.
  iv. Goldie Bird, b. 1899.

262. Virginia E7 Campbell (Matilda6 Bird, Catherine5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1846. She married William Nichols. He was born 1845.

Children of Virginia Campbell and William Nichols are:
  i. Mary8 Nichols, b. 1868.
  ii. Arabelle Nichols, b. 1870.
  iii. Aramathea Nichols, b. 1873.
  iv. Lavada Nichols, b. 1878.

263. Micajah Morgan7 Campbell (Matilda6 Bird, Catherine5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1853, and died 1926. He married (1) Elizabeth Ellen Strickland. He married (2) Stella Washington.

Children of Micajah Campbell and Elizabeth Strickland are:
  i. Arminta C8 Campbell, b. 1874.
ii. PETER DOBSON CAMPBELL, b. 189, 976.

264. MARY CATHERINE⁷ CAMPBELL (RACHAEL JANÉ⁶ BIRD, CATHERINE⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1845, and died 1894. She married JOHN SILAS MORRIS, son of THOMAS MORRIS and LEAH ELLIS. He was born 1845, and died 1880.

Children of MARY CAMPBELL and JOHN MORRIS are:
   i. MEDORA J⁶ MORRIS, b. 1868.
   ii. ALFRED NESON MORRIS, b. 1875; d. 1940; m. VIRGINIA BELL GIVEN.

265. LYDIA JANE⁷ BIRD (TYRUS P⁶, CATHERINE⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1845. She married OSCAR F PAULEY. He was born 1839.

Children of LYDIA BIRD and OSCAR PAULEY are:
   i. JOHN W⁸ PAULEY, b. 1866.
   ii. JAMES H PAULEY, b. 1868.
   iii. CHARLES A PAULEY, b. 1873.
   iv. MARY L PAULEY, b. 1875.
   v. LEWIS V PAULEY, b. 1877.
   vi. ERNEST M PAULEY, b. 1880.

266. HENRY J⁷ BIRD (TYRUS P⁶, CATHERINE⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1850. He married SARAH JANE RUCKER, daughter of BENJAMIN RUCKER and JULIANN PRICE. She was born 1852.

Children of HENRY BIRD and SARAH RUCKER are:
374. i. WINFORD W⁸ BIRD, b. 1875.
   ii. ALBERT M BIRD, b. 1877.
   iii. LELIA E BIRD, b. 1879.
   iv. DELIA M BIRD, b. 1882.
   v. CHLOE E BIRD, b. 1884.
   vi. EDWIN BIRD, b. 1887.
   vii. UNK BIRD, b. 1890.
   viii. VIRGIL H BIRD, b. 1898.

267. EDMUND⁷ BIRD (TYRUS P⁶, CATHERINE⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1856. He married MARY FRANCES ‘FANNIE’ HUFFMAN. She was born 1856.

Children of EDMUND BIRD and MARY HUFFMAN are:
   i. WALTER C⁸ BIRD, b. 1882.
   ii. LIZZIE W BIRD, b. 1888.
   iii. LEWIS M BIRD, b. 1891.
   iv. ERNEST W BIRD, b. 1893.
   v. ROBERT G BIRD, b. 1896.
   vi. WILLIAM BIRD, b. 1899.

268. GEORGE WASHINGTON⁷ MORRIS (HENRY⁶, JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1828. He married RACHEL R SAWYERS. She was born 1831.

Children of GEORGE MORRIS and RACHEL SAWYERS are:
   i. ANALIZA⁸ MORRIS, m. LORING HANSHAW.
   ii. ANN E MORRIS, b. 1850.
   iii. MARY A MORRIS, b. 1850.
   iv. MARTIN B MORRIS, b. 1856; m. (1) SUSAN HOLCOMB; m. (2) ALICE SCAGGS.
   v. ANGELINE D MORRIS, b. 1857.
   vi. RHODA MORRIS, b. 1959.
269. CAROLYN F\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS (\textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{6}, \textit{John}, \textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William Sr.}\textsuperscript{3}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1837. She married (1) JOHN PEARSON. She married (2) GEORGE GARNES.

Children of CAROLYN MORRIS and GEORGE GARNES are:
   i. ANDREW J\textsuperscript{8} GARNES, b. 1866.
   ii. SAMANTHA J GARNES, b. 1868.
   iii. MARY GARNES, b. 1871.

270. JOHN B\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS (\textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{6}, \textit{John}, \textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William Sr.}\textsuperscript{3}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1841. He married ELIZABETH "BETTY" MILAN. She was born 1845.

Children of JOHN MORRIS and ELIZABETH MILAN are:
   i. MARY ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{8} MORRIS, b. 1864; d. 1891; m. PAUL JONES SUMMERS; b. 1860; d. 1944.
   ii. MARGARET ANN MORRIS, b. 1867; m. WILLIAM SUMMERS.
   iii. POUIS P MORRIS, b. 1869.
   iv. FLORIDA JANE MORRIS, b. 1871; m. THEODORE RICHMOND GROSE.
   v. JULIA B MORRIS, b. 1878.
   vi. WIATTE MORRIS.
   vii. V B MORRIS.
   viii. ROSA MORRIS.

271. WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS (\textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{6}, \textit{John}, \textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William Sr.}\textsuperscript{3}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1845, and died 1930. He married (1) DIDA A SPARKS. She was born 1849, and died 1926. He married (2) NANCY JANE MILAN.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and DIDA SPARKS are:
   i. MORGAN LEE\textsuperscript{9} MORRIS, b. 1868; m. ELIZABETH MARGARET RADER.
   ii. NEWMAN O MORRIS, b. 1870.
   iii. JOHN W MORRIS, b. 1872; m. MATTIE A MCMILLIAN.
   iv. MARTHA JANE MORRIS, b. 1873; m. ALBERT T MILAM.
   v. LORING SCOTT MORRIS, b. 1875; m. ROSA ARMSTRONG.
   vi. WILLIAM O MORRIS, b. 1877; d. 1968.
   vii. THEODORE C MORRIS, b. 1879.
   viii. BENJAMIN B MORRIS, b. 1881.
   ix. DAVID H MORRIS, b. 1883.
   x. MINNIE A MORRIS, b. 1886; m. ? ARMSTRONG.
   xi. LOLA V MORRIS, b. 1889.

Child of WILLIAM MORRIS and NANCY MILAN is:
   xii. ALLEN CHILTON\textsuperscript{9} MORRIS, b. 1894.

272. CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS (\textit{William B "Doctor"}\textsuperscript{6}, \textit{John}, \textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William Sr.}\textsuperscript{3}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) He married MARY J SIMS.

Child of CHARLES MORRIS and MARY SIMS is:
   375. i. HARLOW L\textsuperscript{9} MORRIS.

273. ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{7} MORRIS (\textit{William B "Doctor"}\textsuperscript{6}, \textit{John}, \textit{Henry}\textsuperscript{4}, \textit{William Sr.}\textsuperscript{3}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{2}, \textit{William}\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1837. He married ISABEL BROWN.

Children of ALEXANDER MORRIS and ISABEL BROWN are:
   376. i. CLARK\textsuperscript{8} MORRIS.
ii. FLOYD MORRIS.

274. HILLARY J7 MORRIS (LEONARD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845. He married MARY ANN MORTON. She was born 1850.

Children of HILLARY MORRIS and MARY MORTON are:
   i. SYLVESTER8 MORRIS, b. 1872.
   ii. LEONARD MORRIS, b. 1874.
   iii. ELIZA MORRIS, b. 1876.
   iv. SARAH MORRIS, b. 1880.

275. MARGARET J7 MORRIS (THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1841. She married FRANK HOLCOMB. He was born 1839.

Children of MARGARET MORRIS and FRANK HOLCOMB are:
   i. CYRUS8 HOLCOMB, b. 1859.
   ii. ELLIS HOLCOMB, b. 1860.
   iii. THOMAS HOLCOMB, b. 1862.
   iv. VICTORIA HOLCOMB, b. 1865.
   v. MARY HOLCOMB, b. 1867.
   vi. JOHN HOLCOMB, b. 1871.
   vii. ELLEN HOLCOMB, b. 1873.
   viii. NANCY HOLCOMB, b. 1878.
   ix. CORABELLE HOLCOMB, b. 1879.

276. WILLIAM EDWARD7 MORRIS (THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1847, and died 1889. He married MARY JANE ?.

Children of WILLIAM MORRIS and MARY ? are:
   ii. HARLOW MORRIS, m. ALICE V SCHOOLCRAFT.
   iii. CORA MORRIS, m. CAM DRENNAN.

277. JASPER NEWTON7 MORRIS (THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1854. He married (1) NANCY A ESTEP. She was born 1856. He married (2) ROXALENA WOODY.

Children of JASPER MORRIS and NANCY ESTEP are:
   i. JAMES8 MORRIS, b. 1878.
   ii. DELANEY MORRIS, b. 1879.

278. FRAZIER7 MORRIS (EDWARD RYAN6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1842. He married MARGARET WALKER. She was born 1847.

Children of FRAZIER MORRIS and MARGARET WALKER are:
   i. MILTON8 MORRIS, b. 1870.
   ii. HANSFORD MORRIS, b. 1876.
   iii. SARAH MORRIS, b. 1878.

279. JOHN MORRIS7 SUMMERS (MARTA BROWN6 MORRIS, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1837. He married (1) EVELYN O'DELL. He married (2) ELIZABETH ANN FITZWATER. She was born 1850.

Children of JOHN SUMMERS and EVELYN O'DELL are:
   i. WILLIAM8 SUMMERS, b. 1862.
   ii. SUSAN J SUMMERS, b. 1867.
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Children of JOHN SUMMERS and ELIZABETH FITZWATER are:
   iii. BENJAMIN F SUMMERS, b. 1875.
   iv. DAVID C SUMMERS, b. 1877.
   v. ERVIN L SUMMERS, b. 1879.

280. ELIZA7 SUMMERS (MARTA BROWN6 MORRIS, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1844, and died 1879. She married OWEN HICKS. He was born 1853.

Children of ELIZA SUMMERS and OWEN HICKS are:
   i. LEONVES E3 HICKS, b. 1876.
   ii. LENDORA I HICKS, b. 1877.
   iii. HENRY E HICKS, b. 1879.

281. WILLIAM HENRY7 SUMMERS (MARTA BROWN6 MORRIS, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1846. He married VICTORIA V SIMS. She was born 1853.

Children of WILLIAM SUMMERS and VICTORIA SIMS are:
   i. LOUELLA J3 SUMMERS, b. 1872.
   ii. ARTHUR C SUMMERS, b. 1874.
   iii. JOSEPH B SUMMERS, b. 1877.
   iv. RHONOLD H SUMMERS, b. 1878.

282. JEHU M7 SUMMERS (MARTA BROWN6 MORRIS, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1842, and died 1890. He married NANCY J MORRIS, daughter of GEORGE MORRIS and RACHEL SAWYERS. She was born 1852.

Children of JEHU SUMMERS and NANCY MORRIS are:
   i. THEODORE F3 SUMMERS, b. 1871.
   ii. MADORA SUMMERS, b. 1877.
   iii. CHARLES A SUMMERS, b. 1879.

283. LELIA F7 RIPPETOE (JANE COLEMAN6 MORRIS, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1851, and died 1932. She married ALLEN MCCUTCHEON. He was born 1850.

Children of LELIA RIPPETOE and ALLEN MCCUTCHEON are:
   i. LUCY A3 MCCUTCHEON, b. 1873.
   ii. HATTY G MCCUTCHEON, b. 1874.
   iii. MARBEL C MCCUTCHEON, b. 1876.
   iv. MARY MCCUTCHEON, b. 1878.
   v. BERTHA H MCCUTCHEON, b. 1880.

284. HARRIET FRANCES7 PRICE (JOHN6, LEAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1844. She married THOMAS H JAMES, son of HENRY JAMES and REBECCA YOUNG. He was born 1845.

Children are listed above under (241) Thomas H James.

285. SARAH JANE7 RUCKER (JULIANNA6 PRICE, LEAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1852. She married HENRY J BIRD, son of TYRUS BIRD and MARY TAYLOR. He was born 1850.

Children are listed above under (266) Henry J Bird.

286. ROBERT L7 DICKINSON (AMANDA6 MORRIS, DICKINSON5, LEONARD -LON-4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1869, and died 1904. He married CICILE HUDSON. She was born 1872, and died 1958.
Children of ROBERT DICKINSON and Cicile HUDSON are:
  i. LOUISE EARLY DICKINSON, b. 1900; d. 1939.
  ii. DOROTHY MORRIS DICKINSON.

378. ALONZO MORRIS7 ONDERDONK (Catherine Celestine6 Morris, John5, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr3, William2, William1) was born January 14, 1862, and died May 23, 1938. He married ELIZABETH MINERVA IRWIN.

Child of ALONZO ONDERDONK and ELIZABETH IRWIN is:
  i. KATHERINE MORRIS8 ONDERDONK, b. November 04, 1895; d. June 28, 1940; m. WILLIAM BITTENCOUT SOUZA; b. April 01, 1896.

288. FLEMING COBB7 BURGESS (Judith6 Cobbs, Sarah5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr3, William2, William1) was born 1812, and died 1883. He married ADELA M WOODS. She was born 1818, and died 1865.

Children of FLEMING BURGESS and ADELA WOODS are:
  i. JAMES W8 BURGESS, b. 1837; m. ELIZABETH ?.
  ii. HESTER ANN BURGESS, b. 1839; m. GEORGE THOMAS.
  iii. JOHN MEREDITH BURGESS, b. 1842; d. 1931.
  iv. ELIZABETH BURGESS, b. 1846.
  v. WILLIAM BURGESS, b. 1848.
  vi. JUDEA C BURGESS, b. 1849.
  vii. HENRY A BURGESS, b. 1856.
  viii. GEORGE E BURGESS, b. 1858.

289. FLEMING B7 COBB (Hiram6, Sarah5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr3, William2, William1) was born 1836. He married (1) AMERICA BEACH. She was born 1842. He married (2) JOAN NEWCOMER. She was born 1840.

Children of FLEMING COBB and AMERICA BEACH are:
  i. SUSAN8 COBB, b. 1870.
  ii. MARY I COBB, b. 1872.

Child of FLEMING COBB and JOAN NEWCOMER is:
  iii. MILLORNA8 COBB, b. 1859.

290. LEWIS LEONARD7 COBB (Hiram6, Sarah5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr3, William2, William1) was born 1838. He married MARGARET ISABELL HALL. She was born 1845.

Children of LEWIS COBB and MARGARET HALL are:
  i. WALTER FRANKLIN8 COBB, b. 1872.
  ii. JAMES WILLIAM COBB, b. 1873.
  iii. MAUDE M COBB, b. 1876.
  iv. ARTHUR K COBB, b. 1880.

291. RICHARD M7 COBB (Roswell L6, Sarah5 Morris, Leonard "Lon"4, William Sr3, William2, William1) was born 1834. He married CATHERINE CHANDLER, daughter of RICHARD CHANDLER and CATHERINE MORRIS. She was born 1835.

Children of RICHARD COBB and CATHERINE CHANDLER are:
  i. THOMAS8 COBB, b. 1855.
  ii. RALPH COBB, b. 1858.
  iii. HARRISON COBB, b. 1860.
  iv. CHAPMAN COBB, b. 1862.
  v. KITTY COBB, b. 1864.
vi. Richard Cobb, b. 1868.

vii. Sallie A Cobb, b. 1870.


292. Leonard⁶ Cobb (Roswell⁴, Sarah⁴ Morrise, Leonard ‘Lone’⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1837. He married Nancy L Browder. She was born 1838.

Child of Leonard Cobb and Nancy Browder is:

i. Luellen⁵ Cobb, b. 1859.

293. John O.⁷ Morris (Joseph W⁶, John⁵, Joshua⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born July 12, 1845, and died July 04, 1913. He married Elizabeth Lucretia Bream Love March 14, 1867, daughter of William Love and Elizabeth Shelton. She was born September 15, 1845.

Children of John Morris and Elizabeth Love are:


   iii. Anna Morris.

   iv. Lena Morris.

294. Joshua⁷ Morris, Jr (Joshua⁶, William “Falls Billy”⁵, Joshua⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born Abt. 1847, and died 1932. He married Elvira Fitzwater.

Children of Joshua Morris and Elvira Fitzwater are:

382. i. Wyatt Hansford⁹ Morris, b. November 05, 1871; d. 1959.

   ii. Lola Lovett Morris, m. Porterfield Loving.

   iii. Willie Morris, m. Florence Bailes.

   iv. Emerson Morris, m. Rebecca A Rapp.

   v. Cordy Morris.

295. Elias Icabod “Byrd”⁷ Stone (Elizabeth⁶ See, William⁵, Elizabeth⁴ Morrise, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1858, and died 1931. He married Catherine Doyle. She was born 1861, and died 1955.

Children of Elias Stone and Catherine Doyle are:

   i. Iva Laverna⁸ Stone, b. 1883; d. 1984; m. Arthur Buxton.

   ii. Mary Effie Stone, b. 1885; d. 1975; m. Blaine Hill.

   iii. Ora Edith Stone, b. 1887; d. 1965.

   iv. Charles Stone, b. 1891; d. 1968; m. Inez Williamson.

   v. Rebecca G Stone, b. 1895; d. 1978; m. Charles King.

   vi. Herbert “Bird” Stone, b. 1896; d. 1978; m. Ella Colley.

296. James Powell⁷ Hilyard (John Morris⁶, Elizabeth⁵ Morrise, John⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1820, and died 1898. He married America Morris, daughter of Achilles Morris and Leah Jarrett. She was born December 12, 1823 in Lewisburg, Greenbrier, VA, and died July 07, 1905 in Severy, Greenwood County, Kansas.

Children are listed above under (167) America Morris.

297. William⁷ Hilyard (John Morris⁶, Elizabeth⁵ Morrise, John⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1823, and died 1907. He married Martha Ann Barnes. She was born 1823, and died 1893.

Children of William Hilyard and Martha Barnes are:

   i. Eliza Jane⁸ Hilyard, b. 1845; d. 1931; m. Achilles “Kellus” Morris; b. 1843; d. 1918.

   ii. James Powell Hilyard, b. 1847; d. 1927; m. Emily Jane Wood.

   iii. Sarah Hilyard, b. 1853; d. 1938; m. William Barnes.
iv. ELIAS HILYARD, b. 1854; d. 1856.
v. MARY HILYARD, b. 1856; d. 1886; m. ADAM TAGGART.
vi. LEWIS HILYARD, b. 1859; d. 1906.
vii. JOHN HILYARD, b. 1861; d. 1862.
viii. WILLIAM HILYARD, b. 1863; d. 1864.
ix. WALTER HILYARD, b. 1865; d. 1939; m. IDELL MOORE; b. 1862; d. 1955.
x. MARTHA ANN HILYARD, b. 1870; d. 1940; m. ALBANUS RUNYON MOORE; b. 1866; d. 1934.

298. MONTACUE ALLEN7 MORRIS (CALVERY6, JOHN JR5, JOHN4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1841, and died 1927. He married MARTHA ELIZABETH SAMPLES. She died 1897.

Child of MONTACUE MORRIS and MARTHA SAMPLES is:
i. JOHN EDMUND8 MORRIS, b. 1862; d. 1950; m. MARY LOUELLA SEYMOUR.

299. HAMILTON R7 MORRIS (HAMILTON ROAN6, EDMUND5, JOHN4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1839. He married REBECCA EVALINE MEACHAM.

Children of HAMILTON MORRIS and REBECCA MEACHAM are:
i. MARGARET8 MORRIS, b. 1861.
ii. WILLIAM MORRIS, b. 1864.
iii. ROBERT LEE MORRIS, b. 1866.

300. PRESTON MAUPEN7 PAUL (ELVIRA REBECCA6 MORRIS, LEVI5, JOHN4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1846, and died 1925. He married MARY JANE TAYLOR. She was born 1850, and died 1923.

Children of PRESTON PAUL and MARY TAYLOR are:
i. MARTHA JANE8 PAUL, b. 1869; d. 1935; m. JOSEPH S COOPER.
ii. MARGARET ELVIRA PAUL, b. 1870; d. 1925; m. WILLIAM J SELF.
iii. SARAH PAUL, b. 1871.
iv. JOSEPH HENRY PAUL, b. 1873; d. 1925; m. CASIE E BYRD.
v. WILLIE PAUL, b. 1875.
vi. JOHN WESLEY PAUL, b. 1879; d. 1905; m. ANNET TYNES; b. 1886; d. 1932.
vii. UNK PAUL, b. 1882.
viii. ANNIE JEANETTE PAUL, b. 1885; m. WILLIAM ERNEST SIBLEY.
ix. LOU ALICE PAUL, b. 1887; d. 1947; m. JOHN ERASMUS BROADWAY.
x. EMMIE DESSIE PAUL, b. 1891; m. OSCAR J NICHOLS.
xii. UNK PAUL, b. 1893; d. 1893.

301. MARTHA “MINNIE”7 ABER (ABIGAIL6 MORRIS, LEVI5, JOHN4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1859, and died 1931. She married RICHARD GIBSO RAWLINGS. He was born 1835, and died 1911.

Children of MARTHA ABER and RICHARD RAWLINGS are:
i. HARRY BAKER8 RAWLINGS, b. 1880; d. 1939; m. MARY CAROLINE ROBINSON.
ii. LAURIE RAWLINGS, b. 1882; d. 1882.
iii. RICHARD HOLLOMAN RAWLINGS, b. 1885; d. 1911.
iv. MINNIE MAY RAWLINGS, m. ARCHEBALD ORMSBY MCINTYRE; b. 1878; d. 1948.
v. DEALVARO :DAN9 RAWLINGS, b. 1888; d. 1981; m. FRANCES AGNES CUFF.
vi. LEVERE ABER RAWLINGS, b. 1894.

302. CALVERY7 MORRIS (CHARLES6, CALVERY5, JOHN4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1851, and died 1912. He married FLORA HALE PIERCE. She was born 1858, and died 1903.

Children of CALVERY MORRIS and FLORA PIERCE are:
i. FLORA PIERCE8 MORRIS, b. 1885.
ii. CHARLES PIERCE MORRIS, b. 1896.
303. Eliza7 Hatton (Cynthia6 Spurlock, Frances5 Morris, Levi4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1827. She married Jesse Stith.

Children of Eliza Hatton and Jesse Stith are:
   i. Frances8 Stith.
   ii. Columbus Stith, b. 1845.
   iii. Perry Stith, b. 1848.
   iv. Susan F Stith, b. 1849.

304. Alvin7 Hatton (Cynthia6 Spurlock, Frances5 Morris, Levi4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1829. He married Corridla Dyer. She was born 1836.

Children of Alvin Hatton and Corridla Dyer are:
   i. Geneva8 Hatton.
   ii. Leonidas Hatton.
   iii. Lennie Hatton.
   iv. Lewis Hatton.
   v. Senora Hatton, b. 1858.
   vi. Inova Hatton, b. 1859.

305. Frances7 Hatton (Cynthia6 Spurlock, Frances5 Morris, Levi4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1833. She married Francis Marion Spurlock. He was born 1833.

Children of Frances Hatton and Francis Spurlock are:
   i. Thomas8 Spurlock.
   ii. Effie Spurlock.
   iii. Margaret Spurlock.
   iv. William Spurlock.
   v. Augusta Spurlock.
   vi. Minnie Spurlock.

306. Evelyn7 Hatton (Cynthia6 Spurlock, Frances5 Morris, Levi4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1839, and died 1910. She married Hiram Davis. He was born 1823.

Child of Evelyn Hatton and Hiram Davis is:
   384. i. Harry8 Davis, b. 1859.

307. Josette7 Hamilton (Sarah A6 Morris, James5, Levi4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1859, and died 1896. She married Thaddeus Bickers. He was born 1852, and died 1896.

Child of Josette Hamilton and Thaddeus Bickers is:
   i. Chastine8 Bickers.

308. Leonard7 Jarrett (Evaline6 Johnson, Jane5 Morris, Benjamin4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1846. He married Nora E Deal. She was born 1850.

Child of Leonard Jarrett and Nora Deal is:
   i. Evelyn8 Jarrett, m. Walter F Himes.

309. Edgar Farley7 Morris (Alcyone6, Eden5, Benjamin4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) was born 1845. He married Bettie Northington.

Children of Edgar Morris and Bettie Northington are:
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i. AUGUSTUS E\(^7\) MORRIS.
ii. THOMAS W MORRIS.
iii. ALCYON MORRIS.
iv. AUGUSTA MORRIS.

310. WILLIAM\(^7\) HILYARD (JAMES POWELL\(^7\), JOHN MORRIS\(^6\), ELIZABETH\(^5\) MORRIS, JOHN\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1848, and died 1913. He married MARTHA JIMMERSON. She was born 1852.

Children of WILLIAM HILYARD and MARTHA JIMMERSON are:
   i. HATTIE\(^8\) HILYARD, b. 1876.
   ii. GUSS J HILYARD, b. 1879.
   iii. LUCKE HILYARD, b. 1881.
   iv. H??TIN HILYARD, b. 1884.
   v. FRANK HILYARD, b. 1886.
   vi. GERTIE HILYARD, b. 1890.
   vii. LEE R HILYARD, b. 1892.
   viii. LIZZIE HILYARD, b. 1894.
   ix. EDITH HILYARD, b. 1897.

311. EDOM D\(^7\) HILYARD (JAMES POWELL\(^7\), JOHN MORRIS\(^6\), ELIZABETH\(^5\) MORRIS, JOHN\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1854. He married MALINDA MARTHA HARRISON.

Children of EDOM HILYARD and MALINDA HARRISON are:
   i. HARRISON\(^8\) HILYARD, b. 1882.
   ii. ALBERT HILYARD, b. 1884.

312. FRANCES\(^7\) BAKER (MARGARET\(^6\) MORRIS, ACHILLES\(^5\), BENJAMIN\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1851, and died 1933. She married FRANCES MORGAN THOMPSON. He was born 1853, and died 1891.

Children of FRANCES BAKER and FRANCES THOMPSON are:
   i. FRANK\(^8\) THOMPSON.
   ii. BANTY THOMPSON.

313. EUNICE EMMA\(^7\) LUX (ELIZABETH\(^6\) SHELTON, FRANCES\(^5\) MORRIS, BENJAMIN\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1862. She married HUGH FRANCIS REED. He was born 1853.

Child of EUNICE LUX and HUGH REED is:
   i. HAZEL\(^8\) REED, m. SAMUEL JEFFERSON SACKETT.

Generation No. 8

314. MATTIE B\(^8\) SMITH (MARSHA JANE\(^7\) HANSDORF, FELIX GILBERT\(^6\), JANE\(^5\) MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) She married OSCAR A VEAZYE.

Children of MATTIE SMITH and OSCAR VEAZYE are:
   i. VERN\(^9\) VEAZYE.
   ii. VICTOR S VEAZYE.
   iii. KATHLEEN VEAZYE.
   iv. EDWARD VEAZYE.
   v. LOUIS A VEAZYE.

315. MILTON\(^8\) BRANHAM (MARY\(^7\) WHITE, CYNTHIA\(^6\) MORRIS, WILLIAM\(^5\), WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"\(^4\), WILLIAM SR\(^3\), WILLIAM\(^2\), WILLIAM\(^1\)) was born 1866, and died 1946. He married ELIZA BROWN. She was born 1880, and died 1960.
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Child of MILTON BRANHAM and ELIZA BROWN is:
  i. HARRY WALLACEBRANHAM, b. 1918; d. 1943.

316. JOSEPH ALEXANDER WOOD (ELLEN E7 ALEXANDER, ROXALANNA6 MORRIS, WILLIAM6, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1857. He married HARRET A McGRAW.

Children of JOSEPH WOOD and HARRET McGRAW are:
  i. FRED G9 WOOD, b. 1883.
  ii. HERBERT F WOOD, b. 1886.
  iii. ROBERT D WOOD, b. 1888.
  iv. JOSEPH A WOOD, b. 1891.
  v. FRANCES ELLEN WOOD.
  vi. RUTH VERNON WOOD, b. 1897.

317. ELSIE Q8 SMITH (ISAAC NOYES7, ROXALENA6 NOYES, CYNTIA5 MORRIS, WILLIAM "MAJOR BILLY"4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1870. She married F M STAUNTON.

Child of ELSIE SMITH and F STAUNTON is:
  i. CAROLINE Q9 STAUNTON.

318. MINERVA8 JARRETT (SARAH7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 1839, and died 1915. She married (1) TURNER. She married (2) ALONZO LEAVITT. He was born 1848, and died 1907.

Child of MINERVA JARRETT and TURNER is:
  385. i. ELIZABETH "BETTY"9 TURNER, b. September 1862.

Children of MINERVA JARRETT and ALONZO LEAVITT are:
  386. ii. EDWIN LEE8 LEAVITT, b. November 05, 1869; d. September 13, 1916.
  387. iii. LEVI EDWARD LEAVITT, b. April 19, 1872.
  iv. EDITH ESTELL LEAVITT, b. March 24, 1875; d. July 19, 1881.
  v. CHARLES C LEAVITT, b. December 20, 1881; d. June 09, 1888.

319. EDWARD8 JARRETT (SARAH7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born January 1849, and died June 18, 1935. He married ALICE BELLE HAYS. She was born 1861, and died 1910.

Children of EDWARD JARRETT and ALICE HAYS are:
  i. GEORGE W9 JARRETT, b. 1877; d. 1880.
  ii. DELLIS LOYD JARRETT, b. 1878; d. 1957; m. MINNIE ELIZABETH NAYLOR; b. 1878; d. 1960.
  iii. VIRGIL L JARRETT, b. 1883.
  iv. GROVER CLEVELAND JARRETT, b. 1886; d. 1963; m. VIRGIE ETHEL YOUNG; b. 1884.
  v. RUSSELL JARRETT, b. 1888.
  vi. BESSIE B JARRETT, b. 1896.
  vii. CLIFFORD J JARRETT, b. 1898; d. 1906.

320. SARAH A8 MATHENY (ELIZABETH7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born July 09, 1839, and died August 11, 1893. She married WILLIAM HARRISON JARRETT. He was born 1836, and died 1890.

Children of SARAH MATHENY and WILLIAM JARRETT are:
  i. DAVID C9 JARRETT, b. 1857.
  ii. WILLIAM H JARRETT, b. 1858.
  iii. SAMANTHA A JARRETT, b. 1860; d. 1942.
  iv. ROSANTRN C JARRETT, b. 1862; d. 1890.
321. CAROLINE SMATHENY (ELIZABETH PRICE, ELIZABETH Betsy Young, Sarah Morris, Henry Sr., William Sr., William, William) was born October 11, 1842, and died Bet. 1880 - 1897. She married WILLIAM W RILEY. He was born 1841.

Children of CAROLINE MATHENY and WILLIAM RILEY are:
   i. JESSE WALTER RILEY, b. 1869.
   ii. JOHN VINCENT RILEY, b. 1875.
   iii. WILLIAM WESLEY RILEY, b. 1875.
   iv. JAMES WARD RILEY, b. 1877.

322. SAMUEL D MATHENY (ELIZABETH PRICE, ELIZABETH Betsy Young, Sarah Morris, Henry Sr., William Sr., William, William) was born 1843. He married LUCINDA A JARRETT. She was born 1845.

Children of SAMUEL MATHENY and LUCINDA JARRETT are:
   i. ELIZA MATHENY, b. 1867.
   ii. DAVID MATHENY, b. 1868.
   iii. OTHEL MATHENY, b. 1869.
   iv. ENOS R MATHENY, b. 1872.
   v. MARY C MATHENY, b. 1878.

323. CATHERINE SMATHENY (ELIZABETH PRICE, ELIZABETH Betsy Young, Sarah Morris, Henry Sr., William Sr., William, William) was born December 24, 1848, and died January 27, 1890. She married ROBERT HINDMAN PHILLIPS. He was born 1838.

Children of CATHERINE MATHENY and ROBERT PHILLIPS are:
   i. JOHN DAVID PHILLIPS, b. 1868.
   ii. EDGAR L PHILLIPS, b. 1871.
   iii. MARY ELIZABETH PHILLIPS, b. 1873.
   iv. ELIZA S PHILLIPS, b. 1874.
   v. CHARLES W PHILLIPS, b. 1877.
   vi. BENJAMIN L PHILLIPS, b. 1878.

324. SQUIRE SMATHERY (ELIZABETH PRICE, ELIZABETH Betsy Young, Sarah Morris, Henry Sr., William Sr., William, William) was born August 20, 1854, and died August 01, 1933. He married (1) MARTHA S RILEY. She was born 1859. He married (2) ANALIZA “HANNAH” MASON. He married (3) ANNA LAURIE GREE. He married (4) CHLOE A ‘CLUE’ YOUNG.

Children of SQUIRE MATHENY and MARTHA RILEY are:
   i. VIOLA MATHENY, b. 1875.
   ii. LILIA MATHENY, b. 1877.

325. DELILAH SMATHENY (CATHERINE PRICE, ELIZABETH Betsy Young, Sarah Morris, Henry Sr., William Sr., William, William) was born 1841. She married THOMAS J NEWHOUSE. He was born 1836.

Children of DELILAH JARRETT and THOMAS NEWHOUSE are:
   i. EVA K NEWHOUSE, b. 1859.
   ii. IDA M NEWHOUSE, b. 1861.
   iii. JOHN M NEWHOUSE, b. 1863.
   iv. SARAH J NEWHOUSE, b. 1865; m. GEORGE A STRICKLAND; b. 1861.
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v.  STANTON S NEWHOUSE, b. 1870.

326.  WILLIAM BURDETT9 JARRETT (CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1843.  He married (1) MARY R TURNER.  She was born 1846.  He married (2) MARY WHEELER.  She was born 1851, and died 1900.

Children of WILLIAM JARRETT and MARY TURNER are:
394.  i.  ROBERT LEE9 JARRETT, b. 1866; d. 1945.
395.  ii.  NANCY CATHERINE JARRETT, b. 1868.
396.  iii.  JOHN JEFFREY JARRETT, b. 1871; d. 1934.

Children of WILLIAM JARRETT and MARY WHEELER are:
iv.  JONATHAN JEFFERSON9 JARRETT, b. 1872; d. 1879.
v.  WILLIAM JEDSON JARRETT, b. 1874; d. 1932.
vi.  BENJAMIN JARRETT, b. 1875; d. 1878.
vii.  FRANK THOMAS JARRETT, b. 1875; d. 1947.
viii.  OWEN FOREST JARRETT, b. 1882; d. 1911.
ix.  EALINE LINA JARRETT, b. 1883; d. 1965.
x.  ROY JARRETT, b. 1886; d. 1985.
xi.  HARVEY WRIGHT JARRETT, b. 1887; d. 1943.
xii.  CARRIE EMALINE JARRETT, b. 1890; d. 1963.
xiii.  CHARLIE JARRETT, b. 1892; d. 1982.
xiv.  LILLIAN HELEN JARRETT, b. 1897; d. 1960.

327.  MASON STATEN8 JARRETT (CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1845.  He married MIRIAM ?.  She was born 1848, and died 1917.

Children of MASON JARRETT and MIRIAM ? are:
   i.  FLORA A9 JARRETT, b. 1883.
   ii.  IDA E JARRETT, b. 1888.

328.  LEVI8 JARRETT (CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1848, and died 1939.  He married HENRIETTA BOOKER.  She was born 1848, and died 1932.

Children of LEVI JARRETT and HENRIETTA BOOKER are:
   i.  ALBERT LORN9 JARRETT, b. 1872; d. 1939.
   ii.  JOHN M JARRETT, b. 1874.
   iii.  GRACIE JARRETT, b. 1876.
   iv.  DELILAH MAY JARRETT, b. 1878.
   v.  SAMUEL EDWARD JARRETT, b. 1880.

329.  ELIZABETH8 JARRETT (CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1851.  She married SAMUEL CANTERBURY.  He was born 1850.

Children of ELIZABETH JARRETT and SAMUEL CANTERBURY are:
   i.  AMANDA9 CANTERBURY, b. 1873; d. 1957.
   ii.  DICY CANTERBURY, b. 1876.
   iii.  LAVINA T CANTERBURY, b. 1877.
   iv.  DAVID M CANTERBURY, b. 1880; d. 1963.

330.  JASPER8 JARRETT (CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1853, and died 1926.  He married ISABELLA HARDING.  She was born 1858.

Children of JASPER JARRETT and ISABELLA HARDING are:
331. Mark Vinson\(^8\) Jarrett (Catherine\(^7\) Price, Elizabeth "Betsy"\(^6\) Young, Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1856, and died 1938. He married Elizabeth L Canterbury. She was born 1855, and died 1941.

Children of Mark Jarrett and Elizabeth Canterbury are:
   i. John T\(^\circ\) Jarrett, b. 1875; d. 1932.
   ii. Cynthia Jarrett, b. 1877.
   iii. James S Jarrett, b. 1879.

332. Sarah Jane\(^8\) Jarrett (Catherine\(^7\) Price, Elizabeth "Betsy"\(^6\) Young, Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1860, and died 1953. She married Vandalin "Van" Canterbury. He was born 1852, and died 1947.

Child of Sarah Jarrett and Vandalin Canterbury is:
   i. Thomas\(^\circ\) Canterbury, b. 1879.

333. Eli Edmond\(^8\) Price (Burdette\(^6\), Elizabeth "Betsy"\(^6\) Young, Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1856, and died 1915. He married Caroline Stoffell. She was born 1864, and died 1936.

Child of Eli Price and Caroline Stoffell is:
   i. Minnie M\(^\circ\) Price, b. 1890; d. 1890.

334. Sarah A\(^8\) Price (Lucinda\(^7\) Young, John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1840. She married Samuel Martin. He was born 1825.

Children of Sarah Price and Samuel Martin are:
   i. Lucinda F\(^\circ\) Martin, b. 1866.
   ii. Henry L Martin, b. 1868.
   iii. Minnie Martin, b. 1872.
   iv. Archibald Martin, b. 1874.
   v. Joseph Martin, b. 1877.
   vi. John Martin, b. 1879.

335. John B\(^8\) Price (Lucinda\(^7\) Young, John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1843. He married Eleanor ?. She was born 1853.

Children of John Price and Eleanor ? are:
   i. Albert\(^\circ\) Price, b. 1869.
   ii. Chloe Price, b. 1871.
   iii. Edmond Price, b. 1873.
   iv. Lucinda Price, b. 1875.
   v. Vira Price, b. 1877.
   vi. Gracy Price, b. 1879.

336. Edmond\(^8\) Price (Lucinda\(^7\) Young, John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr.\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1848. He married Mary M ?. She was born 1853.

Children of Edmond Price and Mary ? are:
   i. Cinda Belle\(^\circ\) Price, b. 1872.
   ii. William H Price, b. 1876.
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337. MARGARET E\(^8\) PRICE (Lucinda\(^7\) Young, John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1851. She married John R Cart. He was born 1851.

Children of Margaret Price and John Cart are:
   i. WALTER G\(^9\) Cart, b. 1875.
   ii. MARY M Cart, b. 1879.

338. JASPER\(^8\) YOUNG (James Strother\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born November 14, 1851. He married Henrietta King.

Child of Jasper Young and Henrietta King is:
   i. VELDA G\(^9\) Young, b. 1898; m. Raymond E Gandee.

339. MINNIE\(^8\) YOUNG (James Strother\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born November 1853. She married William S Brawley. He was born 1849.

Children of Minnie Young and William Brawley are:
   i. ANNETTA\(^9\) Brawley, b. 1874.
   ii. JENNIE Brawley, b. 1876.

340. LAURA\(^8\) YOUNG (James Strother\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born November 1855. She married James M Belcher. He died 1922.

Child of Laura Young and James Belcher is:
   i. MARY DARE\(^9\) Belcher, b. March 28, 1893.

341. BRUCE GRIFFITH\(^8\) YOUNG (James Strother\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1863. He married Alice Darlington.

Child of Bruce Young and Alice Darlington is:
   i. WINSLOW Walter\(^9\) Young, b. January 31, 1895.

342. PERRY S\(^8\) YOUNG (James Strother\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born 1866. He married Anna Silvin Geary. She was born 1868.

Children of Perry Young and Anna Geary are:
   i. OTHO\(^9\) Young, b. 1895.
   ii. IONA Young, b. 1898.
   iii. JAMES D Young.
   iv. MARY C Young.
   v. WILLIAM D Young.

343. FLOYD JACOB\(^8\) YOUNG (Jacob Armstrong\(^7\), John Bird\(^6\), Sarah\(^5\) Morris, Henry\(^4\), William Sr\(^3\), William\(^2\), William\(^1\)) was born February 07, 1852, and died November 01, 1927. He married Virginia E "Belle" Samples. She was born May 28, 1857, and died October 24, 1936.

Children of Floyd Young and Virginia Samples are:
397. i. CHARLES F "DICK"\(^9\) Young, b. 1875.
398. ii. JOSEPH DENNIS Young, b. 1877.
399. iii. RUSSELL REX Young, b. January 09, 1881; d. December 16, 1948.
400. iv. MAGGIE Young.
   v. VAN Young.
344. ALBERT C8 YOUNG (JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH6 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1860, and died 1930. He married MARY JANE KING.

Children of ALBERT YOUNG and MARY KING are:
   i. BERTHA9 YOUNG, b. 1898.
   ii. HEBRON YOUNG, b. 1902.
   iii. WILLIAM YOUNG.
   iv. LILY YOUNG.
   v. SARAH YOUNG.
   vi. BETTY YOUNG.

345. JOHN MILTON8 YOUNG (JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH6 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born May 07, 1866. He married EVA EATON.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and EVA EATON are:
   i. HENRY9 YOUNG.
   ii. ESTHER JANE YOUNG.

346. HARVEY HUTSON8 YOUNG (HARVEY HUMPHREYS7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH6 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1883. He married OLIVE MAY BUCKLEY.

Child of HARVEY YOUNG and OLIVE BUCKLEY is:
   i. HARVEY SAMUEL9 YOUNG.

347. WILLIAM SILAS8 CAVENDER (CAROLINE7 BURDITT, SARAH ANN6 YOUNG, SARAH6 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1854, and died 1911. He married ALETHA ANN MEDLEY. She was born 1851.

Children of WILLIAM CAVENDER and ALETHA MEDLEY are:
   i. MINNIE B9 CAVENDER, b. 1877.
   ii. IRA W CAVENDER, b. 1879.

348. JESSE8 YOUNG (LUCINDA7 JAMES, JESSIE JR6, MARY ‘POLLY’5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born August 06, 1853, and died May 04, 1876. He married SARAH SUSAN CART. She was born January 22, 1853.

Child of JESSE YOUNG and SARAH CART is:
   i. RAIMONE9 YOUNG, b. 1876.

349. SARAH JANE8 YOUNG (LUCINDA7 JAMES, JESSIE JR6, MARY ‘POLLY’5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born October 12, 1859. She married HAMILTO BURTON HICKMAN. He was born May 03, 1857.

Children of SARAH YOUNG and HAMILTO HICKMAN are:
   i. BRANTY9 HICKMAN.
   ii. HARLING HICKMAN.
   iii. JIMMIE HICKMAN.
   iv. LAUGHLIN BOLLING HICKMAN.
   v. ROSIE HICKMAN.
   vi. ROXIE HICKMAN.
350. BENJAMIN FRANK\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 18, 1857, and died November 18, 1928. He married MARGARET SUSAN RIFFLE. She was born May 30, 1860, and died December 23, 1951.

Children of BENJAMIN JAMES and MARGARET RIFFLE are:
   i. EMORY\textsuperscript{9} JAMES.
   ii. JUNIE JAMES.
   iii. CURT JAMES.
   iv. LANTY JAMES.

351. MARY ANN\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 14, 1859. She married ANDREW JACKSON. He was born October 13, 1860, and died January 21, 1916.

Children of MARY JAMES and ANDREW JACKSON are:
   i. LUCY\textsuperscript{9} JACKSON, b. 1889.
   ii. GRACIE JACKSON.
   iii. M.

352. THOMAS JACKSON\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 14, 1862, and died 1939. He married BARBARA ELLEN HEFNER. She was born 1865, and died 1940.

Children of THOMAS JAMES and BARBARA HEFNER are:
   i. LIDA\textsuperscript{9} JAMES.
   ii. FLORA JAMES.
   iii. SARAH JAMES.
   iv. RHODA JAMES.

353. ELIZABETH ANN\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 19, 1865. She married DAVID SKIDMORE.

Children of ELIZABETH JAMES and DAVID SKIDMORE are:
   i. ELLA\textsuperscript{9} SKIDMORE.
   ii. WILLIAM SKIDMORE.
   iii. FARLEY SKIDMORE.
   iv. NELLIE SKIDMORE.
   v. SPORGEON SKIDMORE.

354. ELLIOT MOLLOHAN\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 27, 1867, and died September 18, 1949. He married JOANNA LAURA BOYD. She was born March 07, 1869, and died September 18, 1949.

Children of ELLIOT JAMES and JOANNA BOYD are:
   i. EDITH BLANCHE\textsuperscript{9} JAMES, b. August 25, 1895.
   ii. ORVIN RANSOM JAMES, b. April 09, 1900.
   iii. ALTON DAVIS JAMES.

355. ISABELLE\textsuperscript{8} JAMES (WILLIAM\textsuperscript{7}, JESSIE JR\textsuperscript{6}, MARY “POLLY”\textsuperscript{5} MORRIS, HENRY\textsuperscript{4}, WILLIAM SR\textsuperscript{3}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 21, 1870, and died August 11, 1942. She married WILLIAM C HEFNER. He was
born 1869, and died 1934.

Children of ISABELLE JAMES and WILLIAM HEFNER are:
   i. RAYMOND HEFNER.
   ii. JOHN HEFNER.
   iii. JESSE HEFNER.
   iv. WILFORD HEFNER.
   v. LELA HEFNER.
   vi. WALTER HEFNER.

356. NEWTON NEWLON (William, Jessie Jr, Mary "Polly" Morris, Henry, William Sr, William, William) was born February 27, 1873, and died March 03, 1939. He married ELIZABETH SABINA CART. She was born September 23, 1875, and died May 08, 1965.

Children of NEWTON JAMES and ELIZABETH CART are:
   iv. NETTIE OLIVE JAMES.
   408. v. HERMAN GOAD JAMES.

357. MILLARD SCOTT (William, Jessie Jr, Mary "Polly" Morris, Henry, William Sr, William, William) was born February 18, 1875. He married CORA HEFNER. She was born May 15, 1880, and died July 1970.

Children of MILLARD JAMES and CORA HEFNER are:
   i. EVA JAMES.
   ii. FREEMAN JAMES.
   iii. ERMA JAMES.

358. SUSAN EMMA (William, Jessie Jr, Mary "Polly" Morris, Henry, William Sr, William, William) was born July 08, 1877. She married NEWTON M ROGERS. He was born 1876.

Children of SUSAN JAMES and NEWTON ROGERS are:
   i. NORVEL ROGERS.
   ii. OPAL ROGERS.
   iii. HOLLIE ROGERS.

359. WILLIS HAMPTON (William, Jessie Jr, Mary "Polly" Morris, Henry, William Sr, William, William) was born January 28, 1880, and died June 1944. He married LYDIA A BEAL. She was born 1884, and died 1928.

Children of WILLIS JAMES and LYDIA BEAL are:
   i. CECIL JAMES.
   ii. MYRTLE JAMES.
   iii. BEATRICE JAMES.
   iv. KATHRYN JAMES.
   v. IRL JAMES.
   vi. ROSALIL JAMES.


Children of WILLIAM JAMES and ROSE HEFNER are:
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i. GOLDIE9 JAMES.
ii. OKEY JAMES.
iii. HOWARD JAMES.

361. CHARLES E8 JAMES (WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born October 19, 1886, and died September 15, 1942. He married LEOLA BAIL. She was born February 18, 1896.

Children of CHARLES JAMES and LEOLA BAIL are:
   i. CHESTER9 JAMES.
   ii. GRACE JAMES.
   iii. MARIE JAMES.
   iv. ANNIE JAMES.

362. JESSE LEE8 GIVEN (LOUISA7 JAMES, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 23, 1863, and died February 15, 1946. He married MALISSA J CART. She was born July 27, 1870, and died March 27, 1935.

Children of JESSE GIVEN and MALISSA CART are:
   i. HELEN9 GIVEN.
   ii. KESS GIVEN.
   iii. LAURA ELLEN GIVEN.
   iv. ELECTA GIVEN.
   v. L B GIVEN.
   vi. FLEET S GIVEN.
   vii. VESTA GIVEN.
   viii. LETA ARLIS GIVEN.

363. JOHN HENRY8 JAMES (WILLIAM7, HENRY MORRIS6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1861. He married ELLA C ?. She was born 1871.

Children of JOHN JAMES and ELLA C are:
   i. OLIVE M9 JAMES, b. 1888.
   ii. EARL E JAMES, b. 1891.
   iii. RITTIE P JAMES, b. 1892.
   iv. HOMER W JAMES.
   v. ELIZABETH F JAMES, b. 1899.

364. DORA ELIZABETH8 YOUNG (REBECCA JANE7 JAMES, HENRY MORRIS6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 02, 1872, and died Abt. 1950. She married (1) ? MENDER. She married (2) ALEXANDER BOSTICK. He was born August 26, 1846, and died June 14, 1924.

Children of DORA YOUNG and ALEXANDER BOSTICK are:
   i. DESSIE VIOLET9 BOSTICK.
   ii. RUBY LAVERNE BOSTICK.
409. iii. MAHALA AGNES BOSTICK.
   iv. SAMUEL BOSTICK.

365. WILLIAM J8 DIX (AMERICA7 YOUNG, ELIZABETH M “BETSY”6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married ELIZABETH ?.

Children of WILLIAM DIX and ELIZABETH ? are:
   i. ROBERT YOUNG9 DIX.
   ii. LETHA DIX.
   iii. UNK DIX.
366. John Milton Quincy Young (John Mark\textsuperscript{7}, Elizabeth M \textit{“Betsy”\textsuperscript{6}} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1870, and died 1920. He married Nell F Dumble.

Children of John Young and Nell Dumble are:
   i. Jesse Ora\textsuperscript{9} Young, b. 1894; m. Don Bronberg.
   ii. Nora Edna Young, b. 1897; m. Ben Shuffer.
   iii. John Mark Q Young, b. 1900; d. 1901.

367. Erna Bly\textsuperscript{8} Young (Milton Woods\textsuperscript{7}, Elizabeth M \textit{“Betsy”\textsuperscript{6}} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 11, 1881. She married William Simpson Johnson.

Children of Erna Young and William Johnson are:
   i. William Cary\textsuperscript{9} Johnson, b. March 06, 1921; d. March 06, 1921.
   ii. Virginia Bonderant Johnson.

368. Elizabeth S\textsuperscript{8} Slack (Harriet\textsuperscript{7} Young, Elizabeth M \textit{“Betsy”\textsuperscript{6}} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1872. She married William T Williamson.

Child of Elizabeth Slack and William Williamson is:
410.   i. Harriet Viola\textsuperscript{9} Williamson, b. November 10, 1898.

369. John Mark\textsuperscript{8} Slack (Harriet\textsuperscript{7} Young, Elizabeth M \textit{“Betsy”\textsuperscript{6}} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1876. He married Gennie Gilchrist Bothwell.

Children of John Slack and Gennie Bothwell are:
   i. John Mark\textsuperscript{9} Slack, Jr.
   ii. Robert Slack.
   iii. William Gilchrist Slack.

370. Charles\textsuperscript{8} Slack (Harriet\textsuperscript{7} Young, Elizabeth M \textit{“Betsy”\textsuperscript{6}} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1879. He married Dora Samples.

Children of Charles Slack and Dora Samples are:
   i. Charles Norman\textsuperscript{9} Slack.
   ii. Elizabeth Slack.

371. Levi Lewis\textsuperscript{8} Young (Lewis W\textsuperscript{7}, Margaret\textsuperscript{6} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 16, 1898, and died July 26, 1942. He married Malinda Jane O'Brien.

Children of Levi Young and Malinda O'Brien are:
   i. Harold Lewis\textsuperscript{9} Young.
   ii. Inva H Lee Young.
   iii. Oscar Gene Young.
   iv. Robert Carroll Young.
   v. Richard Harrison Young.

372. Walter Lee\textsuperscript{8} Young (Charles William\textsuperscript{7}, Margaret\textsuperscript{6} James, Mary \textit{“Polly”\textsuperscript{5}} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 30, 1896. He married Jetta Mae Guthrie. She was born 1902, and died 1991.

Children of Walter Young and Jetta Guthrie are:
411.   i. Walter Jennings\textsuperscript{9} Young, b. 1918; d. 1996.
412.   ii. Charles Walter Young.
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373. DEMPSEY⁸ YOUNG (CHARLES WILLIAM⁷, MARGARET⁶ JAMES, MARY "Polly"⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1901, and died 1974. He married IRENE MYERS.

Child of DEMPSEY YOUNG and IRENE MYERS is:

415. i. ROBERT KEMP⁹ YOUNG.

374. WINFORD W⁸ BIRD (HENRY J⁷, TYRUS P⁶, CATHERINE⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1875.

Child of WINFORD W BIRD is:

i. HERBERT L⁹ BIRD, b. 1897.

375. HARLOW L⁸ MORRIS (CHARLES MARION⁷, WILLIAM B "Doctor"⁶, JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) He married ? ?.

Child of HARLOW MORRIS and ? ? is:

416. i. CHESTER ROXFORD⁹ MORRIS.

376. CLARK⁸ MORRIS (ALEXANDER⁷, WILLIAM B "Doctor"⁶, JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) He married ? ?.

Child of CLARK MORRIS and ? ? is:

i. ALFRED⁹ MORRIS.

377. RUFUS ZULU⁸ MORRIS (WILLIAM EDWARD⁷, THOMAS BIRD⁶, JOHN⁵, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born January 29, 1883 in , Nickolas, WV, and died October 11, 1955. He married VIRGIE HUDNALL, daughter of ? HUDNALL and NANCY PERKINS. She died 1918.

Children of RUFUS MORRIS and VIRGIE HUDNALL are:

i. CORA LEE⁹ MORRIS, b. 1903; m. VERNIE LEE MCCLURE.
ii. ARLEIGH TENNISON MORRIS, m. JOSEPH KENNETH SMITH.
iv. EGBERT LEE MORRIS.
v. SAMUEL DARREL MORRIS.
vi. STELLA ELIZABETH MORRIS.
vii. MARY MARCELINE MORRIS.

378. DOROTHY MORRIS⁸ DICKINSON (ROBERT L⁷, AMANDA⁶ MORRIS, DICKINSON⁵, LEONARD "Lon"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married WILLIAM LEE THOMAS CROCKER. He was born 1905, and died 1968.

Children of DOROTHY DICKINSON and WILLIAM CROCKER are:

i. DOROTHY LEE⁹ CROCKER, m. FRANK GUSTAV HIEHLE, JR.
ii. ROBERT T CROCKER, m. BARBARA JONES.

379. JOHN MEREDITH⁸ BURGESS (FLEMING COBB⁷, JUDITH COBBS, SARAH⁶ MORRIS, LEONARD "Lon"⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) was born 1842, and died 1931. He married NANCY F REYNOLDS. She was born 1840, and died 1935.
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Child of John Burgess and Nancy Reynolds is:
   i. Frazier Dean Burgess, b. 1868; m. Ida Chapman; b. 1870.

380. Russell Love⁸ Morris (John O⁷, Joseph W⁶, John⁵, Joshua⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born November 14, 1868. He married Olive Hite.

Child of Russell Morris and Olive Hite is:
   i. John⁹ Morris.

381. Guy Leland⁸ Morris (John O⁷, Joseph W⁶, John⁵, Joshua⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born August 29, 1872. He married Letha Richardson.

Children of Guy Morris and Letha Richardson are:
   i. Letha¹ Morris.
   ii. Mildred Morris.
   iii. Fannie Morris.

382. Wyatt Hansford⁸ Morris (Joshua⁷, Joshua⁶, William “Falls Billy”⁵, Joshua⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born November 05, 1871, and died 1959. He married (1) Martha Payne. She was born 1875, and died March 1905. He married (2) Genevria Tinnel. She was born December 27, 1877, and died May 19, 1972.

Children of Wyatt Morris and Martha Payne are:
   421. ii. Ida Katherine Morris.
      iii. Lula Belle Morris.
      iv. Nonie Morris.
      v. Eser Morris, m. Oma ?.

Children of Wyatt Morris and Genevria Tinnel are:
   423. vii. Aundrel Morris.
   425. ix. Edna Faye Morris.
      x. Ona Morris, m. Ora Vance.
      xi. Obert Morris, m. Brook Conway.
      xii. Vena Morris, m. Bud Vane.
      xiv. Zada Morris.

383. Ora Edith⁸ Stone (Elias Icabod “Byrd”⁷, Elizabeth⁶ See, William⁵, Elizabeth⁴ Morris, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1887, and died 1965. She married Moses Baker.

Child of Ora Stone and Moses Baker is:
   i. Opal⁹ Baker.

384. Harry⁸ Davis (Evelyn⁷ Hatton, Cynthia⁶ Spurlock, Frances⁵ Morris, Levi⁴, William Sr.³, William², William¹) was born 1859. He married Miriam Manring.

Children of Harry Davis and Miriam Manring are:
   i. Ruth⁹ Davis, b. 1883; d. 1910.
   ii. Frank Davis.

Generation No. 9
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385. Elizabeth “Bettie” Turner (Minerva Jarrett, Sarah Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born September 1862. She married John Dotson. He was born 1860.

Children of Elizabeth Turner and John Dotson are:
   i. Rust Dotson.
   ii. Berty Dotson.

386. Edwin Lee Leavitt (Minerva Jarrett, Sarah Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born November 05, 1869, and died September 13, 1916. He married Estell Leola Hall. She was born 1877, and died 1943.

Children of Edwin Leavitt and Estell Hall are:
   i. Oka “Rusty” Leavitt, b. 1893; d. 1893.
   iii. William Perry Hall Leavitt, b. January 02, 1904; d. March 12, 1978; m. ? ?.

387. Levi Edward Leavitt (Minerva Jarrett, Sarah Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born April 19, 1872. He married Katherine Hulda Carte. She was born 1877.

Children of Levi Leavitt and Katherine Carte are:
   i. Wallace Leavitt, b. 1902.
   ii. Morris C Leavitt.

388. Samantha A Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born 1860, and died 1942. She married Alonzo H Hammack. He was born 1854.

Children of Samantha Jarrett and Alonzo Hammack are:
   i. Henry Sylvester Hammack, b. 1879; d. 1960; m. Rosalie Cart; b. 1886; d. 1964.
   ii. Nancy S Hammack, b. 1880.
   iii. John I Hammack, b. 1882; d. 1964; m. Lenora F “Nora” Walker.
   iv. William E Hammack, b. 1884; d. 1966; m. Bessie M Canterbury.
   v. Gertrude M Hammack, b. 1890; d. 1968; m. Lloyd D Daughterty.
   vi. Martha Myrtle Hammack, b. 1893; m. C E Halstead.

389. Rosantha C Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born 1862, and died 1890. She married Mathew C Cart. He was born 1862, and died 1895.

Children of Rosantha Jarrett and Mathew Cart are:
   i. Charles W Cart, b. 1880.
   ii. Albert V Cart, b. 1882.
   iii. Mary E Cart, b. 1885.
   iv. Henry Thornton Cart, b. 1888; d. 1969; m. Eva M Carnes.
   v. Effie Cart.
   vi. Wilbur Cart.

390. Samuel V Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) was born 1865, and died 1932. He married (1) Ose Cora Hammack. She was born 1870, and died 1890. He married (2) Amelia T Gill. She was born 1877, and died 1955.
Children of Samuel Jarrett and Amilia Gill are:
   i. Paul V JARRETT.
   ii. Ruth Jarrett.

391. Eli Thornton Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William) was born 1865, and died 1932. He married (1) Minerva Stofell. She was born 1869. He married (2) Mabel Eloise Davis. She was born 1883, and died 1942.

Children of Eli Jarrett and Minerva Stofell are:
   i. Wesley W10 Jarrett, b. 1890; d. 1959.
   ii. Effie Mae Jarrett, b. 1893.
   iii. Ethel E Jarrett, b. 1895.
   v. Vivian Lee Jarrett.

392. Martha Alice Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William) was born 1871, and died 1953. She married Charles William Vickers. He was born 1862, and died 1939.

Children of Martha Jarrett and Charles Vickers are:
   ii. Emily Adaline Vickers, b. 1890; d. 1958.
   iii. Chloe Frances Vickers, b. 1892; d. 1971.
   iv. Charles Wesley Vickers, b. 1895; d. 1934.
   vi. Icie Vanetta Vickers, b. 1899; d. 1939.

393. Charles Ernest Jarrett (Sarah A Matheny, Elizabeth Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William) was born 1877, and died 1954. He married Melissa Catherine Canterbury, daughter of Vandalin Canterbury and Sarah Jarrett. She was born 1878.

Children of Charles Jarrett and Melissa Canterbury are:
   i. Everett B10 Jarrett, b. 1897.
   ii. Herman Lester Jarrett, b. 1899; d. 1953.

394. Robert Lee Jarrett (William Burdett, Catherine Price, Elizabeth “Betsy” Young, Sarah Morris, Henry4, William Sr.3, William2, William) was born 1866, and died 1945. He married Nancy Maggie Jones. She was born 1870.

Child of Robert Jarrett and Nancy Jones is:
   i. Mary10 Jarrett, b. 1888.


Children of Nancy Jarrett and Howard Richardson are:
   i. Binnie Dell10 Richardson, b. 1891; d. 1905.
   ii. Francis Owen Richardson, m. Pauline Beaty.
396. JOHN JEFFREY9 JARRETT (WILLIAM BURDETT8, CATHERINE7 PRICE, ELIZABETH “BETSY”6 YOUNG, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1871, and died 1934. He married NANNIE LEE. She was born 1877, and died 1962.

Children of JOHN JARRETT and NANNIE LEE are:
   i. TICK10 JARRETT, b. 1897; d. 1970.
   ii. ORLA FRANK JARRETT, b. 1898; d. 1970; m. (1) MARGARET PEARL FOSS; b. 1904; d. 1992; m. (2) ANNA SPITZ; m. (3) GEORGINA LANGWORTHY.
   iii. GUS JARRETT, b. 1898; d. 1966; m. ETHEL DEBORAH CASEY; b. 1899; d. 1966.

397. CHARLES F “DICK”9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1875. He married VIRGIE.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and VIRGIE are:
   i. CLYDE10 YOUNG.
   ii. EARL YOUNG.
   iii. RUBY YOUNG.

398. JOSEPH DENNIS9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1877. He married SARAH HANCOCK.

Children of JOSEPH YOUNG and SARAH HANCOCK are:
   i. MYRTLE10 YOUNG.
   ii. LEWIS YOUNG.

399. RUSSELL REX9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born January 09, 1881, and died December 16, 1948. He married STELLA MAY SELLMAN. She was born June 06, 1887, and died August 13, 1975.

Children of RUSSELL YOUNG and STELLA SELLMAN are:
   i. ALBERT “BRIG”10 YOUNG, m. ?, ?. 
   ii. LUCIELLE YOUNG, b. 1911; d. September 06, 1998; m. (1) TUCK BUTTERFIELD; m. (2) EVERETT CARL.
   426. iii. MARLE YOUNG.
   427. iv. RUTH VIRGINIA YOUNG.
   428. v. BEATRICE YOUNG.
   429. vi. MARY BELLE YOUNG.
   430. vii. RUSSELL REX “JIM” YOUNG.
   431. viii. WILLIAM “BILL” YOUNG.

400. MAGGIE9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married BURTON SMITH.

Children of MAGGIE YOUNG and BURTON SMITH are:
432. i. DAVID GRANT10 SMITH.
433. ii. VIRGINIA MYRTLE SMITH.
   iii. NELL SMITH.
   iv. HELEN SMITH.

401. MATTIE9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM Sr.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married BILL JOHNSON.

Children of MATTIE YOUNG and BILL JOHNSON are:
   i. WILLIAM10 JOHNSON.
   ii. JUANITA JOHNSON.
   iii. LEOTA JOHNSON.
402. ROBERT9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married PEARL LINLEY.

Children of ROBERT YOUNG and PEARL LINLEY are:
   i. PAUL10 YOUNG.
   ii. MORRIS YOUNG.
   iii. DONNA YOUNG.

403. GRACE9 YOUNG (FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married ROY BICKEL.

Children of GRACE YOUNG and ROY BICKEL are:
   i. UNK10 BICKEL.
   ii. UNK BICKEL.

404. HENRY PRESTON9 HICKMAN (SARAH JANE8 YOUNG, LUCINDA7 JAMES, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born October 08, 1882, and died December 09, 1975. He married NETTIE BELL CART. She was born September 10, 1880, and died February 10, 1967.

Children of HENRY HICKMAN and NETTIE CART are:
   i. LILIAN10 HICKMAN.
   ii. MEDFORD HICKMAN.
   iii. RAY HICKMAN, b. 1902.
   iv. CARL HICKMAN, b. July 22, 1903.
   v. BRENFORD HICKMAN.
   vi. DELMA RUTH HICKMAN.

405. LESTER9 JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 25, 1902, and died July 31, 1990. He married ICE JEFFERSON. She was born June 27, 1902, and died June 16, 1975.

Children of LESTER JAMES and ICE JEFFERSON are:
   i. PHILLIP10 JAMES, m. BETTY CLARE COLE.
434.    ii. KAREN JAMES.
   iii. KARLA JAMES, m. ROBERT DOUGLAS.

406. IVAN9 JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born December 16, 1904, and died July 05, 1996. He married MABEL MATHEWS. She was born October 18, 1906, and died February 02, 1997.

Children of IVAN JAMES and MABEL MATHEWS are:
   i. HELEN10 JAMES, m. JOHN TATUM; b. March 04, 1931; d. March 04, 1971.
435.    ii. DONALD CARL JAMES.
436.    iii. MARY RUTH JAMES.
437.    iv. LYLE EDWARD JAMES.
438.    v. HUGH ALAN JAMES.

407. CLARICE9 JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born March 07, 1907, and died September 1985. She married FRANK TOLLIVER.

Child of CLARICE JAMES and FRANK TOLLIVER is:
   i. MARIAN10 TOLLIVER.
408. HERMAN GOAD9 JAMES (NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married ELEANOR BRYANT. She was born April 06, 1918, and died August 1979.

Child of HERMAN JAMES and ELEANOR BRYANT is:
   i. SHERRIE10 JAMES.

409. MAHALA AGNES9 Bostick (DORA ELIZABETH8 YOUNG, REBECCA JANE7 JAMES, HENRY MORRIS6, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married WESTLEY ORTON MORRIS.

Children of MAHALA BOSTICK and WESTLEY MORRIS are:
439. i. ROBERT WESTLEY10 MORRIS.
   ii. SAMUEL BOSTICK MORRIS.
   iii. REBECCA ELIZABETH MORRIS.

410. HARRIET VIOLA9 WILLIAMSON (ELIZABETH S8 SLACK, HARRIET7 YOUNG, ELIZABETH M "BETSY"6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born November 10, 1898. She married CLARENCE L BARRETT.

Children of HARRIET WILLIAMSON and CLARENCE BARRETT are:
   i. WILLIAM ROBERT10 BARRETT.
   ii. ELIZABETH BARRETT.

411. WALTER JENNINGS9 YOUNG (WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1918, and died 1996. He married KATHALEEN YOUNG.

Child of WALTER YOUNG and KATHALEEN YOUNG is:
   i. JENNINGS10 YOUNG.

412. CHARLES WALTER9 YOUNG (WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married LILIAN FAYE. She was born 1923, and died 1996.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and LILIAN FAYE are:
440. i. DALE DEWAYNE10 YOUNG.
441. ii. KENT YOUNG.
442. iii. KAREN FAYE YOUNG.
443. iv. WALTER YOUNG.
   v. SUANNE YOUNG, m. ? LINDSEY.
444. vi. JANNIE YOUNG.
445. vii. STEVEN MICHAEL YOUNG.
446. viii. GREG YOUNG.
447. ix. RENEE YOUNG.

413. SHIRLEY GENE9 YOUNG (WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1931, and died 1996. He married MARY FRANCES THOMPSON.

Children of SHIRLEY YOUNG and MARY THOMPSON are:
   i. TINA MARIE10 YOUNG.
448. ii. TERRI LYNN YOUNG.

414. DONNIE9 YOUNG (WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born 1933, and died 1992. He married BETTY L GURLEY.
Children of DONNIE YOUNG and BETTY GURLEY are:
449.   i. LOIS K10 YOUNG.
        ii. JOEL L YOUNG.
        iii. NOEL H YOUNG.

415. ROBERT KEMP9 YOUNG (DEMPSEY8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY "POLLY"5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married JO ELLEN HARRISON.

Child of ROBERT YOUNG and JO HARRISON is:
    i. KIMBERLY LYNN10 YOUNG.

416. CHESTER ROXFORD9 MORRIS (HARLOW L8, CHARLES MARION7, WILLIAM B "DOCTOR"6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married ANNIE CASEY.

Child of CHESTER MORRIS and ANNIE CASEY is:
450.   i. GLENN10 MORRIS.

417. ARRETTA KATHLEEN9 MORRIS (RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born January 05, 1909, and died 1997. She married (1) THOMAS CONFERE. She married (2) HENRY DYE.

Children of ARRETTA MORRIS and THOMAS CONFERE are:
    i. CHARLES RUFUS10 CONFERE.
    ii. LEENA CONFERE.
    iii. DANA ALLEN CONFERE.
    iv. DIANA EILEEN CONFERE.
    v. BERNARD CONFERE.
    vi. JOHNNY CONFERE.
    vii. ROBERT CONFERE.
    viii. RICHARD CONFERE.
    ix. KIETH CONFERE.
    x. SANDRA ELIZABETH CONFERE.
    xi. WILLIAM CONFERE.
    xii. MARY ANN CONFERE.
    xiii. NETTIE MAE CONFERE.
    xiv. JOANNE CONFERE.

418. STELLA ELIZABETH9 MORRIS (RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married (1) HARRY EVERETTE CARTE, son of LUTHER CARTE and MAGGIE HUDSON. She married (2) JAMES HENRY JOHNSON, son of JOSEPHUS JOHNSON and ELIZABETH SHORT.

Children of STELLA MORRIS and HARRY CARTE are:
        ii. KAY LANDIS CARTE.
        iii. JUDITH HELEN CARTE.
452.   iv. DIANA BETH CARTE.

Children of STELLA MORRIS and JAMES JOHNSON are:
453.   v. MICHAEL HENRY10 JOHNSON.
454.   vi. GAY LAWSON JOHNSON.
        vii. RAY CRAWFORD JOHNSON.

419. MARY MARCELLE9 MORRIS (RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married (1) JOHNNY BRIGHT. She married (2) DARBY MEADOWS. She married
Children of A

(3) Jim Arnold.

Child of Mary Morris and Johnny Bright is:
   i. Daniel10 Bright.

Child of Mary Morris and Darby Meadows is:
455.  ii. Jill10 Meadows.


Child of George Morris and Lanie O'Brien is:

Children of George Morris and Bessie Martin are:
   ii. Garney Wyatt10 Morris, m. Erma Frame.
   iii. Auline Morris, m. Herbert White.
   iv. Esker Morris, m. Madeline Keener.
   vi. Maxine Morris, m. Ernest B Benton.
   vii. Etta Jean Morris, m. Clyde Flint.
   viii. George William Morris, Jr., m. (1) Mayme ?; m. (2) Margaret Ann Holcomb; m. (3) Estella Caroline Rodgers.

421. Ida Katherine9 Morris (Wyatt Hansford8, Joshua7, Joshua6, William "Falls Billy"5, Joshua4, William Sr.3, William2, William1) She married Jennings J Holcomb. He was born September 19, 1897.

Children of Ida Morris and Jennings Holcomb are:
   i. Leon10 Holcomb.
   ii. Lavine Holcomb.
   iii. Lydia Holcomb.
   v. Charles Holcomb.
   vi. Ima Jean Holcomb.
   vii. Dana S Holcomb.
   viii. Bobby Lee Holcomb.


Children of Hobart Morris and Doris Nutter are:
   i. Kimberley10 Morris.
   ii. Doug Morris.
   iii. Diane Morris.
   iv. Donna Morris.


Children of Aundrel Morris and Charlotte Dorsey are:
   i. Mary10 Morris.
   ii. Neal Morris.
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iii. MICHAEL MORRIS.
iv. JANE MORRIS.

424. EDWARD FARRELL⁹ MORRIS (WYATT HANSFORD⁸, JOSHUA⁷, JOSHUA⁶, WILLIAM "FALLS BILLY"⁵, JOSHUA⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) He married LEOLA WALPE HALSTEAD.

Children of EDWARD MORRIS and LEOLA HALSTEAD are:
  i. SAMUEL¹⁰ MORRIS.
  ii. BEVERLY MORRIS.

425. EDNA FAYE⁹ MORRIS (WYATT HANSFORD⁸, JOSHUA⁷, JOSHUA⁶, WILLIAM "FALLS BILLY"⁵, JOSHUA⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married WILLIAM EDWARD PIERSON. He was born July 15, 1902.

Children of EDNA MORRIS and WILLIAM PIERSON are:
  i. VIRGINIA¹⁰ PIERSON.
  ii. DANA PIERSON.
  iii. LEROY PIERSON.
  iv. JACQUELINE PIERSON.

Generation No. 10

426. MABLE¹⁰ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX⁹, FLOYD JACOB⁸, JACOB ARMSTRONG⁷, JOHN BIRD⁶, SARAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married RICHARD SWANSON.

Child of MABLE YOUNG and RICHARD SWANSON is:
456. i. KATHY¹¹ SWANSON.

427. RUTH VIRGINIA¹⁰ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX⁹, FLOYD JACOB⁸, JACOB ARMSTRONG⁷, JOHN BIRD⁶, SARAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married GLENN EDWARD MATTHEWS. He was born April 29, 1911, and died October 17, 1977.

Child of RUTH YOUNG and GLENN MATTHEWS is:
457. i. JACK YOUNG¹¹ MATTHEWS.

428. BEATRICE¹⁰ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX⁹, FLOYD JACOB⁸, JACOB ARMSTRONG⁷, JOHN BIRD⁶, SARAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married (1) LAWRENCE DAY. She married (2) JOHN RIFFLE.

Children of BEATRICE YOUNG and LAWRENCE DAY are:
  i. LAWRENCE¹¹ DAY, JR.
  ii. JERRY DAY.

Child of BEATRICE YOUNG and JOHN RIFFLE is:
458. iii. KENNETH¹¹ RIFFLE.

429. MARY BELLE¹⁰ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX⁹, FLOYD JACOB⁸, JACOB ARMSTRONG⁷, JOHN BIRD⁶, SARAH⁵ MORRIS, HENRY⁴, WILLIAM SR.³, WILLIAM², WILLIAM¹) She married WILLARD LAUGHLIN.

Children of MARY YOUNG and WILLARD LAUGHLIN are:
  i. BILLY JO¹¹ LAUGHLIN.
  ii. PATRICK LAUGHLIN.

430. RUSSELL REX "JIM"¹⁰ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX⁹, FLOYD JACOB⁸, JACOB ARMSTRONG⁷, JOHN BIRD⁶, SARAH⁵
Children of RUSSELL YOUNG and ILENE MURDOCK are:
460. i. CAROL SUE11 YOUNG.
461. ii. JANE ANN YOUNG.
462. iii. PAULA YOUNG.
463. iv. WILLIAM YOUNG.

431. WILLIAM “BILL”10 YOUNG (RUSSELL REX9, FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) MARY ?. He married (2) RUTH ?.

Children of WILLIAM YOUNG and MARY ? are:
  i. RITA KAY11 YOUNG.
  ii. NITA YOUNG.

432. DAVID GRANT10 SMITH (MAGGIE9 YOUNG, FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married SHIRLEY MCCOUSLEY.

Child of DAVID SMITH and SHIRLEY MCCOUSLEY is:
  i. JOAN11 SMITH.

433. VIRGINIA MYRTLE10 SMITH (MAGGIE9 YOUNG, FLOYD JACOB8, JACOB ARMSTRONG7, JOHN BIRD6, SARAH5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married EZRA COBB.

Children of VIRGINIA SMITH and EZRA COBB are:
464. i. ROBERT11 COBB.
  ii. JAMES COBB, m. BARBARA ?.
465. iii. DONNA MAE COBB.

434. KAREN10 JAMES (LESTER9, NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married PHILEMON R HYRE.

Children of KAREN JAMES and PHILEMON HYRE are:
  i. CYNNTHIA11 HYRE.
  ii. SUSAN HYRE.

435. DONALD CARL10 JAMES (IVAN9, NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married DELCIE MARIE DAVIS.

Children of DONALD JAMES and DELCIE DAVIS are:
466. i. DAVID IVAN11 JAMES.
  ii. DEBORAH IONA JAMES, m. GARY RAY DISHMAN.
  iii. DENISE CAROL JAMES, m. TIMOTHY ALAN HOWARD.
  iv. NOAH MILTON SIMPKINS, m. ANITA ?.
  v. BRETT JOSEPH PLYBON, m. LISA ?.
  vi. ELIZABETH ANN HAMLIN.
  vii. UNK JAMES.

436. MARY RUTH10 JAMES (IVAN9, NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSIE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married LEONARD H WILLIAMS.

Children of MARY JAMES and LEONARD WILLIAMS are:
  i. BRENT H11 WILLIAMS.
  ii. BART WILLIAMS.
437. LYLE EDWARD10 JAMES (IVAN9, NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORAIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) JANICE MARIE ADKINS. She was born September 18, 1941, and died April 26, 1978. He married (2) BARBARA PELFREY.

Children of LYLE JAMES and JANICE ADKINS are:
467. i. REBECCA DAWN11 JAMES.
468. ii. SHELLEY LYNN JAMES.
   iii. JESSICA ANN JAMES.
   iv. MICHELLE LEA JAMES.
469. v. RHONDA GAIL JAMES.

Child of LYLE JAMES and BARBARA PELFREY is:
   vi. MORGAN RENEE11 JAMES.

438. HUGH ALAN10 JAMES (IVAN9, NEWTON NEWLON8, WILLIAM7, JESSE JR6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORAIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married DELORES FAYE CHAPMAN.

Children of HUGH JAMES and DELORES CHAPMAN are:
470. i. BRIDGET DAWN11 JAMES.
   ii. MARK ALAN JAMES.
   iii. TRACY JAMES.
471. iv. MITZI LOU JAMES.

439. ROBERT WESTLEY10 MORAIS (MAHALA AGNES9 BOSTICK, DORA ELIZABETH8 YOUNG, REBECCA JANE7 JAMES, HENRY MORAIS6, MARY “POLLY”5 MORAIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married MARGARET ANN ELIZABETH HULL.

Children of ROBERT MORAIS and MARGARET HULL are:
   i. BETH11 MORAIS.
   ii. RACHEL ELAINE MORAIS.
   iii. ALAN AUSTIN MORAIS.

440. DALE DEWAYNE10 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER9, WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORAIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) SUE ?. He married (2) VICKI ?.

Children of DALE YOUNG and SUE ? are:
   i. RICKY11 YOUNG.
   ii. TAMMY YOUNG.

441. KENT10 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER9, WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORAIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married (1) ALICE PEREZ. He married (2) FRAN ?.

Child of KENT YOUNG and ALICE PEREZ is:
   i. MICHAEL11 YOUNG.

Children of KENT YOUNG and FRAN ? are:
   ii. SHAUN11 YOUNG.
   iii. COLTON YOUNG.

442. KAREN FAYE10 YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER9, WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY
"POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) She married (1) BOBBY BROWN. She married (2) GARY BURNSED.

Children of KAREN YOUNG and BOBBY BROWN are:
   i. BOBBY BROWN, JR.
   ii. ROBIN BROWN.

Child of KAREN YOUNG and GARY BURNSED is:
   iii. SHANE BURNSED.

443. WALTER, YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) He married FRANCENE SMITH.

Children of WALTER YOUNG and FRANCENE SMITH are:
   i. CHARLES WALTER YOUNG.
   ii. MICHELLE CATHERINE YOUNG.

444. JANIE YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) She married (1) RANDY HARLESS. She married (2) MIKE WEAVER.

Child of JANIE YOUNG and RANDY HARLESS is:
   473. i. LORI LYNN HARLESS.

445. STEVEN MICHAEL, YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) He married DONNA LYNN GRANT.

Children of STEVEN YOUNG and DONNA GRANT are:
   i. MELISSA ANN YOUNG.
   ii. PAMELA SUE YOUNG.
   iii. ALESHA LYNN YOUNG.
   iv. JOSHUA STEVEN YOUNG.

446. GREG YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) He married CHARLOTTE JOHNSON.

Children of GREG YOUNG and CHARLOTTE JOHNSON are:
   i. APRIL YOUNG.
   ii. ALLEN YOUNG.
   iii. AMBER YOUNG.

447. REENE YOUNG (CHARLES WALTER, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) She married DAVID EDGE.

Children of REENE YOUNG and DAVID EDGE are:
   i. ANGIE EDGE.
   ii. SABRINA EDGE.

448. TERRI LYNN YOUNG (SHIRLEY GEN, WALTER LEE, CHARLES WILLIAM, MARGARET JAMES, MARY "POLLY" MORRIS, HENRY, WILLIAM Sr., WILLIAM, WILLIAM) She married KENT WILSON.

Children of TERRI YOUNG and KENT WILSON are:
   i. STEVEN WILSON.
ii. SAMUEL A WILSON.

449. LOIS K10 YOUNG (DONNIE9, WALTER LEE8, CHARLES WILLIAM7, MARGARET6 JAMES, MARY “POLLY”5 MORRIS, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married SCOTT McCLURE.

Children of LOIS YOUNG and SCOTT McCLURE are:
   i. HEATHER L11 McCLURE.
   ii. AINEE T McCLURE.

450. GLENN10 MORRIS (CHESTER ROXFORD9, HARLOW L8, CHARLES MARION7, WILLIAM B “DOCTOR”6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married MARY FRANCES ROACH.

Child of GLENN MORRIS and MARY ROACH is:
474. i. MARJORIE11 MORRIS.

451. HARRY EVERETTE “TONY”10 CARTE, JR. (STELLA ELIZABETH9 MORRIS, RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) was born January 20, 1936 in Charleston, Kanawha, WV, and died April 03, 1991 in Ceder Grove, Wood, WV. He married ??.

Child of HARRY CARTE and ?? is:
   i. DAVID ALLEN11 CARTE.

452. DIANA BETH10 CARTE (STELLA ELIZABETH9 MORRIS, RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married LONEY FRED CHILDRESS, son of LONY CHILDRESS and MERICAN GRINDLE.

Children of DIANA CARTE and LONEY CHILDRESS are:
475. i. ELIZABETH MARY11 CHILDRESS.
   ii. AMY LYNNE CHILDRESS.
   iii. LONY FRED CHILDRESS, JR.
   iv. BRAD MITCHELL CHILDRESS.

453. MICHAEL HENRY10 JOHNSON (STELLA ELIZABETH9 MORRIS, RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married SANDRA BOON.

Children of MICHAEL JOHNSON and SANDRA BOON are:
   i. MICHAEL SCOTT11 JOHNSON.
   ii. SUMMER LYN JOHNSON.
   iii. MATTHEW LEE JOHNSON.

454. GAY LAWSON10 JOHNSON (STELLA ELIZABETH9 MORRIS, RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) He married LOREEN ?.

Child of GAY JOHNSON and LOREEN ? is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH11 JOHNSON.

455. JILL10 MEADOWS (MARY MARCELINE9 MORRIS, RUFUS ZULU8, WILLIAM EDWARD7, THOMAS BIRD6, JOHN5, HENRY4, WILLIAM SR.3, WILLIAM2, WILLIAM1) She married COPELAND.

Children of JILL MEADOWS and COPELAND are:
   i. EMY LOU11 COPELAND.
   ii. AARON COPELAND.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Generation No. 11

456. Kathy\textsuperscript{11} Swanson (Mable\textsuperscript{10} Young, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) She married Edward Criner.

Child of Kathy Swanson and Edward Criner is:
   i. Lisa\textsuperscript{12} Criner.

457. Jack Young\textsuperscript{11} Matthews (Ruth Virginia\textsuperscript{10} Young, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) He married (1) Linda Lou Gage. She was born March 12, 1939, and died October 23, 1977. He married (2) Nancy Dee Ramaciotti.

Children of Jack Matthews and Linda Gage are:
   i. Julie Ann\textsuperscript{12} Matthews.
   477. iii. John Edward Matthews.

Children of Jack Matthews and Nancy Ramaciotti are:
   iv. Kathryn Alloway\textsuperscript{12} Matthews.
   v. Nancy Dee Matthews.

458. Kenneth\textsuperscript{11} Riffle (Beatrice\textsuperscript{10} Young, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) He married ? ?.

Children of Kenneth Riffle and ? ? are:
   i. Kenneth Jr\textsuperscript{12} Riffle.
   ii. Jason Riffle.
   iii. Amanda Riffle.
   iv. Irene Riffle.

459. Patrick\textsuperscript{11} Laughlin (Mary Belle\textsuperscript{10} Young, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) He married Candace “Candy” Parsons.

Children of Patrick Laughlin and Candace Parsons are:
   i. Patrick\textsuperscript{12} Laughlin, Jr.
   ii. Casey Laughlin.

460. Carol Sue\textsuperscript{11} Young (Russell Rex “Jim”\textsuperscript{10}, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) She married Charles Richardson.

Children of Carol Young and Charles Richardson are:
   i. Charles E\textsuperscript{12} Richardson.
   ii. Alex C Richardson.

461. Jane Ann\textsuperscript{11} Young (Russell Rex “Jim”\textsuperscript{10}, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) She married David Grant.

Child of Jane Young and David Grant is:
   i. Sarah Elizabeth\textsuperscript{12} Grant.

462. Paula\textsuperscript{11} Young (Russell Rex “Jim”\textsuperscript{10}, Russell Rex\textsuperscript{9}, Floyd Jacob\textsuperscript{8}, Jacob Armstrong\textsuperscript{7}, John Bird\textsuperscript{6}, Sarah\textsuperscript{5} Morris, Henry\textsuperscript{4}, William Sr.\textsuperscript{3}, William\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) She married John Magnusen.
Children of Paula Young and John Magnussen are:
  i. Eric Magnussen.
  ii. Marc Magnussen.
  iii. Thomas E Magnussen.


Children of William Young and Mary are:
 478. i. Rita Young.
 479. ii. Nita Young.

464. Robert Cobb (Virginia Myrtle Smith, Maggie Young, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Sarah Morris, Henry, William Sr., William, William) He married Joyce Young.

Children of Robert Cobb and Joyce Young are:
  i. Rebecca Cobb.
  ii. Steven Cobb.


Children of Donna Cobb and Phillip Seally are:
  i. Pamela Seally.
  ii. Richard Seally.
  iii. Jan Seally.


Child of David James and Michelle Mylam is:
  i. Justin Tyler.


Child of Rebecca James and James McComas is:
  i. Caleb Clay McComas.


Child of Shelly James and Clarence Caldwell is:
  i. Janice Caldwell.


Children of Rhonda James and Fred Hicks are:
  i. Katie Marie Hicks.
  ii. Kara Brook Hicks.
  iii. Fred Ryan Hicks.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING


Child of Bridget James and Rodney Ashworth is:
   i. Molly Dawn12 Ashworth.


Child of Mitzi Lou James is:
   i. Courtney Renee12 James.


Child of Robin Brown and Vince Bennett is:
   i. Chase Allen12 Bennett.

Child of Robin Brown and Robert Hodges is:
   ii. Brittany12 Hodges.

473. Lori Lynn11 Harless (Janie10 Young, Charles Walter9, Walter Lee8, Charles William7, Margaret6 James, Mary "Polly"5 Morris, Henry4, William Sr3, William2, William1) She married Brian Bales.

Child of Lori Harless and Brian Bales is:
   i. Kristen12 Bales.


Child of Marjorie Morris and Ray Haas is:
   i. William Ray12 Haas.

475. Elizabeth Marie11 Childress (Diana Beth10 Carte, Stella Elizabeth9 Morris, Rufus Zulu8, William Edward7, Thomas Bird6, John5, Henry4, William Sr3, William2, William1) She married James Michael Fink Jr, son of James Fink and Dorothy ?.

Children of Elizabeth Childress and James Fink are:
   i. Brandon Matthew12 Fink.
   ii. Matthew James Fink.

Generation No. 12


Children of Jill Matthews and Eliaas Ghanem are:
   i. Nabil Matthew13 Ghanem.
   ii. Andrew Gage Ghanem.

Children of John Matthews and Robin Bainson are:
   i. Bradley Philip Matthews.
   ii. Spencer Glenn Matthews.


Child of Rita Young and Harold Coughenour is:
   i. Harold Coughenou, Jr.R.


Child of Nita Young and Jack Propp is:
   i. Ashley Propp.

Endnotes

Descendants of Thomas Titsworth Nix

Generation No. 1

1. Thomas Titsworth1 Nix was born Unknown, and died Unknown. He married Lydia Vaughters. She was born Unknown.

Notes for Thomas Titsworth Nix:
SEE INFO ABOUT MRS. TITSWORTH IN INDEX.

Child of Thomas Nix and Lydia Vaughters is:
2. i. Dilmus Monroe2 Nix, b. 1846; d. 1904.

Generation No. 2

2. Dilmus Monroe2 Nix (Thomas Titsworth1) was born 1846, and died 1904. He married (1) Minerva Cornelia Adair January 20, 1867, daughter of James Adair and Martha Shields. She was born September 29, 1847, and died February 10, 1877. He married (2) Permelia Jane Mitchell Abt. 1879, daughter of James Mitchell and Nancy Adair. She was born August 08, 1847, and died July 03, 1935.

Children of Dilmus Nix and Minerva Adair are:
4. ii. Robert Clarence Nix, b. August 08, 1874; d. August 04, 1933.
5. iii. Dillard Monroe Nix, b. May 16, 1876; d. March 13, 1942.

Children of Dilmus Nix and Permelia Mitchell are:
7. v. Dilmus Herbert Nix, b. October 11, 1882, 2108 Carlisle Road, Greensboro, N.C.; d. February 01, 1929.
8. vi. Dora Maude Nix, b. February 29, 1884; d. September 04, 1971, Inverness, Citrus, Fla..

Generation No. 3

3. Evie Mildred3 Nix (Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born October 25, 1872, and died July 18, 1919. She married Charles L. Bennett December 22, 1898. He was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

Children of Evie Nix and Charles Bennett are:
11. i. Frederick William4 Bennett, b. April 13, 1900.
12. ii. Agnes Bennett, b. March 24, 1903; d. March 31, 1903.
14. iv. Chloe Cornelia Bennett, b. September 05, 1905.

4. Robert Clarence3 Nix (Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born August 08, 1874, and died August 04, 1933. He married Bonnie Mae Shirley June 19, 1901 in ?. She was born Unknown, and died 1963.

Children of Robert Nix and Bonnie Shirley are:
17. ii. Teneille Nix, b. December 24, 1905; d. 1907.
5. Dillard Monroe\(^3\) Nix (Dilmus Monroe\(^2\), Thomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born May 16, 1876, and died March 13, 1942. He married Clara Harris. She was born April 23, 1878, and died November 09, 1964.

Children of Dillard Nix and Clara Harris are:

18. i. Lloyd Monroe\(^4\) Nix, b. December 13, 1901.
   ii. James Robert Nix, b. March 16, 1904; m. Carolyn Nichols, August 01, 1937; b. August 27, 1904.
20. iv. Edith Cornelia Nix, b. May 21, 1908.
22. vi. Dillard Lafayette Nix, b. April 05, 1912.

6. Sydney Johnston\(^3\) Nix (Dilmus Monroe\(^2\), Thomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born October 03, 1880, and died November 27, 1943. He married Lottie Appleby September 07, 1907. She was born February 07, 1884, and died March 24, 1963.

Children of Sydney Nix and Lottie Appleby are:


7. Dilmus Herbert\(^3\) Nix (Dilmus Monroe\(^2\), Thomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born October 11, 1882 in 2108 Carlisle Road, Greensboro, N.C., and died February 01, 1929. He married Lillian Gertrude Maley Unknown. She was born July 23, 1887, and died October 22, 1952.

Children of Dilmus Nix and Lillian Maley are:


8. Dora Maude\(^3\) Nix (Dilmus Monroe\(^2\), Thomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born February 29, 1884, and died September 04, 1971 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.. She married George Griffin Williamson January 16, 1903, son of Woodson Sr. and Flora Hardman. He was born January 30, 1885 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA., and died August 04, 1994 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Children of Dora Nix and George Williamson are:

32. i. George Griffin Williamson\(^4\) Jr, b. December 17, 1908.
   ii. Frances Jane Williamson, b. March 10, 1910; d. October 03, 1971, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

   Notes for Frances Jane Williamson: TEACHER: TAUGHT SCHOOL IN MOORE HAVEN, FL.. TAUGHT EARNEST "GOOF" BOWYER'S SONS JERRY & PAT.

   v. Anne Williamson, b. December 06, 1922; m. H. Guy Thompson, January 16, 1954; b. October 01, 1909.

9. William Thomas\(^3\) Nix (Dilmus Monroe\(^2\), Thomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born October 25, 1888, and died December 26, 1970. He married Alma Montgomery March 08, 1914. She was born November 22, 1890, and died November 08, 1974.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of WILLIAM NIX and ALMA MONTGOMERY are:
35. i. WILMA ELIZABETH NIX, b. December 23, 1914.
37. iii. WOODROW WILSON NIX, b. March 13, 1920.
38. iv. LYDIA MABLE NIX, b. December 02, 1925.
   v. LEITA VIRGINIA NIX, b. September 28, 1927.

10. NANCY ELIZABETH NIX (DILMS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born June 04, 1890. She married APPLETON KENT ROSSETTER. He was born January 01, 1887, and died September 1974.

Children of NANCY NIX and APPLETON ROSSETTER are:
   i. NANCY JEANETTE NIX4 ROSSETTER, b. May 23, 1920; m. J.W. JR. NORMAN; b. Abt. 1919.
   iii. FREDERICK NIX ROSSETTER, b. August 09, 1930.

Generation No. 4

11. FREDERICK WILLIAM4 BENNETT (EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born April 13, 1900. He married (1) LILLIAN FRANCES TROTTER FLOWERS. She was born November 10, 1913, and died February 01, 1963. He married (2) LILLIAN MAE CATE December 22, 1921. She was born May 04, 1902, and died January 02, 1960. He married (3) LILLIAN F. TROTTER February 10, 1963. She was born November 14, 1918. He married (4) LILLIAN MAE CATE Unknown. She was born May 14, 1902, and died January 02, 1960.

Child of FREDERICK BENNETT and LILLIAN FLOWERS is:
   i. WILLIAM MITCHELL5 FLOWERS, b. September 27, 1950; m. DALE ADAMS, March 19, 1978; b. May 12, 1953.

Children of FREDERICK BENNETT and LILLIAN TROTTER are:
   ii. WILLIAM MICHHELL5 FLOWERS, b. September 27, 1950.
40. iv. ALTUS BENNETT, b. Unknown.
   v. CHLOE BENNETT, b. Unknown.
   vi. CURTIS BENNETT, b. Unknown.

Children of FREDERICK BENNETT and LILLIAN CATE are:
   vii. ROBERT5 BENNETT, b. January 06, 1923; m. (1) MURIEL MCELREATH; b. Unknown; m. (2) MURIEL MCELREATH; b. June 09, 1923; d. April 26, 1974; m. (3) ANNE MONTGOMERY PARDEE.
41. viii. BONNIE JEAN BENNETT, b. December 17, 1925.

12. ALTUS ROBERT5 BENNETT (EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born March 24, 1903. He married BLANCHE CALLAWAY. She was born December 13, 1906.

Children of ALTUS BENNETT and BLANCHE CALLAWAY are:
   i. ALTUS ROBERT JR.5 BENNETT, b. August 23, 1932.
42. ii. CHARLES EDWARD BENNETT, b. March 01, 1934.

13. CHLOE CORNELIA5 BENNETT (EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born September 05, 1905. She married (1) ROY WIGGINS. He was born June 13, 1901, and died May 14, 1973. She married (2) BENJAMIN EUGENE LUMPKIN June 20, 1924. He was born November 26, 1902, and died July 31, 1970.

Children of CHLOE BENNETT and ROY WIGGINS are:
   i. BETTY5 WIGGINS, b. November 09, 1928.
   ii. PATRICIA ANN WIGGINS, b. August 14, 1932.
ii. ROY W. WIGGINS JR. WIGGINS, b. October 13, 1935.

Children of CHLOE BENNETT and BENJAMIN LUMPKIN are:
43. iv. BENJAMIN EUGENE JR. LUMPKIN, b. January 15, 1926.
44. v. EDWIN SCOTT LUMPKIN, b. January 07, 1928.

14. CHARLES CURTIS4 BENNETT (EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born August 14, 1915. He married MARGARET ADELINE MANSON September 24, 1939. She was born November 13, 1913.

Children of CHARLES BENNETT and MARGARET MANSON are:
45. i. CHARLES CURTIS JR3 BENNETT, b. March 03, 1942.
46. ii. DONALD ALVA BENNETT, b. December 23, 1944.
47. iii. MARGARET DIANNE BENNETT, b. February 24, 1947.
v. RICHARD HANSON BENNETT, b. June 12, 1950.
vi. MERRY ANGELA BENNETT, b. September 21, 1952.

15. IMOGENE4 NIX (ROBERT CLARENCE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born July 17, 1902, and died December 21, 1958. She married FORD D. LITTLE November 08, 1923. He was born July 17, 1902 in 2108 Carlisle Road, Greensboro, N.C., and died December 21, 1958.

Children of IMOGENE NIX and FORD LITTLE are:
48. i. FORD D. JR3 LITTLE, b. January 17, 1926.
49. ii. ROBERT CLAUDE LITTLE, b. August 16, 1927.
50. iii. FRANK BALLARD LITTLE, b. December 12, 1930.

16. KATHRYN4 NIX (ROBERT CLARENCE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born May 12, 1908, and died March 15, 1950. She married LAUREN MCDONALD 1930. He was born October 15, 1902, and died Unknown.

Children of KATHRYN NIX and LAUREN MCDONALD are:
51. i. SHIRLEY3 MCDONALD, b. September 15, 1936.
52. ii. LAURAN JR. MCDONALD, b. November 24, 1938.

17. ROBERT CLARENCE4 NIXJR. (ROBERT CLARENCE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born May 05, 1923, and died July 04, 1961. He married MARGARET ANN DAVIS June 11, 1943. She was born August 24, 1927.

Children of ROBERT NIX and MARGARET DAVIS are:
i. ADAIR CAROLYN3 NIX, b. May 23, 1945; m. JOHN WILLIAM VANN, September 12, 1965; b. May 19, 1944.
53. ii. PATRICIA MILLER NIX, b. September 07, 1946.
iv. GARY CLIFFORD NIX, b. February 07, 1950.
v. MELISSA KATHRYN NIX, b. September 01, 1951.

18. LLOYD MONROE4 NIX (DILLARD MONROE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born December 13, 1901. He married (1) RUBY DAVIS OR DANIEL June 10, 1946. She was born April 16, 1913. He married (2) CORA LEE BLAND Unknown. She was born April 1912, and died April 01, 1946.

Child of LLOYD NIX and RUBY DANIEL is:
i. LLOYD MONROE JR3 NIX, b. September 17, 1948; m. LYNDIA LEE SKELLEY, October 16, 1971; b. November 06, 1951.

19. MARTHA EVELYN4 NIX (DILLARD MONROE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 21,
1905, and died May 26, 1978. She married DONALD PRYOR WRIGHT August 29, 1929 in ?. He was born October 02, 1903.

Children of MARTHA NIX and DONALD WRIGHT are:

54. i. MARTHA EVELYN5 WRIGHT, b. August 19, 1934.
   ii. NANCY CLARE WRIGHT, b. July 13, 1940; m. MICHAEL LEROY MILES, August 04, 1962, ?; b. October 15, 1938.

20. EDITH CORNELIA4 NIX (DILLARD MONROE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born May 21, 1908. She married JAMES LEWIS BRASELTON June 17, 1928 in ?. He was born July 06, 1900.

Children of EDITH NIX and JAMES BRASELTON are:

i. JAMES LEWIS3 JR. BRASELTON, b. October 01, 1929; d. December 18, 1944.
ii. CLARA ELIZABETH BRASELTON, b. July 20, 1931.
iii. LUCY EDITH BRASELTON, b. March 08, 1941.

21. JOSEPH NELSON4 NIX (DILLARD MONROE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 25, 1911. He married MARGUERITE PARKS August 09, 1936. She was born March 31, 1913.

Child of JOSEPH NIX and MARGUERITE PARKS is:

i. JOSEPH NELSON JR. NIX3, b. December 18, 1942, Commerce, Ga.; m. CAROLE EDITH WORFOLK, October 05, 1974; b. December 18, 1942.

22. DILLARD LAFAYETTE4 NIX (DILLARD MONROE3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born April 05, 1912. He married JEANETTE SHARP November 11, 1946 in ?. She was born September 18, 1921.

Children of DILLARD NIX and JEANETTE SHARP are:

57. i. MARGARET ELAINE5 NIX, b. August 31, 1948.
   ii. DILLARD LAMAR NIX, b. September 26, 1950.

23. MILDRED NIX4 NIX (SYDNEY JOHNSTON3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born June 04, 1910. She married EVENS MCCOY September 13, 1937. He was born December 27, 1907.

Children of MILDRED NIX and EVENS MCCOY are:

i. WAYNE H.5 MCCOY, b. October 04, 1938.
   ii. BRUCE J. MCCOY, b. May 06, 1940.
   iii. DONALD E. MCCOY, b. March 10, 1942.
   iv. LADD S. MCCOY, b. July 06, 1943.

24. CHARLOTTE4 NIX (SYDNEY JOHNSTON3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 12, 1912. She married HENRY ELLIOT JR. June 11, 1936. He was born August 02, 1906.

Children of CHARLOTTE NIX and HENRY ELLIOT are:

i. FRANCES5 ELLIOT, b. September 04, 1937; m. HAROLD MARTIN KEMPEN; b. July 20, 1933; d. December 28, 1962.
ii. MARY EMILY ELLIOT, b. December 24, 1939.
iii. PAMELA ELLIOT, b. December 04, 1941; m. PHILLIP BENTON, June 26, 1970; b. March 17, 1940.
iv. HENRY JOHNSON ELLIOT, b. July 14, 1951.

25. SYDNEY JOHNSTON JR4 NIX (SYDNEY JOHNSTON3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born March 07, 1920. He married FLORENCE B. PRICE March 03, 1947. She was born November 30, 1921.

Children of SYDNEY NIX and FLORENCE PRICE are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i.  RAY PRICE4 NIX, b. April 15, 1953.
ii.  DAVID SYDNEY NIX, b. June 17, 1956.

26.  CAROL JEAN4 NIX (SYDNEY JOHNSTON3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born August 10, 1923. She married DABNEY THOMAS HARDY, JR. August 19, 1948. He was born September 12, 1923.

Children of CAROL NIX and DABNEY HARDY are:
   i.  THOMAS5 HARDY, b. November 06, 1941.
   ii.  CAROL NIX HARDY, b. November 03, 1950.
   iii.  FRANK HARDY, b. April 14, 1954.

27.  JOSEPH DILMUS4 NIX (DILMUS HERBERT3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born August 13, 1910. He married EUTELL WILSON March 19, 1932. She was born April 22, 1912.

Children of JOSEPH NIX and EUTELL WILSON are:
   i.  JO ANNE3 NIX, b. July 25, 1935.
   ii.  JAMES LAMAR NIX, b. November 06, 1944.

28.  HAROLD MORGAN4 NIX (DILMUS HERBERT3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born February 16, 1913. He married GENEVA HOLCOMB. She was born October 13, 1914.

Children of HAROLD NIX and GENEVA HOLCOMB are:
   i.  MARY LINDA3 NIX, b. October 05, 1943.
   ii.  JOHN MORGAN NIX, b. June 03, 1948; m. LINDA GAIL POWERS; b. June 08, 1951.

29.  DORIS RUTH4 NIX (DILMUS HERBERT3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born March 21, 1916. She married JOE WHEELER CREWS August 25, 1945. He was born December 10, 1915 in COULD HAVE BEEN BORN BEFORE 1915 >???, and died 1948.

Child of DORIS NIX and JOE CREWS is:
   i.  LARRY NIX3 CREWS, b. June 15, 1946.

30.  MILTON ESTES4 NIX (DILMUS HERBERT3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born September 13, 1921. He married EDITH JOAN BOLTON August 03, 1941. She was born August 17, 1924.

Children of MILTON NIX and EDITH BOLTON are:
   i.  MILTON ESTES3 NIX, b. August 08, 1942.
   ii.  NANCY MILDRED NIX, b. March 18, 1948.

31.  DILMUS HERBERT NIX4 JR. (DILMUS HERBERT3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born January 21, 1925. He married CORA LOU HARALSON December 30, 1947. She was born November 22, 1924.

Children of DILMUS JR. and CORA HARALSON are:
   i.  DAVID ALLEN3 NIX, b. September 25, 1952.
   ii.  SUSAN DIANE NIX, b. September 24, 1954.

32.  GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON4 JR (DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born December 17, 1908. He married AGNES CAROLINE KROGMAN October 16, 1930 in ?. She was born August 21, 1911, and died October 16 in ORLANDO, FL.

Children of GEORGE JR and AGNES KROGMAN are:
   i.  DORA KATHRYN3 WILLIAMSON, b. March 01, 1946, LOS ANGELES, CAL..
ii. JANE FRANCES WILLIAMSON, b. February 07, 1950, Brooksville, FL.

33. DILMUS NIX WILLIAMSON (DORA MAUDE NIX, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born October 16, 1911, and died June 28, 1978 in PERRY, GA. He married VANITA MELISSA PRIDGEN May 07, 1933. She was born December 02, 1915.

Children of DILMUS WILLIAMSON and VANITA PRIDGEN are:
   i. NIX ALLENSWORTH WILLIAMSON, b. February 21, 1934, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL.
m. (1) THELMA JUANITA BOZEMAN, August 06, 1955; b. February 03, 1936; m. (2) SYLVIA DENHAM CARTER, April 16, 1965; b. August 24, 1934; m. (3) SHEELAGH WIGGER BOIRVERT, May 24, 1985, ORLANDO, FL.
   July 15, 1941, LUTON, ENGLAND.

   ii. SYLVIA ELIZABETH WILLIAMSON, b. April 08, 1936, FL.

   iii. GEORGE VAN WILLIAMSON, b. November 22, 1943, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL.

   iv. SARA VANITA WILLIAMSON, b. February 14, 1953, MACON, BIBB, GA.
m. EMMETT PAUL CARR, April 28, 1984, PERRY, GA.; b. October 28, 1934, HAWKINSVILLE, GA.

34. MALCOLM LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON (DORA MAUDE NIX, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born September 13, 1913 in APPLE VALLEY, JACKSON, GA., and died July 29, 1984 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. He married (1) JULIA BLACK Bef. 1945 in ?. She was born in ?. He married (2) WILLIE HAYNE HUNT February 16, 1947 in VALDOSTA, LOWNDES, GA, daughter of WILLIE HUNT and CARRIE JONES. She was born August 13, 1912 in DAWSON, TERRELL, GA., and died December 15, 2000 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL.

More About MALCOLM LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON:
Cause of Death: MASSIVE HEART ATTACK

Notes for WILLIE HAYNE HUNT:
OFFICIAL RECORD ON FILE - U.D.C REFERENCE DEPT.
THIS PETITION OF
BILLIE HUNT --- MAIDEN NAME
MRS. MALCOLM L. WILLIAMSON
404 S. APOPKA AVE.
INVERNESS, FLA. 32652

DATE APPL. ACCEPTED BY CHAPTER
10th MARCH 1986
LOU ANNA HENDRY-PERRY, PRESIDENT
PATRISIA EDINGTON ROGERS??? --- RECORDING SECRETARY
ENTERED ON STATE ROLL BOOK APRIL 15, 1986

JAYNE RXISSER --- REGISTRAR, FLORIDA DIVISION
REGISTERED APRIL 30, 1986
CORALEE L. WEIMER --- REGISTRAR-GENERAL, U.D.C.

ATTESTED IN THE STATE OF FLA., CITRUS CO. ON THE 10th DAY OF MARCH 1986
BY BILLIE H. WILLIAMSON
N.P. SEAL BY BARBARA A. WHITE
CITIE OF INVERNESS, CITRUS CO.

Children of MALCOLM WILLIAMSON and WILLIE HUNT are:

67. i. JUDITH LEE WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1949, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

68. ii. GEORGE MALCOLM WILLIAMSON, b. October 23, 1951, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

35. WILMA ELIZABETH NIX (WILLIAM THOMAS, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born December 23, 1914. She married GEORGE WILBURN CASTELLAWS March 25, 1934. He was born December 02, 1911.
Children of Wilma Nix and George Castellaw are:

69.  i.  Leita3 Castellaw, b. October 13, 1936.
70.  ii.  Virginia Pauline Castellaw, b. November 06, 1942.

36.  Billy Dupree4 Nix (William Thomas3, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born August 09, 1917, and died December 06, 1971. He married Lottie Anthony August 19, 1938. She was born November 01, 1916.

Children of Billy Nix and Lottie Anthony are:
   i.  Frances Mable3 Nix, b. September 25, 1942; m. James Golden, May 28, 1972; b. May.

37.  Woodrow Wilson4 Nix (William Thomas3, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born March 13, 1920. He married Geneva M. Kesler February 14, 1941. She was born July 30, 1925.

Children of Woodrow Nix and Geneva Kesler are:
   i.  James Wilson3 Nix, b. April 02, 1943; m. Patricia L. Short, May 25, 1970; b. September 13, 1944.
   ii.  William Thomas II Nix, b. March 03, 1948; m. Laura Kathryn Rogers, April 15, 1948.

38.  Lydia Mable4 Nix (William Thomas3, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born December 02, 1925. She married (1) George Otis Castellaw. He was born January 17, 1885, and died January 23, 1949. She married (2) Calvin F. Jr. Allen September 20, 1953. He was born February 04, 1925.

Children of Lydia Nix and Calvin Allen are:

39.  Appleton Kent Jr.4 Rossetter (Nancy Elizabeth3 Nix, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born November 13, 1922. He married Nancy Farinella. She was born Unknown, and died July 02, 1964.

Children of Appleton Rossetter and Nancy Farinella are:
   ii.  Thomas Franklin Rossetter, b. October 13, 1951.

Generation No. 5

40.  Nancy Augusta4 Flowers (Frederick William3 Bennett, Evie Mildred3 Nix, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born December 15, 1954. She married Dennis Frank Dordigan June 08, 1968. He was born April 01, 1943.

Child of Nancy Flowers and Dennis Dordigan is:

41.  Bonnie Jean5 Bennett (Frederick William4, Evie Mildred3 Nix, Dilmus Monroe2, Thomas Titsworth1) was born December 17, 1925. She married (1) Nolan Lee Sample. He was born May 17, 1928. She married (2) Robert Washington Jeter Unknown. He was born June 20, 1925, and died November 1975.

More About Nolan Lee Sample:
Fact 1: Widower of Frances Boydston Sample
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of BONNIE BENNETT and NOLAN SAMPLE is:
   i. LESLEY JEAN® SAMPLE, b. Unknown; m. JOHN WALTER DEMPSEY.

Children of BONNIE BENNETT and ROBERT JETER are:
   ii. JEFFERY BENNETT® JETER, b. March 24, 1951; m. JANE ALLEN POLK, August 02, 1975; b. November 14, 1953.
72. iii. KATHY JETER, b. January 10, 1953.

42. CHARLES EDWARD® BENNETT (ALTUS ROBERT4, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born March 01, 1934. He married BETTY TEMPLE DANIEL April 25, 1954. She was born May 05, 1935.

Children of CHARLES BENNETT and BETTY DANIEL are:
   i. EDWARD DANIEL® BENNETT, b. August 12, 1955; m. MELODI RENEE O'KELLY, June 10, 1978.

43. BENJAMIN EUGENE JR.® LUMPKIN (CHLOE CORNELIA4 BENNETT, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born January 15, 1926. He married BARBARA BLAKELY March 23, 1947. She was born July 03, 1928 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Children of BENJAMIN LUMPKIN and BARBARA BLAKELY are:
   ii. ROBERT EUGENE LUMPKIN, b. April 05, 1956.

44. EDWIN SCOTT® LUMPKIN (CHLOE CORNELIA4 BENNETT, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born January 07, 1928. He married KATHLEEN PORTER March 23, 1952. She was born June 30, 1931.

Children of EDWIN LUMPKIN and KATHLEEN PORTER are:
   i. EDWIN SCOTT JR.® LUMPKIN, b. November 13, 1956.
   ii. JERRY ALEXANDER LUMPKIN, b. December 28, 1957.
   iii. KENNETH RAY LUMPKIN, b. March 15, 1962.

45. CHARLES CURTIS JR® BENNETT (CHARLES CURTIS4, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born March 03, 1942. He married PATRICIA ANN MCELROY September 29, 1963. She was born July 31, 1941.

Child of CHARLES BENNETT and PATRICIA MCELROY is:
   i. CHARLES CURTIS III® BENNETT, b. February 14, 1967.

46. DONALD ALVA® BENNETT (CHARLES CURTIS4, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born December 23, 1944. He married SUSAN KAY STEPHENS August 28, 1965. She was born February 05, 1945.

Children of DONALD BENNETT and SUSAN STEPHENS are:
   i. DONALD TAP® BENNETT.
   ii. APRIL SUZANNE BENNETT, b. April 28, 1971.

47. MARGARET DIANNE® BENNETT (CHARLES CURTIS4, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH3) was born February 24, 1947. She married LYNN WAYNE BAHNSEN November 02, 1970.
Children of MARGARET BENNETT and LYNN BAHNSEN are:
  i. MARGARET ASHLEY BAHNSEN, b. February 14, 1974.

48. FORD D. JR\(^5\) LITTLE (IMogene\(^4\) NIX, RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born January 17, 1926. He married BETTY LOUISE YOST March 29, 1947. She was born May 23, 1925.

Children of FORD LITTLE and BETTY YOST are:
  i. PATRICIA ANNE LITTLE, b. September 07, 1946. She married (1) DAVID ALLARD in ?. He was born Unknown.
  ii. JENNIFER STACEY LITTLE, b. December 24, 1948. She married (2) STEPHEN McCAIN, b. January 18, 1975. He was born Unknown.
  iii. FORD DEAN LITTLE III, b. December 12, 1959.

49. ROBERT CLAude\(^5\) LITTLE (IMogene\(^4\) NIX, RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born August 16, 1927. He married ST LAWRENCE FLEMING LUCAS May 06, 1949.

Children of ROBERT LITTLE and ST LUCAS are:
  i. ROBERT CLAude JR\(^6\) LITTLE, b. November 28, 1951; m. ROSE KLECKLEY, b. January 18, 1975.

50. FRANK BALLARD\(^5\) LITTLE (IMogene\(^4\) NIX, RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born December 12, 1930. He married JACQUELINE ANN GILMORE April 16, 1951.

Children of FRANK LITTLE and JACQUELINE GILMORE are:
  i. FRANK BALLARD JR.\(^6\) LITTLE, b. December 01, 1951; m. JENNIFER INMAN, b. August 02, 1975. She was born Unknown.
  iii. ELIZABETH GILMORE LITTLE, b. August 26, 1956; m. JAMES FREELS, b. August 05, 1976.

51. SHIRLEY\(^5\) MCDONALD (Kathryn\(^4\) NIX, RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born September 15, 1936. She married GERALD RAY LARKEY November 30, 1962 in ?. He was born Unknown.

Children of SHIRLEY MCDONALD and GERALD LARKEY are:
  i. GERALD RAY\(^6\) LARKEY, JR., b. May 12, 1964.

52. LAURAN JR.\(^5\) MCDONALD (Kathryn\(^4\) NIX, RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born November 24, 1938. He married SUNNY NIVENS June 13, 1964. She was born March 07, 1940.

Child of LAURAN MCDONALD and SUNNY NIVENS is:
  i. LAUREN WYLIE\(^6\) MCDONALD III, b. August 10, 1968.

53. PATRICIA MILLER\(^5\) NIX (ROBERT CLArence\(^4\), RObERT CLArence\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born September 07, 1946. She married (1) DON MOORE March 06, 1965. She was born March 07, 1940.

Children of PATRICIA NIX and DON MOORE are:
  i. LAURA ALLISON\(^6\) MOORE, b. 1966.
  ii. STEPHEN DONALD MOORE, b. September 28, 1968.

54. MARTHA EVELYN\(^5\) WRIGHT (Martha Evelyn\(^4\) NIX, Dillard MONROE\(^3\), DILMUS MONROE\(^2\), TThomas Titsworth\(^1\)) was born August 19, 1934. She married JACK KYLTE GRANT August 29, 1953. He was born January 23, 1934.
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Children of MARTHA WRIGHT and JACK GRANT are:
74. i. CLARA DAWN GRANT, b. March 12, 1956.
   ii. DONALD VERNE GRANT, b. February 20, 1964.

55. CLARA ELIZABETH BRASELTON (EDITH CORNELIA NIX, DILLARD MONROE, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born July 20, 1931. She married DR. JOHN W. JACKSON June 17, 1953 in ?. He was born November 29, 1930, and died February 05, 1961.

Children of CLARA BRASELTON and JOHN JACKSON are:
   i. JOHN WILLIAM JACKSON III, b. March 31, 1957.
   ii. JAMES DARBY JACKSON, b. May 28, 1960.

56. LUCY EDITH BRASELTON (EDITH CORNELIA NIX, DILLARD MONROE, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born March 08, 1941. She married PHILLIP EDWARD MANLEY July 18, 1964 in Homerville, Ga.. He was born November 11, 1937.

Children of LUCY BRASELTON and PHILLIP MANLEY are:
   i. MARY MARGARET MANLEY, b. February 24, 1966.
   ii. PHILLIP EDWARD MANLEY, b. December 30, 1968.

57. MARGARET ELAINE NIX (DILLARD LAFAYETTE, DILLARD MONROE, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born August 31, 1948. She married M. WARREN DANIEL September 01, 1970. He was born March 13, 1943.

Children of MARGARET NIX and M. DANIEL are:

58. JAMES LAMAR NIX (JOSEPH DILMUS, DILMUS HERBERT, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born November 06, 1944. He married ALICE CAROL BISSETTE. She was born May 29, 1946.

Children of JAMES NIX and ALICE BISSETTE are:
   i. ELIZABETH WILSON NIX, b. March 07, 1972.
   ii. MARY ALICE NIX, b. October 07, 1974.

59. MARY LINDA NIX (HAROLD MORGAN, DILMUS HERBERT, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born October 05, 1943. She married TIMOTHY OLIVER PITTMAN January 04, 1964. He was born April 23, 1941.

Children of MARY NIX and TIMOTHY PITTMAN are:
   ii. JENIFER ADAIR PITTMAN, b. May 06, 1968.

60. LARRY NIX CREWS (DORIS RUTH NIX, DILMUS HERBERT, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born June 15, 1946. He married HAZEL LOUISE MCCULLERS. She was born November 09, 1949.

Children of LARRY CREWS and HAZEL MCCULLERS are:
   ii. LARRY WILLIAM CREWS, b. March 06, 1969.
   iii. JOHN DOUGLAS CREWS, b. August 24, 1970.

61. MILTON ESTES JR. NIX (MILTON ESTES, DILMUS HERBERT, DILMUS MONROE, THOMAS TITSWORTH) was born August 08, 1942. He married MACKIE MCGEE. She was born August 08, 1942.
Children of MILTON NIX and MACKIE McGEE are:
   ii. NATALIE MARIE NIX, b. October 12, 1966.

62. NANCY MILDRED5 NIX (MILTON ESTES4, DILMUS HERBERT3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born March 18, 1948. She married JAMES DOUGLAS GOODROE March 15, 1969. He was born August 29, 1947.

Child of NANCY NIX and JAMES GOODROE is:
   i. ROBERT DOUGLAS6 GOODROE, b. April 26, 1971.

63. DORA KATHRYN5 WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON4 JR, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born March 01, 1946 in LOS ANGELES, , CAL.. She married MICHAEL BRUCE DANFORTH October 29, 1965 in ORLANDO, , FLA.. He was born April 13, 1945 in ORLANDO, , FLA..

Children of DORA WILLIAMSON and MICHAEL DANFORTH are:
   75. i. MICHAEL BRUCE II6 DANFORTH, b. December 18, 1967, ORLANDO, , FLA..
   ii. MARC ALLAN DANFORTH, b. April 18, 1972, ORLANDO, , FLA..
   iii. AMANDA LYNN DANFORTH, b. August 28, 1974, ORLANDO, , FLA..

64. JANE FRANCES5 WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON4 JR, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born February 07, 1950 in Brooksville, , Fla.. She married GEORGE EDWARD BUTLER July 23, 1970 in Orlando, , Fla.. He was born March 25, 1947 in Scottsbluff, , Neb..

More About JANE FRANCES WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: May 07, 1950, OR COULD BE

Children of JANE WILLIAMSON and GEORGE BUTLER are:
   76. i. TRACIE KATHERYN6 BUTLER, b. February 24, 1971, ORLANDO, , FLA..
   ii. SHANNON KAY BUTLER, b. July 26, 1974, ORLANDO, , FLA.; m. WALTER JASON GABRIEL, December 02, 1994, CLEVELAND, , TENN.; b. May 19, 1973, MACON, BIBB, GA..
   iii. STEPHEN GEORGE TRUITT BUTLER, b. November 11, 1985, MEDINA, , OHIO.

65. SYLVIA ELIZABETH5 WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NIX4, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born April 08, 1936 in , , FLA.. She married JAMES MILTON CONNELL August 23, 1959 in PERRY, , GA.. He was born February 12, 1931 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Child of SYLVIA WILLIAMSON and JAMES CONNELL is:
   i. SARA ELIZABETH6 CONNELL, b. June 12, 1970, ORLANDO, , FLA..

66. GEORGE5 VAN WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NIX4 WILLIAMSON, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born November 22, 1943 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.. He married MARGARET ANN PARRISH January 17, 1972 in MACON, BIBB, GA.. She was born June 26, 1955 in MACON, BIBB, GA..

Children of GEORGE VAN WILLIAMSON and MARGARET PARRISH are:
   ii. VICTORIA MALISSA WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1980, MARIETTA, COBB, GA..

67. JUDITH LEE5 WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE4, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 22, 1949 in BROOKSVILLE, , FL.. She married EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR. March 22, 1969 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL., son of EDWARD MOTTER and ANNE SANDEBECK. He was born April 19, 1945 in BALTIMORE, , MD.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR.:
Fact 1: could be 1946 for his birth

Children of JUDITH WILLIAMSON and EDWARD MOTTER are:
   ii. SONIA ANNE MOTTER, b. December 01, 1974, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL..
   iv. GEORGIA EMILY MOTTER, b. November 01, 1982, HARRIS CITY, WEBSTER, TX..

68. GEORGE MALCOLM5 WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE4, DORA MAUDE3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 23, 1951 in BROOKSVILLE, FL.. He married MARGUERITE HATCHER ROBISON February 23, 1989 in WILMINGTON, NEW HAVEN, N.C., daughter of WILLIAM ROBISON and MARYANN OAKLEY. She was born June 17, 1963 in AUGUSTA, RICHMOND, GA..

Children of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and MARGUERITE ROBISON are:

69. LEITA5 CASTELLAW (WILMA ELIZABETH4 NIX, WILLIAM THOMAS3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born October 13, 1936. She married (1) PHILLIP PARDUE February 17, 1957. He was born June 06, 1934 in or 10-16-1936. She married (2) GRADY C. PITTARD December 26, 1964. He was born June 04, 1916 in i wonder is it true.

Children of LEITA CASTELLAW and PHILLIP PARDUE are:
   i. JAMES RALPH6 PARDUE, b. October 03, 1957.

70. VIRGINIA PAULINE5 CASTELLAW (WILMA ELIZABETH4 NIX, WILLIAM THOMAS3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born November 06, 1942. She married JACKSON RUSSELL JONES January 05, 1964. He was born November 11, 1943.

Child of VIRGINIA CASTELLAW and JACKSON JONES is:
   i. MOLLY ELIZABETH6 JONES, b. August 11, 1964.

71. GEORGE STEPHEN5 CASTELLAW (WILMA ELIZABETH4 NIX, WILLIAM THOMAS3, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born July 05, 1945. He married FAREN ANN LEWIS September 12, 1970. She was born May 15, 1943.

Child of GEORGE CASTELLAW and FAREN LEWIS is:

Generation No. 6

72. KATHY5 JETER (BONNIE JEAN5 BENNETT, FREDERICK WILLIAM4, EVIE MILDRED3 NIX, DILMUS MONROE2, THOMAS TITSWORTH1) was born January 10, 1953. She married DENIS WAYNE BARKER August 19, 1971. He was born August 09, 1951.

Children of KATHY JETER and DENIS BARKER are:
   i. LORI ALLISON6 BARKER, b. January 05, 1976.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

73. JAN DALE⁶ BENNETT (CHARLES EDWARD⁵, ALTUS ROBERT⁴, EVIE MILDRED³ NIX, DILMUS MONROE², THOMAS TITSWORTH¹) was born July 13, 1959. She married TIMOTHY DARWIN EPPS November 26, 1974. He was born November 29, 1954.

Child of JAN BENNETT and TIMOTHY EPPS is:
   i. TIMOTHY DOUGLAS EPPS² EPPS, b. May 13, 1975.

74. CLARA DAWN⁶ GRANT (MARTHA EVELYN⁵ WRIGHT, MARTHA EVELYN⁴ NIX, DILLARD MONROE³, DILMUS MONROE², THOMAS TITSWORTH¹) was born March 12, 1956. She married MARK BEECHER WATSON March 16, 1975.

Child of CLARA GRANT and MARK WATSON is:
   i. MISTI DAWN⁷ WATSON, b. December 24, 1977.

75. MICHAEL BRUCE II⁶ DANFORTH (DORA KATHRYN⁵ WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON⁴ JR, DORA MAUDE³ NIX, DILMUS MONROE², THOMAS TITSWORTH¹) was born December 18, 1967 in ORLANDO, FLA. He married LISA MAE DANIEL June 22, 1991 in ORLANDO, FLA. She was born October 22, 1970 in TITUSVILLE, FLA.

Children of MICHAEL DANFORTH and LISA DANIEL are:
   i. MICHAEL BRUCE⁷ DANFORTH III, b. December 18, 1991, ORLANDO, FLA.
   ii. JEREMY ALAN DANFORTH, b. March 28, 1995, ORLANDO, FLA.
   iii. RACHAEL LEAH DANFORTH, b. November 18, 1997, ORLANDO, FLA.

76. TRACIE KATHERYN⁶ BUTLER (JANE FRANCES⁵ WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON⁴ JR, DORA MAUDE³ NIX, DILMUS MONROE², THOMAS TITSWORTH¹) was born February 24, 1971 in ORLANDO, FLA. She married CHRISTOPHER JAY CANTER November 06, 1993 in GREENFIELD, IND. He was born August 25, 1971.

Child of TRACIE BUTLER and CHRISTOPHER CANTER is:
   i. ELIZABETH KATHRYN⁷ CANTER, b. December 08, 1995.
Descendants of Johann Otterbach

Generation No. 1

1. JOHANN\textsuperscript{1} OTTERBACH was born Bet. 1550 - 1560 in Eiserfeld, Westfalen, Germany, and died Bef. 1599 in , Eiserfeld , Westfalen, Germany. He married DEMUT Unknown in , , Westfalen, Germany. She was born 1553 in , , Westfalen, Germany, and died Unknown in ?.

Child of JOHANN OTTERBACH and DEMUT is:
2. i. JOHANN\textsuperscript{2} OTTERBACH, b. 1590, Of Siegen, Westfalen, Germany; d. 1624, , Trupbach , Westfalen, Prussia.

Generation No. 2

2. JOHANN\textsuperscript{2} OTTERBACH (JOHANN\textsuperscript{3}) was born 1590 in Of Siegen, Westfalen, Germany, and died 1624 in , Trupbach , Westfalen, Prussia. He married OTTILIA ? Unknown. She was born Abt. 1600 in Of Siegen, Westfalen, Prussia, and died Unknown in ?.

Child of JOHANN OTTERBACH and OTTILIA ? is:
3. i. JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, b. 1622, T, , Prussia (Grmn.); d. April 24, 1696, Trupbach, , Germany.

Generation No. 3

3. JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH (JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1622 in T, , Prussia (Grmn.), and died April 24, 1696 in Trupbach, , Germany. He married ANNA DILTHEY Abt. 1651 in Trupbach, , Germany. She was born 1628 in ?, and died February 23, 1697/98 in ?.

Child of JOHANNES OTTERBACH and ANNA DILTHEY is:
4. i. HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} UTTERBACH, b. 1663, Trupbach, s, Germany; d. Old Germantown, P, Va..

Generation No. 4

4. HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} UTTERBACH (JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1663 in Trupbach, s, Germany, and died in Old Germantown, P, Va.. He married ELIZABETH HEIMBACH, daughter of PHILIP HEIMBACH and MARGRETH YOUNG. She was born 1660 in Seelbach, , Germany, and died Bet. 1705 - 1713 in Trupbach, , Germany.

Child of HERMANN UTTERBACH and ELIZABETH HEIMBACH is:
5. i. ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, b. Bet. 1685 - 1686, Trupach; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 5

5. ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH (HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} UTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born Bet. 1685 - 1686 in Trupach, and died Unknown in ?. She married JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU August 07, 1708 in Oberfishbach, son of HANS HOLTZCLAU and GERTRUT. He was born 1683 in Trupach, and died January 1760 in Oberfishbach.

Notes for JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
[Broderbund Family Archive #17, Ed. 1, Birth Records: United States/Europe, Birth Records, AAI Birth Records Extraction, Date of Import: Nov 26, 1997, Internal Ref. #1.17.1.15759.39]

Individual: Holtzclaw, Hans Jacob
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Birth date: 1683
Birth place: PRSS
CD# 100

More About JOHN JACOB HOLTZCLAU:
Fact 3: CD# 100

Children of ANNA OTTERBACH and JOHN HOLTZCLAU are:
   i. JOHN HENRY HOLTZCLAU, b. November 14, 1711.
6.   ii. EVE HOLTZCLAU, b. Bet. 1735 - 1745, Germantown, F, Virginia; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 6

6. EVE HOLTZCLAU (ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR3 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born Bet. 1735 - 1745 in Germantown, F, Virginia, and died Unknown in ?. She married ALLEN WILEY Unknown, son of DAVID WILEY and JANE. He was born Bet. 1735 - 1740 in ?, and died 1812 in ?.

Children of EVE HOLTZCLAU and ALLEN WILEY are:
   i. ANNA WILEY.
7.   ii. LIDIA WILEY, b. June 03, 1755, ?; d. April 22, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 7

7. LIDIA WILEY (EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR3 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born June 03, 1755 in ?, and died April 22, 1831 in ?. She married LEMUEL GRIFFIN, JR. 1774 in ?, son of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and ?. He was born 1738 in ?, and died July 09, 1810.

Child of LIDIA WILEY and LEMUEL GRIFFIN is:
8.   i. WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN, b. May 14, 1778, ?; d. May 19, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 8

8. WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN (LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?. He married VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAUMONT 1800 in ?, daughter of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS. She was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Child of WILLIAM GRIFFIN and VIRGINIA BEAUMONT is:
9.   i. ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN, b. May 25, 1810, Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?

   Death may have been in Oct..

Generation No. 9

9. ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN (WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born May 25, 1810 in Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ?. Death may have been in Oct.. She married ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY September 23, 1830 in KANAWAHA CO. VA., son of SAMUEL HANDLEY and SARAH HARMON. He was born April 01, 1803 in, Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:
10. i. CHARLES W10 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.
   vii. BENIAH F HANDLEY, b. September 08, 1843; d. January 25, 1863.

More About BENIAH F HANDLEY:
Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.
12. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 10

10. CHARLES W10 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870
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Children of Charles Handley and Elizabeth Love are:
15. ii. Frank Handley, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.

Notes for Joseph Switzer:
Killed very young in hunting accident.
v. Willia Handley.

11. Victoria E. Handley (Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Herman Otterbach Or Otterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johanna), was born October 29, 1838 in Putnam, WV, and died May 30, 1898 in Lakeland, FL. She married Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer 1868, son of John Bowyer and Permelia Brown. He was born August 14, 1832 in On Sewell Mountain, Fayette Co., VA, and died 1910 in Tampa, Hillsboro, FL.

Notes for Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
The Reunion Committee of the Association of American Boyers Placed the Colonel's Photograph on the 1911 Reunion Button;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park, where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of Victoria Handley and Napoleon Bowyer are:
17. i. Frederick Earl Bowyer, b. , Red River, Texas; d. March 30, 1898.
   ii. Frank C. Bowyer, b. November 06, 1869, Teays, Putnam, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii. Carl Griffin Bowyer, b. 1882, , Red River, Texas; d. 1911; m. IDA.

12. John Samuel Handley (Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Herman Otterbach Or Otterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johanna), was born November 26, 1851 in Teays Valley, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in Teays, Putnam, W.VA. He married Leah Phenton Love June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of William Love and Elizabeth Shelton. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for John Samuel Handley:
John Samuel's as well as Lida's and Shelton's Graves were Moved to Huntington, WV in the Woodmere Cemetery.

More About John Samuel Handley:
Burial: 1st in Family Cem. on Farm, Then Moved to Woodmere Cem. Huntington, Cabel, WV

Notes for Leah Phenton Love:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was
More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

i. ELIZA LAMORE10 HANDLEY, b. November 30, 1882.


iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA, ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

13. FRED G10 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:

i. ERNEST11 HANDLEY.

ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 11

14. MARION LOVE11 HANDLEY (CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born 1855, and died January 1950.

Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:

i. SON12 HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.

15. FRANK11 HANDLEY (CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born October 15, 1859 in , Cabell, VA, and died March 08, 1924. He married AUGUSTA
Mae Saunders August 08, 1895 in, Cabell, WV. She was born July 16, 1878 in Gallipolis, Gallia, OH, and died May 17, 1967 in Dayton, OH.

Notes for Frank Handley:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for Augusta Mae Saunders:
Was reared by her mother’s sister Em Holley and Lum Garlic after mother’s death. They had a daughter and treated Gustie as their own. She was living with her brother in Huntington, WV when she met F. W. Handley.

Children of Frank Handley and Augusta Saunders are:
20.  
21.  
22.  
   iv. C. Larker Walker Handley, b. May 12, 1902.
23.  
24.  

16. Leonidus B. Handley (Charles W., Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married Clara Peters October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for Leonidus B. Handley:
He wouldn’t go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon’s love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of Leonidus Handley and Clara Peters are:
   i. Marian Love Handley, m. W. Alex.

   Notes for Marian Love Handley:
   Unmarried

25.  
   iii. Vinca Handley, m. (1) Brown; m. (2) Hufford.
26.  
   iv. Irene Handley.

17. Frank C. Bowyer (Victoria E., Handley, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W. VA., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in, Lounds, Ala..

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

He organized the F. C. Bowyer Company, Steamship Agents and Ship Brokers, Dealers in Phosphate Rock and Lumber. He was President of the Tampa Terminal Company, President of the Florida Investment Company, President of the Tampa Board of Trade, and was the mayor of Tampa during the Spanish American War (1898-1899).
Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i.  FRANK PRAGUE12 BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   ii.  RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii.  FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

18. GARLAND LOVE11 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVA6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN3) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. He married HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTSEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
27.   i.  R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY12 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
28.   ii.  WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

19. EARL SAMUEL11 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVA6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN3) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
   ii.  EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 12

20. CHARLES MARION12 HANDLEY (FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRiffin, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVA6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN3) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i.  DIANNE13 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
30.  ii. GORDON13 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
31.  iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

21. RICHARD GOODWIN12 HANDLEY (FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:

(THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12 ) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a "tongue Lashing". Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from their home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would return home. However, when he was ready to walk to school in the morning, the dog would be there waiting for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
32.  i. VIRGINIA13 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
33.  ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

22. CLARK WALKER12 HANDLEY (FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAFTER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAFTER are:
34.  i. LEONA MAE13 HANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
35.  ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
36.  iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
37.  iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

23. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE12 HANDLEY (FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:
38.  i. CHARLES RICHARD13 HANDLEY.

24. RUTH OLVIA12 KENDRICK (FRANK11 HANDLEY, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.
Notes for Ruth Olivia Kendrick:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of Ruth Kendrick and Ralph Horine are:
39.  
   i. Linda Horine, b. November 22, 1941.

25. Everette Lester (Leonidas B11, Charles W10, Eliza Seabrid9 Griffin, William Zebulon8, Lidia7 Wiley, Eve6 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret5 Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or4 Utterbach, Johannes3 Otterbach, Johann2, Johann1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married Mabel A.

Notes for Everette Lester Handley:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of Everette Handley and Mabel A. are:
   i. Genevieve Handley, m. ? Dailey.
   ii. Charlotte Handley, m. ? Webb.


Children of Irene Handley and ? Loy are:
   i. Floyd 'Twin' Loy.
   ii. Charles 'Twin' Loy.

27. R L Handley To Robert Handley (Garland Love11 Handley, John Samuel10, Eliza Seabrid9 Griffin, William Zebulon8, Lidia7 Wiley, Eve6 Holtzclau, Anna Margaret5 Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or4 Utterbach, Johannes3 Otterbach, Johann2, Johann1) was born January 21, 1919. He married Luna Margaret Everage October 09, 1943 in Falmouth, , Mass. She was born September 19, 1923 in Glenwood, Crenshaw, AL.

Notes for R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939  
1941-1946 U.S. Army  
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.  
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.  
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.  
1980-Retired

Public Service:  
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post  
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.  
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce  
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce  
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital  
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital
Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.


Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
40. i. ROBERT ARTHUR Tolbert, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENshaw, AL.
41. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT Tolbert, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
42. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM Tolbert, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK Tolbert, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

28. WILLIAM BOWYER12 HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE1, JOHN SAMUEL10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fl., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fl.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fl. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he
had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ).
From that time on I was a;
- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
- " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.
- " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
- S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
- Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
- Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;
The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:

Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, GA. She was a member of the Claton Baptist Church when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, GA. In 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugaloo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.

When I retired from GA. Power Co. in 1987 she returned to Clayton Baptist Church.
She served as president of the Coosa School PTA at Coosa, GA. and Woodville Elementary PTA at Hollywood, GA.

She taught Sunday School at Tallulah Falls, Clayton Baptist Churches.

Martha was a big help in the church office assisting when they were short handed. I know of no time that she was asked to do a job that she refused. She was an active member of the Women of GA Power Co as well as the GA Power Co, Ambassadors Club as Chaplain.

She started to work for the US Postal Service in October, 1967 as clerk at Tallulah Falls, made postmaster theresome time later, served as officer in charge at Dillard, GA. For a short period then transferred to Rabun Gap, GA. and retired October 2, 1992.

She loved her Lord and Maker and studied His word faithfully. There can be no doubt where her soul rests.
More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
43.   i.  RUBY HELOISE13 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
44.   ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
45.   iii. JULLIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

29.   ALICE LOVE12 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL11, JOHN SAMUEL10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17, 1951.

Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON
JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952 THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.
9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN LEE SLATON WAS BORN.

AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN 1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii.  MELISSA JANE13 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 13

30.   GORDON13 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i.  SHIRLEY14 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

31.   DARRELL13 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 OTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY is:
  46. i. SHARON HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

32. VIRGINIA HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR, UTTERBACH, JOHANNES OTTERBACH, JOHANN) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
  47. i. SANDRA K DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
  48. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
  49. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

33. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR, UTTERBACH, JOHANNES OTTERBACH, JOHANN) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN LYNN THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
  50. i. CRAIG HANDLEY.
  51. ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
  52. iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
  53. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

34. LOWELL HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR, UTTERBACH, JOHANNES OTTERBACH, JOHANN) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.

Children of LOWELL HANDLEY and JANICE are:
  i. SON HANDLEY, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.
  52. ii. LAURA K HANDLEY, b. January 04, 1952.
  53. iii. SUSAN HANDLEY, b. November 07, 1953.

35. DONALD HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR, UTTERBACH, JOHANNES OTTERBACH, JOHANN) was born November 28, 1929. He married ANN. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of DONALD HANDLEY and ANN are:
  ii. KAREN HANDLEY, b. September 05, 1963.

36. ROBERT HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON, LIDIA WILEY, EVE HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR, UTTERBACH, JOHANNES OTTERBACH, JOHANN) was born October 16, 1933. He married JUNE.

Child of ROBERT HANDLEY and JUNE is:
  54. i. KIMBERLY HANDLEY, Adopted child.

37. CHARLES RICHARD HANDLEY (JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE, FRANK, CHARLES W, ELIZA SEABRIDGE
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

**GRiffin, William Zebulon**, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) He married June ?.

Children of Charles Handley and June ? are:
   i. Joyce Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. Steven Nagy.
   ii. Grace Irene Handley.

**38. Marian Marney Handley (James Columbus Blaine) Frank, Charles W, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born June 25, 1943. She married Nelson Lumm.

Children of Marian Handley and Nelson Lumm are:

**39. Linda Horine (Ruth Olivia Kendrick, Frank Handley, Charles W, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born November 22, 1941. She married Arlen Aukerman. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of Linda Horine and Arlen Aukerman are:

**40. Robert Arthur Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley, Garland Love Handley, John Samuel, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born October 27, 1944 in Troy, Pike, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in Luverne, Crenshaw, AL. He married Martha Gail Pruitt July 25, 1962 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , Etowah, AL.

More About Robert Arthur Tolbert:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of Robert Tolbert and Martha Pruitt are:
   56. i. Robert Jay Tolbert, b. April 23, 1965, Myrtle Beach, SC (U.S. Air Force Base Hospital).
   57. ii. Karen Michelle Tolbert, b. October 19, 1970, Troy, Pike, AL.

**41. Patrick Wright Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley, Garland Love Handley, John Samuel, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Eve Holtzclau, Anna Margaret Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or Utterbach, Johannes Otterbach, Johann, Johann) was born October 25, 1945 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Linda Carole Proctor June 26, 1971 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in Talladega, , AL.

Children of Patrick Tolbert and Linda Proctor are:
   ii. Seth Manning Tolbert, b. April 26, 1984.
42. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT\textsuperscript{13} (R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{12} TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{11} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{14} TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

43. RUBY HELoise\textsuperscript{13} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{12}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{11}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:
   i. CAROLINE HELoise\textsuperscript{14} WILSON, b. March 09, 1987.

44. SARA LYNN\textsuperscript{13} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{12}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{11}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
   i. LILLY IRENE\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY-TAYLOR, b. October 30, 1991.

45. JULIA ANNette\textsuperscript{13} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{12}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{11}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM\textsuperscript{14} MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 14

46. SHARON\textsuperscript{14} HANDLEY (DARRELL\textsuperscript{13}, CHARLES MARION\textsuperscript{12}, FRANK\textsuperscript{11}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER\textsuperscript{15} PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

47. SANDRA K\textsuperscript{14} DAFLER (VIRGINIA\textsuperscript{13} HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN\textsuperscript{12}, FRANK\textsuperscript{11}, CHARLES W\textsuperscript{10}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{9} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{8}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{7} WILEY, EVE\textsuperscript{6} HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET\textsuperscript{5} OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR\textsuperscript{4} OTTERBACH, JOHANNES\textsuperscript{3} OTTERBACH, JOHANN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHANN\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 03, 1945. She
married WILLIAM HILDEBROLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDEBROLT are:
  i. BODIE15 HILDEBROLT, b. May 01, 1960.

48. ANN KATHRYN14 DAFLER (VIRGINIA13 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
  i. ADAM15 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
  ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

49. RICHARD14 DAFLER (VIRGINIA13 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
  i. AMY15 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

50. CRAIG14 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER13, RICHARD GOODWIN12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
  i. SON15 HANDLEY.
  ii. DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

51. ZANE14 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER13, RICHARD GOODWIN12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) She married CHARLES McLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES McLoughlin are:
  i. ZANEA LYNETTE15 HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.
  ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLOUGHLIN.

52. LAURA K14 HANDLEY (LOWELL13, CLARK WALKER12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
  i. JOSHUA15 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

53. SUSAN14 HANDLEY (LOWELL13, CLARK WALKER12, FRANK11, CHARLES W10, ELIZA SEABRID9 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON8, LIDIA7 WILEY, EVE6 HOLTZCLAU, ANNA MARGARET5 OTTERBACH, HERMANN OTTERBACH OR4 UTTERBACH, JOHANNES3 OTTERBACH, JOHANN2, JOHANN1)
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Utterbach, Johannes³ Otterbach, Johann², Johann¹) was born November 07, 1953. She married James Caylor. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of Susan Handley and James Caylor is:

54. Kimberly¹⁴ Handley (Robert¹³, Clark Walker¹², Frank¹¹, Charles W¹⁰, Eliza Seabrid⁹ Griffin, William Zebulon⁸, Lidia⁷ Wiley, Eve⁶ Holtzclau, Anna Margaret⁵ Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or⁴ Utterbach, Johannes³ Otterbach, Johann², Johann¹) She married .

Child of Kimberly Handley and ? is:
   i. Daughter¹⁵ .

55. Robin¹⁴ Aukerman (Linda¹³ Horine, Ruth Olivia¹² Kendrick, Frank¹¹ Handley, Charles W¹⁰, Eliza Seabrid⁹ Griffin, William Zebulon⁸, Lidia⁷ Wiley, Eve⁶ Holtzclau, Anna Margaret⁵ Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or⁴ Utterbach, Johannes³ Otterbach, Johann², Johann¹) was born September 25, 1961. She married Eric Worley. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for Robin Aukerman:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large cedared-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of Robin Aukerman and Eric Worley are:


Children of Robert Tolbert and Amber Henson are:
   i. Robert Houston¹³ Tolbert, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. Carson Wayne Tolbert, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

57. Karen Michelle¹⁴ Tolbert (Robert Arthur¹³, R L Handley To Robert Handley¹², Garland Love¹¹ Handley, John Samuel¹⁰, Eliza Seabrid⁹ Griffin, William Zebulon⁸, Lidia⁷ Wiley, Eve⁶ Holtzclau, Anna Margaret⁵ Otterbach, Hermann Otterbach Or⁴ Utterbach, Johannes³ Otterbach, Johann², Johann¹) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married William Lee Powell February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of Karen Tolbert and William Powell is:
   i. Kailey Margaret¹³ Powell, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Descendants of Jan Pijters

Generation No. 1

1. JAN I Pijters was born WFT Est. 1691-1724. He married Hilkjen Aukes May 13, 1736 in REFORMED CHURCH, BOLSWARD, THE NETHERLANDS. She was born WFT Est. 1699-1725, and died WFT Est. 1753-1814.

Child of JAN Pijters and Hilkjen Aukes is:

Generation No. 2

2. IDSKE Pijters Vonk (JAN I Pijters) was born Abt. 1714 in BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS, and died July 25, 1873 in BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.

More About IDSKE Pijters Vonk:
1: 1831, WAS A MAIDSERVANT AT TIME OF BIRTH OF HER CHILD
2: 1863, SHE WAS A PEDLAR (BOLLOOPSTER) OF OLE BOLLEN.

Child of IDSKE Pijters Vonk is:

Generation No. 3

3. JAN CORNELIUS Vonk (IDSKE Pijters, JAN I Pijters) was born January 23, 1831 in BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NETHERLANDS, and died May 23, 1898 in GRAND RAPIDS, MI. He married MARTJE GERRIT VAN DER MEULEN June 28, 1863 in WORKUM, THE NETHERLANDS, daughter of GERRIT VAN DER MEULEN and GRIETJE BROERSMA. She was born December 25, 1843 in WORKUM, THE NETHERLANDS, and died May 07, 1914 in GRAND RAPIDS, MI.

Notes for JAN CORNELIUS Vonk:
BORN OUT OF WEDLOCK.
BARGEMAN
IMMIGRATED TO U.S. 1887

Children of JAN Vonk and MARTJE VAN DER MEULEN are:
i. ITSKE Vonk, b. June 07, 1864.
ii. GRIETJE Vonk, b. November 09, 1865, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.

Notes for GRIETJE Vonk:
JANUARY 25, 1883 LEFT HER PARENTAL HOME AND SETTLED DOWN IN THE HAGUE.
1887 MOVED WITH HER PARENTS AND BROTHERS AND SISTERS TO THE U.S.

iv. JANTJE Vonk, b. July 26, 1869, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.
5. v. GARRIT Vonk, b. May 07, 1871; d. May 05, 1952, GODRIAJAN, SOUTH HOLLAND, THE NETHERLANDS.
vi. HENDRIK Vonk, b. December 04, 1872, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.
vii. TJEERD Vonk, b. October 07, 1876, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.
viii. HILTJE VONK, b. November 12, 1877, MEPPEL, ?.
ix. ANTJE VONK, b. April 15, 1880, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.
x. WIEPKJE VONK, b. June 18, 1882; d. September 17, 1882, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.

xi. JAN VONK, b. October 17, 1884; d. April 14, 1885, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.

xii. WIEPKJE VONK, b. August 02, 1886; d. September 14, 1886, BOLSWARD, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS.

Generation No. 4

4. DIRKJE JANS4 VONK (JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN3 PIETERS) was born July 26, 1867 in COEVOEDEN, DRENTHE, THE NEITHERLANDS, and died February 21, 1945 in LOS ANGELES, , CA. She married JACOB RIENTS ZIMMER May 31, 1899 in GRAND RAPIDS, , MI. He was born March 02, 1864 in MAKKEN, FRIESLAND, THE NEITHERLANDS, and died January 15, 1947 in LOS ANGELES, , CA.

Children of DIRKJE VONK and JACOB ZIMMER are:
6. i. ALETTA5 ZIMMER, b. September 09, 1900; d. December 27, CHINO, , CA.
8. iii. MARTHA ZIMMER, b. July 28, 1903; d. 1996, ARTESIA, , CA.
10. v. JAN CORNELIUS ZIMMER, b. Private.

5. GARRI T4 VONK (JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN3 PIETERS) was born May 07, 1871, and died May 05, 1952 in GOUDRIAAN, SOUTH HOLLAND, THE NETHERLANDS. He married ELIZABETH DYKEMA August 22, 1904. She was born February 22, 1881.

Children of GARRI T VONK and ELIZABETH DYKEMA are:
    i. MARTHA.
    ii. HELEN VONK, b. July 12, 1905; m. FRANK R. WILEDEN, August 12, 1925; b. October 03, 1901.

    Notes for HELEN VONK:
    COULD BE HELENA.

    ii. MARTHA CORNEILIA VONK, b. July 01, 1907; d. February 08, 1908.
    iv. JOHN CORNEILIS VONK, b. January 22, 1909; d. December 08, 1913.
11. v. CORNEILUS GERRIT VONK, b. February 10, 1911.
13. vii. JOHN CORNELIUS VONK, b. April 06, 1915.
15. ix. MARIAN JEAN VONK, b. October 01, 1918; d. September 02, 1977.
16. x. GILBERT VONK, b. Unknown.

Generation No. 5

6. ALETTA5 ZIMMER (DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN3 PIETERS) was born September 09, 1900, and died December 27 in CHINO, , CA. She married JAMES ZOETEWEY. He died in ONTARIO, , CA.

Children of ALETTA ZIMMER and JAMES ZOETEWEY are:
    i. JOHANNA6 ZOETEWEY.
    ii. VIRGINIA ZOETEWEY.
    iii. MILDRED ZOETEWEY.
    iv. EVELYN ZOETEWEY.
    v. JAMES ZOETEWEY.

7. RAY5 ZIMMER (DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN3 PIETERS) was born December 15, 1901 in MUSKEGAN, , MI, and died July 28, 1988 in MENTONE, , CA. He married SYLVIA KING October
03, 1933 in GRAND RAPIDS, MI, daughter of FREERK KING and MAGDALINA HUITEMA. She was born October 02, 1911 in GRAND RAPIDS, MI, and died June 15, 1993 in REDLANDS, CA.

Children of RAY ZIMMER and SYLVIA KING are:
16. i. BEVERLY JUNEZ ZIMMER.
17. ii. EUNICE MAE ZIMMER.
iii. JUDITH ILENE ZIMMER.

8. MARTHA5 ZIMMER (DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born July 28, 1903, and died 1996 in ARTESIA, CA. She married GEORGE MIEDEMA.

Children of MARTHA ZIMMER and GEORGE MIEDEMA are:
   i. HENRY4 MIEDEMA.
   ii. DAVID MIEDEMA.

9. ANNE5 ZIMMER (DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born July 02, 1905, and died June 14, 1993. She married GEORGE MEINES August 29, 1931, son of KLAAS MEINES and IMMETJE GIUSEN.

Children of ANNE ZIMMER and GEORGE MEINES are:
   i. PHYLLIS4 MEINES.
   ii. ESTHER MEINES.
   iii. ANGELINE MEINES.
   iv. EMMADELL MEINES.
   v. ARENDA SUE MEINES.

10. JAN CORNELIUS5 ZIMMER (DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born Private. He married ANNA WEOMAN.

Child of JAN ZIMMER and ANNA WEOMAN is:
   i. WILLIAM JAYZ ZIMMER.

11. CORNEILIUS GERRIT5 VONK (GARRIT4, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born February 10, 1911. He married FLORENCE MARTIN May 09, 1931. She was born May 23, 1911.

Children of CORNEILIUS VONK and FLORENCE MARTIN are:
18. i. GORDON LEE4 VONK, b. December 03, 1933.

12. SR PAUL KENNETH5 VONK (GARRIT4, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born July 06, 1913, and died March 15, 1990 in LAST RESIDENCE 33952. He married IDALEE WOLF September 02, 1941. She was born July 07, 1912, and died June 19, 1984.

Notes for SR PAUL KENNETH VONK:
WAS BORN IN MI. SS# 367-22-1076.

Child of PAUL VONK and IDALEE WOLF is:
20. i. PAUL KENNETH6 VONK, b. May 06, 1953.

13. JOHN CORNELIUS5 VONK (GARRIT4, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIETERS2, JAN1 PIETERS) was born April 06, 1915. He married EVELYN B. BETTES January 25, 1941. She was born August 23, 1916.

Children of JOHN VONK and EVELYN BETTES are:
21. i. JOHN CORNELIUS6 VONK, b. January 02, 1942.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

22. ii. JOLYNN ELAINE VONK, b. May 08, 1949.

14. MARTHA ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{5} VONK (GARRIT\textsuperscript{4}, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) was born August 31, 1916. She married ROBERT LANGHAM August 22, 1937. He was born September 18, 1912.

Children of MARTHA VONK and ROBERT LANGHAM are:
23. i. ELIZABETH ANNE\textsuperscript{6} LANGHAM, b. July 08, 1943.
   iii. ROBERT FRED LANGHAM, b. April 11, 1950; m. MARLEE RICHTER; b. May 22, 1954.

15. MARIAN JEAN\textsuperscript{5} VONK (GARRIT\textsuperscript{4}, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) was born October 01, 1918, and died September 02, 1977. She married RICHARD HUGO DOBBINS September 11, 1942. He was born October 21, 1921.

Children of MARIAN VONK and RICHARD DOBBINS are:
27. i. RICHARD LEE\textsuperscript{6} DOBBINS, b. February 06, 1945.

Generation No. 6

16. BEVERLY JUNE\textsuperscript{6} ZIMMER (RAY\textsuperscript{5}, DIRKIE JANS\textsuperscript{4} VONK, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) She married HERMAN VERHOEVEN.

Children of BEVERLY ZIMMER and HERMAN VERHOEVEN are:
   i. STEVEN\textsuperscript{7} VERHOEVEN.
   ii. PAUL EUGENE VERHOEVEN.
   iii. JAMES VERHOEVEN.

17. EUNICE MAE\textsuperscript{6} ZIMMER (RAY\textsuperscript{5}, DIRKIE JANS\textsuperscript{4} VONK, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) She married GERALD DAVID HAMIL.

Children of EUNICE ZIMMER and GERALD HAMIL are:
29. i. HOLLIS MARIE\textsuperscript{7} HAMIL.
30. ii. DAWN ELLEN HAMIL.
31. iii. CHRISTINE JOY HAMIL.
32. iv. VALERIE LYNNE HAMIL.

18. GORDON LEE\textsuperscript{6} VONK (CORNELIUS GERRIT\textsuperscript{5}, GARRIT\textsuperscript{4}, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) was born December 03, 1933. He married SHIRLEY JEANNE LASCO May 17, 1958. She was born March 03, 1934.

Children of GORDON VONK and SHIRLEY LASCO are:
   i. MARY ANN\textsuperscript{7} VONK, b. November 04, 1960.
   ii. MICHAEL GORDON VONK, b. February 02, 1962.

19. JAMES DALE\textsuperscript{6} VONK (CORNELIUS GERRIT\textsuperscript{5}, GARRIT\textsuperscript{4}, JAN CORNELIUS\textsuperscript{3}, IDSKE PIjTERS\textsuperscript{2}, JAN\textsuperscript{1} PIJTERS) was born July 23, 1942. He married ?.

Children of JAMES VONK and ? are:
   i. DAVID A\textsuperscript{7} VONK, b. May 08, 1961.
   ii. MARK A VONK, b. October 30, 1962.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

20. PAUL KENNETH VONK (PAUL KENNETH, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born May 06, 1953. He married LINDA JAN WILLIAMSON, daughter of ALBERT WILLIAMSON and FRANKIE PHILYAW. She was born April 02, 1954 in Clayton, Rabun, Ga.

Child of PAUL VONK and LINDA WILLIAMSON is:
   i. MEGAN LEE VONK, b. March 17, 1988.

21. JOHN CORNELIUS VONK (JOHN CORNELIUS, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born January 02, 1942. He married MARIE COURNOYER May 1966. She was born November 13, 1944.

Children of JOHN VONK and MARIE COURNOYER are:

22. JOLYNNE ELAINE VONK (JOHN CORNELIUS, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born May 08, 1949. She married EARL LOGAN May 29, 1968.

Child of JOLYNNE VONK and EARL LOGAN is:
   i. JACOB LOGAN, b. December 20, 1971.

23. ELIZABETH ANN LANGHAM (MARThA ELIZABETH VONK, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born July 08, 1943. She married CHARLES HOLCOMB July 31, 1966. He was born September 18, 1940.

Children of ELIZABETH LANGHAM and CHARLES HOLCOMB are:
   ii. MICHAEL SCOT HOLCOMB, b. April 08, 1971.

24. NANCY SUE LANGHAM (MARThA ELIZABETH VONK, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born May 07, 1948. She married MICHAEL HODGE August 17, 1968. He was born March 09, 1948.

Child of NANCY LANGHAM and MICHAEL HODGE is:
   i. MEGAN ELIZABETH HODGE, b. August 18, 1979.

25. LINDA LOU LANGHAM (MARThA ELIZABETH VONK, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born December 07, 1955. She married THOMAS BAES August 21, 1976. He was born July 19, 1953.

Child of LINDA LANGHAM and THOMAS BAES is:

26. JODY ELLEN LANGHAM (MARThA ELIZABETH VONK, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born November 11, 1960. She married GEORGE DOLES. He was born July 04, 1960.

Child of JODY LANGHAM and GEORGE DOLES is:
   i. DIANNA FRANCES DOLES, b. February 27, 1983.

27. RICHARDN LEE DOBBINS (MARIAN JEAn VONK, GARRET, JAN CORNELIUS, IDSKE PIJTERS, JAN PIJTERS) was born February 06, 1945. He married MARTHA ANN NICHOLS August 05, 1967. She was born March 03, 1946.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Child of RICHARD DOBBINS and MARTHA NICHOLS is:

28. JAMES GERRIT6 DOBBINS (MARIAN JEAN5 VONK, GERRIT4, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN1 PIJTERS) was born June 21, 1947. He married SANDRA ULRICH July 24, 1971. She was born January 12, 1949.

Children of JAMES DOBBINS and SANDRA ULRICH are:
   i. JAMES LANTON7 DOBBINS, b. October 19, 1974.
   iii. JENNIFER ANN DOBBINS, b. July 12, 1981.

Generation No. 7

29. HOLLIS MARIE7 HAMILL (EUNICE MAE6 ZIMMER, RAY5, DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN1 PIJTERS) She married TERRY LYLE EDSON.

Children of HOLLIS HAMILL and TERRY EDSON are:
   i. DAVID SCOT8 EDSON.
   ii. TIMOTHY MICHAEL EDSON.
   iii. ANDREW MARK EDSON.
   iv. MIRIAM RUTH EDSON.

30. DAWN ELLEN7 HAMILL (EUNICE MAE6 ZIMMER, RAY5, DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN1 PIJTERS)

Child of DAWN ELLEN HAMILL is:
   i. CHRISTAL8 HAMILL.

31. CHRISTINE JOY7 HAMILL (EUNICE MAE6 ZIMMER, RAY5, DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN1 PIJTERS) She married GLENN MARKEL BEASLEY.

Child of CHRISTINE HAMILL and GLENN BEASLEY is:
   i. JONATHAN DAVID8 BEASLEY.

32. VALERIELYNNE7 HAMILL (EUNICE MAE6 ZIMMER, RAY5, DIRKJE JANS4 VONK, JAN CORNELIUS3, IDSKE PIJTERS2, JAN1 PIJTERS) She married WILLIAM CHARLES THOMPSON.

Children of VALERIE HAMILL and WILLIAM THOMPSON are:
   i. RYAN WILLIAM8 THOMPSON.
   ii. BENJAMIN THOMPSON.
   iii. LISA RAYLYNNE THOMPSON.
Descendants of Daniel Powers

Generation No. 1

1. Daniel Powers He married Elizabeth Whitcomb.

Child of Daniel Powers and Elizabeth Whitcomb is:
2. i. Peter Powers, b. 1707, Littleton, MA; d. August 27, 1757, Hollis, MA.

Generation No. 2

2. Peter Powers (Daniel) was born 1707 in Littleton, MA, and died August 27, 1757 in Hollis, MA. He married Anna Keyes April 20, 1728 in Hollis, NH, daughter of Stephen Keyes and Anna Robbins. She was born 1708 in Chelmsford, MA, and died September 20, 1798 in Hollis, NH.

Notes for Peter Powers:
Buried Congregational Church burial ground, Hollis, New Hampshire
"Captain Peter"

Peter Powers and Anna Keyes moved to Dunstable, N.H. in 1728. In September, 1730, he started for the Nissitisset wilderness (now Hollis) with axe and gun in hand and a pack on his back to fix his future residence in the then dense and unbroken forests, having previously purchased about thirty-seven acres of land. He commenced clearing a portion of this land and erected a log hut. In January, 1731, he removed his family here, thus becoming the first permanent settler of Hollis. At this time, Peter was 23 and Anna was 22. They had two infant children, Peter and Stephen! They were secluded from the civilized world, in the bosom of a dense forest, at least ten miles from their nearest neighbor.

Peter Powers became a noted backwoodsman and colonial land surveyor. He was employed much of the time in laying out farms and townships, receiving his pay mostly in land. At one time, he owned 1500 acres at the north part of Hollis. He was also distinguished as a militia officer in the old French war, having by his personal efforts raised a company in Dunstable and vicinity. He was commissioned Captain of this company by Governor Wentworth.
Peter died of fever, age 50, in 1757. Anna died in 1798 at age 90.

Children of Peter Powers and Anna Keyes are:
3. i. Levi Powers, b. June 03, 1739, Hollis, NH; d. 1790, Canaan, Maine.
   Notes for Peter Powers:
   Graduated from Harvard 1754
   "Able and faithful minister of the gospel"
   "His dress on the Sabbath was a Kersey-mere coat with breeches and stockings, a three cornered hat, a fleece like wig, a white band and white silk gloves"

v. Whitcomb Powers, b. October 10, 1733.

Notes for Whitcomb Powers:
Many stories about his great physical strength. Served in the French and Indian Wars and lived in Brookline, N.H.
Generation No. 3

3. LEVI³ POWERS (PETER², DANIEL¹) was born June 03, 1739 in Hollis, NH, and died 1790 in Canaan, Maine. He married MARY CHASE October 02, 1764 in Hollis, NH, daughter of ROGER CHASE and ABEGAIL MORRISON. She was born March 20, 1746/47 in Nottingham, NH, and died Aft. 1810 in Bloomfield, Maine.

Children of LEVI³ POWERS and MARY CHASE are:
4. i. FRANCIS⁴ POWERS, b. April 01, 1771, Sidney, Maine; d. December 13, 1843, Anson, Maine.
   ii. ANNE POWERS, b. April 16, 1766.
   iii. LEVI POWERS, b. March 20, 1768.
   iv. MARY POWERS, b. March 28, 1770.
   v. PHANNIE POWERS, b. June 04, 1772.
   vi. PHILLIP POWERS, b. March 12, 1774.
   vii. ADAM POWERS, b. August 15, 1780.
   viii. SAMSON POWERS, b. 1783.
   ix. PHEBE POWERS, b. March 21, 1786.

Generation No. 4

4. FRANCIS⁴ POWERS (LEVI³, PETER², DANIEL¹) was born April 01, 1771 in Sidney, Maine, and died December 13, 1843 in Anson, Maine. He married JOANNA BROWN 1810 in Brentwood, NH, daughter of JEREMIAH BROWN and JOANA BEEDE. She was born 1789 in , , NH, and died July 26, 1859 in Norridgewock, Maine.

Children of FRANCIS⁴ POWERS and JOANNA BROWN are:
5. i. LEVI⁵ POWERS, b. January 30, 1811, Brentwood, NH; d. May 21, 1878, Norridgewock, Maine.
   ii. JEREMIAH POWERS, b. September 19, 1812; d. 1819.
   iii. FRANCIS POWERS, b. February 26, 1814; d. May 31, 1837.
   iv. SAMSON POWERS, b. October 18, 1815.
   v. EMILY POWERS, b. April 16, 1817.
   vi. JOANNA POWERS, b. August 06, 1820.
   vii. JEREMIAH POWERS, b. August 26, 1822.
   viii. MARY POWERS, b. June 23, 1824.
   ix. MARTHA POWERS, b. September 07, 1826.
   x. ISAAC POWERS, b. February 16, 1829.
Generation No. 5

5. LEVI Powers (Francis, Levi, Peter, Daniel) was born January 30, 1811 in Brentwood, NH, and died May 21, 1878 in Norridgewock, Maine. He married (1) MARY ANN WARD. She was born 1827 in Norridgewock, Maine, and died January 16, 1887 in Norridgewock, Maine. He married (2) MEHTABLE H. BOARDMAN January 01, 1837 in Bloomfield, Maine. She was born April 23, 1811 in Durham, NH, and died February 03, 1861 in Norridgewock, Maine.

Notes for LEVI POWERS:
Once High Sheriff of Somerset County. At one time, family lived in the jail. (about 1861)

Notes for MEHTABLE H. BOARDMAN:
Epitaph in Norridgewock cemetery:
She tasted of life's bitter cup - Refused to drink her portion up
She turned her little head aside, disgusted with the taste and died!

Children of LEVI POWERS and MEHTABLE BOARDMAN are:
6. i. HENRY CLAY Powers, b. April 23, 1845; Norridgewock, Maine; d. April 13, 1898, Norridgewock, Maine.
   ii. ANN JUDSON POWERS, b. October 17, 1837; d. December 23, 1839.
   iii. SON POWERS, b. December 23, 1839; d. December 23, 1839.
   iv. MEHTABLE BOARDMAN POWERS, b. July 26, 1841; m. TILSO SPAULDING; b. 1830.
   v. JOANNA BROWN POWERS, b. September 19, 1843.
   vi. LEVI FRANCIS POWERS, b. October 12, 1851; m. CLARA E GILMAN, July 02, 1876.

Generation No. 6

6. HENRY CLAY Powers (Levi, Francis, Levi, Peter, Daniel) was born April 23, 1845 in Norridgewock, Maine, and died April 13, 1898 in Norridgewock, Maine. He married ANNE ELIZABETH WALKER December 07, 1870 in Norridgewock, Maine, daughter of OVID WALKER and JULIA WORKS. She was born July 21, 1852 in Broolin, Maine, and died Bet. 1944 - 1946 in St Petersburg, FL.

Notes for HENRY CLAY POWERS:
Civil War Veteran
-Private. Co F. C. G. Infantry, Maine Volunteers; 27 December, 1864,-7 July, 1865
Occupation Postmaster

Notes for ANNE ELIZABETH WALKER:
Buried in Norridgewock, Maine

Children of HENRY POWERS and ANNE WALKER are:
7. i. AGNES JULIA Powers, b. December 07, 1874; Norridgewock, Maine; d. February 21, 1954, St. Petersburg, FL.
   ii. MAUD POWERS, b. 1879.
   iii. EDITH LENA POWERS, b. November 22, 1871; Norridgewock, Maine; d. August 10, 1944, Norridgewock, Maine; m. JOSEPH L. TAYLOR; d. 1950, Norridgewock, Maine.

   Notes for JOSEPH L. TAYLOR:
   Dentis. Lived in Augusta, Maine.

   iv. LLOYD POWERS, b. 1876; Stark, Maine; d. 1954, Norridgewock, Maine.
   v. ADDIE D POWERS, b. 1873, Norridgewock, Maine; d. 1874, Norridgewock, Maine.
7. AGNES JULIA7 POWERS (HENRY CLAY6, LEVI5, FRANCIS4, LEVI3, PETER2, DANIEL1) was born December 07, 1874 in Norridgewock, , Maine, and died February 21, 1954 in St. Petersburg, , FL. She married HARVEY HARWOOD BISHOP July 05, 1900 in Livermore, , Maine, son of HARVEY BISHOP and NAOMI MARTIN. He was born March 01, 1877 in Eastport, , Maine, and died May 30, 1939 in Westbrook, , Maine.

Notes for AGNES JULIA POWERS:
Attended Colby College, 1896-97
Attended Moody Bible Institute, 1899-1900

Buried in Westbrook Cemetery.

Notes for HARVEY HARWOOD BISHOP:
Graduated from Westbrook, Maine High School(1894) and from Colby, Maine, College in 1899. He prepared for the ministry at Noody Institute in Chicago and at Newton Theological Institution in Newton, Mass. He was ordained as a Baptist minister and served as Pastor at Hodgdon, Maine1aand1/2 years; Paris, Maine 4 years; North Tewksbury, Mass8years; Caribou, Maine 5 years; and Brunswick, Maine 9 years. He was selected as District Secretary of Western Maine for the United Baptist Convention and worked from Westbrook, Maine. On one occasion, he gave wise counsel to a young clergyman who was a little hot and breathless about his church work, and perhaps over-eager about doubling the membership of the church he served in one year,

“The archer hits the target partly by pulling and partley by letting go. The boatman reaches the shore partly by pulling, partly by letting go”

Children of AGNES POWERS and HARVEY BISHOP are:
   i. HARVEY P8 BISHOP, b. June 09, 1901; d. September 24, 1973, Newton, ,MA; m. MARIE KIRK; b. 1899; d. 1984, Newton, ,MA.
   8. ii. LLOYD WILLARD BISHOP, b. 1902; d. April 26, 1968.
   9. iii. FRANCIS P BISHOP, b. October 12, 1903, Paris Hill, , Maine; d. March 08, 1985, Manchester, , NH.

Generation No. 8

8. LLOYD WILLARD8 BISHOP (AGNES JULIA7 POWERS, HENRY CLAY6, LEVI5, FRANCIS4, LEVI3, PETER2, DANIEL1) was born 1902, and died April 26, 1968. He married MARJORIE ORMOND.

Child of LLOYD BISHOP and MARJORIE ORMOND is:
   10. i. LLOYD ORMOND9 BISHOP.

9. FRANCIS P8 BISHOP (AGNES JULIA7 POWERS, HENRY CLAY6, LEVI5, FRANCIS4, LEVI3, PETER2, DANIEL1) was born October 12, 1903 in Paris Hill, , Maine, and died March 08, 1985 in Manchester, , NH. He married CHARLOTTE MAY COREY June 27, 1925 in Brunswick, , Maine, daughter of ROBERT COREY and WINIFRED HILL. She was born November 06, 1903 in Brunswick, , Maine, and died April 01, 1979 in Wellesley, , MA.

Notes for FRANCIS P BISHOP:

Individual: Bishop, Francis
Social Security #: 011-07-4607
SS# issued in: Massachusetts

Birth date: Oct 13, 1903
Death date: Mar 1985

Residence code: New Hampshire
ZIP Code of last known residence: 03104
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:

    Manchester, New Hampshire


Individual: Bishop, Charlotte
Social Security #: 034-40-7779
SS# issued in: Massachusetts
Birth date: Nov 6, 1903
Death date: Apr 1979

Residence code: Massachusetts

ZIP Code of last known residence: 02181
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:

    Wellesley, Massachusetts


Individual: Bishop, Francis
Social Security #: 011-07-4607
SS# issued in: Massachusetts
Birth date: Oct 13, 1903
Death date: Mar 1985

Residence code: New Hampshire

ZIP Code of last known residence: 03104
Primary location associated with this ZIP Code:

    Manchester, New Hampshire

SS # 011 07 4607

Notes for Charlotte May Corey:
SS # 034 40 7779

Children of Francis Bishop and Charlotte Corey are:
11. i. Francis P# Bishop, Jr..
13. iii. Robert Corey Bishop.

Generation No. 9

10. Lloyd Ormond# Bishop (Lloyd Willard8, Agnes Julia7 Powers, Henry Clay6, Levi5, Francis4, Levi3,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Peter², Daniel¹) He married Julia Wade Smith.

Child of Lloyd Bishop and Julia Smith is:
  i. Lloyd Willard¹⁰ Bishop.

11. Francis P⁹ Bishop, Jr. (Francis P⁸, Agnes Julia⁷ Powers, Henry Clay⁶, Levi⁵, Francis⁴, Levi³, Peter², Daniel¹) He married (1) Nancy LuAnn Carter, daughter of Ray Carter and Bertha Lewis. He married (2) Evelyn Valentine Dietz, daughter of Robert Dietz and Anne Wadwarka.

Children of Francis Bishop and Evelyn Dietz are:
  i. Bradford Carter¹⁰ Bishop, m. (1) Cady Barns; m. (2) Beth Carol Rodewig.
     iii. Andrew David Bishop, m. Kelly Lynn Phenninger.


Children of Kenneth Bishop and Donna Ordway are:
  i. Mark David¹⁰ Bishop.
  iii. Jeffrey Powers Bishop.

Child of Kenneth Bishop and Cindy Neff is:
  iv. Sandra¹⁰ Bishop.


Children of Robert Bishop and Beverly Pettersen are:
  15. i. Gary Allen¹⁰ Bishop.
     ii. Keith Robert Bishop, m. Michelle Grimard.
     iii. Sheryl Jean Bishop, m. Brian Arthur Roy.

Generation No. 10

14. William Steven¹⁰ Bishop (Francis P⁸, Francis P⁸, Agnes Julia⁷ Powers, Henry Clay⁶, Levi⁵, Francis⁴, Levi³, Peter², Daniel¹) He married Robin Leslie Campbell, daughter of Robert Campbell and Mary Kimball.

Children of William Bishop and Robin Campbell are:
  i. Jesse David¹¹ Bishop.

15. Gary Allen¹⁰ Bishop (Robert Corey⁹, Francis P⁸, Agnes Julia⁷ Powers, Henry Clay⁶, Levi⁵, Francis⁴, Levi³, Peter², Daniel¹) He married Diane St Hillaire, daughter of Phillip St Hillaire and Gloria Whiting.

Child of Gary Bishop and Diane St Hillaire is:
  i. Nathan Samuel¹¹ Bishop.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Descendants of Archebald Price

Generation No. 1

1. ARCHEBALD I PRICE was born 1789. He married LEAH MORRIS, daughter of HENRY MORRIS and MARY BIRD. She was born 1792.

Children of ARCHEBALD PRICE and LEAH MORRIS are:

2. i. JOHN II PRICE, b. 1816; d. 1854.
   ii. CALVIN PRICE, b. 1822.
   iii. EDWARD PRICE, b. 1825.
3. iv. SARAH PRICE, b. 1827.
4. v. JULIANN PRICE, b. 1830.
5. vi. MARGARET JANE PRICE, b. 1834.
   vii. MARY PRICE, m. BENJAMIN CANDLE.

Generation No. 2

2. JOHN II PRICE (ARCHEBALD I) was born 1816, and died 1854. He married (1) LOVINA DRAKE. She was born 1821, and died 1851. He married (2) LOVINA DRAKE.

Children of JOHN PRICE and LOVINA DRAKE are:

   i. WILLIAM III PRICE, b. 1841.
6. ii. HARRIET FRANCES PRICE, b. 1844.
   iii. ARCHIBALD C PRICE, b. 1849.

3. SARAH II PRICE (ARCHEBALD I) was born 1827. She married WILLIAM LEMONS RUCKER. He was born 1825.

Children of SARAH PRICE and WILLIAM RUCKER are:

   i. BEATRICE *BIDDY ANN* III RUCKER, b. 1849; m. JOHN STRICKLAND; b. 1841.
   ii. DRUSILLA RUCKER, b. 1852; m. JOHN CAMPBELL.
   iii. JAMES A RUCKER, b. 1856.
   iv. FLOYD RUCKER, b. 1857; m. NANCY STRICKLAND.
   v. NANCY RUCKER, b. 1862; m. HENRY TAYLOR.
   vi. SARAH ELIZABETH RUCKER, b. 1865; m. LEWIS STRICKLAND.
   vii. PHILLIP RUCKER, b. 1867.
   viii. CHARLES RUCKER, b. 1871.

4. JULIANN II PRICE (ARCHEBALD I) was born 1830. She married BENJAMIN F RUCKER. He was born 1831.

Children of JULIANN PRICE and BENJAMIN RUCKER are:

7. i. SARAH JANE III RUCKER, b. 1852.
   ii. ELIZABETH AMERICA RUCKER, b. 1854.
   iii. MARY S RUCKER, b. 1856; m. HARVEY OXIER.
   iv. HARRIET F RUCKER, b. 1859.
   v. CAROLINE RUCKER, b. 1862; m. SYLVESTER CHANDLER.
   vi. SAVANNA RUCKER, b. 1864.
   vii. JOHN E RUCKER, b. 1868; m. ALICE BOWEN.
   viii. FELISTA A RUCKER, b. 1873.
   ix. MALISSA RUCKER, m. J WILLIAM NEWMAN.

5. MARGARET JANE II PRICE (ARCHEBALD I) was born 1834. She married JAMES M RUCKER. He was born 1829.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of MARGARET PRICE and JAMES RUCKER are:
   i. ARCHEBALD JOHN³ RUCKER, b. 1858.
   ii. SIMON RUCKER, b. 1860.
   iii. JOEL M RUCKER, b. 1863.
   iv. MARY E RUCKER, b. 1865.
   v. JAMES H RUCKER, b. 1867.
   vi. MARGARET RUCKER, b. 1870.
   vii. FRANCES A RUCKER, b. 1874.
   viii. WILLIAM E RUCKER, b. 1878.

Generation No. 3

6. HARRIET FRANCES³ PRICE (JOHN², ARCHEBALD¹) was born 1844. She married THOMAS H JAMES, son of HENRY JAMES and REBECCA YOUNG. He was born 1845.

Children of HARRIET PRICE and THOMAS JAMES are:
   i. MABRINA⁴ JAMES, b. 1867.
   ii. FANNY JAMES, b. 1869.

7. SARAH JANE³ RUCKER (JULIANN² PRICE, ARCHEBALD¹) was born 1852. She married HENRY J BIRD, son of TYRUS BIRD and MARY TAYLOR. He was born 1850.

Children of SARAH RUCKER and HENRY BIRD are:
8.   i. WINFORD W⁴ BIRD, b. 1875.
   ii. ALBERT M BIRD, b. 1877.
   iii. LELIA E BIRD, b. 1879.
   iv. DELIA M BIRD, b. 1882.
   v. CHLOE E BIRD, b. 1884.
   vi. EDWIN BIRD, b. 1887.
   vii. UNK BIRD, b. 1890.
   viii. VIRGIL H BIRD, b. 1898.

Generation No. 4

8. WINFORD W⁴ BIRD (SARAH JANE³ RUCKER, JULIANN² PRICE, ARCHEBALD¹) was born 1875.

Child of WINFORD W BIRD is:
   i. HERBERT L⁵ BIRD, b. 1897.
Descendants of Harold Clifton Reed

Generation No. 1

1. Harold Clifton Reed was born January 16, 1895 in Beacon, Dutchess, NY, and died November 22, 1952 in Oklawaha, Marion, FL. He married Alice Julia Stryker. She was born July 13, 1900 in Washington, Warren, N.J., and died June 23, 1982 in Claremont, Los Angeles, CA.

More About Harold Clifton Reed:
1: February 02, 1999, vol.18---pedigree #3557

Child of Harold Reed and Alice Stryker is:
2. i. David Stryker Reed, b. June 07, 1932, Mukden, China.

Generation No. 2

2. David Stryker Reed (Harold Clifton) was born June 07, 1932 in Mukden, China. He married (1) Mary Caroline Fuller June 15, 1957 in Gainesville, Alachua, FL, daughter of Thomas Fuller and Mary Kincaid. She was born July 01, 1937 in Fayetteville, Cumberland, N.C. He married (2) Eleanor Anderson December 30, 1982 in Camarilla, Ventura, CA. She was born June 30, 1943 in Camarillo, Ventura, CA.

Notes for Eleanor Anderson:
Believe middle name was Mae

More About Eleanor Anderson:
Fact 1: Second wife

Children of David Reed and Mary Fuller are:
3. i. Michael David Reed, b. March 22, 1958, Gainesville, Alachua, FL.
   ii. Thomas Harold Reed, b. May 19, 1962, Encino, Los Angeles, CA.
4. iii. Eugenie Elizabeth Reed, b. October 14, 1963, Encino, Los Angeles, CA.

Generation No. 3

3. Michael David Reed (David Stryker, Harold Clifton) was born March 22, 1958 in Gainesville, Alachua, FL. He married Mary Sullivan June 23, 1990 in Lancaster, CA. She was born June 22, 1960.

Children of Michael Reed and Mary Sullivan are:
   i. Ben Reed.

4. Eugenie Elizabeth Reed (David Stryker, Harold Clifton) was born October 14, 1963 in Encino, Los Angeles, CA. She married Daniel Scott Cormode February 07, 1987 in Sherman Oaks, CA. He was born May 06, 1963 in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA.

Children of Eugenie Reed and Daniel Cormode are:
   i. Elizabeth Eugenie Cormode, b. May 22, 1993, New Haven, New Haven, CT.
Descendants of John Alexander Roberts

Generation No. 1

1. John Alexander 1 Roberts was born WFT Est. 1671-1701, and died WFT Est. 1729-1763.

Notes for John Alexander Roberts:

[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Fourth Earl of Truro came to Virginia before 1721 in company with his children, he moved in 1746 to Albemarie County, VA and patented lands on Rockfish River, about six miles from the James, and was justice of the peace, which office was then held for life, and was constituted the highest court in the colony, with appeal to the Governor and council.

SOURCE: All of the above information found in the Richmond Times Dispatch: Sunday, April 2, 1916. Copy of this paper is found in his file held by Barbara Whittleton Reardon. An original paper is rolled up in a cardboard tube also in Barbara Reardon's home.

This is the first generation of Barbara Whittleton's direct line down to her father MJ Whittleton

A SKETCH OF THE ROBERTS FAMILY WAS GIVEN, BY REFERENCE TO THAT ARTICLE ARE IN DIRECT DESCENT FROM ALEXANDER ROBERTS IV EARL OF TOURE. THE ROBERTS FAMILY WERE RAISED TO THE PEERAGE BY CHARLES II, JOHN ROBERTS BEING FIRST EARL OF RADNOR, AND JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS , FOURTH EARL, CAME TO VIRGINIA AND SETTLED IN CAROLINE COUNTY ABOUT 1721 FROM WHOM MANY OF THE FAMILY OF THIS COUNTRY ARE DESCENDED. HAVING OMITTED IN OUR FORMER ARTICLE TO GIVE THE ARMS AS BROUGHT OVER BY JOHN ROBERTS IN JUSTICE TO THIS NOTED FAMILY THEY ARE HERE PRESENTED AND THUS DESCRIBED.

ARMS, QUARTERLY; FIRST AND FOURTH, AZ., ON A CHIEF OF THREE ESTOILES; SECOND AND THIRD ARG. A LION RAMPANT, OR CREST-A-DE-MI-LION RAMPANT, OR HOLDING A FLAMING SWORD ERECT, PP. POMMEL AND HILT OF FIRST. SUPPORTERS--ON EITHER SIDE OF GOAT, ARG, DUCALLY GORGED AND CHARGED ON THE SHOULDER WITH AN ESTOIL, AZ.

MOTTO: QUAE SUPRA.

HENNING IN THE STATUTES, MENTION MANY OF THE EARLY FAMILY, JOHN WILLIAM, HUMPHREY AND OTHERS WHO LATER SERVED IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR. MATHEW ROBERTS, ONE OF THE Earliest Settlers, was in Coronet Byrd's First Virginia Regiment; Morris Roberts was in Captain Fox's Company of Rangers from Louisa, 1756; Fransis Roberts was in the French and English War: John Roberts was in the War in 1775; Hugh Roberts was in the Middlesex County Militia, 1776. Certainly the present descendants can easily enter the Colonial Dames and Daughters of Revolution with such patriotic ancestry.

The family were also located quite early in Nansemond and Tidewater Counties, as we find Christopher Roberts living near there in 1765, and his son William Sheoerd Roberts who married Lydia Queen. The next we find them largely settled in Spotsylvania, Louisa and Albemarle Counties.

Children of John Alexander Roberts are:

2 i. Elizabeth 2 Roberts, born WFT Est. 1701-1743; died WFT Est. 1702-1795.

NOTE: SOME FILES ENTERED FROM FTM CD VOL #23-TREE 2757, 11-13-2004
Child of John Roberts and Virginia Horseley is:

2.  i.  John² Roberts, b. Abt. 1742, Culpeper, VA; d. 1843, Rappahannock, VA.

Generation No. 2

2. John² Roberts (John Alexander¹) was born Abt. 1742 in Culpeper, VA, and died 1843 in Rappahannock, VA. He married Lucy Pollard. She was born 1748.

Children of John Roberts and Lucy Pollard are:

3.  i.  Joseph³ Roberts, b. Abt. 1770; d. December 02, 1811, VA.
    ii.  Isabelle V Roberts, b. Abt. 1772, VA.

Notes for Isabelle V Roberts:
POSSIBLE LINK
Isabelle Roberts found in:
Marriage Index: Selected Counties of Ohio, 1789-1850
Married: June 08, 1844 in Fayette Co., OH
Spouse: Croft, James
Gender: F More: Family History Library, Salt Lake City, UT, Film # 0292630.

Generation No. 3

3. Joseph³ Roberts (John², John Alexander¹) was born Abt. 1770, and died December 02, 1811 in VA. He married (1) Elizabeth ???. He married (3) Sallie Hardy March 23, 1787.

Notes for Joseph Roberts:
[John Alexander Roberts.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts Joseph was married twice. The given name only, Elizabeth of his first wife is known. However, his second marriage to Sally Hardy is found in a Bible in Amherst County, VA. Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

This is the 3rd generation of the direct line from John Alexander Roberts to Barbara Whittleton. Joseph and Elizabeth

Children of Joseph Roberts and Elizabeth ?? are:

4.  i.  John⁴ Roberts, b. Unknown.

Children of Joseph Roberts are:

iii.  Joseph C.⁴ Roberts, b. WFT Est. 1787-1794; d. WFT Est. 1822-1878; m. WFT Est. 1789-1835.

Notes for Joseph C. Roberts:
[John Alexander Roberts.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

This is the 4th generation of the direct line from John Alexander Roberts to Barbara Whittleton.
iv. JOHN ROBERTS, b. WFT Est. 1787-1800; d. WFT Est. 1815-1878; m. WFT Est. 1807-1845.

Notes for JOHN ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

John Roberts was a brother to Alexander and Joseph,
Alexander and Joseph were half brothers of Henry Dawson Roberts

Exact quote is: William Addison Roberts was a son of John Roberts, whose brothers, Alexander and Joseph, were half-brothers of Henry Dawson Roberts

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Children of JOSEPH ROBERTS and SALLIE HARDY are:

v. ANN ROBERTS, b. 1788; d. WFT Est. 1789-1882.

Notes for ANN ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

vi. THOMAS ROBERTS, b. September 1789.

vii. HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS, b. November 30, 1794.

Notes for HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS:
HE WAS A MERCHANT AND POSTMASTER AT FABER, NELSON CO. VA.

viii. JAMES ROBERTS, b. November 07, 1796; d. WFT Est. 1797-1886.

Notes for JAMES ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

ix. GEORGE ROBERTS, b. September 21, 1798; d. WFT Est. 1799-1888.

Notes for GEORGE ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

x. FLORA B. ROBERTS, b. July 05, 1800; d. WFT Est. 1801-1894.

Notes for FLORA B. ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

xi. SUSANAH BROWN ROBERTS, b. May 14, 1802; d. WFT Est. 1820-1896.

Notes for SUSANAH BROWN ROBERTS:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

xii. WILLIAM C. ROBERTS, b. November 28, 1804; d. WFT Est. 1805-1894.

Notes for WILLIAM C. ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Children of JOSEPH ROBERTS are:

xiii. THOMAS4 ROBERTS, b. August 1789; d. WFT Est. 1790-1879.

Notes for THOMAS ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

5. xiv. HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS, b. December 28, 1791, Nelson County, VA; d. May 25, 1856, , PUTNAM, VA.

xv. SALLIE CARTER ROBERTS, b. November 30, 1794; d. WFT Est. 1795-1888.

Notes for SALLIE CARTER ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Generation No. 4

4. JOSEPH C.4 ROBERTS (JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born Unknown. He married SUSANAH SHEPHERD, daughter of AUGUSTINE SHEPHERD and SARAH ???.

Child of JOSEPH ROBERTS and SUSANAH SHEPHERD is:

6. i. SHELTON5 ROBERTS, b. September 20, 1805; d. WFT Est. 1826-1895.

5. HENRY DAWSON1 ROBERTS (JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born December 28, 1791 in Nelson County, VA, and died May 25, 1856 in , PUTNAM, VA. He married ELIZA BROWN LANDCRAFT October 20, 1817 in , NELSON, VA. She was born July 08, 1799 in , ALBEMARLE , VA., and died November 06, 1873 in , FAYETTE, WV.

Notes for HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

He was 65 when he died
He and two other brothers fought in the War of 1812.
Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

HE WAS A SURGEON AND BELONGED TO THE MASONS
BURRIED IN SUMMERS II CEMETERY, PUTNAM CO. WV AND AFTER 1988 MOVED TO BOWLING CEM. aka TEAYS VALLEY MEM. GARDENS CEM.

Children of HENRY ROBERTS and ELIZA LANDCRAFT are:

7. i. NATHANIEL HARDIN ROBERTS, b. September 30, 1818, GREENFIELD, NELSON, VA.; d. 1881, GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA.

8. ii. WILLIAM GRANDERSON ROBERTS, b. September 15, 1820, GREENFIELD, NELSON, VA.; d. October 04, 1890, , KANAWHA, WV.

9. iii. SARAH AMANDA ROBERTS, b. October 09, 1822., NELSON, VA.; d. January 1907, DELHI, BECHAM, OK.
   iv. JOHN HENRY ROBERTS, b. December 24, 1824., NELSON, VA; d. Abt. 1890; m. ELIZABETH E.
   v. MILDRED JANE ROBERTS, b. January 03, 1828., NELSON, VA.; d. February 02, 1902, ?; m. (1) JONATHON B HENRY, November 02, 1843, ?, d. 1845; m. (2) JAMES RICHARD HERndon, Unknown.
   vi. JAMES MORTIMER ROBERTS, b. July 08, 1831., NICHOLAS, VA; d. Abt. 1900; m. MARTHA SUSAN LOWE; b. , MONROE, VA/WV.

10. vii. ANNA BURTON ROBERTS, b. October 30, 1833., NICHOLAS, VA; d. July 15, 1860, , WHARTON, TEXAS.
   ix. ANN ELIZA ROBERTS, b. April 02, 1839., FAYETTE, VA; d. Abt. 1910.

11. xi. JOSEPH ALEXANDER ROBERTS, b. November 17, 1843., MONROE, VA; d. March 18, 1930, WALNUT TOWNSHIP, GALLIA, OH.

Generation No. 5

SHELTON ROBERTS (JOSEPH C., JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born September 20, 1805, and died WFT Est. 1826-1895. He married (2) ??? MOON Unknown. She was born Unknown.

Notes for SHELTON ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Quote from the paper:
Shelton was born September 20, 1805, He married Miss Jane Moon, issue: William and Shelton Roberts. Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Children of SHELTON ROBERTS are:

i. WILLIAM ROBERTS, b. WFT Est. 1826-1855, Nelson County, VA; d. WFT Est. 1827-1916.

Notes for WILLIAM ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

I think he is a twin of Shelton Roberts because in the paper it said:
William and Shelton Roberts, Polly, Henry Garland

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

ii. SHELTON ROBERTS, b. WFT Est. 1826-1855, Nelson County, VA; d. WFT Est. 1827-1916.

Notes for SHELTON ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

I think he is a twin of William because the paper says: William and Shelton Roberts, Polly, Henry Garland

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts
Children of SHELTON ROBERTS and ???. MOON are:

iii. WILLIAM ROBERTS.  
iv. SHELTON ROBERTSJR.  
v. POLLY ROBERTS, b. November 09, 1807; d. WFT Est. 1808-1901.  

Notes for POLLY ROBERTS:  
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]  
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]  
Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts  

12. vi. HENRY GARLAND ROBERTS, Sr., b. September 11, 1809.  
13. vii. SARYANN ROBERTS, b. April 07, 1811; d. March 31, 1883.  
viii. JOSEPH AUSTIN ROBERTS, b. November 05, 1814; d. WFT Est. 1815-1904.  

Notes for JOSEPH AUSTIN ROBERTS:  
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]  
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]  
Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts  

ix. SUSAN ROBERTS, b. March 19, 1819; d. WFT Est. 1833-1913; m. JOHN BETHEL.  

Notes for SUSAN ROBERTS:  
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]  
[Broderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]  
Moved to Missouri after marrying John Bethel  
Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts  

7. NATHANIEL HARDIN ROBERTS (HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born September 30, 1818 in GREENFIELD, NELSON, VA., and died 1881 in GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA. He married MARY JANE CAMPBELL WFT Est. 1837-1875, daughter of ANDREW CAMPBELL and ANN HAWKINS. She was born 1833 in , MONROE, VA, and died 1881 in GREENFIELD, NELSON, IN.  

More About NATHANIEL HARDIN ROBERTS:  
Burial: GREENFIELD, IN  

More About MARY JANE CAMPBELL:  
Burial: GREENFIELD, IN  

Children of NATHANIEL ROBERTS and MARY CAMPBELL are:  
14. i. WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS, b. 1854; d. 1918, WILLOW BROOK, LOS ANGELES, CA.  
   ii. JENNIE E. ROBERTS, b. 1856; d. September 27, 1873.  
15. iii. FANNIE BURTON ROBERTS, b. June 10, 1858; d. June 10, 1908.  
v. LUCY HARDIN ROBERTS, b. December 01, 1863; d. WFT Est. 1864-1957.  
17. vi. ANNA BROWN ROBERTS, b. December 31, 1865; d. WFT Est. 1883-1959.  
viii. HUBERT ROBERTS, b. February 08, 1871; d. WFT Est. 1872-1961.  
x. BESSIE RUBY ROBERTS, b. April 12, 1873; d. March 18, 1879.  
18. x. GEORGIA NELSON ROBERTS, b. February 17, 1877; d. WFT Est. 1904-1971.  
19. xi. ANDREW LEE ROBERTS, b. December 08, 1879, GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA; d. March 12, 1936.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

8. William Granderson Roberts (Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born September 15, 1820 in Greenfield, Nelson, VA, and died October 04, 1890 in Kanawha, WV. He married Mary Virginia Knight January 17, 1858 in , , VA, daughter of William Knight and Susan Dameron. She was born January 09, 1835 in , , VA, and died October 10, 1912 in , Kanawha, WV.

Notes for William Granderson Roberts:
1
William Granderson Roberts
Notes
[Page 314]
http://www.ohiohistory.org/onlinedoc/hayes/Volume02/Chapter19/August11862.txt
August 1, 1862. Friday.--A good little drill. Mr. Land-craft, one of the three slaveholders of Monroe County who were true to the Union, and a Mrs. Roberts were arrested and brought into my camp in obedience to orders from headquarters. Mrs. Roberts is a ladylike woman; her husband, a Secesh, is a prisoner at Raleigh. Mrs. Roberts and her uncle, Mr. Landcraft, came over New River and passed into our lines, the pickets admitting them, without proper passes. If this is the whole offense, the arrest is on most insufficient and frivolous grounds. In the case of Mrs. Roberts, who has a nursing child at home, it is as cruel as it is unnecessary. I shall do my best to get them out of the trouble. These needless persecutions of old men and of women, I am ashamed of.
[Page 315]
August 3, 1862. Sunday.--. . . Was glad to be able to release Mr. Landcraft and Mrs. Roberts. This arrest was a foolish business.

********************************
Note: Mrs. Roberts was my Great Grand Mother, Mary Virginia Knight Roberts. Her Husband, a Secesh, was my Great Grand Father, William Granderson Roberts.
Mr. Landcraft was a Brother of my Great Great Grand Mother, Eliza Brown Landcraft Roberts. What a small world we walk.
The civil war incident (Page 314, 315) above Described by Col. Rutherford B. Hayes was given to me mid 2003 by Cousin Bill Bailey, San Antonio, Texas, 78258. What a treasure! Thank s Bill!
By: William Knight (Billy) Roberts, II, Glenn, CA 95943
*********************************

Census 1870
William Granderson Roberts and Mary V. Knight Roberts were listed in the 1870 Monroe County , District Forest Hill, WV Census. Children:
William H. 11, Edgar H. 9, and Joseph O. 2. Real property $1000, Personal estate $149. This family was not found in the 1880 Monroe County WV Census. From the above and other records it appears they moved to Charleston, Kanawha County, WV between 1870 and 1880.

More About William Granderson Roberts:
Burial: Fishers Branch, Kanawha, WV

Notes for Mary Virginia Knight:
1
Mary Virginia Knight
Notes
[Page 314]
http://www.ohiohistory.org/onlinedoc/hayes/Volume02/Chapter19/August11862.txt
August 1, 1862. Friday.--A good little drill. Mr. Land-craft, one of the three slaveholders of Monroe County who were true to the Union, and a Mrs. Roberts were arrested and brought into my camp in obedience to orders from headquarters. Mrs. Roberts is a ladylike woman; her husband, a Secesh, is a prisoner at Raleigh. Mrs. Roberts and her uncle, Mr. Landcraft, came over New River and passed into our lines, the pickets admitting them, without proper passes. If this is the whole offense, the arrest is on most insufficient and frivolous grounds. In the case of Mrs. Roberts, who has a nursing child at home, it is as cruel as it is unnecessary. I shall do my best to get them out of the trouble. These needless persecutions of old men and of women, I am ashamed of.

August 3, 1862. Sunday.--. . . Was glad to be able to release Mr. Landcraft and Mrs. Roberts. This arrest was a foolish business.

Note: Mrs. Roberts was my Great Grand Mother, Mary Virginia Knight Roberts. Her Husband, a Se cesh, was my Great Grand Father, William Granderson Roberts.
Mr. Landcraft was a Brother of my Great Great Grand Mother, Eliza Brown Landcraft Roberts. Wh at a small world we walk.
The civil war incident (Page 314, 315) above Described by Col. Rutherford B. Hayes was give n to me mid 2003 by Cousin Bill Bailey, San Antonio, Texas, 78258. What a treasure! Thank s Bill!
By: William Knight (Billy) Roberts, II, Glenn, CA 95943

Census 1870
William Granderson Roberts and Mary V. Knight Roberts were listed in the 1870 Monroe County, District Forest Hill, WV Census. Children:
William H. 11, Edgar H. 9, and Joseph O. 2. Rea l property $1000, Personal estate $149. This family was not found in the 1880 Monroe Count y WV Census. From the above and other records it appears they moved to Charleston, Kanawha County, WV between 1870 and 1880.

More About MARY VIRGINIA KNIGHT:
Burial: FISHERS BRANCH, KANAWHA, WV

Children of WILLIAM ROBERTS and MARY KNIGHT are:
20. i. WILLIAM HENRY5 ROBERTS, b. November 11, 1858, , , WV; d. 1917, , PUTNAM, WV.
   ii. EDGAR HARDIN ROBERTS, b. 1861; d. 1932.
   iii. HUDSON M ROBERTS, b. February 04, 1865, Forrest Hill Monroe WV; d. Abt. 1866.

9. SARAH AMANDA5 ROBERTS (HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born October 09, 1822 in , NELSON , VA., and died January 1907 in DELHI, BECHARM, OK. She married CHARLES PORUS BROWN December 21, 1843 in , KANAWHA,VA, son of CHARLES BROWN and ELIZABETH SLAUGHTER. He was born Abt. 1818 in , FAYETTE, VA.

Children of SARAH ROBERTS and CHARLES BROWN are:
   i. MARY VIRGINIA6 BROWN, b. September 30, 1854, , , VA; m. JOHN ALBERT CHAMBLISS.
   ii. EMMETT BROWN, b. May 23, 1860, , RED RIVER, TX; d. May 03, 1945, ELK CITY, BECKHAM, OK; m. SARA EMALINE AKIN, December 20, 1883.
   iii. JAMES JOSEPH BROWN, b. 1864, , , TX; d. April 17, 1946, ATHENS, HENDERSO, TX.
   iv. EDWARD TALLYRAND BROWN, b. 1866, , , TX.
10. ANNA BURTON ROBERTS (HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born October 30, 1833 in Nicholas, VA, and died July 15, 1860 in Wharton, Texas. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER August 15, 1853 in Cottage Inn, Putnam, VA, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in On Sewell Mountain, Fayette Co., VA, and died 1910 in Tampa, Hillsboro, Fl..

Notes for ANNA BURTON ROBERTS:
SHE DIED AFTER HAVING TWINS.

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park..where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of ANNA ROBERTS and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
  i. LILLIE BELL BOWYER, b. July 01, 1854; d. September 30, 1855, Putnam, WV.
  iii. JOHN ROBERTS BOWYER, b. March 24, 1857; d. June 17, 1858.
  23. iv. EGBERT JEROME BOWYER, b. December 10, 1859, ?, d. 1936, Gainsville, Alachua, Fla..

11. JOSEPH ALEXANDER ROBERTS (HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born November 17, 1843 in Monroe, VA, and died March 18, 1930 in Walnut Township, Gallia, OH. He married SARAH AMANDA HUTCHINSON November 22, 1866 in Monroe, WV.

More About JOSEPH ALEXANDER ROBERTS:
Burial: March 20, 1930, Water Loo Cem., Water Loo, Gallia, Ohio

Children of JOSEPH ROBERTS and SARAH HUTCHINSON are:
  i. EMMA SUE GREY ROBERTS.
  ii. JOSEPH BERTON ROBERTS.
  iii. NATHANIEL HUTSON ROBERTS.

Notes for NATHANIEL HUTSON ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

SERVED IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY 1861 AND 1862 AS ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTER IN GENERAL A. A. CHAPMAN'S REGIMENT, AFTER THAT TIME NOT SUBJECT TO MILITARY DUTY OWING TO AGE, BUT WAS IN CONFEDERATE SERVICE AT NITER BUREAU TO THE END OF THE WAR.

iv. FREDRICK GARFIELD ROBERTS.

Notes for FREDRICK GARFIELD ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

JUDGE OF PROBATE COURT, IRONTON, OHIO

v. ERNEST JOSEPH ROBERTS.

Notes for ERNEST JOSEPH ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

FOUGHT THROUGH THE ENTIRE CIVIL WAR; MEMBER OF LOWRY’S BATTERY, COLONEL JOHN FLOYD, KINGS BATTALION, THIRTEENTH VIRGINIA.
ERNEST, ALEX. AND JAMES (all three) WERE IN THE BATTLES OF LYNCHBURG, FISHER HILL, CEDAR CREEK, AND THREE BATTLES AT WINCHESTER AND MANY OTHER BATTLES IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY.

vi. ALEXANDER ROBERTS.

Notes for ALEXANDER ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

FOUGHT THROUGH THE ENTIRE CIVIL WAR; MEMBER OF LOWRY’S BATTERY, COLONEL JOHN FLOYD, KINGS BATTALION, THIRTEENTH VIRGINIA.

vii. JAMES MORTIMER ROBERTS.

Notes for JAMES MORTIMER ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

FOUGHT THROUGH THE ENTIRE CIVIL WAR; MEMBER OF LOWRY’S BATTERY, COLONEL JOHN FLOYD, KINGS BATTALION, THIRTEENTH VIRGINIA.

Generation No. 6

12. HENRY GARLAND6 ROBERTS, Sr. (SHELTON5, JOSEPH C.4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born September 11, 1809.

Children of HENRY GARLAND ROBERTS, Sr. are:

25. i. ELIZA BLANCH7 ROBERTS, b. October 06, 1847.
 iii. EUGENE SUMMER ROBERTS, b. July 25, 1851; d. WFT Est. 1852-1941.

Notes for EUGENE SUMMER ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

 v. MARY FAYETTE ROBERTS, b. November 14, 1855; d. WFT Est. 1856-1949.

Notes for MARY FAYETTE ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

 vii. EMMETT GARLAND ROBERTS, b. February 27, 1864; d. WFT Est. 1915-1956; m. IDA ANNETTE MCKENNEY, November 14, 1912, ?.

Notes for EMMETT GARLAND ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]
13. SARYANN ROBERTS (SHELTON, JOSEPH C., JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born April 07, 1811, and died March 31, 1883. She married JOHN JACKSON Unknown.

Notes for SARYANN ROBERTS:
[JOHN ALEXANDER ROBERTS.FTW]

This is the 5th generation of the direct line from John Alexander Roberts to Barbara Whittleton.

Children of SARYANN ROBERTS and JOHN JACKSON are:
   i. VIRGINIA JACKSON.
   ii. ALICE JACKSON.
   iii. SUE JACKSON.
   iv. MARGARET JACKSON.
   v. WESLEY JACKSON.
   vi. MARY LOVIE JACKSON.
   vii. JAMES SHELTON JACKSON, b. March 04, 1836.

14. WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born 1854, and died 1918 in WILLOW BROOK, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married (1) LOU HAMMEL. She died 1896 in , , OK. He married (2) IDA MARIE SAMPSON, daughter of IRA SAMPSON and ELIZABETH YOUNG.

Notes for WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS:
WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS CHANGED HIS NAME AFTER 1880 TO WALTER ROBERTS CAMPBELL.
THIS WAS DUE TO HIS DAYS AS A U.S. DEPUTY MARSHAL, OKLAHOMA TERRITORY. TO HIDE HIS IDENTITY FROM HIS CONVICTIONS OF GANGS.

Notes for IDA MARIE SAMPSON:
MARRIED WILLIAM HYNEES IN THE EARLY 20'S

Child of WALTER ROBERTS and LOU HAMMEL is:
29. i. FRED HAMMEL ROBERTS, b. November 13, 1882, St. JOSEPH, , MO; d. May 09, 1941, GLENDALE, , CA.

Children of WALTER ROBERTS and IDA SAMPSON are:
   iii. MILDRED CAMPBELL, b. May 20, 1904; d. October 28, 1972, SAN MATEO, , CA; m. GUSTAVUS RINOS.
31. iv. VIRGINIA CAMPBELL, b. March 23, 1906, , , CA; d. September 03, 1975, SAN MATEO, , CA.
   v. ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL, b. February 16, 1909, ESCONDIDO, , CA; d. December 24, 1991, OAKLAND, , CA.

15. FANNIE BURTON ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born June 10, 1858, and died June 10, 1908. She married SCOTT DENTON.
Children of FANNIE ROBERTS and SCOTT DENTON are:
   i. KATHERYNE DENTON, b. March 07, 1881; d. December 1974; m. (1) JOHN WOY; m. (2) WALTER BERG, June 11, 1904.
33. ii. ROBERT L DENTON, b. April 12, 1884, , , TN; d. October 26, 1952, , CONTRA COSTA, CA.

16. MARY NORVELL ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born October 08, 1860, and died March 28, 1888. She married RAYMOND BRAGG.

Child of MARY ROBERTS and RAYMOND BRAGG is:
   i. RUTH ANNE BRAGG, m. ? GIBBS.

17. ANNA BROWN ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born December 31, 1865, and died WFT Est. 1883-1959. She married FRANK SHANNON.

Children of ANNA ROBERTS and FRANK SHANNON are:
   i. HOWELL SHANNON.
   ii. RUSSEL SHANNON.
   iii. RUTH SHANNON.

18. GEORGIA NELSON ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born February 17, 1877, and died WFT Est. 1904-1971. She married JAMES KOSOUTH GAMBELE in VILLANOVA, , PA.

Children of GEORGIA ROBERTS and JAMES GAMBELE are:
   i. ? GAMBELE.
   ii. ? GAMBELE.
34. iii. ? GAMBELE.

19. ANDREW LEE ROBERTS (NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born December 08, 1879 in GREENFIELD, HANCOCK, INDIANA, and died March 12, 1936. He married (1) SEMPLE DAVIDSON. She was born March 28, 1892. He married (2) BESSIE SAM MANN October 23, 1903. She died March 12, 1912.

Children of ANDREW ROBERTS and SEMPLE DAVIDSON are:
   i. ANDREW LEE II ROBERTS.
   ii. ALICE LEE, m. STROUD.

Children of ANDREW ROBERTS and BESSIE MANN are:
   iii. NATALIE HORTON ROBERTS, b. March 21, 1910; m. (1) WALTER FOSTER; b. 1909; d. ROANOKE, , VA; m. (2) ? LEMON.
   iv. MARY BESSIE ROBERTS, b. March 08, 1912; m. DON WAYNICK.

20. WILLIAM HENRY ROBERTS (WILLIAM GRANDERSON, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born November 11, 1858 in , , WV, and died 1917 in , PUTNAM, WV. He married (2) BERTHA A. SALLIE MORRIS May 07, 1890 in WINFIELD, PUTNAM, WV. She was born June 22, 1869 in , PUTNAM, WV, and died March 02, 1957 in S. CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

More About WILLIAM HENRY ROBERTS:
Burial: FISHERS BRANCH, KANAWHA, WV

More About BERTHA A. SALLIE MORRIS:
Burial: DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV
Children of William Henry Roberts are:

35. i. Clyde Bessie7 Roberts, b. August 25, 1892, Kanawha, WV; d. August 05, 1928, Charleston, WV.

36. ii. William Knight Roberts, Sr., b. November 27, 1894, Rocky Fork, Kanawha, WV; d. February 20, 1960, Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.

37. iii. Fred Slideell Roberts, b. May 06, 1897; d. 1960.


39. v. Edward Dana Roberts, b. 1912, WV; d. 1982, Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.

Child of William Roberts and Bertha Morris is:

40. i. Joseph T7 Roberts, b. 1909, Rocky Fork, Kanawha, WV; d. Abt. 1977, Rocky Fork, WV.


21. Joseph Osson6 Roberts (William Granderson5, Henry Dawson4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1) was born May 03, 1868 in WV, and died October 19, 1946 in Nitro, Kanawha, West Virg. He married Mary Duding. She was born Abt. 1885 in Rocky Fork Kanawha Co West Virg, and died Abt. 1930.

More About Joseph Osson Roberts:
Burial: Fishers Branch, Kanawha, West Virg

More About Mary Duding:
Burial: Fishers Branch, Kanawha, West Virg

Children of Joseph Roberts and Mary Duding are:

40. i. Joseph T7 Roberts, b. 1909, Rocky Fork, Kanawha, WV; d. Abt. 1977, Rocky Fork, Kanawha, WV.


22. Ida Henrie Anna6 Bowyer (Anna Burton5 Roberts, Henry Dawson4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1) was born April 24, 1856 in Winfield, Putnam, VA, and died July 30, 1939 in Lakeland, Polk, FL. She married Elbert Melville Lusk May 04, 1882 in Putnam, WV, son of Erastus Lusk and Armotra. He was born 1850 in Tazewell, VA(wyoming, WV).

Notes for Ida Henrie Anna Bowyer:
She is a superior woman, finely educated, teacher for a number of years, and was secretary of the teachers' state association of W. VA. Presbyterian.

Mrs. Lusk is a fine genealogist, and has helped the historian very greatly. She is also a member of the reunion committee of the American Boyers

More About Ida Henrie Anna Bowyer:
Burial: August 02, 1939, Oaklawn Cemetery, Lakeland

Child of Ida Bowyer and Elbert Lusk is:

i. Egbert Eugene7 Lusk, b. November 26, 1884, Conway Springs, KS; d. 1884, Conway Springs, Sumner, KS.

Notes for Egbert Eugene Lusk:
Student Academy St. Leo Military College, St. Leo, FLA.
23. **Egbert Jerome Bowyer** (Anna Burton Roberts, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born December 10, 1859 in ?, and died 1936 in Gainsville, ALACHUA, Fla.. He married Margaret LaFontisee June 1894 in Winfield, Putnam, W.Va., daughter of Louis LaFontisee and Mary Fayet. She was born April 07, 1873 in Norfolk, St. Lawrence, N.Y., and died 1928 in Gainsville, Alachua, Fla..

Notes for Egbert Jerome Bowyer:
PART OWNER OF PENN STEAMSHIP COMPANY, TAMPA, FLA.

Children of Egbert Bowyer and Margaret LaFontisee are:
42. ii. Egbert Napolian Bowyer, b. December 05, 1900, GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL; d. April 1975, TARPON SPRINGS, , FL..

24. **Earnest Napoleon Bowyer** (Anna Burton Roberts, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born December 10, 1859 in , WHARTON, TEXAS, and died July 15, 1897 in DETROIT, RED RIVER, TEXAS. He married Agnes McKee Unknown. She was born Unknown in OF RED RIVER CO., TEXAS, and died Unknown.

Notes for Earnest Napoleon Bowyer:
TURNER or OLD BEULAH CHURCH YARD

Bowyer, E.N.
b. 10 Dec 1859, d. 15 Jul 1896
Amiable & beloved husband farewell,
Thy years were few but thy Virtues Many,
They are recorded not oer' this perishing stone
but on the book of life & in the hearts
of thy afflicted family

Bowyer, Sidney
b. 22 Jan 18____, d. 30 Jan 1889
(broken , unreadable)

Beulah Cemetery
Falls County, Texas
Lat: 31° 15' 31"N, Lon: 97° 12' 11"W

Contributed by Judy Reamy, Feb 25, 2003 [jreamy@msn.com]. Total Records = 37.

To reach cemetery take Co. Rd. 495B off Texas 7 between Marlin and Lott TX. On the right side of the road up in the trees. You can barely see some of the stones from the road and it's very easy to miss.

Cemetery is old and was overgrown with weeds. The only stones that appear to be cared for are the Magee plot. These are all in good shape with many having been replaced.

No one has been buried here in a while. It's up in a farmers field, fenced off from the pasture. About 75 ft. off the road. Many of the stones are broken and unreadable. The area is overgrown with weeds and ivy and may be impossible to find in the spring or summer.

Stones were read 11/2001, when I walked the cemetery. These are all the readable stones.

- Judy Reamy
Bailey, T. B., b. 31 Mar 1824, d. 11 Nov 1890
Bankston, Sabane, b. 27 Jun 1871, d. 29 Feb 1894
Bentley, J. W., b. 2 Apr 1855(?), d. 8 Jun 1882
Bentley, Nettie, b. 13 Jun 1848, d. 5 Sep 1903 (?), w/o J.W. Bentley
Carter, Wallace Earl, b. 9 Oct 1898, d. 6 Jun 1899, s/o ? H. & L.C.
Harris, Thomas L., b. 29 Sep 1897, d. 10 Aug 1925
Landrum, Elma Lucille, b. 14 Nov 1892, d. 21 Feb 1905, "Sister"
Landrum, Sarah Elizabeth, b. 15 Aug 1858, d. 3 Aug 1933, "Mom"
Logan, Nenoma, b. Dec 1892, d. 11 Dec 1892, d/o D.H. & M.E. Logan
Logan, Viola, b. 23 Dec 1890, d. 29 Dec 1890, d/o D.H. & M.E. Logan
Magee, Calvin, b. 6 Jan 1808, d. 16 Dec 1882
Magee, Carolyn Elizabeth, b. 1851, d. 1926
Magee, Mary Teresa, b. 1829, d. 1914
Magee, Norvel Abner, b. 1846, d. 1914
Magee, Sally, b. 1845, d. 1875
Magee, Samuel Bullock, b. 1860, d. 1906
Moring, Piety, b. 25 Apr 1828, d. 24 Oct 1893
Perry, A. G., no dates, s/w wife
Perry, Wife, no dates, s/w A.G.
Powell, Dempsy, b. ? Jul 188?, d. 28 Jul 1894, s/o J.R. & M.E. Powell
Powell, J. W., b. 10 Jan 1855, d. 17 Feb 1921, sleeps beside Margaret
Powell, Jargaret E., b. 6/Jan 1838, d. 16 Oct 1915, w/o R.Y. Powell
Powell, R. Y., b. 16 ? 1831, d. 1889, sleeps beside Margaret
Rawls, Thomas Jackson, b. 9 Jan 1838, d. 7 Sep 1881, Capt. CO G, CSA, FL Inf.
Sale, Mamie, b. 5 Dec 1894, d. 23 Jan 1895, d/o ? & M.E.
Stallworth, Annie, b. 25 Jul 1867, d. 31 Aug 1886, sleeps beside Robert
Stallworth, Robert, b. ? Apr 1833, d. 22 Oct 1882
Tatum, M. K., b. 2 Oct ???, Smith Co. TN, d. 28 Jan 189?
Tomlinson, ?, b. 1850(?), d. 12 Dec 1875
Tomlinson, James E., d. 29 Apr 1888 age 45
Watkins, A. M., b. 1887, d. 1903, s/o J.B. & ?
Watkins, Emmett S., b. 23 Sep 1901, d. 26 Mar 1902, s/o ? & ?
Watkins, Jane, d. 22 Aug 1927 age 83 yrs
Watkins, W. L., b. 22 Jan 1875, d. 14 Feb 1902, s/w A.M., s/o J.B. & ?
Wellman, Annie Muchow, b. 1 Jun 1884, d. 14 Aug 1912
Woodall, William, b. 17 Mar 1868, d. 22 Oct 1901, h/o Maud
Young, Amanda, d. 5 Aug 1885 age 89 yrs

Notes for Agnes McKee:
THE MOTHER IS MRS. DR. R.A.STEWART, LEESBURG, FLA.

Children of Earnest Bowyer and Agnes McKee are:
   i. Ernest McKee Bowyer.
   ii. Anna Josephine Bowyer.
   iii. Paul Bowyer.
   iv. Earl Bowyer.
   v. John Carl Bowyer.
   vi. Napoleon B. Bowyer.
   vii. Ernestine Bowyer.
25. **Eliza Blanch7 Roberts** (*Henry Garland6, Shelton5, Joseph C.4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1*) was born October 06, 1847. She married John Milton Roberts July 23, 1891 in ?, son of William Roberts and Matilda Roberts. He was born Unknown, and died WFT Est. 1833-1922.

Notes for John Milton Roberts:
[John Alexander Roberts.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Child of Eliza Roberts and John Roberts is:
   i. Cousin Blanch8 Quisenberry, Adopted child.

26. **Henry Palmer7 Roberts** (*Henry Garland6, Shelton5, Joseph C.4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1*) was born September 30, 1849. He married Bettie Georgia Hill October 20, 1874 in ?, daughter of John Albert Hill.

Children of Henry Roberts and Bettie Hill are:
44. i. Henry Garland Roberts8 Sr., b. September 13, 1809.
   ii. Sallie Hill Roberts, b. February 04, 1876, ?, d. October 1892, ?.

   Notes for Sallie Hill Roberts:
   [John Alexander Roberts.FTW]

   [Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

   Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts


27. **Clara Sue7 Roberts** (*Henry Garland6, Shelton5, Joseph C.4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1*) was born July 23, 1853, and died May 26, 1888. She married James Shelton Jackson June 18, 1873.

Notes for Clara Sue Roberts:
[John Alexander Roberts.FTW]

[Brøderbund WFT Vol. 23, Ed. 1, Tree #2757, Date of Import: Aug 1, 1999]

Source: Look under John Alexander Roberts

Children of Clara Roberts and James Jackson are:
   i. Patrick3 Jackson.
   ii. Cabell Jackson.
   iii. Hubert Jackson.
   iv. Eugene Jackson.
   v. Trip. Lilburn Jackson.
   vi. Trip. Lets Jackson.
   vii. Trip. Lester Jackson.
   viii. Palmer Jackson.
   ix. Mary Mildred Jackson, b. 1880.
46. x. Mark Roberts Jackson, b. March 11, 1884.

28. **Charles Edward7 Roberts** (*Henry Garland6, Shelton5, Joseph C.4, Joseph3, John2, John Alexander1*) was born November 20, 1860, and died WFT Est. 1916-1952. He married (2) Bettie Irene
Children of CHARLES EDWARD ROBERTS are:
47. i. ELMER HUBERT ROBERTS, b. August 26, 1897; d. WFT Est. 1898-1987.
   ii. MILDRED JANE ROBERTS, b. December 21, 1899; d. WFT Est. 1900-1993.
   iii. KATHLEEN DOROTHY ROBERTS, b. Private.
      More About KATHLEEN DOROTHY ROBERTS:
      Fact 1: Private
   iv. FRANCES ELIZABETH ROBERTS, b. Private.
      More About FRANCES ELIZABETH ROBERTS:
      Fact 1: Private
   v. VIRGINIA HARRIS ROBERTS, b. Private.
      More About VIRGINIA HARRIS ROBERTS:
      Fact 1: Private

29. FRED HAMMEL ROBERTS (WALTER CAMPBELL, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born November 13, 1882 in St. JOSEPH, MO, and died May 09, 1941 in GLENDALE, CA. He married ESTHER COWAN.

   Children of FRED ROBERTS and ESTHER COWAN are:
   ii. CLARA ROBERTS, b. November 11, 1909; m. JACK OFFUTT.
   iii. WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS, b. January 06, 1911.
   iv. HOMER ROBERTS, b. July 21, 1914, ; CA; d. 1972, MANATEE, FL; m. ? WILLIAMS.

30. THELMA GOLDA CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born September 23, 1902, and died July 11, 1954. She married (1) JESSIE MURRAY EDWARDS. He was born October 27, 1899 in , TN, and died August 17, 1975 in SAN DIEGO, CA. She married (2) MUTH.

   Child of THELMA CAMPBELL and JESSIE EDWARDS is:
   i. WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS, b. October 02, 1922, RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA; d. April 26, 1996, HILO, HAWAII, HAWAII.

31. VIRGINIA CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born March 23, 1906 in , CA, and died September 03, 1975 in SAN MATEO, CA. She married CLAY JENNINGS in SAN FRANCISCO, CA. He was born July 08, 1901 in , IN, and died July 27, 1972 in SAN MATEO, CA.

   Children of VIRGINIA CAMPBELL and CLAY JENNINGS are:
   i. LOUVE JENNINGS, b. August 22, 1925, RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA; d. Abt. 1999, PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO, CA.
   ii. RICHARD JENNINGS, m. DIANNA ?, Abt. 1970, SAN MATEO, CA.
32. ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL (WALTER CAMPBELL, ROBERT, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born February 16, 1909 in ESCONDIDO, CA, and died December 24, 1991 in OAKLAND, CA. He married ANNIE KAARTO February 13, 1934 in BERKELEY, CA, daughter of JOHN KAARTO and MARIA HUTTENEN. She was born December 27, 1913 in FORT BRAGG, CA, and died February 24, 1987 in BERKELEY, CA.

More About ROBERT WALTER CAMPBELL:
Burial: CHAPEL OF THE CHIMES, OAKLAND, CA

More About ANNIE KAARTO:
Burial: CHAPEL OF THE CHIMES, OAKLAND, CA

Child of ROBERT CAMPBELL and ANNIE KAARTO is:
50. i. DAVID ROBERT CAMPBELL, b. June 30, 1935, LOS ANGELES, CA.

33. ROBERT LENTON (FANNIE BURTON, ROBERT, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born April 12, 1884 in , TN, and died October 26, 1952 in CONTRA COSTA, CA. He married BLANCH . She was born Abt. 1884.

Children of ROBERT LENTON and BLANCH are:
   i. BEAL DENTON, b. Abt. 1902.
   ii. KENNETH DENTON, b. Abt. 1904.

34. GAMBELE (GEORGIA NELSON, ROBERT, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER)

Children of GAMBELE are:
   i. ANNE GAMBELE.
   ii. JAMES GAMBELE.

35. CLYDE BESSIE ROBERTS (WILLIAM HENRY, WILLIAM GRANDERSON, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born August 25, 1892 in , KANAWHA, WV, and died August 05, 1928 in CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV. She married CHARLEY GOFF. He was born Abt. 1885, and died Abt. 1955.

Children of CLYDE ROBERTS and CHARLEY GOFF are:
51. i. HAZEL GOFF, b. May 29, 1912, MARTINS BRANCH, KANAWHA, WV.
53. iii. CHARLES GOFF, b. August 05, 1920.

36. WILLIAM KNIGHT ROBERTS, SR. (WILLIAM HENRY, WILLIAM GRANDERSON, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born November 27, 1894 in ROCKY FORK, KANAWHA, WV, and died February 20, 1960 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV. He married LULA ETHEL NEELEY 1922 in CATLETTSBURG, KY. She was born June 06, 1898 in JARRETT FORD, KANAWHA, WV, and died October 06, 1976 in S. CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

More About LULA ETHEL NEELEY:
Burial: DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV

Children of WILLIAM ROBERTS and LULA NEELEY are:
   i. MARY VIRGINIA ROBERTS, b. December 11, 1922, DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV; m. MIKE HENNEN.
55. ii. WILLIAM KNIGHT ROBERTS, JR., b. July 25, 1925, DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV.
56. iii. LULA ALICE ROBERTS, b. 1928, DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV.
57. iv. EMMA LOUISE ROBERTS, b. June 02, 1930, DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

58. v. NANCY SUE ROBERTS, b. November 23, 1934, DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV; d. July 30, 2000, St Albans, Kanawha, WV.

37. FRED SLIDELL\textsuperscript{7} ROBERTS (WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 06, 1897, and died 1960. He married GLADA SHOULDIS. She was born July 23, 1897 in, ROANE, WV, and died October 07, 1978 in CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

Child of FRED ROBERTS and GLADA SHOULDIS is:
59. i. RUTH LOUISE\textsuperscript{8} ROBERTS, b. June 16, 1923, CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

38. RUSSELL EMMIT\textsuperscript{7} ROBERTS (WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1900. He married GOLDIE MAE SKEENS.

Child of RUSSELL ROBERTS and GOLDIE SKEENS is:
60. i. BETTY MAE\textsuperscript{9} ROBERTS, b. October 27, 1923.

39. EDWARD DANA\textsuperscript{7} ROBERTS (WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1912 in, , WV, and died 1982 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV. He married LUCILLE HUNDLEY.

More About EDWARD DANA ROBERTS:
Burial: DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV

Child of EDWARD ROBERTS and LUCILLE HUNDLEY is:
61. i. CONNIE\textsuperscript{9} ROBERTS, m. ? HILLER.

40. JOSEPH T\textsuperscript{7} ROBERTS (JOSEPH OSSON\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1909 in ROCKY FORK, KANAWHA, WV, and died Abt. 1977 in ROCKY FORK, KANAWHA, WV. He married MAE MCCLENAHAN. She was born Abt. 1912 in ROCKY FORK, KANAWHA, WV, and died Abt. 1980.

Child of JOSEPH ROBERTS and MAE MCCLENAHAN is:
62. i. JOSEPH OSSON\textsuperscript{9} ROBERTS, b. 1929. ROCKY FORK, KANAWHA, WV.

41. HELOISE ERNESTINE\textsuperscript{7} BOWYER (EGBERT JEROME\textsuperscript{6}, ANNA BURTON\textsuperscript{5} ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina. She married (1) GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, son of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE. He was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.V.A., and died November 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.. She married (2) BENJAMIN ARTHUR TOLBERT December 21, 1935 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, Fla., son of ELIAS TALBERT and AGNES ROSS. He was born February 22, 1882 in GREENWOOD, S.C., and died August 1937 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL..

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERCITY OF FLORIDA

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Marriage Notes for HELOISE BOWYER and GARLAND HANDLEY:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Notes for BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT:
(Most of the following details were found in a resume published in, "Who's Who in America,1934-1935").


Organizations: President of the National Association of Dean of Students, 1934-1935; Pi Kappa Alpha; Democrat; Methodist; Scottish Rite Mason (32^n); Kiwanian.

IT STANDS AS GOOD REASON THAT DEAN TOLBERT NAMED HI SON AFTER HIS GR-FATHER.

Children of HELOISE BOWYER and GARLAND HANDLEY are:
61. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY3 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
62. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

42. EGBERT NAPOLIAN7 BOWYER (EGBERT JEROME6, ANNA BURTON5 ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born December 05, 1900 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, and died April 1975 in TARPON SPRINGS, FL. He married (1) HAZEL GREEN HEARON Abt. 1925 in ?. She was born Unknown. He married (2) Greta ?. Bet. 1937 - 1940 in ?. She was born Unknown in TARPON SPRINGS, FL., and died December 28, 1988.

Child of EGBERT BOWYER and HAZEL HEARON is:
   i. EGBERT NAPOLIAN BOWYER8 JR, b. Abt. 1928.

43. ERNEST JEROME7 BOWYER (EGBERT JEROME6, ANNA BURTON5 ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born October 02, 1903 in TAMPA , HILLSBORA , FL., and died Abt. May 17, 1988 in GAINESVILLE, ALACHUA, FL.. He married DOROTHY RYAN Unknown, daughter of FLORENCE. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown.

More About ERNEST JEROME BOWYER:
Burial: May 20, 1988, EVERGREEN CEMETERY

Notes for DOROTHY RYAN:
ADOPTED HER BROTHERS TWO BOYS WHEN THEIR PARENTS WERE KILLED IN A PLANE CRASH.

Children of ERNEST BOWYER and DOROTHY RYAN are:
   i. JERRY8 BOWYER, b. Unknown.
   ii. PAT BOWYER, b. Unknown.
   iii. MIKE BOWYER, b. Unknown; Adopted child.
   iv. PETE BOWYER, b. Unknown; Adopted child.

Generation No. 8
More About WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS:

ETHEL BLANC July 18, 1943 in SAN BERNARDINO, CA. She was born July 05, 1923 in SHILLONG, RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA, and died April 26, 1996 in HILO, HAWAII, HAWAII. He married DORIS

More About MILDRED JANE HENRY:

Fact 1: 1/2 COUSIN WIDOW OF DR. JONATHON B. HENRY
Fact 3: SHE WAS THE DAUGHTER OF MR.& MRS.
Fact 4: HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS

Children of HENRY Sr. and MILDRED HENRY are:
i. HENRY GARLAND ROBERTS, b. September 13, 1809; m. MILDRED JANE HENRY.

More About MILDRED JANE HENRY:
Fact 1: 1/2 COUSIN WIDOW OF DR. JONATHON B. HENRY
Fact 3: SHE WAS THE DAUGHTER OF MR.& MRS.
Fact 4: HENRY DAWSON ROBERTS

ii. MARGUERITE LOUISE ROBERTS, b. January 17, 1915.

More About MARGUERITE LOUISE ROBERTS:
Fact 1: Private

45. GEORGIA PALMER ROBERTS (HENRY PALMER, HENRY GARLAND, SHELTON, JOSEPH C., JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born September 10, 1879. She married FRANK M. KULP September 03, 1904 in ?.

Children of GEORGIA ROBERTS and FRANK KULP are:
i. FRANK PALMER KULP, b. July 20, 1905.
ii. CHARLES GORDON KULP, b. June 10, 1909.
iii. WILLIAM HILL KULP, b. May 19, 1912.
iv. JAMES MONOR KULP, b. November 18, 1913.
v. GEORGIA BERNICE KULP, b. December 18, 1915.
vi. BERNARD PENN KULP, b. December 18, 1915.

46. MARK ROBERTS JACKSON (CLAIRA SUE ROBERTS, HENRY GARLAND, SHELTON, JOSEPH C., JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born March 11, 1884. He married ELIZABETH BALDWIN Unknown.

Children of MARK JACKSON and ELIZABETH BALDWIN are:
i. ELIZABETH SUSIE JACKSON, b. July 21, 1911.
ii. MARY BALDWIN JACKSON, b. October 28, 1912.
iii. MARK ROBERTS JACKSON JR., b. October 10, 1914.

47. ELMER HUBERT ROBERTS (CHARLES EDWARD, HENRY GARLAND, SHELTON, JOSEPH C., JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born August 26, 1897, and died WFT Est. 1898-1987. He married SARA ANN LEGG Abt. 1929, daughter of LEANDER LEGG and CHARLOTTE RUNION. She was born Abt. 1908, and died November 02, 2003 in CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

Child of ELMER ROBERTS and SARA LEGG is:
i. HUBERT H ROBERTS, JR., b. Abt. 1923, CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.

48. WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS (THELMA GOLDA CAMPBELL, WALTER CAMPBELL ROBERTS, NATHANIEL HARDIN, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born October 02, 1922 in RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA, and died April 26, 1996 in HILO, HAWAII, HAWAII. He married DORIS

More About WALTER NEWTON EDWARDS:
Burial: HILO NATIONAL CEMETERY II, HILO, HAWAII

More About DORIS ETHEL BLANC:
Burial: HILLSIDE MEMORIAL PARK, REDLANDS, SAN BERNARDINO, CA

Child of WALTER EDWARDS and DORIS BLANC is:
  i. DONALD NEWTON EDWARDS, b. September 08, 1944, St JOHNS HOSP. SANTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES, CA; m. SHIRLEY CHARLENE HAMON, October 22, 1966, 12345 CEDER AVE, CHINO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA; b. August 28, 1943, St JOSEPH'S HOSP. ORANGE CO., CA.

49. LOUVEJENNINGS (VIRGINIA7 CAMPBELL, WALTER CAMPBELL6 ROBERTS, NATHANIEL HARDIN5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born August 22, 1925 in RIALTO, SAN BERNARDINO, CA, and died Abt. 1999 in PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO, CA. She married WAYNE MC CABE 1944 in , , L.A., CA. He was born in , , KANSAS, and died Abt. 2000.

Notes for WAYNE MC CABE:
DURING WWII WAYNE ALSO SERVED IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC THEATER. LATER WAYNE AND LOUVE WORKED AT NORTHRUP AIRCRAFT. WAYNE ALSO HAD THREE BROTHERS.

Children of LOUVE JENNINGS and WAYNE MC CABE are:
  i. MARKE WAYNE MC CABE, b. October 03, 1945; d. February 28, 1968, QUANG TRI PROV, VIETNAM.
    Notes for MARKE WAYNE MC CABE:
  ii. MICHAEL MC CABE, b. 1947.
    Notes for MICHAEL MC CABE:
    SERVED IN VIETNAM AS A TANK CREW MEMBER AT CAMP CARROL IN QUANG TRI PROV. MICHAEL SUFFERED WOUNDS WHEN THE TANK WAS BLOWN UP IN COMBAT. AS A RESULT OF THOSE INJURIES HE NOW HAS EAR PROBLEMS, BUT OWENS HIS OWN ELECTRICAL BUSINESS INALVISO, CA WHICH HE BUILT IN 1981.

50. DAVID ROBERTCAMPBELL (ROBERT WALTER7, WALTER CAMPBELL6 ROBERTS, NATHANIEL HARDIN5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born June 30, 1935 in LOS ANGELES, LOS ANGELES, CA. He married LUCILLE LORRAINE ROSE March 14, 1964 in BRUSH PRAIRIE, WA, daughter of ALBERT ROSE and PATIENCE ABERNATHY. She was born February 21, 1935 in COLVILLE, WA.

Children of DAVID CAMPBELL and LUCILLE ROSE are:
  63. i. BRIAN9 CAMPBELL, b. July 22, 1968, LONGVIEW, WA.
    ii. BARRY CAMPBELL, b. December 01, 1969.

51. HAZELGOFF (CLYDE BESSIE7 ROBERTS, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born May 29, 1912 in MARTINS BRANCH, KANAWHA, WV. She married (1) CLYDE FORBES. He died March 07, 1995. She married (2) CHESTER C. THOMAS. He died August 17, 1985.

Children of HAZEL GOFF and CHESTER THOMAS are:
  64. i. CHARLES LEE9 THOMAS, b. December 18, 1936, , WV.
  65. ii. JAMES HENRY THOMAS, b. May 22, 1941, , WV.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

52. William Ray⁸ Goff (Clyde Bessie⁷ Roberts, William Henry⁶, William Granderson⁵, Henry Dawson⁴, Joseph³, John², John Alexander¹) was born January 25, 1918, and died July 08, 2000. He married Patricia Holtz.

Children of William Goff and Patricia Holtz are:
   i. William Ray⁸ Goff.
   ii. Barbara Goff, m. ? Mangus.
   iii. Kathy Goff, m. ? Jacobs.

53. Charles⁸ Goff (Clyde Bessie⁷ Roberts, William Henry⁶, William Granderson⁵, Henry Dawson⁴, Joseph³, John², John Alexander¹) was born August 05, 1920. He married Mary Kathryn Wood.

Child of Charles Goff and Mary Wood is:
   i. Steve⁹ Goff.

54. Fred Lewis⁸ Goff (Clyde Bessie⁷ Roberts, William Henry⁶, William Granderson⁵, Henry Dawson⁴, Joseph³, John², John Alexander¹) was born June 14, 1925, and died March 22, 1995. He married Mary Jane Sprouse.

Children of Fred Goff and Mary Sprouse are:
   i. David⁹ Goff.
   ii. Carolyn Goff.
   iii. Dale Goff.
   iv. Roger Goff.

55. William Knight⁸ Roberts, Jr. (William Knight⁷, William Henry⁶, William Granderson⁵, Henry Dawson⁴, Joseph³, John², John Alexander¹) was born July 25, 1925 in Dunbar, Kanawha, WV. He married (1) Martha Fitch July 31, 1946 in Catlettsburg, KY. She was born September 22, 1924 in Hamilton, Butler, Ill. He married (2) Edith Wadell Quinn October 01, 1996 in Reno, Washoe, NV. She was born February 18, 1938 in Hamilton, Butler, OH.

More About Martha Fitch:
Burial: Sutter, CA

Children of William Roberts and Martha Fitch are:
66. i. Mary Lou¹⁰ Roberts, b. February 07, 1947, Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.
67. ii. Martha Sue Roberts, b. January 07, 1948, Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.
68. iii. William Knight Roberts III, b. January 02, 1950, Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.

56. Lula Alice⁸ Roberts (William Knight⁷, William Henry⁶, William Granderson⁵, Henry Dawson⁴, Joseph³, John², John Alexander¹) was born 1928 in Dunbar, Kanawha, WV. She married Arthur George Phillips August 07, 1948 in Oakland, Garret, MD. He was born January 02, 1929 in Star City, WV, and died November 07, 2002 in Dunbar, Kanawha, WV.

More About Arthur George Phillips:
Burial: Dunbar, Kanawha, WV

Children of Lula Roberts and Arthur Phillips are:
70. i. Georgia Anne¹⁰ Phillips, b. April 01, 1949, Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
   ii. Arthur George Phillips, Jr, b. April 01, 1949, Charleston, Kanawha, WV; d. Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
   iii. Catherine Marie Phillips, b. October 09, 1950, Charleston, Kanawha, WV.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

57. EMMA LOUISE\textsuperscript{8} ROBERTS (WILLIAM KNIGHT\textsuperscript{9}, WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 02, 1930 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV. She married BOBBY LOYD NICHOLS November 15, 1952 in Dunbar, WV. He was born April 07, 1925 in , FAYETTE, WV, and died September 07, 1997 in INDIANAPOLIS, , IN.

Children of EMMA ROBERTS and BOBBY NICHOLS are:
   i. BOBBY LOYD\textsuperscript{9} NICHOLS, b. October 05, 1953, CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV.
   ii. LINDA MARIE NICHOLS, b. November 03, 1957, CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV.

58. NANCY SUE\textsuperscript{8} ROBERTS (WILLIAM KNIGHT\textsuperscript{9}, WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 23, 1934 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV, and died July 30, 2000 in St Albans, Kanawha, WV. She married CHARLES LACY February 24, 1956 in Dunbar, WV.

More About NANCY SUE ROBERTS:
Burial: DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV

Children of NANCY ROBERTS and CHARLES LACY are:
72. i. KAREN LYNN\textsuperscript{9} LACY, b. June 14, 1957, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, LOS ANGELES, CA.
73. ii. BRENA SUE LACY, b. June 05, 1959, CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.
   iii. CHARLES BRIAN LACY, b. July 21, 1962, COLUMBUS, , OH.
74. iv. WILLIAM PAUL LACY, b. August 28, 1963, COLUMBUS, , OH.

59. RUTH LOUISE\textsuperscript{8} ROBERTS (FRED SLIDE\textsuperscript{2}, WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 16, 1923 in CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV. She married CHARLES MALONEY. He was born September 22, 1923.

Children of RUTH ROBERTS and CHARLES MALONEY are:
   i. BRIDGET LOUISE\textsuperscript{10} MALONEY, b. January 23, 1947, CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV; m. REV. LAWTON POSEY.
   ii. MOLLY MALONEY, b. December 12, 1949, CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV.
   iii. CHARLES FREDrick MALONEY, b. June 10, 1954, CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV; m. CATHY NG.

60. BETTY MAE\textsuperscript{8} ROBERTS (RUSSELL EMMIT\textsuperscript{7}, WILLIAM HENRY\textsuperscript{6}, WILLIAM GRANDERSON\textsuperscript{5}, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 27, 1923. She married (1) JOHN WILLIAM WALLS. He was born January 22, 1908. She married (2) DAVID MAXWELL ASHLEY. He was born March 05, 1915.

Child of BETTY ROBERTS and DAVID ASHLEY is:
75. i. DAVID ROGER\textsuperscript{8} ASHLEY, b. June 05, 1945.

61. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{8} TOLBERT (HELoise ERNESTINE\textsuperscript{7} BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME\textsuperscript{6}, ANNA BURTON\textsuperscript{5} ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON\textsuperscript{4}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{3}, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVERAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.
Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:
76. i. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL.
77. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
78. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

62. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY (HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla., My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise
(Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chambree, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ). From that time on I was a;
- Hotel desk clerk
- Oil Co. delivery-man
- Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
- Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
- " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.a.
- " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washeterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
- S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
- Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
- Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows:

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.
THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED. SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER
CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERESOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.

More About Martha Alice Williamson:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONA (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Children of William Handley and Martha Williamson are:
79. i. Ruby Heloise Handley, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
80. ii. Sara Lynn Handley, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
81. iii. Julia Annette Handley, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

Generation No. 9

63. Brian Campbell (David Robert, Robert Walter, Walter Campbell Roberts, Nathaniel Hardin, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born July 22, 1968 in Longview, WA.
He married Malessa Sallee January 28, 1989 in Battle Ground, WA, daughter of Raymond Sallee and Shirley Pelletier.

Children of Brian Campbell and Malessa Sallee are:
  i. Jessie Campbell, b. May 22, 1986, Portland, OR.
  ii. Keegan Campbell, b. June 03, 1990, Portland, OR.
  iii. Jordan Campbell, b. January 10, 1992, Portland, OR.
  iv. Rogan Campbell, b. September 11, 1993, Portland, OR.
  v. Riley Campbell, b. February 20, 1996, Portland, OR.

64. Charles Lee Thomas (Hazel Goff, Clyde Bessie Roberts, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born December 18, 1936 in , , WV.
He married (1) Patricia Collard. He married (2) Susan Shaw.

Children of Charles Thomas and Patricia Collard are:
  i. Carrie Leigh Thomas, m. Dave Metz.
  ii. Todd Allen Thomas, m. Kathy ?.

65. James Henry Thomas (Hazel Goff, Clyde Bessie Roberts, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born May 22, 1941 in , , WV.
He married (1) Marlene Brewbaker. He married (2) Karen Johnson. He married (3) Judy Davis.

Child of James Thomas and Karen Johnson is:

Child of James Thomas and Judy Davis is:
  ii. Stephanie Thomas.

66. Mary Lou Roberts (William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born February 07, 1947 in Dunbar, Kanawha, WV. She married Vernon Turner June 14, 1968 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. He was born February 23, 1948 in Chico, Butte, CA.
Children of MARY ROBERTS and VERNON TURNER are:
   i. AARON GEOFFR TURNER, b. December 31, 1971; m. ALISON STRICKLER, December 09, 2000, Maui, , Hawaii.
   82. ii. DAVID CRISTOPHER TURNER, b. February 14, 1975, Mt View, , CA.
   83. iii. NATHANIEL JAMES TURNER, b. April 05, 1978.
   84. iv. NICHOLAS JAY TURNER, b. April 05, 1978, Petaluma, , CA.

67. MARTHA SUE9 ROBERTS (WILLIAM KNIGHT8, WILLIAM KNIGHT7, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born January 07, 1948 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV. She married HARRY MICHEAL JOHNER February 17, 1967 in , NEVADA, CA.

Children of MARTHA ROBERTS and HARRY JOHNER are:
   85. i. KATHRYN DENISE10 JOHNER, b. December 28, 1967, YUBA CITY, SUTTER, CA.
   86. ii. KIMBERLY DIANE JOHNER, b. March 22, 1974, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.
   87. iii. WILLIAM MICHAEL JOHNER, b. April 27, 1976, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.

68. WILLIAM KNIGHT9 ROBERTS III (WILLIAM KNIGHT8, WILLIAM KNIGHT7, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born January 02, 1950 in DUNBAR, KANAWHA, WV. He married EVELINE LA MONTAGNE August 02, 1981 in YUBA CITY, SUTTER, CA.

Children of WILLIAM ROBERTS and EVELINE LA MONTAGNE are:
   i. JEREMY Q.10 ROBERTS, b. May 04, 1971, SAN LEANDRO , CA.
   88. ii. AMBRA A. ROBERTS, b. October 15, 1972, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.
   iii. JASON D. ROBERTS, b. October 24, 1981, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.

69. SALLY ANN9 ROBERTS (WILLIAM KNIGHT8, WILLIAM KNIGHT7, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born March 02, 1955 in LOS ANGELESE, LA, CA. She married TED KARNEGAS.

Children of SALLY ROBERTS and TED KARNEGAS are:
   i. ARESTEDES10 KARNEGAS, b. July 26, 1984, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.
   ii. ANDREA MARIE KARNEGAS, b. September 10, 1986, YUBA CITY ,SUTTER , CA.

70. GEORGIA ANNE9 PHILLIPS (LULA ALICE8 ROBERTS, WILLIAM KNIGHT7, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born April 01, 1949 in CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV. She married CHARLES EDWARDS DEBOIS September 04, 1971.

Children of GEORGIA PHILLIPS and CHARLES DEBOIS are:
   89. i. CHARLES EDWARD10 DEBOIS, b. May 27, 1973.
   ii. MATHW PHILLIP DEBOIS, b. January 29, 1975, LACONIA, , NH; m. MELISSA LEE BESSETTE; b. June 13, 1975, MIDDLEBURY, , VT.
   iii. JEFFERY PETER DEBOIS, b. November 07, 1981.

71. CATHERINE MARIE9 PHILLIPS (LULA ALICE8 ROBERTS, WILLIAM KNIGHT7, WILLIAM HENRY6, WILLIAM GRANDERSON5, HENRY DAWSON4, JOSEPH3, JOHN2, JOHN ALEXANDER1) was born October 09, 1950 in CHARLESTON , KANAWHA, WV. She married KARL PHILLIP REITZ March 26, 1970.

Children of CATHERINE PHILLIPS and KARL REITZ are:
   i. WHITNEY ELAINE10 REITZ, b. October 03, 1970, S. CHARLESTON, KANAWHA, WV.
   ii. AMY CATHERINE REITZ, b. July 12, 1973, LACONIA, , NH.
   iii. DANIEL KARL REITZ, b. September 30, 1975, LACONIA, , NH.

Child of Karen Lacy and Scott Monty is:
   i. Chase Luis Monty, b. April 08, 1996, Dünbar, Kanawha, WV.

73. Brenda Sue Lacy (Nancy Sue Roberts, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born June 05, 1959 in Charleston, Kanawha, WV. She married (1) Brown. She married (2) Craig Conolly. He was born December 06, 1960.

Children of Brenda Lacy and Brown are:
   i. Stephanie Elaine Brown, b. October 07, 1975, Dünbar, Kanawha, WV.

74. William Paul Lacy (Nancy Sue Roberts, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born August 28, 1963 in Columbus, OH. He married Kimberly Buchannan. She was born November 12, 1958.

Child of William Lacy and Kimberly Buchannan is:


Child of David Ashley and Susan Reed is:

76. Robert Arthur Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley, Heloise Ernestine Bowyer, Egbert Jerome, Anna Burton Roberts, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born October 27, 1944 in Troy, Pike, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in Luverne, Crenshaw, AL. He married Martha Gail Pruitt July 25, 1962 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , Etowah, AL.

More About Robert Arthur Tolbert:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: While officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: In Luverne, AL.

Children of Robert Tolbert and Martha Pruitt are:
   92. Karen Michelle Tolbert, b. October 19, 1970, Troy, Pike, AL.

77. Patrick Wright Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley, Heloise Ernestine Bowyer, Egbert Jerome, Anna Burton Roberts, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born October 25, 1945 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Linda Carole Proctor June 26, 1971 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in Talladega, AL.

Children of Patrick Tolbert and Linda Proctor are:
   ii. Seth Manning Tolbert, b. April 26, 1984.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

78. Thomas William Tolbert\(^9\) (R L Handley To Robert Handley\(^8\) Tolbert, Heloise Ernestine\(^7\) Bowyer, Egbert Jerome\(^6\), Anna Burton\(^5\) Roberts, Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born March 12, 1947 in Troy, Pike, AL. He married Karol Ann Pate February 12, 1983 in Jacksonville, Duval, FL, daughter of Irving Pate and Doris Turnquist. She was born January 01, 1955 in Walnut Creek, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of Thomas and Karol Pate is:

79. Ruby Heloise\(^9\) Handley (William Bowyer\(^8\), Heloise Ernestine\(^7\) Bowyer, Egbert Jerome\(^6\), Anna Burton\(^5\) Roberts, Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born October 05, 1953 in Clayton, Rabun, GA. She married Charles Andrew Wilson December 19, 1981 in Riverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in Rome, Floyd, Georgia.

Child of Ruby Handley and Charles Wilson is:

80. Sara Lynn\(^9\) Handley (William Bowyer\(^8\), Heloise Ernestine\(^7\) Bowyer, Egbert Jerome\(^6\), Anna Burton\(^5\) Roberts, Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born January 12, 1959 in Rome, Floyd, Georgia. She married Bruce William Taylor November 22, 1989 in Atlanta, Fulton, GA, son of Gordon Taylor and Virginia Skivers. He was born May 08, 1949 in Columbus, Franklin, OH.

Child of Sara Handley and Bruce Taylor is:

81. Julia Annette\(^9\) Handley (William Bowyer\(^8\), Heloise Ernestine\(^7\) Bowyer, Egbert Jerome\(^6\), Anna Burton\(^5\) Roberts, Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born February 05, 1969 in Clayton, Rabun, GA. She married William Curtis McEntire March 18, 1989 in Tallulah Falls, Habersham, GA, son of Charles McEntire and Barbara. He was born January 02, 1965 in Toccoa, Stephens, GA.

Children of Julia Handley and William McEntire are:
   i. Tyler William\(^10\) McEntire, b. March 04, 1991, Toccoa, Stephens, GA.
   ii. Seth Handley McEntire, b. March 25, 1993, Northeast Georgia Medical Center, Gainesville, GA.

Generation No. 10

82. David Christopher\(^10\) Turner (Mary Lou\(^8\) Roberts, William Knight\(^8\), William Henry\(^6\), William Granderson\(^5\), Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born February 14, 1975 in Mt View, , CA. He married Rutheller Bamberger April 17, 1999 in Reno, , NV.

Child of David Turner and Rutheller Bamberger is:
   i. Sabrina Cristine\(^11\) Turner, b. October 02, 1999, Santa Rosa, , CA.

83. Nathaniel James\(^10\) Turner (Mary Lou\(^9\) Roberts, William Knight\(^8\), William Henry\(^6\), William Granderson\(^5\), Henry Dawson\(^4\), Joseph\(^3\), John\(^2\), John Alexander\(^1\)) was born April 05, 1978. He married Alisia Mae Clemons June 03, 2000 in South Lake Tahoe, , NV.

Children of Nathaniel Turner and Alisia Clemons are:
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84. NICHOLAS JAY Turner (Mary Lou Roberts, William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born April 05, 1978 in Petaluma, CA.

Child of Nicholas Jay Turner is:

85. KATHRYN DENISE Johner (Martha Sue Roberts, William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born December 28, 1967 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. She married George Ernest Magenheimer May 24, 1986 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. He was born June 30, 1966 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA.

Children of Kathryn Johner and George Magenheimer are:
   i. CHRISTOPHER BRADLEY Magenheimer, b. March 24, 1987, Yuba City, Sutter, CA.
   ii. GEORGE MATTHEW Magenheimer, b. April 10, 1994, Yuba City, Sutter, CA.

86. KIMBERLY DIANE Johner (Martha Sue Roberts, William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born March 22, 1974 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. She married Michael Lee Rexroad September 22, 1991 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA.

Child of Kimberly Johner and Michael Rexroad is:
   i. MAKAYLA LEEANN Rexroad, b. November 01, 1996.

87. WILLIAM MICHAEL Johner (Martha Sue Roberts, William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born April 27, 1976 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. He married Kimberly Stone. She was born August 08, 1979.

Children of William Johner and Kimberly Stone are:
   i. JORDON MICHAEL Johner, b. August 26, 1997, Yuba City, Sutter, CA.
   ii. JESSICA NICOLE Johner, b. December 24, 1999, Yuba City, Sutter, CA.
   iii. JARED ELIAS Johner, b. February 13, 2001, Yuba City, Sutter, CA.

88. AMBRA A. Roberts (William Knight, William Knight, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born October 15, 1972 in Yuba City, Sutter, CA. She married Jeff Wright June 08, 1991 in Visalia, CA.

Children of Ambra Roberts and Jeff Wright are:
   i. KURTIS Wright, b. 1989, Visalia, CA.
   ii. KAYLA Wright, b. 1992, Visalia, CA.
   iii. JEFFREY Wright, b. 1995, Templeton, CA.

89. CHARLES EDWARD DeBois Jr (Georgia Anne Phillips, Lula Alice Roberts, William Knight, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born May 27, 1973. He married Brandi Nicole Howell. She was born October 14, 1974 in Newport News, VA.

Children of Charles DeBois and Brandi Howell are:
   i. ALEXA CHARLES DeBois, b. September 17, 1995.

90. LINDA LEANN Ashley (David Roger, Betty Mae Roberts, Russell Emmitt, William Henry, William Granderson, Henry Dawson, Joseph, John, John Alexander) was born January 28, 1965. She married
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

C. W. LEMMON.

Children of LINDA ASHLEY and C. LEMMON are:
   i. RICHARD LEMMON.
   ii. JAMES LEMMON.

91. ROBERT JAY TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, ANNA BURTON ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, AL.
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

92. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY, HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER, EGBERT JEROME, ANNA BURTON ROBERTS, HENRY DAWSON, JOSEPH, JOHN, JOHN ALEXANDER) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of William Sudbury

Generation No. 1

1. WILLIAM1 SUDBURY was born 1520 in Kesale, , England, and died Unknown in ?. He married KATHERYNE 1539 in Kesale, , England. She was born 1528 in Kesale, , England, and died Unknown.

Child of WILLIAM SUDBURY and KATHERYNE is:

Generation No. 2

2. THOMAS2 SUDBURY (WILLIAM1) was born Bet. 1540 - 1550 in Kesale, , England, and died February 18, 1605/06 in Kellashall, , England. He married ALICE Unknown. She was born Abt. 1540 in Of Framlingham, Suffolk, England, and died July 17, 1603 in Framlingham, S, England.

Child of THOMAS SUDBURY and ALICE is:

Generation No. 3


Child of JANE SUDBURY and THOMAS DANFORTH is:
4. i. NICHOLAS4 DANFORTH, b. March 01, 1588/89, Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng.; d. April 08, 1638, Cambridge, Middlesex, Ma..

Generation No. 4

4. NICHOLAS4 DANFORTH (JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born March 01, 1588/89 in Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng., and died April 08, 1638 in Cambridge, Middlesex, Ma.. He married ELIZABETH SYMMAS February 11, 1616/17 in FRAMLINGHAM, Suffolk, Eng.. She was born Abt. 1595 in , , , England, and died February 22, 1627/28 in Framlingham, Plumsgate, S, England.

Child of NICHOLAS DANFORTH and ELIZABETH SYMMAS is:
5. i. LIDIA5 DANFORTH, b. May 24, 1625, Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng.; d. August 16, 1686, , , Ma..

Generation No. 5

5. LIDIA5 DANFORTH (NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born May 24, 1625 in Framlingham, Suffolk, Eng., and died August 16, 1686 in , , Ma.. She married WILLIAM BEAMONT December 09, 1643 in Saybrook CT, son of WILLIAM BEAMAN and ISOBEL WELLINGTON. He was born Bet. 1607 - 1608 in Carlisle, Cumberland, Sct., and died February 04, 1698/99 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut.

Notes for LIDIA DANFORTH:
d: 9/16/1686, Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Notes for WILLIAM BEAMONT:
m: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 20  d: in Saybrook vital records, pg. 19

Child of LIDIA DANFORTH and WILLIAM BEAMONT is:

Generation No. 6

6. SAMUEL⁶ BEAMONT (LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE³ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born February 28, 1655/56 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died March 02, 1747/48 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut. He married HESTER BUCKINGHAM in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of THOMAS BUCKINGHAM and HESTHER HOSMER. She was born January 10, 1667/68 in Old Saybrook, CT, and died 1709.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAMONT:
B: Saybrook Vital Records, pg. 20

Children of SAMUEL BEAMONT and HESTER BUCKINGHAM are:
   i.  HESTER BEAMAN⁷ BEAMONT.
   ii. SAMUEL BEAMON BEAMONT, b. 1691, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. Unknown, ?.

Generation No. 7

7. SAMUEL BEAMAN⁷ BEAMONT (SAMUEL⁶, LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE³ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born 1691 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died Unknown in ?. He married MRS ABIGAIL DENNISON June 27, 1716 in Old Saybury Twp., Middlesex, Connecticut. She was born Abt. 1695 in ?, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of SAMUEL BEAMONT and ABIGAIL DENNISON are:
   i.  SAMUEL⁸ BEAMONT, b. February 23, 1731/32, Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut; d. August 09, 1789, ?.
   ii. ABYGAIL BEAMONT, b. March 27, 1717.

Generation No. 8

8. SAMUEL⁸ BEAMONT (SAMUEL⁷, SAMUEL⁶, LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE³ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born February 23, 1731/32 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, and died August 09, 1789 in ?. He married THANKFUL TOWNER February 24, 1757 in Saybrook, Middlesex, Connecticut, daughter of SAMUEL TOWNER and AMY WARD. She was born March 19, 1737/38 in Goshen, Litchfield, Conn., and died April 25, 1824 in ?.

More About THANKFUL TOWNER:
Fact 1: April 25, 1824, Died date supplied by Ches C. Thornburgh, 356 N. Maple Ave. East Orange, N.J.

Children of SAMUEL BEAMONT and THANKFUL TOWNER are:
   i.  SAMUEL⁹ BEAMONT, JR., b. February 23, 1758, HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT; d. November 27, 1837, ?.
   ii. JOHN BEAMONT, b. June 12, 1760, SAYBROOK, CT..

Generation No. 9

9. SAMUEL⁹ BEAMONT, JR. (SAMUEL⁸, SAMUEL⁷, SAMUEL⁶, LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE³ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born February 23, 1758 in HADDAM, MIDDLESEX, CT, and died November 27, 1837 in ?. He married SEABRID TOWERS Abt. 1785 in ?. She was born May 25, 1748 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Notes for SAMUEL BEAMONT, JR.:
Individual: Beaumont, Samuel
Birth date: Feb 23, 1755
Birth place: CT
CD# 100

More About SAMUEL BEAUMONT, JR.:
Fact 1: Sgt. in Continental Army
Fact 3: CD# 100

Child of SAMUEL BEAUMONT and SEABRID TOWERS is:
10. i. VIRGINIA FRANCES¹⁰ BEAUMONT, b. August 18, 1786, ?, d. May 13, 1825, ?.

Generation No. 10

10. VIRGINIA FRANCES¹⁰ BEAUMONT (SAMUEL⁹, SAMUEL⁸, SAMUEL BEAMAN⁷, SAMUEL⁶, LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE⁴ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?. She married WILLIAM ZEBULON GRIFFIN 1800 in ?, son of LEMUEL GRIFFIN and LIDIA WILEY. He was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?.

Child of VIRGINIA BEAUMONT and WILLIAM GRIFFIN is:
11. i. ELIZA SEABRID¹¹ GRIFFIN, b. May 25, 1810, , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ?

Death may have been in Oct.

Generation No. 11

11. ELIZA SEABRID¹¹ GRIFFIN (VIRGINIA FRANCES¹⁰ BEAUMONT, SAMUEL⁹, SAMUEL⁸, SAMUEL BEAMAN⁷, SAMUEL⁶, LIDIA⁵ DANFORTH, NICHOLAS⁴, JANE⁴ SUDBURY, THOMAS², WILLIAM¹) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ? Death may have been in Oct.. She married ALEXANDER WALKER HANDELEY September 23, 1830 in KANAWHA CO. VA., son of SAMUEL HANDELEY and SARAH HARMON. He was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About ELIZA SEABRID GRIFFIN:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October 26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for ALEXANDER WALKER HANDELEY:
[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDELEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:

12. i. CHARLES W^12 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G ? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.

   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.

More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:
Fact 1: February 25, 1863, DIED

viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.


Generation No. 12

12. CHARLES W^12 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABR11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES^10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL^9, SAMUEL^8, SAMUEL BEAMAN^7, SAMUEL^6, LIDIA^5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS^5, JANE^3 SUDBURY, THOMAS^2, WILLIAM^1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Broderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:

16. i. MARION LOVE^13 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
17. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
   iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLA HANDLEY.

13. VICTORIA E. HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABR11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES^10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL^9, SAMUEL^8, SAMUEL BEAMAN^7, SAMUEL^6, LIDIA^5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS^5, JANE^3 SUDBURY, THOMAS^2, WILLIAM^1) was born October 29, 1838 in PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL.
Notes for Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:

The reunion committee of the association of American Boyers placed the colonel's photograph on the 1911 reunion button;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park...where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About Napoleon Bonaparte Bowyer:

Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery

Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of Victoria Handley and Napoleon Bowyer are:

i. Frederick Bowyer, b. , Red River, Texas; d. March 30, 1898.


iii. Carl Griffin Bowyer, b. 1882, , Red River, Texas; d. 1911; m. IDA.


Notes for John Samuel Handley:

John Samuel's as well as Lida's and Shelton's graves were moved to Huntington, WV in the Woodmere Cemetery.

More About John Samuel Handley:

Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for Leah Phenten Love:

unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About Leah Phenten Love:

Burial: Woodmere Cemetery, Huntington

Children of John Handley and Leah Love are:


Notes for Beniah William Handley:

Lived with me until his death, except for the last week that he was in in nursing home [Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga.]. He died at the supper table, of a ruptured aorta.

More About Beniah William Handley:

Cause of death: ruptured aorta, anurism of

Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.

vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.

15. FRED G[12] HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID[11] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES[10] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL[9], SAMUEL[8], SAMUEL BEAMAN[7], SAMUEL[6], LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS[4], JANE[3] SUDBURY, THOMAS[2], WILLIAM[1]) was born June 13, 1849, and died 1935 in Huntington, Cabell, West Virginia (AREA). He married (1) MARY R. MORRIS. She was born 1847, and died 1929 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married (2) MARY REBECCA MORRIS, daughter of JOSEPH MORRIS and SARAH RUSSELL. She was born 1847.

More About FRED G HANDLEY:
Burial: 1935, WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

More About MARY R. MORRIS:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of FRED HANDLEY and MARY MORRIS are:
i. ERNEST[13] HANDLEY.
ii. STELLA HANDLEY, b. 1875; d. 1934, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

More About STELLA HANDLEY:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Generation No. 13


Children of MARION LOVE HANDLEY are:
ii. DAU HANDLEY, b. Unknown.


Notes for FRANK HANDLEY:
Died in State Asylum of Ohio as result of physical injury (possible blow to forehead.

Notes for AUGUSTA MAE SAUNDERS:
WAS REARED BY HER MOTHER'S SISTER Em HOLLEY AND LUM GARLIC AFTER MOTHERS DEATH. THEY HAD A DAUGHTER AND TREATED GUSTIE AS THIER OWN. SHE WAS LIVING WITH HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
23. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
24. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
26. vii. RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.
18. Leondus B.\textsuperscript{13} Handley (Charles W\textsuperscript{12}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{11} Griffin, Virginia Frances\textsuperscript{10} Beaumont, Samuel\textsuperscript{9}, Samuel\textsuperscript{8}, Samuel Beaman\textsuperscript{7}, Samuel\textsuperscript{6}, Lidia\textsuperscript{5} Danforth, Nicholas\textsuperscript{4}, Jane\textsuperscript{3} Sudbury, Thomas\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929. He married Clara Peters October 10, 1888. She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for Leondus B. Handley:
He wouldn't go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write hi name, but would write Lon's love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for Leondus Handley and Clara Peters:
Married by H. Crampton

Children of Leondus Handley and Clara Peters are:
   i. Marian Love\textsuperscript{14} Handley, m. W. Alex.

   Notes for Marian Love Handley:
   Unmarried

   iii. Vinca Handley, m. (1) Brown; m. (2) Hufford.

28. iv. Irene Handley.

19. Frank C.\textsuperscript{13} Bowyer (Victoria E\textsuperscript{12} Handley, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{11} Griffin, Virginia Frances\textsuperscript{10} Beaumont, Samuel\textsuperscript{9}, Samuel\textsuperscript{8}, Samuel Beaman\textsuperscript{7}, Samuel\textsuperscript{6}, Lidia\textsuperscript{5} Danforth, Nicholas\textsuperscript{4}, Jane\textsuperscript{3} Sudbury, Thomas\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 06, 1869 in Teays, Putnam, W.Va., and died October 18, 1925. He married Lula Baldrick. She was born March 13, 1871 in , Lounds, Ala..

Notes for Frank C. Bowyer:
Graduate of Commercial College, Kentucky University, Lexington, Kentucky.

He organized the F.C. Bowyer Company, Steamship Agents and Ship Brokers, Dealers in Phosphate Rock and Lumber. He was President of the Tampa Terminal Company, President of the Florida Investment Company, President of the Tampa Board of Trade, and was the Mayor of Tampa during the Spanish American War (1898-1899).

Children of Frank Bowyer and Lula Baldrick are:
   i. Frank Prague\textsuperscript{14} Bowyer, b. June 05, 1893, Lakeland, Fla..
   ii. Russell Baldrick Bowyer, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. Fred Louis Bowyer, b. March 12, 1900.

20. Garland Love\textsuperscript{13} Handley (John Samuel\textsuperscript{12}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{11} Griffin, Virginia Frances\textsuperscript{10} Beaumont, Samuel\textsuperscript{9}, Samuel\textsuperscript{8}, Samuel Beaman\textsuperscript{7}, Samuel\textsuperscript{6}, Lidia\textsuperscript{5} Danforth, Nicholas\textsuperscript{4}, Jane\textsuperscript{3} Sudbury, Thomas\textsuperscript{2}, William\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 24, 1885 in Teays Valley, Putnam, W.Va., and died November 03, 1980 in Toccoa, Stephens, Ga.. He married Heloise Ernestine Bowyer April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of Ebright Bowyer and Margaret Lafontisee. She was born May 09, 1895 in Winter Park, Orange, Fl., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

More About Garland Love Handley:
Cause of Death: Heart Attack

Notes for Heloise Ernestine Bowyer:
Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was his grandpa.

Gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa Charles William Handley.

He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was his grandpa.

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
29. i. R. L. HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY14 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
30. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

21. EARL SAMUEL13 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 14

22. CHARLES MARION14 HANDLEY (FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born May 18, 1896 in , Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE15 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
32. ii. GORDON15 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
33. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

23. RICHARD GOODWIN14 HANDLEY (FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
(THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Oma’s, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa’s face. Grandpa gave Dick a “tongue lashing”. Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

CHILDREN

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:

34. i. VIRGINIAHANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
35. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

24. CLARK WALKERHANDLEY (FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAKER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAKER are:

i. LEONA MAEHANDLEY, b. May 30, 1926.
36. ii. LOWELL HANDLEY, b. January 03, 1928.
37. iii. DONALD HANDLEY, b. November 28, 1929.
38. iv. ROBERT HANDLEY, b. October 16, 1933.

25. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINEHANDLEY (FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELOW. She was born June 09, 1907, and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELOW are:

39. i. CHARLES RICHARDHANDLEY.
40. ii. MARIAN 'MARNEY HANDLEY, b. June 25, 1943.

26. RUTH OLIVIAKENDRICK (FRANK13 HANDLEY, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:

41. i. LINDAHANDLEY, b. November 22, 1941.
ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALI; b. December 10, 1954.

27. EVERETTE LESTERHANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
They lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:

i. GENEVIEVEHANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

28. IRENEHANDLEY (LEONIDUS B.13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT,
Children of IRENE HANDLEY and LOY are:
   i. FLOYD ‘TWIN’ LOY.
   ii. CHARLES ‘TWIN’ LOY.

29. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY14 TOLBERT (GARLAND LOVE13 HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL12, ELIZA SEABRIDGE11 GRiffin, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL7, SAMUEL6, IDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 21, 1919. He married LUNA MARGARET EVAGE October 09, 1943 in FALMOUTH, , MASS. She was born September 19, 1923 in GLENWOOD, CRENSHAW, AL.

Notes for R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, FL, Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants asso.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER’S SECOND SPOUSE
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of R TOLBERT and LUNA EVERAGE are:

42. i. ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENshaw, AL.

43. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT TOLBERT, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.

44. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.

iv. GARY MACK TOLBERT, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

30. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY (GARLAND LOVE, JOHN SAMUEL, ELIZA SEABRID, GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES BEAumont, SAMUEL, SAMUEL, SAMUEL BEAMAN, SAMUEL, LIDIA DANFORTH, NICHOLAS, JANE SUDbury, THOMAS, WILLIAM) was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression.. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. . While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. ( A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, ( # 2 ). From that time on I was a hotel desk clerk.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fl.
" " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala. .

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. . After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were;
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;
The Family Bible
Family cemetery ( ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA , COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF
THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN
1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.
THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER
WAS MOVED THERE.
WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST
CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE
ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.
SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHS.
MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT
HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED.
SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER
CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.
SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT
TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERE SOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN
CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND
RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.
SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO
DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.
More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA
Children of WILLIAM HANDLEY and MARTHA WILLIAMSON are:
45. i. RUBY HELOISE15 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..
46. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
47. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

31. ALICE LOVE14 HANDLEY (EARL SAMUEL13, JOHN SAMUEL12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10
BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL5, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY,
THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born November 10, 1920. She married (1) WALTER LESLIE SLATER August 1940. He
died August 13, 1943 in NAVAL ACTION - WORLD WAR II. She married (2) JOHN W. SLATON March 17,
1951.
Notes for ALICE LOVE HANDLEY:
WORKED AT DU PONT NEOPRENE PLANT IN LABORATORY UNTIL MARRAGE TO JOHN SLATON
JOHN, LOVEY AND LINDA MOVED TO PARK FOREST, ILL. A SUBURB OF CHICAGO JUNE 1952
THEY MOVED TO CINCINNATI.
9-1953 THEY MOVED TO LAKEWOOD, OHIO A SUBURB OF CLEVELAND, OH. WHERE CAROLYN
LEE SLATON WAS BORN.
AFTER VARIOUS MOVES, THEY MOVED TO SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH. (AGAIN CLEVELAND) IN 1968.

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MALISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE15 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 15

32. GORDON15 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY16 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

33. DARRELL15 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
   48. i. SHARON16 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

34. VIRGINIA15 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   49. i. SANDRA K16 DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
   50. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
   51. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

35. ROLLAND BRUBAKER15 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN ‘LYNN’ THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
   52. i. CRAIG16 HANDLEY.
      ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
      iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
   53. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.
36. Lowell15 Handley (Clark Walker14, Frank13, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) was born January 03, 1928. He married Janice. She was born 1931.

Children of Lowell Handley and Janice are:

37. Donald15 Handley (Clark Walker14, Frank13, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) was born November 28, 1929. He married Ann ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of Donald Handley and Ann ? are:

38. Robert15 Handley (Clark Walker14, Frank13, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) was born October 16, 1933. He married June ?.

Child of Robert Handley and June ? is:
   56. i. Kimberly16 Handley, Adopted child.

39. Charles Richard15 Handley (James Columbus Blaine14, Frank13, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) He married June ?.

Children of Charles Handley and June ? are:
   i. Joyce16 Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. Steven Nagy.
   ii. Grace Irene Handley.

40. Marian Marney15 Handley (James Columbus Blaine14, Frank13, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) was born June 25, 1943. She married Nelson Lumm.

Children of Marian Handley and Nelson Lumm are:

41. Linda15 Horine (Ruth Olivia14 Kendrick, Frank13 Handley, Charles W12, Eliza Seabrid11 Griffin, Virginia Frances10 Beaumont, Samuel9, Samuel8, Samuel Beam17, Samuel6, Lidia5 Danforth, Nicholas4, Jane3 Sudbury, Thomas2, William1) was born November 22, 1941. She married Arlen Aukerman. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of Linda Horine and Arlen Aukerman are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

42. ROBERT ARTHUR\[^{15}\] TOLBERT (R L HANLEY TO ROBERT HANLEY\[^{14}\], GARLAND LOVE\[^{13}\] HANLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\[^{13}\], ELIZA SEABRID\[^{11}\] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\[^{10}\] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\[^{9}\], SAMUEL\[^{8}\], SAMUEL BEAMAN\[^{7}\], SAMUEL\[^{6}\], LIDIA\[^{5}\] DANFORTH, NICHOLAS\[^{5}\], JANE\[^{3}\] SUDBURY, THOMAS\[^{2}\], WILLIAM\[^{1}\]) was born October 27, 1944 in TROY, PIKE, AL, and died January 16, 1990 in LUVERNE, CRENSHAW, AL. He married MARTHA GAIL PRUITT July 25, 1962 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in ETOWAH, AL.

More About ROBERT ARTHUR TOLBERT:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, AL.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
58. i. ROBERT JAY\[^{16}\] TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).
59. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

43. PATRICK WRIGHT\[^{15}\] TOLBERT (R L HANLEY TO ROBERT HANLEY\[^{14}\], GARLAND LOVE\[^{13}\] HANLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\[^{13}\], ELIZA SEABRID\[^{11}\] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\[^{10}\] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\[^{9}\], SAMUEL\[^{8}\], SAMUEL BEAMAN\[^{7}\], SAMUEL\[^{6}\], LIDIA\[^{5}\] DANFORTH, NICHOLAS\[^{5}\], JANE\[^{3}\] SUDBURY, THOMAS\[^{2}\], WILLIAM\[^{1}\]) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, , AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

44. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT\[^{15}\] TOLBERT (R L HANLEY TO ROBERT HANLEY\[^{14}\] TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE\[^{13}\] HANLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\[^{12}\], ELIZA SEABRID\[^{11}\] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\[^{10}\] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\[^{9}\], SAMUEL\[^{8}\], SAMUEL BEAMAN\[^{7}\], SAMUEL\[^{6}\], LIDIA\[^{5}\] DANFORTH, NICHOLAS\[^{5}\], JANE\[^{3}\] SUDBURY, THOMAS\[^{2}\], WILLIAM\[^{1}\]) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER\[^{16}\] TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

45. RUBY HELOISE\[^{15}\] HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\[^{14}\], GARLAND LOVE\[^{13}\], JOHN SAMUEL\[^{12}\], ELIZA SEABRID\[^{11}\] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\[^{10}\] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\[^{9}\], SAMUEL\[^{8}\], SAMUEL BEAMAN\[^{7}\], SAMUEL\[^{6}\], LIDIA\[^{5}\] DANFORTH, NICHOLAS\[^{5}\], JANE\[^{3}\] SUDBURY, THOMAS\[^{2}\], WILLIAM\[^{1}\]) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:

46. SARA LYNN\[^{15}\] HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\[^{14}\], GARLAND LOVE\[^{13}\], JOHN SAMUEL\[^{12}\], ELIZA SEABRID\[^{11}\] GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES\[^{10}\] BEAUMONT, SAMUEL\[^{9}\], SAMUEL\[^{8}\], SAMUEL BEAMAN\[^{7}\], SAMUEL\[^{6}\], LIDIA\[^{5}\] DANFORTH, NICHOLAS\[^{5}\], JANE\[^{3}\] SUDBURY, THOMAS\[^{2}\], WILLIAM\[^{1}\]) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN , OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

47. JULIA ANNETTE15 HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER14, GARLAND LOVE13, JOHN SAMUEL12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM16 McENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH McENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 16

48. SHARON16 HANDLEY (DARRELL15, CHARLES MARION14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born December 14, 1949. She married CHUCK PETTY. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON HANDLEY and CHUCK PETTY is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER17 PETTY, b. November 21, 1968.

49. SANDRA K16 DAFLER (VIRGINIA15 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born December 03, 1945. She married WILLIAM HILDEBOLT.

Children of SANDRA DAFLER and WILLIAM HILDEBOLT are:
   i. BODIE17 HILDEBOLT, b. May 01, 1960.

50. ANN KATHRYN16 DAFLER (VIRGINIA15 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN DAFLER and JOHN EXLINE are:
   i. ADAM17 EXLINE, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN EXLINE, b. December 21, 1981.

51. RICHARD16 DAFLER (VIRGINIA15 HANDLEY, RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD DAFLER and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY17 DAFLER, b. November 16, 1974.

52. CRAIG16 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER15, RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAUMONT, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG HANDLEY and LINDA ? are:
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

i.  SON17 HANDLEY.
ii.  DAUGHTER HANDLEY.

53. ZANE16 HANDLEY (ROLLAND BRUBAKER15, RICHARD GOODWIN14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAumont, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) She married CHARLES MCLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE HANDLEY:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE HANDLEY and CHARLES MCLoughlin are:
   i.  ZANEA LYNETTE17 HANDLEY-MCLoughLIN.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD HANDLEY-MCLoughLIN.

54. LAURA K16 HANDLEY (LOWELL15, CLARK WALKER14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAumont, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA HANDLEY and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i.  JOSHUA17 RANDOLPH, b. April 21, 1981.

55. SUSAN16 HANDLEY (LOWELL15, CLARK WALKER14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAumont, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i.  RALPH17 CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

56. KIMBERLY16 HANDLEY (ROBERT15, CLARK WALKER14, FRANK13, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAumont, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i.  DAUGHTER17 ?.

57. ROBIN16 AUKERMAN (LINDA15 HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA14 KENDRICK, FRANK13 HANDLEY, CHARLES W12, ELIZA SEABRID11 GRIFFIN, VIRGINIA FRANCES10 BEAumont, SAMUEL9, SAMUEL8, SAMUEL BEAMAN7, SAMUEL6, LIDIA5 DANFORTH, NICHOLAS4, JANE3 SUDBURY, THOMAS2, WILLIAM1) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUKERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUKERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i.  KIRA17 WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

Children of Robert Tolbert and Amber Henson are:
   i. Robert Houston Tolbert, b. Mobile, AL.
   ii. Carson Wayne Tolbert, b. July 17, 1996, Fairhope, Baldwin, AL.


Child of Karen Tolbert and William Powell is:
   i. Kailey Margaret Powell, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of Robert Tolbert

Generation No. 1

1. ROBERT1 TOLBERT was born 1765 in , NEWBERRY CO., SC, and died December 21, 1843 in GREENWOOD, , SC. He married NANCY RED WFT Est. 1780-1812 in SC, daughter of UNKOWN RED. She was born Abt. 1764 in ULSTER, IRELAND, and died 1856 in GREENWOOD, , SC.

Child of ROBERT TOLBERT and NANCY RED is:
2. i. ROBERT RED2 TOLBERT, b. March 08, 1808, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. June 09, 1866, , ABBEVILLE, SC.

Generation No. 2

2. ROBERT RED2 TOLBERT (ROBERT1) was born March 08, 1808 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died June 09, 1866 in , ABBEVILLE, SC. He married ANN ELIZABETH HENDERSON Abt. 1833, daughter of JOHN HENDERSON and NANCY STALLWORTH. She was born September 20, 1813 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died April 15, 1884 in , ABBEVILLE, SC.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and ANN HENDERSON are:
3. i. JOHN ROBERT3 TOLBERT, b. June 16, 1834, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. January 09, 1918, , GREENWOOD, SC.
   ii. JOSEPH W TALBERT, b. Abt. 1836, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. July 27, 1853, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
4. iii. GEORGE WHITFIELD TOLBERT, b. May 06, 1839, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. August 03, 1870, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
   iv. THOMAS NATHANIEL TOLBERT, b. August 19, 1841, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. June 09, 1915, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
   v. DAN P TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1843.
   vi. NANCY ANN TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1845, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Abt. 1901, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
   vii. ELIAS L. TALBERT, b. October 06, 1847, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. November 24, 1926, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
   viii. WALTER R. TOLBERT, b. 1852.

Generation No. 3

3. JOHN ROBERT3 TOLBERT (ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born June 16, 1834 in , EDGEFIELD, SC, and died January 09, 1918 in , GREENWOOD, SC. He married ELIZABETH POPE PAYNE 1859 in , EDGEFIELD, SC. She was born April 13, 1839 in , EDGEFIELD, SC.

Children of JOHN TOLBERT and ELIZABETH PAYNE are:
4. i. ANNA L4 TOLBERT, b. July 1861, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. September 1862, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
   ii. ROBERT RED III TOLBERT, b. May 10, 1863, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. October 28, 1938, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
   iii. THOMAS PAYNE TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1865, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
   iv. JOSEPH WARREN TOLBERT, b. June 06, 1865, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. October 18, 1946, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC.

4. GEORGE WHITFIELD3 TOLBERT (ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born May 06, 1839 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died August 03, 1870 in , ABBEVILLE, SC. He married DOROTHY JANE WATSON, daughter of JAMES WATSON and MARGARET WATSON. She was born November 28, 1842 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died August 17, 1897 in , ABBEVILLE, SC.

More About GEORGE WHITFIELD TOLBERT:
Burial: Rehoboth United Methodist Church Cemetery, Greenwood, SC
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About DOROTHY JANE WATSON:
Burial: Rehoboth United Methodist Church Cemetery, Greenwood, SC

Children of GEORGE TOLBERT and DOROTHY JANE WATSON are:
9. i. ROBERT RED TOLBERT II, b. December 06, 1860, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. February 24, 1937, , GREENWOOD, SC.
   ii. INFANT TOLBERT, b. July 13, 1862.
   iii. MAGGIE TOLBERT, b. August 05, 1863, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. July 13, 1864, , ABBEVILLE, SC.

   More About MAGGIE TOLBERT:
   Burial: Rehoboth United Methodist Church Cemetery, Greenwood, SC

10. iv. JAMES W. TOLBERT, b. August 07, 1865, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. October 08, 1944, , GREENWOOD, SC.
11. v. ELIZABETH TOLBERT, b. November 22, 1867, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. May 15, 1946, , GREENWOOD, SC.
12. vi. GEORGE R. TOLBERT, SR., b. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC.

5. THOMAS NATHANIEL TOLBERT (ROBERT RED TOLBERT, ROBERT) was born August 19, 1841 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died June 09, 1915 in , ABBEVILLE, SC. He married MARTHA JANE MORTON in ABBEVILLE, SC. She was born September 20, 1845 in , EDGEFIELD, SC, and died July 12, 1919 in , ABBEVILLE, SC.

More About THOMAS NATHANIEL TOLBERT:
Burial: Tolbert Family Cemetery, Abbeville, SC
Cause of Death: Brights Disease

Children of THOMAS TOLBERT and MARTHA MORTON are:
   i. CHARLIE BURRIS TOLBERT.
   ii. ELIZABETH TOLBERT.
   iii. MATTIE LOU TOLBERT.
   iv. EMMIE PAYNE TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1870, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. December 20, 1929, , ABBEVILLE, SC; m. UNK JONES.

Notes for EMMIE PAYNE TOLBERT:
Individual:
Harris Funeral Home Records:
Morton Acct. # 614
Name: Emmie Payne Jones
Date of Birth: not given
Birthplace: Abbeville Co., SC
Date of Death: December 18, 1929
Place of Death: Abbeville, SC
Place of Burial: Morton Family Cemetery
Date of Burial December 18, 1929
Age: 58 years
Spouse: widow
Mother's name: Martha Morton
Cause of Death: Not given
Charge to R. B. Jones
Cost of Funeral 403.00
Cash Expenditure: 26.00
Paid by Cash January 7, 1930 150.00
Paid by Cash January 18, 1930 50.00
Paid by Cash August 16, 1930 50.00
Paid by Cash October 1, 1930 35.00
Paid by Cash October 17, 1930 20.00
Paid by Cash November 17, 1930 25.00
Paid by Cash February 2, 1931 25.00
Paid by Cash March 16, 1931 50.00
Paid by Cash April 4, 1931 24.00

Title: Dr. Connie McNeil files
v. THOMAS HAWKINS TOLBERT, b. September 21, 1870, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. April 23, 1951, ABBEVILLE, SC.

vi. AUGUSTUS MORTON TOLBERT, b. June 13, 1872, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. September 30, 1927, ABBEVILLE, SC; m. JENNIE MILLER, Abt. 1890, ABBEVILLE, SC; b. September 23, 1875, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. November 16, 1959, ABBEVILLE, SC.

Notes for AUGUSTUS MORTON TOLBERT:
Individual:
Harris Funeral Home records:
Name: Augustus Morton Talbert
DOB: not given
Birthplace: Abbeville
Date of Death: September 30, 1927
Place of death: Abbeville, SC
Place of Funeral: Ebenezer Cemetery
Date of Burial: Oct.1, 1927
Age: not given (55 yrs., 3 months, 17 days
Spouse: not given
Father's name: not given
Mother's name: not given
Cause of Death: not given
Charge to Jennie Miller Tolbert
Cost of Funeral 231.50
Cash Expenditure 20.00
Paid by cash October 27, 1927 25.00
By discount November 29, 1927 20.00
By Cash November 29, 1927 100.00
By Cash March 26, 1928 106.50

Notes for JENNIE MILLER:
Notes
Individual:
Apparently she married a Clinkscales 2nd; her Tombstone calls her "Jennie M. Tolbert Clinkscales"
[Keller chart shows her born 1873. Was it 1873 or 1875? ecw]
Gray Family Data, p.21, shows only marriage to Tolbert..no children.

More About JENNIE MILLER:
Burial: Ebenezer United Methodist Church Cemetery, Abbeville, SC

13. vii. GEORGE ROBERT TOLBERT, b. April 13, 1875, ABBEVILLE, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. November 01, 1937, ABBEVILLE, EDGEFIELD, SC.

14. viii. MARTIN LUTHER TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1881, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, ABBEVILLE, SC.
ix. JOHN R TOLBERT, b. September 21, 1882, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. April 24, 1957, ABBEVILLE, SC.
x. INFANT TOLBERT, b. July 20, 1889, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. July 20, 1889, ABBEVILLE, SC.

6. ELIAS L. TALBERT (ROBERT RED TOLBERT, ROBERT) was born October 06, 1847 in EDGEFIELD, SC, and died November 24, 1926 in EDGEFIELD, SC. He married (1) UNKNOWN Bef. 1882 in ?. She was born Unknown, and died Unknown. He married (2) AGNES ROSS May 1888 in Abbeville, SC, daughter of BENJAMIN ROSS and ELIZABETH MABRY. She was born August 10, 1858 in EDGEFIELD, SC, and died February 26, 1907 in EDGEFIELD, SC.

Notes for ELIAS L. TALBERT:
HE WAS 3 YEARS OLD ON 1850 CENSUS

[Broderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.31794.17]
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Individual: Talbert, Elias L.
County/State: Abbeville Dist., SC
Page #: 1859
Year: 1850
Age: 03

The following miscellaneous information is provided about the individual: SOUTH CAROLINA

[Brøderbund Family Archive #255, Ed. 1, Land Records AL, AR, FL, LA, MI, MN, OH, WI 1790-1907, Date of Import: Sep 12, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.255.1.62043.17]

Patentee Name: Talbert, Elias
Accession Number: AL4890__.368
State: Alabama
Volume: 4890
Page: 368
Document Number: 16043
Land Office: Montgomery
Aliquot Part Reference: SENE
Section Number: 27
Township: 8 North
Range: 8 East
Meridian/Survey Area: St. Stephens Meridian
Misc. Document Number: 25312
Act/Treaty Authorizing Sale: Homestead Entry Orig.
Date Signed: Nov 22, 1897
Acreage: 0.00

The number of acres listed for this parcel of land is zero because it was sold in a transaction involving multiple parcels. To determine the actual size of the parcel, refer to the Aliquot Part Reference. Also, to determine the total acreage associated with the transaction, you can search for records that have the same document number and patentee's name on them.

Signed: Yes, the document on file at the BLM contains a signature.

[Brøderbund Family Archive #255, Ed. 1, Land Records AL, AR, FL, LA, MI, MN, OH, WI 1790-1907, Date of Import: Sep 12, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.255.1.62043.18]

Patentee Name: Talbert, Elias
Accession Number: AL4890__.368
State: Alabama
Volume: 4890
Page: 368
Document Number: 16043
Land Office: Montgomery
Aliquot Part Reference: SWNW
Section Number: 26
Township: 8 North
Range: 8 East
Meridian/Survey Area: St. Stephens Meridian
Misc. Document Number: 25312
Act/Treaty Authorizing Sale: Homestead Entry Orig.
Date Signed: Nov 22, 1897
Acreage: 80.23

Signed: Yes, the document on file at the BLM contains a signature.
NOTE
ELIAS FIRST WIFE WAS THE MOTHER OF BENJAMIN. OR ELSE

More About ELIAS L. TALBERT:
Fact 1: County/State: Abbeville Dist., SC

Notes for AGNES ROSS:
Title: Greenwood County, South Carolina Cemetery Records, Volume 1
Page: p117

Title: Cemetery photos taken November 2001

More About AGNES ROSS:
Burial: REHOBETH UNITED METHODIST CEMETERY, GREENWOOD, GREENWOOD, SC

Children of ELIAS TALBERT and AGNES ROSS are:
  i. ROBERT RED IV TOLBERT.
  ii. STEVEN M TOLBERT.
  iii. BESSIE TOLBERT.
  iv. RUBY TOLBERT.
  v. AGNES ROSS TOLBERT.
  vi. J. LESLIE N TOLBERT.
  vii. ALICE TOLBERT.
  viii. ELIAS LAKE, JR. TOLBERT.
     x. ANNIE TOLBERT, b. May 24, 1886, , GREENWOOD, SC; d. July 16, 1887, , GREENWOOD, SC.

Generation No. 4

7. ROBERT RED III TOLBERT (JOHN ROBERT3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born May 10, 1863 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died October 28, 1938 in , ABBEVILLE, SC. He married LUCY MILDRED COLLINS in ABBEVILLE, SC. She was born March 25, 1871 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died December 02, 1925 in , ABBEVILLE, SC.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and LUCY COLLINS are:
  i. SARAH MILDRED5 TOLBERT, b. July 04, 1896, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. July 03, 1897, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
  ii. GEORGE COLLINS TOLBERT, b. Abt. 1898, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
  iii. WALTER RED TOLBERT, b. March 30, 1902, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. February 22, 1928, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
  iv. LUCY GILLETTE TOLBERT, b. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
  v. JOSEPH AUGUSTUS TOLBERT, b. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
  vi. JOHN R TOLBERT, b. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC; d. Unknown, , ABBEVILLE, SC.
  vii. THOMAS PAYNE TOLBERT, b. Unknown; d. Unknown.
  viii. MARCUS POPE TOLBERT, b. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
  ix. ELIZABETH ANN TOLBERT, b. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, , EDGEFIELD, SC.
  x. JESSE MORTON TOLBERT, b. Unknown.
  xi. MARY EMMILINE TOLBERT, b. Unknown.

8. JOSEPH WARREN4 TOLBERT (JOHN ROBERT3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born June 06, 1865 in , ABBEVILLE, SC, and died October 18, 1946 in NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC. He married JULIA DELOACH. She was born January 20, 1877 in , EDGEFIELD, SC, and died November 14, 1963 in NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC.

Children of JOSEPH TOLBERT and JULIA DELOACH are:
  i. JULIA ELIZABETH5 TOLBERT, b. June 24, 1911, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC; d. August 26, 1979, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC.
ii. JOSEPH LINCOLN TOLBERT, b. March 07, 1915, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC; d. October 23, 1981, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC.

iii. WILLIAM WARREN TOLBERT, b. January 22, 1917, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC; d. May 18, 1919, NINTY SIX, GREENWOOD, SC.

9. ROBERT RED4 TOLBERT II (GEORGE WHITFIELD3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born December 06, 1860 in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died February 24, 1937 in, GREENWOOD, SC. He married ANNIE HENDERSON. She was born September 13, 1860 in, ABBEVILLE, SC, and died October 06, 1885 in, GREENWOOD, SC.

More About ANNIE HENDERSON:
Burial: First Damascus Baptist Church Cemetery, Greenwood Co., SC

Child of ROBERT TOLBERT and ANNIE HENDERSON is:
   i. HENDERSON5 TOLBERT, b. October 02, 1885, , EDGEFIELD, SC; d. June 30, 1886, , EDGEFIELD, SC.

10. JAMES W.4 TOLBERT (GEORGE WHITFIELD3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born August 07, 1865 in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died October 08, 1944 in, GREENWOOD, SC. He married (1) NANNIE BRYCE. She was born November 17, 1867 in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died January 16, 1906 in, GREENWOOD, SC. He married (2) OLIVE TOCOA LOOPER. She was born July 27, 1885 in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died December 15, 1918 in, GREENWOOD, SC.

Notes for JAMES W. TOLBERT:
1900 CENSUS HAS TALBERT

Children of JAMES TOLBERT and NANNIE BRYCE are:
   i. BRYCE5 TOLBERT.
   ii. META TOLBERT, b. 1895.
   iii. ELIZABETH TOLBERT, b. January 06, 1906, , GREENWOOD, SC.

Children of JAMES TOLBERT and OLIVE LOOPER are:
   iv. MARGARET5 TOLBERT.
   v. ALINE TOLBERT.
   vi. DOLLY JANE TOLBERT.
   vii. FRANK LOOPER TOLBERT, b. September 06, 1911, , GREENWOOD, SC.

11. ELIZABETH4 TOLBERT (GEORGE WHITFIELD3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born November 22, 1867 in, ABBEVILLE, SC, and died May 15, 1946 in, GREENWOOD, SC. She married WILLIAM HENRY NAPIER. He was born November 11, 1853 in, ABBEVILLE, SC, and died December 30, 1925 in, GREENWOOD, SC.

Notes for WILLIAM HENRY NAPIER:
In 1860 Abbeville Census, William H. is 6 years old, living with parents in Longcanes District, dwelling 463, Household 443.

In 1880 Abbeville Census William H. is 26 years of age, single, a clerk in a store, born in SC with parents born in SC, living with widowed mother in Cedar Springs district.

Children of ELIZABETH TOLBERT and WILLIAM NAPIER are:
   i. DOROTHY5 NAPIER, b. , EDGEFIELD, SC.
   ii. PEARL NAPIER, b. August 08, 1886, , EDGEFIELD, SC.

12. GEORGE R.4 TOLBERT, SR. (GEORGE WHITFIELD3, ROBERT RED2, ROBERT1) was born Unknown in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died Unknown in, ABBEVILLE, SC. He married LAURA JOSEPHINE CRISP. She was born Unknown in, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died Unknown in, EDGEFIELD, SC.
Children of GEORGE TOLBERT and LAURA CRISP are:

i. GEORGE R. TOLBERT, Jr., b. Abt. 1890, EDGEFIELD, SC; m. RUTH SEYMOUR; b. Unknown, ?.

ii. ELIZABETH TOLBERT, b. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; m. JOHN HENRY GUNN; b. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC.

iii. ANNIE WATSON TOLBERT, b. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; m. FRANK C. MORROW; b. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC; d. Unknown, EDGEFIELD, SC.

13. GEORGE ROBERT TOLBERT (THOMAS NATHANIEL, ROBERT RED, ROBERT) was born April 13, 1875 in ABBEVILLE, EDGEFIELD, SC, and died November 01, 1937 in ABBEVILLE, EDGEFIELD, SC. He married PEARL DAVIS in ABBEVILLE, SC. She was born September 23, 1882 in ABBEVILLE, SC, and died May 27, 1951 in ABBEVILLE, SC.

Child of GEORGE TOLBERT and PEARL DAVIS is:

i. PAUL PAYTON TOLBERT, b. December 13, 1904, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. June 23, 1961, ABBEVILLE, SC; m. FLORENCE A BEAUFORD, ABBEVILLE, SC; b. October 03, 1907, ABBEVILLE, SC; d. August 31, 1956, ABBEVILLE, SC.

14. MARTIN LUTHER TOLBERT (THOMAS NATHANIEL, ROBERT RED, ROBERT) was born Abt. 1881 in EDGEFIELD, SC, and died Unknown in ABBEVILLE, SC. He married MARY IVY MCILWAIN. She was born August 17, 1884 in ABBEVILLE, SC, and died April 22, 1963 in ABBEVILLE, SC.

Children of MARTIN TOLBERT and MARY McILWAIN are:

i. MARTHA TOLBERT.

ii. JAMES DARRAGH TOLBERT, b. July 08, 1919.

15. BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT (ELIAS L, ROBERT RED, ROBERT) was born February 22, 1882 in GREENWOOD, SC, and died August 1937 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married (1) KATE JENNINGS August 07, 1906 in ?. She was born Abt. 1883 in ?, and died September 23, 1931 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL. He married (2) HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER December 21, 1935 in GAINSVILLE, ALACHUA, FL, daughter of EBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTSEE. She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL, and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.

Notes for BENJAMAN ARTHUR TOLBERT:
(Most of the following details were found in a resume published in, "Who's Who in America,1934-1935").


Organizations: President of the National Association of Dean of Students, 1934-1935; Pi Kappa Alpha; Democrat; Methodist; Scottish Rite Mason (32^); Kiwanian.

IT STANDS AS GOOD REASON THAT DEAN TOLBERT NAMED HI SON AFTER HIS GR-FATHER.

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Children of BENJAMAN TOLBERT and KATE JENNINGS are:
  i. KATE3 TOLBERT, b. September 15, 1911; d. January 1978; m. DONALD DUNHAM; b. May 04, 1911; d. May 1962, St Augustine, FL.

Notes for DONALD DUNHAM:

  Individual: Dunham, Donald
  Birth date: May 4, 1911
  Death date: May 1962
  Social Security #: 266-09-3722
  State of issue: FL

More About DONALD DUNHAM:
  1: Social security # 266-09-3722

ii. ROBERT JENNINGS TOLBERT, b. Unknown.
Descendants of David Wiley

Generation No. 1

1. David Wiley was born WFT Est. 1684-1713, and died WFT Est. 1738-1798. He married Jane WFT Est. 1710-1753. She was born WFT Est. 1693-1716, and died WFT Est. 1738-1804.

Child of David Wiley and Jane is:
2. i. Allen Wiley, b. Bet. 1735 - 1740, ?, d. 1812, ?.

Generation No. 2

2. Allen (David1) was born Bet. 1735 - 1740 in ?, and died 1812 in ?. He married Eve Holtzclau Unknown, daughter of John Holtzclau and Anna Otterbach. She was born Bet. 1735 - 1745 in Germantown, F, Virginia, and died Unknown in ?.

Children of Allen Wiley and Eve Holtzclau are:
   i. Anna Wiley.

Generation No. 3

3. Lida (Allen2, David1) was born June 03, 1755 in ?, and died April 22, 1831 in ?. She married Lemuel Griffin, Jr. 1774 in ?, son of Lemuel Griffin and ?. He was born 1738 in ?, and died July 09, 1810.

Child of Lida Wiley and Lemuel Griffin is:
4. i. William Zebulon4 Griffin, b. May 14, 1778, ?, d. May 19, 1831, ?.

Generation No. 4

4. William Zebulon4 Griffin (Lida3, Wiley, Allen2, David1) was born May 14, 1778 in ?, and died May 19, 1831 in ?. He married Virginia Frances Beaumont 1800 in ?, daughter of Samuel Beaumont and Seabrid Towers. She was born August 18, 1786 in ?, and died May 13, 1825 in ?.

Child of William Griffin and Virginia Beaumont is:
5. i. Eliza Seabrid5 Griffin, b. May 25, 1810, , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.); d. November 26, 1906, ? Death may have been in Oct..

Generation No. 5

5. Eliza Seabrid5 Griffin (William Zebulon4, Lida3, Wiley, Allen2, David1) was born May 25, 1810 in , Kanawah, West Va. (then Va.), and died November 26, 1906 in ?. Death may have been in Oct.. She married Alexander Walker Handley September 23, 1830 in KanawaHa Co. VA., son of Samuel Handley and Sarah Harmon. He was born April 01, 1803 in , Monroe, Va., and died April 03, 1883 in ?.

More About Eliza Seabrid Griffin:
Fact 1: Bible has death as October26, 1906
Fact 2: MOVED TO PUTNAM CO. VA. IN 1823

Notes for Alexander Walker Handley:
[Bröderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26,
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.156]

Individual: Handley, A. W.
County/State: Putnam Co., VA
Location: 46th District
Page #: 303
Year: 1850

[Brøderbund Family Archive #317, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected Counties, 1850, Date of Import: Jan 26, 1999, Internal Ref. #1.317.1.13743.157]

More About ALEXANDER WALKER HANDLEY:
Burial: FAMILY CEMETERY, SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE TEAYS VALLEY, WVA
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA

Children of ELIZA GRIFFIN and ALEXANDER HANDLEY are:
6. i. CHARLES W6 HANDLEY, b. January 01, 1832; d. Unknown.
   iii. ALEXANDER G ? HANDLEY, b. February 21, 1836.
   iv. VIRGINIA F ? HANDLEY, b. October 29, 1838.
   vi. HENRY C HANDLEY, b. May 20, 1841; d. January 28, 1864, WHILE PRISONER OF WAR.
   More About BENIAH F ? HANDLEY:
   Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., VA
   viii. SARAH W HANDLEY [SALLIE], b. April 08, 1846.
8. ix. JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. November 26, 1851, TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia; d. April 22, 1913, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA..

Generation No. 6

6. CHARLES W6 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 01, 1832, and died Unknown. He married (1) MARY SAYER Unknown. He married (2) ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE Unknown, daughter of DANIEL LOVE and CYNTHIA CHADWICK. She was born January 05, 1834, and died WFT Est. 1863-1928.

Notes for ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
[Brøderbund Family Archive #319, Ed. 1, Census Index: U.S. Selected States/Counties, 1870, Date of Import: Oct 26, 1998, Internal Ref. #1.319.1.11805.41]

Individual: Love, Elizabeth
County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Location: Scott Twp
Page #: 321
Year: 1870

More About ELIZABETH SUSAB FRANCES LOVE:
Fact 1: County/State: Putnam Co., WV
Fact 2: Location: Scott Twp
Fact 3: Page #: 321
Fact 4: Year: 1870

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and ELIZABETH LOVE are:
10. i. MARION LOVE7 HANDLEY, b. 1855; d. January 1950.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

11. ii. FRANK HANDLEY, b. October 15, 1859, Cabell, VA; d. March 08, 1924.
   iv. ANNA ONA VIRGINIA HANDLEY, b. February 16, 1862, Ona, Cabell, WV; d. March 27, 1962, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. JOSEPH SWITZER, WFT Est. 1868-1911, ?; b. Unknown; d. Unknown.

Notes for JOSEPH SWITZER:
Killed very young in hunting accident.

v. WILLIA HANDLEY.

7. VICTORIA E.6 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born October 29, 1838 in , PUTNAM, W.VA., and died May 30, 1898 in LAKELAND, , FLA.. She married NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER 1868, son of JOHN BOWYER and PERMELIA BROWN. He was born August 14, 1832 in ON SEWELL MOUNTAIN, FAYETTE CO., VA., and died 1910 in TAMPA, HILLSBORO, FL..

Notes for NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
THE REUNION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN BOYERS PLACED THE COLONEL'S PHOTOGRAPH ON THE 1911 REUNION BUTTON;

He visited California in search of gold. He commanded the 10th Virginia Calvary, Army of Northern VA. He was present at Appomattox. He was engaged in the Orange business in Tampa, Fl. He was Mayor of Lakeland. The Bowyer-Fredericks Building is still standing just down the street from Munn Park...where a statue was dedicated to him in the early part of the century.

More About NAPOLEON BONAPARTE BOWYER:
Fact 1: Buried in Roselawn Cemetery
Fact 2: at Lakeland, Fla.

Children of VICTORIA HANDLEY and NAPOLEON BOWYER are:
   i. FREDERICK EARL7 BOWYER, b. , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. March 30, 1898.
13. ii. FRANK C. BOWYER, b. November 06, 1869, TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.; d. October 18, 1925.
   iii. CARL GRIFFIN BOWYER, b. 1882, , RED RIVER, TEXAS; d. 1911; m. IDA.

8. JOHN SAMUEL6 HANDLEY (ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born November 26, 1851 in TEAYS VALLEY, Putnam, West Virginia, and died April 22, 1913 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA.. He married LEAH PHELTON LOVE June 04, 1878 in ? (By Rev Balus Cade), daughter of WILLIAM LOVE and ELIZABETH SHELTON. She was born May 05, 1857 in ?, and died April 19, 1943 in Huntington West Virginia.

Notes for JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
JOHN SAMUEL'S AS WELL AS LIDA'S AND SHELTON'S GRAVES WERE MOVED TO HUNTINGTON, WV IN THE WOODMERE CEMETERY.

More About JOHN SAMUEL HANDLEY:
Burial: 1ST IN FAMILY CEM. ON FARM, THEN MOVED TO WOODMERE CEM. HUNTINGTON, CABEL, WV

Notes for LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
unsure Abt Phenton---Beniah William Handley (my Uncle [WBH] ) always said his Mothers middle name was Fenton , but all records I have found only list the name as Leah P. Love.

More About LEAH PHENTON LOVE:
Burial: WOODMERE CEMETERY, HUNTINGTON

Children of JOHN HANDLEY and LEAH LOVE are:

iii. BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY, b. December 30, 1887; d. May 06, 1982, Habersham Home, Demorest, Ga..

Notes for BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
LIVED WITH ME UNTIL HIS DEATH, EXCEPT FOR THE LAST WEEK THAT HE WAS IN IN NURSING HOME [HABERSHAM HOME, DEMOREST, GA.]. HE DIED AT THE SUPPER TABLE, OF A RUPTURED AORTA.

More About BENIAH WILLIAM HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: RUPTURED AORTA , ANURISEM OF
Fact 1: May 06, 1982, Died of an aneurysm of the aorta. Vet. of World war 1.


vi. SHELTON GRIFFIN HANDLEY, b. May 09, 1897.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

HER BROTHER IN HUNTINGTON, WV WHEN SHE MET F. W. HANDLEY.

Children of FRANK HANDLEY and AUGUSTA SAUNDERS are:
16. i. CHARLES MARION HANDLEY, b. May 18, 1896, , Cabell, WV; d. May 22, 1959.
17. iii. RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1900.
18. iv. CLARK WALKER HANDLEY, b. May 12, 1902.
   v. NANNY MARY CATHERINE HANDLEY, b. September 30, 1904, , Cabell, WV; d. June 11, 1994, Eaton, Preble, OH; m. CHARLES BAKER.
20. vii. RUTH OLLIVIA KENDRICK, b. April 16, 1919; Adopted child.

12. LEONIDUS B. HANDLEY (CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRIDGE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born Abt. 1865, and died August 23, 1929.  He married CLARA PETERS October 10, 1888.  She was born 1866, and died June 18, 1929.

Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY:
He wouldn’t go to school, no matter how his father cajoled. Father finally taught him to write his name, but would write Lon’s love letters to Clara for him.

Marriage Notes for LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS:
Married byH. Crampton

Children of LEONIDUS HANDLEY and CLARA PETERS are:
   i. MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY, m. W. ALEX.

   Notes for MARIAN LOVE HANDLEY:
   Unmarried

   iii. VINCA HANDLEY, m. (1) ? BROWN; m. (2) ? HUFFORD.
22. iv. IRENE HANDLEY.

13. FRANK C. BOWYER (VICTORIA E6 HANDLEY, ELIZA SEABRIDGE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born November 06, 1869 in TEAYS, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 18, 1925.  He married LULA BALDRICK.  She was born March 13, 1871 in , LOUNDSD, ALA..

Notes for FRANK C. BOWYER:
GRADUATE OF COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.


Children of FRANK BOWYER and LULA BALDRICK are:
   i. FRANK PRAGUE BOWYER, b. June 05, 1893, LAKELAND, , FLA..
   ii. RUSSELL BALDRICK BOWYER, b. August 23, 1897.
   iii. FRED. LOUIS BOWYER, b. March 12, 1900.

14. GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL6 HANDLEY, ELIZA SEABRIDGE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born November 24, 1885 in TEAYS VALLEY, PUTNAM, W.VA., and died October 03, 1980 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA..  He married HELoise ERNESTINE BOWYER April 23, 1917 in Winfield, West Virginia, daughter of EGBERT BOWYER and MARGARET LAFONTISEE.  She was born May 09, 1895 in WINTER PARK, ORANGE, FL., and died April 14, 1953 in Franklin, North Carolina.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About GARLAND LOVE HANDLEY:
Cause of Death: HEART ATTACK

Notes for HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:

More About HELOISE ERNESTINE BOWYER:
Cause of Death: KIDNEY FAILURE
Retirement: 1947, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Marriage Notes for GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER:
MARRIED BY REV. BAYLUS CADE B. 7/4/1882 D. 2/1963 ; LAST RESIDED IN N. MEX.

Children of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER are:
23. i. R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY9 TOLBERT, b. January 21, 1919.
24. ii. WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY, b. May 16, 1922, HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

15. EARL SAMUEL7 HANDLEY (JOHN SAMUEL6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 11, 1892, and died April 15, 1985. He married MAUDE EARLES December 24, 1919, daughter of JOSEPH EARLES and ALICE ROOD. She was born February 07, 1892, and died August 01, 1998.

Children of EARL HANDLEY and MAUDE EARLES are:
   ii. EARL SAMUEL HANDLEY, b. August 06, 1929.

Generation No. 8

16. CHARLES MARION8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born May 18, 1896 in Cabell, WV, and died May 22, 1959. He married (1) DOLL ?. She was born December 19, 1921. He married (2) LEOTA LONGNECKER June 26, 1918.

Child of CHARLES HANDLEY and DOLL ? is:
   i. DIANNE9 HANDLEY, b. January 07, 1957; Adopted child.

Children of CHARLES HANDLEY and LEOTA LONGNECKER are:
26. ii. GORDON9 HANDLEY, b. March 01, 1919.
27. iii. DARRELL HANDLEY, b. May 22, 1922.

17. RICHARD GOODWIN8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 12, 1900. He married EDITH BRUBAKER. She was born February 20, 1900.

Notes for RICHARD GOODWIN HANDLEY:
(THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS RELATED TO PATRICIA BOWER, WHEN VISITING IN 1988): When he (Richard) needed a birth certificate, he was given a choice of choosing Goodwin after a Brewer boy friend of Aunt Ona's, or Valentine, another of her beaux. He thought Valentine a bit too fancy.

   DICK WOULD TIE A ROPE ONTO A PLOW AND PULL IT WHILE grandpa Charles William Handley would plow. He got on well with his grandfather. One day his Grandpa was resting against the corn crib. There
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

was a large puddle before him. Dick (age 12) hit the puddle with a large stone hammer, splashing mud and gravel onto his grandpa's face. Grandpa gave Dick a "tongue lashing". Dick was ever so sorry as he truly loved his grandpa.

Uncle James Saunders worked for the railroad and was away from home frequently. His wife Rachel was fearful of staying alone. Richard would spend the night and leave for school from their home. He called her his second mom. He had a dog that would go with him. Despite making the dog a comfortable bed on the porch, the dog would be there waiting for him.

He moved to Eaton, OH in 1912, to live with Aunt Ona (whose husband had died in a hunting accident in 1911), calling her his third mom. He attended 2 years high school in Eaton, OH. He was under the legal age to be married so brother Bernard signed for him.

Children of RICHARD HANDLEY and EDITH BRUBAKER are:
28. i. VIRGINIA9 HANDLEY, b. April 26, 1921.
29. ii. ROLLAND BRUBAKER HANDLEY, b. January 22, 1926.

18. CLARK WALKER8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRIDE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born May 12, 1902. He married EDNA OLDFAATHER. She was born May 07, 1908.

Children of CLARK HANDLEY and EDNA OLDFAATHER are:
19. JAMES COLUMBUS BLAINE8 HANDLEY (FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRIDE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 12, 1908 in ONa, Cabell, WV, and died February 02, 1988. He married MARION PELLOW. She was born June 09, 1907; and died 1991.

Children of JAMES HANDLEY and MARION PELLOW are:
33. i. CHARLES RICHARD9 HANDLEY.
34. ii. MARIAN 'MARNEY' HANDLEY, b. June 25, 1943.

20. RUTH OLIVIA8 KENDRICK (FRANK7 HANDLEY, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRIDE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born April 16, 1919. She married RALPH HORINE. He was born March 19, 1917.

Notes for RUTH OLIVIA KENDRICK:
She was the daughter of Wm Kindrick & Augusta Mae Saunders

Children of RUTH KENDRICK and RALPH HORINE are:
35. i. LINDA9 HORINE, b. November 22, 1941.
   ii. DAWN HORINE, b. June 08, 1956; m. VAUGHN CALL; b. December 10, 1954.

21. EVERETTE LESTER8 HANDLEY (LEONIDUS B7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRIDE5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born June 09, 1891, and died June 26, 1959. He married MABEL A.

Notes for EVERETTE LESTER HANDLEY:
THe lived with Aunt Ona on her farm.

Children of EVERETTE HANDLEY and MABEL A. are:
   i. GENEVIEVE9 HANDLEY, m. ? DAILEY.
   ii. CHARLOTTE HANDLEY, m. ? WEBB.

Children of Irene Handley and ? Loy are:
   i. Floyd Twin Loy.
   ii. Charles Twin Loy.

23. R L Handley To Robert Handley Tolbert (Garland Love Handle, John Samuel, Eliza Seabrid Griffin, William Zebulon, Lidia Wiley, Allen, David) was born January 21, 1919. He married Luna Margaret Everage October 09, 1943 in Falmouth, , Mass. She was born September 19, 1923 in Glenwood, Crenshaw, AL.

Notes for R L Handle To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Biographical Sketch

Robert H. Tolbert

Education: Gainesville High School, Gainesville, Fl., Graduated 1939
1941-1946 U.S. Army
1947-Veterans Coordinator for AL. Dept. of Education, Troy, AL.
1948-1949 Manager of retail store, Troy, AL.
1950-1980 Advertising manager and last two years Manager of radio station WTBF, Troy, AL.
1976-1980 Part owner and Co-Manager of Troy Cable TV & Gulf Cable TV Systems of AL & Fl. (in 17 towns).
1980-Retired

Public Service:
1947-Commander Troy American Legion Post
1962-President of Troy Retail Merchants assco.
1967-1969-Board of Directors Troy Chamber of Commerce
1970-President Troy Chamber of Commerce
1969-1986-Board of Directors Edge Memorial Hospital
1986-1989-Chairman of Board Edge Memorial Hospital

Religious Preference: Catholic

MILITARY SERVICE
ROBERT HANDLEY TOLBERT

Entered service as a private in the 31st Dixie Division, U.S. Army at Camp Blanding, Starke, FL, February 27, 1941.

Overseas service in Bermuda from December 1941 to September 1942.
Commissioned 2nd Lt. August 12, 1943 at Camp Davis (Wilmington), NC.
Served a temporary extended tour of duty at Ft. Jackson, SC from November 7, 1946
until June 9, 1947.

Total active duty service was five years, five months.

More About R L Handle To Robert Handley Tolbert:
Fact 1: September 1937, Changed name to Robert Handley Tolbert
Fact 2: SAME AS MOTHER'S SECOND SPOUSE
Children of R Tolbert and Luna Everage are:
36. i. ROBERT ARTHUR Tolbert, b. October 27, 1944, TROY, PIKE, AL; d. January 16, 1990, LUVERNE, CRENshaw, AL.
37. ii. PATRICK WRIGHT Tolbert, b. October 25, 1945, TROY, PIKE, AL.
38. iii. THOMAS WILLIAM Tolbert, b. March 12, 1947, TROY, PIKE, AL.
iv. GARY MACK Tolbert, b. December 01, 1960, TROY, PIKE, AL.

24. WILLIAM BOWYER Handley (Garland Love7, John Samuel6, Eliza Seabrid5 Griffin, William Zebulon4, Lidia Wiley, Allen3, David2) was born May 16, 1922 in Huntington, Cabell, WV. He married MARTHA ALICE Williamson September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, daughter of ROBERT Williamson and RUBY GRIST. She was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA..

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER Handley:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley
I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla.. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression... Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip, (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment ( half way through ), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March---July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. A week after entering the hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty ). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga.,LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2). From that time on I was a;
Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor,Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers ( in the sky ), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga.. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.

While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha ( 9/22/1950 ), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters ( one each for Heloise and Lynn ) and two very handsome Grandsons ( by Julia ).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick ( monorail erection ) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.

Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box ( computer ), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA , COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
Martha was born at the family home in Mountain City, GA. She was a member of the Claton Baptist Church, when she and I (her husband) moved to Rome, GA. In 1957 she moved her letter to the Shorter Ave. Baptist Church.

Then in June 1967 when we moved to Tugaloo Village in Tallulah Falls the letter was moved there.

When I retired from GA. Power Co. in 1987 she returned to Clayton Baptist Church. She served as President of the Coosa School PTA at Coosa, GA. and Woodville Elementary PTA at Hollywood, GA.

She taught Sunday School at Tallulah Falls, Clayton Baptist Churches.

Martha was a big help in the church office assisting when they were short handed. I know of no time that she was asked to do a job that she refused. She was an active member of the Women of GA Power Co as well as the GA Power Co. Ambassadors Club as Chaplain.

She started to work for the US Postal Service in October, 1967 as Clerk at Tallulah Falls, made Postmaster there some time later, served as officer in charge at Dillard, GA. For a short period then transferred to Rabun Gap, GA. and retired October 2, 1992.

She loved her Lord and Maker and studied His Word Faithfully. There can be no doubt where her soul rests.

More About Martha Alice Williamson:
Burial: February 01, 2000, Yonah (Now Habersham) Memorial Park, Demorest, Hab., GA

Children of William Handley and Martha Williamson are:
39. i. Ruby Heloise Handley, b. October 05, 1953, Clayton, Rabun, GA.
41. iii. Julia Annette Handley, b. February 05, 1969, Clayton, Rabun, GA.


Notes for Alice Love Handley:
Worked at Du Pont Neoprene Plant in Laboratory until marriage to John Slaton.

John, Lovey and Linda moved to Park Forest, Ill. A suburb of Chicago June 1952 they moved to Cincinnati.

9-1953 They moved to Lakewood, Ohio a suburb of Cleveland, OH. Where Carolyn Lee Slaton was born.

After various moves, they moved to Shaker Heights, OH. (Again Cleveland) in 1968.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

BOTH MELISSA & LEE GRADUATED FROM SHAKER HTS. HIGH SCHOOL. MELISSA GRADUATED FROM DENNISON UNIV. IN 1977

MELISSA NOW (3-29-1999) LIVES IN ORLANDO, FL.

LEE LIVES IN DALLAS, TX.

Notes for WALTER LESLIE SLATER:
HE WAS AN ENSIGN IN THE US NAVY

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and WALTER SLATER is:

Child of ALICE HANDLEY and JOHN SLATON is:
   ii. MELISSA JANE9 SLATON, b. July 18, 1953.

Generation No. 9

26. GORDON9 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born March 01, 1919. He married RUTH ?. She was born March 03, 1920.

Child of GORDON HANDLEY and RUTH ? is:
   i. SHIRLEY10 HANDLEY, b. January 17, 1946; m. (1) GEORGE LAWSON; m. (2) WILLIAM COOK.

27. DARRELL9 HANDLEY (CHARLES MARION8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born May 22, 1922. He married BOBBY ?. She was born October 22, 1920.

Child of DARRELL HANDLEY and BOBBY ? is:
   42. i. SHARON10 HANDLEY, b. December 14, 1949.

28. VIRGINIA9 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born April 26, 1921. She married JOSEPH DAFLER. He was born August 25, 1915.

Children of VIRGINIA HANDLEY and JOSEPH DAFLER are:
   43. i. SANDRA K10 DAFLER, b. December 03, 1945.
   44. ii. ANN KATHRYN DAFLER.
   45. iii. RICHARD DAFLER.

29. ROLLAND BRUBAKER9 HANDLEY (RICHARD GOODWIN8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 22, 1926. He married MARILYN LYNN THOMSON.

Children of ROLLAND HANDLEY and MARILYN THOMSON are:
   46. i. CRAIG10 HANDLEY.
      ii. CLAY HANDLEY.
      iii. CHRISTINE HANDLEY.
   47. iv. ZANE HANDLEY.

30. LOWELL9 HANDLEY (CLARK WALKER8, FRANK7, CHARLES W6, ELIZA SEABRID5 GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON4, LIDIA3 WILEY, ALLEN2, DAVID1) was born January 03, 1928. He married JANICE. She was born 1931.
Children of Lowell Handley and Janice are:
   i. Son^{10} Handley, b. November 09, 1950; d. Stillborn.

31. Donald^{9} Handley (Clark Walker, Frank^{7}, Charles W^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) was born November 28, 1929. He married Ann ?. She was born October 30, 1934.

Children of Donald Handley and Ann ? are:

32. Robert^{9} Handley (Clark Walker, Frank^{7}, Charles W^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) was born October 16, 1933. He married June ?.

Child of Robert Handley and June ? is:
50. i. Kimberly^{10} Handley, Adopted child.

33. Charles Richard^{9} Handley (James Columbus Blaine^{8}, Frank^{7}, Charles W^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) He married June ?.

Children of Charles Handley and June ? are:
   i. Joyce^{10} Handley, b. May 05, 1990; m. Steven Nagy.
   ii. Grace Irene Handley.

34. Marian Marney^{9} Handley (James Columbus Blaine^{8}, Frank^{7}, Charles W^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) was born June 25, 1943. She married Nelson Lumm.

Children of Marian Handley and Nelson Lumm are:

35. Linda^{9} Horine (Ruth Olivia^{8} Kendrick, Frank^{7} Handley, Charles W^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) was born November 22, 1941. She married Arlen Aukerman. He was born February 08, 1939.

Children of Linda Horine and Arlen Aukerman are:

36. Robert Arthur^{9} Tolbert (R L Handley To Robert Handley, Garland Love^{7} Handley, John Samuel^{6}, Eliza Seabrid^{5} Griffin, William Zebulon^{4}, Lidia^{3} Wiley, Allen^{2}, David^{1}) was born October 27, 1944 in Troy, Pike, Al, and died January 16, 1990 in Luverne, Crenshaw, AL. He married Martha Gail Pruitt July 25, 1962 in Troy, Pike, AL. She was born December 23, 1944 in , Etowah, AL.

More About Robert Arthur Tolbert:
Fact 1: Died of a massive heart attack
Fact 2: while officiating a Basketball game
Fact 3: in Luverne, Al.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and MARTHA PRUITT are:
52. i. ROBERT JAY\textsuperscript{10} TOLBERT, b. April 23, 1965, MYRTLE BEACH, SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL).

53. ii. KAREN MICHELLE TOLBERT, b. October 19, 1970, TROY, PIKE, AL.

37. PATRICK WRIGHT\textsuperscript{9} TOLBERT (R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{8}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{5} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{4}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{3} WILEY, ALLEN\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 25, 1945 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married LINDA CAROLE PROCTOR June 26, 1971 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She was born May 15, 1947 in TALLADEGA, AL.

Children of PATRICK TOLBERT and LINDA PROCTOR are:
   i. BRETT PATRICK\textsuperscript{10} TOLBERT, b. May 15, 1979.
   ii. SETH MANNING TOLBERT, b. April 26, 1984.

38. THOMAS WILLIAM TOLBERT\textsuperscript{9} (R L HANDLEY To ROBERT HANDLEY\textsuperscript{8} TOLBERT, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{5} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{4}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{3} WILEY, ALLEN\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) was born March 12, 1947 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He married KAROL ANN PATE February 12, 1983 in JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL, daughter of IRVING PATE and DORIS TURNQUIST. She was born January 01, 1955 in WALNUT CREEK, Contra Costa, CA.

Child of THOMAS and KAROL PATE is:
   i. KYLE ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{10} TOLBERT, b. December 20, 1991, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.

39. RUBY HELoise\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{8}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{7}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{5} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{4}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{3} WILEY, ALLEN\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:
   i. CAROLINE HELoise\textsuperscript{10} WILSON, b. March 09, 1987.

40. SARA LYNN\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{8}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{7}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{5} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{4}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{3} WILEY, ALLEN\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
   i. LILLY IRENE\textsuperscript{10} HANDLEY-TAYLOR, b. October 30, 1991.

41. JULIA ANNETTE\textsuperscript{9} HANDLEY (WILLIAM BOWYER\textsuperscript{8}, GARLAND LOVE\textsuperscript{7}, JOHN SAMUEL\textsuperscript{6}, ELIZA SEABRID\textsuperscript{5} GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON\textsuperscript{4}, LIDIA\textsuperscript{3} WILEY, ALLEN\textsuperscript{2}, DAVID\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS MCENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES MCENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM MCENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM\textsuperscript{10} MCENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH HANDLEY MCENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 10
42. SHARON\textsuperscript{10} Handley (Darrell\textsuperscript{9}, Charles Marion\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 14, 1949. She married Chuck Petty. He was born May 01, 1946.

Child of SHARON Handley and Chuck Petty is:
   i. CHRISTOPHER\textsuperscript{11} Petty, b. November 21, 1968.

43. SANDRA K\textsuperscript{10} Dafler (Virginia\textsuperscript{9} Handley, Richard Goodwin\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 03, 1945. She married William Hilderbolt.

Children of SANDRA Dafler and William Hilderbolt are:
   i. BODIE\textsuperscript{11} Hilderbolt, b. May 01, 1960.
   ii. JOIE Hilderbolt, b. November 15, 1970.

44. ANN KATHRYN\textsuperscript{10} Dafler (Virginia\textsuperscript{9} Handley, Richard Goodwin\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) She married JOHN EXLINE.

Children of ANN Dafler and John Exline are:
   i. ADAM\textsuperscript{11} Exline, b. October 25, 1978.
   ii. ELIZABETH ANN Exline, b. December 21, 1981.

45. RICHARD\textsuperscript{10} Dafler (Virginia\textsuperscript{9} Handley, Richard Goodwin\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) He married CHRISTIE.

Child of RICHARD Dafler and CHRISTIE is:
   i. AMY\textsuperscript{11} Dafler, b. November 16, 1974.

46. CRAIG\textsuperscript{10} Handley (Rolland Brubaker\textsuperscript{9}, Richard Goodwin\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) He married LINDA ?.

Children of CRAIG Handley and LINDA ? are:
   i. SON\textsuperscript{11} Handley.
   ii. DAUGHTER Handley.

47. ZANE\textsuperscript{10} Handley (Rolland Brubaker\textsuperscript{9}, Richard Goodwin\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) She married CHARLES McLoughlin.

Notes for ZANE Handley:
She kept her maiden name.

Children of ZANE Handley and CHARLES McLoughlin are:
   i. ZANEA LYNETTE\textsuperscript{11} Handley-McLoughlin.
   ii. GRANT RICHARD Handley-McLoughlin.

48. LAURA K\textsuperscript{10} Handley (Lowell\textsuperscript{9}, Clark Walker\textsuperscript{8}, Frank\textsuperscript{7}, Charles W\textsuperscript{6}, Eliza Seabrid\textsuperscript{5} Griffin, William Zebulon\textsuperscript{4}, Lidia\textsuperscript{3} Wiley, Allen\textsuperscript{2}, David\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 04, 1952. She married RICHARD RANDOLPH. He was born October 04, 1947.

Children of LAURA Handley and RICHARD RANDOLPH are:
   i. JOSHUA\textsuperscript{11} Randolph, b. April 21, 1981.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

49. SUSAN¹⁰ HANDLEY (LOWELL⁹, CLARK WALKER⁸, FRANK⁷, CHARLES W⁶, ELIZA SEABRID⁵ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁴, LIDIA³ WILEY, ALLEN², DAVID¹) was born November 07, 1953. She married JAMES CAYLOR. He was born August 05, 1948.

Child of SUSAN HANDLEY and JAMES CAYLOR is:
   i. RALPH¹¹ CAYLOR, b. August 05, 1979.

50. KIMBERLY¹⁰ HANDLEY (ROBERT⁹, CLARK WALKER⁸, FRANK⁷, CHARLES W⁶, ELIZA SEABRID⁵ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁴, LIDIA³ WILEY, ALLEN², DAVID¹) She married ?.

Child of KIMBERLY HANDLEY and ? is:
   i. DAUGHTER¹¹ ?,

51. ROBIN¹⁰ AUERMAN (LINDA⁸ HORINE, RUTH OLIVIA⁸ KENDRICK, FRANK⁷ HANDLEY, CHARLES W⁶, ELIZA SEABRID⁵ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁴, LIDIA³ WILEY, ALLEN², DAVID¹) was born September 25, 1961. She married ERIC WORLEY. He was born March 25, 1961.

Notes for ROBIN AUERMAN:
They live in a house in Eaton, OH built by Th. Myers, father to Ruth Irene Myres Handley. It has large ceder-lined, walk-in closets with windows; a thing not done in those days because for tax purposes, a closet was an additional room, and taxed.

Children of ROBIN AUERMAN and ERIC WORLEY are:
   i. KIRA¹¹ WORLEY, b. July 13, 1982.
   ii. BRANDON WORLEY, b. March 01, 1985.
   iii. KAITLYN WORLEY, b. October 15, 1989.

52. ROBERT JAY¹⁰ TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR⁹, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸, GARLAND LOVE⁷ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ELIZA SEABRID⁵ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁴, LIDIA³ WILEY, ALLEN², DAVID¹) was born April 23, 1965 in MYRTLE BEACH, , SC (U.S. AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL). He married AMBER JEANINE HENSON June 15, 1991 in , GWENETTE, GA. She was born October 04, 1969 in HOUSTON, , TX.

Children of ROBERT TOLBERT and AMBER HENSON are:
   i. ROBERT HOUSTON¹¹ TOLBERT, b. MOBILE, , AL..
   ii. CARSON WAYNE TOLBERT, b. July 17, 1996, FAIRHOPE, BALDWIN, AL.

53. KAREN MICHELLE¹⁰ TOLBERT (ROBERT ARTHUR⁹, R L HANDLEY TO ROBERT HANDLEY⁸, GARLAND LOVE⁷ HANDLEY, JOHN SAMUEL⁶, ELIZA SEABRID⁵ GRIFFIN, WILLIAM ZEBULON⁴, LIDIA³ WILEY, ALLEN², DAVID¹) was born October 19, 1970 in TROY, PIKE, AL. She married WILLIAM LEE POWELL February 19, 1994 in TROY, PIKE, AL. He was born October 10, 1967 in TALLAHASSEE, , FL.

Child of KAREN TOLBERT and WILLIAM POWELL is:
   i. KAILEY MARGARET¹¹ POWELL, b. March 08, 1999, Enterprise, Coffee County, Alabama.
Descendants of John Williamson, Sr.

Generation No. 1

I. **JOHN**^1^ **WILLIAMSON, SR.** was born 1754 in Ireland, and died October 09, 1831 in Butts county, Ga.. He married MARGARET LESLIE MITCHELL 1779 in , , VA. She was born 1758 in IRELAND, and died May 19, 1828 in , JACKSON, GA.

Notes for JOHN WILLIAMSON, SR.:
LINEAL DESCENT OF JOHN WILLIAMSON, who was born in Ireland and died in Butts County, Ga. October 9th, 1831.

The said Woodson L. Williamson was the son of George W. Williamson born Feb. 20, 1830, and his legal wife was Almeda Jackson.

The said George W. Williamson was the son of John Williamson, Jr. born March 26, 1780; died October, 1849, and his legal wife was WINFRED (Winnie) Camp born December 18, 1786; died March 1873; married July 27, 1803.

The said John Williamson, Jr. was the son of John Williamson, Sr. who died Oct. 9, 1831, and his legal wife was Margaret Leslie Mitchell (widow); he died May 19, 1828; married about 1770.

John Williamson, Sr. is ancestor who assisted in establishing American Independence, while acting in the capacity of soldier.

John Wm'son came from Ireland prior to , or about 1767 and landed in Virginia. he was a dyer and weaver by trade. He wrote a book on dying and weaving soon after the Revolution; it is still in the possession of the family.

He served in Virginia most probably as, according to family traditions he came from there to Georgia. So many men of the same name served with the Virginia troops that there is no way of identifying his service.

He drew 300 acres of land in Wilkes County, Ga., July 12, 1790, as is recorded in Sec'y of State's Office. In that year, Elbert was cut off from Wilkes County and he was left in Elbert. He moved from there to Jackson Co., Ga. in 1799 and from Jackson County to Henry County Co. about 1825. In Vol. 16, 5th report DAR, page 349, list of Revolutionary soldiers in Ga. he is found drawing land in the lottery of 1827, residence Henry Co..

He died in Butts Co., Ga. (cut off from Henry) Oct. 9, 1831; his will being recorded there, and he is buried a few miles from Jackson, the County seat.

John Williamson's wife, Margaret (Leslie) Mitchell, widow sailed from Ireland in 1767 when her son, James Mitchell, was only three weeks old, bringing him and an older son, leaving a twelve year old boy in Ireland; neither of whose names are known to her descendants. James Mitchell died in Jackson Co., Ga., 1853 age 86.

Sources:
1- Family Bible in possession of Woodson L. Williamson, Sr., Commerce, Georgia. now (7-3-1970) in possession of Mrs. M.P. Moore (Floreen Williamson), Commerce, GA. now W.L. Williamson, Jr. has it. (Dec. 1, 1970).
2- Records in Jackson and Butts County, Ga.
Military record of John Williamson, Sr.
Volume 16, pages 349 and 794 - Register of Grants, Book "T.T.T."
Secretary of State Office, Atlanta, Ga.
Records of Jackson Co., Ga.
Records of Butts Co., Ga.
National Board of Management D.A.R. No.32804.
3 - Family records and tombstone inscriptions, Commerce, Ga.

Notes for Margaret Leslie Mitchell:
SAILED FROM IRELAND IN 1767 WITH THREE WEEK OLD SON JAMES

More About Margaret Leslie Mitchell:
Fact 1: widow

Children of John Williamson and Margaret Mitchell are:
i. William Williamson, d. 1834, Jackson County, Ga.

Notes for William Williamson:
WILL RECORDED IN JACKSON CO. GA, BOOK A, PAGE 91, SOURCE PATRICA FREEMAN HARDIN <wchpfh@bellsouth.net>

ii. Sarah Williamson, m. Bolar Moon.

iii. Mary Williamson, m. Reuben McClesky.

Notes for Mary Williamson:
MOVED TO CHEROKEE COUNTY, GA.
SOURCE: PATRICA FREEMAN HARDIN <WCHPFH@BELLSOUTH.NET>


v. Elizabeth Williamson, m. ?? Power.

Notes for Elizabeth Williamson:
BETSEY;
LIVED IN MADISON COUNTY, GA.
SOURCE: PATRICA FREEMAN HARDIN, <wchpfh@bellsouth.net>

Notes for Adam Williamson:
NOTE:
PATRICA FREEMAN HARDIN <wchpfh@bellsouth.net>
HAS DEATH AS NOVEMBER 4, 1865

LIVED IN JACKSON COUNTY TILL 1854 WHEN HE MOVED TO GWENNETT CO.
BURIED AT LEVEL CREEK METHODIST CHURCH, ABOUT TWO MILES FROM SUWANEE, GA.
LISTED IN GWENNETT COUNTY 1860 CENSUS WITH HIS WIFE ELIZABETH 67; WALTON 23;
OLIVIA TUGLE 25; FRANCIS TUGLE 5; JAMES TUGLE 3.
SERVED IN THE WAR OF 1812 AS A PRIVATE IN CAPTAIN JOSEPH WHORTON'S CO. AT FORT FLOYD, IN 1814

Notes for Elizabeth Horton:
BURIED WITH HER DAUGHTER ROXANNA IN NEW HOPE BAPTIST CHURCH CEM. ABOUT THREE MILES FROM ACWORTH, GA.

Generation No. 2

2. John Williamson, Jr. (Johni) was born March 26, 1780 in , VA, and died October 10, 1840. He married Winifred Camp July 27, 1803 in Jackson, Ga., daughter of Nathaniel Camp and Nancy Tarpley. She was born December 18, 1786 in , SC, and died March 27, 1873 in Jackson, Ga.

Notes for John Williamson, Jr.:
RETURN RENDERED ON JANUARY 1, 1851. "INVENTORY OF ESTATES, BOOK A", PAGE 117, JACKSON COUNTY, GA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

More About JOHN WILLIAMSONJr.:
Burial: WILLIAMSON CEM. JACKSON CO., GA

Notes for WINIFRED CAMP:
The Will Of Winifred "Winney" Camp
The Will Of Winifred Camp Williamson Is Dated September 19, 1865; Proved April 7, 1873; Recorded in "Wills Book B", Page 190, JACKSON CO., GA.

More About Winifred Camp:

Children of John Williamson and Winifred Camp are:
  i. LESLIE3 WILLIAMSON.
  ii. LUM WILLIAMSON.
  iii. WINNIE M. WILLIAMSON.
  iv. WILLIAMSON, m. WEIR.
  v. WILLIAMSON, m. GRIER.
  vi. WILLIAMSON, m. ADAHOLT.
  vii. MICAIAH WILLIAMSON, b. May 11, 1810; d. February 28, 1881; m. ELIZABETH.
  ix. CRANSTON B. WILLIAMSON, b. September 17, 1817; d. February 17, 1900; m. ELIZA G.???, Unknown; b. January 03, 1827; d. March 14, 1889.
  x. NANCY WILLIAMSON, b. October 09, 1825; d. February 24, 1902.
  4. xi. GILBERT LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON, b. May 12, 1827; d. May 18, 1906.
  5. xii. GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, b. February 20, 1830; d. May 01, 1862.

Generation No. 3

3. ANDREW J.3 WILLIAMSON (JOHN2, JOHN1) was born January 23, 1815, and died March 23, 1862. He married NANCY E. ? Unknown. She was born October 09, 1825, and died February 24, 1902.

Children of ANDREW WILLIAMSON and NANCY ? are:
  i. A.J.4 WILLIAMSONJR, b. Unknown.
  ii. WILLIAMSON AKA, b. Unknown.
  iii. JUNIUS H. WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.
  iv. SAMUEL L. WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.
  v. MARY E. WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.

4. GILBERT LAFAYETTE3 WILLIAMSON (JOHN2, JOHN1) was born May 12, 1827, and died May 18, 1906. He married CAROLINE L. ? Unknown. She was born February 02, 1837, and died Unknown.

Children of GILBERT WILLIAMSON and CAROLINE ? are:
  i. NATHAN4 WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.
  ii. OTHERS WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.

5. GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON (JOHN2, JOHN1) was born February 20, 1830, and died May 01, 1862. He married ALMEDA JANE JACKSON Bet. 1853 - 1854, daughter of JOHN JACKSON and MARY COLQUITT. She was born Unknown, and died November 26, 1917.

Notes for GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON:
Died of wounds (lost an arm) received in the War Between The States. His wife later married W.T.Thurmond and they had six children: Kyle, Alma, Sue, Exa, Alvin and Thad.

George W. and his Little George Williamson are buried in the family (borders family) graveyard across the highway in front of W.L.Williamson,Sr's residence (now owned by David Williamson),(former owners F.H. Williamson,Sr. and F.H.W..Jr.) on Jefferson Road, one mile south of Commerce, Ga..
His wife Almeda, is buried with her second husband in Greyhill Cemetery, Commerce, Ga.

Children of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and ALMEDIA JACKSON are:

i. JOHN BROWN\(^4\) WILLIAMSON, b. 1856; d. 1902.

ii. WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., b. November 19, 1857; d. August 30, 1942, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA.

iii. LUTIUS WALTER WILLIAMSON, b. May 02, 1859; d. 1924.

iv. MARY WILLIAMSON, b. 1860; d. 1949; m. ALVIN APPLEBY; b. of Jefferson, Ga..

v. GEORGE A. WILLIAMSON, b. July 24, 1862; d. 1865.

vi. L. WALTER WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown, of Commerce; m. MATTIE WOOD, Unknown; b. Unknown, Commerce, Ga..

vii. LITTLE GEORGE WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown.

---

6. WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\(^4\) SR. (GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\(^3\) WILLIAMSON, JOHN\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born November 19, 1857, and died August 30, 1942 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA. He married FLORA ETHELEEN HARDMAN December 11, 1878 in 6:00 PM AT W.B.J. HARDMAN HOME, daughter of WILLIAM HARDMAN and ELIZABETH COLQUITT. She was born June 18, 1858 in HARMONY GROVÉ, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died May 18, 1942 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA.

Notes for WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR.:

Thursday, November 15, 1934

THE WILLIAMSON FAMILY HOLDS REUNION

The children and almost all of the grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Williamson met at their home on Sunday, Nov. 11. The occasion also celebrated Mr. and Mrs. Williamson’s fifty-sixth wedding anniversary which will occur in Dec.

The spacious home was decorated with chrysanthemums grown by Mrs. C.C. Mathews of Carlton. The house was thrown open throughout and open fires gave a cherry and cozy atmosphere.

After members of the family assembled lunch was served in the living room.

This Reunion was one of a number held by the Williamson family. There are nine children all living.

Of the twenty five grand-children, twenty-one of the grand-children were present. Those absent were: Griffin Williamson of California, Nix Williamson, Inverness, Fla., Miss Frances Williamson, Inverness, Fla., and Miss Dorothy Collier G. S.C.W., Milledgeville, Other members of the family who were absent are: Dr. M.P. Moore, Portsmouth, Ohio, Mrs. Griffin Williamson, of California, Mrs. Nix Williamson and son, Allen, of Inverness, Fla., Allen is the only great-grand-child.

Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. W.L. Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Williamson, Commerce, Mr. and Mrs. F.H. Williamson, Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. G.G. Williamson, Malcolm Williamson and Miss Ann Williamson, Inverness, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. R.S. Collier, Sarah and Virginia Collier, Comer; and Mr. and Mrs. Troy Porterfield, Colbert, Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Mathews; Charles Sidney, Elizabeth, and W.L. Mathews of Carlton; Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Williamson, Charlie, James, Albert, Adel, Mary, Lilly Etheleen and Martha Alice Williamson of Mountain City; Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Williamson, Jane and Billy Williamson, of Atlanta; Mrs. M., P, Moore, Portsmouth, Ohio; Mr, and Mrs. W. L, Williamson, Jr., Martha and Randall Williamson of Commerce.

Children of WOODSON SR. and FLORA HARDMAN are:

7. i. HENRY COLQUITT\(^5\) WILLIAMSON, b. August 27, 1880, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. May 03, 1959.

8. ii. FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON, b. September 02, 1882, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. October 1970, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA..

9. iii. GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, b. January 30, 1885, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.; d. August 04, 1994, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

10. iv. WOODIE WILLIAMSON, b. March 06, 1887; d. September 01, 1946.
12. vi. ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, b. July 31, 1892, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. August 03, 1988, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GEORGIA.
13. vii. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON, Sr., b. July 01, 1895.
14. viii. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON Sr., b. July 01, 1895, COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA; d. August 03, 1988, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GEORGIA.
15. x. WOODSON LAMARTINE WILLIAMSON, b. September 27, 1902.

Generation No. 5

7. HENRY COLQUITT5 WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born August 27, 1880 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died May 03, 1959. He married (1) FRANCES F. CARSON. She was born September 09, 1910, and died August 17, 1939. He married (2) AVERILLA TURNER February 07, 1941.

Child of HENRY WILLIAMSON and FRANCES CARSON is:
   i. MARTHA FRANCES6 WILLIAMSON, b. Unknown; d. February 1925.

8. FRED HARDMAN5 WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born September 02, 1882 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died October 1970 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA,. He married ETHEL MAY TOOLE December 21, 1904 in FULTON COUNTY, GA.. She was born 1874, and died 1963 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA..

Notes for FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON:

FROM ROOTSWEB.COM
ID: I216279
Name: Fred Hardman WILLIAMSON
Sex: M
Birth: 02 SEP 1882 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia 1

Father: Woodson Lafayette WILLIAMSON b: 19 NOV 1857 in Jackson Co., Georgia
Mother: Flora Ethleen HARDMAN b: 18 JUN 1858 in Jackson Co., Georgia

Marriage 1 Ethel TOOLE
Married: 21 DEC 1904 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia 1

Sources:
Author: Charles J Stouffer
Title: Stouffer-Norman-Hooker-Williams
Publication: Rootsweb WorldConnect Project a/o 15 Jun 2002

More About FRED HARDMAN WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: SS# 256-01-0649

Notes for ETHEL MAY TOOLE:
Individual Record 1880 United States Census

Search results | Download Previous Individual Next Individual

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ethel M. TOOLE Household
Female

Other Information:
Birth Year <1874>
Birthplace GA
Age 6
Occupation
Marital Status S <Single>
Race W <White>
Head of Household William E. GRIFFIN
Relation Other
Father's Birthplace GA
Mother's Birthplace GA

Source Information:
Census Place District 1123, Calhoun, Georgia
Family History Library Film 1254136
NA Film Number T9-0136
Page Number 409A

FROM ROOTSWEB.COM
ID: I216290
Name: Ethel TOOLE
Sex: F

Marriage 1 Fred Hardman WILLIAMSON b: 02 SEP 1882 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia
Married: 21 DEC 1904 in Pb. Jackson Co., Georgia 1

Sources:
Author: Charles J Stouffer
Title: Stouffer-Norman-Hooker-Williams
Publication: Rootsweb WorldConnect Project a/o 15 Jun 2002

Child of FRED WILLIAMSON and ETHEL TOOLE is:

9. GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born January 30, 1885 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA., and died August 04, 1994 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.. He married DORA MAUDE NIX January 16, 1903, daughter of DILMUS NIX and PERMELIA MITCHELL. She was born February 29, 1884, and died September 04, 1971 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Children of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and DORA NIX are:
17. i. GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, b. December 17, 1908.
   ii. FRANCES JANE WILLIAMSON, b. March 10, 1910; d. October 03, 1971, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

Notes for FRANCES JANE WILLIAMSON:
TEACHER: TAUGHT SCHOOL IN MOORE HAVEN, FL.. TAUGHT EARNEST "GOOF" BOWYER'S
10. **Woodie** Williamon (Woodson Lafayette Williamon Sr., George W. Griffin Williamon, John2, John1) was born March 06, 1887, and died September 01, 1946. She married Ralph S. Collier April 08, 1908. He was born December 05, 1883.

Children of Woodie Williamon and Ralph Collier are:
- ii. **Dorothy Ethleen** Collier, b. January 27, 1918.
- iii. **Virginia** Collier, b. December 20, 1919.
- iv. **Sara** Collier, b. March 05, 1922.

11. Lollie Elizabeth Williamon (Woodson Lafayette Williamon Sr., George W. Griffin Williamon, John2, John1) was born February 26, 1890 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died Bet. 1974 - 1975. She married Charles Calvin Mathews Sr. March 25, 1916. He was born October 23, 1887.

Children of Lollie Williamon and Charles Sr. are:
- i. **Charles Calvin Mathews** Jr, b. February 17, 1918.

Notes for Charles Calvin Mathews Jr:
- Killed in Action USS Jacob Jones, February 28, 1942.

- iii. **Elizabeth** Mathews, b. October 29, 1921.

12. Robert Edwin Williamon (Woodson Lafayette Williamon Sr., George W. Griffin Williamon, John2, John1) was born July 31, 1892 in Commerce, Jackson, Georgia, and died August 03, 1988 in Toccoa, Stephens, Georgia. He married Ruby Killie Grist June 02, 1917 in Atlanta, Fulton, Ga., daughter of Davis Grist and Lillie Casey. She was born July 03, 1895 in Atlanta, Fulton, Ga., and died October 10, 1957 in Mountain City, Rabun, Ga..

Notes for Robert Edwin Williamon:
- Uncle Bill,
- I found Uncle Charlie!!! I found where he registered for military service during WW1 between 1917-1918. He was born 24 November 1889 and his name is Charles Mayson Grist, according to the registration card. My employer's wife has a subscription to Ancestry.com and she logged on for me and let me view the record and BAM there he was. I was floored, but I am very sure it is him. It lists him as married, but doesn't give a name to his wife. He would have been about 28 or 29. I know that there is more out there, it is just finding it. Just passing along the information I have found. Pass it along to the others if you would like. I had not looked on the internet for anything on him until now. Maybe there is more out there.
- Love,
- Janet

More About Ruby Killie Grist:
Cause of Death: Arthritis + Other Complications
Children of ROBERT WILLIAMSON and RUBY GRIST are:
27. i. CHARLIE EDWIN\(^5\) WILLIAMSON, b. July 05, 1919, ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA.
29. iii. ALBERT FRANK WILLIAMSON, b. July 26, 1924, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.
30. iv. RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, b. July 29, 1926, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.
32. vi. LILLIE ETHLEEN WILLIAMSON, b. October 29, 1929, MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA.

13. WILLIAM DONALD\(^5\) WILLIAMSON, SR. (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\(^4\) SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\(^3\) WILLIAMSON, JOHN\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born July 01, 1895. He married VIOLET MARIE MARLOW April 12, 1922. She was born July 14, 1901, and died Unknown.

Children of WILLIAM WILLIAMSON and VIOLET MARLOW are:
33. i. JANE ETHLEEN\(^6\) WILLIAMSON, b. February 04, 1923.
34. ii. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON, JR., b. September 30, 1925.

14. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON\(^5\) SR. (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\(^4\) SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\(^3\) WILLIAMSON, JOHN\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born July 01, 1895 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GEORGIA, and died June 27, 1985. He married VIOLET MARIE MARLOW April 12, 1922 in ?. She was born July 14, 1901, and died Unknown.

Child of WILLIAM SR. and VIOLET MARLOW is:
35. i. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMSON\(^6\) JR., b. September 30, 1925.

15. WOODSON LAMARTINE\(^5\) WILLIAMSON (WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\(^4\) SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\(^3\) WILLIAMSON, JOHN\(^2\), JOHN\(^1\)) was born September 27, 1902. He married HELENE FRANCES GARNER October 15, 1926. She was born June 08, 1908.

Notes for HELENE FRANCES GARNER:
DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION:
1. FLORA ETHLEEN HARDMAN WAS THE DAUGHTER OF ELIZABETH SUSAN COLQUITT, BORN 3-7-1831; DIED IN 1903. HER HUSBAND WAS WILLIAM BENJAMIN JACKSON HARDMAN BORN 3-23-1822; DIED 1904; MARRIED 1-21-1851.
2. ELIZABETH COLQUITT WAS THE DAUGHTER OF HENRY PARKER COLQUITT, BORN 12-1802; DIED 12-1847. HIS WIFE WAS MILDRED PINSON BORN 3-12-1805; MARRIED 4-29-1824.
3. HENRY PARKER WAS THE SON OF ROBERT COLQUITT BORN ABOUT 1757 OR 1758; DIED ABOUT 1835. HIS WIFE WAS SUSAN HUBBARD, BORN 1765-70 MARRIED 1785-90.
4. ROBERT COLQUITT WAS SON OF JOHN COLQUITT, BORN ABOUT 1730; DIED 1800. HIS WIFE WAS ELIZABETH HENDRICH; DIED ABOUT 1800. MARRIED 6-29-1753.


--------HIS TWO SONS, ROBERT AND SAMUEL, WERE ALSO IN THE WAR AND ROBERT COLQUITT WAS ALLOWED "TWO DRAWS" AS A "REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER" IN THE CHEROKEE LOTTERY OF GA. IN 1883 WHILE LIVING IN OGLETHORPE CO. HE DIED A FEW YEARS AFTER, BUT EXACT DATE CANNOT BE GIVEN ON ACCOUNT OF LOSS OF RECORDS.
---FOR SERVICE OF JOHN COLQUITT SEE VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY REPORT OF REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS. PAGE 107 AND RECORD FROM WAR DEPARTMENT, ATTACHED TO APPLICATION PAPERS OF MRS J.T. ROBERTSON, MONROE, GA.

---FOR SERVICE OF ROBERT COLQUITT SEE CHEROKEE LOTTERY OF GA. DISTRICT 25, SECTION 2, LOT 30.

******************************************************************************

HOME OF WOODSON L. AND FLORA ETHLEEN WILLIAMSON WAS BUILT ON BERMUDA FARM IN 1883; ENLARGED IN 1898. SUMMER HOME AT MOUNTAIN CITY GA. WAS BUILT IN 1909.

---50TH ANNIVERSARY OF MARRIAGE OF WOODSON L. and FLORA E. WILLIAMSON WAS CELEBRATED AT HOME OF DONALD WILLIAMSON ON 12-11-1928, WITH ALL CHILDREN PRESENT EXCEPT LOLLIE FLOREEN AND W. L.

---60TH ANNIVERSARY WAS CELEBRATED WITH TEA AT HOME WITH ALL OF THE CHILDREN PRESENT.

Children of WOODSON WILLIAMSON and HELENE GARNER are:
36. i. MARTHA JOAN® WILLIAMSON, b. September 11, 1929.
37. ii. RANDALL LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON, b. June 11, 1934.
   iii. DAVID WOODSON WILLIAMSON, b. October 19, 1945; m. SUE LAVERE COOK, December 22, 1966.

Generation No. 6

16. FREDERIC® WILLIAMSON (FRED HARDMAN®, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON® SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN³ WILLIAMSON, JOHN², JOHN¹) was born November 20, 1906 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA., and died February 10, 1991 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA.. He married MARGARETE DAVIS Unknown in ?. She was born October 26, 1902 in ?, and died February 10, 1988 in COMMERCE, JACKSON, GA..

More About FREDERIC WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: SS#256-05-5259

More About MARGARETE DAVIS:
Fact 1: SS# 255-88-0234

Child of FREDERIC WILLIAMSON and MARGARETE DAVIS is:
   i. JANET® WILLIAMSON, b. 1938.

17. GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON® JR (GEORGE GRIFFIN® WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON® SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN³ WILLIAMSON, JOHN², JOHN¹) was born December 17, 1908. He married AGNES CAROLINE KROGMAN October 16, 1930 in ?. She was born August 21, 1911, and died October 16 in ORLANDO, , FL.

Children of GEORGE JR and AGNES KROGMAN are:
38. i. DORA KATHRYN® WILLIAMSON, b. March 01, 1946, LOS ANGELES, , CAL..
39. ii. JANE FRANCES WILLIAMSON, b. February 07, 1950, Brooksville, , Fla..

18. DILMUS NIX® WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN®, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON® SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN³ WILLIAMSON, JOHN², JOHN¹) was born October 16, 1911, and died June 28, 1978 in PERRY, , GA.. He married VANITA MELISSA PRIDGEN May 07, 1933. She was born December 02, 1915.

Children of DILMUS WILLIAMSON and VANITA PRIDGEN are:
   i. NIX ALLENSWORTH® WILLIAMSON, b. February 21, 1934, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.; m. (1) THELMA
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

JUANITA BOZEMAN, August 06, 1955; b. February 03, 1936; m. (2) SYLVIA DENHAM CARTER, April 16, 1965; b. August 24, 1934; m. (3) SHEELAGH WIGGER BOIRVERT, May 24, 1985, ORLANDO, FLA.; b. July 15, 1941, LUTON, ENGLAND.

40. ii. SYLVIA ELIZABETH WILLIAMSON, b. April 08, 1936, FLA..

41. iii. GEORGE VAN WILLIAMSON, b. November 22, 1943, INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA..

iv. SARA VANITA WILLIAMSON, b. February 14, 1953, MACON, BIBB, GA.; m. EMMETT PAUL CARR, April 28, 1984, PERRY, GA.; b. October 28, 1934, HAWKINSVILLE, GA.

19. MALCOLM LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born September 13, 1913 in APPLE VALLEY, JACKSON, GA., and died July 29, 1984 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. He married (1) JULIA BUCK Bef. 1945 in ?. She was born in ?. He married (2) WILLIE HAYNE HUNT February 16, 1947 in VALDOSTA, LOWNDES, GA, daughter of WILLIE HUNT and CARRIE JONES. She was born August 13, 1912 in DAWSON, TERRELL, GA., and died December 15, 2000 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL.

More About MALCOLM LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON:
Cause of Death: MASSIVE HEART ATTACK

Notes for WILLIE HAYNE HUNT:
OFFICIAL RECORD ON FILE -U.D.C REFERENCE DEPT.
THIS PETITION OF BILLIE HUNT---MAIDEN NAME
MRS. MALCOLM L. WILLIAMSON
404 S. APOPKA AVE.
INVERNESS, FLA. 32652

DATE APPL. ACCEPTED BY CHAPTER
10th MARCH 1986
LOU ANNA HENDRY-PERRY, PRESIDENT
PATRISIA EDINGTON ROGERS??---RECORDING SECRETARY
ENTERED ON STATE ROLL BOOK APRIL 15,1986

JAYNE RXISER---REGISTRAR, FLORIDA DIVISION
REGISTERED APRIL 30, 1986
CORALEE L. WEIMER---REGISTRAR-GENERAL, U.D.C.

ATTESTED IN THE STATE OF FLA., CITRUS CO. ON THE 10th DAY OF MARCH 1986
BY BILLIE H. WILLIAMSON
N.P. SEAL BY BARBARA A. WHITE
CITIE OF INVERNESS, CITRUS CO.

Children of MALCOLM WILLIAMSON and WILLIE HUNT are:
42. i. JUDITH LEE WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1949, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

43. ii. GEORGE MALCOLM WILLIAMSON, b. October 23, 1951, BROOKSVILLE, FL.

20. DOROTHY ETHLEEN COLLIER (WOODIE WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born January 27, 1918. She married FRED ALTON HARDY Sr September 26, 1940 in ?. He was born March 25, 1912 in ?.

Children of DOROTHY COLLIER and FRED Sr are:

i. FRED ALTON HARDY Jr., b. September 27, 1941.

ii. SIDNEY COLLIER HARDY, b. January 26, 1943.

iii. JAMES EDWARD HARDY, b. December 04, 1946.


21. VIRGINIA COLLIER (WOODIE WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN)}
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Williamson, John, John) was born December 20, 1919. She married George W. Kelly Jr December 20, 1942 in ?. He was born Unknown.

Children of Virginia Collier and George Jr are:
   ii. Ralph Dozier Kelly, b. October 16, 1951.

22. Sara Collier (Woodie Williamson, Woodson Lafayette Williamson Sr., George W. Griffin) was born March 05, 1922. She married Powers Lawson. He was born May 15, 1919.

Children of Sara Collier and Powers Lawson are:
   i. David Lawson, b. October 25, 1944.

23. Mildred Collier (Woodie Williamson, Woodson Lafayette Williamson Sr., George W. Griffin) was born Unknown in , Oglethorpe, Ga, and died June 30, 2003. She married Troy Porterfield, Sr. He was born Unknown.

Children of Mildred Collier and Troy Porterfield are:
   i. Gloria Porterfield, b. Unknown.
   ii. Troy Porterfield Jr., b. Unknown.


Children of Sidney Mathews and Virginia Herndon are:

25. Elizabeth Mathews (Lollie Elizabeth Williamson, Woodson Lafayette Williamson Sr., George W. Griffin) was born October 29, 1921. She married Robert Daniel Elder March 25, 1944. He was born October 16, 1904.

Child of Elizabeth Mathews and Robert Elder is:

26. Woodson Lafayette Mathews (Lollie Elizabeth Williamson, Woodson Lafayette Williamson Sr., George W. Griffin) was born November 21, 1928. He married Gladys Merck March 19, 1949. She was born August 22, 1928.

Children of Woodson Mathews and Gladys Merck are:
   iii. Lane Elizabeth Mathews, b. March 14, 1961.

27. Charlie Edwin Williamson (Robert Edwin, Woodson Lafayette Williamson Sr., George W. Griffin) was born July 05, 1919 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) Rachel Verline Taylor June 14, 1947 in Macon, Bibb, Ga. She was born April 10, 1922 in ,
RABUN, GA., and died January 03, 1994 in CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA. He married (2) ANNA LOU VOLIVA August 19, 1995 in CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA. She was born May 18, 1930 in CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA.

Notes for CHARLIE EDWIN WILLIAMSON:
RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO.

Children of CHARLIE WILLIAMSON and RACHEL TAYLOR are:
   i. ANTHONY CHARLES WILLIAMSON, b. September 21, 1950, CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA; d. March 31, 1991, CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA.

   Notes for ANTHONY CHARLES WILLIAMSON:
   WORKED FOR GA. POWER CO.——DIED IN AUTO ACCIDENT ON WAY TO WORK.

   More About ANTHONY CHARLES WILLIAMSON:
   Burial: BLUE HEIGHTS CEM. MT. CITY, GA

ii. TERRY EDWIN WILLIAMSON, b. April 16, 1953; d. December 09, 2000, RABUN, GA.

28. JAMES ROBERT WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born October 27, 1922 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died March 01, 1986 in Charlotte, Meclenburgh, N.C. He was born October 27, 1922 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and married MRS. INEZ HOYLE PILGER March 09, 1958 in YORK, YORK, S.C. She was born August 30, 1923 in CHERRYVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, and died March 01, 1986 in Charlotte, Meclenburgh, N.C.

Child of JAMES WILLIAMSON and INEZ PILGER is:
   i. DEBORA JANE WILLIAMSON, b. May 03, 1959.

29. ALBERT FRANK WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born July 26, 1924 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. He married FRANKIE MAE PHILYAW October 11, 1947 in RABUN, GEORGIA. She was born September 10, 1924 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.

Children of ALBERT WILLIAMSON and FRANKIE PHILYAW are:
   i. STEVEN BUFF WILLIAMSON, b. January 29, 1950, ATLANTA, FULTON, GEORGIA.


30. RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born July 29, 1926 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA. She married JOHN HENRY CHAMLEE May 25, 1946 in Jonesboro, Clayton, GEORGIA, son of WILLIAM CHAMLEE and DESSIE LINDRUM. He was born December 10, 1923 in Canton, Cherokee, Georgia.

Children of RUBY WILLIAMSON and JOHN CHAMLEE are:
   i. ROBERT WILLIAM CHAMLEE, b. April 28, 1947, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

   ii. SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMLEE, b. January 03, 1949, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

   iii. SUSAN ETHEL CHAMLEE, b. September 19, 1955, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia; m. PHILLIP MARSHALL SLIGH, April 18, 1981, Forest Park, Clayton, Georgia; b. May 17, 1939, Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia.

31. MARY EMILY WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born August 21, 1928 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died August 10, 1997 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C. She married GUS RUDY ALEXANDER January 12, 1952 in WALHALLA, OCONEE, SOUTH CAROLINA, son of WILLIAM ALEXANDER and MARGIE SEAY. He was born August 25, 1926 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died February 08, 1992 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GEORGIA.

More About MARY EMILY WILLIAMSON:

896
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Fact 1: August 10, 1997, d. ANGEL HOSPITAL, FRANKLIN, N. C.
Fact 2: BURIED IN BLUE HEIGHTS CEMETERY IN
Fact 3: MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GA.

Notes for Gus Rudy Alexander:

Individual: Alexander, Gus
Birth date: Aug 25, 1926
Death date: Feb 8, 1992
Social Security #: 254-36-2032
State of issue: GA

More About Gus Rudy Alexander:
Fact 1: Social Security #: 254-36-2032
Fact 3: State of issue: GA

Children of Mary Williamson and Gus Alexander are:
   i. MARSAL ALEXANDER, b. September 19, 1953, AUGUSTA, RICHMAN, GEORGIA.
49.   ii. JANET GAIL ALEXANDER, b. August 27, 1959, WASHINGTON D.C..

32. MARTHA ALICE5 WILLIAMSON (ROBERT EDWIN5, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON5 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born April 28, 1932 in MOUNTAIN CITY, RABUN, GEORGIA, and died January 27, 2000 in RABUN GAP, RABUN, GA.. She married WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY September 22, 1950 in Mountain City, Ga. In Home, son of GARLAND HANDLEY and HELOISE BOWYER. He was born May 16, 1922 in HUNTINGTON, CABELL, WV.

Notes for Martha Alice Williamson:
MARTHA WAS BORN AT THE FAMILY HOME IN MOUNTAIN CITY, GA. SHE WAS A MEMBER OF THE CLATON BAPTIST CHURCH, WHEN SHE AND I (HER HUSBAND) MOVED TO ROME, GA. IN 1957 SHE MOVED HER LETTER TO THE SHORTER AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH.

THEN IN JUNE 1967 WHEN WE MOVED TO TUGALO VILLAGE IN TALLULAH FALLS THE LETTER WAS MOVED THERE.

WHEN I RETIRED FROM GA. POWER CO. IN 1987 SHE RETURNED TO CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCH.
SHE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE COOSA SCHOOL PTA AT COOSA, GA. AND WOODVILLE ELEMENTERY PTA AT HOLLYWOOD, GA.

SHE TAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL AT TALLULAH FALLS, CLAYTON BAPTIST CHURCHES.

MARTHA WAS A BIG HELP IN THE CHURCH OFFICE ASSISTING WHEN THEY WERE SHORT HANDED. I KNOW OF NO TIME THAT SHE WAS ASKED TO DO A JOB THAT SHE REFUSED. SHE WAS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE WOMEN OF GA POWER CO AS WELL AS THE GA POWER CO, AMBASSADORS CLUB AS CHAPLAIN.

SHE STARTED TO WORK FOR THE US POSTAL SERVICE IN OCTOBER, 1967 AS CLERK AT TALLULAH FALLS, MADE POSTMASTER THERE SOME TIME LATER, SERVED AS OFFICER IN CHARGE AT DILLARD, GA. FOR A SHORT PERIOD THEN TRANSFERED TO RABUN GAP, GA. AND RETIRED OCTOBER 2, 1992.

SHE LOVED HER LORD AND MAKER AND STUDIED HIS WORD FAITHFULLY. THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT WHERE HER SOUL RESTS.
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More About MARTHA ALICE WILLIAMSON:
Burial: February 01, 2000, YONAH (NOW HABERSHAM) MEMORIAL PARK, DEMOREST, HAB., GA

Notes for WILLIAM BOWYER HANDLEY:
Biographical Sketches of W. B. Handley

I was born in Huntington, W. Va., May 16, 1922. My parents moved to Florida when I was about three years old. My Grandfather, E. J. Bowyer was in the steamship business there (Tampa). Then they moved to Lakeland, Fla., where E. J. had a good size piece of property and ran a cafeteria. That was about 1925 or 26. From there they moved to Gainesville, Fla. My father Garland Love Handley ran a Graham Paige auto dealership there along with his brother Beniah William (NIDE) Handley. That was in the late 20's and early 30's.

About that time my Mother and Father divorced. Due to that situation my Mother had to go to work, to support my Brother and me. This was at the start of the depression. Along about that time my Great Aunt Louise (Lafontisee) Fielding, wife of Thomas Wesley Fielding, wanted me to stay with her for a couple of weeks while Uncle Tom was off on a trip. (I think it was to get dried out), and I ended up spending eleven years with them. They were unable to have any children.

On January 9, 1942, I enlisted in the Army Air Corps at Jacksonville, Fla.. From there I was sent to Camp Blanding at Stark, Fla. for my induction. Then I was sent to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of St. Louis, Mo. When I stepped off the train, the temperature was 5 degrees above. Don't think that this Florida boy wasn't cold. The next morning they took us to the obstacle course. I made it through, but fell out at the end. Then the next morning I went on sick call with 104 fever and Pneumonia. While in the hospital, there was a Black draftee who was put in my ward in a private room, that had been bitten by a mad dog. He had failed to tell the Army that he had been bitten and was under treatment (half way through), for Rabies. That was a mistake and it was a horrible way to die.

After I completed Basic training there and was sent to Chicago for aviation mechanics school, at Aeronautical University on Michigan Ave.. We lived at the Y.M.C.A. on Wabash Ave.. This was in March--July. They don't call Chicago the windy city for nothing! Upon my graduation at A.U., I was sent to Moody Air Force Base, at Valdosta, Ga.. While there almost a year, I suddenly went blind in my right eye, went in the hospital. (A week after entering the Hospital my shipping orders came out to go to Texas to be assigned to a unit for overseas duty). They couldn't find the problem and sent me to the Army Hospital at Chamblee, Ga., LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL. After about 25 Doctors examined me they gave me a Medical Discharge, so they could have the bed for the wounded that were coming in from the Pacific by the train load.

After my discharge, Uncle Tom sent me to a specialist (ENT DR. Taylor) in Jacksonville, who found my trouble and operated. After that, I got a job with Martin Aircraft, in Baltimore, MD. inspecting. While there I had another attack in my eye, (the doctor said I probably would have one more). When I went to the personnel office to quit, the draft-dodger sitting behind the desk told me that if I quit the Army would get me. Being a Handley you should know what my response to that would be, "Just watch which way my butt goes when I walk out the door, I'm already a Veteran".

After a three month layoff I got a job at Oak-Ridge, Tenn., where I stayed until the end of the war, (# 2). From that time on I was a:

Hotel desk clerk
Oil Co. delivery-man
Ice Plant Manager at Lake Harbor, Fla.
Aircraft Mechanic at Clewiston, Fla.
" " " Miami International Airport, Miami Fla.
" " " Hollywood, Fla. converting AT-6's into smoke writers (in the sky), for Pepsi-Cola.

Then my Brother Bob ( R.H. Tolbert ), drafted me to come to Troy, Ala., to setup, install and maintain Bendix washing machines, in self-service washaterias in south Ala.

When my Mother retired from the University of Florida, she moved to Mountain City, Ga. After several years laundering dirty clothes and working on washers I moved to Mountain City, Ga. to raise rabbits and be with Mother, since I was single at that time.
While there, I met the girl of my dreams and married my beautiful wife Martha (9/22/1950), who has provided me with three beautiful talented daughters. Also they have provided Martha and myself with two beautiful Granddaughters (one each for Heloise and Lynn) and two very handsome Grandsons (by Julia).

Other jobs held were:
Lessud Window Plant, Clayton, Ga.
S. H. Kirkpatrick (monorail erection) Charlotte, NC
Sears Roebuck, Atlanta, Ga.
Reeves Hardware Clayton, Ga.
Now I'm spending my time, mowing grass, making bread, working on genealogy tracing my roots on this idiot box (computer), but it's fun and passes a lot of time.

These records have been acquired by me (W. B. Handley) through several sources, as follows;

The Family Bible
Family cemetery (ON SLEEPY HOLLOW GOLF COURSE AT TEAYS VALLEY W.VA.)
CEM. GAINESVILLE, FL
CEM. HUNTINGTON, W VA
MT PLEASANT CEM.
LOVE CEM. HWY 34, TEAYS VALLEY, W VA
CEM. LAKELAND, FL
CEM. WINFIELD, W VA
UNION, MONROE COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
LEWISBURG, GREENBRIER COUNTY, W VA, COURT HOUSE
WFT LAND RECORDS
WFT CENSUS RECORDS
AND OTHER ASSORTED CD'S OF Family Tree Maker
Assorted family members
Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saints
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Children of MARTHA WILLIAMSON and WILLIAM HANDLEY are:
50. i. RUBY HELoise2 HANDLEY, b. October 05, 1953, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
51. ii. SARA LYNN HANDLEY, b. January 12, 1959, ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.
52. iii. JULIA ANNETTE HANDLEY, b. February 05, 1969, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.
33. Jane Etthileen6 Williamson (William Donald5, Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr., George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born February 04, 1923. She married (1) Frank Albert Klinkhammer April 12, 1952. He was born December 14, 1922, and died February 07, 1959. She married (2) Ebenezer Edward Anderson, Jr. June 22, 1963. He was born August 26, 1924.

Notes for Jane Etthileen Williamson:
Obituary is in scrapbook.

Child of Jane Williamson and Frank Klinkhammer is:
   i. Kim K Klinkhammer, m. ? McDonald.

   Notes for Kim K Klinkhammer:
   may be child of Ebenezer Edward Anderson, Jr.

34. William Donald6 Williamson, Jr. (William Donald5, Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr., George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born September 30, 1925. He married Sybil Rebecca Nichols August 22, 1945. She was born October 27, 1925.

Children of William Williamson and Sybil Nichols are:
   ii. Timothy Lion Williamson, b. September 20, 1954.

35. William Donald Williamson6 Jr. (William Donald WilliamsonSr., Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr., George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born September 30, 1925. He married Sybil Rebecca Williamson August 22, 1945 in ?. She was born October 27, 1925.

Child of William Jr. and Sybil Williamson is:

36. Martha Joan6 Williamson (Woodson Lamartine5, Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr., George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born September 11, 1929. She married Harold George Sandford August 21, 1960 in Uncle Fred Williamson's house. He was born September 25, 1928.

Children of Martha Williamson and Harold Sandford are:
   ii. Helen Gail Sandford, b. March 01, 1963.

37. Randall Lafayette6 Williamson (Woodson Lamartine5, Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr., George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born June 11, 1934. He married Kathryn September 18, 1959. She was born October 08, 1919.

Children of Randall Williamson and Kathryn are:

Generation No. 7

38. Dora Kathryn7 Williamson (George Griffin Williamson6 Jr, George Griffin5 Williamson, Woodson Lafayette Williamson4 Sr, George W. Griffin3 Williamson, John2, John1) was born March 01, 1946 in Los Angeles, , Cal. She married Michael Bruce Danforth October 29, 1965 in Orlando, , Fla.. He was born April 13, 1945 in Orlando, , Fla..

Children of Dora Williamson and Michael Danforth are:
39.  JANE FRANCES7 WILLIAMSON (GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON6 JR, GEORGE GRIFFIN5 WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born February 07, 1950 in Brooksville, FLA. She married GEORGE EDWARD BUTLER July 23, 1970 in Orlando, FLA. He was born March 25, 1947 in Scottsbluff, NEB.

More About JANE FRANCES WILLIAMSON:
Fact 1: May 07, 1950, OR COULD BE

Children of JANE WILLIAMSON and GEORGE BUTLER are:
54.            i.  SHANNON KAY BUTLER, b. February 24, 1971, ORLANDO, FLA.
               ii.  STEPHEN GEORGE TRUITT BUTLER, b. November 11, 1985, MEDINA, OHIO.

40.  SYLVIA ELIZABETH7 WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NIX6, GEORGE GRIFFIN5, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born April 08, 1936 in , FLA. She married JAMES MILTON CONNELL August 23, 1959 in PERRY, GA. He was born February 12, 1931 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA.

Child of SYLVIA WILLIAMSON and JAMES CONNELL is:
   i.  SARA ELIZABETH6 CONNELL, b. June 12, 1970, ORLANDO, FLA.

41.  GEORGE7 VAN WILLIAMSON (DILMUS NIX6 WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN5, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born November 22, 1943 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FLA. He married MARGARET ANN PARRISH January 17, 1972 in MACON, BIBB, GA. She was born June 26, 1955 in MACON, BIBB, GA.

Children of GEORGE VAN WILLIAMSON and MARGARET PARRISH are:
   ii.  VICTORIA MALISSA WILLIAMSON, b. October 22, 1980, MARIETTA, COBB, GA.

42.  JUDITH LEE7 WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE6, GEORGE GRIFFIN5, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born October 22, 1949 in BROOKSVILLE, FLA. She married EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR. March 22, 1969 in INVERNESS, CITRUS, FL; son of EDWARD MOTTER and ANNE SANDEBECK. He was born April 19, 1945 in BALTIMORE, MD.

More About EDWARD T. MOTTER, JR.:
Fact 1: could be 1946 for his birth

Children of JUDITH WILLIAMSON and EDWARD MOTTER are:
   i.  EDWARD THOMAS6 MOTTER III, b. August 11, 1971, BALTIMORE, TOWSON, MD.
   ii.  SONJA ANNE MOTTER, b. December 01, 1974, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.
   iii.  JOSEPH ANDREW MOTTER, b. January 06, 1980, JACKSONVILLE, DUVAL, FL.
   iv.  GEORGINA EMILY MOTTER, b. November 01, 1982, HARRIS CITY, WEBSTER, TX.

43.  GEORGE MALCOLM7 WILLIAMSON (MALCOLM LAFAYETTE6, GEORGE GRIFFIN5, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON4 SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born October 23, 1951 in BROOKSVILLE, FLA. He married MARGUERITE HATCHER ROBISON February 23, 1989 in WILMINGTON, NEW HAVEN, N.C., daughter of WILLIAM ROBISON and MARY ANN OAKLEY. She was born June 17, 1963 in AUGUSTA, RICHMOND, GA.
Children of GEORGE WILLIAMSON and MARGUERITE ROBISON are:


44. TROY PORTERFIELD* JR. (MILDRED* COLLIER, WOODIE* WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON* SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born Unknown. He married ?.

Children of Troy Jr. and ? are:

i. WESLEY* PORTERFIELD, b. Unknown.  
ii. TROY PORTERFIELD III, b. Unknown.

45. TERRY EDWIN* WILLIAMSON (CHARLIE EDWIN*, ROBERT EDWIN*, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON* SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born April 16, 1953, and died December 09, 2000 in , RABUN, GA. He married KATHERYNE ELLANE LATRELL Unknown. She was born Unknown in , , AL.

More About TERRY EDWIN WILLIAMSON:  
Burial: BLUE HEIGHTS CEM. MT. CITY, GA

Child of TERRY WILLIAMSON and KATHERYNE LATRELL is:

i. CHARLES EDWIN2 WILLIAMSON, b. October 30, 1973; d. March 03, 1990, CARROLLTON, CARROLL, GA.

Notes for CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:  
ABANDONED BY MOTHER IN EARLY CHILDHOOD-----RAISED BY GRANDPARENTS (CHARLIE & VERLEEN).  

More About CHARLES EDWIN WILLIAMSON:  
Cause of Death: ACCIDENTAL GUN SHOT WITH PISTOL.

46. LINDA JAN* WILLIAMSON (ALBERT FRANK*, ROBERT EDWIN*, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON* SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born April 02, 1954 in Clayton, Rabun, Ga. She married PAUL KENNETH VONK, son of PAUL VONK and IDALEE WOLF. He was born May 06, 1953.

Child of LINDA WILLIAMSON and PAUL VONK is:

i. MEGAN LEE* VONK, b. March 17, 1988.

47. ROBERT WILLIAM* CHAMELEE (RUBY ADELE* WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN*, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON* SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born April 28, 1947 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. He married (1) SHEILA LYNN BROWN July 31, 1971 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She was born March 15, 1949 in Blue Ridge, Georgia. He married (2) AUDREY WRIGHT June 07, 1997 in Mobile, , Alabama. She was born Unknown in ?.

Children of ROBERT CHAMELEE and SHEILA BROWN are:

55. i. DAWN MICHELLE* CHAMELEE, b. October 04, 1973, Mobile, , Alabama.  

48. SANDRA ELIZABETH* CHAMELEE (RUBY ADELE* WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN*, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON* SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN3 WILLIAMSON, JOHN2, JOHN1) was born January 03, 1949 in Atlanta, Fulton, Georgia. She married (1) RONALD CHRIS KINNAS May 27, 1967 in Morrow, Clayton, Georgia. He was born January 03, 1946. She married (2) RICHARD JOSEPH BROCKMANN October 11, 1997 in Macon, Bibb, Ga., He was born July 12, 1940 in MANAGUA, NICARAGUA.

Children of SANDRA CHAMELEE and RONALD KINNAS are:
RELATIVE SPEAKING

56. i. RONALD CHRIS\textsuperscript{8} KINNAS, Jr, b. June 24, 1968, Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia.

49. JANET GAIL\textsuperscript{7} ALEXANDER (MARY EMILY\textsuperscript{6} WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN\textsuperscript{5}, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 27, 1959 in WASHINGTON D.C.. She married JAMES WADE BURCH July 01, 1980 in KENSINGTON, MONTGOMERY, MARYLAND. He was born February 07, 1951 in FRANKLIN, MACON, N.C..

Children of JANET ALEXANDER and JAMES BURCH are:
   i. CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER\textsuperscript{8} BURCH, b. July 11, 1981, FRANKLIN, MACON, NORTH CAROLINA.
   ii. JONATHAN ERIC BURCH, b. May 26, 1985, CLAYTON, RABUN, GA..

50. RUBY HELoise\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY (MARThA ALICE\textsuperscript{6} WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN\textsuperscript{5}, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 05, 1953 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA.. She married CHARLES ANDREW WILSON December 19, 1981 in RIVERDALE, Clayton, Georgia. He was born November 14, 1945 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA.

Child of RUBY HANDLEY and CHARLES WILSON is:
   i. CAROLINE HELoise\textsuperscript{8} WILSON, b. March 09, 1987.

51. SARA LYNN\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY (MARThA ALICE\textsuperscript{6} WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN\textsuperscript{5}, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 12, 1959 in ROME, FLOYD, GEORGIA. She married BRUCE WILLIAM TAYLOR November 22, 1989 in ATLANTA, FULTON, GA, son of GORDON TAYLOR and VIRGINIA SKIVERS. He was born May 08, 1949 in COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN , OHIO.

Child of SARA HANDLEY and BRUCE TAYLOR is:
   i. LILLY IRENE\textsuperscript{8} HANDLEY-TAYLOR, b. October 30, 1991.

52. JULIA ANNETTE\textsuperscript{7} HANDLEY (MARThA ALICE\textsuperscript{6} WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN\textsuperscript{5}, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 05, 1969 in CLAYTON, RABUN, GA. She married WILLIAM CURTIS McENTIRE March 18, 1989 in TALLULAH FALLS, HABERSHAM, GA, son of CHARLES McENTIRE and BARBARA. He was born January 02, 1965 in TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.

Children of JULIA HANDLEY and WILLIAM McENTIRE are:
   i. TYLER WILLIAM\textsuperscript{8} McENTIRE, b. March 04, 1991, TOCCOA, STEPHENS, GA.
   ii. SETH McENTIRE, b. March 25, 1993, NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Generation No. 8

53. MICHAEL BRUCE II\textsuperscript{8} DANFORTH (DORA KATHRYN\textsuperscript{7} WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{6} JR, GEORGE GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{5} WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 18, 1967 in ORLANDO, , FLA.. He married LISA MAE DANIEL June 22, 1991 in ORLANDO, , FLA.. She was born October 22, 1970 in TITUSVILLE, , FLA..

Children of MICHAEL DANFORTH and LISA DANIEL are:
   i. MICHAEL BRUCE\textsuperscript{9} DANFORTH III, b. December 18, 1991, ORLANDO, , FLA..
   iii. RACHAEL LEAH DANFORTH, b. November 18, 1997, ORLANDO, , FLA..

54. TRACIE KATHRYN\textsuperscript{8} BUTLER (JANE FRANCES\textsuperscript{7} WILLIAMSON, GEORGE GRIFFIN WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{6} JR, GEORGE GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{5} WILLIAMSON, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON\textsuperscript{4} SR., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN\textsuperscript{3} WILLIAMSON, JOHN\textsuperscript{2}, JOHN\textsuperscript{1})
was born February 24, 1971 in ORLANDO, , FLA.. She married CHRISTOPHER JAY CANTER November 06, 1993 in GREENFIELD, , IND.. He was born August 25, 1971.

Child of TRACIE BUTLER and CHRISTOPHER CANTER is:
   i. ELIZABETH KATHRYN CANTER, b. December 08, 1995.

55. DAWN MICHELLE CHAMEE (ROBERT WILLIAM, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN, WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born October 04, 1973 in Mobile, , Alabama. She married JAMES HUGHES February 25, 1995 in RIverdale, Clayton, Georgia. He was born August 20, 1971.

Children of DAWN CHAMEE and JAMES HUGHES are:
   ii. ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES, b. December 03, 2003.

   More About ASHLEY TAYLOR HUGHES:
   1: 8 pounds, 1 ounce

56. RONALD CHRIK KINNAS, JR (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMEE, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN, WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born June 24, 1968 in Warner Robins, Houston, Georgia. He married MARY JANE BROWN June 29, 1991 in Perry, Houston, Georgia. She was born May 24, 1967 in MAcon, Bibb, Ga..

Children of RONALD KINNAS and MARY BROWN are:
   iii. ROBERT ALLEN KINNAS, b. April 12, 2001.

57. JENNIFER KINNAS (SANDRA ELIZABETH CHAMEE, RUBY ADELE WILLIAMSON, ROBERT EDWIN, WOODSON LAFAYETTE WILLIAMSON Sr., GEORGE W. GRIFFIN, WILLIAMSON, JOHN, JOHN) was born June 25, 1971. She married (1) ROBBIE SKINNER January 1990 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born Unknown. She married (2) ANTHONY WELCH October 09, 1994 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia. He was born January 04, 1969 in Macon, Bibb, Georgia.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ROBBIE SKINNER is:
   i. EMILY ELIZABETH SKINNER, b. June 24, 1990.

Child of JENNIFER KINNAS and ANTHONY WELCH is:
Descendants of Charles Francis Young

Generation No. 1

1. CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1} YOUNG He married SARAH MORRIS March 29, 1793 in KANAWHA, VA, daughter of HENRY MORRIS and MARY BIRD. She was born 1776.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and SARAH MORRIS are:

2. i. ELIZABETH “BETSY”\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, b. June 29, 1796; d. October 03, 1883.
3. ii. JOHN BIRD YOUNG, b. 1798; d. 1881.
4. iii. JAMES A YOUNG, b. 1799.
iv. MARGARET YOUNG, b. 1803; m. JOHN JARRETT.
5. v. SARAH ANN YOUNG, b. 1804; d. 1890.
vi. EDMUND YOUNG, m. ELIZABETH S GORDON.
6. vii. CHARLES W YOUNG, b. September 08, 1809; d. August 1901.
7. viii. WILLIAM YOUNG, b. 1813; d. 1883.

Generation No. 2

2. ELIZABETH “BETSY”\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 29, 1796, and died October 03, 1883. She married EDMUND W PRICE. He was born 1793.

Children of ELIZABETH YOUNG and EDMUND PRICE are:

9. i. SARAH\textsuperscript{3} PRICE, b. January 19, 1814; d. February 25, 1907.
11. iii. EDMUND PRICE, b. Abt. 1820.
14. vi. BURDETT PRICE, b. August 26, 1826; d. April 09, 1915.
15. vii. CAROLINE PRICE, b. 1832.
16. viii. EMMELINE PRICE, b. 1834; m. WILLIAM H CART, April 24, 1851, KANAWHA, VA.
17. ix. JAMES A PRICE, b. September 05, 1835; d. January 06, 1923.
18. x. HARRIET DELILAH PRICE, b. 1838.
19. xi. ARCHIBALD PRICE, b. 1816.

3. JOHN BIRD\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1798, and died 1881. He married (1) MARGARET YOUNG. She was born January 18, 1794, and died Abt. 1864. He married (2) JANE FLECK January 24, 1864. She was born 1809.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and MARGARET YOUNG are:

18. i. LUCINDA\textsuperscript{3} YOUNG, b. 1819.
19. ii. HARRIET YOUNG, b. 1820.
20. iii. JAMES STROTHER YOUNG, b. August 1822; d. 1866.
21. iv. JACOB ARMSTRONG YOUNG, b. 1826.
22. v. JOHN PAYTON YOUNG, b. 1830; m. MARTHA McBRIE.
23. vi. SARAH ANN YOUNG, b. 1831.
24. vii. NANCY W YOUNG, b. 1834.

4. JAMES A\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1799. He married RACHAEL H JAMES, daughter of JESSIE JAMES and MARY MORRIS. She was born October 10, 1804.

Children of JAMES YOUNG and RACHAEL JAMES are:
25.  
   i.  ELLEN3 YOUNG, b. 1826.
26.  
   ii.  CLINTON S YOUNG, b. 1830.
27.  
   iii.  CLARK YOUNG, b. 1832.
   iv.  ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. 1832; m. WILLIAM MARTIN, June 05, 1856, , KANAWHA, VA; b. 1833, , Belford, VA.
28.  
   v.  EDMOND P YOUNG, b. 1838.
   vi.  TABITHA YOUNG, b. 1844; m. WILLIAM VICKERS; b. 1841.
   vii.  CHARLES A YOUNG, b. 1846; m. (1) JERUSHIA A LIGHT; b. 1852; m. (2) MALIDA D A INGRAM; b. 1852.
   viii.  LUCINDA YOUNG, b. 1851; m. SQUIRE FERRELL; b. 1842.

5.  SARAH ANN2 YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1804, and died 1890.  She married WILLIAM BURDETT, Jr January 13, 1824 in , KANAWHA, VA.  He was born 1801, and died 1862.

Children of SARAH YOUNG and WILLIAM BURDETT are:
29.  
   i.  MILES S BURDETT, b. 1826, , Kanawha, VA.
30.  
   ii.  CHARLES BURDETT, b. 1827, , Kanawha, VA.
31.  
   iii.  SARAH ELIZABETH BURDETT, b. 1831, , Kanawha, VA; d. November 14, 1858.
32.  
   iv.  CAROLINE BURDETT, b. October 05, 1835, , Kanawha, VA; d. February 19, 1919.
33.  
   v.  WILLIS BURDETT, b. January 06, 1838, , Kanawha, VA.
34.  
   vi.  WILLIAM HARVEY BURDETT, b. Abt. 1841, , Kanawha, VA; d. March 26, 1900.
35.  
   vii.  HARRIET BURDETT, b. March 08, 1845, , Kanawha, VA; d. May 09, 1933.
36.  
   viii.  JAMES BURDETT, b. Abt. 1847, , Kanawha, VA; m. LUCINDA FISHER, July 30, 1865.
37.  
   ix.  LUTHER RICE BURDETT, b. 1848, , Kanawha, VA; d. July 16, 1882.
   x.  LEWIS BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.
   xi.  CATHERINE BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.
   xii.  FELINA BURDETT, b. , Kanawha, VA.

6.  CHARLES W2 YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born September 08, 1809, and died August 1901.  He married 1813.  She was born in 1887.

Children of CHARLES YOUNG and 1813 are:
   i.  MARGARET JANE3 YOUNG, b. August 06, 1833; d. March 25, 1866; m. JAMES A HIGGINBOTHAM; b. 1837.
37.  
   ii.  SARAH ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. December 04, 1835.
38.  
   iii.  MATILDA JANE YOUNG, b. November 01, 1837.
   iv.  EDDEN YOUNG, b. November 30, 1838; m. ADELINE BROWN.
39.  
   v.  SAMUEL M YOUNG, b. December 22, 1839; d. 1926.
40.  
   vi.  ARCHEBALD P YOUNG, b. January 02, 1842; d. September 28, 1914.
41.  
   vii.  MARRIETTA YOUNG, b. February 05, 1844.
   viii.  HARRIETT ANN YOUNG, b. February 25, 1846.
   ix.  CAROLYN YOUNG, b. April 09, 1848; m. WILLIAM SCRUGGS.
42.  
   x.  ALLEN P YOUNG, b. April 25, 1850.
   xi.  EMILY F YOUNG, b. July 06, 1853; d. December 16, 1916; m. GREEN W MEADOWS.
   xii.  ROXALANA S YOUNG, b. December 28, 1855.
   xiii.  CHARLES EDMOND YOUNG, b. November 30, 1858; m. ADELINE BROWN.

7.  WILLIAM2 YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1813, and died 1883.  He married NANCY J GORDON.  She was born 1814.

Children of WILLIAM YOUNG and NANCY GORDON are:
43.  
   i.  LUCINDA “LUCY”3 YOUNG, b. 1838.
44.  
   ii.  GEORGE ALEXANDER YOUNG, b. 1841.
45.  
   iii.  SARAH E YOUNG, b. 1837.

8.  BENJAMIN STRADER2 YOUNG (CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born Abt. 1818.  He married LUCINDA HUFFMAN.  She was born 1819.

Children of BENJAMIN YOUNG and LUCINDA HUFFMAN are:
   i.  MARRETTA3 YOUNG, m. ? CHAPMAN.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

46.    ii.  HENRIETTA B YOUNG, b. June 17, 1850.
       iii.  SARAH JANE YOUNG, b. 1860; m. ? HICKMAN.

Generation No. 3

9.  SARAH\(^3\) PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born January 19, 1814, and died February 25, 1907. She married SQUIRE W. JARRETT. He was born Abt. 1812, and died Abt. 1897.

Children of SARAH PRICE and SQUIRE JARRETT are:
   i.  MARK \(^4\) JARRETT, b. 1835; m. REBECCA A MANN; b. 1854.
   ii.  MATILDA JARRETT, b. August 22, 1836; d. April 10, 1912.
   iii.  MINERVA JARRETT, b. November 1839; d. 1915.
   iv.  JAMES M JARRETT, b. 1841.
   v.  ELIZABETH JARRETT, b. 1844; m. JAMES A JACKSON; b. 1849.
   vi.  LEVI JARRETT, b. 1845; d. 1902.
   viii.  ELI FRENCH JARRETT, b. 1850; m. ELIZABETH ELLEN; b. 1849.
      ix.  AMANDA C JARRETT, b. 1854; m. WARNER BERTSCH; b. 1851.

10.  ELIZABETH\(^3\) PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born Abt. 1817, and died November 28, 1974. She married DAVID MATHENY. He was born 1806, and died 1868.

Children of ELIZABETH PRICE and DAVID MATHENY are:
   49.  i.  SARAH A\(^4\) MATHENY, b. July 09, 1839; d. August 11, 1893.
   50.  ii.  CAROLINE MATHENY, b. October 11, 1842; d. Bet. 1880 - 1897.
   51.  iii.  SAMUEL D MATHENY, b. 1843.
      iv.  WILLIAM MATHENY, b. 1846; d. Bet. 1850 - 1860.
      v.  CATHERINE MATHENY, b. December 24, 1848; d. January 27, 1890.
      vi.  MARTHA MATHENY, b. 1850; d. December 10, 1861.
      vii.  JOHN D MATHENY, b. August 19, 1852; d. September 07, 1943; m. JULIA ANN HOLCOMB.
      viii.  SQUIRE MATHENY, b. August 20, 1854; d. August 01, 1933.
         ix.  LEWIS MATHENY, b. 1858.

11.  EDMUND\(^3\) PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born Abt. 1820. He married MARY JANE MARTIN. She was born 1830.

Child of EDMUND PRICE and MARY MARTIN is:
   i.  ROSATTHA A\(^4\) PRICE, b. 1858.

12.  MARGARET J\(^3\) PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born January 22, 1822, and died July 07, 1915. She married MICHAEL MATHENY. He was born April 1818, and died December 12, 1906.

Children of MARGARET PRICE and MICHAEL MATHENY are:
   i.  JOHN\(^4\) MATHENY, b. 1840.
   ii.  CHARLES MATHENY, b. 1841.
   iii.  EDMOND MATHENY, b. 1844; m. ROXALANA CAVENDR; b. 1845.
      iv.  MANERVIA MATHENY, b. 1846.
      v.  JAMES A MATHENY, b. 1848.
      vi.  ALLEN MATHENY, b. 1850.
      vii.  FLOYD MATHENY, b. 1852.
      viii.  EMELINE MATHENY, b. 1855; d. 1935.
         ix.  WILLIAM C MATHENY, b. 1857.
            x.  SUSAN M MATHENY, b. 1861; d. 1861.

13.  CATHERINE\(^3\) PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born February 1824, and died Abt. 1905. She married JOHN JARRETT. He was born 1816.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Children of CATHERINE PRICE and JOHN JARRETT are:
54. i. DEILAH4 JARRETT, b. 1841.
55. ii. WILLIAM BURDETT JARRETT, b. 1843.
56. iii. MASON STATEN JARRETT, b. 1845.
57. iv. LEVI JARRETT, b. 1848; d. 1939.
58. v. ELIZABETH JARRETT, b. 1851.
60. vi. JOSPEH JARRETT, b. 1853.
59. vii. JASPER JARRETT, b. 1853; d. 1926.
60. viii. MARK VINSON JARRETT, b. 1856; d. 1938.
   ix. THOMAS J JARRETT, b. 1858; d. 1934; m. MARY JANE HARDEN, 1860; b. 1863; d. 1897.
61. x. SARAH JANE JARRETT, b. 1860; d. 1953.
   xi. DAVID MONROE JARRETT, b. 1863; m. PARTHENIA BURGESS; b. 1860; d. 1940.
   xii. BUENA VISTA JARRETT, b. 1867; m. WILLIAM GRIFFITH; b. 1855.
   xiii. MARY A JARRETT, b. 1868; m. JOHN EVERETT BURGESS.
   xiv. AMANDA A JARRETT, b. 1870; d. 1913; m. CHARLES B PRICE; b. 1870.

14. BURDETT3 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born August 26, 1826, and died April 09, 1915. Burdette married ANN ELIZABETH CAROLINE JARRETT. She was born 1834, and died 1912.

Children of BURDETT PRICE and ANN JARRETT are:
   i. MARY F4 PRICE, b. 1853.
   ii. ALICE PRICE, b. 1855.
62. iii. ELI EDMOND PRICE, b. 1856; d. 1915.
   iv. MARTHA A PRICE, b. 1858.
   v. JAMES A PRICE, b. 1860.

15. CAROLINE3 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1832. She married THOMAS J HUGES. He was born 1828.

Children of CAROLINE PRICE and THOMAS HUGES are:
   i. SARAH JANE4 HUGES, b. 1858.
   ii. NANCY E HUGES, b. 1867.
   iii. ROBERT E HUGES, b. 1873.

16. JAMES A3 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born September 05, 1835, and died January 06, 1923. He married MARY JANE ELSWICK. She was born 1839.

Children of JAMES PRICE and MARY ELSWICK are:
   i. ALPHEUS4 PRICE, b. 1858.
   ii. ALATHA A PRICE, b. 1859.
   iii. MINNIE PRICE, b. 1862.
   iv. ALSON C PRICE, b. 1864.
   v. ALPHONSUS PRICE, b. 1868.
   vi. ALBERTUS J PRICE, b. 1870.
   vii. GRACE PRICE, b. 1874.
   viii. BESSIE PRICE, b. 1880.

17. HARRIET DEILAH3 PRICE (ELIZABETH "BETSY"2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1838. She married JESSIE JAMES YOUNG, son of CHARLES YOUNG and MARGARET JAMES. He was born November 05, 1834.

Children of HARRIET PRICE and JESSIE YOUNG are:
   i. CHARLES E4 YOUNG, b. September 29, 1861; m. MARY SPARKS.
   ii. WILLIAM B YOUNG, b. 1867; m. JULIA YOUNG.
   iii. JAMES A YOUNG, b. 1869; m. ELIZABETH LILLY.
   iv. MARY A E YOUNG, b. 1872; m. WILLIAM S WOODS.
   v. MARIBELL YOUNG, b. 1874; m. WILLIAM L ACRE.
   vi. SARAH CATHERINE YOUNG, b. 1877; m. JAMES L HUNT; b. 1871.
vii. BENJAMIN STROTHER YOUNG, b. 1884.

18. LUCINDA³ YOUNG (JOHN BIRD², CHARLES FRANCIS¹) was born 1819. She married ARCHEBALD PRICE. He was born 1816.

Children of LUCINDA YOUNG and ARCHEBALD PRICE are:
  i. HARRIET⁴ PRICE, b. 1838.
  63. ii. SARAH A PRICE, b. 1840.
  64. iii. JOHN B PRICE, b. 1843.
  65. iv. EDMOND PRICE, b. 1848.
  66. v. MARGARET E PRICE, b. 1851.
  67. vi. MARY F PRICE, b. 1853.

19. HARRIET³ YOUNG (JOHN BIRD², CHARLES FRANCIS¹) was born 1820. She married (1) SAMUEL MATHENY. She married (2) MILTON WOODS.

Children of HARRIET YOUNG and MILTON WOODS are:
  i. WILSON M⁴ WOODS, b. 1851.
  ii. MARGARET WOODS, b. 1853.
  iii. SOPHIA WOODS, b. 1856.
  iv. MARTHA WOODS, b. 1858.
  v. HENRY WOODS, b. 1862.

20. JAMES STROTHER³ YOUNG (JOHN BIRD², CHARLES FRANCIS¹) was born August 1822, and died 1866. He married MARY ELIZABETH GRIFFITH. She was born November 17, 1831, and died 1909.

Children of JAMES YOUNG and MARY GRIFFITH are:
  67. i. JASPER⁴ YOUNG, b. November 14, 1851.
  68. ii. MINNIE YOUNG, b. November 1853.
  69. iii. LAURA YOUNG, b. November 1855.
      iv. CORA W YOUNG, b. 1857; m. JOHN R SNYDER.
      v. PORUS J YOUNG, b. May 26, 1860; m. MARY BOYD; b. 1867; d. 1900.
  70. vi. BRUCE GRIFFITH YOUNG, b. 1863.
  71. vii. FERRY S YOUNG, b. 1866.
  72. viii. MARY YOUNG, m. JOHN R SNYDER.

21. JACOB ARMSTRONG³ YOUNG (JOHN BIRD², CHARLES FRANCIS¹) was born 1826. He married JULIA MARY GEARY. She was born 1831.

Children of JACOB YOUNG and JULIA GEARY are:
  72. i. FLOYD JACOB⁴ YOUNG, b. February 07, 1852; d. November 01, 1927.
      ii. JOSEPHINE YOUNG, b. February 04, 1855; m. G THOMAS CUMMINGS.
      iii. MARY A YOUNG, b. 1856.
      iv. LILLIA W YOUNG, b. 1858.
  73. v. ALBERT C YOUNG, b. 1860; d. 1930.
      vi. ELIZABETH YOUNG, b. February 27, 1863; m. ALONZO JENKINS.
  74. vii. JOHN MILTON YOUNG, b. May 07, 1866.
      viii. JOANNA YOUNG, b. 1868.
      ix. NORA B YOUNG, b. 1870; m. DAVID TAYLOR.
      x. AMY C YOUNG, b. 1872; m. WILLIAM HUDKINS.

22. SARAH ANN³ YOUNG (JOHN BIRD², CHARLES FRANCIS¹) was born 1831. She married FRANKLIN BAXTER.

Child of SARAH YOUNG and FRANKLIN BAXTER is:
  i. ELIAS FENTON⁴ BAXTER, b. 1862; d. April 1943; m. AMANDER CATHERINE CAVENDER.
23. Nancy W\(^3\) Young (John Bird\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1834. She married William Ransom.

Child of Nancy Young and William Ransom is:
   i. Margaret\(^4\) Ransom, b. 1869.

24. Harvey Humphreys\(^3\) Young (John Bird\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1834, and died Bet. 1916 - 1917. He married (1) Mary Boyd. He married (2) Anna E Ferrell. She was born 1853. He married (3) Annie Ferguson.

Children of Harvey Young and Anna Ferrell are:
   i. Stanton W\(^4\) Young, b. 1872; m. Lillie Copen.
   ii. Cora A Young, b. August 07, 1872; m. Walter Walton.
   iii. Roy Orton Young, m. Florence Ulman; b. July 29, 1872.
   iv. Harvey Hutson Young, b. 1883.
   v. James Corbett Young, b. February 20, 1886.
   vi. Hoy O Young, b. 1877.
   vii. Phyllis Chilton Young.
   viii. Esther Young.

25. Ellen\(^3\) Young (James A\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1826. She married (1) Roswell Elswick. She married (2) ? Walker.

Child of Ellen Young and Roswell Elswick is:
   i. Caroline\(^4\) Elswick, b. February 10, 1855; m. ? Walker.

26. Clinton S\(^3\) Young (James A\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1830. He married (1) Caroline Lucas. She was born 1829, and died March 01, 1865. He married (2) Mary Jane Spradling. She was born 1840.

Children of Clinton Young and Mary Spradling are:
   i. Henry\(^4\) Young, b. 1867.
   ii. M.
   iii. William J Young, b. 1871.
   iv. Mary Jane Young, b. 1873.
   v. Lucy Young, b. 1878.

27. Clark\(^3\) Young (James A\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1832. He married Sarah E Young, daughter of William Young and Nancy Gordon. She was born 1837.

Children of Clark Young and Sarah Young are:
   i. T C\(^4\) Young.
   ii. Vincent Young, b. 1855.
   iii. Henrietta Young, b. 1858.
   iv. Hamilton Young, b. 1859.
   v. Charles A Young, b. 1862.
   vi. Roselle E Young, b. 1866.
   vii. Hiram S Young, b. 1868.
   viii. Julia Young.
   ix. Allen A Young, b. 1872.
   x. George B Young, b. 1875.

28. Edmond P\(^3\) Young (James A\(^2\), Charles Francis\(^1\)) was born 1838. He married Mary Catherine Johnson. She was born 1846.

Children of Edmond Young and Mary Johnson are:
   i. Delila\(^4\) Young, b. 1865.
ii. JOHNSON YOUNG, b. 1866.

iii. JAMES YOUNG, b. 1869.

29. MILES S\textsuperscript{3} BURDETT (SARAH ANN\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1826 in, Kanawha, VA. He married (1) ELIZABETH CARR November 26, 1855 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1825. He married (2) MILDRED J JONES November 22, 1866 in, KANAWHA, VA. She was born 1845.

Children of MILES BURDETT and ELIZABETH CARR are:

i. JAMES S\textsuperscript{4} BURDETT, b. 1845, Kanawha, VA; m. NANCY CREWS, January 23, 1873, KANAWHA, VA; b. 1845, Monroe, VA.

ii. SARAH A BURDETT, b. 1847.

iii. MARIETTA BURDETT, b. 1849.

30. CHARLES\textsuperscript{3} BURDETT (SARAH ANN\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1827 in, Kanawha, VA. He married DELILAH BURDETT November 08, 1849. She was born 1829.

Children of CHARLES BURDETT and DELILAH BURDETT are:

i. HENRIETTA BURDETT, b. 1851.

ii. SARAH I BURDETT, b. 1853.

iii. ALICE BURDETT, b. 1855.

iv. MALE BURDETT, b. 1858; d. 1858.

v. JOHN W BURDETT, b. 1859.

vi. CHARLES BURDETT, b. 1862.

vii. ELIZABETH BURDETT, b. 1865.

viii. PRESTON BURDETT, b. 1866.

ix. EDMON BURDETT, b. 1869.

x. LOUIS BURDETT, b. 1874.

31. SARAH ELIZABETH\textsuperscript{3} BURDETT (SARAH ANN\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1831 in, Kanawha, VA, and died November 14, 1858. She married HARVEY BURDETT November 09, 1849 in, KANAWHA, VA. He was born 1825.

Children of SARAH BURDETT and HARVEY BURDETT are:

i. CATHERINE\textsuperscript{4} BURDETT, b. 1850.

ii. FARLENA BURDETT, b. 1852.

iii. WILLIAM BURDETT, b. 1855.

iv. SARAH BURDETT, b. 1858.

32. CAROLINE\textsuperscript{3} BURDETT (SARAH ANN\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 05, 1835 in, Kanawha, VA, and died February 19, 1919. She married WILSON CAVENGER, son of ANDREW CAVENGER and NANCY CALDREW. He was born 1833.

Children of CAROLINE BURDETT and WILSON CAVENGER are:

76. i. WILLIAM SILAS\textsuperscript{4} CAVENGER, b. 1854; d. 1911.

ii. SQUIRE S CAVENGER, b. 1856; d. 1918.

iii. SARAH ANN CAVENGER, b. 1859.

iv. NANCY JANE CAVENGER, b. 1861.

v. MARTHA E CAVENGER, b. 1863.

vi. MARY E CAVENGER, b. 1866.

vii. LEWIS W CAVENGER, b. 1871.

viii. SAMUEL W CAVENGER, b. 1876.

33. WILLIS\textsuperscript{3} BURDETT (SARAH ANN\textsuperscript{2} YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 06, 1838 in, Kanawha, VA. He married MALINDA JONES. She was born 1841.

Children of WILLIS BURDETT and MALINDA JONES are:
i. William M Burdett, b. 1860.
ii. Mary Amanda Burdett, b. 1861.
iii. Albert Burdett, b. 1864.
iv. Sarah Angeline Burdett, b. 1866.
v. Thomas J Burdett, b. 1868.
vi. James S Burdett, b. 1872.
vii. Henry C Burdett, b. 1875.
viii. Harvey M Burdett, b. 1877.
ix. Willis F Burdett, b. 1879.

34. William Harvey3 Burdett (Sarah Ann2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born Abt. 1841 in , Kanawha, VA, and died March 26, 1900. He married Mildred Jane Copenhaaver December 14, 1865, daughter of Jacob Copenhaaver and Virginia Newcomer. She was born 1848.

Children of William Burdett and Mildred Copenhaaver are:
i. Sarah4 Burdett, b. 1867.
ii. Emeretta Burdett, b. 1868.
iii. Willis Burdett, b. 1869.
iv. Virginia F Burdett, b. 1872.
v. Aldia M Burdett, b. 1874.
vi. Ida B Burdett, b. 1876.
vii. Thomas H "son" Burdett, b. 1878.

35. Harriet3 Burdett (Sarah Ann2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born March 08, 1845 in , Kanawha, VA, and died May 09, 1933. She married (1) Aaron V Facemyer. She married (2) John Wesley Cavender April 03, 1864 in , Kanawha, VA, son of John Cavender and Nancy Baxter. He was born 1844 in , Kanawha, VA.

Children of Harriet Burdett and John Cavender are:
i. Almira4 Cavender, b. 1869.
ii. Francis E Cavender, b. 1866.
iii. Sarah Cavender, b. 1869.

36. Luther Rice3 Burdett (Sarah Ann2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1848 in , Kanawha, VA, and died July 16, 1882. He married Margaret Elizabeth Crews January 23, 1873, daughter of Sedley Crews and Eveline Smith. She was born 1849.

Children of Luther Burdett and Margaret Crews are:
i. Sedley4 Burdett, b. 1869.
ii. Sarah E Burdett, b. 1874.
iii. Robert E Burdett, b. 1877.

37. Sarah Elizabeth3 Young (Charles W2, Charles Francis1) was born December 04, 1835. She married James Madison Buckner. He was born 1833.

Children of Sarah Young and James Buckner are:
i. George B4 Buckner, b. 1856.
ii. Charles W Buckner, b. 1858.
iii. Mahala J Buckner, b. 1860.
iv. Samuel A Buckner, b. 1861.
v. Mary E Buckner, b. 1864.
vi. John W Buckner, b. 1868.
vii. James M Buckner, b. 1870.
ix. Robert Lee Buckner, b. 1872.
ix. Emeline Buckner, b. 1876.
x. Benjamin S Buckner, b. 1879.
38. Matilda Jane Young (Charles W², Charles Francis¹) was born November 01, 1837. She married Nathan Hannah. He was born 1835.

Children of Matilda Young and Nathan Hannah are:
   i. Charles W³ Hannah, b. 1858.
   ii. Elizabeth C Hannah, b. 1859.
   iii. Jemima Hannah, b. 1861.
   iv. George S Hannah, b. 1865.
   v. Bratton Hannah, b. 1869.
   vi. ALCinda Hannah, b. 1871.
   vii. Samuel Hannah, b. 1875.

39. Samuel M³ Young (Charles W², Charles Francis¹) was born December 22, 1839, and died 1926. He married Mary Margaret Roy. She was born 1846.

Children of Samuel Young and Mary Roy are:
   i. IDA M⁴ Young, b. 1867.
   ii. May B Young, b. 1869.
   iii. Eveline Young, b. 1871.
   iv. Nathan L Young, b. 1874.
   v. Flora J Young, b. 1876.
   vi. Charlotte Young, b. 1877.

40. Archibald P³ Young (Charles W², Charles Francis¹) was born January 02, 1842, and died September 28, 1914. He married Bettie Ann Lucas. She was born 1849.

Children of Archibald Young and Bettie Lucas are:
   i. Hiram S⁴ Young, b. 1868.
   ii. Charles Frederick Young, b. 1869.
   iii. Mary E Young, b. 1871.
   iv. Melvin G Young, b. 1872.
   v. Melburn B Young, b. 1874.
   vi. Clara A Young, b. 1876.

41. Marietta³ Young (Charles W², Charles Francis¹) was born February 05, 1844. She married Charles Page. He was born 1844.

Children of Marietta Young and Charles Page are:
   i. Mary E⁴ Page, b. 1868.
   ii. Margaret J Page, b. 1870.
   iii. Virginia B Page, b. 1876.
   iv. Ruthy A Page, b. 1878.
   v. Enoch G Page, b. 1879.

42. Allen P³ Young (Charles W², Charles Francis¹) was born April 25, 1850. He married Henrietta Miller. She was born 1849.

Children of Allen Young and Henrietta Miller are:
   i. LG⁴ Young, b. 1875.
   ii. S E Young, b. 1877.

43. Lucinda “Lucy”³ Young (William², Charles Francis¹) was born 1838. She married John Wesley Elswick. He was born 1835.

Children of Lucinda Young and John Elswick are:
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44. **GEORGE ALEXANDER**³ YOUNG *(William², Charles Francis¹)* was born 1841. He married MARY JANE VICKERS. She was born 1846.

Children of GEORGE YOUNG and MARY VICKERS are:
1. ROSE E⁴ YOUNG, b. 1865.
2. WILLIAM YOUNG, b. 1867.
3. FLORENCE YOUNG, b. 1868.
4. JAMES M YOUNG, b. 1869.
5. CARRIE YOUNG, b. 1871.
6. SARA C YOUNG, b. 1873.
7. GEORGE B YOUNG, b. 1876.
8. MARY ANN YOUNG, b. 1877.
9. NANCY ANN YOUNG, b. 1877.

45. **SARAH E**³ YOUNG *(William², Charles Francis¹)* was born 1837. She married CLARK YOUNG, son of JAMES YOUNG and RACHAEL JAMES. He was born 1832.

Children are listed above under (27) Clark Young.

46. **HENRIETTA B**³ YOUNG *(Benjamin Strader², Charles Francis¹)* was born June 17, 1850. She married SILVANUS G CHAPMAN. He was born February 29, 1844.

Children of HENRIETTA YOUNG and SILVANUS CHAPMAN are:
1. MARY A⁴ CHAPMAN, b. February 09, 1868.
2. MARTHA J CHAPMAN, b. June 12, 1869.
3. BENJAMIN F CHAPMAN, b. October 28, 1870.
4. FRANCES "FANNIE" E CHAPMAN, b. April 17, 1872.
5. CARRIE B CHAPMAN, b. March 25, 1874.
6. WILLIAM S CHAPMAN, b. February 28, 1875.
7. LUCY D CHAPMAN, b. September 30, 1876.
8. LOTTIE V CHAPMAN, b. April 21, 1878.
11. HENRIETTA D CHAPMAN, b. December 29, 1882.

Generation No. 4

47. **MINERVA**⁴ JARRETT *(Sarah³ Price, Elizabeth "Betsy"² Young, Charles Francis¹)* was born November 1839, and died 1915. She married (1) ? TURNER. She married (2) ALONZO LEAVITT. He was born 1848, and died 1907.

Child of MINERVA JARRETT and ? TURNER is:
77. i. ELIZABETH "BETTIE"⁵ TURNER, b. September 1862.

Children of MINERVA JARRETT and ALONZO LEAVITT are:
78. ii. EDWIN LEE⁶ LEAVITT, b. November 05, 1869; d. September 13, 1916.
79. iii. LEVI EDWARD LEAVITT, b. April 19, 1872.
   iv. EDITH ESTELL LEAVITT, b. March 24, 1875; d. July 19, 1881.
   v. CHARLES C LEAVITT, b. December 20, 1881; d. June 09, 1888.
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48. EDWARD^4 JARRETT (SARAH^3 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"^2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS^1) was born January 1849, and died June 18, 1935. He married ALICE BELLE HAYS. She was born 1861, and died 1910.

Children of EDWARD JARRETT and ALICE HAYS are:
   i. GEORGE W^5 JARRETT, b. 1877; d. 1880.
   ii. DELILS LOYD JARRETT, b. 1878; d. 1957; m. MINNIE ELIZABETH NAYLOR; b. 1878; d. 1960.
   iii. VIRGIL L JARRETT, b. 1883.
   iv. GROVER CLEVELAND JARRETT, b. 1886; d. 1963; m. VIRGIE ETHEL YOUNG; b. 1884.
   v. RUSSELL JARRETT, b. 1888.
   vi. BESSIE B JARRETT, b. 1896.
   vii. CLIFFORD J JARRETT, b. 1898; d. 1906.

49. SARAH A^4 MATHENY (ELIZABETH^3 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"^2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS^1) was born July 09, 1839, and died August 11, 1893. She married WILLIAM HARRISON JARRETT. He was born 1836, and died 1890.

Children of SARAH MATHENY and WILLIAM JARRETT are:
   i. DAVID C^5 JARRETT, b. 1857.
   ii. WILLIAM H JARRETT, b. 1858.
   iii. SAMANTHA A JARRETT, b. 1860; d. 1942.
   iv. ROSANTHA C JARRETT, b. 1862; d. 1890.
   v. SAMUEL V JARRETT, b. 1865; d. 1932.
   vi. MARY E JARRETT, b. 1886.
   vii. ELI THORNTON JARRETT, b. 1865; d. 1932.
   viii. MARTHA ALICE JARRETT, b. 1871; d. 1953.
   ix. NANCY E JARRETT, b. 1873.
   x. CHARLES ERNEST JARRETT, b. 1877; d. 1954.

50. CAROLINE^4 MATHENY (ELIZABETH^3 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"^2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS^1) was born October 11, 1842, and died Bet. 1880 - 1897. She married WILLIAM W RILEY. He was born 1841.

Children of CAROLINE MATHENY and WILLIAM RILEY are:
   i. JESSE WALTER^5 RILEY, b. 1869.
   ii. JOHN VINCENT RILEY, b. 1875.
   iii. WILLIAM WESLEY RILEY, b. 1875.
   iv. JAMES WARD RILEY, b. 1877.

51. SAMUEL D^4 MATHENY (ELIZABETH^3 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"^2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS^1) was born 1843. He married LUCINDA A JARRETT. She was born 1845.

Children of SAMUEL MATHENY and LUCINDA JARRETT are:
   i. ELIZA^5 MATHENY, b. 1867.
   ii. DAVID MATHENY, b. 1868.
   iii. OTHEL MATHENY, b. 1869.
   iv. ENOS R MATHENY, b. 1872.
   v. MARY C MATHENY, b. 1878.

52. CATHERINE^4 MATHENY (ELIZABETH^3 PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"^2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS^1) was born December 24, 1848, and died January 27, 1890. She married ROBERT HINDMAN PHILLIPS. He was born 1838.

Children of CATHERINE MATHENY and ROBERT PHILLIPS are:
   i. JOHN DAVID^5 PHILLIPS, b. 1868.
   ii. EDGAR L PHILLIPS, b. 1871.
   iii. MARY ELIZABETH PHILLIPS, b. 1873.
   iv. ELIZA S PHILLIPS, b. 1874.
   v. CHARLES W PHILLIPS, b. 1877.
53. **Squire** Matheny (*Elizabeth* Price, Elizabeth "Betsy" Young, Charles Francis) was born August 20, 1854, and died August 01, 1933. He married (1) Martha S Riley. She was born 1859. He married (2) Analiza "Hannah" Mason. He married (3) Anna Laurie Gree. He married (4) Chloe A "Clue" Young.

Children of Squire Matheny and Martha Riley are:
   i. Viola Matheny, b. 1875.
   ii. Lilian Matheny, b. 1877.

54. **Delilah** Jarrett (*Catherine* Price, Elizabeth "Betsy" Young, Charles Francis) was born 1841. She married Thomas J Newhouse. He was born 1836.

Children of Delilah Jarrett and Thomas Newhouse are:
   i. EVA K Newhouse, b. 1859.
   ii. Ida M Newhouse, b. 1861.
   iii. John M Newhouse, b. 1863.
   iv. Sarah J Newhouse, b. 1865; m. George A Strickland; b. 1861.
   v. Stanton S Newhouse, b. 1870.

55. William Burdett Jarrett (*Catherine* Price, Elizabeth "Betsy" Young, Charles Francis) was born 1843. He married (1) Mary R Turner. She was born 1846. He married (2) Mary Wheeler. She was born 1851, and died 1900.

Children of William Jarrett and Mary Turner are:
   86. i. Robert Lee Jarrett, b. 1866; d. 1945.
   87. ii. Nancy Catherine Jarrett, b. 1868.
   88. iii. John Jeffrey Jarrett, b. 1871; d. 1934.

Children of William Jarrett and Mary Wheeler are:
   v. William Jedson Jarrett, b. 1874; d. 1932.
   vi. Benjamin Jarrett, b. 1875; d. 1878.
   vii. Frank Thomas Jarrett, b. 1875; d. 1947.
   viii. Owen Forest Jarrett, b. 1882; d. 1911.
   ix. Eoline Lina Jarrett, b. 1883; d. 1965.
   xi. Harvey Wright Jarrett, b. 1887; d. 1943.
   xii. Carrie Emaline Jarrett, b. 1890; d. 1963.

56. Mason Staten Jarrett (*Catherine* Price, Elizabeth "Betsy" Young, Charles Francis) was born 1845. He married Miriam B ?. She was born 1848, and died 1917.

Children of Mason Jarrett and Miriam ? are:
   i. Flora A Jarrett, b. 1883.
   ii. Ida E Jarrett, b. 1888.

57. Levi Jarrett (*Catherine* Price, Elizabeth "Betsy" Young, Charles Francis) was born 1848, and died 1939. He married Henrietta Booker. She was born 1848, and died 1932.

Children of Levi Jarrett and Henrietta Booker are:
   i. Albert Lorn Jarrett, b. 1872; d. 1939.
   ii. John M Jarrett, b. 1874.
iii. GRACIE JARRETT, b. 1876.
iv. DELILAH MAY JARRETT, b. 1878.
v. SAMUEL EDWARD JARRETT, b. 1880.

58. ELIZABETH4 JARRETT (CATHERINE3 PRICE, ELIZABETH “BETSY”2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1851. She married SAMUEL CANTERBURY. He was born 1850.

Children of ELIZABETH JARRETT and SAMUEL CANTERBURY are:
i. AMANDA3 CANTERBURY, b. 1873; d. 1957.
ii. DICY CANTERBURY, b. 1876.
iii. LAVINA T CANTERBURY, b. 1877.
iv. DAVID M CANTERBURY, b. 1880; d. 1963.

59. JASPER4 JARRETT (CATHERINE3 PRICE, ELIZABETH “BETSY”2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1853, and died 1926. He married ISABELLA HARDING. She was born 1858.

Children of JASPER JARRETT and ISABELLA HARDING are:
i. AMANDA3 JARRETT, b. 1878.
ii. JOHN V JARRETT, b. 1879; d. 1949.

60. MARK VINSON4 JARRETT (CATHERINE3 PRICE, ELIZABETH “BETSY”2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1856, and died 1938. He married ELIZABETH L CANTERBURY. She was born 1855, and died 1941.

Children of MARK JARRETT and ELIZABETH CANTERBURY are:
i. JOHN T3 JARRETT, b. 1875; d. 1932.
ii. CYNTHIA JARRETT, b. 1877.
iii. JAMES S JARRETT, b. 1879.

61. SARAH JANE4 JARRETT (CATHERINE3 PRICE, ELIZABETH “BETSY”2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1860, and died 1953. She married VANDALIN “VAN” CANTERBURY. He was born 1852, and died 1947.

Child of SARAH JARRETT and VANDALIN CANTERBURY is:
i. THOMAS3 CANTERBURY, b. 1879.

62. ELI EDMOND4 PRICE (BURDETTE3, ELIZABETH “BETSY”2 YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1856, and died 1915. He married CAROLINE STOFFELL. She was born 1864, and died 1936.

Child of ELI PRICE and CAROLINE STOFFELL is:
i. MINNIE M3 PRICE, b. 1890; d. 1890.

63. SARAH A4 PRICE (LUCINDA3 YOUNG, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1840. She married SAMUEL MARTIN. He was born 1825.

Children of SARAH PRICE and SAMUEL MARTIN are:
i. LUCINDA F3 MARTIN, b. 1866.
ii. HENRY L MARTIN, b. 1868.
iii. MINNIE MARTIN, b. 1872.
iv. ARCHEBALD MARTIN, b. 1874.
v. JOSEPH MARTIN, b. 1877.
vi. JOHN MARTIN, b. 1879.

64. JOHN B4 PRICE (LUCINDA3 YOUNG, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) was born 1843. He married ELEANOR ?. She was born 1853.
Children of John Price and Eleanor are:
  i. Albert Price, b. 1869.
  ii. Chloe Price, b. 1871.
  iii. Edmond Price, b. 1873.
  iv. Lucinda Price, b. 1875.
  v. Vira Price, b. 1877.
  vi. Gracy Price, b. 1879.

65. Edmond Price (Lucinda Young, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born 1848. He married Mary. She was born 1853.

Children of Edmond Price and Mary are:
  i. Cinda Belle Price, b. 1872.
  ii. William H Price, b. 1876.

66. Margaret Price (Lucinda Young, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born 1851. She married John Carter. He was born 1851.

Children of Margaret Price and John Carter are:
  i. Walter Carter, b. 1875.
  ii. Mary M Carter, b. 1879.

67. Jasper Young (James Strother, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born November 14, 1851. He married Henrietta King.

Child of Jasper Young and Henrietta King is:
  i. Velda G Young, b. 1898; m. Raymond E Gandee.

68. Minnie Young (James Strother, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born November 1853. She married William S Brawley. He was born 1849.

Children of Minnie Young and William Brawley are:
  i. Annetta Brawley, b. 1874.
  ii. Jennie Brawley, b. 1876.

69. Laura Young (James Strother, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born November 1855. She married James M Belcher. He died 1922.

Child of Laura Young and James Belcher is:
  i. Mary Dare Belcher, b. March 28, 1893.

70. Bruce Griffith Young (James Strother, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born 1863. He married Alice Darlington.

Child of Bruce Young and Alice Darlington is:
  i. Winslow Walter Young, b. January 31, 1895.

71. Perry S Young (James Strother, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born 1866. He married Anna Silvin Geary. She was born 1868.

Children of Perry Young and Anna Geary are:
  i. Otho Young, b. 1895.
ii. IONA YOUNG, b. 1898.
iii. JAMES D YOUNG.
iv. MARY C YOUNG.
v. WILLIAM D YOUNG.

72. FLOYD JACOB\(^4\) YOUNG (JACOB ARMSTRONG\(^3\), JOHN BIRD\(^2\), CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born February 07, 1852, and died November 01, 1927. He married VIRGINIA E ‘BELLE’ SAMPLES. She was born May 28, 1857, and died October 24, 1936.

Children of FLOYD YOUNG and VIRGINIA SAMPLES are:
89. i. CHARLES F ‘DICK’\(^5\) YOUNG, b. 1875.
90. ii. JOSEPH DENNIS YOUNG, b. 1877.
91. iii. RUSSELL REX YOUNG, b. January 09, 1881; d. December 16, 1948.
92. iv. MAGGIE YOUNG.
v. VAN YOUNG.
93. vi. MATTIE YOUNG.
94. vii. ROBERT YOUNG.
95. viii. GRACE YOUNG.

73. ALBERT C\(^4\) YOUNG (JACOB ARMSTRONG\(^3\), JOHN BIRD\(^2\), CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born 1860, and died 1930. He married MARY JANE KING.

Children of ALBERT YOUNG and MARY KING are:
i. BERTHA\(^5\) YOUNG, b. 1898.
ii. HEBRON YOUNG, b. 1902.
iii. WILLIAM YOUNG.
iv. LILY YOUNG.
v. SARAH YOUNG.
vi. BETTY YOUNG.

74. JOHN MILTON\(^4\) YOUNG (JACOB ARMSTRONG\(^3\), JOHN BIRD\(^2\), CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born May 07, 1866. He married EVA EATON.

Children of JOHN YOUNG and EVA EATON are:
i. HENRY\(^5\) YOUNG.
ii. ESTHER JANE YOUNG.

75. HARVEY HUTSON\(^4\) YOUNG (HARVEY HUMPHREYS\(^3\), JOHN BIRD\(^2\), CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born 1883. He married OLIVE MAY BUCKLEY.

Child of HARVEY YOUNG and OLIVE BUCKLEY is:
i. HARVEY SAMUEL\(^5\) YOUNG.

76. WILLIAM SILAS\(^4\) CAVENDER (CAROLINE\(^3\) BURDETT, SARAH ANN\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born 1854, and died 1911. He married ALETHA ANN MEDLEY. She was born 1851.

Children of WILLIAM CAVENDER and ALETHA MEDLEY are:
i. MINNIE B\(^3\) CAVENDER, b. 1877.
ii. IRA W CAVENDER, b. 1879.

Generation No. 5

77. ELIZABETH ‘BETTY’\(^5\) TURNER (MINERVA\(^4\) JARRETT, SARAH\(^3\) PRICE, ELIZABETH ‘BETSY’\(^2\) YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS\(^1\)) was born September 1862. She married JOHN DOTSON. He was born 1860.
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Children of ELIZABETH TURNER and JOHN DOTSON are:
  i. RUST$^6$ DOTSON.
  ii. BERTY DOTSON.

78. EDWIN LEE$^5$ LEAVITT (MINERVA$^4$ JARRETT, SARAH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born November 05, 1869, and died September 13, 1916. He married ESTELL LEOLA HALL. She was born 1870, and died 1943.

Children of EDWIN LEAVITT and ESTELL HALL are:
  i. OKA "RUSTY"$^6$ LEAVITT, b. 1893; d. 1893.
  ii. RUTH LEAVITT, b. November 08, 1899; d. March 13, 1979; m. CARDENIUS CERVANTES NEWSOME; b. 1894; d. 1983.
  iii. WILLIAM PERRY HALL LEAVITT, b. January 02, 1904; d. March 12, 1978; m. ? ?.

79. LEVI EDWARD$^5$ LEAVITT (MINERVA$^4$ JARRETT, SARAH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born April 19, 1872. He married KATHERINE HULDA CARTE. She was born 1877.

Children of LEVI LEAVITT and KATHERINE CARTE are:
  i. WALLACE P LEAVITT, b. 1902.
  ii. MORRIS C LEAVITT.

80. SAMANTHA A$^5$ JARRETT (SARAH A$^4$ MATHENY, ELIZABETH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born 1860, and died 1942. She married ALONZO H HAMMACK. He was born 1854.

Children of SAMANTHA JARRETT and ALONZO HAMMACK are:
  i. HENRY SYLVESTER$^6$ HAMMACK, b. 1879; d. 1960; m. ROSALIE CART; b. 1886; d. 1964.
  ii. NANCY S HAMMACK, b. 1880.
  iii. JOHN L HAMMACK, b. 1882; d. 1964; m. LENORA F "NORA" WALKER.
  iv. WILLIAM E HAMMACK, b. 1884; d. 1966; m. BESSIE M CANTERBURY.
  v. GERTRUDE M HAMMACK, b. 1890; d. 1968; m. LLOYD D DAUGHTERTY.
  vi. MARTHA MYRTLE HAMMACK, b. 1893; m. C E HALSTEAD.

81. ROSANTHA C$^5$ JARRETT (SARAH A$^4$ MATHENY, ELIZABETH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born 1862, and died 1890. She married MATHEW C CART. He was born 1862, and died 1895.

Children of ROSANTHA JARRETT and MATHEW CART are:
  i. CHARLES W$^6$ CART, b. 1880.
  ii. ALBERT V CART, b. 1882.
  iii. MARY E CART, b. 1885.
  iv. HENRY THORNTON CART, b. 1888; d. 1969; m. EVA M CARNES.
  v. EFFIE CART.
  vi. WILBUR CART.

82. SAMUEL V$^5$ JARRETT (SARAH A$^4$ MATHENY, ELIZABETH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born 1865, and died 1932. He married (1) OSE CORA HAMMACK. She was born 1870, and died 1890. He married (2) AMILIA T GILL. She was born 1877, and died 1955.

Children of SAMUEL JARRETT and AMILIA GILL are:
  i. PAUL V$^6$ JARRETT.
  ii. RUTH JARRETT.

83. ELI THORNTON$^5$ JARRETT (SARAH A$^4$ MATHENY, ELIZABETH$^3$ PRICE, ELIZABETH "BETSY"$^2$ YOUNG, CHARLES FRANCIS$^1$) was born 1865, and died 1932. He married (1) MINERVA STOFELL. She was born 1869. He married (2) MABEL ELOISE DAVIS. She was born 1883, and died 1942.
Children of Eli Jarrett and Minerva Stofell are:
  i. Wesley W. Jarrett, b. 1890; d. 1959.
  ii. Effie Mae Jarrett, b. 1893.
  iii. Ethel E Jarrett, b. 1895.
  v. Vivian Lee Jarrett.

84. Martha Alice5 Jarrett (Sarah A4 Matheny, Elizabeth3 Price, Elizabeth “Betsy”2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1871, and died 1953. She married Charles William Vickers. He was born 1862, and died 1939.

Children of Martha Jarrett and Charles Vickers are:
  ii. Emily Adaline Vickers, b. 1890; d. 1958.
  iii. Chloe Frances Vickers, b. 1892; d. 1971.
  iv. Charles Wesley Vickers, b. 1895; d. 1934.
  vi. Icie Vanetta Vickers, b. 1899; d. 1939.

85. Charles Ernest5 Jarrett (Sarah A4 Matheny, Elizabeth3 Price, Elizabeth “Betsy”2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1877, and died 1954. He married Melissa Catherine Canterbury, daughter of Vandalin Canterbury and Sarah Jarrett. She was born 1878.

Children of Charles Jarrett and Melissa Canterbury are:
  i. Everett B. Jarrett, b. 1897.
  ii. Herman Lester Jarrett, b. 1899; d. 1953.

86. Robert Lee5 Jarrett (William Burdett4, Catherine3 Price, Elizabeth “Betsy”2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1866, and died 1945. He married Nancy Maggie Jones. She was born 1870.

Child of Robert Jarrett and Nancy Jones is:
  i. Mary6 Jarrett, b. 1888.

87. Nancy Catherine5 Jarrett (William Burdett4, Catherine3 Price, Elizabeth “Betsy”2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1868. She married Howard Thomas Richardson. He died 1955.

Children of Nancy Jarrett and Howard Richardson are:
  i. Binnie Dell6 Richardson, b. 1891; d. 1905.
  ii. Francis Owen Richardson, m. Pauline Beaty.

88. John Jeffrey5 Jarrett (William Burdett4, Catherine3 Price, Elizabeth “Betsy”2 Young, Charles Francis1) was born 1871, and died 1934. He married Nannie Lee. She was born 1877, and died 1962.

Children of John Jarrett and Nannie Lee are:
  i. Tick6 Jarrett, b. 1897; d. 1970.
  ii. Orla Frank Jarrett, b. 1898; d. 1970; m. (1) Margaret Pearl Foss; b. 1904; d. 1992; m. (2) Anna Spitz; m. (3) Georgia Langworthey.
  iii. Gus Jarrett, b. 1898; d. 1966; m. Ethel Deborah Casey; b. 1899; d. 1966.

89. Charles F. “Dick”5 Young (Floyd Jacob4, Jacob Armstrong3, John Bird2, Charles Francis1) was born 1875. He married Virgie ?.
Children of Charles Young and Virgie are:
   i. Clyde Young.
   ii. Earl Young.
   iii. Ruby Young.

90. Joseph Dennis Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born 1877. He married Sarah Hancock.

Children of Joseph Young and Sarah Hancock are:
   i. Myrtle Young.
   ii. Lewis Young.

91. Russell Rex Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) was born January 09, 1881, and died December 16, 1948. He married Stella May Sellman. She was born June 06, 1887, and died August 13, 1975.

Children of Russell Young and Stella Sellman are:
   i. Albert "Brig" Young, m. ?.  
   ii. Lucille Young, b. 1911; d. September 06, 1998; m. (1) Tuck Butterfield; m. (2) Everett Carly.
   iii. Mable Young.
   iv. Ruth Virginia Young.
   v. Beatrice Young.
   vi. Mary Belle Young.
   vii. Russell Rex "Jim" Young.
   viii. William "Bill" Young.

92. Maggie Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) She married Burton Smith.

Children of Maggie Young and Burton Smith are:
   i. David Grant Smith.
   ii. Virginia Myrtle Smith.
   iii. Nell Smith.
   iv. Helen Smith.

93. Mattie Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) She married Bill Johnson.

Children of Mattie Young and Bill Johnson are:
   i. William Johnson.
   ii. Juanita Johnson.
   iii. Leota Johnson.

94. Robert Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) He married Pearl Linley.

Children of Robert Young and Pearl Linley are:
   i. Paul Young.
   ii. Morris Young.
   iii. Donna Young.

95. Grace Young (Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis) She married Roy Bickel.
Children of GRACE YOUNG and ROY BICKEL are:
   i. UNK  BICKEL.
   ii. UNK BICKEL.

Generation No. 6

96. MABLE YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married RICHARD SWANSON.

Child of MABLE YOUNG and RICHARD SWANSON is:
104. i. KATHY SWANSON.

97. RUTH VIRGINIA YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married GLENN EDWARD MATTHEWS. He was born April 29, 1911, and died October 17, 1977.

Child of RUTH YOUNG and GLENN MATTHEWS is:
105. i. JACK YOUNG MATTHEWS.

98. BEATRICE YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married (1) LAWRENCE DAY. She married (2) JOHN RIFFLE.

Children of BEATRICE YOUNG and LAWRENCE DAY are:
   i. LAWRENCE DAY, JR.
   ii. JERRY DAY.

Child of BEATRICE YOUNG and JOHN RIFFLE is:
106. iii. KENNETH RIFFLE.

99. MARY BELLE YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married WILLARD LAUGHLIN.

Children of MARY YOUNG and WILLARD LAUGHLIN are:
   i. BILLY JO LAUGHLIN.
107. ii. PATRICK LAUGHLIN.

100. RUSSELL REX ‘JIM’ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) He married ILENE MURDOCK.

Children of RUSSELL YOUNG and ILENE MURDOCK are:
108. i. CAROL SUE YOUNG.
109. ii. JANE ANN YOUNG.
110. iii. PAULA YOUNG.
111. iv. WILLIAM YOUNG.

101. WILLIAM ‘BILL’ YOUNG (RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) He married (1) MARY ?. He married (2) RUTH ?.

Children of WILLIAM YOUNG and MARY ? are:
   i. RITA KAY YOUNG.
   ii. NITA YOUNG.

102. DAVID GRANT SMITH (MAGGIE YOUNG, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES
RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Francis

He married Shirley McCousley.

Child of David Smith and Shirley McCousley is:
   i. Joann Smith.

103. Virginia Myrtle Smith (Maggie Young, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

She married Ezra Cobb.

Children of Virginia Smith and Ezra Cobb are:
112. i. Robert Cobb.
    ii. James Cobb, m. Barbara ?.
113. iii. Donna Mae Cobb.

Generation No. 7

104. Kathy Swanson (Mable Young, Russell Rex, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

She married Edward Criner.

Child of Kathy Swanson and Edward Criner is:
   i. Lisa Criner.

105. Jack Young Matthews (Ruth Virginia Young, Russell Rex, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

He married (1) Linda Lou Gage. She was born March 12, 1939, and died October 23, 1977. He married (2) Nancy Dee Ramaciotti.

Children of Jack Matthews and Linda Gage are:
114. i. Julie Ann Matthews.
    ii. Jill Gage Matthews.
115. iii. John Edward Matthews.

Children of Jack Matthews and Nancy Ramaciotti are:
   iv. Kathryn Alloway Matthews.
   v. Nancy Dee Matthews.

106. Kenneth Riffle (Beatrice Young, Russell Rex, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

He married ? ?.

Children of Kenneth Riffle and ? ? are:
   ii. Jason Riffle.
   iii. Amanda Riffle.
   iv. Irene Riffle.

107. Patrick Laughlin (Mary Belle Young, Russell Rex, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

He married Candace “Candy” Parsons.

Children of Patrick Laughlin and Candace Parsons are:
   i. Patrick Laughlin, Jr.
   ii. Casey Laughlin.

108. Carol Sue Young (Russell Rex “Jim”, Russell Rex, Floyd Jacob, Jacob Armstrong, John Bird, Charles Francis)

She married Charles Richardson.
Children of CAROL YOUNG and CHARLES RICHARDSON are:
  i. CHARLES E RICHARDSON.
  ii. ALEX C RICHARDSON.

109. JANE ANN7 YOUNG (RUSSELL REX "JIM"6, RUSSELL REX5, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) She married DAVID GRANT.

Child of JANE YOUNG and DAVID GRANT is:
  i. SARAH ELIZABETH8 GRANT.

110. PAULA7 YOUNG (RUSSELL REX "JIM"6, RUSSELL REX5, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) She married JOHN MAGNUSSEN.

Children of PAULA YOUNG and JOHN MAGNUSSEN are:
  i. ERIC5 MAGNUSSEN.
  ii. MARC MAGNUSSEN.
  iii. THOMAS E MAGNUSSEN.

111. WILLIAM7 YOUNG (RUSSELL REX "JIM"6, RUSSELL REX5, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) He married (1) MARY ?. He married (2) RUTH ?.

Children of WILLIAM YOUNG and MARY ? are:
116. i. RITA8 YOUNG.
117. ii. NITA YOUNG.

112. ROBERT7 COBB (VIRGINIA MYRTLE6 SMITH, MAGGIE5 YOUNG, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) He married JOYCE YOUNG.

Children of ROBERT COBB and JOYCE YOUNG are:
  i. REBECCA8 COBB.
  ii. STEVEN COBB.

113. DONNA MAE7 COBB (VIRGINIA MYRTLE6 SMITH, MAGGIE5 YOUNG, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) She married PHILLIP SEALY.

Children of DONNA COBB and PHILLIP SEALY are:
  i. PAMELA8 SEALY.
  ii. RICHARD SEALY.
  iii. JAN SEALY.

Generation No. 8

114. JILL GAGE8 MATTHEWS (JACK YOUNG7, RUTH VIRGINIA6 YOUNG, RUSSELL REX5, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) She married ELIAAS GHANEM.

Children of JILL MATTHEWS and ELIAAS GHANEM are:
  i. NABIEL MATTHEW9 GHANEM.
  ii. ANDREW GAGE GHANEM.

115. JOHN EDWARD8 MATTHEWS (JACK YOUNG7, RUTH VIRGINIA6 YOUNG, RUSSELL REX5, FLOYD JACOB4, JACOB ARMSTRONG3, JOHN BIRD2, CHARLES FRANCIS1) He married ROBIN BAINNSON.

Children of JOHN MATTHEWS and ROBIN BAINNSON are:
i. BRADLEY PHILIP MATTHEWS.
ii. SPENCER GLENN MATTHEWS.

116. RITA Young (WILLIAM, RUSSELL REX "JIM", RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married HAROLD COUHENOUR.

Child of RITA Young and HAROLD COUHENOUR is:
   i. HAROLD COUHENOUR, JR.R.

117. NITA Young (WILLIAM, RUSSELL REX "JIM", RUSSELL REX, FLOYD JACOB, JACOB ARMSTRONG, JOHN BIRD, CHARLES FRANCIS) She married JACK PROPP.

Child of NITA Young and JACK PROPP is:
   i. ASHLEY PROPP.
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[Sallie] -
Sarah W Handley: 4, 212, 238, 300, 349, 411, 440, 473, 496, 773, 844, 869

1813 -
Unnamed: 684, 907

2 -
(name: Catherine Boyer): 23
A. -
CHARLES J.R. KINCAID: 553
Mabel: 10, 217, 244, 305, 366, 417, 454, 455, 478, 502, 646, 779, 850, 874, 875

A.C. Atkins -
Unnamed: 277, 613
A.C. Barron -
Unnamed: 271, 575
A. Ferguson -
Julia: 351
A. Setzer -
William II: 277, 612

Abare -
William: 391

ABBIE JUNEAU -
1: 591

Abbott -
Larry Edward: 204, 260

Aber -
Charles William: 698
Frances Abigail: 698
Janet: 698
Kate Anna: 698
Louise Electra: 698
Martha "Minnie": 698, 726
Mary E: 698
Thomas Alexander: 698
William Charles: 698

Abernathy -
Levi: 677
PATIENCE: 64, 829

Abney -
Frank W: 706
Kate B: 706

Acre -
William L: 525, 708, 909

Acres -
John: 349, 441

Adaholt -
Unnamed: 887

Adair -
James M.: 757
Minerva Cornelia: 757
Nancy: 757

Adams -
Charles Mathew: 204, 260
Dale: 759
Dianesusan: 204, 260
GRACE: 552, 659
James: 358, 449
Lillian Elsie: 358, 359, 449
Robert Mathew: 204, 260

Aden -
April Dawn: 181, 182
Deborah Lynn: 181
Jerald Lane: 181
Misty Amber: 182
Neda Kay: 181, 190
Sandra Elaine: 181, 190
Victor George: 181

Adkins -
Janice Marie: 533, 534, 750

Adkinson -
Janet Kay: 183

Agatha: 228

Agnes: 229
Unnamed: 230, 489
AGES OR (name: ELMIRA KING): 434

Aka -
Williamson: 887

AKER -
?: 609

AKERSTROM -
KURT: 297, 298, 611
MEGAN: 298, 611

AKIN -
SARA EMALINE: 815

Akins -
Thomas: 333

Aldridge -
Conley Neal: 175
Doris Gail: 175, 186, 187
Jimmy Neal: 175
La Cindy: 175, 187
Stephen Ray: 175

Alex -

Alexander -
Catherine: 682, 703, 704
Cynthia: 682
Dryden: 682
Ellen E: 682, 704, 729
Georgia Mary: 76
Gus Rudy: 317, 394, 395, 897
James: 682
Janet Gail: 318, 321, 395, 403, 897, 903
Joel: 682
Marsa: 317, 395, 897
Mary: 682
Sarah: 682
William: 682
William Rex: 317, 394, 897
Alford -
Martha: 122
Alfred -
Maude: 88
Alice: 229
Alice: 208, 209, 841
ALISTER -
DR. HUTTON , JR.: 555, 661
Allard -
David: 183
Allen -
Calvin F. Jr.: 764
David Stephen: 764
Donald Graham: 185
Jane Nix: 764
Shelly Ann: 185
Valeriah: 436
ALLISON -
(name: Lori Allison Barker): 770
Maud: 111
Rembert: 88
Samuel Dock: 111
ALSTON -
L. M.: 560
MARGARET: 560
NELLE: 560
WILLIAM K.: 560
ANDERSON -
AGNES: 557, 662
CORNELIA E: 556, 662
DAU: 553, 660
Eban Edward, Jr.: 398, 900
EDWARD: 553, 660
EDWARD: 556, 662
EDWARD K: 553, 660
EMMA EUGENIA: 556, 662
George Clinton: 677
GORDON K: 557, 662
J. Edward: 109
James Edward: 109
JAMES MCFIE: 557, 662
JANE: 557, 662
JOHN: 553, 554, 660
Lewis E: 520, 671
MAMIE M: 557, 662
Margaret: 194
Rebecca Jane: 688
THOMAS A: 557, 662
THOMAS K: 554, 556, 557, 660, 662
THOMAS LYLIE: 556, 662
WILLIAM: 553, 660
Andrews -
Abigail: 59
ROBERT: 609, 610
TIMMY LEE: 610
Watt: 699
ANGIE -
(name: Merry Angela Bennett): 760
Ann -
Unnamed: 54
Unnamed: 58
Unnamed: 232, 491
MARY: 276, 612
Anthony -
Lottie: 764
Appes -
Mary: 230, 489
Appleby -
Alvin: 888
Lottie: 758
Archer -
Lillie A.: 116
ARGYLL -
REBECCA: 550, 657
ARMIOTRA -
Unnamed: 38, 819
Armstrong -
?: 721
COL. JOHN: 552, 658
NANCY MCLEES: 552, 658
Rosa: 721
WILLIAM MCMORRIES: 552, 659
Arnold -
Enos S: 683
Isaac N: 683
Jim: 747
Rosa: 683, 706
SARAH GENEVA: 363
Arnott -
Jean: 342
William T: 342
Ashley -
David Maxwell: 831
David Roger: 831, 837, 839
Jessie: 521, 686
John: 521, 686
John: 521, 686
Linda Leann: 837, 839
Polly: 521, 686
Ashworth -
Molly Dawn: 536, 755
Rodney Lee: 536, 755
Atkins -
Julie: 277, 613
Kimberley Ann: 277, 613
Auger-Beausoliel -
Marie: 268
Aukerman -
Arlen: 16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 462, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 881
Thomas: 16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 462, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 881
Aukes -
Hilkjen: 790
Austin -
  ???: 190
  Angela Darlene: 190
  Ashley Denise: 190
  Dena Rachelle: 190
  Maurice: 190
Authorholt -
  Flara: 93
B -
  HARRY JR. STAFFORD: 363
Backus -
  Arie Jane: 689
Baes -
  Kristin Michelle: 794
  Thomas: 794
Bahnsten -
  Bennett Lynn (aka: BEN): 766
  Lynn Wayne: 766
  Margaret Ashley (aka: MEG): 766
Bail -
  Leola: 529, 737
Bailies -
  Florence: 725
Bailey -
  Annie E.: 68
  Dr. E H C: 672
  Zillah Webb: 693
Bainson -
  Robin: 756, 926
Baies -
  Florence: 725
Baker -
  Unnamed: 326
  Achilles: 701
  Amelia: 201, 257
  Betty: 120
  Cecil: 120
  Charles: 7, 214, 241, 303, 360, 414, 450, 475, 499, 642, 776, 847, 872
  Cormack: 120
  Elsie: 701
  Frances: 701, 728
  Horace Hendrick: 201, 257
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  Mabel Ada: 201, 257
  Martha E: 701
  Minerva Agnes: 202, 204, 206, 207, 258, 260, 262, 263
  Moses: 740
  Nancy: 702
  Olmstead: 201, 257
  Opal: 740
  Thomas: 701
  William: 701
  William: 120
  William, Jr.: 701
Baldrick -
  Lula: 8, 41, 215, 242, 303, 360, 361, 415, 451, 476, 500, 776, 777, 847, 872
Balduin -
  Banabas: 57
  Barnabas: 57
  Elizabeth: 828
  Sarah: 55
  Thomas: 57
  Timothy: 55
Bales -
  Brian: 537, 755
  Kristen: 537, 755
Ball -
  Dennie A.: 45
  Lewis M.: 76
  Mabel: 235, 493
  Myrtle Clyde: 38
Ballard -
  Mary Elizabeth: 524, 716
  SIDNEY: 557, 663
Balmer -
  Anna Martha: 37
  J. H.: 37
Bamburger -
  Rutheller: 838
Banister -
  Brian: 406
  Brian Jr.: 406
Banta -
  Stephen: 767
Barbara -
  Unnamed: 18, 52, 225, 252, 284, 312, 322, 374, 404, 425, 463, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 838, 857, 882, 904
Barber -
  Amanda: 205, 261
  Leslie Ann: 205, 261
  Littleton: 383
  Mildred Corinne: 383, 384
  William Henry: 205, 261
  William Henry Jr: 205, 261
Barco -
  B.B. (aka: BARNEY): 271, 587
Borger -
  Elizabeth: 342
  John Jacob: 342
Barker -
  Denis Wayne: 770
  Lindsey Cate: 770
  Lori Allison (aka: ALLISON): 770
  William: 236, 494
Barlow -
  Vestal Lee: 145
BARNES -
  ALBERT: 557
  Annie Dewitt: 201, 257
  ARCHIE D.: 295, 599
  Bess Dorsey: 201, 257
  George Farleigh: 201, 257
  Joseph: 670
  Linnie: 202, 258
  Martha Ann: 725
  Mary Nell: 201, 202, 205, 257, 259, 261
  William: 725
Barnett -
  Ben Johnson: 379
  Carrie Virginia Frances: 41
  Charlotte (aka: Lottie): 379
  Demie Enid Franklin: 41
  FRANK: 350
Isaac: 41
James Cantrel: 41
John: 676
Martin Lincoln Kieth: 41
Rebecca Pansey Louisa: 41
Zilla: 379
BARNEY -
(name: B.B. Barco): 271, 587
Barns -
Cady: 801
Mary: 680
Mary "Polly": 670
Barnum -
Sarah: 59
Barrett -
Blacburn E: 692
Blackburn: 692
Clarence L: 532, 745
Elizabeth: 532, 745
William Robert: 532, 745
Barrington -
Frances Morene: 168
BARTLESON -
JOHN F.: 554, 660
BARTON -
GREGORY A.: 557, 663
Barum -
Abletha: 348, 440
Thomas: 348, 440
Bates -
???: 71
Marion: 83
Mary Ann Eliza: 699
Mollie Leola: 105, 106
Battell -
William: 58
Baxter -
Elias Fenton: 709, 910
Franklin: 709, 910
Nancy: 712, 913
Beach -
America: 724
Beal -
Lydia A: 529, 736
Beaman -
Hester: 231, 233, 490, 492
Samuel: 231, 234, 490, 492
Samuel Beaumond: 231, 490
William: 2-12, 14-20, 209, 841
Beamon -
Abigail: 2
Elizabeth: 2
Lida: 2
Mary: 2
Rebeca: 2
Samuell: 2
Beaumont -
Debora: 2
William: 2-12, 14-20, 209, 231, 490, 841, 842
Beard -
Sarah: 56
Beasley -
Glenn Markel: 795
Jonathan David: 795
Beattie -
Mary: 696
Beaty -
Pauline: 742, 922
Beaurof -
FLORENCE A: 866
Beaumont -
Abigail Beaman: 234, 492
Abygail: 3, 210, 233, 492, 842
Hester Beaman: 3, 210, 231, 490, 842
John: 3, 210, 236, 495, 842
Samuel: 2-12, 14-20, 209-219, 221-227, 231, 490, 842-851, 854-859
Samuel: 3-12, 14-20, 210-219, 221-227, 233, 236-246, 248-255, 492, 495-503, 506-512, 842-851, 854-859
Samuel Beaman: 3-12, 14-20, 210-219, 221-227, 231, 233, 236-246, 248-255, 490, 492, 495-503, 506-512, 842-851, 854-859
Beck -
Louisa: 349, 441
Mamie Louise: 90
Beckett -
Rebecca M: 349, 441
Beebe -
Caleb: 232, 491
Beede -
Joana: 542, 797
BEIER -
Belcher -
Albert C: 525, 717
James M: 733, 919
John E: 525, 717
Mary Dare: 733, 919
Sydney W: 525, 717
Willim Henry: 525, 717
Belden -
Lucy: 58
Bell -
Andrew Barton: 79
Cherokee D.: 79
Cleopatrty: 79
Fred: 79
Herbert E.: 27
James L.: 79
John K.: 79
Mary: 78
Oscar W.: 79
Samuel W.: 79
Swiler: 79
Thomas: 79
Thomas T.: 79
Ben -
(name: Reuben McClesky): 886
(name: Benjamin Eugene Jr. Lumpkin): 760, 765
(name: Bennett Lynn Bahnsen): 766

**Bennett** -
- Agnes: 757
- Altus: 759
- Altus Robert: 757, 759, 765, 770
- Altus Robert Jr. (aka: ROBERT): 759
- April Suzanne: 766
- Bonnie Jean: 759, 765, 770
- Charles Curtis: 757, 760, 765, 766
- Charles Curtis III (aka: CURT): 757, 765
- Charles Edward: 759, 765, 770
- Charles L.: 757
- Chase Allen: 536, 755
- Chloe: 759
- Chloe Cornelia: 757, 759, 760, 765
- Curtis: 759
- Donald Alva: 760, 765, 766
- Donald Tap: 766
- Edward Daniel: 765
- Evelyn Cleo (aka: LYN): 760
- Frederick William: 757, 759, 764, 765, 770
- Jan Dale: 765, 770
- Jason Richard (aka: TAP): 766
- John Christopher: 765
- Margaret Dianne: 760, 766
- Merry Angela (aka: ANGIE): 760
- Richard Hanson: 760
- Robert: 759
- Vince: 536, 755

**Benson** -
- Margaret: 336

**Benton** -
- Ernest B: 747
- Phillip: 762

**BERG** -
- WALTER: 61, 818

**BERGER** -
- ELIZABETH: 22

**Bertsche** -
- Warner: 706, 908

**Bessette** -
- Melissa Lee: 836

**BETH** -
- SARA (name: Sara Elizabeth Connell): 402, 768, 901

**Bethel** -
- John: 812

**Bettes** -
- Evelyn B.: 793

**Betty** -
- (name: Elizabeth Williamson): 886

**BEVERLY** -
- CARRIE M.: 558
- JOSEPH: 558
- JOSEPH C.: 558
- LAURENCE: 558
- MARY O.: 558
- MATTIE V.: 558
- ROY R.: 558
- THAYCE R.: 558
- WILLIAM P.: 558

**Beyer** -
- Andreas (aka: BEIER): 21-24, 26-29, 31-39, 41-46, 49-
- Elizabeth: 22
- Jacob: 22
- John Adam: 21
- Peter: 22-24, 26-29, 31-39, 41-46, 49-53
- Samuel: 21

**Bias** -
- Cal: 349, 441

**Bibb** -
- REV. Martin: 634

**Bibber** -
- Martha: 438

**Bickel** -
- Roy: 744, 923, 924
- Unk: 744, 924

**Bickers** -
- Chastine: 727
- Thaddeus: 727

**BILL** -
- (name: William Mitchel Flowers): 759

**Billiter** -
- Frances Edith: 203, 260, 276, 604
- Stephen T.: 206, 262, 281, 617
- Susanne Speaks: 203, 260, 276, 604
- Suzanne Maurine: 206, 262, 281, 617
- William Overton: 203, 260, 276, 604
- William Overton Jr: 203, 206, 260, 262, 276, 281, 604, 617

**Billups** -
- Susan Webster: 345, 433

**BILLUPS** -
- JOHN: 350
- Nannie: 363

**BILLY** -
- (name: William Mc David): 517
- (name: William Mc David): 517

**Bingham** -
- Emma: 438

**Bird** -
- Addison A: 688
- Albert M: 720, 804
- Alice: 688
- Ann E: 688
- Benjamin Mordica: 688
- Charity: 687
- Chloe E: 720, 804
- Crawford Lee: 687
- Delia M: 720, 804
- Dickinson: 687
- Edmund: 688, 720
- Edna: 688
- Edwin: 720, 804
- Elijah: 353, 445
- Eliza J: 687
- Elizabeth: 358, 449
- Emily: 687
- Ernest W: 720
- Evelyn: 688
- Frances Marion: 687
Boaz -
   Elaine: 121
   Gus: 121
Bodie -
   Mary E: 698
Bogg -
   Margaret Jane: 196
Bohannon -
   Elma Lee: 204, 260, 261
   Theressa: 44, 45, 466
Boidert -
   Joseph: 44, 466
   Theresa: 44, 466
Boirvert -
   Sheelagh Wigger: 391, 763, 894
Boll -
   Barbara: 364
Bolton -
   Edith Joan: 762
Bolton -
   Barbara: 364
Bowen -
   Alice: 691, 803
   Dorcas Jane: 514
   Elizabeth: 514
Booker -
   Henrietta: 731, 917
Boon -
   Sandra: 752
Booth -
   Michael Anne: 119, 163
   William Gibson: 118, 119
Bostick -
   Alexander: 530, 737
   Dessie Violet: 530, 737
   Mahala Agnes: 530, 532, 534, 737, 745, 750
   Ruby Laverne: 530, 737
   Samuel: 530, 737
Boston -
   Paula Marie: 180
Bothwell -
   Gennie Gilchrist: 530, 738
Botsford -
   Ann: 59
   Hannah: 59
Bowen -
   Alice: 691, 803
   Dorcas Jane: 514
   Elizabeth: 514
   Captain John Hallum: 514
   John T.: 514
   Marcus D. Lafayette: 514
   Martha Elvira: 514
   Mary Elizabeth: 514
   Nancy Texanna: 514
   Colonel Robert Esli: 514
   Samuel Hunt: 514
   Sarah Ann Deniza: 514
   Tama Ann Malinda: 514
   Thomas Jefferson: 514
   William Reese: 514
Bowen -
   Katherine: 705
BOWYER -
   (name: John Bowyer): 5, 23, 24, 29, 31, 32, 38, 39,
   41-46, 49-53, 212, 239, 301, 354, 412, 445,
   446, 473, 497, 774, 815, 845, 870
   Adelbert C.: 27, 34
   Albert Roscoe: 27
   Allen W.: 23, 27, 34
   Ambrose A.: 34
   Anna Josephine: 41, 822
   Aonilla B.: 27
   Arthur Russell: 27
   Benny (name: Egbert Napoleon Bowyer Jr): 44, 275,
   604, 827
   Carl Griffin: 6, 31, 213, 239, 301, 354, 413, 446, 474,
   497, 774, 845, 870
   Charles Clendenen: 31, 38
   Charles Granville: 23
   Cicero Lewis: 26, 32, 42, 353, 445
   Clara Myrill: 27
   Clifford A.: 34
   Demie Cameron: 31, 38
   Dimidoff Pamily: 26, 32, 42, 45
   EARL: 41, 822
   Earl C.: 32, 353, 445
   Earnest Napoleon: 31, 39, 40, 815, 820, 822
   Edith: 33
   Egbert Jerome: 8, 31, 39, 43-46, 51-53, 215, 242, 272,
   303, 361, 415, 451, 476, 500, 588, 589, 643, 777,
   815, 820, 826, 827, 831, 832, 837-840, 848, 866,
   873
   Egbert Napoleon: 39, 44, 272, 275, 589, 604, 820, 826,
   827
   Elbert Green: 27, 33
   Eliza: 23
   Ellen: 27, 34
   Emma Eliza: 27, 33, 42, 45
   Ernest Jerome: 39, 44, 272, 275, 276, 589, 604, 820,
   827
   Ernest McKee: 40, 41, 822
   ERNESTINE: 41, 822
   Frank C.: 6, 8, 31, 41, 213, 215, 239, 242, 301, 303,
   354, 360, 361, 413, 415, 446, 451, 474, 476, 497,
   500, 774, 776, 777, 845, 847, 870, 872
   Frank Chancellor: 31, 38, 43
   Frank Prague: 8, 41, 215, 242, 303, 361, 415, 451, 476,
   500, 777, 847, 872
   Fred. Louis: 8, 41, 215, 242, 303, 361, 415, 451, 476,
   500, 777, 847, 872
   Frederick Earl: 6, 31, 213, 239, 301, 354, 413, 446, 474,
   497, 774, 845, 870
   FRITZ JOHN: 27
   Genevieve: 33
   George Chancellor Ball: 38
   George Crawford, Gen.: 26, 29, 30, 38, 43
   Glen Aaron: 34
   Grace Cristine Ball: 38, 43
   Heloise Ernestine: 8, 9, 39, 43-46, 51-53, 215, 216, 242,
   272, 274, 275, 278, 279, 283, 284, 303, 304, 318,
   361, 395, 415, 451, 452, 476, 477, 500, 589,
   603, 604, 613, 614, 620, 621, 623, 643, 777, 820,
   826, 831, 832, 837-840, 848, 866, 867, 873, 897
   Ida Henrie Anna: 31, 38, 39, 815, 819, 820
   INFANT: 27
   INFANT: 27
   Irene K.: 38
   J. Marion: 23
   Jennie Clendenen: 31, 38
Jerome Toledo: 26
Jerry: 44, 276, 604, 827
JOHN CARL: 41, 822
DR. John Edger: 27, 34
CAPTAIN John Marshall: 27, 33
John Roberts: 31, 815
Joseph Mccarter: 33
Laura C.: 27
Ledru Rollin (aka: L.R.): 26
Leona: 26
Leonora B.: 32, 353, 445
Lewis F.: 23, 26, 33, 34, 42, 45
Lillie Bell: 31, 815
Loraine F.: 27
Louis B.: 32, 42, 353, 359, 445, 450
Maria: 26
Maria Louisa: 26, 31, 41
Mariah Margaret (aka: BOYER): 28
Marjorie: 33
Mike: 44, 276, 604, 827
NAPOLEON B.: 41, 822
Napoleon Bonaparte: 5, 6, 26, 31, 38, 39, 41, 43-46, 51-53, 212, 213, 239, 272, 301, 354, 412, 413, 446, 473, 474, 497, 588, 774, 815, 845, 870
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE: 23, 27
Neida O.: 38
Pat: 44, 276, 604, 827
Paul: 41, 822
Pete: 44, 276, 604, 827
Raymond L.: 42, 359, 450
Ruth: 33
Sally: 22, 23
Sylvester Clayton: 23, 27
THOMAS: 436
Victoria: 26, 32, 42, 44, 49-51, 466
Virginia: 23
Wayne: 34
Zena Clyde: 32, 42, 353, 359, 445, 449, 450

BOYCE -
A R: 36
Aaron E: 36, 37
Arthur Edmond: 37
Cora Ellen: 37

Boyd -
Joanna Laura: 528, 735
Mary: 709, 911
Mary: 709, 910

BOYER -
(name: Mariah Margaret Bowyer): 28
Abraham Chirick: 436
Adam: 23
Anna: 24
Catherine (aka: 2): 23
Daniel: 22, 23
Franklin: 23
Harvey: 24
James: 24
Jane: 23
John L.: 24
Lewis T.: 22, 23, 26, 27, 33, 34, 42, 45
Magdalaina: 22

MARIAH MARGARETT: 23
Martha: 24
Mary: 24
Nancy Ann: 22-24, 27, 28, 34-37, 42, 43
Pauline: 22
Peter: 23, 24
Phoebe: 23
Robert: 23
Susannah: 23
Thomas: 24
William: 22

Bozeman -
Thelma Juanita: 391, 763, 894

Bracken -
John W: 704
ROSA ANN: 582, 583

Brad -
Matthew Thomas: 698

Bradley -
George W: 699
Mary A: 699
Terry Louise: 182
Thomas: 699

Brady -
???: 114
Hugh: 114
Ona Belle: 114

Bragg -
Felix: 678
RAYMOND: 61, 818
RUTH ANNE: 61, 818

Brame -
Susanna C.: 347, 439, 630-632, 693
SUSANNAH: 630, 631
THOMAS: 630

Branham -
Andrew: 703
Cora E: 703
Cynthia: 703
Harry Wallace: 729
John: 703
Lee Shannon: 703
Martin H: 703
Mary F: 703
Milton: 703, 728, 729

Brannon -
Amanda: 678, 699
Lawrence H: 678

Braselton -
Clara Elizabeth (aka: Pam): 761, 767
James Lewis: 761
Lucy Edith: 761, 767

Braswell -
Donna Ann: 405

Breslauer -
David Grahame: 179
Zachary Grahame: 179
Brewbaker -
   Marlene: 835
Brian -
   ?: 58
Briggs -
   Derek Harrison: 405
   Forest Colquitt: 405
   Monique Elizabeth: 405
   William Harrison: 405
Bright -
   Daniel: 747
   Johnny: 746, 747
Brinkley -
   Harriet Emily: 203, 205, 259, 261
   Harry John: 203, 259
   John Spencer: 203, 259
   Marcia Lucretia: 203, 259
Brinsmade -
   Rebecca: 58
Briscoe -
   Mary: 57
Broadway -
   John Erasmus: 726
Brock -
   Charles Theodore: 89
   Ella: 382
   Louvissa: 513
Brockmann -
   Richard Joseph: 176, 321, 403, 903
Brockway -
   Ebenezer: 235, 493
   Ebenezer: 235, 493
   Elijah: 235, 493
   Lebbeus: 235, 493
Broersma -
   Grietje Tjeerds: 790
Brogdon -
   Matthew: 75
Bronberg -
   Don: 530, 738
Brookman -
   Lewis: 522, 714
Brooks -
   Eunice: 59
   Fredrick F: 705
   James S O: 670
   Marsha: 405, 406
   Martha: 124
   Morris O: 705
Browder -
   Nancy L: 725
Brown -
   ?: 8, 215, 241, 303, 360, 415, 451, 476, 500, 642, 776, 847, 872
   ?: 836
   Adeline: 684, 907
   Adeline: 684, 907
   Annie: 85
   Benjamin: 41
   Bobby: 534, 751
   Bobby, Jr.: 534, 751
   Charles: 41
   CHARLES: 814
CHARLES PORUS: 814, 815
   Dorothy Jean: 155
EDWARD TALLYRAND: 815
   Eliza: 728, 729
   Elizabeth: 345, 433
EMMETT: 815
   Geralbine: 41
   Isabel: 721
JAMES JOSEPH: 815
   Jane: 671, 688
   Jermiah: 542, 797
   Joanna: 542, 543, 797
   John: 35
   Jonathan David: 836
   Lizzie Mae: 152, 153
   Mary Jane: 188, 322, 408, 904
   MARY VIGINIA: 815
   Mrs Permelia (aka: MRS.CRAWFORD (WIDOW)): 5, 24, 26, 212, 239, 301, 353, 354, 412, 445, 446, 473, 497, 774, 815, 845, 870
   Rachel: 677
   Ralph Austin: 35
   Robin: 534, 536, 751, 755
   Sheila Lynn: 176, 321, 403, 903
   Stephanie Elaine: 836
   Sue Ann: 155
   Talleyrand: 24
   Thomas: 671
   Wanda Nell: 155
   William Albert: 154, 155
   WILLIAM RALPH: 35
Brownfield -
   John Weller: 201, 258
   Laura Ellen: 201, 203, 205, 207, 258, 259, 262, 263
Brubaker -
Bruce -
   Mary Alice: 117
BRUMBY -
   MARGARET: 555, 556
Brumfield -
   Margarite (Peggy): 435
Brunette -
   ?: 691
Bryant -
   Eleanor: 532, 745
   James Thomas: 442
   Margaret: 405
   Sarah: 693
Bryce -
   Nannie J.: 865
Bubba -
   (name: Walter Grist): 315
Buchanan -
   Kimberly: 836, 837
Buck -
   Fannie: 45
Buckalew -
   Edgar Oliver: 696
Buckinghan -
   Abel: 59
   Abigail: 59
   Abigail: 234, 493

937
Abigail: 235, 494
Abijah: 59
Adonijah: 232, 491
Alice: 56, 58
Ambrose W: 237, 495
An: 233, 492
Andrew: 234, 493
Andrew: 232, 491
Ann: 234, 493
Ann: 231, 490
Ann: 58
Ann: 58
Ann: 236, 494
Anne: 55
Anne: 230, 232, 489, 491
Benjamin: 56
Benjamin: 59
Benjamin: 236, 494
Bethia: 235, 494
Clemence: 56, 58
Cornelius: 237, 495
Daniel: 55-58
Daniel: 230-233, 489-492
Daniel: 56, 57
Daniel: 231, 232, 490, 491
Daniel: 56
Daniel: 232, 491
Daniel: 232, 491
Daniel: 233, 492
Daniel: 57
Deborah: 59
Ebenezer: 57
Ebenezer: 59
Elisabeth: 237, 495
Elizabeth: 57
Enoch: 59
Ephraim: 59
Epinetes: 59
Esther: 55
Esther: 55
Esther: 57
Esther: 59
Esther: 59
Esther: 234, 493
Eunice: 237, 495
George: 236, 494
Gideon: 55, 56, 58
Gideon: 56
Gideon: 232, 235, 491, 493
Gideon: 235, 493
Gideon: 58
Gideon: 235, 494
Giles: 232, 491
Hannah: 55
Hannah: 55
Hannah: 55
Hannah: 56, 58
Hannah: 59
Hester: 55, 57
Hester: 231, 233, 490, 491
Hezekiah: 232, 235, 491, 494
Hezekiah: 235, 494
Hosmer: 235, 494
Isaac: 56
Isaac: 58
Jared: 59
Jared: 235, 493
Jed: 231, 234, 490, 493
Jed: 232, 491
Jeddish: 234, 492
Jedidiah: 235, 494
Jedidiah: 235, 494
Jemina: 235, 493
John: 234, 493
John: 55, 56, 58
John: 56, 58
John: 232, 491
John: 58
John: 236, 494
Joseph: 56
Joseph: 231, 234, 490, 493
Joseph: 59
Joseph: 236, 494
Josiah: 55
Josiah: 57, 58
Keturah: 235, 493
Louise: 234, 493
Lydia: 232, 491
Margaret: 232, 491
Margaret: 231, 490
Margaret: 234, 493
Mary: 55, 56
Mary: 55
Mary: 55, 57
Mary: 231, 490
Mary: 57
Mary: 57
Mary: 231, 234, 490, 493
Mary: 59
Mary: 234, 492
Nathan: 232, 235, 491, 493, 494
Nathan: 59
Nathan: 235, 494
Nathan: 235, 494
Nathaniel: 57
Nathaniel: 57, 59
Nathaniel: 59
Oliver: 59
Peggy: 232, 491
Phebe: 232, 491
Phebe: 236, 494
Rev. Thomas: 55, 56, 230, 231, 489, 490
Ruben: 235, 493
Ruth: 55
Samuel: 55, 57, 59
Samuel: 55, 57, 59
Samuel: 55
Samuel: 230, 489
Samuel: 230, 489
Samuel: 57, 59
Samuel: 231, 490
Samuel: 232, 491
Samuel: 235, 493
Samuell: 59
Sarah: 232, 491
Sarah: 55, 57
Sarah: 231, 490
Sarah: 231, 490
Sarah: 232, 235, 491, 493
Sarah: 59
Sarah: 58
Sarah: 234, 492
Sarah: 59
Sarah: 235, 493
Sarah: 234, 493
Sarah: 235, 494
Sarah: 58
Sarah: 235, 494
Sibbell: 59
Solomon: 233, 492
Stephen: 237, 495
Stephen: 230, 489
Stephen: 231, 233, 490-492
Stephen: 234, 236, 237, 492, 495
Susannah: 235, 494
Temperence: 56, 231, 490
Temperence: 230, 232, 236, 489, 491, 494
Temperence: 231, 233, 490, 492
Temperence: 233, 492
Thomas: 54-59, 230, 489
Thomas: 2, 210, 230, 489, 842
Thomas: 55, 56
Thomas: 230, 231, 234, 236, 489, 490, 492, 493, 495
Thomas: 55, 57
Thomas: 57, 59
Thomas: 57
Thomas: 59
Urania: 58
William: 234, 493
William M: 236, 494
Buckley -
Olive May: 734, 920
Buckner -
Benjamin S: 712, 913
Charles W: 712, 913
Dovey Ann: 526, 718
Emeline: 712, 913
George B: 712, 913
J. Alfred: 349, 441
James M: 712, 913
James Madison: 712, 913
John A: 526, 718
John R: 526, 718
John Robert: 526, 718
John W: 712, 913
Mahala J: 712, 913
Mary E: 712, 913
Robert Lee: 712, 913
Samuel: 526, 718
Samuel A: 712, 913
Stella: 526, 718
William S: 526, 718
BUDDY -
(name: Charles Curtis Jr Bennett): 760, 765
Buffington -
Addison T: 674
Bull -
Sybil: 57
Bullington -
Joseph H: 674
Bullman -
Charlotte: 696
Lot: 696
Bumgardner -
Debra Ann: 186
BUNDY -
ANNIE: 560
ELIZABETH: 557, 559
FRANCIS: 560
GEORGE: 559
DR. GEORGE D.: 557
GERSHON BENBOW: 557
GIBBS: 560
MARGARET: 557, 560
MCDUFFIE: 557, 559
DR., D.D.S. ROBERT HAINESWORTH: 557, 560
SALLIE: 557
WILMOT: 560
Burch -
Christopher Alexander: 321, 403, 903
James Wade: 321, 403, 903
Jonathan Eric: 321, 403, 903
Samuel: 677
Sarah Shannon: 321, 403, 903
Burchesky -
R. Douglas: 207, 263
Burdett -
Albert: 711, 913
Alda M: 711, 913
Caroline: 684, 711, 734, 907, 912, 920
Catherine: 684, 907
Charles: 684, 710, 907, 912
Clarence: 706
Edward: 522, 714
Emeretta: 711, 913
Felina: 684, 907
Harriet: 684, 711, 712, 907, 913
Harvey M: 711, 913
Henry C: 711, 913
Ida B: 711, 913
James: 684, 907
James S: 711, 913
Lewis: 684, 907
Luther Rice: 684, 712, 907, 913
Mary Amanda: 711, 913
Noyes R: 706
Robert E: 712, 913
Sarah: 711, 913
Sarah Angeline: 711, 913
Sarah E: 712, 913
Sedley: 712, 913
Thomas H "Son": 711, 913
Thomas J: 711, 913
Virginia F: 711, 913
William: 706
William F: 706
William Harvey: 684, 711, 907, 913
William M: 711, 913
William, Jr: 684, 907
Willis: 684, 711, 907, 912
Willis: 711, 913
Willis F: 711, 913
Burdette -
Alice: 710, 912
Catherine: 711, 912
Charles: 710, 912
Dallas: 696
Delilah: 710, 912
Edmon: 710, 912
Elizabeth: 710, 912
Farlenia: 711, 912
Harvey: 711, 912
Henrietta: 710, 912
Howard H: 531, 739
James S: 710, 912
John W: 710, 912
Louis: 711, 912
Male: 710, 912
Marietta: 710, 912
Miles S: 684, 710, 907, 912
Preston: 710, 912
Sarah: 711, 912
Sarah A: 710, 912
Sarah Elizabeth: 684, 711, 907, 912
Sarah I: 710, 912
William: 711, 912
Burford -
John: 819
Burge -
Hattie: 349, 441
Burgess -
?: 669
Elizabeth: 724
Fleming Cobb: 693, 724, 739
Frazier Dean: 740
George E: 724
George Robert: 699
Guile Greenville: 699
Henry A: 724
Hester Ann: 724
James: 443
James W: 724
Jasper: 99
John Everett: 707, 909
John Meredith: 693
John Meredith: 724, 739, 740
Judea C: 724
Nellie Jane: 443
Octavia Morris: 699
Parthenia: 707, 909
Sarah Frances: 699
Strother Fruggie: 699
William: 724
Burke -
COLMAN: 363
Harriet (aka: POLLY): 343, 344
Polly Mary: 332
Burkhardt -
LORRAYNE: 607
Burlew -
Noyes S: 683
Burnett -
Virginia: 675
Burns -
Colette: 172
Elizabeth: 347
Hubert Matthew Jr.: 390, 399
Sandra Jean: 399, 405
Burnsed -
Gary: 534, 535, 751
Shane: 535, 751
Burt -
Hattie: 351, 548
Burton -
Bonita Ann: 169, 185
Deborah Gwen: 183
Dennis Edward: 169, 184, 185
Donna Machelle: 183
Doretha Lynn: 183
Gary Cleveland: 168, 183
Geneva: 131, 169
Gregory Cleve: 184
Grover Cleveland: 131, 168, 183
Janet Lou: 169, 184
Marie: 131, 169, 185
Mathew Blake: 185
Michael Wayne: 168, 183
Mildred: 131
Nicole Deann: 184
Noah Wesley: 131
Raymond H.: 131, 168, 169, 184, 185
Rickey Eugene: 168
Rodney Ray: 169, 184
Stephen Jeffrey: 183, 184
Bush -
Irene: 78
Bushnell -
Catherine: 236, 494
DEACON FRANCIS: 230, 489
Frances: 56, 230, 489
Bussell -
Matilda Lora: 204, 206, 261, 263
William Alpheus: 202, 258
William Alpheus Jr: 202, 204, 206, 258, 260, 261, 263
Butler -
Elannah: 233, 492
Ezeial: 233, 492
George Edward: 401, 768, 901
Jonathon: 233, 492
Jonathon: 233, 492
PAULINE: 559
Samuel: 235, 494
Sephen: 233, 492
Shannon Kay: 401, 768, 901
Stephen George Truitt: 401, 768, 901
Temperence: 233, 492
Tracie Katheryn: 401, 407, 768, 770, 901, 904
Butterfield -
Tuck: 743, 923
Buxton -
Arthur: 725
Byers -
Mary Ella: 443
Byington -
Hannah: 59
Byrd -
Casi E: 726
C. -
Mary: 34
C.J.Hood -
Unnamed: 382
C.Miller -
940
John: 31
Cade -
  REV. Balus, Rev: 637
Cagle -
  Dora: 104
CALDER -
  JOHN: 662
Caldwell -
  Clarence: 536, 754
   JANE: 659
   Janice: 536, 754
   Nancy: 711, 912
   W. Merida: 87
Call -
  Vaughn: 10, 217, 244, 305, 365, 417, 454, 478, 502, 646, 779, 849, 874
Callaway -
  Blanche: 759
Callejas -
  Hector Ruben Marichal: 518
Calloway -
  Mary: 407
CALMESE -
  ?: 657
   ELIZABETH N.: 551, 658
   WILLIAM: 551, 658
Caloway -
  Bettye: 400
CALPIN -
  SARAH CECELIA: 576, 578, 579
Camp -
  Nathaniel: 886
   Winifred: 886, 887
Campbell -
  Andrew: 60-64, 812
   Andrew J: 671
   Andrew J: 719
   Arimatha: 688
   Arminta C: 719
   BARRY: 64, 829
   BRIAN: 64, 829, 834, 835
   DAVID ROBERT: 62, 64, 824, 829, 834
   Francine: 400
   Harvey C: 687
   Henry: 687
   Horace: 400
   J.HARRIS: 554, 660
   James: 687
   JESSIE: 64, 835
   Joel B: 719
   Joeph Stewart: 401
   John: 690, 803
   John D: 719
   John Jr: 199
   JORDAN: 64, 835
   KEEGAN: 64, 835
   Mary Catherine: 687, 720
   Mary Elizabeth: 687
   MARY JANE: 60-64, 812
   Micajah Dodson: 687
   Micajah Morgan: 687, 719
   MILDRED: 61, 818
   Peter Dobson: 720
   RILEY: 64, 835
   ROBERT WALTER: 61, 62, 64, 818, 824, 829, 834
   Robin Leslie: 801
   ROGAN: 64, 835
   Susan Langdale: 400, 407
   THELMA GOLDA: 61-63, 818, 823, 824, 828
   VIRGINIA: 61-63, 818, 824, 828
   Virginia E: 687, 719
   William: 687
   William H: 687
   William Hamilton: 687
   William P: 719
   Willis Harden: 401
Campeau -
  Agathe: 561
Campell -
  Robert: 801
Candle -
  Benjamin: 672, 803
Canel -
  Frank: 704
   Frederick: 704
   Kate: 704
   Mary: 704
   Morris: 704
   Rosa: 704
   Sallie: 704
Canela -
  Maria: 406
Canter -
  Christopher Jay: 407, 770, 904
   Elizabeth Kathryn: 407, 770, 904
Canterbury -
  Amanda: 731, 918
   Bessie M: 741, 921
   David M: 731, 918
   Dicy: 731, 918
   Elizabeth L: 732, 918
   Lavina T: 731, 918
   Melissa Catherine: 742, 922
   Samuel: 731, 918
   Thomas: 732, 918
   Vandalin: 742, 922
   Vandalin "Van": 732, 918
Cantrell -
  ?: 24
   Charlie: 78
   Eleanor Jemima: 29
   Eleanor Jemima: 197, 198
   John: 195, 196
   John, Jr: 196-198
   Mark: 69
   Millege: 78
   Samuel C.: 78
Caperton -
  Hugh: 336
Carey -
  Mary Ruth: 166
Carley -
  W R: 698
Carly -
  Everett: 743, 923
Carnes -
  Eva M: 741, 921
Carr -
 
Anna Bell:  87, 111  
Elizabeth:  710, 912  
Emmett Paul:  392, 763, 894  
Sylvestor:  73  
Tolliver M.:  73, 87, 111  
Carrier -  
Abegail:  28  
Carroll -  
Katherine:  667  
Marguerite:  399  
Carson -  
Frances F.:  384, 889  
Cart -  
Albert V.:  741, 921  
Bertha:  522, 714  
Charles W:  741, 921  
Effie:  741, 921  
Elizabeth Sabina:  528, 736  
Henry Thornton:  741, 921  
James William:  524, 716  
John R:  733, 919  
Malissa J:  529, 737  
Mary E:  741, 921  
Mary M:  733, 919  
Mathew C:  741, 921  
Nettie Bell:  531, 744  
Rosalie:  741, 921  
Sarah Susan:  527, 734  
Walter G:  733, 919  
Wilbur:  741, 921  
William H:  683, 906  
Carte -  
Benton:  526, 718  
David Allen:  752  
Diana Beth:  746, 752, 755  
Harry Everette:  746  
Harry Everette "Tony", Jr.:  746, 752  
Judith Helen:  746  
Katherine Hulda:  741, 921  
Kay Landis:  746  
Luther:  746  
Carter -  
Carrie:  701  
HENRY C.:  430  
MARY:  552, 659  
Nancy Luan:  801  
Ray:  801  
Riley:  701  
Sylvia Denham:  391, 763, 894  
Thomas H O:  437  
Carothers -  
Betty May:  433  
Carver -  
Hazel:  158  
CARY -  
DAHLIA ELIZABETH:  607  
Casebeer -  
James:  701  
Casey -  
Annie:  746  
Ethel Deborah:  743, 922  
John Austin:  315  
Lillie Johns:  315, 387, 891  
Cash -  
James Woodrow:  132  
Jamie:  131, 132  
Lauranne:  277, 559, 613, 664  
Reuben Harold:  132  
Castellaw -  
Christopher Lewis:  770  
George Otis:  764  
George Stephen:  764, 769, 770  
George Wilburn:  764  
Leita:  764, 769  
Virginia Pauline:  764, 769  
Cate -  
Lillian Mae:  759  
Lillian Mae:  759  
Cater -  
?:  638  
Daniel:  638  
George:  638  
Henson:  638  
Mima:  638  
SAMUEL YOUNG:  633  
Catherine -  
Unnamed:  438  -  
Catherine Boyer:  22  
Caugh -  
Eric:  16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 461, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880  
Cavendar -  
Roxalana:  707, 908  
Cavender -  
Almira:  712, 913  
Amander Catherine:  709, 910  
Andrew:  711, 912  
Francis E:  712, 913  
Ira W:  734, 920  
John:  712, 913  
John Wesley:  712, 913  
Lewis W:  711, 912  
Martha E:  711, 912  
Mary E:  711, 912  
Minnie B:  734, 920  
Nancy jane:  711, 912  
Samuel W:  711, 912  
Sana:  687  
Sarah:  712, 913  
Sarah Ann:  711, 912  
Squire S:  711, 912  
William Silas:  711, 734, 912, 920  
Wilson:  711, 912  
Caylor -  
James:  19, 226, 254, 314, 376, 426, 465, 487, 511, 654, 655, 788, 858, 883  
Ralph:  19, 226, 254, 314, 376, 426, 465, 487, 511, 655, 788, 859, 883  
Centenio -  
Mary Elizabeth:  177  
Chadwick -  
Cynthia:  5, 212, 238, 300, 353, 412, 445, 473, 497, 633, 773, 844, 869  
Cynthiana A. (aka: CYNTHIA):  632, 633  
Chambliss -  
Ada Hesentine:  102, 155, 156, 174, 175, 186-188  
Addie:  103, 157  
Alice Janie:  103  
Aline:  103
Allie Marie: 98, 139
Ambrose Donaldson: 97, 133, 134
Ambrose Donaldson, Jr.: 134
Annie Mae: 102, 154, 155
Arlene: 103
Arthur Lee: 102, 153, 154
Attison Conway: 102, 156, 157, 175, 176
Austin John: 102, 152, 153, 173
Azelle Gertrude: 103
Barbara Jean: 136, 137
Bertha Helen: 101, 146, 147
Betty Jo: 145
Betty Lou: 151
Bobbie J.: 135
Bonnie Sue: 145, 171
Brenda Carol: 157, 176
Carolyn June: 137
Charles Augustus: 135, 170, 186
Charles Terry: 170, 186
Christine: 101, 151, 152, 172
Christine Cordie: 172
Christopher Mark: 186
Cleo Elizabeth: 102
Daniel Glenn: 170
Dick Starkey: 97, 135, 136
Dickey: 134
Doris Virginia: 134, 135
Edgar Ervin: 137, 138
Edna Gail: 136
Eric David: 176
Frances Erline: 137
Francis Eugene: 159
Georgia Kenneth: 154
Henry Warner: 82
James Ambrose: 82, 100, 101, 145-151, 171, 172
James Henry: 106, 107
James J.: 84
James Wesley: 101, 150
Jay Carroll: 171
Jennifer Michelle: 186
Jerry Reagan: 153
Jesse Judson: 82, 103, 157
Jessie Pershing: 98
Jimmy Ray: 134
Jo Ann: 145, 171, 172
John Thomas: 72, 81, 82, 95, 97, 98, 100-103, 127-133, 135, 137-141, 143-157, 163-190
John Thomas, Jr.: 82, 101, 102
Johnnie Addison: 97
Johnnie Lee: 101, 145, 171
Johnny Darrell: 154
Jonathan Terry: 186
Joseph Robert: 149
Larry Dean: 145
Lera Louise: 153, 173
Lillian Marie: 134
Linda Kay Chamblee: 173
Linda Leilani: 171
Linda Mae: 137
Mack: 137
Mandy Lou: 136
Margaret Sue: 135
Martha Jo: 101, 151
Martha Melbedine: 153, 173, 174
Mary Elizabeth: 101
Mary Ellen: 82, 98, 99, 140, 141, 143, 144
Maxine: 101, 149, 150
Maybelle: 97, 132, 133, 169, 170
Michael Gene: 170
Minnie Agnes: 101, 145, 146
Morris Sheppard: 97, 98
Nollie: 101
Norman: 101
Odessa: 97
Odie Ferguson: 98, 137
Pascal Jefferson: 153, 173
Peggy Lajuan: 154
Phillip Dale: 157, 175, 176
Robin Annette: 137
Rodney Allen: 176
Ronnie Bartell: 137
Roxie Addine: 103
Ruby Lee: 97, 131, 132
Ruby Mae: 101, 147
Ruth Lynn: 101, 148
Ruth Starkey: 136
Sarah Martha: 103, 157
Shirley Lynn: 137
Susan Stacy: 170
Syble Geraldine: 98, 138
Temperance Elizabeth: 82, 95, 96, 127-130, 163-169, 176-185, 189, 190
Tom Campbell: 97, 135, 170, 171, 186
Tommy V.: 171
Trina Ann: 173
Troy Stark: 137
Walter Arlington: 103
Walter Francis: 82, 102, 152-157, 173-176, 186-188
Wesley Darrell: 150, 151
Wesley Pellum: 97
Wessley: 135, 171
William Benjamin: 134
William Michael: 149, 172
William Michael, Jr.: 172
William Robert: 101, 149, 172
William Wesley: 82, 97, 131-133, 135, 137-139, 169-171, 186
Willie Lyn: 98
Willodean: 138

CHAMBLISS -
JOHN ALBERT: 815

Chamlee -
Adeline: 79
Albert Stephens: 118, 162
Alex Price: 107
Alexander Stephens: 77, 91, 118, 162
Alexander Stephens, Jr.: 91, 118, 162
Alfred France: 86
Alice Annie Laura: 105
Alice Melinda: 91, 118, 119, 163
Allen Keith: 77, 90, 91, 117
Alma Elisabeth: 105
Amanda: 83
Ann Vidaugh: 69, 78
Anne: 124
Annie Mae: 108
Aquilla: 77, 90
Ava: 126
Barbara: 80
Benita: 91, 117, 118
Bertha: 79, 93, 123
Bessie Harper: 116
Nell Sherwood: 91, 118, 162
Nora Lee: 108
Norma: 95
Nysie: 66
Octavia: 66
Octavia Beatrice: 86
Ozell: 81
Patsy L.: 68, 74
Permelia Anne: 69, 74
Philip Dean: 125
Polly: 66
R.J.: 80
Rebecca: 70
Robert: 67
Robert Allen: 159
Robert L.: 77
Robert Malton: 84
Robert Milton: 86
Roxie Ardella: 86, 107, 108, 160
Roy Herschel: 94, 125, 163
Roy Zebulon: 79, 93, 124
Roy Zebulon III: 124
Ruby Ann: 108
Sallie Katherine: 117, 161
Samanthia Emaline: 69, 76
Samuel E.: 80, 95, 126
San Francisco: 68, 74
Sandra Elizabeth: 158, 176, 188, 317, 321, 322, 394, 403, 408, 897, 903-905
Sara Jane: 121
Sarah M.: 72
Sarie M.: 83
Susan Ethleen: 158, 317, 394, 897
Sybil: 95
Telisha: 70
Thomas C.: 78, 92, 121
Thomas C.: 121
Thomas Franklin: 159
Thomas Newt: 83, 105, 106, 158, 159
Thurman: 94, 125, 126
Tilman: 92
Tilmon Perkins: 77, 89, 90, 114, 115
Tilmon Perkins: 116
Tilmon T.: 72, 85
Venia: 91
Verdie Inez: 94, 125
Victoria Augustus: 77, 89
Walter Lee: 159
Wendy Dawn: 162
William: 66-71, 73-76, 78-83, 85-95, 97, 98, 100-105, 107-115, 117-133, 135, 137-141, 143-190
William J.: 80
William Alexander: 80, 94, 125, 163
William Enoch: 84
William F.: 67, 71, 72, 81-83, 85, 86, 95, 97, 98, 100-105, 107-110, 127-133, 135, 137-141, 143-160, 163-190
William F.: 121
William Franklin: 69, 78, 91-93, 119-124
William Franklin: 73, 86, 107-110, 160
William Franklin: 85
William Franklin: 92, 121
William Franklin: 93, 123
William Franklin, Jr.: 78, 79
William Frederick: 125, 163
William J.: 80
William Jefferson: 83, 105, 158, 176, 188, 317, 394, 897
William Jefferson: 94
William L.: 68, 73, 74
Willie Mae: 106

Champagne -
Renold A.: 201, 258

Chandler -
Catherine: 724
FANNIE: 662
Richard C: 724
Sylvester: 691, 803

Chapin -
Philenia: 235, 493

Chapman -
?: 684, 907
Ann: 236, 494
Ann: 668
Benjamin F: 714, 915
Cadwalader: 674
Carrie B: 714, 915
Charity: 236, 494
Charlotte: 675
DeLores Fay: 534, 750
Elizabethe: 675
Erasmus: 675
Erasmus: 675
Evie V.: 359, 449
Frances: 674
Frances "Fannie" E: 714, 915
Henrietta D: 714, 915
Henry: 675
Henry: 675
Henry: 675
Henry N: 714, 915
Hester: 236, 494
Ida: 740
Jedidiah: 236, 494
Jididiah: 236, 494
John: 675
John G: 714, 915
Joseph: 675
Joseph: 675
Joseph: 675
Joseph E: 675
Joshua M: 674
Joshua Morris: 675
Lee: 359, 449
Letitia: 675
Lottie V: 714, 915
Lucy D: 714, 915
Malon: 674
Martha J: 714, 915
Mary: 674
Mary: 674
Mary A: 714, 915
Minta: 675
Nancy: 674
Nancy: 675
Nancy: 694
Ruben: 236, 494
Silvanus G: 714, 915
Temperence: 236, 494
William: 675
William S: 714, 915
Charlotte -
?: 342
Chase -
Mary: 540, 541, 797
Roger: 540, 797
Chatel -
Catherine: 268, 572
Joachim: 268
Chatfield -
Elizabeth: 235, 494
Chen -
Norbu: 173
Chenault -
D. W.: 637
Chevalier -
Marie Angelique: 561
Paul: 561
Cheves -
Julia: 271, 588
Childress -
Amy Lynne: 752
Brad Mitchell: 752
Elizabeth Marie: 752, 755
Loney Fred: 752
Lony: 752
Lony Fred, Jr: 752
Chiles -
Susannah: 624, 630
Christian -
Gracie: 357
CHRISTIANSEN -
CHRISTIAN: 357
Christie -
Unnamed: 18, 226, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 487, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
Christy -
Margaret: 323-325
CLANCY -
TIM: 282, 619
Clapp -
George: 638
Clarissa -
Unnamed: 442
Clark -
Alexander: 343
Cinderella: 343
Cynthia: 343
Daniel: 59
George: 59
Gwen Virginia: 168
Henry V: 349, 441
James: 343
John: 343
Kezia: 58
Martha: 234, 492
Maj. Samuel: 342, 343
Silence: 59
Thomas: 59
William: 343
Clay -
Ann: 199

Clemons -
Alisia Mae: 838
Clendenin -
Adam: 193, 194
Alexander: 193
Alexander: 193, 196, 197
Alice: 194
Andrew: 197
Andrew: 192, 193
Andrew: 196
Ann: 195
Ann: 193
Ann: 196
Archibald: 193, 194
Archibald Jr.: 194
Captain William: 193, 196, 197
Charles: 197
Charles: 193-198
Charles: 196, 197
Cynthia: 195
Cynthia: 197
Dorcas: 194
Elizabeth (Betsy): 194
Elizabeth: 193
Elizabeth: 193
Elizabeth: 195
Elizabeth: 196
Flemming: 197
George: 197
George: 197
George: 193-195
George Washington: 195
Hannah Anderson: 194
Isaac: 194
James: 192, 193
James: 193, 194
James e: 197
James Edward: 197
Jane: 195
Jean: 192
John: 195
John: 197
John: 192
John: 194
John: 196
Josiah: 194
Julet: 194
Julia: 197
Lucinda: 197
Margaret: 193
Margaret: 197
Martha "Patsy": 194
Mary: 194
Mary: 194
Mary: 195
Mary "Polly": 195
Mary C: 197
Mary Ellen: 193, 195-198
Mary F.: 197
Narcissus: 197
Nellie/Eleanor: 195
Parthena: 195
Rebecca: 194
Robert: 194
Robert A.: 196
Robert C.: 193, 195, 197
Robert, Jr.: 195
Sophia: 196
Sophia: 197
Taylor W: 197
Thomas: 193
Thomas: 193
Thomas Jefferson: 195, 197
William: 197
William: 197
William: 194
William II: 191-198
William III: 192
Winifred (Unknown): 194
Clenenin -
William I: 191, 193-198
Clyburn -
Jonathan Scott: 207, 263
Lewis Milton: 207, 263
William Andrew: 207, 263
Clymer -
Mary: 431
Mary: 431
Coates -
Mary Allen: 199
Cobb -
Arthur K: 724
Chapman: 724
Charlotte "Lottie" E: 725
Cynthia: 693
Donna Mae: 749, 754, 925, 926
Ezra: 749, 925
Fleming Jr: 674, 693
Flemming B: 693, 724
Harrison: 724
Harrison: 693
Hiram: 674, 693, 724
James: 749, 925
James William: 724
Kitty: 724
Lavina E: 693
Lawrence G: 693
Leonard: 693, 725
Lewis Leonard: 693, 724
Luellen: 725
Malinda: 693
Mary I: 724
Maude M: 724
Millorna: 724
Moses W: 693
Nancy Jane: 693
Parthenia: 693
Ralph: 724
Rebecca: 754, 926
Rebecca: 687
Richard: 725
Richard M: 693, 724
Robert: 749, 754, 925, 926
Roswell L: 674, 693, 724, 725
Sallie A: 725
Sarah: 693
Steven: 754, 926
Susan: 724
Thomas: 693
Thomas: 724
Walter Franklin: 724
Cobbs -
Fleming: 674
Judith: 674, 693, 724, 739
Katherine: 674
Nancy: 674
Polly: 674
Rebecca: 674
Sallie: 674
Thomas: 668
Thomas Upton: 674
Waddy: 674
COCHRAN -
NANCY: 294, 587
Coe -
D. F.: 31
Coffey -
Martha: 666
COFFMAN -
MARTHA: 607-609
COFIELD -
ANNE: 662, 663
Caldwell: 662
ERIN: 662
George: 662
Joseph: 662
Mary: 662
RUTH: 662
WILLIAM: 662
Coke -
Elena: 538
William: 538
Coker -
James Erastus: 104
Thomas Moses: 104
Cole -
Betty Clare: 531, 744
Elizabethe: 692
Coleman -
Harvey: 687
Lula Anna: 95
Collar -
Courtney Dorsey: 203, 205, 259, 261
Courtney Hamilton: 203, 261
Harry Floyd: 203, 259
Mary Virginia: 205, 261
Collard -
Patricia: 835
Colley -
Ella: 725
Collier -
Dorothy Ethleen: 386, 392, 891, 895
Elizabeth: 364, 453
Mildred: 386, 393, 402, 891, 895, 902
Ralph S.: 386, 891
Ralph Sidney: 386, 891
Sara: 386, 393, 891, 895
Virginia: 386, 392, 393, 891, 895
Collins -
Jeffrey Neal: 177
Jerry Neal: 177
Legives Hutson: 433
LUCY MILDRED: 864
Mitchell Dwight: 177
Robin Michelle: 177
Crocker -
Dorothy Lee: 739
Robert T: 739
William Lee Thomas: 739

Crockett -
Cynthia A: 672, 692
John A: 672
John Berrisford: 672
Julia: 672, 692
Leonard M: 672
Lucinda: 672
Lucinda: 672
Nancy S: 672

Crotine -
Cynthia A: 672, 692
John A: 672
John Berrisford: 672
Julia: 672, 692
Leonard M: 672
Lucinda: 672
Lucinda: 672
Nancy S: 672

Cuff -
Chester Fredrick: 207, 263

Culpepper -
Catherine: 121

Cunning -
Anna: 199
Catherine: 199
David: 199-207
Elizabeth: 199
Jane: 199
Robert: 199
Sarah: 199-207, 256
Thomas: 199
William: 199-207, 256

Cummins -
FOREST: 363
G Thomas: 709, 910

CURT -
(name: Charles Curtis III Bennett): 765

Curtis -
Mary: 59

Custer -
Emma: 700
Silas Reynolds: 700

Cutlif -
Julia: 690

Cynthia -
(name: Cynthia A. Chadwick): 632, 633

D. -
PROF. EDGER LONG PH.: 661

Dafler -
Amy: 18, 226, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 487, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
Joseph: 15, 222, 250, 310, 372, 422, 460, 483, 484, 507, 651, 784, 855, 879

Dailey -
?: 10, 218, 244, 305, 366, 417, 455, 479, 502, 646, 779, 850, 875

Daley -
Robert H: 645

Dameron -
SUSAN: 813

Danforth -
Amanda Lynn: 401, 768, 901
Jeremy Alan: 407, 770, 904
Lidia: 2, 209-219, 221-227, 231, 490, 841-851, 854-859
Marc Allan: 401, 768, 901
Michael Bruce: 401, 768, 901
Michael Bruce II: 401, 407, 768, 770, 901, 904
Michael Bruce III: 407, 770, 904
Nicholas: 208-219, 222-227, 841
Paul: 208-219, 222-227
Rachael Leah: 407, 770, 904
Thomas: 209-219, 221-227, 841
William: 208-219, 222-227

Daniel -
Betty Temple: 765
Kathryn Mclendon: 767
Lisa Mae: 407, 770, 904
M. Warren: 767
M. Warren Jr.: 767
Ruby Davis Or: 760, 761

Daniels -
?: 362, 452

Darlington -
Alice: 733, 919
Rhoda: 688, 689

Daughter -
Unnamed: 656

Daughterly -
Lloyd D: 741, 921

Dauson -
KATE: 555

Davidson -
SEMPLE: 61, 818

Davis -
Ben: 431
BENJAMIN F.: 552, 659
DAVID D.: 552, 659
Delcie Marie: 533, 749
Frank: 740
HARRIET E.: 552, 554, 555, 659, 661
Harry: 727, 740
Hiram: 727
JAMES BUNYAN: 552, 659
Jannet: 187
John Allen: 677
JOHN BUNYAN: 552, 659
JOHNATHAN: 552, 659
Judy: 835
Mabel Eloise: 742, 921
Margaret Ann (aka: MRS.): 760
Margarete: 391, 893
MARY: 552, 659
MARY GLENN: 552, 555, 557, 659, 661, 663
Mary Ousley: 203, 259
NATHAN: 552, 659
Olen Monroe: 201, 258
PEARL: 866
REBECCA: 552, 659
REV. REV. JOHNATHAN: 552, 659
Ruth: 740
WILLIAM K.: 552, 659

Robert H Jr.: 645
DAWSON -
JANE DONOVAN OR: 550, 656

Day -
Frances: 68
Handley: 359, 449
Harry C.: 359, 449
Hilda: 359, 449
Jerry: 748, 924
John Randle: 207, 263
Lawrence: 748, 924
Lawrence, Jr.: 748, 924
Mary Eliza: 675
Mitchell: 68
Osborn: 359, 449
Other Melvin: 151
Shelly Ann: 207, 263

De Selkeden -
John: 228-246, 248-255
John: 228-246, 248-255
Richard: 228-246, 248-255
Richard: 228-246, 248-255
Robert: 228-246, 248-255
William: 228-246, 248-255
William: 228-246, 248-255

Deal -
Nora E: 727

Dean -
John: 678
Sam: 678

Deason -
Betty Ann: 180

DeBois -
Alexa Charles: 839
Charles Edward, Jr: 836, 839
Charles Edwards: 836
Jeffery Peter: 836
Lucas George Nelson: 839
Mathew Phillip: 836

Decker -
Mary Carroll: 673

DECLUE -
?: 618

Defoe -
Martha Ann: 431

Degruyter -
Ferdinand John: 692
Josephine: 692
Julius Albert: 692
Martin F: 692

DELOACH -
JULIA: 864, 865

DEMPSEY -
(name: John Walter Dempsey): 765
John Walter (aka: DEMPSEY): 765

Demut -
Unnamed: 771

Dennison -
Abigail: 234, 492
Mrs Abigail: 3, 210, 233, 492, 842

DENT -
FRANK J: 596, 597
MARY L: 597

Denton -
BEAL: 63, 824

Elizabeth: 676
KATHERYNE: 61, 818
KENNETH: 63, 824
ROBERT L: 61, 62, 818, 824
Scott: 61, 818

Derr -
J. H.: 635

Dewey -
William G: 678

Dewitt -
Ada: 200-202, 257, 258
Annie: 200, 257
James: 200, 202, 256-258
Matilda: 200-202, 204, 206, 257, 258, 260-263
Nancy: 200-202, 205, 257, 259, 261
Sissy: 200, 257

Dewolfe -
Mary: 231, 490

Dick -

Dickerson -
Blair Weyland: 168
Bryan Wayne: 167
Solon Wood, Jr.: 167

Dickinson -
Dorothy Morris: 724, 739
Emma Riggs: 692
Julian Edward: 692
Louise Early: 724
Robert L: 692, 723, 724, 739

Dietz -
Evelyn Valentine: 801
Robert: 801

Dillard -
Ann: 352, 548

Dilthey -
Anna: 410, 771

Dishman -
Gary Ray: 533, 749

Dix -
Daniel H N: 524, 716
Elizabith Quindora: 524, 716
Hattie: 524, 717
John M: 524, 716
Letha: 530, 737
Milton Lewis: 524, 717
Robert Young: 530, 737
Unk: 530, 737
William J: 524, 530, 716, 737

Dobbins -
James Gerrit: 793, 795
James Lanton: 795
Jean Marie: 795
Jennifer Ann: 795
Jonathon Gerrit: 795
Richard Hugo: 793
Richardn Lee: 793, 795

Dobbs -
Ruby Ann: 119
ZACHERY: 554, 661

Dodderidge -
Bessie M: 702
Phillip: 702
Phillip Alexander: 702

Dodelande -
   Anne: 561

Dodson -
   James: 443

Doirdigan -
   Angela Leigh: 765
   Dennis Frank: 764, 765

Doles -
   Dianna Frances: 795
   George: 794

Donahue -
   James Michael: 187
   Leanna Marie: 187
   Michael James: 187

Donaldbraswell -
   Unnamed: 405

Donnelly -
   Ellen C: 691
   John James: 692

DONNAN -
   HARRY: 45, 466

Doody -
   Louis Clarance: 371, 460

DORROH -
   DAVID M.: 554, 661

Dorsey -
   Ann: 200, 256
   Annie Amelia: 200, 201, 203, 205, 207, 257-259, 262,
   263
   Annie Elizabeth: 201, 258
   Byron Clarence: 200, 202, 203, 206, 257, 258, 260, 262,
   272, 589
   Charles Edwin: 200, 257
   Charlotte: 747
   Cordelia: 200, 256
   David: 200, 256
   Deborah: 199, 256
   Edward: 199, 256-263
   Edward: 200, 256
   Emily Alice: 201, 203, 205, 258, 259, 261
   Henry: 200, 256
   James Black: 200, 256
   Jane: 200, 256
   John Cumming: 200-203, 205-207, 256-263, 272, 589
   John Cumming (aka: JACK): 202-204, 206, 258, 260,
   262, 272, 276, 281, 589, 604, 605, 617
   Johnsey: 200, 256
   Joshua: 200, 256
   Kerry: 204, 206, 260, 262, 276, 281, 605, 617
   Kerry: 204, 206, 260, 605
   Laura Louise: 202, 203, 206, 258, 260, 262, 272, 276,
   281, 589, 604, 617
   Laura Lucretia: 201, 203, 205, 258, 259, 261
   Louis: 200, 256
   Loyd: 200, 256
   Margaret Cumming: 201, 203, 205, 258, 259, 261
   Mary Ann Dorsey: 203, 205, 259, 261
   Mary Elizabeth: 200, 256
   Mary Elizabeth: 202, 258, 272, 589
   Rachel: 200-202, 204-206, 256-263
   Richard: 200, 256
   Robert: 199, 256
   Roberta Lee: 201, 203, 205, 258, 259, 261
   Roberta May: 200, 257
   Sarah: 200-202, 204, 206, 207, 256-258, 260, 262, 263
   Thomas: 199-207, 256-263
   Thomas Sidney: 200, 257
   William Cumming: 200, 256
   William Cumming: 199, 200, 256
   William Sheridan: 200, 201, 203, 205, 257, 259, 261
   William Sidney: 201, 203, 205, 258, 259, 261

Doss -
   Edward: 886

Dotson -
   Berty: 741, 921
   John: 741, 920, 921
   Rust: 741, 921

Doty -
   Ann: 233, 492
   Benjamin: 233, 492
   Hester: 233, 492
   Samuel: 232, 491
   Samuel: 232, 491
   Sarah: 232, 491
   William: 233, 492

Douglas -
   Robert: 531, 744

Dourney -
   Caroline: 699

Dowell -
   James: 702

Doyle -
   Catherine: 725
   John Thomas, Jr.: 117

Drake -
   Lovina: 523, 715
   Lovina: 690, 803
   Lovina: 523, 690, 715, 803

Draper -
   Martha Lynn: 130

Drennan -
   Cam: 722

Droddy -
   Margaret: 668

Droody -
   William: 668

Dudding -
   Alice P.: 32
   Alice Paris: 32
   Alvin: 442
   Bryan C.: 32
   Charles B. C.: 32
   Charles Miller or Matthew: 32
   Dynn W.C.: 32
   Florence D.: 32
   George Summers: 32, 42, 44, 49-51, 466
   CAPT. James Benton: 32, 466
   Jerome Toledo: 32
   John Bowyer: 32
   John Bowyer: 32
   Kate C.: 32
   Victoria F. C.: 32
   William: 32

Duding -
   Mary: 819

Duff -
Edson -
    Andrew Mark:  795
    David Scot:  795
    Miriam Ruth:  795
    Terry Lyle:  795
    Timothy Michael:  795

EDWARDS -
    DONALD NEWTON:  63, 828
    Gertrude:  75, 76
    JESSIE MURRAY:  62, 824
    Narine:  125
    Rebecca:  197
    WALTER NEWTON:  62, 63, 824, 828

EDWIN -
    (name: Charles Edwin Williamson):  320, 321, 403, 902

Ehoulds -
    Glada:  819

Eisele -
    William:  690

Ekin -
    Elizabeth A:  638

Elder -
    Preassie:  332
    Robert Daniel (aka: JACK):  393, 895
    Robert Daniel , Jr.:  393, 895

Eleanor Anderson -
    Unnamed:  805

Elison -
    Mary Belle:  699

Elizabeth -
    Unnamed:  27
    Unnamed:  887

    Elizabeth Hampton (aka: WIDOW):  630, 632

Elliot -
    Elizabeth:  689
    Henry Jr.:  761

Elliot -
    Frances:  761
    Henry Johnson:  762
    Mary Emily:  762
    Pamela:  762

Ellis -
    Elizabeth:  677
    Leah:  720
    Leah G:  689

Ellison -
    Eleshea A.:  634
    Elizabeth Adline:  634
    James Judson:  634
    Lucretia C.:  634
    Martin L.:  634
    Mary E.:  634
    Rev. Mathew:  634
    Mathew Allen:  634
    Susan Caroline:  634
    William Love:  634

Elofson -
    Julia:  35

Elswick -
    Caroline:  709, 911
    George H:  713, 915
    James W:  713, 915
    Jennings E:  713, 915

    John W:  713, 915
    John Wesley:  713, 914
    Julia Anna P:  713, 915
    Mary Jane:  708, 909
    Nancy J:  689
    Perry L:  713, 915
    Roswell:  709, 911
    William:  713, 915

Endsley -
    Cecil Henry:  130
    Geniece:  164
    Rhonda Rochell:  184, 185

ENGEMANTHIEL -
    SOREN:  357

Epperson -
    Glenn:  123
    Jane:  123

Epps -
    Timothy Darwin:  770
    Timothy Douglas Epps:  770

Erдин -
    Charles Lee:  531, 739

Erly -
    Dr. Alexander:  700

Erskime -
    Alexander:  336
    Henry:  333
    Henry:  336
    Jane:  336
    Michael:  333, 336
    William:  336

Ervin -
    ???:  68

Erwin -
    Margaret:  352, 444
    Othir Dewey:  362, 452

Esle -
    (name: Esli Hunt):  513-519

    Esley Hunt (aka: Uncle "S") 516

Estep -
    Cealia:  688
    Nancy A:  722

Estill -
    Agatha:  336
    Sally C:  676

Eubanks -
    Lisa Dawn:  189

EUGENE -
    (name: Benjamin Eugene Lumpkin):  759, 760

Evans -
    Susan A.:  75

Evelbliss -
    Pearl:  699

Everage -
    Luna Margaret:  11, 45, 46, 218, 219, 245, 246, 278,
    306, 366, 367, 418, 419, 455, 456, 479, 480, 502,
    503, 613, 614, 647, 779, 780, 831, 832, 850, 851,
    875, 876

Everett -
    Mary "Ppplly":  636, 674

Ewing -
    Gertrude:  158, 159
    Mary:  325
Nancy: 193, 194

Exline -
  Adam: 18, 225, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 487, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
  Andrew: 18, 226, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 487, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
  Elizabeth Ann: 18, 225, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 467, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
  John: 18, 225, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 486, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882
  Kathryn Ann: 18, 226, 253, 313, 375, 426, 464, 487, 510, 654, 787, 858, 882

F.Brandom -
  John: 636

Facemyer -
  Aaron V: 711, 913

Falkner -
  Dorothy Elizabeth: 153

Farinella -
  Nancy: 764

FARLEY -
  SEGIOUS HUTSON: 436

Faudree -
  Alexander Huston: 358, 448
  Mary E: 358, 364, 448, 452, 453

Faulkner -
  Camille Claudia: 405
  David Carrol: 399
  Gregory Hardman: 399, 405
  Guy: 93
  James Allen: 93
  John Wallace: 399
  Laura Eugenia: 399, 404
  Mary Lou: 93, 123
  Phillip Louis: 399
  Tally: 399

Faye -
  Lilian: 532, 745

FAYET -
  FRANCOIS XAVIER (name: Frank Fayet): 268, 271-279, 281-284, 572
  Frank (aka: FRANCOIS XAVIER FAYET): 268, 271-279, 281-284, 572
  Jean Baptiste: 268, 271-279, 281-284
  John Thomas: 268
  Mary Salome: 39, 202, 258, 268-279, 281-284, 557, 572, 574, 662, 820

Fayet-Lesperance -
  Pierre: 268, 271-279, 281-284

Feiber -
  James George: 274, 559, 603, 664
  John Kincaid: 274, 559, 603, 664
  Thomas Murry: 274, 559, 603, 664

Ferguson -
  Annie: 709, 911
  Thomas: 351

Ferral -
  Unnamed: 266
  2: 266
  3: 266
  4: 266
  5: 266
  Charles: 266

Ferrell -
  Anna E: 709, 911
  Squire: 684, 907

Fielding -
  Thomas Wesley: 271, 575

Fink -
  Brandon Matthew: 755
  James: 755
  James Michael, Jr: 755
  Matthew James: 755

FINLEY -
  ELIZABETH H.: 553

Firth -
  Richard: 203, 259

Fisher -
  Lucinda: 684, 907

Fitch -
  Martha: 829, 830

Fitzwater -
  Elizabeth Ann: 722, 723
  Elvira: 725
  G W: 689

Fisherbert -
  Dorothy: 538

Flagg -
  Aleazer F: 679

Flannagan -
  Maurine: 206, 262, 281, 617

Fleck -
  Jane: 683, 906

FLEMINGS -
  ANNIE: 350

Fletcher -
  Margaret: 195
  Robert Albert: 434
  Robert Allen: 434

Flint -
  Clyde: 747

Florence -
  Unnamed: 44, 275, 604, 827

Flowers -
  Lillian Frances Trotter (aka: FRANCES): 759
  Nancy Augusta: 759, 764, 765
  William Michell: 759
  William Mitchel (aka: BILL): 759

FOELER -
  NETTIE: 560

Fogel -
  Doralee: 205, 261

Folkes -
  Bettie Irene: 823

FOLSOM -
  MARY: 357

FOOTE -
  MARY: 659

Forbes -
  Clyde: 829

Ford -
  Anna Christine: 181
  Charles Richard: 181
  Mary Priscilla: 678

FOREMAN -
  ZETTIE: 554, 660

Fort -

954
Horace: 105

Foss -
Margaret Pearl: 743, 922

Foster -
Ann: 56
Fanny J: 672
Isaac: 56
Katherine Frances: 81
WALTER: 61, 818

Fowler -
Ella: 197
Hannah: 55
L.S.: 95
Sophrania: 58
William: 55

Frame -
Cortis: 520, 685
Erma: 747

FRANCES -
(name: Lillian Frances Trotter Flowers): 759

Frazier -
Sarah Kenyon: 681

Fredrick Bowyer: 22
Gideon: 22

Freels -
James: 766

Freeman -
Mary: 83

FREER -
ALAN DAVID: 609
ALICE MARIE: 609
ALICE ROSE: 598
CHARLES: 597, 598
DARCY JEAN: 609
EDWARD M.: 598, 607-609
JANET E: 598, 609, 610
KAY LOU: 609
LLOYD W: 598, 609

FREMEAU -
BROOKE: 622
CHRISTINA: 622
HAROLD LOWEL: 618
ROBERT L: 618, 622
TAYLOR: 622

FREMEAU-FULTON -
DENISE S: 618, 622

FREMEAU-NEUMEISTER -
MICHELE R: 618, 622

Frenach -
Maria T: 699

Friend -
Martha: 195
Norma: 399

Frohawk -
Rhoda: 697

Fry -
Vinnie: 696

Fuentes -
Melodee Michele: 374, 463

Fuller -
Mary Caroline: 274, 277, 282, 283, 559, 602, 619, 620, 663, 664, 805
Paul Hamilton: 274, 559, 602, 663

Gardner -
????: 119
Catherine "Kate": 704
Charles H: 704
FANNIE: 555, 661
Florence: 704
James D: 704
Lida N: 704
Lorena F: 704
Martha: 693
Mary F: 704
Mordacai: 704
Nancy: 351, 548
Pinkard P: 704
Roxie J: 704
Sarah A: 704
Thelma: 119
Thomas J: 704
Thomas Jefferson: 703, 704
William Henry: 704

Garner -
Ann: 195
Brogan: 99

Fullerton -
Lillian: 524, 716

Fulls -
Mary Catherine: 178

FULTON -
ANNE: 622
JOHN: 622
KATIE: 622
THOMAS: 622

FURMAN -
ANNIE JANE: 555, 661
ANNE MCMORRIES: 555, 661
CHARLES: 555, 661
DAVIS: 555, 661
DORA: 555, 661
DR. J. C.: 555, 661
DR. J. C.: 555, 661
HEARST: 555, 661
KINCAID: 555, 661
MARY GLENN: 555, 557, 661, 663
THOMAS: 552, 658

G. ??? -
Eliza: 887

Gabriel -
Walter Jason: 401, 768, 901

Gage -
Linda Lou: 753, 925

Gailey -
Clyde: 516

Galusha -
Myrtle: 363

Gamble -
?: 61, 818
?: 61, 818
?: 61, 63, 818, 824
ANNE: 63, 824
JAMES: 63, 824
James Kosouth: 61, 818

Gandee -
Raymond E: 733, 919
Helene Frances: 388, 389, 892, 893
James Ray: 180, 181
Nature Kay: 181, 189, 190

Garnes -
Andrew J: 721
George: 721
Mary: 721
Samantha J: 721

Garrett -
Corrinne Foster: 95
Jane: 678
Thomas McMillan: 81, 95
William Thomas: 71, 81, 95
Wyatt McMillan: 71

Garry -
Sally Elizabeth: 525, 717

Geary -
Anna Silvin: 733, 919
Julia Mary: 709, 910
Salena M: 673

George -
Edward A.: 113
Margaret Ann: 431

German -
Lottie Jane: 701

Gertrude -
(name: Gertrut): 410, 471, 771
Gertrut (aka: Gertrude): 410, 471, 771

Ghanem -
Andrew Gage: 755, 926
Eliaas: 755, 926
Nabiel Matthew: 755, 926

Gibbon -
Ann Muir: 177

GIBBS -
?: 61, 818
Bruce Chamlee: 162
IMFANT: 555
Leroy E., Jr.: 161
REBECCA: 555, 557, 559, 560
WILMOT R.: 555

Gibson -
Millard Filmore: 523, 715

Gijksen -
Immetje: 792

Gilbert -
Lydia: 236, 494

Gilbreath -
Charles: 120
Paul: 120
Paul, Jr.: 120

Gilburtt -
Son: 2
Thomas: 2

Gill -
Amilia T: 741, 742, 921
John: 342

Gillet -
Elisha: 58

Gillett -
Elisha: 59

Gilman -
Clara E: 546, 798

Gilmer -
Albert: 698

Gilmore -
Jacqueline Ann: 766

Gish -
Alma: 35
Arra Ethel: 36
Arthur Lawrence: 35, 42, 43
Bernice: 35
Bethel: 35
Charley Alec: 36
Dorothy Minnie: 43
Douglas Eldon: 43
Edith: 35, 43
EDNA: 35
Emma Jane: 29, 35, 36
Eva: 35
George Washington: 29, 34, 35, 42, 43
Harold Joseph: 38
Jacob Wagner: 23, 28
James Madison: 29
John Marshall: 29, 37
John W.: 35
John William: 28, 29
Leon: 35
Lester John: 38
Lottie Ardell: 38
Louis Clinton: 36
Margaret Amanda: 29, 37
Margaret Frances: 38
Martha Louisa: 29
Mary Catherine: 29, 36, 37
Merton: 35
Nancy Maria: 29, 35
Ray: 35
Robert: 38
Russell Arthur: 43
Verne: 35
Virgie Zelma: 37
William Lloyd: 37
William Sherman: 29, 36

Gitt -
W. T.: 635

Given -
Charles E: 523, 715
Electa: 529, 737
Elizabeth E: 523, 715
Emery H: 523, 715
Emma E: 523, 715
Fleet S: 529, 737
Helen: 529, 737
Henry A: 523, 715
Jasper: 522, 714
Jesse Lee: 523, 529, 715, 737
Kess: 529, 737
L B: 529, 737
Laura Ellen: 529, 737
Leta Arlis: 529, 737
Oseolie O: 523, 715
Rosa: 523, 715
Samuel F: 523, 715
Vesta: 529, 737
Virginia B: 523, 715
Virginia Bell: 720
William: 522, 714
Glenn -
COL. JOHN: 550, 657
Dwight Dawson: 402, 769, 902

Glover -
Amelia: 200, 256

Godwin -
Camille: 518

Goff -
Barbara: 829
Carolyn: 829
Charles: 825, 829
CHARLEY: 824, 825
Dale: 829
David: 829
Fred Lewis: 825, 829
Hazel: 825, 829, 835
Kathy: 829
Roger: 829
Steve: 829
William Ray: 829
William Ray: 825, 829

Golden -
James: 764

GOLDSMITH -
ANNIE FURMAN: 557, 663
REV. PETER, D. D.: 557, 663

Gooch -
Donald Ray: 180

GOOD -
AMANDA J: 437
GEORGE: 437
GEORGE A: 437
INFANT: 437
LEVINA: 437
MARTHA: 437
MINERVA: 437
MYRAM: 437
WILLIAM H: 437

Godall -
Alex D: 681

Goodroe -

James Douglas: 768
Robert Douglas: 768

Gordan -
Celia: 353, 445

GORDON -
ANGUS M.: 558
CALVIN MOORE: 558
Elizabeth S: 670, 906
GEORGE: 558
HATTIE: 558
LAURENCE: 558
MARGARET: 558
Nancy J: 684, 710, 907, 911
NORMA K.: 558

Gould -
Deborah: 59

Goyer -
Hyacinthe Or George: 285, 286, 292, 294, 295, 297, 298, 566

Grant -
Clara Dawn: 767, 770
David: 753, 926
Donald Verne: 767
Donna Lynn: 535, 751
Frances: 538, 539
Jack Kyle: 767
Sarah Elizabeth: 753, 926

Graves -
R.B.: 173

Gray -
Etha D.: 33, 42, 45
Jeanette T: 688
JOHN W.: 554, 661
Mary: 701
Mary "Polly": 696, 701
Nellie: 33
Silas William: 33

Gree -
Anna Laurie: 730, 917

Green -
?,?,?: 73
Rebecca Malinda: 86
Sarh: 58

Greene -
Frances Elaine: 171
John Preston: 171

Greenlee -
Nancy Jane: 675

GREGORY -
Ginger Renee: 298, 612
Scott LaVern: 298, 611, 612
Scott Ryan: 298, 612

Grier -
Unnamed: 887
AGNES HEMPHILL: 661
HELEN: 661
JENNIE: 661
LAURA: 661
RALPH: 661
REV. REV. W. MOFFATT, D. D., L. L. D.: 661
ROBERT LIVINGSTON: 661

Griffin -
Charles Ray: 147
Colon Colquitt: 146, 147
Eddie Gene: 147
Emma Wiley: 382
Lemuel: 299-307, 309-314, 410, 472, 772, 868
Lemuel, Jr.: 4, 211, 237, 299-307, 309-314, 410, 472, 495, 772, 843, 868
Lucinda Jane: 435
Martha Ann: 134
Monnie Mae: 153, 154
Rua Faye: 147
Griffith -
  Lucinda: 443
  Mary Elizabeth: 708, 910
  William: 707, 909
Grimard -
  Michelle: 801
Grimes -
  Nancy Catherine: 700
Grimstead -
  ?: 443
Grindle -
  Merian: 752
Grisham -
  ???: 144
Grist -
  C. C.: 315
  Charlie Mason: 315
  Davis Beauregard: 315-318, 320-322, 387, 891
  Elizabeth (aka: Liz): 315
  FANNIE: 661
  Martha Belle: 315
  Mike T.: 315-318, 320-322
  Susan Elizabeth: 315
  Walter (aka: Bubba): 315
Griswold -
  Francis: 231, 490
  Margaret: 231, 490
Grose -
  Jacob: 689
  Theodore Richmond: 721
GROSS -
  EUGENE M.: 556
  JOSEPH M.: 556
  THERESA: 556
Gudgeon -
  Celinda: 698
Gunn -
  Abner: 57
  Abner: 59
  John Henry: 866
Gunner -
  ???: 142
Gurley -
  Betty L: 533, 745, 746
Guthrie -
  Jette Mae: 531, 738
  Mary: 68
GUYER -
  ADOLPHUS (DOLPH): 289, 570
  EDWARD SAMSON: 289, 292-295, 297, 570, 584, 586, 598, 611
  ELIZABETH I (BEA): 291, 571
  GEORGE L.: 289, 569
  JAMES: 286
  JEAN [GUIER]: 286
  JEREMIAH: 286
  JEREMIAH: 289, 569
  JOSEPH: 286
  JULIENNE: 286
  Kimberly Ellen: 298, 611, 618
  LEVI: 286
  LOUIS: 289, 294, 295, 297, 298, 570, 587, 600, 611, 618
  MARGARET OR MEARYUM: 286
  MARJORIE LU: 294-297, 586, 598-600, 611
  NELSON: 289, 569
  PETER: 286
  RUSAN: 289, 569
  SALOME: 289, 569, 570
  Steven Brett: 298, 611
  UNKNOWN: 288, 568
  WARREN E: 294, 586
  WILLIAM J (BILL) ,SR.: 295, 297, 298, 587, 600, 601, 611, 618
  WILLIAM L: 288, 568, 569
GUYER. -
  infant son: 297, 601
Gwinn -
  Ema: 694
  LOIS: 23
H -
  IRVIN , LINTON: 661
  LIEUT. CHARLES , MCMORRIES: 559, 663
Haas -
  Ray Jennings: 755
  William Ray: 755
Habel -
  Hebels: 470, 471
Hafer -
  Katherine: 35
Hagood -
  Lula Mae: 150
HAINESWORTH -
  HARRY: 557, 663
Hal -
  (name: Harold Morgan Nix): 758, 762, 767
Hale -
  Anne Irene: 765
  Dewayne Martin: 93
  Martha: 540, 796
Haley -
  Mary E.: 67
HALL -
  COL. ALEXANDER: 550, 657
  Estell Leola: 741, 921
  Leo Charles: 438
Margaret Isabell: 724
MARY ELIDA: 350
Opal Maurine: 144
Sarah: 343, 541, 542
SARAH A.: 351
Winifred: 134

Hallum -
Martha: 513

Halstead -
C E: 741, 921
Leola Walpe: 748

Hamill -
Christal: 795
Christine Joy: 793, 795
Dawn Ellen: 793, 795
Gerald David: 793
Hollis Marie: 793, 795
Valerie Lynne: 793, 795

Hamilton -
?: 271, 587, 588
Amanda J: 679
Bonnice Edith: 167
Josette: 700, 727
Salome Fayette: 271, 588
Sarah A: 679
Sarah Louella: 703
William: 700

Hamley -
Nettie Katherine: 206, 262

Hamlin -
Elizabet Ann: 533, 749

Hammack -
Alonzo H: 741, 921
Gertrude M: 741, 921
Henry Sylvester: 741, 921
John L: 741, 921
Martha Myrtle: 741, 921
Nancy S: 741, 921
Ose Cora: 741, 921
William E: 741, 921

Hammaker -
Alice L: 679

Hammel -
Lou: 60, 817

Hamon -
SHIRLEY CHARLENE: 63, 828

Hampton -
Dr. Anthony: 630

Hancock -
Sarah: 743, 923

Handley -
?: 342
Sarah Sallie Walker: 32, 348, 353, 359, 440, 445, 449, 450
Albert: 346, 433
Alexander: 325
Alexander: 333, 343, 344
Alexander: 345, 347, 352
Alexander C.: 352
Alexander G: 4, 211, 238, 300, 349, 411, 440, 472, 496, 773, 844, 869
Alice Love: 9, 14, 15, 216, 221, 222, 243, 248, 249, 266, 267, 304, 309, 310, 361, 370, 416, 421, 422, 452, 458, 459, 477, 482, 483, 501, 506, 507, 644, 650, 651, 777, 783, 784, 848, 854, 873, 879
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Denber:  358, 448
Florence:  358, 448
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Alcinda:  712, 914
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George S:  712, 914
Jemima:  712, 914
Nathan:  712, 914
Samuel:  712, 914
Walter:  80
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Hansford -
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Bettie F:  681
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Dickerson:  681
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Fanny S:  681
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Hardman -
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Gail Stuart:  399, 406
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Jean Barbara:  390, 399, 405
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John:  378, 379, 382-384, 386-395, 398-408
John:  378
John:  378
John Barnett:  382
Joseph Elbert:  384, 390, 401
Lamartine Griffin:  382
Lawrence Griffin:  384
Linza Griffin:  379
Littlebury:  378
Lola Mildred:  382, 384, 390
Lottie Lanora:  382
Martha (aka: Patsey):  379
Mary: 379
Mary Massengale: 384, 389, 404, 405
Mildred Francine: 384, 390, 400, 406, 407
Nancy Carol: 390, 401
Richard: 378, 379, 382-384, 386-395, 398-408
Richard Smith: 378
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Samuel: 378
Samuel Z.: 379
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Susannah: 379
Thomas: 378
Thomas Colquitt: 382-384, 389, 390-401, 404-407
Thomas Colquitt: 384, 389, 390, 399, 400, 405, 406
Thomas Colquitt III: 390, 399, 405, 406
Thomas Colquitt IV: 399
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William: 378, 379, 382-384, 386-395, 398-408
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William Benjamin: 382
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Hardy -
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Dabney Thomas, Jr.: 762
Frank: 762
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Sallie: 808, 809
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Thomas: 762
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Harless -
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Harman -
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George: 428
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Jacob: 428
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?: 434
?: 444
?: 438
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Albert Franklin: 438
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Alford: 439
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Ann G: 435
Anna B: 444
Anna J: 438
Anna May: 444
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Azro: 434
Benton O: 444
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Blanch: 443
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Clara Dean: 442
Columbus C: 433, 442
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Della B: 442
Dora Lee: 442
Edger F: 436
Edmund: 436, 443, 444
Edna: 439
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Effie F: 442
Elbert: 438
Eli Ferdinand: 430, 435, 443
Elias M: 438
Elihu: 432
ELIZABETH: 430
Elizabeth (Betsey): 429, 431, 436
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Ella H: 442
Elmyra: 434
Emma F: 442
Emma Jane: 433
Esther F: 438
Ethel May: 443
Ethel P: 442
Eva A: 439
Everet: 442
Fannie E: 438
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Fredrick B: 442
Geneva: 444
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George A: 438
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Harriet: 443
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Hattie B: 436
Hattie May: 438
HENRY: 430
HENRY: 434, 442
Henry Harrison.: 429, 430, 434, 435, 442, 443
Holly C: 443
Howard G: 438
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James: 436
James: 436
James A: 444
JAMES H: 430
James M: 442
James Winston: 434
Jesse Winston: 443
John: 444
John (Johnnie): 442
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JOHN ALBERT: 432, 437, 444
JOHN C: 430, 435
John H: 433
John J: 438
John Kelly SR.: 429, 431, 432, 436-438, 443, 444
John R: 439
John W: 438, 444
Joseph C: 442
Joseph Hutson: 433, 442
Juliana E: 433
Julius C: 444
Kate: 443
Katherine: 438
Laura Ann: 433
LAURA ANN 'LACEY': 436, 437
Laura E: 442
Lelia: 436
LEVINA: 436
Lewis E: 438
Lillie B: 443
Limmie M: 443
LINDA: 432
Lottie Hutson: 442
Lulu Belle: 442
Lydia B: 438
Malissa: 434
MARGARET: 432
Margaret Jane: 436
Mariah J: 437
Martha Alice: 442
Martha L: 432
Martha L: 436
Martha Patsy: 430
Mary A: 429-431
MARY ADELINE: 432
Mary Ann: 438
MARY E: 435
Mary E: 434
MARY ELIZABETH: 430
Mary Elizabeth: 436
Mary Jane: 435
Mary Jane: 442
Matilda (Mattie) Field: 443
McClellen: 434
Melissa: 434
MICHAEL B: 435
Milton: 436
MILTON REECE: 432, 438
Milton Reece: 430
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Minta: 444
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Nettie: 443
Oleana: 436
Paul: 444
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Ruth: 444
Sarah: 436
Sarah (Sallie) (aka: Sallie): 430, 434, 435
Sarah J: 432
SARAH MARGARET: 434
Sarah R: 444
Sarah W: 442
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Stephen: 444
Stephen G: 444
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Strother W: 430
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THOMAS: 432, 436
Thomas C: 432
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Thomas III: 430, 433, 442
Thomas J: 443
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William W: 443
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Cyrus: 141
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John: 674  
John: 681  
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HAY -  
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   John:  350
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Hewitt -
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Hickman -
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   Amanda E:  527, 735
   Brantly:  527, 734
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Hill -
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Hilt -
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Hilyard -
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  Albert:  728
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  Frank:  728
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  Lewis:  726
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  Martha G:  676
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Himes -
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Hizey -
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  Cyrus: 722
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  Frank: 689
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John: 678
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Eglantine: 516
Elizabeth: 513
Elizabeth: 513
Elizabeth: 515
Elvira: 513, 514
Elvira: 514, 515
Esley Marion: 514-519
Esli (aka: Esle): 513-519
Eli, Jr.: 513-519
Eula: 516
Florance: 516, 517
Frances: 517, 518
Genevieve Ethel: 517, 519
Grace: 516
Harriett: 514
Harvey Clay: 515
Harvey Cleveland: 513-519
Harvey Cleveland: 516
James L: 525, 708, 909
James Ryel: 515
Jesse: 513
Joel: 513
John: 513
John Carver: 517, 518
John Harleston (aka: T K): 514
Katie: 516
Lawrence Cleveland: 515
Leigh: 515
Lucia: 516, 517
Lucretia: 514
Martha: 514
Martha Evaline: 515
Martin: 513, 515
Martin Van Buren: 515
Mary: 513
Mary: 514
Mary Eta: 517, 518
Mary Vandalia: 515
Moses: 513
Nancy Eglandine: 514, 515
Peter: 513
Phoebe: 513
Rebecca: 514
Reese: 515
Reese B.:  514
Sarah:  56
Thomas:  516, 517
Thomas:  513-519
Thomas:  513
Thomas Pickens:  515
Uriah:  513
Wadsworth:  514
Warren:  513
Waverly (aka: WADE):  516
William:  513
William:  513, 514
William H.:  513, 515
Willie Hayne:  392, 517-519, 763, 764, 894
Willie Young:  392, 516-519, 763, 894

Hunter -
  DR. Unknown:  635

Huntington -
  Lydia:  234, 493
  Margaret:  234, 493
  Mary:  234, 493
  Rebecca:  234, 493
  Solomon:  234, 493
  Solomon:  234, 493
  Temperence:  234, 493
  Zerviah:  234, 493

Hurlburt -
  George Richard:  206, 207, 262, 263
  George Samuel:  204, 260
  George Wheelock:  204, 206, 207, 260, 262, 263
  Patricia Ruth:  207, 263
  Randall Lee:  207, 263
  Russell Thomas:  207, 263
  Samuel Wheelock:  204, 260
  Skye:  207, 263

Huskey -
  Doris Ethel:  167

Hutchinson -
  Dr.:  638
  Sarah Amanda:  815

HUTTENEN -
  MARIA:  62, 824

Hutton -
  James:  433
  Oliver:  433
  William:  92

Hyr -
  Cynthia:  533, 749
  Philemon R.:  533, 749
  Susan:  533, 749

IDA -
  Unnamed:  6, 31, 213, 239, 301, 354, 413, 446, 474, 497, 774, 845, 870

III -
  (name: John William Jackson III):  767

Ikeeling -
  Sarah:  523, 715

Ilgren -
  Audrey:  43
  Avis:  43
  Leon:  43
  Lester:  43

Illgren -
  Walter:  43

Ingram -
  Elton:  95
  Malida D A:  684, 907

Inman -
  Jennifer:  766

Irwin -
  Elizabeth Minerva:  724

Isabell -
  Unnamed:  208

Isabella -
  Unnamed:  336
  Unnamed:  326
  Unnamed:  543

Isohower -
  John:  520, 685

IVERSON -
  SUSIE:  591

Ivey -
  Berta:  90, 91

J. -
  Harriet:  443
  Nellie:  34
  SPENCER, JR MCMORRIES:  556, 559, 662, 663
  SPENCER JR. 3RD MCMORRIES:  559, 663

J.Jones -
  Carolyn:  391

J.Kinnaird -
  Adoniram:  636

JACK -
  (name: JOHN LaFontise):  579
  (name: CLAY JENNINGS):  62, 824
  (name: Robert Daniel Elder):  393, 895
  (name: John Carey McCraw Jr):  274, 277, 283, 559, 603, 613, 662, 664, 665
  (name: John Cumming Dorsey):  202-204, 206, 258, 260, 262, 272, 276, 281, 589, 604, 605, 617

Jackson -
  Alice:  817
  Almeda Jane:  382, 887, 888
  AMOS:  50, 51, 468
  Andrew:  527, 735
  Britanny Marie:  182
  Cabell:  823
  Carol Marie:  165, 179
  Chad Courtney:  179
  Claude Elmer:  129
  Claude Monard:  130, 167, 182
  Daryl Wayne:  165, 179
  Denise:  167, 182
  Dorothy Faye:  130, 167, 181, 190
  Elbert Dwayne:  166, 180
  Elizabeth Susie:  828
  Elmer Wayne:  130, 165, 179
  Eugene:  823
  Gracie:  527, 735
  Harcia Loretta:  130, 166, 180, 181, 189
  Hubert:  823
  James A:  706, 908
  James Darby:  767
  James Dwight:  166, 180
  James Shelton:  817
  JESSIE:  51, 468
  Jmes Shelton:  822, 823
  John:  817

971
John B.: 887
Dr. John W.: 767
John William III (aka: III): 767
JOSEPH: 51, 468
JULIA: 51, 468
Kristen Ann: 179
Lucy: 527, 735
Margaret: 817
Mark Roberts: 823, 828
Marlin Elbert: 130, 166, 180
Mary Baldwin: 828
Mary Frances: 183
Mary Lovie: 817
Mary Mildred: 823
Neva Frances: 130, 167
Palmer: 823
Patrick: 823
Philip Michael: 180
Samuel Ray: 167
Stephanie Marie: 180
STEPHEN: 51, 468
Sue: 817
Theresa Jeanette: 180
THOMAS: 51, 468
Timothy Edgar: 167, 182
Trip. Lester: 823
Trip. Lets: 823
Trip. Lilburn: 823
Virginia: 817
Wesley: 817

Jacobs -
?: 829

Jacobson -
Elsie: 119, 120

James -
Alton Davis: 528, 735
Annie: 529, 737
Beatrice: 529, 736
Becca J: 521, 686
Benjamin: 523, 715
Benjamin Frank: 522, 527, 714, 735
Bridget Dawn: 534, 536, 750, 755
Catherine: 520, 685
Cecil: 529, 736
Charles E: 522, 529, 714, 737
Charles W: 523, 715
Chester: 529, 737
Chloe: 523, 715
Chloe J: 522, 714
Clarice: 528, 532, 736, 744
Courtney Renee: 536, 755
Curt: 527, 735
Cynthia Annie: 522, 714
David H: 521, 686
David Ivan: 533, 536, 749, 754
Deborah D: 520, 521, 671, 685, 686
Deborah Iona: 533, 749
Debra A: 522, 714
Denise Carol: 533, 749
Donald Carl: 532, 533, 536, 744, 749, 754
Earl E: 530, 737
Edith Blanche: 528, 735
Eldridge: 524, 716
Elizabeth: 520, 685
Elizabeth: 523, 716
Elizabeth Ann: 520, 523, 685, 715
Elizabeth Ann: 522, 528, 714, 735
Elizabeth F: 530, 737
Elizabeth M "Betsy": 520, 521, 524, 525, 530, 532, 671, 685, 716, 717, 737, 738, 745
Elliot Mollohan: 522, 528, 714, 735
Ellrain: 701
Emory: 527, 735
Erma: 529, 736
Eva: 528, 736
Fanny: 523, 715, 804
Flora: 528, 735
Freeman: 529, 736
George E: 521, 686
Goldie: 529, 737
Grace: 529, 737
Harriett E: 521, 686
Helen: 532, 744
Henry Morris: 520, 523, 524, 529, 530, 532, 534, 671, 685, 715, 716, 723, 737, 745, 750, 804
Henry Walter: 523, 715
Herman Goad: 528, 532, 736, 745
Homer W: 530, 737
Howard: 529, 737
Hugh Alan: 532, 534, 536, 744, 750, 755
Ida Mae: 522, 714
Irl: 529, 736
Isabelle: 522, 528, 714, 735, 736
Ivan: 528, 532-534, 536, 736, 744, 749, 750, 754, 755
James David: 520, 521, 671, 686
James Davis: 521, 686
Jane Hamilton: 520, 521, 525, 671, 686, 717
Jessica Ann: 534, 750
Jessie: 683, 906
Jessie: 520-537, 671
Jessie: 521, 524, 685, 716
John: 522, 714
John Edward: 523, 715
John Henry: 523, 529, 530, 715, 737
Julia A: 521, 686
Junie: 527, 735
Justin Tyler: 536, 754
Karen: 531, 533, 744, 749
Karla: 531, 744
Kathryn: 529, 736
Lanty: 527, 735
Lester: 528, 531, 533, 736, 744, 749
Lewis: 520, 522, 685, 714
Lida: 528, 735
Louisa: 520, 523, 529, 685, 715, 737
Louisa J: 523, 715
Lucinda: 520, 522, 527, 531, 685, 714, 734, 744
Lyle Edward: 532-534, 536, 744, 750, 754
Mabrina: 523, 715, 804
Mamie D: 524, 716
Margaret: 520-522, 525-527, 531-536, 671, 686, 708, 717-719, 738, 739, 745, 746, 750-752, 755, 909
Margaret "Maggie": 522, 714
Marie: 529, 737
Mark Alan: 534, 750
Martha: 520, 685
Martha: 523, 715
Martha: 523, 715
Mary: 520, 685
Mary: 521, 524, 685, 716
Mary: 523, 715
Mary: 523, 716
Mary "Polly": 520, 671
Mary Ann: 522, 527, 714, 735
Mary Elizabeth "Lizzie": 522, 714
Mary Ruth: 532, 533, 744, 749
Melissa: 524, 716
Melvina: 520, 685
Michelle Lea: 534, 750
Millard Scott: 522, 528, 714, 736, 744, 745, 749, 750, 754, 755
Milton E: 524, 716
Minnie: 524, 716
Minnie M: 523, 715
Mitzi Lou: 534, 536, 750, 755
Morgan Renee: 534, 750
Myrtle: 529, 736
Nancy: 521, 685
Nellie: 521, 686
Nettie Olive: 528, 736
Newton Newlon: 522, 528, 531-534, 536, 714, 736, 744, 745, 749, 750, 754, 755
Okey: 529, 737
Olive M: 530, 737
Orvin Ransom: 528, 735
Phillip: 531, 744
Rachael: 520, 671
Rachael H: 683, 713, 906, 915
Rebecca Dawn: 534, 536, 750, 754
Rebecca F: 523, 715
Rebecca Jane: 520, 524, 530, 532, 534, 685, 716, 737, 745, 750
Rhoda: 528, 735
Rhonda Gail: 534, 536, 750, 754
Rottie P: 530, 737
Robert C: 524, 716
Robert F: 520, 685
Robert H: 523, 715
Roena E: 523, 715
Rosali: 529, 736
Samuel: 520, 524, 671, 685, 716
Samuel: 520, 523, 685, 715
Samuel: 520, 685
Sarah: 528, 735
Sarah Y: 520, 671
Shelly Lynn: 534, 536, 750, 754
Sherrie: 532, 745
Silas: 523, 715
Sophia: 521, 524, 685, 716
Sophia C: 524, 716
Strother: 520, 685
Susan Emma: 522, 529, 714, 736
Thomas H: 520, 523, 685, 715, 723, 804
Thomas Jackson: 522, 528, 714, 735
Tracy: 534, 750
Unk: 533, 749
Vera E: 524, 716
Virginia: 520, 685
Whedon: 524, 716
William: 522, 529, 714, 736
William P: 523, 715
William Y: 520, 523, 529, 685, 715, 737
Willis Hampton: 522, 529, 714, 736

JANDRO -

?: 591
2 ROSE: 591, 593

Jane -
Unnamed: 410, 471, 772, 868

Janice -
Unnamed: 16, 223, 250, 311, 372, 423, 461, 484, 507, 651, 784, 855, 880

Jarrett -
Albert Lorn: 731, 917
Alice: 525, 717
Amanda: 732, 918
Amanda A: 707, 909
Amanda C: 706, 908
Andrew: 701
Ann Elizabeth Caroline: 707, 909
Benjamin: 731, 917
Bessie B: 729, 916
Buena Vista: 707, 909
Carrie Emaline: 731, 917
Charles Ernest: 730, 742, 916, 922
Charlie: 731, 917
Chloe Jane: 525, 717
Christopher Columbus: 525, 717
Clark: 701
Clifford J: 729, 916
Cynthia: 732, 918
David C: 729, 916
David Monroe: 707, 909
Delilah: 707, 730, 909, 917
Delilah May: 731, 918
Dellis Loyd: 729, 916
Eauline Lina: 731, 917
Edward: 706, 729, 908, 916
Effie Mae: 742, 922
Eli French: 706, 908
Eli Thornton: 730, 742, 916, 921, 922
Elizabeth: 668
Elizabeth: 706, 908
Elizabeth: 707, 731, 909, 918
Ethel E: 742, 922
Evelyn: 727
Everett B: 742, 922
Fannie C: 525, 717
Flora A: 731, 917
Frank Thomas: 731, 917
George W: 729, 916
Gracie: 731, 918
Grover Cleveland: 729, 916
Gus: 743, 922
Harvey Wright: 731, 917
Herbert Holt: 742, 922
Herman Lester: 742, 922
Ida E: 731, 917
Ira: 701
James M: 706, 908
James S: 732, 918
Jasper: 707, 731, 909, 918
John: 670, 906
John: 707, 908, 909
John E: 525, 717
John Jeffrey: 731, 743, 917, 922
John M: 731, 917
John T: 732, 918
John V: 732, 918
Johnston: 701
Jonathan Jefferson: 731, 917
Joseph: 707, 909
Lawrence: 525, 717
Leah: 680, 725
Leonard: 701, 727
Leonard Leland: 742, 922
Levi: 706, 908
Levi: 707, 731, 909, 917
Lillian Helen: 731, 917
Lucinda A: 730, 916
Margaret: 697
Mark V: 706, 908
Mark Vinson: 707, 732, 909, 918
Martha Alice: 730, 742, 916, 922
Mary: 673
Mary: 692
Mary: 701
Mary: 742, 922
Mary A: 707, 909
Mary E: 730, 916
Mason Staten: 707, 731, 909, 917
Matilda: 706, 908
Minerva: 706, 729, 908, 915, 920, 921
Nancy: 669
Nancy: 672
Nancy Catherine: 731, 742, 917, 922
Nancy E: 730, 916
Nancy Isabell: 524, 716
Orl Frank: 743, 922
Orl D: 525, 717
Owen Forest: 731, 917
Paul V: 742, 921
Robert Lee: 731, 742, 917, 922
Rosantha C: 729, 741, 916, 921
Roy: 731, 917
Russell: 729, 916
Ruth: 742, 921
Samantha A: 729, 741, 916, 921
Samuel Edward: 731, 918
Samuel V: 730, 741, 742, 916, 921
Sarah: 742, 922
Sarah Jane: 707, 732, 909, 918
Squire W: 706, 908
Thomas J: 707, 909
Tick: 743, 922
Virgil L: 729, 916
Vivian Lee: 742, 922
Wesley W: 742, 922
William: 521, 686
William Burdett: 707, 731, 742, 743, 909, 917, 922
William H: 729, 916
William Harrison: 729, 916
William Jedson: 731, 917
JEAN -
(name: Lesley Jean Sample): 765
Jefferson -
Icie: 531, 744
Jeffery -
M Rhoda: 688
Jeffries -
Lucy: 200, 256
Jenkins -
Alonzo: 709, 910
JENNETTEN -
Vernon Peter: 371
Jennie -
Mark Roberts Jackson: 828
Troy Porterfield: 393, 402, 895, 902
William Donald Williamson: 388, 398, 892, 900
William J. GUVER: 297, 298, 601, 611, 618
Jr. Braselton: James Lewis: 761
Juin: Jeanne: 561
Julia: Unnamed: 390
JUNEAU: ELISHA: 591
Jung: Eva: 22
Jurgs: (name: Georg Heinbach): 409-419, 421-427
K: T (name: John Harleston Hunt): 514
KAARTO: ANNIE: 62, 824
JOHN: 62, 824
Kaeling: Vickie Lynn: 189
Kanatzar: John: 690
Karnegas: Andrea Marie: 836
Arestedes: 836
Ted: 836
Karnes: Emeline R.: 342
Isaac H.: 634
James A.: 634
KATE: (name: KATHERINE HOGE): 42, 466-468
- Katheryne: 208
- Unnamed: 841
- Kathryn: 398, 901
KATHY: (name: Kathy Jeter): 765, 770
KAVANAUGH: ELIZABETH: 556, 662
William P: 676
Keaton: Mary Ellen: 349, 441
Keeler: David: 645
Harry: 644
Jane: 645
Keener: Lula B: 526, 718
Madeline: 747
Keeter: Missouri Amerdine: 75
Keffer: Sarah E: 687
Keith: Candace: 89
Catherine: 93, 124
Frances: 89
Goldie: 89
John: 89
Mack A. III: 93
Margaret: 93
KELLUM: PETE: 49, 466
THERESA: 49, 466
Kelly: George Washington III: 393, 895
Ralph Dozier: 393, 895
Kempen: Harold Martin: 761
Kemple: Martha A: 695
Kennedy: David M: 521, 685
James Roland: 174
Lester, Jr.: 173, 174
Maggie: 434
Sandra Darlene: 174
Kent: Beverly: 364
Kerr: Jane E: 436
Kesler: Geneva M: 764
Kestner: Carl: 364
Keys: Unnamed: 540
Anna: 539, 540, 542, 546, 547, 796
Annie: 352, 548
Arnold: 347, 547
C. Humphrey: 347, 351, 546, 548
Charles Aunspaugh: 347, 351, 357, 363, 547, 548
Charles Aunspaugh: 357, 363
Cora: 352, 548
Dow: 347, 546
Edward L: 347, 352, 547, 548
Elias: 538
Elizabeth: 542
Ella: 347, 546
Francis: 542
Gersham: 542
Gersham: 539-541, 543, 545-549
Gersham: 343, 346, 347, 351, 546, 548
Gertie: 351, 548
Hannah: 539
Henrietta: 347, 352, 357, 363, 547, 548
Humphrey: 343, 540-543, 545-549
Humphrey: 343, 542, 545-549
Ida: 351, 548
Isaac: 546
Isaac P: 346, 546
James W.: 343, 347, 351, 352, 357, 363, 546-549
James W.: 347, 351, 546, 548
Jane: 539
Jennie: 347, 547
John: 539-541, 543, 545-549
John Wade: 542
Joseph: 538
Joseph: 539
Judith: 539
Katherine: 542
Lillian: 351, 548
Lucretia: 542
Maggie: 347, 546
Marcus: 352, 548
Margaret Wilson: 343, 546
Marsha Ann: 363
Marshall S.: 357, 363
Mary: 539
Mary Ann: 347, 546
Mary C.: 347, 352, 547, 548
Mary E.: 351, 548
Mathew S.: 351, 357, 363, 548
Moses: 539
Noah: 347, 546
Oscar: 352, 548
Robert: 538-543, 545-549
Robert Caden: 347, 546
Robert Eugene: 363
Ruth: 542
Ruth: 539
Ruth Lillian: 363
S. Roberta: 347, 546
Sarah: 539
Sarah: 542, 543, 545
Solomon: 538-543, 545-549
Solomon: 539
Stephen: 359, 540, 542, 546, 547, 796
Susan F.: 347, 352, 547, 549
Thomas: 542
Thomas: 347, 547
Thomas Mitchell: 363

Kidd -
  O. F.: 443
Kiddwell -
  Douglas: 766
Kilgore -
  Martha A: 694
Kimball -
  Mary Jane: 801
Kimbrough -
  Irene: 639
KINCAID -
  ESQUIRE ALEXANDER: 550, 552, 553, 555-560, 659
  ANNE (aka NANCY): 550, 657
  ANNE (aka NANCY): 551
  ANNE (aka NANCY): 551, 658
  ANNIE THARESA: 553
  ARISTIDES: 553
  ARTHU O.R: 554, 660
  BOLIVER: 551, 658
  BOLIVER: 554, 660
  CAPT CAPTAIN JAMES: 550-557, 559, 657
  CHARLES A: 551, 553, 556, 558
  CORNELIA LAVINIA: 552, 658
  DICK: 558
  DONALD M.: 553, 556, 558
  DR. DR. JOHN: 551, 554, 658, 660
  ELIZA: 550, 552, 554, 557, 657-660, 663
  ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG: 551, 553, 556, 658, 660, 662
  ELIZABETH CALMESE: 554, 660
  EUGENE: 550
  EUGENE D: 553
  Eugenia Olive: 272, 274, 277, 283, 557, 559, 588, 603, 613, 620, 663-665
  FRANK C.: 556, 558
  FRANK C. JR.: 559
  HARRIET CALMESE: 551, 658
  HARRIET REBECCA: 553, 556, 558
  HENRIETTA C.: 554, 660
  IVAN DAVIS: 554, 660
  JAMES: 551, 658
  JAMES: 272, 551, 554, 557, 559, 588, 658, 660, 662-665
  JAMES A.: 553
  JANE: 550
  JANE (aka: NAN): 550
  JANE DONOVAN (aka: NANCY): 550, 657
  JOHN: 550
  Col. John: 550-560, 657
  JOHN E.: 556, 558
  JOHN K: 554, 660
  Katherine: 272, 274, 557, 559, 588, 603, 663, 664
  LAMAR: 558
  Louise: 272, 557, 588, 663
  MAMIE: 558
  MARGARET: 550, 551, 657
  MARGARET: 551, 553, 556, 559, 659
  MARGARET LOUISE: 553
  MARION GLENN: 554, 660
  MARY: 550, 657
  MARY: 550
  Mary Elizabeth: 272, 274, 277, 282, 283, 557, 559, 588, 602, 613, 619, 620, 663, 664, 805
  MARY MCMORRIES: 551, 658
  MARY STEWART: 553, 556
  MAY REBECCA: 554, 660
  PAUL EDWIN: 554, 660
  PAULINE: 558
  REBECCA: 550
  REBECCA: 550, 552, 554, 555, 557, 657, 659, 661, 663
  REBECCA: 551, 552, 555, 557-660
  REBECCA DAVIS: 551, 658
  ROBERT BRUCE: 553
  RUBY: 558
  SPENCER M.: 553
  Susan: 332
  SUSIE K: 554, 660
  Thomas Moore: 271, 272, 554, 557, 559, 588, 660, 662-665
  WESSIE ADRIANNA: 554, 660
  WILLIAM: 550, 551, 553, 554, 556, 557, 559, 657, 658, 660, 662-665
  WILLIAM: 553
  WILLIAM A: 551, 658
  WILLIAM E: 554, 660
  WILLIE EUGENIA: 554, 660

Kincaide -
  Sarah: 197

Kinsey -
  Barbara Grace: 181, 189
  Johnny: 189
  Randall Dwayne: 181, 189
  Robert Franklin: 180, 181

King -
  Charles: 725

977
ELMIRA (aka: AGES OR AGNES): 434
Freerk: 792
Henrietta: 733, 919
Mary Jane: 734, 920
Reba: 93
Sylvia: 792
Kinkaid -
J: 669
Kinnaird -
Charles L.: 636
Eugenia Adline: 636
George J.: 636
George T.: 636
Joseph A.: 636
Robert C.: 636
Servetas D.: 636
William Love: 636
Kinnard -
Mary: 674
Sarah: 674
Kinnas -
Jennifer: 176, 188, 321, 322, 403, 408, 903, 905
Mary Claire: 188, 322, 408, 904
ROBERT ALLEN: 188, 322, 408, 904
Ronald Chris: 176, 321, 403, 903
RONALD CHRIS III: 188, 322, 408, 904
Ronald Chris, Jr: 176, 188, 321, 322, 403, 408, 903, 904
Kinnee -
David: 699
Kinney -
David Irwin: 138
Floyd Washington: 138
Floyd Wayburne: 138
Marion Dean: 138
Meda Faye: 138
Nelda Rose: 139
Ouida May: 138
Kirbo -
Bob: 73
Kirk -
Marie: 799
Kirkpatrick -
Roseanne/Ann: 191, 192
Kirsch -
Maria: 21
Kirtland -
Asa: 236, 494
Hester: 232, 236, 491, 494
John: 232, 491
John: 232, 236, 491, 494
Lydia: 236, 494
Temperence: 232, 491
Kleckley -
Rose: 766
Klinkhammer -
Frank Albert: 398, 900
Kim K: 398, 900
Knauff -
Minnie D: 42, 43
Knight -
Fincher: 95
Harold: 272, 589
James: 272, 589
Levi James: 272, 589
Louis: 272, 589
MARY VIRGINIA: 813, 814
WILLIAM: 813
William Henry: 272, 589
KOEPP -
Anthony Brent: 298, 618
Madison Emily: 298, 618
Marissa Emberly: 298, 618
Kouns -
RYDA: 350
Kramer -
Lewis Hayman: 204, 260
Kreigsman -
Albert Owen: 114, 115
Albert Owen, Jr: 115
George Chamlee: 115
Joy Ann: 115
Katherine Grace: 115
Kenneth Eugene: 115
Kristen -
Unnamed: 276, 612
Krogh -
Agnes Caroline: 391, 763, 894
Kulp -
Bernard Penn: 827
Charles Gordon: 827
Frank M: 827
Frank Palmer: 827
Georgia Bernice: 827
James Monor: 827
William Hill: 827
Kundigunda -
Unnamed: 428
L -
HATTIE, KINCAID: 558
LMoore -
Samuel: 637
L.R. -
(name: Ledru Rollin Bowyer): 26
La Montagne -
Eveline: 835, 836
Lacey -
Nancy: 513
Lacroix -
Germain: 268
Marguerite: 268
Lacy -
Brenda Sue: 830, 836
Charles: 830
Charles Brian: 830
Karen Lynn: 830, 836
William Paul: 830, 836, 837
Ladouceur -
Francoise: 268
Lafontaisie -
Jean Maurice: 561, 562, 566, 572, 575, 576, 582, 584, 587-589, 591, 594-607, 609-614, 617-623
Lafontaisie -
Adelaide: 562
Marie: 562

LaFontise -
ALBERT JOHN: 591, 607, 618
ARTEHO: 595
CHARLES ARTHUR: 591, 606, 617, 621
DIANNALE RENEE: 618
DERRICK KYLE: 618
DONALD: 607, 618
DOUGLAS F: 607
EDWARD: 591
JEAN ELLEN: 606
JOHN (aka: JACK): 579
JOHN P: 618, 622
JOHN WALTER: 607, 618, 622
JOSEPH: 591
LARAYNE LUCILE: 607, 617, 621
LEONA ROSE: 593
LEWIS: 579, 594, 595
LOUIS L: 576, 589, 590, 605
LUCILLE KATHERINE: 590, 605, 606
MARY: 591
MARY: 580, 596, 597
MARY KATHERINE: 606
MOSE: 579, 591, 593
MOSE T: 593
NELSON (NARCISSE): 565, 576, 578, 579, 591, 594-596
PAUL VERNON: 591, 607, 618, 622
PAULA K: 607, 618
ROSE: 580, 595, 596
SAMANTHA: 622
SIDNEY: 580
SUZANNE: 607, 618, 622
UNK: 581
UNKOWN: 590

LaFontisee -
Almina Elizabeth: 270, 271, 273, 274, 277, 282, 574, 588, 601, 602, 612, 613, 619
Eleanor: 583
Eleanor Mary: 270, 271, 574, 587, 588
ELIZABETH (ELIZA BELL): 566
Eugenie Olive: 271, 272, 274, 277, 282, 283, 557, 574, 588, 602, 603, 613, 619, 620, 662, 663
Georgeana: 202, 258, 271, 272, 276, 281, 575, 589, 604, 617
Jean Edith: 273, 276, 282, 601, 612, 618, 619
John Oliver: 270, 574
JOSEPH: 565, 575, 576, 589, 590, 603-607, 617, 618, 621, 622
JULIA AGNES: 583, 598, 610
Julia Caroline: 271, 575
KATHERINE E: 583, 584
Katherine Rosalie: 271, 575
LEVI (OLIVER): 565, 566
Louis: 271, 273, 276, 277, 282, 588, 601, 612, 618, 619
louis: 277, 612
Louis Francis: 270, 271, 273, 276, 277, 282, 574, 588, 601, 612, 618, 619
Louis leroy Jr: 273, 277, 601, 612

Louise Salome: 271, 575
LUCY MAE: 584
Lucy Matilda: 271, 272, 575, 589
Marjorie ann: 273, 276, 282, 601, 612, 619
MARY J (JENNY): 576
MOSES (?MAURICE): 566, 581-583, 597, 598, 607, 609, 610
Moses Alfred: 271, 575
Philomene Maurice: 286-288, 565, 566, 568, 584, 587, 598, 600, 611, 618
Rosalie: 564
Rose: 583, 597, 598, 607, 609
SOPHIA: 576

LaFontise-MCDONALD -
CHRISTINE: 618, 622

LAIRD -
MISS: 556, 662

LAKE -
ELIAS, JR. Tolbert: 864

Landcraft -
Eliza Brown: 31, 60, 810, 811

Landrum -
Dussie: 105
Louise: 68

Landry -
Sabin Paul, Jr.: 114

Lane -
John D.: 115

Langdon -
Elizabet: 265
Sarah Adeline: 357, 549

Langham -
Elizabeth Ann: 793, 794
Jody Ellen: 793, 794
Linda Lou: 793, 794
Nancy Sue: 793, 794
Robert: 793
Robert Fred: 793

Langworthy -
Georgia: 743, 922

Lanham -
Josephine Alice: 442

Lammen -
Elizabeth: 351, 548

Larkey -
Gerald Ray: 766
Gerald Ray, Jr.: 766
Kathryn Larkey: 766

Larkin/Lykins -
Margaret: 667

Larson -
Reuben: 43

Larue -
???: 199, 256

Lascko -
Shirley Jeanne: 793

Latrell -
Katheryne Ellane: 320, 402, 403, 902

Laughlin -
Billy Jo: 748, 924
Casey: 753, 925
Patrick: 748, 753, 924, 925
Patrick, Jr.: 753, 925
Willard: 748, 924

Laura -
Unnamed: 16, 223, 251, 311, 373, 423, 461, 484, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880

Lawrence -
James L: 704

LAVIGNE -
*MARIE CATHERINE: 566

LAW -
?: 659

Laws -
Robert: 93

Lawson -
David: 393, 895
George: 15, 222, 249, 310, 371, 422, 460, 483, 507, 651, 784, 854, 879
Lynn: 393, 895
Powers: 393, 895
Richard Cooper: 393, 895

Lay -
Sarah: 232, 490

Layne -
Eliza: 636

Leach -
Orville Thomas: 442

Leavitt -
Alonzo: 729, 915
Charles C: 729, 915
Edith Estell: 729, 915
Edwin Lee: 729, 741, 915, 921
Levi Edward: 729, 741, 915, 921
Morris C: 741, 921
Oka "Rusty": 741, 921
Ruth: 741, 921
Wallace I: 741, 921
William Perry Hall: 741, 921

Leblasc -
Alexander: 562

LEDFORD -
IDA MAY: 32

LEE -
ALICE: 61, 818
ANDREW II, Roberts: 61, 818
Flosseta Zelma: 37
FLOSSIE: 558
GEORGE: 37
Nannie: 743, 922
Sarah: 231, 490
Thomas: 231, 490

Leese -
Robert: 28

Legg -
Leander: 828
Sara Ann: 828
Sarah Ann: 690

Lemasters -
?: 197

Lemmon -
C. W.: 839
James: 839
Richard: 839

LEMON -
?: 62, 818
Carrie Dean: 187
James: 187
Jim: 187

Lerley -
Lillie: 701

Lesh -
Mary Elizabeth: 21, 22

Levinia -
Mary: 429

Lewis -
Bertha: 801
Faren Ann: 770
FRANCIS: 551, 658
James A: 23
William: 197

Light -
Jerushia A: 684, 907
Kindness Breedlove: 68, 69

Lilly -
Elizabeth: 525, 708, 909

Lindrum -
Dessie Lee: 105, 317, 394, 897

Lindsey -
?: 532, 745

Linley -
Pearl: 744, 923

Little -
Elizabeth Gilmore: 766
Ford D.: 760
Ford D. Jr: 760, 766
Ford Dean III: 766
Frank Ballard: 760, 766
Frank Ballard Jr.: 766
Jean Elizabeth: 766
Patricia Anne: 766
Robert Claude: 760, 766
Robert Claude Jr: 766
Sharon Adair: 766
St. Lawrence Fleming: 766
Stewart Quillan: 766

Liz -
(name: Elizabeth Grist): 315

Lizzie -
(name: Elizabeth Love): 637
Unnamed: 444

Lloyd -
Rebecca: 695

LOCKWOOD -
JOHN: 350

LOEWEN -
?: 618
KIMBERLY S: 618
MICHAEL J: 618

Logan -
Earl: 794
Jacob: 794

Long -
Clara May: 370, 459
Layton: 370, 459
Longnecker -
Leota: 9, 216, 243, 304, 364, 416, 453, 477, 501, 645, 778, 848, 873

Looper -
Olive Tocoa: 865

Lord -
Andrew: 233, 491
Andrew: 233, 491
Christopher: 233, 491
Elijah: 233, 491
Hester: 233, 491
Lydia: 232, 491
Martin: 233, 491

Lorion -
Marie Therese: 561
Pierre: 561

Lottie -
(name: Charlotte Barnett): 379

LOVE -
ADLINE: 634
Agnes: 630
Allen: 630
Allen: 632
Alvin Bailey: 635
America Frances: 637
America J.: 632, 635
Ann Vickers: 637
Anna Virginia: 639
Anne: 641, 644
Annie: 638
Another Dau.: 638
Betty Jane: 642
Birdie Love: 637, 640, 641, 644
Charles: 624, 630, 632-648, 650-655
Charles Bream: 635
Charles Henson: 633, 638
Charles Madison: 637
Charles Marion: 638, 641, 644, 645
Charles Marion, Jr.: 641, 644
Charles T.: 632, 634
Child: 634
Cynthia Ann: 632, 637
Cynthia Anne: 638, 641
Daniel: 641
Daniel Alexander: 632, 637, 640, 644
Daniel Williams: 630, 632, 633, 638, 641, 644, 645
Dr. L. L.: 641
Edward K: 639
Edward S: 639, 642
Edward S Jr.: 642
Edwin Byrd: 635
Eleshea: 631, 634
Elizabeth: 638
Elizabeth (aka: Lizzie): 637
Elizabeth Ann: 630
Elizabeth Lois: 632, 634
Elizabeth Lucretia Bream: 637, 639, 640, 643, 725
Elizabeth Susab Frances: 5, 212, 238, 239, 300, 353, 354, 412, 445, 446, 473, 496, 497, 634, 638, 639, 641, 642, 645, 646, 651-655, 773, 774, 844, 869, 870
Ella: 639
Emma L.: 635
Erwin: 639
Euls: 639
F Henson: 639, 642
F Henson Jr.: 642
Francis Marion: 634, 638
Frank Allen: 635
Garnet Reed: 637
Harry: 639
Helen Frances: 642
Henry B.: 634
Infant: 637
Irene: 639
Jennie: 638
Jennie: 641, 645
John: 639
JOHN ALLEN: 633
John C.: 634
John Erwin: 634, 639
John Erwin, Jr.: 639
John W.: 637, 694
John W. Love: 635
Junius Newman: 635
Lacy: 639
LEAH (PHENTON?): (name: Leah Phenton Love): 6, 43, 213, 239, 240, 266, 274, 301, 355, 413, 446, 447, 474, 498, 603, 637, 640, 643, 644, 647, 648, 650, 652, 653, 655, 774, 775, 826, 845, 870, 871
LEAH MARGARET: 633
LEONIDAS LOUIS: 633
Lewis A: 641
Lewis Lunsford: 632, 635
Llewellyn: 638
Lucretia: 431
Lucretia Adline: 632, 636
Lucy Temple: 644
Marian: 642
Marietta Washington: 637
Martha Allen: 632
Mary: 630
Mary: 639, 643
Mary A.: 632, 634, 635
Mary A.: 634
Mary Elizabeth: 635
Mary Moore: 641, 645
Mary Sweetland: 638, 641
Minnia: 641
Minnie Adline: 635
Nancy J. (aka: Nannie): 637
Naomi: 644
Peter E.: 636, 694
Richard: 638
Roland: 639
Sallie: 639, 642, 643, 646
Sallie Virginia: 634, 638
Samuel: 562
Samuel A: 641, 644
Sara M.: 348, 439, 637
Sarah Margaret: 348, 439, 637
SARAH VIRGINIA: 633
Sarah Virginia: 635
Shelby Jackson: 634, 639, 642, 643, 646
Sophia P: 431
Stewart Moore: 644
Susan Caroline: 632, 635, 636
Susanna: 630
THEODOCIOUS ALPHONSO: 633, 638, 641, 644, 645
Thomas Jefferson: 633, 634
Virginia Susan: 637
Washington Lafayette: 634
William: 347, 439, 630-632, 634-637, 639, 640, 643, 644, 647, 648, 650, 652, 653, 655, 693
William Albert: 6, 213, 239, 301, 347, 348, 355, 413, 439, 446, 474, 498, 632, 636, 637, 639, 640, 643, 644, 647, 648, 650, 652, 653, 655, 693, 694, 725, 774, 845, 870
William Allen: 637
WILLIAM B.: 634
William Liggon: 634
William, Sr.: 624, 630, 632-648, 650-655

Lovejoy -
Allie: 438

LOVELADY -
THOMAS: 363

Loving -
Porterfield: 725

Lowe -
Carter C: 687
Edward B.: 38
MARTHA SUSAN: 811
Stanley J.: 38
Stanley Jerome: 38
Virginia Cameron: 38

Lowell -
Anna M: 678

Loy -
?: 10, 218, 245, 305, 366, 418, 455, 479, 502, 646, 779, 850, 875

Lucas -
Bettie Ann: 713, 914
Caroline: 710, 911
St Lawrence Fleming: 766

LUCIA -
LENA: 363

LUKASSEN -
KATHLEEN MATIE: 282, 619

Lumm -
An'Drew Philip: 16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 461, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880
Deborah Sue: 16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 461, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880
Nelson: 16, 223, 224, 251, 311, 373, 423, 424, 461, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880
Sara Ann: 16, 224, 251, 311, 373, 424, 461, 485, 508, 652, 785, 856, 880

Lumpkin -
Benjamin Eugene (aka: EUGENE): 759, 760
Benjamin Eugene Jr. (aka: BEN): 760, 765
Edwin Scott: 760, 765
Edwin Scott Jr.: 765
Jerry Alexander: 765
Kenneth Ray: 765

Robert Eugene (aka: ROBBY): 765
Thomas Edwin: 765

Lundberg -
Olga: 801

Lundy -
Emma: 128

Lusk -
Egbert Eugene: 39, 820
ELBERT Melville: 38, 39, 819, 820
ERASTUS: 38, 819

Luttrell -
Bsbarbara Onelle: 157
Lewis: 157

Lux -
Eunice Emma: 702, 728
George: 702

Lycans -
Pherabe: 351

LYN -
(name: Evelyn Cleo Bennett): 760

Lynch -
Everett H: 522, 714

Lynn -
Vada: 134

LYONS -
STELLA MAY: 362

m -
Unnamed: 710, 911
Unnamed: 528, 735

MABRY -
ELIZABETH: 862

Mac Keen -
Catherine: 270, 574

MacCallister -
William: 694

Mace -
Sarah Louisa "Sallie": 522, 686

Mackey -
Anna M: 27

Maddox -
Elias: 438
Mary Catherine: 438

Magenheimer -
Christopher Bradley: 838
George Ernest: 838
George Matthew: 838

Magnussen -
Eric: 754, 926
John: 753, 754, 926
Marc: 754, 926
Thomas E: 754, 926

Malcolm -
Joseph P: 442

Maley -
LilllIAN Gertrude: 758

MALLOTTE -
JOSEPH: 564, 565

Maloney -
Bridget Louise: 831
Charles: 830
Charles Fredrick: 831
Molly: 831

Mangus -
Manerva: 707, 908
Martha: 706, 908
Mary C: 730, 916
Matilda: 346, 347, 546
Michael: 707, 908
Othel: 730, 916
Samuel: 708, 910
Samuel D: 706, 730, 908, 916
Sarah A: 706, 729, 741, 742, 908, 916, 921, 922
Squire: 706, 730, 908, 917
Susan M: 707, 908
Viola: 730, 917
William: 706, 908
William C: 707, 908

Mather -
Lucy: 235, 493

Mathews -
Charles Calvin III: 393, 895
Elizabeth: 387, 393, 891, 895
Fred H.: 393, 895
Lane Elizabeth: 393, 896
Mabel: 532, 744
Martha Ann: 393, 896
Shellbea: 393, 896
Sidney Wallace: 387, 393, 891, 895
Sidney Wallace, Jr.: 393, 895
Woodson Lafayette: 387, 393, 891, 896
Woodson Lafayette, Jr.: 393, 896

Mathias -
Louisa Katrina: 428

Matthews -
Bradley Philip: 756, 927
Glenn Edward: 748, 924
Jack Young: 748, 753, 755, 756, 924-926
Jill Gage: 753, 755, 925, 926
John Edward: 753, 756, 925, 926
Julie Ann: 753, 925
Kathryn Alloway: 753, 925
Nancy Dee: 753, 925
Spencer Glenn: 756, 927

Maupin -
Beverly W: 634
Frances Dabney: 677
John: 674

Maurice-Lafontaisie -

MAYBIN -
WILLIAM: 662

Mayer -
Frances Neilsen Middleton: 45
Frank L.: 42, 45
John L. Middleton: 45
Joseph: 42
Marguerite: 42
Maxine Julie: 45

Mayes -
Annie Bell: 27
Carrie E: 28
Charles Allen: 28, 34
Dorothy: 34

Edward L.: 27
Forrest: 28
Francis L.: 27
George S: 28
James: 23, 24
James H: 24
John Schelman: 24, 27, 28, 34
Margaret Amanda: 24, 28, 29, 34-37, 42, 43
Mary Ann: 28
Mary Jane: 24, 28
Olin Shelman: 34
Sarah Ann: 24, 28
William M: 24

Maysvillemaysville -
Elizabeth: 562

MC CARE -
MARKE WAYNE: 63, 828
MICHAEL: 63, 828, 829
WAYNE: 63, 828

MC CLEARY -
JOHN: 634

MC Clenahan -
Mae: 825

Mc Cormick -
S D: 433

Mc CULLAUGH -
RUTH: 357

Mc David -
Ira: 517
Lucia: 517
Nettie: 517
William (aka: BILLY): 517
William (aka: BILLY): 517

Mc Elroy -
????: 199, 256

Mc Handley -
JOSHUA: 346

Mc ILWAIN -
MARY IVY: 866

MC MASTER -
GEORGE: 556, 662

Mc Murray -
Charles Bryant: 206, 262, 281, 617
Christopher Bryant: 206, 262, 281, 617

McAfee -
Alex: 76

McAllister -
Jane: 430

McBride -
Martha: 683, 906

Mccain -
James Robert: 766

McCallister -
Madison: 444
Mary: 431, 432

Mccarroll -
MILDRED LOUISE: 276, 612

McCarter -
Cora: 33

McCleary -
Katherine: 639

McClesky -
Reuben (aka: Ben): 886
MCMORRIES -
ALEXANDER: 656
ANNE (aka: NANCY): 550, 659
BOWLING K: 556, 662
CALDWELL: 659
CHARLES: 656
CHARLES GENTRY: 556, 662
CHARLES KINCAID: 553, 556, 559, 659, 662, 663
DANIEL M.: 657
DR. W. W.: 657, 659, 661-663
EDWARD Y.: 657
ERIN ELIZABETH: 659, 662, 663
FANNIE: 553, 659
FRANCES: 657
HARRIET: 659
JAMES: 656
JAMES: 657
JOHN: 657, 659
JOHN: 553, 656, 657, 659, 661-663
JOSEPH: 656
LEON G.: 559, 663
MARGARET K.: 556, 662
MARY CURRY: 550, 656-665
MAXCY: 657
NANCY: 659, 661
NORA LEE: 556, 662
REBECCA: 656
REV. SPENCER J.: 553, 657, 659, 662, 663
REV. REV. W. W.: 659
SAMIUEL: 657
SPENCER J.: 657
SUSANNA: 657
WILLIAM SR: 550, 656-665

MCMULLEN -
ANNA: 559
DR. S. D.: 559
SYDNEY: 559

McNeal -
Jemima: 194, 195

Mcraw -
Thomas Kineaid: 274, 559, 603, 664

Meacham -
Clarinda Parthena: 697
Frances Virginia: 697
James Todd H: 697
Jonathan: 697
Martha Angeline: 697
Milo M: 697
Milton Morris: 697
Rebecca Evaline: 726
William Drawdy: 697

Meadows -
Burrell: 526, 718
Darby: 746, 747
Green W: 684, 907
Harvey U: 526, 718
Inez: 359, 449
Jeremiah: 526, 718
Jeremiah: 526, 718
Jill: 747, 752
John L: 526, 718
Margaret: 526, 718
Nancy D: 526, 718
PRUENCE: 292, 294, 584, 586

MEAGER -
THECOLA: 559

Meddings -
Robert: 438

Meddlings -
Jerry: 674

Medley -
Aletha Ann: 734, 920
John: 442
Mary Elizabeth: 442

MEG -
(name: Margaret Ashley Bahnsen): 766

Meines -
Angeline: 792
Arenda Sue: 792
Emmadell: 792
Esther: 792
George (aka: SJOERD): 792
Klaas: 792
Phyllis: 792

Meisenheimer -
Rachael Tabitha: 696

MELLO -
MARY: 363

Melotte -
Jean Baptiste (aka: John): 562
Jean Baptiste: 562
Joseph: 562
Julia: 562
Lewis: 562
Marie Anne: 562
Peter: 562
Rosanna: 562

Melton -
Nancy Rosann: 522, 714

Mender -
?: 530, 737

Merck -
Gladys: 393, 896

Meritt -
???: 71

Merritt -
Margaret: 67
Melcher: 431

Metz -
Dave: 835

Michael -
Nell Colquitt: 91

Middleton -
Frank L.: 33
James E: 681
John L.: 32
Zua Wheaton: 33, 42, 45

Miedema -
David: 792
George: 792
Henry: 792

Milam -
Albert T: 721

Milan -
Elizabeth "Betty": 721
Nancy Jane: 721

Miles -

Ruth: 346

986
Michael LeRoy: 761

Miley -
Harry Ward: 518
Harry Ward: 518
Martin Hunt: 518
Mary Ann: 518

Miller -
Amanda Victoria: 31
Brown Russell: 42
Cantrel L.: 42
Carrie C.: 31
Charles: 690
Charles C.: 198
Charles Clendenen: 29, 31
Christian: 36
Christine: 389, 390
Demidoff W.: 31, 41
Elizabeth: 444
George W.: 198
Georgie Anna: 31, 41
Gertrude: 201, 202, 204, 206, 257, 258, 260, 263
CAPT. Harry N.: 31, 41
Henrietta: 713, 914
JENNIE: 862
John: 201, 202, 257, 258
John: 26
John: 326
John W.: 32, 353, 445
Louise: 34
Lula: 201, 202, 204, 206, 257, 258, 260, 262
Lydia May Stalnecker: 41
Margaret: 202, 258
Margaret Ann: 646
Mary Price: 201, 257
Mildred Louisa: 42
Moses D: 201, 257
Moses Dewitt: 201, 202, 204, 257-259, 261
Moses Dewitt III: 204, 261
Moses Dewitt Jr: 202, 204, 259, 261
Sophia: 29, 30
Susanna: 436

MILLIS -
BERT: 357
KENDALL: 357

Minsker -
Harry: 700

Mitchell -
Catherine: 636
Donnie Jean: 112
Frank: 111, 112
Fred Tilmon: 112
Gertrude Ann: 168, 169
James B.: 757
Julia Ann: 682
Kerry Jean: 204, 260, 276, 605
Margaret Leslie: 885, 886
Mary Elizabeth: 112
Permelia Jane: 386, 757, 891
Vickie Sue: 172

MNEALE -
JOHN: 434

MOFFATT -
REV. JAMES STRONG: 661
R. R.: 661
WILLIAM JR GRIER: 661

Mollen -
Sarah Ellen: 676

MONTGOMERY -
ALEXANDER: 552
Alma: 759
Anna N.: 679
ANNE E.: 552
CHARLES W.: 558
CHARLES W.: 552, 555, 558
COL. WILLIAM A.: 555, 558
Cynthia: 699
DAU.: 555
Henry S: 699
HETTIE: 556
HUGH B.: 552, 555, 556
James C: 699
James W: 699
John C: 699
Lawrence B: 699
OLIVIA: 555
PATRICK HENRY: 558
REBECCA C.: 552, 555, 558
Samuel E: 699
SARAH: 552, 555, 557, 559, 560
SPENCER W.: 552, 555
THOMAS L.: 555
WILKINS H.: 558
WILLIAM: 552
WILLIAM A.: 558
WILLIAM F.: 552, 555

Monty -
Chase Luis: 836
Scott Luis: 836

Moody -
Edna: 389

Moon -
???: 811, 812
Bolar: 886

Moore -
Albanus Runyon: 726
ANNIE LAWSON: 556, 558
COL. CALVIN: 556
Don: 767
ELMIRA: 552
GEN. WILLIAM: 555
GEORGE K.: 556
Idell: 726
Laura Allison: 767
Marvin Pinkney: 383, 889
Minnie Elizabeth: 641
OLIVIA FREE: 555
Rice: 689
Samuel T.: 637
SARAH: 272, 554, 588, 660
Stephen Donald: 767

Morazan -
Unnamed: 391

Morgan -
James Timothy: 442
John: 513
MAJOR SPENCER: 657
MAUD: 554, 660
NANCY: 657

MORISON -
COL. ANGUS: 553
Morris -
(6) William IV: 670, 682
?: 669
?: 681
Aaron S: 695
Abigail: 677, 698, 726
Achilles: 677
Achilles, Capt: 669, 680, 701, 702, 725, 728
Achill: 680
Achillis: 702
Achillis "Kellus": 725
Addison Ferd: 694
Alan Austin: 534, 750
Alcyon: 728
Alcyone: 680, 701, 727
Alexander: 688, 721, 739
Alexander Columbus: 689
Alfred: 671
Alfred: 739
Alfred Neson: 720
Allen Chilton: 721
Amanda: 679
Amanda: 673, 692, 723, 739
Ame E: 679
Amelia: 682
America: 680, 701, 725
America: 702
Analiza: 720
Andrew: 667
Andrew: 672
Angelina D: 720
Ann E: 679
Ann E: 720
Ann E: 689
Ann P: 695
Anna: 640, 725
Archebald: 688
Arlie Tennison: 739
Armistead: 668, 677, 698, 726
Armstead N: 677
Arretta Kathleen: 739, 746
Arthur: 695
Arthur Albert: 674
Ashbury: 677
Augusta: 728
Augustus E: 728
Auline: 747
Aundrel: 740, 747
Benjamin: 671
Benjamin: 673
Benjamin: 667, 669, 679, 700-702, 727, 728
Benjamin: 669, 679, 700
Benjamin: 680
Benjamin: 679
Benjamin: 690
Benjamin: 695
Benjamin B: 721
Benjamin F: 679
Bertha A. Sallie: 819
Beth: 534, 750
Betty: 682
Beverly: 748
Calvery: 668, 677, 698, 726
Calvery: 698, 726
Calvery J: 676, 696, 697, 726
Cani: 695
Caperton: 688
Carlos Achilles "Caroll": 666, 668, 677, 678, 699
Carlos Achilles III: 677, 699
Carlos Achilles Jr.: 668, 677, 699
Carolyn F: 688, 721
Carroll: 670
Carroll: 667, 670, 682, 704, 705
Catherine: 724
Catherine: 667, 671, 686-688, 719, 720, 739
Catherine: 669
Catherine: 670
Catherine: 680
Catherine: 675
Catherine Celestine: 673, 692, 693, 724
Catherine Frances "Kitty": 670, 682, 704
Celia: 678
Celia: 669
Chapman: 681, 695
Charles: 667, 672, 691
Charles: 677, 698, 726
Charles: 672
Charles: 673
Charles: 673
Charles: 691
Charles Jr: 672
Charles K: 674, 694
Charles Marion: 688, 721, 739, 746, 752, 755
Charles Pierce: 726
Charles R: 694
Charles R: 699
Charley: 679
Chester Roxford: 739, 746, 752, 755
Clark: 688
Clark: 721, 739
Cora: 722
Cora Lee: 739
Cordy: 725
Cynthia: 669, 678, 699
Cynthia: 667, 670, 682, 683, 705, 706, 729
Cynthia: 667, 673, 692
Cynthia: 670, 681, 703, 728
Cynthia: 689
David: 668, 677
David: 677
David H: 721
Delaney: 722
Della: 691
Diane: 747
Dickerson: 673
Dickinson: 679
Dickinson: 667, 673, 692, 723, 739
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Joseph: 431
Joseph Addison: 431
Joseph Love: 636
Louisiana: 436
Maggie B: 436
Martha Jane: 431
Mary Polly: 431
Morris: 431
Nancy: 431
Sallie: 431
Solon: 436
T Heber: 694
T. Heber: 635

Thomas Allen: 431
Thomas Harmon: 431
Thomas W: 431
Warren Putnam: 431
William Albert: 635
William S: 436

RED -
NANCY: 860
UNKOWN: 860

Reeder -
Jane: 27
John: 28
John W: 28
JONATHON: 27
Lorenzo Dow: 28
MARTHA A: 28

REDCAN -
?: 589

Reed -
Anna Leora: 200, 257

Reese -
Betty: 705
Phillip: 705
Ruth: 705

Reed -
Alice May: 637
Ben: 282, 620, 664, 805
David Stryker: 277, 559, 613, 664, 805
Emma Love: 637
Emma Mary: 282, 620, 664, 805
Eugenie Elizabeth: 277, 283, 613, 620, 664, 665, 805
Fannie Powers: 637
Garnett: 637
Harold Clifton: 277, 613, 664, 805
Hazel: 728
Hugh Francis: 728
Margaret: 676
Mary E: 676
Mary Eva: 637
Michael David: 277, 282, 613, 619, 664, 805
Nannie Elizabeth: 637
Rebecca: 676
Susan: 837
Susan A.: 637
Susan Louise: 277, 613, 664, 805
Thomas H.: 637
Thomas Harold: 277, 613, 664, 805
Virginia Lee: 637
William W.: 637

Reid -
Jane: 193
MARY: 659

Reitz -
Amy Catherine: 836
Daniel Karl: 836
Karl Phillip: 836
Whitney Elaine: 836

Renshaw -
Charles: 677

RENWICK -
ROSANNA: 659

Reynes -
Joseph Arthur: 401
Michael Arthur: 401
Mihael Arthur: 401

999
Rexford -
  Susan Sabrina: 696

Rexroad -
  Makayla Leann: 839
  Micheal Lee: 839

Reynolds -
  James: 195
  Mary “Polly” Fleming: 195
  Nancy F: 739, 740
  REV. Powell Benton, Rev: 637
  Sarah: 668
  Sarah: 668
  Stuart L.: 195
  Sue: 207, 263
  Susannah: 197

Richardson -
  Alex C: 753, 926
  Bunnie Dell: 742, 922
  Charles: 753, 925, 926
  Charles E: 753, 926
  Elmer: 690
  Francis M: 28
  Francis Owen: 742, 922
  Howard Thomas: 742, 922
  Ida: 28
  Letha: 643, 740
  Orra: 693

Richeson -
  Andrew J: 28
  James Madison: 28
  John Albert: 28
  Mary Jane: 28
  William Harvey: 28

Richter -
  Marlee: 793

Riddle -
  William C.: 115

Rieger -
  Tom: 404

Riffle -
  Amanda: 753, 925
  Irene: 753, 925
  Jason: 753, 925
  John: 748, 924
  Kenneth: 748, 753, 924, 925
  Kenneth Jr: 753, 925
  Margaret Susan: 527, 735

Rikie? -
  Unnamed: 205, 261

Riley -
  ???: 371, 460
  ???: 371, 460
  James Ward: 730, 916
  Jesse Walter: 730, 916
  John: 371, 460
  John Vincent: 730, 916
  Martha S: 730, 917
  Mary Elizabeth: 520, 685
  William W: 730, 916

RINOS -
  GUSTAVUS: 61, 818

Rippetoe -
  Alexander N: 690

Bettie J: 690
Hansford Pleasant: 690
Lelia F: 690, 723
Sarah Paulina: 690
Silas M: 690
Wiatt: 690
William J: 690

Roch -
  Daniel: 186
  Fred: 186
  John: 186
  Jonathan: 346
  Letha: 346
  Mary: 346
  Mary Frances: 752

ROB -

Robb -
  Sarah Emily: 201, 257

Robbins -
  Anna: 539, 796

ROBBY -
  (name: Robert Eugene Lumpkin): 765

ROBERT -
  (name: Altus Robert Jr. Bennett): 759

Roberts -
  Alexander: 816
  Ambra A.: 836, 839
  Andrew Lee: 60, 61, 813, 818
  Ann: 809
  Ann Eliza: 811
  Anna Brown: 60, 61, 812, 818
  Anna Burton: 31, 272, 588, 811, 815, 819, 820, 826, 827, 831, 832, 837-840
  Bessie Ruby: 60, 813
  Betty Mae: 825, 831, 837, 839
  Charles Edward: 817, 823, 828
  CLARA: 62, 823
  Clara Sue: 816, 822, 823, 828
  CLYDE BESSIE: 819, 824, 825, 829, 835
  Cole Hayden: 172
  Connie: 825
  Darrell Keith: 152
  Dennis Lane: 152
  Edgar Hardin: 814
  EDWARD DANA: 819, 825
  Eliza Blanch: 816, 822
  Eliza Brown: 811
  ELLEN: 553
  Elmer Hubert: 823, 828
  Emma Louise: 825, 830
  Emma Sue Grey: 815
  Emmett Garland: 817
  Ernest Joseph: 816
  ESTELLA: 62, 823
  Eugene Summer: 816
  Fannie Burton: 60-62, 812, 818, 824
  Flora B.: 809
  Frances Elizabeth: 823
  FRED HAMMEL: 61, 62, 817, 823
  Fred Sidell: 819
FRED SLIDELL:  819, 825, 830
Fredrick Garfield:  816
George:  809
Georgia Nelson:  60, 61, 63, 813, 818, 824
Georgia Palmer:  822, 827
Henry Dawson:  31, 60, 810-815, 817-820, 823-832, 835-840
Henry Dawson:  809
Henry Garland:  827
Henry Garland ,Sr.:  812, 816, 822, 823, 827, 828
Henry Palmer:  816, 822, 827
HOMER:  62, 823
Hubert:  60, 813
Hubert H., Jr.:  828
Hudson M:  814
Isabelle V:  808
James:  809
James Clell:  151, 152
James Clint:  172
James Mortimer:  811
Jason D.:  836
Jennie E.:  60, 812
Jeremy Q.:  836
Jimmy DeWayne:  152, 172
John:  808, 810-820, 822-832, 835-840
John Alexander:  807, 808, 810-820, 822-832, 835-840
John Henry:  811
John Milton:  822
Joseph:  808-820, 822-832, 835-840
Joseph Alexander:  811, 815
Joseph Austin:  812
Joseph Berton:  815
Joseph C.:  808
Joseph C.:  808, 810, 811, 816, 817, 822, 823, 827, 828
JOSEPH OSSON:  814, 819, 825
Joseph Ossoon:  825
Joseph T:  819, 825
Joshua D.:  836
Judy Darnell:  152
Kathleen Dorothy:  823
LETITIA ADELINE:  811
Lucy Hardin:  60, 812
Lula Alice:  825, 830, 836, 839
Marguerite Louise:  827
Martha Sue:  830, 835, 838, 839
Mary Bessie:  62, 819
Mary Fayette:  816
Mary Lou:  830, 835, 838
Mary Norvell:  60, 61, 812, 818
Mary Virginia:  825
Matilda Jane:  822
Mildred Jane:  811
Mildred Jane:  823
Nancy Sue:  825, 830, 836
Natalie Horton:  61, 818
Nathaniel Hardin:  60, 811, 812, 817, 818, 823, 824, 828, 829, 834
Nathaniel Hutson:  815
Polly:  812
Russell Emmit:  819, 825, 831, 837, 839
Ruth Louise:  825, 830
Sallie Carter:  810
Sallie Hill:  822
Sally Ann:  830, 836
Sarah Amanda:  811, 814, 815
Saryann:  812, 817
Sheldon:  810-812, 816, 817, 822, 823, 827, 828
Shelton:  811
Shelton Jr.:  812
Susie:  809
SUSANAH BROWN:  810
Susie Gray:  60, 813
THARESA?:  553
Thomas:  810
Virginia:  819
William Addison:  822
William C.:  810
William Granderson:  811, 813, 814, 819, 824, 825, 829-831, 835-839
William Henry:  814, 819, 824, 825, 829-831, 835-839
William Knight III:  830, 835, 836, 839
William Knight, Jr.:  825, 829, 830, 835, 836, 838, 839
WILLIAM KNIGHT, Sr.:  819, 825, 829, 830, 835, 836, 838, 839
Robertson -
Jane:  687
Malinda:  76, 77
MARY:  357
William H.:  379
Robidourf -
Daniel:  562
ROBINETTE -
CHARLES:  357
Robin-Lapointe -
Marie Josette:  561
Pierre:  561
ROBINSON -
ANNIE A.:  559, 663
B. F.:  637
Barbara Avida:  697
Charles Henson:  352, 357, 363, 548
ELLA:  662
Hartwell:  677
Henrietta Maria:  358, 363, 364
Henson:  352, 548
Henson Charles:  358
Henson Langdon:  357
Joel G.:  693
John:  352, 548
Lydia Maria:  352, 548
Margaret Henrietta:  352, 548
Marian:  123
Mary Caroline:  726
Stuart William:  358
Robison -
Marguerite Hatcher:  402, 519, 769, 902
William Peterson, M.D.:  402, 519, 769, 902
Rochkar -
Roberta Jean:  207, 263
Rockwell -
Michael: 668
Michael: 670
Michael: 668, 675
Michael: 675
Michael: 678
Minerva: 675
Minerva: 676
Nancy: 676
Nancy: 678
Orilla: 696
Robert: 696
Ruth: 696
Sarah: 696
Shull Michael: 675
Sidney: 678
Silas N: 678
Strother: 676
UNK: 696
William: 668, 675, 676, 695, 696, 725, 740
William: 676, 696
William E: 678
William, Jr: 696
Seelbach -
  Anna: 409
Sefreed -
  Samuel: 358, 448
Selden -
  William: 229-246, 248-255
  William: 229-246, 248-255, 489
Self -
  Sue: 123
  William J: 726
Selkeden -
  ???: 229-246, 248-255
  Thomas: 229-246, 248-255
  William: 229-246, 248-255
  William: 229-246, 248-255
SELLER -
  ELIZABETH M.: 555
Sellers -
  Sharon Ann: 179
Selline -
  Dorothy Selden Or: 230-246, 248-255, 489
Sellman -
  Stella May: 743, 923
Serrano -
  JIM MCKINNON: 276, 612
  Louis: 276, 612
  LOUISJOSEPH: 276, 612
  Patricia Kathleen: 276, 282, 612, 619
Setzer -
  Caroline Catherine: 277, 282, 612, 619
  Catherine Elizabeth: 277, 282, 612, 619
  William A.: 277, 612
Seymour -
  Mary Louella: 726
  RUTH: 866
Shackleford -
  Thomas: 163
  Thomas V.: 163
Shanklin -
  Elizabeth: 332
Shanks -
  William: 326
Shannon -
  Frank: 61, 818
  Howell: 61, 818
  RUSSEL: 61, 818
  RUTH: 61, 818
  Sharon Kay Williamson: 398, 901
  Carl Eugene: 36
  Clara Annetta: 36
  DENNIS: 35
  Effie Ellen: 36
  Eugene Jerome: 35, 36
  Martha Caroline: 36
  Mary Lillian: 36
  Nellie A: 36
  Roy William: 36
  Veranus: 36
Sharp -
  Jeanette: 761
Shaw -
  Rebecca: 677
  Susan: 835
Sheff -
  Diana: 431
  Mary F.: 349, 441
SHELBY -
  SUSAN: 554, 661
Shelton -
  Alta Foster: 89, 90
  Eileen: 99
  Elizabeth: 671
  Elizabeth: 680, 702, 728
  Elizabeth J.: 6, 213, 239, 301, 355, 413, 446, 474, 498,
               636, 637, 725, 774, 845, 870
  Gary Neal: 127
  James: 429
  Keith Douglas: 127
  Marvin: 126, 127
  Richard Elbert: 675
  Sarah: 678
  William John: 680
Shepherd -
  Augustine: 810
  Susanah: 810
Sherman -
  Ozella: 101, 102
Sherrard -
  Ruth Doyle: 207, 263
Sherrill -
  George: 513
Sherwood -
  Albert: 233, 492
  Elizabeth: 233, 492
Shields -
  Martha: 757
SHINDLER -
  NELL: 289, 570
Shirley -
  Bonnie Mae: 757
Shomaker -
  Charles: 348, 439, 637
Shonbrun -
  Anne Thomas: 205, 261
Hermon: 205, 261
Robert: 205, 261
Sarah Mia Blair: 205, 261
Susan Howard: 205, 261
Victoria Ross: 205, 261

Short -
Amy: 108
Elizabeth: 746
James Carmon: 108
Patricia L.: 764
Virgil Newton: 107, 108
Wayne Newton: 108
Willie Marie: 108, 160

Shortridge -
?: 630

SHOULDIS -
GLADA: 825

Shrewsbury -
A: 692
Aden Lillie: 692
Andrew W: 672
Charles R: 672, 692
Charles W: 692
Fannie Belle: 692
John Dickinson: 672
Leonard M: 672
Margaret F: 672
Octavia: 692
Parthenia: 672
Riley: 692
Ronn: 692
Samuel M: 672

Shuffer -
Ben: 530, 738

Shumate -
Dr. G. A.: 443

Sibilla -
Maria: 21

Sibley -
DAVID MARION: 276, 282, 612, 619
DAVID PITTMAN: 282, 619
LOUISE McCARROLL: 276, 282, 612, 618, 619
MANER ERWIN: 276, 612
MARGARET LOUISE: 282, 619
MARION ERWIN: 276, 612
STEVEN ERWIN: 282, 619
William Ernest: 726

Siders -
Adaline: 687

Sikes -
Audie Beatrice: 170

Simmons -
Unnamed: 346, 433
Ann: 636, 694
Ann Amelia: 636, 694
Brenda Ann: 173
Charles: 379
Martha G: 431
Roy Leonard, Jr.: 173

Simms -
Frances: 668, 680
Jackson: 689

Simpkins -
Noah Milton: 533, 749

Simpson -
Margaret: 350

Sims -
Ida: 689
Mary J: 721
Sarah "Sally": 697
Victoria V: 723

Sizemore -
Julia Sherwood: 162
Laura Marie: 162
Thomas Austin: 162

SJOERD -
(name: George Meines): 792

Skeens -
Ella: 642
Goldie Mae: 825

Skelley -
Lynda Lee: 761

Skibicki -
Leonard: 404

Skidmore -
David: 528, 735
Ella: 528, 735
Farley: 528, 735
Nellie: 528, 735
Spurgeon: 528, 735
William: 528, 735

Skinner -
Emily Elizabeth: 188, 322, 408, 905
Robbie: 188, 322, 408, 905

Skivers -
Virginia Irene: 17, 52, 225, 252, 284, 312, 321, 347, 404, 425, 463, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 838, 857, 881, 903

Slack -
America Vienna: 521, 686
Charles: 525, 530, 531, 717, 738
Charles Norman: 531, 738
Elizabeth: 531, 738
Elizabeth S: 525, 530, 532, 717, 738, 745
John: 521, 686
John Mark: 525, 530, 717, 738
John Mark, Jr: 530, 738
John Millard: 525, 717
John Samuel: 521, 686
Margaret: 521, 686
Mary Comfort: 521, 525, 686, 717
Nellie A: 525, 717
Norman Hedgeman: 525, 717
Robert: 530, 738
Sarah Catherine: 521, 525, 686, 717
William Gilchrist: 530, 738

Slater -
Linda Love: 15, 222, 249, 267, 310, 370, 422, 459, 483, 507, 651, 783, 854, 879
Walter Leslie: 14, 15, 222, 249, 266, 267, 309, 310, 370, 421, 422, 459, 483, 506, 507, 650, 651, 783, 854, 879

Slaton -
John W.: 14, 15, 222, 249, 267, 309, 310, 370, 421, 422, 459, 483, 506, 507, 650, 651, 783, 784, 854, 879
Melissa Jane: 15, 222, 249, 267, 310, 370, 422, 459, 483, 507, 651, 784, 854, 879

SLAUGHTER -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETH</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sligh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Marshall</td>
<td>158, 317, 394, 897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam C</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander vQ</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allin Colby</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amos Young</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin H</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Harrison</td>
<td>682, 683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton</td>
<td>743, 923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilla</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>201, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles H</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Elizabeth</td>
<td>683, 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Grant</td>
<td>743, 749, 923-925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Evelyn</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Smyly</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLEN</td>
<td>575, 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Q</td>
<td>705, 729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eveline</td>
<td>712, 913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francene</td>
<td>535, 751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George W</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Brooks</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>743, 923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac N</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac N</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Noyes</td>
<td>683, 705, 729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Conway Jr.</td>
<td>398, 901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James T</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENNIE</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joann</td>
<td>749, 925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Marion</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Samuel F</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Kenneth</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Wade</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>200, 257, 272, 589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Ann</td>
<td>168, 182, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLOYD</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>351, 548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary F</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattie B</td>
<td>702, 728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa J</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell</td>
<td>743, 923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ola</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver C</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. Reuben Decatur</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Galveston</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxalana Emeline</td>
<td>683, 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy J</td>
<td>201, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel V</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jane</td>
<td>353, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Myrtle</td>
<td>743, 749, 754, 923, 925, 926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Allin</td>
<td>130, 168, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard E</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Q</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letitia</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucretia Ann</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smythe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther G</td>
<td>526, 719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snodgrass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly</td>
<td>235, 494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloa (Chloe) M</td>
<td>524, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R</td>
<td>709, 910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R</td>
<td>709, 910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton R</td>
<td>524, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>524, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woody D</td>
<td>524, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George P.</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. S. J.</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Sweetland</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bittencourt</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPALDING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY W.</td>
<td>610, 611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPANIEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETH</td>
<td>44, 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dida A</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>525, 708, 909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaulding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilso</td>
<td>546, 798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICA</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Lee</td>
<td>206, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Morgan</td>
<td>206, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>196, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parthenia</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spickard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia</td>
<td>347, 547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unnamed (aka: BIRDIE)</td>
<td>200, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>???</td>
<td>202, 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>743, 922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spradling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jane</td>
<td>710, 911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jane</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spurlock -
  Augusta:  727
  Caroline:  678
  Cynthia:  678, 699, 727, 740
  Effie:  727
  Evelyn:  678
  Francis Marion:  727
  James H:  699
  John W:  699
  Julia:  678
  Levi:  669
  Margaret:  727
  Marshall M:  678, 699
  Martha Ann:  678, 699
  Minnie:  727
  Nancy:  667
  Onsky:  699
  Sarah:  679
  Sarah Ann:  678
  Thomas:  727
  Urmanella:  699
  William:  678
  William:  678
  William:  727
Sr -
  Fred Alton Hardy:  392, 895
Sr. -
  Charles Calvin Mathews:  386, 891
  Henry Garland Roberts:  822, 827
  Thomas Adam (C) Harmon:  345, 428-456, 458-465
  William Donald Williamson:  383, 388, 398, 889, 892, 900
  Woodson Lafayette Williamson:  315, 382, 383, 758, 888-897, 900-905
St Hillaire -
  Diane:  801, 802
  Phillip:  801
STAFFORD -
  HARRY B, SR:  363
  MARIE:  363
Stahner -
  Marian:  125, 126
STALLWORTH -
  NANCY:  860
Stalnecker -
  Gertrude May:  41
STANFIELD -
  EMMA:  294, 295, 587
  JAMES F:  294, 587
STANLEY -
  CABE:  350
  George W:  526, 718
  Harry:  526, 718
  Mamie:  526, 718
  Mardellia:  526, 718
  Mary:  442
  Maybelle:  526, 718
  Mennie Lee:  108
  William:  688
Stapp -
  Elizabeth:  666
Starcher -
  Clare:  645
  Elizabeth:  645
  Robert:  645
Stark -
  Margaret:  669
Staunton -
  Caroline Q:  729
  F M:  729
Steele -
  Myrtle:  642
  Nettie Narcissus:  687
Steiger -
  L.M.:  128
STEPHENS -
  IDA JANE:  554, 660
  Susan Kay:  766
Stephenson -
  Andrew Hamilton:  196
  Benjamin:  196
  Charles:  196
  Clendenin:  196
  George:  195, 196
  George:  196
  James:  195
  James:  196
  John Cantrell:  196
  Mary:  196
  Robert:  196
  William:  196
Sterling -
  Nancy:  673
Sterrett -
  Agnes A:  197
Stevens -
  John:  283, 620, 665
  Lauranne:  283, 620, 665
  Trip:  283, 620, 665
Stewart -
  ????:  126
  Sally Landon:  274, 559, 602, 663
Stith -
  Columbus:  727
  Frances:  727
  Jesse:  727
  Perry:  727
  Susan F:  727
Stofell -
  Minerva:  742, 921, 922
  Stephen:  525, 717
Stoffell -
  Caroline:  732, 918
STOLLS -
  RUBY:  556
Stone -
  Charles:  725
  Elias Icabod "Byrd":  696, 725, 740
  Heath Jared:  176
  Herbert "Bird":  725
  Iva Laverna:  725
  John Wesley:  696
  Kimberly:  839
  Lee Jayne:  176
  Mary Effie:  725
  Ora Edith:  725, 740
  Rebecca G:  725
  Roy Marshall:  176
STONY -
CHRISTINE: 661
STRAHL -
   DEBORAH: 36
   Florence M: 37
   James Howard: 37
   John Henry: 37
   Percy Loren: 37
   Raymond: 37
   SARAH: 37
   William Frank: 37
Strapp -
   Joshua: 666
Strickland -
   Elizabeth Ellen: 719
   George A: 730, 917
   John: 690, 803
   Lewis: 691, 803
   Nancy: 691, 803
Strickler -
   Alison: 835
STRINGFELLOW -
   JOHN D: 554, 660
Strong -
   Aurelius: 34
   Ephraim: 57
   Ephraim: 57
   Florence: 27
   John: 57
   Minnie Jane: 34, 35
STROUD -
   Unnamed: 61, 818
   Sarah T: 689
Stryker -
   Alice Julia: 277, 613, 664, 805
Stuart -
   Virginia: 644
Stuck -
   Freda: 35
Stuckey -
   David Wayne: 174
   Kathryn Marian: 170
   Robert Marion: 170
Stump -
   George: 524, 716
   J R: 522, 714
Sturdivant -
   BEN W.: 641, 644
   ELIZABETH PEACOCK: 644
   GARNETTE: 641, 644
   M. P.: 640, 641
   M. P. II: 644
   MARGARET: 641, 644
   RICHARD: 644
   STELLA LOVE: 641
Subley -
   ALAN LONGSTREET: 276, 612
   DANIEL ERWIN: 276, 612
Sudbury -
   Jane: 209, 841-851, 854-859
   Thomas: 209, 841-851, 854-859
   William: 841-851, 854-859
Suddeth -
   Mary Tye: 400
Sullivan -
   Mary: 282, 619, 664, 805
   Ronald: 125
   Sidney: 125
   Sylvia: 125
Sumeral -
   Bob: 122
Summerfield -
   B.: 634
   Elizabeth A.: 634
Summers -
   "Possibly" Andrew: 349, 441
   Alexander S: 689
   Ann: 668
   Arthur C: 723
   Benjamin I: 723
   Charles A: 723
   David C: 723
   Eleanor S.: 349, 441
   Eliza: 689, 723
   Ervin L: 723
   George W: 690
   Jehu M: 690, 723
   Joanna D: 689
   John Morris: 689, 722, 723
   Joseph B: 723
   Louella J: 723
   Madora: 723
   MarthaE: 689
   Mary E: 689
   Paul Jones: 690
   Paul Jones: 721
   Rhonold H: 723
   Sarah Margaret: 689
   Silas Clark: 689
   Susan J: 722
   Theodore F: 723
   Virginia C: 689
   William: 721
   William: 722
   William Bell: 689
   William Henry: 689, 723
Sutherland -
   Allie: 682, 704
   John Hansford: 682, 704, 705
   Kate: 705
   LAURA: 292, 584
   Lilian Alice: 705
   William Bailey: 682
Swanson -
   Kathy: 748, 753, 924, 925
   Richard: 748, 924
Sweeney -
   Amanda: 704
   Daniel C: 704
   Eli A: 704
   Hiram T: 704
   James N: 704
   John D: 704
   Laura A: 704
   Oliver C: 704
Sweetland -
   Mary Hester: 638
Swindler -
   Lena C: 692
   Leonard W: 692
Lida: 692
Lucy: 692
Thomas C: 691, 692
Swiney -
   Eliz: 688
Switzer -
   Joseph: 5, 212, 239, 300, 354, 412, 446, 473, 497, 639, 774, 844, 870
Symmas -
   Elizabeth: 2, 209, 841
Taggart -
   Adam: 726
Talbert -
   Elias L.: 43, 274, 603, 826, 860, 862, 864, 866
   JOSEPH W: 860
Talbot -
   George T: 379
Tankersley -
   Billy Charles: 111
   Eloise: 111
   Gwendolyn: 111
   Henry Augusta: 110, 111
   LaVern: 111
   Ricky Tipton: 111
Tanner -
   Christiana Adeline: 66
TAP -
   (name: Jason Richard Bennett): 766
TAPLIN -
   IDA: 37
Tarpley -
   Nancy: 886
Tatum -
   John: 532, 744
Taylor -
   Bobbie Jean: 156, 174, 175, 186
   Bobby L: 154
   Bruce William: 17, 52, 225, 252, 284, 312, 321, 322, 374, 404, 425, 463, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 838, 857, 881, 882, 903
   David: 709, 910
   Emanuel: 522, 714
   Fred Howard: 156, 174
   Gordon William: 17, 52, 225, 252, 284, 312, 321, 374, 404, 425, 463, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 838, 857, 881, 903
   Henry: 691, 803
   Houston: 155, 156
   Jimmy Keith: 171, 172
   John William: 174
   Joseph L: 547, 798
   Keith: 118
   Laura: 156, 175, 186, 187
   Lillie Marie: 156, 175, 187, 188
   Malcolm: 117, 118
   Maria P: 23
   Mary "Polly": 688, 723, 804
   Mary Jane: 726
   Melanie Ann: 172
   Rachel Verline: 316, 393, 394, 896
   RUTH BELL: 644
   William: 522, 714
TEACH -
   JOHN ARTHUR: 371
   LAURA M: 371
TELFORD -
   ALICE: 357
Temple -
   Frank: 113
Terrell -
   Elizabeth: 59
Thacker -
   Donald Wey: 206, 262
   Donald Wayne: 206, 262
   Anne Lee: 93
   Betty Jean: 169
   Bobby Ray: 169
   Carrie Leigh: 835
   Casey: 835
   Catherine: 680-682, 703
   Charles Lee: 829, 835
   Chester C: 829
   Donald Richard: 173
   Elender Irene: 103
   George: 724
   Houston: 169
   James Henry: 829, 835
   John: 635
   John W: 635
   Linda Joy: 393, 895
   Mamie C: 444
   Martha Hesentine: 81, 82
   MARY H: 437
   Mary J: 635
   Norborn: 680-682
   Norbourne: 670
   Sarah Elizabeth: 82, 83
   Stephanie: 835
   Susan Sophia: 635
   Thomas: 682
   Todd Allen: 835
Thomerson -
   Joseph P: 353, 444
Thompson -
   ?: 674
   ???: 92
   Amarezetta: 695
   Banty: 728
   Benjamin: 795
   Caroline: 695
   Eliza Jane: 695
   Erastus: 698
   Frances Morgan: 728
   Frank: 728
   H Guy: 386, 758, 891
   Henry: 681
   Jean: 333
   John Brocke: 695
   John Morris: 695
   Joseph Patterson: 695
   Lincoln: 698
   Lisa Raylyne: 795
   Mary Frances: 533, 745
Robert Napoleon B: 695
Ryan William: 795
William Charles: 795
William R.: 637
William T: 695

Thomson -
  Hugh Allen Blair: 203, 259
  Hugh Allen Blair Jr: 203, 259
  Margaret Lucretia: 203, 205, 259, 261
  Marilyn 'Lynn': 15, 223, 250, 310, 372, 423, 461, 484, 507, 651, 784, 855, 880

THRESHER -
  3 MRS EMA: 659

Thrower -
  Orester: 100

Thurmond -
  Joseph S: 690

Tidenberry -
  Henry A.: 110

Tiffany -
  Constant: 235, 493, 494
  Montereey Malinda: 88

Tinnel -
  Genevria: 740

Todd -
  John W: 704

Tolbert -
  AGNES ROSS: 864
  ALICE: 864
  Aline: 865
  ANNA L: 860
  ANNIE: 864
  Annie Watson: 866
  AUGUSTUS MORTON: 862
  Benjaman Arthur: 43, 44, 274, 275, 603, 826, 864, 866, 867
  BESSIE: 864
  Brett Patrick: 17, 52, 224, 252, 283, 312, 373, 424, 462, 485, 509, 621, 653, 786, 856, 881
  Bryce: 865

CHARLIE BURRIS: 861

DAN P: 860
Dolly Jane: 865
ELIZABETH: 861
Elizabeth: 861, 865
Elizabeth: 865
ELIZABETH ANN: 864
EMMIE PAYNE: 861
Frank Looper: 865
Gary Mack: 11, 46, 219, 246, 278, 307, 367, 419, 456, 480, 503, 614, 647, 780, 832, 851, 876

GEORGE COLLINS: 864
George R., Jr.: 866
George R., Sr.: 861, 866
GEORGE ROBERT: 862, 866
GEORGE WHITFIELD: 860, 861, 865, 866
Graham Austin: 17, 52, 224, 252, 283, 312, 373, 424, 462, 485, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 856, 881

Henderson: 865

INFANT: 861

J. LESLIE N: 864

JAMES DARRAGH: 866
James W.: 861, 865

JESSE MORTON: 864
JOHN R: 862
JOHN R: 864
John ROBERT: 860, 864

JOSEPH AUGUSTUS: 864
JOSEPH LINCOLN: 865
JOSEPH WARREN: 860, 864, 865

JULIA ELIZABETH: 865

Kate: 867
Kyle Alexander: 17, 52, 224, 252, 284, 312, 374, 424, 462, 485, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 857, 881

LUCY GILLETTE: 864
Maggie: 861

MARCUS POPE: 864
Margaret: 865

MARTHA: 866
MARTIN LUTHER: 862, 866
MARY EMMILINE: 864

MATTIE LOU: 861

Nancy Ann: 860

Patrick Wright (aka: PAT): 11, 17, 46, 52, 219, 224, 246, 251, 252, 278, 283, 307, 312, 367, 373, 419, 424, 456, 480, 485, 503, 509, 614, 620, 621, 647, 653, 780, 786, 832, 837, 851, 856, 867, 881

PAUL PAYTON: 866


Robert: 860-862, 864-866


Robert Jefferson: 867

Robert RED: 860-862, 864-866

Robert Red II: 861, 865

ROBERT RED III: 860, 864

ROBERT RED IV: 864

RUBY: 864

SARAH MILDRED: 864

Seth Manning: 17, 52, 224, 252, 283, 312, 373, 424,
462, 485, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 856, 881

STEVEN M:  864
THOMAS HAWKINS:  862
Thomas NATHANIEL:  860, 861, 866
THOMAS PAYNE:  860
THOMAS PAYNE:  864
Walter R.:  860
WALTER RED:  864
WILLIAM WARREN:  865

Tolleson -
Miles G.:  155

Tolliver -
Frank:  532, 744
Marian:  532, 744

TOM -
(name: Thomas William Tolbert):  11, 17, 46, 52, 219,
224, 246, 252, 278, 283, 284, 307, 312, 367, 373,
419, 424, 456, 462, 480, 485, 503, 509, 614, 621,
647, 653, 780, 786, 832, 837, 851, 856, 857, 876,
881

Tompkins -
Martha Ann:  80, 81

Toney -
Alice G.:  634

Toole -
Ethel May:  384-386, 889, 890

Topsen -
Anorgus:  203, 205, 259, 261
John Patrick:  205, 261
Peter Killuino:  205, 261
Thomas Kemp:  203, 259
William Lorens:  203, 259

Towers -
Seabrid:  3, 210, 211, 237, 299, 411, 472, 495, 772, 843,
868

Town -
Samuel:  3, 210, 236, 495, 842
Thankful:  3, 210, 236, 495, 842

Townsend -
Lorenda C:  682

Tracy -
Mary:  231, 490

TREASVANT -
REMBERT:  556

Treat -
Anne:  58
Clemence:  58
Donald:  58
Edmund:  58
Elizabeth:  58
Frances:  58
Gideon:  58
Gideon:  58
Hannah:  58
Jane:  58
John:  58
Joseph:  58
Joseph:  58
Joseph:  58
Richard:  58
Sarah:  58
Sarah:  59
Sarah:  58

Stephen:  58

Treon -
Lydia:  689

Trimble -
Lee:  703
Mary E:  703
Minnie:  703
Osman:  703

TRIPLETT -
Helen T:  435
Sarah:  435
WILLIAM D or B:  435

Tritt -
Andrew J:  23
Jenetta C:  23
Peter:  23
Samuel:  23

Trotter -
Lillian F.:  759

TROY -
HELEN:  554, 660

TRUE -
FRANCES:  357

Tucker -
John:  232, 491
Rhoda:  235, 494

Tully -
Sarah:  234, 493

Tunell -
Edna:  95

Turner -
?:  729, 915
Aaron Geoffr:  835
Ashlie Darlene:  838
Averilla:  384, 889
Cole Ethan:  838
David Cristopher:  835, 838
Elizabeth "Bettie":  729, 741, 915, 920, 921
Herman Hershell:  159
Hirschel:  159
Joe R.:  637
Kailie Paige:  838
Mary R:  731, 917
Nathaniel James:  835, 838
Nattie Mae:  106
Nicholas Jay:  835, 838
Sabrina Cristine:  838
Vernon:  835
William Alvin:  160

Turnley -
George:  677
Mary Elizabeth:  677

Turnquist -
Doris Julia:  17, 52, 224, 252, 284, 312, 373, 424, 462,
485, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 857, 881

Turpin -
Alice A:  719
Jennie:  687

Tweedie -
Edwin C.:  364

Tyler -
Julia:  637
Lawson G.:  378

Tynes -
Antnet:  726
Ulman - Florence:  709, 911
Ulrich - Sandra:  795
UNK - Unnamed:  24, 349, 441
Unnamed:  22, 31
Unknown - Unnamed:  83, 862
Elizabeth:  193
Upchurch - Lorene:  97
Utterbach - Hermann Otterbach Or:  410, 471, 771-780, 783-789
Valentine - Estelle R:  698
Van Bibber - John:  668
Van Der Meulen - Gerrit Hendriks:  790
Martje Gerrit:  790
Van Doren - James:  352, 548
Susan:  352, 548
Virginia:  352, 548
William:  352, 548
Van Williamson - George:  392, 402, 763, 769, 894, 901, 902
Van Young - Unnamed:  733, 920
VANCE - ALICE SHAW:  557, 663
ALPHIA ANNE:  554, 661
ELIZABETH F.:  554, 661
FRANK HAMPTON:  554, 661
HEARST:  554, 661
JAMES KINCAID:  552, 554, 557, 659, 660, 663
JAMES WISTER:  554, 661
JOHN HARRISON:  554, 661
LAURENS LOUISA:  554, 661
MARY AMELIA:  554, 661
MARY PRUDENCE:  552, 659
NANCY ELIZA:  554, 661
NATHANIEL:  552, 658
NORWOOD K.:  554, 661
Ora:  740
SAMUEL:  552, 658, 659
SAMUEL:  554, 661
SUSAN LAURENS:  554, 661
WILLIAM:  557, 663
WILLIAM WASHINGTON:  554, 557, 660, 663
Vane - Bud:  740
Vann - John William:  760
VanVorhes - Louis A:  698
Vaughan - Arthur Loving:  690
Vaughters - Lydia:  757
Veazey - Edward:  728
Kathleen:  728
Louis A:  728
Oscar A:  728
Verna:  728
Victor S:  728
Veirs - Basil W.:  26
Velma - Unnamed:  363
Verhoeven - Herman:  793
James:  793
Paul Eugene:  793
Steven:  793
VERIET - URSULE "SUSAN":  285, 286, 566
Vickers - Charles Wesley:  742, 922
Charles William:  742, 922
Chloe Frances:  742, 922
Emily Adaline:  742, 922
Hollie Howard:  742, 922
Icie Vanetta:  742, 922
Mary Jane:  713, 915
Opal Koneda:  742, 922
Tressa Mae:  742, 922
William:  684, 907
William H:  742, 922
Villalaba - Manuel:  374, 463
Maria:  374, 463
Melissa Barbara:  374, 463
Voirs - Mary:  679
Voliva - Anna Lou:  316, 393, 896
VOMASTEK - MARY CATHERINE:  288, 568, 569
Vonk - Antje:  791
Cornelius Gerrit:  791-793
David A:  794
Dirkje Jans:  790-793, 795
Gerrit:  790-795
Gilbert:  791
Gordon Lee:  792, 793
Grietje:  790
Helen:  791
Hendrik:  790
Hiltje:  791
Idske PiJters:  790-795
Itske:  790
James Dale:  792-794
Jan:  791
Jan Cornelius:  790-795
Jantje:  790
John Cornelius:  791
John Cornelius:  791-794
John Cornelius:  793, 794
John Cornelius:  794
Jolynne Elaine:  793, 794
Lisa Marie:  794
Marian Jean:  791, 793, 795
Mark A:  794
Martha Corneilia: 791
Martha Elizabeth: 791, 793, 794
Mary Ann: 793
Megan Lee: 321, 403, 794, 903
Michael Gordon: 793
SR Paul Kenneth: 321, 403, 791, 792, 794, 903
Paul Kenneth: 321, 403, 792, 794, 903
Stephanie Elaine: 794
Tjeerd: 791
Wiepkie: 791
Wiepkje: 791

W -

WADE -
(name: Waverly Hunt): 516
Marcella: 541, 542

Wadwarka -
Anne: 801

WAGGAMAN -
SARAH: 27

Waldrop -
Elizabeth: 638

Wales -
Sarah: 666

Walker -
?: 689
?: 709, 911
?: 709, 911
Andrew Woods: 333
Anne Elizabeth: 547, 798
Ashley: 697
Courtney: 672
Elijah: 379
George: 697
Harriett: 688
James: 689
James: 689
Kenneth: 205, 261
Lenora F "Nora": 741, 921
Margaret: 722
Minnie Lou: 100, 101
Nancy: 345, 429
Obid: 547, 798
Roxie Belle: 102
William: 429

Wall -
Ellen: 141
Etta: 141
Evelyn: 141
Frances Loris: 143
Herman Henry: 147
Irving Mary: 147
Jerold Timothy: 144
Joseph Loid: 141
Lee Roy: 144
Loris Lee: 143

Mary Elizabeth: 144
Norma D.: 141, 142
Patsy Ruth: 143
Sumie Boyd: 143, 144
Tom Alexander: 141
Troy: 141
Willie Mae Nell: 147

WALLACE -
MARION: 606

Waller -
Beth: 115

WALLS -
William: 676

Walls -
John William: 831

Walton -
Henry: 361, 452
Ida B.: 361, 362, 452
Walter: 709, 911

Wandrisco -
Martha: 801

Ward -
Amy: 3, 210, 236, 495, 842
Elizabeth: 702
Ernestine: 170
Mary Ann: 546, 798
REVERAND: 49, 466

Ware -
Triphena: 235, 494

WARNER -
FRANK D: 554, 660

Warwick -
George W.: 169
Robert William: 169

Washington -
Addie M: 443
Frances C: 443
Joseph: 443
Stella: 719
Dr T. D.: 443
Victoria E: 443
Dr. W. H. Washington: 443

Watkins -
Elouise: 156, 157
Mary: 677
Olive: 379

Watrour -
Lydia: 232, 491

Watson -
DOROTHYJANE: 370, 459
Dorothy Jane: 860, 861
DR. ELIJAH: 554, 660
James: 860
LAURENS LOUISA: 554, 660
Margaret: 860
Mark Beecher: 770
Misti Dawn: 770

WATT -
JOHN: 551

Watten -
Lydia: 698

Waugh -
Alexander: 675

Wayne -
Emaline: 74
Frances E.: 74
Franklin: 75
James: 75
James B.: 74
Kindness: 75
Luvenia: 75
Mary Ernestine: 75
Permelia: 75
Roxie A.: 75
Thomas Augustus: 75
Tilmon: 75
Victoria Callie: 75
William: 67
William: 75
WAYNICK -
DON: 62, 819
Weatherford -
Clara: 701
Weaver -
Andrew Jackson Hansel: 91, 92
Cordelia: 92
David Andrew: 92, 119, 120
David Andrew, Jr.: 120
Lillie: 92, 119
Mike: 535, 751
Walter: 120
Webb -
?: 10, 218, 244, 305, 366, 417, 455, 479, 502, 646, 779, 850, 875
Weikel -
Unknown: 342
Weir -
Unnamed: 887
Welch -
?: 199, 256
Anthony: 188, 322, 408, 905
Bret Henry: 188, 322, 408, 905
Esther: 56
Lydia: 56
Mary: 56
Sarah: 56
Thomas: 55
Thomas: 56
Weller -
Augustun Noble: 693
WELLINGTON -
ISOBEL: 2, 209, 841
Wells -
Absalon: 682
BANISTER: 550
Mary Ann: 682, 704
Weoman -
Anna: 792
West -
Adeline F: 349, 350, 441
John: 277, 559, 613, 664
Marti Lynn: 189
Melissa Lea: 189
Mindy Jo: 189
Ollie: 349, 441
Sarah Ann Elizabeth: 349, 441
Thomas: 349, 441
Tommy Joe: 189
Westbrooks -
Francisco: 74
Henry D.: 74
Minerva F.: 73, 74
William H.: 74
Westheffer -
Jessie Frances: 34
WILLIAM: 34
Wey -
Emily Elise: 204, 260
Frances Kenny: 204, 206, 260, 262, 263
Frank Kenneth: 204, 260
Katherine Lu: 204, 260
Mary Helen: 204, 206, 260, 262
Wharton -
Sue: 91
Whatley -
James M: 698
Uriah T: 698
Wheat -
Nancy Jane: 80
Wheeler -
?: 120
Alice: 76
Anna J: 702
Callie: 76
Daisy: 76
Delaney A.: 71
Flora: 120
Henry H.: 70, 71
J.W.: 71
John: 76
Kindness: 76
Lucinda: 71
Martha: 71
Mary: 731, 917
Maud: 76
Newton: 76
R.C.: 71
Tarcey: 71
Vidaugh: 76
Walter: 76
Whelchel -
Avis Earline: 135
Whiffin -
Walter C.: 33
Whitcomb -
Elizabeth: 539, 796
White -
Anna Laura: 703
Attie A.: 26
Charles: 681
Charles H: 703
Elizabeth: 545
Ellen: 681, 703
Harrison: 681
Herbert: 747
Humphrey: 545
James Albert: 545
Janetta: 681, 703
John: 545
John: 543
Kitty: 681
Mary: 681, 703, 728
Milton: 681
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morris H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>681, 703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>545, 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia B.</td>
<td></td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td></td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitfield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>???:</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitting</td>
<td>Gloria</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITNEY</td>
<td>CAROLINE</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker</td>
<td>Adia</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>682, 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burlen</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C: F</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cynthia</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F: F</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry B.</td>
<td>682, 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norris S.</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norris S.</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roxalena</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William W.</td>
<td>682, 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William W.</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitlsey</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>236, 237, 495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitworth</td>
<td>Delta Mae</td>
<td>133, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dewey Edward</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George D.</td>
<td>132, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LaFonda Virginia</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Earl</td>
<td>133, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thelma Faye</td>
<td>133, 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weldon</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilburn</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickes</td>
<td>Kturah</td>
<td>236, 494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDOW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(name: Elizabeth Hampton)</td>
<td>630, 632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiedeman</td>
<td>John Ralph</td>
<td>205, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Hugh</td>
<td>205, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggins</td>
<td>Annette</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben Franklin</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bessie Ellen</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daisy Belle</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethel B.</td>
<td>99, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ettie Lillian</td>
<td>100, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hezzie Elizabeth</td>
<td>99, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard J.</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jimmy D.</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joe</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnny</td>
<td>100, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Leonard</td>
<td>98, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia May</td>
<td>99, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larry</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marell</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naomi</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia Ann</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roy</td>
<td>759, 760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roy W. Wiggins Jr.</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>100, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Hardy</td>
<td>99, 141, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilbanks</td>
<td>Fred</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilber</td>
<td>Carol Ellen</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen Hunt</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Fransis</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILBOURN</td>
<td>J. C.</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilburn</td>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wileden</td>
<td>Frank R.</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>299, 410, 471, 772, 868-876, 879-884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>410, 471, 772, 868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bobbie</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buena Vista</td>
<td>87, 111, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David</td>
<td>410, 471, 772, 868-876, 879-884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Tilmon</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lidia</td>
<td>4, 211, 237, 299, 410-419, 421-427, 471-480, 482-488, 495, 772-780, 783-789, 843, 868-876, 879-884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miles Carter</td>
<td>87, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miles Carter Jr.</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nina Blanche</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William A.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Warner</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelm</td>
<td>Charlotte M.</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willey</td>
<td>Arietta</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM</td>
<td>CYNTHIA</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JANE</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JOSEPH MAY</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JR. MCMORRIES</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOUISA</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WILLIAM</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>?:</td>
<td>62, 823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bart</td>
<td>533, 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brent H.</td>
<td>533, 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CORNELIA</td>
<td>556, 662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Marshall</td>
<td>202, 205, 259, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAVID</td>
<td>556, 662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEORGE</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harold Debow</td>
<td>202, 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUGH</td>
<td>595, 596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jimmy</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leonard H.</td>
<td>533, 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary M.</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Joseph</td>
<td>205, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Osia</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philena</td>
<td>235, 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson</td>
<td>Unnamed:</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unnamed:</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unnamed: 887
A.J. Jr: 887
ADA MYRL: 357
Adam: 886
Albert Frank: 316, 317, 321, 387, 394, 403, 794, 892, 896, 903
Andrew J.: 887
Anne: 386, 758, 891
Annette Elaine: 398, 901
Anthony Charles: 316, 394, 896
Charles Edwin (aka: EDWIN): 320, 321, 403, 902
Charlie Edwin: 316, 320, 387, 393, 394, 402, 892, 896, 902
Cranston B.: 887
David Woodson: 389, 893
Debora Jane: 317, 394, 896
Dilmus Nix: 386, 391, 401, 402, 758, 763, 768, 769, 891, 894, 901
Dora Kathryn: 391, 401, 407, 763, 768, 770, 894, 901, 904
Elizabeth (aka: Betty): 886
Floreen: 383, 889
Frances Jane: 386, 758, 891
Fred Hardman: 383-386, 391, 889, 890, 893
Frederic: 386, 391, 890, 893
George A.: 888
George Griffin: 383, 386, 391, 392, 401, 402, 407, 517, 758, 889-891, 893, 894, 901, 902, 904
George Malcolm: 392, 402, 518, 764, 769, 895, 902
George W. Griffin: 382, 387-897, 900-905
Gilbert Lafayette: 887
Harriet Viola: 530, 532, 738, 745
Henry Colquitt: 383, 384, 889
Inez: 725
James Robert: 316, 317, 387, 394, 892, 896
Jane (aka: Jennie): 886
Jane Ethleen: 387, 398, 892, 900
Jane Frances: 391, 401, 407, 763, 768, 770, 894, 901, 904
Janet: 391, 893
John Brown: 888
John Jr.: 886-889, 891-897, 900-905
John Sr.: 885-889, 891-897, 900-905
Judith Lee: 392, 402, 518, 519, 764, 769, 895, 902
Junius H.: 887
Justin Hunt: 402, 519, 769, 902
L. Walter: 888
Leslie: 887
Lillie Ethleen: 316, 387, 892
Linda Jan: 317, 321, 394, 403, 794, 896, 903
Little George: 888
Lollie Elizabeth: 383, 386, 393, 889, 891, 895, 896
Lum: 887
Lutius Walter: 888
Malcolm Lafayette: 386, 389, 402, 517, 518, 758, 763, 764, 769, 891, 894, 902
Martha Frances: 384, 889
Martha Joan: 389, 398, 893, 900, 901
Mary (aka: Polly): 886
Mary: 888
Mary Anna: 402, 519, 769, 902
Mary E.: 887
Mary Emily: 316, 317, 321, 387, 394, 395, 403, 892, 897, 903
Micajah: 887
Nancy: 887
Nathan: 887
Nix Allenworth: 391, 763, 894
Others: 887
Paul Anthony: 398, 900
Randall LaFayette: 389, 398, 893, 901
Richard Warren: 398, 900
Ryan McMillan: 402, 519, 769, 902
Samuel L.: 887
Sara Vanita: 392, 763, 894
Sarah (aka: Sallie): 886
Stacy Ann: 402, 769, 902
Steven Buff: 317, 394, 896
Sybil Rebecca: 398, 900
Sylvia Elizabeth: 391, 401, 402, 763, 768, 894, 901
Terry Edwin: 316, 320, 394, 402, 403, 896, 902
Timothy Lion: 398, 900
Victoria Malissa: 402, 769, 902
William: 886
William Donald Jr.: 387, 398, 892, 900
William Donald, Sr.: 383, 387, 398, 889, 892, 900
William T.: 530, 738
Winnie M.: 887
Woodie: 383, 386, 392, 393, 402, 889, 891, 895, 902
Woodson Lamartine: 383, 388, 389, 398, 889, 892, 893, 900, 901
Willingham -
Anne: 378
WILSON -
ANDREW: 23
Caroline: 443, 444
Caroline Heloise: 17, 52, 225, 284, 312, 321, 374, 404, 425, 462, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 857, 881, 903
Charles Andrew: 17, 52, 225, 284, 312, 321, 374, 404, 425, 462, 486, 509, 621, 653, 786, 837, 857, 881, 903
Donald Richard: 155
Elizabeth: 347, 546
Eutell: 762
Kent: 535, 751
Lemuel: 635
Lucy: 693
Mariam Shelton: 431
Mary: 668
Melinda: 23
Noble: 443
Samuel A: 535, 752
Steven K: 535, 751
Winebrimmer -
Charles: 696
Wintz -
George Washington "Dutch": 522, 686
 Wiseman -
 Mary: 351
 Wisenant -
 Guy Walton: 206, 262
 Guy Walton Jr: 206, 262
 Wolf -
 Earl: 43
 Idalee (aka:?): 321, 403, 792, 903
 Womack -
 Dorsey Ann: 203, 205, 207, 259, 262, 263
 Fransis Mc Intosh Jr: 203, 205, 206, 259, 262
 Fransis Mc Intosh Sr: 203, 259
 John: 206, 262
 Johnny: 698
 Mary Glenn: 206, 262
 Mc Intosh: 206, 262
 Timothy: 206, 262
 Will: 698
 Wood -
 Elijah: 704
 Emery: 389
 Emily Jane: 725
 Frances Ellen: 729
 Fred G: 729
 Herbert F: 729
 James A: 704
 James M: 696
 James S: 704
 John H: 704
 Joseph A: 729
 Joseph Alexander: 704, 729
 Lewis Dryden: 704
 Lillie M: 704
 Louis Moody: 389
 Mary Kathryn: 829
 Mary Lou: 389, 398, 399, 404, 405
 MaryE: 704
 Mattie: 888
 Oather E: 704
 Robert D: 729
 Roxalana: 704
 Ruth Vernon: 729
 Sarah A: 704
 William S: 704
 Woodland -
 Elizabeth: 701
 Woodruff -
 Mary B: 59
 RACHEL ANN: 356
 Woods -
 Adelia M: 724
 Ben: 178
 Dustin: 179
 E.B.: 165
 Eddie: 165, 178
 Elmer Frank: 164, 165
 Henry: 708, 910
 James: 178
 Joseph: 522, 686
 Katryn Suzanne: 178
 Margaret: 708, 910
 Mark: 165, 178, 179
 Martha: 708, 910
 Milton: 708, 910
 Ryan: 179
 Sophia: 708, 910
 Susannah: 333
 Wesley William: 178
 William Franklin: 165, 178
 William S: 525, 708, 909
 Wilson M: 708, 910
 WOODWARD -
 ELIZABETH: 656
 Woody -
 Fleming: 682
 Hattie Bell: 526, 718
 Martha Ellen: 356, 447
 Roxalena: 722
 Worfolk -
 Carole Edith: 761
 Works -
 Julia: 547, 798
 Worley -
 Brandon: 19, 227, 254, 314, 376, 427, 465, 488, 511, 655, 788, 859, 883
 Eric: 19, 227, 254, 314, 376, 427, 465, 488, 511, 655, 788, 859, 883
 Isabella: 87
 Kaitlyn: 19, 227, 254, 314, 376, 427, 465, 488, 511, 655, 788, 859, 883
 Kira: 19, 227, 254, 314, 376, 427, 465, 488, 511, 655, 788, 859, 883
 Worth -
 Priscilla: 672
 WOY -
 JOHN: 61, 818
 Wralstad -
 ?: 43
 Ed: 43
 Evelyn: 43
 Wright -
 ????: 112
 Audrey: 176, 321, 403, 903
 Donald Pryor: 761
 James: 358, 448
 jAMES c.: 358, 448
 Jeff: 839
 Jeffrey: 839
 JOHN G.: 466
 Kayla: 839
 Kurtis: 839
 Martha Evelyn: 761, 767, 770
 Nancy Clare: 761
 SARAH C.: 42, 466
 Wyant -
 Benjamin: 34
 Mary Frances: 34, 35
 Wylie -
 Francish: 356
 Kate: 344, 345
 MARY LILLIAN: 356
 Wynn -
 William: 29
 Yancey -
 Bartell Toby: 126, 127
 Edwin W: 698
 Henrietta: 698
 James Lee: 127
 Lillie Marshal: 698
 1017
Sena: 698
Vertie Mae: 135, 136
Walter: 698

**YANDELL**
- BEN STURDIVANT: 644
  - W. M.: 644
  - WILLIAM MCBRIDE: 644

**Yarborough**
- Helene: 124, 125
  - Joanne: 124
  - Robert: 124

**Yates**
- ?: 669
  - Dewayne: 143
  - Donven Ray: 143
  - JOSEPH W. III: 282, 619
  - MARION YATES: 282, 619
  - Phineas: 143
  - Teresa: 143

**Yost**
- Betty Louise: 766

**Young**
- Ada: 527, 719
  - Albert "Brig": 743, 923
  - Albert C: 709, 734, 910, 920
  - Albert Rufus: 526, 718
  - Alesha Lynn: 535, 751
  - Allen: 535, 751
  - Allen A: 710, 911
  - Allen P: 684, 713, 907, 914
  - Amber: 535, 751
  - America: 521, 524, 530, 685, 716, 737
  - Amy C: 709, 910
  - April: 535, 751
  - Archebald P: 684, 712, 713, 907, 914
  - Archybal: 515
  - Arminta: 522, 714
  - Augustus Ong: 525, 717
  - Beatrice: 743, 748, 753, 923-925
  - Benjamin Strader: 671, 684, 714, 906, 907, 915
  - Benjamin Strother: 525, 708, 910
  - Bertha: 734, 920
  - Bess Girtrude: 526, 719
  - Betty: 734, 920
  - Blanche: 526, 718
  - Bruce Griffith: 709, 733, 910, 919
  - Buck: 526, 719
  - Carol Sue: 749, 753, 924-926
  - Carolyn: 684, 907
  - Carrie: 713, 915
  - Charles: 521, 686
  - Charles: 521, 686
  - Charles A: 684, 907
  - Charles A: 710, 911
  - Charles Conrad: 521, 522, 686, 708, 909
  - Charles E: 525, 708, 909
  - Charles Edmond: 684, 907
  - Charles F "Dick": 733, 743, 920, 922, 923
  - Charles Francis: 670, 906-927
  - Charles Franklin: 526, 718
  - Charles Frederick: 713, 914
  - Charles Henry: 527, 719
  - Charles Henry: 526, 719
  - Charles W: 671, 684, 712, 713, 906, 907, 913, 914
  - Charles Walter: 531, 532, 534-536, 738, 745, 750, 751, 755
  - Charlotte: 712, 914
  - Chloe A "Clue": 730, 917
  - Clark: 684, 710, 713, 907, 911, 915
  - Clinton S: 683, 709, 710, 907, 911
  - Clora A: 713, 914
  - Clyde: 743, 923
  - Colton: 534, 750
  - Cora A: 709, 911
  - Cora W: 709, 910
  - Dale DeWayne: 532, 534, 745, 750
  - David H K: 524, 716
  - David Lewis: 524, 716
  - Delila: 710, 911
  - Dempsey: 527, 531, 533, 719, 739, 746
  - Donna: 744, 923
  - Donnie: 531, 533, 535, 739, 745, 746, 752
  - Dora Elizabeth: 524, 530, 532, 534, 716, 737, 745, 750
  - Dorma Elaine: 531, 739
  - Earl: 743, 923
  - Edden: 684, 907
  - Edmond P: 684, 710, 907, 911
  - Edmund: 670, 906
  - Elizabeth: 60, 817
  - Elizabeth: 524, 716
  - Elizabeth: 684, 907
  - Elizabeth: 709, 910
  - Elizabeth: 522, 686
  - Elizabeth "Betsy": 525, 670, 683, 706-708, 717, 729-732, 741-743, 906, 908, 909, 915-918, 920-922
  - Ella V: 698
  - Ellen: 683, 709, 907, 911
  - Emily F: 684, 907
  - Erna Bly: 525, 530, 717, 738
  - Esther: 709, 911
  - Esther Jane: 734, 920
  - Eveline: 712, 914
  - Fannie Jane: 526, 718
  - Flora J: 712, 914
  - Florence: 713, 915
  - Floyd Jacob: 709, 733, 743, 744, 747, 749, 753-756, 910, 920, 922-927
  - Frances "Fanny": 522, 526, 686, 718
  - Frank M: 698
  - Fred: 525, 717
  - George Alexander: 684, 713, 907, 915
  - George B: 710, 911
  - George B: 713, 915
  - Grace: 734, 744, 920, 923, 924
  - Greg: 533, 535, 745, 751
  - Hamilton: 710, 911
  - Harold Lewis: 531, 738
  - Harriet: 683, 708, 906, 910
  - Harriet: 521, 525, 530, 532, 685, 717, 738, 745
  - Harriet: 522, 686
  - Harriett Ann: 684, 907
  - Harry: 525, 717
  - Harvey Humphreys: 683, 709, 734, 906, 911, 920
  - Harvey Hutson: 709, 734, 911, 920
  - Harvey Samuel: 734, 920
  - Hebron: 734, 920
  - Henrietta: 710, 911
  - Henrietta B: 684, 714, 908, 915
Henry:  734, 920
Henry:  522, 714
Henry:  710, 911
Hiram S:  710, 911
Hiram S:  713, 914
Howard Elbert:  526, 718
Hoy O:  709, 911
Ida M:  712, 914
Invah Lee:  531, 738
Iona:  733, 920
Irvin:  526, 718
Jacob Armstrong:  683, 709, 733, 734, 743, 744, 748, 749, 753-756, 906, 910, 922-927
James:  710, 912
James A:  670, 683, 709, 710, 713, 906, 911, 915
James A:  525, 708, 909
James Corbett:  709, 911
James D:  733, 920
James Luther:  526, 718
James M:  713, 915
James S:  521, 685
James Strother:  683, 709, 733, 906, 910, 919
Jane Ann:  749, 753, 924, 926
Janie:  532, 535, 536, 745, 751, 755
Jasper:  708, 733, 910, 919
Jennings:  532, 745
Jesse:  522, 527, 714, 734
Jesse:  527, 719
Jesse Ora:  530, 738
Jessie James:  522, 525, 686, 708, 717, 909
Joanna:  709, 910
Joel L:  533, 746
John Bird:  670, 683, 709, 732-734, 743, 744, 748, 749, 753-756, 906, 910, 911, 918-920, 922-927
John D:  524, 716
John Darion:  521, 685
John Floyd:  522, 527, 686, 719
John Mark:  521, 524, 525, 530, 685, 717, 738
John Mark Q:  530, 738
John Milton:  709, 734, 910, 920
John Milton Quincy:  525, 530, 717, 738
John Payton:  683, 906
John Thomas:  527, 719
Johnson:  710, 912
Joseph Dennis:  733, 743, 920, 923
Josephine:  709, 910
Joshua Steven:  535, 751
Joyce:  754, 926
Ju9ia:  710, 911
Julia:  525, 708, 909
Karen Faye:  532, 534-536, 745, 751, 755
Kathaleen:  532, 745
Kent:  532, 534, 745, 750
Keziah:  520, 685
Kimberly Lynn:  533, 746
L G:  713, 914
Laretta:  699
Laura:  709, 733, 910, 919
Levi Jackson:  527, 719
Levi Lewis:  526, 531, 718, 738
Lewis:  743, 923
Lewis Norman:  521, 524, 685, 716
Lewis W:  522, 526, 531, 686, 718, 738
Lillia W:  709, 910
Lily:  734, 920
Lois K:  533, 535, 746, 752
Louis Jacob:  527, 719
Lowell Franklin:  531, 739
Lucielle:  743, 923
Lucinda:  683, 708, 732, 733, 906, 910, 918, 919
Lucinda:  684, 907
Lucinda "Lucy":  684, 713, 907, 914
Lucy:  710, 911
Mable:  743, 748, 753, 923-925
Maggie:  733, 743, 749, 754, 920, 923-926
Margaret:  683, 906
Margaret:  670, 906
Margaret Jane:  684, 907
Margreth Jung:  409, 771
Maria:  522, 686
Maribell:  525, 708, 909
Marretta:  684, 907
Marrietta:  684, 713, 907, 914
Martha:  522, 526, 686, 718
Martha B:  521, 685
Mary:  709, 910
Mary A:  709, 910
Mary A E:  525, 708, 909
Mary Agnes:  522, 714
Mary Ann:  713, 915
Mary Belle:  743, 748, 753, 923-925
Mary C:  733, 920
MARY C.:  554, 661
Mary E:  713, 914
Mary Jane:  710, 911
Mary Jane:  527, 719
Mary Susan:  526, 718
Mary Y:  522, 686
Matilda Jane:  684, 712, 907, 914
Mattie:  734, 743, 920, 923
Mattie M:  515, 516
May B:  712, 914
Melburn B:  713, 914
Melissa Ann:  535, 751
Melvin G:  713, 914
Melvina:  522, 714
Michael:  534, 750
Michelle Catherine:  535, 751
Milton Woods:  521, 525, 530, 685, 717, 738
Milton Woods, Jr.:  525, 717
Minnie:  708, 733, 910, 919
Missouri:  527, 719
Morris:  744, 923
Myrtle:  743, 923
Nancy Ann:  713, 915
Nancy Catherine:  527, 719
Nancy W:  683, 709, 906, 911
Nathan L:  712, 914
Nita:  749, 924
Nita:  754, 756, 926, 927
Noel H:  533, 746
Nora B:  709, 910
Nora Edna:  530, 738
Ora D:  525, 717
Oscar Gene:  531, 738
Otho:  733, 919
Pamela Sue:  535, 751
Paul:  744, 923
Paula:  749, 753, 754, 924, 926
Perry S:  709, 733, 910, 919
Phil Chilton:  709, 911
Porus J:  709, 910
Rachel:  522, 526, 686, 718
Raimone:  527, 734
Rebecca:  520, 685, 723, 804
Renee:  533, 535, 745, 751
Rhoda Belle:  527, 719
Richard Enen:  526, 718
Richard Harrison:  531, 738
Ricky:  534, 750
Rita:  754, 756, 926, 927
Rita Kay:  749, 924
Robert:  734, 744, 920, 923
Robert Carroll:  531, 738
Robert Kemp:  531, 533, 739, 746
Rosdell E:  710, 911
Rose E:  713, 915
Roxalana S:  684, 907
Roy Orton:  709, 911
Ruby:  743, 923
Russell Rex:  733, 743, 748, 749, 753-756, 920, 923-927
Russell Rex "Jim":  743, 748, 749, 753, 754, 756, 923-927
Ruth Virginia:  743, 748, 753, 755, 756, 923-926
S E:  713, 914
Samuel M:  684, 712, 907, 914
Saphrona:  522, 686
Sara C:  713, 915
Sarah:  734, 920
Sarah Ann:  670, 684, 710-712, 734, 906, 907, 912, 913, 920
Sarah Ann:  683, 709, 906, 910
Sarah Catherine:  525, 708, 909
Sarah E:  684, 710, 713, 907, 911, 915
Sarah Elizabeth:  684, 712, 907, 913
Sarah Jane:  522, 527, 531, 714, 734, 744
Sarah Jane:  685, 908
Shaun:  534, 750
Shirley Gene:  531, 533, 535, 739, 745, 751
Stanton W:  709, 911
Stella May:  526, 719
Steven Michael:  532, 535, 745, 751
Suanne:  532, 745
T C:  710, 911
Tabitha:  684, 907
Tammy:  534, 750
Terri Lynn:  533, 535, 745, 751
Thomas H.:  195
Tina Marie:  533, 745
Unk:  526, 718
Velda G:  733, 919
Vincent:  710, 911
Virgie Ethel:  729, 916
Walter:  532, 535, 745, 751
Walter:  526, 718
Walter Jennings:  531, 532, 738, 745
Walter Lee:  526, 531-536, 719, 738, 745, 750-752, 755
William:  734, 920
William:  749, 754, 756, 924, 926, 927
William:  671, 684, 710, 713, 906, 907, 911, 914, 915
William:  522, 686
William:  713, 915
William "Bill":  743, 749, 923, 924
William B:  525, 708, 909
William D:  733, 920
William H:  698
William J:  710, 911
William Johnson:  527, 719

Winslow Walter:  733, 919

**YOUNGBLOOD -**
?:  657

**Zimmer -**
Aletta:  791
Anne:  791, 792
Beverly June:  792, 793
Eunice Mae:  792, 793, 795
Jacob Rients:  791
Jan Cornelis:  791, 792
Judith Ilene:  792
Martha:  791, 792
Ray:  791-793, 795
William Jay:  792

**ZIMMERMAN -**
SARAH E.:  552, 659

**Zoetewey -**
Evelyn:  791
James:  791
James:  791
Johanna:  791
Mildred:  791
Virginia:  791